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Carolyn Craig in a scene from the rain sequence in the Longridge Enterprises pro¬
duction, “Studs Lonigan,” produced by Phil Yordan, to be released by United Artists.

“THE TECHNICAL EXCELLENCE OF DU PONT SUPERIOR® 2 AND 4 LETS
ME CONCENTRATE ON THE ARTISTIC DEMANDS OF THE PICTURE"

says J. Arthur Feindel, A.S.C., Director of Photog¬
raphy on the production of James T. Farrell’s
classic best seller, “Studs Lonigan.” “Camera
work on today’s features is more than mere pic¬
ture taking,” explains Feindel, shown on the right
in the photo with Director Irving Lerner setting
up the rain sequence. “That’s why, in filming
‘Studs Lonigan,’ I was glad to rely on DuPont
products and the service that goes with them.
Thanks to DuPont, I felt free to concentrate on
the demands of the drama itself.”
DuPont films—and technical data on them —

are available through any of the DuPont Photo
Products sales offices below.

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING .. .

THROUGH CHEMISTRY

••10. u. S. PAT Off

Atlanta 18, Georgia, 1737 Ellsworth Ind. Dr., N. W.; Waltham, Mass., 45—4th Ave. (Boston); Chicago 46, III., 4560 Touhy Ave., Edgebrook Sta.; Cleveland 16, Ohio,
20575 Center Ridge Road; Dallas 7, Texas, 1628 Oak Lawn Ave.; Los Angeles 38, Calif., 7051 Santa Monica Blvd.; New York 11, N. Y., 248 W. 18th St.; Wynnewood, Pa.,
308 E. Lancaster Ave. (Phila.); Export, Nemours Bldg., Wilmington 98, Del.; In Canada: Du Pont of Canada Limited, Toronto.

SERVING THE WORLD'S FINEST FILM MAKERS

More PORTMAN ANIMATION
STANDS Sold To:

An Easy Way to Hold Things Up... Anywhere
Lights • Props • Backgrounds • Mikes
Without Nails or Screws

• Australian Broadcasting
Commission
• Robert Tinfo Technical
Animation
• Bay State Film Productions
• Walter Craig Productions
• Ayacucho Cine, Caracas
• KVOS-TV, Vancouver
• Ford Motor Company
• Rembrandt Films
• Ansel Studios
• Corwin Studios
• L & L Animation
• Mayo Clinic
• Slide-O-Chrome
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per set
consisting of:
2—3-piece poles
7—fittings
1—110" cross bar
Adjustable from
BVa'to 12y2'

F & B POLE SET is a featherweight, telescoping aluminum
column with an expansion spring in the top. Adjust it once
to your ceiling height with locking collar. Then just spring it
in and out of place as you please. Rubber pads top and
bottom protect ceilings and floors ... can’t be knocked over
and takes less floor space than a silver dollar. A perfect,
mobile, lightweight support for lights. Two POLE SETS with
cross piece and fitting can be used to hold a roll of back¬
ground paper, props, flats, etc. Perfect for location filming.

A rugged precision and versatile
animation stand that offers more
than 40 accessories for special
animation and effects.

POLE SET IOV2' to 15'... $38.95

$8.50 ea

3 piece Pole
with Clamp
101/2' to 15'

New ACME-PORTMAN 16mm-35mm interchangeable
camera with ball-bearing mounted cam-rackover.
Write for descriptive folder and price list.

Cross Bar
(110") with
5 fittings

$9.50 ea

1595

AVAILABLE NOW:

Individual Parts:
3 piece Pole
with Clamp
8V2' to 12V2'

Prices begin at

$8.50 ea

NOW AVAILABLE AT F & B

• 35mm and 16mm
• For Studios & TV
• Cutting and Viewing

ENGLAND'S FAMOUS

ACMADE MARK II
EDITING TABLES
• Continuous movement (non-intermittent) safer
for negative or positive viewing.
• Synchronous and variable speed, instant stop,
forward and reverse foot pedals and press
button.
• Film paths instantly declutchable by switch
selection.
• Projected picture 8"x6" or larger by removing
screen.
• Separate magnetic and combined optical and
magnetic heads.
• Built-in synchronizer footage counter and run¬
ning time counter.
• Removable flange plate with tite wind roller.
• Instant sound track selector.
• Manual inching control.
• Fast rewind controls.
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Now In Use By: British Broadcasting Corp., British Movietone
News, Television Wales & The West, Scottish Television,
Granada TV, Southern TV, International News Film Agency,
British War Office, Associated TV, Atomic Weapon Research,
Cambridge University, Mather & Crowther, Editorial Films,
Park Pictures, Marconi TV, and many other leading British
producers.
Florman & Babb — Exclusive East Coast Dealers

Price complete and
duty paid.

$2975
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FLORMAN & B/

DO, INC.

68 West 45tti Street • New York 36, New York

MUrray Hill 2-2928
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Feature Articles

OF CINEMATOGRAPHERS

FOUNDED January 8, 1919, the ASC
was established to advance the art and
the science of cinematography; to en¬
courage, foster, and strive for preemi¬
nence, excellence, artistic perfection and
scientific knowledge in all matters per¬
taining to cinematography; to bring into
closest confederation those leaders in the
cinematographic science whose achieve¬
ments in that field entitle them to mem¬
bership in the Society; and to promote
the interests of all who shall be called
to membership in the ASC, that such
membership may become a mark of honor
and distinction based on merit.
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MITCHELL R-35
...only truly professional
portable reflex motion picture camera
Designed to cover the widest range of professional motion picture applications, the all new Mitchell R-35
reflex camera offers remarkable versatility to exceed the requirements of most discriminating cinematogra¬
phers. Streamlined design is combined for the first time with the full range of professional features by
Mitchell —world's leading source of truly professional motion picture cameras and equipment.

COMPACT
Incomparable
R-35
Film
Movement

Designed to produce rock-steady films completely
compatible with those of the well-known Mitchell
BNC, NC and Standard cameras, the new R-35
dual register pin movement features: TWin regis¬
tration pins... twin pull-down claws; stop-motion
to 120 EPS.; removable plate with built-in filter
holder slot... holds two thicknesses of gelatin
filters. Full size: 0.980" x 0.735", removable pres¬
sure plate, entire movement removable for clean¬
ing ... special construction insures foolproof
insertion with no loss of timing.

Hand Held or Tripod Mounted, the new Mitchell R-35 reflex camera uses; and uses a new series of
Super Baltar matched lenses designed specifically for the R-35 by Bausch & Lomb. For Complete
details of the outstanding features of this remarkable 35mm camera, write for the new R-35 Bulletin.

MITCHELL R-35
JANUARY
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MITCHELL CAMERA CORPORATION
666 W. HARVARD ST., GLENDALE 4, CALIF.
TECHNICAL REPRESENTATIVE:
521 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 17, N. Y.

INDUSTRY
NEWS
Film and TV Museum Approved

"BUZZ OFF" EMULSION
WITH

An important step in the realization
of the motion picture and TV museum
planned for Hollywood was taken last
month when the Los Angeles County
Board of Supervisors, by a 4-to-l vote,
authorized appropriation of $162,500
in architects fees and ordered the
county counsel to prepare enabling le¬
gislation which, if approved, would get
the project underway.
At a meeting of the Board earlier in
the month, the project was shelved
temporarily because the Supervisors
felt the motion picture industry should

xv

WESTERN Cine
16MM AUTOMATIC
LEE GARMES, ASC
. . . some ideas about
the Hollywood Motion
Picture and TV Museum.

SPLICER!
MODEL H

put up half the estimated $4,000,000
cost of the Museum. Present at the
meeting were many industry notables,
including Mary Bickford, who asked,
“How can we raise two million dollars
in two weeks?” and added, “I feel
our industry shouldn’t be put in such
a position.”

the most wanted splicer
IN AMERICA
Th e all new Western Cine Automatic
Splicer is the "hot" one to buy! It
features an exclusive power driven
rotary scraper that does all the work
for you. It meets the most exacting
requirements of the film industry; yet,
it is so easy to operate that even the
non - professional can make perfect
splices every time . . . and in a few
seconds! It's fully guaranteed. Get the
details today!

According to present plans, the mus¬
eum. owned and operated by a non¬
profit corporation initially, would re¬
vert to County ownership in 30 years.
Lee Garmes, President of the Amer¬
ican Society of Cinematographers, who

ARTHUR MILLER, ASC
. . . appointed to Advisory
Council of the Hollywood
Motion Picture and Tele¬
vision Museum.

SEE YOUR DEALER. OR WRITE

312

So. Pearl St.

•

Denver 9, Colo.

was among those present at the earlier
meeting, said privately he believed that
the Museum might successfully be
owned and operated by the industry,
even constructed with the financial as¬
sistance of industry crafts or through

News briefs of
industry activities,
products and progress

donations made by the nations’ theatre
owners on the basis of one-cent of
every paid theatre admission.
Earlier, Arthur Miller, a former
President of the ASC, was appointed to
the Advisory Council of the Hollywood
Motion Picture and Television Museum
by Sol Lesser, Chairman of the Muse¬
um Commission. He was unable to at¬
tend the December 13th meeting with
the Supervisors because of an out-oftown speaking committment.

Award To Karl Struss
Karl Struss, ASC. wras among those
cited for outstanding achievement in
the production of TV film commercials
at the recent First Annual TV Com¬
mercial Festival and Forum in New
York. Certificate of Merit presented
Struss was for his work in photograph¬
ing the “Family Shopping Tour” com¬
mercial for Chevrolet Motors.

Blackburn Exits German Co.
Terminating
active
management
during the past 35 years of W. J.
German, Jnc., of California, Edward
0. Blackburn steps down from the of¬
fice of Vice-President and General

EDW. 0. BLACKBURN
. . . steps down from
helm of W. J. German,
Inc., in Hollywood.

Manager of the firm’s California or¬
ganization January 6th.
Through arrangements reached be¬
tween Blackburn and his Company, he
will continue in a sales advisory capac¬
ity through 1961 and 1962, although
he will officially leave his office this
month.
William J. German, company presi¬
dent, is expected to appoint a succes¬
sor to Blackburn following his arrival
in Hollywood early this month.
Continued On Page 8
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The lights came from CHARLES ROSS!

LIGHTS

GRIP EQUIPMENT

Now, in 1961, producers get the same depend¬
able service from Charles Ross on lights, grip
equipment, generator trucks and props, too. It
pays you to call on Charles Ross and take advan¬
tage of its40years of quality and reliability. Here
you get complete flexibility for everything on the
set . . . choose from one of the largest inven¬
tories in the East.

PROPS
\ini

/ji'tySfi

-J€X-iSr

generator trucks
1800, 1600, 1000, 300,
200 Amp. D.C., 100,
50, 30, 20 Amp. A.C.

Lighting the Motion Picture Industry Since 1921

Send lor o schedule of rental cates

JANUARY

•
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333 West 52nd Street, New York City, Circle 6-5470
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INDUSTRY NEWS
33rd
Continued From Page 6

IMPORTANT!
Check this
list

Annual Academy Awards
VOTING TIMETABLE

Arthur Miller Addresses SMPTE

Dec. 31
(Midnight)

AWARDS YEAR ENDS

Arthur Miller, ASC, last month ad¬
dressed the Northern California Sec¬
tion of the Society of Motion Picture
and Television Engineers in San Fran¬
cisco on “‘The Historical Aspects of
Motion Picture Photography.” Miller,
who photographed the bulk of “The
Perils of Pauline” serials, illustrated
examples of early day cinematographic
techniques with old-time silent films,
which were screened as part of his
presentation.

Feb. 2
(Polls close
Feb. 14)

MAIL NOMINATIONS BALLOTS
(Acting, Directing, Writing and
Best Picture Awards)

Feb. 13
(Polls close
Feb. 21

MAIL NOMINATIONS BALLOTS
(Art Direction, Cinematography,
Costume Design, Film Editing
and Music Awards)

Feb. 27

ALL NOMINATIONS ANNOUNCED

Mar. 4 thru
Mar. 23

NOMINATIONS SCREENINGS IN
ACADEMY AWARD THEATRE

Mar. 17

MAIL FINAL BALLOTS

April 3

FINAL POLLS CLOSE

April 17

AWARDS PRESENTATION

removed in coverting the theatre for
exhibition of ultra-widescreen 70mm

Surtees’ “Ben-Hur” Cited

money.
ARRIFLEX
16mm
camera,
3
lenses, motor, sunshade, ease,
battery, charger, excellent .$1,395.00
AURICON
Cine
Voice,
turret
model, amplifier, sound acces¬
sories, case, exceptionally fine....$

695.00

Portable power pack and battery
charger for Cine Voice camera....$

95.00

AURICON Pro-200 camera, ampli¬
fier, sound accessories, model 60
zoom lens.$

945.00

Cine Special II camera, 100' cham¬
ber, 25mm Ektar f/1.4 lens, ex¬
cellent .$

795.00

200' chrome chamber for above ....$

325.00

100' chamber for above with con¬
verted top for Mitchell 400'
magazine .
$

295.00

ARRIELEX 35mm camera, model
1, two 400' magazines, variable
speed motor, sunshade, carrying
case, with Cinekad blimp, syn¬
chronous motor, footage counter,
follow-focus control, and B&H
geared tripod, compl. package..$1,595.00
SOUND PROJECTORS
B&H model 179, two cases, 12"
speaker .-.$

225.00

B&H model 185, single case, like
new1 .-.$

245.00

B&H model 185, two cases 12"
speaker .-.-.$

275.00

B&H model 385, two cases, 12"
speaker .$

425.00

B&H model 302, single case, op¬
tical-magnetic, list $855.00, like
new .$

625.00

Victor lightweight, two-case, 12"
speaker .-.$

165.00

The country’s press motion picture
critics and reviewers, and broadcast¬
ing’s film commentators voting in The
Film Daily’s annual Filmdom’s Fa-

The Academy has appointed Steve
Broidy Chairman of the Awards Pro¬
gram. The following members of the
American Society of Cinematogra¬
phers are serving on the Cinematogra¬
phy Awards Rules Committee: Charles
G. Clarke, Chairman; Farciot Edouart,
George J. Folsey, Winton C. Hoch,
Arthur C. Miller, and Hal Mohr.

R0BERT SURTEES, ASC
. . . another award for
his “Ben-Hur” filming.

Cinematographers serving on the
Special Effects Awards Rules Commit¬
tee are: Farciot Edouart, Linwood G.
Dunn, Paul Eagler, John Fulton, Ub
Iwerks. and Hans Koenekamp.

mous Fives poll put “Ben Hur” at the
top of the list of its Five Best Photo¬
graphed Pictures for 1960. “Ben-Hur’
was photographed by Robert Surtees,
ASC, and won the Academy Award
last year for Best Achievement in Col¬
or Cinematography.

Workshop Dates Announced

Other films cited for Best Photogra¬
phy were “Jungle Cat,” By James R.
Simon, Hugh A. Wilmar, and Floyd
Beebe; “Sons & Lovers,” by Freddie
Francis; “Elmer Gantry,” by John
Alton; and “Suddenly Last Summer,”
by Jack Hildyard.
#

*

The Annual Calvin Workshop, con¬
ducted by Calvin Productions, Inc.,
Kansas City, Mo., will take place on
the company’s sound stages February
13, 14, and 15, 1961. Any serious film
worker is invited to attend and there
is no cost or obligation, other than pro¬
viding his own accommodations and
meals.
For those who require a personal in¬
vitation on the Calvin company’s letter¬
head, write to the company at 1105
Truman Road. Kansas City 6, Mo.

*

Oscar Awards in April

Write today for catalog of other sale items!

The 33rd Annual Academy Awards
presentation ceremomes will take place
April 17th at the Santa Monica Civic
Auditorium. The event will be televised
and radiocast through facilities of the
American
Broadcasting
Company.
Switch from the traditional Hollywood
Pantages Theatre to Santa Monica’s
Civic Auditorium was necessitated by
fact the Pantages was recently refur¬
bished and a great many of its seats

8

movies.

Industry Jobs at Peak
Employment level for studio crafts¬
men in Hollywood was at the highest
level in 10 years early in December,
with all unions reporting close to
100% employment of members, ac¬
cording to the industry trade-paper
Hollywood Reporter. On December 8,
22 features and 114 TV films were be¬
fore the cameras in Hollywood stu¬
dios.
■
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economical lip-synch filming with famed

quality...

ARRICORD
SINGLE UNIT DOUBLE SYSTEM
PICTURE AND SOUND CAMERA

The Arricord 35 is a combination of the latest Arriflex
35mm Model I IB camera and a magnetic recording unit
which uses perforated 17V2mm magnetic recording film.
The combined units are housed in a compact sound
blimp having external controls for both sound and pic¬
ture recording.
In the Arricord, the Arriflex camera component is per¬
manently joined to the recorder unit by a special pre¬
cision gear drive, which assures constant speed and
smooth, even motion in the mechanisms driving both
the negative and magnetic films. A 24 Volt governor
controlled DC precision motor powers the entire unit.
The Arricord answers the demand for a compact and
portable double system sound recording camera with
the convenience, money and labor saving features of a
single system camera. Because the entire unit is driven
by a 24 Volt battery pack it eliminates the need for AC
generators or inverters.

TECHNICAL DATA
Other. Product

of

CAMERA SECTION
Focus & diaphragm externally controlled • Through-thelens focusing and viewing • 400 ft. magazine film
capacity • Three-lens turret • PLUS —all the famous
ARRIFLEX 35 camera features.

Ingenuity

RECORDING SECTION
Made by Klangfilm to professional standards • Takes
450 ft. standard 17V2mm magnetic film • Built-in re¬
cording and test meter • Frequency response: 30 to
10,000 cps. • Two microphone inputs with mix facilities.
Equalization: Bass
0; -6; —12 db
Treble

+2 to +14 db

PLUS: built-in intercom from recordist to cameraman,
electric slate, monitoring before or after recording, and
many other fine features.
WEIGHTS: ARRICORD. .72 lbs.
Amplifier. .28 lbs.
Battery pack. .42 lbs. (approx.)

FOR SALE, RENT, OR LEASE

A.S. C. Begins 42nd Year
Cinematographers’ society, oldest craft organiza¬
tion in the industry, founded January 8, 1919.

BROR-400 16MM
FILM DEVELOPING MACHINE
You get all these extra features for one low price—

A
A
it
it
it

Air Compressor built in.
Two stage air squeegee in final wash.
Spray combination wash.
Bottom drains in all tanks.
Needle
bearing
supported
top
drive
shafts
friction clutch drive.
it Strip heaters in dry box filtered forced air
with exhaust duct outlet.
it Stainless steel heliarc welded tanks
★ Operates at 600' per hour.

$1125.00

FOB,

VIEW OF LOUNGE of Hollywood clubhouse of American Society of Cinematographers, which the Society has
occupied since December, 1936. Situated on the corner of North Orange Drive and Franklin Avenue, it previ¬
ously was the home of silent-film star Conway Tearle. Here Hollywood's top cinematographic tolent gathers
once a month for dinner and informal discussions.

New York.

CAMART CORE DISPENSER
Keeps

film

at

times.

Attach

table

or

all

work
Easy
to

to
fill.

cores

handy
to

wall.

remove—easy
All

aluminum

construction.

Adjustable

to

or

16mm

35mm

cares.
Length 16"

$9.50
Length 24"

$11.50
Length 36"

$14.50
FOB,

New York.

CAMART TIGHTWIND ADAPTER
The only Tightwind
Adapter
with
ball-bear¬
ing roller. Com¬
pletely
scratchproof.
Chromeplated, prevents
cinching & ab¬
rasions.
Winds
film
quickly &
evenly.
Single
unit for
16mm
and 35mm. Fits
most
any
re¬
wind.
Includes
core
adapter.
Price
Extra Core ad¬
apters ....$6.00
FOB New York

10

OoLEMNLY,

AND

without

fanfare,

^ the American Society of Cinema¬
tographers will observe its 42nd Anni¬
versary on January 8th. The Society is
the oldest craft organization in the
motion picture industry, and its official
establishment began when on January
8, 1919, the Society’s articles of in¬
corporation were approved by the
State of California.
The Society’s founding fathers and
charter members were fifteen of Holly¬
wood’s leading motion picture camera¬
men: Philip E. Rosen, Homer A. Scott,
William C. Foster, L. D. Clawson, Eu¬
gene Gaudio, Walter L. Griffin, Roy
Klafki. Charles Rosher, Victor Milner,
Joseph August, Arthur Edeson, Fred L.
Granville, J. D. Jennings, Robert S.
Newhard, and L. Guy Willey. Of these,
only Klafki, Rosher, Milner, Edeson
and Wilky are alive today. All are
retired.
Although January 8, 1919 marks the
official beginning of the A.S.C., the
movement for a society of cameramen
actually began much earlier in New
York, where America’s motion picture
industry also had its beginning.
The formation of the first motion
picture cameramen’s club in America
took place in the Bronx during the
summer of 1913. Philip Rosen and a
number of other cameramen who then
were working at the Edison studio for
$18.00 a week started the ball rolling.

At the time a group of producers
known as the Motion Picture Patents
Company practically controlled the in¬
dustry, making it impossible for a
cameraman to seek safe employment
with independent concerns. So anony¬
mous notices were sent out to as many
cameramen as it was possible to reach,
summoning them to an organizational
meeting.
On the appointed evening, thirteen
men appeared, each a stranger to the
others, and with no definite idea as
to why they were present. A tempo¬
rary chairman was appointed and the
motion picture cameramen’s first or¬
ganization, the Cinema Camera Club,
was formed.
Shortly thereafter, a similar organ¬
ization was formed in Hollywood and
known as the Static Club. Like the
Cinema Camera Club, the Static Club
was formed for purely social reasons
—to afford cameramen opportunity to
exchange ideas, reveal job opportuni¬
ties, and for the general advancement
of the motion picture cameraman and
his work.
Later on, the Static Club changed
its title to the Cinema Camera Club
and an affiliation was formed with the
New York group with an exchange of
membership.
In 1918, the Hollywood group began
to deteriorate as an organization and
Continued on Page 58
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Color Iran

INTRODUCES THE

CINEMASTER CHIEF
TO

CONTROL

THE

EQUIVALENT

OF

TEN

5-K’S

50,000 WAITS
of photograp
PUSHBUTTON CONSOLE6 outlets independently controlled. Select
exact color temperature from reading for
each outlet —built-in lamp protection
interlock for pre-boost warmup.
RUGGED-PORTABLE
Ideal for location. Heavy gauge beefed up
case. Recessed panel to protect meters.
50% more capacity with full duty cycle!
SAFETY ENGINEERED —
Complete integrated 3-wire grounded
system to meet accepted safety standards.
WIDER INPUT
VOLTAGE CONTROLFrom 100-V to 120-V and 200-V to
240-V. Can handle ten 500-W PAR-64
lamps (3400° K.) from 220-V input and
six 500-W PAR-64 lamps (3400° K.)
from 120-Volts.
MORE EFFICIENT LIGHT —
Controls the equal of 50,000 Watts of light
with Vi the normal ampere consumption.

CINEKING

$42 95
(With PAR-64 lamp,
equals one 5-K.)

NATURAL LIGHTING CORPORATION
630 South Flower Street Burbank, California
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WALTER STRENGE’S

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
Need advice on a picture making problem?

Your questions are invited

and will be answered by mail. Questions and answers considered of
general interest ivill appear in this column each month.

In shooting a number of scenes
recently with my new 16mm single¬
system sound camera, I encountered a
great deal of unwanted background
noise, such as that from automobiles
passing in the distance, etc. Can you
suggest how this can be avoided—or at
least minimized?—A. A- H., Denver.

CAMART DUAL
SOUND EDITOR
•

Edit

single

and

double

system

16mm

or

35mm optical sound.
9

Edit single system
system

Magnastripe or double

magnetic sound.

9

Use with any 16mm motion picture viewer

»

ture to track.
Works from left to

to obtain perfect lip-sync matching of pic¬

Dual

right or right to

left.

Editor without viewer..

$195.00

Zeiss Moviscop viewer ..
Editor-Viewer combination
.

$ 89.50
$269.50

ARRIFLEX 16
16mm and 35mm cameras in stock for imme¬
diate

delivery.

soundproof
zines.

Arriflex

blimps

Synchronous

16mm

available.
motors.

and
400

New

35mm

Answer: This is something that one
learns to cope witli through experience
and trial-and-error. When shooting ex¬
teriors as you describe, sound inter¬
ference from off-scene soruces can be
minimized by operating with the mic¬
rophone placed as close as possible to
the subject without intruding in the
picture.
For example, if you would normally
place the mike 6 ft. from the player in
the scene, reducing the distance to 3 ft.
will result in decreasing the amount of
off-scene noise pickup by 6 decibels
relative to the voice. Move it even clos¬
er— say a foot-and-a-half — and the
noise is decreased another 6 decibels
for a total of 12. Use of a directional
microphone can also help, hut not as
much as the remedy suggested above.

maga¬

and

Used.

Q

I have seen the term “First trial
composite print” in the literature
and woidd like an explanation of the
term and a description of the type of
print referred to.—J. McD., Portland,
Ore.

Answer: The first trial composite print
is the first composite print made from
the picture and sound release nega¬
tives for the customer by the labora¬
tory for the purpose of checking and
correcting picture and sound quality,
negative cutting and assembly, etc.

Q

CAMART BABY DOLLY
Only

a

four-wheel

balance
sional

and

motion

dolly

stability

will

provide

required

for

picture production.

seat for cameraman,

platform

the

profes¬

Adjustable

accommodates

assistant.

$425.00
FOB

New

York.

Dolly

tracks

available.
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1845 BROADWAY
NEW YORK 23, N. Y.
Cable: Cameraman

L

Because it is readily available to
us, we plan to use a 35mm film
sound recorder to record the track for
a forthcoming film to be shot and re¬
leased in 16mm. What method would
you recommend for transferring the
35mm sound track to 16mm—reduc¬
tion or contact?—J. B. H., Omaha,
Neb.

Answer: Leading film laboratories,
such as General in Hollywood and
Kansas City, recommend that the
sound for a 16mm reduction print be
contact-printed rather than reductionprinted. This is because most 35mm

sound negatives normally are recorded
for a frequency response range to at
least 8000 cycles and a volume range
of as much as 40 decibels, with 35mm
reduction equipment in mind.
On the other hand, 16mm sound
negatives are recorded with 16mm
equipment and film speeds in mind. A
16mm sound system is usually capa¬
ble of reproducing a volume range of
20 decibels and frequencies of not
more than 6000 cycles. Negatives re¬
corded for 16mm reproduction nor¬
mally incorporate compression to a
volume range of 20 decibels or less
and emphasis of the low7 and high fre¬
quencies.
Even though excellent optical reduc¬
tion prints can be made, optimum re¬
sults are obtained by recording a sep¬
arate sound negative for 16mm repro¬
duction.

Q

My future work in cinematography
will, for the most part, be witli
color film and involve subjects where
good color quality will be vitally im¬
portant. I have no experience as yet
with color temperature meters. Please
explain their function and importance
in color photography.—A. M• A., Miami
Beach, Fla.

Answer: A color temperature meter
measures the color temperature of light
sources used in motion picture photog¬
raphy. Its function is based on the
principle that the spectral energy dis¬
tribution of light sources at different
temperatures can be defined reason¬
ably accurate by stating the relative
proportions of red and blue radiation
which they emit.
This the color temperature meter
does. Most meters of this sort operate
by rotating a circular half-red, half¬
blue filter before a photocell. Where
the blue content of the light is great¬
er or less than the red, the meter will
so indicate on its scale. Such readings
are generally indicated in terms of
Kelvin degrees (or ‘‘degrees Kelvin",
as some prefer to term it), although
some meters indicate what filters to use
to obtain normal photographic result
with a given color film.
Popular color temperature meters
presently in use are Gossen Sixti-color,
Rehikoff, and the Spectra 3-Color.
■
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BIRNS & SAWYER ARRI PRODUCTS
Increase Range and Use of Arriflex Cameras
ARRI HEATER BARNEY

Efficient B & S heater parka keeps camera warm,
film pliable in temperatures to — 68° F. Highest
quality materials and workmanship. $168. Other
barneys for all cameras. Request brochure.

W-l-D-E, W-l-D-E LENSES

In Sports, Aerials, Underwater, and Sound

AQUARRI 16 BLIMP

UNDERWATER BLIMP, CAT. 5100

Super-strong welded marine aluminum housing
available for camera, 400 magazine and voltabloc battery. Top interchangeable for Arri 35.
Special nose cone available for 5.7mm lens.
$2,495. Catalog 5000.

New Underwater Housing Designed For Arri 16 &
35mm Cameras. Tops Change, as Base is Common.
Welded Marine Aluminum Plate 3/e" thick. With¬
stands 60-minute Test at 300' Depth. Request Bro¬
chure. $2,495.

L-O-N- G, L-O-N-G LENSES

(

i

Widest wide angle for Arri 35 from B & S optical
shop. Sharp, crisp 14.5m
F 3.5 Angenieux re¬
places larger, bulkier lenses. Arri mount $375,
Mitchell NC mount $39S-

SOUND BARNEY, CAT. 1420

B & S Multi-Layer Sound Barney for Arri 16 Cuts
80% °f Camera Noise on Location Shooting. Light¬
weight, Effective. Sold Only Through Franchised
Arriflex Dealers. $99.50.

B & S Omnitar lenses fit 16 and 35mm Arris in focal lengths from 125mm through 1000mm, shown above
with Mark III Omnipod cradle. Lens shown is F6.3, Catalog No. 1364, $795. See Your Dealer or Write
for Brochure. Omnitars Consistently Best for Resolution, Color, and Brilliance.

BALL-SOCKET HI-HAT, CAT. 1123

B & S Presents the First Hi-Hat Made Expressly for
16mm Arri Ball-Socket Tripod Head. Camera Levels
Quickly, Easily. Eliminates Wedging. $34.00.

TRACKING FINDER, CAT. 2600

Great for Sports, Aerials, Moving Targets, etc. Fits
Arri 16 for 25 & 50mm Lenses. Easily Attached and
Removed. Folds Flat. $49,50.

T816 BATTERY
CHARGER

LONGER LASTING VOLTABLOC BATTERIES

ARRI 35 HI-HAT

End battery woes with B & S
guaranteed, self-fused
charger for all 8-V and/or
16-V Voltablocs. $49.50.

Birns & Sawyer-designed voltabloc batteries guaranteed for
longer, trouble-free life. All units encased in first grade cow¬
hide, have belt loop and shoulder strap. Compare!
8.4-Volt $115. 15-Volt $180.

Sturdy Hi-hat for mounting
Arri 35 to standard tripod.
Engineered
struts.
Base
tapped for 3/»" and ’A" Tri¬
pods- $34.00.

CIN-AR ADAPTER

Adapt your Arri lenses to
"C" mount cameras. On-Off
in seconds. See your camera
dealer. $16.50.

Birns & Sawyer Specializes in Arri Equipment: Rentals, Sales,
Repairs, Trades, Purchases, Maintenance, and Special Design
Cable Address: BIRNSAW

BIRNS & SAWYER

CINE EQUIPMENT

6424 SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD • HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA • TELEPHONE: HOIlywood 4-5166
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Robert Planck, ASC, “My Three Sons”*

PHOTOGRAPHIC

(Desilu Prods.) with Fred MacMurray and
William Frawley.

Robert Hauser, “Wyatt Earp”*
Prods.) with Hugh O'Brian.
Robert

Pittack.
ASC,
“Ann
Sothern
(Desilu Prods.) with Ann Sothern.

Show”*

WHAT THE INDUSTRY’S CAMERAMEN WERE SHOOTING LAST MONTH
By

MARION

(Desilu

Lucien

Andriot,

ASC,

Son’”* (Desilu Prods.)
and Roger Perry.

“Harrigan
and
with Pat O’Brien

HUTCHINS

Edward Fitzgerald, ASC, “Happy”* (Desilu
Prods.) with Ronnie Burns.

NOTE: Asterisks indicate television film productions.

WALT DISNEY STUDIOS

ALLIED ARTISTS

Carl Guthrie,

ASC, “The Big Bankroll”
(Bischof-Diamond Prod.) with David Jans¬
sen and Mickey Rooney.
Joe Newman,
director.

Robert Kraskeh. “El Cid” (Samuel Bronton Prods.; shooting in Spain) with Charlton
Heston and Sophia Loren Anthony Mann,
director.
Ernest Haller, ASC, “Armored Command"
(shooting in Germany) with Howard Keel
and Tina Louise. Byron Haskin, director.
AMERICAN NATIONAL

Curt Fetters, Monroe Askins, “Bat Masterson”*

(Ziv-TV)

with Gene Barry.

Monroe Askins, Jack Marquette, Richard
Rawlings, “Case of the Dangerous Robin”*
(Ziv-TV)

with Rick Jason.

Monroe

Askins,

Burnett Guffey, ASC, “Homicidal” (Wil¬
liam Castle Prod.) with Glenn Corbett and
Patricia Breslin. William Castle, director.
Frf.d Gately, ASC, “Manhunt”* (Screen
Gems) with Victor Jory and Pat McVey.
Fred Jackman, director.
Fred Bentley, “Route 66"* (Screen Gems)
with Marty Milner and George Mahares.

Charles Welborn, “Dennis the Menace”*
(Screen Gems) with Joy North and Herbert
Anderson.

Philip Tannura, ASC, “Two Faces West”*
(Screen Gems)
June Blair.

with Charles Bateman and

Robert Bronner, ASC, “Gidget Goes Ha¬
waiian (shooting in Hawaii) with James
Darren and Deborah Walley. Paul Wendkos
director.

Richard Rawlings, “Klondike”*

van

Trees,

ASC,
Hickman.

with
Dwayne
director.

“Dobie Gillis”*
Rod
Amateau,

GENERAL SERVICE STUDIOS

Frank

Redman,

ASC,
“Perry
Raymond Burr

(CBS-TV)
bara Hale.

with

Meredith

Nicholson,

(Gallu Prods.)
gan Jones.

Mason”*
and Bar¬

“Blue
Angels”*
with Don Gordon and Mor¬

Harold Lipstein, ASC, “Adventures of
Ozzie and Harriet”* (Stage 5 Prods.) with
the Nelson family. Ozzie Nelson, director.
Harry

Wolfe, “Hennessey”* (Hennessey
Prods.) with Jackie Cooper. Don McQuire,
director.

(Ziv-TV)
WILLIAM

Commercials*

with Allan Young.
GOLDWYN STUDIOS

MARGULIES, ASC

CALIFORNIA STUDIOS
ASC,

James

ways Prods.)

with Ralph Taeger.

Foster,

FOX WESTERN AVENUE

Maury Gertsman, ASC, “Mr. Ed”* (Film-

“Aquanaut"*
(Ziv-TV)
with Keith Larson and Jeremy Slate.

Ray

Edward Colman, ASC, “Zorro”* with Guy
Williams.

Directing the photogra¬
phy of “The Outlaw” TV
film series at Para¬
mount studios, Holly¬
wood.

(Audio

Visual, Inc.).
CASCADE PICTURES

William Skall, ASC, Commercials*.

Norbert Brodine, ASC,
“Loretta Young Show”*
with Loretta Young.

Eugene

Polito,

(Toreto

Prods.)

INDEPENDENT

Alexander

Trauner,

“Good-bye
Again”
(Argus Prod.; UA release; shooting in
Paris) with Ingrid Bergman and Yves Mon¬
tand. Anatole Litvak, producer-director.

George Folsey, ASC, Commercials*.

Erwin Hillier, “The Naked Edge” (Penne-

Roy Seawright, Commercials*.

baker-Baroda Prod, for UA; shooting in
England) with Gary Cooper and Deborah
Kerr. Michael Anderson, director.

Tyler Byars, Commercials*
DESILU—Cahuengo

COLUMBIA STUDIOS

Gert

Andersen,

ASC,
“Donna
Reed
Show”* (Screen Gems) with Donna Reed.
Andrew McCullough, director.

Joseph

Biroc,

ASC, “The Devil at 4
O’Clock”
(Shooting in
Hawaii;
LeRoyKohlmar Prods.: G’Scope & Color) with
Spencer Tracy and Frank Sinatra. Mervyn
LeRoy, director.

Charles Lawton, Jr., ASC,
Together” (John Ford Prod.;
ing in Texas) with James
Richard Widmark. John Ford,

“Two Rode
color; shoot¬
Stewart and
director.

Douglas Slocombe, “Taste of Fear” (Ham¬
mer Films Prod.; shooting in England)
with Susan Strasberg and Ronald Lewis.
Seth Holt, director.

Sid

Daniel

Hickox,

ASC, “The Andy Griffith
Show”* (Desilu Prods.) with Andy Griffith.

Robert

de Grasse, ASC, “Angel”* with
Annie
Farge
and
Marshall
Thompson.
Lamont Johnson, director.
Henry Cronjager, “One Happy Family”*
(Desilu
Prods.);
“Jack
Benny
(Desilu Prods.) with Jack Benny.

Show”*

DESILU—Culver City

Charles

Straumer, “The Untouchables”*
(Desilu Prods.) with Robert Stack and Jerry
Paiis.
Lucif.n

Andriot,

ASC, “Guestward Ho”*
(Desilu Prods.) with Joanne Dru and Mark
Miller.

Fapp, ASC, “West Side Story”
(Panavision 70 & Color; Mirisch Piets—
Seven Arts Prods.; shooting in N.Y.) with
Natalie Wood and Richard Beymer. Robert
Wise and Jerome Robbins, directors.
Christian Matkas, “Paris Blues”

(Pennebaker for UA; shooting in Paris) with
Paul Newman and Joanne Woodward. Mar¬
tin Ritt, director.

Burnett Guffey, ASC, “Birdman of Alca¬
traz” (Harold Hecht Prod, for UA release)
with Burt Lancaster and Karl Malden. John
Frankenheimer, director.
Arthur

Ari.inc, ASC, “Caribe” (Caribe
Prods.; shooting in San Juan, Puerto Rico)
Continued On Page 18

Lothrop

Worth, ASC, “The Real Mc¬
Coy’s”*
(Brennan-Westgate Prods.)
with
Walter Brennan.
.1.

Peverell

Marley,

ASC,

“Mr.

Doc”*

(Pilot; Desilu Prods.).

GEORGE
DISKANT, ASC

ROBERT SURTEES, ASC

Currently shooting “Mu¬
tiny On The Bounty” in
Panavision and color in
Tahiti for MGM.

Gordon Avil, ASC, “Miami Undercover”*
(Desilu Prods.).
DESILU—Gower

Hal

Mohr,

Theatre”*
Stanwyck.

ASC,
“Barbara
Stanwyck
(Desilu Prods.)
with Barbara

Shooting the “June
Allyson Show” TV
film series for Four
Star Productions at
Republic Stud ios,
Studio City.

Charles van Enger, ASC, “Lassie”* (Jack
Wrather Prods.)
Jon Provost.
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For How-To-Do-It
and What-To-Do-It with...

HAS THE
ANSWER!

When the professionals in Motion Pictures, Television, Photo-Instrumentation, Audio-Visual Instruction and Training and Indus¬
trial Photography have a problem... they go to CECO •
or television photography.

CECO has a staff of trained specialists in every phase of motion picture

From hi-speed cinematography to single-frame projection, from gigantic lighting situations to time-

lapse instrumentation lighting ... these are just a few of the areas our specialists cover for you.
with an enigma ... call CECO.

The next time you are faced

Besides brainpower, we have the largest supply of equipment in the world.

No matter where

you're located, a telephone call will start the gears meshing at once.

"CECO — Trademark of Camera Equipment CO., Inc.

OMEGA D2V AND
AUTOMEGA D3V ENLARGERS
First with a built-in variable
condenser system. The ultimate
in 4" X 5" enlarging equipment.

SPECTRA PROFESSIONAL
EXPOSURE METER
3 meters in 1—
illumination, contrast

CECO CONVERSION OF AURICON

and brightness.
Built-in computer;

CINE-VOICE CAMERA
Converts for use with external magazines,

dual light scale.

400, 500 and 1200 ft. Veeder footage

MOVIOLA EXTENSION FOR MULTIPLE

counter included. Torque take-up motor.

SOUND TRACK EDITING
Add a sound head to your. Moviola.
16mm or 35mm.

Don't

(^flm^Rfl G^uipmcm (6.,me.

delay...

Gentlemen: I am interested in the items checked below.
Please rush me more free information on these products

for more
information
send
this
postage
RAPROMATIC FILM PROCESSOR
FOR 16, 35, AND 70MM
Revolutionary technique develops and fixes
film as you shoot. Superior image quality.
Projects in seconds, fits all cameras.

□
□
□
□
□
□
D

MOVIOLA Sound Track Extension
SPECTRA Exposure Meter
OMEGA and AUTOMEGA Enlargers
CECO AURICON Cine-Voice Conversion
RAPROMATIC Film Processor
MAGNASYNC Type 5 Sound Recorder
CECO Ditty Bag

free

Name.

card

Firm

TODAY!

315 West 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y.
JUdson 6-1420

D
D
□
□
□
□
□

FREZZO-LITE Model “500A"
CECO Synch Motor for Kodak K100
CECO 35mm Stop Motion Projec.'or
CRAMER Continuous 16mm Processor
CECO Pro Jr. and Pro Sr. Dc'ly
PROTECT-A-PRINT
LOWEL-IIGHT with Barndoor
Title.

AddressCity_Zone_State.

MAGNASYNC TYPE 5 SOUND RECORDER
The most universally accepted sound system in America. Meets

LIGHTWEIGHT FREZZO-LITE MODEL “500A”

all SMPTE and Academy standards. A professional recorder for

Powered by latest development in batteries.

professionals. Available in split 16, 16, 17y2 and 35mm.

Delivers 32 min. of high intensity light.

CECO DITTY BAG
The ideal carry-all. Keeps
necessary small equipment
and tools accessible.
CECO 110 VOLT AC SYNCH-MOTOR
FOR KODAK K100 CAMERA
Precision motor drives camera at exact
sound speed of 24 fps. Synch motors for
other cameras available-

CECO is ready to equip you completely with everything from
editing gloves to the world’s finest Motion Picture and TV Equipment.

CECO PRO JR. AND
PRO SR. 3-WHEEL DOLLY
Collapsible; lightweight; ball
bearing rubber casters.
Jr. weighs 15y2 lbs.; Sr. 18 lbs.

CRAMER CONTINUOUS 16MM PROCESSOR
CECO RED LAKE 35MM STOP MOTION PROJECTOR
Variable speed remote control, forward and

Compact; economical; portable. Can be
operated in daylight. Fully automatic.

reverse. 8 to 24 pps; 1000 ft. capacity; positive

PROTECT-A-PRINT

single frame.

A 10 ft. leader on your film cleans
film path, removes emulsion
build-up, eliminates film scratch,
increases print life.

FIRST CLASS
PERMIT No. 4236
New York, N. Y.
Sec. 34.9, P. L. & R.

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
NO POSTAGE STAMP NECESSARY IF MAILED IN THE UNITED STATES

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY

In New York:

Camera Equipment Co., Inc.
315 W. 43rd St.
JUdson 6-1420
In Hialeah, Florida

Camera Equipment Co., Inc.
of Florida, 1335 E. 10th Ave.
TUxedo 8-4604
In Hollywood, California:

CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY, INC.
DEPT. 64, 315 WEST 43rd STREET

Camera Equipment Co., Inc.
6510 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 9-5119

LOWEL-LIGHT WITH POCKET
SIZE BARNDOOR
Attaches instantly to most any surface
with clamps or Gaffer Tape. Light¬
weight barndoors assure professional
light control.

NEW YORK 36, N. Y.

SALES

• SERVICE

• RENTALS

MOVIELAB

MOVIELAB

FILM

LABORATORIES

MOVIELAB BUILDING, 619 W. 54th ST.
NEW YORK 19, N.Y. JUOSON 6-0360

& developing color negatives • additive color printing • reduction printing including A & P • color
slide film processing • blowups • internegatives • Kodachrome scene-to-scene color balanced
printing • Ektachrome developing and printing • registration printing • plus complete black and
white facilities including cutting rooms, storage rooms and the finest screening facilities in the east.

PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS
Continued From Page 14

with Jackie Coogan and
Russell Hayden, director.

Marvin

Miller.

Russell Metty, ASC, “By Love Possessed”

(Mirisch Pictures, Inc—Seven Artists Prods,
for UA) with Lana Turner and Efrem Zimbalist, Jr. John Sturges, director.
Murray DeAtley, “The Eye of the Needle”

(Gadette Prods, of Arizona) with Seamon
Glass and Thayer Roberts. Frederic Gadette,
director.
Kenneth Peach, Sr., ASC, “You Can’t Run

Far” (Harvard Films; UA Films) with
James Brown and Merry Anders. Edw. L.
Cahn, director.
Crosby, ASC,
“Age of Consent”
(Vega Prod, for UA) with Patty McCor¬
mack and Lee Kinsolving.
Buzz Kulik,
director.
Floyd

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Nicholaus, “Rawhide”*
(CBS-TV)
with Eric Fleming and Clint Eastwood.

John

Dale

SUPER BALTAR LENSES
... featuring today's highest resolution for wide
screen, television and photo instrumentation

Deverman,

Nick

“The Islanders”* with
and James Philbrook.

ASC,
Reynolds

Musuraca,

William

Stuart Thompson, ASC, “National Velvet”*

(Velvet Prods.)
Doran.
Paul

with Lori Martin and Ann

ASC, “Oh, Those Bells”*
with the Wiere Bros, and Henry

Vogel,

(CBS-TV)
Norell.

Ivano, “The Jim
Backus Show”*
(Calif. National Prods.) with Jim Backus
and Nita Talbot.
Paul

This new Super Baltar line of matched motion picture lenses
complements and expands the famed Baltar series to include
70 mm coverage. And it balances illumination, flattens the field,
and heightens contrast like no lens you’ve ever seen! You get high
picture fidelity from corner to corner, edge to edge, of the film
frame—dependable result of the most critical optical
characteristics ever built into a professional lens.
Features include: minimum back focus of 32 mm; choice of
mounts, barrel or custom focusing, to meet your specific needs;
seven focal lengths, from 25 mm to 9", optically centered to full
aperture; 70 mm coverage with 3", 4", 6", and 9" lenses.
Write for Technical Publication F-162, Bausch & Lomb
Incorporated, 88413 Bausch St,
Rochester 2, N. Y.
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
9

*

*

William Spencer, “Peter Gunn”*

Prods.)

(Spartan

with Craig Stevens.

Perinal, “Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse”
(C’Scope
&
Color;
Julian
Blaustein Prod.; shooting in Paris) with
Glenn Ford and Ingrid Tlnslin. Vincente
Minnelli, director.
Georges

Ruttenberg,
ASC,
“Spinster”
(C’Scope & Color; Julian Blaustein Prod.)
with Shirley MacLaine and Laurence Har¬
vey.
Joseph

Harkness Smith, “The Americans”*.
Robert
Surtees,
ASC, “Mutiny on the
Bounty” (Ultra Panavision & Color; shooting
in Tahiti; Areola Prods.) with Marlon Bran¬
do and Trevor Howard. Sir Carol Reed, di¬
rector.

N.B.C.

Honorary Award for Optical Service to the Industry

Stensvold,
ASC,
“Dinah
Shore
Show” (Sewanee Prods.; “Groucho Marx
Show” (Film Craft Prods.) “Roy Rogers
Show” (Sewanee Prods.).

*Trademark Bausch & Lomb Incorporated

Alan

PARAMOUNT STUDIOS
William

Revolutionary new
Mitchell R-35 Reflex
Studio Camera
features new Super Baltar
Lenses—in special focusing mounts
designed by B&L in collaboration with
Mitchell engineers.

L~
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Frank Phillips, “Have Gun Will Travel”*

with Warner Anderson and Tom Tully.
Planer, ASC, "Breakfast at Tif¬
fany’s” (Jurow-Sheperd Prod.; Technicolor;
shooting in New York) with Audrey Hep¬
burn and George Peppard. Blake Edwards,
director.
Frank

** I wmmmm

vw; lH

Snyder, ASC, “Bonanza”*

TV)
with
Blocker.

■

Russell Harlan, ASC, “Hatari!” (Howard
Hawks Prod.;
Technicolor;
shooting in
Africa)
with John
Wayne and Gerard
Blain. Howard Hawks, producer-director.

Continued on page 58
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PROFESSIONAL JUNIOR*-Product of experience
and friend to

Simplified
geared camera
attaching methoo
knob easily accessible

thousands of cameramen

Adjustable
pan handle

Tilt lock

All tripods have one thing in common—
they rest on three legs. But there the
the comparison ends.

Interchangeable
and adjustable angle
pan handle location,
left or right hand
and reverse

Because Pro Junior towers like the
Empire State Building over ordinary tripods.

Pan lock

Because Pro Junior is the world’s most
convenient tripod with the world’s
finest features, including:
Pan tension brake

• Simplified camera attaching method.
• Adjusting telescoping pan handle with adjustable
angle.
• Sockets for left, right or reverse tilt.
• Special pan tension adjusting knob, independent of
pan lock.
• Cast in tie-down eyelets.
• Self-adjusting double leg locking knobs.
. IDEAL FOR MOTION PICTURE AND TV VIDICON
CAMERAS.

Detachable head
interchangeable
on baby tripod
and Hi Hat
Telescoping
pan handle

And still the price is unchanged, which makes
PRO JUNIOR the world’s best tripod value.
Pros go for PRO JUNIOR. See it today.
$150.00

Cast in
tie down
eyelets

Self aligning
double leg
lock knobs

HH
*• v

CECO Professional Jr. Hi-Hat

An adapter for extremely lowmount setups; also used for title
stands and permanent mount¬
ings. Handles either friction or
geared-drive tripod heads. $22.00

r r, „ n. r.

C .

ZUCKEH

(7flm€Rfl €<^uipni€nT(o.,inc
Dept. A

CECO Professional Jr.
Adjustable Wooden Baby Tripod

PROFESSIONAL JR.

Accepts all Pro Jr. Tripod
Heads. Has substantial shoe and
spur. Measures 26" extended
from floor to flange, 18" col¬
lapsed. Weight 7 lbs. $75.00

Used on Professional Jr. standard
tripod. Crank handles control
pan and tilt action.
$175.00 Head only.
$225.00 Complete with tripod.

Geared Head

315 West 43rd St.. New York 36, N. Y. JUdson 6-1420
U.S. Pat. Off,

fa PRODUCTION
RENTAL NEEDS!
• LIGHTING . ARCS . INCANDESCENT
• MOBILE GENERATORS
• TRANSFORMERS
• CAMERAS. . CRANES . .DOLLIES
• CAMERA CARS
• TECHNICAL CONSULTANTS

p' l -1

\CJ\

fmS

Frost will handle your production needs
from conference room to film can. Studios .. .

f* ,4

Transportation . . . Unit Managers . . . Talent
. . . Crews . . . Locations . . . Make-up . . . and
Script Personnel. Our expanded facilities
are yours for the asking.

J^ anada
Vnited states--

NO BORDER PROBLEMS
Duplicate production facilities
for your convenience
Canadian Office:
6 Shawbridge, Toronto, Ont.
Belmont 2-1145

Faster Service Because We

Our Own

JACKAFROST
MAIN OFFICE:

234 Piquette

TRinity 3-8030

DETROIT 2, MICHIGAN

20

CANADIAN OFFICE:

6 Shawbridge

BEImont 2-1145

TORONTO, ONTARIO

HOLLYWOOD OFFICE:

4224 Teesdale

POplar 2-8296

N. HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
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tfOfflCOli!6m Somtf-On-f/k far fkkwm/'Rw/tst
-a*@Ss]-:
ALL AURICON EQUIPMENT IS SOLD WITH
A 30 DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE.

“CINE-VOICE II" 16 mm Optical Sound-On-Film Camera. "AURICON PRO 600"16mm Optical Sound-On-Film Camera. "SUPER 1200“ 16 mm Optical Sound-On-Film Camera.
«* 100 ft. film capacity for 2% minutes of
600 ft. film capacity for l&Vz minutes of * 1200 ft. film capacity for 33 minutes of
recording; 6-Volt DC Convertor or 115-Volt AC recording. •* $1871.00 (and up) with 30 day recording. * $5667.00 (and up) complete for
operation. ■* $967.00 (and up).
money-back guarantee.
“High-Fidelity” Talking Pictures.

"PR0-60Q SPECIAL” 16mm Light-Weight Camera.
* 400 ft. film capacity for 11 minutes of
recording. * $1,295.00 (and up).

PORTABLE POWER SOPPIY UNIT —Model PS-21... Si lent
in operation, furnishes 115-Volt AC power to drive
“Single System” or “Double System” Auricon
Equipment from 12 Volt Storage Battery, for
remote “location” filming. ■* $269.50

FILMA6NETIC —Finger points to Magnetic pre-stripe
on unexposed film for recording lip-synchronized
magnetic sound with your picture. Can be used
with all Auricon Cameras.
$960.00 (and up).

Strictly for Profit
CHOOSE AURICON
If it’s profit you’re after in the production of
16 mm Sound-On Film Talking Pictures, Auricon
Cameras provide ideal working tools for shooting
profitable Television Newsreels, film commercials,
inserts, and local candid-camera programming.
Now you can get Lip-Synchronized Optical or
Magnetic Sound WITH your picture using Auricon
16 mm Sound-On-Film Cameras. Precision designed
and built to “take it.”
Strictly for Profit—Choose Auricon!

TRIP6D —Models FM0 and FT-10S12...
Pan-Tilt Head Professional Tripod for
velvet-smooth action. Perfectly counter-balanced
to prevent Camera "dumping.” *$406.25 (and up).

Q903

Romame St., Hollywood

HOllywood

2-09 31

Auricon Equipment is sold with a 30-day Money-Back Guarantee. You must be satisfied.

3B, Calif,

Write for your
free copy of
this 74-page
Auricon Catalog
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The ONLY
Professional
Meter...

WHAT'S NEW
IN

EQUIPMENT,

ACCESSO RIES,

SERVICES

measures
ILLUMINATION,
CONTRAST and
BRIGHTNESS!

HAND CALIBRATED FOR
ABSOLUTE ACCURACY...
When thousands of dollars of narrow-latitude
color film is shot, exposure must be “on the
button.” No wonder, therefore, that Hollywood’s
top cameramen and lighting technicians rely
exclusively on SPECTRA! For this is the only
meter in the world employing bench-matched
components, with individually calibrated
direct reading slides for every ASA film rating,
present or future! Directly shows “f” stop,
and foot candles, as well as brightness and
contrast, even in unusually low light levels.
If you're serious about photography, there is
only SPECTRA! Complete with 14 slides, grid,
disc, handsome fitted case........ $97.50
Dislrib. by Scopus, Inc., N.Y. 16, N.Y.

tfJj PHOTO RESEARCH CORP.
'y

837 No

Cahuenga Blvd , Hollywood 38, Calif

CECO Tripods Improved
Heavy-duty grooved tripod legs are
now standard on all CECO Profession¬
al Junior Tripods. The improvement
increases tripod rigidity regardless of
how far legs are extended and the
grooved design increases gripping
power of the leg members, thus mini¬
mizing slippage. Tripods are also
equipped with dounble-knob leg locks,
assuring equal pressure on each tripod
leg. Manufacture-distributor is Cam¬
era Equipment Co., 315 W. 43rd St.,
New York 36. N.Y.

nounced by Natural Lighting Corp.,
630 So. Flower St., Burbank, Calif.
Tradenamed “CoIorTru” converter, it
permits use of ordinary 120-volt house¬
hold lamps for motion picture photog¬
raphy. The converter, rated at 900
watts, will service nine 100-watt, 120-v
lamps, or their equivalent in any com¬
bination, and will raise their illumina¬
tion to the correct color temperature
for use with either 3200° K or 3400°
K color films. List price is $49.50.

at your service!

i reversal

printing i
I and processing !
EX

Z, •
~ •
~ •
™*

Work Prints
•
Color-to-Color Prints •
Color-to-B &W Prints*
Raw Stock
•

Fastax Service
A&B Roll Prints ■■
Fades-Dissolves
Timed Prints
—

16mm Zoom Lens
“Butterfly” Combination
A quick demountable “butterfly”
(scrim) unit is offered by Mole-Richardson Company, 937 No. Sycamore
Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif. As illustrat¬
ed above, the accessory consists of the
necessary frame members, plus a sin¬
gle and a double scrim, a silk, and a
storage bag. Size of butterfly when
erected is 6 feet square. Attachments
provide for mounting on a Type 3272
Moleflector pedestal.

CoIorTru Converter
A new compact converter, smaller
than the standard Colortrau, is an-

22

Wollensak Optical Co., Rochester,
N.Y., announces a new, low-priced
zoom lens for 16mm cameras. Focus¬
ing range is from 20mm to 60mm;
maximum aperture is f/1.8. Lens is
both a vari-focus lens and a zoom lens
and can be used either way. The pho¬
tographer can pre-set the lens to dis¬
tance and aperture before he shoots,
or he can pre-set distance and zoomin while he is shooting by manually
pulling out the outer segment of the
lens barrel. Resolution claimed is bet¬
ter than 50 lines per mm on Plus-X
film and 600 lines on television. List
price is $298.00.
Continued On Page 58
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SUPER HYPAN® 16mm negative film has a fast ASA
500 Daylight, 400 Tungsten rating that sidelines costly
lighting equipment. When areas are large and illumi¬
nation low, this new high speed film can eliminate a
carload of lighting rentals by performing reliably with
the light available. The quality: The best of any high
speed film now available! New Super Hypan negative
film has a tight grain pattern and resolution approach¬
ing that of medium speed films. It prints cleanly, crisply
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with full detail discrimination from highlight to shadow.
And, Super Hypan has processing adaptability to per¬
mit forcing for speeds of 1000 or better. Try this new
high speed stock on your
next assignment for a new
quality in low light levels.
Ansco, Binghamton, New
16mm Super Hypan
York, A Division of Gen¬
eral Aniline & Film Corp.

Ansco

93
Av

POST-INVENTORY
CLEARANCE SALE
★ CAMERAS, 35MM
ARRIFLEX |, 3 Goerz Apogar lenses; 200' magazine; 12V
motor .$595.00
DEVRY Magic Eye; 0-10° variable shutter; 2"
lens . .$1 49.50
MITCHELL STD., 5 Baltar lenses; 2-1000' magazines; 110V
wild motor,- mattebox; viewfinder; cases.$2995.00
CUNNINGHAM, portable; pilot pins,- 1 10V motor;
200' mag.; case .$295.00
WALL MOVIETONE; 4 lenses; 2-400' mags.; 12V motor;
Mitchell type finder: dovetail base .$795.00
DEBRIE K, metal, 3 lenses;
12V motor; 6-400' mags;
mattebox; cases .$395.00

★ CAMERAS, T6MM
MITCHELL
16;
4
Baltar
lenses;
400' &
1200'
mags;
mattebox,- sunshade,- kinescope 170° variable TV shutter;
upright viewfinder; cases .....$3995.00
B&H SPECIALIST w/rackover,- 400' magazine, syncmotor,- footage counter; telescopic finder,- cases.
$1800 original cost ._.$595.00
BOLEX, Converted 400' mag.; rackover; telescopic finder;
110V wild motor. $900 original cost .$449.50
B&H 70DA w/400' mag.; 3 Cooke lenses, case .$495.00
MAURER 05
w/finder:
400'
mag.,syncmotor;
mattebox, case. $5600 original cost .$1995.00
MAURER 05, 4-lens turret; vertically mounted syncmotor; turret and focus controlled from rear like
TV. Less lens, mag. and fincer .$995.00
CINE Special I; 3 lenses,- case .. .$329.50

★ CAMERA ACCESSORIES
ARRIFLEX
Voltabloc
Powerpacs,
used.
With
built-in
charger $110; Less charger .$99.50
MITCHELL Std. 400' bipack magazine .$295.00
PHOTO RESEARCH Spectra Meters with filters
sphere, case. 2 Color .$129.50
NATIONAL CINE Crab Dolly, very good condition
$4750 original cost .$3750.00
RABY heavy studio dolly .$895.00
MOTORIZED DOLLY w/revolving head; 7' boom height;
2 seats; hihat; brackets for 6 lites. Orig $4000....$695.00
M-H Viewfinder, B&H mount. $160 original cost .$99.50
AKELEY Gyro Tripod, $1100 originally ..$595.00
EYEMO 6V Motors, 8/48 fps,- with cable and switch.
New .-.$74.50
PAKO Drum Print Dryers. Close out .$19.50
CECO CINE Special Blimp, syncmotor .$395.00

★ LABORATORY EQUIPMENT
PHOTOVOLT Densitometer 16/35mm with soundtrack
accessory. Cost $750 when new .$395.00
PAKO Heat Exchangers, controls solution tempera¬
tures accurately. $300 value. New (Surplus! .$98.50
FRIED Light Scene Tester, 1 to 1 1 exposures. As is....$99.50
EASTMAN
Electric
35mm
Film
Waxing
Machine
with
heating element & motor. Orig. $1500. Rebuilt... $695.00

★ ANIMATION & SPECIAL EFFECTS
TEL-ANIMASTAND, sliding celboard, shadowbox &
platen. Original cost $3,600. Demonstrator .$2250.00
TEI.-ANIMAS AND,

New

art 'able N/S/E/W, rotary movements.
demonstrator. $3000 value .$1795.00

B&H 35mm Animation Cameras; 400' magazine,- dissolve.
$3500 original cost .$1250.00
SAME

with

thru-lens

focusing

.$1750.00

★ MOTION PICTURE PRINTERS
B&H Model D 35mm Continuous Printer, sound & picture,
with DC lamp supply. Rebuilt._...$3495.00
B&H, Printer, step contact, pilot pin spreaders, semi¬
automatic light change. $4000 orig. cost .$995.00
ACME Dual Head 35mm Step Printer, Cinecolor. Original
cost $14,000 (Bank foreclosure) .$2995.00

FILMOARC
^075

for only

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THESE SENSATIONAL REDUCTIONS!
Hundreds of Other Close-Outs Included in this Sale!

NEW...USED...REBUILT...SURPLUS

BELL & HOWELL

GIVES THE LARGEST AUDITORIUM
A MAMMOTH PICTURE
3

DUPLEX 35mm Step Printer, pilot pin registration..$795.00
CINECOLOR Double Head 35mm Step Printer with auto¬
matic life change and timing device.
Originally $12,000 (Bank foreclosure! .$2495.00

The famous
rugged Bell &

★ LIGHTING EQUIPMENT

Howell Filmoarc
16mm Projector

BARDWELL-McALISTER 750W Baby Keglite heads.$39.95
BARDWELL-McALISTER 2000W Spots, likenu .$89.95
MOLE RICHARDSON 2000W Spots, black #412.$79 95
MOLE RICHARDSON 5000W Spots, black #415 ....$149.95

with
BOTH optical
and magnetic

MOLARC 150 amp. head, grid and pedestal. List price
$2410 when new ..$795.00
SILVER REFLECTORS, 48"; on rolling stands.
List price $200 when new ...$49.50

sound at this
special

★ RECORDING EQUIPMENT
GAUMONT-KALEE
Flutter
Meter,
insures
perfect
recording. Orig. $1500 (Bank foreclosure) .$395.00
WESTREX
35mm
Dubbers.
220V 3ph
interlock
motors.
List price $1500 when new .$249.50
RCA
PHOTOPHONE
35mm
Fantasound film phonograph
with Selsyn motors. Orig. $6,500 .
_...$695.00
KINEVOX 16mm Sync Magnetic Recorder.$395.00
REEVES 16mm Magicorder PV100, portable. Built-in oscil¬
lator, eqaulization, 2 pos. mixer, $4500 when
new .$995.00

Orig. cost when
new $2450
(U.S. Govt.
Surplus)

Ei

li
Magnetic & optical heads

o
h

•

High Intensity Arc

li

•

30 Ampere rectifier with tubes

»

•

★ PROJECTORS, BACKGROUND,
PREVIEW

)

low price

50 Watt output amplifier

SIMPLEX 35mm projector mechanism .$75.00
BACKGROUND
Arc
Projector,
35mm
movies
or slides;
120 amp. arclamp,- rheostat; lenses.
Cost $15,000 to
build, unassembled, as is. Plus crating .$395.00
FILMCRAFT 35mm Movie Background Process Outfit. Write
for details. $15,000 value (Bank foreclosure) ....$1995.00
TRANSLUCENT Background projection screen, 9'xl2'.
$200 when new .$99.50
SIMPLEX Acme 35mm Arc Sound Projector with
Pedestal.„.$235.00
PREVIEW Interlock Projector, DeVry,
1000W lamp, runs
picture and sound simultaneously.$995.00

2 twelve-inch speakers in carrying case
Coated Lens [focus as required)
Roll away stand
ALL

IN

EXCELLENT

(without magnetic

CONDITION

sound,

only

$895)

Available on Lease Plan or Time Payment

.

★ MOVIOLAS, EDITING MACHINES
NEUMADE Synchromaster 16mm single.$87.50
NEUMADE 16mm Measuring Machines.
Single $39.50; Dual .$59.50
MOVIOLA 16mm UL-20-M16 with magnetic search¬
ing head. $2495 value (trade-in), like new .$1895.00
MOVIOLA Preview 16mm Composite and
16mm Sound .$1495.00
ACMIOLA
35mm
Viewers
w/stands,
6"x8’/2"
picture,
motorized. $1500 orig. cost .
$295.00
AKELEY,
35mm
Viewer,
sound
and
composite
5"x7"
aerial image. Orig. cost $3000; closeout .$395.00

★ FILM PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
GAROMATIC 16mm neg/pos. Processor,- full temperature
control; 35-gal. tanks for developer, hypo and wash;
Graham transmission. Output 3600' per hr. Ideal for
microfilm. Orig. cost $9500 when new .$2495.00
HOUSTON FEARLESS 22B neg/pos. Processor,- full tempera¬
ture control;
recirculation; output 1800' per hr. Less
airpump .$1995.00
FILMLINE
BRIDGAMATIC 16/35mm neg./pos.
processor,
variable drive, compressor. $2300 when new ....$1395.00
MAMMOTH HOUSTON Color Processor, 16/35mm, Ansco/
Ektachrome, neg./pos., up to 1200' per hr., 16 stain¬
less
steel
tanks,
one
fiberglass
lined.
Full
’/2 °
temperature control. Recirculation, air supply, 7 squee¬
gees.
Cost Cuban government $35,000. Rebuilt like
new ...$11,995.00
HOUSTON-FEARLESS 16mm daylight loading magazine for
all HF processors. Cost $300 when new .$79.50
STINEMAN
Drying
Racks, 200' 35mm capacity (usable
for 16mm). Cost U.S. government $25 (new, surplus)..$1 .95

Revolutionary new de¬
sign, opens and closes
in

one

easy

opera¬

tion.

Made

of

air¬

craft

aluminum

with

14-inch “turn-around”
safety

3-inch

wide

“angle-cut"

ribbed
moulded

zone

aluminum
nonsli P

guardrails.
with

steps

r ubber

tipped

front and back feet.

Model #601T-

90" ht. ,

4

steps

$29.50

78"

ht. ,

3

steps

$25.50

66" ht. ,

2

steps

$20.75

54" ht. ,

1

step

$14.80

Also aluminum extension ladders in stock

l

Versatile S.O.S Versa-Doily

EDIOLA SR.

ACTION VIEWER
& SOUND READER
Has
Many
Exclusive
Features

Most Advanced Professional
16mm Action Viewer
Edit right on your film. Models from left to right or
right to left operation. Eliminates film scratching
and damage to sprocket holes — tension device
keeps image in constant focus—hum free amplifica¬
tion—synchronized with Precision Sound Reader.
•

Picture always in focus—even when film tension slackens.

•

BIG, CLEAR IMAGE 3"x4" — remains sharp whether film is moving
or stopped. Can be viewed in lighted room.

•

No excess heat on film even when still.

•

Coated

•

Open Gate Threading.

•

Can be synchronized with Sound Readers.

Multi-faced

Professional

Prism prevents flicker.

viewing

Tripod Heads

•

Comfortable

•

Individual

•

Hi-power projection lamp—easily replaced.

Framing

Accepts Most

distance

and

at

10"

Focusing

design allows cueing right

to

14".

Controls.

•

Flip-up

•

Shows up normally undetected flows in film.

on film—no

frame

loss.

WHY PAY:

S.O.S Ediola Sr. M Viewer and Sound Reader
Combination with Base.$362.45
S.O.S Ediola Sr. Action Viewer Model M
(left to right).$135.00
S.O.S Ediola Sr. Action Viewer Model MRL
(right to left)—.$195.00
Model MA Professional 8mm Viewer.

cz

$99.50

$ 75—for a Baby Tripod.
$ 32—for a Tripod Triangle with
clamps.
$ 22—for a Hi-Hat.

Write for brochure

$ 72—for a Dolly with clamps.

S.0.S LEASING PLAN

Total $201

Get acquainted with the many advantages of this
Plan, specially designed for the Motion Picture Indus¬
try, making it possible to obtain latest film produc¬
tion and exhibiting equipment on very liberal terms.
Write for FREE booklet.

. . . Get This

MULTI-PURPOSE S.O.S
FOR
\

^

VERSA-DOLLY

Only $9^.50

Case for Versa-Doily (holds also Tripod Head) $9.50

The Department Store of the Motion Picture Industry1

602 WEST 52nd ST., NEW YORK 19, N Y
•

Phone: PLaza 7-0440

EST. $1926

Cable: S0S0UND

===== WESTERN BRANCH—6331 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood 28, California—Telephone: HOIlywood 7-2124

Why do filmmakers
prefer to deal with
Florman & Babb? In our
technical field, the only
answer is SERVICE . . . and
service is PEOPLE.
Here is just one of the many
skilled technicians at
Florman & Babb whose
experience and know-how
are always available to
solve your problems.

JOHN MURRAY HEADS F & B's
NEW, EXPANDED LIGHTING CENTER
Cukaloris and cone lights ... double broads and

Do you have a lighting

baby spots ... pigeons and polecats ... obie

problem or any questions

lights and frezzolites ... scrims and silks ... cen¬

regarding lighting or grip

tury stands and snoots ... barndoors and but¬

equipment? I’ll be glad to

terflies ... twecos and stage boxes ... and of

recommend the best solu¬

course all the conventional lights including

tion. My experience over

baby kegs, 2 KW and 5 KW spots, generators,

many years with hundreds

Colortrans, boosters and Variacs are always

of different lighting prob¬

available from the tremendous stock in the

lems is available to you for

F & B Lighting and Grip Dept., headed by

the asking. Just write or call

capable John Murray.

me at F & B.

c5

VViu/lAxHJ

Florman & Babb, Inc.
68 West 45th Street, New York 36, N. Y.
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MUrray Hill 2-2928
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AMERICAN

Cinematographer

A New Year—A New Venture
This issue marks an innovation for American Cinematographer in the
presentation of contemporary cinematographic procedure to readers.

As our cover indicates, this issue is devoted for the most part to certain
techniques and procedures in the photographing of motion pictures. In a
sense, it is a condensed textbook on a number of important technical pro¬
cedures related to motion picture photography and production—the result
of numerous requests from readers for information concerning them.

The techniques are not, however, those limited to Hollywood entertain¬
ment film production. Business, industrial and educational film production
today moves on higher levels than ever before and now utilizes most
all of the advanced techniques which had their beginning in theatrical film
photography. Many cinematographers working in fields outside Hollywood
and other entertainment film production centers have not had opportunity
to observe or to work with these professional methods and the equipment
incident thereto, hence their letters, and thus our response.

We hope readers in general will find much in the way of helpful tech¬
nical information in the five articles in this issue dealing with Techniques,
and benefit therefrom.

There will be other special Techniques issues to follow, and we welcome
readers’ comments and suggestions that may be helpful in improving the
presentation and content of subsequent special issues.
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FIG.
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1—Making a follow-shot on
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boom,
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"Brute"
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location for MGM's "The Last Hunt."
the

booster

bulky

lights

Technicolor

(out

of

camera,

picture

at

sound

right)

in

addition

to

the

camera

crew.

The

dolly

was

moved

and

braked

by

man-power to achieve the precise speed required to keep the camera
centered on the riders.

Moving-Camera Shots
The mobile camera is an effective means of giving a scene added
dramatic

impact,

for recording sustained action without cuts,

or for adding a measure of action to otherwise static scenes.

H^he “moving-camera shot” is executed with the
camera mounted on a dolly, boom, or other con¬
veyance so that it moves as the action in the scene
unfolds. The camera may be moved “in” (toward)
or “out” (away) from the subject, or it may follow
a player as he moves about on the set. Or it may
simply move forward or backward to take in a cer¬
tain desired scope of the set or location for orienta¬
tion purposes—a technique used more and more in
shooting action backgrounds for the main and credit
titles for a picture.
The moving-camera shot is sometimes also re¬
ferred to as a dolly shot, a trucking shot, or a follow

28

shot. One of its purposes is to enable the camera to
follow a given action or player in order to maintain
the same dimension on the screen throughout the
action. Another is to enable moving the camera pro¬
gressively away from or toward a subject or action
for sharp dramatic effect—an effect similar to that
achieved by a zoom lens.
In most instances, moving-camera shots are very
carefully planned in advance of shooting. Often
they are specified in the script as the best means of
achieving pictorial or dramatic emphasis with the
camera. The director of photography and his camera
crew execute such shots according to the result de-

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

sired. Often the decision to shoot with the camera
moving is a last-minute choice of the director.
The Equipment
Vehicles or carriers used on the set or on location
for making moving-camera shots range from the
simple fixed, three- or four-wheel dolly to the power¬
ful, balloon-tired motor-propelled camera car. In
between are the crab-dollies, motorized camera
cranes, and the giant camera cranes such as the wellknown Chapman.
Of all these mobile camera carriers, the dual¬
steering crab-dolly is the most versatile and helpful
when working on the sound stage or on location
interiors. Its odd name derives from the fact it af¬
fords two distinct travel patterns for moving-camera
shots: straight forward or backwards, at the same
time permitting abrupt angular turns, or in circles
of varying diameters. The four, rubber-tired wheels
of the crab dolly are swivel mounted but interlocked
so that all four may be controlled directionally si¬
multaneously. Both the front and rear pairs turn on
axle spindles in a manner similar to the front wheels
of an automobile. A two-position gearshift sets the
wheels for the desired travel pattern, or the dolly
may simply be guided through conventional steering
by a grip, the same as other camera dollies. (See
diagram on page 46.) The camera support is usu¬
ally a short, hydraulically-operated boom arm, af¬
fording a range of heights for the camera, but
usually not the ability to raise or lower it during a
shot, as with the larger counter-balanced camera
cranes.

FIG.

2—To

make

dramatic

better

camera
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than

Frank

Phillips
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the
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follow
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Mitchell
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speedy
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sports

car?

mounted
car

in

raced

cars

in

action, what

MGM's

the

around

trunk
the

cameraman
compartment

course

ahead

of the racers.

Because of its light weight and low center of
gravity, the crab dolly may easily be moved about
the sound stage by one man. The two patterns of
travel are known as “round” or “square.” An ad¬
vantage of the “round” or circular travel is that it
permits moving the camera in close quarters—
around massive furniture which cannot readily be
moved, or through narrow passageways and cor¬
ridors. In such maneuvers, the back wheels follow
precisely the path of the front wheels, permitting
abrupt turns.

FIG.

3—Something

platform
of

constructed

2-by-4's.

Boris

different
of

in

plywood

Kaufman,

dolly

ASC,

on location for “The Fugitive Kind."
crane, with

the

boom

tracks

panels
used

is

nailed
it

in

shown
to

a

here—a

rigid

shooting

solid

framework

many

scenes

Dolly is actually a midget camera

counterweighted

and

providing

seats

for

both

the operator and assistant.

The “square” pattern of travel is advantageous in
following an actor around the set. The camera can
travel in a straight line, then abruptly do “squads
right” and continue at right angles with the dolly
and camera position (with relation to subject) un¬
confirmed

FIG.
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camera
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BOOM-SHOT TECHNIQUE
How boom shots impart a fluid
quality to cinematography and
enhance its dramatic potentials.

boom shots are sometimes also moving-

Tn a sense,

camera shots, which are the subject of the preced¬
ing article. When the camera is mounted on a large
boom to permit a wide sweep of aerial movement as
well as to achieve height not attainable with a tripod,
perambulator or other floor mount, it does in fact
become a mobile camera.
The term boom shot derives from the fact that
the camera is mounted on a boom extending from
one of several types of conveyances designed for

THE DRAMATIC success of the chariot race in MGM's "Ben-Hur” would
not have

been

tographing

possible without the giant camera crane used in pho¬

much of it. The equipment enabled the camera to capture

the race from a wide range of angles and to give movement to the cam¬
era to further dramatize the spectacle of the chariots racing before it.

THE

RESEARCH

COUNCIL

studios, is shown

Camera

Crane,

used

by

many

Hollywood

here on a Warner Brothers’ sound stage supporting

the camera for a shot that ordinarily would require erection of a high
parallel.

With

the camera

mounted

on

the crane, changing

its angie

or moving it to another set-up is a simple and speedy operation.
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cinematography. The camera boom is also fre¬
quently called a camera crane; thus the term,
“crane shot,” which is synonomous.
The camera boom being considered here differs
from the smaller, hydraulically-operated booms of
some types of sound-stage camera dollies in that the
boom itself is longer and is counterbalanced with
lead weights so that it may be raised or lowered by
the boom operator with virtually finger-tip touch.
This is a remarkable balance achievement when one
considers that on the opposite end of the boom are
the camera, its operator and sometimes the assistant
or the director himself—a total weight of several
hundred pounds.

be captured in the scene is a happy dividend, a
fairly common application of the boom shot is to
start with a high establishing view of the situation,
boom in to a close shot of a single character, and
then follow the action of that character within the
basic situation by keeping the camera on him at
close range. The boom is maneuvered up or down,
forward or back, as necessary, to enable the camera
operator to keep subject centered in the frame.
(2) To capture the full scope of a sweeping sub¬
ject.—It is in this function that the boom shot really
comes into its own. Picture, for example, how diffi¬
cult it would be to record the action of a film like
“Spartacus” without the aid of boom shots. The very
immensity of the subject itself cries out for a pan¬
oramic visual treatment.
Similarly, the wide, ever-changing tapestry of a
historical subject demands a fluid, all-seeing camera
perspective. “The Alamo,” for example, profited
greatly from such camera treatment. The colorful
pageantry of this film epic was given full sweep by
a camera which could start out as part of a milling
crowd, then boom to a majestic height to view objec¬
tively the mass action of the Mexican army on

Briefly, the boom shot technique is employed to
follow action, to capture the full scope of a sweep¬
ing subject; to more effectively establish the spacial
relationship between separate elements in a scene;
to focus audience attention sharply on one facet of
a wide composition; to inject a measure of move¬
ment into a basically static situation; or to photo¬
graphically tie together two or more compositional
components or set-ups in one continuous take. Let
us examine more closely the specific function of the
camera boom in each of the foregoing classifications
of use:
(1) To follow action.—This is the basic and ob¬
vious function of all boom shots. On the premise
that the action of the main subject is of prime im¬
portance and that any background which happens to

DIAGRAMS SHOW the

wide

range

of

maneuverability

of the Research Council Camera Crane pictured

in use

at left. The combination of possible viewing angles and

THE

parade, etc.
Perhaps the classic example of a boom shot used
to lend full sweep to a historical subject is the fam¬
ous railroad yard sequence in the memorable “Gone
With The Wind.” The scene started out as a simple
Continued
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wherever

Studios

for

shooting action scenes on a distant desert location for “Cowboy."

camera movements is almost unlimited, and affords the
cameraman
unusual

opportunities

to

develop

many

new

and

photographic effects.
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What do they do
in RIO on a
rainy afternoon ?
ANS: They go to the movies—
American

movies — by

the

thousands.
That’s one reason why tech¬
nical excellence is so vital . . .
why the cooperation of the
Eastman Technical Service for
Motion

Picture

Film is so

highly regarded. Branches are
located at strategic centers—
inquiries invited.

Motion Picture Film Department

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester 4, N.Y.
East Coast Division
342 Madison Ave., New York 17, N.Y.
Midwest Division
130 East Randolph Drive, Chicago 1, III.
West Coast Division
6706 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 38, Calif.

Everywhere in the world—because it’s on film!
i
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DOLLY-SHOT
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THE TECHNIQUE OF FOLLOW-FOCUS
During the course of a boom or dolly shot, the distance between
subject and camera is constantly changing, necessitating re-setting of focus to keep the subject sharp. Conventional followfocus procedure is explained here.

^he extent to which

boom and dolly shots are

used today would never have been possible with¬
out the development of a means for accurately keep¬
ing the lens in focus as the camera changes its rela¬
tive position during the course of making the shot.
This technique is known as follow-focus, and it can
be automatic or manual, depending upon the camera
equipment used.
If the camera moves as it photographs a scene or
action—or if the actor or actors move toward or
away from the camera—obviously there must be a
comparable and constant shift in camera focus if the
subjects are to appear on the screen sharply focused
for the duration of the shot. This can be achieved in
two ways: manually—by adjusting the focusing ring
on the lens as the camera or actor moves; or auto¬
matically—where cameras such as Technirama or
the Mitchell NC are used and are equipped with
Selsyn remote focusing control.

34

Follow-focus is no problem with the Mitchell BNC
because automatic follow-focus control is an integral
part of the camera. The focusing control is geared
to the single camera lens and also to the camera
viewfinder. As the control is operated the camera
lens is focused and at the same time the viewfinder
is automatically corrected for parallax.
During the making of a moving-camera shot, or
one in which an actor moves progressively toward
or away from the camera during the take, the assist¬
ant keeps the actor sharp by riding focus, to use the
sound stage vernacular, continually adjusting the
lens focusing to pre-determined settings as the action
or dolly shot progresses.
Following focus manually is achieved with such
cameras as the Mitchell NC and 16mm by turning a
knob on one side of the camera which is geared di¬
rectly to the lens and which has a white disc in the
center for marking with a pencil the various focus

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

DIAGRAM SHOWS a typical photographic routine with two cameras for
a TV film

production

in which

the

cameras, A and

B, are

constantly

dollied about the set to cover the actors (A) and (B) in a continuous run,
but in such a manner that the cameras do not interfere with each other
or intrude in each other's field of view at any time. Here, the respective
camera assistants must be constantly alert to keep the actors in sharp
focus as the distance between cameras and actors change. The assistant
rides the dolly along with the camera operator, and effects focus changes
by means of the remote control extending from side of camera blimp.

settings determined in a pre-shooting dry run of the
camera. Where the remote control is employed, the
assistant cameraman can work with greater freedom
some distance from the camera.
The secret of effective follow focus is that it must
be accomplished so smoothly that the focus changes
are imperceptible on the screen. This requires good
judgment plus the ability to move the focus control
the exact distance required each time for the focus
change. If ineptly done, the focus will go "’out'’
and the take will be ruined. This is understandable
when one considers that the focus calibrations on the
average lens for near distance are spaced farther
apart than for the greater distances preceding the in¬
finity mark. For example, to adjust focus from 2-ft.
to 3-ft. requires a substantial rotation of the focusing
control on the lens, whereas the adjustment latitude
in changing focus from, say, 25-ft. to infinity—
particularly on a wide-angle lens—may be almost
microscopic. Thus, in photographing a person walk¬
ing away from the camera at a constant pace will
require revolving the focusing ring fast, then ease
off to slower rotation as subject recedes into the dis¬
tance. Reverse action by the person requires just the
opposite handling of the focusing. In either case,
sharp focus must not only prevail at the beginning
and end of the action or dollv movement, but all the
wav in between.
Described below are four familiar patterns of ac¬
tion or camera movement which require follow-focus
during shooting:
1. The camera dollies about the set and photo¬
graphs either static or moving action. The camera
may dolly toward or away from the subject, or it
may “track” him from a fixed distance.
2. The camera remains stationary but subject
moves toward or away from it during the shot.
3. The camera remains stationary but is panned
or tilted, or both, during the take, from one object
or subject to another situated at different distances
from the camera.

4. The camera is stationary and photographs
one or more objects in the scene alternating position
during the take, thus requiring follow-focus to keep
them sharp. (See photo below.)
The first example requires utmost smoothness in
the dolly movement. It must gradually accelerate,
glide with a smooth “floating” action, then decelerate
to an almost imperceptible stop. The camera should
create the illusion of floating through space, and any
Continued

On

Page 49

TYPICAL CLOSEUP in which each subject is alternately brought into sharp
focus

to

emphasize

difference

in

importance

distance

from

of

camera

their
of

respective

both

players

dialogs.
is

so

Here
slight

the
that

extremely precise handling of the focusing control is essential to achieve
the desired effect. Unless there is a specific reason for alternating focus
between two persons in a scene such as this, "split-focus”- is employed
so both persons register sharply.
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DAY-FOR-NIGHT SHOTS
How the illusion of nighttime is created in
scenes photographed in the daytime.
X^VEN THOUGH RECENTLY-DEVEL¬

high-speed films now
make it possible to photograph
many actual night scenes in avail¬
able light there will continue to
be a need for the established dayfor-night type of shot. Day-fornight means a scene photographed
in daylight having the illusion of
nighttime. To achieve this effect,
cinematographers employ various
combinations of over-correction
and under-exposure. The labora¬
tory plays a part in the result, too.
Laboratories each have their pref¬
erence as to the kind of negative
best suited to printing a realistic
day-for-night shot. Most of them
prefer density in the original neg¬
ative because it is always possible
to “print down” to gain a darker
OPED

effect—whereas it is not possible
to obtain a rich, full-bodied print
from a thin, shadowless negative.
In making a day-for-night shot
using panchromatic negative, over¬
correction can be provided through
use of filters such as a Wratten 25
(deep red) or Wratten 23A (light
red). The 25 is normally used
where ample light prevails; it has
a filter factor of 7. The 23A is
better suited to semi-shadow areas;
its filter factor is 4. In addition to
using either one of these filters,
exposure should be reduced ap¬
proximately two stops. This not
only increases the effect of the
filter but also decreases detail in
the scene sufficiently to produce a
more natural aspect of nighttime.
Some cinematographers hold

that any sky area in a day-fornight scene should be rendered as
dark as possible. Except where a
very clear, blue sky prevails this
is not always possible if any reas¬
onable detail is to be retained in
foreground images. Where it is
desirable to have sky area in the
shot and to darken it, a neutral
wedge (neutral density) filter can
be used to filter the sky area. This
filter is also the one to use when
shooting with back-light, which is
highly desirable for day-for-night
shots because it renders objects in
a scene in semi-silhouette and with
an absence of detail in the dark
areas — which is natural in true
night scenes.
It should be remembered, how¬
ever, that the sky appears bright¬
est when back-light is employed;
there is no blue color to be filtered
out, so it must be absorbed by the
neutral-wedge filter.
Charles G. Clarke, ASC, who
has photographed as many dayfor-night scenes in Hollywood, per¬
haps, as any cinematographer al¬
ways uses a neutral density (N.D.)
filter having a transmission factor
of about 50% for night effects in
black-and-white.
Use Of Pola-Screen
A Pola-Screen on the lens will
also darken the sky for day-fornight shots, but its use is more or
less restricted to shots made when
the sun is directly overhead or at
right angles to the camera. The
Pola-Screen cannot be successfully
employed for day-for-night shots
if the camera must be panned
through a wide arc. This is because
the polarization will vary and the
sky tone will change in density as
the camera moves through the
panning arc.
The foregoing applies to dayfor-night shots made in open land¬
scapes or exterior long shots where
detail in the actors’ faces is not
important. Where facial details
are important, then some addition¬
al factors must be considered.

SET-UP FOR DAY-FOR-NIGHT SHOT: Dotted lines indicate actual area taken in by lens of wide-screen
camera.

Sky area

is

reduced

to

minimum

by setting

camera

moderately

high

and

tilting down,

eliminating need for sky filter. High intensity light globes are used in locomotive headlights, also
behind windows of station so these will “punch through" the underexposure created in achieving the
day-for-night effect.
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The red filters previously re¬
ferred to, being over-corrective,
increase contrast considerably with
Continued On
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HFC
Hot Splicers
Now Available
in

Custom Built

NO DOWN TIME
WHEN YOU USE HFC SPLICERS
DOUBLE SCRAPING BLADES ON ALL UNITS
MACHINE BLADES GROUND TO CLOSE TOLERANCES
SEPARATE PROFESSIONAL SCRAPING BLOCK
NO DOWN TIME WHEN SCRAPING BLADES BECOME DULL
CHANGE BLADES IN SECONDS

SPECIAL

OFFER!

8 & 16MM

70MM

16-35/32-35MM

SPLICER (FS-816).$229.50
CUSTOM BUILT CASE.15.00
1 PINT OF CEMENT.
2.25
1 PINT OF ACETONE.65
100 SCRAPING BLADES . . .
44.00

SPLICER (FSC-1) .$329.50
CUSTOM BUILT CASE.
17.00
1 PINT OF CEMENT.
2.25
1 PINT OF ACETONE.65
100 SCRAPING BLADES . . .
44.00

.$291.40

SPLICER (FS-70-1)
(Military perf #1)
or
(FS-70-2) Military
perf #2) .$375.00
CUSTOM BUILT CASE.
20.00
1 PINT OF CEMENT.
2.25
1 PINT OF ACETONE.65
100 SCRAPING BLADES . . .
44.00

TOTAL VALUE.$393.40

SPECIAL.$245.00

TOTAL VALUE.$441.90

SPECIAL .$349.50

TOTAL VALUE

SPECIAL .$395.00

THIS OFFER EXPIRES MARCH 31, 1961
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TECHNIQUES

You 'll Fid
The new American Cinematographer Manual is replete
with charts, tables, and factual information
related to the techniques of cinematography for
every motion picture photographer.

Solution: Moisture will condense on any object—

The

techniques of

cinematography, many and

varied as they are, are based on certain essen¬
tials of procedure. The veteran cinematographer,
working with a camera every day, has much of the
procedure pretty well absorbed so that performance
is virtually instinctive. The less experienced, how¬
ever, are faced with almost all the problems encoun¬
tered by the seasoned professional. Thus, to be suc¬
cessful, these cameramen must have ready answers
to the many problems they encounter daily in their
filming assignments.
Where do they find the answers? Almost every
new-generation cinematographer has pencilled notes
or charts tucked in his billfold to which he refers
whenever some problem of exposure, focus, etc. is
encountered. Early-day studio cameramen did the
same thing, indicating there always has been a need
for a compact ready-reference book of tables, charts
and formulas helpful to motion picture photogra¬
phers.
Today, there is available a new, authentic and
very complete data book for cinematographers—the
American Cinematographer Manual—in which will
be found charts, tables and technical data helpful
to those in every field of motion picture production.
Almost every cinematic technique is explained or
illustrated, and the most essential facts are made
available in easy-to-understand charts. Some ex¬
amples of the technical information available in the
Manual are set forth in the “question-and-answer”
paragraphs that follow:
Problem: Do you encounter a moisture problem in
tropical locations when refrigerated unexposed film
is opened for use?

38

including motion picture film—when its temperature
is below the dew-point of the surrounding air. Mois¬
ture condensation on film can be prevented by al¬
lowing the refrigerated film package to “warm up”
before opening it. This requires time, of course, and
depends upon the size of the package, degree of
insulation and the temperature difference. More de¬
tails are given on pages 150 and 151 of the Manual.

Problem: What is the depth of field of the PanCinor zoom lens? How is it determined? Also, does
the depth of field vary for the various zoom posi¬
tions?

Solution: As the Manual points out on page 159,
zoom lenses possess the same depth of field as lenses
of similar focal length for any particular position
within its zooming range. The depth of field varies
as the lens is zoomed, of course, but this is of no
consequence if the object being zoomed remains at
a fixed distance from the camera.
Where a zoom lens is zoomed on a moving object
or from one object or subject to another, then followfocus must be employed to keep the subjects in
sharp focus.
An important point to remember is that a zoom
lens should always be visually focused at its widest
aperture and at the telephoto position to insure
overall sharpness and exact centering throughout
the zooming range.

Problem: You are on your first assignment to
photograph a film for television. One of our prob¬
lems is knowing how much margin of safety to leave
around a composition for the TV transmission cut¬
off or frame-reduction when composing a scene in
the camera finder.

Solution: There is no need to guess here; there is
a comprehensive table of “Television Safe Action
Areas” on page 184 of the Manual for both 35mm
and 16mm camera lenses. Essentially, the chart
shows the horizontal and vertical angles in degrees

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

In The Manual!
for 35mm lenses ranging from 20mm to 150mm,
and for 16mm lenses ranging from 5.7mm to
100mm, so that the cinematographer can determine
at a glance where to place his camera for a given
shot.
The subject of “Safe Action and Safe Title Areas”
is discussed at length in a chapter beginning on page
329 of the Manual and is accompanied by diagrams,
reproduced on this page, that show these “safe”
areas with respect to the camera apertures of both
35mm and 16mm films.

Problem: There’s a small object to be photographed
at extremely close range. How do you do it? With
a special lens? By using extension tubes? Or can a
telephoto lens be used for this?

Solution: The Manual has the answer for this prob¬
lem, too, on page 187. As revealed in the chapter
titled “Extreme Closeup Cinematography,” there are
two basic methods for photographing very small ob¬
jects at very close range: by using extension tubes
or a lens bellows in conjunction with the camera
lens, or by adding a supplementary closeup lens—
mounting it in front of the regular camera lens.
The chapter explains when extension tubes should
not be used; how it is possible to shoot ultra-closeups
with the regular lens mounted on the camera in
reverse; and the precautions that must be taken be¬
cause of the extremely shallow depth of field pre¬
vailing when extension tubes or a bellows is used.
An important consideration, as the Manual ex¬
plains, is that use of extension tubes or a bellows
changes the f/stop values of the lens used. But the
cinematographer is aided in this problem by four

DIAGRAMS
markings
areas

for

SHOW

defining
16mm

the
the

and

apertures
“safe”

35mm

and

action

charts which enable him to tell at a glance how
much the lens must be opened up in shooting ultracloseups with the aid of extension tubes.

Problem: When using two or more lenses in photo¬
graphing a motion picture, it is understandable that
all of the lenses should give essentially the same
exposure result at comparable apertures. How does
the cameraman proceed when some of his lenses are
calibrated in T stops, while others are calibrated in
the conventional f/ stops? Is there a table or chart
available that shows the comparative T stop for
each F/ stop?

Solution: First let us answer the last question: The
answer is “No.” As is pointed out on page 203 of
the Manual, there is no fixed ratio between T stops
and f/ stops which would apply to all lenses. Any
difference between the T stop and the f/ stop of a
lens represents actual light losses within the lens
due to reflection from the glass-air surfaces and
from absorption within the glass itself.
Re-calibrating a conventional f/ stop lens in T
stops is an individual custom job, with the T stops
determined from an exacting measurement of the
light transmission of the lens at various stop posi¬
tions.
Therefore, where absolute uniformity of exposure
is expected in using a variety of lenses on a produc¬
tion, it is essential that all of the lenses to be used
be balanced and re-calibrated—preferably in T
stops so that when a shot is made with one lens at,
say T 8, the next lens can be used with the aper¬
ture set at the same T stop with assurance that
Continued On
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By

HIGHLY STYLIZED set for ‘‘Within Man's Power" (1953) in which the scene is suggested rather than
depicted in full detail is excellent example of the experimental film-maker’s art. The photography
involved 18 light changes, required 7 hours of lighting rehearsals for a scene screening one minute.

'JpHE CRAFT OF CINEMATOGRAPHY

has a dual personality. On the
one hand, it is a technical skill
predicated on and limited by cer¬
tain immutable principles of phys¬
ics, optics and chemistry. On the
other hand, it is the skillful use of
an artistic instrument which (in the
hands of a competent craftsman)
becomes the medium for visually
realizing a thought, idea or story
on the screen.
There is no short cut to skillful
cinematography. No matter if one
wishes ultimately to become a Hol¬
lywood Director of Photography
(with
the coveted
designation
“ASC” after his name), a profes¬
sional cameraman shooting com¬

and a myriad of other physical,
optical and chemical principles
peculiar to motion picture photog¬
raphy. Such knowledge can be
gained in classrooms, through ob¬
servation (and questioning) of
someone who already has it, and
through diligent study of texts and
handbooks on the subject.

actually making films. Because the

above the amateur level—certain

no restrictions upon the creativity
of the serious student of cinema,
it can function as a valuable, even

and assimilated. It goes without
saying that the aspiring cinematog¬
rapher should know everything
possible about motion picture cam¬
eras,
lenses,
emulsions,
film
speeds, filters, lighting, exposure,
depth-of-field, hyperfocal distance,

40

LORING

in a rut of tried-and-true conven¬
tional technique, can infuse new
life into his work by allowing his
camera to take off on an occasional
flight of experimental fancy—on
his own time, of course.
Just what is an experimental
film? The term should be self-ex¬
planatory, but it has been so loose¬
ly used and abused that it is diffi¬
cult to pinpoint a satisfactory defi¬
nition. Moreover, in recent years
the designation has taken on a pe¬
culiar mystique as a result of the
rarefied efforts of would-be avantgarde-ists, pseudo-intellectuals and
sensation - seekers who have
attempted to substitute film for
psychoanalysis. To cut away the

But the use of the motion pic¬
ture camera as a creative instru¬
ment is something else again, for
this is a skill that cannot be
learned through books and lec¬
tures. There are only two ways to
really learn anything about it:
first, by viewing and analyzing
outstanding films of all types—
and, secondly, by plunging in and

mercial or documentary films, or
merely a home-movie maker a cut
technical know-how must be gained

CHARLES

experimental film places virtually

necessary, training ground for the
aspiring cinematographer. Nor is

THE

EXPERIMENTALIST'S

it the novice alone who can benefit
from observing and working with

out"

when

this type of film. Many an estab¬

experimentalist has created some new and impressive

he’s

objectives

shooting,

but

on

may
the

seem

“way

screen

there

usually unfolds some highly imaginative work worthy
of any professional's consideration. More than once an
photographic treatment that later was adopted in the

lished cameraman, bogged down

photography of a feature film.
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EXPERIMENTAL FILM
I£

—proving ground for the cinematographer.

esoteric underbrush and arrive at
a definition that is clear and sim¬
ple, one might say that the experi¬
mental film is a type of motion pic¬
ture made primarily for the
purpose of trying out certain
techniques of expressing an idea
or mood on celluloid.
The important point is that one
is frankly and openly trying out
techniques. The very word “experi¬
ment” implies a searching in
which failure is, if anything, more
likely than success. For this reas¬
on, the experimentalist should not
be chagrined or even surprised if
many of the effects he attempts do
not quite come off. On the con¬
trary, in working with film it is
often possible to learn more from
a fail ure or near-miss than from
an out-and-out success.
We shall assume that the aspir¬
ant has learned thoroughly, at
least in an academic way, the tech¬
nical principles of cinematogra¬
phy. With continued application
these mechanical axioms will fuse
into a kind of technical sixth sense
so that they will not demand near¬
ly as much conscious attention as
they did in the beginning. Assum¬
ing, then, that our cinematogra¬
pher knows not only what to do,
mechanically speaking, but why he
is doing it—what is the next step?
One might reasonably say: “Run
out and buy a quantity of film and
start banging away with the cam¬
era.” But such a haphazard ap¬
proach would invariably result in
a waste of time, effort and costly
raw stock.

mentalists. The object of this is not
to copy what they have done or
even to be inspired to do some¬
thing similar. Rather, the value of
such analysis lies primarily in get¬
ting used to the idea of filmic ex¬
perimentation and throwing off the
fetters of conventionalized ap¬
proach.

vate clubs whose showings are re¬
stricted to members only, but more
often the screenings are open to
the public. A good many of these
societies build their programming
around the excellent rental library
of the Museum of Modern Art,
while welcoming other films from
outside sources.

Where does one view experi¬
mental films? There are at present
almost 500 film societies scattered
about the country whose sole ob¬
jective is to make available to a
special audience outstanding films
of an experimental nature. Every
large city has at least one such so¬
ciety and many smaller towns have
launched them with considerable
success. Sometimes these are pri¬

All of the films shown are, by
no means, well done—nor do they
necessarily have anything pro¬
found to say. A certain percentage
of them seem to have been made
solely for the purpose of purging
their producers of various inner
conflicts, frustrations, inhibitions
or traumas. As such they deal bla¬
tantly with sex, usually in its more

THE

SUBJECTIVE

CAMERA

is

essentially

the

out-growth

Continued

of

the

experimentalist's
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cinematographic

explorations. Here the technique was used most effectively for impact shots of boxers in action for
“Champion" (1949).

By far the more practical ap¬
proach is to begin by viewing and
analyzing outstanding films which
have been made by other experi¬
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THE

is set low for a closeup of

THE GIANT camera boom is again employed—this time raised high to

Jean Simmons for "Spartacus.” Despite the bright, sunny day, a booster

BOOM-MOUNTED Technirama

camera

provide a high vantage point for the Technirama camera being readied

lamp is used to add fill light.

for an action scene for "Spartacus.”

Filming "Spartacus" In Super-Technirama
Russell Metty’s mobile camera technique enhances both the action and
the

settings

in

one

of the

By

rj^0 capture the

full sweep and

flashing action of “Spartacus,”
Director of Photography Russell
Metty, A.S.C., mounted SuperTechnirama-70 cameras on cam¬
era cranes and dollies and kept
them moving so skillfully that the
audience finds itself constantly in
the midst of what is happening
without realizing that the camera
is on wheels a good part of the
time. Thus it is that the fluid cam¬
era contributes at least as much
as the excellent performances to
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year’s best-photographed motion pictures.

HERB

A .

L I G H T M A N

the excitement generated by this
“Roman Western,” to use a rather
apt descriptive term coined by one
of the critics.
“Spartacus” is the story of a
Roman slave, trained as a gladi¬
ator, who leads his fellow serfs in
a protracted and almost successful
revolt against the legions of Rome.
In the course of its three-hour run¬
ning time the film pauses for a
few intimate sequences to delineate
character and relationship, but
mainly it is an action film, con¬

centrating on scenes of gladiatorial
combat, the surging forces of re¬
volt, and intricately staged battles
between the rebel armv and the
precisely maneuvered Roman le¬
gions. As an action film it de¬
manded an active camera, and this
is exactly what was provided to tell
this colorful story.
The film was photographed in
Super-Technirama-70, a Techni¬
color process in which 35mm color
negative travels horizontally
through the camera, recording an

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

oversize image in a 2-to-l aspect
ratio. The large frames are then
contact-printed in vertical sequence
on 70mm film for release. The
process can also be used with an
anamorphic lens, which puts a
slight squeeze on the image, mak¬
ing possible a projected picture
similar to Cinemascope, with an
aspect ratio of 2.55-to-l.
Because of this large format and
his awareness that the tinest jiggle
of the camera would be enorm¬
ously magnified on the giant
screen, Metty went to extraordin¬
ary lengths to insure the smooth¬
ness of dolly and boom shots, so
that the cinematic illusion would
not be disturbed. Dolly tracks were
precisely milled and then care¬
fully wedged to equalize irregu¬
larities of terrain. In several cases,
studio stage floors were repaired
or rebuilt to eliminate the slightest
bump that might interfere with the
smooth movement of the camera.
The real acid test, as far as
camera movement is concerned,
came in filming a sequence in
which the slaves are seen toiling
on a steep cliff side thousands of
feet above the floor of a sweeping,
arid valley. This sequence was
shot in Death Valley on the site of
an abandoned gold mine, and the
actual terrain is just as precipitous
as it appears in the film. All of the
equipment, including UniversalInternational’s
huge
Chapman
crane with its custom-adapted 35foot boom, had to be hauled up
a dangerously rutted, washed-out
dirt road which had not been used
for many years. Part of the needlesharp mountain top had to be bull¬
dozed away to make a perch for
the bulky
camera
equipment,
booster lights, and the intricate
maze of dolly tracks laid to follow
the action. In the finished film the
camera sweeps and soars with in¬
credible smoothness, dangling the
audience in space and giving it a
subjective view of the action that
is, to say the least, hair-raising.
Metty’s lighting in ‘‘Spartacus”
facilely adapts to the shifting
moods of the story. On Kirk
Douglas and his fellow gladiators
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he used rugged cross-lighting to
emphasize their virility. Jean Sim¬
mons, playing the somewhat lessthan-glamorous role of a slave
girl-concubine in the school for
gladiators, is lighted in a way that
accentuates her femininity while
avoiding an over-pretty effect. The
Roman aristocrats, as epitomized
in the film by Sir Laurence Olivier
and Charles Laughton, are lighted
with crisp elegance to suggest the
lavish milieu in which they moved.
Metty’s artful lighting also lent
special character to the sets. The
Roman Senate, for example, is
limned in clear, sharply focused
planes of light, suggesting the im¬
personal, almost antiseptic effici¬
ency of that legislative body. The
dungeon-like cells of the gladia¬
tors, by contrast, are suffused with
murky light of a slightly warm
tinge, suggesting no direct light
source, but rather a densely dif¬
fused
spill-light
filtering
in
through the grates in the ceilings
of the cells.
Lighting these cells posed a sig¬
nificant problem, since they mea¬
sured only 4 by 6 feet in area,
with most shooting being done full
front. This precluded the advan¬
tages of wild walls; also the prob¬
lem was further complicated by
the fact that the set was architec¬
turally a two-story unit including

UNDER THE DIRECTON of
“Spartacus" when

Laurence

areas and passageways above the
cells of the gladiators and con¬
necting with them by means of a
stone stairway. The geography of
the set had to remain intact at all
times while still permitting a
variety of angles and freedom of
camera movement. Needless to
say, it was necessary to take ad¬
vantage of every opening in the
set as a vantage point from which
to shine a light.
Metty was one of the first
Hollywood cinematographers to
risk a high contrast ratio in light¬
ing for color, although this tech¬
nique has now become fairly
standard practice. He characteris¬
tically lights low-key set-ups with
a contrast ratio ranging from black
shadows to 150 foot-candles in the
highlight areas. Although he uses
little or no fill light, he manages
to produce a sharply dramatic
visual effect without the harshness
that might be expected.
‘‘Spartacus” is said to be the
most expensive picture ever filmed
in Hollywood. Its budget exceeded
$15,000,000, and it employed
10,500 people, from artisans to
extras, in a total of 251,837 man¬
hours. Director of Photography
Metty worked on the picture for a
solid year, with 167 days of actual
shooting. The sets, budgeted in exContinued
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Russell Metty, ASC, the Technirama camera captures a high moment in
Olivier takes command of all

the

Roman

no sound recording, and so the camera is being used without blimp.

armies. The scene requires
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crashed down on heads below in “The
Phantom of the Opera.”
Lighting these vast sets demanded
a tremendous amount of illumination,
especially since many of the lamps

FILM DRYER

ore

cess of a million and a half dollars,
included the gladiators’ school, the
Homan Senate, the lavish baths of
Home and the villas of various noble
Romans. One such sumptuous resi¬
dence, depicted as belonging to Sena¬
tor Gracchus (portrayed by Charles
Laughton) overran the famed Univer¬
sal-International Phantom Stage, site
of the opera house where Lon Chaney
and years later, Claude Rains, un¬
loosed the giant chandelier which

were filtered to project colored light
into various areas of the set. The
filters, of course, sharply reduced the
amount of exposurable light.
To
solve this problem. Metty used the
new,
fast
Eastman-Color
negative,
which was just then being introduced
to the industry and which is twice
as fast as the eariler Eastman-Color
emulsion. This meant that only half
as much light was required to illu¬
minate the vast interior sets—and it
also meant, to historians concerned
with such facts, that “Spartacus” was
the first major Hollywood production
to utilize the new fast color negative.
“Spartacus,” despite its sumptuous
interiors, is essentially an outdoor
picture and, while one exterior coun¬
tryside set was constructed on the
sound stage and used to advantage
in several sequences, the bulk of the
action was actually staged in outdoor
locations on the studio back lot and
surrounding areas. Early in the pre¬
planning of the picture it was decided
not to shoot the picture in and around
Rome, as might have seemed the logi¬
cal choice. A location scouting trip
to Italy indicated that there was noth¬
ing in the Eternal City that could not
be duplicated within short commuting
distance of Hollywood or in the studio
back lot. In the words of the film’s
star-producer, Kirk Douglas: “You’ve
got to rebuild ancient Rome anyway
in order to shoot Roman history. Why
cross a continent and an ocean to do
that when the finest pool of techni¬
cians and talent in the world is right
in your own back yard?”
And so, Rome came to Hollywood.
An area of rolling hills behind the
Lhiiversal studios was kept perpetu¬

ally green by means of special irriga¬
tion equipment.
The hillside was
planted with olive trees and other flora
native to Italy. In the valley below
these hills the sprawling set represent¬
ing the gladiators’ school was con¬
structed. A small Roman temple was
erected on the ridge commanding the
valley. The total vista as it appears
in the establishing shots, is indeed,
quite authentic and extremely pictorial.
Other location sites dotted miles of
the burgeoning San Fernando Valley.
The terrain of Thousand Oaks, Cali¬
fornia, sandwiched among breweries,
auto assembly plants and rocket-fuel
testing stations, is a carbon copy
topographically of the land rolling
South and West from Rome and Capua
toward the Tyrrhenian Sea.
Over
these stubbled hills Spartacus herded
his rag-tag army in a death march
culminating in the film’s climactic
battle scenes, which were filmed later
in Spain.
Professor Vittorio Novarese, flown
to Hollywood from Rome to serve as
Technical Advisor on the picture, was
unable to detect any anachronisms in
the terrain, but there were aspects of
the filming that were decidedly un¬
like ancient times. Skirting the craggy,
brush-filled perimeter of the battle¬
ground, the defeated slaves stumbled
along an amazingly authentic recrea¬
tion of the Appian Way. But there
was a menacing reminder that this
is the atomic age. The dialogue of
dying serfs was punctuated, from time
to time, by horrendous blasts thun¬
dering up from the other side of the
hill where the Rocketdyne Corp. tests
solid fuels for tomorrow’s missiles and
satellites. And back at the gates of
Rome on the Universal lot where
Douglas kills his best friend, Tony
Curtis, in a forced fight-to-the-death,
a 125 foot cvclorama rose behind the
great wall. Had the camera shot this
C-

7

J

fabled entrance to the ancient city
without the backdrop it would have
picked up the roaring traffic of the
Hollywood Freeway.
Several other nearby locations, in¬
cluding the rock-studded mountains
near Chatsworth, were used to strik¬
ing advantage. The one pictorial ele¬
ment which Nature omitted—dramatic
cloud formations—was provided by
means of expertly-photographed glass
shots. Metty preferred to use glass shots
(considered by some to be an out¬
moded technique) rather than travel¬
ing matte shots because he felt he
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could get a truer perspective, a better
match of light, and could avoid the
jiggle which so often accompanies a
double-printed scene.
While the mechanics of the glass
shots were simple, they had to he exe¬
cuted with extreme care. A panel of
clear glass about six feet square with
clouds painted on the upper part was
set up about six feet from the camera
lens and carefully “tarped” to elimi¬
nate reflections. A 35mm lens (wide
angle for the 70mm format) was
stopped down to f/11 for sufficient
depth of field to insure sharpness in
both planes. The focus was carefully
split according to formula and the
scene was shot. The final vistas as
they appear on the screen are lush
with the billowing clouds for which
Rome is famous, hut which rarely
grace the bald skies of Hollywod.
Metty utilized an off-beat handling
of camera angles in order to empha¬
size the conflict of the battle sequences.
Defying standard rules of cutting
which mitigate against the use of
abrupt changes of angle, he auda¬
ciously mounted his camera so that
cuts would be made directly from ex¬
treme high angles to extreme low
angles. This meant, of course, that
the editing had to be smooth and pre¬
cise and avoid any abrupt jumps in
action. But the use of this technique,
especially in the sequences of handto-hand gladiatorial combat, added an
element of excitement that draws the
audience closely into the action.
The close-in skirmish of the final
battle scenes were filmed at the studio,
with Metty setting the photographic
mood and effectively capturing the
impact of battle. The matching long
shots showing the spectacle of huge
armies massed in far-flung combat
were shot in Spain by Clifford Stine,
A.S.C., functioning as Second Unit
director of Photography.
Eight thousand soldiers of the Span¬
ish Army were hired as extras for
the battle sequences and specially
trained in the complicated battle
maneuvers of the ancient Roman le¬
gions. A vast plain stretching to cam¬
era infinity was located 40 kilometers
from Madrid. On this ground, where
the armies of Rome had not marched
for 2,000 years, Sir Laurence Olivier’s
legions clashed with Kirk Douglas’
slave-gladiator force. The Technirama
cameras, mounted on three 110-foot
towers, ground away at the battle in
winds ranging upwards of 40 miles
per hour. Metty is vociferous in his
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praise of the magnificent job of pho¬
tography accomplished by Stine in
shooting these sequences and espe¬
cially in the manner in which he
matched the photography to the closer
action scenes previously staged at the
studio. Stine also photographed the
scenes enacted at William Randolph
Ilearst's multi-million dollar “castle”
at San Simeon, Calif. Now under the

Impossible location. Dark office,
smooth walls, no stands, 10 min.
to light. Taped 1st light on wood
panel for key; 2nd on plaster
beam for top light; set 3rd on
shelf for back light; hung 4th on
door hinge for background light;
clamped 5th on tripod for fill.
Time: 91/2 minutes! Used
Lowel-Light Kit - of course.
Tape up, clamp-on lighting unit $6.95
Kit: 5 lights, Gaffer-Tape, case $29.95
Pocket size, folding Barndoor $5.75
AVAILABLE AT LEADING PHOTO DEALERS
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supervision of the California State
Park Commission, one of the main
buildings at San Simeon appears
spectacularly, if all too briefly, as the
exterior of Sir Laurence Olivier’s lav¬
ish Roman villa.
For Russell Metty, A.S.C., “Spartacus” is the culmination of a 15-year
tenure as Director of Photography at
Universal-International Studios, where,
originally, he started to work on a
“temporary” basis. He has been at
U-I ever since, utilizing the same
camera crew over the years and film¬
ing some of the studio’s biggest hits,
including “Written On The Wind” and
“Imitation of Life.” Following “Spartacus.” he photographed “Midnight
Lace” and “The Misfits,” the latter
starring Marilyn Monroe and the late
Clark Gable. He is currently photo¬
graphing “By Love Possessed,” star¬
ring Lana Turner.
■

MOVING CAMERA SHOTS
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changed. In other words, the dolly re¬
mains pointed in the same direction,
with the wheels only changing direc¬
tion in making the right-angle turn.
Both on the set and on location,
most moving-camera shots are made
with the dolly moving on tracks.
Tracks may be lengths of wooden
planks or sections of channeled alumi¬
num which provide a positive guide
for the dolly during the course of its
travel during a shot. It is extremely
important that such tracks be rigid
and not subject to “quaking” under
the weight of the dolly and camera
crew as they move over them. There¬
fore, after tracks are laid, the director
of photography checks the tracks for
smooth dolly travel. Where there are
any depressions in the tracks, because
of an uneven floor or uneven terrain
on a location site, wooden wedges are
driven between the tracks and the floor
or ground to raise the track section to
the desired level.
Among the unsung heroes of a suc¬
cessful moving-camera shot operation

are the grips who must know how to
precisely move a dolly at the speed de¬
manded for the particular scene to be
filmed; also the camera assistant whose
duty it is to change focus whenever
there is a change in the distance be¬
tween the actor or actors and the cam¬
era during a moving-camera shot.
Sometimes this is worked out in
advance and cue marks established for
guidance of the grips and camera
crew, but very often it is a matter of
good judgment—a good eye for dis¬
tance.
It often happens when a company is
shooting on location that inspiration
for a moving-camera shot occurs to a
director, and the director of photogra¬
phy must then improvise some means
for accomplishing it. Thus toboggans,
rowboats, a child’s express wagon, and
countless other conveyances have been
put to use as a camera carrier in mak¬
ing an impromptu moving-camera shot.
The accompanying photos illustrate
some practical uses of the mobile cam¬
era in executing dramatic photography
of Hollywood productions. Fig. 1 show's
an MGM camera crew filming a follow
shot in closeup of riders for “The Last
Hunt.” In addition to a crew of several
men, the camera dolly also carries the
bulky Technicolor camera, the sound
boom and two “Brute” booster lights
(not shown). The dolly track consists
of 2-by-12 planks laid on 2-by-4 ties
and wedged where necessary to achieve
a smooth, even surface for the dolly
wheels.
When MGM wanted thrilling action
shots of oncoming racing automobiles
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for its production of "The Racers,” the
Mitchell camera was mounted in the
trunk section of a speedy sports car,
as shown in Fig. 2.
Some cinematographers prefer a sol¬
id platform instead of tracks on which
to roll the camera dolly. One of these is
Boris Kaufman. ASC„ shown in Fig. 3
lining up a dolly shot on location for
“The Fugitive Kind.” Note the gener¬
ous use of wedges beneath the platform
to effect a level surface for the camera.
The platform was constructed of pan¬
els of plywood nailed over a rigid 2by-4 framework.
When the director wanted the cam¬
era to follow a traveler on snowshoes
for a scene in “Storm Fear,” a few
years ago, the ingenious cinematogra¬
pher mounted the camera and tripod
on two toboggans lashed together,
which were then pulled by grips. (Fig.
4).
In industrial film production, the
familiar fork-lift frequently serves as a
dolly and camera boom. In Hollywood,
the hydraulically-operated forklift has
been adapted to certain types of cam¬

YOU’LL FIND IT IN THE MANUAL!
Continued

From

Page 39

exposure results will be uniform. It is
a common fallacy that a T stop of a
given figure is the exact equivalent of
a certain f/ stop, but T stops are cali¬
brated electronically, whereas f/ stops
are calculated geometrically. T stops
are based on the amount of light emerg¬
ing from the rear of the lens and form¬
ing an image on the film; f/ stops are
based on the amount of light that enters
the lens.

Norwood, which begins on page 206
of the Manual, gives a comprehensive
explanation of the technique of meas¬
uring light for photographic purposes.
Briefly the reflected light meter meas¬
ures the light which is reflected from
the scene; the incident light meter
measures the light that falls on the sub¬
ject or illuminates the scene. It measures
the incident light intensity at the loca¬
tion of the subject, and it also takes
into account the conditions of illumina¬
tion geometry — that is, whether the

REPRINTS

Problem: There is confusion among
many photographers as to the relative
merits of measuring the incident light
as against measuring the reflected
light in a scene. Each method requires
its own type meter and manner of
using same to determine exposure. It

subject has a front key light, a side key
light, or a back key light. The incident
light meter combines these factors and
gives an answer in terms of the correct
setting for the camera lens diaphragm.
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use for its respective purpose—incident

Per Copy

or reflected light measurement. None
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of them explain both systems of light
measurement.
The chapter on Exposure by Don
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era cars for location shooting, and has
been invaluable where two cameras
must be mounted together at varying
heights in shooting a scene.
Dolly shots are made on water as
well as on land, and this is usually
accomplished by mounting the camera
on a raft, rowboat, etc. Helicopters
are finding increasing use for mak¬
ing moving-camera shots from the air,
enabling the cameraman to get shots
that would be impossible with other
types of aircraft. Vehicles have been
commandeered on location for making
mobile camera shots that ranged from
a child’s express wagon to a Mexican’s
ox-cart.
When the zoom lens was first in¬
troduced, it was freely predicted that
it would eventually supplant the cam¬
era dolly. Despite such predictions, how¬
ever, the mobile-mounted camera con¬
tinues in use. The pictorial effect of a
zoom lens shot is not exactly the same
as that achieved with the movingcamera. And besides, the latter affords
greater flexibility and much wider
scope.
■

tra-closeups—plus answers to hundreds
of other problems encountered in cine¬
matography? You’ll find them all in
the new American Cinematographer
Manual published by the American
Society of Cinematographers.

■
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FOLLOW-FOCUS TECHNIQUE
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jiggle or erratic movement will detract
from the effectiveness of the shot.
The axial dolly shot, in which the
camera is moved past actors or objects
on the set is probably the most widely
used because of the interesting pictorial
effect that is created as the camera ap¬
proaches and then passes various ob¬
jects or persons in the scene. An exam¬
ple is a scene that opens with the dollymounted camera in position for a long
shot of a man seated behind a desk in
a modern, well-furnished office. As he
speaks, the camera moves forward to a
tight closeup of him. Here, there is
considerable focus change as the cam¬
era is moved from long shot to closeup;
the focus ring is moved slowly at the
start, then more rapidly as the camera
approaches the player.
To aid the assistant alter focus as
the dolly moves forward, various marks
or cues are employed. The far and
near limits of the dolly travel should
be clearly marked on the stage floor
with chalk or tape, and intermediate
tapes or chalk marks should he estab¬
lished to guide him in making focus
changes during course of the dolly
travel.
Where marks on the floor might he
picked up by the camera, other meth¬
ods are used, such as having an assist¬
ant stand on the side lines parallel to
the dolly tracks and signal the assistant
cameraman at each point a focus
change is to be made. Trial runs be¬
forehand enable this technique to be
perfected and permit the assistant to
memorize the focus change apertures.
Focus generally remains constant for
tracking shots except, perhaps, at the
beginning and the end of the shot
when the camera or the actors may
move into a position further away or
closer than that prevailing during the
tracking phase. Here focus is changed
as the actors approach the camera.
Where difficulty may be encountered
in keeping one or more actors at a
fixed distance from the camera during
a moving camera shot, two sticks
nailed in the form of a large T and
extended ahead of the dolly below cam¬
era range will keep them at the proper
distance and obviate the necessity of
changing focus during the take.
In the second method described
above, in which the camera remains
stationary, focusing is a simpler matter
because there is no dolly movement
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and changes must be made only when
the actor or actors move beyond the
depth of field range and thus require
an adjustment of focus. During the
rehearsal, the actor’s position at the
various points where he moves or stops
in his travel on the set is measured with
a tape, the positions marked on the
floor, and notations made correspond¬
ing to the positions to indicate what
focus changes are to be made.
Typical examples of such situations
are as follows: 1 ) The heroine, in a
closeup, reads a letter, then turns and
walks to the far end of the room and
pauses reflectively before a fireplace.
Here the focus setting must be changed
rapidly as the girl begins to move back,
then gradually slower as she retreats
and stops at the far limits of her pre¬
scribed movement. 2) The hero enters
through a far door, walks toward
the camera, picks up a telephone and
speaks as the camera comes to a stop
in a full screen closeup of the man.
Here, the lens adjustment would be
just the reverse of that indicated for
example No. 1.
In

the

fourth

method

described

above, in which the camera remains
stationary but persons or objects within
the scene alternate in sharp focus, a
procedure of focus changing known as
snap-focus is employed. An example of
this would be where an actor’s face
substantially fills the frame in a closeup. He suddenly turns and looks at a
clock on the far wall. As he turns,
focus is changed abruptly so that the
clock is sharply in focus. This same
method is often used in making a two
shot, with one actor facing the camera
and the other with his back to the
camera—so that the camera looks over
his shoulder at the first. As one player,

“It jell to earth I know
not where.”

sharply focused, completes his dialog
and his companion—out of focus—
starts to speak, focus is abruptly
changed to bring the latter in sharp
focus, etc.

Wide-angle Lens
Wide-angle lenses, because of their
inherently greater depth of field, are
the easiest to use for follow-focus shots.
Because of the lens' short focal length,
small focusing errors are cancelled out
even at full aperture, and the larger
angle of coverage spreads out and minmizes any irregularities in dolly travel
during a take.
The use of reflex cameras such as the
Arriflex, Camerette and others greatly
simplify the execution of follow-focus
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because of the operator’s ability to
observe focus and parallax at all times
through the camera’s reflex finder.
When using other cameras, the cine¬
matographer should keep in mind the
importance of parallax as well as fol¬
low-focus. Thus, he should always set
parallax for the termination of the
moving camera shot; the camera should
be accurately lined up for the begin¬
ning of the shot, then just before
shooting starts the finder should be set
for the end of the shot. This will insure
perfect centering as the camera pulls
hack or moves into its final position.
Thus a pull-back shot should be com¬
posed with camera in the near position
before filming starts, and the finder set
for the far position.
A good assistant cameraman should
he able to quickly master the mechan¬
ics of follow-focus techniques, but the
development of ability to achieve per¬
fect timing, so that it becomes almost
instinctive, requires considerable prac¬
tice and experience. “Riding focus’’ on
movement in an action scene or “snap¬
ping focus” on abrupt changes demands
split-second timing in order to coordi¬
nate lens movement, camera movement
and movement within the scene so that
all three are integrated for the most
subtle but effective screen result.
■

EXPERIMENTAL FILM
Continued From Page 41

perverted forms, or with an outpouring
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of neurosis which, carried to extremes,
suggests a regurgitation of the id. They
are usually rife with “symbolism’’ of a
type so flagrantly Freudian as to be
laughable. Some of the more “impres¬
sionistic' efforts are so jumbled that
they strongly suggest somebody swept
up the cutting room and spliced to¬
gether at random every film fragment
over two frames in length. One might
forgive a dearth of content, however,
if at least such films revealed a certain
basic technical know-how. Rut, unfor¬
tunately, they are all too often marred
by shoddy technique, poor photography
and inadequate lighting—which their
producers attempt to justify with terms
like “realistic” or (in desperation)
“surrealistic.” The simple truth of the
matter is that many of these films are
made by would-be “artistes” who have
not bothered to learn the basic me¬
chanics of cinematography. Carried
away in their frenzy to be arty on
celluloid, they fail to become conversant
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with the technical tools of the trade.
Thus, the first lesson to be learned
from these inept spectacles is that shab¬
by technique, far from constituting
“art,” can detract mightily from any
idea, be it ever so lofty, that the film
maker might wish to put across. There
is a great deal to be learned from these
poorly executed offerings if the stu¬
dent can become perceptive enough to
analyze what was done badly and why.
There is, however, even more to be
learned from the many well-executed
experimental films now in circulation.
Space permits mentioning only a few
such films which have become classics
in their own way.
“Dreams That Money Can Buy” is a
fascinating feature-length color film
produced by Hans Richter in 1947,
which
includes seven separate
“dreams” shaped after the conceptions
of a group of outstanding contem¬
porary artists. Besides Richter, the dis¬
tinguished roster includes Alexander
Calder (whose “dream” is a ballet of
the universe performed with mobiles),
Man Ray, Max Ernst, Fernand Leger
and Marcel Du Champ (whose famous
painting, “Nude Descending a Stair¬
way.” is brought to cinematic life by
superimposing flat color discs care¬
fully timed and synchronized to the
movements of alive female nude figure
descending a stairway). The camera
technique throughout this film is of
high technical quality and extremely
imaginative in concept.
“The Naked Eye” is a much-honored
film made in 1957 by Louis Clyde
Stoumen and represents an astounding
tour de force of camera magic which
traces the epic story of man’s efforts
to record images of the visual world
around him, culminating in the “mir¬
ror with a memory,” the camera’s eye.
Film critic Bosley Crowther describes
the visual concept of this film as “pho¬
tographic poetry” and it is most cer¬
tainly a triumph of imaginative cine¬
matographic technique.
“Obmaru” was produced by Patricia
Marx and presented at the 1959 Inter¬
national Design Conference in Aspen.
It is a weird, semi-surrealistic, non¬
objective film which, by means of strik¬
ingly original camera treatment, cap¬
tures the provocative moods of stylized
Voodoo music.
The films of Maya Deren, a pioneer
experimentalist who is still regarded in
some circles as the “High Priestess” of
the movement, are outstanding both in
concept and execution. Her “Meshes in
the Afternoon,” “At Land” and “Chor-
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eography for Camera" are especially
well done.
Norman McLaren, the Canadian ex¬
perimentalist,
has
achieved
some
unusual effects by combining off-beat
photography with abstract designs
painted or scratched directly onto the
film. His “Begone Dull Care,’ under¬
scored with progressive jazz rhythms
by the Oscar Peterson Trio, and
“Neighbors” are two films which have
won consistent accolades in art circles.
Valentine Sherry’s “Coney Island,
U.S.A.” is a delightfully subjective
satire of Americana that has won
awards at Venice and Edinburgh.
“Bells of Atlantis,” by Ian Hugo, is a
skillfully executed bit of underwater
impressionism interpreting a poem re¬
cited on the sound track.
There are, of course, many more ex¬
cellent experimental films made by
serious craftsmen who have taken the
time and trouble to learn thoroughly
the mechanics of cinematography.
These film makers, in what is clearly
a labor of love, often create camera ef¬
fects and montages of great impact,
beauty and originality, and it is an ed¬
ucation to study their work.
But, as they say in the hobby shops,
there is nothing like getting in and do¬
ing it yourself. A large majority of
experimental films are shot in 16mm;
the equipment used need not be elab¬
orate. Nor is 16mm (as compared with
35mm) very expensive. When interiors
must be lighted, simple mushroom-type
reflector spots and floods operated di¬
rectly off house current will usually
prove most satisfactory.
If the experimentalist wishes merely
to try out certain random camera ef¬
fects, fine — but the experience will
prove much more valuable to him if
he can integrate these effects into an
actual film story or continuity, since
the motion picture form consists not of
a series of disconnected scenes, but of
related images placed in juxtaposition
to create an overall continuity.
As far as subject matter is concerned,
the choice is unlimited. Psychological
themes, of course, offer lush oppor¬
tunities for subjective camera effects,
double exposures, distorted perspec¬
tives, impressionistic montages, etc.
But almost any slice of life — tragic,
humorous or socially significant, can be
approached from the experimental
point of view. While the object is not
to create off-beat photography purely
for the sake of novelty, the experi¬
mentalist should let himself go com¬
pletely, working on the theory that
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effects that prove to be “too far out”
can always be toned down in later at¬
tempts. The important thing is to be
free and uninhibited with the camera
so that the results, although not always
perfect, reveal freshness and originality.
The value of these free-wheeling ex¬
periments cannot be measured in prac¬
tical terms, since they are, in effect,
exercises to stretch the muscles, figura¬
tively speaking, of the cinematogra¬
pher. But it is surprising to find how
many of the effects thus arrived at
can, in modified form, be applied to
certain commercial films and theatrical
features.
In 1932, for example, French au¬
thor-playwright Jean Cocteau turned
his hand to celluloid to produce an allout avant-garde effort titled: "Blood of
the Poet.” This film was incomprehen¬
sible enough to become and remain a
darling of the dilettantes, who had a
field day dredging up out of its fran¬
tic symbolism all sort of deep inner
meanings—while Monsieur Cocteau, no
doubt, looked on with his tongue in his
Gallic cheek. The film did, however,
utilize many intricate camera effects
and striking trick shots, not the least
spectacular of which was a sequence
in which the hero crashes through a
mirror into a surrealistic world.
This frankly experimental film was
Cocteau’s first foray into cinema and
he gleefully pulled out all the stops.
Some of the camera effects went boldly
overboard, but Cocteau learned much
from the experience, and he was able
to precisely tailor many of these effects,
somewhat toned down, to such later
film masterpieces as “The Eternal
Return," “The Eagle Has Two Heads,”
“Les Enfants Terribles” and “Or¬
pheus.” His refined and tasteful camera

trickery reached lyrical heights in the
magnificent film fantasy, “Beauty And
The Beast.”
Fifteen years ago Robert Montgom¬
ery persuaded M-G-M executives to let
him direct and star in an entirely sub¬
jective screenplay, “Lady in The Lake."
Throughout the film the camera func¬
tions as the eye of the protagonist (who
is only seen when he steps in front of
mirrors), so that the entire action
(photographed by Paul Vogel, ASC)
was presented on the screen as it ap¬
peared from his point of view. While
the M-G-M moguls would have per¬
ished before admitting that this was an
experimental film—it, nevertheless, cer¬
tainly was. While 90 minutes of this
camera technique might perhaps have
been a bit too much of a good thing,
the film proved the stunning effective¬
ness of the subjective camera, and
many Hollywood feature films have
made telling use of subjective scenes
in sequences since then where it is
necessary to draw the audience strong¬
ly into the action.
Similarly, the experimental cinema¬
tographer will find that many of the
extreme camera effects which he tries
out can be applied in modified form to
lend photographic excitement to com¬
mercial and theatrical films which he
may later photograph. Business films,
in particular, competing for the atten¬
tion of viewers jaded by TV and wide¬
screen theatrical spectacles, can profit
from the use of arresting camera effects
thus developed.
So it becomes evident that the ex¬
perimental film, both in the viewing
and the making, is an invaluable labor¬
atory for the cinematographer who
wishes to develop style and originality
in the use of the motion picture cam¬
era. As a catlyst to creative accomplish¬
ment it represents an area of research
which should not be bypassed.
■

BOOM-SHOT TECHNIQUE
Continued From

Page 31

follow shot, with the camera trained
on a character entering the general
locale. Then the camera rose high into
the air, revealing what seemed like an
endless expanse of railroad tracks
lined with the bodies of wounded and
dying Confederate soldiers. The impact
of this striking presentation of the
scene made it the outstanding visual

"What do you
film??"

mean you

forgot to bring

the

moment in a picture filled with out¬
standing moments.
In films such as these, boom shots
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should be adapted to patterns of action,
not vice versa. Here the happiest re¬
sult stems from pre-shooting confer¬
ences between cinematographer and
director in which it is decided how ac¬
tion patterns must he staged to put
across the dramatic values of the script
—and, secondly, how the camera can
become an active force in making these
patterns count for fullest visual effect.
(3) To establish a spacial relation¬
ship between separate elements of the
scene.—Sometimes, when the structure
of a large set is intricate, it becomes
a genuine problem to keep the screen
geography straight in the minds of the
audience. Unless the spacial relation¬
ship of the various physical areas is
first made clear by some comprehen¬
sive establishing shot, direct cuts from
one segment of the locale to another
may leave the audience confused as to
where a particular hit of action is
occuring
The best way to dispel such doubt
is by means of a well-planned boom
shot. Skillfully executed, such a shot
can effectively set the atmosphere for
the entire sequence.
Ideally, a shot of this kind should
begin at maximum height and range
through the widest practical angle in
order to establish as much of the set
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as possible. With the boom descending
to eye level, the camera then picks out
a leading character and follows him
from one part of the set to another. Or
perhaps it will follow several subordi¬
nate characters, picking up one and
following him for a distance, then leav¬
ing him to concentrate on another. In
this way, set geography is established,
an atmosphere or mood is created, and
characters are effectively introduced.
(4) To focus attention sharply on
one part of a wide composition.—The
camera is a selective mechanism. With
it we can pick and choose what we
wish most to show, and ignore what
need not be shown. Moreover, this
selectivity can be given a lot of em¬
phasis by the choice of angle used to
show any one element in the scene—
it being generally recognized that the
closeup is the most emphatic shot.
Very often it is dramatically import¬
ant to establish a general situation,
then narrow down to a single small
element of that situation. Alfred Hitch¬
cock used this idea effectively some
years ago for a scene for “Notorious."
In the earlier scenes of this picture the
key to a wine cellar had been estab¬
lished as a prop more than ordinarily
vital to the plot. The boom shot Hitch¬
cock and his cameraman contrived for
focusing attention on the key began
with a very high long shot (from ele¬
vated camera boom) of a ballroom
where a lavish party was in progress.
The camera is focused on the whirling
figures of the dancers below. Suddenly
it booms rapidly down to an extreme
closeup of the key held in the hand of
the main character in the story. This
rapid change of camera angle from
establishing long shot to a screen¬
filling closeup of a key scarcely two
inches in length was most effective.
The scene could not have been accom¬
plished except by means of the camera
boom plus the assistance of a compe¬
tent cinematographer and a corp of
skillful boom operators trained in the
work.

Shakespeare’s plays—such as “Hamlet’
and “Henry V,” directed by Laurence
Olivier several
years ago.
While
“Hamlet" displayed some boom shots
badly used, there also were sequences
in which the moving, boom-mounted
camera was coupled with broadly
sweeping patterns of action, giving un¬
usual force and dash to Shakespeare’s
literary prose.
Less successful, however, were the
shots in which the camera wound its
solitary way up the staircases and
ramparts of the gloomy castle, never
encountering a single human being. A
minimum of this might have gone far
to create a mood of impending disaster;
but so much of the camera meandering
was used that the technique called at¬
tention to itself. And this is something
that no camera maneuver should do.
“In “Henry V” the boom shot tech¬
nique was used more effectively and
logically, especially in filming the Bat¬
tle of Agincourt where the lofty cam¬
era on its readily manueverable boom
captured the full sweep of the en¬
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Today’s production of super-spec¬
tacles, such as “Spartacus,” “The
Alamo,” “Cimmaron,” “Ben-Hur,” etc.,
which were photographed with the
heavier ultra-widescreen cameras, such
as Technirama and Todd-AO, de¬
manded even larger and more rugged
camera booms. These were rented,
in most cases, from Chapman Studio
Equipment, whose Chapman Booms
are now well-known throughout the
industry.
The Chapman 4-wheel medium lo¬
cation and stage crane weighs 10,000
pounds, is 7 feet wide and 14 feet
long. Maximum height attained by
the boom is 16 feet, and its vertical
boom travel range is 13 feet. The
crane has a lifting capacity of 2,000
pounds. The mobile chassis requires
two operators: the truck operator, and
the grip who has control of the front
and end of the crane, brakes, electric
power control and crane steering
mechanism.
The Chapman 6-wheel

counter.
(6) To tie together several segments
of a large composition to form a single
unified scene.—Used in this manner,
the boom shot is most effective in con¬
centrating audience attention on a
dramatic situation, taking it right along
with the characters. The camera moves
in and out, up and down, as the shift¬
ing pattern of continuous action dic¬
tates. This technique achieved the
height of perfection during the era of
spectacular musical films, which Holly¬
wood produced during the early 30’s.
At this time, almost every major
studio designed and built its own
camera boom. An outstanding develop¬

location and stage crane is larger and
heavier, is self-powered for traveling
on highways to and from location, and
can attain a speed of 55 miles per
hour.
(Complete
descriptive
data
sheets on all Chapman camera cranes
and booms, as well as smaller booms
produced by others, are to be found
in the new American Cinematographer
Manual.)
The boom shot is now a well-estab¬
lished cinematic technique, and is used
wherever theatrical pictures are pro¬
duced.
Like many another cine¬
matographic innovation, its value de¬
pends largely upon the planning and
execution of its use.
■

ment was the crane built by MGM,
which was self-propelled and entirely
motorized enabling the camera oper-

DAY-FOR-NIGHT SHOTS
Continued
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the result that faces of actors in scenes
photographed with them will be ren¬

(5) To contribute movement to a
basically static situation.—It is in this
application that the boom shot either
can do wonders or go completely awry.
Actually, the odds are against its suc¬
cess; for valid cinematic movement on
the screen should result from a combi¬
nation of expert script writing, direc¬
tion. and acting rather than from the
physical mechanics of cinematography.
But the boom shot has been effec¬
tively used in photographing some of

ator to have full control of all panning
and elevating moves.

Crew

reaction

picture
scene.
Germany).

while
(From

shooting

a

"Der

Film

"horror”
Kreis,”

dered almost chalk white on the high¬
light side and inky black on the shadow
side. Such harsh contrast is not natural
in an actual night scene. It can be
avoided by combining, say, the 23A
red filter with a Wratten 56 (light
green) filter. Result is that all the good
qualities inherent in the red filter will
be retained, and its objectionable ten¬
dencies will be cancelled out or neu¬
tralized by the addition of the green
filter. The latter will prevent “chalking
up" of highlights and will allow some

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

of the shadows to register on the nega¬
tive. (The filter factor is 6, and is
computed without considering any ad¬

PRECISION FILM EDITING EQUIPMENT

ditional reduction in exposure).
Day-for-night shots can be made to
appear more realistic by introducing
one or more natural light sources into
the scene, such as lighted windows, a
street lamp, automobile headlights, etc.
The light source used for such effects
must be of high intensity — stronger
than the prevailing daylight—in order
to penetrate through the filters used on
the camera lens. Thus the use of photo¬
floods in street lamps, or a bank of
photofloods or reflector-floods behind
windows covered with tracing paper
will produce the desired effect.
An example is the scene illustrated
in accompanying photo. The dotted
lines indicate the area taken in by the
wide-screen camera. It is a cloudybright day, producing a minimum of
shadow—ideal for day-foT-night shots
—and high-powered bulbs have been
placed in the locomotive headlights to
provide the extra brilliance required.
High intensity lights have also been
placed in back of the station windows
and there is also a bright light in a
small fixture toward the rear. Extra
bright to the eye, these lights and il¬
luminated areas came through quite
naturally in the print of the day-fornight shot. The sky area was reduced
to a minimum by setting the camera
moderately high and tilting down, elim¬
inating the need to use an N.D. filter
here.

Precision Unitized Film Synchronizer

3

Pat. Appd.

Model S635-1
Single Sprocket 35mm
Synchronizer $95.00

For

Single Sprocket 16mm
Synchronizer $95.00
(not shown)

Sprocket Assemblies
16 or 35mm $32.50 ea.

Model S616-3
Three sprocket
16mm Synchroniz e r with
Spacer and Mag¬
netic head.
$215.75

opticalmagnetic
sound
readers

Model 800

Model 800 RL

$259.50

$269.50

Some Hollywood cinematographers
prefer to shoot day-for-night scenes at
dusk, during a period they have come
to term “the magic hour”—that time
when there is enough overall light for
acceptable exposure, yet not enough to
minimize the effect of lighted windows,
street lamps, etc. Because the prevail¬
ing light at this time of day is so
weak, no correction filters are required,
although the neutral wedge filter mav
be required if there is substantial sky
area in the scene. It is sometimes
necessary to sidelight actors in the fore¬
ground in such scenes because of the
light which prevails at dusk. Here
portable lighting equipment, such as
(.olorTrans or Garnelites may be used.
A popular procedure for filtering and
exposing for day-for-night effects is
pretty concisely stated in the new
American Cinematographer Manual, in
the chapter “Day-For-Night Cinema¬
tography”:
“A survey of top cinematographers
shows that most of them underexpose
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•
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nmSm PRECISION LABORATORIES
DIVISION OF PRECISION CINE EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
BROOKLYN 3, N
Y.
1 037 UTICA AVENUE

''THE CINEMATOGRAPHER"
Informational and instructive motion picture produced
by the Hollywood Motion Picture Industry. Depicts role
of the Director of Photography in lighting and photo¬
graphing motion pictures in Hollywood studios. Shows
various camera and lighting equipment used on Holly¬
wood sound stages and the results achieved from
their use.
One-reel 16mm black-and-white prints available on
Free
Loan to cine clubs, college cinema groups,
schools, and accredited clubs and civic groups within
the continental U.S. Reservations necessary and pay¬
ment of return shipment required.

AMERICAN

SOCIETY

1782 North Orange Drive

OF

CINEMATOGRAPHERS
•

Hollywood 28, Calif.
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QUALITY GUARANTEED
USED EQUIPMENT
CAMERAS
Arriflex-16mm w/matt box 16, 25, 50mm
Xenon lenses.$1,400.00
Arriflex-16mm head only. 1,000.00
Auricon
Cine-Voice
Model
2
Camera,
Single lens, Noise reduction amplifier
750.00
Arriflex-35 w/120° shutter, motor, matt
box, 35, 50, 75mm Zeiss lenses, battery
and charger. 1,000.00
Cineflex 35mm camera w/200 ft. mag.,
12 volt DC motor, and power cord.
300.00
Filmo camera w/spider turret, new type
finder, and freezolite bracket. No lens..
150.00
Bell & Howell 35mm standard model D.D.
High Speed camera w/cable and extra
belts, case. 2,600.00
Bell & Howell
35mm Standard
camera
#616 w/170° shutter, unit I shuttle,
overhauled
&
refinished. 2,500.00
Berndt-Maurer
16mm
Single
System
camera w/sound equipment, galvo, am¬
plifier, 3 lenses, 2-400 ft. mags., and
6 cases. 1,850.00
Cine-Special 2 Camera, 100 ft. magazine,
25mm 1.4 Ektar lens.
750.00
Cine-Special
I camera w/100 ft.
mag.
and 1 inch lens.
350.00
Maurer-05 Camera
head
only w/bilt-in
features and 1 -400 ft. mag. 2,000.00
DeVry 35mm camera w/50mm lens.
175.00
Auricon Pro 200 16m camera w/VA galvo
complete w/amplifier, mike, and cable.. 1,200.00
EDITING
Craig 16mm Viewer .
22.50
Neum^de Do'ib1" 16mm footage counter
65.00
Moviola 35/35 w/bulls eye, no mag., com¬
posite sound.
900.00
Moviola 35/35 Preview large screen w/
mag, footage counters. 1,800.00
Neumade large film barret and racks.
17.50
Neumade
firm
roller trucks,
half
rack
w/casters .
32.50
Moviola editing machine (UCS) 35/53 old
model cutters machine only, no take up
up arms, optical ocmposite sound.
375.00
Moviola
35mm
Model
‘ D"
Bulls
Eye,
cutter head only, no take-up arms.
150.00
Neumade
Splicer
R-2
(35mm)
or
R-13
(16mm) .
22.00
Moviola Model "D" Picture Head w/take
up arms, variable speed, foot pedal....
200.00
Precision
Reader,
Sound,
optical
only.
Model 600.
100.00
Moviola 4/35 synchronizer.
100.00
Cine Special sync motors..
75.00
Mitchell 400x35 magazines.
100.00
Bell & Howell 400x35 Bi-Pack magazine ...
350.00
Houston Crab Dolly w/electric pump. 2,000.00
2/35 Neumade Sync.
70.00
Neumade Heavy Duty Power rewinds w/
foot pedal—16 or 35mm.
76.00
Neumade Dynamics rewind—16 or 35mm..
13.50
Mitchell
12 volt 35mm variable speed
motor .
250.00
Film'' '-'o'or—115 volts. 24 frame sync
w/cable .
110.00
Moviola
16/16 w/Bulls Eye,
no mag.,
composite sound.
900.00
Trickle Charger for Arri. wet cell battery..
10.00
Zoomer lens, 1 to 3 inch, in “5" mount. ..
100.00
Pan Cinor, 20 to 60 mm in “C” mount. ..
100.00
Cinegon 20mm in Arri mount.
375.00
Mikro Kilar 40mm lens.
150.00
Eyemo motor, variable speed, 24 volt.
65.00
Mitchell Viewfinder.
350.00
Wall Sync, motors, 220 volt, 50 cycle, 3
phase .
250.00
Bell & Howell magazines 400x35, metal. ..
75.00
Bell & Howell Stop-Motion Motor (can be
adapted and used on Mitchell).
250.00
Bell & Howell magazines 1000x35.
125.00
Spectra 2-Color meter.
200.00
Holmes 35mm double system studio type
Projector, 1000 watt, with sound. Com¬
plete ... 1,800.on
Spectra 3-color Meter.
260.00
Bell & Howell geared head tripod, com¬
plete w/base.
350.00
Akeley Tripods, gyro head.$550.00 8 UP
Cine Spec. Stop Motion Meter..
300.00
SOUND - PROJECTION - LIGHTING - PRINTERS
G-924 Mixer (3-position).
250.00
Magnasync recorder, 16mm X-400.
600.00
Reeves 16mm PV100 Recorder. 1,200.00
Tapak Recorder.
300.00
Magnemite Recorder.
200.00
DeVry 35mm
projectors
(available with
sound equipment).
500.00
GPl—Jan
Projector
w/speakers—Genova
Movement . 1,000.00
ColoTtran Jr. Kit.
137.00
Bell & Howell 16mm Model J Printer, com¬
pletely reconditioned . 2,500.00

CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
315 West 43rd Street, New York 36, N.Y.
JUdson 6-1420
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11/2 to 2 stops, rarely more. Brilliant
sunlight will require greater underex¬
posure, gray days less. The underex¬
posure can be handled in several ways:
by ignoring the filter exposure re¬
quired—if it is close to the amount of
underexposure, f or instance, the filter
being employed may require an in¬
crease of two stops in exposure for a
normal effect. The increase is ignored
and the diaphragm set for the exposure
without the filter, thus delivering the
necessary underexposure for the night
effect. Or, a neutral density filter of the
desired strength is employed and its
exposure increase ignored. The proce¬
dure is as follows: insert the effect fil¬
ter or combination of filters for the
desired effect and allow for their ex¬
posure increase as in normal photog¬
raphy. Add the desired N.D. filter (a
.30 for 1 stop, .50 for l1/^ stops, or a
.50 for 2 stops). Ignoring the filter’s
exposure increase factor will automati¬
cally underexpose the negative the
amount required for the night effect.
“This is a quick and effective meth¬
od for fast production shooting where
night effects are suddenly required
and where there is little or no time
available for computations. A camera¬
man employing a 21 or 23A filter for
normal outdoor filming simply has to
add the required N.D. filter, make no
exposure change, shoot the day-fornight scene, pull the N.D. filter, then
continue filming normal day scenes
with the original filter.’’
Day-For-Night Shots In Color
Because it is commonly assumed that
normal night scenes are bluish in tone,
making day-for-night shots in color of¬
fers the advantage that such shots can
easily be made “plus-blue” to enhance
the illusion. The simplest method is to
use indoor-type color film for shooting
the “night” scenes out of doors—and
without the correction filter. Omitting
the filter produces an over-all blue ef¬
fect in the scene, and this—plus under¬
exposure—renders a pleasing night
effect.
As when shooting day - for - night
scenes with black-and-white film, back¬
light can often prove advantageous
when an N.D. filter is used to control
the sky area in the scene. But here, as
in black-and-white day-for-night pho¬
tography, sky areas are best avoided
for most satisfactory results. Some cine¬
matographers prefer to make day-fornight shots in color in twilight or when
an overcast prevails. Here, photogra¬
phy generally starts as soon as possible

after sunset, with an A2 ultra-violet
filter on the lens. As the prevailing
light decreases, the filter is removed
and only artificial light is used in the
scene.
Where daylight-type color film is
used for night effect scenes, the light
blue filter recommended for converting
indoor color film for daylight use is
employed, but without making any al¬
lowance for filter factor, to gain the
required underexposure.
As incandescent light

photographs

white with indoor-type color film, use
of MT2 gelatin filters over set lamps
will render a soft orange color gener¬
ally associated with lamp light. This
same filter can also he used to filter the
side lights and any back lights used on
the actors. Unfiltered incandescent light
should be used for fill light on actors
faces. This will create a suitable color
harmony that further enhances the il¬
lusion of night in the scene.
Many

cinematographers

and

film

laboratories differ in their approach to
producing
effective
day - for - night
scenes, the American Cinematographer
Marumi points out. Many cinematog¬
raphers and some labs recommend that
the 85 filter be removed and exposure
lowered to allow the tungsten-balanced
emulsion to be exposed outdoors with
resulting uncorrected bluish cast. Still
other labs prefer the 85 filter be em¬
ployed in photography, as in normal
outdoor filming, and the laboratory
then be allowed to add the required
amount of blue color at the time of
processing or printing the film. It is
recommended that the cinematographer
about to undertake shooting day-fornight scenes on negative color stock
check first with the laboratory that will
process his film. Their recommenda¬
tions will be extremely helpful. Color
labs are able to produce a wide range
of color correction—more than is pos¬
sible with the camera, filters and lights.
At best, day-for-night scenes are
only an illusion, for in actual night de¬
tail is far less discernible than com¬
monly seen in motion pictures, where
some detail is necessary in order to
maintain continuity of
action
or
theme.

■

Many film makers today are shoot¬
ing 16mm picture and using 35mm
film for sound and work prints—a pro¬
cedure that makes edge-numbering im¬
perative in order to accurately match
the 16mm footage with the 35mm in
editing.
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BUY, SELL, SWAP HERE!
Largest, Most Productive Classified Ad Section Of Any Publication Serving Makers Of Motion Pictures
STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.

WANTED

Bell & Howell unit "I" shuttle .$450.00
Bell & Howell unit "I" shuttle with prism and
cut out for projection .$550.00
6 - 400 ft. B&H metal magazines at $40.00
each.
Wall 35mm camera Movements, ea. ..$275.00
Lenses
in
Mitchell
mounts,Baltar
F/2.3
25mm .$175.00
50mm $160.00; 75mm Pan-Astro $60.00;
100mm Cooke deep field Pancro F/2.5 $160.00
Mitchell Double arm matte-box .$175.00
Special 35mm background projector complete
with distributor, interlock camera motor. Write
for details.
Fearless Cinemobile crab dolly .$1500.00
Box 1396, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

NEW Westrex: ft 1282, 3, 4,; opt/mag ampl,
mixer, p.s. list $4685 for $999. New Daven
12A approx, list $850 for $399. $5,000
l.m. Reeves PV 100 16mm Magicorder w/hi
level 2 mike mixer, full equal-slating oscillator
reverb, full erase, loop-PB-sync extras $999.
$1200 w/Altec spl amp & slate gun. SOBIN,
3944 - 49th St., LIC 4, New York.

TIRED OF SEEING IT AROUND?
Has it served you long and well?
Hidden riches may be found
When to use you trade or sell.
CONSIGNMENTS TAKEN
SET YOUR PRICE — SHIP IT IN —
OUR PERCENTAGE IS SMALL
WIRE US — PHONE: PL 7-0440
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION
Dept, fc
Cable: SOSOUND
602 W. 52nd Street
New York 19, N. Y.
Western Branch — 6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif., HO 7-2124

CINE KODAK SPECIAL NUMBER TWO 16mm
moving picture camera. Two lens turret. Com¬
plete with all accessories such as masks, filters,
etc. Cine-Kodak Ektar 25mm F/l.4 lens, Kodak
Cine Ektar 62mm F/2.0 lens, Kodak Cine Ektar
telephoto 152mm lens and one Kodak Ektar
F/l.4 25mm to 15mm wide angle converter.
Camera is equipped with image magnifier
viewfinder and two 1 00 ft. film chambers. All
in a fitted leather Cine-Kodak carrying case.
Guaranteed like new—used only once. Cost
new, $2050.00—& will sell for $1,000.00.
TERRY CUNNINGHAM, 10 Dellwood Circle,
Bronxville, New York.
PRODUCER SELLING SURPLUS EQUIPMENT
B&H 70H camera, 2 lenses, wild motor, 2-400
ft. magazines, carrying case. 9x24 foot silver
screen with stand-up collapsible frame, crate.
Heavy tripod, combination gear-friction head,
also baby legs. Collapsible mikeboom on
wheels. Bolex 3-D lens, 2 wide screen lenses,
5 KW lights, other equipment. Best offer or
trade. Interested in 16mm magnetic film re¬
corder, Moviola. ACADEMY FILM PRODUC¬
TIONS, 1 23 West Chestnut, Chicago. Michigan
2-5877.
35MM DEBRIE camera, all metal Model G in
eluding 50mm, 70mm, 150mm, 300mm lenses,
4-400' magazines, direct focusing through
lens, 110 volt motor, mattes, carrying case.
Also Debrie Universal C gearhead tripod with
carrying case. All excellent condition. No rea¬
sonable offer refused. Box 1391, AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER.
BOLEX Supreme, Switar lenses, 16mm F/1.8,
25mm F/l.4, Elgeet 75mm F/2.8, split-frame
mask, prism focuser, camera base. Good con¬
dition, $350.00. Bolex basic titler, $100.00.
Complete, $400.00 DWAYNE AVERY, 1334
Park Avenue, Inglewood 3, California. Phone:
ORegon 8-31 10.
CAMERA motors, Eyemo & Filmo, 6-volt DC
(Bodine) with cable and switch. Original cost,
$135.00, used $24.50 each, new, $35.00
each. Cine Special I cameras as reecived from
Navy, without lenses, with 100' magazine,
good, $150.00, better, $185.00 each. FOB
Tampa.
JACK WALTON,
P.O.
Box
1457,
Tampa, Fla.
ANIMATION STAND complete with
16mm
camera, rotating mount, 5' zoom, compound
table, pneumatic platen, $3850.00. WILLIAM
WYPER, 7145 West 93rd Place, Los Angeles
45, California. OR 0-2360.

BERNDT-MAURER 16mm recorder, no galvonometer. Suitable for conversion to portable
16mm sync tape recorder or rack playback. 4
position mixer-amplifier with outputs for both
optical and tape tracks, voltage regulator,
cables. No reasonable offer refused. Box 1 392,
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
35MM DEBRIE highspeed camera, 2 inch F/2.7
Goerz lens, ground glass focus, variable shut¬
ter, 6-volt motor drive, safety clutch, used
Mitchell magazines. Price, $4C0.00. RUSSELL T.
ERVIN, 2007 Glenview Road, Glenview, III.
GOVT SURPLUS in new condition! FILM DRY¬
ERS 35mmx200 ft. capacity Stineman develing
outfits.
Eyemo
camera
lenses.
All
STAINLESS model A-11B Houston developers.
Also K-lA’s for reversal or positive film. AIR
PHOTO SUPPLY, Dept. C-l, 555 East Tremont
Ave., New York 57, N. Y.
PROCESS PROJECTION EQUIPMENT
PRECISION REGISTRATION — USED MITCHELL
OR CUSTOM BLIMPED TYPE ON PORTABLE
CASTER BASES. COMPLETE WITH SCREENS, IN¬
TERLOCKED
DISTRIBUTORS,
CABLES,
INTER¬
COMS,
LENSES,
ETC.
FULL
INFORMATION.
PHOTOS AND PRICES ON REQUEST. BOX 1340,
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
See

S.O.S.

Specials on Pages 24 and 25
TRADES TAKEN
Phone PL 7-0440
•
Cable SOSOUND
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19
Western Branch—6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, California
Phone: HO 7-2124

•
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WE BUY
ARRIFLEX Cameras 16 and 35mm
ARRIFLEX Accessories
New and old models in any condition
CINE 60—FILM CENTER BLDG.
630 Ninth Ave., New York 36, N.Y.
JUdson 6-8782
WANTED TO BUY
All types of bulbs, spotlights, flood lights.
Any type. Send us description.
Prompt replies.
SANCENITO ELECTRIC
Box 206, Passaic, New Jersey
TRY F&B LAST
FOR THE HIGHEST QUOTE ON
USED MOVIE EQUIPMENT
FLORMAN & BABB
68 W. 45th ST., N. Y. 36, N. Y.
Mitchell—Akeley—B & H—Wall—Eyemo
Cameras—Lenses—Equipment
NATIONAL CINE EQUIPMENT, INC.
209 West 48th St.
New York, N.Y.

SERVICES AVAILABLE
CINE SPECIAL II CAMERA, with 15 mm, 25mm
and 40mm Ektar lenses, 1 00-ft. film chamber,
combination case. Excellent. $550.00. VICTOR
DUNCAN, 7500 Miller Road, Dearborn, Michi¬
gan.
CINE Special
Series
I
Perfect.
1"
lens.
$400.00. Write Box 1250, AMERICAN CINE¬
MATOGRAPHER.
B&H sound projector with Bodine sync motor,
$325.00. DON DUNN, 26246 Fairview Ave.,
Lomita, California. DA6-4925.

WANTED
WANTED TO BUY FOR CASH
16MM AND 35MM CAMERAS
AND ACCESSORIES
MITCHELL—BELL & HOWELL STANDARD
AND EYEMO—ARRIFLEX—MAURER
ALSO
LABORATORY, EDITING AND
LIGHTHING EQUIPMENT
CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
315 WEST 43RD STREET • NEW YORK 36, N. Y.
CABLE—CINEQUIP

RATES: Ads set in lightface type. I5( per word. Minimum ad, $2.00. Text set in
lightface capital letters (except 1st word and advertiser’s name) 20( per word.
Modified display format (text set in boldface type, capitals or upper-and-lower case)

JANUARY

WHY SACRIFICE
your production and struggle with old or used
equipment when we can trade for cash or
new equipment? Let us know what you have
and what you need.
THE CAMERA MART, INC.
1845 Broadway PL 7-6977 New York 23, N.Y.

LINWOOD DUNN, ASC, offers background of
28 years of experience as specialist cinema¬
tographer with RKO Studios to production com¬
panies for creative and unusual assignments
in fields of special photographic effects, cine¬
matography, equipment design and specialized
laboratory techniques. Current assignments,
West Side Story," "2160." 1153 N. Highland
Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif. Phone Hollywood
9-5808. Cable FILMEFX.
YOUR picture is worth 10,000 well-chosen
words. Shooting scripts, narration by FRED
BAUER, 320 Bellaire Avenue, Fort Washington,
Pennsylvania.
16mm FILM assignments—Chicago, Zoographic,
Scenic, Industrial. ARLETTE STUDIO FILM PRO¬
DUCTIONS, 2754 N. Ashland Ave., Chicago
14, Illinois. Bl 8-8612.
USC cinematography student desires practical
working experience with professional as an
assistant. BOX 1398, American Cinematogra¬
pher.

$1.50 per line. Send copy with remittance to cover
American Cinematographer, 1782 No. Orange Drive,
close 1st of month preceding date of issue.

Continued

on

Next Page

payment to Editorial Office,
Hollywood 28, Calif. Forms
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Classified Ads

ASC’S 42ND YEAR
Continued from Page 10

Continued From Preceding Page

SERVICES AVAILABLE
FILM ASSIGNMENTS, New York, Boston area,
scenic, STOck shots, industrial. ACORN FILMS,
168 W. 46th St., N. Y. C. Judson 6-2272.
NEWSREEL cameraman available in India for
similar or documentary work. Bolex, CineVoice equipped. BATRA, 14/27 East Patel
Nagar, New Delhi, India. Phone: 55540.
CINEMATOGRAPHER, aerial/studio experience.
Free-lance or staff assignments. Resume on re¬
quest. Box 1390, AMERICAN CINEMATOG¬
RAPHER.

LABORATORY & SOUND
ROCKY MOUNTAIN 16MM HEADQUARTERS
16mm Black & White and Anscochrome
Processing—Printing—Recording—Editing
Rental • Sales • All types of film in stock
Write for Price List
WESTERN CINE SERVICE, INC.
114 E. 8th Ave., Denver 3, Colo., AM 6-3061
SOUND RECORDING at a reasonable cost.
High Fidelity 1 6 or 35. Quality guaranteed.
Complete studio and laboratory services. Color
printing and lacquer coating. ESCAR MOTION
PICTURE SERVICE, INC., 7315 Carnegie Ave¬
nue,
Cleveland
3,
Ohio.
Phone
ENdicott
1 -2707.

FOR THE ANSWERS . . .
.
.
with

to your photographic
confidence to the new

problems,

refer

AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER MANUAL
Never before a helpful book like this!
Gives
you detailed answers to hundreds of problems
and questions related to theatrical, TV, industrial,
military, educational and documentary film pro¬
duction.
Most
comprehensive
compilation
of
cinema¬
tographic
data
ever
assembled
between
the
covers of a single book. Contains more than 400
pages of concise, practical and informative data
and charts invaluable to every cinematographer.
There's something to help you on every page
of this valuable fact-packed book!
Order your
copy today!

$7.50
.

. . Post Paid

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER MANUAL
P.O. Box 2230, Hollywood 28, Calif.
Please send

me.copies

CINEMATOGRAPHER
.

MANUAL.

Please

ship

of

the AMERICAN

Payment enclosed

C.O.D...

Name.
Street &

No.

City.

Zone.

State.

•For
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orders mailed within California, please
add 4% sales tax.

Philip Kosen, who had served three
terms as president, sparked a reorgan¬
ization of the club. On December 21,
1918, a number of the members head¬
ed by Rosen met at the home of Wil¬
liam Foster and there voted a new
board of governors and a new name
for the organization—-the American
Society of Cinematographers. Incor¬
poration papers were filed, which were
approved on January 8th, 1919, and
thus the A.S.C. came into being. Fol¬
lowing the Society’s initial election of
officers, Philip Rosen was chosen presi¬
dent, Charles Rosher, vice-president;
Homer Scott, 2nd vice-president; Wm.
Foster, treasurer, and Victor Milner,
secretary. Five months later, the So¬
ciety occupied its first spacious quar¬
ters in the Markham Building on
Hollywood Blvd. Several years later
the offices were moved to more spa¬
cious quarters in the Guaranty Build¬
ing in Hollywood. It was here, in No¬
vember, 1920. that publication of the
Society’s monthly magazine, American
Cinematographer, began.
As one of the Society’s chief pur¬
poses was to generate social activity
among its members, one of its press¬
ing needs was a suitable place in which
to hold these activities. By now, the
Society’s treasury was substantial, and
the Board of Governors decided to ac¬
quire permanent quarters for a club¬
house.
A large dwelling situated on the
corner of Franklin Avenue and Orange
Drive in the residential district just
North of Hollywood Boulevard was
purchased and renovated to provide all
the necessities for the club—a Board
room, lounge, library, billiard room,
bar, and spacious kitchen for the
preparation of food for the Society’s
monthly dinner-meetings. On meeting
nights, furniture in the lounge was re¬
placed with banquet tables and chairs.
The property had once belonged to
silent-film star, Conway Tearle. The
Society took possession of its new
quarters in December, 1936, and held
its informal dedication on February
28, 1937, with cocktails and a buffet
supper.
The American Society of Cinema¬
tographers is a non-profit organiza¬
tion. Membership is by invitation only
and only recognized Directors of Pho¬
tography and Special Effects Cinema¬
tographers may qualify as active mem¬

bers. Associate members are those
closely affiliated with some phase of
motion picture photography other than
actual camera work.
At present the Society numbers
about two hundred and fifty directors
of photography and sixty-five associ¬
ate members.

■

WHAT’S NEW
Continued from Page 22

New Auricon Sound System
Bach-Auricon, Inc., 6950 Romaine,
Hollywood 38, Calif., announces a new,
lightweight all-transistorized Filmagnetic recording system for use in Auri¬
con Cameras. Recording and monitor
heads of new system can be factoryinstalled on all existing Auricon cam¬
eras without impairing the optical
sound recording capability of the cam¬
eras. With the new unit, lip-sync sound
may be magnetically recorded on pre¬
striped 16mm black-and-white or col¬
or film.
The system’s amplifier weighs only
4 pounds. Circuitry employs 14 tran¬
sistors, amplifier frequency response
is up to 12,000 cycles, and new im¬
pedance-matching
techniques
have
eliminated heavy-output transformers.
Amplifier operates from self-con¬
tained rechargable battery or directly
from 115-volt house current. Three
inputs—2 microphone and 1 phono—
with switch-operated compensation for
speech or music, operate in conjunc¬
tion with a visual recording-level in¬
dicator. Detailed literature is avail¬
able from the manufacturer.

New Arriflex Motor
Arriflex Corp. of America announces
a new 24-28-volt DC variable speed
motor capable of driving the Arriflex
35mm at 12 to 36 fps.
■

PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS
Continued from Page 18

Harry Stradling, ASC, “On the Double”
(PanaVision & Technicolor; Shavelson-Rose
Prods.) with Danny Kaye and Dana Wynter.
Melville Shavelson, director.
Robert Burks, ASC, “The Pleasure of his
Company” (Technicolor) with Fred Astaire
and
Debbie
Reynolds.
George
Seaton,
director.
Kelley, ASC, “The Ladies Man”
(Technicolor; Jerry Lewis Prods.)
with
Jerry Lewis and Helen Traubel.
Jerry
Lewis, director.
Wallace

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

developsNreversal film at 1200 ft. per hr.
negative-positive film at 1200 ft. per hr.
MODEL R
REVERSAL FILM
EXCLUSIVE OVERDRIVE eliminates film breakage, automa¬
tically compensates for elongation; tank footage stays
constant.
EASY TO OPERATE, needs no attention.
VARIABLE SPEED DRIVE, development times from IV2 to
12 minutes.
COMPLETE DAYLIGHT OPERATION on all emulsions, no dark¬
room needed.
FEED-IN ELEVATOR & 1200-FT. MAGAZINE permits uninter¬
rupted processing cycles.
STAINLESS STEEL tanks, air squeegee, recirculation fittings,
air agitation tube, lower roller guards.

Machines of Filmline manufacture installed at: Pentagon
Bldg., Microfilm division, Washington, D.C.; U.S. Naval Re¬
search Laboratory; U.S. Public Health Service; U.S. Treasury
Department (15 machines); Atomic Energy Commission;
I.B.M.; G.E.; Pratt & Whitney Aircraft; McDonnell Aircraft;
Universities of: Texas, Notre Dame, Indiana, California,
Alabama, Miami, M.I.T.; TV Stations: WHAS, WMUR, WISH,
WBRE, WNCT, WJAR, WTRI, WFMY, WJHP, WCSC, WTVS, WTVJ,
KARK, KDUB, WTVR.
WRITE FOR DETAILS AND LITERATURE

FORCED WARM AIR DRYBOX, uses no heating lamps.

F.O.B.
Milford, Conn

Double Capacity Spray Wash
Uniform Tank Sizes
Cantilever Construction
Size: 76" x 50" x 24"

Filmline
Lang, Jr., ASC, “Summer and
Smoke” (Technicolor; Hal Wallis Prods.)
with Laurence Harvey and Geraldine Page.
Peter Glenville, director.

Bowl” (Technicolor) with Tommy Sands
and Jan Sterling. Jack Slier, director.
PARAMOUNT SUNSET STUDIOS

Fleet Southcott, “Gunsmoke”* with James
Arness nnd Dennis Weaver.

Wilfrid Cline, ASC, “Stagecoach West”**
(Four Star Prods.) with Wayne Rogers and
Richard Eyer.

Emmet

Bergiiolz,

“Death

Valley

Days”*

(Filmaster Prods.).

Harry

Wild, ASC, “Peter Loves Mary”*

(Four Star Prods.) with Peter Lind Hayes
and Mary Healy; “The Tom Ewell Show”*
(Four Star Prods.) with Tom Ewell and
Marilyn Erskine.

Frank Carson, “Dick Powell’s Zane Grey
Theatre”*
Powell.

(Four

Star

Prods.)

with

Dick

Howard Schwartz. “The Rifleman”* (Four
Star Prods.) with Chuck Connors.

Prods.)
bray.

1 PanaVision & Color;
Seven Piets., UI
Prod.: shooting in Italy) with Rock Hudson
and Gina Lollobrigida. Robert Mulligan, di¬
rector.

Stanley

Cortez, ASC,
“Back
(Color;
Ross
Hunter-Carrollton
with
Susan
Hayward and
John
David Miller, director.

Street”
Prod.)
Gavin.

(Gomalco Prods.) with Barbara Billingsley
and Hugh Beaumont. Norman Tokar, di¬
rector.

Rorert

Gough, “The Deputy”*
with Henry Fonda.

Prod.)

(Revue

Walter

Strenge, ASC, “Wagon Train”*
(Revue Prods.) with Robert Horton.

Ray Rennahan, ASC, “Laramie”*
Prods.).

(Revue

•

1961

for

MOTION PICTURE, STILL
and

TELEVISION STUDIOS

John Russell, ASC, Neal Beckner, “Alfred
Hitchcock Presents”*

(Revue Prods.).

John Russell, ASC, Lionel Lindon, ASC,

JANUARY

LIGHTING
EQUIPMENT

Cory, ASC, Bringing Up Buddy”*
(Kyro Prods.) with Emil Markey and Dora
Morande.

Burke, “Dante”*
(Four
Star
with Howard Duff and Alan Mow¬

George
Diskant, ASC, “June Allyson
Show”* (Four Star Prods.) with June Allyson.
Joseph MacDonald, ASC, “The Last Time
I Saw Archie” (Mark VII Prod, for HA)
with Robert Mitchum and Jack Webb. Jack
Webb, director.

Specialized

Ray

Ellis Tiiackery, ASC, “Bachelor Father”*

Sliayne”*
Denning.

Charles

William Daniels, ASC, “Come September”

Warrenton.
ASC,
“Michael
(Four Star Prods.) with Richard

Gilbert

aj-61

REVUE STUDIOS

Mack Stengler, ASC, “Leave It to Beaver”*

REPUBLIC STUDIOS

Filtered Air Supply
Self-Contained Plumbing
Ball Bearing Gearbox
Weight: Approx. 475 lbs.

Milford, Conn,

Charles

William Marguiles. ASC, “The Outlaws'”1'.
Loyal Griggs, ASC, “Love in a Goldfish

•
•
•
•

(Bachelor
Prod.)
with
John
Forsythe;
“Westinghouse Playhouse”* (Revue Prods.).
“Thriller”* (Revue Prods.)

Write for A Copy of Our
Catalog H on Your Letterhead

John Warren, ASC, Lionel Lindon, ASC,
“Checkmate”*
George.

Neal

(J&M Prods.) with Anthony

Becker,

Fargo”*
ertson.

Robert Gough, “Wells
(Overland Prods.) with Dale Rob¬

937 NORTH SYCAMORE AVENUE
HOLLYWOOD 38,

CALIF.

Continued On Page 60
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The Answer to Zoom & Telephoto Lens Tripod Problems!

PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS
Continued from Page 59

Silicone Dampened

Benj. Kline, ASC, “General Electric Thea¬

tre”*

HYDROFLUID i

(Revue Prods).

Russell. ASC, “Tall Man”*
Prods) with Barry Sullivan.

John

Benj. Kline, ASC, John Russell,
"Shotgun Slade”* (Revue Prods.)

Pan & Tilthead Tripod
AND

ASC,

Stine.
ASC, "Posse from
Hell”
(Color) with Audie Murphy and John Sax¬
on. Herbert Coleman, director.
Cliff

AN N-C-E ORIGINAL IN TRIPOD
STYLING

(Revue

TWENTIETH

PERFORMANCE

CENTURY-FOX

Philip Lathrop, ASC, “Hong Kong”* with

Rod

Taylor

and

Larger Silicone Dampening Area than

Lloyd

Ahern,

any Tripod in its class and price range

dise”*
Levy.

with

Lloyd

Bochner.

ASC, “Adventures in Para¬
Gardner McKay and Weaver

Pietro Portalupi, ASC, “Lrancis of Assisi”

► Designed for professional cameramen.
► Velvety smooth, jerk-proof pan and tilt
utilizing the dampening effect of silicone.
► Sturdy aluminum construction; weight 21

Positive auick-finger camera lock—vari¬
able tension adjustment pan and tilt locks
—spirit level—telescopic pan handle with
variable angle adjustment—right or left
hand position.

action,

lbs.

► Silicone loaded—temperature range 130 + 500F.
► Precision ball-bearings. Mounted on pan
shaft for smooth action and alignment.

and

HYDROFLUID" TRIPOD FOR

“

tilt

TV Vidicorv—16 Mitchell—Maurer—Camerette—Arriflex 16/35—Auricon (Cine-Voice600-1200)
Cine
Special—Eyemo—Filmo—
Cineflex

► Pan 360°—Tilt 80°. For all cameras 40 lbs. or less.
► First tripod of its kind with ball-type leveling at
bottom of base with positive lock at NO EXTRA
CHARGE.
► Tripod base of seasoned V-type maple-wood
with self-aligning leg locks.

PRICE

WITH

BASE

369”

(C’Scope & Color;
Triton
Piet. Corp.;
shooting in Europe) with Brad Dillman and
Stuart Whitman.
William Mellor, ASC, “Wild in the Coun¬

try”
(C’Scope & Color;
Co. of Artists
Prod.) with Elvis Presley and Hope Lange.
Philip Dunne, director.
Tover, ASC, “All Hands on Deck”
(C’Scope) with Pat Boone and Barbara
Eden. Norman Taurog, director.
Leo

Otto Heller, “The Big Show”
BABY
HIGH
CASE
BOOT

legs

TRI POO .$75.00
HAT .$32.50
.$25.50
& POINT COVER.$15.00

(C’Scope &
Color; API; shooting in Germany) with
Esther Williams and Cliff Robertson. James
B. Clark, director.

209 WEST 48TH STREET, NEW YORK 36, N. Y. — CIRCLE 6-0348

Clarke. ASC, “Return to Peyton
Place” (Company of Artists; C’Scope &
DeLuxe Color) with Joan Crawford and
Carol Lynley. Jose Ferrer, director.

West Coast Sales: GORDON ENTERPRISES, No. Hollywood, Calif.—POpular 6-3725

Leon Shamroy. ASC, “Snow White and the

Canadian

Three Stooges” (C’Scope & Color) with
Carolyn Heiss and the Three Stooges. Walter
Lang, director.

NATIONAL CINE EQUIPMENT, Inc.
Representative:

ALEX

CLARK,

LT D.,

Islington,

Ontario

Charles

WARNER
Burt

Glennon,

BROS.

“Lawman”

with

John

Russell.

(INEKAD Microphone Booms

ALL

MODELS

CINEKAD Mike Booms are light in
weight, rigidly constructed, precision
engineered and ideal for location or
studio work.

ASC,
Jack
“Room for One More.”*

1

Model

Glen MacWilliams, ASC, “Hawaiian Eye”*

2

Model C-12 extends from 7 to 14 feet; has

with Anthony Lisley.

external

Harold

FIT

IN YOUR CAR!

3

BR-12

Model

extends

directional
“Miracle”

from

mike

7

to

14

feet.

control.

extends

from

7

to

18

feet; has internal fitted noiseless directional
mike
4

control.

Model
has

C-18

external

extends

from

directional

7

mike

to

20

feet;

Arthur
Fred

Arlinc,

ASC, Commercials*.

Gately,

Harold

Stine,

Stine.

Marquette,

ASC, Edwin DuPar. ASC,

ASC,

“Cheyenne”*

with

Clint Walker.
Carter,
ASC,
Peverell
Marley,
ASC, “Surfside 6”* with Troy Donahue and
Diane McBain.
Ellis

control.

Each CIIXEKAD Mike Boom has a sturdy
5-foot stand, tvhich can be elevated to a
height of 10 feet.
Write for Free

Ralph Woolsey, ASC, Robert Hoffman.
“Roaring Twenties”* with Rex Reason.

Catalogue

Ray Fernstrom, ASC, Harold Stine, ASC,
“Roaring Twenties”* with Rex Reason.
Willard

Vanderveer,

Ellis

Carter,

ASC,

“Maverick”* with James Garner.

CINEKAD ENGINEERING CO.

763

Ballard,
ASC,
“Susan
Slade"
(Shooting in Monterey) with Troy Donadue and Connie Stevens. Delmer Daves,
director.

10TH AVE., NEW YORK 19, N Y.

Lucien

Advertising Is NEWS, Too!

Waxman, “The Roman Spring of
Mrs. Stone” (Color; AA Prod.; shooting in
London) with Vivian Leigh and Warren
Beatty. Joe Quintero, director.
Harry

And

advertising

news

in

American

Cinematographer

is

knowledge

invaluable

to

those

who

make films. More than 62% of readers queried in a recent survey indicated “the ads" were
among the first things they turn to when each new issue of A.C. arrives.
If

you

have

pages of

a

product

American

or

service

to

sell

Cinematographer each

makers of films

in any field, tell about it in the

month. Write our Advertising Department for rate

ccrd today.

AMERICAN
1782 North Orange Drive
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Hollywood 28, California

Polito, “Portrait of a Mobster”
with Vic Morrow and Leslie Parrish. Joseph
Pevney, director.
Eugene

Ralph Woolsey, ASC, “Claudelle Inglish”
with Diane McBain and Arthur Kennedy.
Gordon Douglas, director.

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

A NATIONAL INSTITUTION

W. J. GERMAN, Inc.
BIGGEST AND OLDEST AGENCY FOR
Sales And Distribution

EASTMAN PROFESSIONAL
MOTION PICTURE FILMS
Negatives
Color

Positives

Black - And - White

Prompt Service — Everywhere

Fort Lee,

Chicago,

Hollywood,

New Jersey

Illinois

California

what
DO I DO

now?

... call byron /motion pictures

of course!
COMPLETE LABORATORY AND STUDIO FACILITIES FOR PRODUCERS . . . UNDER ONE ROOF . . .
IN ONE CONVENIENT LOCATION. Write, phone or wire for information and quotations on any and all
producer and laboratory services.

byron /motion

pictures

1226 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.f Washington 7, D. C., FEderal 3-4000 / 1220 East Colonial Dr., Orlando, Florida, CHerry 1-4161

,

Affiliated with MECCA FILM LABORATORIES CORPORATION 630 Ninth Ave., New York City

The Magazine of Motion Picture Photography

ciairmont films

•Filming “Exodus’9 in §uper>Pana vision
•Techniques of Creative Film Editing

• What Is Color Correction?
•Lockheed’s Motion Picture Unit

A NATIONAL INSTITUTION

W. J. GERMAN, Inc.
BIGGEST AND OLDEST AGENCY FOR
Sales And Distribution

EASTMAN PROFESSIONAL
MOTION PICTURE FILMS
Negatives
Color

Positives

Black - And - White

Prompt Service — Everywhere

Fort Lee,

Chicago,

Hollywood,

New Jersey

Illinois

California

We regretfully announce the retirement of
Edward O. Blackburn as Vice-President and General
Manager. We are proud of Eddie Blackburn s
record in his over 30 years as head of our
Hollywood operation.

We also take much pleasure in announcing
the appointment of John L. Courcier as VicePresident and General Manager. We are certain
that Bud Courcier will carry on our tradition
in the Industry of service, friendship, and integrity

William J. German, president

W. J. GERMAN, INC.
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SOCIETY

FOUNDED January 8, 1919, the ASC
was established to advance the art and
the science of cinematography; to en¬
courage, foster, and strive for preemi¬
nence, excellence, artistic perfection and
scientific knowledge in all matters per¬
taining to cinematography; to bring into
closest confederation those leaders in the
cinematographic science whose achieve¬
ments in that field entitle them to mem¬
bership in the Society; and to promote
the interests of all who shall be called
to membership in the ASC, that such
membership may become a mark of honor
and distinction based on merit.

OFFICERS
THE TECHNIQUES OF CREATIVE FILM EDITING

A SIMPLE SOUND DUBBING METHOD FOR MAGNETIC-STRIPE FILMS.K. H
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101

.Charles Loring
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LOCKHEED’S MOTION PICTURE UNIT
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William Daniels, 2nd Vice-president
Joseph Biroc, 3rd Vice-president
Walter Strenge, Treasurer
Charles Clarke, Secretary
Victor Milner, Sergeant-at-arms
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Arthur Edeson, Daniel Fapp, George Folsey, Burnett Guffey, Sol Halprin, Ray
Rennahan, John Seitz, and Philip Tan-
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ALTERNATE BOARD MEMBERS
John Arnold
Harold Lipstein
Farciot Edouart
Virgil Miller
Paul Vogel
James Van Trees
Charles Salerno
Lucien Ballard
Gilbert Warrenton
Gordon Avil

ON THE COVER
THE LOCKHEED Motion Picture Unit (Burbank, Calif.) prepares to shoot a
scene for an F-104 indoctrination film on the flight line of compaiy’s
Palmdale, Calif, plant. The aero stand, readily available throughout the
plant, makes an excellent camera parallel.
Standard sun reflectors are
used here to smooth out unwanted shadows.
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Committee Chairmen: By-Laws, Charles G.
Clarke; Membership, Sol Halprin; Fi¬
nance and Publications, Arthur Miller;
Public Relations, Stanley Cortez; Enter¬
tainment, Arthur Edeson; Research and
Education, Farciot Edouart; Retirement
Income-Insurance, Harold RossonPropa¬
ganda Picture, Ray Rennahan.

■
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MITCHELL R-35

Reflex

Hand Held or Tripod Mounted*
Here for the first time

is a 35mm reflex motion picture camera which combines streamlined light¬

weight design with the full range of professional features. Its superbly engineered design by Mitchell —the
world's leading source of professional motion picture cameras —assures a remarkable versatility in filming.
Among the broad capabilities of the R-35 are: theatrical and television productions —on location and in
the studio; underwater use; high speed instrumentation films; and both animation and stop-motion.

This camera produces steady, brilliant pictures through its use of dual registration pins and dual pull¬
down claws. A special series of Super Baltar matched F 2.0 lenses were specifically designed for the
R-35 by Bausch & Lomb. Variable opening disc shutter provides positive exposure control. By means
of a simple adaptor the R-35 can be used with standard Mitchell '1000' magazines for tripod mounting.
These are but a few of the outstanding professional features that make the Mitchell R-35 a major cine¬
matic development. Send for the new R-35 Bulletin.

MITCHELL
FEBRUARY

•

1961

* Tripod adaptor and blimp available as accessories.

MITCHELL CAMERA
CORPORATION
666 W. Harvard St., Glendale 4, Calif.
Cable Address: "Mitcamco”
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DALLAS!

ATTENTION i
l KANSAS CITY!

Production Symposiums Slated

5

Arrifiex Corporation of America,
Natural Lighting Corporation, and
Magnasync Corporation have an¬
nounced plans to combine efforts in a
series of question-and-answer sympos¬
iums on film production problems to
he held throughout the l S during
1961. The renowned command.
“Lights, sound, camera, action!” will
set the theme for the program.

DON’T MISS THE

Open to all industrial, commercial
and private motion picture producers,
the first symposium is slated for Kan¬
sas City, February 14th to 16th. at the
Motor Hotel. Subsequent sessions are
scheduled for February 20th and 21st
at the Sheraton-Jefferson Hotel in Dal¬
las. Texas, and at the Miramar Hotel.
Santa Monica. California, on March
31st and April 1st.
The most qualified personnel in the
three organizations will be on hand and
the symposiums promise the most in¬
formative and profitable sessions yet
offered to film makers.

CLIP THIS AD AS A
“MUST” REMINDER

Kansas City, Mo.

FEB. 14th, 15th & 16th
Prom Motor Hotel

1

Dallas, Texas

I

FEB. 20th & 21st
Sheraton-Jefferson Hotel
A “MUST” for everyone interested in
photographic research, film reports, instrumentation, in-plant and P.R. films
... in military, industrial, medical, and
educational fields.

fl
j
ri
fr

★ ARRIFLEX will demonstrate port¬
able 16mm and 35mm cameras,
special lenses and accessories, intervalometers, time-lapse equipment,
blimps, motors, magazines, and
tripods.

★ COLORTRAN will present a new
line of full duty cycle converters with
built-in lamp protection — explosionproof light housings — plus remote
control equipment.
FORGET

THE DATES1.
;//

Ideas—creative ideas—keynotes program of the forthcoming Calvin Work¬
shop which takes place February 13,
1 1, and 15 on the sound stages and in
the buildings of the sponsor. Calvin
Productions, Inc.. Kansas City, Mo.
Tentative subjects and discussions
lined up are as follows: Feb. 13: Pre¬
planning the Film. Talent Selection, Lo¬
cation Interior and Exterior Photog¬
raphy, Studio Lighting.
Feb. 14: Sets and Properties, The
Director, 16mm Camera Stocks, Special
Camera Effects, Common Errors, The
Editing Process, Optical Effects, Film
Music. Feb. 15: Technical and Charac¬
ter Animation, The Storyboard. Back¬
ground Design, Laboratory Operations,
Sound Recording, Recording Equip¬
ment. The Finished Print.

★ MAGNASYNC CORPORATION will
demonstrate portable and studio
magnetic film recording systems . . .
and the new 7-lb. “Nomad” recorderreproducer for 16mm cameras.

DON'T

Calvin Workshop Programs

c

An impressive Guest Staff promises
some interesting discussions. Among
them will be Dr. Norwood L. Simmons
of Eastman Kodak Co.; Charles H.
Ely, Photo Dept., General Electric Co.;

News briefs of

,

industry activities

products and progress

Arthur R. Bach, V-P of Modern balk¬
ing Picture Service; Col. Richard H.
Ranger. Pres, of Rangertone. Inc., and
Wm. R. Schmidt, Duke Udings and
Jack Paschall of McDonnell Aircraft
Co.

Sound Symposium
The fi rst symposium devoted exclus¬
ively to the technical aspects of sound
and sound equipment application in in¬
dustrial and educational film produc¬
tion is announced by Behrend Cine
Corp., Chicago, Ill. The two-day session
will be held at Chicago’s St. Clair Hotel
March 30 and 31.
Fisteen experts from the nation’s top
sound and film companies are slated to
read papers on a wide range of sub¬
jects related to film sound recording
and reproduction.

1961 SPSE Conference
The Annual Conference of the So¬
ciety of Photographic Scientists and
Engineers will be held in the Arling¬
ton Hotel in Binghamton, New York,
May 22 to 26.
On October 14 and 15, the Society
w ill also conduct a symposium on rapid
film processing at the Shoreham Hotel
in Washington. D.C. This meeting will
be held in cooperation with the Fifth
International Congress on High-Speed
Photography scheduled for the week of
October 16 in Washington.

American Film Festival Set For April
Distinguished 16mm films of 1960
will be honored at the 1961 American
Film Festival, scheduled for April 19
to 22 at the Barbizon-Plaza Hotel in
New York City. The event is sponsored
annually by the Educational Film Li¬
brary Association. The Festival features
screenings of outstanding informational
films at which juries of 16mm experts
vote B1 ue Ribbon Awards to top con¬
tenders in 34 competition categories.
Entry blanks and detailed informa¬
tion will soon be mailed to a list of
Continued on Page 70
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You’d know it blindfolded — that

FLUID HEAD
is the undisputed
performance champ
lt9S smoother, more rugged, better
engineered, guaranteed leak-proof
and locks without “diving”

Dur engineers were not concerned with building
a “popular" model at a price. Their objective — to
design a Fluid Head that cameramen dream about.
Ceco's

new' Pro Junior Fluid Head is the

acknowledged master. Its worth is being proved every
day — in studios and on location, in tropical
climates and in the frozen North.
You'll find yourself getting smoother pan and
tilt shots, with smooth-as-silk maneuverability when
you use the incomparable Ceco Fluid Head. Works
under any conditions with complete versatility.

If a Model T and a Caddy cost the same—is
there any doubt which you’d buy—in this case,
CECO’S PRO JUNIOR FLUID HEAD.'
Your professional status entitles you to the best.
Come in. See it, try it and judge for
yourself if we’ve overstated the facts. Can
you make it today?

ONLY CECO’S FLUID HEAD HAS THESE EXCLUSIVE FEATURES:
1.

Silicone Molecular fluid is in one
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azine and motor drives), Maurer

Pan and tilt tension control lev¬

Conversion, Cine-Kodak Special

ers

and the Bolex Cameras.

are

itty-bitty

substantial — not
screw

gimmicks

the

Cine-Voice and

that

fail when you breathe on them.

Operating temperature range:

20° below zero to 120° F.

Forward tilt: 90°. Backward tilt: 50°. Total weight: 8 J/f lbs.
Additional mechanical drag can be imposed on

both

pan & tilt by convenient lever locks.
All shafts run on bronze bearings, and shoulder on hardened
steel washers, eliminating freeze-ups.

Dept. A 315 West 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y.

is

and Filmo (with or without mag¬

16mm, Auricon
7.

head

ideal for use with Arriflex 16mm

“O” ring, from leaking.

camera

No tools required.

position indefinitely, eliminating
the hazard of the camera “diving” when unattended.

leak-proof.
double

trap ring to prevent fluid, which

adapters.

ing surface during both panning
and tilt operations.

Guaranteed

regular)
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Production Symposiums Slated

S

Arriflex Corporation of America,
Natural Lighting Corporation, and
Magnasync Corporation have an¬
nounced plans to combine efforts in a
series of question-and-answer sympos¬
iums on film production problems to
be held throughout the US during
1961. The ren owned command,
“Lights, sound, camera, action!” will
set the theme for the program.

DON'T MISS THE

Open to all industrial, commercial
and private motion picture producers,
the first symposium is slated for Kan¬
sas City, February 14th to 16th, at the
Motor Hotel. Subsequent sessions are
scheduled for February 20th and 21st
at the Sheraton-Jefferson Hotel in Dal¬
las, Texas, and at the Miramar Hotel.
Santa Monica, California, on March
41st and April 1st.
The most qualified personnel in the
three organizations will be on hand and
the symposiums promise the most in¬
formative and profitable sessions vet
offered to film makers.

CL/P TH/S AD AS A
“MUST" REMINDER

Kansas City, Mo.

FEB. 14th, 15th & 16th
Prom Motor Hotel
Dallas, Texas

y

s

FEB. 20th & 21st
Sheraton-Jefferson Hotel

i

.
A “MUST” for everyone interested in P
photographic research, film reports, in- j
strumentation, in-plant and P.R. films X
... in military, industrial, medical, and /
educational fields.
★ ARRIFLEX will demonstrate port¬
able 16mm and 35mm cameras,
special lenses and accessories, intervalometers, time-lapse equipment,
blimps, motors, magazines, and
tripods.
★ MAGNASYNC CORPORATION will
demonstrate portable and studio
magnetic film recording systems . . .
and the new 7-lb. “Nomad” recorderreproducer for 16mm cameras.
★ COLORTRAN will present a new
line of full duty cycle converters with
built-in lamp protection — explosionproof light housings — plus remote
control equipment.
DON’T
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FORGET

THE DATES!
U! C

Calvin Workshop Programs
|

Ideas—creative ideas—keynotes program of the forthcoming Calvin Work¬
shop which takes place February 13,
11, and 15 on the sound stages and in
the buildings of the sponsor, Calvin
Productions, Inc.. Kansas City, Mo.
Tentative subjects and discussions
lined up are as follows: Feb. 13: Pre¬
planning the Film, Talent Selection. Lo¬
cation Interior and Exterior Photog¬
raphy, Studio Lighting.
Feb. 14: Sets and Properties, The
Director, 16mm Camera Stocks, Special
Camera Effects, Common Errors, The
Editing Process, Optical Effects, Film
M usic. Feb. 15: Technical and Charac¬
ter Animation, The Storyboard, Back¬
ground Design, Laboratory Operations,
Sound Recording, Recording Equip¬
ment. The Finished Print.
An impressive Guest Staff promises
some interesting discussions. Among
them will be Dr. Norwood L. Simmons
of Eastman Kodak Co.; Charles H.
Ely, Photo Dept., General Electric Co.;

News briefs of

,

industry activities

products and progress

Arthur R. Bach, V-P of Modern Talk¬
ing Picture Service; Col. Richard H.
Ranger, Pres, of Rangertone, Inc., and
Win. R. Schmidt, Duke Udings and
Jack Paschall of McDonnell Aircraft
Co.

Sound Symposium
The first symposium devoted exclus¬
ively to the technical aspects of sound
and sound equipment application in in¬
dustrial and educational film produc¬
tion is announced by Behrend Cine
Corp., Chicago, Ill. The two-day session
will be held at Chicago’s St. Clair Hotel
March 30 and 31.
Eisteen experts from the nation’s top
sound and film companies are slated to
read papers on a wide range of sub¬
jects related to film sound recording
and reproduction.

1961 SPSE Conference
The Annual Conference of the So¬
ciety of Photographic Scientists and
Engineers will be held in the Arling¬
ton Hotel in Binghamton, New York.
May 22 to 26.
On October 14 and 15, the Society
will also conduct a symposium on rapid
film processing at the Shoreham Hotel
in Washington, D.C. This meeting will
be held in cooperation with the Fifth
International Congress on High-Speed
Photography scheduled for the week of
October 16 in Washnigton.

American Film Festival Set For April
Distinguished 16mm films of 1960
will be honored at the 1961 American
Film Festival, scheduled for April 19
to 22 at the Barbizon-Plaza Hotel in
New 4 ork City. The event is sponsored
annually by the Educational Film Li¬
brary Association. The Festival features
screenings of outstanding informational
films at which juries of 16mm experts
vote Blue Ribbon Awards to top con¬
tenders in 34 competition categories.
Entry blanks and detailed informa¬
tion will soon be mailed to a list of
Continued on Page 70
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You’d know it blindfolded — that

PRO JUNIOR
is the undisputed
performance champ
It's smoother, more rugged, better
engineered, guaranteed leak-proof
and locks without “diving”

Dur engineers were not concerned with building
a “popular’’ model at a price. Their objective-—to
design a Fluid Head that cameramen dream about.
Ceco's new Pro Junior Fluid Head is the
acknowledged master. Its worth is being proved every
day -—- in studios and on location, in tropical
climates and in the frozen North.
You'll find yourself getting smoother pan and
tilt shots, with smooth-as-silk maneuverability when
you use the incomparable Ceco Fluid Head. Works
under any conditions with complete versatility.

If a Model T and a Caddy cost the same—is
there any doubt which you'd buy—in this case,
CECO’S PRO JUNIOR FLUID HEAD!
Your professional status entitles you to the best.
Come in. See it, try it and judge for
yourself if we’ve overstated the facts. Can
you make it today?

ONLY CECO’S FLUID HEAD HAS THESE EXCLUSIVE FEATURES
1.

Silicone Molecular fluid is in one
horizontal chamber.
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20° below zero to 120° F.

Forward tilt: 90°. Backward tilt: 50°. Total weight: 8 Y4 lbs.
Additional mechanical drag can be imposed on both
pan & tilt by convenient lever locks.
All shafts run on bronze bearings, and shoulder on hardened
steel washers, eliminating freeze-ups.

Dept. A 315 West 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y.
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PRECISION FILM EDITING EQUIPMENT
Precision Unitized Film Synchronizer
Pat. Appd.

INDUSTRY NEWS
Continued from Page 68

1800 film producers, sponsors, and dis¬
tributors.

For

Model S635-1
Single Sprocket 35mm
Synchronizer $95.00

-V.

-V-

Elect Neal Keehn General Film VP

Single Sprocket 16mm
Synchronizer $95.00
(not shown)

Neal Keehn has been elected VicePresident in charge of Sales at General
Film Laboratories in Hollywood. Wil¬
liam E. Gephart. Jr., company Presi¬
dent who made the announcement last
month, states Keehn’s duties will in¬
clude direction of General’s advertising
and sales promotion as well as con¬

Sprocket Assemblies
16 or 35mm $32.50 ea.

Model S616-3
Three sprocket
16mm Synchron i z e r with
Spacer and Mag¬
netic head
$215.75

opticalmagnetic
sound
readers

tinuing to edit the Rewind, General’s
well-known publication for film pro¬
ducers.
Previously regional VP in charge of
the company’s Central Division office
in Kansas City, Keehn will now head¬
quarter at the company’s Hollywood
office. Before joining General, Keehn
was Sales VP of Calvin Productions,
Kansas City, Mo., and Director of the
Calvin Workshop. He was recently
elected a Fellow of the SMPTE.

Museum In Quest For Stills
The Hollywood Motion Picture and
Television Museum is presently gather¬
ing information as to source of old still
photographs of early-day motion pic¬
ture production activities as well as
production stills.

Model 800

$259.50
optical
sound
readers

magnetic film
and tape
sound
reader

Model 600 RL

$195.00

Model 700

$198.00
Send For Free Literature

■■■ PRECISION LABORATORIES
®

:

DIVISION OF PRECISION CINE EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
1037

UTICA

Make Movies

AVENUE

BROOKLYN

3,

N. Y.

Shoot SOUND ANYWHERE
with portable 115 volt
AC power:

With the

‘‘At this time.’’ says V hitney Wil¬
liams, Chairman of the Museum’s Old
Stills Committee, ‘‘the Museum wants
to know where such pictures are, who
lias them, and under what terms the
owners will make them available—i.e.,
through eift. loan or otherwise. At
present, the Museum is not seeking ac¬
tual possession of such stills—only in¬
formation as to their location so the
committee can act to acquire them
when the necessary space is available.”
Communications should lie addressed
to Williams care of the Hollywood Mo¬
tion Picture and Television Museum,
Suite 200, 291 So. Ea Cienega Blvd..
Beverly Hills, Calif.

POWER-PAC
PORTABLE MOVIE LIGHT
Smooth, even 3400° K light
in wide-angle beam. No
glaring hot spots. Fits any
camera. No tools needed,
no holes to drill. Long-life
nickel-cadmium battery with
built-in charger. Weighs
only 5 lbs. Guaranteed one
year.

9199.50
COMPLETE
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WITH

BATTERY

FOR AURICON CAMERAS
Power-Pac Jr., weight 6 lbs.
With life-time nickel-cadmium
batteries and charger.

t/39.50
Write for Complete Information

PHOTOMART
228 So. Franklin St. - Tampa 2, Florida
Telephone 2-1168

Courses In Animation
A series of courses of interest to
animators and students of animation
techniques is offered by the University
of Southern California, Los Angeles.
Instructional staff includes men promi¬
nent in the industry. Registration dates
are February 2 to 4. Tuition is $32.00
per unit.

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

RECORDING AMPLIFIER MODEL MA-11
M All-transistorized! Bulky batteries and heavy transformers eliminated
■+C Rechargeable battery or continuous A.C. operation.
■+C 14 transistors for frequency response to 12,000 cycles.
■+C Extreme portability and dependability. Weighs only 5 lbs
FILMAGNETIC DUPLEX
A. C. POWER-PACK &
CHARGER will fully
charge MA-11 Amplifier
Battery overnight. Plug
into wall-socket. . . plug
into Amplifier. It’s that
easy!
—.

Maimd|

-+C Temperature-compensated for world-wide
use, winter and summer.

■+C Equipped with transistor-matched
FILMAGNETIC heads.

M
M

Fitted carrying case can be convenientlyJ||
stored under pullman seat or carried
m
as hand-luggage on plane.
m
Jp

ALSO USED AS POWER-PACK for continuously
operating Amplifier direct from 115 Volt A.C. current.
Permanent lightweight
Battery can be
re-chargecl repeatedly.

WRITE FOR FREE AURICON CATALOG
WITH INFORMATION ON THE NEW
ALL-TRANSISTORIZED FILMAGNETIC
RECORDING SYSTEM...
THIS IS THE FILMAGNETIC CAMERA UNIT for
16mm magnetic sound-on-film . . .
FILMAGNETIC sound-on-film recording can be
factory installed on all existing, or earlier,
Auricon Cameras. Recording on pre-stripe film,
black-and-white or color, you get professional
quality lip-sync talking pictures and brilliant
music reproduction. After normal processing, the
film can be shown on any 16mm magnetic-sound
projector. In use since 1955, for exacting
professional requirements, FILMAGNETIC, with
the new MA-11 Amplifier, brings you the means
for producing the finest in professional 16mm
sound-on-film motion pictures. The optical
sound-on-film capability of your Auricon Camera
is not impaired. Change back and forth at will
. . . without tools!

All Auricon Equipment is sold with
a 30-day money back guarantee
and a 1 year Service Warranty. You
must be satisfied!

LINE OF 16MM SOUND-ON-FILM CAMERAS

100 ft. Runs 2% mm.

AURICON . . .THE PROFESSIONAL CAMERA

FEBRUARY

•

1961

AURICON SUPER-1200
1200 ft. Runs 33 min.

AURICON ” PR0-600 SPECIAL"
AURICON PRO-600
400 ft. Runs 11 min.
600 ft. Runs 16Vz min
•

“FILMAGNETIC” SOUND FOR COLOR OR BLACK & WHITE

STANDARD OF THE 16MM SOUND INDUSTRY SINCE 1931
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VW HAT’S NEW
IN

EQUIPMENT,

ACCESSORIES,

SERVICES

distributor for the new Allen 16nnn
Processor Model 700, a machine de¬
signed for fast, economical processing
of 16mm reversal film. It is convertible
for negative or positive film. also. Fea¬
tures include daylight loading on 1200ft. reels, variable speed drive, bottom
tank drains, and plumbing with backHushing system, recirculation, and re¬
frigeration. The film passes through
9 tanks and a dry box, all positions in
line, at speeds up to 20-ft. per minute.
Prices begin at $2,995.

NEW CAM ART
DUAL SOUND EDITOR
★ Single

&

double

system

16mm

or

35mm

optical or magnetic sound.
★ Use with any 16mm motion picture viewer.
★ Works from right to left or left to right.
Dual
^ Zeiss

Editor

(without

Moviscop

viewer)

Viewer.

$195.00
89.50

★ Special Reader Viewer
Combination

269.50

.

CAMART
TIGHTWIND ADAPTER
ballbearing
tightwind.
Eliminates
cinching

or

abrasions.
^ Winds

film

evenly—NO
SLIPPING.
* Fitted to
any

Natural Lighting Corp., 630 So.
Flower St., Burbank St., Burbank,
Calif., announces a completely new
Colortran converter featuring heavier
construction, greater output, and in¬
creased flexibility of control. Tradenamed Cinemaster Chief Mark II, the
new converter affords lighting with
ColorTran units equaling ten 5-K’s or
50,000 watts of usable photographic
light.
Six power outputs are provided,
each independently controlled by color-

* The only

*

New ColorTran Converter

16mm

coded and numbered pushbutton
switches Exact color temperatures can
he monitored and light intensities se¬
lected and varied for each lamp or
group of lamps on any outlet.

or 35mm
rewind.

$34.95

NEW DESIGN
FILM BIN
WITH RACK
★ Rectangular con¬
struction,

At 3200J Kelvin the converter will
handle lamps totaling 6,250 watts from
the 200/240-volts input, or 3,375 watts
from the 100/120-volt input. List price
is $309.00.

measures

30"x24"xl2".
* Fits

easily

into

corners.

Arriflex Corp. of America. 257 Park
Ave. South, New York 10. N. Y., an¬
nounces a special model 35mm Arri¬
flex equipped with improved movement
and a special 32-volt DC motor capa¬
ble of driving the camera up to 80 fps.
Motor is equipped with an external
rheostat for controlling camera speeds.
Built-in tachometer is calibrated to 80
fps. The new Arriflex is designed to
meet need for a fine 35mm camera

Vulcanized fiber,
reinforced

Special Arriflex Camera

metal

frame.

with high capability for both instru¬
mentation and documentation uses. It
accepts all standard 35mm Arriflex ac¬

Complete: bin, rack, linen

nag .$45.25
Same, with wheels

51.75

cessories. List price is $1,995. which
includes special motor and speed con¬
trol but no lenses or magazines.

16mm Reversal Processor
S.O.S. Cinema Supply Corp., 602
West 52nd St., New York 19, N.Y. is

72

Film Editor-Viewer
Intercinema Corp., New' York, N. Y.,
Continued on Page 74
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in the east... it s

MOVIELAB

MOVIELAB

FILM

LABORATORIES

MOVIELAB BUILDING, 619 W. 54th ST.
NEW YORK 19, N. Y. JUDSON 6-0360

* developing color negatives • additive color printing • reduction printing including A & i •
slide film processing • blowups • internegatives • Kodachrome scene-to-scene color balanced
printing* Ektachrome developing and printing • registration printing • plus complete black and
white facilities including cutting rooms, storage rooms and the finest screening facilities in the east.

WHAT’S NEW
Continued from Page 72

need for hi hat. The base uses the same
Arriflex 35mm Vari Speed Motor, and
lowers the center of gravity by bring¬
ing the camera closer to the tilt pivot
point of the tripod. List juice is $300.

AURICON
PRO-600
AND
SUPER
1200

Lowel-Light Kit
The

sound-

on - film

cam¬

eras.

Latest

model CineVoice sound
cameras. TV
in stock.

kinescope

shutters, new &

used

ECCO MODEL
D FILM
CLEANER
Cleans,

conditions

&

lubricates your film

in

one

easy

operation.

Ecco Model D applicator. . $33.00
Ecco #1500 cleaning

fluid, gal...

Lowel-Light

Kit

an¬

nounced in this column in an earlier

Single system
16mm

original

announces the new Acmade Mark II
Editing table, available for 16mm and/
or 35mm film. Features include con¬
tinuous instead of intermittent film
movement, 8"x6" projected picture,
variable or sync speeds, instant-stop
foot or hand controls, and instant
clutch action for film or sound paths.
Machine can be supplied with separate
optical and/or magnetic track readers.
Complete unit, including, in addition
to above, footage, frame and time

issue, has been enlarged to accommo¬
date five Lowel-Light Barndoors. The
basic kit includes 5 tape-uj}, clamp-on
lighting units complete with cords, plus
roll of Gaffer Tape. Overall size of case
is 9"xl2"xl4". List price is $29.95.
Barndoors are $5.75 each.

counters, take ups and titewinds is
$2,975. Equipment is available from
and on display at Florman & Babb,
Inc., 68 West 45th St., New York, N.Y.

9.00

Ecco #2000 negative cleaning fluid,
9°i.

6.50

CAMART SLATE &
CLAPSTICK
PROD. NO.
DIRECTOR

New Auricon Sound System
Special Motor Base for Arri 35
L«rge professional size for sound productions.
Contains

space

Originally sold

for all

essential

for $11.75.

information.

Now only

$4.75
Postage added, F.O.Q.
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New York

Bach-Auricon, Inc., 6950 Romaine,

Camera Equip. Co., Inc., 315 W.
43rd St., New York 36, N. Y., has de¬

Hollywood 38, Calif., announces a new

signed and
motor base
Vari Speed

recording system for Auricon cameras.

is producing a special
for the Arri flex 35mm
Motor. The new CECO

lightweight

all-transistor

Filmagnetic

Recording and monitor heads of new
system can be factory-installed on all
existing Auricon cameras without im¬

base overcomes the problem of im¬
balance encountered when camera is
used otherwise and operated for tilt.
The CECO base permits re-locating

sound may be magnetically recorded

camera motor in an adjacent, upright

on pre-striped 16mm black-and-white

position, as shown in photo, without

or color film.

pairing the

optical

sound

recording

capability. With the new unit, lip-sync

H
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Rapid Deliveries Into Your Mixing Room
HUNT ASA* SPECIFICATION GRADE
PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMICALS

Guaranteed FROM COAST TO COAST
MONTREAL

TORCNIO

'
c°MPAKy

CAMBRIDGE
f^PALISADES f

DETROIT
CLEVELAND
CHICAGO

PHILADELPHIA

NEW YORK

SAN FRANCISCO
NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS
PALISADES

PARK, N. J.
WASHINGTON

LOS ANGELES

ATLANTA

DALLAS

HOUSTON

•American Standards Association

WRITE, WIRE OR PHONE NEAREST HUNT OFFICE IN
METROPOLITAN NEW YORK

CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

Long Island City
47-20 30th Street
Telephone—EMpire 1-9500

1 1 1 Binney Street
Telephone—TRowbridge 6-7050

CHICAGO
2108 West Fullerton Avenue
Telephone—HUmboldt 6-8500

PHILADELPHIA
401 North Broad Street
Telephone—MArket 7-3212

CLEVELAND
51 50 Grant Avenue
Telephone—Diamond 1-9132

WASHINGTON
734—1 5th Street, N.W.
Telephone—Executive 3-3872

ATLANTA

DETROIT
Telephone—WAInut 5-5130

LOS ANGELES

1734 Candler Building
Telephone—MUrray 8-4944

2252 East 37th Street
Telephone—LUdlow 2-8136

SAN FRANCISCO
420 Market Street
Telephone—YUkon 6-4761

DALLAS
2nd Unit, Sante Fe Building
Telephone—Riverside 8-2279

HOUSTON
Telephone—CApitol 2-2537

CANADA Philip A. Hunt Co. (Canada) Ltd.
Toronto
207 Queen’s Quay West
Telephone—EMpire 3-5456
Montreal
Telephone—WEIIington 2-3607

FOR SUPERIOR RESULTS AROUND THE CLOCK USE HUNT GRAPHIC ARTS CHEMICALS

PHILIP A. HUNT COMPANY
PALISADES PARK, NEW JERSEY
BRANCHES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES
In Canada: Philip A. Hunt Company (Canada) Ltd., 207 Queen's Quay West, Toronto

FEBRUARY

•

1961
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PHOTOGRAPHIC
ASSIGNMENTS
WHAT THE INDUSTRY’S CAMERAMEN WERE SHOOTING LAST MONTH
By

MARION

HUTCHINS

NOTE: Asterisks indicate television film productions.

ALLIED ARTISTS

Carl Guthrie, ASC, “The Big Bankroll’’
(Bisc.hof-Diamond Prod.) with David Jans¬
sen and Mickey Rooney.
Joe Newman,
director.
Ernest Haller, ASC, “Armored Command’’
(Shootin in Germany) with Howard Keel
and T ina Louise. Byron Haskin, director.

CAM ART CORE DISPENSER
Aluminum
$

24".
24"

11.50

36"

Dispenser for 50’ or

Jack Marta, ‘Route 66”* (Screen Gems)
with Marty Milner and George Mahares.

Philip Tannura, ASC, “Two Faces West”*
(Screen Gems) with Charles Bateman and
June Blair.

9.50
14.50

100’

plastic reels.

Irving
Turman,
“Manhunt”*
(Screen
Gems) with Victor Jory and Pat McVey.
Fred Jackman, director.

Irving Lippman, Charles Welborn, “Den¬
nis the Menace”* (Screen Gems) with Joy
North and Herbert Anderson.

Simply attach the dispenser to your wall and keep
plastic tab
cores
handy at all
times.
Easy to
remove—easy to fill.

16"....

Douglas Si.ocombe, “Taste of Fear” (Ham¬
mer Films Prod.; shooting in England)
with Susan Strasberg and Ronald Lewis.
Seth Holt, director.

Robert Bronner, ASC, “Gidget Goes Ha¬
waiian (shooting in Hawaii) with James
Darren and Deborah Walley. Paul Wendkos
director.

$24.50

BROR

Fred Gately, ASC, “My Sister Eileen”*
(Screen Gems) with Shirley Boone and
Elaine Stritch.

400
! 6mm
Film

Charles Lawton, Jr., “Jean and John”*
(Pilot; Screen Gems) Norman Tokar, di¬
rector.

Developing
Machine
^ Built-in air

DESILU—Cahuenga

compresser.
★ Operates at 600'
per hour.
Bottom drains in
all tanks.
★ Two-stage air
squeeges in final
wash.

★ Stainless steel
heliarc welded
tanks.

Sid Hickox, ASC, “The Andy Griffith
Show”* (Desilu Prods.) with Andy Griffith.
LEON SHAMR0Y, ASC

Directing the photography of “Snow White and the
Three Stooges’’ in Cinemascope and color at 20th
Century-Fox.
w
$1125.00 FOB

NY
AMERICAN

NATIONAL

Monroe Askins, “Bat
TV ) with Gene Barry.

Masterson”*

(Ziv-

Curt Fetters, Monroe Askins, “Case of
the
Dangerous
Robin”*
(Ziv-TV)
with
Rick Jason.
Brick Marquard, Curt Fetters, “LockUp”* (Ziv-TV) with MacDonald Carey.

Henry Cronjager, “One Happy Family”*
(Desilu
Prods.);
“Jack
Benny
Show”*
(Desilu Prods.) with Jack Benny.
Robert de Grasse, ASC, “Angel”* (Desilu
Prods.) with Annie Farge and Marshall
Thompson, Lamont Johnson, director: “Dan¬
ny Thomas Show”* (Desilu Prods.) with
Danny Thomas.
DESILU—Culver City

“The Untouchables”*
(Desilu Prods.) with Robert Stack and Jerry
Paiis.

Charles

Straumer,

Continued on Page 82

Richard
Rawlings,
“Acquanaut”*
(ZivTV ) with Ralph Raeger; “Sky Divers”*
(Ziv-TV) Alex Singer, director.
Floyd Crosby, ASC, “The Pit and the
Pendulum” (Panavision & Color) with Vin¬
cent Price and John Kerr. Roger Corrnan,
producer-director.
CASCADE PICTURES

CAMART BABY DOLLY
Only a four-wheel dolly will provide the balance
and stability required for professional production.
Adjustable seat for cameraman. Platform accommo¬
dates assistant. Portable.
Dolly Tracks Available

Roy Seawriglit, Commercials*.
Elwood

Bredell,

Harold Marzorati,

$425.00

ASC,
ASC,

Commercials*
Commercials*

COLUMBIA STUDIOS
Andersen,
ASC,
“Donna
Reed
Show’* (Screen Gems) with Donna Reed.
Andrew McCullough, director.

Gert

Joseph
Biroc, ASC, “The Devil at 4
O’Clock”
(Shooting in
Hawaii;
LeRoyKohlmar Prods.: C’Scope & Color) with
Spencer Tracy and Frank Sinatra. Mervyn
LeRov, director.
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BURNETT GUFFEY, ASC

Directing photography of “Birdman of Alcatraz,’’
for producer Harold Hecht for United Artists
release. Starred are Burt Lancaster, Karl Malden.
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NAIDICH

TAKING THE REWIND BREAK
(or the Pause that Refurbishes)
Once a month there's silence on the set, when General Film's
newsy rewind arrives in the mail...
rewind is rich in expert, up-to-date articles about equip¬
ment, new techniques, processing methods, jobs, confer¬
ences, conventions and other information vital to film
production.
To subscribe to rewind simply send in your request and
state your type of work. It’s distributed free of charge by
General Film Laboratories, where unique service to the
industry has made General the undisputed leader in the
film processing field.

oo

GENERAL
FILM LABORATORIES
1546 Argyle, Hollywood 28, Calif. / HOIlywood 2-6171 • central division / 106 W. 14th St., Kansas City 5, Mo. / GRand 1-0044
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Eddie Blackburn Honored by A SC
Cinematographers fete retiring head of
Hollywood office of W. J. German, Inc.

WORK OF ART was ornate layer cake presented to Edward O. Blackburn (left) by members of the ASC at
gala dinner honoring the retiring manager of the W. J. German, Inc. west coast offices.
Looking on are
ASC President Lee Garmes (center), and William J. German, President of the German company.

COMMEMORATIVE PLAQUE presented to Mr. Black¬
burn is object of admiration of Danny Thomas (left),
Hal Mohr, who made presentation in behalf of the
ASC, and Lee Garmes, who presided.

BIGGEST

ATTENDANCE

Hollywood.

Center

ganization.
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gala
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Courcier,

EDDIE BLACKBURN acknowledges the many accolades
heaped upon him for his helpfulness to camera¬
men and others in industry.
Hawaiian
lei was
gift from Glen Kirschner, ASC, in Honolulu.

dinner
aside
the

opposite him is John Pistor, sales manager of the company.
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Directly

Edward 0. Blackburn, good friend
and Honorary Member of the Ameri¬
can Society of Cinematographers, was
feted with a dinner given in his honor
January 23 hy the Society at its club¬
house in Hollywood.
Event followed announcement hy
Blackburn of his retirement from ac¬
tive management of the Hollywood
office of W. J. German, Inc., distribu¬
tors of Eastman professional motion
picture films.
TV star Danny Thomas, a longtime
friend of Blackburn, delivered a heart¬
warming and humorous testimonial.
Others who recalled their associations
and experiences with Eddie Blackburn
were ASC President Lee Garmes, Hal
Mohr, ASC, Edwin Schallert, former
drama editor of the Los Angeles Times,
and a host of others.
A surprise festive note was the large
ornate layer cake presented to the
guest of honor. Tiny figures repre¬
senting Blackburn and his sales staff
gathered around him in conference
featured the cake’s decor.
Hal Mohr, on behalf of the mem¬
bers of the ASC, presented Blackburn
Continued on Page 81

ONLY PRESIDENT KENNEDY shook more hands in
an evening
than did
Eddie Blackburn following
dinner tendered him by ASC.
Here, wishing him
well, is MGM cinematographer Joseph Ruttenberg.

THREE VETERANS of the W. J. German company—
George
Gibson
(left),
Blackburn,
and
J.
L.
“Bud”
Courcier.
Together they’ve been selling
E-K
profes¬
sional
motion picture films
in
Hollywood
since the
early 20’s.
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ASSURANCES PROFESSIONAL FILM MAKERS DEMAND!

CECO'S*
GUARANTEED
INSPECTION AND
STAMP OF APPROVAL
Producers, directors, cameramen, photo-instrumentation and audio-visual engineers
come to us for products, equipment repairs, information and ideas because of our
know-how and experience as pioneers in the photographic industry. Our staff of
engineers and technicians learned on the firing line of practical application-

New CECO 1000 foot Magazine for
Arriflex 35mm

JARO-Salford Professional Light
Exposure Meter with Carrying Case

New NOMAD Synchronous Transistorized
Sound Recorder/Reproducer
(Lightweight—completely portable)

New CECO Advanced Weinberg-Watson Remote Con¬
trol 16mm Stop Motion Projector (absolutely flicker¬
less). Also CECO 35mm Stop Motion Projectors.

LOWEL-LITE Kit with Gaffer Tape
(A lighting unit which attaches
to walls, shelves, stands, pipes...
most anywhere)

For full
information
and price
of each
product,
send this
postage-free
card now!!!

SALES
SERVICE
RENTALS

(7flm€Rfl €QUIPm€f1T (O jnc.
^

315 West 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y.
JUdson 6-1420

\

Gentlemen: I am interested in the items checked below.
Please rush me more free information on these products

□
□
□

□
□
□
□

Editing Gloves and Supplies

CECO 1000’ Magazine for Arri 35
NOMAD Sound Recorder/Reproducer

□ MOVISCOP 16mm Film Viewer
CECO Portable Power Supply

JARO-Salford Light Meter

JEFRONA Cement—GTC-9 Cleaner

CECO Weinberg-Watson Projector
LOWEL-LITE Kit

□

PRECISION Sound Readers

PROSKAR Anamorphic Lens

CECO Film Cleaning Machine

COLORTRAN Lighting Equipment

COLORTRAN Polecats

Name.

_Title_

Firm_

Address.
*CECO — Trademark of
Camera Equipment CO., Inc.

City.

Zone_State.

BEFORE DECIDING TO BUY, RENT, LEASE OR REPAIR YOUR EQUIPMENT,
CHECK WITH CECO. ADVICE FROM CECO MEANS MONEY IN YOUR POCKET.

Editing Gloves and Cutting
Room Supplies

We provide the same
precision repair service for
your equipment that we
give to our own gigantic stock
of rental cameras, editing,
lighting and other equipment.

PRECISION Sound Readers
(3 models — Optical, Magnetic,
Optical-Magnetic combined)
COLORTRAN Polecats
(telescoping columns) for
Attaching Equipment, Lights, etc.
(Various heights available)

PROSKAR Projection and Photo¬
graphing Anamorphic Lens for
16mm Cameras and Projectors

COLORTRAN Lighting Kits and Equipment

FIRST CLASS
PERMIT No. 4236
New York, N. Y.
Sec. 34.9, P. L. & R.

BUSINESS

REPLY MAIL

In New York:

Camera Equipment Co., Inc.
315 W. 43rd St.
New York 36, N. Y.
JUdson 6-1420

NO POSTAGE STAMP NECESSARY IF MAILED IN THE UNITED STATES

In Florida:

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY
CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY, INC.
DEPT. 63, 315 WEST 43rd STREET
NEW YORK 36, N. Y.

Camera Equipment Co., Inc.
of Florida, 1335 E. 10th Ave.
Hialeah, Florida
TUxedo 8-4604
In Hollywood, California:

Camera Equipment Co., Inc.
6510 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood, California
Hollywood 9-5119

JEFRONA Film Cement &
GTC-59 Lens Cleaner
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Continued from Page 78

with a commemorative plaque
. . . in
recognition of his outstanding contri¬
butions to the art of cinematography”
and further citing him for "his long
and brilliant career in the motion pic¬
ture industry.”
After more than 30 years of ser¬
vicing the Hollywood studios with East¬
man professional films, Eddie Black¬
burn was stepping down from his office
as Vice-president and Manager of W.
J. German, Inc.’s Hollywood office.
During these years, he has been much
more than a supplier to the movie in¬
dustry. He has been a warm, alwaysfriendly, vital part of the Hollywood
scene. Few individuals in Hollywood
have as many friends as Eddie Black¬
burn.
J. L. “Bud” Courcier, former V-P of
the German organization, with which
he has been associated for 32 years,
succeeds Mr. Blackburn. He is an Asso¬
ciate Member of the ASC.

Lewis Mansfield, technical consult¬
ant with Consolidated Film Industries,
Hollywood, has been elected to Associ¬
ate Membership in the American So¬
ciety of Cinematographers.
■K*

-55-

S-

It’s “Awards” Season again, and
preceding the annual “Oscar” Derby
are numerous industry awards, polls,
etc., in which the year’s best cinema¬
tography is cited. The selections of
Film Daily, industry trade paper, were
announced in these pages last month.
Latest trade paper poll—that of Lime¬
light, published in Hollywood — cites
the following cinematographers for
Continued on Page

121

OTTO HELLER (right), in Hollywood latter part of
January
to
complete
photography
of
“The
Big
Show,” was a visitor at the ASC clubhouse where
he was presented with copy of the new American
Cinematographer Manual by Walter Strenge, ASC.
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PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS

Natalie Wood and Richard Beymer. Robert
Wise and Jerome Robbins, directors.

Continued from Page 76

Christian

DESILU

Matras, “Paris Blues” (Pennebaker for UA; shooting in Paris) with
Paul Newman and Joanne Woodward. Mar¬
tin Ritt, director.

STUDIOS—Culver City

Andriot, ASC, “Guestward Ho”*
(Desilu Prods.) with Joanne Dru and Mark
Miller.
Lucif.n

Worth, ASC, “The
Real Mc¬
Coy’s”*
(Brennan-Westgate Prods.)
with
Walter Brennan.
Lothrop

Burnett Guffey, ASC, “Birdman of Alca¬
traz” (Harold Hecht Prod, for UA release)
with Burt Lancaster and Karl Malden. John
Frankenheimer, director.
Russell Metty, ASC, “By Love Possessed”

(Mirisch Pictures, Inc—Seven Artists Prods,
for UA) with Lana Turner and Efrem Zimbalist, Jr. John Sturges, director.
Robert Krasker, “El Cid”* (Super Technirama-70; Samuel Bronston Prods, with
D.E.A.R.; Films for Allied Artists & J.
Arthur Rank; shooting in Spain)
with
Charlton Heston and Sophia Loren. Anthony
Mann, director.
Russell Metiy, ASC, “By Love Possessed”

(Mirisch Pictures, Inc.—Seven Arts Prods,
for UA) with Lana Turner and Efrem
Zimbalist, Jr. John Sturges, director.
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Nick Musuraca, ASC, “The Islanders”*
with William Reynolds and James Philbrook.
Stuart Thompson, ASC, “National Velvet”*

(Velvet Prods.)
Doran.
HAROLD LIPSTEIN, ASC

with Lori Martin and Ann

William Spencer, “Peter Gunn”*

(Spartan

Photographing the “Adventures of Ozzie and Harriet"
television film series at General Service Studios
in Hollywood.

Milton Krasner, ASC, “Four Horsemen of

DESILU—Gower

the Apocalypse” (C’Scope & Color; Julian
Blaustein Prod.) ; with Glenn Ford and
Ingrid Thulin. Vincente Minnelli, director.

Prods.)

with Craig Stevens.

Robert

Robert
Surtees,
ASC, “Mutiny on the
Bounty” (Ultra Panavision & Color; shooting
in Tahiti; Areola Prods.) with Marlon Bran¬
do and Trevor Howard. Sir Carol Reed, di¬
rector.

Robert

Joseph Ruttenberg, ASC, "Ada” (C’Scope
& Color; Avon Prod.) with Susan Hayward
and Dean Martin. Daniel Mann, director.

Charles van Enger. ASC, “Lassie”*

(Jack
with June Lockhart and

Wrather Prods.)
Jon Provost.

Planck, ASC, “My Three Sons”*
(Desilu Prods.) with Fred MacMurray and
William Frawley.

Show”*

Pittack.
ASC,
“Ann
Sothern
(Desilu Prods.) with Ann Sothern.

John
Lucien

ASC,
“Harrigan
and
Prods.) with Pat O'Brien

Andriot,

Son’”* (Desilu
and Roger Perry.

“The
Gunslingers”*
Preston Foster and Tony

Nicholaus,

(CBS-TV)
Young.

with

Harkness Smith, “The Americans”*
Edward Fitzgerald, ASC, “Happy”* (Desilu

N.B.C.

Prods.) with Ronnie Bums.

Trees, ASC,
with
Dwayne
Hickman.
director.
van

GENERAL SERVICE

• Sound

• Editorial

• Laboratory Services

Frank

Redman,

with

Meredith

Nicholson,

(Gallu Prods.)
gan Jones.

“Dobie Gillis”*
Rod
Amateau,

Continued on Page 125

STUDIOS

ASC, “Perry
Raymond Burr

(CBS-TV)
bara Hale.

Stensvold,
ASC,
“Dinah
Shore
Show” (Sewanee Prods.; “Groucho Marx
Show” (Film Craft Prods.) “Roy Rogers
Show” (Sewanee Prods.).

Alan

FOX WESTERN AVENUE
James

Mason”*
and Bar¬

“Blue
Angels”*
with Don Gordon and Mor¬

Harold
Lipstein,
ASC, “Adventures of
Ozzie and Harriet”* (Stage 5 Prods.) with
the Nelson family. Ozzie Nelson, director.

Capital

Harry
Wolfe, “Hennessey”*
(Hennessey
Prods.) with Jackie Cooper. Don McQuire,
director.
Maury

Gertsman, ASC, “Mr.

ways Prods.)

CAPITAL FILM LABORATORIES, INC.
1905 FAIRVIEW AVENUE, N. E.
WASHINGTON 2, D. C.
PHONE LAWRENCE 6-4634

Ed”*
with Allan Young.

GOLDWYN

(Film-

STUDIOS

Norbert Brodine, ASC,
"Loretta Young Show”*
with Loretta Young.

Eugene
(Toreto

Polito,
Prods.)

INDEPENDENT
Fapp,
ASC, “West Side Story”
(Panavision 70 & Color; Mirisch Piets-—
Seven Arts Prods.; shooting in N.Y.) with
Daniel

DANIEL FAPP, ASC
Shooting “The West Side Story” in Panavision 70
and Eastman Color for Producer Robert Wise for
United Artists release.
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NEW DIMENSIONS TO THE VERSATILE ARRI SYSTEM
for

FOR

extreme wide-angle filming...

TEGEA 5.7 mm f/1.8/T2

THEATER-QUALITY

SUPER-WIDE-ANGLE

SOUND

LENS

FILMING...

with built-in filter slot for 2" square filters
1
■

i

SYNCHRONOUS

SIGNAL GENERATOR*
Lip-synch recording with W' tape
The most desired portable professional motion picture
camera in the field achieves a new dimension... new pro¬
duction versatility...with this Synchronous Signal Gener¬
ator. (Illustrated on Arriflex 16—similar installation also
available for Arriflex 35.)
Standard battery operates the governor-controlled DC
motor on the Arriflex—no need for generators or invertors
to supply AC. As camera runs, the Synchronous Signal
Generator produces a 60-cycle current, which is fed to a
special recording head mounted on a tape recorder. This
puts a control signal on V^-inch tape at approximately
90 degrees to the audio signal. In re-recording to filmmagnetic or optical—this control track is amplified and
controls speed of playback, maintaining frame-by-frame
synchronization.
This unit can be installed on all Arriflex models.
‘Licensed by and compatible with “Rangertone,” Newark, N. J.

write for complete literature

This remarkable retrofocus super-wide lens extends the
scope of Arriflex filming for such applications as instru¬
mentation, architecture and interiors, and for special
effects. While extreme-wide-angle lenses present finder
problems with conventional cameras, the Arriflex, because
of its famous mirror-reflex system, is ideally suited to the
5.7mm Tegea.
OPTICAL SPECIFICATIONS: Bench-tested and selected ac¬
cording to critical ARRI tolerances. Unusually even coverage of
the field in spite of extremely short focal length. Distortion
corrected to 1.7° for field of 100°. Superb definition over the
entire 16mm frame. Angular field 113°.
DEPTH OF FIELD TABLE

based on circle of confusion of .025mm (1/1000")
Sharp from

To

1.9

19"

infinity

2.8

16"

*?

4

14"

1*

5.6

12"

99

8

10"

9*

11

9"

If

16

81/2"

If

Diaphragm setting

APPROXIMATE MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Overall length beyond lens mount; 41/2"; with lens shade; 6"
Front diameter of lens; 3Vi"
Weight of lens without lens shade; 30 oz.; with shade; 36 oz.
Front dimension of lens shade; 4x6"

CORPORATION
257 PARK AVENUE SOUTH,
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AMERICA

NEW YORK 10, N. Y.
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It didn't
happen to
this dog!
LASSIE, like many other toprated filmed TV shows, is proc¬
essed by Consolidated Film
Industries. And at CFI, it soon
becomes apparent that 40 years
of experience and know-how
make an important difference.
There is no such thing as a
"cut rate" or "bargain" in labo¬
ratory film processing. The
Eastman Kodak Company says
"The answer is—give your labo¬
ratory time and money to do the
job right! Then all your release
prints will be on the beam 100%"
For processing perfection...
specify CFI.

cfi
LASSIE, a Peabody Award winner, is

CONSOLIDATED FILM INDUSTRIES

produced by Robert Golden for The
Jack Wrather Organization; Sherman

A. Harris, Executive Producer.
Reprinted by permission of the
Eastman Kodak Company

959 No. Seward St., Hollywood 38, Calif.
Hollywood 9-1441
521 West 57th St., New York 19, N. Y.
Circle 6-0210

<of PRODUCTION

RENTAL NEEDS!
• LIGHTING. ARCS .INCANDESCENT
• MOBILE GENERATORS
• TRANSFORMERS
• CAMERAS.. CRANES. .DOLLIES
• CAMERA CARS
• TECHNICAL CONSULTANTS
Frost will handle your production needs
from conference room to film can. Studios .. .
Transportation . . . Unit Managers . . . Talent
. . . Crews . . . Locations . . . Make-up . . . and
Script Personnel. Our expanded facilities
are yours for the asking.

C/liVADA

Nited STATES
NO BORDER PROBLEMS
Duplicate production facilities
for your convenience
Canadian Office:
6 Shawbridge, Toronto, Ont.
Belmont 2-1145

Faster Service Because We

Our Own

JACKAFROST
MAIN OFFICE:

234 Piquette
DETROIT

•

1961

TRinity 3-8030
2,

MICHIGAN

CANADIAN OFFICE:

6

Shawbridge

BEImont 2-1145

TORONTO, ONTARIO

HOLLYWOOD OFFICE:

4224

Teesdale

POplar

2-8296

N. HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
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UHLER Professional Printers

WALTER STRENGE'S

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
Need advice on a picture making problem? Your questions are invited
and will be answered by mail. Questions and answers considered of
general interest will appear in this column each month.

Q

FOR

MICROFILM

OR

STRIP FILM

35mm or 16mm.
1200-ft. capacity, 2 flanges,
2
magazines.
Rubber
roller
for
microfilm,sprocket for strip film.
Heavy cast aluminum
construction.

$920.00 F.O.B.

UHLER
Continuous
$775.00,

Detroit.

COMBINATION

printer

F.O.B.

for

16MM

sound

and

picture,

Detroit.

In shooting about a hundred feet
of exteriors (black-and-white) for
a company film, light was so bright I
was unable to stop down the lens as
much as the meter indicated. I requested
the lab to give this roll special attention
and compensate for the over-exposure
in development. The residts, however,
were not up to expectations. Shouldn’t
a capable laboratory been able to save
this footage for me?—A.G.H., Portland,
Ore.

Answer: A point you should always
keep in mind is to use the correct film
for the joh at hand. It is obvious that if
your shooting assignment calls for “ex¬
terior, day” that there is no need to
use a fast film for those scenes. With
all film stocks generally available in
100-foot rolls, it pays to keep a supply
of both slow and fast film on hand at
all times and to use the right film for
the light conditions it is designed for.
In this way, you'll never have to de¬
pend on the film laboratory to pull you
out of the hole by doing the impossible.
Another good point to remember is
to rely on your local film laboratory
to help you with your problems, and to
supply friendly advice when you need
it regarding any shooting problem.

Q

I have an assignment to shoot
16mm color film in central Mexico
and parts of Central America. Because
I shall often be working in isolated
areas and also because of the wide
range of climatic conditions that I shall
encounter, please give me a few brief
tips on caring, storing and shipping
exposed film under these conditions.
—J. deS, Dallas, Texas.

Answer: The advice you request would
fill a small hook, and such a book—
actually a booklet—is available from
Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N.Y.
Its title: “Storage and Preservation of
Motion Picture Film.”
35-16MM

OPTICAL REDUCTION

ENLARGING

Combination

$1,295.00

35MM Continuous. $1,445.00

Reduction & Enlarging 35-16MM. $2,475.00
Cine radiographic Printer for 35-1 6MM.. . $2 275 00
Prices:

F.O.B.

Detroit

UHLER CINE MACHINE CO.
Write for further information
Ph.:
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Q

Although I use pretty much the
same set of lenses all the time, I
notice that the sharpness quality of
my work varies.
I have investigated
the camera mechanism, had the lenses
tested, etc., but everything checks out
normal. Where else can I look for the
cause of this trouble?—II. B. I), Chi¬
cago, III.

Ansiver: You did not say, but it is pre¬
sumed that your problem exists with
footage exposed indoors where scenes
are shot under artificial light.
As pointed out in the American
Cinematographer Manual (pp. 155) a
factor influencing image sharpness that
is rarely considered is the quality of
the
illumination.
Cinematographers
diffuse their lights in order to achieve
softer effects. It is also possible to em¬
ploy a sharp light such as an arc or a
spotlight so that sharp shadows are pro¬
duced. The resulting picture will pos¬
sess an apparently greater sharpness,
although there will be no actual in¬
crease in lens definition. This is due
to the sharp shadows and increased
contrast that such lighting provides.
Therefore it is well to remember
that a sharp, hard light, possessing a
small point source, will contribute to
image sharpness. This can be proven
by shooting two tests of the same scene
with the same lens under both arc light
and fluorescent illumination. Outdoors,
both a sunny and an overcast day will
produce similar effects.
■

&

PRINTER

Reduction & Enlarging 16-8MM.

Delays in processing exposed film
are sometimes unavoidable. In such
cases it is advisable to follow the steps
prescribed above, then ship the film to
your film laboratory by air at the very
first opportunity.

15762 Wyoming Ave., Detroit 38, Mich.
University 1-4663
Cable: “UHLCIMA”

Meantime, we shall give you the fol¬
lowing facts to help you in your plan¬
ning: Exposed film, particularly color
film, often deteriorates more rapidly
than unexposed film. Where color film
cannot he processed reasonably soon
after exposure it should be protected
from excessive humidity and stored
where it is cool, or even cold, until it
can be processed.

DON'T FORGET TO WRITE:
If you’ve got a problem of any kind re¬
lated

to

color or

making

a

motion

black-and-white,

70mm,

let

advice.

Be

us

help

with

a

stamped,

your

reply.

sure

to

you

picture,

be

it

16mm, 35mm, or
with

professional

accompany

addressed

your

letter

envelope

for
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MOW!
Model

IT’S NEW!

2000

Stop

The

BIRNS

Motion

35mm

&

SAWYER
Projector

Now! It's NEW! — The first 35mm projector with positive-stop, auto¬
matic single-frame, electronic action both forward & reverse!
SEE THE BIRNS & SAWYER MODEL 2000!

Now! It's NEW — The first 35mm projector with variable speed for¬
ward and variable speed reverse!
SEE THE BIRNS & SAWYER MODEL 2000!

Now! It's NEW! — The first 35mm projector with remote push-button
control, footage and frame counter!
SEE THE BIRNS & SAWYER MODEL 2000!

Now! It's NEW! — The first and only 35mm projector with all these
features: automatic single-frame advance or
reverse, variable speed motor forward & re¬
verse for searching head, constant speed
motor forward for sound, remote control pa¬
nel duplicating controls on machine; can be
operated from any distance; 1000-watt lamp
with sliding heat filter; sound or silent; 2000
foot capacity on roll-away table.
It's the BIRNS & SAWYER Model 2000, tailored
for today's needs in industrail film data and
missile exploration.

Projector
sound

complete with

and

remote

control,

roll-away stand. Cat.

2260

From: $1,295

Interior

showing

Selsyn

Motor and

Remote

Control

Panel

Catalog

2003

glass heat filter.

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED BROCHURE COVERING SPECIFICATIONS
%'i i

r —

*84BIRNS & SAWYER

CINE EQUIPMENT

6424 SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD • HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA • TELEPHONE: Hollywood 4-5166
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B

PARADE OF NEW PRODUCTS

WE
WERE
TOO
LATE!
These products are so new
that we just couldn’t pre¬
pare our photos and copy in
time to make this issue of
American Cinematographer.

don't vou e>E too late
SEND YOUR ORDERS IN NOW
FOR. IMMEDIATE DELIVERY"
Serving the Worfd’s
Finest Film Makers

FLORHAN
& BABB, Inc.
68 W. 45th Street
New York 36, New York
MUrray Hill 2-2928

New Product #1

F & B Mark HI TRIPOD
with FLUID-DRIVE HEAD
Medium weight for all 16 mm. and Arri or Eyemo 35 mm.
COMPLETE OUTFIT, including TRIPOD,
ADAPTER, and VISCO-MATIC FLUID HEAD

$13050
at the amazingly low price of

An

F & B
Exclusive

1^#^#

Tripod legs only.$49.50
Baby Tripod legs only. 47.50
Fluid Head only. 97.50
Leather & Vinyl Case. 12.50
Leather & Vinvl Case for Baby . 11.50

With F & B's Usual
Iron-Clad Guarantee. Please phone
or write for illustrated brochure.

New Product #2

DIRECTORS’ VIEWFINDERS
New, imported director’s viewfinder with large, clear
optics in 4 new models at very reasonable prices:
Model
Model
Model
Model

I—for 35mm, range 25mm-135mm $49.50
IA—16mm, range, 11.5mm-75mm . 49.50
IB—16mm, range, 8mm-75mm . . . 69.50
III—35mm Wide-Screen & TV cam¬
era range 3-4 to 2.55-1, with
sliding adjustable marks . . . 89.50

F & B
Exclusive
_

FREE... NECKCHAIN AND LEATHER CASE WITH ORDER

New Product #3

A New F&B Nickel Cadmium
15V-7’/2 V Battery (12 Cells)
Can be switched from Parallel lVz\ (16mm.
Arri) to Series 15V (35mm. Arri).
In Aluminum Case, with
Leather Shoulder Strap.

$155°°

An

F&B
Exclusive

With Built-In Charger.$184.50
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Ot ahurtmti
ALL THIS EQUIPMENT...AND MUCH,
MUCH MORE IS AVAILABLE FROM

.LIGHTS, GRIPS, PROPS
INKIES, ARCS, DIMMERS, CABLES, BOXES,
REFLECTORS, DOLLIES, MIKE BOOMS, NETS,
LOCATION UMBRELLAS, WATER COOLERS, FLAGS,
CENTURIES, SCRIMS, HYDRAULIC STANDS, PARALLELS,
DIRECTORS CHAIRS, MANY OTHER ITEMS-YOU NAME IT..
For 40 years, leading producers have depended on
/•L/u

Charles Ross for all their production needs. At a
moment’s notice, you can get the lights, props, grip
equipment and generator trucks from the largest supIH I I

TO.

pliers of motion picture, TV and industrial photo§

M M

|

ic equipment in the East. At Charles Ross, you'll
find everything your production schedule requires —

GENERATOR TRUCKS
AND TRAILERS
1800, 1600, 1000, 750, 300, 200 Amp. D.C.,
100, 50. 30, 20 Amp. A.C.

except the actors of course.

your next picture, dial Charles Ross
us know your requirements . . . we’ll be happy
to fill them at a moment s notice!

Lighting the Motion Picture Industry
Since 1921

333 West 52nd Street, New York City, Circle 6-5470
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Filming "Exodus" In Super-Panavision 70
Sam Leavitt’s photography of “Exodus” demonstrates a resourcefulness
and determination that could only result in one of the most talkedahout films of the year.
By

HERB

A.

LIGHTMAN

jp'iLMiNG the impossible is all in the day’s work

ity and intensity of the light.

to the average Hollywood Director of Photog¬
raphy—especially if he has all the facilities of a
major studio close at hand. But if there were to
be a special award given for achievement beyond
the line of duty if would surely go to Sam Leavitt,
ASC, for his photography of Otto Preminger’s
“Exodus” under conditions that might truthfully be
called “worse than impossible.”
This distinction arises mainly out of the fact that
the entire 3-hour-plus production, including inte¬
riors, was filmed in actual locations on the island
of Cyprus and in Israel, with not a single scene shot
in nor anywhere near a studio sound stage.
Add to this: Preminger’s style of directing the
action in long scenes with much camera movement
and frequent 360 pans, leaving little or no area
out of camera range in which to mount lights or
reflectors.
Add to this: a preponderance of scenes in which
the action played continuously from indoors to
outdoors (or vice versa), resulting in a constant
struggle for Leavitt to balance for color the qual¬

Add to this, also, the intricate sequences shot at
dusk with only five minutes of exposurable light,
“Process” shots of a wild automobile chase filmed
without process screens, and Super-Panavision 70
sequences shot on “sets” barely larger than a tele¬
phone booth.
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In a highly successful bid for realism, Director
Preminger spurned the comfort of the sound stage
and converted Israel, and particularly the Galilee
area, into a vast movie set where famous land¬
marks played a prominent part in the action and
added immensely to the authenticity of the film.
Locales included the brooding towers of the Cru¬
sader fortress at Acre, the busy harbor of Haifa,
the picturesque ruins of Caesarea where Roman
emperors once held court, the divided city of Jeru¬
salem and the bare-walled simplicity of Kafr Kana,
the Arab village where Christ performed his first
miracle 2,000 years ago.
On Cyprus, the capital city of Nicosia and the
town of Famagusta with its old harbor provided
additional locations for the film. Panavision cam-
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eras also moved high into the Kyrenian mountain
range to capture a scene against the romantic back¬
ground of time-worn St. Hilarion Castle.
Difficulties of filming the opening scene of the
picture are characteristic of many other shots that
followed. The scene fades in, conventionally enough,
on a long shot showing the hills and harbor of
Cyprus, fully illumined by clear sunlight. Then
the camera begins what turns out to be an almost
360° pan to the left, encompassing a sweep of hazeshrouded sea and ending on a heavily shadowed
composition of two people surveying the scene. In
addition to the fact that there was a significant
variation in the amount of exposurable light on the
several areas of the scene, it was impossible to
find a place out of camera range to conceal enough
booster lights or reflectors to soften the shadows
cast on the players by the overhead sunlight. Deli¬
cate variation of the shutter angle during the pan,
plus precise printing control in the Technicolor lab
did much to smooth out the scene, and it is an ef¬
fective opener for the picture.
In filming “Exodus’’ Preminger made lavish use
of the moving camera and, rather than break up a
sequence into a series of separate cuts, preferred
to shoot large blocks of the script in continuous
scenes with the camera and/or the actors moving
toward or away from each other to create a variety
of composition. This resulted in a greatly reduced
number of separate camera set-ups and a corre¬
spondingly economy in time and budget (especially
important to Preminger, since he is his own pro¬
ducer), plus a certain fluidity of action and con¬
tinuity. Such camera treatment invariably holds
certain limitations for the film editor (who may
find himself unable to tighten or loosen the pace
of a sequence for lack of something to cut away
to); and for the average cinematographer, shooting
on locations where it is impossible to conceal lamps
and reflectors could become a nightmare.
However, to Leavitt it represented a refreshing
challenge. Besides “Exodus” he has photographed
four other features for Preminger (“Man With The
Golden Arm,” “Carmen Jones,” “Court Martial of
Billy Mitchell,” “Anatomy of a Murder”), and he
has a tremendous admiration for the controversial
director.
“Otto Preminger makes what I call ‘real motion
pictures,’ in that he uses the camera to its fullest
capacity,” he explains. “He knows exactly what he
wants and he gives you plenty of time to achieve it.
But there is no waste motion. Unlike many direc¬
tors who shoot a scene from a dozen different angles
to make sure they have something that will cut to¬
gether, he plans each scene carefully, stages it that
way and uses it that way. He is wonderful to work
with because he appreciates a cameraman’s efforts.”
Nevertheless, a cameraman’s ingenuity is someContinued on Page 110
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ABOVE PHOTOS illustrate three typical

locations

in

which scenes were shot for “Exodus." Not a single
scene for the picture was shot in or anywhere near
a studio sound

stage. As with

most Preminger pic¬

tures, Exodus is marked by numerous moving-camera
shots.
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FIG.

1—Supersonic

rocket

sled

zooms

along

tracks

at

the

U.S.

Air

going

test,

sled

also

carries

several

16mm

instrumentation

cameras

Force Flight Test Center at Edwarc's, California, for test of rocket-pro¬

(see diagram, opposite page) which records various phases of the seat

pelled ejection seat for jet aircraft. Besides dummy pilot in seat under¬

ejection

operation.

Cameras On The Hot Seat
How 16mm instrumentation cameras are used to photograph seatejection tests in supersonic rocket-sled installations.
By

j^EVELOPMENT

OF

THE

highly-

successful seat ejection equip¬
ment now in use in U. S. trainer
and fighter aircraft is due in large
part to the photographic records
made during tests by high-speed
instrumentation cameras. The
testing and developing of this
equipment continues at the U S.
Naval Ordnance Test Station’s
Supersonic Track Division at
China Lake, Calif., and at the
Air Force Flight Test Center at
Edwards, Calif. At both locations,
heavy use is made of photographic
instrumentation in rocket sled
testing programs.
The drawing on opposite page
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LEIGH

ALLEN

(Fig. 4) shows the extent of high¬
speed camera installations on a
sled that has tested components of
the X-15 ejection system. In the
seven camera positions are three
Fastairs and two Photo-Sonics
16mm 1-B’s that operate at mod¬
erately high-speeds, and two Pho¬
to-Sonics 16mm IC’s that operate
at 4,000 frames per second.
Today’s complex operation at
Edwards is the result of 12 years
of progress. The first track opera¬
tion for data was photographed
using three hand-panned Eyemo-Q
35mm cameras. Early attempts to
gather data were made by using
16mm Kodak high-speed cameras,

started in banks of four by touch¬
ing two bare wires together. To¬
day, tests at Edwards Air Force
Base utilize as many as 54 cam¬
eras of different types so that
technical data, such as velocity,
trajectory, pitch, roll and yaw,
may be obtianed from motion pic¬
ture film as well as to provide a
pictorial study of the test being
conducted.
An electronic radio link de¬
vice provides precision program¬
ming of all remote cameras as
well as a binary timing system for
accurate evaluation of tests.
The placement and operation
of the many data-gathering cam-
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FIG.

2—A typical small rocket sled camera

installation, showing

two

Photo-Sonics

16mm-lB prism

cameras in place. One camera is angled downward and focused on the sled's operational equip¬
ment, while the other is set to record election of the seat. Lenses are securely taped to withstand
the severe vibrations and accelerations encountered in the test runs. The cameras are shown with
the film

magazines

removed.

eras is the responsibility of Mr.
Merrill C. Brown of the Track
Photo Unit.
Fig. 3 shows a successful seat
ejection operation in a series of
four frames from a motion pic¬
ture recorded at the U. S. Naval
Ordnance Test Station’s Super¬
sonic Track at China Lake. The
FIG.

3—Typical

seat-ejection

sequence,

showing dummy emerging from cockpit of
rocket sled in a successful test of rocketpropelled

ejection

seat

at

NOTS,

China

Lake, Calif. Photographic data such as this
has contributed substantially in

improving

data obtained from tests such as
this have been of great impor¬
tance in the development of im¬
proved rocket-seat ejection sys¬
tems, such as the NOTS RAYPEC
seat, which not only provides safe
clearance of tail surfaces of an
aircraft, but can also permit safe
ejeclion at ground level and zero
velocity.
A typical small sled installa¬
tion on the NOTS research track
is shown in Fig. 2. Three PhotoSonics 16mm IB prism cameras
Continued on Page 108

the rocket seat ejection system.

RIG. 4—Diagram

shows

sled

borne

tests conducted at the Air Force
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The

positions

of

seven

instrumentation

cameras

of

various

types

are

indicated. Camera and film data are shown in chart.
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^here

is a lot more to film

editing than simply splicing
scenes together in sequence. For
one thing, editing calls for deci¬
sions—hundreds of them. Many
of the decisions in editing are
mechanical, especially when the
editing problems have been antic¬
ipated in scripting and shooting.
Yet, there are often opportunities
for selecting and arranging visible
and audible reality on the edit¬
ing table.

THE

FILM

EDITOR

must

make

a wide

range of

decisions.

He

must

judge what

and what is bad; choose between all the possible ways of arranging
the

most

appropriate

cutting

points;

and

objectively

evaluate

his

footage

is

good

shots in a sequence; select

decisions

with

respect

to

the

total film.

THE TECHNIQUES
OF CREATIVE
FILM EDITING
Great creative opportunity of film art occurs
at the editing table; but the editor must work with
the pieces of film that has been given him.

Any sequence of pictures has
part of its meaning expressed by
the order and relative lengths of
the individual shots, by the rate
of presentation, and by the ac¬
companying sound track. Never¬
theless, the actual footage that
was shot represents the limiting
framework for the editor’s crea¬
tive activity. He can rearrange,
shorten, and eliminate scenes. He
can make better transitions both
from shot to shot, and sequence
to sequence; but he must work
with the pieces of film that have
been given him. Thus, a large
share of the responsibility for
the successful editing of a film
falls to the script writer, the
director and to the cinematog¬
rapher. All three must anticipate
the problems that will arise in the
final stages of reassembling the
fragments of reality.
Many film directors believe it
imperative to edit their own films
in order to achieve the effects
planned during the shooting. By
doing both jobs, they are also able
to see the mistakes and misjudgments they made in shooting. Most
directors, however, achieve a re¬
finement of production technique
which enables them to turn over
the task of editing to someone else
with complete confidence.
Basic Procedures

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER IS indebted to Calvin Productions,
Inc., Kansas City, Missouri, for the opportunity afforded to reprint a
condensation of the series of informative articles on Film Editing which
have appeared in recent issues of “The Aperture,” the company s monthly
workshop publication for 16mm film producers. The series, condensed
to a 2-part article, begins on this page. The illustrations have been added
to point up some of the salient points in “The Aperture’s” treatise.—
Editor.
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Let us now consider a practical
step-by-step procedure in editing
a motion picture film:
First, assemble the work print
—splicing together all takes that
are related to a given subject, or
usable in a given sequence.
Then

view

this

footage

and

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

make mental notes of the best
shots, and the shots that should be
discarded.
Next, throw out technically-bad
footage—any and all that in¬
cludes edge-flare, reveals unsteady
camera, or is marked by unsharp
focus or poor composition. (Be
sure, however, to save and set
aside all deleted scenes which
later may have to be used, even
if they are poor in quality.)
Now, view the remaining “best”
takes, mentally re-organizing them
in different order where necessary.
To better visualize different com¬
binations, hang the individual
scene strips in front of a light box
and actually re-arrange them in
different combinations.
When the final arrangement has
been decided, proceed to find the
best points at which to cut from
shot to shot. In every case, mark
the proposed stopping point of
one scene and the tentative start¬
ing point of the next, using a
grease pencil.
Then, check and re-check to
make sure that both shots will cut
together well, and that they will
contain the desired material after
cutting. Then, when entirely satis¬
fied, cut and splice. If several
choices of equally good cutting
points are available, cut the scenes
in “long” at first, re-cutting (trim¬
ming and re-splicing) later if
necessary.
View the new arrangement and,

GIVEN A NUMBER OF TAKES of the
editor must erercise great care
that

precede

directional

and

follow

continuity

in

it.
the

in

same

NOT THIS . . .
DIRECTIONAL

factors

scene, camera

•

1961

key

essential

in

a

properly edited

motion

picture.

This

means

in the two photos immediately above; the correct cut, in the

photos above them.

if satisfied, proceed to add the
next shot by the same method of
procedure.
Bringing The Editing To a Finish
“I don’t think any editor ever
does finish an editing job,” a vet¬
eran film editor remarked re¬
cently. Which is probably true,
when one considers that there are
always so many possibilities af¬
forded in the editing process that
it could be practically endless.

him

angle, time

match

the cuts

determine
of

day

this:
scene

was shot, etc. In the three photos above, each was shot at a different
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a

shots relating to that action must show the actors traveling in the same direction. An incorrect cut

or similar action, the film
help

is

from long to medium shot is shown

selecting the cut to

Several

CONTINUITY

that if the action is established in the initial shot as coming, say, from the left, then all succeeding

There is a time, however, when
the decision must be made that
'This is it!” and the editing of a
film frozen at that point. To reach
that point it is necessary to con¬
tinue editing, thinking in terms of
single cuts within sequences, and
adding sequence to sequence until
the whole film is finally cut to¬
gether.
After cutting is completed, the
next step is indicating on the work
Continued on Page 120

time of day, so that the sun’s changed position is quite apparent; and
one shot was made both at a different time of day and several

miles

distant from location of shots 1 and 2—although in the same approxi¬
mate area. Sharp eyes and good
and

cutting

such

judgment are necessary in

selecting

scenes.
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ONE-STOP SO
PRODIICE ROCK-STEADI
PRUTS with the famous

POST-INVENTORY
CLEARANCE SALE TEl-Anatic
NEW...USED...REBUILT...SURPLUS

Take Advantage of These Tremendous Price Reductions ! !
Write, Wire or Phone A our Needs Refore It Is Too Late ! !

★ LIGHTING EQUIPMENT

★ CAMERAS, 35MM
3 Goerz Apogar lenses; 200' magazine; 12V
ARRIFLEX
".$595.00
motor
Eye- 0-10° variable shutter; 2"
DEVRY Magic Eye;
-,;ns
a
_.$149.50
MITCHELL STD., 5 Baltar lenses; 2-1000' magazines; 11OV
wild motor,- mattebox,- viewfinder; cases.$2995.00
CUNNINGHAM, portable,- pilot pins,- 110V motor,nn
200' mag.: rase .
WALL MOVIETONE; 4 lenses,- 2-400'

mags.;

Yhw^295.'00
12V motor;

Mitchell type finder; dovetail base .
$795.00
mags;
DEBRIE K. metal, 3 'lenses; 12V motor; 6-400'
A /,nn
.$395.00
mattebox; cases .

★ CAMERAS, 16MM
MITCHELL
16;
4 Baltar lenses;
400' &
1200'
mags;
mattebox; sunshade; kinescope 17Q° variable TV shutter;
upright viewfinder; cases .-.$3995.00
B&H SPECIALIST w/rackover; 400' magazine, syncmotor; footage counter,- telescopic finder; cases.
$1800 original cost .-.-.--$595.00
BOLEX, Converted 400' mag.; rackover: telescopic tinder;
110V wild motor. $900 original cost .$f49.50
B&H 70DA w/400' mag.,- 3 Cooke lenses, case....$495.00
AURICON CINE VOICE I. single, lens, 25mm fl.9
^
Berthiot, RA30 Amplifier.$595.00
AURICON CINE VOICE II, 3 lens turret, syncmotor
Modulite S galvo, NR25 amplifier.$”5.00
CINE Special I; 3 lenses; case ._.$329.50

BARDWELL-McALISTER 750W Baby Keglite heads.$39.95
BARDWELL-McALISTER 2000W Spots, likenu .$89.95
MOLE RICHARDSON 2000W Spots, black #412.„...$79.95
MOLE RICHARDSON 5000W Spots, black #415 ....$149.95
MOLARC 150 amp. head, grid and pedestal. List price
$2410 when new .$795.00
SILVER REFLECTORS, 48"; on rolling stands.
List price $200 when new .-.$49.50

★ RECORDING EQUIPMENT
MAGNAGRAM Ml 16 (now Magnasync) 16mm cen¬
ter track recorder. Transparent front cover; footaae counter; 3 separate motors,- 2 mike, 1 phono
input; 1200' capacity. Orig. $2350. Needs re¬
pairs, as is.-.$525.00
RCA
PHOTOPHONE
35mm
with Selsyn motors. Orig.

★ CAMERA ACCESSORIES

EYEMO 6V Motors, 8/48 fps; with cable and switch.
New .$74.50
CECO CINE Special

Blimp,

syncmotor .$395.00

★ LABORATORY EQUIPMENT
PHOTOVOLT Densitometer 16/35mm with soundtrack
accessory. Cost $750 when new .....$395.00
PAKO Heat Exchangers, controls solution tempera¬
tures accurately. $300 value. New (Surplus) .$98.50
FRIED Light Scene Tester, 1 to 1 1 exposures. As is....$99.50
EASTMAN
Electric
35mm
Film
Waxing
Machine
with
heating element & motor. Orig. $1500. Rebuilt....$695.00

PROFESSIONAL

continuous contact
sound and picture
printer for 1 6mm
or double 8mm films

Fantasound film phonograph
$6,500 ..$695.00

REEVES 16mm Magicorder PV100, portable. Built-in oscil¬
lator, eqaulization, 2 pos. mixer, $4500 when
new .$995.00

★ PROJECTORS, BACKGROUND,
PREVIEW
SIMPLEX 35mm

CINE VOICE Portable Power Supply, nickel cad
battery, charger. $195 value.-.-.-.$125.00
ARRIFLEX
Voltabloc
Powerpacs,
used.
With
built-in
charger $110; Less charger .-.-$99-$0
MITCHELL Std. 400' bipack magazine .$295.00
PHOTO RESEARCH Spectra Meters with filters
sphere, case.
2 Color .$129.50
NATIONAL CINE Crab Dolly, very good condition
$4750 original cost .
$$750.00
RABY heavy studio dolly .-.——.$895.0U
MOTORIZED DOLLY w/revolving head; 7' boom height;
2 seats; hihat; brackets for 6 lites. Orig $4000....$695.00
AKELEY Gyro Tripod, $1100 originally ......$595.00

PRINTER

projector mechanism .$75.00

BACKGROUND
Arc
Projector,
35mm
movies or
slides;
120 amp. arclamp; rheostat; lenses.
Cost $15,000 to
build, unassembled, as is. Plus crating .$395.00
FILMCRAFT 35mm Movie Background Process Outfit. Write
for details. $15,000 value (Bank foreclosure) ....$1995.00
TRANSLUCENT Background projection screen, 9'xl2'.
$200 when new .$99.50
SIMPLEX Acme 35mm Arc Sound Projector with
pedestal. ...-...$235.00
PREVIEW
picture

Interlock Projector, DeVry, 1000W lamp, runs
and sound simultaneously.$995.00

Prints
or

color,

silent

precision.
found

black

films
Has

only

&

with

white,

many

in

reversal,

rock-steady

outstanding

much

higher

sound

professional
features

priced

profes¬

sional printers. Sufficient light is provided to
expose

fine

change

assures

grain

film.

Semi-automatic

perfect

• Semi-automatic,

light

exposures.

13-scene

mechanical

light

change for frame light change.
•

Large capacity of 1200 feet.

•

Rapid speed of 43 ft. per minute.

• Six-volt lamp, 4 amp., S.C.B.

★ MOVIOLAS, EDITING MACHINES

•

over

a

40-tooth

precision

printing

sprocket for proper registration of negative

WESTERN
CINE
Automatic
16mm
Hot Splicers,
demnostrators .$189.50

and positive films.
Separate feed and take-up sprockets.

MOVIOLA 16mm UL-20-M16 with magnetic search¬
ing head. $2495 value (trade-in), like new .$1895.00

Four-way

aperture:

ST-Sound

track

only,

RR-Reversal, NP-Negative Picture and FA—

MOVIOLA Preview 16mm Composite and
16mm Sound .$1495.00

Full Aperture.

ACMIOLA
35mm
Viewers
w/stands,
6"x8'/2"
picture,
motorized. $1500 orig. cost .$295.00

•

AKELEY,
35mm
Viewer,
sound
aerial image. Orig. cost $3000;

•

and
composite
5"x7"
closeout .$395.00

Prints

Lamp Holder accommodates CC Fillers for
color printing.
Footage

counter

and

light

change

card

indicator included.
• Constant speed motor with gear reduction.

★ ANIMATION & SPECIAL EFFECTS
TEL-ANIMASTAND, sliding celboard, shadowbox &
platen. Original' cost $3,600. Demonstrator .$2250.00
TEL-ANIMASTAND, art table N/S/E/W, rotary movements.
New demonstrator.
$3000 value .$1795.00
8&H 35mm Animation Cameras; 400' magazine; dissolve.
$3500 original cost .$1250.00
SAME

with thru-lens focusing.$1750.00

★ MOTION PICTURE PRINTERS
B&H Model D 35mm Continuous Printer, sound & picture,
with DC lamp supply.
Rebuilt-$3495.00
B&H,
Printer,
step contact,
pilot pin spreaders, semi¬
automatic light change. $4000 orig. cost .$995.00
ACME Dual Head 35mm Step Printer, Cinecolor.
Original
cost $14,000 (Bank foreclosure) .$2995.00
DUPLEX 35mm Step Printer, pilot pin registration..$795.00
CINECOLOR Double Head 35mm Step Printer with auto¬
matic lite change and timing device.
Originally $12,000 (Bank foreclosure) .$2495.00

★ FILM PROCESSING EQUIPMENT

Power

source:

phase

260

MOUNTED

HOUSTON FEARLESS 22B neg/pos. Processor,- full tempera¬
ture control;
recirculation; output 1800' per hr.
Less
airpump .$1995.00

Write

MAMMOTH HOUSTON Color Processor, 16/35mm, Ansco/
Ektachrome, neg./pos., up to 1200' per hr., 16 stain¬
less
steel
tanks,
one
fiberglass
lined.
Full
'/2 °
temperature control. Recirculation, air supply, 7 squee¬
gees
Cost Cuban government $35,000. Rebuilt like
new '.$11,995.00
HOUSTON-FEARLESS 16mm daylight loading maga¬
zines .$79.50
STINEMAN
Drying
Racks,
200' 35mm capacity (usable
for 16mm). Cost U.S. government $25 (new, surplus)..$1 .95

115
(B)

6

V.

60

V.

Cy.

direct

single
current

25W. Wt. 116 lbs., size approx. 28” x 28"

GAROMATIC 16mm neg/pos. Processor,- full temperature
control; 35-gal. tanks for developer, hypo and wash;
Graham transmission. Output 3600' per hr. Ideal for
microfilm. Orig. cost $9500 when new .$2495.00

HOUSTON A-l 1 (like 22BC) 16mm reversal; 35mm
neg/pos, complete with refrigeration; recircula¬
tion; air pump. Reconditioned.$5495.00

(A)

watts.

x 20".
ON

STURDY

FLOOR

PEDESTAL

Only $1795
for

brochure
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S.0.S LHSK PLAN
Get acquainted with the many advantages of thisl
Plan, specially designed for the Motion Picture!
Industry, in making it possible to obtain latestl
film production and exhibiting equipment on very|
liberal terms. Write for FREE booklet.
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TWO-CHANNEL self-contained unit.
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VU meter for night work.
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ONE-CHANNEL in-camera unit.
Illuminated VU
meter. External power supply provides all power,
incluling 110-V A.C.
Added weight to camera,
6 ozs.
Power supply weight, 6 lbs.
. .$550

amplifier.
Range

Value in

Audio

RCA

Licensed

Installations thruout the
world!
Embodies fea¬
tures of photo enlarger,
movie camera, microm¬
eter and railroad round¬
house. All basic move¬
ments associated with
high-priced stands are
incorporated. Optical ef¬
fects
such
as
pans,
angles,
zooms,
quick
closeups, cartoons, titles
and every variation for
trick
photography are
easily
produced
with
S.O.S Tel - Animastand.
A camera fitted to a
movable, counter bal¬
anced vertical carriage
photographs
the
art
work. (Acme with stop
motion motor illustra¬
ted).
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TEL-Amatic

Neg/Pos

m

FILM CLEANER

Machines Twice the Price!
ultra

film

safely

modern
and

highly advanced

way

to

better!

clean

You

16/35mm

cannot

negative/ positive

damage

TEL-Amatic JET-SPRAY film

film

cleaning

•
•
•
•
6
•
•
•
•

Assures Better Results Than

The

Outstanding Features:

with

this

machine.

•
•
•
©

Operates with any 16mm or 35mm camera.
Precision alignment from 2 through 24 fields.
Massive main column (33/," dia.) and rugged guide column
|2" dia.) ground for accurate performance.
Ball bearings for smooth zoom action.
Precision machining throughout with .001 accuracy.
60" zoom; 24" east/west, 18" north/south travel.
360° Rotational table with precise locking action.
4 counters calibrate compound; zoom movements.
Twin
heavy-duty
rods
support
rigid,
counterblanced
camera
faceplate.
Roller chain drive with ultimate strength 2,000 pounds.
Acme registration "Standard of the Industry."
Easy to install and operate. Passes thru 30" doorway.
Heavy welded steel base,- Weight: 850 pounds,- Height: 9 ft.

Extensive laboratory tests using films with the softest emulsions
have
drive,

proven
3,000'

excellent results. Also features silent belt timing
capacity,

speed

in

excess

of

10,000

per

hour

and fine precision workmanship. One person can handle a bat¬
tery of TEL-Amatics—a great labor saver.

ELECTRONIC
ZOOM CONTROL
FEATURES

Just a Few of the Many Features:

COMPLETE
$3600
Write for brochure
®Reg. Trademark

•

Jet-Spray Film Wash for BOTH 16mm and 35mm Film

•

Curved Air-Blast Saueegees (Patent applied for)

•

Special

•

Requires Only 15 feet of Leader

•

Automatic Operation—Pushbutton Control

•

Designed for Originals and Release Prints

Adjustable Dynamic Braking.
Constant Motor Torque at any speed.
Instant Response at any position.
Infinite Variable speeds.

Non-Scratch Buffers

•

Continuous Air and Solution Filtering

•

Take-up Torque, Motor, Adjustable, Reversible

•

Electric Solution Level Indicator

•

Complete operation VISIBLE at all times

•

Variable Speed DC Drive

Basic Title Stand

.$1495

Basic Stand with Compound

$2995

Basic Stand, Compound,
Electronic Zoom . ..$3740
Electronic Zoom .$
Write for brochure

otion
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THE ONE-STOP SC
POST-INVENTORY
CLEARANCE SALE

PRODUCE ROCK-STEAD)
PRINTS ivith the famous

TEL-Amatic

NEW...USED...REBUILT...SURPLUS

,

Take Advantage of These Tremendous Price Reductions ! !
W rite

Wire or Phone Your Needs Before It Is Too Late ! !

★ CAMERAS, 35MM

★ LIGHTING EQUIPMENT

ARRIFLEX I, 3 Goerz Apogar lenses; 200' magazine,- 12V
motor .„.$595.00
DEVRY Magic Eye; 0-10° variable shutter; 2"
lens .-.$149.50
MITCHELL STD., 5 Baltar lenses; 2-1000' magazines,- 110V
wild motor,- mattebox,- viewfinder; cases.$2995.00
CUNNINGHAM, portable; pilot pins,- 110V motor;
200' mag.: rase .$295.00
WALL MOVIETONE; 4 lenses,- 2-400' mags.,- 12V motor;
Mitchell type finder; dovetail base .$795.00
DEBRIE K, metal, 3 lenses,- 12V motor; 6-400' mags;
mattebox,- cases .$395.00

BARDWELL-McALISTER 750W Baby Keglite heads.$39.95
BARDWELL-McALISTER 2000W Spots, likenu .$89.95
MOLE RICHARDSON 2000W Spots, black #412.„...$79.95
MOLE RICHARDSON 5000W Spots, black #415 ....$149.95
MOLARC 150 amp. head, grid and pedestal. List price
$2410 when new...$795.00
SILVER REFLECTORS, 48"; on rolling stands.
List price $200 when new ...$49.50

★ CAMERAS, 16MM

MAGNAGRAM Ml 16 (now Magnasync) 16mm cen¬
ter track recorder. Transparent front cover; foot¬
age counter,- 3 separate motors,- 2 mike, 1 phono
input; 1200' capacity. Orig. $2350. Needs re¬
pairs, as is..._.$525.00

MITCHELL 16; 4 Baltar lenses; 400' & 1200' mags;
mattebox; sunshade,- kinescope 170° variable TV shutter;
upright viewfinder; cases .$3995.00
B&H SPECIALIST w/rackover; 400' magazine, syncmotor; footage counter; telescopic finder,- cases.
$1800 original cost .$595.00
BOLEX, Converted 400' mag.; rackover; telescopic finder,1 10V wild motor. $900 original cost .$449.50
B&H 70DA w/400' mag.; 3 Cooke lenses, case....$495.00
AURICON CINE VOICE I. single, lens, 25mm fl.9
Berthiot, RA30 Amplifier.$595.00
AURICON CINE VOICE II, 3 lens turret, syncmotor,
Modulite S galvo, NR25 amplifier.$995.00
CINE Special I; 3 lenses; case .
$329.50

★ CAMERA ACCESSORIES
CINE VOICE Portable Power Supply, nickel cad.
battery, charger. $195 value.$125.00
ARRIFLEX
Voltabloc
Powerpacs,
used.
With
built-in
charger $110; Less charger .$99.50
MITCHELL Std. 400' bipack magazine .$295.00
PHOTO RESEARCH Spectra Meters with filters
sphere, case. 2 Color .$129.50
NATIONAL CINE Crab Dolly, very good condition
$4750 original cost .$3750.00
RABY heavy studio dolly .$895.00
MOTORIZED DOLLY w/revolving head; 7' boom height;
2 seats; hihat; brackets for 6 lites. Orig $4000....$695.00
AKELEY Gyro Tripod, $1100 originally .
$595.00
EYEMO 6V Motors, 8/48 fps; with cable and switch.
New .
$74.50
CECO CINE Special Blimp, syncmotor .$395.00

★ LABORATORY EQUIPMENT
PHOTOVOLT Densitometer 16/35mm with soundtrack
accessory. Cost $750 when new .$395.00
PAKO Heat Exchangers, controls solution tempera¬
tures accurately. $300 value. New (Surplus) .$98.50
FRIED Light Scene Tester, 1 to 1 1 exposures. As is....$99.50
EASTMAN
Electric 35mm Film Waxing Machine with
heating element & motor. Orig. $1500. Rebuilt....$695.00

★ ANIMATION & SPECIAL EFFECTS
TEL-ANIMASTAND, sliding celboard, shadowbox &
platen. Original cost $3,600. Demonstrator .$2250.00
TEL-ANIMASTAND, art table N/S/E/W, rotary movements.
New demonstrator. $3000 value .$1795.00
B&H 35mm Animation Cameras,- 400' magazine,- dissolve.
$3500 original cost .$1250.00
SAME with thru-lens focusing.$1750.00

★ RECORDING EQUIPMENT
i

PROFESSIONAL
continuous contact
sound and picture
printer for 1 6mm
or double 8mm film:

RCA PHOTOPHONE 35mm Fantasound film phonograph
with Selsyn motors. Orig. $6,500 .$695.00
REEVES 16mm Magicorder PV100, portable. Built-in oscil¬
lator, eqaulization, 2 pos. mixer, $4500 when
new .$995.00

★ PROJECTORS, BACKGROUND,
PREVIEW
SIMPLEX 35mm projector mechanism .$75.00

Prints

BACKGROUND Arc Projector, 35mm movies or slides,120 amp. arclamp; rheostat,, lenses. Cost $15,000 to
build, unassembled, as is. Plus crating .$395.00

or

FILMCRAFT 35mm Movie Background Process Outfit. Write
for details. $15,000 value (Bank foreclosure) ....$1995.00

found

TRANSLUCENT Background projection screen, 9'xl2'.
$200 when new .$99.50

expose

fine

change

assures

SIMPLEX Acme 35mm Arc Sound
pedestal.

Projector

with
$235.00

PREVIEW Interlock Projector, DeVry, 1000W lamp, runs
picture and sound simultaneously.$995.00

color,

silent

black

films

precision.

Has

only

&

with

white,

many

in

reversal,

rock-steady

much

outstanding
higher

soun

profession*
feature

priced

profe

sional printers. Sufficient light is provided
grain

film.

Semi-automatic

lig

perfect exposures.

Semi-automatic,

13-scene

ligl

mechanica

change for frame light change.
Large capacity of 1200 feet.
Rapid speed of 43 ft. per minute.

★ MOVIOLAS, EDITING MACHINES
WESTERN CINE
demnostra to rs

Automatic

16mm

Hot

Splicers,

'

Six-volt lamp, 4 amp., S.C.B.
Prints

over

a

40-tooth

precision

printi

sprocket for proper registration of negath
and positive films.

$189.50
MOVIOLA 16mm UL-20-M16 with magnetic search¬
ing head. $2495 value (trade-in), like new .$ 1895.00

Separate feed and take-up sprockets

MOVIOLA Preview 16mm Composite and
16mm Sound .$ 1495.00

RR-Reversal, NP-Negative Picture and FAFull Aperture.

ACMIOLA 35mm Viewers w/stands, 6"x8y2" picture,
motorized. $1500 orig. cost . $295.00
AKELEY, 35mm Viewer, sound and composite 5"x7"
aerial image. Orig. cost $3000; closeout . $395.00

Four-way

aperture:

ST-Sound

track

onl

Lamp Holder accommodates CC Fillers fi
color printing.
Footage

counter

and

light

change

cat

indicator included.
Constant speed motor with gear reductio

★ FILM PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
GAROMATIC 16mm neg/pos. Processor,- full temperature
control; 35-gal. tanks for developer, hypo and wash;
Graham transmission. Output 3600' per hr. Ideal for
microfilm. Orig. cost $9500 when new .!....$2495.00

★ MOTION PICTURE PRINTERS

HOUSTON FEARLESS 22B neg/pos. Processor; full tempera¬
ture control,- recirculation,- output 1800' per hr. Less
airpump .$1995.00
HOUSTON A-11 (like 22BC) 16mm reversal; 35mm
neg/pos; complete wilh refrigeration,- recircula¬
tion; air pump. Reconditioned.$5495.00

B&H Model D 35mm Continuous Printer, sound & picture,
with DC lamp supply. Rebuilt.....$3495.00
B&H, Printer, step contact, pilot pin spreaders, semi¬
automatic light change. $4000 orig. cost .$995.00
ACME Dual Head 35mm Step Printer, Cinecolor. Original
cost $14,000 (Bank foreclosure) .$2995.00
DUPLEX 35mm Step Printer, pilot pin registration..$795.00
CINECOLOR Double Head 35mm Step Printer with auto¬
matic lite change and timing device.
Originally $12,000 (Bank foreclosure) .$2495.00

MAMMOTH HOUSTON Color Processor, 16/35mm, Ansco/
Ektachrome, neg./pos., up to 1200' per hr., 16 stain¬
less
steel
tanks,
one fiberglass
lined.
Full
'/7 °
temperature control. Recirculation, air supply, 7 squee¬
gees.
Cost Cuban government $35,000. Rebuilt like
new .$11,995.00
HOUSTON-FEARLESS 16mm daylight loading maga¬
zines .$79.50
STINEMAN Drying Racks, 200' 35mm capacity (usable
for 16mm). Cost U.S. government $25 (new, surplus)..$1 .95
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SIS LEASING PEAN
Get acquainted with the many advantages of this
Plan, specially designed for the Motion Picture
Industry, in making it possible to obtain latest
film production and exhibiting equipment on very
liberal terms. Write for FREE booklet.

URCE OF SUPPLY!
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ONE-CHANNEL in-camera unit.
Illuminated VU
meter.
External power supply provides all power,
incluling 110-V A.C.
Added weight to camera,
6 ozs.
Power supply weight, 6 lbs.
$550

amplifier.
Range

Audio

RCA

Licensed

Installations thruout the
world!
Embodies
fea¬
tures of photo enlarger,
movie camera, microm¬
eter and railroad round¬
house. All basic move¬
ments associated with
high-priced stands are
incorporated. Optical ef¬
fects
such
as
pans,
angles,
zooms,
quick
closeups, cartoons, titles
and every variation for
trick photography are
easily
produced
with
S.O.S Tel - Animastand.
A camera fitted to a
movable, counter bal¬
anced vertical carriage
photographs
the
art
work'. (Acme with stop
motion
motor illustra¬
ted).
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EL-Amatic H/t» FILM CLEANER
Assures Better Results Than
Machines Twice the Price!
The

ultra

film

safely

modern
and

way

to

better!

clean

You

16/35mm

cannot

negative positive

damage

highly advanced TEL-Amatic JET-SPRAY film

film

cleaning

with

this

machine.

Outstanding Features:
• Operates with any 16mm or 35mm camera.
• Precision alignment from 2 through 24 fields.
• Massive main column (33/4" dia.) and rugged guide column
(2" dia.) ground for accurate performance.
• Ball bearings for smooth zoom action.
0 Precision machining throughout with .001 accuracy.
• 60" zoom,- 24" east/west, 18" north/south-travel.
• 360° Rotational table with precise locking action.
• 4 counters calibrate compound; zoom movements.
• Twin heavy-duty rods support rigid, counterblanced camera
faceplate.
• Roller chain drive with ultimate strength 2,000 pounds.
• Acme registration "Standard of the Industry."
• Easy to install and operate. Passes thru 30" doorway.
9 Heavy welded steel base; Weight: 850 pounds; Height: 9 ft.

Extensive laboratory tests using films with the softest emulsions
have
drive,

proven
3,000'

excellent results. Also features silent belt timing
capacity,

speed

in

excess

of

10,000'

per

hour

and fine precision workmanship. One person can handle a bat¬
tery of TEL-Amatics—a great labor saver.

ELECTRONIC
ZOOM CONTROL
FEATURES

Just a Few of the Many Features:
•

COMPLETE

$3600
J

Write for brochure
eg, Trademark

Jet-Spray Film Wash for BOTH 16mm and 35mm Film

•

Curved Air-Blast Saueegees (Patent applied for)

•

Special

•

Requires Only 15 feet of Leader

•

Automatic Operation—Pushbutton Control

•

Designed for Originals and Release Prints

Adjustable Dynamic Braking.
Constant Motor Torque at any speed.
Instant Response at any position.
Infinite Variable speeds.

Non-Scratch Buffers

•

Continuous Air and Solution Filtering

•

Take-up Torque, Motor, Adjustable, Reversible

•

Electric Solution Level Indicator

•

Complete operation VISIBLE at all times

•

Variable Speed DC Drive

Basic Title Stand .$1495
Basic Stand with Compound. $2995
Basic Stand, Compound,
Electronic Zoom .$3740
Electronic Zoom .$
Write for brochure
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THE
QUESTION
OF
FO CUS...
EXTREME DEPTH of field was purposely avoided in this scene from “Can-Can,"
photographed

in Todd-AO by William

Daniels, ASC, in

audience attention on

players in foreground.

the

contributed

background

area

to

the

order fo concentrate

Decreasing the light volume on

result.

Is extreme depth of field desirable? Is
yesterday’s soft-focus technique passe?
Here are some “pros” and “cons” on
both techniques as they apply to
Hollywood film productions.

J^uring the

30’s, one of the most frequently-dis¬

cussed trends in cinematography was the socalled “pan-focus” system, which involved stopping
down the lens to unusually small apertures in order
to achieve maximum depth of field. New interest
was injected in this technique by Gregg Toland in
his photography of the memorable “Citizen Kane.”
As with any cinematographic technique, however,
Hollywood studio cameramen were divided into
two camps—those who were “for it” and those who
were “against it.” Some held strongly that the
technique represented one of the outstanding artis¬
tic advances in the art of motion picture photog¬
raphy. Others argued just as strongly that such
wiry-sharp photography was something the indus¬
try’s cinematographers had discarded twenty years
before because it tended to make the screen’s story¬
telling technique dangerously static. Still others
believed the real answer rested between the two
extremes.
Cinematography, it should be remembered, be¬
gan its existence as a strictly mechanical process

98

of making a photographic record of scenes and
objects in motion. It was not until after the turn
of the century that it was discovered that motion
picture scenes, properly strung together, could serve
as a medium for telling a dramatic story. Since
then, the history of the cinema has been a constant
search for the best way of combining the inherently
accurate mechanical record of the camera with the
dramatic and emotional values necessary for true
story telling.
In the early days, the lenses available for cine¬
matography were not of the best. Neither were film
emulsions or laboratory-processing. And as the
cinema was just emerging from the mechanical
record stage, when the only aim was to get a rea¬
sonably good picture on the screen, the ideal of
good cinematography became that of getting not
only a picture, but a clearly recognizable picture.
Detail in every portion of the frame was the domi¬
nant goal.
In still-photography, too, it was the day of super¬
crisp definition. Photography was just emerging
from the “rapid rectilinear” era, and the almost
unnaturally perfect detail of an anastigmat stopped
down to /:64 was enticing.
But before long cinematographers and still-cam¬
era pictorialists alike began to discern the artistic
limitations of this /:64 definition. Still photograph¬
ers commenced to realize that a picture in which
you could count every leaf on a tree a hundred
yards away showed you more than the best eye could
hope to see in reality. They discovered that inject¬
ing a softer optical quality into the picture made it

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

IN THIS SCENE from “Damn Yankees," cinematographer Harold Lipstein,

THIS SCENE FROM “The Alamo" is good example of how extreme depth of

ASC, kept focus uniform

field

throughout, which

intensified

visual

effect of

can

enhance the

dramatic

impact of

a

scene.

By

keeping

all

planes

the rapid, ecstatic motions of the dancers. Softening of background area

of scene sharp, there is more for the eye to see, thus enhancing the scene's

was effected through use of vari-colored lighting and light, artificial fog.

aspect

more pleasing, and gave it an artistic feeling none
of the /:64 school could ever capture.
At the same time, cinematographers, confronted
with the task of making the tender and romantic
moments of their pictures emotionally moving, also
found that softness heightened the pictorial and
dramatic value of their scenes. They discovered
that flawless definition could tend to exaggerate
the two-dimensional flatness of their pictured image
on the screen, while softness, especially the sort
obtained when using lenses at relatively open aper¬
tures, worked hand in hand with lighting to suggest
roundness and reality.
So the pendulum began to swing. As the years
went on, it swung to an extreme of softness. Look
at any picture of fifteen or twenty years ago—still
or movie. If it had any pretensions of being an
example of good photography, it was almost cer¬
tain to be an extreme case of “fuzzyography.” On
the screen especially, scenes of any dramatic value,
or closeups of women stars were almost invariably
photographed with comparatively “soft” lenses, at
maximum aperture, and further softened by strong
diffusion implements such as discs, gauzes, and the
like—until the result on the screen was very sketchy
indeed.
To gain this added softness and roundness, pho¬
tographers went to great extremes. On exteriors,
where ordinarily one would have to stop down to
get a normal exposure, neutral density filters and
the like were employed which permitted shooting
exteriors, as well as interiors, at apertures close to
the maximum—/:2.5 or thereabouts—in the inter¬

FEBRUARY

•

1961

of

bigness.

“Alamo"

was

filmed

in

Todd-AO

by

William

Clothier.

ests of soft quality and natural roundness. Advo¬
cates of the '‘soft focus” effect plagued the manu¬
facturers for softer gradations in emulsions, and the
laboratories for softer quality in their development
and printing.
Eventually this trend was carried to extremes, and
the pendulum began to swing the other way. Cine¬
matographers began to realize that not all pictures
could stand the visually soft treatment. Some—
like the gangster stories, and some types of horror
pictures—demanded harsher, crisper visual qual¬
ity. Other stories had a more or less documentary
flavor, which demanded camerawork that stressed
realism so that the story reached the screen with
more the quality of a well-photographed newsreel
than of a studio-made production.
In recent years, there has been less tendency for
cinematographic innovations to become general in¬
dustry trends. Thus today, we see both hard and
soft focus techniques employed — particularly in
the super-widescreen productions. Cinematographers
are inclined to fit one or the other technique into
their photographic plans according to the photo¬
graphic system used, the type of story, and whether
it is to be filmed in color or black-and-white.
It has been amply demonstrated that in making
frequent use of short-focus lenses and abnormally
small apertures, extreme depth and definition is
gained with a consequent loss of the illusion of
roundness which—fully as important as depth or
definition—is a necessary factor in achieving the
illusion of three-dimensional reality in two-dimen¬
sional motion pictures.
Continued on Page 115
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Hot Splicers
Now Available
in
Custom Built

NO DOWN TIME
WHEN YOU USE HFC SPLICERS
DOUBLE SCRAPING BLADES ON ALL UNITS
MACHINE BLADES GROUND TO CLOSE TOLERANCES
SEPARATE PROFESSIONAL SCRAPING BLOCK
NO DOWN TIME WHEN SCRAPING BLADES BECOME DULL
CHANGE BLADES IN SECONDS

SPECIAL

OFFER!

8 & 16MM

70MM

16- 35/32 -35MM

5 SPLICER (FS-816). . .$229.50
S CUSTOM BUILT CASE. . . _15.00
1 1 PINT OF CEMENT. . . .
2.25
£ 1 PINT OF ACETONE. . . .
.65
i 100 SCRAPING BLADES . . . 44.00

SPLICER (FSC-1) .$329.50
CUSTOM BUILT CASE.
17.00
1 PINT OF CEMENT.
2.25
1 PINT OF ACETONE.65
100 SCRAPING BLADES . . .
44.00

& TOTAL VALUE . . $291.40

SPLICER (FS-70-1)
(Military perf #1)
or
(FS-70-2) Military
perf #2) .$375.00
CUSTOM BUILT CASE.
20.00
1 PINT OF CEMENT.
2.25
1 PINT OF ACETONE.65
100 SCRAPING BLADES . . .
44.00

TOTAL VALUE.$393.40

6 SPECIAL . . . $245.00

TOTAL VALUE.$441.90

SPECIAL. $349.50

SPECIAL .$395.00

THIS OFFER EXPIRES MARCH 31, 1961

HOLLYWOOD FILM COMPANY 956 Seward, Hollywood, California, HO 2-3284 • 524 West 43rd St., New York
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Jt is often desirable to dub in
pre-recorded dialogue, com¬
mentary, music, or all three in the
final version of a magnetic soundon-film subject. This article out¬
lines a simple, quick, and effective
method for this, using relatively
inexpensive equipment. The meth¬
od can also be used to handle lipsync sequences.
Because of its inherent flexibil¬
ity in matching separately-record¬
ed dialogue with the edited pic¬
ture, this method provides a means
of obtaining natural, professional¬
sounding performances from per¬
sons having little or no previous
microphone experience, and, inci¬
dentally, eliminates the possibility
of annoying pops and clicks in
the sound track due to starting and
stopping the film or tape record¬
ers during the final recording.
The basic principle of the sys¬
tem follows the line of current
methods of editing an optical
sound track to match the picture
film. However, instead of an op¬
tical sound print, a magnetic tape
is used. Starting with the edited
picture film, a cue tape with ac¬
curate svnc marks corresponding
to the start points of all import¬
ant scenes or sequences is pre¬
pared. The “sound track” tape con¬
taining music and/or pre-recorded
commentary is next edited to match
the cue tape. The “sound track”
tape is then re-recorded on the
picture film’s magnetic sound track
mixed with live commentary where
desirable.
The basic equipment required
to achieve good results consists of
a tape recorder and a magnetic
sound-on-film projector and need
not be expensive. The main re¬
quirement for the tape recorder is
that it be powered by a synchron¬
ous motor so that absolutely con¬
stant speed is maintained during
recording and re-recording opera¬
tions. The Roberts Recorder, dis¬
tributed by Roberts Electronic
Corporation, La Brea, California,
has been used by this writer with
excellent results. The magnetic
sound projector must also be driv¬
en by a synchronous motor or by a
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FIG.

1—Typical

setup

for the

preparation

of

the

“sound

track” tape

in

author’s

sound-dubbing system.

A Simple Sound Dubbing Method
For Magnetic-Stripe Films
By

K.

H.

non-synchronous motor controlled
by an accurate governor.
In my own work I use a Bell &
Howell Model 302 magnetic sound
projector. This machine does not
have a synchronous motor, but it
does run at an extremely constant
speed of 23.8 frames per second.
The ability of this combination of
equipments to maintain sync has
been checked repeatedly by re¬
cording a short selection of music
simultaneouslv on both, and then
playing both recordings back
through separate speakers placed
next to each other. A very per¬
cussive selection was used to ob¬
tain an accurate check. The two
machines have been found to hold
sync for more than two hundred

BARNEY

tape slippage or projector speed
variation has been found to be
negligible.
Short lip sync sequences (5 to
10 seconds duration) can be filmed
with an ordinary spring-powered
camera provided that its average
speed during the take equals that
of the projector. This can be
checked by running a calibrated
length of film first through the pro¬
jector and then through the cam¬
era, or by using a strobotac. Very
satisfactory lip sequence results
can be achieved under these con¬
ditions, even though the speed of
the camera may change slightly
during a take. However, where ex¬
treme accuracy of sync over long
time periods is required it is rec¬

feet of 16mm film at sound speed.

ommended that a synchronous mo-

By this means any error due to

Continued on Page 122
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in-plant

motion

picture

production unit at Lockheed
Aircraft Corporation, Burbank,
California, may not be the largest
in the industry, but it has an en¬
viable record for turning out
some highly effective training and
public relations films. The smooth¬
functioning organization produces
a steady program of thoroughly
professional films that meet a wide
range of company needs.
The company’s in-plant film
unit long ago established and con¬
tinues to maintain the highest
standards of professional quality
in the films which it produces.
This is further attested by awards
which the company film unit has
received in annual competitions
conducted by the Industry Film
Producers’ Association, Los An¬

EVERETT KELLEY, (kneeling, center) Supervisor of Lockheed's Motion Picture Unit in Burbank, briefs
cameraman

on

scene

to

be

shot.

Here

the

Lockheed prior to actual aircraft production.
but lend

themselves

nicely to obtaining

Unit
Such

shots

not

makes

use

of

cabin

interior

mockup

built

by

mockups are not especially built for film work,
possible

in

actual

airplanes.

geles. In 1959, it was honored
with an award for “Electra Pro¬
pulsion Story,” and in 1960 with
a second IFPA Award for “From
The Smallest,” a technical film
report on the Lockheed Electra.
A likely contender this year is
“Of Men and Stars,” an institu¬
tional film in 16mm color.
The need to train hundreds of

Upgrading production personnel from
within company ranks has proven successful
in developing a top-notch staff for

LOCKHEED'S
MOTION
PICTURE
UNIT
By

102

CHARLES

LORING

unskilled workers on an expedited
basis during the World War II
years led Lockheed Aircraft Cor¬
poration’s California Division at
Burbank to set up the company’s
first in-plant motion picture pro¬
duction unit. Here were turned
out training and work-simplifica¬
tion films that served a vital need
in the company’s wartime produc¬
tion effort.
In the transitional period from
war to peace-time aircraft pro¬
duction, film making activities
were curtailed. The company’s
present in-plant film unit came
into existance, somewhat modestly,
in 1947 when Everett Kelley, the
unit’s present head, re-established
the Lockheed Motion Picture Unit.
A one-man operation, the unit—
or, we should say, Kelley—per¬
formed the directing, camera work,
and editing, and guided the script
writing

in

cooperation with

various

departments

the

requisition-

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

SHOOTING INSIDE hangar areas presents lighting problems, and here

ALTHOUGH

reflectors

type, the film

Nearly all

re-direct

sunlight

into

Lockheed films are

the

hangar

produced in

for

16mm

color

photography.

calls

Ektachrome.

for

it.

MOST
unit

Lockheed’s
California
Divi¬
sion’s film unit acquired new and
larger quarters in 1957, which
covered 2,500 square feet of work¬
ing space. The new quarters pro¬
vided five individual editing

HERE

IN

A

special

“break-away”

cockpit

mockup, cameraman takes light reading prior
to

shooting

film.

scene for a

pilot

produced

is equipped

Double-system

In 1954, when the need arose
for establishing motion picture
units in Lockheed’s newly-formed
Missile System Division and also
at its Georgia Division, personnel
from the Burbank unit were trans¬
ferred and promoted to these di¬
visions. Today, they carry on
comparable film production pro¬
grams. In 1957, the company’s
motion picture production person¬
nel reached a total of fourteen:
group supervisor, production su¬
pervisor, five cameramen-editors,
a clerk and—within the Sales Pro¬
motion department — a film co¬
ordinator, three script writers,
an expeditor and a clerk. Today,
as a result of economy measures
in the California Division, the
number of personnel in film ac¬
tivities has been reduced to nine.

ing a film production. From this
modest beginning, the production
of one film led to another and in
due time the company manage¬
ment became convinced of the im¬
portance of motion pictures in
promoting the company’s products
and as an effective public rela¬
tions medium. Lockheed’s motion
picture program was expanded,
Everett Kelley became supervisor,
and the unit’s working staff en¬
larged.

films

indoctrination

Use of mockup permitted camera angles

at

Lockheed

to shoot lip-sync

sound

techniques are

are

of

the

narrative

whenever the

script

used.

rooms, 6' by 10' in size—one for
each of the Unit’s cameramen-edi¬
tors. Each room is furnished with
basic editing equipment such as
Hollywood Film Co. metal editing
benches, Moviola rewinds, Moviescop ‘’between the rewinds” type
film viewer, Moviola magnetic
sound reader, Moviola four-chan¬
nel synchronizer, Bell & Howell
16mm/35mm professional porta¬
ble hot splicer, a film bin, and a
film storage cabinet. A standard
16mm Moviola is shared by the
group. When the work load de¬
mands additional equipment, it is
rented as required. Otherwise, the
Unit’s film editing facilities are
quite modern and complete, and
provide an efficient base for its
film editing work.
Standard professional tech¬
niques and practices are pretty
much adhered to in the course of
film editing — from color work
print through final assembly of
original “A” and “B” rolls' De¬
pending on the degree of complex¬
ity of the film production and the
production values desired, a Lock¬
heed film may involve, in addition
to a basic narrative track, the edit¬
ing of “A” and “B” music tracks,
“A”, “B” and “C” sound effects

not possible in cockpit of real plane. Lighting
was planned to approximate actual daylight.
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HPhe importance

of color correction in the process

A of printing or duplicating color films is some¬
thing not to well understood by many who photo¬
graph and produce 16mm color motion pictures.
“Apparently the term means different things to
different people,” suggests General Film Rewind
in its December, 1960, issue from which the fol¬

WHA T IS
COLOR
CORRECTION?

m~iS!~M£S3=

When a film is to be given scene-to-scene color
correction by the laboratory, the individual scenes
must be judged not only for density, but also for

lowing information is excerpted:
The University Film Producers Association
Nomenclature Committee in its listing of “16mm
Terms” (Journal of the UFPA, Winter, 1960, is¬
sue) gives the following definition:
Color Correction:—1: Alteration of tonal values
of colored objects or images by the use of light
filters, either with the camera or printer. 2: Lens
design which corrects chromatic aberration.
Color correction doesn’t pose too much of a
problem in 35mm color work, the Rewind points
out; the confusion centers on 16mm color—prob¬
ably because of the different materials, and there¬
fore, different process which are involved.
In 35mm, the article explains, a color negative
is exposed from which 35mm color positives are
made—either release prints or an interpositive from
which is made the 35mm color internegative. To
correct color, each scene is judged against a norm,
with a color timer actually viewing how the scene
would appear with the normal printing light, and
with changes in color achieved by varying the
proportion of the three primary colors. The color
corrections, or changes, are then achieved in print¬
ing a positive direct from the camera negative
This system works rather well, and there is little
occasion for review of the results.
However, in 16mm color we have quite a dif¬
ferent situation. First, the film exposed in the cam¬
era is a color reversal-positive, such as Eastman
Kodak’s Ektachrome 16mm film. The selected
scenes of the processed camera film are usually
edited in A&B rolls, to set up for the use of fades
and dissolves in printing. From the edited A&B
rolls may be made 1) direct reversal color prints,
or 2) a 16mm color internegative to be used in
making color positive prints.* In the first method,
both camera and dupe stock are similar. In the
second method the negative-positive color duplica¬
ting stock is basically different from the reversal
camera stock.
Color correction in 16mm film printing is ac¬
complished by the same basic method as in 35mm
—by varying the proportion of light from the three
primary colors.
So, where does the confusion come in?
Continued on Page 106

color balance.
experienced

This involves the judgment of an

color

timer,

the

use

of

specialized
A

equipment, and setting up separate control strips
for the printer.
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FLORIDA SUNSHIN
AND
SAN
RAINBOW PICTURES
HELP YOU MEET
YOUR
MOTION PICTURE PRODUCTION SCHEDULE
^v

1540 LEVANTE AVENUE.
CORAL GABLES 46. FLORIDA

TELEPHONE
MOHAWK 5-3524
Air conditioned studio (110’ long - 70’ wide and 32’ high) at no cost when you retain our services
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sultant variation of the quantity of
printer light utilized on printing the
different scenes. As mentioned above,
the only purpose of this light adjust¬

WHAT IS COLOR CORRECTION?
Continued from Page 104

On th ree different points—the me¬
chanical method (How is it done?),

color balance in the print.
3. The use of a filter, or filters, to

ment is to darken light scenes and
lighten dark scenes. Usually the serv¬
ice of preparing for and doing this

the process (What is accomplished?),
and on cost (Why does it cost more?).
First, method—How is it done?
The color may be altered, between
original film and dupe, by either of

change the color duplication of a
few scenes which are noticeably
off-color (usually resulting from
exposing daylight film with ar¬
tificial light, or vice versa, or

cluded in the listed price of the print.
(In the making of 16mm color work-

two basic methods—known as “sub¬
tractive color printing” and “additive
color printing.” The former utilizes a

similar camera errors). This may
involve one to a half dozen or so
scenes, scattered throughout the
edited roll.

charge for making a timed color workprint, as compared with the price of
a one light color workprint.)

single light source in the printer, and
the color is varied by the insertion of
a filter in the light path. In effect,
the filter serves to screen out, or sub¬
tract undesirable color variations in
the print. If the scene to be printed
is too red, the filter will reduce the
red values in the normal printing
light, allowing more blue and green
to come through.
Additive color printing utilizes three
separate light sources, each represent¬
ing one of the primary colors. By vary¬
ing the quantity of light from each of
the three beams, a new “color mix¬
ture” is achieved in the light exposing
the dupe stock, and the color tone
or separate color content is thus varied
within the scene.
Both subtractive and additive sys¬
tems are used, and each can do a
satisfactory job. However, it is gener¬
ally believed that the additive method
provides a greater degree of control.
Next, process—What is accomplish¬
ed?
This is the area of greatest confu¬
sion for users of 16mm color film—
both as regards just what is done, and
how this affects the print. Each of the

normal type of release printing is in¬

prints,

there’s

a

small

additional

4. The use of filtered light in print¬
ing to affect the color duplication
of every scene in the edited film.

Similarly, most film labs make no
additional charge where a single filter
is used in a printer to affect the over¬
all beginning-to-end length of the

This is “scene-to-scene” color cor¬
rection—each scene being “read”

print. This is a normal requirement,
included in the usual price of a print.

or judged for color in the same
manner it is read or judged for
density.

When laboratories encounter what
they call “problem scene color correc¬

Now, only two of these operations
involve color correction. Number 3
might be termed “problem scene color
correction.” Only Number 4 is color
correction in the professional sense—
a scene-by-scene judging of color bal¬
ance, with the necessary changes
made in the additive color printer to
achieve a smoothly balanced print.
Obviously, the results achieved will
vary with the type of handling, as out¬
lined above. This is one reason why
opinions vary so in the 16mm field—
we use the term “color correction” in
referring to different methods.
This brings us directly to the cost
factor—why does it cost more? Here,
again, it depends on which of the
methods we are considering. There’s
no additional charge involved in nor¬
mal timing of prints, with the re¬

tion.” this involves special handling
and additional work usually involves
additional cost. It’s possible to set up
a printer to vary the color balance
of the printing light only for the
specific problem scenes, but this re¬
quires almost as much time as setting
up for color timing of each individual
scene. It also requires the use of a
specialized
additive
color
printer,
which is much slower in operation
than a standard production printer.
The laboratory has two options—omit
any charge and absorb the additional
cost, or charge on the same basis
as for a fully color corrected print.
Fortunately, there’s another simpler
and less expensive method for accom¬
plishing the same end-result, if the
producer is aware of this possibility
and edits his film accordingly. The
problem scenes which require similar

following operations has been referred
to as involving color correction:
1. Normal timing (measuring of the
over- or under-exposure of each
scene), and alteration of the vol¬
ume of the printer light during
the printing process to lighten
dark scenes, darken light scenes.
The purpose is to achieve a more
even exposure of the scenes in
the print, and professional timing
does result in a better looking
print. But, it is not intended to
alter color tones in printing.
2. The use of a single filter in print¬
ing a show edited from one emul¬
sion, as recommended by the film
manufacturer or indicated by
laboratory tests, to achieve more
normal and desirable over-all
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Out Of The Book
THE

REESTABLISHING SHOT

“TI HE

frequent use of reestablishing shots is necessary to refresh the audi¬
ence’s memory of the scene ... It is a continuity truism that an audience,
always looking ahead to what is coming, rarely keeps in mind more than
one scene prior to the one it is looking at. It must periodically be reminded
of how a small scene fits into the larger scene that includes it.

'‘Remember that the human eye unconsciously refuses to look at too many
closeups in succession, and reorients itself every now and then by a quick
look around. Let your camera do likewise for your audience by frequently
reestablishing the scene, otherwise confusion may kill interest.
“You reestablish, therefore, not only to tie sequences together, but also to
keep your audience from getting lost.”—Arthur L. Gaskill and David A.
Englander in “Pictorial Continuity.” (Duell, Sloan & Pearce, Inc., New
York, N. Y.)
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NOW!
Super- speed
Anscochrome processing
... Anywhere!

Now you can get all the benefits of
the superior color rendition of
Anscochrome® 16mm film, the
superior speed of Super Ansco¬
chrome 16mm (E.l. 100) plus rapid
processing service virtually at your
back door. These laboratories also
offer color duplicating and other
services. Use Ansco and get qual¬
ity plus service. Ansco, Bingham¬
ton, N.Y., A Division of General
Aniline & Film Corporation.

JOHN A. COLOMBO
114 PANDORA AVENUE
KITCHENER, ONTARIO, CANADA

MORTIFEE MOVIE CORP. LTD.
P. 0. BOX 6400
1250 RICHARDS STREET
VANCOUVER 3, CANADA

CAPITAL FILM SERVICE
224 ABBOTT ROAD
EAST LANSING, MICHIGAN

ASSOCIATED SCREEN INDUSTRIES LTD.
2000 NORTH CLIFFE AVENUE
MONTREAL 28, QUEBEC

F0RDE MOTION PICTURE LABORATORIES
306 FAIRVIEW NORTH
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON

CINE-CHROME LABORATORIES, INC.
4075 TRANSPORT STREET
PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA

,PHOTO-TECH MOTION PICTURE & COLOR LAB
200 EAST FIRST STREET
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH

FILMSERVICE LABORATORIES
1165 NORTH 5TH STREET
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA
FILMSERVICE LABORATORIES*
6327 SANTA MONICA BLVD.
HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

-WESTERN CINE SERVICE
114 EAST EIGHTH AVENUE
DENVER, COLORADO

FILMCRAFT LABORATORIES, INC.
2041-43 EAST 46TH STREET
INDIANAPOLIS 5, INDIANA

HOUSTON COLOR FILM LABORATORY, INC.
230 WEST OLIVE STREET
BURBANK, CALIFORNIA

FRANK HOLMES LABORATORIES**
1947 FIRST STREET
SAN FERNANDO, CALIFORNIA

■ 16MM ANSCOCHROME PROFES¬
SIONAL, ANSCOCHROME (PNI),
AND SUPER ANSCOCHROME

HOUSTON MOTION PICTURE SERVICE
266 7TH AVENUE
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA

A35MM REVERSAL LABS
ANSCOCHROME AND
COLOR SLIDE DUPING

^PROCESS CAMERA FILM ONLY
**PROCESS DUPE FILM ONLY

ANSCO 16MM LABORATORIES
2299 VAUXHALL RD.
UNION, N. J.
247-59 EAST ONTARIO ST.
CHICAGO 11, ILL.

Ansco
i

i

j Professional Motion Picture l
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color correction may all be edited on

correction to be made in printing, the

ing the tests, is 4.1 miles in length. In

a third or “C” printing roll. This per¬

printing speed

enters—

addition to the motion picture coverage

mits

to

since the internegative must be taken

of tests obtained by the sled-borne cam¬

achieve the desired color balance for

off the faster production printer and

eras and the cameras situated at inter¬

that roll, and the print is charged for

put

vals parallel to the track, other cam¬

on AB&C roll basis—considerably less

printer.

than the cost of A&B roll scene-to-scene

“In

the

use

of

a

single

filter

on

the

factor

slower

again

color-correction

eras are mounted on an overhead boom

our experience,” says General

extending from a tower erected at one

Laboratories.”

color

point close to the tracks. The boom ex¬

for

negative clearly requires color-correc¬

tends out over the tracks, thus provid¬

scene-to-scene color correction, the in¬

tion. and correcting of color is an ap¬

ing a straightaway view of the rocket

parently stable and satisfactory proc¬

sled in action.

Film

color correction.
When

a

film

is

to

dividual scenes must
only for

density

be

set

up

be judged, not

(involving the total

ess.

The

“35mm

Also

well-exposed 16mm color re¬

quantity of light to be used in print¬

versal original film

ing). but also for color balance

color-correction,

does not require

at

China

Lake, NOTS’

engi¬

neers have developed a timing and con¬

for the occa¬

trol unit for the instrumentation cam¬

volving the choice and preparation of

sional problem scene. To judge by the

eras that uses small pyrotechnic squibs

the primary color mixture to be used

requirements and requests of custom¬

produced by Atlas Powder Company.

in printing). This involves the judg¬

ers,

(in¬

except

in

Previously, cameras were started and

in

other events were initiated by the mov¬

the use of specialized equipment, and

16mm work. However, like so many

ing sled breaking carbon rods or cut¬

the setting up of separate control strips

occasional requirements, 16mm color-

ting charged copper wire screen boxes

for the printer. Then, the edited film

correction

placed along the side of the track. The

rolls

really need it!”

ment

of an experienced

are

put

on

an

color timer,

additive

color

color

35mm

correction

work,

but

is

a

is

standard

little

required

lifesaver

when

you

new unit has proven to be very reli¬
able in operation and handles heavier

printer, which is considerably slower
in operation than standard production
printers. Time is the basic cost factor
in any business operation, so slower
speed in printing means increased cost
of production.

*Also possible to make a 16mm color re¬
versal master from which contact second
generation prints can be made. However,
this method is little used now that 16mm
color internegative-positive process is avail¬
able—except for special purpose require¬
ments.
■

Since motion picture printing is a

previous methods. This installation is
used in conjunction with the technique
developed at NOTS of operating high¬
speed

achieved

with

the

first

print,

or

it may not. It’s entirely possible that
two, three or more prints may have
to be made where originals involve dif¬
ficult color-correction problems. Obvi¬
ously, this, too, adds to the basic costs
involved.
Thus far we have been discussing
color-correcting the 16mm color rever¬
sal

print

made

from

a

16mm

color

reversal original. The same basic fac¬
tors are involved when the color re¬
versal

originals are

into a

to be

translated

cameras

at

very

slow

speeds prior to the start of the run,
overcome when

CAMERAS ON HOT SEAT

full power is applied

during the run.

satisfactory color-corrected print may
be

prism

so that inertia of the camera drive is

combination of science, art, and per¬
sonnel opinion, the making of a fully

power loads than were possible under

Still

Continued from Page 93

another

innovation

developed

by NOTS’ engineers is the use of the
(without

film

magazines)

are shown

new Sylvania long-duration flash bulb

in position to record vital information

to illuminate cockpit interiors for high¬

during a test run of the rocket sled.

speed photography during seat-ejection

One camera is focused on the sled s

tests. In a typical camera set-up a Pho-

operational equipment while the other

tosonics

records

ejection

was used mounted low in the cockpit.

operation. A third camera of the same

The camera was equipped with a 200-

the

seat

during

the

16mm-lB

high-speed

camera

type is situated at a lower elevation to

ft. film magazine, and the flash bulbs,

record function of the sled and ejector

backed

operational devices.

mounted

The straightaway track, over which
the

rocket-propelled

sleds travel

with
at

tinfoil
either

reflectors,
side

of

and

were
just

above the axis of the camera lens.

dur¬

W ith the camera thus mounted in-

16mm color internegative for

color positive
the color

release printing.

Since

systems are somewhat

dif¬

NEUTRAL DENSITY FILTER FACTORS

ferent, the results of color correction
may vary. That is, the same filter that
produced

a

desirable

result

from

a

scene reproduced on color reversal film

DENSITY

TRANSMISSION

FACTOR

.10

80%

1.3

.20

63%

1.6

APP.

STOPS

INCREASE

y2
y2 +

-

may not provide a satisfactory result

.30

50%

2.0

in a color positive print. If not. there

.40

40%

2.5

114

are two alternative laboratory proce¬

.50

32%

3.1

1%

dures

over

.60

25%

4.0

2

again and make a new color internega¬

.70

20%

5.0

2'A

tive,

in

.80

15%

6.7

2% +

printing from the existing color inter¬

.90

13%

7.7

3

1.00

10%

10.0

possible.
or

Either

introduce

start

color

all

timing

negative. Each procedure involves cost.
If a

new

internegative is made,

costs

involved

are

raw

stock,

the

labor,

and overhead. If the same internega¬

i

3 'A

When employing neutral density filters as partial filters to hold back only the hot porfions of a scene, first read the normal part of the scene and then the part that will be
filtered.

Then

the filter in

choose a
position

density that corresponds

the entire scene can

to the

difference

be recorded with the

in

exposure. With

normal

exposure.

tive is to be used, with additional color
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IF YOU SHOOT
MOTION PICTURES
FOR
—
—
—
—
—

TV or Theatres
Industry
Education
Government
Research, etc.

You Need This
New Technical
Data Book!
•—

v

—rr-

* *

-

"

I

;

I

Most comprehensive compilation of Cinemato¬
graphic data ever assembled between the covers of
a single book!! Contains more than 400 pages of
concise, practical, and informative data for photog¬
raphers and producers of motion pictures in all
fields.

r-CONVERSION
'

tabu

F„, 50mm, 75mm, 100mm end 150mm lenses
____
^c —
ramera

___

Kt tUMP£N5ATI0N

fZl™m

^OSPUP aNfMATOGRAPHr-

SwwMX'

" 0‘ucn
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FILTER FACTOR COMPENSATOR
INCREASE IN EXPOSURE REQUIRED WITH VARIOUS FILTER FACTORS
I0ne Slop Difference Between Shaded Areas)
EXAMPLE: F IS without a titter becomes F I when a filter with a factor of 4 is used
EXPOSURE
WITHOUT
FILTER
F/2.3
8
3.2
4
4.5
5.6
6.3
8
9
11
12.7
16
18
22
25
32

8

FILTER FACTORS
1.5
2
2.3
2.8
3.2
4
4.5
5.6
6.3
8
9
11
12.7
16
18
22
25

2

25

3

3.5

4

5

6

7

8

10

12

14

24

16

32
1

2
2.3
2.1
2.8
2.5
3.2
3
4
J.b
4.5
4.2
5.6
5
6.3
6
8
7.2
9
8.5
11
'10
12.7
12
16
14
18
1/
22
20

2
2.3
28
3.2
4
4.5
5.6
6.3
8
9
11
12.7
16
18

Charts,

tables

instant

answers

43
,38
142
3 75
902

2.1
2.5
3
3.6
4.2
5
6
7.2
8.5
10
12
14
17

2
2.3
2.8
3.2
4
4.5
5.6
6.3
8
9
11
12.7
16

2.1
2.5
3
3.6
4.2
5
6

12
8.5
10
12
14

diagrams
to

2
2.3
2.8
3.2
4
4.5
5.6
6.3
8
9
11
12.7

and

problems

factors, shutter openings,

2.1
2.5
3
3.6
4.2
5
6
7.2
8.5
10
12

2
2.3
2.8
3.2
4
4.5
5.6
6.3
8
9
11

2.1
2.5
3
3.6
4.2
5
6
7.2
8.5
10

2
2.3
2.8
3.2
4
4.5
5.6
6.3
8
9

drawings
relating

33 79
60 00
2.5
3
3.6
42
5
6
7.2
8.5

2
2.3
2.8
3.2
4
4.5
5.6
6.3
8

such
to

lens

2
2.3
2.8
3.2
4
4.5
5.6
6.3

as

2
2.3
2.8
3.2
4
4.5
5.6

FILL OUT AND MAIL COUPON BELOW FOR

these

give

angles,

filter

camera speeds, exposure,

YOUR COPY OF THE FIRST

EDITION

OF

lighting,

aspect ratios, etc., etc.

INFORMATIONAL text covers data never be¬
fore published on panning speeds, optical
effects, ultra high-speed photography, under¬
water cinematography, background plates,
process shots, traveling mattes, day-for-night
photography, color temperature, etc.
INCLUDED ALSO: A glossary of motion picture
technical terms in five languages: English,
Spanish, French, Italian, and German.

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER MANUAL!

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER MANUAL
P.O. Box 2230, Hollywood 28, Calif.
Please send

me. .copies of the AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER MANUAL.

Payment enclosed.

Please ship C.O.D.

Name.
Street & No.. .
City. Zone. State.

*For orders mailed ivithin California, please add 4% sales tax.
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Lowel-Light can save your
life - professionally speaking.
It’s perfect for "impossible”
locations —from igloos to ICBMs.

Light

Mounts on most wall surfaces
in seconds. Clamps on pipes,
furniture — hundreds of places.
One light unit and Barndoor
fit in your jacket pocket!
Best light insurance you can buy.

Life

side the cockpit of a rocket sled, wide-

also one of our most effective technical

angle

the

assets in the development of missiles,

dummy and seat during ejection. Some

aircraft, and related equipment. More
16mm motion picture film, lenses and

mittent cameras with

720

types

fiield of view.

are used in conventional 16mm movies

Sonics

[yi

16mm-IB

high-speed

rigger arms.
Thus, today, we see movies not only

which eliminates scratches, smooths out grain
and enhances overall quality. It is particularly
valuable for use in . . .
• RECLAMATION OF OLD AND WORN FILMS
• SALVAGING VALUABLE SCRATCHED ORIGINALS
• 16mm to 35mm BLOW-UPS . . .
The scope of this economical theatrical pro¬
duction blow-up medium has greatly in¬
creased due to the tremendous benefits of
Liquid Gate Printing. A test will prove its
value . . . See "Cinemagic of the Optical
Printer” in the A.S.C. Manual, Page 361.
Complete Laboratory and Effects

Services

NEW PRICE LIST AVAILABLE - INQUIRIES INVITED

FILM EFFECTS of Hollywood, Inc.
1153 N. H'qhlond Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif.
LINWOOD DUNN, ASC. President

our

greatest

entertainment,

but

instrumentation

entertainment,

business,

than

training
■

and education.

The editors extend their appreciation to
Traid Corporation, Encino, Calif., in whose
publication, Traid Techniques
(February',
1960), some of the foregoing material ap¬
peared.

Continued from Page 91

times strained to

the warping point.

moved from interior to exterior with

As, for example, in the sequence show¬

a

ing

quality and intensity. The one assist¬

the

rebel,

interrogation

Dov

Landau.

of

the

The

young

locale

was

wide

ant

discrepancy

cameraman

both

who

in

was

light-

able

to

a cave that had been converted into

squeeze himself around the camera as

a plant for processing peanuts.

it whipped

After

cony

remained

furni¬

from three feet to infinity, so it was

The

impossible to vary the shutter to com¬

was a

few sticks of

ture and the original rock walls.

was

out onto the narrow bal¬

the machinery was moved out all that

very

busy

following

focus

schedule called for another 360° pan,

pensate

but there was no place to mount the

All Leavitt could do was split the ex¬

lamps

posure and pray that the latitude of

where

they

camera range.
lem

by

and

painting

with

would

his

the

lights

out

of

on

stands

stands to blend

background.
was

be

Leavitt solved the prob¬

placing

the

blending

REVERSAL
PROCESSING

photo

FILMING “EXODUS” IN SUPER-PANAVISION 70

Experience"

25 YEARS OF
QUALITY

for

of

rotating

prism cameras were mounted on out¬

LIQUID GATE
PRINTING FOR
16-35 BLOW-UPS
An amazing new 16mm and 35mm process

Studio

the Traid

Periphoto lens, which takes in a 165°

as

Major

show

cameras are used in this and similar

AVAILABLE AT LEADING PHOTO DEALERS

of

to

test runs have been made using inter¬

Pocket size, folding Barndoor $5.75

Years

used

In tests of target drone aircraft on

Kit: 5 tights. Gaffer-Tape, case $29.95

30

are

the B-4 rocket track at NOTS, Photo-

Tape-up. damp en lighting unit $6.95

‘Over

lenses

not

Where

possible

in
this

he

hung

coats and other articles over the stands

the

for

film

and

The

interior

church

problems.

pat¬

tern of the action.
Cramped

the

of

This

and

circular

magic

presented

cooperative,

the

the

in

of

light.

the

lab

Luckily they could and did.

swept

follow

difference

could somehow equalize the exposure.

to serve as camouflage as the camera
by to

the

priests,

the

Abyssinian

a

different

was

sacred

while

would

set

of

ground

friendly

and

permit

any

not

violation of their sanctum sanctorum.

quarters

became

the

or¬

This

meant

that

no

lights

could

be

der of the day as the Panavision cam¬

hung or even placed on stands within

eras

the

moved

into

varying

called for in the script.
interior,
room
the

permitting

tiny

areas

The smallest

barely

sanctified

area,

so

they

mounted outside and beamed in.

were
The

enough

for the actors, the camera and
director,

was

a

room

at

Kafr

Kana where Eva Marie Saint nursed

• Specialists

in

high

speed

or

standard reversal processing

the wounded Paul Newman.

In scenes

like this Leavitt had to make do with
only one light—a neat trick when one

• Security clearance

is trying to maintain separation from

• Free Vacuumating

the

background

Another

• Customer extra service: Special
Eastman & du

also

achieve

photography with a professional finish.

• Films returned same day

prices on

and

Pont

Reversal Film

tight

spot

was

a

second

floor cubicle opening onto a balcony
from

which

Abyssinian

Sal

Mineo

church

to

flees into
avoid

an

capture.

To film this scene, the camera started
inside the room and dollied onto the

NATIONAL CINE LABORATORIES
WASHINGTON 17, D. C.

•

no

■■■■■

balcony and around a corner as the
actor

dashed

way.

It was a fast move, further com¬

plicated

by

out
the

and
fact

down
that

a stair¬

the

action

SAM LEAVITT, ASC

Won “Oscar” in 1958 for photography of "The
Defiant Ones.” "Exodus” is fifth picture he has
photographed for Otto Preminger.
It proved the
most challenging of all.

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

action

within

this

church

is

a

pro¬

longed cat-and-mouse chase and Pre¬
minger played it all in one scene with
a multitude of camera stops.
The

problem

of

mixing

and

bal¬

ancing interior and exterior light was
a constant one during filming.

Often

interior scenes would be played against
windows opening onto
rior

backgrounds.

Or

would pick up an
follow

him

the

camera

actor indoors and

outdoors

tinuous shot.
light

dazzling exte¬

in

one

con¬

Many times the interior

would

call

for

an

exposure

of

f/3 while the exterior was a blazing
f/11—but only rarely was it possible
to place amber gelatins over windows
or doorways to balance intensity and
color

temperature.

complished

the

How

Leavitt

balancing

of

ac¬

Is There an Invisible

such

scenes remains his secret, but manage

Influence Upon Our Lives ?

he did.
For example, a scene in the King
David Hotel called for the camera to
pick up an actor at the entrance and
pan

him

across

the

entire

lobby

to

SOMEWHERE
OUT THERE
ARE
OTHER MINDS

glass doors at the opposite end open¬
ing on to a patio.
to

scrim

the

It was impossible

entrance

with

colored

gelatins, so Leavitt placed blue biters
over
to

the

incandescent

balance

with

that

their
of

lighting

color

sunlight.

units

temperature
This

cut

the

interior exposure to f/4 while the ex¬
terior remained a bright f/11.
Photographing
ger-strike

the

sequence

dramatic

aboard

Does man stand alone in the tideless

hun¬

the

refu¬

ocean of space? Is earth the only

gee-packed ship Exodus at Haifa Har¬
bor was another
over

the

“cheating”

triumph

of

Instead

the

by

situation

habitat of intelligent beings? Cer¬

realism

impossible.

of

tainly the phenomenon of life is not

anchor¬

a chance one. Somewhere in the

ing the ship alongside a wharf, which
would have provided a spacious plat¬
form, all shooting was done with the
ship

anchored

in

mid-channel,

just

as it was during the actual incident.
This

meant

shooting

the

sequence

with the camera at the very edge of
the

wharf

railing.

Subsequent

shoot¬

ing also took place in tiny cabins and
in

radio

shacks,

with

the

camera

wedged right up against the wall. Had
it not been for the 37mm wide-angle
Panavision lens, such shots could never
have been made at all.
The
is

action

the

high-point

exciting

of

the

re-enactment

of

him

the

May

4,

Israeli

1947

when

underground

the

of

the

former

Cruasder

Irgun—

organization

—audaciously blasted open

the walls

fortress

at

Acre, now a hospital, freeing a group
of

its

own

condemned

leaders

and

Continued on Page 113
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countless shining orbs are minds...

There are two ever exciting, un¬
solved mysteries—the nature of self
and our Cosmic connections. Let
the Rosicrucians, a centuries-old
organization of learning (not a reli¬
gion), send you a fascinating free
book, THE MASTERY OF LIFE. It Casts
amazing light upon these things.
Find new pleasure and achievement
in this unique knowledge. Use the
coupon for your free copy or write
Scribe J.N.A.

and psychic stature we may be!

how puny by comparison in mental

Those strange, inexplicable feelings
we have at times... are they a tug¬
ging from the recesses of space upon
our senses? Are they the effort of
Cosmic beings to reach out—to find a
bond of communication with earth?

the

prison break, which actually occurred
on

This FREE BOOK
Explains

Scribe J.N.A.
Rosicrucian Order, (AMORC) • Rosicrucian Park, San Jose, California, U.S. A.
Gentlemen:
Kindly send me a free copy of the mastery of life. I am sincerely interested in the
mysteries of self and of the Cosmic.
NAME_

■ 'he ROSICRUCIANS
ADDRESS.

.c:ty_

.STATE.

(amoro . san jose, California
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eversal film at 1200 ft. per hr.
ositive film at 1200 ft. per hr.
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••A*

MODEL R-15
REVERSAL FILM
EXCLUSIVE OVERDRIVE eliminates film breakage, automa¬
tically compensates for elongation; tank footage stays
constant.
EASY TO OPERATE, needs no attention.
VARIABLE SPEED DRIVE, development times from IV2 to
12 minutes.
COMPLETE DAYLIGHT OPERATION on all emulsions, no dark¬
room needed.
FEED-IN ELEVATOR & 1200-FT. MAGAZINE permits uninter¬
rupted processing cycles.
STAINLESS STEEL tanks, air squeegee, recirculation fittings,
air agitation tube, lower roller guards.

Machines of Filmline manufacture installed at: Pentagon
Bldg., Microfilm division, Washington, D.C.; U.S. Naval Re¬
search Laboratory; U.S. Public Health Service; U.S. Treasury
Department (15 machines); Atomic Energy Commission;
I.B.M.; G.E.; Pratt & Whitney Aircraft; McDonnell Aircraft;
Universities of: Texas, Notre Dame, Indiana, California,
Alabama, Miami, M.I.T.; TV Stations: WHAS, WMUR, WISH,
WBRE, WNCT, WJAR, WTRI, WFMY, WJHP, WCSC, WTVS, WTVJ,
KARK, KDUB, WTVR.
WRITE FOR DETAILS AND LITERATURE

FORCED WARM AIR DRYBOX, uses no heating lamps.
Double Capacity Spray Wash
Uniform Tank Sizes
Cantilever Construction
Size: 76" x 50" x 24"

Filmline

•
•
•
•

Filtered Air Supply
Self-Contained Plumbing
Ball Bearing Gearbox
Weight: Approx. 475 lbs.

Milford, Conn.
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FILMING “EXODUS”
Continued from Page 1 1 1

about 200 other prisoners.

The

film

crew had to work around the businessas-usual

schedule

of

the

hospital,

which was loaded with patients at the
time.

Its ancient

walls and winding

corridors were lighted by lamps stuck
in holes and mounted on ledges wher¬
ever
the

space

would

lighting

and

permit.
camera

Much

of

equipment

was too large to go through the nar¬
row entrances and had to be hauled
up

four

and

stories

lifts.

by

The

means

explosion

cables

which

lib¬

the

real

erates

the

thing;

the walls of the fortress were

actually

prisoners

of

dynamited

was

for

the

picture.

Since this was obviously a “one-take”
situation,
era

inside
be

Leavitt

outside
so

that

shot

mounted

the

wall

one

cam¬

the

other

angles
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‘Guarantee: Should blade ever need sharpening, Traid will sharpen for nominal handling
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Impossible location. Dark office,
smooth walls, no stands, 10 min.
to light. Taped 1st light on wood
panel for key; 2nd on plaster
beam for top light; set 3rd on
shelf for back light; hung 4th on
door hinge for background light;
clamped 5th on tripod for fill.
Time: 9V2 minutes! Used
Lowel-Light Kit — of course.

sequence which ended up in fine shape
on film. If shot in a studio, such a
sequence would have been filmed
using mock-up cars placed in front of
a process screen upon which, by
means of rear projection, an appro¬
priate moving background would he
projected.
The lighting would be

HOW
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m
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have the benefit of
Instead, the camera

more exciting.

at your service!
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— •
“ •
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to

(with its operator and one light was
mounted on the hood of a stock auto¬
mobile, which was then driven head¬
long down a winding road as British
soldiers fired upon it. There was no
mock-up, no process screen.
The
camera operator clung to the hood as
real bullets came whizzing through
the rear window. Then the camera
was mounted in the back seat and the
entire action was repeated to get re¬
verse-angle shots, with the camera
shooting past the three passengers and
through the windshield. The final re¬
sult is as smooth as anything ever shot
on the sound stage—and certainly

REPRINTS

Orange

varied

The sequence, as filmed for '"Exo¬

Kit: 5 lights, Gaffer-Tape, case $29.95

No.

and

simulate movement.

Tape-up, clamp-on lighting unit $6.95

1782

controlled

723 Seventh Ave.
N. Y. 19, JU 6-2293

One of the trickiest sequences to
photograph was that filmed at dusk
on the open air terrace of the King
David Hotel. The scene begins on a
couple seated at a dimly-lit bar. Then
the camera pans with a waiter as he
crosses the terrace to serve the two
players seated at a table against the
sunset. Again, such a scene would
have been simple if filmed in the
studio before a process screen. But
the real-life sunset would only hold
still ideally for about five minutes—just barely long enough to permit pho¬
tographing the opening action and
the exchange of dialogue that fol¬
lowed. When the reverse angle of the
same scene was shot the following
evening the light was of an entirely
different character, but the Techni¬
color laboratory managed to match
the two very well.
In keeping with the realism-aboveall approach of the film, all night se¬
quences were actually filmed at night,
posing lighting problems almost be¬
yond belief. Contributing to the diffi¬
culty was the fact that a great many
scenes (even the closeups) wexe shot
with the 37mm Panavision extreme
wide-angle lens in order to produce
the desired pictorial scope to the filmnization. Since this lens covers an
angle of 70°, even closeups levealed

a vast area of background which, of
course, had to be lighted. One scene
of the "don’t-know-how-you-got-it"
category begins with Paul Newman
swimming toward shore. The camera
pans him around (180°) to where a
confederate awaits him. In the back¬
ground can be seen a long sweep of
cliffs and a road stretching away to
infinity. In order to pick up details
of this background lights had to be
laboriously concealed among the rocks
and so placed to illuminate various
planes of the street.
Similarly, in scenes showing the
night evacuation of Israeli children
from their beseiged village, wide areas
of countryside had to be lighted. The
rugged terrain made it impossible to
move the lights in close. Instead, they
had to be mounted high up on a hill¬
top, and produced just barely enough
light to produce a satisfactory image.
In order to squeeze every possible
foot-candle of light from the available
lighting equipment, Leavitt removed
the Y-l filters from his lamps. The
resultant light understandably regis¬
ters a bit blue on color film, but it
came through in this instance to pro¬
duce a very convincing moonlight
effect.
The real acid test of lighting, how¬
ever, came during the filming of a
night sequence showing 45,000 Israelis
packed into a square awaiting news
of the U.N. partition of Palestine. To
make matters more complicated the
scene was shot from inside a hotel
room with action going on in the fore¬
ground. To illuminate this vast crowd.
Leavitt used every light unit he could
get his hands on, and created a se¬
quence of rich dramatic impact and
visual mood.

WHEN CHANGING YOUR ADDRESS
Please notify us at least four
weeks in advance. BE SURE to
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stencil.
Your cooperation will insure
that American Cinematogra¬
pher will continue coming to
you regularly without delay or
omission of issues. Thank you.
—American Cinematographer
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Unlike many cameramen who
achieve their best results through de¬
tailed pre-planning, Sam Leavitt fa¬
vors an approach which might strike
many as being amazingly casual. “I
never think the night before about the
scenes I'm going to shoot the next
day.” he explains. “I like to walk on
the set in the morning when I get a
fresh idea of what I want to do. The
results seem more spontaneous that
way—though 1 must admit it takes
some quick thinking to keep from hold¬
ing up the company while you’re figur¬
ing it out.'’
Leavitt, winner of the 1958 Acad¬
emy award for black-and-white pho¬
tography of “The Defiant Ones,” is
notably a modest man. In shrugging off
his achievement in photographing “Ex¬
odus” under conditions which others
might consider impossible, he reminds
one of the Bumble Bee, which, accord¬
ing to aerodynamic laws, couldn't pos¬
sibly fly—but since no one ever told
him so, he just goes right on doing
it.
■

Transform your 16mm Camera
into a SOUND CAMERA . . .
Your projector into a
SOUND

with the

The first single-double system recorder
reproducer that assures perfect lip-sync

No. 2 may be dubbed in later from a

with professional quality.

tuner or turntable effecting a motion

Now! Record on location, speech and
background

sound,

with

any

silent

camera. Camera mounts on to the seven

QUESTION OF FOCUS

pound Nomad and drives the Nomad

Continued from Page 99

through a flexible cable assuring perfect
synchronization.

In this straining for exaggerated
focal depth, there is definite danger
of overlooking one of the basic factors
which makes the screen so powerful
dramatically: its selectivity. In the
pioneer movies, as on the stage, the
story was told from one angle only—
that of the long-shot. Intimate action
had to be put over with sledge-ham¬
mer blows, or it would he lost. It often
was, anyway, because some inadver¬
tent motion, or even tonal contrast
elsewhere in the field of view attracted
audience-attention at the wrong mo¬
ment.
But as screen technique developed,
it was found that by bringing the
camera closer to the person or object,
which was for the moment the center
of dramatic interest, the audience’s
attention could be focused sharply on
that one detail, excluding all others.
A

very important factor in

mak¬

ing this possible is what some people
have called a basic weakness of pho¬
tography: the fact that lenses normally
do not have perfect depth of field.
In the long-shots, for instance, a star
may have a whole room full of people
behind her. In this angle, the normal
lens' natural depth of field would show
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Track No. 1 is for location sound. Track

The Nomad amplifier is fully transis¬
torized and powered by a self contained
nickel cadmium battery.

Split

16mm

picture mix. Sound levels are controlled
by

the remote thumb controlled mixer.
The Nomad recorder becomes a repro¬

ducer when used with your projector.
Like the camera, your projector drives
the NOxMAD and the transistorized play¬
back amplifier

reproduces in lip-sync

the sound you have recorded.

magnetic film is sprocket driven, there¬

Whether you are a professional or a

fore assuring frame to frame synchron¬

serious amateur, you will be amazed at

ization.

the new dimensions awaiting you in the
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FILM DRYER
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• Speedy drying
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SPECIAL EFFECTS
CAN GREATLY ENHANCE ANY PRODUCTION
Fades, dissolves,
wipes,
hold frame,
reverse
action or direction, enlarge or reduce image,
lengthen or shorten scene, speed up or slow
down action, zoom forward or back, push-offs,
distortion or ripple effect, out-of-focus dissolve,
flip-overs, page-turn effect, split screens, superimposures, matting, dodging, filtering, tinting,
bas relief effect, liquid gate printing, and many
other
scene
modifications
and
manipulations
available in color, B&W, 16mm, 35mm. For
further details see “Cinemagic of the Optical
Printer”
in the A.S.C. Manual, Page 361.

OVER 30 YEARS OF MAJOR STUDIO
EXPERIENCE AND THE FINEST
SPECIALIZED EQUIPMENT ARE NOW
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invited.

New

price

list

available.

FILM EFFECTS of Hollywood, Inc.
1153 N. Highland Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif.
LINWOOD DUNN, ASC, President
Phone: Hollywood 9-5808. Cable: FILMEFX
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them quite properly behind her. well
defined. But in the closer shots, as
the lejns was brought to closer focus,
and probably a longer-focus objective
utilized, the depth of field would not
normally be sufficient to show this
background in equally perfect focus
with the star.
Far from being a dramatic liability,
this proved a dramatic asset. In the
close shot, the interest is on the star;
the background is dramatically sub¬
ordinate, for the moment, at least.
Normal photographic technique makes
it visually subordinate, as well. It
should be a dominant aim in all cine¬
matography to keep it so in the inter¬
est of effective story-telling.
This is fully in keeping with the
realistic effect, also. When you are
standing close to a person with whom
you are talking—close enough so that
you see him in closeup angle—if your
attention is really centered on that
person, you cannot be aware of the
details of the background. ^ our eye
perceives the general
pattern,
of
course: but it is a soft, rather outof-focus pattern.
You cannot con¬
sciously perceive its details unless you
definitely take your eyes — and your
attention—from your companion.
There are occasions, of course, when,
for dramatic effect, it may be neces¬
sary to show a player in a close shot,
and at the same time show a welldefined image of some significant
background-action in relation to him.
But with the exception of a compara¬
tively rare story like “Citizen Kane.”
which was planned for filming with
just this treatment in mind, we can
conclude that such occasions are well
in the minority.
One of Hollywood's foremost direc¬
tors of photography has said: “One
cannot lay down any all-embracing
laws as to what does or does not con¬
stitute good cinematography. Not only
the immediate visual effect of any
scene, but its dramatic relation to
story and action must enter into de¬
termining this. What is good camera¬
work under some circumstances, may
be bad under others.
“To me, the really significant aspect
of the modern increased-depth tech¬
nique is not the rather obvious fact
that, by making use of modern objec¬
tives, lighting and emulsions, we can
obtain a depth of field impossible by
the conventional method of using to¬
day’s fast lenses at full aperture. It is,
instead, that it has given us something
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ADVANTAGES OF VARIABLE SHUTTER
hen shooting fast action, especially
where objects travel directly across the
camera field and are being photo¬
graphed by a static camera, reducing
the opening of the variable shutter
blades automatically increases the shut¬
ter speed and there is less time, because
of the shortened exposure interval, for
the subject to move and blurr individ¬
ual frames of film. The result is sharp¬
er detail and brilliant “stop-action'’
shots.
Depth-of-field control is still another
important advantage of the variable
shutter. For example, to reduce sharp¬
ness of an objectionable background in
a scene while at the same time keeping
the foreground images sharp usually
requires opening up the lens dia¬
phragm. Obviously, this means admit¬
ting more light to the film. To com¬
pensate, the shutter opening is de¬
creased.

which rounds out our assortment of
artistic tools, so that we have a bet¬
ter way of meeting the dramatic re¬
quirements of any story-situation. Let
us hope that if the pendulum of cine¬
matographic style swings back again
toward increased softness, we will not
forget this technique. For when we
begin to believe there is only one way
to photograph a scene, regardless of
its mood and action, we re in danger
of losing the varied approach to varied
conditions which makes cinematog¬
raphy an art. rather than a process of
mere mechanical reproduction.
■

also, is a fireproof vault where is
stored thousands of feet of original
footage. A clerk-librarian works full
time

indexing and

rec¬

ords of this footage, some of which
dates back over twenty years in Lock¬
heed history.
The shooting stage measures 32 x
39 feet and has an “L” shape set
erected to represent a typical modern
office or conference room. This is
adaptable to simple alterations to meet
varied shooting requirements. The
stage area will accommodate a camera
field

13 feet wide by

10 feet high

when a 25mm lens is used. The stage
was originally designed to accommo¬
date sound recording requirements,
but because of budgetary limitations
it was never fully sound-proofed. Hope¬
fully, budget permitting, this will be
accomplished in the near future along
with a fully-equipped control room.
Limited sound recording has been done
on the stage, but high noise levels at
present discourage normal sound film
recording. ^ hen the need arises for
shooting sync-sound, vendor facilities
in Hollywood are rented to achieve
optimum results. At the present time
all narration recording, music and
dubbing requirements are handled at
rental facilities such as CineSound.
Because of the nature of Lockheed
California Division’s activities most
shooting and sound recording assign¬
ments take place away from the plant
and thus the requirements for sound
stage facilities are not as great as in
other fields of film production.
In

equipment, the Motion Picture

Unit is geared to meet most job re¬
quirements and

LOCKHEED FILM UNIT

maintaining

has

rental purchase

orders to obtain, on short notice, ad¬
ditional equipment to supplement its
own, when necessary. Basic lighting

Continued from Page 103

equipment consists of ten 2000-watt
junior type lights, seven 2000-watt

tracks, and the assembly of “A”, “B”
and “C” original picture rolls to

newsreel-type floods, four baby spots
and four outdoor reflectors with stands.
The lighting equipment is used both

achieve the desired final release print
results. Standard black leader “check¬
erboard ’ technique is used for assem¬
bling “A” and “B” rolls. 16mm mag¬
netic stock is used for all sound tracks,
culminating into a dubbed composite
mag track from which a B-wind nega¬
tive is made for release printing. In
addition to the editing rooms described
above, there are also a shooting stage
with a sound control room, a combina¬
tion theater and conference room and
an office area for supervisory and cler¬
ical functions. An important facility,

on the stage and throughout the plant.
A 22.500-watt capacity transformer
handles most lighting requirements
and can be reasonably transported
into the field for location work.
With the new Ektachrome ER film
the trend has been to shoot more and
more under existing light conditions
with little or no supplementary lights.
This film allows shooting in low-level
light areas throughout the plant and
minimizes lighting problems with satis¬
factory picture quality.
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Cine
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cameras are standard equipment for
the Motion Picture Unit and are used
for most of its production work. The

SOUND READERS

feature separate components, economy and flexibility

Unit has two Arrillex cameras complete
with accessories, including a sound

Moviola’s unique Sound Reader

SOUND READERS

system

tion picture cameras the many and
varied tests conducted by Lockheed in
the development of aircraft today is
a vital function of the company’s Mo¬
tion Picture Unit. For this area of its
work the Unit has two Eastman high¬
speed cameras capable of 3,000 frames
per second and two Fastax high-speed
cameras with 8.000 frame per second
capability. In the medium speed range,

Unlike
the
OPTICAL READERS
SRO — 35mm

I
I

SRO — 16mm

I

SRB —35mm,16mm.
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Movi¬
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be
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Any

Moviola

pick-up

unit

can

be

plugged into either of two AmplifierSpeakers which can be conveniently
placed to give desired sound recep¬
tion and to allow maximum space
in the working area

AMPLIFIER-SPEAKERS
| OPTICAL
SRC

— 35mm, 16mm, 35-32mm

I MAGNETIC — 35mm, 16mm, UVimm, 1
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use.
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Used World-Wide By Discriminating Cameramen

CINEKAD SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR
DRIVE- For 16mm Projectors

ble and suited to Unit operations where
recording must be done in the field.
The Magnasync serves multiple needs
in sound work. It is used for sound

timing
BELT

stage dialog work, dialog and sound
effects recording in the field, and can
be interlocked with the projector for
reviewing work print and sound track.
The Norelco is used primarily for re¬

tape, the effects are re-recorded to
16mm magnetic stock for editing into

systems,

purchase of only

tracks.

17'/:mm, Vi"

unit has one 16mm Magnasync model
602 sound recorder and a Norelco ^4"
tape recorder. Both recorders are porta¬

cording sound effects such as aircraft
engine sounds, etc. From the l/^-inch

single unit

unit required to suit specific sound

SRM — 35mm

35-32mm

ly in hazardous areas, the Unit has
two Bell & Howell Filmo 70DLs for
this purpose. To supplement its own
complement of equipment for broader
coverage of events and tests, the Unit

flexibility in operations and eliminates
expensive capital equipment expendi¬
tures. For film sound recording, the

as

ola's separable components permit

two Traid 200 FPS cameras are used.
For remote camera operation, especial¬

rents additional camera equipment and
has special purchase orders set up to
procure needed equipment on short
notice. This allows a high degree of

designed for versatility

the job.

and- is responsible for its upkeep.
Photographing with high-speed mo¬

is

in fitting the budget as well

blimp, also five Cine Special II camera
outfits. Each of the Unit’s cameramen
has his own camera assigned to him

Especially designed to drive all
Bell & Howell, Jan, Ampro,
Kodak, RCA, and Victor 16mm
projectors at synchronous speed.
Projector

can

be

instantly

attached

to

Synchronous Motor Drive and quickly de¬
tached at any time in a matter of seconds.
An

outstanding

feature

is

the

flexible

shaft which connects motor with projector
and

permits

operation.
One-year Guarantee!

Immediate Delivery!

special

quiet

and

steady

technical

knowl¬

edge required for installation and mount¬
ing.

CINEKAD ENGINEERING COMPANY,

smooth,

No

Write for more details and prices.

763 10th Ave., N.Y., N.Y., Plaza 7-3511

sound effects rolls.
Each member of the Motion Picture
LTnit has been upgraded from within
the company’s Photographic and Re¬

THE ANSWER TO THE PRODUCER’S PRAYER

production Department, and most of
them
tion

have

had

some

previous

mo¬

picture experience. All are ex¬

pected to keep abreast of latest film
making techniques and hence every
member is encouraged to attend the
motion picture courses at University
of Southern California, and at U. C.
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L. A. in Los Angeles. In addition, the
company provides training tailored to
The ordinary reflector bulb

the employee’s particular needs. This
management concept has proven to he
successful in developing top-notch in¬
dustrial film production personnel.

barndoor is so bulky, so much
trouble to attach . .. Exciting,
new Lowel-Light unit slips on
instantly, without tools, and
without removing the bulb! Fits

Tribute to this has been the ability of
many of its cameraman-editors to ad¬
vance to better jobs in Lockheed’s
other divisions, or to other industrial

all R-40 bulbs 150 to 500 watts.
Has extra large, removable doors,
folds to fit in a jacket pocket!
Even the price is exciting.
Tape up, clamp-on lighting unit

companies. All

$6.95

Picture

Unit

personnel work full time.

Kit: 5 lights. Gaffer-Tape, case $29 95
Pocket sire, folding Barndoor

Motion

$5.75

AVAILABLE AT LEADING PHOTO DEALERS
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CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
West 43rd Street, New York 36,
JUdton 6-1420
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Y.

Specialized

LIGHTING
EQUIPMENT
for

MOTION PICTUHE, STILl,
and

TELEVISION STUDIOS

Lockheed’s Motion Picture Unit
shooting operations are invariably var¬
ied and challenging, and consequently
each cameraman's assignments em¬
brace a wide field of subjects and ac¬
tivities unique to the aircraft industry.
For example, in the course of his as¬
signments a Unit cameraman may per¬
form in the conventional role of pro¬
duction cinematographer, working with
a crew and a director, and shooting to
script. Or he may he assigned to a proj¬
ect where he will work entirely on his
own and away from home base. He is
experienced in operating a variety of
motion picture cameras ranging from
the Cine Special and the Arriflex to
the high-speed jobs that can expose
pictures at 8,000 frames per second.
He can do a professional lighting job
on stage sets or location. He’s a
sound man, a newsreel cameraman, an
aerial cameraman, and finally he’s a
film editor. In all, a well-rounded
technician capable of covering a lot
of ground.
During a recent Air Force Weapons
meet, in which Lockheed F-104’s par¬
ticipated, the Motion Picture Unit’s
cameramen were given assignments to
get the most dramatic film coverage
possible of the F-104’s in gunnery and
bomb-dropping maneuvers. As a part
of this coverage, it was decided to get
a target viewpoint by mounting a
camera so it would record the target,
and the F-I04 flying in, dropping a
bomb, and the bomb crashing through
the target. The possible obliteration of
the camera during this operation was
a calculated risk.

Write for A Copy of Our
Catalog H on Your Letterhead

937 NORTH SYCAMORE AVENUE
HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIF.
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ventured further—this time to remote¬
ly cover from the target area a series
of low-level napalm bomb drops from
fast flying F-104’s. The napalm bomb
is a potent incendiary explosive; when
it hits it spreads a huge, devastating
flame over a wide area. It was im¬
perative, therefore to mount the cam¬
era where there was a good chance
for it to survive the effect of these
bombs.
On the first run, the pilot was off
target and toward the camera. The
bomb flame engulfed camera and tri¬
pod, and although camera and lens
were salvaged, the film was a total loss.
On another occasion, high-speed
cameras were mounted in close prox¬
imity to a target drone explosive
destruction test to obtain eloseup pic¬
tures. In this instance, all the cameras
operated perfectly with consequent
outstanding picture results. The only
damage suffered by the equipment was
a severed power cable, caused by a
piece of flying debris—an accident
which fortunately occurred after the
cameras had recorded the important
footage. Cameras are an item con¬
sidered expendable, and the Lockheed
Motion Picture Unit will always take
a calculated risk if there’s a chance
that the resulting film will pay off in
important data or in an outstanding
dramatic shot for picture impact.
“How-to-do-it”

Films

Produced

The activities of the unit are divided
into two main categories: (1) routine
or standard operating procedures, and
(2) special projects. In the first cate¬
gory fall the group of indoctrination
films made to accompany each new
model of Lockheed aircraft. When the
first squadron of a military command
receives its planes, it simultaneously
receives a kit of films calculated
to thoroughly familiarize pilots and
ground personnel with the operation
of the aircraft. These are basically
how-to-do-it pictures dealing separate¬
ly with normal flight operations, emer¬
gency flight procedures
crew maintenance.

and

ground

A Bell & Howell 70DL with 24-volt

As part of its routine operation the

motor was chosen for the job and a
power cable was strung out to a safe
distance to permit remote starting and
stopping of the camera. The risk paid
off with highly dramatic shots, and the
camera came through the bombing

unit maintains constant camera cover¬
age of engineering tests shot purely for
data purposes. It also provides on-the-

operations little worse for the wear.
Following this success, the film unit

of interest to a general audience—
such as the first flight of a new air-

spot coverage for the Public Relations
Department of every Lockheed activity
of news value that might also prove

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

craft model or the visit of an important
personage to the plant. Such footage
is immediately processed, edited and
printed. Prints are then rushed to all
TV stations in the area, usually on
the same day the event has taken place.
The hatting average of acceptance of
such films by the television stations
runs., very high.

BOLEX ACCESSORIES
BY STEVENS
Variable Shutter • Split-Frame Mask

FILM
LABORATORIES

• Syn¬

chronous and Battery Camera Drives • Time
Lapse Timer • Lens Extension Tubes • Rackover • Turret Lever • Third Turret Stop • Turret

16MM PRINTING & PROCESSING—Fastax
Service
BLACKWHITE, Reversal, Negative,
Positive
COLOR PRINTING & PROCESSING
Super Anscochrome to ASA 400 Anscochrome

Filter Slides • Camera Base • Lens control
Handle • 400-Ft. Magazine • Sound Sprockets
Write for our Bolex Accessory Catalog.

STEVENS ENGINEERING CO.

Films Promote Safety

Expert Attention and Service

Dept. “A”, 340 N. Newport Blvd.

Special film projects are undertaken

350 West 50th Street, New York 19, N.Y.

Newport Beach, Calif.

JUdson

6-7196

whenever a specific need arises. For
example, it was noted that the British
had been having trouble with their
Comet aircraft due to explosive de¬
compression, a dangerous phenomenon

The man who sharpens his
pencil to figure costs...

which can cause a plane to explode
in mid-air as the result of something
as slight as a scratch on a window
pane. In order to guard against this
occurring with Lockheed planes, the
unit made a film at the request of the
Quality Assurance Branch to empha¬
size to Lockheed employees the neces¬
sity for each one to exercise extreme
care in doing his particular joh.

RENTS

When the Air Defense Command
was conducting its campaign to recruit
volunteers into the Ground Observers
Corps an appeal was made to the air¬
craft companies to help indoctrinate
the public as to the urgency of this
recruiting need. The Lockheed Motion
Picture Unit in cooperation with the
Marketing Branch responded by pro¬
ducing “Guardians All,” a major pro¬
duction which took many months to
complete and involved shooting in
many Southern California locations.
Both in its full-length and TV versions
the film was very well received and
helped considerably to spur recruiting.

FROM
CAMERAS • LIGHTS • ACCESSORIES
16mm & 35mm—Sound
(Single or Double System)—Silent
—Hi-Speed—Instrumentation
Cameras:

It makes sense, it saves dollars to rent
from CECO. What’s your problem? —

Lighting: A res— I ncandescents
—S p o t s—FI o o d s—D i m m e r s—
Reflectors—All Lighting Accessories

a 6-second ID or a giant spectacular?
CECO’s store rooms are bulging with
the world’s finest and newest photo¬

P 0 r t a b I e—T r U C k

Generators:

graphic equipment.

Mounted
Drama In Each Assignment

Magnetic—
Optical—Mikes—Booms
Sound Equipment:

Not all motion picture drama takes
place on the sound stages and studio
back lots of Hollywood and other film
production centers, as any Lockheed
cameraman will testify. Each assign¬
ment at the California Division Motion
Picture Unit is a drama-packed pro¬
duction in itself that demands of the
photographer as much imagination,
creativity and daring as any of today’s
wide-screen spectacles.

■
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“better than new”.

Parallels—
Goboes—Other Grip accessories
Grip Equipment:

Cranes, Dollies:

vicing is

provided

All

normal

FREE.

ser¬

Ask your

accountant why you save money when

Crab—Western-

Portable Panoram

you rent instead of buy.

Wide angle—Zoom—'Tele¬
photo— Anamorphic

action, call JUdson 6-1420 — today!

Lenses:

Editing Equipment: M

315 W. 43rd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y.
35mm—Sound & Silent—SlideContinuous

i

JUdson 6-1420

Camera Equipment Co., Inc.
Dept.
A
315 W. 43rd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y.

Camera Cars:

1
1
1

Name

® TM #707529

fi

Firm

Closed Circuit TV

For quick

(Tbiccrr Equipment (o.,inc.

0 V i 013 S

—Viewers—Splicers—Rewinders

Television:

Used with real or artificial fog, fog
filters are useful to enhance the visual
effect of fog—especially in the fore¬
ground where real fog usually thins
out.

Everything is checked out to perform

Gentlemen: Please rush me your FREE complete
catalogue of Rental Equipment.
..
...

In Hialeah, Florida:

Camera Equipment Co., Inc. of Florida
1335 East 10th Ave • TUxedo 8 4604

City.Zone .State.
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TECHNIQUES OF CREATIVE FILM EDITING
Continued from Page 95

print with a grease pencil all the
transitional optical effects that will
be required between sequences. These
markings should show during screen¬
ing. As the work print is projected,
notes should be made of all rough¬
looking cuts, overly-long scenes, and
awkward transitions. Also, during this
or a subsequent screening, the nar¬
ration script should be read against the
picture, or the narration track, if al¬
ready recorded, played back with the
picture. At this time, the editor should
decide which scenes or sequences
should be shortened and where any
additional shots are needed to smooth
continuity.
In a nutshell—cut, view, re-cut and
re-view until satisfied or until you can
say “This is it!”
Judgment In Creative Editing
It is but natural to assume that if
editing is one of the most vital proc¬
esses in the construction of a motion
picture, the editor must be a highly
skilled and creative person. The ques¬
tion is often asked: “Where does one
go to school to learn how to become a
skilled and creative him editor?” There
is but one school where the art and
science of him editing can really be
learned—the school of experience. In¬
variably, editing competence is the re¬
sult of cutting thousands of feet of him,
of applying available basic techniques
and the refinements that result from
trial-and-error procedure.
A him editor invariably is called
upon to make a wide range of deci¬
sions: He must judge what footage is
good and what is bad; he must choose
between all the possible ways of ar¬
ranging the shots in sequence; he must
select the most appropriate cutting
point at every scene change; and he
must objectively evaluate his decisions
in view of the total him and revise his
work so that the parts have the cor¬
rect proportion to the whole.
The basis for the editor’s creative
decisions is the whole art of film-making. While the choices in every case are
intimately related to the peculiarities of
the him under construction, still, some
rough generalizations are possible con¬
cerning the way judgements are made
in creative editing. Also, some handy
rules-of-thumb for typical situations
can be suggested:
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Judging Good and Bad Footage
Throw out the obviously unusuable
footage hrst if it is technically bad or
doesn’t show what it is supposed to
show.
When several takes of a scene are
available for comparison, compare
them technically for exposure, com¬
position, steadiness and focus; contentwise, for naturalness of expression,
economy of action, favorableness of
viewpoint, and for continuity with sur¬
rounding scenes.
When judgment involves sync sound,
choose between the sound takes on the
basis of best pronunciation, emphasis,
and rate of delivery. Then check the
photography on the best sound takes.
Sequence Arrangement
In choosing the arrangement of shots
in sequence, aim to orient the viewer
(or audience) regarding the subject or
its environment. Here, the following

What kind of strange man-beast
is a film editor?
We don't think he can be stereo¬
typed. Each one has his own method
of

working

and

his

own

idiosyn¬

crasies. All have something in com¬
mon—the good ones, at least. In¬
variably they are patient, creative
persons with an eye for seemingly
minute detail. Beyond this they have
an insight and feeling for film move¬
ment, which gives direction to the
pattern of cutting-and-splicing, cutting-and-splicing.

cutting procedures are recommended:
For straightforward story telling:
LS-MS-CU-LS.
For slow pace, gradually increasing
interest: LS-MS-MCU-CU.
For fast pace, excitement, shock:
LS-CU.
For suspense, drama: CU-CU-CULS.
To preserve a sense of reality, match
action carefully and maintain screen
direction (exit left, enter right, etc.).
Use cut-aways or reaction shots to
bridge jumps in the action.
Good cutting anticipates the viewer’s
expectations; so show him the next
thing he expects to see. Is it the chain
of events or the actor’s reaction? After
action, show reaction, and vice versa.

Give a hint, or artistic preparation, or
unusual things to come. For drama, in¬
crease the emotional load by holding
back the view of the inevitable.
When cutting dialog scenes, use
closeups when important sentences are
spoken. Use medium shots generally,
thus saving closeups for emphasis.
Show the listener when his reaction is
important.
Selecting the Cutting Point
ith matched action:
Cut on irrelevant but eye-catching
movement.
Show whole action without cutting
if it is significant.
Cut to the better viewpoint just be¬
fore an action occurs.
Have actions and cuts evenly spaced
for a rhythm of occurrences which
maintains the viewer’s interest.
With dialogue:
Cut in the pause between sentences
or ideas.
Cut in the middle of a sentence to
show a reaction.
Lead the conversation; show the per¬
son before he talks.
Cut late for interruptions.
Cut sentences tight to quicken pace,
loose to slow the pace.
With narration:
When picture and narration are
closely related, start narration after
picture appears.
Start narration immediately (6-8
frames after picture) for fast pace.
Hold narration back (20-30 frames
after picture) for leisurely pace.
If scene is unusual, describe it im¬
mediately.
If picture and narration are loosely
related, start picture well after the nar¬
ration.
For a change of subject, allow plenty
of old and new picture between sen¬
tences to close one idea and establish
the next.
Where optical effects and a subjectchange occur together, make sure nar¬
ration is finished before the effect oc¬
curs, and start new sentence only after
picture is again clear.
Where optical effects are used with
two scenes related to a given subject,
tighten the narration to the edge of the
effect; or, preferably, let the narration
run completely over the effect.
When cutting between sentences con¬
cerned with the same subject, deter¬
mine the proper pause from previous
sentence breaks. Start the new picture
about tw'o-thirds through the pause.
That is, allow about twice as much
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time for the old picture to finish as for
the new picture to start.

The Answer to Zoom & Telephoto Lens Tripod Problems!

When introducing a surprise, let the
cut to the picture coincide with the
start of the key word.

Silicone Dampened

Re-evaluating The Total Film
Following the initial editing of the
first rough-cut of a picture, the next
step is to review it carefully and look
for opportunities to improve it. Here
are four important points to consider:
Is the rate of presentation of each
sequence appropriate to the surround¬
ing sequences, and to its location in the
first film? If not, the long, slow se¬
quences will need tightening.
Is the emphasis placed on a given
sequence (by unusual photography or
editing) appropriate to the attention
the subject or sequence deserves? If
not. the striking sequences must be
shortened or the unusual scenes re¬
moved.
Is the style of editing consistently ap¬
propriate to the subject matter ? If not,
the off-beat sequences must be re-edited
in a more sympathetic style.
Is the film too long for a given task
or a given budget, or does it present
the subject too hastily? If so, it must
be re-edited extensively. It is better to
have the film too long at first, because
it can be shortened more easily than it
can be lengthened.
As the reader may gather from the
foregoing, there is—-as stated earliera lot more to editing a motion picture
than splicing scenes together in se¬
quence. The truly creative editor
doesn't become proficient at his trade
through theory. He achieves proficiency
by working with film, although theory
and reading up on film techniques are
good starting points. Film editing calls
for making hundreds of decisions with
confidence. Not all may be the right de¬
cisions, for even the best and most
experienced editors will make an occa¬
sional mistake. Indeed, there probably
is not a film editor in the industry who
doesn t learn something new with each
new film he cuts.
■
(To be continued)

HYDROFLUID i,

Pan & lilthead Tripoli
AN N-C-E ORIGINAL IN TRIPOD
STYLING

AND

PERFORMANCE

Larger Silicone Dampening Area than
any Tripod in its class and price range
► Designed for professional cameramen.
► Velvety smooth, jerk-proof pan and tilt
utilizing the dampening effect of silicone.
► Sturdy aluminum construction; weight 21

lbs.

► Silicone loaded—temperature range 130 T- 500F.
► Precision ball-bearings. Mounted on pan
shaft for smooth action and alignment.

and

► Tripod base of seasoned V-type maple-wood
with self-aligning leg locks.

PRICE

WITH

369

°

BASE

BABY TRIPOD .$75.00
HIGH HAT .$32.50
CASE
.$25.50
BOOT & POINT COVER.$15.00

legs

NATIONAL CINE EQUIPMENT, Inc.
209 WEST 48TH STREET, NEW YORK 36, N. Y. — CIRCLE 6-0348
West Coast Sales: GORDON ENTERPRISES, No. Hollywood, Calif.—POpular 6-3725
Canadian

Representative:

ALEX

CLARK,

LTD.,

Islington,

Ontario

CINEKAD Microphone Booms
CINEKAD Mike Booms are light in
weight, rigidly constructed, precision
engineered and ideal for location or
studio work.
1

Model

2

Model C-12 extends from 7 to 14 feet; has

ALL MODELS FIT

BR-12

external

IN YOUR CAR!

3

Model

extends

directional
“Miracle”

from

mike

7

to

14

feet.

control.

extends

from

7

to

18

feet; has internal fitted noiseless directional
mike
4

control.

Model
has

C-18

external

extends

from

directional

7

mike

to

20

feet;

control.

liach CINEKAl) Mike Boom has a sturdy
5-foot stand, which can he elevated to a
height of 10 feet.
Write for Free

Catalogue

CINEKAD ENGINEERING CO.
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Continued
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TV Vidicon—16 Mitchell—Maurer—Camerette—Arriflex 16/35—Auricon (Cine-Voice600-1200) Cine Special—Eyemo—Filmo—
Cineflex

► First tripod of its kind with ball-type leveling at
bottom of base with positive lock at NO EXTRA
CHARGE.

Advertising Is NEWS, Too!

Page

“HYDROFLUID'' TRIPOD FOR

tilt

► Pan 360°—Tilt 80°. For all cameras 40 lbs. or less.

BULLETIN BOARD
from

Positive ouick-finger camera lock—vari¬
able tension adjustment pan and tilt locks
■—spirit level—telescopic pan handle ivith
voidable angle adjustment—right or left
hand position.

action,

advertising

news

in

American

Cinematographer

10TH AVE., NEW YORK 19,

is

knowledge

invaluable

to

N Y.

those

who

make films. More than 62% of readers queried in a recent survey indicated "the ads” were

“Best Cinematography” of motion pic¬
tures released during 1960:
Color: William Clothier, “The Ala¬
mo”; Sam Leavitt, ASC, “Exodus”;
Charles Lang, ASC, Jr., “The Magnifi¬
cent Seven”; Ellsworth Fredericks,
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among the first things they turn to when each new issue of A.C. arrives.
If

you

hcve

pages of

a

product or

service

to

sell

American Cinematographer each

makers of films

in

any field, tell

month. Write our Advertising

about it

in

the

Department for rate

card today.

AMERICAN
1782 North Orange Drive

CINEMATOGRAPHER
•

Hollywood 28, California
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QUALITY GUARANTEED
USED EQUIPMENT
CAMERAS
Arriflex-l 6mm w/maft box 16, 25, 50mm
Xenon lenses....$1,400.00
Arriflex-l 6mm head only. 1,000.00
Auricon
Cine-Voice
Model
2
Camera,
Single lens. Noise reduction amplifier
750.00
Arriflex-35 w/120° shutter, motor, matt
box, 35, 50, 75mm Zeiss lenses, battery
and charger. 1,000.00
Cineflex 35mm camera w/200 ft. mag.,
12 volt DC motor, and power cord.
300.00
Filmo camera w/spider turret, new type
finder, and freezolite bracket. No lens..
150.00
Bell & Howell 35mm standard model D.D.
High Speed camera w/cable and extra
belts, case. 2,600.00
Bell
& Howell 35mm
Standard
camera
#616 w/170° shutter, unit I shuttle,
overhauled
&
refinished. 2,500.00
Berndt-Maurer
16mm
Single
System
camera w/sound equipment, galvo, am¬
plifier, 3 lenses, 2-400 ft. mags., and
6 cases... 1,850.00
Cine-Special 2 Camera, 100 ft. magazine,
25mm 1.4 Ektar lens..
750.00
Cine-Special
I
camera w/100 ft.
mag.
and 1 inch lens.
350.00
Maurer-05 Camera
head only w/bilt-in
features and 1-400 ft. mag. 2,000.00
DeVry 35mm camera w/50mm lens.
175.00
Auricon Pro 200 16m camera w/VA galvo
complete w/amplifler, mike, and cable.. 1,200.00

ASC, “Wild River"; Russell Metty,
ASC, “Spartacus.”
Black-And-White: Joseph LaShelle,
ASC, “The Apartment”; Ernest Laszlo,
ASC, “Inherit The Wind”; Burnett
Guffey, ASC, “Hell To Eternity”; Loy¬
al Griggs, ASC, “Walk Like A Drag¬
on”; and Daniel Fapp, ASC, “All The
Young Men.”
Limelight's awards are result of na¬
tion-wide poll of daily newspaper film
critics, who also cited “The Alamo,"
“Inherit The Wind,” “Exodus,"" “El¬
mer Gantry.” and “Sons and Lovers"
as Best Motion Pictures of the year.

The new year augurs well for cin¬
ematographers in Hollywood, with stu¬
dio activity already at an accelerated
[face. TV film production, especially, is
in high gear. In a survey conducted by
the

industry trade paper

Hollywood

Reporter, almost 200 new TV pilots
were set

for

1961-62 as of January

25th. Screen Gems is swinging into full
vidpix production

and

had eighteen

segments of various series before the
camera in mid-January.
The stepped-up activity was further
reflected in increased business being
done by Hollywood film laboratories.
An IATSE report, made public Jan¬
uary 12th, indicated most labs are
presently operating two shifts, with
Technicolor moving into a three-shift
operation. Processing of TV films is at
■

all-time high.

EDITING
Craig 16mm Viewer .
22.50
Neumade Double 16mm footage counter
65.00
Moviola 35/35 w/bulls eye, no mag., com¬
posite sound.
900.00
Moviola 35/35 Preview large screen w/
mag, footage counters. 1,800,00
Neumade large film barret and racks.
17.50
Neumade
firm
roller trucks,
half
rack
w/casters .
32.50
Moviola editing machine (UCS) 35/53 old
model cutters machine only, no take up
up arms, optical ocmposite sound.
375.00
Moviola
35mm
Model
“D"
Bulls
Eye,
cutter head only, no take-up arms.
150.00
Neumade
Splicer
R-2
(35mm)
or
R -13
(16mm) .
22.00
Moviola Model “D” Picture Head w/take
up arms, variable speed, foot pedal....
200.00
Precision
Reader,
Sound,
optical
only.
Model 600.
100.00
Moviola 4/35 synchronizer.
100.00
Cine Special sync motors.
75.00
Mitchell 400x35 magazines.
100.00
Bell & Howell 400x35 Bi-Pack magazine....
350.00
Houston Crab Dolly w/electric pump. 2,000.00
2/35 Neumade Sync...
70.00
Neumade Heavy Duty Power rewinds w/
foot pedal—16 or 35mm.
76.00
Neumade Dynamics rewind—16 or 35mm..
13.50
Mitchell
12 volt 35mm variable speed
motor .
250.00
Filmo motor—115 volts, 24 frame sync
w/cable .
1 10.00
Moviola
16/16 w/Bulls Eye, no mag.,
composite sound.
900.00
Trickle Charger for Arri. wet cell battery..
10.00
Zoomer lens, 1 to 3 inch, in “5” mount
100.00
Pan Cinor, 20 to 60 mm in “C" mount
100.00
Cinegon 20mm in Arri mount.
375.00
Mikro Kilar 40mm lens.-.
150.00
Eyemo motor, variable speed, 24 volt.
65.00
Mitchell Viewfinder.
350.00
Wall Sync, motors, 220 volt, 50 cycle, 3
phase .
250.00
Bell & Howell magazines 400x35, metal....
75.00
Bell & Howell Stop-Motion Motor (can be
adapted and used on Mitchell).
250.00
Bell & Howell magazines 1000x35.
125.00
Spectra 2-Color meter.
200.00
Holmes 35mm double system studio type
Projector, 1000 watt, with sound. Com¬
plete . 1,800.00
Spectra 3-color Meter.
260.00
Bell & Howell geared head tripod, com¬
plete w/base.
350.00
Akeley Tripods, gyro head.$550.00 & UP
Cine Spec. Stop Motion Meter.
300.00

SOUND DUBBING METHOD
Continued from Page 101

tor be used to drive the camera and
also the projector. When using this
method, consistently good results are
achieved where the lip sync sequences
are placed within the first 200 to 300
feet of the film.
A pair of film rewinds of good qual¬
ity to hold the tape spools, and a tape
splicer round out the complement of
equipment necessary to put together the
sound track on tape. A typical setup
is shown in figure 1.
The steps in producing a finished
magnetic sound film by this method
are as follows:
Step 1. Preparation of the Picture.

SOUND-PROJECTION-LIGHTING-PRINTERS
G-924 Mixer (3-position).
250.00
Magnasync recorder, 16mm X-400.
600.00
Reeves 16mm PV100 Recorder.
1,200.00
Tapak Recorder.
300.00
Magnemite Recorder.
200.00
DeVry 35mm
projectors
(available with
sound equipment).
500.00
GPL—Jan
Projector
w/speakers—Genova
Movement . 1,000.00
Colortran Jr. Kit.
137.00
Bell & Howell 16mm Model J Printer, com¬
pletely reconditioned . 2,500.00

CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
315 West 43rd Street, New York 36. N Y.
JUdson 6-1420
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ASC’s ANNUAL OPEN HOUSE—Members and wives
gathered at the Society’s clubhouse January 14th
for a festive evening.
Event is the one gala affair
each year to which members’ wives are invited.
Camera-glimpsed in photos above: 1) Eddie Black¬
burn, Lee Garmes, and Stanley Cortez in an in¬
teresting conversation with an unidentified visitor.
2) William Skall (left) felling one of his funny
stories to Arthur Miller.
3) Making their selections
at buffet table are, from left, Mrs. Vidor Milner
(just visible), Mrs. Arthur Miller, and Ray Fernstrom.
Waitress (far right) aids them in their selections.
4) Lewis Mansfield—newest ASC Associate Member
—and his pretty wife partake of buffet tidbits,
while Arthur Feindel (far left) looks on.
(Photos
Minox-ed by Walter Strenge, ASC.)

The picture is edited in the usual
manner. If sound is to be added to the
original picture film instead of a dupe
of the original, it is advisable when
shooting to use 16mm single-perforated
film, winding B, so that a full width
(100 mils) magnetic track may be
added. The use of the 100 mil track
will insure the best fidelity and signalto-noise ratio of the finished soundon-film recording. Although the picture
may be edited basically around the vis¬
ual materials on hand it is well to
take into account the length and ap¬
propriateness of the various voice re¬
cordings at this point for later match¬
ing to the picture. The edited film is
then sent to the lab for the application
of the magnetic sound stripe.
Step 2. Preparation of the Cue Tape.
The cue tape is a reel of 1^-incH
Continued on Page 124
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BUY, SELL, SWAV
Largest, Mosf Productive Classified Ad Section Of Any Publication Serving Makers Of Motion Pictures
STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.

WANTED

Bell &” Howell unit "I" shuttle .$450.00
Bell & Howell unit "I" shuttle with prism and
cut out for projection .$550.00
6 - 400 ft. B&H metal magazines at $40.00
each.
Wall 35mm camera Movements, ea. ..$275.00
Lenses
in
Mitchell
mounts;
Baltar
F/2.3
25mm .$175.00
50mm $160.00; 75mm Pan-Astro $60.00;
100mm Cooke deep field Pancro F/2.5 $160.00
Mitchell Double arm matte-box .$175.00
Special 35mm background projector complete
with distributor, interlock camera motor. Write
for details.
Fearless Cinemobile crab dolly .$1500.00
Box 1396, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

14—200 ft. 35mm CINEFLEX magazines with
heavy duty carrying cases, like new condition.
Make offer. 2 DeVry semi-portable projectors,
Model XD, heavy duty bases, arc lamps, 4”
lens, trade for Cine Voice with amplifier and
lens. What do you need in projection equip¬
ment? Will trade. Write or phone. ROBERT M.
DOMINIC, P.O. Box 5072, Oakland 5, Calif.
JEfferson 7-1 887.

FOR THIRTY-FIVE YEARS WE’VE
TRADED AND SOLD
Equipment new and equipment old.
To serve our customers is our desire.
Let us help you find a buyer.
CONSIGNMENTS TAKEN
SET YOUR PRICE — SHIP IT IN —
OUR PERCENTAGE IS SMALL
WIRE US — PHONE: PL 7-0440
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION
Dept, fc
Cable: SOSOUND
602 W. 52nd Street
New York 19, N. Y.
Western Branch — 6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif., HO 7-2124

V CHECK THESE SAVINGS!
ARRI 16mm BLIMP w/case, reg. $1,785.00,
LIKE NEW, $1,425.00. ARRI SYNC MOTOR
W/COUNTER. Reg. $645.00—$516.00. AURICON CINE VOICE—NEW DEMONSTRATOR, reg.
$1,342.00, now $799.00. EK PAGEANT SOUND
PROJ. DEMONSTRATOR, reg. $459.00, now
$250.00. NEW MOVIE MITE SOUND PROJ.
List $349.50, now $199.00. TSI—DU—5 PROJ.
List $525.00, like NEW, $399.00. NEW FOR¬
NEY CINETRON, list $349.00, now $269.50.
1" KERN PAILLARD F/l.5 Switar, like NEW,
$39.50.
WESTERN CINE SERVICE, INC.
312 SOUTH PEARL ST., DENVER 9, COLORADO.
PROCESS PROJECTION EQUIPMENT
PRECISION REGISTRATION — USED MITCHELL
OR CUSTOM BLIMPED TYPE ON PORTABLE
CASTER BASES. COMPLETE WITH SCREENS, IN¬
TERLOCKED
DISTRIBUTORS,
CABLES,
INTER¬
COMS, LENSES,
ETC. FULL
INFORMATION.
PHOTOS AND PRICES ON REQUEST. BOX 1340,
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
See

Specials on Pages 96 and 97
TRADES TAKEN
Phone PL 7-0440
•
Cable SOSOUND
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19
Western Branch—6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, California
Phone: HO 7-2124

FOR SALE—J. A. Maurer synchronous camera
complete with 3 lenses and 2-400 ft. maga¬
zines, $3,000. J. A. Maurer 6 track optical re¬
corder with Maurer mixing amplifier and power
supply and 1200 ft. magazine, $4,500. J. A.
Maurer Film phonograph at reasonable price.
C. O. BAPTISTA FILM MISSION, Wheaton, Illi¬
nois.
CINE SPECIAL II CAMERA, with 15 mm, 25mm
and 40mm Ektar lenses, 1 00-ft. film chamber,
combination case. Excellent. $550.00. VICTOR
DUNCAN, 7500 Miller Road, Dearborn, Michi¬
gan.
FOR SALE—Auricon camera, 2-400 ft. maga¬
zines, 2 microphones, all cables, and ampli¬
fier. Large studio type transformer. Perfect.
G. HENRY THURMOND, 414 Crenshaw St.,
Mobile, Ala. Telephone: GReenwood 7-2644.
CAMERA, Auricon Pro 200 16mm. Like new
condition. Complete with VA galvo, noise re¬
duction amplifier, mike, cables, and groundglass auto parallax finder, $995.00. FEATURETTE FILMS, Route 1, Calabasas, California.
CINE Special
Series
I
Perfect.
1"
lens.
$400.00. Write Box 1250, AMERICAN CINE¬
MATOGRAPHER.

WANTED

S.O.S.

MAGNASYNC ■$'602-C-l complete unit includ¬
ing speaker in three portable cases, flexible
cable interlock for 16mm projector. All in A-l
condition. Cost $1,570.40—$885.00. Micro¬
phone, D-44 American Dynamic omni-direc¬
tional 50 ohm for above unit. Cost $149.00—
$85.00. Bell & Howell 70DR 16mm camera.
Includes 13mm F/l.8 and 25mm F/1.4 Ektar
lenses. Cost $575.50. A-l condition, $375.00.
Box 1399, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
MOTION PICTURE EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
Arriflex 16: perfection condition
wild & sync motors, blimp, case, etc.
Animation stand: custom made
animation motor for Arri, lights
RCA-400 projector/recorder: sync motors
Dynacord DTM-3A, DP-10B pre-amp: b'cast
Lighting equipment & misc. gear, h'ware
MacDONALD, 7905 Burnham Avenue, Chicago.
B&H sound projector with Bodine sync motor,
$325.00. DON DUNN, 26246 Fairview Ave.,
Lomita, California. DA6-4925.

REPRESENTATIVE WANTED in your territory.
From your desk you can earn a substantial
addition to your income. Only written con¬
tacts with your clients! Write for particulars
and further details to VKK-Office, Vienna 66,
P.O.B. 1 28, Austria.

►
'
►
►
►
►
*
►
'
►
[
►

If you have something
new or used to sell producers or photographers of motion pictures, here is your best
market place. Get your
message before readers that are potential
buyers, in the U.S. and
over 80 foreign countries! See bottom of
page for rates.

RATES: Ads set in lightface type. 15c per word. Minimum ad. S2.00. Text set ill
lightface capital letters (except 1st word and advertiser’s name) 20c per word
Modified display format (text set in boldface type, capitals or upper-and-lower case)
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WANTED TO BUY FOR CASH
16MM AND 35MM CAMERAS
AND ACCESSORIES
MITCHELL—BELL & HOWELL STANDARD
AND EYEMO—ARRIFLEX—MAURER
ALSO
LABORATORY, EDITING AND
LIGHTHING EQUIPMENT
CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
315 WEST 43RD STREET • NEW YORK 36, N. Y.
CABLE—CINEQUIP
WHY SACRIFICE
your production and struggle with old or used
equipment when we can trade for cash or
new equipment? Let us know what you have
and what you need.
THE CAMERA MART, INC.
1845 Broadway PL 7-6977 New York 23, N.Y.
WE BUY
ARRIFLEX Cameras 16 and 35mm
ARRIFLEX Accessories
New and old models in any condition
CINE 60—FILM CENTER BLDG.
630 Ninth Ave., New York 36, N.Y.
JUdson 6-8782
WANTED TO BUY
All types of bulbs, spotlights, flood lights.
Any type. Send us description.
Prompt replies.
SANCENITO ELECTRIC
Box 206, Passaic, New Jersey
TRY F&B LAST
FOR THE HIGHEST QUOTE ON
USED MOVIE EQUIPMENT
FLORMAN & BABB
68 W. 45th ST., N. Y. 36, N. Y.
Mitchell—Akeley—B & H—Wall—Eyemo
Cameras—Lenses—Equipment
NATIONAL CINE EQUIPMENT, INC.
209 West 48th St.
New York, N.Y.
WANTED: Large Oxberry animation stand, also
35mm shuttle and sprocket movement for Oxberry camera. Give full details and price in
your first letter. Write Box 1 397, AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER.
WANTED: LIGHT MODULATOR for RCA. For
sale, complete RCA 35mm optical recorder,
shutter type bias. R. W. STANMYRE, 1480
Salt Springs Rd., Syracuse 3, New York.
WANTED: Cine Special 1 1. Need not be in op¬
erating condition or have lenses. Reasonable.
WALTER WARD, 131 Shiloh St., Pittsburgh 11,
Penna.
Continued on Next Page

SI.50 oer line. Send copy with remittance to cover
American Cinematographer,
1782 No. Orange Drive,
close 1st of month preceding date of issue.

payment to Editorial
Hollywood 28, Calif.

Office,
Forms
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Classified Ads

SOUND DUBBING METHOD
Continued from Page 122

Continued From Preceding Page

SERVICES AVAILABLE
LINWOOD DUNN, ASC, offers background of
28 years of experience as specialist cinema¬
tographer with RKO Studios to production com¬
panies for creative and unusual assignments
in fields of special photographic effects, cine¬
matography, equipment design and specialized
laboratory techniques. Current assignments,
"West Side Story,” ”21 60.
1 1 53 N. Highland
Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif. Phone Hollywood
9-5808. Cable FILMEFX.
ANIMATION PRODUCED IN JAPAN. US quality
throughout—lipsync, color, etc. The ONLY stu¬
dios in Japan doing animation for export to
the United States. Oxberry animation equip¬
ment: Ampex sound system. INTERLINGUAL
INTERNATIONAL INC., 36-1 Akasaka Hitotsugicho, Tokyo.
FAR EAST ASSIGNMENTS IN 16 AND 35MM
BY AMERICAN ORGANIZATION EXPERIENCED
THROUGHOUT ASIA AND EQUIPPED FOR EVERY
PHASE OF FILM AND CONTACT WORK. FARKAS
FILM COMPANY, 424 LI PO CHUN BUILDING,
HONG KONG.
16mm FILM assignments—Chicago, Zoographic,
Scenic, Industrial. ARLETTE STUDIO FILM PRO¬
DUCTIONS, 2754 N. Ashland Ave., Chicago
14, Illinois. Bl 8-8612.
USC cinematography student desires practical
working experience with professional as an
assistant. BOX 1398, American Cinematogra¬
pher.
FILM ASSIGNMENTS, New York, Boston area,
scenic, stock shots, industrial. ACORN FILMS,
168 W. 46th St., N. Y. C. Judson 6-2272.

LABORATORY & SOUND
ROCKY MOUNTAIN 16MM HEADQUARTERS
16mm Black & White and Anscochrome
Processing—Printing—Recording—Editing
Rental • Sales • All types of film in stock
Write for Price List
WESTERN CINE SERVICE, INC.
312 S. Pearl St., Denver 9, Colo.
Sherman 4-1017.
SOUND RECORDING at a reasonable cost.
High Fidelity 1 6 or 35. Quality guaranteed.
Complete studio and laboratory services. Color
printing and lacquer coating. ESCAR MOTION
PICTURE SERVICE, INC., 7315 Carnegie Ave¬
nue,
Cleveland
3,
Ohio.
Phone ENdicott
1 -2707.

magnetic recording tape on which the
start of each important scene is ac¬
curately timed and marked to run syn¬
chronously with the picture. There are
two ways to prepare this tape; the
choice depends upon the accuracy of
timing required. From a practical

Step 3. Preparation of the Sound Track
Tape

standpoint this depends solely upon
whether lip sync sequences are includ¬
ed or not. The most accurate method
will be outlined first.

The final “sound track” tape is pre¬
pared by cutting and splicing together
the music, sound effects, pre-recorded
commentary, and/or lip sync tapes with

The edited picture film (with sound

blank tape where required to match
the cue tape. An easy, fool-proof meth¬

stripe applied but not recorded) is
threaded through the magnetic sound
projector. A magnetic sync mark is
recorded well in advance of the pic¬
ture start by pressing the record but¬
ton on the projector with the film sta¬
tionary (the projector motor running,
but declutched in the case of the B & H
302). This action will record a notice¬
able click on the magnetic sound track
of the picture when the track is played
back. Care should be taken to deter¬
mine if the click results from the re¬
cording head or the erase head so that
timing compensation can he made if
required. For convenience a mark is
also made on the picture leader at
point of the aperture in the projector
to denote the starting point.
Next, clicks are similarly recorded
on the soundtrack to mark the start of
each scene or sequence of the picture
requiring an accurate sync mark. The
sync start click and all other sync
clicks are then re-recorded from the
film sound track to the cue tape. Iden¬
tification of the recorded sync marks
on the tape is achieved by recording
by voice the name or number of the
scene on the tape while the sync marks
are being recorded. The recorded cue
tape marks are then located and marked
by pen and ink along with the name
of the scene or sequence to which they
belong.
A short cut method for magnetically
marking the cue tape when no lip sync
is involved is to perform the entire
above operation by voice. After estab¬
lishing a picture sync mark on the
leader and a click on the tape, the tape
recorder is started manually from that
position the instant the projected pic¬
ture sync mark flashes on the screen.
The start of each scene is identified on
the tape quickly saying “mark” as
the scene flashes on, and by stating the
name of the scene. The marks on the
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tape are then located and marked with
a pen as previously described. This
method, which is far quicker and eas¬
ier. yields very satisfactory timing for
pre-recorded music and commentary.
Obviously, the two methods can be
combined when it is desired to syn¬
chronize very accurately a relatively
few lip sync sequences.

od of synchronizing the two tapes is
to wind them together on a common
spool, as shown in figure 1. Care must
he taken not to confuse the two tapes
and cut the cue tape by mistake! The
risk of doing so can be minimized by
using tapes of different colors. This
will also insure that the cue tape and
the sound track tape are kept in the
same relative positions, one over the
other, on the common takeup reel. The
use of Mylar-base tape is also recom¬
mended because of its superior strength,
which makes it virtually unbreakable,
thus reducing or eliminating the time
lost in repairing tape breaks.
Step 4. Final Recording.
At the final recording session, when
the taped sound is to be combined with
the live sound:
(a) the tape recorder and the pro¬
jector are started simultaneously
from their respective sync
marks, or
(b) the tape recorder is started aft¬
er the projector when the pic¬
ture sync mark appears on the
screen.
Method (a) is recommended for lip
sync work. Both the Roberts recorder
and the Bell & Flowell projector have a
clutch which may he used for syn¬
chronous starts. Obviously the method
used in the final recording must be
the same as is used in preparing the
cue tape.
The method of adding music and
pre-recorded commentary to live com¬
mentary described in this article was
used very successfully during the re¬
cent production of a 700-foot film
covering the important events during
a week-long family reunion. It was
desirable to use the voices of many
members of the family who could not
be present at the final recording ses¬
sion to provide general commentary

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

and narration for the film, and to de¬
scribe the many exhibits of family
memorabilia. The sequences requiring
commentary were usually filmed with
the individual who was to supply the
commentary looking on. Their remarks
were then tape-recorded with no par¬
ticular emphasis placed on exact tim¬
ing.
Although most of these individuals
had no previous microphone experi¬
ence the commentary thus obtained
was extremely natural with no evidence
of stress, as would have been the case
if the recording had been made at the
same time as the picture, with pres¬
sure to “get it right the first time.'
These taped sequences, usually longer
than necessary, were later cut to match
a cue tape prepared as described
above. Music tapes were intercut with
these and the entire “sound track’ tape
was re-recorded on the magnetic track
of the edited picture film and mixed,
where appropriate, with live comment¬
ary. Exact timing of the pre-recorded
commentary was obtained by cutting
out words, phrases, or sentences as
necessary. The resulting sound track
had the over-all effect of an extremely
natural, well-timed professional com¬
mentary, which greatly enhanced the
value of this film.
■

Lester Shorr, ASC, "Pete and Gladys”*
(El Camino Prods.) with Harry Morgan
and Cara Wiliams.
REPUBLIC STUDIOS

Harry Wild, ASC, “Peter Loves Mary”*
(Four Star Prods.) with Peter Lind Hayes
and Mary Healy: “The Tom Ewell Show”*
(Four Star Prods.) with Tom Ewell and
Marilyn Erskine.
Gilbert
Warrenton,
ASC,
“Michael
Shayne”* (Four Star Prods.) with Richard
Denning.
Charles Burke, “Dante”*
(Four Star
Prods.) with Howard Duff and Alan Mow¬
bray.
George Diskant,
ASC, “June Allyson
Show”* (Four Star Prods.) with June Allyson.
Joseph MacDonald, ASC, “The Last Time
I Saw Archie” (Mark VII Prod, for JJA)
with Robert Mitchum and Jack Webb. Jack
Webb, director.
George Diskant, ASC. "June Allyson
Show”* (Four Star Prods.) with June Allyson; “The Law and Mr. Jones”* (Four Star
Prods.) with James Whitmore.
Kit Carson, "Wanted Dead or Alive”*
(Four Star Prods.) with Steve McQueen:
“Dick Powell's Zane Grey Theatre”* (Four
Star Prods.) with Dick Powell.
Carl Guthrie, ASC, “Michael Shayne”*
(Four Star Prods.) with Richard Dennings.
REVUE STUDIOS

Continued from Page 82

Ray Rennahan, ASC, “Laramie”*
Prods.).

Frank Planer, ASC, “Breakfast at Tif¬
fany’s” (Jurow-Sheperd Prod.; Technicolor;
shooting in New York) with Audrey Hep¬
burn and George Peppard. Blake Edwards,
director.
Russell Harlan, ASC, “Hatari!” (Howard
Hawks Prod.; Technicolor; shooting in
Africa) with John Wayne and Gerard
Blain. Howard Hawks, producer-director.
Wallace Kelley, ASC, “The Ladies Man”
(Technicolor; Jerry Lewis Prods.) with
Jerry Lewis and Helen Traubel.
Jerry
Lewis, director.
Charles Lang, Jr., ASC, “Summer and
Smoke” (Technicolor; Hal Wallis Prods.)
with Laurence Harvey and Geraldine Page.
Peter Glenville, director.
William Marguiles, ASC, “The Outlaws”*.
Loyal Griggs, ASC, “Love in a Goldfish
Bowl” (Technicolor) with Tommy Sands
and Jan Sterling. Jack Sher, director.
PARAMOUNT SUNSET STUDIOS

Fleet Southcott, “Gunsmoke”* with James
Arness and Dennis Weaver.
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Now! If you are working on a
tight budget, but want to make
a tremendous showing at a small
outlay . . . your T.V. station can
RENT the World's finest Lenses
from B & J. Extensive selection!
Off-the-Shelf Delivery! Pioneers
in T.V. Optics—since 1936!

TV and CINE OPTICS
UNLIMITED ! !
For Color — Black and White
. .

Choice of Focal-lengths, Apertures, and
Speeds direct FROM B & J STOCK, or Special
Custom Fittings from B & J's Modern lens lab.
B & J is prepared to meet the most exacting
needs of your TV Stations NOW
Widest
selection
of
Cine
lenses —
16mm
(Pathe',
Filmo,
Bolex,
etc.)
and 35mm (Eyemo - Mitchell)
—Normal, Wide-Angle, Tele¬
photo, Zooml
Write for Special H page
Optics & Acessories Listing.
FREE— 132 pg.
catalog
of
Photo Equipment, lenses and
Accessories,
for
the
Profes¬
sional!

& JAMES

321 S. Wabash

Chicago A, Illinois

A. C. 2-61

The ONLY
Professional
Meter...

(Revue

Walter Strenge, ASC, “Wagon Train”*
I Revue Prods.) with Robert Horton.

Frank Phillips, “Have Gun Will Travel”*
with Warner Anderson and l om Tully.

CAMERA LENSES

BURKE

Mack Stengler, ASC, “Leave It to Beaver”*
(Gomalco Prods.) with Barbara Billingsley
and Hugh Beaumont. Norman Tokar, di¬
rector.

PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS

William Snyder, ASC, “Bonanza”* (NBCTV)
with
Michael
Landon and
Dan
Blocker.

RENT

Wilfrid Cline, ASC, “Stagecoach West”**
(Four Star Prods.) with Wayne Rogers and
Richard Eyer.

Rorert Gough, “The Deputy”*
Prod.) with Henry Fonda.

PARAMOUNT STUDIOS

\\eHreo*®ET ?

(Revue

measures
ILLUMINATION,
CONTRAST and
BRIGHTNESS!

Jack Mackenzie, ASC, “Bringing Up Bud¬

dy”* (Kvro Prods.) with Emil Markey and
Dora Morande.
John Russell, ASC, Neal Becicner, “Alfred
Hitchcock Presents”* (Revue Prods.).
Benj. Kline, ASC, John Russell, ASC,
Lionel Lindon, ASC, “Thriller”* (Revue
Prods.)
John Russell, ASC, Lionel Lindon, ASC,
“Checkmate”* (J&M Prods.) with Anthony
George.
John Warren, ASC. “Wells Fargo”* (Over¬
land Prods.) with Dale Robertson.
John Russell, ASC, “Tall Man”* (Revue
Prods) with Barry Sullivan.
Ellis Thackery, ASC, “Westinghouse Play¬
house”* (Revue Prods.)
Cliff Stine. ASC, “Posse from Hell”
(Color) with Audie Murphy and John Sax¬
on. Herbert Coleman, director.
John Warren, ASC, Jack Mackenzie,
ASC, Benj. Kune, ASC, “Shotgun Slade”*
(Revue Prods.)
Neal Beckner, Emil Harris, “Bachelor
Father”* (Bachelor Prods.) with John For¬
sythe.
John Warren, ASC, Ellis Thackery, ASC,
“Tall Man”* (Revue Prods.) with Barry
Sullivan.
Continued on Next Page !

FOR
ABSOLUTE ACCURACY...
When thousands of dollars of narrow-latitude
color film is shot, exposure must be “on the
button." No wonder, therefore, that Hollywood’s
top cameramen and lighting technicians rely
exclusively on SPECTRA! For this is the only
meter in the world employing bench-matched
components, with individually calibrated
direct reading slides for every ASA film rating,
present or future! Directly shows “f" stop,
and foot candles, as well as brightness and
contrast, even in unusually low light levels.
If you’re serious about photography, there is
only SPECTRA! Complete with 14 slides, grid,
disc, handsome fitted case.. . $97.50
\ Distrib. by Scopus, Inc., N.Y. 16, N.Y.

CmM PHOTO research corp.
y

837 No

Cahuenga Blvd . Hollywood 38, Calif
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PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS
Continued from Preceding Page

Three Stooges” (C’Scope & Color) with
Carolyn Heiss and the Three Stooges. Walter
Lang, director.

REVUE STUDIOS

Kay Norton, “The Silent Call” (C’Scope;
API) with Gail Russell and David McLean.

For More
Ellis Thackery, ASC, John Warren, ASC,
“General Electric Theatre”* (Revue Prods.)

Information

ASC, “Tammy. Tell Me
True” (Color; Ross Hunter Prod.) with
Sandra Dee and John Gavin. Harry Keller,
director.
Clifford

On Advertisers’
Products or

Stine,

E. Arling, ASC, "Lover, Come
Back" (UI-7 Piets.—Noh Hill-Arwin) with
Rock Hudson and Doris Day. Delhert Mann,
director.
Arthur

Services . . .

TWENTIETH

available

pamphlets

or

other

CENTURY-FOX

Lathrop,
ASC,
“Hong Kong”* with Rod Taylor and Lloyd
Bochner.
Robert

Every advertiser in this issue has

Hauser,

Philip

ASC, “Adventures in Para¬
Gardner McKay and Weaver

Lloyd

Ahern,

literature illustrating and describ¬

dise”*
Levy.

with

ing his products or services be¬

Pietro Portalupi, ASC, “Erancis of Assisi”

yond

the

limited

capabilities

space

of

afforded

the

in

his

(C’Scope & Color;
Triton Piet. Corp.;
shooting in Europe) with Brad Dill man and
Stuart Whitman.
William Mellor, ASC, “Wild in the Coun¬

advertisment.

You

are

these

invited

to

advertisers

for

write

to

any

in¬

Advertisers appreciate direct
inquiries

from

readers

be¬

cause it shows a bona-fide
personal

interest

in

their

product

or

services — as

against

the

mass

WARNER BROS.

ASC,
“Susan
Slade”
(Shooting in Monterey) with Troy Donadue and Connie Stevens. Delmer Daves,
director.
Lucien

Ballard,

Waxman, “The Roman Spring of
Mrs. Stone” (Color; AA Prod.; shooting in
London) with Vivian Leigh and Warren
Beatty. Joe Quintero, director.

Harry

Polito, “Portrait of a Mobster”
with Vic Morrow and Leslie Parrish. Joseph
Pevney, director.
Eugene

Ralph Woolsey, ASC, “Claudelle Inglish”

with Diane McBain and Arthur
Gordon Douglas, director.

Kennedy.

Ray
Fernstrom,
ASC,
Byron
“Cheyenne”* with Clint Walker.
Carl

Bercer,

ASC,

Willard

Baker,

Vanderveer,

“Mav¬
erick"* with Jack Kelley and Roger Moore.
Lewis

Jennings,

Jack

Marquette,

Jack Mackenzie, ASC, Edwin DuPar, ASC,
Robert Hoffman, “Surfside 6”*

with Troy

Donahue and Diane McBain.

try”
(C’Scope & Color;
Co. of Artists
Prod.) with Elvis Presley and Hope Lange.
Philip Dunne, director.

Harold

Tover, ASC, “All Hands on Deck”
(C’Scope) with Pat Boone and Barbara
Eden. Norman Taurog, director.

Harold Stine, ASC, Burt Glennon. “Law¬
man”* with John Russell.

Otto Heller, “The Big Show”

Ray Fernstrom, ASC, Robert Tobey, ASC,

Leo

(C’Scope &
Color; API; shooting in Germany) with
Esther Williams and Cliff Robertson. James
B. Clark, director.

formation you may desire.

Leon Shamroy. ASC, “Snow White and the

Stine, ASC, J. Peverell Marley,
ASC,
“Roaring
Twenties”*
with
Rex
Reason.

Burt Glennon, Harold Stine, ASC, Glen
MacWilliams, ASC, “77 Sunset Strip”* with

Efrem Zimbalist, Jr.

to Peyton
Place” (Company of Artists; C’Scope &
DeLuxe Color) with Joan Crawford and
Carol Lynley. Jose Ferrer, director.

Edwin DuPar, ASC, Glen MacWilliams,
ASC, Robert Hoffman, “Hawaiian Eye”*
with Anthony Eisley and Robert Conrad.

Carter, ASC, “Pirates of Tortuga”
(Clover Prod.) with Ken Scott and Leticia
Roman. Robert Webb, director.

for One Mo re”*.

Charles Clarke, ASC, “Return

Ellis

Burt

Mark

Glennon,

Davis,

ways Inc.).

Marquette,

"Room

Commercials.*

(Filma

Jack

ASC,

inquiry

post card type of communi¬
cation. This is why we have
never adopted this type of
promotion.

When

inquiring,

business

write

letterhead

on

your

when

pos¬

sible—although a post card will
bring

you

equally

prompt

re¬

sponse.

And we’d appreciate it very much
if you’d tell them you saw their
advertisement in . . .

AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER
Read

the

world

movies

are

over—wherever
made!

CHECKING ON THE ELUSIVE SUN—Using a contrast viewing glass, Milton Krasner, ASC, (standing
on dolly track) studies Sun playing hide-and-seek with clouds during shooting of scenes on location
for MGM's "King of Kings." Other technicians as well as one actor also appear concerned about
Old Sol’s erratic behavior.
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STUDIO MIXING CONSOLES

especially designed for motion picture re-recording
This attractive package is designed in modu¬
lar sections ranging from the compact center
section consolette to a complete studio mixing
console. Sections may be added as required,
according to the growing needs of your
facility.
A wide range of standard Magnasync rackpanel components are available, including;
precision potentiometers in various multiples,
program equalizers, microphone preampli¬
fiers, patch bays, reference level oscillators
and a variety of mixing controls.
Our Customer Services department will help
you plan the ideal assembly for your specific
needs.

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS:
Frequency Response:. .. .20 to 20,000 cps, ±1.5 db.
Signal-to-Noise Ratio:. .70 db below program level.
.Less than 0.5% total harmonic.

Distortion:

Output

.Maximum 20 dbm.

Level:

Power Consumption:.80 watts.
Enclosures available for do-it-yourself custom
installation

Send for
complete
literature

1

MAGNASYNC CORPORATION
formerly Magnasync Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

l

5546 Satsuma Avenue, North Hollywood, California • TRiangle 7-0965 • Cable “MAGNASYNC”
SOUND SYSTEM

International leaders in the design and manufacture of quality magnetic recording systems

Magnasync Studio Equipment Division Dealers:
CHICAGO: Zenith Cinema Service, Inc.; Behrend Cine Corp.; IOS ANGELES: Birns & Sawyer Cine Equipment; NEW YORK: Camera Equipment Co.;
SOUTH AFRICA: Johannesburg, Photo Agencies Ply. Ltd.; AUSTRALIA: Sydney, New South Wales, Sixteen Millimetre Australia Ply. Ltd., BOLIVIA: La Paz,
Casa Kavlin; BRAZIL: Rio De Janeiro, Mesbla, S.A.; BURMA: Rangoon, G. K. Theatre Supply Co., Ltd.; CANADA: Toronto, Ontario, Alex L. Clark, Ltd.;
DENMARK: Copenhagen, Kinovox Electric Corp.; ENGLAND: London, W-l, Delane Lea Processes, Ltd , FRANCE: Paris, Brockless-Simplex S.A.; GREECE: Athens,
Christos Axarlis,- HONGKONG: Supreme Trading Co.; INDIA: Bombay, Kine Engineers; ITALY: Rome, Reportfilm, di J. M. Schuller, S.R.L.; JAPAN: Tokyo,
J. Osawa & Co., Ltd.; NEW ZEALAND: Auckland, Kerridge Odeon Industries; PAKISTAN: Karachi 3, Film Factors Ltd., SOUTH RHODESIA: Salisbury, William
Over & Co. Pvt. Ltd.; THAILAND: Bangkok, G. Simon Radio Co., Ltd.

is the
sincerest
form of
flattery
and flattered we are that other laboratories
sometimes use our registered trademark

color - correct
as an industry standard to mean the
finest quality in color duplicating.

color-correct^
is owned by Byron, Inc., and is registered
in the United States Patent Office under
Trademark No. 575058. By law, we are
required to protect our trademark by
defending against all improper uses and
infringements. So when these two words

color-correct
are used together in reference to motion

1226 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D.C. • FE 3-4000
1226 East Colonial Drive
Orlando, Florida • CH 1-4161

picture film, they apply to our registered
process only-—for only Byron has the
right to use this term — only Byron can
deliver color-correct prints.
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CAMERAMAN ON HORSEBACK • PHILCO'S IN-PLANT FILM UNIT
APPLYING SCIENCE TO TV FILM PHOTOGRAPHY

O

ANSWERS THROUGH CINEMATOGRAPHY

It takes teamwork—an ingredient indispensable to good picture-making

“On ‘The Untouchables’ we had a
prize-winning team,” says Director of
Photography Charles Straumer.
“There was Operator Wilbur Bradley,
for instance, and First Assistant
Charles Short.”

ATLANTA 18, GA., 1737 Ellsworth Ind. Dr.,

It was this series, starring Robert
Stack as Eliot Ness, that won
Straumer the coveted “Emmy” award
of the Academy of Television Arts
and Sciences for outstanding photo¬
graphic achievement in 1959.

YORK 11, N. Y., 248 West 18th St.; WAL¬

Charles Straumer and his crew reg¬
ularly capture an invigorating breath
of virility to bring the dramatic ring
of truth to the television screen. We
are proud to be a part of this fine
team through Du Pont Superior® 2
and 4. These films-and complete
data on them-are available from the
Du Pont Photo Products Sales Offices
listed here.

N. WCHICAGO 46, ILL., 4560 Touhy Ave.,
Edgebrook Station; CLEVELAND 16, OHIO,
20575 Center Ridge Road; DALLAS 7,
TEXAS, 1628 Oak Lawn Ave.; LOS ANGELES
38, CALIF., 7051 Santa Monica Blvd,; NEW

THAM

54,

MASS., 45-4th

Ave.

(Boston);

WYNNEWOOD, PA., 308 East Lancaster Ave.
(Phila.); EXPORT, Nemours Bldg., Wilming¬
ton 98, Del. IN CANADA: Du Pont of Canada,
Ltd., Toronto.

(Ml)
**6. y. $. pat. Off*

Better Things for Better Living

. . . through

Chemistry

professional jr.
Tripod with
grooved
Tripod Legs
Now Standard Equipment for all
Famous CECO Pro Jr. Tripod Heads

Pro Jr Tripod is better than ever with new Heavy
Duty Grooved tripod leg design. Assures greater
rigidity, no matter how far legs are extended.
Heavy Duty Groove design guarantees herculean
gripping power, because there’s almost twice the
gripping surface. Modern, rounded leg shape adds
strength and durability to the wood. Comes
equipped with indispensible double knob leg locks
which assure equal pressure on each leg. Avail¬
able with new ball joint swivel or standard base
plate.
When you are looking for the best in a tripod,
buy Professional Junior—the tripod designed with
the professional in mind!
CECO Pro Jr. Fluid Head
CECO Pro Jr. Friction Head
with Ball Joint Swivel
Allows really fast, easy
adjusting tripod legs.

leveling

without

Fits any Pro Jr

Tripod with adapter base plate. Has same
exclusive features as standard Pro Jr
Friction head . . . Pan & Tilt tension

The tripod head with smooth-as-silk maneuverability.
Silicone fluid unaffected by extreme temperature
range. Won’t dive in locked position. Guaranteed
leakproof. The undisputed performance champ!

In Hialeah, Florida:
1335 E. 10th Avenue
TUxedo 8-4604

controls; accessible camera mounting

In Hollywood, California:

knob; adjustable interchangeable
telescoping pan handle. Skilfully designed
and engineered for long dependable
service. Unconditionally

6510 Santa Monica Boulevard
HOllywood 9-5119
*CECO— trademark of Camera Equipment CO.

guaranteed—the World’s Standard
of Tripod Quality!

FRANK

C.

ZUCKCR

(JflmeRfl €c^uipm€nT(o.,inc.
CECO Ball Socket Swivel Joint

Dept. A-71 315 W. 43rd. St., New York 36, N. Y. • JUdson 6-1420

Adapter For Pro Jr. Tripod Heads

Please send me FREE descriptive literature on CECO
Professional Jr. Tripods and Tripod Heads.

A one piece adapter which fits quickly,
easily on to any Pro Jr Head. For use on
new swivel base tripod or standard Pro Jr
tripod with ball socket adapter base plate.

Nome.
FirmAddress.
City-

.Zone.

.State.
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IN AMERICA
The all new Western Cine Automatic
Splicer is the "hot" one to buy! It
■features an exclusive power driven
rotary scraper that does all the work
for you. It meets the most exacting
requirements of the film industry; yet,
it is so easy to operate that even the
non - professional can make perfect
splices every time . . . and in a few
seconds! It's fully guaranteed. Get the
details today!

Walter Strenge, ASC

ON THE COVER
LARRY LANSBURGH shot a greal
subject, "The Wetback Hound,"
Arizona wastelands in search of
a scene of treed mountain lion,

deal of his Academy award-winning short
from the back of a horse as he roamed
subject matter. Here he prepares to film
using lightweight Arriflex 35 camera.

SEE YOUR DEALER, OR WRITE
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MITCHELL R-35
...only truly professional
portable reflex motion picture camera
Designed to cover the widest range of professional motion picture applications, the all new Mitchell R-35
reflex camera offers remarkable versatility to exceed the requirements of most discriminating cinematogra¬
phers. Streamlined design is combined for the first time with the full range of professional features by
Mitchell — world’s leading source of truly professional motion picture cameras and equipment.

COMPACT
Incomparable
R-35
Film
ement

Designed to produce rock-steady films completely
compatible with those of the well-known Mitchell
BNC, NC and Standard cameras, the new R-35
dual register pin movement features: Twin regis¬
tration pins ... twin pull-down claws; stop-motion
to 120 EP.S.; removable aperture plate with builtin filter holder slot . . . holds two thicknesses of
gelatin filters. Full size: 0.980" x 0.735", remov¬
able pressure plate, entire movement removable
for cleaning . . . special construction insures fool¬
proof insertion with no loss of timing.
Hand Held or Tripod Mounted, the new Mitchell R-35 reflex camera uses a new series of Super
Baltar matched lenses designed specifically for the R-35 by Bausch & Lomb. For Complete details
of the outstanding features of this remarkable 35mm camera, write for the new R-35 Bulletin.

MITCHELL R-35
MARCH

•
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MITCHELL CAMERA CORPORATION
666 W. HARVARD ST., GLENDALE 4, CALIF.
TECHNICAL REPRESENTATIVE:
521 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 17, N. Y.
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NEWS
Balloting For “Oscar”

CAMART
SLATE &
CLAPSTICK
Large professional size for
sound productions.
Contains
space for all essential informa¬
tion. Originally sold for $11.75.
Now only

$4.75
F O B.

New

York.

Postage added.

PROD. NO.
DIRECTOR
CAMERA
SOUND

S

E

TAKE

DATE

CAMART OILER PEN

equipment which
quantities of six.

Lubristyle precision oil¬
er — idea! for oiling
is hard to get at. $1.69. In
$1 .39 each.

CAMART ELECTRIC TIMER

For naration, post-recording, dubbing, timing, or
any operation involving synchronous film timing.
Two synchronous timing motors and two precision
footage counters measures your total footage and
its equivalent in minutes and tenths.
16mm & or 35mm
timer .

footage counter with
.

$85.00

Combination 16/35mm footage counter
without timer .$85.00
Single 16mm or 35mm counter without timer $45.00

Nominations ballots were mailed
February 13 to members of the Art
Direction, Cinematography, Film Edit¬
ing and Music Branches of the Acad¬
emy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences for its upcoming 33rd An¬
nual Awards presentations.
Members of each branch will vote
to select nominations for best achieve¬
ments in their respective fields, and
Art Direction Branch members will
nominate in both art direction and cos¬
tume design. Nominations polls close in
these categories February 21st and all
nominations will he announced Febru¬
ary 27. too late to enable us to report
results in this issue.
Separate color and black-and-white
Awards are voted for achievements in
art direction, cinematography and cos¬
tume design. Music Branch members
will select nominations for best songs,
best scoring of a musical picture and
best music score of a dramatic or
comedy picture.
On February 14th, polling was ter¬
minated for nominations balloting in
the acting, directing, writing and best
picture categories.
Making selections from achievements
in 343 eligible motion pictures, the
Academy voting membership will have
nominated five achievements in each of
the following categories:
Best performance by an actor; best
performance by an actress; best per¬
formance by an actor in a supporting
role; best performance by an actress in
a supporting role; best motion picture
of the year; best achievement in direction; best screenplay based on material
from another medium, and best story
and screenplay written directly for the
screen.
These, and other nominations, will
lie announced Feb. 27. Final ballots
will be mailed March 17, following
which the full Academy membership
will select the “Oscar” winners in each
category.
The 33rd Annual “Oscar” Show will
be presented April 17 at 7:30 p.m.
(PST) over the combined radio and
television facilities of the American
Broadcasting Company and the Cana¬
dian Broadcasting Company. Bob Hope
will MC the affair.
*

*

*

Flaherty Award Jury Named
A ten-man board has been named to

134

News briefs of

,

industry activities

products and progress

serve as the jury for New \ork City
College’s 12th annual Robert J. Flaher¬
ty film competition, it has been an¬
nounced by Yael Woll, director of
CCNY’s Institute of Film Techniques
which sponsors the award.
Closing date for entries for the Fla¬
herty Award competition is February
28. Application blanks may be ob¬
tained by producers from the City Col¬
lege film institute, 133rd Street and
Convent Avenue, N.Y. 31.
City College’s Flaherty Award, given
for “outstanding creative achievement”
in films of a factual nature, was given
last year to the CBS-TV film, “Hoffa
and the Teamsters.” Other award-win¬
ning films have included “The Quiet
One,” “The Titan.” and “The Conquest
of Everest.”

Eastman Kodak To Enter
Magnetic Tape Field
Eastman Kodak Company announced
last month that it will manufacture and
sell magnetic recording tape, and that
its products will make their appearance
later this year.
Entry into the magnetic tape field
represents a new but not unexpected
step for Kodak, whose French associate
company, Kodak Pathe, has been pro¬
ducing and selling quality tape abroad
for more than twelve years. The move
climaxes a program that has been
backed by extensive research and de¬
velopment in France and in Rochester
laboratories.
Initially, Kodak magnetic tape will
be supplied for professional and ama¬
teur sound recording uses. It will be on
triacetate base and packaged in rolls
Vi-i nch wide in standard lengths.
Sale of tape for the popular home¬
recording uses will be through Kodak s
regular distribution organization of es¬
tablished photographic dealers. In its
professional motion picture film busi¬
ness, the company has been in close
touch with customers who use profes¬
sional magnetic tape, and the profes¬
sional motion picture sales division of
the company will handle distribution of
Kodak tape to this professional trade.
Since 1952 the company has provided
for coating of a magnetic track, called
Kodak Sonotrack Coating, on amateur
movie film for sound recording.
Continued on Page 136
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ALL THIS EQUIPMENT...AND MUCH,
MUCH MORE IS AVAILABLE FROM
mm

aitei!

a a

. LIGHTS, GRIPS, PROPS
INKIES, ARCS, DIMMERS, CABLES, BOXES,
REFLECTORS, DOLLIES, MIKE BOOMS, NETS,

ITT*

LOCATION UMBRELLAS, WATER COOLERS, FLAGS,
CENTURIES, SCRIMS, HYDRAULIC STANDS, PARALLELS,

%

DIRECTORS CHAIRS, MANY OTHER ITEMS-.YOU NAME IT..
For 40 years, leading producers have depended on
Charles Ross for all their production needs. At a
moment’s notice, you can get the lights, props, grip
equipment and generator trucks from the largest sup¬
pliers of motion picture, TV and industrial photo¬
graphic equipment in the East. At Charles Ross, you’ll
find everything your production schedule requires —
i if? 4ili
%
ik.
except the actors of course.

GENERATOR TRUCKS
AND TRAILERS
1800, 1600, 1000, 750, 300, 200 Amp. D.C.,
100, 50, 30, 20 Amp. A.C.

': :
i

Before you shoot your next picture, dial Charles Ross
... let us know your requirements . . . we’ll be happy
| .r_

to fill them at a moment’s notice!

Lighting the Motion Picture Industry
INC.

Since 1921

333 West 52nd Street, New York City, Circle 6-5470
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New Dates For IFPA
National Convention

NEW DESIGN
FILM BIN
WITH RACK

X

•

Rectangular
construction
measures

30"x24"xl2".
•

Fits easily
into corners.

•
•

Easy to view strips of film.
Hard
vulcanized
fiber with

•

metal frame .

•

Complete bin-rack-linen bag.

•

With easy-fo-roll wheels

reinforced

$45.25
$51.75

CAMART TIGHTWIND
ADAPTER
Only BALL
BEARING
tightwind.
Eliminates
cinching

*

or
abrasions,

*

*

Spectra Spot Meter
To Aid Radar Operations

winds film
evenly—
No slip¬
ping.
Fitted to
any

The Second National Convention of
the Industry Film Producers Associa¬
tion, originally set for March 31-April
1 at the Miramar Hotel in Santa
Monica, Calif., has been rescheduled
for June 2 and 3 at the same location.
The dates have been changed, in order
to avoid conflict with Easter observ¬
ances and to grant some Convention
Trade Show participants additional
time to prepare exhibits.
This year's Trade Show is expected
to introduce several innovations to the
film industry, with particular reference
to professional use of 8mm film and
equipment. Among sessions already
scheduled for the program are: Low
Budget Animation, Dubbing for For¬
eign Distribution, the Role of Motion
Pictures in Nuclear Weapons Testing
and Techniques of Music and Sound
Effects.
A major feature will be a “Produc¬
tion Clinic,” where a staff of experts
will be available to discuss specific
problems of film production with con¬
vention delegates.
Persons wishing to participate in the
convention are asked to address Con¬
vention Headquarters, c/o the Paul
Garrison Organization, 10323-F Santa
Monica Blvd., Los Angeles 25, Calif.

16

or 35mm
rewind.

$34.95

CAMART
CORE
DISPENSER
Simply attach to wall
for keeping plastic lab
cores

handy

at

a'l

times.
Aluminum
16" .$

9.50

24" .

1 1.50

36" .

14.50

Photo Research Corp. has received a
$50,000 contract from the Federal
Aviation Agency for the Spectra
Brightness Spot Meter. This is the in¬
strument for which Karl Freund.
A.S.C., received the 1955 Academy
Award Class 3 certificate for scientific
and technical achievement.
The meter was originally designed
to telescopically measure the brightness
of motion picture screens.
The FAA Radar Branch will use the
meter in its new bright display system
because of the instrument’s ability to
measure an area as small as .015 of
an inch.
Jt

-7T

*A-

24" Dispense; for 50'
or

100'

plastic

...
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reels
24.00

Two Conventions Slated
Two dates to keep in mind for the
future are the opening dates for the
SMPTE’s 89th Convention in Toronto,
Canada, May 7th to 12th, and the an¬
nual convention of the Society of Pho¬
tographic Scientists and Engineers at
the Arlington Hotel in Binghamton,
New York, May 22nd to 26th.
“International Achievements in Mo¬
tion Pictures and Television” is the

theme of the week-long SMPTE con¬
clave, which takes place at Toronto’s
King Edward-Sheraton Hotel. Indica¬
tions have already been received that
representatives from Italy, Sweden,
England, F ranee, Czechoslovakia,
Union of South Africa, and the USSR
will attend.
Scientists from Japan, Germany, Bel¬
gium and from all corners of the U.S.
are slated to attend the SPSE conven¬
tion in Binghamton. Among the top
subjects on the SPSE agenda are new
advances in color and black-and-white
photography, and photography at high
speeds and altitudes and in outer space.
«•
*
*
Future For 16mm Film
Increasing cost pressures may change
the future pattern of motion picture
production techniques for the enter¬
tainment industry, according to Dr.
Norwood Simmons, Eastman Kodak
executive. In a talk before a profes¬
sional Workshop sponsored by Calvin
Productions, Inc., Kansas City, Mo.,
Dr. Simmons revealed that 16mm film
is becoming increasingly important as
a professional tool of the entertainment
industry.
In discussing entertainment applica¬
tions for 16mm film, Dr. Simmons, who
is manager of the West Coast Division
of Eastman Kodak’s Motion Picture
Film Department, said that 16mm film
has become the standard distribution
medium for the television industry.
Television, once thought of as an en¬
emy of the motion picture business,
now consumes some 650 million feet
per year of 16mm film, he said.
Although the great bulk of this film
is now consumed in making television
release prints from 35mm originals.
Dr. Simmons indicated there is consid¬
erable interest—both among theatrical
and television producers—in the use
of 16mm film as a production medium.
The main reason for this interest lies
in the cost factor. A recent survey made
for a major television network revealed
that an hour-long color show produced
on 16mm film as compared with 35mm
materials saved almost $10,000. This
saving was in film and laboratory
charges only. Additional economies
could be realized though operational
savings inherent in 16mm techniques.
If color production became a univer¬
sal requirement, the industry could
save between $500,000 and $750,000
every week if it adopted 16mm as a
production standard, Dr. Simmons
pointed out.
Talking to an audience composed
primarily of producers of 16mm films
for non-theatrical outlets, Dr. Simmons
stated flatly that there is a definite
quality loss in producing on 16mm
film as compared with 35mm.
B
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MAIL COUPON TODAY
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of professional equipment at your fingertips...or call
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GORDON ENTERPRISES
5362 Cahuenga Blvd., North Hollywood, Calif.
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The Second National Convention of
the Industry Film Producers Associa¬
tion, originally set for March 31-April
1 at the Miramar Hotel in Santa
Monica, Calif., has been rescheduled
for June 2 and 3 at the same location.
The dates have been changed, in order
to avoid conflict with Easter observ¬
ances and to grant some Convention
Trade Show participants additional
time to prepare exhibits.
This year’s Trade Show is expected
to introduce several innovations to the
film industry, with particular reference
to professional use of 8mm film and
equipment. Among sessions already
scheduled for the program are: Low
Budget Animation, Dubbing for For¬
eign Distribution, the Role of Motion
Pictures in Nuclear Weapons Testing
and Techniques of Music and Sound
Effects.
A major feature will be a “Produc¬
tion Clinic,” where a staff of experts
will be available to discuss specific
problems of film production with con¬
vention delegates.
Persons wishing to participate in the
convention are asked to address Con¬
vention Headquarters, c/o the Paul
Garrison Organization, 10323-F Santa
Monica Blvd., Los Angeles 25, Calif.
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Photo Research Corp. has received a
$50,000 contract from the Federal
Aviation Agency for the Spectra
Brightness Spot Meter. This is the in¬
strument for which Karl Freund,
A.S.C., received the 1955 Academy
Award Class 3 certificate for scientific
and technical achievement.
The meter was originally designed
to telescopically measure the brightness
of motion picture screens.
The FAA Radar Branch will use the
meter in its new bright display system
because of the instrument’s ability to
measure an area as small as .015 of
an inch.
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Two Conventions Slated
Two dates to keep in mind for the
future are the opening dates for the
SMPTE’s 89th Convention in Toronto,
Canada, May 7th to 12th. and the an¬
nual convention of the Society of Pho¬
tographic Scientists and Engineers at
the Arlington Hotel in Binghamton,
New York, May 22nd to 26th.
“International Achievements in Mo¬
tion Pictures and Television” is the

theme of the week-long SMPTE con¬
clave, which takes place at Toronto’s
King Edward-Sheraton Hotel. Indica¬
tions have already been received that
representatives from Italy, Sweden,
England. F ranee, Czechoslovakia,
Union of South Africa, and the USSR
will attend.
Scientists from Japan, Germany, Bel¬
gium and from all corners of the U.S.
are slated to attend the SPSE conven¬
tion in Binghamton. Among the top
subjects on the SPSE agenda are new
advances in color and black-and-white
photography, and photography at high
speeds and altitudes and in outer space.
*
*
*
Future For 16mm Film
Increasing cost pressures may change
the future pattern of motion picture
production techniques for the enter¬
tainment industry, according to Dr.
Norwood Simmons, Eastman Kodak
executive. In a talk before a profes¬
sional Workshop sponsored by Calvin
Productions, Inc., Kansas City, Mo.,
Dr. Simmons revealed that 16mm film
is becoming increasingly important as
a professional tool of the entertainment
industry.
In discussing entertainment applica¬
tions for 16mm film. Dr. Simmons, who
is manager of the West Coast Division
of Eastman Kodak’s Motion Picture
Film Department, said that 16mm film
has become the standard distribution
medium for the television industry.
Television, once thought of as an en¬
emy of the motion picture business,
now consumes some 650 million feet
per year of 16mm film, he said.
Although the great bulk of this film
is now consumed in making television
release prints from 35mm originals,
Dr. Simmons indicated there is consid¬
erable interest—both among theatrical
and television producers—in the use
of 16mm film as a production medium.
The main reason for this interest lies
in the cost factor. A recent survey made
for a major television network revealed
that an hour-long color show produced
on 16mm film as compared with 35mm
materials saved almost $10,000. This
saving was in film and laboratory
charges only. Additional economies
could be realized though operational
savings inherent in 16mm techniques.
If color production became a univer¬
sal requirement, the industry could
save between $500,000 and $750,000
every week if it adopted 16mm as a
production standard, Dr. Simmons
pointed out.
Talking to an audience composed
primarily of producers of 16mm films
for non-theatrical outlets, Dr. Simmons
stated flatly that there is a definite
quality loss in producing on 16mm
film as compared with 35mm.
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lenses and related equipment is avail¬
able free from the company.

ARRIFLEX 16
1 6mm and 35mm
cameras
for

in

stock

New Optical Printing Service

immediate

delivery.

Arriflex

Optical Printing Service, Inc., has
been established at 2908 Bowser in
Dallas, Texas, to serve Southwestern
film producers and clients.

1 6mm and 35mm
sound p roof
blimps available.
400'

magazines.

Synch ronsed

ous motors. New and

Film Nippers for Editors

CAMART BABY DOLLY
The only portable four-wheel dolly, provides
balance

and

stability.

cameraman.
Platform
modates assistant.

Adjustable
accom-

seat

for

^

lp4zj.UU

Dolly Tracks Available

Hagerthy Enterprises, P.0. Box
3278, Glendale 1, Calif., announces.the
availability of the first scissors de¬
signed expressly for film cutting. The
“Film Nippers' are 5 inches overall
with a full 2-inch cutting edge. Unique,
patented spring action keeps them al¬
ways open, always ready for use, and
alleviates unnecessary fumbling for
finger holes. “Film Nippers" can be
worn like a ring, resting comfortably
in the palm of the hand, leaving fin¬
gers free to handle film.

The only Acme optical printing serv¬
ice in the Southwest, O.P.S., Inc., pro¬
vides 35mm to 16mm, 16mm to 35mm
and 35mm to 35mm color and blackand-white optical printing and all
forms of optical effects, including dis¬
solves, fades and wipes, montages,
titles, plates for rear screen projection,
photographic corrections, split screens
and traveling mattes.

“Film Nippers" are nickel plated
and made of finest steel with stainless
steel spring and ball bearings. List
price, $3.60. Post-paid anywhere in
U.S.A. for $3.75.
Fog Makers

CAMART DUAL
SOUND EDITOR

Omnitar Telephotos

Complete

with

reproduction
speaker.

Used

optical

head,
for

or

base
single

magnetic
plate,
or

sound

amplifier-

double

sound.

Dual reader (without viewer) .$195.00
Zeiss Moviscop Viewer .

89.50

Special Editor Viewer comb.

269.50

caMEnn mar,
1845 BROADWAY
NEW YORK 23, N. Y.
Coble. Cameromart
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Birns & Sawyer Cine Equip. Co.,
6424 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood
38, Calif., announces it is national dis¬
tributor of the well-known line of Om¬
nitar telephoto lenses, monocular Om¬
niscopes, and lens-to-camera support
cradles. The Omnitars are said to be
the only complete lens system, com¬
prising twelve separate focal lengths
ranging from 125mm through 200mm,
and providing individual lens mounts
for 28 cameras in the fields of 16mm,
35mm and 70mm photography. A 4page illustrated brochure on Omnitar

Mole-Richardson Company, 937 No.
Sycamore Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif.,
recently added a series of artificial fog
and mist producers to its line of mo¬
tion picture effects equipment. Three
models suit a wide range of needs in
the production of fog or mist on the
sound stage or on exterior sets. Illus¬
trated is the Model 1993 Senior DynaFogmaker which is capable of creating
the effect of an ocean fog over a large
area or to simulate a volume of smoke
issuing from the windows of a burn¬
ing building, etc. Equipment can also
be used for discharging insect repellent
over wide areas, as on a location when
insects, mosquitos, moths, etc., invade
the shooting area. The fog making unit
weighs but 100 lbs. It is semi-station¬
ary; when in use it is connected to a
55-gallon drum containing the fog¬
making compound or insect repellent,
as shown in illustration.

Film Printers
Uhler Cine Machine Co., 15762 WyContinued on Page
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Announcing
the new

PRO-600 SPECIAL

... a lightweight companion to the popular "PRO-6QO

99

99

Auricon proudly presents the
new “PRO-600 Special/’
a lightweight companion to the
famous “Pro-600,” now in use by
Cameramen all over the world!

i

I

The “Pro-600 Special,” like other
precision Cameras in the Auricon
line, is a superb professional
picture-taking instrument,
Self-Blimped and silent in operation.
At a small extra cost for built-in
Sound Equipment, it can even
record Optical or-Filmagnetic
Single-System sound. The
“Pro-600 Special” being driven
by a true, synchronous motor
is ideal for exacting Double-System
sound recording as well.
While the “Pro-600” is popular
for Studio and occasional
Newsreel operation, the new
“Pro-600 Special” with its minimum
weight and easy portability, is the
perfect answer for heavy duty
Newsreel and Documentary filming.
Write for free

mr

“Pro-600 Special”
Literature and
prices.
36 POUNDS

24 POUNDS
'

'PR0 600 SPECIAL" FOR NEWSREEL & DOCUMENTARY FILMING
MODEL CM 77

"PRO-600" STUDIO CAMERA
MODEL CM-75

HEART OF THE NEW "PRO-600 SPECIAL”

NEW AURICON ALL-TRANSISTORIZED FILMAGNETIC

The secret behind the light weight of the new "Pro-600 Special” is this newly
developed Auricon Super-Silent Synchronous Soundrive. This precision motor
has taken 6 years to perfect and is designed to meet the most exacting sound
recording requirements.

New “all-weather” Amplifier, Model MA-11, can operate at the freezing South Pole
or the broiling Sahara Desert, without affecting its temperature compensated
14 transistor circuitry or frequency response of 50 to 12,000 cycles. Permanent
internal rechargeable battery for complete portability, or A. C. operated when
plugged into a 110 V. outlet. Weighs only 5 pounds.

S
,11

THE AURICON LINE OF 16MM SOUND-ON-FILM CAMERAS

AURICON .. .THE PROFESSIONAL CAMERA • STANDARD OF THE 16MM SOUND INDUSTRY SINCE 1931

WHAT’S NEW
Continued from Page

MITCHELL SINGLE¬
SYSTEM OUTFIT
with RCA Sound System
A complete 35MM SINGLE - SYSTEM
PACKAGE
READY TO GO TO WORK. Camera has rack-over
and all built-in features.

ALL FOR ONLY
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oming Ave., Detroit 38, Mich., an¬
nounces, as a new addition to its ex¬
tensive line of motion picture film
printers, the Uhler Professional Com¬
bination 16mm/8mm Contact Printer.
Equipment will print sound and pic¬
ture separately or simultaneously; the
negative picture and sound track on
positive film; or separate sound track
and picture negatives printed to posi¬
tive in a single operation. Positive-topositive printing with reversal 8mm or
16mm film, color or black-and-white is
also afforded.
Among the many added new fea¬
tures are improved technical and me¬
chanical operation, sturdier construc¬
tion, larger printing sprocket with 4
sets of feed and take-up sprockets and
rollers. List price is $1,777.00, f.o.b.
Detroit, Mich. Literature is available
describing the company’s entire line of
printers.

$675000

COMPLETE OUTFIT INCLUDES:
Mitchell 35mm Single-System Camera, 4 coated
Baltar Lenses; 25mm, 50mm, 100mm and 152mm,
1 Set of Filter Holders, Matte box with leather
bellows and sun shade. Parallax-correcting view¬
finder with adj. mattes, Reducing finder adapter,
FOUR 1000 ft. magazines, 12 volt Motor, Set of
cables. Complete RCA Sound System inch galva¬
nometer, mixer, amplifier, microphone, etc. Set of
carrying cases. A $23,000.00 Value!

BELL & HOWELL
35mm CAMERA
Standard Professional Studio Camera. Amazingly
accurate film registration with famous "Unit I"
fixed pilot pin movement. Four-lens turret, pris¬
matic thru-the-lens focuser, 170 degree variable
shutter with automatic dissolve, and many more
outstanding features. Lists for $4,303.00.

now only

*1495°®

Write for list of lenses & accessories.
With Hi-Speed Movement (up to 200 fps.)
List is $5,017.00 • Special $1,475.00

WALL 35mm SingleSystem Sound Camera
With rack-over and registration pin movement.
COMPLETE with sound system, recording galva¬
nometer and amplifier, cables, controls, 2 maga¬
zines, viewfinder, motor and carrying cases.
PLUS FOUR LENSES. A $15,0000.00 Value!

Only $1995.00
Same as above, less sound equipment .

$1 ,200.00

All equipment is used, excellent,
and guaranteed serviceable.

H0UVW00P CAMERA CO.
10611
NORTH
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Spray Cleaning Solvent
Zipp, an aerosol spray cleaning sol¬
vent, has numerous applications in the
cinematographic field. Lor projectors,
it is used for cleaning sprockets, roller
pads and interiors of projector heads.
It is also used to clean commutators
of motors and prongs of vacuum tubes
of sound systems.
A unique feature of Zipp is the fact
that it can be sprayed on an electric
motor while the motor is actually run¬
ning, so that no shut-down time is re¬
quired. The product dries rapidly and
leaves no film or vapor. It will not short
electrical equipment, is noncorrosive
and nonflammable, contains no carbontet, and is safe for painted surfaces.
Zipp is manufactured by Stewart-Hall
Chemical Corporation, 222 Washing¬
ton Street, Mount Vernon, N.Y.

Multi-Channel Recorder/Reproducer
The Magnasync Series T-1000 mag¬
netic tape recording/reproducing sys¬
tems are available with as many as 20
channels for the simultaneous record¬
ing of voice-frequency program ma¬
terial. Offered with a variety of tape
speeds and capacities, recording and
reproducing time ranges from 8 to 24
hours.
Leatures: plug-in transistorized cir¬
cuitry provides high reliability and low
maintenance; Magnasync’s “synkinetic” dual flywheel flutter free drive;
straight-line threading with inherent
advantages of tightloop threading; dif¬
ferential double-capstan drive assures
perfect tape contact with all channels;
synchronous motor drives tape at uni¬
form velocity; positive, photo-transis¬
tor shutoff at both ends of reel; moni¬
toring at high speed rewind or fast
forward with unique “cueing” device;
provisions for remote control; pack¬
aged in single rack cabinet or in tan¬
dem with automatic switch-over to com¬
panion recorder. Many optional fea¬
tures are available such as “fail-safe”
sensing system which automatically
starts tandem recorder and energizes
visual and audible alarm in event of
mechanical or electronic failure; vari¬
able-speed drive; interjection of time
reference
signals;
high
frequency
erase; packaging in wall cabinet with
front service access, or in self-contained
mobile trailer. Manufacturer is Magna¬
sync Corporation. 5546 Satsuma, North
Hollywood. Calif.

Varifocal Lens for Arriflex
The Arriflex Corporation of Amer¬
ica, 257 Park Avenue South, New
York 10, New York, has announced a
new Angenieux varifocal lens, which
has a focal range from 35mm to
140mm, maximum aperture L/3.5
and focuses down to five feet. The lens
is manufactured by Angenieux in Arri¬
flex mounts to Arriflex standards.

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

MOVIELAB

&developing color negatives • additive color printing • reduction printing including A & B # color
slide film processing • blowups • internegatives • Kodachrome scene-to-scene color balanced
printing • Ektachrome developing and printing • registration printing •
complete black and
white facilities including cutting rooms, storage rooms and the finest screening facilities in the east.

PHOTOGRAPHIC
ASSIGNMENTS
WHAT THE
By

INDUSTRY’S CAMERAMEN WERE

MARION

SHOOTING

LAST

MONTH

HUTCHINS
NOTE: Asterisks indicate television film productions.

16mm

x

400'

MAGAZINES
for BELL & HOWELL
CAMERAS

ALLIED ARTISTS

Fred

Biroc, ASC, “Operation Eichmann”
(Bischoff-Diamond
Prod.)
with
Werner
Klemperer and Donald Buka. R. G. Spring¬
steen, director.
Joseph

ASC, “Twenty Plus Two”
with David Janssen and Jeanne Crain. Joe
Newman, director.
Carl

Guthrie,

Gately,

ASC, Commercials*

(Screen

Gems).
James

Commercials*

Drought,

(Screen

Gems).
Tyler Byars, Commercials* (Screen Gems).
Brydon Baker, “Valley of Dragons” (Montascope: ZRB Prods.) with Sean McClory
and Daniele DeMetz. Edw. Bernds, director.
DESILU—Cahuenga

ASC, “The Andy Griffith
Show”* (Desilu Prods.) with Andy Griffith.
Sid

Hickox,

Cronjager, “One Happy Family”*
(Desilu
Prods.);
“Jack
Benny Show”*
(Desilu Prods.) with Jack Benny.

Henry

Robert de Grasse, ASC, “Angel”* (Desilu
Prods.) with Annie Farge and Marshall
Thompson, Lamont Johnson, director; “Dan¬
ny Thomas Show”* (Desilu Prods.) with
Danny Thomas.

Brand New! List is $195.00

Special 129.50
Also available from stock:
16mm x 400'
For Mitchell 16.
16mm x 200'
Cine Special Chamber.
16mm x 400'
Cine Special Chamber..
16mm x 100'
Cine Special Chamber.
1 6mm x 400'
Maurer .
16 mm x 400'
Eclair Camarette
35mm x 200'
Bell & Howell

.

(Metal).

35mm x 400'
Bell & Howell

(Fibre).

35mm x 400'
Beil & Howell

(Metal).

35 mm x 1000'
Bell & Howell

(Metal).

35mm x 400'
Mitchell Magazines .
35mm x 400'
Mitchell Magazines

(Bi-Pack).

35mm x 1000'
Mitchell Magazines

.

35 mm x 2000'
Mitchell Magazines .
35 mm x 400'
For Bell & Howell Model 170 (A6)..
35 mm x 1000'
For Bell & Howell Model 170 (A6)..
35 mm x 400'
Wall Magazines .
35mm x 1000'
Wall Magazines.
35 mm x 200'
Arriflex (Conversion).
35mm x 400'
Arriflex (Conversion).
35mm x lOO7
Eclair Camarette

Magazines.

DESILU—Culver City

92.50*

Straumer, “The Untouchables”*
(Desilu Prods.) with Robert Stack and Jerry
Paris.

Charles

295.00
355.00
125.00
145.00
175.00
47.50
19.95
54.50
95.00*
59.00
235.00
99.00
169.00
89.00
115.00
54.50
95.00*
69.50*
119.00*
85.00

*NEW—Items not starred are excellent, used, guar¬
anteed serviceable.

Andriot, ASC, “Guestward Ho”*
(Desilu Prods.) with Joanne Dru and Mark
Miller.
Lucien

Directed the photography last month
pilot film,
“Margie,” at Twentieth
Studios.

of the TV
Century-Fox

10611

CALIFORNIA

Roy Seawright, Commercials*.
Elwood

Bredell,

ASC,

COLUMBIA

Commercials*

STUDIOS

Gert

Andersen,
ASC,
“Donna
Reed
Show”* (Screen Gems) with Donna Reed.
Andrew McCullough, director.

Desilu

Charles van Enger, ASC, “Lassie”*

Wrather Prods.)
Jon Provost.

with

(Jack
June Lockhart and

Planck, ASC, “My Three Sons”*
(Desilu Prods.) with Fred MacMurray and
William Frawley.
Robert

Robert

Show”*

Pittack.
ASC,
“Ann
Sothem
(Desilu Prods.) with Ann Sothem.

Douglas Slocombe, “Taste of Fear” (Ham¬
mer Films Prod.; shooting in England)
with Susan Strasberg and Ronald Lewis.
Seth Holt, director.

Lucien
Andriot,
ASC,
“Harrigan
and
Son’”* (Desilu Prods.) with Pat O’Brien
and Roger Perry.

Jack Marta. “Route 66”*

(Screen Gems)
with Marty Milner and George Mahares.

Edward Fitzgerald, ASC, “Happy”* (Desilu
Prods.) with Ronnie Bums.

Welborn, “Dennis the Menace”*
(Screen Gems) with Joy North and Herbert
Anderson.

FOX WESTERN AVENUE

Charles

Philip Tannura, ASC, “Two Faces West”*

(Screen Gems) with Charles Bateman and
June Blair; “Manhunt”*
(Screen Gems)
with Victor Jory and Pat McVey. Fred
Jackman, director.
Lippman, Fred Gately, ASC, “My
Sister Eileen”* (Screen Gems) with Shirley
Boone and Elaine Stritch.

Charles

Lawton,

(Screen Gems).

142

(Pilot;

DESILU—Gower

ASC,

Commercials*

CHANDLER BOULEVARD
HOLLYWOOD,

“S. I. C.”

Hauser,

CASCADE STUDIO

J. Peverell Marley,
(Screen Gems).
NORTH

Robert

Prods.).

Irving

HOUVWOOD CAMERA CO.

Worth, ASC, “The
Real Mc¬
Coy’s”*
(Brennan-Westgate Prods.)
with
Walter Brennan.
Lothrop

ELLSWORTH FREDRICKS, ASC

ASC,

Commercials*

James

van

ASC,
Hickman.

Trees,

with
Dwayne
director.

“Dobie Gillis”*
Rod
Amateau,

GENERAL SERVICE STUDIOS
Frank

Redman,

(CBS-TV)
bara Hale.

with

ASC, “Perry
Raymond Burr

Mason”*
and Bar¬

Nicholson,
“Blue
Angels”*
(Gallu Prods.) with Don Gordon and Mor¬
gan Jones.
Meredith

Harold
Lipstein,
ASC, “Adventures of
Ozzie and Harriet”* (Stage 5 Prods.) with
the Nelson family. Ozzie Nelson, director.
Continued on Page
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that gets the show on the road!
The first thing to do when you get your budget okayed,

is to call JUdson 6-1420.

Technicians at CECO® go into action on the double. Cameras, lights, sound recorders and
accessories are assembled for quick delivery across town or across the continent.
Producers, directors, cameramen and sound engineers come to CECO—for the smallest
job to the biggest spectacular ...
1) BECAUSE CECO is the world’s largest and most knowledgeable distributor and
manufacturer of professional photographic equipment.
beat a path to our door.

The best brains in the industry

2) BECAUSE "success teaches success”. Our engineers are a repository of the tech¬
niques and trade secrets of America’s best known cameramen. They pass along to you—
free of charge—the shortcuts and special methods for solving your picture problems.
Call today . . . JUdson 6-1420.
New WADDELL HIGH SPEED 16MM
CAMERA. A flexible high speed camera
with speed range from 3 to 30,000
pps. Ideal for data recording.
WADDELL Ultra High Speed Streak
Camera also available.

CECO BLIMP FOR 16MM MAURER CAMERA
The first compact, contour blimp for
MAURER 16mm. Permits easy accessability.

CECO MODIFICATION PLATE
FOR ARRI 35MM
A flat bottom modification
for the 35mm ARRI,
utilizing existing motor drive.

CECO 35MM PROFESSIONAL FILM
VIEWER-ANALYZER WITH DOUBLE
SYSTEM SOUND READER
Easy threading, portable. Available
with single system sound or as
viewer only. 16mm models also.
® TM #707529

(£flm€RR equipment (o.,inc.
CECO STOP MOTION MOTORS FOR CINE-SPECIAL,
ARRIFLEX, MITCHELL AND MAURER CAMERAS
110 Volt AC operation, forward and reverse.
(Illustrated with Cine-Special)

315 West 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y.
JUdson 6-1420

Gentlemen: I am interested in the items checked below.
Please rush me more free information on these products
f~l

PROSKAR 16mm Cinemascope Lens

I

I CECO Hi-Speed Editing Tables

I

I CECO 35mm Film Viewer-Analyzer

I

I

NEGEMA Projection Stand

NOMAD Transistorized Sound RecorderReproducer

WADDELL High Speed 16mm Camera |—i

□ COLORTRAN Cine-King Light
□

MAGNASYNC 602 Type 13 Dubber
\J

OXBERRY Unistand Model TE

bd
'

CECO Triangles, Model C

I~1 CECO Blimp for Maurer 16mm

CH

ARRIFLEX 16mm Camera

□ CECO Stop Motion motors

□

CECO modification plate for Arri 35mm

Name_Title_
Firm_
Address_
City_. Zone-State

WBBBKBtSKBSt

u<9
PROSKAR 16MM CINEMASCOPE LENS
A combination camera and projec¬
tion lens which projects sharp
images 2]/2 times wider in scope.

Lightweight, collapsible, adjust¬
able. Comes with tripod locking
device. All aluminum construction.

OXBERRY UNISTAND MODEL TE
A professional animation stand
designed for low budget ap¬
plication without sacrificing
quality.

NOMAD SYNCHRONOUS TRANSISTORIZED
SOUND RECORDER/REPRODUCER
Lightweight, completely portable.
Professional quality recording and play¬
back. For use with most 16mm cameras.
(ARRI 16 illustrated)

CECO HI-SPEED EDITING TABLES
Designed to cut down editing
time. Rigid construction. Avail¬
able in 16 and 35mm models.

NEGEMA PROJECTION STAND
Ideal for 16 or 35mm pro¬
jectors, sound or slide. Light¬
weight. Sturdy construction.

Hi
■hSH

MAGNASYNC 602 TYPE 13
SOUND DUBBER. Furnished
in center or edge tracking
for 16mm film. Other
dubbers for 35 and
17y2mm in stock.

FIRST CLASS
PERMIT No. 4236
New York, N. Y.
Sec. 34.9, P. L. & R.

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL

In New York:

I

Camera Equipment Co., Inc.
315 W. 43rd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y.
JUdson 6-1420

LATEST MODEL ARRIFLEX
16MM CAMERA WITH
CONTROL SIGNAL GENERATOR
AND AUTOMATIC SLATE.
Utilizes miniature 1/4" tape
recorder. Provides top
picture and synch sound.

In Hialeah, Florida:

Camera Equipment Co., Inc.
of Florida, 1335 E. 10th Ave
TUxedo 8-4604
In Hollywood, California:

Camera Equipment Co., Inc.
6510 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 9-5119

NO POSTAGE STAMP NECESSARY IF MAILED IN THE UNITED STATES

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY
CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY, INC.
DEPT. 65, 315 WEST 43rd STREET
NEW YORK 36, N. Y.

C0L0RTRAN “CINE KING”
For high performance spot
or flood. Lightweight. Low
in price. Other C0L0RTRAN
lights available.

Of the fifteen 1960 Industrial Film Awards, ten went to films shot
with Arrif lex 16mm and 35mm cameras... a record unmatched by
any other camera! A record approached only by Arrif lex’s winnermajority showing last year.
Why Arrif lex? Simply because the Arrif lex does the job better and
more easily, faster and more economically! You ought to try one
of these world-famous motion picture cameras soon.

* ANNUAL INDUSTRIAL FILM AWARDSconducted by the publishers of
Industrial Photography magazine.

FOR LITERATURE OR DEMONSTRATION OF ARRIFLEX 16
AND ARRIFLEX 35MM CAMERAS, WRITE TO:

257

PARK AVENUE SOUTH, NEW YORK 10,N.Y.

WEST COAST: 826 NORTH COLE AVENUE,

MARCH

•

1961

HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIF.
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Continued from Page 142

from
HOLLYCAM

Harry Wolfe, “Hennessey”* (Hennessey
Prods.) with Jackie Cooper. Don McQuire,
director.
Maury Gertsman, ASC, “Mr. Ed”* (Filmways Prods.) with Allan Young.
GOLDWYN STUDIOS

Norbert Brodine, ASC,
“Loretta 'ioung Show”*
with Loretta Young.

Eugene
(Toreto

Polito,
Prods.)

Frank Phillips, “Rider on a Dead Horse”
(Phoenix Film Studios; shooting in Phoe¬
nix) with John Vivyan and Lisa Lu. Herbert
Strock, director.
Ted McCord, ASC, “War Hunt” (T-D Ent.
for UA release) with John Saxon and
Robert Redford. Denis Sanders, director.
Mario Montuori, “Last Days of Sodom and
Gomorrah” (Embassy Pictures-Titanus; East¬
man color; shooting in Morocco) with
Stewart Granger and Pier Angeli. Robert
Aldrich, director.
JERRY FAIRBANKS STUDIO

Ray Foster, ASC, Commercials*
KTTV STUDIOS

Gilbert
Bunker
release)
Mobley.

Warrenton, ASC, “The Colonel of
Hill” (Harvard Film Corp. for UA
with Wanda Hendrix and Roger
Edw. L. Cahn, director.
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

Ted Voigtlander. “The Islanders”* with
William Reynolds and James Philbrook.
Stuart Thompson, ASC, “National Velvet”*
(Velvet Prods.) with Lori Martin and Ann
Doran.
William Spencer, “Peter Gunn"* (Spartan
Prods.) with Craig Stevens.
JOHN RUSSELL, ASC
One of the most active cinematographers at Revue
Studios, John
Russell
last month directed the
photography of two films in the “Alfred Hitchcock
Presents” series.

INDEPENDENT

BELL & HOWELL
CINE PRINTERS
New 16mm Model JB
New 35mm Model DC
Features include adjustable printing aperture
to eliminate picture bleeding. 4-way on
Model JB, 5-way on Model DC. Model DC
has torque-motor take-ups. Latest 300 watt
super high-intensity light source for color.
3-speed synchronous drive. Printing speeds
60, 90, 120 feet per minute. Model JB
(16mm) and Model DC (35mm) are among
the lafest series produced by Bell & Howell.
Hollycam brings them to you at substantial
savings from the factory price of more than
$5,015.00.

New 16mm Model JB
or
New 35mm Model DC
10% OFF

451350

*

F.O.B. Our Plant

300-waM Selenium Rectifier for Models JB
and DC Super High-Intensity light sources
included with each printer.

Daniel Fapi*, ASC, “West Side Story”
(Panavision 70 & Color: Mirisch Piets—
Seven Arts Prod.) with Natalie Wood and
Richard Beymer. Robert Wise and Jerome
Robbins, directors.
Christian Matras, “Paris Blues” (Pennebaker for UA: shooting in Paris) with
Paul Newman and Joanne Woodward. Mar¬
tin Ritt, director.

CHANDLER BOULEVARD

NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
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Robert Surtees, ASC, “Mutiny on the
Bounty” (Ultra Panavision & Color; shooting
in Tahiti; Areola Prods.) with Marlon Bran¬
do and Trevor Howard. Sir Carol Reed, di¬
rector.
Joseph Ruttenberg, ASC, “Ada” (C’Scope
& Color; Avon Prod.) with Susan Hayward
and Dean Martin. Daniel Mann, director.
John
Nicholaus,
“The
Gunslingers”*
(CBS-TV) with Preston Foster and Tony
Young.

Burnett Guffey, ASC, “Birdman of Alca¬
traz” (Harold Hecht Prod, for UA release)
with Burt Lancaster and Karl Malden. John
Frankenheimer, director.

Fred Mandl, ASC, “The
Show”* with Tab Hunter.

Robert Krasker. “El Cid" (Super Technirama-70; Samuel Bronston Prods, with
D.E.A.R.: Films for Allied Artists & J.
Arthur Rank; shooting in Spain) with
Charlton Heston and Sophia Loren. Anthony
Mann, director.

Robert Bronner, ASC, Commercials*.

Gilbert Warrenton, ASC, “Man Missing”
(Harvard Films; UA release) with Craig
Hill and Elaine Edwards. Edw. L. Calm,
director.
Paul Vogel, ASC, “St. George and the
Seven Curses” (Bert I. Gordon Prod.; UA
release; color) with Basil Rathbone and
Estelle Winwood. Bert I. Gordon, producerdirector.
Taylor Byars, “Decoy” (Harvard Films;
UA release) with Jack Hogan and June
Kenney. William Witney, director.
Morris
Hartzband,
“The
Defenders”*
(shooting in New York; Clayco Prod.).
Arthur Ornitz, “The Young Doctors”
(Drexel-Millar-Turman Prod, for UA: shoot¬
ing in New York) with Fredric March and
Ben Gazzara. Phil Karlson, director.
Americo Hoss, “The Sleeping Partner”
(Twinfilms-Richers Prods.; shooting in Bra¬
zil) with Jean Pierre Aumont and Alix
Talton. George Cahan, director.

10611

Milton Krasner, ASC, “Four Horsemen of
the Apocalypse” (C’Scope & Color; Julian
Blaustein Prod.) ; with Glenn Ford and
Ingrid Thulin. Vincente Minnelli, director.

William Clothier, “The Deadly Compan¬
ion” (PanaVision & Color; Carousel Prods.)
Sam Peckinpah, director.

Tab

Hunter

Dale Deverman, “Asphalt Jungle”* (Pilot).

Harkness Smith, “The Americans”*
N.B.C.
Alan
Stensvold,
ASC,
“Dinah
Shore
Show” (Sewanee Prods.; “Groucho Marx
Show” (Film Craft Prods.) “Roy Rogers
Show” (Sewanee Prods.).
PARAMOUNT STUDIOS

William Snyder, ASC, “Bonanza”* (NBCIV)
with
Michael
Landon
and
Dan
Blocker.
Frank Phillips, “Have Gun Will Travel”*
with Warner Anderson and 'l’om l ully.
Russell Harlan, ASC, “Hatari!” (Howard
Hawks Prod.; Technicolor; shooting in
Africa) with John Wayne and Gerard
Blain. Howard Llawks, producer-director.
Wallace Kelley, ASC, “The Ladies Man”
(Technicolor; Jerry Lewis Prods.) with
Jerry Lewis and Helen Traubel.
Jerry
Lewis, director.
Charles Lanc, Jr., ASC, “Summer and
Smoke” (Technicolor; Hal Wallis Prods.)
with Laurence Harvey and Geraldine Page.
Peter Glenville, director.
Seiunichiro Nakao, “My Geisha” (Saschiko
Prod.; Technicolor; shooting in Japan) with
Shirley MacLaine and Yves Montand. Jack
Cardiff, director.
Continued on Page 148
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F*B
ACMADE MARK II

PARADE OF NEW PRODUCTS
NEW F&B MARK III FLUID DRIVE TRIPOD

EDITING TABLE

Complete outfit for 16mm cameras,
35mm Eyemos & Arris, at an amazingly
low price.

Makes
Editing
Easy!

$139 50
Includes Tripod, Adapter and Visco-matic
Fluid Head. With F & B’s usual iron-clad
guarantee.

Prices are
in line—
complete
2 channel
unit

‘2975
f.o.b. New York
Operation of this simple, efficient editing
machine can be mastered in minutes. Con¬
tinuous movement provides absolute safety
for your film. Instant controls and de¬
clutching allows up to 50% increase speed
and efficiency in editing. Any combination of
2 or 3, 16mm or 35mm channels, plus mag¬
netic and optical sound available.
WRITE FOR DETAILED BROCHURE

The day of the friction
head is fast coming to
an end. More camera¬
men now use fluid
drive heads because
they meet the demand
for smooth, continu¬
ous, easily-controlled
action.

DIRECTORS’
VIEWFINDERS

F&B
ANIMATION STAND
• Animation
Stand
Filmstrip
Stand
Product
Stage
Titling
Stand

F & B NICKEL CADMIUM
BATTERIES
_
The perfect compan¬
ion for your Arriflex,
mounted in rugged
aluminum case, with
shoulder strap. In¬
destructible, high
capacity Nickel Cad¬
mium cells provide
perfect power, abso¬
lutely guaranteed
for 1 year.

New, imported director’s
viewfinder with large,
clear optics in 4 new
models at very reason¬
able prices.

The undisputed performance champion
in the low-priced animation stand field.
It’s an:

Tripod legs only.$49.50
Baby tripod legs only. 47.50
Fluid Head only. 97.50
Leather & Vinyl case. 12.50
Leather & Vinyl case for Baby. 11.50

Model I—for 35mm, range
25mm-135mm .$49.50
Model IA—for 16mm, range
11.5mm-75mm . 49.50
Model IB—for 16 mm, range
8mm-75mm . 69.50
Model III—for 35mm Wide-Screen &
TV Camera range 3-4 to 2.55-1, with
sliding, adjustable marks . 89.50

rnrr

—Neckchain and Leather

iIiLL Case with Order

I
■

7v. Battery (6 cells).$85.00
lOv. Battery (8 cells).100.00
15v. Battery (12 cells).135.00
Voltmeter attach, (opt) . 20.00
Ammeter attach, (opt) . 10.00
Miniaturized Charger . 29.50
NEW—15v-7V2V Battery—can be switched
for 71/2V or 15v for both 16mm and 35mm
Arris .$155.00
With Built-In Charger . 184.50

PORTMAN ANIMATION STAND
Our new streamlined design incorporates all the versatility
of stands costing twice as much. Enthusiastic users from
Australia to Venezuela endorse its rugged simplicity and
efficiency.
Compare these specifications:
• Zoom Range 1-30 Field
• Compound Camera Carriage
18" E-W, 12" N S
• Tracking Accurate to 1/1000
of an inch
Weight 450 lbs. 14 Accessories Available
Basic
Stand

$995

More than 45 accessories available including:
• Multi-Plane Table
• Aerial Image Projector
• Traverse Peg Bar
• Stop Motor Motor
• 12 Field Crawl Unit
• Acme Portman Rack-over,
16mm-35mm Camera

,$1595

Basic Stand
WRITE FOR COMPLETE 20 PAGE CATALOG

SERVING THE WORLD’S FINEST FILM MAKERS

riiUlUMLAiy

&

INC

68 West 45th Street, New York 36, New York • MUrray Hill 2-2928
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John

Continued from Page 146

(Revue Prods.).

ASC,

Russell,

Benj.

Kline,

ASC,

Neal Beckner. "Alfred Hitchcock Presents”

Ellis Thackery. ASC, “Westinghouse Play¬

house”*
ASC, “Deadlock” (Edmond
O'Brien-Stanley Frazen-Tiger Prods.) with
Jeffrey Hunter and Stella Stevens. Edmond
O'Brien, producer-director.
Loyal

Griggs,

William Marculies, ASC, “The Outlaws”*.

** JM

HOLLYCAM

(Revue

Prods.).

John Warren, ASC, Emil Harris, “Check¬

mate”*
George.

(J

&

M

Prods.)

with

Anthony

Ellis Thackery, ASC, John Warren, ASC,
Neal

“Shotgun

Slade”*

(Revue

ASC, “Tall Man”*
with Barry Sullivan.

(Revue

ASC,
“Mother
Revue Prods.).

Climbs

Beckner,

Prods.).
John

Russell.

Prods.)

HOUSTON 1

Lionel

Lindon,

Trees”*

(Pilot;

Warren, ASC,
(Pilot; Revue Prods.).

John

COLOR PROCESSOR

“Frontier

Circus”*

TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX
Philip Lathrop, ASC, “Hong Kong”* with
Rod Taylor and Lloyd Bochner.

ASC, “Adventures in Para¬
Gardner McKay and Weaver

Lloyd

Ahern,

dise”*
Levy.

with

Pietro Portalupi, ASC, “Francis of Assisi”
ROBERT PITTACK, ASC
Ann Sothern’s favorite cinematographer, Bob Pittack
continues to direct the photography of every show
in the Ann Sothern Series at Desilu-Gower Studios
in Hollywood.

Fleet Soutiicott, “Gunsmoke”* with James

Arness and Dennis Weaver.
Shorr, ASC,
(El Camino Prods.)
and Cara Wiliams.
Lester

SPECIAL

S895000
Process
from

16mm

1

or

double

to 30 fpm.

Anscochrome,
reversal,
backing

8mm

at

speeds

Tanks are arranged for

Ektachrome,

black-and-white

negative or positive. Anti-halation¬
removal

steel construction.

unit included. All

stainless

Entire processor is in like-

new condition.

ADDITIONAL HOUSTON
PROCESSOR SPECIALS

black-and-white

film.

From

1

Designed

to

Harry Wild, ASC, “The Tom Ewell Show"*

for

20 feet per

minute. Friction clutch drive, temperature con¬

with

Tom

Ewell

and

(Four

Smith,

Burke,
“Dante’’*
(Four
Star
with Howard Duff and Alan Mow¬

REVUE STUDIOS
Mack Stengler, ASC, “Leave It to Beaver”*

(Comalco Prods.) with Barbara Billingsley
and Hugh Beaumont. Norman Tokar, di¬
rector.
Strenge, ASC, “Wagon Train”*
(Revue Prods.) with Robert Horton.

Walter

trol, and many other features. Offered at sub¬
Ray

stantial reduction from original cost.

Rennahan,

ASC, “Laramie”*

(Revue

Prods.).

LIKE NEW

Emil
Harris,
Jack
Mackenzie,
ASC,
“Bringing Up Buddy”* (Kyro Prods.) with
Emil Markey and Dora Morande.

s325000
Model

K-2,

16mm

Benj.

Negative and

.

695.00

Pump and Compressor for Model K-2

Positive

ASC, Lionel
(Revue Prods.)

Kline,

“Thriller"*

Lindon,

ASC,

150.00

Model

K-1A,

Robert Gough, “Bachelor Father”* (Bache¬
lor Prods.) with John Forsythe.

versal

.1595.00

Neal Beckner, “General Electric Theatre"*

16mm Neg.,

Pos.,

Re¬

(Revue Prods.)

HOLLYWOOD CAMERA CO-

Clifford Stine, ASC, “Tammy, Tell Me
True” (Color; Ross Hunter Prod.) with
Sandra Dee and John Gavin. Harry Keller,
director.

E. Arling, ASC, “Lover, Come
Back” (UI-7 Piets.—Nob Hill-Arwin) with
Rock Hudson and Doris Day. Delbert Mann,
director.

Arthur

10611
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Kay Norton, “The Silent Call”

(C’Scope;
API) with Gail Russell and David McLean.
Carter.

Frank

ASC,

Phillips,

Ellsworth

“Riviera”*

(Pilot).

“The Hunters”*

Fredricks,

ASC,

(Pilot).

“Margie”*

(Pilot).
J. Peverell
(Pilot).

Marley,

ASC,

“Bus

Stop”*

Peach,
ASC, “The Battle of
Bloody Beach” (C’Scope; API) with Audie
Murphy and Dolores Michaels. Herbert Cole¬
man, director.
Kenneth

“Michael Shayne"*
Star Prods.) with Richard Denning.
Keith

Prods.)
bray.

For processing of 16 and 35mm negative or
positive

“Stagecoach
West”**
(Four Star Prods.) with Wayne Rogers and
Richard Eyer.

(Four Star Prods.)
Marilyn Erskine.

Carter, ASC, “Pirates of Tortuga”
(Clover Prod.) with Ken Scott and Leticia
Roman. Robert Webb, director.

Ellis

Ellis

Southcott,

Charles

HOUSTON 16/35mm
LABMASTER
darkroom operation.

“Pete and Gladys"*
with Harry Morgan

REPUBLIC STUDIOS
Fleet

Leon Shamboy, ASC, “Snow White and the

Three Stooges” (C’Scope & Color) with
Carolyn Heiss and the Three Stooges. Walter
Lang, director.

PARAMOUNT SUNSET STUDIOS

Original cost was over $18,000!

(C’Scope & Color;
Triton Piet. Corp.;
shooting in Europe) with Brad Dillman and
Stuart Whitman.

Winton Hoch. ASC, “Voyage to the Bottom
of the Sea” (C’Scope and color; Irwin Allen
Prod.) with Walter Pidgeon and Joan Fon¬
taine. Irwin Allen, director.
Lucien Ballard. ASC, “Marines, Let’s Go!”

(C’Scope & Color; shooting in Japan) with
David Hedison and Linda Hutchins. Raoul
Walsh, director.
Unsworth,
“Lion
of
Sparta”
(C’Scope & color; shooting in Greece) with
Richard Egan and Sir Ralph Richardson.
Rudy Mate, director.

Jeffery

WARNER BROS.
Ballard,
ASC,
“Susan
Slade”
(Shooting in Monterey) with Troy Dona¬
hue and Connie Stevens. Delmer Daves,
director.
Lucien

Harry Waxman, “The Roman Spring of
Mrs. Stone” (Color; A A Prod.; shooting in
London) with Vivian Leigh and Warren
Beatty. Joe Quintero, director.
Eugene Polito, “Portrait of a Mobster”
with Vic Morrow and Leslie Parrish. Joseph
Pevney, director.
Woolsey. ASC, “Claudelle Inglish”
with Diane McBain and Arthur Kennedy.
Gordon Douglas, director.
Ralph

Continued on Page 152
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When accurate, unbiased color is needed in the final print, the best start is with 16mm
Professional Anscochrome® Type 242. This low-contrast camera film is designed
specifically for that purpose. Just test it once. Note the clean highlight detail and
excellent D-max in release prints from Type 242 originals. Check the
richness of the critical reds, greens and blues. And note the way Type 242
produces consistent characteristics reel after reel. Color uniformity,
color accuracy and total dependability . . . three reasons to choose
16mm Anscochrome Professional Type 242 film. Ansco,
Type
Binghamton, N. Y., A Division of General Aniline & Film Corp.

Ansco
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WALTER STRENGE’S

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
Need advice on a picture making problem?

Your questions are invited

and will be answered by mail. Questions and answers considered of
general interest will appear in this column each month.

QWhat

SAVE . . . and get the equipment you
need . . . from the world’s greatest se¬
lection of professional photographic equip¬
ment!
BELL & HOWELL 70HR, NEW with 1" B&H f/1 .9
lens, 10mm f/1 .8 Angenieux, 3" f/2.9 Elgeet,
matching finders, 115 volt B&H motor, Veeder
counter, 400 ft. B&H magazine, and B&H carry¬
ing case for complete outfit. ALL NEW, less
guarantee
card.
Original
list 7QC
+
$1327.00 ....
• /
KODAK K-100 TURRET CAMERA, 1" 'yj C rtfl
f/1.1 lens and viewfinder. X/J.V/V/
AURICON PRO-200 with Pan Cinor Zoom lens.
Complete with galvanometer, amplifier, mike,
headset, cables, case, etc....

995.00

AURICON 16mm 200 ft. SOUND-ON-FILM RECOR¬
DER, complete with amplifier, galvanometer,
cables, mike, case, ate..

395 00

AURICON RT-80 DUAL SYSTEM RECORDER.
galvanometer and amplifier.

Less

125.00

KODACHROME, 16mm x 200 ft. Single-perf. Processing included. Outdated, guar¬
anteed .
ANSCOCHOME, 16mm x 400 ft.
Outdated, guaranteed.
MOLE RICHARDSON 120 amp. Molarc-90 with barndoors and dif¬
fusion frame. Like new.
CAMERA EQUIP. CO. Pro-Jr. HiHat. New.
HOLLYCAM
JR.
TRIPOD.
VeeGrooved legs. New.
HOLLYCAM STANDARD TRIPOD for
Mitchell .Legs only, new.

13.95
15.50

FILTERS, most types, New. 2" Square
3" Square
4" Square
BELL & HOWELL 16/35 Hot Splicers
M1TCHELL Variable Diffuser, New....
THOMAS Geared head for Mitchell
BNC, etc.
MILLER Fluid Head. New.
SCENE SLATES. New.
MOVIOLA, 4-hub 35mm synchron¬
izers ...
AMPRO 16mm arc projector, com¬
plete .

875.00
16.50*
129.00*
135.00*
3.50*
5.50*
6.50*
225.00
110.00*
585.00
149.50*
3.95*
98.50
750.00

*NEW—Items not starred are excellent, used, guar¬
anteed serviceable.

See

Hollycam's

complete

"Camerama

listings

of

hundreds

accessories, processing,
equipment.
world's

A

largest

Catalog"
of

for

cameras,

printing and editing

complete
inventory

showing
of

of

the

professional

photographic equipment.

H0UVW00D CAMERA CO.

is the method used by anima¬
tion studios to effect a gradual,
overall change of the color of the light¬
ing in the same scene—as from pre¬
dominantly blue to red? An example of
this was observed in Walt Disney’s
“Sleeping Beauty,” when one of the
fairies puts the two kings, Hubert and
Stephan, to sleep in the castle. As they
drift into slumber the scene, which is
multi-colored, gradually takes on an
over-all greenish hue, residting in a
near-monochromatic color scheme. —
Ii. S., North Hollywood, Calif.

Ansiver: The effect is very simply done
—by sliding colored gelatin filters be¬
fore the lamps lighting the animation
table carrying the art work being pho¬
tographed, or by having two sets of
lamps set up to light the table, with
both sets working from dimmers. In
the latter scheme, one set of lights (of
one color) is gradually dimmed out
and the other color lights are brought
up in volume as shooting of the scene
progresses.

Q

I intend to replace my present cam¬
era (because of its age) with a new
one and I find it difficult to sort out
the features of the available equipment
now on the market in order to deter¬
mine the best all-around camera for my
needs. Can you therefore fairly com¬
pare three 16mm cameras which I am
considering: Cine Special II, Kodak K100, and the Bolex Rex Reflex? I shoot
single-perforated film which is later
sound-striped.—K. IF., New Rochelle,
N. Y.

Answer: All three cameras named are
good, and the fact there are plenty of
each in use today proves this. In order
to decide which camera best suits your
needs, would suggest that you obtain
complete detailed literature on each
and thoroughly digest it, then go to
your photographic dealer and arrange
to test each of the cameras in the field
with a roll of film. If you can convince
the dealer you mean to purchase one
of the cameras, you should have no
trouble arranging for use of them for
testing purposes.

QAm
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a graduate of the Pasadena
Playhouse and, aided by a group
of fellow students, I recently shot a
documentary which is considered well
photographed and acted. In all, we

exposed 7,200 feet of 16mm Kodachrome (Daylight Type). My problem
is this: I want to start cutting and edit¬
ing the film, but I’m afraid to touch
my original, for I hope eventually to
market it. I should therefore like an¬
swers to the following questions:
1) Is it okay to make a B&W workprint for editing, or must this be in
color?
2) I cannot afford A&B roll editing.
Therefore, what is the best way to con¬
ceal the splices?
3) If necessary to cut A&B, can I
cut the original Kodachrome reversal
stock the A&B roll way?
4) How can I get an optical sound
print?
5) For the sound track, I intend to
use both narration and music. Is it pos¬
sible to record the music, sound effects
and narration all on one tape, then
send it along to the laboratory with the
original edited film to obtain a print
with optical sound?—G. S. D., Los An¬
geles, Calif.

Answer: Have you been following the
articles on film editing in recent issues
of American Cinematographer? If so,
then many of your problems have been
explained in detail; it is suggested that
you re-read all the articles because your
various questions above are explained
in more detail than space permits here.
Nevertheless, we shall give brief an¬
swers to each, as follows:
1) A black-and-white workprint is
the only kind to order; this is accept¬
ed professional practice.
2) There are a number of excellent
splicers on the market which minimize
the splice area so that it becomes prac¬
tically unnoticeable in the final print.
But most of these splicers are highpriced, and it is likely that you will
prefer to rent one or rent film editing
facilities in your locality where such a
splicer can be made available to you.
3) Yes; it is the only way you can
cut it if the decision is to cut “A&B.’'
4) Send your magnetic tape record¬
ing to a laboratory equipped to re¬
record it to optical sound. This is an
important step in the editing of your
film because it is necessary that your
sound be transferred to a sprocketed
film of the same width as your picture
film (in this case 16mm) so that it can
he interlocked with the picture film in
the gang synchronizer for cutting and
editing in sync.
5) Yes.
■
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j\mv!
Model

IT’S NEW!

2000

Stop

The

BIRNS

Motion

3 5mm

&

SAWYER
Projector

Now! It's NEW! — The first 35mm projector with positive-stop, auto¬
matic single-frame, electronic action both forward & reverse!
SEE THE BIRNS & SAWYER MODEL 2000!

Now! It's NEW — The first 35mm projector with variable speed for¬
ward and variable speed reverse!
SEE THE BIRNS & SAWYER MODEL 2000!

Now! It's NEW! — The first 35mm projector with remote push-button
control, footage and frame counter!
SEE THE BIRNS & SAWYER MODEL 2000!

Now! It's NEW! — The first and only 35mm projector with all these
features: automatic single-frame advance or
reverse, variable speed motor forward & re¬
verse for searching head, constant speed
motor forward for sound, remote control pa¬
nel duplicating controls on machine; can be
operated from any distance; 1000-watt lamp
with sliding heat filter; sound or silent; 2000
foot capacity on roll-away table.
It's the BIRNS & SAWYER Model 2000, tailored
for today's needs in industrail film data and
missile exploration.

Projector complete with

remote control.

sound and roll-away stand. Cat. 2260

From: $1,295

Remote

Interior showing Selsyn Motor and

Control

Panel

Catalog

2003

glass heat filter.
WRITE

FOR

ILLUSTRATED

BROCHURE

mBIRNS & SAWYER
iff]

COVERING

SPECIFICATIONS

UIPMENT

6424 SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD • HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA • TELEPHONE: HOIlywood 4-5166
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UHLER Film Printers

Continued from Page 148

For Professional Results!
Edwin
DuPar,
ASC, Robert Hoffman,
"Hawaiian Eye”* with Anthony Eisley and
Connie Stevens.
Care Berger, ASC, Lewis Jennings, Ralph
Woolsey, ASC, Robert Tobey. ASC, Jack

‘"Maverick”*

Marquette,

with James Gar¬

ner.
Ray Fernstrom, ASC, "Bronco”* with Ty
Hardin; "Cheyenne”* with Clint Walker.
Lewis Jennings, “Roar¬

Robert Hoffman,

ing Twenties”* with Rex Reason.
Burt Glennon. “Lawman”* with John Rus¬

sell.
Gi.en MacWilliams, ASC, Harold Stine,
ASC, Robert Hoffman, “77 Sunset Strip”*
with Efrem Zimbalist, Jr.
Robert Tobey. ASC, Ray Fernstrom, ASC.

“Surfside 6”* with Troy
Donahue and Diane McBain.

Jack Marquette,

CHARLES LANG, JR., ASC
Currently shooting “Summer and Smoke" in Techni¬
color at Paramount Studios. The Hal Wallis produc¬
tion stars Laurence Harvey and Geraldine Page.

Richard
Rawlings,
“Aquanauts”*
TV) with Ralph Raeger.
Fleet

Thomas

ASC,

Tutwiler,

Commercials*

(Filmways, Inc.).
ZIV-UNITED ARTISTS

Reduction & Enlarging 16-8MM.$1,295.00

Robert Wycoff, Monroe Askins, “Case of

Askins,

"King

35MM Continuous.$1,445.00

Reduction & Enlarging 35-16MM .$2,475.00
Cineradiographic Printer for 35-16MM..

$2,275.00

Diamonds”*

of

(Pilot; Ziv-TV)
Floyd Crosby, ASC, “Small

Combination

(Pilot;

Ziv-TV)
Monroe

35-16MM OPTICAL REDUCTION 8.
ENLARGING PRINTER

“Everglades”*

Southcott.

(Ziv-

the
Dangerous
Rick Jason.

Robin”*

(Ziv-TV)

Town District

(Pilot; Ziv-TV)

with

Robert Wycoff, “Lock-Up”* (Ziv-TV) with
M acDonald Carey.

NEW!

Attorney”*

Floyd Crosby, ASC, “The Pit and the
Pendulum” (Panavision & Color) with Vin¬
cent Price and John Kerr. Roger Corman,
producer-director.

Combination 16mm Contact Printer

Assures Finest Professional Results!
Prints

sound

and

picture

simultaneously; negative

STRIP FILM PRINTER
35mm or 16mm.
1200-ft. capacity, 2 flanges,
2
magazines.
Rubber
roller
for
microfilm,sprocket for strip film.
Heavy cast aluminum
construction.

$1,350.00

track

on

track

and

printed

film;

negative

on

positive
to

positive

to

separate

and

positive

print

separately

or

picture and sound

in

picture

sound

negative

one operation; and

positive

reversal,

16mm

16mm, color or black-and-white.
New

plus

model

has

many

added

technical

and

mechanical

larger

and

sturdier

ments,
Notable

are

—4

sets

and

rollers

past the

the

of

larger

feed
that

features
improve¬

construction.

printing

sprockets

and

takeup

sprockets

insure

smooth

film

flow

are:

sep¬

printing aperture!

Among

the

salient

features

arate voltage meters for picture and sound
lamp;

adjustable

footage
holder;
ished

16MM CINE PRINTER
Makes copies of 8mm and 16mm, sound and silent
pictures in color or black-and-white. All A.C. oper¬
ated, no batteries required. Capacity: 400 ft. feed
and take-up arms. Sturdy cast aluminum construc¬
tion.

$195.00

stainless
bronze

115-v.,

60

Film

capacity:

sound

t
per

steel

cycle

light

threading

scene-to-scene

gates;

and

printer

counter;

light

A.C.

pol¬

plates

bearings;

and

)4-h.p.

motor.

1200 ft.

track

filter

change;

aperture

Oilite

diaphragm;
light;

films.

for

both

Speed:

picture

3000

ft.

hour.

Same model available for 35mm Film.

All Prices F.O.B.

Detroit

Write lor further information

UHLER CINE MACHINE CO.
15762 Wyoming Ave., Detroit 38, Mich.
Ph.: University 1-4663

152

Cable: “UHLCIMA”

Write for descriptive data sheets on |i
this

and

other

model

UHLER

film

$1,770.00

IT

printers.

F.O.B.

UHLER CINE MACHINE C0.r

15762

Wyoming

Detroit, Mich.

Ave.,

Detroit

38,

Mich.
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C0f PRODUCTION

RENTAL NEEDS!
• LIGHTING . ARCS . INCANDESCENT
• MOBILE GENERATORS
• TRANSFORMERS
• CAMERAS . . CRANES . . DOLLIES
• CAMERA CARS
• TECHNICAL CONSULTANTS
Frost will handle your production needs
from conference room to film can. Studios .. .
Transportation . . . Unit Managers . . . Talent
. . . Crews . . . Locations . . . Make-up . . . and
Script Personnel. Our expanded facilities
are yours for the asking.

-'

S^nada

United

states

NO BORDER PROBLEMS
Duplicate production facilities
for your convenience
Canadian Office:
6 Shawbridge, Toronto, Ont.
Belmont 2-1145

Faster Service Because We

Our Own

JACKAFROST
MAIN OFFICE:
234 Piquette

TRinity 3-8030

DETROIT 2, MICHIGAN
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CANADIAN OFFICE:
6 Shawbridge

BEImont 2-1145

TORONTO, ONTARIO

HOLLYWOOD OFFICE:
4224 Teesdale

POplar 2-8296

N. HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
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OME-STOP
POST-INVENTORY
CLEARANCE SALE 16mm Film Edge
NEW...USED...REBUILT...SURPLUS
lake Advantage of These Tremendous Price Reductions ! !

If

rite,

If

ire or Phone Your Needs Before It Is Too Late ! !

★ CAMERAS, 35MM

★ LIGHTING EQUIPMENT

ARRIFLEX I, Mattebox, 400' magazine, viewfinder, 3 Zeiss
lenses, case .
$695.00
ARRIFLEX i, 3 Goerz Apogar lenses; 200' mag.,
motor .
$495.00
EYEMO 71P, 2-400' mags, 110V AC/DC motor, 3 Cooke
Speed Panchro lenses, 2 cases.$595.00
WALL, 4 Baltar lenses, double claw movement, pilot
pins, 1000' mag, 12V motor, RCA Galvo, amplifier,
mike, headphones, cases.$1995.00
DEVRY Magic Eye; 0-10° variable shutter; 2"
lens .
$149.50
MITCHELL STD., 5 Baltar lenses; 2-1000' magazines; 110V
wild motor,- mattebox; viewfinder; cases.$2995.00
DEBRIE K, metal, 3 lenses; 12V motor; 6-400' mags;
mattebox; cases .$395.00

BARDWELL-McALISTER 750W Baby Keglite heads.$39.95
BARDWELL-McALISTER 2000W Spots, likenu .$89.95
MOLE RICHARDSON 2000W Spots, black #412.„...$79 95
MOLE RICHARDSON 5000W Spots, black #415 ....$149.95
MOLARC 150 amp. head, grid and pedestal. List price
$2410 when new.....$795.00
SILVER REFLECTORS, 48"; on rolling stands.$49.50

★ CAMERAS, 16MM

MAGNAGRAM (now Magnasync) 16mm center track re¬
corder. Counter; 3 motors; 1200' capacity. Orig. $2350.
As is ...$525.00

AURICON CT70, VA galvo, syncmotor, zoom lens mount,
B&H turret finder, 400' Maurer geared magazine..$895.00
CINEPHONIC, Magnetic recording, 400' Mitchell mag, 3
Elgeet lenses, turret transistor amplifier, power sup¬
ply, mike. Pro Jr. tripod and triangle. $3000 originally,
likenu .
$1995.00
B&H SPECIALIST w/rackover; 400' magazine, syncmotor,- footage counter; telescopic finder; cases.
$1800 original cost.$595.00
BOLEX, Converted 400' mag.; rackover,- telescopic finder;
110V wild motor. $900 original cost ...$449.50
B&H 70DA w/400' mag.; 3 Cooke lenses, case....$495.00
AURICON CINE VOICE I. single, lens, 25mm f).9
Berthiot, RA30 Amplifier...
$595.00
AURICON CINE VOICE II, 3 lens turret, syncmotor,
Modulite S galvo, NR25 amplifier.$995.00
CINE Special I; 3 lenses; case .....$329.50

★ CAMERA ACCESSORIES
CINE VOICE Portable Power Supply, nickel cad.
battery, charger. $195 value..$125.00
ARRIFLEX
Voltabloc
Powerpacs,
used.
With
built-in
charger $110; Less charger .....$99.50
MITCHELL Std. 400' bipack magazine .$295.00
PHOTO RESEARCH Spectra Meters with filters
sphere, case. 2 Color ....$129.50
NATIONAL CINE Crab Dolly, very good condition
$4750 original cost.......$3750.00
RABY heavy studio dolly ....$895.00
MOTORIZED DOLLY w/revolving head; 7' boom height;
2 seats; hihat; brackets for 6 lites. Orig $4000....$695.00
AKELEY Gyro Tripod, $1100 originally _$595.00
EYEMO 6V Motors, 8/48 fps,New ...$74.50
CECO CINE Special Blimp, syncmotor ...$395.00

★ LABORATORY EQUIPMENT
PHOTOVOLT Densitometer 16/35mm with soundtrack
accessory. Cost $750 when new .$395.00
PAKO Heat Exchangers, controls solution tempera¬
tures accurately. $300 value. New (Surplus) .$98.50
FRIED Light Scene Tester, 1 to 11 exposures. As is....$99.50
EASTMAN
Electric 35mm Film Waxing Machine with
heating element & motor. Orig. $1500. Rebuilt....$695.00

★ ANIMATION & SPECIAL EFFECTS

Numbering Machine

★ RECORDING EQUIPMENT
HALLEN 16mm transistor recorder, amplifier, separate play¬
back power amplifier and speaker. New.$1095.00

RCA PHOTOPHONE 35mm Fantasound film phonograph
with Selsyn motors. Orig. $6,500 __$695.00
REEVES 16mm Magicorder PV100, portable. Built-in oscil¬
lator, equalization, 2 pos. mixer, orig. $4500 new $995.00
MAURER BM 16mm Mod. D neg./pos. optical recorder,
mixer-amplifier, noise reduction, power supply....$2495.00

★ PROJECTORS, BACKGROUND,
PREVIEW
SIMPLEX 35mm projector mechanism .$75.00
BACKGROUND Arc Projector, 35mm movies or slides;
120 amp. arclamp,- rheostat; lenses. Cost $15,000 to
build, unassembled, as is. Plus crating ..$395.00
FILMCRAFT 35mm Movie Background Process Outfit. Write
for details. $15,000 value (Bank foreclosure) ....$1995.00
TRANSLUCENT Background projection screen, 9'xl2'.
$200 when new....$99.50
SIMPLEX Acme 35mm
pedestal.

Arc

Sound

Projector

PREVIEW Interlock Projector, DeVry, 1000W
picture and sound simultaneously.

with
$235.00
lamp, runs
$995.00

★ MOVIOLAS, EDITING MACHINES
WESTERN CINE Automatic 16mm Hot Splicers,
demonstrators ...$189.50
MOVIOLA 16mm ULC bullseye composite picture and
sound, rolling stand......$995.00

Unnumbered films cause confusion
and loss of valuable time!
This NEW model overcomes the problem
of matching 16mm film to 35mm. Pro¬
vides a direct numerical reference between both sizes.
$375()

STANDARD MODELS:
Designed to edge number every foot of 16mm,
17y2mm, 35mm films and simplify the task of
checking titles and footage. The MOY VISIBLE
EDGE FILM NUMBERING MACHINE replaces cue
marks, perforations, messy crayons, punches and
embossing—does not mutilate film. Both negative
and positive films can be numbered. Non-magnetic parts do not
tOIOZ
affect magnetic film.
CONVERSION KITS AVAILABLE:
For changing operation from 16mm to 35mm or
35mm to 16mm. Kit Price.$875
Write

for brochure

MOVIOLA Preview 16mm Composite and Sound....$1495.00

AMONG PRESENT OWNERS ARE:

ACMIOLA 35mm Viewers w/stands, 6,,x8,/2" picture,
motorized. $1500 orig. cost ...$295.00

Walt Disney Productions, Calif. (6 machines)
Eastman Kodak Co.. Rochester, N. Y.
Boeing Airplane Co., Seattle, Wash.
General Film Labs., Hollywood, Calif.
Reeves Soundcraft, Springdale, Calif.
Ramo-Woolridge Corp., Los Angeles, Calif.
University of Southern Calif., Los Angeles
University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois
Telefilm, Inc., Hollywood, Calif.
Consolidated Film Labs., New York City
Cinerama Productions, New York
Columbia Broadcasting System, N. Y.
National
Aeronautics
& Space Administraion, Langley Field
McDonnell Aircraft Corp., St. Louis, Mo.

AKELEY, 35mm Viewer, sound and composite 5"x7"
aerial image. Orig. cost $3000; closeout .$395.00

★ FILM PROCESSING EQUIPMENT

ACME 7' Animation Stand, E/W/N/S movements, sliding
pegs, B&H 35mm camera. Acme stopmotion motor.
$12,500 ........$1795.00
TEL-ANIMASTAND, art table N/S/E/W, rotary movements.
New demonstrator. $3000 value ..$1795.00
B&H 35mm Animation Cameras; 400' magazine; dissolve.
$3500 original cost ..$1250.00
SAME with thru-lens focusing...$1750.00

GAROMATIC 16mm neg./pos. Processor; full temperature
control; 35-gal. tanks for developer, hypo and wash;
Graham transmission. Output 3600' per hr. Ideal for
microfilm. Orig. cost $9500 when new .$2495.00

★ MOTION PICTURE PRINTERS

HOUSTON FEARLESS 22B neg./pos. Processor; temperature
control; recirculation; 1800' per hr.$1995.00

DEPUE 16mm dublTiead separate sound & picture, 112
scene automatic liteboard, 3 ph drive.$2250.00
B&H Model D 35mm Continuous Printer, sound & picture,
with DC lamp supply. Rebuilt._$3495.00
B&H, Printer, step contact, pilot pin spreaders, semi¬
automatic light change. $4000 orig. cost .$995.00
DUPLEX 35mm Step Printer, pilot pin registration..$795.00
CINECOLOR Double Head 35mm Step Printer with auto¬
matic life change and timing device.
Originally $12,000 (Bank foreclosure) __$2495.00

MAMMOTH HOUSTON Color Processor, 16/35mm, Ansco/
Ektachrome, neg./pos., up to 1200' per hr., 16 stain¬
less
steel
tanks,
one fiberglass
lined.
Full
%0
temperature control. Recirculation, air supply, 7 squee¬
gees.
Cost Cuban government $35,000. Rebuilt like
new .$11,995.00
HOUSTON-FEARLESS 16mm daylight loading maga¬
zines -—$79.50

HOUSTON K1A 16mm reversal processor, 30 fpm, tem¬
perature controlled .$1995.00

STINEMAN Drying Racks, 200' 35mm capacity (usable
for 16mm). Cost U.S. government $25 (new, surplus)..$1.95

$.01 LEW PIM
Get acquainted with the many advantages of this
Plan, specially designed for the Motion Picture
Industry, in making it possible to obtain latest
film production and exhibiting equipment on very
liberal terms. Write for FREE booklet.
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Added weight to camera,
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Power supply weight, 6 lbs.$550
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Compare the many
Outstanding Features
• Operates with any 16mm or 35mm camera.
• Precision alignment from 2 through 24 fields.
• Massive main column (33/4" dia.) and rugged guide column
(2" dia.) ground for accurate performance.
• Ball bearings for extra-smooth zoom action.
• Precision machining throughout with .001 accuracy.
• 60" zoom,- 24" east/west, 18" north/south travel.
• 360° Rotational table with precise locking action.
• 4 counters calibrate compound; zoom movements.
• Twin heavy-duty steel rods support rigid, counterbalanced cam¬
era faceplate assure rock-steady operation.
• Roller chain drive with ultimate strength 2,000 pounds.
• Acme registration "Standard of the Industry."
• Easy to install and operate. Passes thru 30" doorway.
• Heavy welded steel base; Weight: 850 pounds; Height: 9 ft.

TEL-Amatic

Neg/Pos

Assures Better Results Than
Machines Twice the Price!
The

ultra

film

safely

modern
and

to

clean

You

16/35mm

cannot

negative/positive

damage

film

cleaning

with

this

machine.

Extensive laboratory tests using films with the softest emulsions

ELECTRONIC
ZOOM CONTROL

proven

drive,

excellent results. Also features silent timing

3,000'

capacity,

speed

in

excess

of

10,000'

per

belt
hour

and fine precision workmanship. One person can handle a bat¬
tery of TEL-Amatics—a great labor saver.

FEATURES

Just a Few of the Many Features:

Adjustable Dynamic Braking.
Constant Motor Torque at any speed.
Instant Response at any position.
Infinite Variable speeds.

Basic Title Stand .$1495
Basic Stand with Compound .$2995
Basic Stand, Compound,
Electronic Zoom .$3740

Write for brochure

way
better!

highly advanced TEL-Amatic JET-SPRAY film
have

Electronic Zoom ..$

FILM CLEANER

750

® Reg. Trademark

COMPLETE
$3600

•

Jet-Spray Film Wash for BOTH 16mm and 35mm Film

•

Curved Air-Blast Squeegees (Patent applied for)

•

Special

•

Requires Only 15 feet of Leader

•

Automatic Operation—Pushbutton Control

Non-Scratch Buffers

•

Designed for Originals and Release Prints

•

Continuous Air and Solution Filtering

•

Take-up Torque, Motor, Adjustable, Reversible

•

Electric Solution Level Indicator

Write for brochure

•

Complete operation VISIBLE at all times

(R)Reg. Trademark

•

Variable Speed DC Drive

'The Department Store of the Motion Picture Industry'

S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.

602 WEST 52nd ST., NEW YORK 19, N.Y.
Phone: PLaza 7-0440

EST.Jj 1926

Cable: S0S0UND

[WESTERN BRANCH—6331 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood 28, California—Telephone: Hollywood 7-2124
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who were featured in his award-winning “The Wetback Hound."

Cameraman On Horseback
Cameraman-producer-director Larry Lansburgh frequently shot
from the saddle to record many of the dramatic scenes that high¬
light “The Wetback Hound,” “The Horse With The Flying Tail,” and
others in his series of colorful, action-packed short subjects.

By

HERB

success story — especially
Americans, since it is a basic tenet of our way
of life that there is unlimited opportunity in this
land for a man who is willing to get in and work
hard for a goal he believes in. The Horatio Alger
theme of the poor-boy-who-made-good may have
become a cliche by now—but the lure is still there.
The career of Larry Lansburgh, cameraman-direc¬
tor-producer of outstanding theatrical short subjects
which have won four Academy nominations, follows
somewhat in this tradition and should prove an inspi¬
ration to young film-makers with their eye on the
big-time.
Lansburgh’s latest production, which has been
nominated for an Academy Award this year, is “The
J^veryone
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loves
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Horse With The Flying Tail,” a feature document¬
ary in Technicolor. It is a beautifully photographed
story of a proud, spirited golden Palomino named
Nautical, whose great natural jumping ability en¬
ables its rider to win the major trophy in one of the
top international horse shows in London.
The story of the man behind the camera that
filmed it is perhaps as interesting as that of any
picture he has ever made. It is not exactly the classic
rags-to-riches saga, although along the way there
were periods of hunger, illness and seeming failure.
The son of a prominent San Francisco family (his
father, an architect, designd and built many public
buildings in San Francisco and Los Angeles, includ¬
ing the San Francisco Opera House, the Los Angeles

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

Shrine Auditorium, and the Warner Theatre build¬
ings), Lansburgh had been riding horses since the
age of six. Before the crash of ’29, his family’s
stable of show horses was known from coast to
coast. Larry could ride anything: gaited horses,
hunters and jumpers, or western horses. When he
was fifteen, he won the trick riding championship
at the famous Salinas, California rodeo. The old
timers in the horse show and rodeo world still re¬
member “the daredevil kid on the little buckskin
mare.”
When he was in his late teens, Larry became
interested in the cattle business and, in order to
learn it, got a job on a large Texas cattle ranch
owned by a friend of his family. It was a rough
grind. The cowboys worked without stopping from
dawn to dark — sometimes sixty miles from the
nearest habitation—and each cowboy kept eight
horses worn to a frazzle every day. The fare was
beans and biscuits. The pay, 75 cents a day.
But looking back now, Lansburgh recalls this
period as the happiest of his life: “I didn’t have
a worry in the world. At night, after fourteen hours
in the saddle, I’d hit the sack and go right to sleep.
A drink of water on the hot, dusty range was a won¬
derful thing, and so was anything sweet. It gave
me a solid set of values and keenly attuned my
senses to my surroundings—a priceless experience
for an eighteen year old boy.”
During this period he always carried his trusty
Brownie camera in his saddle bag, snapping pic¬
tures as he rounded up the cattle. His early snap¬
shots were fuzzy and inexpert, but he had caught
the camera bug. At this time he happened to meet
the late Richard Kleberg, owner of the fabulous
King Ranch, who took him up for his first plane
ride to show him how the ranch looked from the
air. Lansburgh, happily snapping pictures from the
cockpit, said to Kleberg, “Someday I’d like to make
a movie of this great ranch.”
Years later this ambition was realized. He got
an idea for a story on the King Ranch and called
to get permission to shoot there. Kleberg’s brother
Robert now managed the ranch. To Lansburgh he

hunting out border smugglers along the Rio Grande;
but the lure of the movies had gotten under his skin.
Fresh off the range and with his head full of ideas
for film scripts, he headed for Hollywood. He
knocked on a lot of doors. Everyone liked his story
ideas but no one was buying. Since he had to eat,
he hired out as a stunt rider, doubling for stars in
scenes calling for risky horsemanship. He did falls
at M-G-M and Warner Brothers, doubling for George
Brent and Clark Gable, among others. At $150.00
per fall he felt he was doing great—eating regu¬
larly, too. Then one day he was called on to double
for Barbara Stanwyck. It was late in the day, the
sun was going down, and the director kept hurrying
him to do the stunt. He did not have time to pre¬
pare well enough and the horse he was riding over
a high stone wall didn’t quite clear it. He ended
upon the ground with the horse on top of him, his
leg shattered.
He spent most of the next two years in a hospital
bed, while surgeons put his leg back together like
a jigsaw puzzle, using steer bones and silver nails.
While he was lying in the hospital, drawing com¬
pensation from Warner Brothers, he became inter¬
ested in what went on behind the camera in a studio
and began to study cinematography, screenplay
structure and film editing. He also wrote a few
scripts. When he got out of the hospital he did some
exhibition stunt riding at the Riviera Country Club,
and it was here he met polo-enthusiast Walt Disney.
He showed Disney his stories and Walt, impressed,
put him to work at his studio as a messenger boygeneral helper. Lansburgh did a bit of everything,
Continued on Page
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WHEN A HORSE WON'T DO, Lansburgh takes to a helicopter to shoot
scenes for a short subject. Most of his shooting is done with lightweight,
portable cameras such as the Arriflex 35 shown here.

was polite but firm—“Photography was not al¬
lowed on the King Ranch.” Lansburgh happened
to mention that he was shooting a sequence at the
rival Wagner Ranch, which disputed the King claim
of being the largest ranch in the world. When
Robert Kleberg heard this, he immediately invited
Larry over for a “talk” and ended up extending
him the fullest possible co-operation in the use of
his land and livestock. The wonderful animal se¬
quences shot on the King Ranch became part of his
“Horse of the West,” a short subject subsequently
sold to Walt Disney. But that is getting ahead of our
story.
Larry next spent an exciting and hazardous tour
of duty as a special deputy with the Texas Rangers,
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SHOOTING A SCENE for a washing machine demonstration. Here

MAJOR

the

shooting “indoor-exteriors" for a home air conditioner sales film. Actor at gate

Auricon

camera

is

mounted at a

high angle for a top view

of the washer action as director instructs demonstrators.

STUDIO

plays scene in

tures provide an effective medium of com¬
munication between the company and its
dealers, distributors and employees. Here
is an analysis of the lay-out and operation
of

PHILCO'S
IN PLANT
FILM UNIT
By

ROY

ZEPER

Chief Photographer, Philco Corporation
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are
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stage for

front of lighted photo-mural of Arizona landscape.

JDhilco

At Philco, company-produced motion pic¬

techniques

corporation

is but one of many manu¬

facturers in the U S. which utilize company-made
motion pictures in selling, promotion, training and
research. The corporation, widely known for its
radio, television and home appliance products, has
its home office and main plant in Philadelphia, Pa.
The company’s first in-plant photographic unit
was established in 1954. Its principal activity is
producing motion picture films in 16mm and 35mm,
slides, film-strips, still photographs, and recordings
on both discs and magnetic tape. The unit works
solely for the company, fulfilling assignments from
any Philco department, including Philco Interna¬
tional and the company’s Governmental and Indus¬
trial divisions.
Films Serve Varied Needs

The motion picture films and audio-visual media
we produce serve to present new lines of Philco
consumer products to dealers and distributors
throughout the world at trade meetings and con¬
ventions; to train engineering personnel in advanced
methods and procedures; to provide visual progress
reports on the company’s various government proj¬
ects; to record tests and analysis of functional oper¬
ation of products; show service departments how
to repair and maintain equipment and products;
and to present management messages to distant audi¬
ences via the film medium.
Important motion pictures produced to date em¬
brace such subjects as electronics and radar equip¬
ment, guided missile components, the manufacture
of surface barrier transistors, Tech-Rep personnel,

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER'/

THE AURICON camera is moved in close for an explanatory shot of

THE
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enables Philco's photographic department to produce films having maximum

washer
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mechanism

dealers

and

for

promotional

film

designed

for showing

representatives at appliance trade

to

shows.

micro-wave equipment at government installations,
television, air conditioners, radio, antennae, phono¬
graphs and Hi-Fi, automation, washers, dryers,
ranges, and many other products manufactured by
Philco.
The in-plant photographic unit includes a perma¬
nent five-man staff: Hugh Harper, writer-director;
Carl Voelker, manager, who also engages in pro¬
duction; James Calhoun and Herman Gross, both
competent all-around still photographers, darkroom
technicians and general assistant? in film produc¬
tion; and the author, who is chief photographer
and assistant manager. All personnel have govern¬
ment security clearances, required in the nature of
our assignments.

MOST

MODERN

cameras

and

photographic

and

lighting

equipment

professional quality. Here dolly-mounted camera is angled down for a closeup.

graphic arts operations.
These localized photo¬
graphic departments are necessary due to classified
subject matter and distant geographical locations.
Our central photographic unit has an area of
1600 square feet, which comprises two studios, a
still darkroom, two large storage rooms, editing
room, office and changing-makeup room.
Continued o.i

AN

INGENIOUS

camera

set-up

for filming

an

Page

unconventional

174

closeup

of Philco-made surface-barrier transistors. Latter are mounted on rim of
slow-moving

turntable.

As

camera

records

the

setup

through

hole

in

white paper mounted before it (to reflect light on transistors) assistant
blows cigar smoke over the turntable to produce illusion of transistors
moving in distant outer space. Shot later was superimposed over back¬
ground photo of solar system.

Professional Talent Used
On productions involving large sets and compli¬
cated sync sound, we temporarily acquire the assis¬
tance of local personnel for constructing sets, assist¬
ing in sound recording, moving lights, equipment
and general grip work.
Plant and factory personnel are often filmed en¬
gaged at their regular jobs, but for extended speak¬
ing parts or character acting, capable artists are
engaged from one of the local talent agencies or
theater groups.
Our unit is centrally located among the Phila¬
delphia plants, adjoining the administrative office
building. Philco Corporation has additional plants
in seventeen major U. S. areas as well as in many
countries overseas. Several have their own still
photographic sections for specific engineering and
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Everywhere
in the world...
because
it’s on film!
“You can’t beat a good movie!” That’s
what people say the world over. And
they ought to know—because millions
have, and want, no other entertainment.
King, slave, pirate, cowboy, dance-hall
girl—whatever the role—we live it, love
it, or hate it, along with millions of
others who see the film.
Sheer illusion, of course. But how
broad it is and how deeply it penetrates
—that’s the secret of audience response
. . . the reason why good production is
such a vital responsibility . . . the reason
why the Eastman Technical Service for
Motion Picture Film is constantly on
the alert helping the industry solve
questions of production, processing, and
projection.
Branches at strategic centers. Inquir¬
ies invited.

Motion Picture Film Department

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester 4, N.Y.
East Coast Division
342 Madison Avenue
New York 1 7, N.Y.
Midwest Division
1 30 East Randolph Drive
Chicago 1, III.
West Coast Division
6706 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 38, Calif.

For the purchase of film,

W. J. German, Inc.
Agents for the sale and distribution of
Eastman Professional Motion Picture Films,
Fort Lee, N.J., Chicago, III., Hollywood, Calif.

The advance of science has had its impact on the motion picture film unit
of Northrop Corporation. Today, the company’s cinematographers work
closely with its research staff to provide graphic records of tests and
explorations. Some recent projects are detailed in this story of how Northrop’s research and development technologists find

Answers Through Cinematography
By
hen the discovery

pellants used to fuel rockets in flight lost their
flow characteristic on entering outer space, Northrop
Corporation scientists tackled the problem in search
of a solution with the aid of motion pictures.
Because it operates one of the finest industrial
testing laboratories in the world, Northrop has
earned an impressive reputation for its research and
development of new techniques and procedures rela¬
tive to the manufacture of missiles and supersonic
jet aircraft. What is not so well known, perhaps, is
how the extensive use of motion pictures by North¬
rop has played a major role in the building of this
reputation.
The company’s in-plant motion picture unit, lo¬
cated at its Norair Division in Hawthorne, Cali¬
fornia, is an integral part of its complex testing
facility. As such, it performs some functions exotic
enough to border on the realm of science-fiction.
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One of these functions, unique in the world, is
the use of motion picture cameras to explore char¬
acteristics of various liquid fuels in space perform¬
ance. The greatest problem confronting space re¬
searchers as far as liquid fuels are concerned, is
how to get a fuel out of its supply tank once the
space vehicle has soared beyond the earth’s gravi¬
tational pull, where matter is effectively weightless.
Some liquids, when dropped in space in a container,
will pull entirely away from the sides of the con¬
tainer and concentrate in the center, resisting the
efforts of pumping apparatus to force it out of the
tank and into the space vehicle’s propulsion system.
In order to research this thorny problem, the Nor¬
air Division has constructed a “zero-gravitation”
tower 85 feet high and approximately two feet in
diameter—the only structure existing which can
create a functionally weightless situation on the
ground—and so unique that it attracts engineers

was made that liquid pro¬
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white high-speed emulsions are also used at times.
The light source employed consists of four tiny
iodine vapor lamps of pressed glass resembling
raviolis in general contour and which provide light
of constant quality. Because the lamps are quite hot,
they are mounted about a foot away from the cup,
and the actual exposurable light is “piped” to the
subject by means of light-conducting plastic.
Schlieren Tesf Aids Shock Research

NORTHROP cameramen fly many missions in sup¬
port

of

footage

engineering
for
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on

the

new
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scripted
prepares
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motion
to
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scene
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gather
Here
for

a

film

trainer

for the U. S. Air Force.

from all over the world to symposiums on its oper¬
ation held at the plant. (See photos below, left.)
The heart of this apparatus, simply described, is
a capsule within which is another capsule contain¬
ing an ordinary Eyemo camera of the familiar hand¬
held, spring-motor type. Mounted about a foot below
the camera is a tiny shelf on which rests a capsule
containing a glass cup one inch high and one inch
in diameter. In this cup is placed one cubic centi¬
meter of the liquid fuel to be tested.
When the test begins, the capsule is suspended
at the top of the tower. The camera is started re¬
motely by means of a locking solenoid which trips
the switch and holds it down. The shelf holding the
inner capsule snaps back out of the way allowing
it to drop. A fraction of a second later the entire
outer capsule, camera and all, begins to drop—
and for a period of two seconds the camera records
the behavior of the cup and its contents as they fall
freely in what can be described as a simulated zerogravity or “weightless” condition during the ap¬
proximately 80-foot drop.

Almost as spectacular as the zero-gravitation test
(although not unique to Northrop) is the Schlieren
test, in which motion picture photography also func¬
tions as an integral factor. This test takes its name
from the German scientist who discovered in the
late 19th Century that variations in the density of
air will cause light rays to be refracted or “bent.”
All aircraft in flight are subjected to shock waves
and variations in air density which create fluctuating
pressures on all exposed surfaces of the plane. In
the development of super-sonic jet aircraft and mis¬
siles it becomes of critical importance to know pre¬
cisely what effect these varying pressures will have
on different types of aircraft when they are hurtling
through space at speeds well beyond the sound bar¬
rier. Such pressures can be simulated in wind tun¬
nels, but in order to record the effects for study and
research, the physical phenomenon discovered by
Schlieren has been combined with motion picture
photography to create an invaluable testing method.
In Schlieren testing, parallel rays of light formed
by a complex of lenses and mirrors are projected
through a slot 1/10 of an inch wide located at one
side of the wind tunnel. At the far side of the tun¬
nel a “block” (usually consisting of a razor blade,
since these are ground to precise tolerances) is po¬
sitioned to hold back most of the beam, so that an
image picked up by a ground glass and lens system
mounted in front of the block appears as a slender
Continued on Page
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Camera’s Ruggedness Proved
The capsule is brought to an abrupt 20-G halt
within two or three feet of the bottom by a cushion
of corrugated cardboard, which crushes under the
impact. Unaffected by the shock of this sudden halt,
the Eyemo continues running for the duration of its
spring-wind. In more than twenty such punishing
runs the same camera has only stopped twice on
impact.
A series of mirrors enables the camera to photo¬
graph simultaneously not only the top of the cup
looking down, but all four sides as well. The cup
may wander slightly in space during the drop, but
the camera’s ultra wide-angle lens keeps it in frame
all the way down. The camera runs at a standard
sound speed of 24 frames and the film stock most
often used is Anscochrome Tungsten 35mm which
is specially “souped” in processing to an effective
emulsion speed of ASA 400. Various black-and-
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VIEW OF NORTHROP’s well-equipped film editing department, part of
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company's

Hawthorne,

in-plant

motion

picture

unit

at

its

Norair

Division,

Calif.
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DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY Harry Mimura, directly behind the Mitchell camera, focuses on actress
Liz Hush, who talks directly to the camera which has assumed the position of actor Reed Hadley,
star of the "M.R." TV film

series. This subjective camera technique innovates the entire series of

one-hour television drama shows.

Qne of the most challenging

assignments ever

handed to Japanese cinematographer Harry
Mimura was photographing the American TV pilot
film, “M.R.” In this unique series of one-hour films,
the camera assumes the viewpoint of the star, Reed
Hadley, who plays a lawyer defending Americans in
foreign courts.
This technique of placing the viewing audience in
the leading man’s place was employed significantly,
although not for the first time, a number of years
ago in the Robert Montgomery picture, “Lady In
The Lake,” but it reportedly never has been used
extensively in a filmed TV show.
When Mimura was briefed on his work, he quick¬
ly saw the challenging possibilities of this intimate
approach to the TV format, but he also foresaw the
inherent complications. Throughout much of the
film, the camera would be on the move, rarely rest¬
ing long enough in one spot for a standard set-up.
With existing equipment in Japan it would have
been virtually impossible to shoot this picture within
the 16-day period set forth in the schedule. At
Mimura’s suggestion producer-director John Florea
ordered a McAllister crab dolly flown to Tokyo from
Birns & Sawyer in Hollywood to facilitate the work.
The dolly is said to be the first of its type ever used
in a Japanese film studio.
In the competent hands of grip Calvin Olsen, the
electrically powered camera dolly became the key¬

U4

stone of the whole situation. Even on location, in
shooting the few sequences not involving the star,
the dolly proved its worth as a time-saver. It was
used for normal trucking shots and for moving the
camera between set-ups. During the shooting of a sea
coast sequence, heavy sheets of plywood were placed
end to end on the sand and the dolly rolled over them
along the beach.

Lengthy Dolly Action
Both performers and technicians learned early to
adapt themselves to lengthy, sustained action. In
Tokyo the picture’s longest sequence (eight minutes)
was “in the can” on the second take. The camera
began rolling at the gate of a Japanese house. It fol¬
lowed the action as the voice of Reed Hadley talked
to the family maid and later conducted his first in¬
terview with his client in the garden within. The
sequence covered what normally would have amount¬
ed to 18 separate camera set-ups, had the picture
been shot in the conventional manner.
Because the camera was in constant motion, the
task of following focus became formidable for Mi¬
mura’s assistant. Often more than twenty focus
changes were required during the longer takes.
Mimura, himself, could have used three hands!
According to conventional Japanese practice, he also
operated the camera. As cinematographer and oper¬
ator he had to vary the shutter opening to compen-
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A TV Pilot In Japan
Subjective camera technique, in which the lens assumes one
player's viewpoint, innovates initial segment of “M. R.”, a new series
of 60-minute TV dramatic shows being produced in Japan with American
artists and technicians and with Japanese cinematographer
Harry Mimura at the camera.

sate for the variations encountered in the outdoor
light, although he had set up booster lights to par¬
tially combat this problem.
One outdoor sequence provided a harrowing ex¬
perience for the camera crew. The men often had to
use almost acrobatic skills just to stay with their
equipment. The Mitchell camera was set up in the
open trunk of a convertible automobile to shoot
the scene in such a way as to suggest that the star
was sitting in the rear seat, riding along one of
Tokyo’s congested streets.

Filming A “Thrill” Shot
Mimura squatted behind his camera which had
been mounted on a baby tripod. Two of his assist¬
ants and a man handling fill lights hung precariously
over the sides of the car, while Director Florea man¬
aged to fit himself in alongside Mimura. With the
aid of straps the men clung precariously to the ve¬
hicle during the shooting. The dangerous ride
through traffic proved to be one of the most effec¬
tive shots in the picture.
The company had the use of a small sound stage
for four days, which provided only sufficient time
for shooting the important courtroom scenes, in¬
volving crowds of extras. As a result, a hotel room
sequence was shot on location in the director’s own
downtown quarters. Here grip Olson was given a
real workout maneuvering the dolly in the cramped
quarters. Mimura barely had room here to squeeze
in the necessary lights.

shooting one sequence, which lasted five minutes on
the screen, is described here:
The camera started in the same position that actor
Hadley would have assumed in the defense attor¬
ney’s chair, and in a long shot viewed the prosecut¬
ing attorney as he questioned a witness on the stand.
Then the camera was shifted to a tight closeup of
the female lead. After she spoke several words of
dialogue the camera was elevated to Hadley’s stand¬
ing position then moved around a railing and closer
to the witness for a medium shot. Following 180degree pans to the judges at the bench and back to
the witness, the dolly moved back and the camera
was lowered to Hadley’s sitting position. The se¬
quence ended with the camera framing a tight closeContinued

on

Page

176

On the set for the climactic courtroom scenes the
crew could not afford the luxury of many retakes.
The location facilities had to be vacated on schedule,
because a local Japanese film company was waiting
to move in.
Some idea of the complications encountered in

CRAB DOLLY, a rare piece of equipment in Japanese film pro¬
duction

circles, was

flown

from

Hollywood

especially for cin¬

ematographer Mimura’s use in effecting dramatic moving cam¬
era shots for the !‘M.R." pilot film.
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THE TECHNIQUES
OF CREATIVE
FILM EDITING
(Part 2)

The mechanics of editing both picture
and sound films and how they are
conformed to produce the end result—
the final release print.

AFTER THE WORK
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Jn the introductory

article on this subject, which

appeared in the February issue, we discussed the
matter of good judgment in creative film editing.
We now come to the important phase of the pro¬
cedure—the actual mechanics of editing.
A salient point made in one of the original
articles on this subject published in a recent issue
of Calvin Productions’ workshop publication, The
Aperture, is that once the photography of a produc¬
tion has been processed, and the best takes com¬
bined, work-printed and edge-numbered, the allimportant original film should be carefully labeled
and stored—and not touched again until the entire
film is ready for conforming.
The workprint is then broken down by scenes
and rearranged in sequence with the script. Now,
the real work starts with the rough assembly of
the film. This involves:—trimming,
-—-reading against,
—trimming,
—reading against,
—trimming,
—etc., until you are satisfied
that the show is ready for narration. The optical
effects are then marked on the workprint, the nar¬
ration script cue-marked and the narration recorded.
The narration track is transferred to sprocketed
16mm magnetic film, rough-matched to the workprint, and interlocked. The show is now ready for
final polishing, which usually involves sliding nar-

1 66

ration to some extent and trimming the workprint.
The workprint is now interlocked again, for ap¬
proval, and if there are no additional changes,
music is recorded—-then the music, narration, and
sound effects are mixed and transferred.
At this point the original film is taken from the
vault for conforming with the workprint; the print¬
ing sound track and the optical effects traveling
mattes are synced, cleaned, printed, processed and
projected.
Now we are looking at the ‘"answer print.”

Methods of Selecting Best Takes
The most satisfactory method of selecting the best
takes is to have a script girl on location during pro¬
duction. Here the script girl keeps track of the
decisions made by the director and cameraman at
the time of shooting. From the selections she has
indicated on the take sheet the editor will be better
able to pull the best scenes for workprinting.
Another method, although much more time con¬
suming, is for the director to look at the original
on a viewer (one certain not to scratch!). He must
also listen to the sound takes and make selections.
A third alternative—less satisfactory and certain¬
ly more expensive—is to have all of the original
film work-printed. In this instance the director
would again have to view the workprint and select
the takes to be used.
Continued on Page
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Hot Splicers
Now Available

in
Custom Built

NO DOWN TIME
WHEN YOU USE HFC SPLICERS
DOUBLE SCRAPING BLADES ON ALL UNITS
MACHINE BLADES GROUND TO CLOSE TOLERANCES
SEPARATE PROFESSIONAL SCRAPING BLOCK
NO DOWN TIME WHEN SCRAPING BLADES BECOME DULL
CHANGE BLADES IN SECONDS

SPECIAL

OFFER!

8 & 16MM

70MM

16 - 35/32 - 35MM

SPLICER (FS-816).$229.50
CUSTOM BUILT CASE.15.00
1 PINT OF CEMENT.
2.25
1 PINT OF ACETONE.65
100 SCRAPING BLADES . . .
44.00

SPLICER (FSC-1) .$329.50
CUSTOM BUILT CASE.
17.00
1 PINT OF CEMENT.
2.25
1 PINT OF ACETONE.65
100 SCRAPING BLADES . . .
44.00

.$291.40

SPLICER (FS-70-1)
(Military perf #1)
or
(FS-70-2) Military
perf #2) .$375.00
CUSTOM BUILT CASE.
20.00
1 PINT OF CEMENT.
2.25
1 PINT OF ACETONE.65
100 SCRAPING BLADES . . .
44.00

TOTAL VALUE.$393.40

SPECIAL.$245.00

TOTAL VALUE.$441.90

SPECIAL .$349.50

TOTAL VALUE

SPECIAL

$395.00

THIS OFFER EXPIRES MARCH 31, 1961
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Applying
By

SHOOTING A SCENE for one of the films

in

the second

group of "Heritage” TV films.

Director

of photography Stanley Lipinsky, far right, watches while camera dolly is maneuvered into position

STANLEY

LIPINSKY

film for electronic suitability, and
at the same time its over-all pro¬
duction qualities were evaluated
by the producer.
In the ensuing paragraphs, I
will explain how we developed
practical methods of satisfying the
requirements in film quality for
television, using some of the prin¬
ciples of the Teledexicon system.

for a closeup.

Technique Changes Introduced

Jn

photographing

the

second

group in the series of “Heri¬
tage” half-hour TV films, pro¬
duced for Canadian Broadcasting
Corporation by Allan Wargon, we
endeavored to meet the technical
requirements of television broad¬
casting without introducing any
major alterations in standard film
production techniques; also to
achieve an image on film which
would be satisfactory for both tele¬
vision and theatrical use.
When the series first went into
production, CBC engineers had
net yet officially released details
of the company’s Teledexicon sys¬
tem, which permits accurate con¬
trol and prediction of gray scale,
lighting key and mood while shoot¬
ing is in progress; but some of the
principles were known and we be¬
gan to apply them in our work.
The Teledexicon System

issue of Journal of the SMPTE.
The system is explained in detail
in Part II of the paper, which be¬
gins on page 744 of the Journal.
Reference is also made to the Edi¬
tor’s explanatory excerpt, which
appears elsewhere on this page.)
Each morning, during produc¬
tion, our rushes were screened on
a closed-circuit telecine system.
Here CBC engineers checked the

Our experience was a gradual
process of introducing changes to
standard technique. We began with
these basic rules:
(a) The photographic range in
which the cameraman should work
would be 40 to 1, in a scale of 10
steps and corresponding densities
ranging from 0.25 to 1.85.
(b) People’s faces, as the main
object of interest, should be kept
in constant relationship to the
white reference, or area of high-

TELEDEXICON
A system for making 1 6mm films for television broadcasting is called
Teledexicon, which stands for Telefilm Density and Exposure Control. It
is based on the establishment and maintenance of standardized char¬
acteristics for telecine reproduction, the film process and the printing
operation. It permits relatively inexperienced personnel to achieve high
accuracy in negative

exposure and predictable TV gray scale from

release prints.
Live TV studio output and telecine film output may be made to have
matched gray-scale characteristics. Exposure is determined by measur¬
ing scene

element luminances

with

a

spot photometer

and relating

same to telecine video voltage with simple rotary calculators. Teledexi¬

(For complete details on the
Teledexicon system, I refer read¬
ers to the paper, “An Engineering
Approach To Television Film,”
published in the November, 1959,
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con permits accurate control and prediction of gray scale, lighting key,
and mood while shooting is in progress and before the film is processed.
Objective measuring techniques are used throughout.—Journal of the
SMPTE, November, 1 959.
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Science To TV Film Photography
How practical methods were developed to meet the quality
requirements for television in photographing the “Heritage”
TV film series for Canadian Broadcasting Corporation.

est luminosity in the scene. It was
suggested that tests be shot of vari¬
ous relationships from 25 to 40
per cent in relation to 100% for
the white reference.
(c) Dark areas should be lit
sufficiently so that the darkest sha¬
dow detail required to be seen
would be no more than 40 to 1 in
relation to the white reference.
(d) Kodak Plus X would be
used to standard gammas, both for
negative and positive, and all neg¬
ative, would be printed at light 11,
without timing.
Our first problem was to ar¬
range the lighting and exposure so
that a standard processing gamma
would provide a range of density
on the telecine screen of 0.25 to
1.85. Knowing that density is the
Log. to the base of 10 of opacity,
it follows that 69.2 / 1.74 equals
40 to 1, the range required by the
telecine engineers. Nearly all mod¬
ern laboratories process negative
to a gamma of 0.65, and positive
to a gamma of 2.4. In our case,
0.65 multiplied by 2.4 is 1.56 in¬
stead of 1, which results in an in¬
crease of contrast in our final
ratio.

1.56, giving us a working range of
26 to 1, or in practice 25 to 1.
Our second problem was the
necessity of including in our
frame a so-called white reference,
which could take the form of a
white object, or an arrangement of
lighting which would provide high¬
lights which would take the place
of the white object. Next we had
to find a permanent relationship
between this area of highest lumi¬
nosity and the main object of in¬
terest within the same frame. This
constant relationship would make
it possible for the video operator
in the broadcasting TV station to
keep the brightness of the trans¬
mitted picture constant without
continually adjusting the controls.

The relationship suggested by the
CBC engineers was 25 to 40 per
cent less than the white reference,
or approximately a brightness ly¬
ing somewhere between 4 and 3 on
the 10-step scale of the video
wave-form monitor, or, in photo¬
graphic terms, a density of be¬
tween 0.4 and 0.49.
Use of Grey Scale

We are all familiar with the or¬
dinary photographic grey scale
having 10 or more steps. For our
purposes, we decided to reduce
the steps to 4, because TV film
production allows very little time
for the extra checking of lights.
On the set we used a standard
Continued on Page 177

A Working Range of 25-to-l

This was very important to us,
because knowing the coefficient of
increase of contrast in particular
neg.-pos. processing we could find
the range in which cameramen
should work in order to comply
with the final required range of 40
to 1. So we divided our range of
40 to 1 by the same coefficient of
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THE AUTHOR, Stanley Lipinsky,
who directed the photography
of the second series of “Her¬
itage” TV films, produced in
Canada for CBC. Lipinsky uses
both the incident and the re¬
flected type light meters in de¬
termining his lighting ratios.
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Cold Storage Protects Color Negatives
With color TV looming big as a residual market for today’s
color productions, Columbia Pictures is prolonging the life
of its color negatives and retarding image fading by storing
them in air-conditioned vaults.
By

WILLIAM

WIDMAYER

Head of Camera Dept., Columbia Pictures, Hollywood

Tust as banks take every precaution to protect valuable proper¬
ties entrusted to their care, profes¬
sional
motion
picture
studios
should take equal pains to guard
the condition of the conformed col¬
or negative footage stored in their
vaults.

**

The responsibility in both of
these cases is literally to protect
money already in the bank. The
residual value of color negatives
is a valuable investment, which if
treated correctly, will pay even
larger dividends after color tele¬
vision becomes a more popular
consumer item.
We wouldn’t expect to see the
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management of a bank stack mon¬
ey and valuables into neat piles in
a vault and leave the doors open
overnight, inviting trouble. Yet,
many in the motion picture indus¬
try are guilty of a similar over¬
sight when storing their conformed
color negative footage.
I nless
color
negatives
are
stored properly, the dye images
soon begin to fade. The rate of this
fading is determined by various
conditions in the storage vault—
temperature, humidity, gas con¬
tent, etc.—and unless properly pro¬
tected, there is little doubt that a
once valuable negative could de¬
teriorate.

This is what happens: the three
basic dyes used in color motion
picture films — yellow, magenta
and cyan—begin to fade when ex¬
posed over long periods of time to
excessively
high
temperatures
and/or humidity. The yellow dye
is the first affected. It loses its
density and contrast because of
the normal chemical reaction of
the dye to adverse vault tempera¬
ture and humidity.
The problem is complicated be¬
cause interspliced negative and
duplicate negative material — so
necessary for achieving special
effects — may exhibit differential
fading. The yellow dye in the neg-
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ative fades first, while the magenta
and the yellow dyes in the dupli¬
cate negative fade at approxi¬
mately the same rate. The result
is that the dye images may fade
differently for the negative and
duplicate negative portions of the
conformed footage.

The scenes you shoot c
can” until they hav^fjfef
okayed. Since few phot
risk their camera original
screening of a work'print
ing action, compdspion, e
and color ren
specify. . . .

In other words, after a color
motion picture has been released
and the conformed negative has
been put into storage, the studio
might find at a later date that the
color negative and duplicate color

the
and
s will
ojector,
check%, quality
m color

negative portions of the conformed
footage, have changed differently
and re-timing of the footage is
necessary to produce high quality
prints.
Film manufacturers have rec¬
ommended that producers make
three black-and-white separation
positives as the best insurance
against loss due to fading of the
conformed color negative, or to
other damage. If these separation
positives are not made and the stu¬
dio discovers that differential fad¬
ing in the conformed color film
footage has occurred, when addi¬
tional release prints are needed it
will be necessary to re-time the
entire footage of the conformed
negative.
Making separation positives is
an expensive procedure. On the
other hand, the re-timing of color
negative footage requires the serv¬
ices of a highly-trained technician
who may have to make several
trial prints in order to get the tim¬
ing perfect. This can be almost
as expensive as making separation
positives in the first place and new
color duplicate negatives at later
dates. Either way, the studio is
faced with an expensive and timeconsuming operation, if there is
differential fading in conformed
color negative footage.
Another alternative, and in our
opinion at Columbia Pictures, the
logical one, is to protect color neg¬
atives by storing them in air-con¬
ditioned vaults. Storage at con¬
trolled low temperatures emphati¬
cally slows down the dye changes
in color negative material. This is,

PRINTING
PROCESSING
SHOOTING
SOUND
FACILITIES

on Ektachrome Reversal Print Film
With latent image or yellow ink
edge numbers, these prints are ready for
screening and editing in a matter of hours
after the original shooting
Jamieson processes your original Ekta¬
chrome (Commercial or ER*) and workprints on Ektachrome duplicating stock.
With all printing and processing under one
roof, you are assured of the quickest serv¬
ice combined with the highest quality.
Whenever you use 16mm color, use
processing and printing by Jamieson.
Send for our complete Laboratory Price
List.
♦UNDER LICENSE FROM EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY

FILM
3825 Bryan

Make Movies
With the
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N

Y

Dallas, Texas

Shoot SOUND ANYWHERE
with portable 115 volt
AC power:

(OiAjflutk
POWER-PAC

PORTABLE MOVIE LIGHT
Smooth, even 3400° K light
in wide-angle beam. No
glaring hot spots. Fits any
camera. No tools needed,
no holes to drill. Long-life
nickel-cadmium battery with
built-in charger. Weighs
only 5 lbs. Guaranteed one
year.

FOR AURICON CAMERAS
Power-Pac Jr., weight 6 lbs.
With life-time nickel-cadmium
batteries and charger.

*/3P. 50
Write for Complete Information

$/99.50
COMPLETE WITH BATTERY

Continued on Next Page
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NEGATIVE STORAGE

_
Lowel-Light can save your

Continued from Preceding Page

life - professionally speaking.
It’s perfect for "impossible”

and has been for many years, the rec¬
ommended procedure for storage of
color negatives manufactured by the

locations —from igloos to ICBMs.
Mounts on most wall surfaces
in seconds. Clamps on pipes,
furniture - hundreds of places.

Eastman Kodak Company.
Since February, 1954,

One light unit and Barndoor
fit in your jacket pocket!

Columbia

Pictures has been storing the major¬
ity of its color negatives made on
Eastman color films in a prefabricated
“cold'’ storage vault situated on the
Columbia Ranch in the San Fernando
Valley. Temperature in the vault is
maintained between 45 and 50 degrees
Fahrenheit. The Eastman Kodak Com¬
pany recommends storage of color neg¬
atives at 55 degrees Fahrenheit or be¬
low to minimize dye fading.

Best light insurance you can buy.
Tape up, clamp-on lighting unit $6.95
Kit: 5 lights. GaHer-Tape, case $29.95
Pocket sire, folding Barndoor $.575
AVAILABLE AT LEADING PHOTO DEALERS

at vour service!

When film is freely exposed to the
air of a storage vault, the relative hu¬
midity should also be held at 40 to 50
per cent. A wider range may also be
used, but it should be noted that film
manufacturers have stated that relative
humidities higher than 65 per cent
will tend to accelerate dye changes.

|reversal printing i
i and processing
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We also keep our air-conditioned
vault free of gases that might be harm¬
ful to dyes. Among these gases, H2S
and S02 can cause particularly serious
problems with yellow and cyan dyes.
Thus all film containers are sealed
against the entry of harmful gases
and are kept free of certain paper
and other materials which may release
such gases upon aging.
Reprints made from negatives taken
from our “cold” vault show that there
is only negligible dye fading after
years of storage. When compared to
color negatives that had to be re¬
timed in order to get new prints after
only seven or eight months of storage
in a vault where the temperature and
humidity were above the
recom¬
mended range, the results are gratify¬
ing.
With the introduction of new, high¬
speed color films in recent years mak¬
ing it more practical for studios to
produce motion pictures in color, it is
reasonable to assume that this will
result in there being more color
negatives to store in future years.
Also, with the advent of widespread
color television apparently just around
the corner, the residual value of color
negative footage should increase in
coming years. Effective storage, there¬
fore, is not only an important expe¬
dient but almost an essential one.
It should be noted that if tempera¬
ture and humidity storage conditions

are extremely severe over a long period
of time, fading of dyes could change
the original color balance enough so
that it would be impossible to make
satisfactory prints from the master
negative.
There are several approaches to pro¬
viding “cold” storage vaults for color
negatives. Columbia Pictures prefab¬
ricated a special vault out of poured
concrete slabs. Others have re-condi¬
tioned their old vaults.
The color negatives in the Columbia
vault are first conditioned to the prop¬
er humidity and then stored in their
original round tin containers, which
are taped around the edges to keep
the moisture content of the negatives at
the proper moisture equilibrium. Con¬
tainers are identified by markings on
the tape.
A high ceiling gives the vault maxi¬
mum storage capacity. The containers
lie flat in vertical racks with each
container on a separate shelf, making
them easy to remove. Each rack is 40
containers high and there are 58 racks
in a row, giving the vault a potential
storage capacity for 25,000 containers.
A five-ton air-conditioner unit, with
a cooling capacity of 60,000 BTTJ’s per
hour, keeps the vault at the desired
controlled temperature.
Other serious effects result from
storage of color negatives at high tem¬
perature and humidity. In addition to
fading of colors, high temperatures
and humidities cause permanent
shrinkage of negative material. Perma¬
nent shrinkage at 90 per cent relative
humidity is approximately double per¬
manent shrinkage at 60 per cent rela¬
tive humidity. “Ferro-typing" — the
formation of glossy marks on the emul¬
sion when the film is wound tight in
contact with the support — is another
problem caused by high relative hu¬
midity.
Another

approach

to

providing

cold storage facilities can be cited
in the air-conditioning of a standard
vault at Pathe Film Laboratories in
Hollywood. Pathe installed a one-ton
air-conditioning unit in a vault where
color negatives made on Eastman film
are now stored. The unit has a cool¬
ing capacity of 12,000 BTU’s per hour,
providing an average temperature of
38 degrees Fahrenheit and favorable
humidity conditions.
The Pathe vaidt, which has been op¬
erational for more than a year, is 4l/£>
feet wide, 20 feet long and 81/2 feet
high. It has the capacity to store up to
1,500 square or round containers of
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MAGNASYNC

toronto

(Ontario, Canada)

Cinesound, Limited, one of the most completely
equipped sound recording and mixing facilities
in Canada, has found Magnasync the perfect
"systems” solution in meeting the demands of
the great motion picture and industrial
expansion prevalent in Canada.
A section of the Cinesound control room is
shown in main photo at left, with sound
engineer Fred Sengmueller operating one of the
famous Model 602 dubbers. The Magnasyncequipped mobile unit is shown on location at
Milliken Lakes Mines, Elliott Lake, Ontario,
during the Showcase Production filming of
"Shaft Sinkers”.

For the development of a complete Magnasync-Magnaphonic
sound system Cinesound engineers installed Magnasync modular
electrical interlock components for transfer work,
assembly and magnetic mixing to assure their clients of
the highest quality, reliability and economy.
Numbered among the famous Canadian firms using Magnasync are:
Royal Canadian Air Force.Canada

Government of the Province of Alberta. Edmonton

Canadian Broadcasting Corporation

University of British Columbia

Vantel

.

.

Canada

Broadcasting.Vancouver

National Film Board of Canada

.

.

.

.

Vancouver

Master Film Studios.Calgary

Montreal

Cinesound Ltd.Toronto

Briston Films Inc.Montreal

Eastern Film Laboratories.Halifax

Trans-Canada Films Ltd.Vancouver

Michael J. Sym Studios.Winnipeg

Write, wire or phone
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MAGNASYNC CORPORATION
V/fa/tqwmic
SOUND SYSTEM

5546 Satsuma Avenue, North Hollywood, California • TRiangle 7-0965 • Cable "MAGNASYNC”
International leaders in the design and mamifacture of quality magnetic recording systems

Magnasync Studio Equipment Division Dealers:
CHICAGO: Zenith Cinema Service, Inc.; Behrend Cine Corp.; LOS ANGELES: Birns & Sawyer Cine Equipment; NEW YORK: Camera Equipment Co.;
SOUTH AFRICA: Johannesburg, Photo Agencies Pty. Ltd.; AUSTRALIA: Sydney, New South Wales, Sixteen Millimetre Australia Pty. Ltd., BOLIVIA: La Paz,
Casa Kavlin; BRAZIL: Rio De Janeiro, Mesbla, S.A.; BURMA: Rangoon, G. K, Theatre Supply Co., Ltd.; CANADA: Toronto, Ontario, Alex L. Clark, Ltd.;
DENMARK: Copenhagen, Kinovox Electric Corp.,- ENGLAND: London, W-l, Delane Lea Processes, Ltd.; FRANCE: Paris, Brockless-Simplex S.A.; GREECE: Athens,
Christos Axarlis; HONGKONG: Supreme Trading Co.,- INDIA: Bombay, Kine Engineers; ITALY: Rome, Reportfilm, di J. M. Schuller, S.R.L.; JAPAN: Tokyo,
J Osawa & Co., Ltd.; NEW ZEALAND: Auckland, Kerridge Odeon Industries; PAKISTAN: Karachi 3, Film Factors Ltd.; SOUTH RHODESIA: Salisbury, William
Over & Co. Pvt. Ltd.; THAILAND: Bangkok, G. Simon Radio Co.. Ltd.

Visit our Booth $30 at the SMPTE Convention, in Toronto, Canada, May 7-12,
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PUSHBUTTON CONSOLE6 outlets independently controlled. Select
exact color temperature from reading for
each outlet —built-in lamp protection
interlock for pre-boost warmup.

The extra dividends that nega¬
tives may pay should become increas¬
ingly impressive as color television
comes of age. The only way to protect
this investment is to see that such
negatives are properly stored under
controlled temperature and humidity
conditions.
■
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The main studio “A” is 40 feet by 85
feet and 18 feet high. It is sound¬
proofed with 1-inch sound-absorbing

Ideal for location. Heavy gauge beefed up
case. Recessed panel to protect meters.
50% more capacity with full duty cycle!
SAFETY ENGINEERED —
Complete integrated 3-wire grounded
system to meet accepted safety standards.

MORE EFFICIENT LIGHT —
Controls the equal of 50,000 Watts of light
with Vi the normal ampere consumption.

physical dimensions and makeup of the
old vault.

PHILCO’S FILM UNIT

RUGGED-PORTABLE

WIDER INPUT
VOLTAGE CONTROLFrom 100-V to 120-V and 200-V to
240-V. Can handle ten 500-W PAR-64
lamps (3400° K.) from 220-V input and
six 500-W PAR-64 lamps (3400° K.)
from 120-Volts.

film (both are used) stacked on edge
on horizontal shelves.
It is, of course, up to the individual
studios and laboratories to decide
whether it is more economical to
“cool” an old vault or build a new
one. Much would depend upon the

CINEMASTER
CHIEF CONVERTER MARK ft

$309.00

CINEKING

$42.95
(With PAR-64 lamp,
equals one 5-K.)

NATURAL LIGHTING CORPORATION
630 South Flower Street Burbank, California

acoustical material sprayed upon all the
walls. A 4-foot wide cat-walk encircles
the room at a height of eleven feet,
crossing over in the center. This allows
easy placement of lights for backlight¬
ing as well as operating with most light
units off the floor. There is a 6-pocket
Kliegl stage outlet box at each end of
the studio, each capable of carrying a
total of 400-amperes. Our lighting
equipment consists of the following
Mole-Richardson Solarspots: one 10,000-watt, two 5,000-watt, six 2,000watt, six 750’s, two 5,000-watt conelites, four Colortrans, and an assort¬
ment of clamp-ons, Lowel-lites and
stands. Nets, scrims, cookies, dodgers,
gelatins, etc., afford us most every pro¬
fessional lighting effect we require.
In addition, we have a small record¬
ing studio “B,” 22-feet by 35-feet, for
projection-viewing and voice-over re¬
cording.
Our S-5 Stancil-Hoffman
16mm magnetic sound recording equip¬
ment is rack-mounted and positioned
between the two studios so the sound
recordist can operate from either
studio, since he can watch both stu¬
dios through double-glass partitioned
windows. The magnetic film recorder
operates in sync with the studio cam¬
era; it can also run synchronously
during playback with the Bell & Howell
202 projector, which has a Selysn mo¬
tor gear-chain drive to its motor. A
similar Selsyn motor electrically inter¬
locked on the S-5 recorder drives off
the sync motor for interlock projec¬
tion. The rack also contains an R-5
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1%-inch magnetic tape recorder, a
Fisher amplifier, and a Rex-o-cut for
cutting an occasional disc. A Magnasync X-400 is used for location sound
recording. In the studio we employ
a Mole-Richardson Perambulator Type
126B (mike-boom) for microphone
sound pick-up.

era shot can drive the film message
across with strong impact. We there¬
fore strive to create a few outstanding

A most useful editing aid is a Movi¬
ola. It contains a 16mm picture head,
a 35mm picture head, separate 16mm
optical and magnetic sound heads,
which can be replaced by a 35mm opti¬
cal head. All can be mechanically
interlocked.
A sound reader, B&H
16/35mm splicer, a 5-gang 16mm
synchronizer and a 4-gang 16/35mm
synchronizer, plus rewinds, etc., round
out our editing equipment.

ling through space, as the camera
slowly zooms in. The physical set-up

Cameras include an Arriflex 35mm,
blimped for studio use; an Auricon
1200, two Cine Specials, one B&H
Filmo 70H, and a full complement of
lenses; and an Eyemo 71Q for location
shots. A 35mm Acme animation cam¬
era on a motorized animation stand
complete with compound and light box
enables us to shoot limited animation
and titles. A portable DeVry 35mm
projector is used for screening 35mm
prints. A Camart studio dolly, a port¬
able crab dolly, plus light and heavy
tripods, hi-hats, exposure meters, fil¬
ters, a Samenco time-lapse control
unit and sundry equipment enables us
to handle most any motion picture
assignment.
Against one wall of Studio ‘A' is a
scenery dock containing 10 partitions
each housing half-a-dozen flats. These
flats are 4'x8' and 4'xlCK in size and
made of 1/4" plywood, which is painted
or wall-papered. Here, also, are single
and double windows, doors and arch¬
ways. Secured together with “C”
clamps, the flats and window or door
components are readily converted to
an office, a kitchen, or practically any
type of room set. Whenever our storage
room does not have all the necessary
props, we either buy the item, or rent.
Larger props, such as furniture, etc.,
can be rented locally for approximately
10% of their valuation.
In the pre-production stage, the
script is blocked out for a studio shoot¬
ing schedule, for location filming, the
actors required, sets and props needed,
stock shots, and any special effects or
unusual camera shots.

scenes within every film.
An example is our recent film on
the manufacture of surface barrier
transistors. A dramatic opening shot
depicted a parade of transistors swir¬

is depicted in one of the accompanying
photographs. The transistors were
mounted along the edge of a turntable
and the camera framed extremely close
so as to omit the turntable itself. A
white cardboard baffle with a hole cut
in it for the camera lens was lit to re¬
flect upon the metallic transistors. As
the turntable revolved, its speed con¬
trolled by a rheostat, the transistors
slowly moved through a thin layer of
swirling cigar smoke. Several takes
were made at different speeds, and the
take selected in which all stroboscopic
effect was absent.
The Fels Planetarium of Philadel¬
phia granted us permission to copy a
photographic wall mural of the solar
system. A 16"x20" still print of the
mural was made and placed on our
animation stand, then photographed as
a very slow zoom-in to correspond with
length of the transistor footage. This
“celestial body” footage was laid out
to be double-printed with the good
transistor take. Weird “space” music
provided
ment.

a very effective acompani-

In industrial and business films, the
simplest subject as well as the techni¬
cally-complicated holds potential dra¬
matic possibilities for the creative and
imaginative

motion

picture

camera¬

man. Our company has derived many
benefits from its in-plant photographic
unit. We have consistently cut produc¬
tion costs to below that of most outside
industrial

film

producers,

and

have

saved considerate time in meeting
completion deadlines. In addition, we
benefit from the convenience of readily-available company products, as well
as our own constant availability for
any in-plant assignment. Intercompany
billing saves bookkeping and auditing
expenses. Another important factor is
the automatic security of newly de¬
signed

models

and

engineering

fea¬

tures that is afforded the company—-

Without planning and imaginative
scripting, industrial and technical films
can be dull. An interesting series of

large industrial companies having their

transitions or a highly dramatic cam¬

own in-plant photographic department.
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SHOOTING A TV PILOT
Continued from Page 165

up of the defense attorney’s notes on
his desk.
Throughout the complicated se¬
quences, Mimura was handicapped by
the fact that the Mitchell camera he
was using had no coupling device to
correct his viewfinder for parallax as
the camera moved about. A common
luxury in Hollywood, the coupled view¬
finder is a rare commodity in Japan.
Mimura had to make very careful esti¬
mates for framing during rehearsals
and it is to his credit as a working
cameraman that the final results were
successful.
Within the studio Mimura had to
use flat lighting to eliminate the need
for changes of exposure as the actors
moved about the set. An assistant,
however, held a small fill light next to
the camera and brought it into play
whenever needed.

the right techniques

Now—royalty-free RCA Sound

Sound

• Editorial

• Laboratory Services

Capital
CAPITAL FILM LABORATORIES, INC.
1905 FAIRVIEW AVENUE, N. E.
WASHINGTON 2, D. C.
PHONE LAWRENCE 6-4634

For the difficult camera work where
the versatile dolly could not be used,
Mimura employed a hand-held Arriflex. In shooting two scenes which
showed Hadley stepping from the rear
seat of an automobile, it was Mimura
who did the moving. He used a 25mm
lens stopped down to f/22 to give the
desired depth of field. Here, use of a
wide-angle lens also helped to smooth
out jerky movements.
To maintain a consistent quality of
the film image Mimura used Fuji SSS
stock throughout the production. He
rated this film at 200 ASA for daylight
and 160 ASA for tungsten illumina¬
tion. When shooting with this film out¬
doors where the normal daylight was
usually too bright, he employed a neu¬
tral density filter.
An interesting sequence which kept
the whole crew on the jump, was one
which took place in a local cabaret.
The location was available for only
three hours one morning.
Here Mimura’s primary problem was
to capture pictorially the raucous at¬
mosphere of the locale. He had to put
his camera literally in the laps of the
actors, because of space limitations.
When the club was jammed with extras
mingling with real bar girls clapping
and stamping in time to the music,
there was no space in which to move.
Mimura managed to give variety to his
shots here by alternately using lenses
of different focal lengths. Luckily, Had¬
ley’s part was not included in this
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sequence, so camera movement was
not a problem.
Mimura was fortunate in having as
his director Florea, who, for many
years was a professional still photog¬
rapher. As a result, he and Mimura
were always on firm ground when dis¬
cussing the important points of framing
and movement of the camera.
Because of efficient teamwork and a
few breaks in the weather the produc¬
tion achieved a distinction few com¬
panies on location in Japan have
earned. Although it rained several
times, the crew managed to work
around the inclement weather and
bring the film in in 12 days instead of
the budgeted 16. Florea had been told
that the shooting would require four
weeks. After completing the production
he said, “With a little patience, you can
shoot here in almost the same time as
in the United States.'’
Mimura is no stranger to Hollywood
film production crews. He got his start
in motion pictures in the United States.
He worked in Hollywood studios during
the late 1920’s and early 1930’s. Upon
returning to his native Japan, he be¬
came one of his country’s top flight
cinematographers. He is now under
contract to Toei Studios.
Harry Mimura often takes time out
to work a free lance assignment. He
will he remembered particularly for
the Hong Kong and Japan location se¬
quences which he photographed for the
Mike Todd extravaganza “Around the
World In 80 Days.”
■

New!

SUPER BALTAR LENSES
... featuring today's highest resolution for wide
screen, television and photo instrumentation
This new Super Baltar line of matched motion picture lenses
complements and expands the famed Baltar series to include
70 mm coverage. And it balances illumination, flattens the field,
and heightens contrast like no lens you’ve ever seen! You get high
picture fidelity from corner to corner, edge to edge, of the film
frame—dependable result of the most critical optical
characteristics ever built into a professional lens.
Features include: minimum back focus of 32 mm; choice of
mounts, barrel or custom focusing, to meet your specific needs;

TV FILM PHOTOGRAPHY

seven focal lengths, from 25 mm to 9", optically centered to full
aperture; 70 mm coverage with 3", 4", 6", and 9" lenses.
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Write for Technical Publication F-162, Bausch & Lomb
Kodak 18% neutral-grey or 4-step
card, commonly called a Lilly, in
which the steps are: white — ap¬
proximately 18 to 20 per cent; and
black—-nearly 3 percent reflectance.
For white and dark grey I used the
Kodak 18 per cent grey card, which has
the grey on one side and on the other
a white of the approximately 90 per¬
cent reflectance. The two grey steps of
18 and 40 per cent represented the
minimum and maximum reflectance of
the human face, and something in be¬
tween would he the average. Taking
readings from artists’ faces during a
busy shooting day was difficult, espe¬
cially if the procedure had to be re¬
peated many times, so I found it more
practical to establish at the beginning
the relationship between the brightness
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Incorporated, 88415 Bausch St.
Rochester 2, N. Y.

Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
Honorary Award for Optical Service to the Industry

*Trademark Baiisch & Lomb Incorporated

Revolutionary new
Mitchell R-35 Reflex
Studio Camera
features new Super Baltar
Lenses—in special focusing mounts
designed by B&L in collaboration with
Mitchell engineers.
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of an artist’s face and one of the three
greys—dark, light, or something in be¬
tween—and to maintain this degree of
brightness throughout the whole shoot¬
ing of the film by checking my read¬
ing with the Lilly instead of the artist’s
face.

3-COLOR METER
The ONLY meter that measures all
light sources, including DAY LIGHT,
accurately!
SPECTRA 3-color meter measures the
proportionate amounts of all three
primary colors present in the light
source and indicates the filters neces¬
sary for positive color correction in
Spectra Index Units. (°Kelvin con¬
version table supplied)
Write for descriptive
literature and
complete specifications.

PHOTO RESEARCH CORP.
Karl Freund, A.S.C., President
837 N O. CAHUENGA BLVD.
HOLLYWOOD 3 8, CALIFORNIA
j_:_:_

Specialized

LIGHTING
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and
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Write for A Copy of Our
Catalog H on Your Letterhead

937 NORTH SYCAMORE AVENUE
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Now, to keep our range of 25 to 1
(with the relationship between the hu¬
man face and the brightest white at 65
to 100) in a scene in which the high¬
lights read 100 units on a Weston
meter, the deepest shadow should show
a reading of 4 units, which is one un¬
numbered block past 3.2 on the dial.
The human face should register at 65
units, or one unnumbered block past
50 on the dial. Or if we work on the
most common indoor setup, using
Kodak Plus X, with an ASA reading of
64 and a shutter speed of 1/50 of a
second, our basic exposure would show
as one unnumbered block past 25 units.
This would tell us that our highlights
should not go over 50 units, and the
deepest shadow should not go under 2
units.
In practice, I found it advantageous
to use several different meters to
achieve the desired result. The setting
of lights in the studio required the
commonly accepted incident light
meter, such as a Norwood Director, and
for the general reading of reflected
light I used a Weston meter. With the
\X eston, according to the manufactur¬
ers’ instructions, the reading should be
taken from a distance approximating
the size of the measured surface. Thus,
if the object is 10 inches in size, a
proper reading will he obtained at a
distance of 10 inches, but if the object
is only 2 inches in size, such as may
be the case with a highlight on a man’s
collar or part of his shirt, the reading
becomes impossible. The reflected light
meter had disadvantages when working
outdoors. To measure the part of the
sky enclosed within the frame is a real
problem. In such cases the only really
practical meter is a spot-brightness
meter, such as the Spectra which I
used.
The spot-brightness meter is a pre¬
cise and delicate instrument. Because
of its very narrow angle of field it
makes possible precise readings of small
areas even at a distance, and this was
very helpful for our outdoor work. The
Spectra spot-brightness meter reads in
Foot-Lamberts on a scale of 1 to 50,
but a 3.10 times multiplication table
makes it possible to read up to 50,000
Foot-Lamberts. Because it is powered

by an enclosed battery, the meter re¬
quires constant checking of the zero
point. Under certain conditions it is
the only meter which can do the job,
but it, too, has its limitations. Its
weight and its value make it incon¬
venient to carry around all the time,
and as it reads in Foot-Lamberts it re¬
quires one to stop and calculate in
those less-familiar terms. Of course,
once the relationship between FootLamberts and Foot-Candles is known,
the calculation is much easier and
faster.
These simple principles and proce¬
dures brought results. Most of our foot¬
age fell within the required telecine
range when printed on light 11. The
rest of it, with few exceptions, was
brought within the range by an adjust¬
ment of no more than 3 printing lights.
The finished films were broadcast with
almost no adjustment by the video
operators. And that was the object of
this approach—to put the control of
the final picture, as seen by the view¬
ers, in the hands of the cameraman
and producer. No self-respecting fea¬
ture cameraman or producer would ac¬
cept the idea of the projectionist in the
theatre deciding what the image on
the screen should look like, but that is
what happens when TV films are made
without reference to the electronic re¬
quirements of the television system.
Their tonal relationships are adjusted
by the video operator, usually with lit¬
tle, if any, thought to the mood and
meaning of the scene. In shooting the
‘‘Heritage” series, we went a ways to¬
wards changing that, and the road is
open for any who would go further.
(Next month the author will discuss in
more detail his theories and practices in
lighting and photographing television
film productions.)

CAMERAMAN ON HORSEBACK
Continued from

Page
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working as an assistant on animation,
live cameras, editing and sound—
receiving a valuable groundwork in all
phases of motion picture production.
When Walt Disney was about to
begin his goodwill tour of South
America to film “Saludos Amigos,”
“The Three Caballeros” and “Walt
Disney Sees South America,” he asked
Larry to go with him because of his
knowledge of Spanish and horseman¬
ship. His primary assignment was to
make a study of the Argentine gaucho,
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but \\ alt also gave him a 16mm cam¬
era to use and asked him to shoot
some footage as a record of the trip.
Lansburgh was fascintaed. This was
the first time he had ever had full
control of a motion picture camera
in his own hands and he really caught
the fever. He felt like a hot-rod kid
who had just gotten behind the wheel
of a Ferrari for the first time.

THE ANSWER TO THE PRODUCER’S PRAYER

Back home again, and all fired up
about film, he began shooting footage
in his spare time just to see what he
could do. He worked evenings and
weekends, and made a short subject
on war dogs, using his little hoy’s red
wagon for a camera dolly. He imme¬
diately sold the film under the title
of “R over’s Rangers” to Warner
Brothers, becoming the first person in
Hollywood to make a complete film
single-handed and sell it to a major
studio. It was also the first 16mm color
film to be blown up to 35mm for
theatrical showing.
Encouraged, he bought a better
camera and really pitched in to further
study motion picture technique. He
switched to 35mm, joined the camera¬
men’s union and formed his own com¬
pany, Larry Lansburgh Productions,

CINEKAD Microphone Booms
CINEKAD Mike Booms are light in
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developsxreversal film at 1200 ft. per hr.
negative-positive film at 1200 ft. per hr.
MODEL R-15
REVERSAL FILM
EXCLUSIVE OVERDRIVE eliminates film breakage, automa¬
tically compensates for elongation; tank footage stays
constant.
EASY TO OPERATE, needs no attention.
VARIABLE SPEED DRIVE, development times from H/2 to
12 minutes.
COMPLETE DAYLIGHT OPERATION on all emulsions, no dark¬
room needed.
FEED-IN ELEVATOR & 1200-FT. MAGAZINE permits uninter¬
rupted processing cycles.
Machines of Filmline manufacture installed at: Pentagon
Bldg., Microfilm division, Washington, D.C.; U.S. Naval Re¬
search Laboratory; U.S. Public Health Service; U.S. Treasury
Department (15 machines); Atomic Energy Commission;
I.B.M.; G.E.; Pratt & Whitney Aircraft; McDonnell Aircraft;
Universities of: Texas, Notre Dame, Indiana, California,
Alabama, Miami, M.I.T.; TV Stations: WHAS, WMUR, WISH,
WBRE, WNCT, WJAR, WTRI, WFMY, WJHP, WCSC, WTVS, WTVJ,
KARK, KDUB, WTVR.
WRITE FOR DETAILS AND LITERATURE

STAINLESS STEEL tanks, air squeegee, recirculation fittings,
air agitation tube, lower roller guards.
F.O.B.
Milford, Conn,

Filmline corp.
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FORCED WARM AIR DRYB0X, uses no heating lamps.
Double Capacity Spray Wash
Uniform Tank Sizes
Cantilever Construction
Size: 76" x 50" x 24"

•
•
•
•

Filtered Air Supply
Self-Contained Plumbing
Ball Bearing Gearbox
Weight: Approx. 475 lbs.

Milford, Conn.

AAA-61
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THE MOST COMPLETE LINE OF LENSES MADE
for Instrumentation and Documentary

MOTION PICTURE PHOTOGRAPHY
PRO 35 and 70 mm LENSES for
"C” Mount, Vidicon TV, 35 mm, Data
Recording and Aerial Cameras
This series of 4 or more element
lenses enables professional photog¬
raphers to achieve the finest results
whether in the studio or on location.

Lenses are matched and balanced
... give uniform exposure .. . deliver
full coverage without drop-off from
the center to the edge of the picture.

MIRROTEL LENSES
Long Focus, Short in
Length and Lightweight
Mirror optics permit the light path
to be folded three times within the
lens system, thereby cutting the
length and weight to less than one
third that of a comparable tele¬

photo objective. In addition Mirrotel
Lenses are free from chromatic aber¬
ration, coma, astigmatism and dis¬
tortion. Focal lengths from 20" to
200". Special accessories available.

20-60 mm VARI-FOCUS RAPTAR
ZOOM LENS for Vidicon TV and
16 mm Motion Picture Cameras
Increases the effectiveness of the
camera by permitting various de¬
grees of wide angle and telephoto
coverage with one lens. Crisp, clear
images anywhere in the focal range
from wide field (covering IV2 times
area of normal lens) to telephoto of

2V2 times magnification. Aperture of
f/1.8 throughout the entire focusing
range of 5 feet to infinity. Calibrated
focal lengths, distance and aperture
markings. Resolution is better than
50 lines per millimeter on Plus X
film and 600 lines on TV.

Write for descriptive literature and prices.
^OTOG**

Finest American made products
for those who want the best

WO LLENSAK
Optical Company • Rochester 21, N. Y.
vvqll£

BOLEX ACCESSORIES
BY STEVENS
Variable Shutter • Split-Frame Mask • Syn¬
chronous and Battery Camera Drives • Time
Lapse Timer • Lens Extension Tubes • Rackover • Turret Lever • Third Turret Stop • Turret
Filter Slides • Camera Base • Lens control
Handle • 400-Ft. Magazine • Sound Sprockets
Write for our Bolex Accessory Catalog.

STEVENS ENGINEERING CO.
Dept. ‘‘A’’, 340 N. Newport Blvd.
Newport Beach, Calif.
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Inc. After that he made and sold in
succession six short subjects. One him
he made at the Disney Studio as the
studio’s contribution to the work of
the John Tracy Clinic for deaf chil¬
dren.
It was titled “Listening Eyes’
and its widespread exhibition brought
in many thousands of dollars for the
clinic.
Learning about Lansburgh's work,
Edgar Bergen persuaded Larry to join
him in making a picture on Sweden.
It subsequently was sold to Warner’s
as a featurette and titled “Charlie Mc¬
Carthy and Mortimer Snerd in Swe¬
den.” He also wrote and produced a
featurette titled “Stranger in the Light¬
house,” which he also sold to Warner’s.
Another him which Lansburgh made
in the wilds of Arizona s Chiricahua
mountains was “Desert Killer,” which
won an Academy nomination. Then he
spent a year with Sol Lessor produc¬
ing “Jungle Head Hunters,' a featurelength adventure story which was re¬
leased through KKO. Still another him
which he produced with George Lenneman, titled “Mystery Lake,” was pre¬
sented as a serial on Walt Disney’s
Mickey Mouse Club TV show.
In 1953, Disney interested Lans¬
burgh in a story which he had just
purchased: “Stormy, the Thorough¬
bred With An Inferiority Complex.”
Larry again called upon his knowledge
of animals and shot the picture in
and around the famous thoroughbred
breeding farms of Kentucky, and also
on California ranches. This him sub¬
sequently was presented as a one-hour
feature on the Disneyland TV pro¬
gram.
He also produced for Disney release
the Technicolor feature him titled “The
Littlest Outlaw,” adapted from his own
original story. The production, hlmed
entirely on location in Mexico, is the
story of the love of a little stable boy
for a tamed Olympic jumping horse.
It incorporates many hair - raising
scenes of horsemanship in the daring
Mexican tradition, as well as scenes
in the bull ring which, for sheer ex¬
citement, outstrip anything ever seen
in a Hollywood production. The nar¬
rative portion of the him was photo¬
graphed by famed Mexican camera¬
man Alex Phillips, but the daring pho¬
tography of the animal sequences was
done by Lansburgh himself, mounted
on horseback in the bull ring. On sev¬
eral occasions he was attacked by irate
bulls.
It was while working on this him
that he took lessons in the handling

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

of the cape. He took part in many
practice bull fights and still carries a
scar on his thigh where he was gored.
While working out with a bull on the
famed Ortiz breeding ranch, he met
the much-discussed American girlturned-bull-fighter, Bette Ford. Taken
with her combination of good looks,
personality and dexterity in the bull
ring, Larry arranged to make a tworeel
short
featuring
Bette,
titled
“Beauty and the Bull,” which he sold
to Warner Brothers.
Even though he now functions as
a producer - director, Lansburgh still
does a great deal of his own photog¬
raphy. When it comes to equipment
he is not a “gadget” man. He likes
to keep it simple, concise, and free of
“a lot of things that have to hook
onto other things.” For this reason he
has standardized on the Arriflex cam¬
era (he owns three of them) and has
special pack saddles that make pos¬
sible instant use of the camera when¬
ever some interesting action or subject
suddenly is encountered. There is no
waste of precious moments unloading
camera from case, etc. “It’s like with
a fire brigade,” he observes. “Get the
buckets out fast! This is the whole
principle. If we can t work fast we’re
dead! Opportune shots that are missed
are rarely recaptured.”
Lansburgh has a four-wheel-drive
truck for rugged country use and an
air-conditioned trailer for transporting
animals which he designed himself.
The truck and trailer work together
as a unit. He uses an 18mm wide-angle
lens for shooting in tight spots, like
the interior of a plane, but always
carries along a 150mm telephoto lens,
which he finds invaluable for captur¬
ing closeups of unsuspecting animals.
Unlike many cinematographers, he
does not like a zoom lens; “Its too
easy,” he says, “to become ‘zoomhappy’ and overdo the effect.”
He has a blimp for the Arriflex and
a Magnasync sychronous sound re¬
cording unit which uses 16mm magnetic
film. Most of his photography is ex¬
terior and he uses reflectors where
needed rather than booster lights be¬
cause of the power source problem. And
sometimes he is reluctant to use re¬
flectors because they often tend to
destroy the naturalness he is after. In¬
doors he uses Colortran units; also he
is partial to the auto-gyro tripod head
because of its light weight and facility
of operation.
Lansburgh’s up-’n-at-’em, fire-brigade
shooting technique has paid off in pho-
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AFTER 22 YEARS AT THE SAME LOCATION,
TELEFILM IS STILL THE BEST ONE-STOP
16MM MOTION PICTURE SERVICE OFFERING
SPEED, QUALITY, AND DEPENDABILITY.
T€L€flLM
INCORPORATED

|

6039 HOLLYWOOD BLVD., HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIF.
A leading 16mm motion picture technical service
since 1938

PRECISION FILM EDITING EQUIPMENT
9

Precision Unitized Film Synchronizer
Pat. Appd.

For

Model S635-1
Single Sprocket 35mm
Synchronizer $95.00
Single Sprocket 16mm
Synchronizer $95.00
(not shown)

Sprocket Assemblies
16 or 35mm $32.50 ea.

Model S616-3
Three sprocket
16mm Synchroniz e r with
Spacer and Mag¬
netic head.
$215.75

opticalmagnetic
sound
readers

Model 800

Model 800 RL

$259.50

optical

magnetic film

sound

and tape

readers

sound

Model 600 RL

reader

$195.00

Model 700

$198.00
F.O.B

Send For Free Literature

DIVISION OF PRECISION CINE EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
1 037 UTICA

AVENUE

BROOKLYN

3,

N

Y.
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SPECIALS!
USED MOVIE EQUIPMENT
35mm Mitchell Camera .$4,750.00
35mm

Wall

camera,

2pull-down,

2

register pins . 2,425.00
35mm Bell & Howell #2709 Camera
35mm

A.E.C.

tion

pin

camera

with

1,975.00

registra¬

. 1,425.00

16mm Bell & Howell rackover “Spe¬
cialist” with 400’ magazine ..
35mm

Stancil-Hoffman

S-5

550.00

recorder

775.00

17y2mm Stancil-Hoffman S-6 record¬
er, complete, for interior location
17Vimm

Hallen

1,775.00

recorder, complete,

remote Mixer .

600.00

35mm R.C.A. optical recorder . 2,450.00
35mm Westrex optical recorder .
65-70mm

Westrex

editing

3,500.00

machine

with 6 & 12 track sound 5,500.00, 6,750.00
65-70mm

Picture

35mm

sound

syn¬

chronizers . 200.00 up
65mm

Camera . A “Buy!''

65-70mm Bell & Howell foot-operat¬
ed splicer . 1,195.00
35mm

Bell

&

Howell

foot-operated

splicer .

675.00

35mm Projectors with distributor and
preview attachments . 2,200.00
Western

Electric

y4HP,

1200

interlock
RPM,

motors,

1440

shutter

speed . 75.00 each
35mm

Raby panoram dolly . 1,295.00

35mm Fearless panoram dolly .

1,375.00

Friction-Head for blimp .

150.00

35mm Raby blimp .

550.00

35mm Whorral gearhead for
blimped
35mm

camera

Bell

&

.

Howell

Model

875.00

“D"

printer .— 3,200.00
16mm

Bell

&

Howell

Model

“J"

printer . 3,200.00
35mm

Eastman

35mm

Moviola

waxing

machine ....

projector-optical

&

Magnetic head, forward 8< reverse
35mm

Moviola

Model

“D"

475.00

1,475.00

viewer,

NEW .

175.00

35mm Moviola Model UDPVC2S 8/10
screen .
35mm Blimped
projector,
shuttle,

1,400.00

background

with

B&H

distributor,

process

type

Unit

cables,

I

etc.,

and high intensity lamphouse . 9,450.00
J 35mm

Blimped

i

ground

|

above

double-head

projector,

back-

equipped

as

.11,450.00

; 1500-AMP, 120-240 Volt, DC genera|

tor mounted on hard rubber tired

j

chassis

with

2200-Volt, AC

Drive

!

Motor, and all controls (Westing-

J

house) .

7,500.00

! 1000-AMP Generator, equipped same
|

as above

; Bell &
!

.

Howell

5,000.00

35/16mm

cpti cal re-

duction printer, like new . 9,975.00
ALSO

| Bargain prices in Lenses, converted 18" spots,
! 5 KW Otto K. Oleson spots, etc.
What are your needs?

}

MOTION
709

No.

PICTURE

Ridgewood

PI.,

ENTERPRISES
Hollwd.

Phone HO 5-7196

182

38,

Calif.

tographing films such as “The Wetback
Hound” (which won him the Academy
award in 1957 for live action short
subjects)—an appealing story of a
mountain lion-hunting clown of a hound
dog. There was nothing phony about
the stunning animal scenes in this pic¬
ture. With the aid of Marvin Glenn,
one of the world’s great lion hunters,
really wild mountain lions were hunted
and caged. Then,’with several cameras
strategically placed, the lions were
turned loose. It was impossible to con¬
trol their action, and the magnificent
scenes in the film are the result of
being at the right place at the right
time with a camera (often operated
from horseback) that was ready to go.
Lansburgh’s preference for simplicity
of equipment reflects his entire point
of view as far as film-making is con¬
cerned : “You must avoid becoming a
slave to your equipment,’’ he points
out, “otherwise you find yourself nurs¬
ing the camera and lenses, and you’ve
lost the whole point of making a mo¬
tion picture—it becomes merely a hob¬
by. The same simplicity applies to
story line. Keep it direct and avoid
sub-plots, unless you can tie them ex¬
pertly together at the finish. Essentially
you have three acts in a motion picture
and the object is to arrive at the final
climax without losing your audience.
The main failing of the amateur is
that he sees something beautiful and
he can’t resist putting it in the picture
whether it belongs there or not. People
often say to me: ‘You must come up
and shoot some pictures at our place.
We have the most beautiful scenery!’
As soon as you start looking for scenery
you’re dead. But if you have a story
with a good tight plot and well-planned
action — then, mount it against the
most interesting background you can
find.”
Although Lansburgh loves dogs and
horses and has built his success on films
starring his four-legged buddies, he
emphasizes that he also likes people.
“Some of my best friends are people,”
he says, adding that he enjoys working
with good actors, such as the cast he
recently directed in “The Hold-up-proof
Safe” for the Death Valley Days tele¬
vision series. His wife, who was former¬
ly a publicity director for Walt Disney
Studios, is today a highly talented
writer who works with Lansburgh on
all his films.
Lansburgh heads his own company
but he hastens to point out that this
type of freedom is not without its price.
As an independent producer he con¬

tracts to make a picture for a certain
amount. Whatever he can shoot it for
under that figure becomes his profit.
He uses his own money, and if he runs
over budget he has to take the loss him¬
self. Even so, there are often delays and
catastrophies beyond his control, such
as occurred during the filming of “The
Horse With the Flying Tail,” when ill¬
ness of the equine star and other un¬
foreseen difficulties stretched the pro¬
duction time to 18 months from script
to screen.
Larry Lansburgh, a modest man by
nature, hesitates to give out anything
that sounds like advice, hut when
pressed, he offered a few tips which
might prove valuable to film-makers
with ambitions in the field of short sub¬
ject productions: “Don’t try to compete
with Hollywood film makers,” he cau¬
tions. “They’re too good, and they
have the best facilities in the world to
work with. Specialize in something that
you know all about and which is off
the beaten Hollywood track—and don’t
try to copy the next guy. Be individual
—develop your own technique. A lot
of people ask me what kind of equip¬
ment I use because they want to shoot
the same type of thing that I do—-but
this is not the answer. It’s like playing
a musical instrument. Learn to play the
instrument that fits your hand—only
play it a little bit faster and better than
the other guy.” '
■

ANSWERS THROUGH
CINEMATOGRAPHY
Continued from Page

163

silhouette surrounded by a thin line of
light. A model of the aircraft being
tested is mounted in the tunnel and
when it is subjected to a shock wave
or pressure that changes the density of
the air the light beam bends slightly. A
more dense area of air causes the
beam to bend down so that it appears
fainter. An evacuated area bends the
light up, making it appear brighter.
The sensitivity of this test is illus¬
trated the fact that a human hand
held straight out will cause a boiling
of the air for about three feet above it
—very similar to the swirling pattern
of smoke. The Schlieren test is percep¬
tive enough to record as slight a varia¬
tion in air density as this or something
as explosive as a shock wave created
by blowing air at a super-sonic velocity.
The fluctuation of the parallel light
beam is recorded accurately for study
by a motion picture camera set up in

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

front of the block at the far side of
the tunnel.
The Schlieren test can be filmed with
almost any type of motion picture cam¬
era and filming is done at normal speed
for sustained blow tunnel tests. How¬
ever, a great deal of shooting is also
done with high speed cameras because
many of the effects observed are of
such short duration that they would be
completely missed otherwise. For ex¬
ample, a "‘shock tube” is an artificial
situation created to simulate a shock
wave. It is impossible to produce the
effect by means of compressors forcing
air through a tunnel because they are
incapable of maintaining the tremend¬
ous velocities required. So, instead, an
extremely high air pressure is built up
on one side of a steel plate blocking off
one end of a shock tube, and the air
on the other side of the plate is evac¬
uated from the tunnel to create a vac¬
uum. The air pressure is increased
until the steel plate bulges and finally
rips. The air, released with explosive
force, rushes through the tunnel in a
solid wall as hard as a physical object
and reaches temperatures as high as
2,000°, a fact which necessitates the
use of stainless steel models in such
tests. The entire violent explosion oc¬
curs within the space of a few milli¬
seconds—so fast that when filmed at
8,000 frames per second only two or
three frames will have captured the ef¬
fect.
The wind tunnels at Norair used for
Schlieren testing range all the way from
10 feet square for relatively low speed
work on down to a 2-inch diameter
explosive tunnel. In one of the larger
tunnels two motion picture cameras are
mounted—a 16mm camera to study the
moving effect and a 70mm camera for
individual frame studies. Where an ef¬
fect is constant it is sometimes pho¬
tographed with a 4x5 still camera.
Almost any light source can be em¬
ployed which is capable of being put
through a lens and mirror system to
form a parallel beam. Sometimes the
essential parts of small standard pro¬
jectors are utilized. In some of the
larger tunnels arc light is used. In the
color Schlieren system use of color film
is preferred because it produces a more
vivid image and is capable of recording
perceptibly some of the more subtle
fluctuations which would be completely
lost in black-and-white. Sometimes it is
possible to spot an elusive pressure on
a wing area, for example, just by the
color of the light.
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SPECIAL EFFECTS

Automatic Daylight Processing

CAN GREATLY ENHANCE ANY PRODUCTION

DEVELOPING TANK

Fades,
dissolves,
wipes,
hold frame,
reverse
action or direction, enlarge or reduce image,
lengthen or shorten scene, speed up or slow
down action, zoom forward or back, push-offs,
distortion or ripple effect, out-of-focus dissolve,
flip-overs, page-turn effect, split screens, superimposures, matting, dodging, filtering, tinting,
bas relief effect, liquid gate printing, and many
other
scene
modifications
and
manipulations
available in color, B&W, 16mm, 35mm. For
further details see “Cinemagic of the Optical
Printer”
in the A.S.C. Manual, Page 361.

•
•
•
•
•
•

FILM DRYER
• Motor driven—Heated
• Speedy drying
* Automatic shrinkage allow¬
ance
* Stainless steel and
aluminum construction
• Easily assembled without
tools
* Compact, Portable

OVER 30 YEARS OF MAJOR STUDIO
EXPERIENCE AND THE FINEST
SPECIALIZED EQUIPMENT ARE NOW
AVAILABLE TO THE INDEPENDENT PRODUCER.
Inquiries

invited.

New

price

list

Processes up to 200 Ft.
8mm-l 6mm-35mm-70mm
Movie—X-Ray—Microfilm
Motor driven portable
Uniform Density Assured
400 Ft. Tank Available

available.

FILM EFFECTS of Hollywood, Inc.

Guaranteed. Write for Free Literature

1153

N. Highland Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif.
LINWOOD DUNN, ASC, President
Phone:
Hollywood 9-5808.
Cable:
FILMEFX

Micro Record (orp.

487-14
South Ave.
Beacon, N.Y.

NAIL DOWN YOUR PROFITS!
Cameras: 16mm & 35mm—Sound
(Single or Double System)—Silent
—Hi-Speed

I

Lighting: Arcs—Incandescents
—Spot s—F loods—Dimmers—
Reflectors—All Lighting Accessories

Generators:

Portable—Truck

Mounted
Magnetic—
Optical—Mikes—Booms
Sound Equipment:

Grip Equipment: Parallels—
Goboes—Other Grip accessories
Cranes, Dollies:

FROM

Crab—Western-

Portable Panoram
Wide angle—Zoom—Tele¬
photo—Anamorphic
Lenses:

Editing Equipment: M 0 V i 01 a S
—Viewers—Splicers—Rewinders

16mm &
35mm—Sound & Silent—SlideContinuous
Projection Equipment:

Television:

Closed Circuit TV

Camera Cars:
*CECO^—Trademark of Camera
Equipment CO.

CAMERAS • LIGHTS
ACCESSORIES

Why be equipment-rich, but profits

accessories

poor? If your main concern is mak¬

maintenance where it belongs—in

ing money, investigate full-service

the hands of factory-trained experts.

puts

the

problem

of

leasing from CECO. Some of Amer¬

Your accountant will

ica’s largest corporations have such

savings

arrangements with us. Renting your

Want to talk about it? Call JUdson
6-1420. Today!

cameras, lights, sound recorders and

of

explain the

renting versus buying.

■B

(JflmERfl

(EquipmenT (o.jnc.
315 W. 43rd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y.
JUdson 61420

Camera Equipment Co., Inc.
Dept. A
315 W. 43rd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y.
Gentlemen: Please rush me your FREE complete
catalogue of Rental Equipmert.

Name.
Firm.

In Hialeah, Florida:

Street.

Camera Equipment Co.. Inc. of Florida
1335 East 10th Ave • TUxedo 8-4604

City.Zone

State

1
I
1

El

I
I
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QUALITY GUARANTEED
USED EQUIPMENT
CAMERAS
Arriflex-16mm w/matt box 16, 25, 50mm
Xenon lenses...$1,400.00
Arriflex-16mm head only. 1,000.00
Auricon
Cine-Voice
Model
2
Camera,
Single lens. Noise reduction amplifier
750.00
Arriflex-35 w/120° shutter, motor, matt
box, 35, 50, 75mm Zeiss lenses, battery
and charger. 1,000.00
Cineflex 35mm camera w/200 ft. mag.,
12 volt DC motor, and power cord.
300.00
Filmo camera w/spider turret, new type
finder, and freezolite bracket. No lens..
150.00
Bell & Howell 35mm standard model D.D.
High Speed camera w/cable and extra
belts, case. 2,600.00
Bell & Howell
35mm Standard
camera
#616 w/170° shutter, unit I shuttle,
overhauled
&
refinished. 2,500.00
Berndt-Maurer
16mm
Single
System
camera w/sound equipment, galvo, am¬
plifier, 3 lenses, 2-400 ft. mags., and
6 cases..
1,850.00
Cine-Special 2 Camera, 100 ft. magazine,
25mm 1.4 Ektar lens. .
750.00
Cine-Special
I
camera w/100 ft. mag.
and 1 inch lens.
350.00
Maurer-05 Camera
head
only w/bilt-in
features and 1-400 ft. mag. 2,000.00
DeVry 35mm camera w/50mm lens.
175.00
Auricon Pro 200 16m camera w/VA galvo
complete w/amplifler, mike, and cable.. 1,200.00

EDITING
Craig 16mm Viewer .
22.50
Neumade Double 16mm footage counter
65.00
Moviola 35/35 w/bulls eye, no mag., com¬
posite sound...
900.00
Moviola 35/35 Preview large screen w/
mag, footage counters. 1,800.00
Neumade large film barret and racks.
17.50
Neumade
firm
roller
trucks,
half
rack
w/casters .
32.50
Moviola editing machine (UCS) 35/53 old
model cutters machine only, no take up
up arms, optical ocmposite sound.
375.00
Moviola
35mm
Model
“D”
Bulls
Eye,
cutter head only, no take-up arms.
150.00
Neumade
Splicer R-2
(35mm)
or
R -13
(16mm) .
22.00
Moviola Model “D" Picture Head w/take
up arms, variable speed, foot pedal ...
200.00
Precision
Reader,
Sound,
optical
only.
Model 600.
100.00
A'nviola 4/35 synchronizer..
100.00
Cine Special sync motors.
75.00
Mitchell 400x35 magazines.„.
100.00
Bell & Howell 400x35 Bi-Pack magazine ...
350.00
Houston Crab Dolly w/electric pump. 2,000.00
2/35 Neumade Sync.
70.00
Neumade Heavy Duty Power rewinds w/
foot pedal—16 or 35mm.
76.00
Neumade Dynamics rewind—16 or 35mm..
13.50
Mitchell
12 volt 35mm variable speed
motor .
250.00
Filmo motor—115 volts, 24 frame sync
w/cable .
110.00
Moviola
16/16 w/Bulls Eye, no mag.,
composite sound.
900.00
Trickle Charger for Arri. wet cell battery..
10.00
Zoomer lens, 1 to 3 inch, in ‘'5” mount....
100.00
Pan Cinor, 20 to 60 mm in “C” mount ..
100.00
Cinegon 20mm in Arri mount.
375.00
Mikro Kilar 40mm lens.
150.00
Eyemo motor, variable speed, 24 volt.
65.00
Mitchell Viewfinder.
350.00
Wall Sync, motors, 220 volt, 50 cycle, 3
phase .
250.00
Bell & Howell magazines 400x35, metal. ..
75.00
Bell & Howell Stop-Motion Motor (can be
adapted and used on Mitchell).
250.00
Bell & Howell magazines 1000x35.
125.00
Spectra 2-Color meter.
200.00
Holmes 35mm double system studio type
Projector, 1000 watt, with sound. Com¬
plete .. 1,800.00
Spectra 3-color Meter.
260.00
Bell & Howell geared head tripod, com¬
plete w/base.
350.00
Akeley Tripods, gyro head.$550.00 & UP
Cine Spec. Stop Motion Meter..
300.00

Although metric testing of the type
described above constitutes a major
phase of the motion picture unit’s work,
it is by no means its only function. It
films sled ejection tests as well as sub¬
jects for engineering flight test sup¬
port. It also provides progress reports
on film as required by the Air Force
under its Table 210 contractual specifi¬
cation relating to the development of
all new models of aircraft. These edited
progress reports are sent to the Air
force film library at Wright Field ac¬
companied by a written timed narra¬
tion so that the material can be com¬
bined with film shot by other aircraft
manufacturers, narrated with a single
sound track and released to interested
personnel throughout the world. These

characteristics of a new jet training
aircraft now in production at Northrop.
“The Northrop Engineering Testing
Laboratory’’ is a rather elaborate 10minute film made to familiarize inter¬

reports are sometimes viewed by the
President, his cabinet and Congress in
order that they may be kept informed
as to how the national defense budget
is being applied.

seating facilities, the latest model sound
projectors and remotely controlled cur¬
tains. Here films are screened for both
company personnel and visitors.

In addition, Northrop’s in-plant film
unit turns out rather ambitious produc¬
tions for institutional or public rela¬
tions purposes. These films contain no
hard-sell advertising, but serve to bet¬
ter relations with the community and
apprise the layman of what is going
on at Northrop. One such film was
“Mrs. Jones Meets Her Partners,’
which was made to aid the Civil De¬
fense program in recruiting volunteer
civilian aircraft spotters. Another pro¬
duction, “Airman Smith,'’ served to
interest high school boys in careers
with the Air Force.
Other recent production-type films
include “The T-38 Supersonic Train¬
er,” purpose of which is to acquaint a
broad worldwide audience with the

Northrop’s in-plant motion picture
unit at Norair is currently headed by
Supervisor of Photographic Services
William W. Wyper, who also has
charge of still photography. His pres¬
ent motion picture staff includes three
writer-directors, six cameramen, two
editors and one full-time projectionist.
The latter is kept busy servicing six
projection rooms which are scattered
throughout the plant. These rooms are
completely equipped with comfortable

Northrop’s motion picture unit has
drawn its personnel from many sources.
Most if not all its staff has substantial
experience in film production of one
type or another. Those who specialize
in instrumentation and metric cin¬
ematography have engineering and re¬
search backgrounds so essential to this
work. Since there is a great deal of
aerial photography required, four of
the unit’s cameramen are on flying
status and are provided with a full is¬
sue of jet-pilot equipment, such as fly¬
ing suits, parachutes, helmets and
oxygen tanks. These men were also
required to pass the standard Air Force
“physical” and pressure chamber tests.
Both the still and motion picture
units are established in a spacious
Continued on Page 186

Used World-Wide By Discriminating Cameramen
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CINEKAD SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR
DRIVE—For 16mm Projectors
Especially designed to drive all
Bell & Howell, Jan, Ampro,
Kodak, RCA, and Victor 16mm
projectors at synchronous speed.

SOUND - PROJECTION - LIGHTING - PRINTERS
G-924 Mixer (3-position).
250.00
Magnasync recorder, 16mm X-400.
600.00
Reeves 16mm PV100 Recorder. 1,200.00
Tapak Recorder.
300.00
Magnemite Recorder.
200.00
DeVry 35mm
projectors
(available with
sound equipment).
500.00
GPL—Jan
Projector
w/speakers—Genova
Movement .„. 1,000.00
ColoTtran Jr. Kit.
137.00
Bell & Howell 16mm Model J Printer, com¬
pletely reconditioned . 2,500.00

One-year Guarantee!

Immediate Delivery!

CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
315 West 43rd Street, New York 36, N.Y.

ested parties with the company’s un¬
paralleled research facilities.

CINEKAD ENGINEERING COMPANY,

Projector can be instantly attached to
Synchronous Motor Drive and quickly de¬
tached at any time in a matter of seconds.
An outstanding feature is the flexible
shaft which connects motor with projector
and permits smooth, quiet and steady
operation. No special technical knowl¬
edge required for installation and mount¬
ing. Write for more details and prices.
763 10th Ave., N.Y., N.Y., PLaza 7-3511

JUdson 6-1420
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& PRODUCTION EQUIP.

STUDIO

GOVERNMENT

SURPLUS

BARGAINS

Mitchell Standard Tripods, w/reg fric¬
tion pan & tilt heads used, excel¬
lent condition .
$365.00
Mitchell Standard Tripods, only.
87.50
Eyemo, 71-K, single lens w/tubular
finder, 3 speeds, att. crank, 2"
f 2.8 lens. Deluxe case, excellent
condition . 1 10.00
Bell & Howell A6-A, 35mm camera.
Divergent 3-lens turret 200ft mag.,
28v. motor, 2" f2.8 lens (accepts
Eyemo mts.) case. 139.50
GSAP—16mm magazine cameras —
w/lens .
14.95
GSAP——16mm magazine cameras —
less lens .
6.95
Neumade—2
hub
16mm
Synchro¬
nizers, w/ftg. counter, large hubs,
new .
49.50
Neumade—35mm FTG—CTR—Single
Hub—New .
19.00
B & H Filmo 16mm viewer, w/large
rewinds & attach, board, splicer
and carrying case, used, Exc. con¬
dition .
69.50
UNUSED,

COATED

EYEMO

“C”

MT

LENSES

1 " T2.5 Baltar .$65.00
2" T2.5 Baltar . 60.00
4" T2.5 Baltar . 75.00
10" T4.9 Miltar . 75.00
WRITE FOR FREE LISTS
INTERCINEMA

Box 3452

CORP.

New York

17, N.Y.

Bell & Howell unit "I" shuttle .$450.00
Bell & Howell unit "I" shuttle with prism and
cut out for projection .$550.00
6 - 400 ft. B&H metal magazines at $40.00
each.
Wall 35mm camera Movements, ea. ..$275.00
Lenses
in
Mitchell
mounts;
Baltar
F/2.3
25mm .$175.00
50mm $160.00; 75mm Pan-Astro $60.00;
100mm Cooke deep field Pancro F/2.5 $160.00
Mitchell Double arm matte-box .$175.00
Special 35mm background projector complete
with distributor, interlock camera motor. Write
for details.
Fearless Cinemobile crab dolly .$1500.00
Box 1396, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER
HOUSTON-FEARLESS Cinemobile
Crab-dolly .$1,750.00
MAURER Follow Focus for 16mm
Maurer .
795.00
BAUSCH AND LOMB 16mm Lens—
17.5mm F 2.3 Baltar.
150.00
25mm F 2.3 Baltar.
150.00
50mm F 2.3 Baltar.
150.00
COLLAPSIBLE 3-WHEEL DOLLY.
80.00
TRIPOD HEAD — Camera equipment
Model 35 .
225.00
ALL PRACTICALLY NEW
FILM ASSOCIATES

4815 Cabot—Detroit
CAMERA MOTORS, Eyemo or Filmo, 6-volt DC
(Bodine) 8-48 FPS, with cable and switch.
(Factory cost $135.00), used, $25.50, new,
$36.00 postpaid. Cash with order, please.
Dealers discount in lots of 12. JACK WALTON,
P.O. Box 1457, Tampa, Fla.

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.
Tel-Amatic
16mm
printer
with
pedestal and DC power converter
coupled with a variac control....$ 1,200.00
Converted 16mm Bell and Howell
printer sound and picture, auto¬
matic light board. 1,200.00
1
Hollywood printer, continuous,
16mm sound and picture auto¬
matic light board.
500.00
The above printers can be put into operation
immediately. Prices fob our premises, New
York City.
VIDEO

FILM

MITCHELL
magazines,
400x35mm,
$45.00
each. Set of four in case, $160.00. Cine
Special 1 camera with 2 lenses, 100 ft.
magazine, $325.00. Camera motors, Eyemo
and Filmo, 6-volt DC (Bodine) original cost
$135.00. Used, $24.50, new, $35.00 each.
Two Wall cameras and accessories. In superb
condition. Reasonable. Akeley pancake cam¬
eras, with or without accessories. Details on
request.
Akeley
std.
tripod,
with
bowl,
$75.00. Cash with Order, please. JACK
WALTON, P.O. Box 1457, Tampa, Fla.
35MM MITCHELL Standard, with hi-speed
gears. Recently completely rebuilt and refinished by Mitchell. Like new. 7—Cooke Tscale lenses, 2—1 ,000 and 2—400 ft. maga¬
zines, 1 10V. and 12V. wild motors, full
aperture with academy mattes, wide screen
and TV ground glasses, finder, matte box,
Akeley gyro tripod, baby, hi-hat, all cases.
Whole works $5,500.00 or, less tripods, $4,900.00. Private. Will ship prepaid airfreight.
Box 1404. AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
_i___
WALL camera, 35mm late type, less sound.
With double claw registration pin movement.
4 lenses, 12-volt motor, 2—1,000 ft. maga¬
zines, 4—400 ft. magazines, sunshade and
matte box. Akeley gyro tripod. Used very little,
a fine production camera in excellent con¬
dition. Will sell complete or less accessories,
or trade on 16mm Mitchell. JACK WALTON,
P.O. Box 1457, Tampa, Fla.
PROCESS PROJECTION EQUIPMENT

PRECISION REGISTRATION — USED MITCHELL
OR CUSTOM BLIMPED TYPE ON PORTABLE
CASTER BASES. COMPLETE WITH SCREENS, IN¬
TERLOCKED
DISTRIBUTORS,
CABLES,
INTER¬
COMS,
LENSES,
ETC.
FULL
INFORMATION.
PHOTOS AND PRICES ON REQUEST. BOX 1340,
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
See S.O.S.

Specials on Pages 154 and 155
TRADES TAKEN
Phone PL 7-0440
•
Cable SOSOUND
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19
Western Branch—6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, California
Phone: HO 7-2124

CAMERAFLEX 35mm camera, less lenses and
finder tube. With 12-volt motor and tripod
adapter, 2—400 ft. and 1—200 ft. maga¬
zines, $135.00 "as is’, appears in good
condition. B&H Eyemo Q with 3 lenses, filter
slot and turret finder, 2-—400 ft. magazines,
motor. As new, $675.00. JACK WALTON,
P.O. Box 1457, Tampa, Fla.

RATES: Ads set in lightface type, I5(? per word. Minimum ad, $2.00. Text set in
lightface capital letters (except 1st word and advertiser’s name) 20c per word.
Modified display format (text set in boldface type, capitals or upper-and-lower case)
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35MM STANDARD BELL & HOWELL CAMERA
WITH 2, 4, and 6" LENSES. UNIT 1 MOVE¬
MENT. MODEL #473. EXCELLENT CONDITION.
IDEAL FOR ANIMATION, OPTICAL OR TITLE
STAND OPERATION. BEST OFFER BUYS IT.
CALL OF WRITE L. STEIN, c/o FRED A. NILES
PRODUCTIONS, INC., 1058 W. WASHINGTON
BLVD., CHICAGO, ILLINOIS, SEELEY 8-4181.
HOUSTON Model 100C, 35mm, B/W proces¬
sor. Processes either neg or pos film without
changing solutions. Neg. film; 600 1o 1,200
f.p.h. Pos. film,- 1200 to 2400 f.p.h. Stainless
steel tanks. Refrigeration and hea.ing systems.
Factory rebuilt and reconditioned. Priced about
one half original cost. Write or phone, Westwood Div., Houston Fearless Corp., 11801 W.
Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles 64. BR 2-4331.
AURICON Pro 200 with E1F20 viewfinder,
rangefinder, sunshade, matie box, noise re¬
duction amplifier, like new, $700.00. Also
Auricon 200 ft. recorder. Model 20 sync mo¬
tor, like new, less amplifier, $200.00. Bell
& Howell 70F 16mm turret, 400 ft. magazine,
motor, case, perfect, $495.00. MAL GEORGE
FILM LAB., 4 Vance Street, Uniontown, Pa.
AURICON PRO-600, with NR-25-D7 recording
amplifier model T70D-variable galvo. Large
carrying trunk, 1—600 ft. mag., like new,
used very little. $1,595.00 OR will accept
Maurer-05 less lens, as trade-in and pay the
difference. M. A. JOSEPH, 15200 Kercheval,
Grosse Pointe Park 30, Michigan.
GOV'T SURPLUS in new condition! FILM DRY¬
ERS. 35mmx200 ft. capacity Stineman de¬
veloping outfits. Eyemo camera lenses. K-1A
Houston developers, reversal or positive film.
AIR PHOTO SUPPLY, DEPT. C-l, 555 East
Tremont Ave., New York 57, N.Y.
PROCESSING EQUIPMENT rack and tank. 4—
stainless steel tanks. 3—16/35mm stainless
steel film racks 435 ft. 16mm or 220 ft.
35mm capacity. 7 ft. ail metal clutch driven
drying drum. STUDNA FILMS, 3214 Gillham
Road, Kansas City, Mo.
MAURER .05—like new condition with matte
box, viewfinder, sync motor, 400—foot maga¬
zine, 12 volt field motor and carrying case,
$1,750.00. Write Box 1402, AMERICAN CINE¬
MATOGRAPHER.
C mount lenses for 16mm camera, practically
new. Angenieux 25mm f/0.95, Angenieux
75mm f/2.5, Cooke Ivotol 25mm f/l.4. Sold
as lot only, price $300.00. J. RALPH DAVIS,
3908 Maloney Road, Knoxville 20, Tenn.
B&H sound projector with Bodine sync motor,
$325.00. DON DUNN, 26246 Fairview Ave.,
Lomita, California. DA6-4925.
ANIMATION STAND complete with
16mm
camera. WILLIAM WYPER, 7145 West 93rd
PI., Los Angeles 45, Calif. OR 0-2360.
CINE Special
Series
I
Perfect.
1"
lens.
$400.00. Write Box 1250, AMERICAN CINE¬
MATOGRAPHER.
NEAR NEW 16mm late model Arriflex. Big
discount. Write NORMAN BEAN, 1 229 Carmel
Drive, Simi, Calif, or phone Fireside 6-2742.

$1.50 per line. Send copy with remittance to cover
American Cinematographer, 1782 No. Orange Drive.
close 1st ef month preceding date of issue.

Continued on Next Page
payment to Editorial Olfice,
Hollywood 28, Calif. Forms
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SERVICES AVAILABLE

EQUIPMENT WANTED
WANTED TO

Page

BUY

SKILLED

16 and 35mm Arriflex and Mitchell cameras—
any condition.
HUBERT ROSS

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.
161

Roosevelt St.,

Cresskill, N.J.

B&H hi-speed Filmo,
128 fps, fast lens,
$150.00. Also Filmo Model A, with lens,
single sprocket, $50.00. Carefully maintained.
NEPTUNE FILMS, Box 53, Easton, Maryland.

MAURER-05 complete, less lens. M. A. JOSEPH,
15200 Kercheval, Grosse Pointe Park 30,
Michigan.

HELP WANTED

WANTED: for experimental use, Mitchell cam¬
era body only, NC or Standard. Condition
unimportant. Give details, price. JACK WAL¬
TON, P.O. Box 1457, Tampa, Fla.

ENGINEERS
FOR RESEARCH AND DESIGN IN
PHOTOGRAPHIC AND ELECTRONIC CONSUMER
PRODUCTS

A new research and development organiation
has been established in Chicago to aid the
expansion and diversification program of a
substantial manufacturer whose present prod¬
ucts are well established in world markets.
A number of experienced engineers with M.E.
degree or equivalent will be offered excep¬
tional opportunities for personal achievement
and growth. Salaries open, according to
proven capabilities. Please write, confidenti¬
ally, sending complete resume and salary re¬
quirements.
BOX 1403, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

EQUIPMENT WANTED
WANTED TO BUY FOR CASH

16MM AND 35MM CAMERAS
AND ACCESSORIES
MITCHELL—BELL & HOWELL STANDARD
AND EYEMO—ARRIFLEX—MAURER
ALSO
LABORATORY, EDITING AND
LIGHTHING EQUIPMENT
CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.

SERVICES AVAILABLE
CINEMATOGRAPHER — writer — director, 40,
IATSE New York, seeks interesting, challenging
assignments. 19 years of production work on
locations around the globe, shooting educa¬
tional and news documentaries, travel, archae¬
ology, adventure and commercial films for
theatrical and TV release. Linguist. Specialist
on south-east Asia, Africa and Europe, familiar
with conditions, customs and tricks of the
trade. Can draw on vast number of interna¬
tional contacts, get the "impossible" picture.
All types of coverage, flawless, imaginative
and to your specifications, anywhere around
the world. Top-notch technical assistant on
hand if required. Box 1400, AMERICAN CINE¬
MATOGRAPHER.
LINWOOD DUNN, ASC, offers background of
28 years of experience as specialist cinema¬
tographer with RKO Studios to production com¬
panies for creative and unusual assignments
in fields of special photographic effects, cine¬
matography, equipment design and specialized
laboratory techniques. Currerrt assignments,
West Side Story," "2160." 1 153 N. Highland
Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif. Phone Hollywood
9-5808. Cable FILMEFX.

PHOTOGRAPHER

Desires position as director or photographer
16mm film unit. Considerable experience in
all phases of 1 6mm production. UCLA gradu¬
ate. JACK CARLSON, 5110 Cedros Avenue,
Sherman Oaks, California. STare 4-1432.
RECORDING & 16mm photography. Parttime
Music and artistic subjects. R. E. MATHEWSON, 1162 S. Highland, Los Angeles 9, Calif.
GRanite 7-9830.
CAMERAMAN
available
for
assignments
Florida-Caribbean area. Documentary, scenic,
UNDERWATER, sound. ROY CHEVERTON, 2625
N. Ocean Blvd., Ft. Lauderdale, Florida.
DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY. 20 years ex¬
perience. All phases 16/35 production. Pres¬
ently with large industrial concern. Will lo¬
cate in any area. Age 39. Box 1401, AMERI¬
CAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
16mm FILM assignments—Chicago, Zoographic,
Scenic, Industrial. ARLETTE STUDIO FILM PRO¬
DUCTIONS, 2754 N. Ashland Ave., Chicago
1 4, Illinois. Bl 8-861 2.
FILM ASSIGNMENTS, New York, Boston area,
scenic, STOck shots, industrial. ACORN FILMS,
168 W. 46th St., N. Y. C. Judson 6-2272.

LABORATORY & SOUND
ROCKY MOUNTAIN

16MM HEADQUARTERS

16mm Black & White and Anscochrome
Processing—-Printing—Recording—Edi ing
Rental • Sales • All types of film in stock
Write for Price List
WESTERN CINE SERVICE,

312 S.

INC.

Pearl St., Denver 9, Colo.
Sherman 4-1017.

315 WEST 43RD STREET • NEW YORK 36, N. Y.
CABLE—CINEQUIP
TIRED OF SEEING IT AROUND?
Has

it served

Hidden

you

long and well?

riches may be found

When to us you trade or sell.
CONSIGNMENTS TAKEN

ANIMATION PRODUCED IN JAPAN. US quality
throughout—lipsync, color, etc. The ONLY stu¬
dios in Japan doing animation for export to
the United States. Oxberry animation equip¬
ment: Ampex sound system. INTERLINGUAL
INTERNATIONAL INC., 36-1 Akasaka Hitofsugicho, Tokyo.

SOUND RECORDING at a reasonable cost.
High Fidelity 16 or 35. Quality guaranteed.
Complete studio and laboratory services. Color
printing and lacquer coating. ESCAR MOTION
PICTURE SERVICE, INC., 7315 Carnegie Ave¬
nue,
Cleveland
3,
Ohio.
Phone
ENdicott
1-2707.
-

ANSWERS THROUGH
CINEMATOGRAPHY

Moviolas set up in various combina¬
tions of sound and picture.
The unit’s extensive film library is

SET YOUR PRICE — SHIP IT IN —
OUR PERCENTAGE IS SMALL
WIRE US — PHONE: PL 7-0440
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION
Dept, fc

Cable: SOSOUND

602 W. 52nd Street

New York 19, N.Y.

Western Branch — 6331

Page
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Hollywood Blvd.

Hollywood, Calif., HO 7-2124

building at the Norair plant. Included

WHY SACRIFICE

is a shooting stage, 70x40 feet, with
an L-shaped basic set that can be con¬

your production and struggle with old or used
equipment when we can trade for cash or
new equipment? Let us know what you have
and what you need.
THE CAMERA

MART,

INC.

1845 Broadway PL 7-6977 New York 23, N.Y.
WANTED TO BUY
All types of bulbs, spotlights, flood lights.
Any type. Send us description.
Prompt replies.
SANCENITO ELECTRIC

Box 206, Passaic, New Jersey
TRY F&B LAST

FOR THE HIGHEST QUOTE ON
USED MOVIE EQUIPMENT
FLORMAN & BABB
68 W. 45th ST., N. Y. 36, N. Y.

Mitchell—Akeley—B & H—Wall—Eyemo
Cameras—Lenses—Equipment
NATIONAL CINE EQUIPMENT,
209 West 48th St.
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Continued from

INC.

New York, N.Y.

verted to many uses. The stage is not
sound-proofed, since it would he al¬
most impossible to exclude all of the
constant manufacturing noises. When
lip-sync sound is to he shot sound stage
space is rented in a Hollywood com¬
mercial film or recording studio. Simi¬
larly, all processing of film and re¬
dubbing of sound tracks are done by
laboratories in Hollywood catering to
independent producers.
The building includes six large cut¬
ting rooms, each of which is com¬
pletely equipped with Bell & Howell
hot splicers, racks, bins and multi-chan¬
nel synchronizers. The unit has four

housed

in

a

large

temperature-con¬

trolled room. Classified footage is stored
in steel cabinets.
Principal photographic equipment
includes two Mitchell 16mm cameras,
complete with Akely gyro-head tripods
and wild and sync motors; four Cine
Specials; four Filmos, models H and
70-DL; four 35mm 100-ft. load cam¬
eras; three Fastax, two Eastman, and
two V.D.R. high-speed motion picture
cameras; and a Raby camera dolly.
The lighting equipment includes a
substantial inventory of Seniors, Jun¬
iors,

Sky-pans,

and

smaller lighting

units. A large, mobile transformer per¬
mits tapping off the company’s 440volt power lines to provide

110-volt

250-amp current anywhere on the
premises. And a 1,000-amp mobile gen-

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

erator provides all the required power
when shooting on remote locations.
A Magnasync is used for recording
sound effects and lip-sync sequences in
the plant where background noises are
realistic to the situation. Almost all
photography is done on 16mm Com¬
mercial Ektachrome, or on Ektachrome
ER when prevailing light levels are be¬
low normal. The demands for duplicate
originals necessitates master-printing of
much of the footage purchased, and
A&B printing is standard procedure for
all productions.
Currently, enthusiasm in the unit is
being generated by a new and unique
development — lluoroscopic cinematog¬
raphy with the aid of television. This
will be used to test the performance
and durability of “black box” elec¬
tronic components after they have been
sealed in their respective metal cas¬
ings. Specifically, the components will
be subjected to various rigid tests to
determine how they will hold up un¬
der the severest of treatment. In order
to do this, sealed components will be
put in operation and “X-rayed” by
means of a fluoroscope. The fluoroscope
image will then be picked up by closedcircuit TV and directed to two TV
monitors, one of which will have a 15-

second transmission delay so that what
it shows on its screen will have ac¬
tually occurred 15 seconds earlier. It is
in front of this monitor that the re¬
cording motion picture camera will he
set up. The operator will carefully ob¬
serve the screen while the specimen
electronic component under study is

QUALITY AND SERVICE
MM

black & mm

subjected to the various tests of vi¬
bration, freezing, and other punishment
of a most violent nature. When the
component is observed starting to break
up under this treatment, the camera
will then be started to record the en¬
tire disintegration cycle on him.
These are but a few of the fascinat¬
ing research projects common at Nor¬
throp, and typical of those in which
the company’s in-plant motion picture
unit functions as an important ad¬
junct to its research and development
program.
■
Development of a new ultra-wide
angle photographic and projection sys¬
tem. using a single camera and a single
projector and capable of throwing a
360-deg ree picture on one axis and a
160-degree picture on the other is an¬
nounced by Panavision, Inc., West Los
Angeles, Calif. System has many ap¬
plications in exhibition held.

REVERSAL NEGATIVE
POSITIVE PRINTING
COLOR ProcessingSuper Anscochrome

COLOR PRINTING
Work prints—Timed Prints
Color to Color prints—A & B roll prints
Color to B & W prints—-Fades-Dissolves
Dupe Negative—Multiple prints
Raw stock—Fastex service
Loop printing
Write for complete information

FILM
LABORATORIES
350 W. 50th ST.

•

NEW YORK 19, N. Y.

JUdson

6-7196

Acceptance of the MOVIOLA CRAB DOLLY for motion picture
and television cameras is world wide as evidenced by unso¬
licited testimonials.
Users have learned through experience that the Moviola Crab
Dolly provides a mobile platform for their camera that can
be precisely positioned with more facility and speed, and
with greater accuracy than any other type of camera support.
Regardless of the shot — moving or static — all people en¬
gaged in the creative phases of the industry recognize that
production values are enhanced by the use of the Moviola
Crab Dolly.
PRODUCERS see additional set-ups and more fluid camera
work resulting in a quality product even on a tight budget.
DIRECTORS can add the dimension of camera movement to
their sequences and, through continuous composition, give
dramatic force to their story.
CAMERAMEN are able to “roll-in” on tight shots, exploit light¬
ing setups to greater advantage, match “takes” to rehearsals
through faithful dolly tracking and re-position quickly by
smooth precision adjustment.
EDITORS welcome “dailies” that have an infinite variety of
shots and added coverage. These values provided by the
Moviola Crab Dolly eliminate “choppy” continuity caused by
limited set-ups on ordinary camera supports.

for HIGH production value ...

on a LOW budget

WRITERS see that the Moviola Crab Dolly broadens their
scope in its use for dramatic effects.
You can break the stalemate of production values versus cost
with the help of the Moviola Crab Dolly. Call or write now for
a free brochure —HOIlywood 7-3178.

TV/Toviola
■LwJL
MANUFACTURING CO.
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1451 N. Gordon St., Dept. AC-1, Hollywood 28, Calif. • Cable address: Moviola, Hollywood, Calif.
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FILM EDITING
Impossible location. Dark office,

Continued from Page

WHEN
166

advance.

smooth walls, no stands, 10 min.

Workprinting

addresses

beam for top light; set 3rd on

The film laboratory, when making

door hinge for background light;

workprints,

clamped 5th on tripod for fill.

standard

Time: 9V2 minutes! Used

Kit: 5 lights, Gaffer-Tape, case $29.95
Pocket size, folding Barndoor $5.75
AVAILABLE AT LEADING PHOTO DEALERS

PORTABLE CINE FLOOD
"MITE - LITE”
Burns brighter and longer

•

Less weight

•

New design and features

Spotless light

•

Model ‘’C" $130 inc. charger

them

director

can

so

the
the
judge

Bldg.,

Hong

Kong.

FOR THE ANSWERS . . .
.
to your
photographic
confidence to the new

problems,

ship

AMERICAN

j
'

C.O.D.

J

Name.

|

Street & No.

|

City....

•For orders mailed within California, please
add 4% sales tax.
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keep in mind the places where optical
effects are needed. The desired effects
should he marked on the workprint.
This brings up a vital point: For over¬
lapping effects such as dissolves and
wipes—throw away 24 frames or more

scene in your workprint before cutting
the workprint scenes together. This is

Rough Cut

the only way to be absolutely certain
there is enough overlap footage on the

been made, the narration should be
read while the rough cut is projected;
this will enable the director to deter¬
mine if there is enough appropriate
photography to cover each narrative
thought.

Zone

State..

During each projection of the workprint the director or editor should

from roll to roll.

After the tangible alterations have
the

that all superfluous picture material
has been removed. Where narration
reads too long for a given sequence,
cut or rewrite the copy.

tion, these print-through numbers jump

duly noted and discarded. Major shifts

Payment enclosed

repeated until the director is satisfied

In other words, cut 24 frames, at
least, from the head and tail of each

in the subject matter will point to a
need for optical effects.

of

script during projection. This cycle is

of both incoming and outgoing scenes.

indication of the show’s length. At this

Post Paid

than narration, the best remedy is to
trim the workprint. then re-read the

bers on original film are difficult and
sometimes impossible to read. In addi¬

point continuity problems ahead in
editing become obvious and extra
footage and repetitious scenes may be

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER MANUAL
P.O. Box 2230, Hollywood 28, Calif.

Please

Cinematographer

Manufacturer’s print-through num¬

a preview of the finished product, a
suggestion of the weak areas, and an

$7.50

..

American

If there is considerably more picture

print scenes in the order they are to
be used, the editor begins to get a
hint of the problems ahead in editing,

Never before a helpful book like this!
Gives
you detailed answers to hundreds of problems
and questions related to theatrical, TV, industrial,
military, educational and documentary film pro¬
duction.
Most
comprehensive
compilation
of
cinema¬
tographic
data
ever
assembled
between
the
covers of a single book. Contains more than 400
pages of concise, practical and informative data
and charts invaluable to every cinematographer.
There's something to help you on every page
of this valuable fact-packed bookl
Order your
copy today!

MANUAL.

without

exposure shifts are hard to detect in
a black-and-white workprint. and this

Through the assembly of the work-

refer

AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER MANUAL

me.copies

regularly

delay or omission of issues. Thank you.

ous), this is considered to be the best
method.

print.

Please send

you

con¬

and-white workprint on a show, ‘‘hot’
frames, edge-flare, and slight color or

and workprint must be edge-numbered
before any cutting is done on the work-

CINEMATOGRAPHER

to

that

will

bility in his rate of delivery. If the
narration is extremely tight (continu¬

conformation. Of course, the original

.

coming

insure

While it is cheaper to order a black-

bers printed at one-foot intervals—in
exact sync—for easy identification and

.

tinue

will

Cinematographer

underexposure, and vice-versa.

iginals to the edited workprint. With
this method the original and workprint
both have the same consecutive num¬

FARKAS FILM COMPANY

.

cooperation

picture and sound track together. This
method gives the narrator some flexi¬

Ink printed edge numbers afford the
most rapid means of conforming or¬

Established American organization experienced
throughout Asia, offers complete film production
services, 16mm or 35mm. Whether your needs
are a single shot or a complete production,
cable “Farfilms," Hong Kong, or write

.
.
with

Your
American

exposed in the camera. Thus, dark
scenes in the workprint will indicate

scenes of original.

FAR EAST ASSIGNMENTS

Chun

and

gives

exposure

often makes it inadvisable. A color
workprint also enables the director to
determine color balance in the various

custom built by JACK 0. LEPPERT
2801 Oak Point Dr.
Hollywood 28, Calif.

Po

order to properly identify

whether the original film was normally

Iape-up, clamp-on lighting unit $6.95

Li

always

printing

cameraman

Lowel-Light Kit — of course.

424

in

Address.

Department needs both

your address stencil.

shelf for back light; hung 4th on

•

ADDRESS

as your New

Our Circulation

panel for key; 2nd on plaster

YOUR

BE SURE to give your Former

address as well

to light. Taped 1st light on wood

•

CHANGING

Please notify us at least four weeks in

At this point some directors prefer
to record the narration to the rough
cut workprint and then trim both the

original to accomplish the desired op¬
tical effect in final printing.
This last point cannot be emphasized
too strongly. It often happens that an
editor will have to change carefully
thought-out dissolves and wipe effects
because he failed to allow for overlap
when editing the workprint.
Finally, it is advisable to carefullv
mark the location of all superimposures,
double-print titles and special-length
optical effects—along with all other
effects; this helps the director to better
visualize how the film will appear in
answer print form.
(To be continued.)
American Cinematographer is indebted to
Calvin Productions. Inc.. Kansas City. Mis¬
souri. for permission to reprint this conden¬
sation of the series of informative articles on
him Editing, which have appeared in recent
issues of “The Aperturethe company’s
monthly workshop publication for 16mm film
producers—Editors.
■
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what
DO I DO

now?

...call byron/motion pictures

of course!
COMPLETE LABORATORY AND STUDIO FACILITIES FOR PRODUCERS . . . UNDER ONE ROOF . . .
IN ONE CONVENIENT LOCATION. Write, phone or wire for information and quotations on any and all
producer and laboratory services.

byron /motion

pictures

1226 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.f Washington 7, D. C., FEderal 3-4000 / 1220 East Colonial Dr., Orlando, Florida, CHerry 1-4161
Affiliated with MECCA FILM LABORATORIES CORPORATION, 630 Ninth Ave., New York City
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CECO lighting makes sense to top motion picture and
TV (tape and live) producers, directors and directors of
photography and lighting—to Hollywood crews on loca¬
tion—to free lancers and beginners who just hung out
their shingles.
CECO is the largest single source of lighting equipment in
the world. Our storehouses bulge with all makes—Mole
Richardson, ColorTran, J. G. McAlister, BardwellMcAlister, Century, Kliegl, Lowell and Strong.
Equipment includes brutes, broads, spots, floods, dimmers,
transformers, generators on trailers and truck-mounted,
reflectors, scrims, boosters, cranes, dollies, grips, portable
dressing rooms and miles and miles of cable.
CECO is in a class by itself when it comes to quality, to
rigid service and promptness—and low, low rental prices.
On your next job—call CECO and be safe.
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(Jflm6Rfi €c^uipm€nT (o.,inc.
Dept. A-17,315 W. 43rd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y„ JUdson 6-1420

In Hialeah, Florida:
1335 E. 10th Ave.
TUxedo 8-4604

In Hollywood, California:
6510 Santa Monica Blvd.
HOllywood 9-5119
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CAMART DUAL
SOUND EDITOR
April, 1961

Model SB 111
Complete with optical or magnetic sound
reproduction head, base plate amplifier and
speaker. Used for single- or double-system.
An unbeatable combination with the Zeiss
Moviscop precision viewer for a sharp
2 y4 "x3 y4 " picture.
Dual Editor without viewer.$195.00
Zeiss Moviscop Viewer .
89.50
Special Editor-Viewer comb. 269.50

CAMART
TIGHTWIND ADAPTER
-fcThe only
Tightwind
Adapter with
ball bearing
roller.
•^Completely
scratchproof.
•fcWinds film
quickly and
evenly.
-ArSingle unit
for 16mm and
35m.
-fcFits any
16mm or
35mm rewind.
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New York

Departments

NEW DESIGN
FILM BIN
WITH RACK
★ Rectangular
construc¬
tion, 30"x24"xl2".
★ Fits easily into
corners.
★Vulcanized fiber with
reinforced metal frame.
★Complete

bin-rack-

linen

$45.25

bag
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MITCHELL R-35
... only truly professional
portable reflex motion picture camera
Designed to cover the widest range of professional motion picture applications, the all new Mitchell R-35
reflex camera offers remarkable versatility to exceed the requirements of most discriminating cinematogra¬
phers. Streamlined design is combined for the first time with the full range of professional features by
Mitchell — world's leading source of truly professional motion picture cameras and equipment.

COMPACT
Incomparable
R-35
Film
Movement

Designed to produce rock-steady films completely
compatible with those of the well-known Mitchell
BNC, NC and Standard cameras, the new R-35
dual register pin movement features: Twin regis¬
tration pins ... twin pull-down claws; stop-motion
to 120 EP.S.; removable aperture plate with builtin filter holder slot. . . holds two thicknesses of
gelatin filters. Full size: 0.980" x 0.735", remov¬
able pressure plate, entire movement removable
for cleaning . . . special construction insures fool¬
proof insertion with no loss of timing.
Hand Held or Tripod Mounted, the new Mitchell R-35 reflex camera uses a new series of Super
Baltar matched lenses designed specifically for the R-35 by Bausch & Lomb. For Complete details
of the outstanding features of this remarkable 35mm camera, write for the new R-35 Bulletin.

MITCHELL R-35
APRIL
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MITCHELL CAMERA CORPORATION
666 W. HARVARD ST., GLENDALE 4, CALIF.
TECHNICAL REPRESENTATIVE:
521 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 17, N. Y.
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MGM To Use Ultra-Panavision
For Cinerama Productions

Single system
16mm soundon-film cam¬
eras.
Latest
model CineVoice II sound
cameras. TV
Kinescope
shutters.

New and used in stock.

CAMART OILER PEN

The versatile Panavision system of
motion picture photography, which was
described in an earlier issue of Amer¬
ican Cinematographer as readily adapt¬
able to Cinerama-type film production,
will he utilized by MGM for its forth¬
coming Cinerama productions. The sys¬
tem. developed by Panavision’s Robert
Gottschalk. will be integrated with the
three-camera, three-projector system of
Cinerama in the four MGM-Cinerama
co-productions, it is reported.
The Ultra-Panavision system in¬
cludes also, a method for employing a
single camera and a single projector to
take and project motion pictures in a
360-degree periphery. MGM is said to
he planning to integrate this method
with the Cinerama system.
•jt

->r

-v-

Production of TV Films
In Hollywood On Increase

Lubristyle precision oiler—ideal for lubricat¬
ing equipment hard to get at.

$1.69.

In quantities of six, $1.39 each.
F.O.B. New York.

CAMART
ELECTRIC FILM TIMERS

For

naration, post-recording, dubbing, timing, or
operation involving synchronous film timing.
Two synchronous timing motors and two precision
footage counters measures your total footage and
its equivalent in minutes and tenths.

Close to 3000 TV films in more than
100 different series will be produced
this year, according to Richard W.
Jencks, president of the Alliance of
Television Producers, who revealed
that approximately 90% of all evening
programming on the TV networks now
consists of TV films made in Holly¬
wood.
The quality of TV films has all but
swept live programming off the home
screen. Jencks told a Hollywood Cham¬
ber of Commerce audience, and added
that there is little competition to be ex¬
pected from foreign producers of TV
films. Hollywood’s production efficiency
is much superior to that of any foreign
competitor, he pointed out.

Work To Start on Museum
Film Archives

News briefs of
industry activities,
products and progress

ern Art Film Library whereby its his¬
torical films will be reprocessed and
restored through grants of raw stock
by Eastman and the lab work of Con¬
solidated.

British Union Head Discusses
Exchange Plan with IA Union
George Elvin, executive secretary of
the Association of Cinematographic
Technicians, British film union, was
in Hollywood last month to discuss
with IATSE head Richard Walsh and
Herbert Aller, business manager of
Hollywood's Local 659, plans for ex¬
change of cameramen, art directors
and film editors between England and
the U.S. Plan, if it materializes, would
enable a Hollywood cameraman for
example to work in English studios, or
a British cameraman to work on a pic¬
ture in the LLS. unhampered by any
union restrictions.

Harry J. Wild Passes
Harry J. Wild, ASC, a director of
photography for Four Star Productions
in Hollywood, died February 24th at
his home in West Hollywood. In recent
months he had been active almost ex¬
clusively in the production of television
films. Earlier, he had been director of
photography on all Jane Russell’s pic¬
tures produced at RKO.
-Jr

8mm Sound Pictures
A significant professional applica¬
tion of 8mm sound-on-film equipment
for production of sales promotion films
is announced by Color-Sound, Inc.,
New \ork. Company is now making
three pilot films in 8mm sound for
exhibition in store windows.

any

16mm or 35mm footage counter with
timer .$85.00
Single 16mm or 35mm counter without timer $45.00

All Items F.O.B. New York.
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Eastman Kodak Company will do¬
nate raw stock and Consolidated Film
Industries the laboratory work to re¬
store and preserve memorable films
made since the birth of the motion pic¬
ture industry for the Hollywood Mo¬
tion Picture and Television Museum.
This was disclosed last month by Sid¬
ney P. Solow, CFI vice-president and
general manager, who also is the chair¬
man of the Archives Committee of the
Museum. The plan includes an ar¬
rangement with the Museum of Mod¬

*

*

*

Miscellaney: Several papers on spaceage aerial photography will be pre¬
sented May 22-26 at the annual con¬
vention of Society of Photographic Sci¬
entists and Engineers in Binghamton,
N. Y. . . . jack West has been named
manager of General Film Laboratories
Central Division in Kansas City, Mo.
. . . John A. Somers has been ap¬
pointed executive vice-president of
Baeh-Auricon, Inc., Los Angeles.
■
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Want superb color accuracy, total processing compatibility and
wider exposure latitude in every phase of your work? One of
these great Ansco emulsions will give you all three no matter what
the job at hand. Process both camera and duplicating films in the
same solutions for the greatest time and cost savings plus improved
uniformity. Now choose the film best for your next production:

Anscochrome Type 242 (3200K)—Anscochrome Professional
Type 242 is a 16mm reversal film balanced for exposure to
tungsten illumination. It is primarily designed as a camera
original film, with lower contrast for subsequent release
printing on duplicating stock. Type 242 has very fine grain,
a high resolving power, exceptionally accurate color and a
tungsten film speed of 25. Anscochrome Type 242 is also
used for direct projection in missile tracking and scientific
photography where its lower contrast and accurate color
rendition are of advantage. Type 242 originals produce the
highest possible color quality, sharpness and gradation in
your release prints.

Anscochrome® Film Daylight and Tungsten Types — Excep¬
tional color fidelity, one stop or better exposure latitude,
and processing flexibility make 16mm Anscochrome film the
standard for all normal lighting conditions. Anscochrome
discriminates between subtle color differences yet yields
images of high saturation and clarity. It produces rich, full
blacks and crisp highlight areas for good definition. The
normal 32 speed of Anscochrome film may be boosted to 64
through forced processing with a minimum of sacrifice in
quality. Anscochrome film offers better, more accurate color
even under difficult conditions. It is the basic color film for
direct projection use.

Super Anscochrome® Film Daylight and Tungsten Types —
Anscochrome Duplicating Films—Anscochrome 16mm,
35mm, and 70mm duplicating films are used for printing
Super Anscochrome film combines the color accuracy of
Anscochrome with a higher film speed of 100. It records
from reversal color originals. They offer full Anscochrome
processing compatibility, with fine grain, sharper prints, and
detail under poor lighting conditions. Super Anscochrome is
high color saturation with superior curve conformity for
frequently used in high speed cameras. Its higher film speed
reduces lighting requirements allowing shorter exposure times
accurate color values. Contrast values are ideally suited for
for less image smear and smaller apertures
motion picture duplication. Anscochrome
for greater depth of field. Its excellent process¬
Type Duplicating Films save time and costs
ing latitude permits forcing to a speed of 200
with their complete processing compatibility
with acceptable results. Super Anscochrome
in regular Anscochrome chemicals. For
film is slightly higher in contrast than Ansco¬
further information on these fine films write:
chrome. This permits clean color separation
Ansco, Professional Motion Picture Dept.,
®
Professional
j Binghamton, New York.
in available light or photography of distant
objects where atmospheric conditions reduce
i
Motion Picture
%
subject contrast.

Ansco
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WHAT’S NEW
IN

EQUIPMENT,

ACCESSORIES,

SERVICES

black-and-white reversal model. A bro¬
chure with complete technical details is
available on request from Fulton Pro¬
ductions, Inc., P.0. Box 980, Tulare,
Calif.
HFC Hot Splicers
Hollywood Film Co., 956 No. Sew¬
ard St., Hollywood 38, Calif., an¬
nounces a complete line of hot splicers
in custom built cases. The cases are
sturdy, attractive and functional. Each
case not only offers protection to the
hot splicer when not in use, but con¬
tains one pint of film cement, one pint
of acetone and one hundred emulsion
scraping blades.

CAMART CORE DISPENSER
Adjustable for

16 or 35mm cores.

•fa Keeps film cores where you need them.
•fa Light aluminum construction.
Aluminum
16"

.$

24"

.

9.50
11.50

24" Dispenser for 50' or 100' plastic
reels

.

24.00

BROR400
1 6mm
film
developing
machine
★Air-c ompressor
built in.
■^yTwo-stage air
squeegee in final
wash.
■^rSpray combination
wash.
-^Bottom drains in
all tanks.
★ N eedle bearing
supported top drive shafts, friction clutch drive.
-A'Strip heaters in dry box filtered forced air with
exhaust duct outlet.
★ Stainl ess steel heliarc welded tanks.
★ Operates at 600'
per hour.

$1125.00
★ For
reversal
and
color write
Send for descriptive literature

for

quotations.

ECCO MODEL D
SPEEDROLL
APPLICATOR
Cleans,

conditions,

lubricates
film

in

you

one

easy

operation.
Non - inflammable,
eliminates

waxing,

absolutely safe.
Ecco
Ecco

Model

gallon

■fa Ecco

D Applicator.$33.00

$^1500

cleaning

per

Items

9.00

Negative

fluid, per gallon
All

fluid

.

ft2000

F.O.B.

Automatic Film Processors

Cores

deani.-.g

.
New York.

6.50

Fulton Productions, Inc., Tulare,
Calif., announces new automatic con¬
tinuous film processors for industrial,
TV news, and microfilm applications.
The units are daylight operated, com¬
pletely portable and operate from any
115-volt outlet. Water and drain con¬
nections use %" garden hose, eliminat¬
ing installation costs.
Models are available for negative,
negative/positive, reversal, Ektachrome and Anscochrome, as well as all
microfilm emulsions. They accept 16,
35, 70, 105, 16/35 or 35/70 films or
film combinations.
As little as 16 ounces of working
solution per tank are required, with
automatic replenishment. Unique cas¬
cade reverse-flow wash tanks use a
total of 1 to 2 gallons of water per
minute for complete washing. All proc¬
essors are equipped with complete tem¬
perature control systems. A thermostat¬
ically controlled water mixing valve is
incorporated to blend hot and cold wa¬
ter to the proper temperature. This
water is passed into the solution heat
exchangers, and then into the wash
tanks.
The 1200-foot daylight film maga¬
zine uses a new type “maze” light-trap
allowing passage of staples or tape.
Provision is also made for adaptor
plates so that the camera magazine
may be used. Other features include
air squeegee, electrostatic filter for
drying air, and continuous turbulation
of all chemical solutions.
Quick-change, inexpensive motors
allow instant selection of film process¬
ing speeds from 2 to 16 feet per min¬
ute to meet all processing requirements.
Prices start at $1,875 for the stand¬
ard 16mm, 8-feet per-minute speed

198

Models are available for 8mm and
16mm, 70mm for Military perfora¬
tions #1, 70 mm for military perfora¬
tions 4r 2, 65mm, combination splicer
for 35mm or 70mm, combination splic¬
er for 16-35/32-35-65 or 70mm, and
combination
splicer for
16-35/3235mm. All models are available for
immediate delivery.

Color Film Processor
A new combination 8mm/16mm and
35mm color film processor is an¬
nounced by Houston Fearless Corp.,
11805 West Olympic Blvd., Los Ange¬
les 64, Calif. The compact Duplex
Model 312 automatically processes
8mm/16mm at 720 feet per hour, and
35mm Kodaehrome or other compat¬
ible color film at 240 feet per hour.
Two separate drive systems on op¬
posite sides of the machine—one for
8mm/16mm, the other for 35mm —
utilize a common set of solution, rinse
and wash tanks plus dry box. Film ten¬
sion is eliminated and automatic shut¬
off switch is provided.
New Motor For Arriflex 35
The Arriflex Corporation of Ameri¬
ca, 257 Park Ave. South, New York
Continued on

Page 200
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Troubled by out-of-focus pictures?
Troubled toy emulsion
pile-tup in your camera gate?

Troubled toy distracting camera
noise wlren shooting subjects who
stoonld not toe distracted from what
they are doing?

Troubled toy cameras ttoat are
always in need of repair and
adj ustment ?
I±‘ so, switch to Auricon, the only 16mm Camera that
guarantees you protection against all these troubles,
because it is so well designed! The Auricon is a superb
picture-taking Camera, yet silent in operation, so that
at small extra cost for the Sound Equipment, it can
even record Optical or Filmagnetic sound in addition
to shooting your professional pictures.
AURICON SUPER-1200, takes 1200 ft. Runs 33
AURICON “PRO-GOO SPECIAL,” takes 400 ft. Runs 11 min. $1295.00 & up

AURICON PR0-600, takes 600 ft. Runs 16V2 min. $1871

CINE-VOICE II, takes 100 ft. Runs 23/4 min. $998.50 & up

4

Write for your free copy of the 74-page Auricon Catalog

ha.cn ^.xjiricost, iuc.
6©OS Romaine St., Hollywood 3 8, Oalif.
HO L.L.Y-WOOD 2-0931
(formerly

BERNDT-BACH. INC.)

MANUFACTURERS OF1 PROFESSIONAL
IS FAlvr CAMERAS SI NOE 1931
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ROLLS!

only $2.20 for 16mm
$4.04 for 35mm

REPAIR

Torn, damaged
films & film strips, patch cuts, tears,
gouges, necks, burns, etc.

REPLACE Torn perfor¬
ations — on sound or silent films &
film strips — missing pieces of film
— restore torn-out bits of film —

BUTT SPLICE

With¬
out losing a single frame of your film
strip or 16mm movie film—butt splice
leaders and tails — no cement or
splicers needed —

STRENGTHEN
OVERLAP SPLICES
Placing a frame of Magic Mylar over
your regular over-lap splice absolutely
prevents it from ever opening —
Use Magic Mylar white opaque tape
for splicing magnetic film—or for vis¬
ible splices in darkroom processing.

10, N.Y., announces a new transistor¬
ized governor-controlled motor for the
Arriflex 35. The circuitry of the new
motor is such that only a relatively
small current passes across the centri¬
fugal switch of the governor mecha¬
nism. The heavy main current is con¬
trolled by the transistor. As a result,
switch points last much longer, de¬
pendability is substantially increased,
and speed regulation and stability are
improved. Heat dissipation of the tran¬
sistor is effected by the usual heat sink
plus a forced-air stream. The new gov¬
ernor-controlled motor sells for
S190.00, and is available through all
Franchised Arriflex Dealers.

Instrumentation Cameras
Benson-Lehner Corp., 1860 Franklin
St., Santa Monica, Calif., announces
several new features for its models HS
70A 70mm range instrumentation cam¬
era. These include a register lock-pin,
stroke adjustment lock, and hold-down
locks on the movement and aperture
plate. Pushbutton control has also been
added to simplify calibration of the
distance from the timing light to the
frame being exposed. A safety inter¬
lock switch has been provided on the
door to prevent the camera from oper¬
ating during fdm loading, or if the
door is not fully closed. Means of
overriding the interlock are also pro¬
vided.

Florman & Babb, Inc.
68 W. 45th St., N.Y. 36, N.Y.
Please send me:

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

20 ft. rolls — transparent 16mm
perforation (T16S) at $2.20

single

66 ft. rolls — transparent 16mm — single
perforation (T16S) at $6.00
20 ft. rolls — transparent 16mm — double
perforation (T16D) at $2.20
66 ft. rolls — transparent 16mm — double
perforation (T16D) at $6.00

Mark III Tripods, a new imported
line, is announced by Florman & Babb,
Inc., 68 West 45th Street, New York,
N. Y. These are medium-weight stand¬
ard type tripods which will accommo¬
date all friction or fluid-damped heads.
Two models are available: the Stand¬
ard, which weighs 9 lbs. and has a
height range from 40 to 70 inches, and
is priced at $49.50; and the Baby,
which weighs 4!/2 lbs., has a height
range from 20 to 37 inches, and sells
for $47.50. Sturdy leather and Vinyl
carrying cases are available for both
models.

Lenses for 16, 35 and 70mm
Carperas
Wollensak Optical Company now
offers a complete line of lenses for mo¬
tion picture photography of all kinds
and all types of cameras, including
those for instrumentation and docu¬
mentary photography, Mirrotel Lenses
having focal lengths from 20 to 200
inches, and a 20-60mm varifocus Raptar Zoom Lens for Vidicon TV and
16mm motion picture cameras. Litera¬
ture on the complete line is available
by addressing the company at Roches¬
ter 21, New York.

New Protect-A-Print Packaging

66 ft. rolls — transparent 35mm (T-35)
at $11.00
66 ft. rolls — white opaque — 16mm —
magnetic film only (0-16) at $6.00
66 ft. rolls — white opaque — 35mm
(0-35) at $11.00

Transistorized S.O.F.

W splicing tape for magnetic tape (S4)
at $.57

S.O.S. Cinema Supply Corp., 602
West 52nd St., New York 19, N. Y.,
is now distributing nationally the
Transist-O-Sound high-fidelity light¬
weight amplifier for use with Auricon
16mm cameras. It is available for
either one- or two-channel operation,
features a wide-range audio, and is li¬
censed by RCA. The self-contained
amplifier mounts beneath the camera.
There are no unnecessary cables other
than those required for AC power and
mikes. The two-channel self-contained

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY KIT:
($2.20)

1 20' roll T35
F & B Film
Repair & Butt
Splice Block

( 4.04)

(19.95)
($26.16)

] Speci al Introductory Kits at only
Name
Address
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Imported Tripods

20 ft. rolls — transparent 35mm (T-35)
at $4.04

1 20' roll T16

City

unit lists for $335.00; the one-channel
in-camera unit (illustrated) lists for
$550.00.

*14.50

Flight Research, Inc., Richmond,
Va., announces a new packaging of
Protect-A-Print in convenient 100-foot
lengths. Product is a specially treated
film that cleans the gates of cameras,
projectors and editing equipment when
it is run through the instruments pre¬
ceding a run of regular motion picture
film. Result is safe removal of any dirt
and film emulsion accumulation with¬
out use of instruments which might
damage film gate surfaces. The new
100-foot length is designed to meet the
specialized requirements of testing cen¬
ters where many remotely operated
cameras are in operation at one time. ■
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HEADACHES?

'Turn Him over to
JACK A.F ROST

Gw

PRODUCTION
RENTAL NEED

Pioneer in Complete
Production Rental
Service /

• LIGHTING —
ARCS,
INCANDESCENT

• MOBILE
GENERATORS
• TRANSFORMERS
•CAMERAS
CRANES
DOLLIES
• CAMERA CARS
• TECHNICAL
CONSULTANTS

Choose from one of the nat ons larqest Inventories.. .
benefit from Faster del iverq
via Frosts companq Fleet of
trucks... and count on the dependabilitq of Frorti top tech¬
nicians who qive qou complete
coordinated Service from start
to finish.

JACK A.FROST
MAIN OFFICE: 234 Piquette
TR 3-8030, Detroit 2, Michigan
CANADIAN OFFICE: 6 Shawbridge,
BEImont 2-1145, Toronto, Canada

APRIL

•
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Literature
•

Traid Catalog
The Traid Line For ’61 is title of
compact catalog and price list of the
wide range of equipment available
from Traid Corporation, 17136 Ven¬
tura Blvd., Encino, Calif. In the 40page 4" x 8I/9" booklet are illustrated
and described a brief resume of the
company’s major products which are
available “off the shelf.’’ Included are
16mm and 35mm cameras, readers
and projectors, wide angle lenses,
tracking finders, film magazines, rapid
film processors, etc., as related to spe¬
cialized cinematographic work such as
photo instrumentation, tracking, cinepulse, etc.

DuPont Film Data

FREE—

Pad”

“Scenario Script
of this form!

upon

completion

A new fluid pan-head has been designed that incor¬
ates some revolutionary features—and we would sin¬
cerely appreciate your reaction as a professional to
these innovations. Please help us make this test by
completing this questionnaire and mailing it today.

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
Yes

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
No

Do you

Do you

own

a

own a

pan-head?

16mm

camera?
per¬

Would you be interested in a fluid panhead that is the ultimate in BALANCED
free floating action?
a variable tension

drag

control

desirable?

Is a positive brake for any weight camera a
must?
Is

there a market for a
an 8mm camera?

fluid

pan-head

for

Is it important for you to be able to tilt the
pan-head without disturbing the drjg set¬
ting?
Is service-free
tor?
Is

$160 too
panhead?

performance an

high

for

a

important fac¬

professional

fluid

Thank you! In appreciation for completing this ques¬
tionnaire we would like to send you a FREE profes¬
sional “Scenario Script Pad.” If you would like a
copy of the results, please be sure to give us your
name and address.

MARKET COUNSELORS, Dept. AC.
2352 W. 3rd St., Los Angeles 57, Calif.
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X

*

Are you completely satisfied with the
formance of your present pan-head?

Is

A series of four specification sheets
on DuPont Cronar motion picture films
are available to professional motion
picture film users from DuPont’s Photo
Products Department in Wilmington,
Delaware, and the company’s eight re¬
gional sales offices throughout the U.S.
Films covered are Type 136 Cronar
fine grain Superior 2 negative, Type
131 Cronar high-speed rapid process¬
ing negative, Type 140 Cronar high
contrast, fine gain negative, and Type
228 Cronar fine grain duplicating
stock. All of these films are available
in 16mm, 35mm, 70mm and Aerial
widths, according to the spec sheets,
which also indicate the type of perfora¬
tions, roll lengths and the core and
spool types available.
*

Facilities Brochure
Available
free from
Magnasync
Corp., 5546 Satsuma Ave., North Hol¬
lywood, Calif., is a new 12-page 2-color
81/2" x 11" brochure which illustrates
and describes the Corporation’s his¬
tory, research activities and engineer¬
ing and production facilities in the
realm of magnetic recording systems
and ground support systems for gov¬
ernment agencies, industry, science, en¬
tertainment and education. A general¬
ized proprietory product line is also
illustrated.
X

X

X

Animation Equipment
A comprehensive two-color 6-page
folder, 8I/2" x 11" in size, illustrating
and describing the 1961 TEL-Animastand marketed by S.O.S. Cinema Sup¬

BROCHURES

ply Corp., New York, N. Y., is avail¬
able free to producers and technicians
engaged in professional film produc¬
tion. Detailed are fourteen salient fea¬
tures of the equipment which is manu¬
factured by S.O.S. for all types of ani¬
mation, trick photography, special ef¬
fects, title making, enlarging, etc. In¬
cluded is a price list of TEL-Animastands and related equipment and ani¬
mating accessories.
X

X

X

Sound Effects Catalog
A 28-page catalog of Major sound
effects records available from Thomas
J. Valentino, Inc., is available free to
film makers, radio stations, music
stores, etc. The effects and music rec¬
ords listed are 10-inch double-face
discs, lateral cut at 78 rpm—most of
them recorded from life on tape then
waxed. A considerable number of the
recordings are royalty-free.
Also available is a 36-page catalog
of Mood Music records. All mood
music compositions are original—none
in public domain.
-w

.y.

aj.

Bureau of Standards Report
Research Highlights of the Natl
Bureau of Standards. Annual Report
1960, is now available from U. S. Gov¬
ernment Printing Office, Washn. 25,
D.C. Price is 65 cents.
X

X

-K*

Ferrania Films
Ferrania, Milan, Italy, a leading
European manufacturer of motion pic¬
ture films, has issued two comprehen¬
sive booklets which describe the com¬
pany’s products and how to process
and print its 16mm and 35mm color
film.
One is titled Ferrania Cinematogra¬
phic Material and is a general catalog
that gives specifications, general prop¬
erties and composite charts showing
the time-gamma and time-fog curves,
log exposure, plus spectograms of the
various Ferrania films, both black and
white and color. The second booklet,
titled Ferrania Color Films For Profes¬
sional Purposes details the processing
and printing steps required for the
company’s 16mm and 35mm color
films. This booklet is highly educa¬
tional in that it is amply illustrated
with diagrams and charts.
■
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In a short but hectic space of 3 years, F & B has
emerged as one of the leading suppliers of animation
equipment to suit every p-irpose. F & B is deeply
interested in the problems facing film producers, and
all of these products have been developed only after
much discussion, consultation and research. All stands
are custom built and virtually every stand delivered
has contained adaptations and modifications worked
out to best meet the individual buyers requirements.

r
F & B
ANIMATION STAND
The undisputed performance
champion in the low-priced ani¬
mation stand field.

Stand

It’s an
• Animation
Stand
• Filmstrip
Stand
• Product
Stage
II t * Tilting
lit
Stand

*99 5

NEW INDUSTRIAL & AV
ANIMATION STAND
A complete professionaj animation unit for the industrial
or school studio in a package.
Specifications: 60" zoom —
manual wheel 1/2" per rev.-—
1-18 field — ground steel 2"
columns — welded steel base.
Camera carriage interchange¬
able for movies, stills, enlarg¬
ing, copying, projection.
Capacity 70 lbs. Compound —
NSEW movement driven by
lead screws with hand cranks
— NS 14" — EW 18" — 1/10"
counters on all cranks. Table
Top—18" x 24"—2 peg bars—
24" movement, 1/20" scale.
360° rotation with 1/2° scale.
Spring-loaded platen with self¬
leveling water white glass.
Pantograph — attached, right
side up. Underneath Light Box
—with 4 sockets—opal glass.
Shadowboard—on single post
swivel. Top Light Bracket.
Accessories available include
motorized zoom, floating peg
bars, dovetail camera mount,
4x5 copying and enlarging
head.

Compare these specifications:
• Zoom Range 1-30 Field
• Compound Camera Carriage
18" E-W, 12" N-S
• Tracking Accurate to 1/1000
of an inch
Weight 450 lbs. 14 Accessories
Available

mJ

Ui

*2850
Complete unit, as shown

MULTI-PLANE TABLE

TRAVERSE PEG BAR
allows cells to travel diagonally to
table top peg tracks. Travel 16" or
longer on special order. Ground steel
track with hand crank & counters in
1/100 inch.
Price

$195

UNDER¬
NEATH
LIGHT BOX

Price

$45

More than
45 access o r i e s
available
including:
Multi-Plane
Table
Traverse
Peg Bar
12 Field
Crawl Unit
Aerial Image
Projector
Stop Motor
Motor
Acme Portman
Rack-over,
16mm-35mm
Camera
Our new streamlined design in¬
corporates all the versatility of
stands costing twice as much.
Enthusiastic users from Australia
to Venezuela endorse its rugged
simplicity and efficiency.
. _ _ _ _ WRITE FOR
Basic Si C O C COMPLETE
Stand ^1 J7 J20 PAGE
^ CATALOG

Other Accessories Available or Custom-built
To Your Requirements:

for 3 dimensional animation—4 levels
optically flat water white glass —
24" x 33" x 1/4". Each level inde¬
pendently adjustable—slides freely on
rails. Stops provided on each level.
([CTn —Tape-on peg bars
Price
/ U
$12.

Aluminum with 3
top and bottom
pegs — 9" x 12"
cutout with
frosted glass in¬
sert, outside
diameter 17" —
rotates.
Also available
with moveable
pegs.

-i

Write For
Brochure

ACCESSORIES

DRAWING
DISK

PORTMAN
ANIMATION STAND

5 light sockets,
motorized blow¬
er, opal glass.
Evenly illumin¬
ates a full 12
field.
<tQR
Price
yU J

REGISTRATION PUNCH. 3 punches on 4" centers. Standard peg sizes—
Acme or Signal Corps. Tool steel dies will punch thru Vs" cardboard. Two locating
pegs for continuous punching, positive back stop, adjustable side
<J»OQC
stop. Spring loaded lever handle. 9" x 12" mahogany shelf.

Zoom counters & scales
Shadow boards
Motorized zooms
Lens mount
Automatic followfocus
Dovetail camera mount
Universal light brackets
Slip lens units
Multi-plane table
Artwork tables
Copying camera
Automatic field size
light units
Wipe & ripple units
Peg bars
Peg plates
Peg inking boards
Peg sets
Compounds
Table tops
Peg tracks

Rotary compound
movement
Double rotary
movement
Platens
Pantograph
Fixed floating pegs
Floating unit
Floating peg bar
12 field crawl unit
Compound sub-bases
Snap-on peg plate
Electric platens
Wide screen platen
glass
Aerial image projector
Interchangeable
16-35mm Animation
Camera
Automatic disolve
Automatic magazine
take-up
Single speed & 3-speed
stop-motion motors

Please send me detailed information and prices on:
-F & B Triplex
.Portman Stand
.New F & B Industrial Stand
.Accessories

SERVING THE WORLD’S FINEST FILM MAKERS

FLORMAN & BABB, me.
68 West 45th Street New York 36, New York Murray Hill 2-2928
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GOV’T SURPLUS
BARGAINS
Bell & Howell 35MM Camera—A6A
■ TV

.

I

.

PHOTOGRAPHIC
WHAT THE

INDUSTRY’S CAMERAMEN WERE

SHOOTING

LAST

MONTH

35mm movie camera, divergent 3 lens turret,

» 200 ft- maK "28v- dc
motor, used—in working
cond. Accepts Eyemo
Trjfa
ienses—double pulldown
° 1 |jy
claw movement in mag.
Extra Spring wind motor, $55
Extra 1000 ft. magazine, $110
Only

By

MARION

!<7 \*«
^
JfWt,,

HUTCHINS

NOTE: Asterisks indicate television film productions.

$l 75

B & H Eyemo 35MM Model 71-K Camera
With 2" lens.att, winding
handle, w/ large deluxe case.
Good cond.

Lucien

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL

Miguel F. Mila. “Atlantic Attack” (Color;
Spain) with Broderick Crawford and Mario
Cable. Charles Haas, director.

$IIO

1" T2.5 Baltar ctd. L.N.

$95.00

2" T2.5 Baltar ctd. L. N.

. 95.00

4" T2.5 Baltar ctd. L. N.

. 90.00

6" T4.6 Wollensak ctd. L. N.

. 80.00

10" T4.9 Miltar ctd. L. N.

80.00

Hal

Mohr.

Henry Sharp. ASC Commercials*.

JAMES

VAN

Completed

TREES,
his

ASC

Ratchet Winding Cranks.

9.00

Handle and Strap.

2.00

of

the

“Dobie

Gillis” TV film series last
month.
Show
resumes
shooting in May.

5.00

Cine Special 100 Ft. Mags.

COLUMBIA STUDIOS

Gert

Andersen,

ASC,

“Donna

Reed

Show”*

Jack Marta, “Route 66”*

Joe Biroc, ASC, “The Expendables”*
John

Wimbolt, “The Hellions” (Technirama & Technicolor; Irving Allen, Ltd.;
shooting in S. Africa) with Richard Todd
and Lionel Jeffries. Kenneth Annakin, di¬
rector.
Guisseppe Rotunno, “Two Enemies” (Dino
de Laurentiis Prods.; shooting in Israel)
with David Niven and Albert Sordi. Guy
Hamilton, director.

with 7" f 2.5 Aero Ektar
lens, 24v. motor, maga¬
zine. Used, in
$00
working cond.
*OU
7" 12.5 Aero Ektar lens only

55.00

Bell & Howell 16MM Editing Outfit
including Filmo 16mm
viewer, pair large geared
2-speed rewinds, B & H
16mm splicer, rewind
arms, custom built carry¬
ing case.

*95
2 Hub 16mm Neumade sync, w/ctr—
NEW .$60.00
Mitchell 35mm Std. Tripod—Used. 85.00

Gordon

GSAP—16mm mag. camera
w/lens, NEW . 18.00
GSAP—16mm mag. camera less lens...11.00

Avil.

ASC, “Underwater City”
(Fantascope & Color; Neptune Prods.) with
William Lundigan and Julie Adams. Frank
McDonald, director.

“Perry

Mason”*

Norbert Brodine, ASC,
“Loretta Young Show”*

Eugene

Polito,

INDEPENDENT

Paul Beason, “Once a Thief”

(Hartford
Prods, for UA; shooting in Madrid) with
Rex Harrison and Rita Hayworth. George
Marshall, director.

Burnett Guffey, ASC, “Birdman of Alca¬
traz” (Flarold Hecht Prod, for UA release)
with Burt Lancaster and Karl Malden. John
Frankenheimer, director.
(Super Technirama-70; Samuel Bronston Prods, with
D.E.A.R.; Films for Allied Artists & J.
Arthur Rank; shooting in Spain)
with
Charlton Heston and Sophia Loren. Anthony
Mann, director.

Morris

Hartzband,

“The

Defenders”*

Arthur

Ornitz, “The Young Doctors”
(Drexel-Millar-Turman Prod, for UA; shoot¬
ing in New York) with Fredric March and
Ben Gazzara. Phil Karlson, director.
Mario Montuori, “Last Days of Sodom and
Gomorrah” (Embassy Pictures-Titanus; East¬
man color;
shooting in Morocco)
with
Stewart Granger and Pier Angeli. Robert
Aldrich, director.

Carl Guthrie, ASC, “Everything’s Ducky”
with Mickey Rooney and Buddy Hackett.
Don Taylor, director.
DESILU—Cahuenga

Sid

Hickox,

ASC,

“The

MILTON KRASNER, ASC

Andy

Griffith

Directing

the

photog¬

Show”*

raphy

Henry Cronjager, “One Happy Family”*
Robert de Grasse, ASC, “Angel”*; “Danny

Horsemen
alypse”

Thomas Show”*

and color at MGM.

12 gal. stainless steel tank
13" x 6" x 47"—NEW. 65.00
Recordak “A” Micro Film Proj.
16-35, case. 70.00

ASC,

Robert Krasker, “El Cid”

Charles Welborn, “Dennis the Menace”*

K-24 Aircraft Camera

Redman,

Ernest Laszlo, ASC, “Judgment at Nurem¬
berg” (Stanley Kramer Prods, for UA re¬
lease) with Spencer Tracy and Burt Lan¬
caster. Stanley Kramer, director.

400 ft. B & H Magazines. 15.00

with 24" f6.0 Bausch & Lomb
Aero Tessar lens, 28v. motor,
used, in working
tprcond.
*00
24" f6 lens only.$45.00

Frank

second

tography

K-38 Fairchild Aircraft Camera

Stanwyck

GOLDWYN STUDIOS

year as director of pho¬

Good Cond.

“Barbara

Maury Gertsman, ASC, “Mr. Ed”*

4.50

USED.$70

ASC,

Harriet”*

10" Obj. View Finders.

(list. $425)

and

Robert Moreno, “Adventures of Ozzie and

cials*.

10" F4.5 Wollensak ctd. L. N. 40.00

NEW.$250

“Harrigan

GENERAL SERVICE STUDIOS

Roy Seawkight. Industrial Film*: Commer¬

4" F2.9 Cinemat ctd. L. N. 15.00

24v. Motors, as is.

ASC,

Show”*

CASCADE STUDIO

LENSES IN EYEMO “C” mount

of
of
in

“The

Four

the

Apoc¬

Cinemascope

DESILU—Culver City

Charles
Lucien
Lothrop

Straumer,

“The

Untouchables”*

Andriot, ASC, “Guestward
Worth,

ASC,

“The

Real

Ho”*
Mc¬

INTERCINEMA CORP.

Robert Planck, ASC, “My Three Sons”*

P. 0. Box 3452, New York 17, N. Y.

Robert
Show”*

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

William Spencer, “Peter Gunn”*

Coy’s”*
DESILU—Gower

204

Andriot,

Son”*

Pittack,

ASC,

“Ann

Sothern

Erwin Hillier, “A Matter of Who” (Walter
Shenson-Milton Holmes Prod.; shooting in
London) with Terry-Thomas and Sonja Ziemann. Don Chaffey, director.
Continued on Page 208
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For How-To-Do-It
and What-To-Do-It with...
*

m*'*dLn

HAS THE
ANSWER!

When the professionals in Motion Pictures, Television, Photo-Instrumentation, Audio-Visual Instruction and Training and Indus¬
trial Photography have a problem... they go to CECO •
or television photography.

CECO has a staff of trained specialists in every phase of motion picture

From hi-speed cinematography to single-frame projection, from gigantic lighting situations to time-

lapse instrumentation lighting .. . these are just a few of the areas our specialists cover for you.
with an enigma .. . call CECO.

The next time you are faced

Besides brainpower, we have the largest supply of equipment in the world.

No matter where

you"re located, a telephone call will start the gears meshing at once.

'CECO — Trademark of Camera Equipment CO., Inc.

OMEGA D2V AND
AUTOMEGA D3V ENLARGERS
First with a built-in variable
condenser system. The ultimate
in 4" X 5" enlarging equipment.

SPECTRA PROFESSIONAL
EXPOSURE METER
3 meters in 1—
illumination, contrast

CECO CONVERSION OF AURICON

and brightness.

CINE-VOICE CAMERA

Built-in computer;

Converts for use with external magazines,
400, 500 and 1200 ft. Veeder footage

dual light scale.
MOVIOLA EXTENSION FOR MULTIPLE

counter included. Torque take-up motor.

SOUND TRACK EDITING
Add a sound head to your Moviola.
16mm or 35mm.

Don’t

(JnmcRfl equipment (o..inc.

delay...

Gentlemen: I am interested in the items checked below.
Please rush me more free information on these products

for more
information
send
this
postage
RAPROMATIC FILM PROCESSOR
FOR 16, 35, AND 70MM
Revolutionary technique develops and fixes
film as you shoot. Superior image quality.
Projects in seconds, fits all cameras.

315 West 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y.
JUdson 6-1420

□
□
□
□
[H
□
D

MOVIOLA Sound Track Extension
SPECTRA Exposure Meter
OMEGA and AUTOMEGA Enlargers
CECO AURICON Cine-Voice Conversion
RAPROMATIC Film Processor
MAGNASVNC Type 5 Sound Recorder
CECO Ditty Bag

□
□
□
□
□
□
□

FREZZO-LITE Model “500A"
CECO Synch Motor for Kodak K100
CECO 35mm Stop Motion Projector
CRAMER Continuous 16mm Processor
CECO Pro Jr. and Pro Sr. Dolly
PROTECT-A-PRINT
LOWEl-LIGHT with Barndoor

free

Name_Title_

card

Firm_

TODAY!

.... ___

Address_____
City_Zone_State_

MAGNASYNC TYPE 5 SOUND RECORDER
The most universally accepted sound system in America. Meets

LIGHTWEIGHT FREZZO-LITE MODEL “500A”
Powered by latest development in batteries.

all SMPTE and Academy standards. A professional recorder for
professionals. Available in split 16, 16, 17y2 and 35mm.

Delivers 32 min. of high intensity light.

CECO DITTY BAG
The ideal carry-all. Keeps
necessary small equipment
and tools accessible.
CECO 110 VOLT AC SYNCH-MOTOR
FOR KODAK K100 CAMERA
Precision motor drives camera at exact
sound speed of 24 fps. Synch motors for
other cameras available-

CECO is ready to equip you completely with everything from
editing gloves to the world's finest Motion Picture and TV Equipment.

CECO PRO JR. AND
PRO SR. 3-WHEEL DOLLY
Collapsible; lightweight; ball
bearing rubber casters.
Jr. weighs

15y2

lbs.; Sr. 18 lbs.

CRAMER CONTINUOUS 16MM PROCESSOR
CECO RED LAKE 35MM STOP MOTION PROJECTOR
Variable speed remote control, forward and

Compact; economical; portable. Can be
operated in daylight.

Fully automatic.

reverse. 8 to 24 pps; 1000 ft. capacity,- positive
single frame.

PROTECT-A-PRINT
A 10 ft. leader on your film cleans
film path, removes emulsion
build-up, eliminates film scratch,
increases print life.

FIRST CLASS
PERMIT No. 4236
New York, N. Y.
Sec. 34.9, P. L. & R.

In New York:
Camera Equipment Co., Inc.
315 W. 43rd St.
JUdson 6-1420

BUSINESS

REPLY

MAIL

NO POSTAGE STAMP NECESSARY IF MAILED IN THE UNITED STATES

In Hialeah, Florida
Camera Equipment Co., Inc.

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY
CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY, INC.
DEPT. 64, 315 WEST 43rd STREET

of Florida, 1335 E. 10th Ave.
TUxedo 8-4604

In Hollywood, California:
Camera Equipment Co., Inc.
6510 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 9-5119

NEW YORK 36, N. Y.

SALES

LOWEL- LIGHT WITH POCKET
SIZE BARNDOOR
Attaches instantly to most any surface
with clamps or Gaffer Tape. Light¬
weight barndoors assure professional
light control.

• SERVICE

•

RENTALS

’

AUDIO-VISUAL FILM: TEACHER EXTRAORDINARY

New concepts unfold before inquiring eyes ...
Art, science, history ... the many ways of Man himself
GENERAL FILM LABORATORIES FILM PROCESSORS EXTRAORDINARY

salute you, the educational film-maker
We re very proud to be your first choice

JPL.O

GENERAL
FILM

LABORATORIES

A DIVISION OF PACIFIC INDUSTRIES. INC

1546 Argyle, Hollywood 28, Calif. / Hollywood 2-6171

APRIL
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central division / 106 W. 14th Street, Kansas City 5, Mo. / GRand 1-0044
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PRECISION9 FILM EDITING EQUIPMENT
Precision Unitized Film Synchronizer

PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS
Continued from Page 204

LaShelle, ASC, “The Honeymoon
Machine” (Avon Prod.; color) with Steve
McQueen
and
Brigid
Bazien.
Richard
Thorpe, director.

Joseph
Pat.

Appd.

For

Model S635-1
Single Sprocket 35mm
Synchronizer $95.00

Frank Phillips, “Beach Front”*

Single Sprocket 16mm
Synchronizer $95.00
(not shown)

(pilot)

Paul Ivano, “The Jim Backus Show”*
George

Clemens,

ASC, “Twilight Zone”*

Milton Krasner, ASC, “Four Horsemen of

the Apocalypse” (C’Scope & Color; Julian
Blaustein Prod.) ; with Glenn Ford and
Ingrid Thulin. Vincente Minnelli, director.

Model S616-3
Three sprocket
16mm Synchro¬
nizer with
Spacer and Mag¬
netic head

Sprocket Assemblies
16 or 35mm $32.50 ea.

$215.75

Robert
Surtees,
ASC, “Mutiny on the
Bounty” (Ultra Panavision & Color; shooting
in Tahiti; Areola Prods.) with Marlon Bran¬
do and Trevor Howard. Lewis Milestone, di¬
rector.
Joseph Ruttenberg, ASC, “Ada” (C’Scope
& Color; Avon Prod.) with Susan Hayward
and Dean Martin. Daniel Mann, director.
John
Fred

“The

Nicholaus,

ASC,

Mandl,

Gunslingers”*

“The

Tab

Hunter

Show”*
Dale Deverman, “Asphalt Jungle”*

opticalmagnetic
sound
readers

Harkness Smith, “The Americans”*

JOSEPH BIROC, ASC

Model 800

Model 800 RL

$259.50

$269.50

Photographed the pilot
of “The Expendables,”
new one-hour TV film
series to be produced
by
Screen
Gems
at
Columbia Studios.

N.B.C.
Alan

ASC,
Marx

Stensvold,

Show”;
“Groucho
Rogers Show”

“Dinah
Show”;

Shore
“Roy

PARAMOUNT STUDIOS
William Snyder, ASC, “Bonanza”*
Russell Harlan, ASC, “Hatari!” (Howard
Hawks Prod.;
Technicolor;
shooting in
Africa)
with John
Wayne and Gerard
Blain. Howard Hawks, producer-director.

m

s
©

PRECISION LABORATORIES

:

DIVISION OF PRECISION CINE EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
BROOKLYN 3, N. Y.
1 037 UTICA AVENUE

Shunichiro Nakao, “My Geisha” (Saschiko

Prod.; Technicolor; shooting in Japan) with
Shirley MacLaine and Yves Montand. Jack
Cardiff, director.
Loyal Griggs, ASC, “Deadlock” (Edmond
O’Brien-Stanley Frazen-Tiger Prods.) with
Jeffrey Hunter and Stella Stevens. Edmond
O’Brien, producer-director.

'FILM NIPPERS'
For Film Cutting

William Margulies, ASC, “The Outlaws”*.

PARAMOUNT SUNSET STUDIOS
Lester

Shorr,

palm

handle

of
film.

hand,

leaving

Exclusive

fingers

spring

free

action

Film Nippers

keeps

inches overall, with

stainless

steel

spring

full
and

Gladys”*

Keith Smith, “Michael Shayne”*
Gilbert

are 5
with

and

Wilfrid Cline, ASC, “Stagecoach West”**

to

Nippers always open.

of finest steel

“Pete

REPUBLIC STUDIOS

Can be worn like a ring, resting comfortably
in

ASC,

2-inch
ball

cutting

bearings.

edge.

for $3.75. Money-back guarantee.

HAGERTHY ENTERPRISES
P.O. BOX 3278, GLENDALE, CALIF.

Nickel

Postpaid

plated,

anywhere

in

made
U.S.

Kit

ASC, George Dis“The Law and Mr. Jones”*

Warrenton,

kant, ASC,
Carson,

“Peter Loves Mary”*

Carl Guthrie, ASC, Charles Burke, “The
Tom Ewell Show”*
Howard

Schwartz,

“Robert Taylor Detec¬

tives”*
Continued on Page 253
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Otorttomb

ALL THIS EQUIPMENT...AND MUCH,
MUCH MORE IS AVAILABLE FROM

094, GRIPS, PROPS
INKIES, ARCS, DIMMERS, CABLES, BOXES,
REFLECTORS, DOLLIES, MIKE BOOMS, NETS,
LOCATION UMBRELLAS, WATER COOLERS, FLAGS,
CENTURIES, SCRIMS, HYDRAULIC STANDS, PARALLELS,
DIRECTORS CHAIRS, MANY OTHER ITEMS-YOU NAME IT...
For 40 years, leading producers have depended on
.

Charles Ross for all their production needs. At a
tf

rfii

moment’s notice, you can get the lights, props, grip

1

ill | \

equipment and generator trucks from the largest suppliers of motion pict ure, TV and industrial photo-

I

#Jf

I

%

graphic equipment in the East. At Charles Ross, you’ll

#1 JF
find everything your production schedule requires —

yf
m . dm
m

V

GENERATOR TRUCKS
AND TRAILERS
1800, 1600, 1000, 750, 300, 200 Amp. D.C.,
100, 50, 30, 20 Amp. A.C.

pt the actors of course

you shoot your next picture, dial Charles Ross
. . . let us know your requirements . . . we’ll be happy
to fill them at a moment’s notice!

Lighting the Motion Picture Industry
Since 1921

333 West 52nd Street, New York City, Circle 6-5470
APRIL

•

1961
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Ready when you need it...
The HFC Professional Power Rewind is ready to go to work
for you the moment the pressure is applied to the foot pedal
control. This power unit is extremely quiet in operation with
a V belt drive and has a handle to disengage the motor when
the operator uses the hand rewind to film back. Other out¬
standing features include...

ALL CAST ALUMINUM BODY • SHIELDED "NICE” BALL BEAR¬
INGS • USES 1/10HP VARIABLE SPEED MOTOR • FOOT CON¬
TROL PEDAL • INTERCHANGEABLE SHAFTS • WILL WIND UP
TO AND INCLUDING 3,000 FEET OF 35MM FILM WITH EASE •
AVAILABLE WITH EITHER SQUARE 16MM SHAFT OR STANDARD
35MM AND WITH SHAFT FACING THE OPERATOR OR AWAY
FROM THE OPERATOR.

HOLLYWOOD FILM COMPANY
designers & manufacturers of film & video tape editing equipment
WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG:
210

956 SEWARD ST, HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIF. HO 2-3284

524 W. 43rd ST, N.Y., N.Y., LO 3-1546
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

* developing color negatives • additive color printing • reduction printing including A & B • color
slide film processing • blowups • internegatives • Kodachrome scene-to-scene color balanced
printing • Ektachrome developing and printing • registration printing • plus complete black and
white facilities including cutting rooms, storage rooms and the finest screening facilities in the east.

the meter indicates a shutter speed of
1/50 of a second. A direct reading
made with this meter setup results in
underexposed shots.
When I set the shutter speed on the
meter at 1/60 sec., I still do not get
accurate exposures, and I have been
forced to compensate F6 stop or more.
My meter checks out with the Golden
Crown, which is the newer model. Is
there a more accurate meter I can use
which, under normal conditions, would
require no compensating? — E.J-W.,
Livingston, N.J.

WALTER STRENGE’S

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
Need advice on a picture making problem?

Your questions are invited

and will be answered by mail. Questions and answers considered of
general interest ivill appear in this column each month.

Q

Referring:
to
the
recent
article
“Special Effects Without Mattes,”
please tell me what precautions are
taken in this method to prevent top
lighting from swamping projection onto
the rear screen; also removal of the
“hot spot” — i.e., coming from the
back?—J. P. Chapman, Dorset, Eng¬
land.

Answer: No precautions are necessary
because as no rear projection screen
is used there can be no “hot spot,"
according to Francis Lee, co-author of
the article. The rear projected image,
Lee explains, passes through a set of
large double-piano convex condensing
lenses 9" by 12" in size, and which
are placed directly beneath a panel of
clear

glass set

at

the

table

top

or

compound level.
The projected image is in focus at
the table top level. Here it becomes

aerial, that is, suspended in air-—but
nevertheless visible to the camera lens
above it. The condenser lenses distrib¬
ute the light from the projector evenly

Answer: If your meter checks out with
the Golden Crown

(assuming that it

was accurately adjusted) then the next

across the field, thereby eliminating
any ‘"hot spot.'5

place to look for the trouble is in your

The animator or camera operator
may see the “aerial image” either by

ning fast and that it is not actually
delivering exposures of 1/60 sec. when

sighting through the lens of the cam¬
era or by switching off the top lights

why not have your camera checked

and room lights and placing a sheet of

out by the Paillard company in New
York City, or by some reputable cam¬

translucent paper or ground glass upon
the clear glass panel immediately above
the condenser lenses.

Q

I own a Bolex H-16 Rex motion
picture camera. At 24 fps, the
shutter speed is rated at 1/60 of a
second.
When I set my G-E PR-2 exposure
meter to the ASA rating for daylight
Kodachrome (10), and the fps at 24,

camera. It is possible that it is run¬

it is set for this exposure. Therefore,

era repair shop in your city.

Q

What source of light is called the
“key” light? Also, can you explain,
roughly, how directors of photography
go about setting up their lights for
motion pictures?—K.K.N., New York.

Answer: The key light is considered
Continued on Page 252

develops .reversal film at 1200 ft. per hr.
negative-positive film at 1200 ft. per hr.
MODEL R-15
REVERSAL FILM
EXCLUSIVE OVERDRIVE eliminates film breakage, automa¬
tically compensates for elongation; tank footage stays
constant.
EASY TO OPERATE, needs no attention.
VARIABLE SPEED DRIVE, development times from IV2 to
12 minutes.
COMPLETE DAYLIGHT OPERATION on all emulsions, no dark¬
room needed.
FEEO-IN ELEVATOR & 1200-FT. MAGAZINE permits uninter¬
rupted processing cycles.
Machines of Filmline manufacture installed at: Pentagon
Bldg., Microfilm division, Washington, D.C.; U.S. Naval Re¬
search Laboratory; U.S. Public Health Service; U.S. Treasury
Department (15 machines); Atomic Energy Commission;
I.B.M.; G.E.; Pratt & Whitney Aircraft; McDonnell Aircraft;
Universities of: Texas, Notre Dame, Indiana, California,
Alabama, Miami, M.I.T.; TV Stations: WHAS, WMUR, WISH,
WBRE, WNCT, WJAR, WTRI, WFMY, WJHP, WCSC, WTVS, WTVJ,
KARK, KDUB, WTVR.
WRITE FOR DETAILS AND LITERATURE

Filmline
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STAINLESS STEEL tanks, air squeegee, recirculation fittings,
air agitation tube, lower roller guards.
F.O.B.
Milford, Conn

FORCED WARM AIR DRYBOX, uses no heating lamps.
Double Capacity Spray Wash
Uniform Tank Sizes
Cantilever Construction
Size; 76" x 50" x 24"

•
•
•
•

Filtered Air Supply
Self-Contained Plumbfng
Ball Bearing Gearbox
Weight: Approx. 475 lbs.

Milford, Conn.

AA-61
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SUPERB OMNITAR TELEPHOTO OFFERS
BRILLIANT RESULTS, HIGH RESOLUTION

.

Birns & Sawyer Lenses Mate With Every Well-known Still
& Cine Camera For Integrated Lens-Mount-Cradle System
... See Your Dealer Or Write For Brochure.
|Sggggg

1000 MM OMNITAR
& ARRI 16

400 MM OMNITAR
ON PHOTOSONICS 1.B

BIRNS & SAWYER OMNITAR • BIRNS & SAWYER OMNITAR • BIRhs

SAWYER OMNITAR

600 MM OMNITAR ON EYEMO 35
WITH MARK II OMNIPOD

300 MM OMNITAR

& FASTAX WF4

BIRNS & SAWYER OMNITAR* BIRNS & SAWYER OMNITAR • BIRNS & SAWYER OMNITAR
600 MM OMNITAR
& ARRIFLEX 35

1000 MM OMNITAR
& MITCHELL 35
300 MM OMNITAR, MARK I OMNIPOD &
8 x 50 OMNISCOPE ON BELL & HOWELL 70HR

BIRNS & SAWYER OMNITAR • BIRNS & SAWYER OMNITAR • BIRNS & SAWYER OMNITAR

m

i

OMNITAR USERS INCLUDE: USAF, Orlando, Fla.; USNOTS, China Lake, Cal.; USNAS, Pt.
Arguello, Cal.; USNAS, Pt. Mugu, Cal.; USAF,, Edwards A.F. Base, Lookout Mountain, Cal.;
Convair, Ft. Worth; USA, Yuma, Ariz.; USA, Ft. Huachuca, Ariz.; USA, Detroit Arsenal;
North American Aviation, Cal.; Lockheed Missile, Cal.

^HSIbIRNS & SAWYER

APRIL

iy
•

1961

v \

CINE EQUIPMENT

6424 SANTA
SANTA M0N,CA
MONICA boulevard
BOULEVARD •• Hollywood
HOLLYWOOD 3
38, CALIFORNIA • TELEPHONE: HOIlywood 4-5166
6424
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> EVER BEFORE
A HELPFUL BOOK LIKE THIS!
FOR MOTION PICTURE PHOTOGRAPHERS
Gives you detailed answers to hundreds of
problems and questions relating to Theatrical,
Television, Industrial, Military, Educational
and Documentary motion picture production.
• Illumination Data for both
“boosted
voltage"
and
standard
studio
lighting
equipment together with foot
candle, amperage and volt¬
age tables and wiring dia¬
grams.

•

• Data never before printed
on: Panning Speeds, Optical
Effects, Ultra High Speed,
Underwater
Cinematogra¬
phy, Make-Up, Background
Plates,
Process
Scenes,
Shooting Day-for-Night (col¬
or & B&W).

•

•
•

• Special Data on Exposure,
Color,
Illumination,
Arctic
and Tropic Cinematography,
Infrared Film, Filters, etc.
• Tables for compensating Fil¬
ter Factors, Shutter Angles,
Camera Speeds.

PIUS DIOPTER LENSES FOCAL LENGTH CONVERSIOI
_Fo, 50mm, 75mm, 100mm and 150mm Lenses
._

_ ->e_„ r^mera

This Tat>l« Sh.-e is. i i_e.. .__ -

.

• Many useful Camera, Lens,
and Filming Formulas.

or 35mm
££ .. OMa,

mms

FILTER FACTOR COMPENSATOR

• Complete

INCREASE IN EXPOSURE REQUIREO WITH VARIOUS FILTER FACTORS
(One Stop Difference Between Shaded Arcul
EXAMPLE. F is without a filter becomes F 8 when a filter with a factor of A is v.
EXPOSURE
WITHOUT
1.5
FILTER
F/2.3
2.8
3.2
4
4.5
5.6
6.3
8
9
11
127
16
18
22
25
32

2
2.3
2.8
32
4
4.5
5.6
6.3
8
9
11
127
16
18
22
25

•

Data

for

•

Ultra

Close-Up
Cinematography
with Extension Tubes, and
Diopter Lenses.
Wide-Screen Processes, com¬
plete aperture and viewfind¬
er dimensions for all aspect
ratios for 65mm, 35mm and
16mm; squeezed and un¬
squeezed photography,
single-and double-frame.
Complete Lens Angle Data
for all lenses for all aspect
ratios.
Film Threading Diagrams for
all cameras.
Detailed Listing of all Mod¬
ern Professional Cameras:
65mm, 35mm, and 16mm.
Black-and-White and Color
Film Data, together with ASA
ratings, Identification, and
Incident Light Readings for
same.
Up-to-Date Data on Lenses,
Filters, Exposure and Color
Temperature Meters.

FILTER FACTORS
2

2.5

2
2.3
2.1
2.8
2.5
3.2
3
4
' 3.6
4.5
4.2
5.6
5
6.3
6
8
11
9
8.5
10
11
12.7
12
16
14
18
1 1/
22
20

3

3.5

4

5

2
2.3
2.8
3.2
4
4.5
5.6
6.3
8
9
11
127
16
18

2.1
2.5
3
3.6
4.2
5
6
7.2
8.5
10
12
14
17

2
2.3
2.8
3.2
4
4.5
b.b
b.J
8
9
11
127
lb

2.1
2.5
3
3.6
~n
5
6
1.2
' 8.5
10
12
14

Charts,

tables

instant

answers

diagrams

factors,

shutter openings,

to

6

2
2.3
2.8
3.2
4
4.5
b.b
6.3
8
9
11
127

and

problems

7

8

2.1
2.5
3
3.6
4.2
5
6
7.2
8.5
10
12

2
2.3
2.8
3.2
4
4.5
5.6
6.3
8
9
11

10

12

14

24

16

32

9,02
•3.21
38 18
5379
60.00

{
2.1
2.5
3
3.6
4.2
5
6
7.2
8.5
10

drawings
relating

2
2.3
2.8
3.2
4
45
5.6
6.3
8
9

2.1
2.5
3
3.6
4.2
5
6
7.2
8.5

2
2.3
2.8
3.2
4
4.5
5.6
6.3
8

such
to

lens

2
2.3
2.8
3.2
4
4.5
5.6
6.3

as

1.42
375

2
2.3
2.8
3.2
4
4.5
5.6

page of this valuable fact-packed book!

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER MANUAL
P.O. Box 2230, Hollywood 28, Calif.

these

give

angles,

filter

camera speeds, exposure,

There9s something to help you on every

lighting,

Please

send

me.copies of

Payment enclosed.

the AMERICAN

CINEMATOGRAPHER

MANUAL.

Please ship C.O.D.

aspect ratios, etc., etc.
Name.

MAIL COUPON

NOW! ►

Street & No...
City.

Zone..

State....

*For orders mailed within California, please add 4% sales tax.
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PROFESSIONAL JUNIOR*-Product of experience
and friend to

Simplified
geared camera
attaching method
knob easily accessible

thousands of cameramen

Adjustable
pan handle

Tilt lock

All tripods have one thing in common—
they rest on three legs. But there the
the comparison ends.

Interchangeable
'and adjustable angle
pan handle location,
jA left or right hand
"Jr*-- and reverse

Because Pro Junior towers like the
Empire State Building over ordinary tripods

Pan lock

Because Pro Junior is the world’s most
convenient tripod with the world’s
finest features, including:
Pan tension brake

Simplified camera attaching method.
Adjusting telescoping pan handle with adjustable
angle.
Sockets for left, right or reverse tilt.
Special pan tension adjusting knob, independent of
pan lock.
Cast in tie-down eyelets.
Self-adjusting double leg locking knobs.
IDEAL FOR MOTION PICTURE AND TV VIDICON
CAMERAS.

Detachable head
interchangeable
on baby tripod
and Hi Hat
Telescoping
pan handle

And still the price is unchanged, which makes
PRO JUNIOR the world’s best tripod value.
Pros go for PRO JUNIOR. See it today.
$150.00

,Cast in
"tie down
eyelets

,

.

Self aligning
'double leg
lock knobs

CECO Professional Jr. Hi-Hat

An adapter for extremely lowmount setups; also used for title
stands and permanent mount¬
ings. Handles either friction or
geared-drive tripod heads. $22.00

(7flm€Rfl €<^uipm€nT(o.,!nc
Dept. A

315 West 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y. JUdson 6*1420

CECO Professional Jr.
Adjustable Wooden Baby Tripod

PROFESSIONAL JR.

Accepts all Pro Jr. Tripod
Heads. Has substantial shoe and
spur. Measures 26" extended
from floor to flange, 18" col¬
lapsed. Weight 7 lbs. $75.00

Used on Professional Jr. standard
tripod. Crank handles control
pan and tilt action.
$175.00 Head only.
$225.00 Complete with tripod.

Geared Head

ONE-STOP SO
POST - INVENTORY
CLEARANCE SALE
NEW...USED...REBUILT...SURPLUS
Take Advantage of These Tremendous Price Reductions ! !

,

Write

W ire or Phone Your Needs Before It Is Too Late ! !

★ CAMERAS, 35MM

★ MOTION PICTURE PRINTERS

ARRIFLEX 1, Mattebox, 400' magazine, viewfinder, 3 Zeiss
lenses, case .„.$695.00
ARRIFLEX 1, 3 Goerz Apogar lenses; 200' mag.,
motor .
$495.00
EYEMO 71P, 2-400' mags, 110V AC/DC motor, 3 Cooke
Speed Panchro lenses. 2 cases.$595.00
WALL, 4 Baltar lenses, double claw movement, pilot
pins, 1000' mag, 12V motor, RCA Galvo, amplifier,
mike, headphones, cases...$1995.00
DEVRY Magic Eyes: 0-10° variable shutter: 2"
lens .„.$149.50
MITCHELL STD., 5 Baltar lenses; 2-1000' magazines; 1 10V
wild motor; mattebox; viewfinder; cases.$2995.00
DEBRIE K, metal, 3 lenses; 12V motor; 6-400' mags;
mattebox, cases .$395.00

DEPUE 16mm dublhead separate sound & picture, 112
scene automatic liteboard, 3 ph drive.$2250.00
B&H Model D 35mm Continuous Printer, souncf & picture,
with DC lamp supply....$2495.00
B&H, Printer, step contact, pilot pin spreaders, semi¬
automatic light change. $4000 orig. cost ..$995.00
DUPLEX 35mm Step Printer, pilot pin registration..$795.00
CINECOLOR Double Head 35mm Step Printer with auto¬
matic lite change and timing device.
Originally $12,000 (Bank foreclosure) __$2495.00

★ CAMERAS, 16MM
AURICON CONVERTED CT70, VA galvo, syncmotor, single
lens mount, B&H turret finder, 400' Maurer geared mag¬
azine. Will make good double system recorder.$895.00
CINEPHONIC, Magnetic recording, 400' Mitchell mag, 3
Elgeet lenses, turret, transistor amplifier, power sup¬
ply, mike. Pro Jr. tripod and triangle. $3000 originally,
likenu ...'.„.-.$1995.00
B&H SPECIALIST w/rackover; 400' magazine, syncmotor;
footage counter; telescopic finder; cases. $1800 original
cost ..._...$595.00
BOLEX, Converted 400' mag.; rackover; telescopic finder;
110V wild motor. $900 original cost .$449.50
B&H 70DA w/400' mag.; 3 Cooke lens, case .$495.00
AURICON CINE VOICE II, 3 lens turret, syncmotor, Modulite S galvo, NR25 amplifier ...$995.00
CINE Special l; 3 lenses; case .$329.50
CINE SPECIAL II, 1" fl.4 lens, 200' mag.$695.00

★ CAMERA ACCESSORIES
CINE VOICE Portable Power Supply, nickel cad.
battery, charger. $195 value....._..$125.00
ARRIFLEX Voltabloc Powerpacs, used. With
built-in
charger $110; Less charger .-...$99.50
B&H 400' bipack magazine ._..$149.50
PHOTO RESEARCH Spectra Meters with filters
sphere, case. 2 Color .......$129.50
NATIONAL CINE Crab Dolly, very good condition
$4750 original cost.._..$3750.00
RABY heavy studio dolly ........$895.00
MOTORIZED DOLLY w/revolving head; 7' boom height;
2 seats,- hihat; brackets for 6 lites. Orig $4000—$695.00
AKELEY Gyro Tripod, $1100 originally _$595.00
EYEMO 6V Motors, 8/48 fps;
New ..$74.50
CECO CINE Special Blimp, syncmotor __$395.00

★ LABORATORY EQUIPMENT
iPHOTOVOLT Densitometer 16/35mm with soundtrack acces¬
sory. Cost $750 when new ...$395.00
PAKO Heat Exchangers, controls solution temperatures ac¬
curately. $300 value. New (Surplus) ..$98.50
•FRIED Light Scene Tester, 1 to 11 exposures. As is ..$99.50
EASTMAN Electric 35mm Film Waxing Machine with heat¬
ing element & motor. Orig. $1500. Rebuilt .$695.00

★ ANIMATION & SPECIAL EFFECTS
ACME 7' Animation stand, E/W/N/S movements, sliding
pegsi_ B&H 35mm camera, Acme stopmotion motor.
$12,500 value .....$4995.00
TEL-ANIMASTAND, art table N/S/E/W, rotary movements.
New demonstrator. $3000 value __$1795.00
B&H 35mm Animation Cameras; 400' magazine; dissolve.
$3500 original cost ___$1250.00
SAME with thru-lens focusing...-...-...$1750.00

TEL-Amatic

&

Hi/3Snm Neg

FILM CLEANER

★ LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
BARDWELL-McALlSTER 750W Baby Keglite heads.$39.95
BARDWELL-McALISTER 2000W Spots, likenu .$89.95
MOLE RICHARDSON 2000W Spots, black #412.-...$79.95
MOLE RICHARDSON 5000W Spots, black #415 ..-$149.95
MOLARC 150 amp. head, grid and pedestal. List price
$2410 when new.$795.00
SILVER REFLECTORS, 48"; on rolling stands.$49.50

★ RECORDING EQUIPMENT
HALLEN 16mm transistor recorder, amplifier, separate play¬
back power amplifier and speaker. New.$1095.00
MAGNAGRAM (now Magnasync) 16mm center track re¬
corder. Counter.- 3 motors,- 1200' capacity. Orig. $2350.
As is ...$525.00
RCA PHOTOPHONE 35mm Fantasound film phonograph
with Selsyn motors. Orig. $6,500 ....$695.00
REEVES 16mm Magicorder PV100, portable. Built-in oscil¬
lator, equalization, 2 pos. mixer, orig. $4500 new $995.00

Only

$3600

★ PROJECTORS, BACKGROUND,
PREVIEW
BACKGROUND Arc Projector, 35mm movies or slides;
120 amp. arclamp; rheostat; lenses. Cost $15,000 to
build, unassembled, as is. Plus crating ..$395.00
FILMCRAFT 35mm Movie Background Process Outfit. Write
for details. $15,000 value (Bank foreclosure) ....$1995.00
TRANSLUCENT Background projection screen, 9'xl2'.
$200 when new..-...$99.50
SIMPLEX Acme 35mm Arc Sound Projector with
pedestal________$235.00
PREVIEW Interlock Projector, DeVry, 1000W lamp, runs
picture and sound simultaneously.$995.00

★ MOVIOLAS, EDITING MACHINES
WESTERN CINE Automatic 16mm Hot Splicers,
demonstrators .......$189.50
MOVIOLA 16mm ULC bullseye composite picture and
sound, rolling stand......$995.00
ACMIOLA 35mm Viewers w/stands, 6"x8'/2" picture,
motorized. $1500 orig. cost __—.$295.00
AKELEY, 35mm Viewer, sound and composite 5"x7"
aerial image. Orig. cost $3000; closeout ...$395.00

★ FILM PROCESSING EQUIPMENT

S.O.S. TEL-Amatic

16/35mm

twice

the

under

the

Cleaning

ma¬

pricel
most

It

has

been

exacting

thoroughly

laboratory

tested

conditions

with excellent results. Films with even the softest
emulsions emerge scratch-free, crystal clean and
clear
safely removes all dirt, grime and smudges
from film. TEL-Amatic is a great modern scientific
achievement.
Foolproof
precious negatives.

safety

factors

protect

You Cannot Damage Film With TEL-Amatic!
TEL-Amatic
skills. The

requires no previous experience or
operator simply throws the switch

and

TEL-Amatic does the rest. Over 1000 ft. of

film

is

cleaned

every

six

can operate a battery
tremendous labor saver.

minutes.
of

these

One

persor

machines—c

• Jet-Spray Film Wash for 16mm and 35mm Film
• Curved

Air-Blast

Squeegees

HOUSTON Jr. reversal 16mm processor, 9 tanks, water
jacket. Needs repairs, as is .$895.00
HOUSTON FEARLESS 22B neg./pos. Processor; temperature
control; recirculation,- 1800' per hr__$1995.00
FILMLINE AC8 Ansco/Ektachrome 1 6mm processor. Vari¬
able speeds up to 1400' per hr. Temp, controlled, daylite operating, airpump, recirculation, compl. Likenu,
$15,000.00 value .-...$7995.00

• Variable Speed

MAMMOTH HOUSTON Color Processor, 16/35mm, Ansco/

• Take-Uo To oue Motor,

Ektachrome, neg./pos., up to 12007 per hr., 16 staininks, one fiberglass lined.
ess steel tanks,
Full ’/2
temperature control. Recirculation, air supply, 7 squee¬
gees.
Cost Cuban government $35,000. Rebuilt like
new -----—.$11,995.00

Film

chine does more work and better than machines

•
•
•
•
•
•

(pat.

applied

for)

Special Non-Scratch Buffers
Requires Only 15 Ft. of Leader
Automatic Operation—Pushbutton Control
Designed for Originals and Release Prints
Continuous Air and Solution Filtering
Electric

Solution

Level

Indicator

• Complete operation VISIBLE at all times
DC Drive
Adjustable

Reversible

• 3000 Ft. Film Capacity, Reels or Cores
• Speed over 10,000 Feet per Hour
• Transmission, Silent Timing Belt

®Reg.

Trademark

Write for brochurt

URCE OF SUPPLY!
Package Price
16mm Film Edge
numbering Machine

FOR

A Perfect Pair
The TEL-AMATIC

PRINTER
and

ALLEN Model ZOO
Unnumbered films cause confusion
and loss of valuable time!
This NEW model overcomes the problem
of matching 16mm film to 35mm. Pro¬
vides a direct numerical reference be¬
tween both sizes.

STANDARD MODELS:
films

checking

titles and

and

simplify

footage.

the

task

o

The MOY VISIBL

marks, perforations, messy crayons, punches am
embossing—does not mutilate film. Both negativ
and positive films can be numbered.

Non-mag

netic parts do not
affect magnetic film.

<tOQO£

KITS

-S P E C I A L —-

Prints color,

& white, reversal,

many

negative,

outstanding

found only in

COMBINATION PACKAGE PRICE

much

features

«4 *3450""

higher priced

professional printers. Sufficient light
is

provided

to

expose

film. Semi-automatic

fine

grain

13-scene light

change assures perfect exposures.
• Capacity: 1200 ft.—Speed: 43 ft.

INDIVIDUAL UNIT PRICES:

per minute.

Tel-Amatic Printer
...$1795
DC Printing Lamp Power Supply ..
375
Allen Model 200 Film Processor . 1 995

• Six-volt lamp, 4 amps., S.C.B.
• 40-tooth

printing

sprocket

for

precise registration.

16mm to 35mm or

• Separate feed & take-up sprock¬
•

Write for brochure

YOU CAN LEASE IT

ets.

35mm to 16mm. Kit Price.$875

Now TV Stations, Producers, Educational

Institutions and In-Plant Film Units can set up their own low cost labora¬

Four-way

aperture,

ST-sound

tory by paying only $345 down and monthly payments of $122.

track only, RR-Reversal, NP-Negative

AMONG PRESENT OWNERS ARE:
Walt Disney Productions, Calif. (6 machines)
Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N. Y.
Boeing Airplane Co., Seattle, Wash.
General Film Labs., Hollywood, Calif.
Reeves Soundcraft, Springdale, Calif.
Ramo-Woolridge Corp., Los Angeles, Calif.
University of Southern Calif., Los Angeles
University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois
Telefilm, Inc., Hollywood, Calif.
Consolidated Film Labs., New York City
Cinerama Productions, New York
Columbia Broadcasting System, N. Y.
National
Aeronautics &
Space
Administraion, Langley Field
McDonnell Aircraft Corp., St. Louis, Mo.

sis.

contact

or double 8mm films.

AVAILABLE:

For changing operation from

continuous

sound and picture printer for 16mm

Has
16mrr

EDGE FILM NUMBERING MACHINE replaces cu

CONVERSION

Professional

positive, sound or silent films with
rock-steady professional precision.

Designed to edge number every foot of
35mm

TEL-AMATIC PRINTER:

black

$3750

17%mm,

PROCESSOR

Picture

and

FA

—

Full

ALLEN 16mm NEG. & POS. FILM PROCESSOR:

Aperture.
•
•

Lamp Holder accommodates CC
Filters for color printing.

• Footage

counter

and

Entirely self contained with every accessory—easy

maintenance,

automatic operation. No need to add expensive accessories.
•

light

Fully Automatic with variable speed drive—Requires no attendance

other than

change card indicator included.

changing

reels.

Continuous variable speed

accurate speed adjustments for various emulsions.
• Complete plumbing system with tank drains—A

• Constant speed motor with gear
reduction. Power source: (A) 115

clusive

V. 60 Cy. single phase 260 watts.
(B) 6 V. direct current 25W. Wt.

O

flushing

plumbing system
with

fresh

drive

unique

provides individual tank draining

water.

Reduces

maintenance

to

a

permits
and

ex¬

and back

minimum.

Compressed air squeegee and wash spray bar— Built-in compressor

116 lbs., size approx. 28" x 28"

provides filtered air to render film evenly damp dry before entering

x 20".

dry box. Wash tank overflow allows adjustment of spray bar wash.

The Department Store of the Motion Picture Industry'

CHPPI
V
POPP
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602 WEST 52nd ST., NEW YORK 19, N Y.
•

Phone': PLaza 7-0440

Cable: S0S0UND

|WESTERN BRANCH—6331 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood 28, California—Telephone: HOIlywood 7-2124

QUALITY

OF

THE

overhead

lighting,

used

exclusively

“Danny Thomas Show," is clearly evident here. The

in

filming

the

key lighting fully

accommodates the actors, no matter where they move on the set and

serves also, at various times, as the cross or back light. The action is
photographed

continuously with

three

dolly-mounted

cameras—one

in

the center and one at either side.

'JpHE three-camera method of filming a television

Filming The
Danny Thomas

TV Show
By

218

HERB

A.

LIGHTMAN

show before a guest audience was first put to
wide use by Desilu Productions when its initial T\
series, “I Love Lucy,” started shooting in Septem¬
ber, 1951. Since then it has become an increasingly
popular technique for filming TV comedy shows
where lively audience reaction is important.
The “Danny Thomas Show,” now in its eighth
season on television, is one of the oldest and most
successful series to utilize the three-camera method
of photography. Its Director of Photography, Robetr DeGrasse, ASC, has photographed every one of
the show’s 250 episodes, except the pilot.
DeGrasse brings to the show a vast experience
of sound stage photography. Trained as an assist¬
ant cameraman at the old Universal Studios years
ago, DeGrasse very soon became a No. 1 camera¬
man or, as they are known today, a director of pho-

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

of them wherever they may move.”
Lighting, of course, is the main

tography. He has photographed
such stars as Carole Lombard, Mar¬
lene Dietrich, Katharine Hepburn,
Ginger Rogers, Cary Grant, Joan
Fontaine, Shirley Temple, and
Claudette Colbert, to name a few

problem in this method of shoot¬
ing. There is no chance to change
or add lights once the show is be¬
fore the cameras because the few
breaks between sequences are very
brief. Because of this all the lights
must be carefully set in advance,
including those on switches or
dimmer control, and those which
are only used in certain moments
of the action.

An assignment to shoot the “Amos
’n Andy” series about eight years
ago marked his debut as photog¬
rapher of television films.
The three-camera audience show
is filmed on what might be called
a “theatre sound stage,” with part
of the stage adapted, by means of
bleacher-type seating, to accommo¬
date several hundred spectators
whose reactions, laughter and ap¬
plause are picked up by overhead
microphones and recorded simul¬
taneously with the show’s dialogue
on the sound track.
Method Saves Time

One of the major advantages of
this type of video film production
is a saving of time, e.g., while
many hours are devoted to block¬
ing the action, rehearsals and tech¬
nical run-throughs, the actual film¬
ing of a half-hour episode takes
only about an hour, allowing for
reloading of cameras and ward¬
robe changes. What may seem like
a tremendous economy is, of
course, somewhat offset by the fact
that three complete camera crews
are used instead of the usual one.
But aside from such considera¬
tions as economy of time and
money, there is one advantage
which this system offers that more
than compensates for whatever
technical disadvantages may be in¬

ROBERT DeGRASSE, ASC
Has directed the photography of 250 episodes

Spotting In The Lights

of “The Danny Thomas Show," and previously
photographed

much

of

the

“Amos

'n

Andy"

TV series.

doesn’t like to work any other
way. The method also offers great¬
er freedom to the actors. The ac¬
tion is, of course, carefully blocked
in advance, but in our show we
don’t attempt to confine any actor
to exact marks because this would
tend to produce a static result. We
know that they’ll invariably miss
many of the floor marks while
we’re actually shooting, but we just
have to make sure that at least
one of the cameras is focused on
the principal players at all times
and that the set is properly lighted
to permit acceptable photography

During the technical rehearsals
an attempt is made to spot in the
lighting according to the way the
action is blocked, but extra lights
must always be added as a pre¬
caution against the actors ending
up in the wrong areas during
shooting.
One of the main lighting prob¬
lems arises out of the fact that,
with three mobile cameras contin¬
uously moving about on the stage,
it is impossible to use any light¬
ing equipment on the floor. There¬
fore, all of the light must come
from lamps mounted overhead,
and high enough so they will not
show in the master shots. To help
Continued on Page 245

SOME OF THE OVERHEAD lights used to illuminate the sets are barely visible at top of picture.
Quality of light they produce is more than adequate to accommodate the three Mitchell cameras
that are continuously running, and dollying in and out or from side to side as the show progresses
before a guest audience.

herent in the method.
“The main value of three-cam¬
era filming with a live audience
is that it gives the actors an op¬
portunity to get true audience re¬
action as they play. It aids tre¬
mendously in the quality of their
performance,” DeGrasse points
out. “Also, they are inspired by
this reaction so that they play for
the audience and its spontaneous
reaction. This is especially true of
actors with a predominantly stage
or vaudeville background. Danny
Thomas, for example, readily feels
the reaction of an audience; he
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DOUGLAS
equipped

AIRCRAFT’S
to

produce

a

Film

Services

wide

range

of

Department
motion

cinematographer Walt Tufts briefs camera
on

shooting

a

sequence

of

scenes

assistant

involving

is

pictures.
a

staffed

and

Here

chief

Robert

Caravelle

Goodwin
aircraft.

PHOTOGRAPHING
tion
part.

A

COMPANY

executive

development program, in which
Subject’s

performance

and

motion
speech

in

course

pictures
is

oral

presenta¬

play an

of

important

recorded

on

film

with

Auricon Pro-600 camera, later screened for study.

Jt is one hour until “blast-off” at White Sands

How cinematography contributes import¬
antly in research, engineering and person¬
nel training at

DOUGLAS
AIRCRAFT
COMPANY
By

220

DARRIN

SCOT

Proving Ground, New Mexico. A Nike Zeus mis¬
sile towers above the launching pad, poised for
flight. Technicians clamber about the superstructure
and pamper the missile with last-minute adjustments.
A peculiar, low, almost tangible hum of excitement
pervades the shimmering desert air.
A short distance away a camera crew of the
Douglas Aircraft Film Services Department trains
the lens of an Auricon sound camera on the com¬
pany’s Chief Project Engineer, who is in charge of
the firing. He steps forward, speaking directly to the
camera, and comments on the date, time, test condi¬
tions and the problems encountered thus far in the
count down.
As he points out various details of the missile in
the background, the camera’s turret is switched to a
telephoto lens to pick up these details in closeup.
And all of what the engineer says is recorded on film
along with the picture to provide the necessary tech¬
nical data and informative comment relative to the
missile launching for the enlightment of the engi¬
neers and others who later will study the film.
When this pre-launch briefing is concluded—and
photographed—the area is cleared of all personnel
and the camera crew withdraws to a safe tracking
area to photograph the actual launching. Sometimes
the camera, suitably protected, is set up within 200
feet of the searing blast of the rocket engines and
operated by remote control. As the count-down
reaches zero, the mechanical monster on the pad
slowly roars skyward, spouting fire from its tail
while leveling off in its thundering trajectory through

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

COMPLETELY
Services
The

EQUIPPED

Department's

camera

dolly,

for

any

mobile

lighting

film

production

generator
equipment,

truck
etc.,

assignment
and

which

is

Film

equipment

van.

are

carried

plane speeds it to a laboratory in Hollywood. Here
it is given immediate processing, a minimum of edit¬
ing, pre-filmed titles and leaders are spliced in, and
a print made. This is rushed to the engineering offices
of Douglas Aircraft Company. In the company’s pro¬
jection room, the film provides company executives
and engineers with a complete picture and sound re¬
port of the launching that took place at White Sands
a bare 24 hours earlier.
Meanwhile other prints of the film are made by
the laboratory and these are shipped by air to the
heads of the various areas of command around the
country as well as those overseas. Within 72 hours
of the actual launching as many as 1500 key defense
personnel in widely scattered areas of the world
have viewed the ten-minute report film and formu¬
lated conclusions from what they observed. The cost
of these films is less than $200.00 each.
The photographic procedure used in the produc¬
tion of such films is based on methods generally used
in TV newsfilm production. It was developed by Bill
Gibson, Douglas Aircraft’s Manager of Film Com¬
munications while supervising the filming of missile

in

the van are comparable to requirements of a small studio.

tests at Cape Canaveral.
Speed is achieved by shooting the reports with
16mm cameras and film. Ektachrome film is used
with an Auricon single-system sound camera. Optical
instead of magnetic recording is used for the sound
track because it permits quick, one-operation print¬
ing. A variable area track recorded at the Auricon
sound exposure setting of 17 gives the best sound
result, according to Gibson.
Although turning out the type of report films decribed above is an important part of the film pro-

space. The camera now tracks the missile until it
disappears from view, then the crew moves into the
blockhouse data reduction room with its camera
equipment where the engineer again steps before
the camera to give a post-launch summary of the
operation. He comments on the flight, the objectives
fulfilled and the failures, if any.
The film is then unloaded from the camera and
rushed to the airport at El Paso, where an awaiting

UNIQUE

WEATHER-PROOF

nicians to set

up

motion

housing

enables

Douglas

picture cameras close to

tech¬

missile

TECHNICIAN

launching pads or in widely scattered locations in the field

of
that

•
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camera
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a

remote

desert location. Pre-focused to cover one phase of the missile's movement, start and stop

to record various phases of a missile performance.
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wrong emphasis, long copy, noise—any
places which are unsatisfactory. After
the entire show is recorded, go hack
and re-do the defective areas. This can

THE TECHNIQUES

be done with aid of a stop watch and
by re-recording over the bad para¬
graphs or on a fresh tape. Whichever
way it is handled, do the correction
immediately and listen carefully for
voice match. The delay of even a few
hours can result in a very noticeable
change in the narrator’s voice quality.

OF CREATIVE
FILM EDITING

The Printed Track

(Part 3)

Once the director is satisfied with

Final steps in preparing the edited film that enable
the laboratory to produce the answer print.

the complete track, it should then be
transferred from the quarter-inch tape
to sprocketed 16mm magnetic film so
both sound and picture films can be
placed in the synchronizer for the final
cutting. The final check of this inter¬
lock, whether on a screen, a Moviola,
or on an editing table, represents the

VVT’e concluded the second article in

cue marks are usually slant lines in

this series last month by stating
that after all the tangible alterations
have been made, in the processing of
editing the rough cut, the narraion

red pencil immediately ahead of all
sections of copy that need to be cued
to specific visual sections. Thus, the
narrator may read to a mark and wait

should then be read while the rough
cut is projected; this will enable the

for the next cue before proceeding.
(Incidentally, it is essential that a syn¬

director to determine if there is enough
appropriate photography to cover each

chronous projector and tape recorder
be used for this work).

narrative thought.
Assuming that

Cueing The Narrator

the

workprint

is

pretty well edited at this point, and
the effects are all marked, the next step
is the actual recording of the narration.
Up to this point, the workprint is
still “loose" so that the photographic
matter can still be trimmed easily to
fit the final narrative track. This is a

last time changes in the placement of
the narration can be conveniently
made. An interlock check will rarely
show that no changes are needed. More
commonly, sentences will need to be
shifted one way or the other, or scenes
shifted slightly, often extended or even
replaced. If the changes are extensive,
a final interlock check is advisable be¬
fore preparing the sound effects and

gun, go all the way through and com¬

music tracks.
When music and sound effects are
required, separate magnetic tracks are

plete

prepared

Once the recording session has be¬
narration,

giving

the

narrator

his cues to read at the proper points
in the projected workprint. Meantime,
make notes of mispronounciations,

for each—again using the

final version of the edited workprint
for exact scene and overall length. For
Continued on

Page 244

popular method; many directors pre¬
fer to work this way so the narrator
can

more easily concentrate on

de¬

livery and emphasis during the actual
recording.
Pre-recording “Musts”
Before the recording session begins,
there are still a couple of mechanical
preparations to be made: 1) the nar¬
rator’s script should be neatly typed,
orderly, and double-spaced—and in¬
corporate all final changes. Revisions
should be typed instead of left as pen¬
cilled notations on margins. 2) each
page should then be attached, top and
bottom, to sheets of blotter paper so
that extraneous paper noise will not be
picked up during recording; otherwise,
the rustling of the undamped paper
sheets will be difficult to control.
The narrator’s cues should be
marked on the narration script. These
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The Arriflex 16, because of
its versatility, ruggedness and
reliability has become the most
popular portable professional
motion picture camera
in America today
(Quoted from a four-page editorial in “The American Cinematographer”)

Because of its features

is the
most
desirable
professional
16mm

camera
The many hundreds of new purchases of
the Arriflex 16 by industry, government,
military services, and educational
institutions are proof of the convincing
superiority of this outstanding camera as
factually stated in this insert. And the
partial list of satisfied users is our most
convincing recommendation...

TRUE MIRROR REFLEX SHUTTER
— not a beam splitting device - passes 100% of the light
to film and viewing system intermittently.
FINDER SHOWS BRIGHT IMAGE THROUGH TAKING LENS
— even in poor light. 10X magnification; no parallax; no
misframing; accurate, easy follow-focus.
REGISTRATION PIN IN PRECISION FILM GATE
— with balanced rear pressure pad, side pressure rail, cross
stages around aperture. This means rock-steady pictures,
no film “breathing,” 35mm-like film quality.
THREE LENS DIVERGENT TURRET
— lets you use wide angle lens to 300mm telephoto without
physical or optical interference.
INSTANT-CHANGE LENS MOUNT
— with large-flange surface insures positive seating and
precise flange focus and alignment.
LARGEST CHOICE OF LENSES
—by famous makers. From 5.7mm extreme wide angle
to longest telephoto.
VARIABLE SPEED MOTOR
— electrically driven by light, compact, rechargeable bat¬
teries. Motor instantly interchangeable for other types —
Governor Controlled, Synchronous and Animation.
TACHOMETER, FOOTAGE AND FRAME COUNTERS
HAND-HELD FILMING
— all these features in a camera so light (only 6*4 lbs), so
formfitting, with its ingenious Contour Hand Grip, that
steady, hand-held filming is easy.

Because of its
versatility

It is a hand camera for newsreel and fast action filming
It is a studio camera when you add the 400' Magazine and the
Synchronous Motor.
It is a sound camera when you put it in the Arriflex Blimp.
It is also an animation camera, a scientific laboratory camera,
a medical camera, a cine-micrographic camera.
You can start with the hand camera, and as your requirements
demand, add the special purpose accessories, and yet be able to
convert it back to a hand camera in a few seconds — and with¬
out the use of even a screwdriver.

Because it is
rugged and reliable

Here is a precision camera that will operate dependably
under the most adverse conditions.
Walt Disney Productions, Inc., whose assignments lead their
crews to the farthest corners of the globe, own more than 30
Arriflex 16’s as of this date.
In the rough tropics, during the filming of “The African
Lion,” ace Disney wild-life photographer A1 Milotte shot over
90,000 feet of color with one Arri 16.
Disney cameramen found the Arriflex 16 most reliable dur¬
ing the Navy North Pole Expedition.
And for the recent South Pole Expedition—1957-1958—
where Disney Productions filmed “The Seven Cities of
Antarctica,” Arri 16’s again were selected for major filming.

Because of factory
service in the U. S.

A modern, fully equipped service center is maintained in
New York City, manned by factory trained technicians. A
complete stock of Arriflex parts is always on hand. Because
Arriflex owners derive their income through the use of their
cameras, service is handled on the promptest possible basisin most instances within 24 hours.

Because of its
reasonable price

You cannot buy another registration-pin 16mm camera unless
you pay more than twice as much. If you “doctor up” an
ordinary 16mm camera with accessories needed for professional
use, it will cost you more than the Arriflex and you still won’t
have a professional camera, not to talk about the many ex¬
clusive Arriflex features.

Arriflex equipment is
available on convenient
long-term leasing plan with
purchase option.

CORPORATION OF AMERICA
257 PARK AVENUE SOUTH, NEW YORK 10, N. Y.

Hundreds of satisfied Arriflex customers throughout the nation are our best recommendation. Many
companies are members of our “more than 6 Arriflexes” Club. Here is only a partial list of Arriflex users.
nftit!’,

y.'S)

■i

ACF Industries, Inc.

Hopkins Marine Station

RAD, Avco Manufacturing Corp.

Aerojet General Corporation

Hospital for Special Surgery

Raytheon Missile Division

Aerophysics Dev. Corp.

Hughes Tool Co.

Radio Corporation of America

African Leprosy Society

Hunter Douglas Corporation

Remington Rand

Agricultural Extension Service

Illinois Bell Telephone Co.

Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ

Allstate Insurance Company

International Business Machines

Republic Aviation

American Foundn. for the Study of Man

International Harvester Company

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.

Ames Aero Laboratory

Jamieson Machine Co.

Argonne National Laboratory

Jet Propulsion Laboratory

Mark Armistead

Kansas State Teachers College

Aro, Inc.

Kansas University Medical Center

Astranaut, Inc.
Atomics International

Kelly-Zahrndt-Kelly Inc.

Audubon Society

Kimberly Clark Corporation

AVCO Corporation

KPLC-TV Lake Charles, La.

Kent Films

Baltimore City Hospital

Kraft Foods Co.

Baptist Foreign Mission Board

Lear, Inc.

Barber-Greene Company

Lockheed Aircraft Corp. —Calif. Div.

Bell Telephone Laboratories

Lockheed Missile Systems

Bendix Aviation-Eclipse Pioneer Div.

Los Angeles State College Fndtn.

Boeing Airplane Company

Lythe Engr. and Mfg. Co.

Brookhaven National Labs.

Mackinac Bridge Authority, Mich.

Business Films

Manufacturing Experiments Div.

CAA (Photographic Sec.)
California Institute of Technology
California State Polytechnic College
Cal-Nat Productions, Inc.
Calvin Company
Dr. Ramon Castroviejo
Cate and McGlone
Cavalcade Productions, Inc.
Chase Manhattan Bank
Chrysler Corporation
Cinefonics, Inc.
Cleveland Clinic
Coleman Productions
Colonial Williamsburg, Inc.
Colorado Dept, of Highways
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Continental Productions, Inc.
Convair Astronautics
Cook Electrical Research

System Development Corporation
Telecine Film Studios Inc.

Methodist Hospital, Houston

Temple Hospital, Philadelphia

Michigan State Highway Dept.

Texas Department of Health

Michigan State University

Thiokol Chemical Corporation

Midwest Film Studios

Time, Inc.

Missouri Conservation Commission

Trans World Airlines

Mode Art Pictures Inc.

Trinity Films Inc.

Moody Institute of Science

Union Pacific Railroad Company

Motion Picture Production

U. S. Air Force Academy

MPO Productions

U. S. Army Redstone Arsenal-Alabama

Museum of Science

U. S. Borax and Chemical Corp.

National Aeronautics and
Space Administration

U. S. Civil Aeronautics Administration

National Broadcasting Company

Doak Aircraft

New Holland Machinery Company
N. Y. Bellevue Medical Center

Filtron Company, Inc.

South Dakota State College

Merit Prod, of California

Walt Disney Productions

Eyerly Aircraft Co.

Sleeping Giant Films

McDonnel Aircraft

Nature Close-Ups

Farrell and Gage Films Inc.

Shell Development Corp.
Signal Films

Standard Oil Company of Indiana

Diamond Ordnance Freeze Lab.

Encylcopedia Britannica Films

Screencraft Enterprises

Wayne Steffner Productions

Natural History Museum, N.Y.C.

Educator Films

Peter J. Schweitzer Inc.
Charles Sciurba

McCullough Motors

Nationwide Insurance

Eastman Kodak Company

Santa Fe Railroad

Southwest Film Industries

Daytona Beach Chmbr. of Commerce

E. I. DuPont de Nemours

Rutgers University
St. Luke’s-Texas C and M Hospital

Marquette Univ. School of Medicine

Curtis Publishing Co.

Dow Corning Corporation

Roswell Park Memorial Inst. (Buffalo)

Glenn L. Martin Co.

Nationtal Inst, of Health
(Photographic Sec.)

Dumont Television Network

Rolab Photo Science Lab.
The Rosicrucian Order

Southeastern Films

Craven Film Corp.

Doane Productions

Rockefeller Institute, N. Y.
Rocketdyne, Inc.

Marathon TV Newsreel

National Bureau of Standards

Cornell University

Richfield Oil Corporation
Rochester University, Biology Dept.

U. S. Department of Agriculture
U. S. Department of the Interior
U. S. Naval Ordnance Laboratories
U. S. Navy Electronics Laboratories
U. S. Public Health Service
U. S. Senate Recording Studio
U. S. Steel Corporation
U. S. Veterans Administration
University of California
University of Chicago

N. Y. Eye & Ear Infirmary

University of Indiana

N. Y. State Department of Commerce

University of Miami

N. Y. State Power Authority

University of Michigan

New York University

University of Minnesota

Newington Home for Crippled Children

University of Texas

North American Aviation

University of Wisconsin

No. Ca. Wildlife Resource Comm.

Upjohn Company

North Dakota Agricultural College

Venard Organization

Florida Cypress Gardens

Northern Indiana Public Service

Medical College of Virginia

Florida State University

Ogilvy, Benson and Mather

Virginia Dept, of Education

F-M Film Editing Service

Ohio Department of Highways

Virginia Polytechnic Institute

Henry Ford Hospital

Oregon University, Medical School

Vision, Inc.

Ford Motor Company

Pan American Airways

WBNS-TV, Columbus, Ohio

Gallu Productions

Pennsylvania Dept, of Public Instruction

WCCO-TV, Minneapolis, Minn.

General Electric Co.—AGT Div.

Pennsylvania Game Commission

Western Electric Company

General Electric Co. —FP Div.

Phillips Petroleum Co.

Westinghouse Electric Corporation

General Motors—Research Lab.

Pillsbury Mills Inc.

Weston Woods Studios

Grumman Aircraft Engr. Corporation

Pilot Productions Inc.

WGBH-TV, Boston, Mass.

Hamilton Wright Organization

Plastic Contact Lens Co.

WHDH, Inc., Boston, Mass.

Harvard Medical School

Platt Productions

WINO Radio Station, Dayton, Ohio

Harvard Productions Inc.

:

Harvard University—Peabody Museum

•v-

Producers’ Film Studios

Wisconsin Conservation Dept.

Purdue University

WSAZ-TV, Huntington, W. Va.
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Decided By Cinematography
High-speed “photo-finish” cinematography provides offi¬
cials with pictorial proof on disputed plays in 60 seconds.

CHARLES
Eye

detail

by the camera in record of similar play in night game. Film is standard

How Close Baseball Plays Are

By

equally sharp

frames

play.

General Mgr.,

illumination,

Clip of critical

In

The

CASEY

Sky Co.,

Chicago,

He turned to our firm, the Eye
In The Sky Company, of Chicago,
which has used high-speed photog¬
raphy to record horse and dog
race finishes since 1934.
Eye In The Sky operates at 62
race tracks throughout the United
States and Canada. We have de¬
veloped “photo-finish” photography to the point where we can
give a readable negative to racing
officials for their decision in 52
seconds.

III.

Camera Mounted On Roof

^he

same

high-speed

cameras

and processing techniques
used to record horse-race finishes
are now being applied successful¬
ly in photo¬
graphing close
plays in majorleague baseball
games.
In less than
two minutes
after close plays
were concluded
in games played
CHARLES CASEY
atComiskey
Park, Chicago, late last season, a
sequence of still pictures from
movie film was placed in of¬
ficials’ hands enabling them to ad¬
judicate
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The

pictures

clearly showed the position of the
ball with relation to the receiver
and position of the runner. High¬
speed photography provided indis¬
putable proof of the play.
The photos were made by a
high-speed, 35mm motion picture
camera mounted atop the grand¬
stand. It was housed in a twosection booth, alongside rapid
film processing facilities.
Test Proved Feasibility
This experiment was the brain¬
child of Bill Veeck, president of
the Chicago White Sox. Veeck de¬
cided last August to test the pro¬
cedure and potential of photo¬
graphing close plays with a movie
camera.

It was Veeck’s desire that we in¬
stall a camera high on the roof of
the grandstand at Comiskey Park
to record plays at first and second
base.
We first designed a two-section
booth, 10 by 6 feet in size. The
camera section was 4x6 feet and
the processing area 6x6 feet. Both
were entirely light-proof, because
the camera we used, a high-speed
35mm job we designed for taking
race track photo finishes, has its
inner mechanism exposed.
The booth was constructed and
set up on the roof of the grand¬
stand over third base in time to
film the final ten White Sox home
games last year. These included
five day and five night games.
Continued

on

Page 242
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“THE APARTMENT”

Joseph LaSheile, ASC
LA SHELLE, who won an “Oscar” for the pho¬
tography of “Laura” (1944), photographed “The
Apartment” in black-and-white and Panavision. The
production is rich in realistic photographic treatment
mood lighting which transforms a drab apartment
into a part-time love nest; artful lensing of city
streets and a park at night;
plus the tricky-to-light-and-shoot
sequences filmed inside a vast
office having tremendous depth
and an endless maze of desks and
people. Never intruding on the
story, the photography smoothly
advances the plot to point of
climax . where skillful lighting
and camera handling add strong.
Joseph LaSheile, ASC
visual punch lines.

1960 “OSCAR” NOMINEES
for Cinematography
A Notable Fact about the ten motion pictures nom¬
inated for cinematography awards this year by
members of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences is that every one is distinguished by
genuinely creative photography. Each of the ten—
five of which are black-and-white and five in color—
abundantly displays cinematographic techniques
which have evolved to a new level of artistry and

perfection. All of the films are a delight to watch on
the screen.
While it is the production itself that is officially
nominated for the various awards, including cinema¬
tography, it is to the Directors of Photography of the
pictures selected for best photography in the final
voting by the Academy to whom presentation of the
Oscar

awaid

IS

made.

Continued on Page 230

“THE FACTS OF LIFE”

Charles B. Lang, Jr., ASC
IN PHOTOGRAPHING this black-and-white comedy
production, Lang, who has worked mostly in color
in recent years, demonstrates a rare talent for achiev¬
ing wonderful results in the monochrome medium.
Mostly it is sparkling high-key photography comple¬
menting a lively romantic story,
enhances the beautiful sets and
costumes. And there is some
photographic magic, too, that
makes a couple of middle-aged
clowns seem almost like a pair
of teenagers in love. Bob Hope
and Lucille Ball, who star in
this Panama & Frank Produc¬
tion, never looked better on the
screen.
“The Facts of Life”
could earn for Lang his second
“Oscar.”
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“INHERIT THE WIND”

,

Ernest Laszlo ASC
THE BIG challenge for Ernest Laszlo, in photograph¬
ing “Inherit The Wind" for Stanley Kramer, was the
lengthy sequences inside a courtroom where existed
every possible obstacle to conventional black-and-white
cinematography. Laszlo employed dramatic camera
angles and skillfully unobtrusive camera movement
to keep the story flowing visu¬
ally, and prevented it becoming
static at any point. The camera
prowls around the fringe of a
group, moving as an absorbed
spectator might, shifting posi¬
tion occasionally to gain a bet¬
ter view. As The Hollywood Re¬
porters reviewer, Jim Powers,
said: “Laszlo’s photography is a
Ernest Laszlo, ASC
silent but subtle ally of the story.'’

“PSYCHO”

,

John L. Russell ASC
ALFRED HITCHCOCK, perhaps more than any other
screen director, knows cinematography from A to Z,
appreciates how imaginative photography can en¬
hance his type of pictures. In John L. Russell he
found a director of photography equal to any chal¬
lenge he could conceive, one who could give the
“Hitchcock touch" a new and
unique pictorial embellishment.
Laszlo’s black-and-white photog¬
raphy of “Psycho’’ is somber,
brooding—rife with suspense and
impending violence.
Predomi¬
nantly low-key, it explodes fre¬
quently into glaring whiteness of
horror. There are no obvious
camera tricks, but the technique
intensifies the impact of an in¬
genious, hard-hitting whodunit.
John L. Russell, ASC

“SONS AND LOVERS”

,

Freddie Francis ASC
FREDDIE FRANCIS, a member of the British Society
of Cinematographers, is the only foreign director of
photography contending for an Academy Award this
year. In his black-and-white photography of “Sons
and Lovers,” released in this country by 20th CenturyFox, he uniquely captures a visual paradox—the drab¬
ness of the English coal-country
and, at the same time, its pecu¬
liar dramatic beauty. His camera
treatment etches an image of a
locale dreary to those who have
already lived, but exciting to a
young man reaching out for the
first time to taste of the passions
of life and love.
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“THE ALAMO”
W illiam H. Clothier
WILLIAM CLOTHIER used as many as five Todd-AO
cameras at one time to photograph some of the action
scenes for “Alamo,” epic color production of the his¬
toric 13-day battle for Texas liberty. Filmed entirely
on a Texas location in carefully reproduced and his¬
torically accurate “practical” sets with cramped, lowceilinged

rooms

and

numerous

other photographic handicaps,
the camera work nevertheless has
great visual scope—especially in
the

climactic

battle

sequences

where the multiple camera cov¬
erage projects the audience right
into the midst of the thundering
Wm. H. Clothier

Of the eleven contenders for cinematography
“Oscars” this year, four are previous Academy
Award winners. Joseph LaShell, who filmed “The
Apartment,” won an Award in 1944 for the photog¬
raphy of “Laura.” Charles Lang, Jr., who photo¬
graphed “The Facts Of Life,” received an Award in
1933 for “A Farewell To Arms.” He also has nu¬
merous nominations to his credit. Sam Leavitt, who
photographed “Exodus,” won the 1958 “Oscar” for
black - and - white photography for “The Defiant
Ones.” Should Joseph Ruttenberg win an “Oscar”
this year for the photography of “Butterfield 8,” it
will give him five in all—-the greatest number of
“Oscars” won to date by any single Director of Pho¬
tography. He is still in the lead in this respect with

carnage.

four Awards: “The Great Waltz” (1938), “Mrs.
Miniver” (1942), “Somebody Up There Likes Me”
(1956) and “Gigi” (1958).
“The Apartment” (Joseph LaShelle), “The Facts
of Life” (Charles B. Lang, Jr.), “Inherit The
Wind” (Ernest Laszlo), “Psycho” (John L. Rus¬
sell), and “Spartacus” (Russell Metty) are essen¬
tially studio productions, filmed for the most part
in and near Hollywood.
“The Alamo” (William Clothier) was filmed in
Texas, “Butterfield 8” (Joseph Ruttenberg) mostly
in New York, “Exodus” (Sam Leavitt) in Israel and
on the island of Cyprus, and much of “Pepe” (Joe
MacDonald) was shot in Mexico and Las Vegas,
Continued on

Page 249

“BUTTERFIELD 8”

,

Joseph Ruttenberg ASC
JOSEPH RUTTENBERG, the world’s leading holder
of “Oscar” awards for cinematography (4) is in the
running again this year for the photography of
“Butterfield 8.” His lush, low-key color photography
expertly delineates the after-dark New York world
of a night-blooming-Cereus type modern-day courtesan. Precisely controlled light¬
ing accurately conveys the at¬
mosphere of intimate bistros in
which one feels rather than sees
the revelers present.
Without
taking anything away from Eliza¬
beth Taylor for her performance
as star of the picture, Joe Ruttenherg’s artful lighting and pho¬
tography contribtes most sub¬
stantially toward the provoca¬
tive and realistic portrayal she
ioseph Ruttenberg, ASC
achieves.
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“EXODUS”

,

Sam Leavitt A SC
SAM LEAVITT photographed “Exodus” in color and
Super Panavision on actual locations in Israel and on
the island of Cyprus. Not a single scene was shot in
nor anywhere near a studio sound stage. Some of the
location interiors were not much larger than a tele¬
phone booth, and he often had to make 360-degree pan
shots (Director Preminger dis¬
dains a static camera) where it
was next to impossible to light for
them. Balancing interior and ex¬
terior light was a constant chal¬
lenge. Almost continuous use was
made of the moving camera for
dramatic impact and to heighten
phases of the continuity.

Sam Leavitt, ASC

“PEPE”

,

Joseph MacDonald ASC
IN PHOTOGRAPHING “Pepe” in color and Panasyision. Director of Photography Joseph MacDonald
|vas called on to photograph just about everything
from a dream ballet to a comic bullfight. Not since
“Around The World In 80 Days” has a picture com¬
prised such diversity of subject matter and locales.
MacDonald’s mobile and carefree
camera follows the adventures of
the film’s appealing hero in a
colorful, star-studded travelogue
of Mexico, Las Vegas, and Hol¬
lywood. Imaginative pre-planning
of the photography resulted in
shots of the bullfight that are
sheer delight, and there’s an ex¬
otic accent to the many scenes
filmed in Acapulco.

Joe MacDonald, ASC

“SPARTACUS”

,

Russell Metty ASC
TO CAPTURE the full sweep and flashing action of
“Spartacus,” Director of Photography Russell Metty
mounted Super Technirama cameras on camera
cranes and dollies and kept them moving so skillfully
that the audience finds itself constantly in the midst
of what is happening without realizing that the camera
is on wheels a good part of the
time. The imaginative use of col¬
ored light in many of the scenes
provides an effective contrast be¬
tween the shabby world of the
slave-gladiators and the elegance
of the Roman patricians. Color
quality of the photography is exRussell Metty, ASC
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MOTION PICTURE
SET LIGHTING
. . . an interview with
ARTHUR C. MILLER, ASC

UNLIKE WHEN SHOOTING out of doors where sunlight provides the
necessary illumination, photographing indoors on the sound stage
presents problems, the ready solution of which requires of the cin¬
ematographer a thorough knowledge of all set lighting implements
and of the techniques for using them.
While almost every veteran director of photography in Hollywood
has certain individual methods of lighting sets and photographing
them, in general each follows procedures which are more or less
basic for motion picture photography.
Actually, there is no one cut-and-dried procedure—nor could there
be, any more than there could be for, say, painting a picture. For
then there would be no individual creativity, no artistry.
As far as is known, no recognized director of photography has
written a book on set lighting techniques. Much of what cinema stu¬
dents have learned about the art has been distilled from classroom
lectures, the student workshop, from chapters on the subject in books
dealing with film making, or from some of the technical articles in
maqazrnes.
The following interview with Arthur Miller, ASC, reveals some
interesting and informative facts about the concepts and techniques
of contemporary motion picture set lighting. Mr. Miller, now retired,
is a past President of the American Society of Cinematographers and
one of the few Hollywood directors of photography to win three or
more Academy Awards for photographic achievement (“How Green
Was My Valley,” 1941; “Song of Bernadette,” 1944; and “Anna and
the King of Siam,” 1946).

Q—Have

the basic principles of motion picture set
lighting changed to any great extent during recent
years, particularly because of the marked swing
toward wide-screen pictures?
A—In general the fundamental principles remain the same.
This is not to say that every cinematographer follows the
same procedure or produces the same results. Besides the
basic mechanics of cinematography, there is the all-import¬
ant factor of individual creativity which, lacking it, few
cinematographers ever attain more than ordinary results.
The tools for lighting a set—the lamps—still are pretty
much the same, except for the recently introduced light¬
weight units, such as Colortrans, Garnelites, etc.

Q—What

do you consider the most important factor
in the creation of good lighting for motion picture
photography?

A—I believe there are two important factors: 1. plenty of
experience, and 2. an education—if not some practical
experience—in portraiture. Only through extensive exper¬
ience working with set lamps and studying their effects on
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WHEN, back

in

1942, Arthur Miller received

his first Academy Award for the photography
of “How Green Was My Valley,” it crowned
an

impressive

began

when

technician
mately

to

to

record
he

“first”

his

of

achievements

graduated

first

from

cameraman,
important

that

laboratory
and

ulti¬

assignment—

photographing the “Perils of Pauline” serials.
He

was

for

many

photography at 20th

years

a

top

director

of

Century-Fox studio dur¬

ing which time he won three Academy Awards
for pictures he photographed there.

the screen can a cinematographer really use set lighting
intelligently. Knowledge of portraiture and especially of
artistic portrait lighting is essential to achieve the best pic¬
torial results in motion picture closeups. Some of Holly¬
wood’s best cinematographers began as portrait photogra¬
phers many years ago.

Q—What

is the first thing that a director of photog¬
raphy does in preparing to light the sets for a new
production?

A—Well, to start with, he is given the script to read. As he
reads it he visualizes the lighting and photographic treat¬
ment he will give the story. He looks for scenes to which
he can give a certain photographic impact to motivate the
story at that point or to point up the mood, and he makes
special note of this. Following a thorough study of the
script, he formulates a plan of lighting and photography
for the entire picture. Thus, no matter where the director
starts to shoot—be it in the middle of the story or the last
scene first, as is often the case—he can proceed with the
lighting knowing that it will be in harmony with that for
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the rest of the picture.

Q—To what extent, if any, does the type of story
set the lighting style or approach?
A—The story has everything to do with it. Actually, almost
every screen story calls for some special lighting or photo¬
graphic treatment; sometimes the director of photography
gets an inspiration for a new and different lighting ap¬
proach. Sometimes a director or producer will specify “'low
key’- treatment for a production when what he actually
wants is the cameraman to work with a minimum of lights
as a matter of economy. But low-key lighting doesn’t necessaraily mean shooting with fewer lights; it certainly doesn’t
mean shooting with the least amount of lighting equipment
in order to reduce production costs.

Q—How would you define low-key lighting and
higli-key lighting?
A—In my experience, the terms “low key lighting” and
“high key lighting” have meant many things to many peo¬
ple. I am sure that nowhere in the literature are these two
terms adequately defined. We might properly say that highkey lighting is stark and brilliant throughout the set, with
a minimum of shadows; and that low-key lighting is just
the opposite — a maximum of shadow or dark area in
the scene with high-lighted areas in minority. But what
we term low-key lighting here might be termed “effect
lighting” by another cinematographer. And so it goes.
It is generally considered, however, that a set lit in high
key is one in which the entire set is brightly lit. An ex¬
ample is what many in the industry have come to term
“Childs’ restaurant” lighting. This famous New York res¬
taurant long has been noted for its brilliant interior illumin¬
ation and it is this type of lighting that is often applied
where high-key lighting is desired in a scene. This, for
black-and-white photography, of course. In color photog¬
raphy, some cinematographers will pour 800 foot candles of
light into the set and stop down the lens for the desired
high-key effect. Before set lighting for motion pictures be¬
came the serious artistic endeavor that it is today, almost all
high comedy pictures and musicals were photographed in
high key. One thing, however, that high key does not mean
is an over-exposed negative.
Low-key lighting is generally specified for some romantic
scenes and for certain scenes in mystery and horror pictures

where shadows and particularly a preponderance of shaded
area in the scene enhances the somber pictorial effect or
mood called for in the script. Some examples are: a scene in
which two lovers are seated in a darkened room before a
fireplace; a bedroom scene with moonlight filtering through
a curtained window; a thief crouched before a safe and
using a flashlight for illumination, etc. Some cinematog¬
raphers, however, would insist these are examples of “effect
lighting,” although certainly the overall scene would have
a general low-key aspect.
Most photoplays filmed today include both high- and lowkey scenes which are properly related and intelligently
intercut to impart the desired mood or tempo in a picture.

Q—What, if anything is done in the wav of special
treatment of the negative by the laboratory to con¬
tribute to low- or high-key effects in cinematog¬
raphy ?
A—Properly photographed, either type scene requires no
special attention by the laboratory in this respect. To
achieve a proper low-key effect—the quality desired in a
low-key romantic scene, for example—it is necessary to pro¬
duce a negative on the thin side. I don’t mean one under¬
exposed, but thin in density and well balanced. Negatives of
scenes lit in high key, on the other hand, are full negatives.
Properly, both the high- and the low-key negatives are good
negatives. Neither is over- or under-exposed. It depends on
the effect you want as to where you place the density in the
scene and therefore the negative; you control this by ex¬
posure.

Q—Directors of Photography frequently refer to
lighting ratios. Just what is meant by this, and what
are considered normal lighting ratios?
A—The lighting ratio is the relationship of the key light,
plus the fill light, to the fill light alone. It is important to
compute the ratio in this manner since the brightest area
of the scene or subject is that where the rays of the key
light and the fill light are superimposed. Where the key
light is twice as strong in intensity as the fill light, the area
illuminated by both sources receives three units of light—
two from the key and one from the fill—producing a light¬
ing ratio of three-to-one.
Now while this formulary tells us the lighting ratio, it
Continued on Page 244

HIGH-KEY lighting

is exemplified in this scene from a Hollywood pro¬

LOW-KEY LIGHTING in this scene compliments mood of both the story

duction.

high-key

and the setting—a dingy warehouse where gangster mob is headquar¬

Here

the

illumination

is generally uniform

out the set with subtle shading on upper areas of walls.
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through¬

tered. Key lighting is artfully directed on all players.
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io-lt-lourself Sales
Promotion Films
In 8mm With Sound
How two machinery manufacturing execu¬
tives increased company sales with a do-ityourself film making program. Their 8mm
sound films effectively sell by sight and
sound in the absence of product demonstra¬
tions.

VERY
film

OFTEN

the

presentation

equipment
is

or

machinery, for which

prepared by Don Morton, has

an

8mm

sound

not yet been built.

In such instances, a scale model serves the purpose, as pictured above.

By

ALVIN

IV/Taking

8mm

D.

When the subject must be shown in motion, this is produced either by

ROE

controlling it by fine wires as
motion animation.

ence, is the recent accomplishment of two young
executives of the Morton Manufacturing Company
in Muskegon Heights, Michigan.
Using a combination of animated models, actual
machines, 35mm slides given the illusion of motion,
realistic sound effects, plus other ideas picked up
along the way, Don and Robert Morton, brothers,
have completed several 8mm films which have
proved highly effective sales aids.
Certainly it would be hard to find a better exam¬
ple for business with a greater need for material of

THE LIGHTING equipment Don Morton uses in photographing the con¬
phases of a

portable as the
conventional

piece of heavy-duty equipment, is as light and

lightweight 8mm camera used

bar-lights equipped with

to photograph

it.

Here

Reflector-floods plus a couple of

clamp-on units supply the necessary illumination.
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is being

photographed, or by stop-

sound sales-promotion movies of

huge, special equipment, often not yet in exist¬

struction

it

this type. In its 100,000 square foot plant, Morton
Manufacturing produces special machinery too
large even to be displayed at machine tool shows.
Imagine the problems, for example, facing a
salesman trying to sell a $lUo million bridge miller
which measures 130 feet long, 40 feet wide, 35 feet
high, and exists only on a drawing board!
In the past, blueprints and scale models were the
only answer. Since the fall of 1959, however, 8mm
sound movies have come to the rescue. And as an
indication of their success, the bridge miller just
mentioned was sold to General Electric Co. after
initial interest was first stimulated by an 18-minute
8mm sound movie which cost only $40.00 to pro¬
duce.
The entire film production, except processing and
sound striping, was done by the two brothers. Yet
this is strictly a sideline for the young business
executives. Don, who handles photography, is sales
engineer, and Robert, who takes care of sound, is
executive vice president of Morton Manufacturing,
a family firm. Founded by Matthew Morton in 1875,
it now lists seven Mortons, including five sons repre¬
senting the fourth generation. It employs 125 and
has some 35 sales representatives in the U. S., Can¬
ada, Europe and Asia.
Morton’s movies, shown with three Kodak Sound
8 Projectors, have made it possible to stimulate in¬
terest, create understanding, and sell expensive,
highly-specialized
ing it.

equipment

without

first

build¬

Robert Morton uses one of the projectors to re¬
confirmed on
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Forgive us
for blowing
our horn

but we would like to remind you —
*^hat Hunt photographic grade chemicals
1 have been rigidly controlled to comply with
ASA specifications since their introduction.
-pat this is Hunts’ long standing policy and
1 not a “Johnny-come-lately” idea.

"pat Hunt packaging is time tested and un¬
surpassed in the industry, incorporating

such features as color-coded bags for easier
chemical identification.
-pat Hunt has been the principal chemical
supplier to the motion picture industry
since 1909.
-pat this is the best possible testimony to
Hunt quality and service.

For service that is unsurpassed—Contact your nearest Hunt office
FOR

SUPERIOR

RESULTS

AROUND

THE

CLOCK

USE

HUNT

PHOTOGRAPHIC

CHEMICALS

PHILIP A. HUNT COMPANY
PALISADES PARK, NEW JERSEY
BRANCHES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES
In Canada: Philip A. Hunt Company (Canada) Ltd., 207 Queen's Quay West, Toronto
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TO

BE

SALEABLE,

Linker who

has

a

film

made

must

films

in

have

strong

more

than

human

70

interest,

says

countries. Good

Hal

equipment in top working condition is also essential. Here Linker pho-

camera

tographs with a Bolex camera a native dance on a South Pacific island.

Seeking A Market For Your Films?
Free-lance cinematographers everywhere ask the question: “Where
can I sell my films?” For an answer, the editors went to Hal Linker,
well-known lecturer-filmer and TV film maker who has sold his
movies to many markets.
By

Jf you’ve tried without success

CHARLIE

to find a mar¬

ket for the films you make, or can make, scores
of other 16mm and 35mm cinematographers join
you in your frustration. Markets for films, espe¬
cially from unknows, are understandably scarce;
and even well-established professionals do not al¬
ways find ready buyers or even assignments on
speculation.
The increasing number of letters that have come
from readers asking American Cinematographer to
put them in touch with reliable buyers of film, led
the editors to make a number of inquiries. This,
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SEE

happily, led to Hal Linker—a man who has become
eminetly successful as a producer of 16mm travel
films and who started like so many others with a
home movie camera and more than a little creative
ability. Hal, his wife Halla and son David together
have filmed in 75 countries throughout the world.
Today the trio is well known to national television
audiences as the Hal Linker Family whose “Won¬
ders of the World” weekly television program is
now in its fifth year. Linker’s book, “Three Pass¬
ports To Adventure,” published by Doubleday, and
a Literary Guild selection, makes it debut in book-
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stores late this month.
During World War II, Hal Linker graduated
from home movie making to shooting with a pro¬
fessional Eyemo camera. As an Amphibious Forces
Intelligence Officer, he covered the invasions of Iwo
Jima and Okinawa as well as other Army and Navy
campaigns in the Pacific. By the time he had re¬
turned to civilian life, he knew that making movies
for money was the profession for him. But instead
of shooting film and then seeking blindly for a mar¬
ket for miscellaneous footage, Linker carefully
planned his shooting, edited his films with a pur¬
pose, and marketed the results directly to people—
by way of the lecture hall. By the end of 1956,
Hal Linker had produced and exhibited an impres¬
sive collection of travel films in color on many lands.
Next he proposed to a national advertising agency
that his films might make a successful TV series.
KCOP-TV in Los Angeles liked the idea and its
television debut took place early in January, 1957.
Linker has been on the air each week since then;
his series, in a syndicated version, has been sold in
over 30 U. S. cities as well as in 6 foreign lands,
including Siam.
Hal Linker a Qualified Adviser
Hal Linker’s film and television successes have
led him into other business activities. He operates
a successful travel agency on Wilshire Boulevard
in Los Angeles—a “natural,” considering that he
has traveled the world over and has friends and
business contacts in many countries. He also is
President of Hal Linker Productions, a company
that specializes in commercial, television, documen¬
tary and exploitation films. Clients include Sabena
Belgian World Airlines, Canadian Pacific Airlines,
the governments of Iceland and Pakistan, and Branff
International Airways. Together his successes easily
qualify him as an adviser on who and what to film

As to the possible markets for 16mm films pro¬
duced by unknowns, Hal Linker lists four which he
believes have a potential. These are television, edu¬
cation, major motion picture studios, and film li¬
braries.
Television: Unless a newsreel subject or docu¬
mentary film intended for television is both timely
and newsworthy, there is little or no market for a
single-reel subject except, perhaps, for a show such
as “Omnibus.” This is an NBC-TV network pro¬
gram and frequently uses films 10 or 12 minutes
in length. If you have a film you believe qualifies
for this program, write Executive Producer, Omni¬
bus, NBC-TV, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, N.Y.
Markets For Single Subjects

Another possible market for single subjects run¬
ning 23 to 26 minutes in screen time is Jack Douglas
Enterprises, Inc., Los Angeles, which produces the
“I Search For Adventure” and “Seven League
Boots” TV programs. Bruce Campbell is producer,
and the address is 8833 Sunset Boulevard, Los
Angeles, Calif. A similar market is Bill Burrud
Productions, 1522 No. Van Ness Avenue, Holly¬
wood 28, Calif. It is advisable to write both mar¬
kets in advance and query them about their require¬
ments and rates of payment Another possible mar¬
ket, although a small one, is Len Stuttman who pro¬
grams films on station WOOD-TV in Grand Rapids,
Michigan.
One of the most successful of the travel and ad¬
venture programs currently on television is the
“World Adventure” series produced by George F.
Pierrot of the Detroit Institute of Arts, Detroit,
Michigan. This show has been on the air longer,
perhaps, than any other travel program. A require¬
ment in marketing your film here is that you must
agree to appear in person with the film at the time
Continued on

Next Page

and where to sell it.
“Professionals in the film business—those who
buy, sell or exhibit motion pictures — can tell
whether a film has market value the first few min¬
utes it is on the screen,” Linker says. “The human
interest angle must be genuinely and intelligently
developed. This demands imagination and a keen
sense of pictorial and action continuity. The pho¬
tographic quality must be high, and it is impera¬
tive that the filmer use a good tripod and keep hand¬
held shots to a minimum.” The successful producer
of travel or documentary films, Linker adds, in¬
stinctively knows what interests audiences who seek
this type of entertainment.

MOST OF

Hal

Linker's travelogue

filming

has

been

a

family

project, with wife Halla and son David participating. Together
they have had many interesting adventures traveling and shoot¬
ing the films which have been seen on
the World" television
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SEEKING A MARKET FOR YOUR FILMS?
Continued from

Preceding
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at your service!
it is televised. However, arrangements
can be made for videotaping such an
appearance at a convenient time for
later showing with the him. Address
Mr. Pierrot at Suite 620, Harwell
Building, Detroit 26, Michigan.
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are now only a few producers inter¬
ested in purchasing single short sub¬
jects. Most established producers of
educational hlms have their own pro¬
duction staffs and prefer to have their
staff cameramen or well-established
free-lance cameramen with whom they
have long contact do their filming.
Some do purchase hlms from free¬
lancers, but the occasions are growing
increasingly rare and in most instances
it is because the him offered is from
a foreign land and less costly than
would be the case should the company
send its own crew out of the country
to photograph it.
Two of the major educational him
producer - distributor organizations
which occasionally buy hlms made by
independents are Encyclopedia Britannica Films, Wilmette, Ill., and Coronet
Instructional Films, 65 East Southwater Street, Chicago. According to Hal
Linker, Coronet offered him Si,000

Specialized

LIGHTING
EQUIPMENT
jor

MOTION PICTURE, STILL
and

TELEVISION STUDIOS

for a complete one-reel subject pro¬
duced on their order. The company
supplies the him stock and the picture
must be shot strictly according to the
script provided by Coronet. The pro¬
ducer, according to Linker, pays all
expenses connected with shooting the
him, and when it is completed it is
turned over to Coronet together with
all rights. Britannica reportedly will
pay S2,000 or more for a complete
one-reel subject. Qualified him mak¬
ers should write either company in
advance as to their requirements, etc.
Major Film Studios: With wide¬
screen photography the order of the
day, opportunities to market footage
to Hollywood studios become more and
more infrequent. Today, if a studio

Write for A Copy of Our
Catalog H on Your Letterhead

937 NORTH SYCAMORE AVENUE
HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIF.
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needs coverage of some event or place
for a current production, a studio
camera crew usually is dispatched to
get it. Sometimes the studios obtain
the footage they want from stock shot
libraries in Los Angeles or New York,
and not infrequently from individuals.
Linker’s last leasing of footage to a
major studio was in 1953 when a whal¬
ing sequence he hlmed off the coast

of Iceland was used in “The Sea
Around Us,’ a documentary short sub¬
ject which subsequently won an Acad¬
emy Award.
Among the Hollywood studios it has
always been in the realm of short sub¬
jects production that the free-lance
cinematographer or film producer has
made profitable sales in the past. To¬
day, the production of short subjects
for theatrical release has almost ceased.
Warner Brothers Studio has been ru¬
mored planning to reactivate its short
subjects production, but American
Cinematographer has been unable to
confirm this. It was Warners that first
recognized the outstanding work of
Larry Lansburgh and subsequently
profited significantly with several short
subjects which he produced for them.
(See “Cameraman On Horseback.’*
March. 1961, American Cinematog¬
rapher.) Walt Disney, at one time per¬
haps the most prolific producer of short
subjects, now does very little in this
field.
At the present time Disney
Studio is not interested in purchasing
either footage or complete film sub¬
jects from free-lance cinematographers.
Film Libraries: Perhaps the most
receptive market for the free-lancer's
him footage is the him library. There
are a number of these in Los Angeles,
Chicago, and New York. Neither Hal
Linker nor American Cinematographer
makes any recommendations here be¬
cause dealing with some him libraries
sometimes is fraught with disappoint¬
ment and frustration, for a number of
reasons. Sending your original him
to some new and untried individual
or company can be risky.
Film makers in foreign lands who
send their hlms to libraries in the
U. S. on speculation, have no way of
checking on the use of their hlms.
They may receive no money whatever
for a year or more, and often no re¬
port at all which would indicate the
submitted hlms were producing rev-

DEFERRED
The follow-up article on TV film
photography by Stanley Lipinsky,
promised for this issue, will ap¬
pear in our May issue.—Ed.
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enue. This is not to imply dishonesty
on the part of the libraries, but rather
to point up the fact that most libraries
have so many films and so much mis¬
cellaneous footage on so many sub¬
jects, that the film you submit on spec¬
ulation can easily become lost in the
shuffle. The best procedure here, ac¬
cording to Hal Linker, is to write the
libraries and inform them of the films
you have to offer—describing them in
detail—or advising what you are pre¬
pared to shoot on special order.
The great risk, of course, in sub¬
mitting a film to an unfamiliar mar¬
ket or prospective purchaser, is that
of unauthorized use. But even estab¬
lished film libraries face this risk. A
method the libraries often use is to
submit a purposely badly-scratched
print for screening purposes, and to
send the original only when a deal is
made following this screening.
Linker emphasizes that there are
real opportunities for marketing films
and odd footage profitably to certain
libraries, however. He cited instances
where recently he was contacted to
supply a sequence on coffee making.
It happened he didn't have such film
but knew where he could get it in a
hurry and the order was filled. He
cities a free-lance cameraman who sold
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In most cases, Linker points out, the
foreign free-lancer must shoot on spec¬
ulation, As to how much to charge

which was not included in the list of
potential markets for film makers.
Except, perhaps, for the late Burton
Holmes and one or two of the men who
now carry on his work in the Holmes
tradition, almost every film lecturer
shoots, edits and narrates his own
material. The film lecturer, therefore,
must indeed be a versatile person. In
addition to having ability as a maker
of interesting films, he also must be
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this information: 16mm footage for
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able to present them in lecture halls
with compelling interest. Hal Linker
is an outstanding example of such a
lecturer, one with a most enviable and
profitable record — having lectured
from coast-to-coast for almost ten years
before he turned his primary attention
to television.
While a great deal might be said
about the attributes necessary to be¬
come a film lecturer, it is generally
conceded that the successful lecturer
is born, not made. If you haven’t got
what it takes, there isn't much, then,
that you can do about it. The other
factor is the lecture film itself. To
photograph and edit a lecture film that
will click with audiences, says Linker,
the film maker must have a keen sense
of what lecture audiences will like.
No less important, Linker empha¬
sized, is the filmer’s ability to turn
out top quality films; to do this his
camera equipment must be in excellent
condition and he must have the ex¬
perience and ability to use it in a
manner to produce photography of full
professional quality.

When shooting his lecture and tele¬
vision films, Linker’s camera equip¬
ment consists of two 16mm Bolex
cameras and an Eastman Kodak K-100
which he prefers for its lengthy film
run—40 feet on one winding of the
spring motor. All the cameras have
turrets and are equipped with a full
complement of lenses. For supplemen¬
tary illumination, where 110-volt cur¬
rent is available he uses a bar-light
that holds four photo-spot lamps. Oth¬
erwise he uses a Frezzolite powered by
a battery pack.
Space does not permit relating in
detail Hal Linker’s filming techniques,
and how he became a successful lec¬
turer and a renowned television per¬
sonality. All this the reader will find
set down in his new book, “Three
Passports To Adventure.” We hope,
however, that his expert advice, quoted
in paragraphs above, will prove genu¬
inely helpful to the many free-lance
16mm and 35mm film makers who
today eagerly seek opportunities for
recognition and success in their
work.
■

CINEMATOGRAPHY SERVES DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT CO.
Continued from Page 221

duction activities at Douglas, the chief
function of this department is the pro¬
duction of sales, public information and
training films. The department is
housed in spacious and well-equipped
quarters in a separate building situated
some distance from the company’s
main plant in Santa Monica, Califor¬
nia, and is officially known as the Ad¬
vertising Film Services department.
“Our film production activity is not
just an adjunct of production or engi¬
neering,’" Gibson explains. “We are
recognized by all departments of the
company as its visual aids experts, and
we are available at all times to help
solve any problems that may be facili¬
tated by still photography or motion
pictures. I believe we are unique in
that we are the only aircraft, missile
and electronic component manufacturer
in the country having a single, central¬
ized photographic department. Here
we produce all the visual aids required
by the Douglas plants in Santa Monica,
Long Beach and El Segundo, Calif.,
and in I ulsa. Okla., and Charlotte
North Carolina.”
The department is staffed by 33 full¬
time employees. Past experience has
shown that it is economical to have
phases of film production done outside
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the plant by specialists in such fields
as film editing, art work, animation,
and sound services.
“It was found impractical to overstaff the department,” Gibson explains,
“because the work load constantly fluc¬
tuates. It is therefore more advantage¬
ous to maintain a solid staff level and
use part-time help or outside contrac¬
tors whenever the work load increases
temporarily."
Several of the personnel in the de¬
partment have multiple skills and can
double in brass whenever necessary.
Gibson, who heads the department, is
a professional cinematographer. Two of
the producer-directors are also capable
cinematographers.
Jack
Gabrielson,
who manages motion picture produc¬
tion, was formerly a writer and still
does some scripting.
Douglas’ camera equipment consists
of 16mm Arriflexes, Bell & Howell 70’s,
Mitchells and Auricons. A Magnasync
sound recorder, which interlocks with
the Mitchell-16, is used for recording
the nominal amount of lip-sync dia¬
logue that is done in the department.
For recording location sound effects,
an Ampex l/4-inch tape recorder is
used.

Department is uniquely equipped for
any type of location production—either
in and around the vast plant itself or
on distant locations. A fully-equipped
location truck, shown in one of the
photos, transports all the lighting, cam¬
era and grip equipment necessary for
shooting on an average location setup.
The equipment, shown neatly displayed
around the truck in the picture, in¬
cludes such set lighting units as 6
Seniors, 6 Juniors, 6 Baby Solarspots,
4 Sky Pans, 2 Ten-K’s, 2 Double
Broads, 2 Single Broads, and 4 Cinelites. Accessory equipment includes
4,000 feet of lighting cable, 6 four-hole
junction boxes and cable, 8 spiders, 2
Blue Comet booms, and miscellaneous
diffusion units for the lights. A 4-wheel
dolly with hydraulic boom provides
mobility for moving-camera shots, and
a 1500-watt generator provides power
for work lights and the camera.
Especially noteworthy is the depart¬
ment’s capacity to develop special
equipment or accessories for its own
peculiar needs. One significant exam¬
ple is a radio-controlled camera pro¬
tective housing which enables a motion
picture camera to be placed in opera¬
tion closer to a missile launching than
would be possible with a manned cam¬
era. As a result it is now feasible for
photo instrumentation personnel to in¬
stall remote-controlled cameras as far
ahead as ten hours prior to a missile
launch or static firing. During this
standby period adverse weather condi¬
tions cannot affect the camera or its
control equipment in any way. The
heavily insulated housing protects the
equipment against heavy rains, sand
storms and excessive temperatures as
high as 900 degrees.
The housing, designed by Bill Gib-
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son and pictured on page 221, is made
from formed fiberglass laminate, and
has a styrofoam lining that creates an
excellent insolation from extreme cold
or hot temperatures. Within the hous¬
ing is a transistorized multi-channel
Citizens Band radio receiver. This re¬
ceiver, through a self-contained selector
switch, allows the camera to be started
at any desired time during the count¬
down. One multi-channel transmitter
set up at base of operations is used to
start any pre-selected sequence desired
at the various camera locations. This
method of utilizing radio remote con¬
trol eliminates the need for stringing
cables between the cameras and the
control center. It also allows operating
personnel the freedom of placing cam¬
eras in the field without restriction to
existing camera pads or cable. The
unit has been successful in controlling
cameras located up to 15 miles from
the control center.
So successful, in fact, has been use
of Gibson’s housing and control sys¬
tem that it is now being manufactured
and marketed commercially under the
tradename “Sentinel" by Photo-Metric
Instruments, Inc., of North Hollywood,
California.
Among the achievements of Doug¬
las Aircraft’s Film Services Depart¬
ment are motion pictures made by a
camera mounted on a Nike Zeus mis¬
sile in flight, and the development of a
film-treating method that eliminates
film jamming and breakage from brit¬
tleness when cameras are subjected to
extremes in temperatures in the course
of research and testing projects.
The camera installed on the Nike
Zeus missile was a modified GSAP gun
camera, which had been reconstructed
to withstand the tremendous G-rate of
ultra-high velocity. It carried a 50-foot
magazine of 16mm film and operated
at 64 frames per second. It was re¬
motely controlled to start running at
the moment the rocket was launched.
Films made by this camera in flight—
reportedly the fastest that a camera has
traveled in the earth’s atmosphere—
were successfully recovered and pro¬
vided valuable records for engineering
study.

We pay special attention . . .

A major problem encountered when
operating motion picture cameras in
extremes of heat or humidity has been
the tendency of the film to jam in the
film gate; or when operating in ex¬
tremely cold temperatures, for the film
to become brittle and break readily.
Both conditions had been encountered
earlier in operating cameras close to
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the tremendous heat given ofT by rocket
engines, and when making photo¬
graphic records with the cameras in
cold chambers where temperatures
often descend to 100 degrees below
zero! The Film Services Department
experimented with a number of com¬
mercial film coatings, finally found one
that would lick both problems.
The Department never suffers for
lack of projects or assignments. One
current project is the company’s Oral
Presentation Program wherein motion
pictures aid in training management
personnel as effective speakers—held a
vital asset for those in the company
who regularly must present company
proposals to both civilian and military
customer prospects, or present oral
briefings, progress reports and sales
presentations.
Company executives having such re¬
sponsibilities are given a brief course
of training culminating in an audio¬
visual record being made of their
speaking performance in the depart¬
ment’s sound studio, before a single¬
system motion picture camera. As soon
as such record is processed, it is

screened for the individual in company
with the program manager who points
out possible areas of improvement for
the executive and then presents him
with the film as a means of study.
In the purely technical field, the de¬
partment’s cameras and personnel are
constantly busy, particularly in con¬
nection with company’s activities in the
National missiles program. Now the
advantages of videotape are being con¬
sidered. In preparation is a series of in¬
dustrial relations subjects which will
be produced with television cameras at
KTLA, Los Angeles, and recorded di¬
rectly on video tape. Each subject will
be edited down to 20 minutes air time,
then transferred to motion picture film
from which prints will be made for dis¬
tribution to the company’s various di¬
visions.
Thus, Douglas Aircraft’s Film Serv¬
ices Department is keeping abreast of
modern day communications methods,
and now will utilize the newest record¬
ing technique which has proven ideal
for many motion picture needs for tele¬
vision and for the production of some
industrial and feature films.
■

CAMERAS RECORD CLOSE PLAYS IN BASEBALL
Continued from

Page 227

The camera, mounted with a sixinch telephoto lens and a 400-foot
magazine, sat on a heavy base an¬
chored to the booth. It also could be
quickly moved to two pre-selected
positions—first and
this case.

... to every frame
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second

bases in

As cameraman, it was necessary for
the author to look out on the playing
field through a lightproof peephole
having an eye-piece so shaped that,
when the photographer’s eye was
against it, it molded around his face
and was light-tight. Also, as a pre¬
cautionary measure, a black focusing
cloth was used.
Situated thus, it is up to the photo¬
grapher to keep track of the game’s
score and “out” situation, and antici¬
pate a close play far enough in ad¬
vance to begin shooting when the base
runner is three steps from the bag.
In other words, the cameraman is
in a position similar to trying to man¬
age a baseball team from a closet with
a tiny peephole. He has to match
strategy as fast as a ball club manager,
while being “in the dark,” figuratively
and literally.
Problems were thus presented that
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only experience could solve, and it
did. The author soon managed to an¬
ticipate close plays and once covered
both halves of a double-play.
The camera, although capable of
speeds up to 1000-frames a second,
achieved optimum results on baseball
plays operating at only 360-frames a
second. Thus, covering an average play
consumed some 15 to 20 feet of film.
On an average, we shot about 20 plays
in a normal, nine-inning game.
After a critical play has been photo¬
graphed, the film is ripped off the
sprockets and handed through a small
door to the lab technician in the ad¬
joining section of the two-part booth.
From then on, it is up to him.
The film is souped in a special form¬
ula developer at 95 degrees for 30
seconds for day garnes, and for about
35 seconds for night games, then fixed
in Kodak Rapid Fix for 10 seconds.
(Later it is fixed more permanently).
The lab technician then closely ex¬
amines the approximately 180 frames
of film in search of the one frame
which shows the ball or player reach¬
ing the base. He then takes that frame,
plus the two preceeding frames which
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show the approach of the ball and ad¬
vance of player to the bag, and en¬
larges them to a composite 11 by 14”
glossy print that shows the heart of
the play. (See reproductions herewith.)

Transform your 16mm Camera

Total elapsed time for this com¬
bined laboratory operation is less than
two minutes. The print is placed in
Veeck’s hands faster than it would
take for a normal argument to run its
course.
In the 10 games photographed last
year, all plays covered upheld the um¬
pires’ decisions. Although there were
numerous problems encountered in this
experiment, none were insoluble. One
problem was the lack of adequate light
on the playing field during night
games. Although adequate for players
and television, it was quite a different
story with our high-speed film camera.
We used Eastman Tri-X Negative
Film because of its high speed and
sharpness of detail. Once we had de¬
termined the proper exposure and de¬
velopment (proper development to us,
unorthodox to anyone else), this film
was found to be quite satisfactory, al¬
though we estimate we pushed it to
about ASA 1600 for night games.
The second major problem was the
previously mentioned one of anticipaing strategy. The best solution might
be to train Casey Stengel as a photo¬
grapher. Barring that, however, ex¬
perience was the best teacher.
A third problem was the need for
constant temperature in the laboratory.
Temperature variations lead to film
processing difficulties. Presumably this
will be solved next season with the
use of an air conditioner on hot days
and a heater on cold ones.
Along this line, an interesting prob¬
lem arose during a cold spell in the
final days of the season. The film
going through the camera sprockets at
high speed created static electricity
which caused some “spider web” ap¬
pearances on the film. Better tempera¬
ture control in the future will take care
of this.
Bill Veeck has pronounced himself
“highly satisfied” with the pictures,
both in terms of the speed in which
they were made available and the
quality of the prints.
Proof of this is evident in the fact
that he plans to have us use two
cameras next year — one over third
base and one over first — covering
critical plays at all three bases as well
as home plate.
■
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POWER-PAC

PORTABLE MOVIE LIGHT
Smooth, even 3400° K light
in wide-angle beam. No
glaring hot spots. Fits any
camera. No tools needed,
no holes to drill. Long-life
nickel-cadmium battery with
built-in charger. Weighs
only 5 lbs. Guaranteed one
year.
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Power-Pac Jr., weight 6 lbs.
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RENT
CAMERA LENSES
Now! If you are working on a
tight budget, but want to make
a tremendous showing at a small
outlay . . . your T.V. station can
RENT the World's finest Lenses
from B & J. Extensive selection!
Off-the-Shelf Delivery! Pioneers
in T.V. Optics—since 1936!

TV and CINE OPTICS
UNLIMITED ! !
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I
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For Color — Black and White
. .
Choice of Focal-lengths, Apertures, and
Speeds direct FROM B & J STOCK, or Special
Custom Fittings from B & J's Modern Lens Lab.
B & J is prepared to meet the most exacting
needs of your TV Stations NOW
Widest
selection
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Cine
Lenses —
16mm
(Pathe',
Filmo,
Bolex,
etc.)
and 35mm (Eyemo - Mitchell)
—Normal, Wide-Angle, Tele¬
photo, Zooml
Barite for Special 8 page
Optics & Acessories Listing.
FREE — 132
pg. catalog of
Photo Equipment, Lenses and
Accessories,
for
the
Profes¬
sional!
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26 YEARS OF
QUALITY

REVERSAL
PROCESSING

• Specialists in high speed or
standard reversal processing
• Security clearance
• Free Vacuumating
• Films returned same day
• Customer extra service: Special
prices on Eastman & du Pont
Reversal Film

NATIONAL CINE LABORATORIES
WASHINGTON 17, D. C.
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SET LIGHTING
Continued from

Page 233

does not tell us if it is the right ratio—
—that is, the lighting ratio we desire
for the results we want photographi¬
cally in a particular scene. Vi hen a
cinematographer works on the basis of
ratio figures alone, he subordinates
creativity to mathematics. The man
who wants his work to transcend the
ordinary, wants his photography to
show thought, individuality and crea¬
tivity—won t depend solely on lighting
ratios to get by. Creative cinematog¬
raphy depends on the photographer’s
ability, knowledge of composition, ar¬
tistic tastes, knowledge of portraiture,
plus the mechanical aspects—knowing
how to handle the lights. One of the
most important attributes of a success¬
ful cinematographer is knowing all the
available set lighting lamps and what
they will do—and more important, how
to use them to produce the sort of
lighting that contributes to true crea¬
tive photography.
When you light a scene, you are
creating an image or an effect that
ultimately you will put on film. To thus
create, you must see the effect with
your eyes as you build your illumina¬
tion. And if you have that intuitive
perception and imagination that makes
a good photographer, you’ll know when
you have everything just right, light¬
ing-wise.

Q—Doesn’t

an exposure meter
play an important part in lighting
a set—especially in cheeking the
lighting ratios? And
don’t all
directors
of
photography
rely
strongly on their meters? Or do
the veterans depend more on their
eyes—their experience?

position and intensity of this light is
determined by experience—by eye. I
feel that a light meter is of little use
here. It can record the intensity of the
light but it won’t tell you the result
you’ll get from the combination of key
and fill light. When you add the fill
light, there’s nothing better than your
eye to tell you how it’s going to come
out on the screen.

Q—It

is your belief, then, that a
light meter should not be relied
on to give you all the answers to
set lighting.

A—That is right. Cinematography—of
theatrical films, at least—is a creative
art that depends on the director of
photography’s
overall
photographic
ability—his knowledge of composition,
lighting, lenses, the techniques of por¬
traiture in lighting and filming closeups, and the treatment of various types
of backgrounds, etc. The mechanics —
the handling of lights and lighting ac¬
cessories and the camera and its related
equipment—I think, is the easiest part
of it.
(To Be Continued)

FILM EDITING
Continued from

Page 222

synchronous music or effects, it be¬
comes necessary to edit these tracks on
the table.
The various tracks are then mixed
together and fed to an optical recorder
to obtain a photographic printing
track. After it is processed, the final
preparation of the rest of the printing
materials can be completed.
Conforming The Originals
At this point, the edge numbers on

A—Most all of the cinematographers
1 know read only the key light. They

the workprint pay off, in spades!
During the editing process, scenes have

know they want the negative to print
within a certain range—say 10 to 15.
They have in mind, of course, the kind
of result they want on the screen and
this depends upon the quailty of the
negative that is produced. A heavy
negative will result in an entirely dif¬
ferent effect, picture-wise, than a thin
or medium negative.

undoubtedly been shifted and moved
about to the point that the edge num¬

Q—If

original down into 400' reels and labels
each reel with the beginning and end¬
ing numbers in that reel. He then

you don’t meter the fill
light, just how is the intensity of
this light determined for a given
scene ?

A—After the key light is set, the direc¬
tor of photography generally backs off
a bit to take in the set and then directs
the placement of the fill light. The

bers (as far as sequence is concerned)
are completely out of order. With edge
numbered film, there is never a prob¬
lem in conforming. The conforming
editor goes to the vault and gathers all
the original film connected with the
particular show. He then breaks the

places all the reels by his editing table
and begins conforming. If the first
edge-number on the workprint is
A 0643, for example, he takes the or¬
iginal reel labeled A 0400 to A 0800

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

and runs about 200' into the reel, finds
the A 0643 number and matches it

jyfoviola

exactly against the workprint and cuts
in the scene—allowing sufficient over¬
lap for whatever optical effect the work-
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the

into a single roll exactly like the workprint. Rather, it is made into “A” and
“B” rolls, one containing the odd num¬

placed to give desired sound recep¬
tion and to allow maximum space
in the working area
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with one roll exposes every other scene
to the raw stock. The second run, with
the other roll exposes all the missing
scenes.
double-exposure

effects, such as dissolves, wipes, double-

URS for normal
use.

MOVIOLA SYNCHRONIZER -

bered scenes, the other the even num¬
bered scenes. During printing, the run

this system,

systems,

unit required to suit specific sound

workprint serves as a coded set of
instructions, a pattern for the finished
film. The original film is not spliced

With
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Thus,

for versatility

the job.

The advantages of this method be¬
come obvious when one visualizes the
laborious method of eye-matching pic¬

is designed
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print titles, etc., become possible. Fur¬
thermore, splices are concealed by the
black leader which is used between
scenes.
The completely-edited film is now

Used World-Wide By Discriminating Cameramen

CINEKAD SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR
DRIVE- For 16mm Projectors

ready for the laboratory. If approvals
have been frequent and firm during
preparation, changes should be of a
minor nature. If the answer print re¬

Especially designed to drive all
Bell & Howell, Jan, Ampro,
Kodak, RCA, and Victor 16mm
projectors at synchronous speed.

timing
BELT

sults in extensive changes, a second
answer print should be made for ap¬
proval before proceeding with the re¬
lease prints.
■

Projector
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The foregoing is reprinted with permission
from a recent issue of The Aperture, month¬
ly workshop publication for 16mm film
makers issued by Calvin Productions, Inc.,
Kansas City, Missouri.—Editor.
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Continued from Page 219

counteract the effect of this exclu¬
sively overhead lighting, DeGrasse
has a 300-watt lamp placed low as pos¬
sible oneach camera dolly. A Baby Ju¬
nior with snoot is mounted on each of
the side cameras to put sparkle in the
eyes of players in closeup shots. The
snoot pin-points the light at about 14
feet—the average distance for a closeup shot with a 4-inch lens. Each of
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these lamps is on a separate dimmer
switch and kept dim whenever the cam¬
eras are moving to avoid causing shad¬
ows to flit around the background.
When the side cameras move into a
stationery position for an over-theshoulder shot or closeup the brightness
of these lamps is turned up and they

For More
Information
On Advertisers’

serve as eye lights.
The camera-to-lights relationship in
three-camera filming is highly special¬
ized because of several factors peculiar
to this filming method. The sets, first
of all, are fan-shaped instead of having
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all sets, but also to enable the side
cameras to get close shots without hav¬
ing to move too deeply into the set
itself. Secondly, the camera in the
center, facing the set straight-on, shoots
with a 30mm. 35mm or 40mm lens
and is always framed on a longer shot
of the overall action—-the function of
the master camera.
This means that the critical lighting

formation you may desire.

inquiries

walls set at right angles. They are de¬
signed this way, not only to permit the
studio audience (strung the length of
the stage! to better see the action on

(that is, as critical as it can get with
all the constantly shifting elements)
must be done for the side cameras
rather than the front camera. Conse¬
quently, lamps of key light intensity
(5 kw’s and 10 kw’s) are mounted all
along the parallels above the sides of
the set, creating a strong even crosslight in all areas of the set. Thus, no

matter where an actor moves, he will
always be well-lighted in the closeups.
The lamps illuminating the front of the
set are heavily diffused Pans and Ju¬
niors which actually serve as fill light
for the side (closeup) cameras. In this
cross-lighting pattern the key light hit¬
ting an actor facing in one direction
becomes his backlight when he is fac¬
ing the opposite way. The diffused
lamps fronting the set provide fill for
the shadow side of his face both ways.
Admittedly this is a compromise in
lighting, but a necessary one—and the
over-all effect is quite satisfactory. The
front lighting for the master camera
may be somewhat flat by critical stand¬
ards, but the abundance of cross-light
provides good separation and keeps the
actors in sharp relief from the back¬
ground.
By similar standards, the backlight¬
ing comes through a bit hot on the
hair of the players but it cannot be
shaded because, as already indicated
above, one actor’s backlight is also the
key light for another when filmed in
reverse angle; and if the lamps were
to be shaded to cut down the backlight
for the one, they would lose too much
intensity to provide an effective key
light for the other.
What really makes a cinematogra¬
pher’s blood run cold in such situa¬
tions, is for an actor to miss his marks
so completely that he ends up almost
flat against a wall where even the cross-

inquiry

post card type of communi¬
cation. This is why we have
never adopted this type of
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when
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Out Of The Book

are

over—wherever
made!

“ '1 want to make films.’ Wide-eyed, innocent, ignorant. They have seen
Free Cinema, they have read Manvell and Rotha and the latest Caliiers,
they know why Potemkin and Sang du Poete and Kanal are marvelous. And
they want to make films.
“What do they do about it? A good many of them write around and
wander around till they land a job as the second cutter’s second assistant.
Why not? Many a director has begun his career as a tea-boy. . . . And
after a year or so, when they see that this is no way to become a Vigo, and
that even if they were Vigos this world would give them small welcome,
they probably take the sensible course and go into advertising or teaching
or the army.
“If they have a little money, they might try the older method, which was
something like the Red Queen’s directions for getting to Looking-Glass
House. In the more care-free thirties you played the dillettante, worked as
a bad journalist or painter or poet or novelist or truck driver, pretending
you didn’t really want to work in pictures—until your chance came along,
and you leapt through some momentary breach in the great wall of film¬
land.
“And whichever of these ways they do it, if they actually go into the film
business, it is as dead-weight—more amateurs whose enthusiasm adds to the
embarrassments of their inexperience.”—David Robinson in International
Film Annual No. 3. (Taplinger Publishing Co., Inc., New York, N. Y.)
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,

lights, because they are mounted high,
cannot reach him. In such a case all
one can do is close his eyes and pray
that the editor will cut to the master
shot at that point.

Special Loiv Low Price!

“The main frustration to the direc¬
tor of photography,” DeGrasse ob¬
serves, “is that you can’t put the lights
where you want them—and you can’t
shade them. Also, you cannot always
make the actors look their best with¬
out restricting their freedom of move¬
ment. When you start to restrict them,
of course, you lose the value of this

HOUSTON FEARLESS

Thoroughly Overhauled & Refinished • Fully Guaranteed • Immediate Delivery
4 Wheel - *1,40000 • 5 Wheel - *1,800°°

After several rehearsals the crew
members for each camera memorizes
the pattern of moves almost by heart,
but they also have their own notes
taken during rehearsals which they re¬
fer to in preparation for each up-coming move. For example, if one of the
cameras is shooting in Sequence C,
Position 5 (C5 on the floor tape), the
dolly grip will glance at his notes and
observe that on a certain cue he is to
dolly to position C-6. This gives him
a chance to locate C-6 on the lloor tape
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In Hialeah, Florida:
1335 E. 10th Ave.,
TUxedo 8-4604
In Hollywood, California:
6510 Santa Monica Blvd.,
Hollywood 9-5119
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Dept. A

method of shooting. But, even so, I
must admit that the results sometime!
look good enough on TV so that the
show does not appear to have been shot
with three cameras. I always feel that
we have accomplished something when
we can get it to look that way.”
While DeGrasse works very closely
with Director Sheldon Leonard in lay¬
ing out camera angles during the
blocking rehearsals of the Danny
Thomas Show, he does not have the re¬
sponsibility of directly controlling cam¬
era movement during actual shooting.
At this point another member of the
staff, known as the Camera Co-ordi¬
nator (roughly corresponding to the
Technical Director in live television),
takes over the actual direction of mov¬
ing the cameras by means of telephone
intercom, leaving DeGrasse free to con¬
centrate on the lighting, dimmer con¬
trols, etc. Located in a central booth
from which he can clearly see all of the
sets, the Camera Co-ordinator is in di¬
rect two-way communication with all
of the camera operators and dolly
grips, each of whom wears a headset
equipped with earphones and a small
microphone. Working from notes pen¬
ciled on the master script during
blocking rehearsals, the Camera Co¬
ordinator cues the movements of all
three cameras to positions previously
numbered and tape-marked on the
floor. Different color tape is used for
the cue marks for each camera in order
to avoid confusion.

Panoram Dollies

19, 315 W. 43rd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y., JUdson 6-1420

CINEKAD Microphone Booms
CINEKAD Mike Booms are light in
weight, rigidly constructed, precision
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studio work.
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Each CINEKAD Mike Doom has a sturdy
5-foot stand, which can be elevated to a
height of 10 feet.
Write for Free

Catalogue

CINEKAD ENGINEERING CO.
so that he can move directly and
smoothly to it when directed to do so
by the Camera Co-ordinator.
An incident, made amusing by the
passage of time, happened a few years
back just after the company had spent
a laborious day blocking the action
and marking all of the camera moves
on the floor with tape. A painter—un¬
aware of the floor-tape system—came
in after hours, blithely removed all the
tapes and painted the floor. V hen the
company arrived on the set ready for
dress rehearsal the next day and found
the tapes removed, there ensued what
is probably one of the fastest re-blocking sessions in the history of televi¬
sion.

763

ioth ave., new york 19, n.y.
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Occasionally, during shooting, one
of the side cameras will move to its
next position (which is indicated on
the script, for example, as an over-theshoulder shot) and the camera opperator may find, upon reaching the
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The crew of that camera will then, on
its own. correct the situation quickly
by moving to a position from which
it can get a clear over-the-shoulder
view. Should this remedial shot prove
unsatisfactory, the situation will never¬
theless be saved because the master
camera will have recorded the over¬
all action in a long shot, so that the
editor will be able to cut away from
the close shot without losing contin¬
uity.
On some three-camera shows, one
camera may be moved from one posi
tion to another as rapidly as possible
(as in live TV) with no attempt to re¬
main on the action or preserve framing
during the move—it being assumed
that that camera will definitely be off
the air at that point. On the Danny
Thomas Show, however, every change
of camera position is made smoothly,
with the operator continuing to follow
the action and to frame the scene just
as if the entire shot were to appear on
the air. This is done to provide the
maximum usable footage for the edi¬
tor, as well as for added protection in
case of any failures occurring with the
other cameras. Quite often it is found
that such a movement, while not actu¬
ally planned as a dolly shot, has a fluid
quality that adds interesting movement
to the scene.

inter-reaction between the actors and
the audience. For this reason the cam¬
eras often keep right on rolling as the
action moves from set to set (as in a
live TV show), the cameras moving to
the adjoining set right along with the
actors. A run is limited by the capacity
of the magazine to 10 minutes, but the
average sequence runs about half that
long. If an unusually long sequence
runs beyond the limits of the magazine,
the cameras are re-loaded and the ac¬
tion is picked up at a point prior to
where the break was made in order to
allow the scene to build up again to a
matching tempo.
Procedure For Pick-ups
The standard procedure on the show
when an actor muffs a line is for the
actor himself to overlap and repeat the
line rather than stop the cameras and
go back for a pick-up. However, on
some shows the opinion is held that this
is distracting to the sound stage audi¬
ence, and they prefer to go back after
the audience has left the studio and
then do the scene over. The Thomas
company, however, believes that such
pick-ups never do achieve quite the
same tempo or ‘Teel” as the original.
Therefore all such corrections are
made at the time the original sequence
is shooting. The only shots which are

ever made after the audience leaves
are occasional cutaway reaction shots
or reverse angles, for example, of peo¬
ple at tables in a night club scene.
Importance Of Fast Film
With the actors not always able to
hit the marks which have previously
been precisely measured and taped for
focus, a certain amount of guesswork
in focusing the constantly moving cam¬
eras is inevitable. This problem is espe¬
cially critical in relation to the two side
cameras which invariably are shooting
with 4-inch lenses. In order to get suffi¬
cient depth-of-field to provide a safe
leeway of focus with such long focus
lenses, it is necessary to stop down to
f/5.6. To expose at such an opening
with a medium-speed film such as
Plus-X would require a tremendous
amount of light, and the resulting heat
on a tightly-shut sound stage during
summer shooting would be unbearable.
So, out of consideration for the com¬
forts of the cast and crew, DeGrasse
decided to use the faster Tri-X film. Its
relatively larger grain made him cringe
slightly when viewing the dailies in
the projection room, he admits, but he
took comfort in the fact the slight in¬
crease in grain goes relatively unnot¬
iced when the picture is reproduced on
the average home receiver. Now, hap-

The function of the master camera
is to follow the main action at all
times. This does not mean that the
camera will hold on a long shot all the
way through. It will begin the sequence
on a shot long enough to establish the
locale and the situation, then move in
to frame rather closely the group of
actors carrying the action — perhaps
panning with them to another group.
The shot is framed as tightly as pos¬
sible so that there will not be too great
a jump in image size when cuts are
made to the closer angles recorded by
the side cameras. From time to time
the master camera will pull back to a
long shot to re-establish the geography
of the set and the relationship of the
actors to each other.
Reliance On Master Camera
Were
something
to
go
wrong
with both of the side cameras, DeGrasse explains, the master camera
could safely provide as much as 70%
of the editorially-usable film.
In filming the Danny Thomas Show
as much of the action as possible is
shot in continuous performance in
order not to break the continuity of
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ON THE “CHEYENNE" SET—Crew get-together marks start of 6th

consecutive year of filming

the

“Cheyenne" TV film series at Warner Brothers' Studio in Burbank. To right of the Mitchell camera
(center of

picture)

is

Ray

Fernstrom, ASC, who

has

photographed

an

increasing

number

of

the

shows in the series in recent months. The "indoor exterior” is a standing set on Warner's Stage 19
and is so designed it can serve a wide range of scenic needs.—Photo by John
by Warner Brothers.

R. Monte and ©
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pilv, the problem has been eliminated
thanks to the recently-introduced finegrain Double-X negative.
After eight years of filming the
Danny Thomas Show, Boh DeGrasse
still is enthusiastic about the three-cam¬
era method of shooting a TV show on
film before an audience. Although the
method necessarily imposes same sacri¬
fices in technical quality, “It is worth
it,” he says, “if it gives the show a
special spark and spontaneity that
could not be achieved in any other
way.”
“I do feel," he continues, “that if
you are not going to use this method
to full advantage and get the most out
of it, it is better to stick to the single
camera procedure and try for maxi¬
mum technical quality. However, using
the three-camera method, we spare no
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•
•
•
•

Continued from

FILM DRYER
* Motor driven—Heated
* Speedy drying
* Automatic shrinkage allow¬
ance
* Stainless steel and
aluminum construction
* Easily assembled without
tools
* Compact, Portable

members to determine the best motion
picture achievements of 1960 in all 25
categories for which “Oscars” are pre¬
sented began on March 17th. The win¬
ners will be announced the evening of

New

price

list

available.

FILM EFFECTS of Hollywood, Inc.

The man who sharpens his
pencil to figure costs...

RENTS
CECO

CAMERAS • LIGHTS • ACCESSORIES
Cameras: 16mm & 35mm—Sound
(Single or Double System)—Silent
—Hi-Speed—Instrumentation

Portable—Truck

It makes sense, it saves dollars to rent
from CECO. What’s your problem? —
a 6-second ID or a giant spectacular?
CECO’s store rooms are bulging with
the world’s finest and newest photo¬
graphic equipment.

Magnetic—
Optical—Mikes—Booms

The final balloting among Academy

invited.

1153 N. Highland Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif.
LINWOOD DUNN, ASC, President
Phone: Hollywood 9-5808. Cable: FILMEFX

Sound Equipment:

Francis) was shot entirely in England.

Inquiries

Micro Record (orp.

Mounted

Nevada. “Sons and Lovers” (Freddie

OVER 30 YEARS OF MAJOR STUDIO
EXPERIENCE AND THE FINEST
SPECIALIZED EQUIPMENT ARE NOW
AVAILABLE TO THE INDEPENDENT PRODUCER.

Guaranteed. Write for Free Literature

Generators:
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Fades,
dissolves,
wipes,
Hold frame,
reverse
action or direction, enlarge or reduce image,
lengthen or shorten scene, speed up or slow
down action, zoom forward or back, push-offs,
distortion or ripple effect, out-of-focus dissolve,
flip-overs, page-turn effect, split screens, superimposures, matting, dodging, filtering, tinting,
bas relief effect, liquid gate printing, and many
other
scene
modifications
and
manipulations
available in color, B&W, 16mm, 35mm. For
further details see “Cinemagic of the Optical
Printer”
in the A.S.C. Manual, Page 361.

Processes up to 200 Ft.
8mm-l 6mm-3$mn>-70mm
Movie—X-Ray—Microfilm
Motor driven portable
Uniform Density Assured
400 Ft. Tank Available

Lighting: Arcs—Incandescents
—Spot s—FI o o d s—D i m m e r s—
Reflectors—All Lighting Accessories

“OSCAR” NOMINEES

CAN GREATLY ENHANCE ANY PRODUCTION

DEVELOPING TANK

effort to get the best possible photo¬
graphic results under the conditions
multiple cameras impose, and we do
not settle for anything less. Frequently
we have opportunity to use light
changes and spotlight effects imagina¬
tively when we work on the “night
club” set. Then it is a challenge to jug¬
gle camera angles and use wide-angle
lenses in an effort to make ten people
look like a big crowd. Sometimes we
get a pretty good illusion this way,
and when we see it on the screen we
are moved to remark: ‘You know,
that’s not too bad!’ ”
“Well.” DeGrasse concluded, “that’s
the whole fun of it, I think—and it
has to he fun. When it gets to the point
where it is no longer fun, then its bet¬
ter to go fishing.”
■

SPECIAL EFFECTS

Parallels—
Goboes—Other Grip accessories
Grip Equipment:

Cranes, Dollies:

Crab—Western-

Everything is checked out to perform
"better than new”.. All
vicing is

provided

normal ser¬

FREE.

Ask your

accountant why you save money when

Portable Panoram

you rent instead of buy.

Wide angle—Zoom—Tele¬
photo—Anamorphic

action, call JUdson 6-1420 — today!

Lenses:

Editing Equipment: M 0 V i 01 a S
—Viewers—Splicers—Rewinders

For quick

(7fini€Rfl equipment (o.jnc.
315 W. 43rd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y.

JUdson 6-1420

entation ceremony which takes place

16mm &
35mm—Sound & Silent—SlideContinuous

this year at the Civic Auditorium in

Television:

Santa

Camera Cars:

Name.

® TM #707529

Firm.

April 17th during the Academy’s pres¬

Monica,

California.

The

pro¬

gram will be carried over the com¬
bined radio and television facilities of
ABC and the Canadian Broadcasting

APRIL

•

1961

Projection Equipment:

Closed Circuit TV

Camera Equipment Co., Inc.
Dept. A-15, 315 W. 43rd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y.
Gentlemen: Please rush me your FREE complete
catalogue of Rental Equipment.

In Hialeah, Florida:

Street.

Camera Equipment Co., Inc. of Florida
1335 East 10th Ave • TUxedo 8-4604

City.Zone.State.
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j

QUALITY GUARANTEED
USED EQUIPMENT
CAMERAS
Arriflex-16mm w/matf box 16, 25, 50mm
Xenon lenses.~.$1,400.00
Arriflex-16mm head only. 1,000.00
Auricon
Cine-Voice
Model
2
Camera,
Single lens, Noise reduction amplifier
750.00
Arriflex-35 w/120° shutter, motor, matt
box, 35, 50, 75mm Zeiss lenses, battery
and charger. 1,000.00
Cineflex 35mm camera w/200 ft. mag.,
12 volt DC motor, and power cord.
300.00
Filmo camera w/spider turret, new type
finder, and freezolite bracket. No lens..
150.00
Bell & Howell 35mm standard model D.D.
High Speed camera w/cable and extra
belts, case..-.—. 2,600.00
Bell & Howell 35mm Standard
camera
#616 w/170° shutter, unit I shuttle,
overhauled
&
refinished. 2,500.00
Berndt-Maurer
16mm
Single
System
camera w/sound equipment, galvo, am¬
plifier, 3 lenses, 2-400 ft. mags., and
Cine-Special 2 Camera, 100 ft. magazine,
25mm 1.4 Ektar lens.
750.00
Cine-Special
I
camera w/100 ft. mag.
and 1 inch lens.
350.00
Mourer-05 Camera
head only w/bilt-in
features and 1-400 ft. mag. 2,000.00
DeVry 35mm camera w/50mm lens.
175.00
Auricon Pro 200 16m camera w/VA galvo
complete w/amplifier, mike, and cable.. 1,200.00
EDITING
Craig 16mm Viewer .—.
22.50
Neumade Double 16mm footage counter
65.00
Moviola 35/35 w/bulls eye, no mag., com¬
posite sound.
900.00
Moviola 35/35 Preview large screen w/
mag, footage counters. 1,800.00
Neumade large film barret and racks.
17.50
Neumade
firm
roller trucks,
half rack
w/casters .
32.50
Moviola editing machine (UCS) 35/53 old
model cutters machine only, no take up
up arms, optical ocmposite sound.
375.00
Moviola 35mm
Model
"D”
Bulls
Eye,
cutter head only, no take-up arms.
150.00
Neumade
Splicer
R-2
(35mm)
or
R-13
(16mm) .
22.00
Moviola Model “D” Picture Head w/take
up arms, variable speed, foot pedal....
200.00
Precision
Reader,
Sound,
optical
only.
Model 600.
100.00
Moviola 4/35 synchronizer..
100.00
Cine Special sync motors..
75.00
Mitchell 400x35 magazines.
100.00
Bell & Howell 400x35 Bi-Pack magazine....
350.00
Houston Crab Dolly w/electric pump. 2,000.00
2/35 Neumade Sync.
70.00
Neumade Heavy Duty Power rewinds w/
foot pedal—16 or 35mm.
76.00
Neumade Dynamics rewind—16 or 35mm..
13.50
Mitchell
12 volt 35mm variable speed
motor .
250.00
Filmo motor—115 volts, 24 frame sync
w/cable .
110.00
Moviola 16/16 w/Bulls Eye, no mag.,
composite sound.
900.00
Trickle Charger for Arri. wet cell battery..
10.00
Zoomer lens, 1 to 3 inch, in "5” mount ...
100.00
Pan Cinor, 20 to 60 mm in “C" mount....
100.00
Cinegon 20mm in Arri mount.
375.00
Mikro Kilar 40mm lens.
150.00
Eyemo motor, variable speed, 24 volt.
65.00
Mitchell Viewfinder.
350.00
Wall Sync, motors, 220 volt, 50 cycle, 3
phase .
250.00
Bell & Howell magazines 400x35, metal ...
75.00
Bell & Howell Stop-Motion Motor (can be
adapted and used on Mitchell).
250.00
Bell & Howell magazines 1000x35.
125.00
Spectra 2-Color meter.
200.00
Holmes 35mm double system studio type
Projector, 1000 watt, with sound. Com¬
plete .
1,800.00
Spectra 3-color Meter.
260.00
Bell & Howell geared head tripod, com¬
plete w/base.
350.00
Akeley Tripods, gyro head.$550.00 & UP
Cine Spec. Stop Motion Meter..
300.00
SOUND-PROJECTION-LIGHTING-PRINTERS
G-924 Mixer (3-position).
250.00
Magnasync recorder, 16mm X-400.
600.00
Reeves 16mm PV100 Recorder.
1,200.00
Tapak Recorder.
300.00
Magnemite Recorder.
200.00
DeVry 35mm
projectors
(available with
sound equipment).
500.00
GPL—Jan
Projector
w/speakers—Genova
Movement .
1,000.00
Colortran Jr. Kit. .
137.00
Bell & Howell 16mm Model J Printer, com¬
pletely reconditioned . 2,500.00

CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
315 West 43rd Street, New York 36, N.Y.
JUdson 6-1420
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Company.
The first Academy Award Presenta¬
tion was held on May 16, 1929, at the
Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel. Other cere¬
monies have been staged at the Biltmore and Ambassador Hotels, the
Shrine Auditorium, the Academy of
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences’ own
theatre, Grauman’s Chinese Theatre,
and the RKO Pantages Theatre.
Charles Rosher, ASC, and Karl
Struss, ASC, won the first year’s
‘‘Oscar” awards for cinematography
for “Sunrise,
which they co-photographed. William Mellor, ASC, for
“Diary of Anne Frank,’’ and Robert
Surtees, ASC, for “Ben-Hur“ were last
year’s winners for best photography of
1959.

DO IT YOURSELF WITH 8mm
Continued from
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camera. The camera is mounted on a
titling stand with a photoflood lamp
shining up from the floor. Don places
the 35mm transparency against the
register point of the camera and pho¬
tographs it. By simply moving the slide
sideways, or zooming in and out, as
the slide is shot gives the impression of
motion or panning.
Once they are intercut with the rest
of the 8mm film, the moving pictures
of 35mm slides are all but indistin¬
guishable from the rest of the film.
Most often, however, the subject of
photography is a machine which will
be built only if it is sold. In this case,
Don Morton resorts to photographing
models and then blending in shots of
whatever actual machines of similar
type are available.
Wooden or plastic models, built on a
scale of 14-inch-to-the-foot are made of
large and unusual machines for engi¬

cord sound on the pre-striped films.
Philadelphia and San Francisco sales

neering purposes, and, thus, are avail¬
able for movie-making, too.

offices have the other two with which
to cover the east and west coasts. The
projectors are portable (30 pounds)
and provide a sound quality compara¬
ble to 16mm. Additional projectors are

Don has found two principal prob¬
lems in photographing models: supply¬
ing even lighting and accurately simu¬
lating motion. The illumination prob¬
lem is solved simply by careful place¬

expected to be in use soon.
All shooting is done on 8mm Type
A Kodachrome film, both indoors and

ment of the lights. As for motion, two
methods are used:

out, employing an 85A filter on the
camera for the latter.
Don Morton shoots with no advance
script, only a general idea of the story
he wants to tell. In those rare cases
where the machine about which he is
preparing a movie has been manufac¬
tured, he shoots it either on test at
Morton, or, if necessary and possible,
at the plant where it is in use. Having
a finished machine to photograph is
always the preferred way, of course.
Nothing can beat showing actual equip¬
ment in use.
For lighting, he often uses as many
as five light-bars plus several individ¬
ual lamp units. He uses 500-watt bulbs
in the bars for plant work, and 375watt lamps for ordinary shots.
Whenever Don is unable to illumi¬
nate a huge completed machine satis¬
factorily for Kodachrome Film, he
makes color transparencies of it, using
a 35mm camera and Kodak High
Speed Ektachrome Film.
These slides are subsequently re-pho¬
tographed on 8mm color film and in¬
corporated into the movies. Re-photographing the slides is accomplished by
attaching a combination of closeup
lenses to the zoom lens on the movie

The simplest is to rig the model with
fine wires so that it can be manipu¬
lated in a manner simulating the actual
machine operation. Electric motors or
counter-weights are also used on occa¬
sion.
If these procedures are impossible,
or if the wires are visible and thus
spoil the effect, Don resorts to single¬
frame photography. With this method,
he shoots one frame, moves the model
a small increment, shoots another
frame, moves another increment, and
so on.
In either case, by shooting close-up
and often, and using a realistic back¬
ground, the animated model effectively
demonstrates realistically what the ac¬
tual machine can do. Authenticity is
increased by including genuine ma¬
chine noises on the soundtrack.
The exposed film is sent to a labora¬
tory in Chicago for processing. When
it comes back, Don edits it into logical
sequence on an 8mm film editor, with
a Kodak Presstape Movie Splicer at¬
tached. He prefers the dry splice to the
wet.
Once Don has cut all the film, he
projects the rough print several times
and cuts out anything he doesn’t want.
Continued on
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AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

UY, SELL, SWA
Largest, Most Productive Classified Ad Section Of Any Publication Serving Makers Of Motion Pictures
STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.

CINE SPECIAL MAGAZINES

CLEARANCE SALE: Bell & Howell 16mm sound
projector,
12 inch speaker model
185,
$299.00. Ampro 16mm sound projector, 12
inch speaker, $149.00. Closed circuit television
system, camera and 17 inch monitor, $899.00.
AUDIO VISUAL SERVICE CO., 16922 Bell¬
flower Blvd., Bellflower, Calif.

1 00 Ft.

Used
New—in original carton

$ 95.00
250.00

MITCHELL STANDARD TRIPOD

Used
With friction head

1 1 0.00
365.00

NEW LENSES IN EYEMO MT.

Baltar 1" T2.5 ctd.
Baltar 2" T2.5 ctd.
Baltar 4" T2.5 ctd.
Miltar 10" T4.9
Wollensak 6" T4.6
Cinemat—100mm f2.9
Cinemat— 75mm f2.9
Milter 4" T2.2 w. beam splitter
Ratchet winding cranks
Handle with strap
10" Obj. finder lens
Spider Eyemo Q, case, 2" lens
Stainless steel tanks, 1 2 gal.
new—1 3 x 6 x 47"
Recordak A—micro Proj. case
INTERCINEMA

95.00
95.00
85.00
1 1 0.00
40.00
25.00
20.00
150.00
9.50
2.00
4.00
240.00
55.00
65.00

CORP.

P.O. Box 3452
New York 17, N.Y.

A

AURICON "SUPER 1200," variable shutter,
"TV-T," 1200, magazine, studio type auto¬
parallax finder, model "S" galvonometer,
NR-25 S amplifier, matched zoom lens, springbalanced Auricon tripod with boot, power
supply. MAGNECORD/Rangertone double sys¬
tem recording equipment mounted in movable
roller-rack cabinet (steel) with switching ar¬
rangements for rehearse, shoot, playback, etc.,
wired through to provide matched track on
film for editing and preview purposes. Worth
over $9,800.00. All in A.I condition, $5,800.
Box 1410, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
35MM MITCHELL Standard, with hi-speed
gears. Recently completely rebuilt and re¬
finished by Mitchell. Like new. 7—Cooke Tscale lenses, 2—1,000 and 2—400 ft. maga¬
zines, 1 10V. and 12 V. wild motors, full
aperture with academy mattes, wide screen
and TV ground glasses, finder, matte box,
Akeley gyro tripod, baby, hi-hat, all cases.
Whole works $5,500.00 or, less tripods,
$4,900.00. Private. Will ship prepaid air¬
freight. Box 1404, AMERICAN CINEMATOG¬
RAPHER.
PROCESS PROJECTION EQUIPMENT

PRECISION REGISTRATION — USED MITCHELL
OR CUSTOM BLIMPED TYPE ON PORTABLE
CASTER BASES. COMPLETE WITH SCREENS, IN¬
TERLOCKED DISTRIBUTORS, CABLES, INTER¬
COMS, LENSES, ETC. FULL INFORMATION.
PHOTOS AND PRICES ON REQUEST. BOX 1340,
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
See S.O.S. Specials on Pages 216 and 217
TRADES TAKEN
Phone PL 7-0440 • Cable SOSOUND
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19
Western Branch—6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, California
Phone: HO 7-2124
EXCEPTIONAL OPPORTUNITY to purchase 750
amp DC generator completely equipped with
starting motors and switches at fraction of
cost. For photo and details write Box 1411,
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

CINE-SPECIAL 11 camera with Ektar 25mm 1.9,
15mm 2.5, 50mm 1.6, 63mm 2 1, 100mm 2.7
reflex finder, complete finders, carrying case.
Like new, less than 50 rolls of film on camera.
Cost over $1700, will sell for $750.00.
JOSEPH GROSS, 2424 S. 2nd St., Philadelphia
48, Penn. Phone FU 9-8229.
DUPLEX high-speed 35mm printer with auto¬
matic light changers; in perfect condition. Has
full aperture making it ideal for slidefilm
printing in color or black and white, $450.00.
Also Fairchild synchronous disc recording set¬
up. Finest of equipment. Full information on
request. E. M. REYNOLDS, 165 East 191st
Street, Cleveland 19, Ohio.
GOV’T SURPLUS in new condition! FILM DRY¬
ERS. 35mmx200 ft. capacity Stineman de¬
veloping outfits. Eyemo camera lenses. K-1A
Houston developers, reversal or positive film.
AIR PHOTO SUPPLY, DEPt. C-l, 555 East
Tremont Ave., New York 57, N.Y.
6 — 200 ft. magazines for Arriflex 35 or Cineflex with carrying case, $125.00. 400 ft.
capacity, $65.00 each. SAMUEL KRAVITT, 763
Chapel St., New Haven, Conn.
35mm DEBRIE, all metal Model G. 4 lenses, 4
magazines, motor, carrying case, etc. Excellent
condition. First $250.00 takes it. CHASE, P.O.
Box 512, New Orleans, Louisiana.
CINE-VOICE 400' conversion, 3 lens turret,
M-H professional erect image viewfinder, am¬
plifier, mike and cables, $725.00. GILMAN,
1210 Howell, Missoula, Montana.
B&H sound projector with Bodine sync motor,
$325.00. DON DUNN, 26246 Fairview Ave.,
Lomita, California. DA6-4925.
CINE Special Series I Perfect.
1" lens.
$400.00. Write Box 1250, AMERICAN CINE¬
MATOGRAPHER.
NEAR NEW 16mm late model Arriflex. Big
discount. Write NORMAN BEAN, 1229 Carmel
Drive, Simi, Calif, or phone Fireside 6-2742.

You’ll find the following “good
buys”

in

the

•
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on

this

page!

—Model II Cine Special Camera
—Film magazines for Arriflex 35
—Near-new
the

CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
315 WEST 43RD STREET • NEW YORK 36, N. Y
CABLE—CINEQUIP
It is idle, is it old?
Maybe it's worth its weight in gold.
We have waiting buyers many
Ready to pay a pretty penny.
WE GLADLY TAKE CONSIGNMENTS
SET YOUR OWN PRICE — SHIP IT IN —
OUR PERCENTAGE IS SMALL
WIRE US — PHONE: PL 7-0440
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION
Dept, fc
602 W.

Cable: SOSOUND
52nd Street

Arriflex

habit

CLASSIFIED

of

ADS

Cinematographer
and save money!

16

camera

reading
in

the

American

each

month

New York

Western Branch — 6331

WHY

19, N.Y.

Hollywood Blvd.

Hollywood, Calif., HO

7-2124

SACRIFICE

your production and struggle with old or used
equipment when we can trade for cash or
new equipment? Let us know what you have
and what you need.
THE CAMERA

MART,

INC.

1845 Broadway PL 7-6977 New York 23, N.Y.
TRY F&B

LAST

FOR THE HIGHEST QUOTE ON
USED MOVIE EQUIPMENT
FLORMAN & BABB

68

W. 45th ST., N. Y. 36, N. Y.

WANTED: Maurer Model D or E recorder with
NR amplifier and Magnasync recorder and
dubbers. Please furnish full description and
prices in first letter. Box 1407, AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER.
WANTED: Bell & Howell Model J 16mm
printer. Will pay cash for used model. GOOD¬
WIN FILM SERVICE, 411 7th Street, Sioux
City, Iowa.
WANTED: used J.A.N. telecinic 16mm pro¬
jector, also used 8 hour tape recorder. MID¬
WEST ANTENNA SYSTEM Ltd., Box 968 Camrose, Alberta, Canada.
16mm ARRIFLEX with lenses and accessories.
Quote price. ED ROBINSON, P.O. Box 708,
Hollywood 28, Calif.
Mitchell—Akeley—B & H—Wall—Eyemo
Cameras—Lenses—Equipment
CINE EQUIPMENT,

209 West 48th St.

—A 750-amp DC generator

Get

WANTED TO BUY FOR CASH

16MM AND 35MM CAMERAS
AND ACCESSORIES
MITCHELL—BELL & HOWELL STANDARD
AND EYEMO—ARRIFLEX—MAURER
ALSO
LABORATORY, EDITING AND
LIGHTHING EQUIPMENT

NATIONAL

RATES: Ads set in lightface type, 15c per word. Minimum ad. $2.00. Text set in
lightface capital letters (except 1st word and advertiser's name) 20e Per word.
Modified display format (text set in boldface type, capitals or upper-and-lower case)

APRIL

columns

EQUIPMENT WANTED

INC.

New York. N.Y.

SERVICES AVAILABLE
16mm FILM assignments—Chicago, Zoographic,
Scenic, Industrial. ARLETTE STUDIO FILM PRO¬
DUCTIONS, 2754 N. Ashland Ave., Chicago
14, Illinois. Bl 8-8612.
FILM ASSIGNMENTS, New York, Boston area,
scenic, STOck shots, industrial. ACORN FILMS,
168 W. 46th St., N. Y. C. Judson 6-2272.
Continued on Next Page

SI.50 per line. Send copy with remittance to cover payment to Editorial Otfice,
American Cinematographer, 1782 No. Orange Drive, Hollywood 28, Calif. Forms
close 1st of month precedinq date of issue.
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Classified Ads

DO IT YOURSELF WITH 8mm
Continued from

Continued From Preceding

SERVICES AVAILABLE
ANIMATION PRODUCED IN JAPAN. US quality
throughout—lipsync, color, etc. The ONLY stu¬
dios in Japan doing animation for export to
the United States. Oxberry animation equip¬
ment: Ampex sound system. INTERLINGUAL
INTERNATIONAL INC., 36-1 Akasaka Hitotsugicho, Tokyo.
, . . You don't have to be a
globe-trotter to find quality animation you can
afford! Tailored TV spots, technical and car¬
toon sequences to pep up that company film.
16-35mm B&W or color. Creative and produc¬
tion service for Savings and satisfaction. Box
1408, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
ANIMATION

CAMERAMAN — editor — sound recordist. 1 2
years experience newsreel, documentary, in¬
dustrial film production. Arriflex 16 equipped.
Free lance or staff assignment. Resume on
request.
Box
14C6,
AMERICAN
CINEMA¬
TOGRAPHER.
Employed CAMERAMAN and laboratory tech¬
nician seeking relocation with progressive
producer. Military, educational and Federal
agency experience. Request resume. Box 1405,
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
WRITER-DIRECTOR—13 years film experience,
3 years own company. Desire position of fu¬
ture stability with studio or industry. Box
1409. AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
CAMERAMAN
available
for
assignments
Florida-Caribbean area. Documentary, scenic,
UNDERWATER, sound. ROY CHEVERTON, 2625
N. Ocean Blvd., Ft. Lauderdale, Florida.

LABORATORY & SOUND
ROCKY MOUNTAIN

16MM HEADQUARTERS

16mm Black & White and Anscochrome
Processing—Printing—Recording—Editing
Rental • Sales • All types of film in stock
Write for Price List
WESTERN CINE SERVICE, INC.

312 S.

Pearl St., Denver 9, Colo.
Sherman 4-1017.

SOUND RECORDING at a reasonable cost.
High Fidelity 16 or 35. Quality guaranteed.
Complete studio and laboratory services. Color
printing and lacquer coating. ESCAR MOTION
PICTURE SERVICE, INC, 7315 Carnegie Ave¬
nue,
Cleveland
3,
Ohio.
Phone ENdicott
1 -2707.
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If you have something <
new or used to sell pro- 4
ducers or photogra- <
phers of motion pic- ]
tures, here is your best market place. Get your ]
message before read- <
ers that are potential <
buyers, in the U.S. and <
over 80 foreign coun- <
tries! See preceding ‘
page for rates.

Then he runs it through a final time to
make sure it is in the proper sequence.
Now, brother Boh sees it for the first
time.
The two then decide where to put
titles and what they shall say. (A mini¬
mum of titles, of course, are required
for sound movies.)
Don then shoots the titles, which are
composed of cast block letters arranged
in order on a background of colored

stripe is received, it is placed in the
Kodak Sound 8 Projector for addition
of the sound. The recorder is plugged
in, the starting points matched, and the
sound from the tape is recorded onto
the film’s sound stripe.
One great advantage of the magnetic
sound track is that the same film can
serve an effective sales tool for a wide
variety of audiences simply by record¬
ing a different sales message on each of
several duplicates. One can be slanted
for top management, another for engi¬
neering, another for production per¬
sonnel, etc.
At this writing, finished 8mm films

cloth placed on the Hoor.
For an unique effect, the letters
sometimes are cemented to a panel of
glass which is then placed in front of
one of the machine models which
serves as a background.

include three with sound: “Morton
Bridge Miller,” “Twenty-five Foot Ro¬
tary Grinder,” and “Morton Model
M L P ”; plus one without
“Vertical Trepanning.”

sound:

Or, he may set up one letter of the

The films, which run from seven to

title, shoot several frames, add another
letter, shoot several more frames, and

22 minutes, have been shown to such

so on. In this way, the film’s title let¬
ters seem to appear from nowhere.

Electric,
etc.

Another novel procedure Don has
devised is that of a miniature stage,
with curtain, for the opening and clos¬

They are accomplishing their goals
of stimulating interest and creating un¬

ing shots. This stage is made of cor¬
rugated fiberglass and measures three
feet wide by two feet high. By opening
or closing the curtain an effective, pro¬
fessional touch is achieved.

major machine tool users as General
Westinghouse,

Blaw-Knox,

derstanding as no other method has
been able to do, say the Mortons. And,
they have solved the problem of how to
sell expensive, highly-specialized equip¬
ment without first building it.

After the titles have been processed
and spliced into the proper places in
the film, it is completed except for

For these reasons, more and more
8mm sales films are scheduled to be
produced at Morton Manufacturing in
the future.

sound.
Bob Morton first runs the film
through the Kodak Sound 8 Projector

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS

and times each scene. A synchronous

Continued from Page 212

motor drive has been added to the pro¬
jector to control its speed, thus elim¬
inating any chance for timing error

the source or main direction of light

caused by voltage variation, a cold pro¬
jector, etc. In this way, one run-

acters. Key light means source light.
It may he strong, or very soft. It may

through establishes the screen time of
each scene.

be

The film is then sent to a laboratory
for processing where the desired num¬

ject from some adjacent surface. It
can be all-enveloping light, such as
found in a shaded area.

ber of duplicates are made and a mag¬
netic sound stripe applied to each.

used to illuminate the principal char¬

“hard,”

simulating

sunshine,

or

soft—as the light reflected on the sub¬

Set lighting patterns are dictated by

In the meantime, a narrative script
is written to match the film and re¬

the requirements of the scene to be
photographed (what it is about; time

corded on one sound track of a stereo¬
phonic tape recorder. A musical back¬
ground is also prepared, plus appro¬
priate machine sound effects picked up
in the plant with a directional micro¬
phone. These are recorded on the re¬
corder’s other track. A synchronous

of day or night). In other words,
where should the light come from and

motor drive guarantees accurate speed
control of the recorder.
When the film with its magnetic

what are its visible sources? What is
the mood required? These consider¬
ations set the pattern for the place¬
ment of lights.
You will find more on this subject,
incidentally, in the interview-article on
set lighting beginning on page 232 of
this issue.
■
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PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS
Continued from

Winton Hoch, ASC, “Voyage to the Bottom

REVUE STUDIOS
Russell Metty. ASC, “Flower Drum Song”

(Panavision; Ross Hunter Prod.) with Nan¬
cy Kwan and James Shigeta. Henry Koster,
director.
Emil

QUALITY AND SERVICE

Page 208

Harris,

John

ASC,

Russell.

Ray

Flin, “Wells Fargo”*

Lucien Ballard, ASC, “Marines, Let’s Go!”

(C’Scope & Color; shooting in Japan) with
David Hedison and Linda Hutchins. Raoul
Walsh, director.

Ellis Thackery, ASC, “Westinghouse Play¬
house”* ; “Bachelor Father”*

ASC,
“Father’s
(pilot); "The Investigator”*

John

Day”*

Warren,

WALT DISNEY

Directed the photography
of

‘ ‘Claudel le

starring
and

Inglish,”

Diane

Arthur

Brothers

month;

more

shooting

of

Roaring

and

at
last

recently

has been
“The

REVERSAL NEGATIVE
POSITIVE PRINTING

STUDIOS

BROS.

Stine, ASC, “The Couch” with
Grant Williams and Shirley Knight. Owen
Crump, producer-director.

COLOR ProcessingSuper Anscochrome

Stradling, ASC, “A Majority of
One” (Mervyn LeRoy Prod.) with Rosalind
Russell and Alec Guinness. Mervyn LeRoy,
producer-director.

COLOR PRINTING

Harold

McBain

Kennedy,

Warner

ties”

BLACK & WHHB

Edward Colman, ASC, “Babes in Toyland
with Ray Bolger and Tommy Sands. Jack
Donohue, director.
WARNER

RALPH WOOLSEY, ASC

MM

of the Sea” (C’Scope and color; Irwin Allen
Prod.) with Walter Pidgeon and Joan Fon¬
taine. Irwin Allen, director.

some
Twen¬

“Surfside

Harry

Vanderveer, "Maverick”*

Willard

6”
MacWilliams, ASC, Ralph WoolASC, Ray Fernstrom, ASC, Robert
Tobey, ASC, “Roaring Twenties’ *
Glen

TV films.

sey,
John Warren, ASC, Robert Gough, “Tall

Burt Glennon, “Lawman”*

Work prints—Timed Prints
Color to Color prints—A & B roll prints
Color to B & W prints—Fades-Dissolves
Dupe Negative—Multiple prints
Raw stock—Fastex service
Loop printing

Man”*

Write for complete information

ASC,
Edwin DuPar. ASC, Lewis Jennings, “Ha¬
waiian Eye”*

Robert

ASC, John Warren,
ASC, Ray Flin, “Shotgun Slade”*

Jack

MacKenzie,

Hoffman,

Robert

Tobey,

Benj. Kline, ASC, Jack MacKenzie, ASC,

Lewis

“Checkmate”*

MacWilliams. ASC, Ralph Woolsey, ASC,

John

ASC,

Russell,

"My

Uncle

Elroy”*

(pilot)

Mack Stengler, ASC, “Leave It to Beaver”*

Walter

Strenge,

Rennahan,

ASC,

“Wagon

Train”*

E. Arling, ASC, “Lover, Come
Back” (UI-7 Piets.—Nob Hill-Arwin) with
Rock Hudson and Doris Day. Delbert Mann,
director.
Beckner,

“Alfred

Hitchcock

Pre¬

350 W. 50th ST.

• NEW YORK 19, N.Y.

JUdson 6-7196

To Sell To

‘The Roman Spring of
Mrs. Stone” (Color; AA Prod.; shooting in
London) with Vivian Leigh and Warren
Beatty. Joe Quintero, director.
Harry

Ray

Waxman,

Tutwiler,

ASC,

THE

MOTION

PICTURE

INDUSTRY

YOU
NEED
AMERICAN

ASC, “Bronco”*

Fernstrom,

Commercials*

Kline, ASC, “Frontier Circus”*
TWENTIETH

LABORATORIES

Edwin DuPar, ASC, “Las Vegas Presenta¬
tion Film”* (pilot)

Thomas

sents”*
Benj.

ASC, Robert Hoffman, “77

Meredith Nicholson, Commercials*

Buddy”*

Arthur

Neal

FILM

Glen

H. F. Koenekamp, ASC, Commercials*

ASC, “Laramie”*

Emil Harris, “Bringing Up

Marquette.

Sunset Strip”*

ASC, “Thriller”*

Peach,

Jack

“Surfside 6”*
Carl Berger.

Kenneth

Ray

Jf.nnnings,

CINEMATOGRAPHER

CENTURY-FOX
ARTHUR ARLING, ASC

Philip

Lathrop,

Ellsworth

ker”*

ASC, “Hong Kong”*

Fredericks,

ASC,

“Jay

Haw¬

(pilot)

William

Directing

the

phy

“Lover,

of

Back,”

Mellor,

ASC,

“Ginger

Rogers

Show”*
N. Shifton, “Sin of Angels” (C’Scope;
Rossen Ent.; shooting in N.Y.) with Paul
Newman and Jackie Gleason. Robert Ros¬
sen, producer-director.

at

“20,000 Eyes” (C-Scope;
API) with Gene Nelson and Merry Anders.
Jack Leewood, director.
Brydon

Baker,

Crosby,
ASC, “The Two Little
Bears” (C’Scope; API) with Eddie Albert
and Jane Wyatt. Randall F. Hood, direcor.

Floyd

Lloyd

Ahern,

ASC, “Adventures in Para¬

dise”*
Peach,
ASC, “The Battle of
Bloody Beach” (C’Scope; API) with Audie
Murphy and Dolores Michaels. Herbert Cole¬
man, director.
Kenneth

APRIL

•

1961

FOR FILM0 REPAIR

Come

Universal-In¬

ternational

Studios

producers

for

Stanley

Sha¬

Martin

Mel-

piro

and

cher.

Featured are Doris

Day and Rock Hudson.

Freddie Francis, “The Innocents” (C’Scope;

England Achilles Film Prod.) with Deborrah Kerr and Megs Jenkins. Jack Clayton,
director.

BELL & HOWELL GAUGES

photogra¬

This pair of precision tools cuts hours off Filmo
repair time. Regular price for this set is $341.62.
We offer these—in brand new condiCf\
tion—while they last—both gauges
|

ZIV-UNITED ARTISTS
Curt Fetters, “Acapulco”*
Robert

Wyckoff,

Brick

Marquard,

"Bat

Masterson”*
Brick

Marquard,

t,°

FLORMAN & BABB, Inc. W&V

“Case of the Dangerous

Robin”*
Monroe

Askins,

Jack

Marquette,

Curt

Fetters, “Lock-Up”*

VARIABLE SHUTTERS

Askins.

and Automatic Dissolve
Attachments
for
all

Richard Rawlings, Robert Wyckoff, "Ma¬

B 0 L E X H cameras.
Write for literature.

Kenneth

Peach.

ASC,

Monroe

“Sea Hunt”*
libu Run”*
Monroe

(pilot)

Askins,

PELLEGRINI-PIEK

“Some

Like

It

Hot”*

634 Hearst Avenue,
San Francisco 12, Calif.

253

400 and
1200 foot
Conversions
FINEST
conversion
on the market to¬
day.
Convert your
Auricon
Cine-Voice
or
Pro
to
a
fine
camera
that
will
handle full 400 feet
of film with perfect
jam-free, wow-free
operation.
Includes
Veeder-Root footage
counter,
filter
slot
and holders, phone
jack in camera and
complete refinishing.

Quick Service . . . Finest Workmanship . . .
Mitchell or Bell & Howell Magazines.
Write

Pictures

for

and

Complete

Details

GORDON YODER

PROFESSIONAL CINE PRODUCTS
2222

N.

Prairie Ave.,

Phone LAkeside

Dallas 4, Texas
1-2672

CINE-TECHNICAL TRENDS
Controlled Double Exposure
Measures Movie Camera Steadiness
A new type of “double-exposure”
method for determining the steadiness
of motion picture cameras was recently
developed hy Eastman Kodak Com¬
pany engineers.
The advantage of the method lies
in the use of a calibrated photographic
target that looks like a flight of steps.
This permits the steadiness of the
camera, or film, to he measured in
numbers simply by counting steps.
The “stairs " are positioned accurately
to 1/10.000 of an inch on a standard
x-ray illuminator. A bar is placed at
an approximate right angle to the
steps, so that it will normally obscure
several of them, and also positioned.
This pattern is photographed from a

DUAL
POWER
VIEWER
for
BOLEX
REFLEX
From an original 6X to an 8X full field and
16X
critical
focus
LARGER
IMAGES-—BETTER
SHARPNESS
CONTROL
WITH
ANY
LENS
Easy to Operate—Guaranteed for
Life—More
Information
Available—When
Viewer
only
is
sent $54.00—When sent with Camera $60.00.

PELLEGRINI-PIEK
634

Hearst

Makers

of

Ave.,

San

Francisco

12,

Variable Shutter Units
Bo lex H Cameras.

for

Calif.
all

Automatic Dissolve attachments for Cine'
Special and BOLEX REX or H-8 and H-16
equipped with PELLEGRINI SHUTTER.

JOSEPH YOLO, 1037 N. La Brea
Hollywood, Calif.

Phone OLdfield 4-3004

set distance. Then bar and steps are
interchanged, the film in the camera
rewound, and the set-up photographed
again.
A double exposure thus appears in
each frame, and the bar obscures a
certain number of steps, depending on
the steadiness of the camera. Counting
these steps is much easier than the
judgments required in other methods.
The double exposure allows measure¬
ment of both vertical and horizontal
steadiness. The method, which was
developed at Kodak Park, Rochester.
N.Y., is fast and accurate enough for
the use of cameramen in the field.
Measurement and control of camera
and film movement are important in
the movie industry because steadiness
of the projected image is required to
produce the illusion of reality on the
screen.
*

*

i

I

quiet; it can he started and stopped
at the end of the film or run continu¬
ously.
As the cartridges are totally en¬
closed. no smudge or dust can reach
the film. The projector’s sound system
is completely transistorized.
The cartridge method of film pro¬
jection is expected to appeal to schools,
permitting teachers to insert films like
slides for use in the school program;
to libraries where users can take a
cartridge to see a particular event in
a small “view box”; to advertisers
for continuous showing of a film with¬
out need for manual rewind; and for
home use and rentals in which event
the cartridge is adapted to permit a
single running only.
*

*

*

Aid to Low Light Level
Photographic Recording.”
High-Sensitivity closed-circuit televi¬
sion equipment can he used as an aid
to recording a scene where the effec¬
tive exposure limitation is below the
capability of direct photography. The
monitor presentation is photographed
hy normal techniques. The effective
speed of such systems has been in¬
creased rapidly during the past three
years.
Equivalent ASA ratings in
excess of 100.000 are now available.
The sensitivity of a well-designed
closed-circuit television equipment is
determined primarily hy the pickup
tube and the optics. The most sensi¬
tive tube available for the past several
years has been the image orthicon or
its variations. The sensitivity has been
increased to the point that the statisti¬
cal variation in light photons received
is a limitation.

16mm Cartridge-loading Projector
PORTABLE CINE FLOOD

A new and simplified projector sys¬

"MITE - LITE”
•

Burns brighter and longer

•

Less weight • Spotless light

tem to extend the use of film in schools
and libraries has been developed un¬
der the auspices of the Physical Science
Study Committee at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology.

• New design and features
• Model "C" $130 inc. charger
custom built by JACK D. LEPPERT
2801 Oak Point Dr.
Hollywood 28, Calif.

FAR EAST ASSIGNMENTS
Established American organization experienced
throughout Asia, offers complete film production
services, 16mm or 35mm. Whether your needs
are a single shot or a complete production,
cable "Farfilms," Hong Kong, or write

FARKAS FILM COMPANY
424

254

Li

Po

Chun

Bldg.,

Hong

Kong.

The device is a cartridge loaded,
variable speed 16mm motion picture
projector. Inserted into a projector,
the cartridge of film runs for 20 min¬
utes in an endless loop so that no re¬
winding is necessary. High fidelity,
stereophonic sound is reproduced from
the sound track.
The projector is

High-speed Stereo Camera
Benson - Lehner Corporation, Santa
Monica, California, has been awarded
an $83,000.00 contract to design and
manufacture a high speed motion pic¬
ture stereo-camera and projection sys¬
tem for the Naval Weapons Labora¬
tory, Dahlgren, Virginia, with delivery
scheduled for late March 1961.
This new stereo-camera and pro¬
jection system will provide engineers
and technicians with greater visual
perception and more correlated data
for analysis.
°
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STUDIO MIXING CONSOLES

especially designed for motion picture re-recording
This attractive package is designed in modu¬
lar sections ranging from the compact center
section consolette to a complete studio mixing
console. Sections may be added as required,
according to the growing needs of your
facility.
A wide range of standard Magnasync rackpanel components are available, including;
precision potentiometers in various multiples,
program equalizers, microphone preampli¬
fiers, patch bays, reference level oscillators
and a variety of mixing controls.
Our Customer Services department will help
you plan the ideal assembly for your specific
needs.

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS:
Frequency Response:. .. .20 to 20,000 cps, ±1.5 db.
Signal-to-Noise Ratio:. .70 db below program level.
Less than 0.5% total harmonic.

Distortion:.

Output Level:.Maximum 20 dbm.
Power Consumption:.80 watts.
Enclosures available for do-it-yourself custom
installation

Send for
complete
literature

MAGNASYNC CORPORATION

r[ymsm

formerly Magnasync Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

5546 Satsuma Avenue, North Hollywood, California • TRiangle 7 0965 • Cable "MAGNASYNC"
SOUND SYSTEM

International leaders in the design and manufacture of quality magnetic recording systems

CHICAGO: Zenith Cinema Service, lnc.; Behrend Cine Corp.; LOS ANGELES: Birns & Sawyer Cine Equipment; NEW YORK: Camera Equipment Co.
SOUTH AFRICA: Johannesburg, Photo Agencies Pty. Ltd.; AUSTRALIA: Sydney, New South Wales, Sixteen Millimetre Australia Pty. Ltd
BOLIVIA: La Paz
Casa Kavlin; BRAZIL: Rio De Janeiro, Mesbla, S.A.; BURMA: Rangoon, G. K. Theatre Supply Co., Ltd.; CANADA: Toronto, Ontario, Alex L. Clarke Ltd.
DENMARK: Copenhagen, Kinovox Electric Corp.; ENGLAND: London, W-l, Delane Lea Processes, Ltd.; FRANCE: Paris, Brockless-Simplex S A
GREECE: Athens
Christos Axarlis; HONGKONG: Supreme Trading Co.; INDIA: Bombay, Kine Engineers; ITALY: Rome, Reportfilm, di J M. Schuller; JAPAN: Tokyo, J. Osawc
& Co., Ltd.; NEW ZEALAND: Auckland, Kerridge Odeon Industries,- PAKISTAN: Karachi 3, Film Factors Ltd., SOUTH RHODESIA: Salisbury, William Over & Co
Pvt. Ltd.; THAILAND: Bangkok, G. Simon Radio Co., Ltd.

“Wheat’s
_

your Pleasure,
Gentlemen?”

Everything you need to

...

,

complete your film-from
studio to laboratory services
is here in one, convenient
location

laboratory services:
Developing Processes

studio services:
Editorial
Creative Editing
Dialogue Cutting
Music Cutting
Conforming
Preparation of A&B Rolls
Hot Splicing
Syncing
Cutting Room Rental

Art and Animation
Storyboards
Graphic Art
Cartoons
Hand-lettered Titles
Hot Press Titles
Title and Animation
Photography

Music
Optical Film, 35mm
Magnetic Film, 35, 17&
16mm, i^-inch Tape
Disc, 3334 & 78
Sound Effects

Sound Recording
Location Recording
Narration
Music Recording
Post-dubbing
Re-recording
Mixing
Transfer
Interlocks
Facilities Include Optical and
Magnetic 35, 17} £ & 16mm,
34-inch Sync Tape

Screening
16mm Projection
35mm Projection
Interlocks

COLOR:
Negative EK 16mm
Positive EK 16mm
Ektachrome 16mm*
Kodachrome 16mm*
Ansco 16mm*
*Processed by film manufacturers’
local plant

BLACK AND WHITE:
Spray Picture Negative,
16 & 35 mm
Spray Sound Negative,
16 & 35mm
Newsreel Negative, 16mm
Spray Picture Positive,
16 & 35mm
Immersion Positive, 16mm
Reversal, 16mm

Printing
COLOR:
Kodachrome, 16mm
Ansco, 16mm
EK Internegative, 16mm
EK Positive, 16mm
Reduction, 16mm
Blow-ups, 35mm
Optical, 16mm
Workprint, 16mm
Masters, 16mm
Answer Prints, 16mm
Release Prints, 16mm
BLACK AND WHITE:
Dupe Negative, 16 & 35mm
Master Positive, 16 & 35mm
Reversal, 16mm
Reduction, 16mm
Blow-ups, 35mm
Optical, 16mm
Track Prints, 16 & 35mm
Work Prints, 16 & 35mm
Answer Prints, 16 & 35mm
Release Prints, 16 & 35mm
TV Spots, 16 & 35mm

Miscellaneous
Edgenumbering
Print Cleaning
Peerless Treatment
Magnetic Striping
Reels
Cans
Shipping Cases

Write, phone or wire for information and quotations on any and all producer services

byron/motion pictures
1226 Wisconsin Ave., N.W., Washington 7, D.C., FEderal 3-4000 /1220 East Colonial Dr., Orlando, Florida, CHerry 1-4161
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RUSSELL METTY
A.S.C.
“Sparioto*”

FREDDIE FRANCIS
B.S.C.
“Sons And Lovers’’

<C) A.M.P.A.S.

“On 'The Untouchables’ we had a
prize-winning team,” says Director of
Photography Charles Straumer.
“There was Operator Wilbur Bradley,
for instance, and First Assistant
Charles Short.”

ATLANTA 18, GA., 1737 Ellsworth Ind. Dr.,

It was this series, starring Robert
Stack as Eliot Ness, that won
Straumer the coveted “Emmy” award
of the Academy of Television Arts
and Sciences for outstanding photo¬
graphic achievement in 1959.

YORK 11, N. Y., 248 West 18th St.; WAL¬

Charles Straumer and his crew reg¬
ularly capture an invigorating breath
of virility to bring the dramatic ring
of truth to the television screen. We
are proud to be a part of this fine
team through Du Pont Superior® 2
and 4. These films —and complete
data on them-are available from the
Du Pont Photo Products Sales Offices
iisted here.

N. W.; CHICAGO 46, ILL., 4560 Touhy Ave.,
Edgebrook Station; CLEVELAND 16, OHIO,
20575 Center Ridge Road; DALLAS 7,
TEXAS, 1628 Oak Lawn Ave.; LOS ANGELES
38, CALIF., 7051 Santa Monica Blvd.; NEW

THAM

54,

MASS., 45-4th

Ave.

(Boston);

WYNNEWOOD, PA., 308 East Lancaster Ave.
(Phila.); EXPORT, Nemours Bldg., Wilming¬
ton 98, Del. IN CANADA: Du Pont of Canada,
Ltd., Toronto.

U. S. PAT. Off•

Better Things for Better Living

. . . through

Chemistry

ARRIFLEX 16mm and 35mm
Motion Picture Cameras
and Accessories

on these world-famous products:

MOVIOLA • COLORTRAN • MAGNASYNC
ARRIFLEX • AURICON and many others

COLORTRAN Converters for
every power requirement

a
MAGNASYNC Magnetic
Film Recorders, Reproducers,
Dubbers and Mixers

R

CECO does it again! CECO sets new
frontiers of value in the professional
film world with this unheard-of offer.
Everyone knows that anything me¬
chanical, no matter how carefully en¬
gineered, will require adjustment and
repairs. CECO now guarantees that
for the first 6 months you will not pay

a red cent for this service. The only
exception is damage not incurred in
normal use.
Everything else is our
responsibility.
The professional film world knows
that CECO always gives PLUS values
in quality, service and low, low cost.
Come in—telephone or write today.

€ouipm€nT (o.jnc.
Dept.A18, 315 W. 43rd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y., JUdson 6-1420

In Hialeah, Florida: tuxedo

f.

6510 Santa Monica Blvd.

In Hollywood, California: Hollywood 9.5119

o
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Yes! We have the most
modem equipment to print
your film. But all the equip¬
ment in the world won’t
guarantee you highest qual¬
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ity prints. This requires the
personal attention of skilled
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craftsmen.
The master craftsmen at
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Motion Picture Laboratories
have the keen minds, the
imagination, the know-how
gained from years of experi¬
ence, and the personal in¬
tegrity to give you prints of
matchless excellence.
We don’t “ mass-produce”
prints here. We print your
film on a strictly personal
basis, giving it “everything
we have” to give you the
finest prints money can buy.
That’s one more reason why
our clients have remained
steadfastly with us through

Departments

the years.
As for speed, MPL gives
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you 24 hour delivery service
anywhere in the United
States.
Send your film by AIR — today.
SOUND-EDITORIAL
COMPLETE LABORATORY SERVICES

MOTION PICTURE LABORATORIES,Inc.

§1 lllllllllllll.flllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllll.............■■ml ,;m! ... i|!;I.M:ill,l!ll';h H r l;l I Ul

781 S. Main Street
•
Memphis, Tennessee
Phone—Memphis WH 8 0456

1

The Master Craftsmanship
Your Film Deserves
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MOVIELAB

MOVIELAB

FILM

LABORATORIES

MOVIELAB BUILDING, 619 W. 54th ST.
NEW YORK 19, N.Y. JUDSON 6-0360

^developing color negatives • additive color printing • reduction printing including A & B • color
slide film processing • blowups • internegatives • Kodachrome scene-to-scene color balanced
printing • Ektachrome developing and printing • registration printing • plus complete black and
white facilities including cutting rooms, storage rooms and the finest screening facilities in the east.

INDUSTRY
NEWS

News briefs of

,

industry activities

products and progress

COLORTRAN
CINEMASTER
CONVERTERS
A

One-lens Cinemirade Projection

50,000 wafts of
photographic light
on half the nor¬
mal ampere con¬
sumption.

Cinemiracle Pictures Corp., devel¬
opers of a super-wide screen process
similar to Cinerama, now has perfect¬
ed a single-lens projection system capa¬
ble of projecting Cinemiracle pictures
on to a deeply curved screen without
any perceptible distortion for screens
up to 50 feet in width. The method,
which employs a system of mirrors,
reportedly projects a single standard
35mm or 70mm image on a deeplycurved screen with excellent results.

-A 3200-3400 Kelvin
dependability for
color reproduction.
A' Professional style
operation—push
button switches
control a studio
of lighting power.
50,000

watts $309.00

40,000

watts

258.00

25,000

watts..

168.00

•

•

•

Tahiti Film Studio

CAMART TIGHTWIND
ADAPTER
★ Only Tightwind with
Ball-Bearing
roller.
★ Completely
scratchproof
'A' Chrome-plat¬
ed, prevents
cinching or
abrasions.
■ft Winds film
quickly &
evenly.
★ Single unir
for 16mm
and 35mm.

A modern motion picture studio with
complete
production
facilities
is
planned for a 10-acre tract near Point
Riri in Tahiti. Volz-Rappaport Co.,
construction-finance firm, has orga¬
nized the Tahiti Studios Associates
there. Partnered in the studio project
is Manu Ariiteuira Teriitahi, the Chief
of the Papeari, who has played impor¬
tant parts in several Hollywood pro¬
duced South Seas films.
•

•

•

Trend Towards 60-min. TV Films

$34.95
F O B N.Y.

CAMART
CORE
DISPENSER
^ Keeps film cores
handy at all times.
Attach to work table
or wall.
if Easy to remove —
easy to fill. All alu
minum construction.
if Adjustable to 16mm
& 35mm cores.

16"
24"
36"

. .$ 9.50
. . 11.50
. . 14.50

Reflecting the trend toward hourlong TV films as opposed to the 30minute programmers which have dom¬
inated production in the past, is re¬
port last month that a record number
of 46 hour-long weekly series will oc¬
cupy prime time next season on all
three networks. Even successful halfhour series, such as “Gunsmoke” and
“Wells Fargo,” are to be expanded to
the full hour format next fall.
Cinematographers, producers, writ¬
ers and others are said to welcome the
hour-long trend as opening the door
to better quality TV film production.
Already, the producers of the 60-min¬
ute series are devoting more than a full
work week—sometimes up to 10 days
or more—to filming each episode. It
is probable that as demand for im¬
proved quality in TV films continues,
that hour-long series will eventually go
to alternate-week or once-a-month teleca ting basis.
•

•

•

Bill Farley Joins W. J. German
Walter (Bill) Farley, for 27 years
with Eastman Kodak Co., and in re¬
cent years assistant office manager of
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company’s Hollywood office, has joined
W. J. German, Inc., national distrib¬
utor of Eastman professional motion
picture films. Working out of the Ger¬
man Hollywood office, Farley will aug¬
ment company’s sales staff as technical
contact man between company and
Hollywood film industry.
•

•

•

Camera Equipment Co. Sold
A group of New York investors,
headed by Robert B. Bregman, an¬
nounced last month completion of ar¬
rangements for acquiring the business
of Camera Equipment Co., Inc., of
New York. According to Bregman and
Frank Zucker, operations and policies
of company will continue in same man¬
ner as heretofore, with Mr. Zucker
and other members of present man¬
agement continuing as officers and em¬
ployees of the acquiring corporation.
•

•

•

High Speed Stereo
Benson-Lehner Corp., Santa Monica,
Calif., has received contract from the
Naval W eapons Laboratory for the de¬
sign and manufacture of a high speed
stereo camera and projector. Camera
is of the rotating-prism type and will
be designed to attain its maximum
sampling rate of 15,000 fps in 60 feet
of a 400-foot film load, after which the
sampling rate is constant.
Basic picture format is 8x16mm for
each one of the stereo pairs. Record¬
ing is done on 35mm Kodak film hav¬
ing 4-row 8mm perforations.
The interaxial distance will be ad¬
justable from 13 inches through 4 feet
to provide.^stereo from 15 feet to in¬
finity.
•

•

•

News Briefs:
Robert Pell has been appointed sales
manager of Byron Motion Pictures,
Inc., Washington, D.C. . . . Birns &
Sawyer, Hollywood, will acquire the
property of KCOP in Hollywood and
will convert it to a sound stage rental
facility catering to small film produc¬
ers. . . . Kling Photo Corp., importerdistributor of West German photo¬
graphic products including the Arriflex cameras, held open-house April
23rd at company’s newly-acquired
Hollywood headquarters at 826 No.
Cole Avenue.
■
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MITCHELL R-35
...only truly professional
portable reflex motion picture camera
Designed, to cover the widest range of professional motion picture applications, the all new Mitchell R-35
reflex camera offers remarkable versatility to exceed the requirements of most discriminating cinematogra¬
phers. Streamlined design is combined for the first time with the full range of professional features by
Mitchell —world’s leading source of truly professional motion picture cameras and equipment.

COMPACT
Incomparable
R-35
Film
Movement

Designed to produce rock-steady films completely
compatible with those of the well-known Mitchell
BNC, NC and Standard cameras, the new R-35
dual register pin movement features: Twin regis¬
tration pins ... twin pull-down claws; stop-motion
to 120 EP.S.; removable aperture plate with builtin filter holder slot. . . holds two thicknesses of
gelatin filters. Full size: 0.980" x 0.735", remov¬
able pressure plate, entire movement removable
for cleaning . . . special construction insures fool¬
proof insertion with no loss of timing.
Hand Held or Tripod Mounted, the new Mitchell R-35 reflex camera uses a new series of Super
Baltar matched lenses designed specifically for the R-35 by Bausch & Lomb. For Complete details
of the outstanding features of this remarkable 35mm camera, write for the new R-35 Bulletin.

MITCHELL R-35
MAY

•

1961

MITCHELL CAMERA CORPORATION
666 W. HARVARD ST., GLENDALE 4, CALIF.
TECHNICAL REPRESENTATIVE:
521 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 17, N. Y.
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V/m. Daniels Named President
Of The A. S.C. For 1961-62
Sol Halprin, Milton Krasner, Joe Ruttenberg, Vice-presidents.

16mm

and

immediate
35mm

35mm

soundproof

magazines.
used.

cameras

delivery.

in

Arriflex
blimps

Synchronous

stock

for

16mm

and

available.

motors.

director of photography.
Daniels has numerous Academy
Award Nominations to his credit, and
has received one Oscar to date—for
the photography of “Naked City,” a
picture now renowned for its unusual
documentary style black-and-white
photography. He received a George
Eastman Award in 1957, and was
cited in 1956 by the trade paper Film
Daily for the photography of Para¬
mount’s “Strategic Air Command.”

400

New

and

LOWEL-LIGHT KIT

WILLIAM DANIELS
President-elect of American Society of
Cinematographers.
★ Uses R40
watts.

Reflector

bulbs—150

★ Mounts on anything. Becomes
lighter or front flood light.
★

Uses

regular

bulbs

verter. Boosts
lighting.
★ Kit

includes

low

five

with

to

case,

500

rear spot-

Colortran

current

lights,

to

con¬

powerful
and

large

$29.95

roll of Gaffer tape...

Barndoors.$5.95

DAUL SOUND EDITOR
MODEL SB-1 1 1

★ Edit single
35mm

and

optical

double

sound.

system

Edit

16mm

or

single-system

Magnastripe
or
double-system
magnetic
sound. Use with any 16mm motion picture
viewer to obtain perfect
of picture to track.
★

Dual

★ Zeiss

Editor

without

Moviscop

★ Special-editor

lip-sync

matching

viewer.$195.00

viewer.

viewer

comb.

89.50

W illiam Daniels, one of the indus¬
try’s top flight directors of photog¬
raphy, last month was elected President
of the American Society of Cinematog¬
raphers. A member of the Society
since 1932, Daniels has served at vari¬
ous times on the Society’s Board of
Directors and had been elected 2nd
Vice-president in 1960.
Several years ago, when MGM main¬
tained a number of cinematographers
under contract, William Daniels was
one of the studio’s ace directors of
photography and became Greta Gar¬
bo's exclusive camerman.
Daniels
photographed all of Garbo’s pictures
but two during her reign as star on
the MGM lot. He also was a favorite
of Norma Shearer, and photographed
such top MGM stars as Clarke Gable,
Jimmy Stewart, and June Alyson. He
was the first Hollywood cinematog¬
rapher to establish a reputation as a
“glamourizer” of fem stars.

269.50

roday, he is Frank Sinatra’s favoriti director of photography and has
photographed Sinatra’s last four pro¬
ductions—“Can Can,” “Some Came
Running,” “Hole In The Head,” and
“Oceans 11.” In Sinatra’s upcoming
production, as yet untitled, Daniels
will serve as co-producer as well as
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As
a
director of photography,
Daniels always strives to avoid “for¬
mula photography" or too spectacu¬
larly individualistic style. No two of
his pictures will have the same photo¬
graphic treatment, yet they will pos¬
sess many of Daniels' deft touches
which, when added together, result in
a significant photographic job. His
photography of “Can Can” is an ex¬
ample of this.
For months he’s been planning the
photography
of
MGM’s
upcoming
“Lady L,” in which Gina Lollobrigida
is to star. Because the story especially
emphasizes Lady L's delicate “peaches
and cream’’ complexion, Daniels has
been conducting extensive experiments
with makeup and screen-testing the
star in order to achieve the desired
delicate result in the photographv,
which will be in color. The tests will
be the subject of an article by Daniels
in a future issue of American Cinema¬
tographer.
Other Officers Elected
Other officers elected with William
Daniels were Sol Halprin, 1st Vicepresident; Milton Krasner, 2nd Vicepresident;
Joseph Ruttenberg,
3rd
Vice-president;
Charles G.
Clarke,
Treasurer; Ray Rennahan, Secretary;
and Daniel Fapp, Sergeant-at-Arms.
Robert deGrasse, Arthur Miller, and
Hal Mohr were elected to the ASC’s
Board of Directors, which also in¬
cludes Arthur Edeson, Burnett Guffey,
Victor Milner, Harold Rosson, and
John Seitz.
Alternate Board Members elected
are: Ernest Laszlo, James Van Trees,
Wallace Kelley, Ellis Carter, Harold
Lipstein, John Arnold, Paul Vogel,
Paul Eagler, Charles Salerno, and Gil¬
bert Warrenton.
H
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Auric on
“SUPER

1200”CAMERA

with Full-Frame Reflex Ground-Glass

FOCUSING

OPTICAL

SYSTEM

The unique and versatile features built into the 16mm Auricon “SUPER 1200"
Sound-On-Film Recording Camera have prompted Producers and Cameramen
to name the Super 1200.. .“Finest 16mm Sound Camera ever built!” This
Camera is “Self-Blimped” for whisper-quiet Studio work, has 33 minutes of
continuous film capacity, Variable-Shutter or Kinescope “TV-T” Recording
Shutter, plus the combined “Rifle-Scope" Telephoto Finder and ReflexFocusing Optical Systems illustrated below. Its only equal is another Auricon
“Super 1200"...

CAMERAMAN’S EYE
10 X ENLARGED
TELEPHOTO FINDER
IMAGE SEEN
BY CAMERAMAN

IMAGE FOCUSED ON FILM

SHOOT
PRECISION DOVE-TAIL CARRIAGE
IN "TELEPHOTO FINDER" POSITION
TELEPHOTO FINDER LENS

OBJECT
BEING |
SHOT

IN USE FOR FULL-FRAME GROUND-GLASS FOCUSING

IN USE AS TELEPHOTO-FINDER DURING FILMING

“Super 1200” Reflex Ground-Glass Focusing-Frame indicates the field covered
by any focal-length lens at all distances. A 10X enlarged Ground-Glass image
is seen by the Cameraman, for needle-sharp critical focusing.

No Camera-weight shift on tripod legs when moving from focus to film-shooting
position with the “Super 1200.” Camera-body does not shift to focus, or shoot
film, as Optical-System Dove-Tail Carriage is only moving part!

THE CAMERA OF TOMORROW, HERE TODAY! ITS ONLY EQUAL IS ANOTHER AURICON “SUPER 1200"
FEATURES OF MODEL CM-74 CAMERA INCLUDE...
+C “Rock-steady” picture and High-Fidelity Optical or "Filmagnetic” Sound-Track

recorded on same film at same time, with “whisper-quiet” Camera and Sound
Mechanism synchronously driven by precision-machined Nylon gears.
-JC Auricon all-transistorized “Filmagnetic” Sound-On-Film Recording System can be
used with the “Super-1200” Camera (with or without Optical Sound-On-Film also
installed in the Camera).
-fc “Super-1200” is Self-Blimped for completely quiet Studio use.
-ft Built-in Electric Camera Heater with automatic Thermostat-Control, provides
reliable cold-weather Camera operation.

"K 600 and 1200 ft. film Magazines available. Up to 33 minutes of continuous
filming.
During picture exposure, your film runs through the Auricon “Super-1200”
Film-Gate with the light-sensitive film emulsion accurately positioned on
jewel-hard Sapphire Surfaces, an exclusive Bach Auricon feature (U.S. Patent
No. 2,506,765). This polished Sapphire Film-Gate is guaranteed frictionless and
wear-proof for in-focus and scratch-free pictures, regardless of how much film
you run through the Camera!
•+C Priced from $4,149.00 for Double-System Recording; choice of “C” Mount

lenses and Carrying Cases extra.

-ft Geared Footage and Frame-Counter with built-in neon-glow indirect light.
Two independent Finder systems (in addition to Reflex Ground-Glass Focusing
through the Camera lens); a brilliant upright-image Studio Finder, plus the
“Rifle-Scope” precision-matched Telephoto-Finder.

•K Sold with a 30 day money-back Guarantee and One Year Service Guarantee; you
must be satisfied! Write today for your free copy of the 74 page Catalog
describing all Auricon Equipment.

BACH AURICON, Ino.
0 902 Romaine St., Hollywood 38, Calif.

•

HO

2-0931

All Auricon Equipment is
sold with a 30-day money
back Guarantee and a
1 year Service Warranty.
You must be satisfied!
CINE VOICE n
100 ft. Runs 23/4 min.
$967.00 & up

AURICON .. .THE PROFESSIONAL CAMERA

•

AURICON “PR0-600 SPECIAL”
400 ft. Runs 11 min.
$1295.00 & up

AURICON PR0-600
600 ft. Runs 16V2 min.
$1456.25 & up

AURICON SUPER-1200
1200 ft. Runs 33 min.
$4,149.00 & up

STANDARD OF THE 16MM SOUND INDUSTRY SINCE 193t

HOLLYCAM
COMPLETE

YOUR ONE
SOURCE FOR

SATISFACTION

HOLLYWOOD CAMERA COMPANY guarantees to bring you
the world's largest and finest stock of professional motion
picture equipment at the world’s lowest prices.
HollyCam saves you time and money because our complete
stocks supply all your needs . . . conveniently and econ¬
omically, from one source.
Our greatest satisfaction comes from giving you personal
service. Your orders and letters are intelligently handled by
people who take a genuine interest in your needs.
HollyCam’s combination of the world’s largest stocks, most
modern facilities, and skilled interested people to handle your
orders, assures you fast, dependable service. Personal inspec¬
tion and a final check before your order is carefully packed,
insure accuracy. Whether you order by mail, phone, or in
person, you can always depend on HollyCam to serve you best.

WORLD’S
LARGEST STOCK
AT YOUR COMMAND

AT HOLLYCAM you make your selections from huge stocks of
cameras, lenses, accessories, processing, editing and projection equip¬
ment. Our modern building, which occupies a. full square block, pro¬
vides more than 23,000 square feet of floor space. Offices, show¬
room, warehouse, darkrooms, overhaul and repair shops, shipping
facilities ... all under one roof ... all for the purpose o
serving you — our customers all over the worlct
As

Near as Your Mail

Box

Write for your copy of

HOLLYWOOD CAMERA CO

our new catalog, listing
and

showing

of items for the profes¬
sional

16011
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CHANDLER

BLVD.,

NORTH

hundreds

photographer.

HOLLYWOOD,

CALIFORNIA

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

for the finest in
professional cine equipment
HOLLYWOOD CAMERA COMPANY offers the professional cinematographer the world's largest in-stock
inventory of cameras, lenses, accessories, and processing and projection equipment. FROM CAMERA
TO SCREEN . . . professionals all over the world rely on HOLLYCAM for complete, faster, personal service.
Only HOLLYCAM can offer all this at such tremendous savings!

BELL & HOWELL design 2709

Ideal for
Animation

35mm Standard Professional Studio Camera
Recognized throughout the world as one of the finest 35mm
produced. It is equally versatile in the studio or on location.

motion

picture

cameras

ever

Incomparably accurate film registration is provided by the famous “Unit I” fixed pilot pin film
movement. Other features include four-lens turret, prismatic thru-the-lens focuser, 170 degree
variable shutter and automatic dissolve.
This fine camera is largely responsible for the high standards of perfection in the industry
today, and HOLLYCAM brings it within the reach of all studios, large or small, at tremendous
savings.

ACCESSORIES

List

Mitchell Type Rackover .
Bell & Howell Tripod, Gearhead and rackover .
Motors, 12 volt, 24 volt .
110 Volt or Hi-Speed .
B & H Viewfinder, Mitchell type .
Magazines — 200' Metal .
400’ Metal .
400’ Fibre .
1000’ Metal .
Sunshade, with Arms .

STANDARD CAMERA

With "Unit I" Shuttle
List $4,303.00

HI-SPEED CAMERA

1995

With Hi-Speed shuttle
List $5,017.00

1495

1800.00
530.00
530.00
105.00
135.00
90.00
165.00

Hollycam
Special
600.00
295.00
265.00
395.00
95.00
53.50
57.50
27.50
95.00
75.00

00

&
Howell
MODEL 170
35mm CAMERA

CHEMICALS
Black-and-White Reversal Processing
Kit. Includes: Prehardner, first and
second developers, bleach, clearing
bath, fixing bath. Makes approxi¬
mately six gallons of developer with
proportionate amounts of other chem¬
icals. Enough for 4000 feet of 16mm
film. Excellent for use with SuperXX, Hypan, etc.

COMPLETE KIT

14.95

CAMERA
GUNSTOCK
With

Detachable

Tripod

Use with even the heav¬
iest 16mm camera for
rock-steady sports, nature
and other action
pic¬
tures. Detachable 'tripod
extends to 5 feet. Weighs
only 5 lbs. complete.

SPECIAL
19.95

One of Bell & Howell's newest 35mm cameras. 3-lens divergent turret
accepts standard Eyemo mount lenses. Filter slot, built-in grips and
straps for hand holding. Operates with motor or hand crank, with
provision for spring motor. Camera and magazines have built-in heating
system. Thru-the-lens focusing. Magazines have internal movement for
pre-loading, allowing instant change in the field without threading.
COMPLETE OUTFIT INCLUDES:
Complete camera; B&H 1", 2", and 6" lenses with hoods; 400' or 1000'
magazine w/counter; 24 v. motor; 5-position motor mount; critical
focuser; gelatin filter holders; set of glass filters; dust cover; cables;
radio interference filter heated magazine cover; 2 fitted carrying cases
AND titling and scene I.D. unit!

AN $8900.00 VALUE
COMPLETE.

395.00

ACME
ANIMATION

SYSTEM

This Acme animation unit is a complete system ready to go to work for you.
It is priced at a fraction of original cost, and at less than half of any comparable
stand. At this low price you can add your own animation to low budget
films, and you will find the stand will pay for itself over a very short period
of time.
This Acme animation system is capable of handling a wide variety of animation
work, special effects, titles, and film strips. Developed for high-speed pro¬
duction, all movements are accomplished with hand and foot controls from
the operating position. This model incorporates motorized vertical drive,
vacuum pressure platen and a separate electrical control panel.
An Acme animation camera with four 400 foot magazines and stop-motion
motor is included. The background projector, a must for special effects, is also
equipped with a stop-motion motor, and is controlled from the main panel.
Other features include camera mount with full drift compensation, wide range
of movements, back lighting, and fully adjustable platen. The base is a single
heavy duty casting to provide the utmost in stability, and freedom from
vibration. All switches, controls, scales and cables are included. Lenses are
not included.

A $25,000.00 VALUE!
FOR A LIMITED TIME

6950

"

■

MOVIOLA

Famous
Model D 35mm

SAVE

Features a large 3-inch diameter viewing
lens. Reversible, foot - controlled variable
speed motor. Can also be hand braked at
winding flange. Film can remain stopped
as long as desired. Includes take-up and
supply spindles. Comes with case and footswitch. Takes 10-inch (1000 ft.) reels. 100120 volt 25-60 cycle.

SPECIAL PRICE

189

!■

HOUSTON FILM
PROCESSORS

Model L — 16mm version of
Model D .

295.00

Model UDS — 35mm picture head
and optical sound. 3" viewing
lens. Stand, motor and reel
spindles.

595.00

Model UDS-Mag — Same as UDS,
with magnetic sound pick-up..

695.00

Model UD2S — Same as UDS but
with 2 sound heads. .

750.00

Model UD4S — Same as UDS but
with 4 sound heads.

995.00

Model K-3 — 16mm Neg., Pos., Reversal.

Model SC — 35mm Projector. Has
projection head with composite
35mm optical sound. Separate
head for 35mm optical, mag. or
Vi" tape... 795.00

Model K-3A — 16mm Neg., Pos., Reversal .

Model K-2 — 16mm Negative and Positive ...
Pump and Compressor for Model K-2 .

MOliytvOOT)

Model K-1A — 16mm Neg., Pos., Reversal.

Model A-ll — 16/35mm Neg., Pos., Reversal
Labmaster — 16/35mm, Negative, Positive ....
Color — 16mm Reversal Color Film .

695.00
1 50.00
1 595.00
1795.00
2450.00
2750.00
3250.00
8950.00

6AMEA

AURICON
SOUND-ON-FILM RECORDER
Model 20. 16mm x 200 ft. capacity. Complete with synch motor, galvanometer,
Model NR-25 noise-reducing amplifier, mike, cables, headset, blimped case, etc.
COMPLETE! Can be used in conjunction with any camera to form complete
Dual Sound System.

SPECIAL.

HOLLYCAM

JUNIOR

TRIPODS

Hollycam Tripod with Vee-Grooved
legs and friction head. Height ad¬
justs from 52" to 71". Large cam¬
era plate for even the heaviest 16mm
cameras. Smooth pan and tilt.

NOW ONLY

395^

BRAND Tj
NEW
I Mm

16mm x 400 foot

MAGAZINES

^
T

Junior legs only.80.00
Junior head only.90.00
For ball leveling socket and adapter,
add 42.52

for BELL & HOWELL
CAMERAS
List is $195.00
Brand New!

HERNFELD 35mm
PRINTER

129.50
16mm x 400' for Mitchell 16 . 92.50*
16mm x 200' Cine Special Chamber.295.00
16mm x 400' Cine Special Chamber .355.00
16mm x 100' Cine Special Chamber .125.00
16mm x 400' Maurer .145.00
16mm x 400' Eclair Camarette .175.00
35mm x 200' Bell & Howell (Metal) . 47.50
35mm x 400' Bell & Howell (Fibre) . 19.95
35mm x 400' Bell & Howell (Metal) . 54.50
35mm x 1000' Bell & Howell (Metal) .. 95.00*
35mm x 400' Mitchell Magazines . 59.00
35mm x 400' Mitchell Magazines (Bi-Pack) .235.00
35mm x 1000' Mitchell Magazines . 99.00
35mm x 2000' Mitchell Magazines .235.00
35mm x 400' For Bell & Howell Model 170 (A6) . 89.00
35mm x 1000' For Bell & Howell Model 170 (A6) .115.00
35mm x 400' Wall Magazines . 54.50
35mm x 1000' Wall Magazines . 95.00*
35mm x 200' Arriflex (Conversion) . 69.50*
35mm x 400' Arriflex (Conversion) .119.00*
35mm x 100' Eclair Camarette Magazines . 85.00
* NEW — Items not starred are excellent, used, guaranteed serviceable

35mm continuous motion picture printer, Model
1509A. Makes contact prints on 35mm posi¬
tive film. Sprocket driven operation up to 60
feet per minute. Includes light source, optical
system, light-change mechanism, five-way aper¬
ture, light-card indicator, sprocket drive, motor,
clutch and footage indicator. 750 watt med.
pre-focus lamp. INCLUDED is automatic colorcorrection filter changer for scene-to-scene
color correction. Slide magazine holds up to 75
filters and is solenoid operated.

LIST PRICE IS $4250.00

Our Price

1250

00

ALSO AVAILABLE
Arri 35mm Step Printer with
,1475.00
light changer.
Houston C-4 16mm Continuous Printer 495.00
Schustek 16/35mm Reduction Printer .. 750.00

:

WALL 35mm

Famous
Single-System Sound Camera
With Mitchell Type Rackover and
Registration Pin Movement

Standard with professionals everywhere. Proven with a background
of over 31 years of successful operation under every climatic con¬
dition. Rugged and dependable. Records optical sound directly on
the negative simultaneously with the picture. Through-the-lens
focusing. Four-lens turret with locking mechanism. 170° variable
shutter with dissolve. Mitchell type viewfinder. Pilot pin move¬
ment. Many, many other features.
WALL 35mm CAMERA with sound system, re¬
cording galvanometer and amplifier, cables,
controls, two magazines, rackover, AND FOUR
LENSES . . , MOTOR, CASES.

COMPLETE
Same as above but less sound equipment, with
12 volt
motor.1250.00

co.

1995

00

10611 CHANDLER BLVD., NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

MITCHELL

CAMERAS

COMPLETE 35mm HI-SPEED OUTFIT
Based on the proven design of the Mitchell "Standard," the Hi-Speed
operates at speeds from 1 to 128 frames per second. Perfect results are
assured at all intermediate speeds. Unequalled for slow motion photo¬
graphy. Design is identical to the "Standard," except that ball bearings
and only high quality metal gears are used.

Hollycam Special

List Value is $8150.00
With 4 lenses, mattebox, viewfinder, motor,
two 400 ft. magazines, and set of carrying
cases.

3550.00
head only

MITCHELL ACCESSORIES
1" f2.3 Bausch & Lomb Baltar.130.00
2" f2.3 Bausch & Lomb Baltar.135.00
3" f2.3 Bausch & Lomb Baltar.140.00
4" f2.3 Bausch & Lomb Baltar.165.00
6" f2.3 Bausch & Lomb Baltar.190.00
35mm Tripod Legs, Standard, New .139.50
35mm Tripod Legs, Standard, Used . 99.50
Friction Head, Standard .395.00
Standard Finder with insert mattes.179.50

Bell & Howell

Eyemo

'Q‘

outstanding
value!
Designed and built for
rugged duty. One of the
most versatile cameras
ever made. Speeds of 8,
12, 16, 24, 32 and 48
frames per second. Quick¬
reading footage counter.
Camera holds 100 ft. of
film in daylight spools, or
400 ft. with magazines.
YOU GET ALL THIS:
3-lens spider turret
1" Bell & Howell lens
2" Bell & Howell lens
6" Bell & Howell lens
LIST VALUE $1800
Motor mount
New Eyemo motor
Hand crank
Magazine drive belt
Filters & sunshades
Power cable
Two 400' magazines
Write for list of op¬
Open back for magazines
tional accessories such
Drum type optical finder as critical focusers,
with fields for 6 lenses
filter slots, cases, etc.

2495°°
Standard Finder with Adjustable Mattes 295.00
Motor — 110 volt, “wild" .395.00
Motor — 12 volt d.c. with tachometer 295.00
Motor — 24 volt d.c. with tachometer 295.00
Motor — 110 volt synch, for
16mm camera .297.50
BNC Interlock Motor—110 or 220 volt 195.00
Single System Motor—12 or 24 v. d.c. 285.00
Filter Holdeit—12, with case. New . 17.00
BNC Selsyn remote follow-focus control 275.00
Variable Diffuser, New .110.00

120 amp

Mole-Richardson

MOLARC 90
ARC LIGHT

MITCHELL CAMERAS
Mitchell Single Lens Camera with head and motor .1295.00
Mitchell Single-System with RCA galvanometer and
complete RCA sound recording system. Recondi¬
tioned, guaranteed equal to new .6750.00
Mitchell Standard with 6 lenses, mattebox, viewfinder,
motor, four 1000 ft. magazines, and set of carrying
cases. $8650.00 list . 3550.00
Mitchell Standard, Head Only .2495.00

Teague 35mm Motion Picture

BACKGROUND PROJECTOR
Complete 35mm back¬
ground process projector
on heavy-duty adjustable
pedestal with tie-downs,
rotary distributor, Bell &
Howell dual pilot pin reg¬
istration movement, motor
and magazines. Projector
is
completely
blimped.
Optical system includes
lens, condensers, and
shutter. Projector and
camera can be interlocked
or run "wild.” 180 amp.
Peerless High
Intensity
Rotary Arc.

Beam is variable from 8° to 44° without
hot-spots. Adaptable to all types of light¬
ing where spot or flood illumination is
required. With barndoors and diffusion
frame.

LIST VALUE $1300

825“

List Value is $18,000.00!
COMPLETE, READY TO OPERATE

3850“

395“

All equipment is guaranteed to be as advertised. Check with order please, or 25% deposit,
balance on delivery. Purchase orders welcomed from D&B rated firms. Minimum order $5.00.
All prices f.o.b. our warehouse.

Write for your copy of
our new catalog, show¬
ing hundreds of items
for still, cine, and aerial
photography. Large sec¬
tion on processing equi
ment.

10611 CHANDLER BLVD., NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

WHAT’S NEW
IN

EQUIPMENT,

ACCESSORIES,

\\6Hreo»®ET?

RENT

SERVICES

CAMERA LENSES

controlled by a ColorTran Converter.
List price is $120.00.

Now! If you are working on a
tight budget, but want to make
a tremendous showing at a small
outlay . . . your T.V. station can
RENT the World's finest Lenses
from B & J. Extensive selection!
Off-the-Shelf Delivery! Pioneers
in T.V. Optics—since 1936!

D.C. Power Source
Gordon Enterprises, Inc., 5362 No.
Cahuenga Blvd., North Hollywood,
Calif., announces the Dynamax Power
Pack, a nickel-cadmium battery hav¬

High-Speed Editing Table
Camera Equipment Co., Inc., 315
West 43rd St., New York, N. Y., an¬
nounces a new high-speed editing table
for rapid film scanning. Said to be
ideally suited to television stations and
film libraries where rapid inspection
of prints, insert spots and commer¬
cials are required before release, the
CECO Editing Table features rapid,
scratch-free operation at speeds up to
250 ft. per minute, both forward and
reverse. Also provided is ability to
stop film action on any single frame
without damaging the film. Brightly
illuminated screen is 4/rx6", and there
are also a footage counter, optical
sound head, speaker, amplifier and

ing 6- to 10-hour capacity and cap¬
able of repeated re-charging. It is
available with 12- and 24-volt outputs
and there is a dual pack for use with
Arriflex cameras that supplies either
8 or 17 volts power. The complete unit
is mounted in a leather carrying case
for over-the-shoulder use. Available
also is the Dynamax Charger as a
companion unit. This operates on 115volts A.C. and will fully charge the
Dynamax power pack overnight.

Natural Lighting Corp., 630 So.
Flower St., Burbank, Calif., announces
a new ColorTran explosion-proof light¬
ing unit (pictured below), which is
designed for use in dangerous test
areas or other hazardous environ¬
ments.
Taking standard PAR 64
lamps and operating in confined areas,
the 12-lb. 10-in. lamp provides usable
photographic light equal to a conven¬
tional 5000-watt studio key light when

•
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QUALITY AND SERVICE

16

mm

slack & want
Automatic Exposure Control
Flight Research, Inc., P.O. Box 1-F,
Richmond, Va., announces the Model
VI-4 Autex continuous automatic ex¬
posure control for cameras used for
photoinstrumentation. Features of this
new model include simpler method of
matching control to the iris diaphragm
of any lens, internal limit switches,
and removable photocell for remote
locations.
Designed to be mounted on any
motion picture camera and to drive
the iris ring of the lens, the unit’s
high-speed mechanism
responds to
light level changes as fast as 7 stops
per second. The unit’s small size and
small weight makes it ideal for air¬
borne installations and underwater
housings. Simple index dial adjusts
control for all film speeds. A lens dial
adaptes the control electronically to the
lens.

MAY

For Color — Black and White
. .
Choice of Focal-lengths, Apertures, and
Speeds direct FROM B & J STOCK, or Special
Custom Fittings from B & J's Modern Lens Lab.
B & J is prepared to meet the most exacting
needs of your TV Stations NOW
Widest
selection
of
Cine
Lenses —
16mm
(Pathe',
Filmo,
Bolex, etc.)
and 35mm (Eyemo - Mitchell)
—Normal, Wide-Angle, Telephoto, Zooml
Write for Special O page
Optics & Acessories Listing.
FREE — 132 pg.
catalog of
Photo Equipment, Lenses and
Accessories,
for
the
ProfesI
sionall

A.

manual controls for both film speed
and sound. Price of 16mm model is
$2,500; the 35mm model, $1,750.00.

Explosion-Proof Lamp

TV and CINE OPTICS
UNLIMITED ! !

■

REVIRSM NEGATIVE
POSITIVE PRINTING
COLOR ProcessingSuper Anscochrome

COLOR PRINTING
Work prints—Timed Prints
Color to Color prints—A & B roll prints
Color to B & W prints—Fades-Dissolves
Dupe Negative—Multiple prints
Raw stock—Fastex service
Loop printing
Write for complete information

VIDEO

FILM
LABORATORIES

350 W. 50th ST. • NEW YORK 19, N. Y.
JUdson 6-7196

271

when film
is processed at

From, original 'photography to release prints, skilled
CF1 technicians accurately interpret the creative
objectives of the cinematographer. Exacting CFI
laboratory control and advanced processing methods
insure maximum definition and correct tone reproduc¬
tion ... consistently.

CONSOLIDATED FILM INDUSTRIES
959 Seward St., Hollywood 38, California • HOllywood 9-1441
521 W. 57th St., New York 19, New York • Circle 6-0210
COMPLETE 35MM AND

272

16MM

FILM

SERVICES

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

In a short but hectic space of 3 years, F & B has
emerged as one of the leading suppliers of animation
equipment to suit every purpose. F & B is deeply
interested in the problems facing film producers, and
all of these products have been developed only after
much discussion, consultation and research. All stands
are custom built and virtually every stand delivered
has contained adaptations and modifications worked
out to best meet the individual buyers requirements.

Vi

F.B
F & B
ANIMATION STAND
The undisputed performance
champion in the low-priced ani¬
mation stand field.

Basic
Stand

It’s an
• Animation
Stand
• Filmstrip
Stand
Product
Stage
• Tilting
Stand

$995

NEW INDUSTRIAL & AV
ANIMATION STAND
A complete professional animation unit for the industrial
or school studio in a package.
Specifications: 60" zoom —
manual wheel 1/2" per rev.-—
1-18 field — ground steel 2"
columns — welded steel base.
Camera carriage interchange¬
able for movies, stills, enlarg¬
ing, copying, projection.
Capacity 70 lbs. Compound —
NSEW movement driven by
lead screws with hand cranks
— NS 14"—EW 18"—1/10"
counters on all cranks. Table
Top—18" x 24"—2 peg bars—
24" movement, 1/20" scale.
360° rotation with 1/2° scale.
Spring-loaded platen with selfleveling water white glass.
Pantograph — attached, right
side up. Underneath Light Box
—with 4 sockets—opal glass.
Shadowboard—on single post
swivel. Top Light Bracket.
Accessories available include
motorized zoom, floating peg
bars, dovetail camera mount,
4x5 copying and enlarging
head.

Compare these specifications:
• Zoom Range 1-30 Field
• Compound Camera Carriage
18" E-W, 12" N-S
• Tracking Accurate to 1/1000
of an inch
Weight 450 lbs. 14 Accessories
Available

,

.,

$2850
Complete unit, as shown

TRAVERSE PEG BAR
allows cells to travel diagonally to
table top peg tracks. Travel 16" or
longer on special order. Ground steel
track with hand crank & counters in
1/100 inch.
Price

UNDER¬
NEATH
LIGHT BOX

$45

More than
45 access o r i e s
available
including:
Multi-Plane
Table
Traverse
Peg Bar
12 Field
Crawl Unit
- Aerial Image
Projector
Stop Motor
Motor
Acme Portman
Rack-over,
16mm-35mm
Camera
Our new streamlined design in¬
corporates all the versatility of
stands costing twice as much.
Enthusiastic users from Australia
to Venezuela endorse its rugged
simplicity and efficiency.
^ _ WRITE FOR
Basic
JT Q JT COMPLETE
Stand f IjV J20 PAGE
CATALOG

Other Accessories Available or Custom-built
To Your Requirements:

MULTI PLANE TABLE

Price

l
V \ I .pf
■•*„..1.

Write For
Brochure

for 3 dimensional animation—4 levels
optically flat water white glass —
24" x 33" x Vi". Each level inde¬
pendently adjustable—slides freely on
rails. Stops provided on each level.
(fCin —Tape-on peg bars
Price
/ U
$12.

Aluminum with 3
top and bottom
pegs — 9" x 12"
cutout with
frosted glass in¬
sert, outside
diameter 17" —
rotates.
Also available
with moveable
pegs.

w
*—-IPH IlltfV

V

ACCESSORIES

DRAWING
DISK

PORTMAN
ANIMATION STAND

$195

-

5 light sockets,
motorized blow¬
er, opal glass.
Evenly illumin¬
ates a full 12
field.
(1*QC
Price

REGISTRATION PUNCH. 3 punches on 4" centers. Standard peg sizes—
Acme or Signal Corps. Tool steel dies will punch thru Vs" cardboard. Two locating
pegs for continuous punching, positive back stop, adjustable side
<J*QQE
stop. Spring loaded lever handle. 9" x 12" mahogany shelf.

Zoom counters & scales
Shadow boards
Motorized zooms
Lens mount
Automatic followfocus
Dovetail camera mount
Universal light brackets
Slip lens units
Multi-plane table
Artwork tables
Copying camera
Automatic field size
light units
Wipe & ripple units
Peg bars
Peg plates
Peg inking boards
Peg sets
Compounds
Table tops
Peg tracks

Rotary compound
movement
Double rotary
movement
Platens
Pantograph
Fixed floating pegs
Floating unit
Floating peg bar
12 field crawl unit
Compound sub-bases
Snap-on peg plate
Electric platens
Wide screen platen
glass
Aerial image projector
Interchangeable
16-35mm Animation
Camera
Automatic disolve
Automatic magazine
take-up
Single speed & 3-speed
stop-motion motors

Please send me detailed information and prices on:
_F & B Triplex
.Portman Stand
.New F & 8 Industrial Stand
.Accessories

SERVING THE WORLD’S FINEST FILM MAKERS

FLORMAN & BABB, inc.
68 West 45th Street New York 36, New York Murray Hill 2-2928

MAY
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Name.
Address.
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PHOTOGRAPHIC
WHAT THE INDUSTRY’S CAMERAMEN WERE SHOOTING LAST MONTH

A New Splicing
and Repairing Technique

By

MARION

NOTE: Asterisks indicate television film productions.

NOWIN
E
ROLLS!

HUTCHINS

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL

Micuel F. Mila, “Atlantic Attack” (Color;
Spain) with Broderick Crawford and Mario
Cabre. Charles Haas, director.

only $2.20 for 16mm
$4.04 for 35mm

Paul Beason, “Once a Thief”

(Hartford
Prods, for UA; shooting in Madrid) with
Rex Harrison and Rita Hayworth. George
Marshall, director.

CASCADE STUDIO

Roy Seawright, Commercials*

REPAIR Torn, damaged

Henry Sharp. ASC Commercials*.

films & film strips, patch cuts, tears,
gouges, necks, burns, etc.

Ernest Laszlo, ASC, “Judgment at Nurem¬
berg” (Stanley Kramer Prods, for UA re¬
lease) with Spencer Tracy and Burt Lan¬
caster. Stanley Kramer, director.

COLUMBIA STUDIOS

Fred Gatei.y, ASC, “Manhunt”*
Irving Lippman, "Naked City”*

REPLACE Torn perfor¬

Show”*

Jack Marta, “Route 66”*

Mario Montuori, “Last Days of Sodom and

Biroc,

BUTT SPLICE

Andersen,

ASC,

“Donna

Reed

Wimbolt, “The Hellions” (Technirarna & Technicolor; Irving Allen, Ltd.;
shooting in S. Africa) with Richard Todd
and Lionel Jeffries. Kenneth Annakin, di¬
rector.

Use Magic Mylar white opaque tape
for splicing magnetic film—or for vis¬
ible splices in darkroom processing.

Guisseppe Rotunno, “Two Enemies” (Dino
de Laurentiis Prods.; shooting in Israel)
with David Niven and Albert Sordi. Guy
Hamilton, director.

"

Please send me:

JERRY FAIRBANKS STUDIO

Ray Foster, ASC, Commercials*
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

Jack Swain, “The Gunslingers”*
John Nicholaus, “Rawhide”*
Erwin IJillier, “A Matter of Who” (Walter
Shenson-Milton Holmes Prod.; shooting in
London) with Terry-Thomas and Sonja Ziemann. Don Chaffey, director.

Carl Guthrie, ASC, “Everything’s Ducky”

Joseph LaShelle, ASC, “The Honeymoon

with Mickey Rooney
Don Taylor, director.

Machine” (Avon Prod.;
McQueen
and
Brigid
Thorpe, director.

20 ft. rolls — transparent 16mm — single
perforation (T16S) at $2.20
66 ft. rolls — transparent 16mm — single
perforation (T16S) at $6.00

Gomorrah” (Embassy Pictures-Titanus; East¬
man color; shooting in Morocco)
with
Stewart Granger and Pier Angeli. Robert
Aldrich, director.

Avil, ASC, “Underwater City”
(Fantascope & Color; Neptune Prods.) with
William Lundigan and Julie Adams. Frank
McDonald, director.

Gordon

Florman & Babb, Inc.

and

Buddy

Hackett.

DESILU—Cahuenga

Lothrop

Worth,

ASC,

“The

Real

Mc¬

Coy’s”*

color) with Steve
Bazien.
Richard

Paul Ivano, “The Jim Backus Show”*
George Clemens, ASC, “Twilight Zone”*

20 ft. rolls — transparent 16mm — double
perforation (T16D) at $2.20

DESILU—Gower

66 ft. rolls — transparent 16mm — double
perforation (T16D) at $6.00

Robert Planck, ASC, “My Three Sons”*

Milton Krasner, ASC, “Four Horsemen of

20 ft. rolls — transparent 35mm (T-35)
at $4.04

Lucien

and

the Apocalypse” (C’Scope & Color; Julian
Blaustein Prod.) ; with Glenn Ford and
Ingrid Thulin. Vincente Minnelli, director.

66 ft. rolls — white opaque — 16mm —
magnetic film only (0-16) at $6.00

Philip Lathrop, ASC, “Perry Mason”*

66 ft. rolls — white opaque — 35mm
(0-35) at $11.00

Robert Moreno, “Adventures of Ozzie and

Robert Surtees, ASC, “Mutiny on the
Bounty” (Ultra Panavision & Color; shooting
in Tahiti; Areola Prods.) with Marlon Bran¬
do and Trevor Howard. Lewis Milestone, di¬
rector.

66 ft. rolls — transparent 35mm (T-35)
at $11.00

W

splicing tape for magnetic tape (S4)
at $.57

1 20' roll T16

($2.20)

1 20' roll T35
F & B Film
Repair & Butt
Splice Block

( 4.04)

4;——I
i

(19.95)

J |
aj_a—A .
S=ff BT —f |
1
—

($26.16)
□ Special Introductory Kits at only
Name
Address

City ......

Andriot,

ASC,

“Harrigan

Son”*
GENERAL SERVICE STUDIOS

Harriet”*

Maury Gertsman, ASC, “Mr. Ed”*
INDEPENDENT

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY KIT:

274

Show”*

John

Placing a frame of Magic Mylar over
your regular over-lap splice absolutely
prevents it from ever opening —

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Carson

Charles Welborn, “Dennis the Menace”*

STRENGTHEN
OVERLAP SPLICES

68 W. 45th St., N.Y. 36, N.Y.

“Jack

Charles Lawton, ASC, Commercials*
Gert

"

ASC

(Pilot)

With¬
out losing a single frame of your film
strip or 16mm movie film—butt splice
leaders and tails — no cement or
splicers needed —

Robert Krasker, “El Cid”

(Super Technirama-70; Samuel Bronston Prods, with
D.E.A.R.; Films for Allied Artists & J.
Arthur Rank; shooting in Spain)
with
Charlton Heston and Sophia Loren. Anthony
Mann, director.

Joe

ations — on sound or silent films &
film strips — missing pieces of film
— restore torn-out bits of film —

Elwood J. Nicholson, “The Phantom
Planet” (Four Crown Prods.; shooting at
Producers Studio) with Dean Fredricks and
Coleen Gray. Bill Marshall, director.

*14.50

Ricardo Torre, “The Magic Fountain” (CScope & Eastman color; shooting in Madrid)
with Fernando Lamas and Esther Williams.
Fernando Lamas, director.
Alex Phillips, “Geronimo” (Panavision &
Technicolor; Levy-Gardner-Laven Prod, for
UA) with Chuck Connors and Kamala Devi.
Arnold Laven, director.
Gilbert Warrenton, ASC, “Beauty and the
Beast” (Technicolor; Edw. Small Harvard
Film Corp. UA ) with Joyce Taylor and Mark
Damon. Edw. L. Cahn, director.

Dale Deverman, “Asphalt Jungle”*
Harkness Smith, “The Americans”*
N.B.C.

Alan

Stensvold,

Show”;
“Groucho
Rogers Show”

ASC,
Marx

“Dinah
Show”;

Shore
“Roy

PARAMOUNT STUDIOS

Russell Harlan, ASC, “Hatari!” (Howard
Hawks Prod.;
Technicolor;
shooting in
Africa)
with John
Wayne and Gerard
Blain. Howard Hawks, producer-director.
Continued on Page 278
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THE LUCKY NUMBER

that gets the shew on the read!
T■ he

first thing to do when you get your budget okayed, is to call JUdson 6-1420.
Technicians at CECO® go into action on the double. Cameras, lights, sound recorders and
accessories are assembled for quick delivery across town or across the continent.
Producers, directors, cameramen and sound engineers come to CECO—for the smallest
job to the biggest spectacular ...
1) BECAUSE CECO is the world’s largest and most knowledgeable distributor and
manufacturer of professional photographic equipment. The best brains in the industry
beat a path to our door.
2) BECAUSE "success teaches success”. Our engineers are a repository of the tech¬
niques and trade secrets of America’s best known cameramen. They pass along to you—
free of charge—the shortcuts and special methods for solving your picture problems.
Call today .. . JUdson 6-1420.
New WADDELL HIGH SPEED 16MM
CAMERA. A flexible high speed camera
with speed range from 3 to 30,000

CECO BLIMP FOR 16MM MAURER CAMERA

pps.

The first compact, contour blimp for

Ideal for data recording.

MAURER

WADDELL Ultra High Speed Streak

16mm.

Permits easy accessability.

Camera also available.

CECO MODIFICATION PLATE
FOR ARRI 35MM
A flat bottom modification
for the 35mm ARRI,
utilizing existing motor drive.

CECO 35MM PROFESSIONAL FILM
VIEWER-ANALYZER WITH DOUBLE
SYSTEM SOUND READER
Easy threading, portable. Available
with single system sound or as
viewer only. 16mm models also.
® TM #707529

(Taukrh equipment (o.,inc.
CECO STOP MOTION MOTORS FOR CINE-SPECIAL,
ARRIFLEX, MITCHELL AND MAURER CAMERAS
110 Volt AC operation, forward and reverse.
(Illustrated with Cine-Special)

New Yo,k 36, N-¥

Gentlemen: I am interested in the items checked below.
Please rush me more free information on these products
□
O
I I
□
□
□

PROSKAR 16mm Cinemascope Lens
CECO Hi-Speed Editing Tables
CECO 35mm Film Viewer-Analyzer
WADDELL High Speed 16mm Camera
COLORTRAN Cine-King Light
NEGEMA Projection Stand
l~1 CECO Blimp for Maurer 16mm
Q CECO Stop Motion motors

□ MAGNASYNC 602 Type 13 Dubber
Q NOMAD Transistorized Sound RecorderReproducer
,—,
OXBERRY Unistand Model TE
CECO Triangles, Model C
CH ARRIFLEX 16mm Camera
□ CECO modification plate for Arri 35mm

Name_Title_
Firm_
Address_______
City__ Zone_State

CECO TRIPOD TRIANGLES, MODEL C

PROSKAR 16MM CINEMASCOPE LENS
A combination camera and projec¬
tion

lens

images

Vh

sharp

Lightweight, collapsible, adjust¬
able. Comes with tripod locking

times wider in scope.

device. All aluminum construction.

which

projects

OXBERRY UNISTAND MODEL TE
A professional animation stand
designed for low budget ap¬
plication

without

sacrificing

quality.

CECO HI-SPEED EDITING TABLES

NOMAD SYNCHRONOUS TRANSISTORIZED
SOUND RECORDER/REPRODUCER

Designed to cut down editing

Lightweight, completely portable.

time. Rigid construction. Avail¬

Professional quality recording and play¬
back. For use with most 16mm cameras.

able in 16 and 35mm models.

(ARRI 16 illustrated)

MAGNASYNC 602 TYPE 13
SOUND DUBBER. Furnished

NEGEMA PROJECTION STAND
Ideal for 16 or 35mm pro¬
jectors, sound or slide. Light¬
weight. Sturdy construction.

LATEST MODEL ARRIFLEX

in center or edge tracking

In New York:

for 16mm film. Other
dubbers for 35 and
17y2mm in stock.

Camera Equipment Co., Inc.
315 W. 43rd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y.
JUdson 6-1420

16MM CAMERA WITH
CONTROL SIGNAL GENERATOR
AND AUTOMATIC SLATE.

y4"

Utilizes miniature
tape
recorder. Provides top
picture and synch sound.

FIRST CLASS
PERMIT No. 4236
New York, N. Y.
Sec. 34.9, P. L. & R.

BUSINESS

REPLY

MAIL

In Hialeah, Florida:
Camera Equipment Co., Inc.
of Florida, 1335 E. 10th Ave.
TUxedo 8-4604
In Hollywood, California:
Camera Equipment Co., Inc.
6510 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 9-5119

NO POSTAGE STAMP NECESSARY IF MAILED IN THE UNITED STATES

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY
CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY, INC.
DEPT. 65, 315 WEST 43rd STREET
NEW YORK 36, N. Y.

C0L0RTRAN “CINE KING”
For high performance spot
or flood. Lightweight. Low
in price. Other C0L0RTRAN
lights available.

Turn Mem over to

JACK A.FROST
&ery
PRODUCTION
RENTAL NEED

Pioneer in Complete
Production fientoi
Service /

• LIGHTING —
ARCS ,
INCANDESCENT

• MOBILE
GENERATORS
• TRANSFORMERS
• CAMERAS
CRANES
DOLLIES
• CAMERA CARS
• TECHNICAL
CONSULTANTS

Choose from one of the nat ions larqest Inventories.. .
benefit from Faster delivery
via Frosts compam/ Fleet of
trucks... and count on the dependabilitq of Frorfs top tech¬
nicians who qive you complete
coordinated Sen/ice from start
to finish.

JACK A.FROST
■ 8030, Detroit

COBO HALL OFFICE: 401 Washington Blvd.
Rm. 3143, WO 2-1255, Detroit 26, Michigan

MAY

•

1961

Piquette
Michigan

CANADIAN OFFICE: 6 Shawbridge,
BEImont 2-1145, Toronto, Canada

THREE WELL-EQUIPPED offices
insure fast, dependable service!
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PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS

John Warren, ASC, Neal Beckner, “Alfred
Hitchcock Presents”*

Continued from Page 274

Ei.lis Thackery, ASC, “Bachelor Father"*
John Warren, ASC, “General Electric Thea¬

Edward Colman, ASC, “Babes in Toyland”
with Ray Bolger and Tommy Sands. Jack
Donohue, director.

tre”*

PARAMOUNT STUDIOS

WARNER BROS.

Shunichiro Nakao, “My Geisha" (Saschiko

Russell Metty, ASC, “Flower Drum Song”

Prod.: Technicolor; shooting in Japan) with
Shirley MacLaine and Yves Montand. Jack
Cardiff, director.

(Panavision; Ross Hunter Prod.) with Nan¬
cy Kwan and James Shigeta. Henry Koster,
director.

ASC, “Deadlock" (Edmond
O’Brien-Stanley Frazen-Tiger Prods.) with
Jeffrey Hunter and Stella Stevens. Edmond
O'Brien, producer-director.
Loyal

WALT DISNEY STUDIOS

Griggs,

Walter
Ray

Strenge,

Rennahan,

Emil Harris,

ASC,

“Wagon

Train”*

ASC, “Laramie”*

“Bringing Up Buddy”*

TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX

ASC, “The Music Man”
(Technirama & Technicolor) with Robert
Preston and Shirley Jones. Morton DaCosta,
producer-director.
Robert

Burks,

Bert Glennon, “Lad:

McCay and
director.

A Dog” with Peggy
Breck. Aram Avakian,

Peter

Jack Marquette, “Maverick”*

PARAMOUNT SUNSET STUDIOS
Lester

Shorr.

ASC,

“Pete

and

Gladys"*

Ellis Carter, ASC, "A Star in the West”

George Diskant, ASC, "The Law and Mr.

(C’Scope & DeLuxe color ) with Debbie Rey¬
nolds and Ken Scott. Vincent Sherman, di¬
rector.

Jones*"*

Daniel

REPUBLIC STUDIOS

Kit Carson, "Dick Powell’s Zane Grey The¬

atre”*
Charles Burke, “The Tom Ewell Show"*
Wilfrid Cline, ASC, “Stagecoach West”**

REVUE STUDIOS
ASC, “Cape Fear” (Melville
Prods. I with Gregory Peck and Robert Mitchum. J. Lee Thompson, director.

Sam

Leavitt,

John Russell, ASC, Benjamin Kline, ASC,

"Thriller”*
Ellis Thackery, ACS, Emil Harris, "Westinghouse Playhouse”*
Ray Flin, Robert Gough. "Wells Fargo”*
Benjamin

Kline.

ASC,

John

Russell,

ASC. "Checkmate”*
Warren,
ASC,
ASC, "Holiday Lodge”*

John

Jack

Mackenzie,

Mack Stengler, ASC, “Leave it to Beaver”*

ASC,
“Bachelor
Flat”
(C’Scope & DeLuxe color) with Richard
Beymer and Tuesday Weld. Frank Tashlin,
director.

Lloyd

Fapp.

Ahern, ASC,

“Adventures in Para¬

Glen MacWii.liams, ASC, Harold Stine,
ASC, Ray Fernstrom. ASC, “Roaring Twen¬
ties”*
Ralph

N. Shifton, “Sin of Angels” (C’Scope;
Rossen Ent.; shooting in N.Y.) with Paul
Newman and Jackie Gleason. Robert Ros¬
sen, producer-director.
Freddie Francis, “The Innocents” (C’Scope;

England Achilles Film Prod.) with Deborrah Kerr and Megs Jenkins. Jack Clayton,
director.
Baker. “20,000 Eyes”
(C-Scope;
API) with Gene Nelson and Merry Anders.
Jack Leewood, director.
Brydon

Crosby,
ASC, "The Two
Little
Bears” (C’Scope; API) with Eddie Albert
and Jane Wyatt. Randall F. Hood, direcor.

Floyd

ASC, Lewis Jennings,
ASC, Harold Stine, ASC,
Jack Marquette, “Hawaiian Eye”*
Ray

Ff.rnstrom,
Tobey,

Robert Hoffman, “Cheyenne”*
Glen

MacWilliams,

ASC,

Robert

Hoff¬

man, “77 Sunset Strip”*
Stradling, ASC, “A Majority of
One” (Mervyn LeRoy Prod.) with Rosalind
Russell and Alec Guinness. Mervyn LeRoy,
producer-director.
Harry

Harry Waxman, “The Roman Spring of
Mrs. Stone” (Color; AA Prod.; shooting in
London) with Vivian Leigh and Warren
Beatty. Joe Quintero, director.

ZIV-UNITED ARTISTS
Brick

(C’Scope & Color; shooting in Japan)

of the Dangerous Robin”*

Marquard,

Monroe

Asicins,

“Case
*

• 35mm and 16mm
• For Studios & TV
• Cutting and Viewing

ENGLAND'S FAMOUS

ACMADE MARK II
EDITING TABLES
• Continuous movement (non-intermittent) safer
for negative or positive viewing.
• Synchronous and variable speed, instant stop,
forward and reverse foot pedals and press
button.
• Film paths instantly declutchable by switch
selection.
• Projected picture 8"x6" or larger by removing
screen.
• Separate magnetic and combined optical and
magnetic heads.
• Built-in synchronizer footage counter and run¬
ning time counter.
• Removable flange plate with tite wind roller.
• Instant sound track selector.
• Manual inching control.
• Fast rewind controls.

Glennon,

Robert Tobey, ASC, Ralph Woolsey, ASC,

Lucien Ballard, ASC, “Marines, Let’s Go!”

NOW AVAILABLE AT F & B

Burt

Lewis Jennings, “Surfside 6”*
Robert

dise”*

ASC,

Woolsey,

“Lawman”*

k
m
\

Price complete and
duty paid.

*2975

Now In Use By: British Broadcasting Corp., British Movietone
News, Television Wales & The West, Scottish Television,
Granada TV, Southern TV, International News Film Agency,
British War Office, Associated TV, Atomic Weapon Research,
Cambridge University, Mather & Crowther, Editorial Films,
Park Pictures, Marconi TV, and many other leading British
producers.
Florman & Babb — Exclusive East Coast Dealers

fob New York

FLORMAN & BABB)

inc.

68 West 45th Street • New York 36, New York • MUrray Hill 2-2928
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AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

BY BIRNS & SAWYER OF HOLLYWOOD
uni

for “Auriconscious” Cameramen
MEANING “MONEY-WISE”

''■*

A-D-J-U-S-T-A-B-L-E BODINE TORQUE MOTOR
FOR RELIABLE TAKE-UP!

*

RUNS ONLY WHEN CAMERA IS OPERATING!

■

PRECISE WORM-GEAR FOOTAGE COUNTER
FOR ANY FILM LOAD!
AURICONVERSION* (left) with
400-ft. magazine on Auricon
Cine-Voice Camera.

400i-ft. AURICONVERSION1
on Auricon Pro-200
Camera (left).

AURICONVERSION* (left)
with 1200-ft. magazine
on Auricon Pro-200.

MITCHIC0N ADAPTER for extend¬
ing use of Pro-600 to 1200' capacity
(not needed on C-V, Pro-200 units).
Cat. 1105 .$95

EXTEND CAMERAS
TO 400' AND 1200' FILM CAPACITY
without destroying original design!

SOUND BARNEY, specially de¬
signed by Birns & Sawyer for Mitchell
magazines on Auricon Cameras in
closeup film work. Button flap allows
quick film loading. Cat. 1438 $39.50

There’s no loss of original function or design with
an AURICONVERSION* by Birns & Sawyer of Hollywood!
It fits the camera contours. Available for Cine-Voice
and Pro-200. Adjustable Bodine Torque Motor relieves
load on camera motor and drive mechanism - a B & S
exclusive! Furnished with worm-gear footage counter
— precise for any film load. All surfaces anodized or
plated. Only $395 for Pro-200 conversion; $450 for
Cine-Voice (includes footage counter; Mitchell magazine extra).

m-

-fi'lBIRNS & SAWYER

CINE EQUIPMENT

\6424 SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD • HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA • TELEPHONE: Hollywood 4-5166‘CABLE: BIRNSAW

MAY

•

1961
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lowing a brief illness. He had recently
completed shooting the last of the sea¬
son’s schedide of “National Velvet”
TV film series at MGM. Previously he
had directed the photography of such

News briefs about the A.S.C.,

HOLLYWOOD

its members, and important

BULLETIN BOARD

industry personalities

TV film series as “Lassie,'' and “Have
Gun, Will Travel.” He also had been
a director of photography at Para¬
mount Studios, Hollywood, for a num¬
ber of years. His wife Nell and a son
and a daughter survive.
•

•

•

Irmin Roberts, ASC, last month com¬
pleted the photography of 75 five-min¬
ute segments of “Lloyd Mangrum
Talks Golf.” a TV educational series
produced by Alan Wise of Telemat.
The golf action was shot at Apple Val¬
ley; the interiors at Teletex Studios,
Hollywood.
•

•

•

Charles Rosher, one of the founding
members of the American Society of
ASC’s
turns

OUTGOING
over

gavel

President
of

office

Lee Garmes (left)

PRESIDENT

DANIELS,

to

tional

President's

President-elect

William Daniels.

Past

recognition

President-Elect’ Will iam Daniels and
other newly-elected officers were offi¬
cially installed at the ASC's monthly
dinner April 24. Daniel Fapp, serge¬
ant-at-arms; Ray Rennahan, secretary;
Charles Clarke,
treasurer; Joseph
Ruttenberg, 3rd
VP; Milton Krasner, 2nd VP; Sol
Halprin, 1st VP;
and Daniels were
innaugurated in
that order by Mar¬
tin Jurow, head of
Famous Artists, who officiated as in¬
staller.
Outgoing Presi¬
dent Lee Garmes
turned the gavel
of office over to
Daniels, who in
turn
presented

of

his

in

turn,

presents

plaque

to

Presidential

tradi¬

Garmes

in

achievements.

guests with a humorous monologue
that matched anything the best of to¬
day’s nightclub comics deliver.
Notable among the special guests at¬
tending were Jim Powers (Hollywood
Reporter film reviewer), Paul DeVoe
(Publisher of Limelight), Charles Rosher, and Paul Klingenstein (head of
Kling Photo Corp.).

•

•

•

whose last four pictures Daniels has
photographed: “Dear Willie — Just

Kline, John Russell, Jack MacKenzie,
Mack Stengler, Ellis Thackery, John
Warren, Russell Metty, Walter Strenge,
and Ray Rennahan.

heard the good word about your ap¬
pointment. If you need a good cabinet
member. I’m available. Can clean
lenses, etc. Best.
—Frank”.
•

vue Studios last month than at any
other—ten in all: Sam Leavitt, Ben

•

can Society of Cinematographers last
month has been reported.

Jim Backus, screen actor and wellknown voice of “Mr. Magoo,’' regaled

Stuart Thompson died April 25 fol¬

memorating his achievements during
acceptance was terse and to the point
conduct

his

office

strictly according to the Society’s Con
stitution and By-Laws.

280

maica.

Death of two members of the Ameri¬

his term of office. Daniels’ speech to
would

now retired, makes his home in Ja¬

More ASC cameramen worked at Re¬

Lewis L. Mellor, an Associate MemIter, died March 28th at the South
Coast Community Hospital in Laguna
Beach. At the time of his death, he
was a physicist with the Missile and
Rocket Division of the Ford Founda¬
tion at Newport Beach, Calif. He was
widely known in the film industry for
his development of lenses and while
at Paramount Studios won an Oscar
award for a pan-tilt tripod invention.

he

his second roundthe-world tour. In
all, Rosher has
covered more than
267,000 miles in
CHAS. ROSHER, ASC
his global treks.
He has still to visit the Orient, a trip
nowr in the planning stage. Rosher,

Among the many congratulatory
messages received by President Daniels
was this telegram from Frank Sinatra,

O

Garmes with the
Society’s tradi¬
tional Past Presi¬
dent’s plaque com¬

—that

Cinematographers,
visited Hollywood
last month follow¬
ing completion of

PAUL KLINGENSTEIN, head of Kling Photo
Corp., New York, was a guest at ASCs April
dinner. He’s shown here demonstrating new
Gossen Lunasix exposure meter to Arthur
Miller, (center) and Ed Colman.

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

Now available!
ft.
A

D

BLMP

D

The new 1000 ft. Blimp converts the
ARRIFLEX 35 into a full-fledged
SOUND STUDIO CAMERA, and brings
further versatility to the ARRIFLEX 35
system. It accepts the ARRIFLEX 35 with
regular synchronous motor, and utilizes
standard Mitchell magazines, which are
joined to the camera by means of an
adapter, supplied with the Blimp. No
alterations are necessary on the ARRIFLEX
35 or the Mitchell Magazine.
No tools are needed. It takes but a
few minutes to change the
ARRIFLEX 35 from hand camera to
studio camera or vice versa.

Features:
Modern acoustic damping methods afford extreme
sound absorption. Permits use of microphones within 3
ft. of Blimp.
Remote focus drive from 3 positions.
Remote diaphragm adjustment.
Through-the-lens-focusing and viewing.
Matte box with leather bellows adjustable by geared
struts.
Large front port permits use of 18mm wide-angle lens.
Adapter available to use anamorphic lenses.

Built-in filter holder for 3x3" filter.
Large Control windows for distance scale, diaphragm
scale, footage counter and tachometer.
Wired for buckle switch which can be built into existing
cameras and is factory supplied with camera if bought
with Blimp.
ARRI-Precision Engineered for a lifetime of trouble-free
service.

$4,195

Behrend Cine Corp.

Frank C. Zucker

*for SALE, RENT, LEASE

I
MAY

•

or direct
from

1961

Camera Equipment Co., Inc.
315 West 43rd St.

New York 36, N. Y.

FOB N.Y.

(formerly

161

JUdson 6-1420

CORPORATION

Television Equipment Co.)

E. Grand Ave. Chicago 11, III.
Michigan 2-2281

OF

AMERICA

257 PARK AVENUE SOUTH, NEW YORK 10, N. Y.
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S.O.S. SPECIALS
OF THE MONTH
NEW...USED...REBUILT...SURPLUS.
Price Reductions!!

. . Take Advantage of These Tremendous

Write, Wire or Phone Before it is Too Late!!

★ CAMERAS, 35MM

★ ANIMATION & SPECIAL EFFECTS

ARRIFLEX II likenu, 4 lenses; 1-200' and 2-400' mags.;
syncmotor;
blimp; accessories; cases.
Used once.
Cost $5000 plus .
$3750.00
ARRIFLEX 1, Mattebox, 400' magazine, viewfinder, 3
Zeiss lenses, case .$695.00
ARRIFLEX 1, 3 Goerz Apogar lenses; 200' mag.,
motor .
$495.00
EYEMO 71 P, 2-400' mags, 110V AC/DC motor, 3 Cooke
Speed Panchro lenses. 2 cases .$595.00
WALL, 4 Baltar lenses, double claw movement, pilot
pins, 1000' mag, 12V motor, RCA Galvo, amplifier,
mike, headphones, cases .
$1995.00
DEVRY Magic Eyes: 0-10° variable shutter: 2"
lens .$149.50
MITCHELL STD., 5 Baltar lenses; 2-1000' magazines;
110V
wild
motor;
mattebox,viewfinder;
cases .$2995.00

CINE SPECIAL ANIMATION Motor, New.$299.50
ACME
7'
Animation
stand,
E/W/N/S
movements,
sliding pegs, B&H 35mm camera, Acme stopmotion
motor. $12,500 value .$3795.00
TEL-ANIMASTAND, art table N/S/E/W, rotary move¬
ment. New demonstrator. $3000 value .$1795.00
B&H 35mm Animation Cameras; 400' magazine; dis¬
solve $3500 original cost .$1250.00
SAME with thru-lens focusing .$1750.00

★ CAMERAS, T6MM
AURICON,
PRO-200,
parallax finder, sunshade, NR
amplifier, cases. Excellent.$595.00
B&H FILMO Turret Automaster Autoload, fl .9 lens,
case. $350 originally.$99.50
AURICON CINEVOICE I, Amplifier, case, headphones,
mike, etc.$595.00
AURICON SUPER 1200' parallax finder, variable shutter,
2-400' mags., case. Less galvo. $5300 list.$2495.00
AURICON CONVERTED CT70, VA galvo, syncmotor,
single lens mount, B&H turret finder, 400' Maurer
geared magazine. Will make good double system
recorder .$895.00
CINEPHONIC, Magnetic recording, 400' Mitchell mag,
3 Elgeet lenses, turret, transistor amplifier, power
supply, mike. Pro Jr. tripod and triangle. $3000
originally, likenu .
$1995.00
BOLEX,
Converted
400'
mag.;
rackover;
telescopic
finder,- 110V wild motor. $900 original cost....$449.50
AURICON CINE VOICE II, 3 lens turret, syncmotor,
Modulite S galvo, NR25 amplifier .$995.00
CINE Special I, 3 lenses; case .$329.50
CINE SPECIAL II, 1" fl .4 lens, 200' mag .$695.00

★ CAMERA ACCESSORIES
PAN CINOR 70 lens, Arri mount, list $260.$149.50
KINEVOX
MITCHELL
BNC
Automatic
Slater,
cost $695 originally .$249.50
MITCHELL 16 Freehead Tripod complete.$344.50
CINE VOICE Portable Power Supply, nickel cad.
battery, charger, $195 value .$125.00
ARRIFLEX Volfabloc Powerpacs, used. With built-in
charger $110. Less charger .$99.50
B&H 400' bipack magazine .$149.50
PHOTO RESEARCH Spectra Meters with filters,
sphere, case. 2 Color .$129.50
NATIONAL CINE Crab Dolly, very good condi¬
tion. $4750 original cost .$3750.00
RABY heavy studio dolly .$895.00
MOTORIZED DOLLY w/revolving head 7' boom height;
2
seats;
hihat;
brackets
for
6
lites
Orig
$4000 .$695.00
AKELEY Gyro Tripod, $1100 originally .$595.00
EYEMO 6V Motors, 8/48 fps; New .$74.50
CECO CINE Special Blimp, syncmotor .$395.00

★ LABORATORY EQUIPMENT
EASTMAN
EDGE
NUMBERING
Machine
16mm,
less
block ..$995.00
DUPONT
35mm
EDGE
NUMBERING
Machine,
com¬
plete .$1295.00
DUPLEX 35mm FILM CLEANING & Polishing Machine
with buffing wheels. Origially $3000.$195.00
PHOTOVOLT Densitometer 16/35mm with soundtrack
accessory. Cost $750 when new .$395.00
PAKO Heat Exchangers, controls solution temperatures
accurately. $300 value. New (Surplus) .$98.50
FRIED Light Scene Tester, 1
to 11
exposures. As
is .$99.50
EASTMAN Electric
35mm Film Waxing Machine with
heating
element
&
mctor.
Orig.
$1500.
Rebuilt
.$695.00

★ MOTION PICTURE PRINTERS
RCA REDUCTION PRINTER, 35/16mm soundtrack, 180'
per minute. $9000 value, excellent.$3500.00
CUSTOM BUILT 35mm Step Printer, pilot pin registra¬
tion .$395.00
DOUBLE 8mm Hispeed Custom Built Printer, 400' per
minute from two negatives. $3000 orig.$495.00
DUPLEX REDUCTION PRINTER 35/16 picture with auto¬
matic light changers. Good, as is.$1995.00
DEPUE REDUCTION Printer 35/16 picture with auto¬
matic light changers. Good as is.$2995.00
DEPUE
PRINTER 35mm
DUAL SOUND &
PICTURE.
Prints from two negatives.$1295.00
TEL-AMATIC 16mm SOUND & Picture Printer. Semi¬
automatic light change.$995.00
DEPUE 16mm doublehead separate sound & picture,
112 scene automatic liteboard, 3 ph drive....$2250.00
B&H Printer, step contact, pilot pin spreaders, semi¬
automatic light change, $4000 orig. cost.$995.00
DUPLEX 35mm Step Printer, pilot pin registration $795.00
CINECOLOR Double Head 35mm Step Printer with
automatic life change and timing device. Originally
$12,000. (Bank foreclosure) .$2495.00

★ LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
10,0OOW Fresnel Spot heads, cost over $500.$249.50
BARDWELL-McALISTER 750W Baby Keglite heads..$39.95
BARDWELL-McALISTER 2000W Spots, likenu.$89.95
MOLE RICHARDSON 2000W Spots, black #412....$79.95
MOLE RICHARDSON 5000W Spots, black #415....$149.95
MOLARC 150 amp. head, grid and pedestal.
List
price $2410 when new ....$795.00
SILVER REFLECTORS, 48", on rolling stands .$49.50

★ RECORDING EQUIPMENT
KINEVOX SYNC RECORDER 17.5mm, 1000' capacity,
built-in playback amplifier and speaker, 3 inputs,
single case. Cost $1595.$595.00
KINEVOX 4-position mixer, AC operated, VU meter.
Cost $495.$225.00
STANCIL HOFFMAN Model S-6 Sync 17.5mm Mag.
Recorder & Reproducer, P24C Power Supply, play¬
back amplifier, cases. Originally $2800.$895.00
AURICON RT80 16mm Optical Recorder, VA Amplifier
NR22, cases. Originally $1100.$395.00
HALLEN 16mm transistor recorder, amplifier, separate
playback, power amplifier and speaker. New $1095.00
MAGNAGRAM (now Magnasync) 16mm center track re¬
corder. Counter,- 3 motors; 1 200'capacity. Orig. $2350.
As is .$525.00
RCA PHOTOPHONE 35mm Fantasound film phonograph
with Selsyn motors. Orig. $6,500 .
$695.00
REEVES 16mm Magicorder PV100, portable. Built-in oscil¬
lator,
equalization,
2-position
mixer,
originally
$4500 new .$995.00

★ PROJECTORS, BACKGROUND,
PREVIEW
BACKGROUND Arc Projector, 35mm movies or slides;
120 amp. arclamp; rheostat; lenses. Cost $15,000 to
build, unassembled, as is, plus crating .$395.00
FILMCRAFT 35mm Movie Background Process Outfit. Write
for details. $15,000 value (Bank foreclosure)..$1995.00

TRANSLUCENT Background projection screen, 9'xI2'.
$200 when new .
$99.50
SIMPLEX Acme 35mm Arc Sound Projector with
pedestal .$235.00
PREVIEW Interlock Projector, DeVry, 1000W lamp, runs
picture and sound simultaneously....$995.00

★ MOVIOLAS, EDITING MACHINES
MOVIOLA PREVIEW 35mm UDPVS, separate picture and
soundhead,
on
rolling
stand.
4"x6"
screen,
rebuilt.$1095.00
Same with 8"xl0" screen.$1495.00
MOVIOLA 35mm UDS, separate picture and soundheadon rolling stand.$795.00
MOVIOLA 35mm LIDCS ,separate sound and composite
picture/magnetic optical, footage counter. On rolling
stand.
Excellent.$895.00
WESTERN CINE Automatic 16mm Hot Splicers,
demonstrators .$189.50
MOVIOLA 16mm ULC bullseye composite picture and
sound, rolling stand.$995.00
ACMIOIA 35mm Viewers w/stands, 6"x8'/2" picture,
motorized. $1500 original cost.$295.00
AKELEY 35mm Viewer, sound and composite 5"x7"
aerial image. Original cost $3000; closeout....$395.00

★ FILM PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
HOUSTON FEARLESS 19AS 16mm COLOR Processor un¬
assembled. Has 17 S.S. tanks 70" high, extra rollers,
drive assembly, complete drybox. Less motors, pumps
and
refrigeration.
Worth
$12,000.
FOB
Flor¬
ida .$1295.00
HOUSTON Jr. reversal 16mm processor, 9 tanks, water
jacket. Needs repairs, as is.$895.00
HOUSTON FEARLESS 22B neg./pos. processor,- tempera¬
ture control; recirculation; 1800' per hr.$1995.00
MAMMOTH HOUSTON Color Processor, 16/35mm, Ansco/
Ektachrome, neg./pos., up to 1200' per hr., 16 stain¬
less steel tanks, one fiberglass lined. Full '/2 0 tem¬
perature control. Recirculation, air supply, 7 squee¬
gees. Cost Cuban government $35,000. Rebuilt like
new .
$11,995.00

★ CUTTING ROOM SUPPLIES
B&H FOOT SPLICERS, excellent condition. 35mm....$595.00
70mm.. ..$895.00
FOSTER AUTOMATIC REWIND on table w/inspection
life, 110V AC 60 cy. hvy. duty motor, foot pedal
control, speeds zero to 875 RPM .$495.00
CRAIG 16mm Editor Viewers, excellent.$19.95

★ CAMERA MOTORS &
ELECTRICAL
200 Amp. GENERATOR, 110DC, water cooled engine,
on 4 wheel trailer. $2500 value...$795.00
720 Amp. GENERATOR, 120DC, 100HP 220/440V 3 ph
motor, panel, 7'/jHP starting motor, selencing choke
coil. Good for 25% overload. $10,000 orig.$2950.00
INTERLOCK DISTRIBUTOR, primary 220V 3ph, secondary
220V 3ph for recording studios.$495.00
INTERLOCK DISTRIBUTOR, primary 110V 1 ph, secondary
220V 3ph for recording studios.$495.00
Control
cabinet with
absolute
24
frame gover¬
nor .
$495.00
INTERLOCK MOTORS 220V . 3ph
for Mitchell,
B&H
Came-as .$95.00

SIS. LEASING PLAN
Get acquainted with the many advantages of this
Plan—specially designed for the Motion Picture
Industry, making it possible to obtain latest
film production and exhibiting equipment on very
liberal terms. Write for FREE booklet.

URCE OFSUPPl
S.O.S. EDIOLA

Package Price
FOR

I
This first low priced PROFESSIONAL Optical
16mm Ediola Sr. Action Viewer projects a
BIG, CLEAR, AERIAL IMAGE—3"x4", no
flicker. No excess heat on film when still. Its
roller-smooth action protects film against
damage—tension device keeps image in
constant focus—synchronized with Precision
Sound Reader. Hum-free amplification. May
be separated for individual use.
S.O.S. Ediola Sr. M Viewer and Sound Reader
Combination with Base .$362.45
S.O.S. Ediola Sr. Action Viewer Model M (left
to right) .$135.00
S.O.S. Ediola Sr. Action Viewer Model MRL (right
to left) .$195.00
Model MA Professional 8mm Viewer..$99.50
Write for Brochure

SIS. VISUTIC
3-SPEED PAN 8 TUT HEAD

\ Perfect Pair

Ihe IEE-AMA1IC

PRINTER
and

ALIEN Model 2D0

PROCESSOR
TEL-AMATIC PRINTER:''
Professional
or double
black

“The

continuous

contact

sound and picture printer for 16mm
8mm films.

& white,

Prints color,

reversal,

-S P E C I A L-

COMBINATION PACKAGE PRICE

negative,

positive, sound or silent films with

Finest

rock-steady
Has

many

professional
outstanding

found only in

in

precision.

much

features

higher priced

Fluidity”

$345000

0,4

professional printers. Sufficient light
is provided to expose fine grain
film. Semi-automatic 13-scene light
change assures perfect exposures.

ONLY

• Capacity: 1200 ft.—Speed: 43 ft.

INDIVIDUAL UNIT PRICES:

per minute.

$97.50

Tel-Amatic Printer .$1795
DC Printing Lamp Power Supply....
375
Allen Model 200 Film Processor ... 1995

• Six-volt lamp, 4 amps., S.C.B.
• 40-tooth

printing

sprocket

for

precise registration.
•

Only the S.O.S. Viscp-Matic
and 3-Speed Tilt Action.
tilt up and down.

3-Speed

Pan

Full

•

Left or right hand operation.

•

Positive tilt and pan locks.

•

Guaranteed
to
operate in
temperatures
35° below zero to 150° above.

•

Velvet smooth action.

•

Precision built; ht. 6 in., wt. 4’/2 lbs.

•

Designed
for
use
wiih
Auricon
Cine-Voice,
Bolex,
B&H
Filmo,
Cine
Kodak-Special
and
similar 16mm cameras.
Con be used with
S.O.S. Ve.sa-Dolly

• Separate feed and take-up

Full 360°

pan.

• Four-way

Now TV Stations, Producers, Educational

aperture,

ST-sound

tory by paying only $345 down and monthly payments of $122.

track only, RR-Reversal, NP-Negotive
from

Jr.,

Pro

Picture

and

FA

—

Full

Aperture.
•

S.O.S.

YOU CAN LEASE IT

Institutions and In-Plant Film Units can set up their own low cost labora¬

sprockets.

•

•

90°

has

Lamp Holder accommodates CC
Filters for color printing.

Jr.

Legs

or

• Footage

counter

and

ALLEN 16mm NEG. & POS. FILM PROCESSOR:
• Entirely self contained with every accessory—e a s y
•

light

change card indicator included.
• Constant speed motor with gear

maintenance,

automatic operation. No need to add expensive accessories.
Fully Automatic with variable speed drive—Requires no attendance

other

than

changing

reels.

Continuous variable speed

drive

permits

accurate speed adjustments for various emulsions.
•

Complete plumbing system with tank drains—A

unique

and

ex¬

reduction. Power source: (A) 115

clusive

Adapter Plate for S.O.S. Jr.
or Pro Jr. Tripods.$19

V. 60 Cy. single phase 260 watts.

flushing

(B) 6 V. ’direct current 25W. Wt.

•

S.O.S.

116 lbs., size approx. 28" x 28"
x 20".

provides filtered air to render film evenly damp dry before entering

Jr. Grooved

Professional

Legs.$75

Write for brochure.

plumbing system
with

provides individual tank draining and back

fresh water.

Reduces

maintenance to a

minimum.

Compressed air squeegee and wash spray bar— Built-in compressor

dry box. Wash tank overflow allows adjustment of spray bar wash.

formerly

S.O.S. PHOTO-CII- OPTICS, Inc. S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
602

WEST

WESTERN

52nd

STREET,

BRANCH: 6331

New

York

Hollywood

19,

N.Y. — Phone:

Boulevard,

PLaza

7,0440 — Cable:

SOSOUND

Hollywood, California — Phone: HOIlywood

7-2124

Special 16mm camera and also an old
35mm DeVry. I wish to incorporate an
an automatic follow-focus device so that
as the camera moves toward or away
from the animation table, the lens will
be automatically kept in sharp focus on
the art work. Have you ever published
plans for such a device?—S. V., New
York, N. Y.

WALTER STRENGE’S

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
Need advice on a picture making problem?

Your questions are invited

and will be answered by mail. Questions and answers considered of

Answer: We have never published any¬

general interest will appear in this column each month.

thing on the subject mentioned. It will

Q

In a recent article about the pho¬
tography of “Private Property,’'
mention was made of neutral density
material which was placed over win¬
dows to balance exterior light with
the indoor illumination. Where can this
material be purchased?—R. C. J., Dal¬
las.

Answer: Camera Equipment Company,
Inc., supplies this material. It is avail¬
able for either black-and-white photog¬
raphy or for color. The material comes
in rolls 40 feet in length and is 30
inches in width. We are advised that
it is stocked in all CECO branches
(Hollywood and Florida) as well as
in New \ork. See the company’s ads
elsewhere in this issue for addresses.

QI

am planning a motion picture for
which many scenes are to be shot
on public streets. How can I insure get¬
ting action scenes in street locales with¬

he difficult to build such a device for
a home-made titling stand because it

out the intrusion of passersby gawking
at the camera?—P.L.B., Alviso, Calif.

involves reduction gearing, leverage,
etc., in short, a great deal of special
machine work and trial-and-error fit¬
ting. It can be worked out, however,
but it is a real engineering job. Would

Answer: Your best bet is to shoot
from a panel delivery car having one
or more windows.
Closed car will
conceal your camera as well as crew.
Be sure to remove glass from window
through which you shoot to prevent
reflections or distortion.

suggest that you contact Animation
Equipment Co., in your area, whose
address is 38 Hudson St., New Ro¬
chelle, N. Y.

Q

QWhat

Where can I purchase sound effects
records, also records of music in
public domain?—D. S. G., Manches¬
ter, Iowa.

incident light meter is most
popidar with Hollywood camera¬
men?—H. J. B., Salt Lake City, Utah.

Answer: Most generally used are the
Answer: Thomas J. Valentino, Inc.,
150 West 46th St., New York 36,
N. Y.; also Boosey & Hawkes, Inc.,
30 Vest 57th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Norwood Director and the Spectra.

Q

Answer: Yes. Try Camera Equip. Co.

Q

Can camera dollies
P. J., Denver, Colo.

I am building an animation stand
which will accommodate a Cine

be rented?—

or SOS Cinema Supply, in New York.

DEVELOPERS OF ADVANCED
AERIAL IMAGE AND BEAM-SPLITTER PROJECTORS
Modern
NEW

as

tomorrow

and

streamlined

1500-Series

OXBERRY

Optical

for

Step

machine. Designed to meet the growing
moderately priced unit, it embodies all
optical

printing

precision

as

stantially
The

and

the

lower
1500

printing,
white.

special

effects

world-famous
in

price

will

do

freze-

Zoom

Both

work.

greatly

skip-frame
from

camera

5

efficiency,
a

truly

the

ALL

remarkable

built

with

the

1000-Series.

It

is

This

printer

increased
and

function

continuous

work,

diameter

and

is

demand for a high performance,
the essentials necessary for fine

OXBERRY

frame-to-frame

and

range

enlargement.

with

maximum
Printer

in

color

reduction

projector

and

step
and
to

same
is

high
sub¬

versatility.

projection
black-and-

4

diameter

will

World Proven 1500-Series Printer
receive

35mm

and

loss of optical

16mm

components,

centers or film alignment.

interchangeable

without

Electro-mechanical drive.

Compound movement on projector head.
Price, complete.$15,900

The Standard model
manual

dissolve,

40-ft.

magazine,

pound

lens

and

includes the following: Camera with

35mm shuttle and sprocket assemblies, automatic take-up,
counter,

mount,

continuous,

printer for 35mm

superimposure

103mm

operates

f/'2.8

forward

Ektar
and

viewing
lens;

device,

precision

electronic drive,

reverse

for

camera

stop

and

com¬
motion

projector.

Full range of accessories available.
Write Dept. AC-561

THE ANIMATION EQUIPMENT CORPORATION

38 Hudson Street, New Rochelle, New York
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You’d know it blindfolded — that

NEW PRO JUNIOR
FLUID HEAD
31111

rfn

’v„

mmmm.
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mm w
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\.»>v

is the undisputed
performance champ
ft’s smoother, more rugged, better
Simplified
geared camera
attaching knob

engineered, guaranteed leak-proof
and locks without “diving”

Two piece pan
handle with infinite
adjustment

Positive tilt
lock

Dur engineers were not concerned with building
a “popular” model at a price. Their objective — to
design a Fluid Head that cameramen dream about.

Adjustable
tension on tilt

Ceco’s new Pro Junior Fluid Head is the
Pan tension
and lock
lever

acknowledged master. Its worth is being proved every
day — in studios and on location, in tropical
climates and in the frozen North.
You'll find yourself getting smoother pan and
tilt shots, with smooth-as-silk maneuverability when
you use the incomparable Ceco Fluid Head. Works
under any conditions with complete versatility.

If a Model T and a Caddy cost the same—is
there any doubt which you'd buy—in this case,
CECO’S PRO JUNIOR FLUID HEAD!
Your professional status entitles you to the best.
Come in. See it, try it and judge for
yourself if we’ve overstated the facts. Can
you make it today?
*CECO—Trademark of
Camera Equipment CO

• •

ONLY CECO’S FLUID HEAD HAS THESE EXCLUSIVE FEATURES

•
1.

Silicone Molecular fluid is in one
horizontal chamber.
disc

keeps

the

3.

A rotating

fluid

Fits
pods

equally

all

Professional Junior Tri¬

(Baby, Hi-Hat or

without

the

use

of

6.

Guaranteed

regular)

shafts

have

special

rings.

The

leak-proof.
double
pan

has

All

end

"O"

an

extra

8. The

oply

fluid

head

which

is

ideal for use with Arriflex 16mm
&

35mm,

Bell & Howell

Eyemo

I

distributed on the internal bear¬
ing surface during both panning

*
»

might

and tilt operations.

"O” ring, from leaking.

azine and motor drives), Maurer

Pan and tilt tension control lev¬

Conversion, Cine-Kodak Special

ers

and the Bolex Cameras.

2.

i

Powerful,

positive

4.
locking

trap ring to prevent fluid, which

adapters.

Geared
simplifies

con¬

camera

to the head.

trol keeps the camera in a fixed

tie-down

attaching

of

knob

the hazard of the camera "div¬
ing" when unattended.

«

5.

No tools required.

Two-place pan

handle with

finite angle adjustment.

escaped

the

large

16mm, Auricon

camera

position indefinitely, eliminating
>

have

in¬

and Filmo (with or without mag¬

7.

are

itty-bitty

substantial — not
screw

gimmicks

the

Cine-Voice and

that
#

fail when you breathe on them.

Ope rating temperature range:

20° below zero to 120° F.

Forward tilt: 90°. Backward tilt: 50°. Total weight: 8% lbs.
Additional mechanical drag can be imposed on

both

pan <£ tilt by convenient lever locks.
All shafts run on bronze bearings, and shoulder on hardened
Steel washers, eliminating freeze-ups.

JUdson 6-1420

•

THROUGHOUT THE WORLD
creates specialized motion picture systems to meet the most specialized needs!
From Seattle to Pakistan, on the ground or in the air, wherever the problem, whatever the need, Reevesound invariably comes up with the perfect answer. No job’s too tough, no project inconceivable. And
Reevesound does it all! Design, layout, manufacture, building, installation, operation Reevesound spe¬
cialists take every phase in tow to create a system tailored for your needs. Here are some Reevesound
installations now making news throughout the world!

Motion Pictures while you fly!
Jet airliners will show full length features
while in flight... thanks to Reevesound.
This advanced system incorporates special
screens and equipment with crucial safety
devices that meet highest airline and
Government standards. An aeronautic first...
another Reevesound success, engineered
for Inflight Motion Pictures, Inc.
A

• AW

;

Pakistan gets a studio!
A motion picture production center for
the government of Pakistan! Reevesound
planned and provided the complete
design, equipment, technical facilities—and
installed them. In addition, Reevesound
supplied personnel and training to
get the studio on its feet!

14

The Federal Science Pavilion at the Century 21
Exposition in Seattle will feature a
revolutionary multiple image projection system
(seven projectors are employed). Designed
especially by Reevesound for the U.S.
Department of Commerce. The system will
show a highly imaginative film presentation
created by famed designers Charles
and Ray Eames who worked closely with
Reevesound engineers.

»

Breaking the presentation barrier!

Other recent Reevesound systems included the U.S. Exposition, Moscow 1959; Latin American Atomic Energy
Exhibition, 1960. If you need a special motion picture system, but think it can’t be done—call Reevesound.

REEVESOUND
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Company, Inc. ■ 35-54 36th Street, Long Island City 6, N. Y. ■ A subsidiary of Reeves Soundcraft Corp.
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Qt aItwmk ‘/iWke
ALL THIS EQUIPMENT...AND MUCH,
MUCH MORE IS AVAILABLE FROM

..LIGHTS, GRIPS, PROPS
INKIES, ARCS, DIMMERS, CABLES, BOXES,
REFLECTORS, DOLLIES, MIKE BOOMS, NETS,
LOCATION UMBRELLAS, WATER COOLERS, FLAGS,
CENTURIES, SCRIMS, HYDRAULIC STANDS, PARALLELS,
DIRECTORS CHAIRS, MANY OTHER ITEMS-YOU NAME IT..
For 40 years, leading producers have depended on

|

Charles Ross for all their production needs. At a
II

jMtijf

moment’s notice, you can get the lights, props, grip
equipment and generator trucks from the largest suppliers of motion picture, TV and industrial photoI
mm 1 1
I Mm
| I
graphic equipment in the East. At Charles Ross, you’ll
jf M |
find everything your production schedule requires —

GENERATOR TRUCKS
AND TRAILERS
1800, 1600. 1000, 750, 300, 200 Amp. D.C.,
100, 50, 30, 20 Amp. A.C.

except the actors of course.

M
m

m
m

%

Before you shoot your next picture, dial Charles Ross
. let us know your requirements . . . we’ll be happy

RE IMTAL

to fill them at a moment’s notice!

Lighting the Motion Picture Industry
INC.

Since 1921

West 52nd Street, New York City, Circle 6-5470
MAY

•
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THE PHOTOGRAPHY
OF "PARRISH
HARRY

STRADLING,

Academy

Sr.,

nominations

ASC,

and

winner

one

of

‘Oscar,”

five
di¬

rected the photography of “Parrish” for Warner

Th is imaginatively photographed color

Brothers Studio.

picture contains some of the finest
closeup photography seen in many years.
a craftsmanlike film
A in every element of produc¬
tion, is an outstanding example of
color photography precisely keyed
to complement uniformly excel¬
lent writing, direction and acting.
The results achieved with Eastman
Color film by Director of Photog¬
raphy Harry Stradling,Sr., A.S.C.,
is not only visually beautiful in
itself—but, more importantly, the
photography is all-of-a-piece with
^Oarrish,”

the demands of a film narrative in¬
volving a wide range of varying
moods, locales and situations.
“Parrish” is primarily a story
of the land—the verdant Tobacco
Valley of Connecticut—and the
people who work it. The average
viewer may be as surprised at this
as one of the characters in the film

NEWCOMER Troy Donahue (3rd from

By

who exclaims: “I didn’t know they

the

grew tobacco as far north as Con¬
necticut!” But grow it they do, in
vast fields under gossamer cano¬

months
ground

pies of gauze that prevent the
sun’s rays from falling directly
upon the tender “shade” tobacco.
Because the story action had to
be synchronized to various stages
in the growth and development of
tobacco plants, it was necessary to
make four separate location trips
to Connecticut to film the exterior
scenes during different seasons.
Writer-director Delmer Daves and
a second-unit camera crew made

left) helps workers prepare cheesecloth

covering to spread over the tobacco field in ''Parrish."
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HERB

first

A.

trip

LIGHTMAN

during

the

winter

in order to shoot back¬
snow scenes. The other

three trips (during the spring,
summer and fall seasons) involved
the entire cast and crew working
in a number of different locales.
In between location trips the
company shot interior sequences
on the sound stages at Warner
Bros. Studios in Hollywood.
Extremely interesting scenes of
tobacco cultivation were filmed on
vast farms in the vicinity of Wind¬
sor, Conn. Since work on the
farms could not be halted merely

CONNIE STEVENS brings Donahue home to meet her family and finds
them intrigued by a new television set.

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

because a film was being made,
the regular field hands often went
about their work just out of
camera range, while the actors
were going through virtually the
same motions for their roles.
The luxury waterfront resort,
scene of important action in the
picture, is the Terra Mar Boatel at
Old Saybrook where the company
lived for a week while filming
sequences around the swimming
pool, recreation area and marina,
as well as inside the buildings.
Shooting location interiors here
posed a “mixed-light’" problem,
which was further complicated by
the fact that the glass walls were
too large to permit the use of
neutral density gelatins to cut
down the outside light. Partial
screening with translucent drapes
helped somewhat. But, even so, it
was necessary to use strong arc
lights to build the interior illumi¬
nation up to balance with the
brilliantly sunlit exteriors seen
through the windows. Reflections
striking the glass also created an
obstacle until Stradling ordered
the building of a shed-like struc¬
ture outside around the windows
to prevent the sun striking the

Delmer

Daves

(top,

left)

prepare

next

scene

for the

camera.

Location

scenes

were

shot

in

and

around Windsor, Connecticut, important tobacco growing center which produces a special quality of
tobacco used in fine cigars.

characters are seen crossing the
Farmington River on a ferry boat,
was filmed during a rainstorm. It
wasn’t planned that way, but the
determination to shdot despite the
inclement weather was in line with
the current economic necessity to
keep on shooting no matter what
the conditions—a policy which

frequently challenges the ingenu¬
ity of the cinematographer. Strad¬
ling, with forty-plus years of ex¬
perience in the industry, refuses
to regard this as any great prob¬
lem. He does, however, admit that
without the new high-speed East¬
man Color negative it would have
Co tinued on Page 313

Jt

glass.
The opening sequence of the
picture, in which two of the main

HARRY STRADLING, Jr., who photographed "Parrish," and Troy Donahue who starred, watch director

DONAHUE AND Miss Stevens quarrel at their rendezvous in the tobacco

DONAHUE'S employer (Karl Malden) explains some of the facts about tobacco

drying shed. This was one of the most difficult sets to light.

growing, and of his plans to squeeze out neighbor-farmer.
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STL’S CINEMATOGRAPHERS AT WORK—
R.

Niles

camera

and
on

a

W.

Gruenberg

moon

model

line

up

constructed

by the company’s in-plant motion picture
unit.

In

addition

promotional

films

to

informational

for the

and

company, the

film unit aids substantially with technical
cinematography of tests and experiments
for

This well-equipped and expertly-staffed inplant motion picture unit plays vital role
in the engineering and development of
missiles and space satellites at

study

by

company

engineers.

Cpace Technology Laboratories’in-plant motion
picture production unit is sparked by an ener¬
getic, highly enthusiastic group of experienced
technicians. It is precisely geared to the demands of
space technology and is increasing in capability
and physical growth to match the rapid expansion
of the exciting new industry which it serves.
Like the company itself, STL’s motion picture
unit was created to meet the specific requirements
of space research. But, unlike similar units func-

SPACE
TECHNOLOGY
LABORATORIES,
INC.
By

290

CHARLES

SCRIPT CONFERENCE

precedes every important film

production

under¬

taking by STL's motion picture unit. Seen here kicking around a conti¬
nuity idea are (from left), B.

Ederer, writer; H. Poppe, supervisor; and

E. Schrier, film editor.

LORING

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

tioning with companies which were originally air¬
frame manufacturers, it has from its inception
concentrated exclusively on what its technicians
refer to (with a Buck Rogers gleam in their
eyes) as ‘‘adventuring in space with missiles and
satellites.”
The growth of STL’s motion picture unit parallels
that of the company itself. Only a few years ago
neither existed as such—buts as the guided Missile
Research division of the Ramo-Woolridge Corp.
was stepped up to meet the demands of the Space
Age, a subsidiary was created and split off as a
separate company called Space Technology Labora¬
tories, Inc. Today, STL is a subsidiary of ThompsonRamo-Woolridge, Inc. The motion picture unit was
formed as a result of the company’s contractual
requirements with the U.S. Air Force, which requires
carefully detailed motion picture progress reports
to be supplied on each new project. Functioning to
fulfill this requirement and also that of the com¬
pany’s own engineers, the film unit has existed
from its inception in an exclusively “space”
envirionment.

STL'S MOTION
get

set

to

PICTURE UNIT cameramen W. Gruenberg and

photograph

a

company

technician

working

on

R. Niles
model

of

Pioneer V space satellite. Note the professional lighting equipment used
to illuminate the scene, which was photographed with

16mm

cameras.

Film Subjects “Top Secret”
STL’s film unit is currently engaged in making
films for a wide variety of projects, the most
dramatic of which are so top secret they cannot be
described for publication. However, it can be re¬
vealed that the unit regularly films phases of systems
engineering and technical direction for Air Force
missiles, including the Atlas, Titan and Minuteman.
Its most interesting assignments have arisen out of
the fact that STL has designed, constructed, tested,
directed the launch of, and tracked the Pioneer I
satellite (America’s successful deep-space probe),
the Explorer VI (first of the famous “paddle-wheel”
satellites), and the Pioneer V (the solar satellite
with which communications have been maintained
while 22^/0 million miles into space).
In addition, the motion picture unit functioned
significantly as part of a successful team that helped
win for STL the contract to produce the new
Orbiting Geophysical Observatory — sometimes
called the “street car” satellite because flights will
be made on a relatively frequent basis with each
flight carrying up to fifty separate experiments.
When bids for this contract were announced, the
motion picture unit produced a film showing details
of the model of STL’s proposed vehicle. This film
was presented to the Jet Propulsion Laboratories
and to the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration together with the company’s written
proposal, and it is generally conceded to have
carried great weight in the awarding of the contract.
A typical project is the film which was originally
made as a progress report for the Air Force on
the Transit-Courier communications satellite, an

MAY
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Earth-orbiting space laboratory with instruments
designed to pick-up weather information in space
and transmit it back to Earth. This film was later
re-edited for public presentation and was shown on
Dr. Martin Kline’s “Adventure Tomorrow” tele¬
vision program with an STL scientist giving a live
commentary. It featured exterior shots of the satel¬
lite, explained what it was intended to do, its
instrumentation, the components which gather and
send back information, the location of tracking
stations around the world, and the Data Reduction
Center in the STL complex. The unit sent its own
crew to film the tracking station in Hawaii. Shots
of the Singapore station were made by a free-lance
cameraman in that locale. Footage of the Cape
Canaveral station was provided by RCA, which
holds the exclusive contract for filming at the Cape.
A similar film on the Moonshoot project was made
by the unit for showing on another presentation of
“Adventure Tomorrow.”
Available To All Departments
The directors of STL are highly motion pictureminded. They regard the film medium as a strong
public relations ambassador to the world at large,
an effective selling aid, an important educational
instrument, and a valuable tool of scientific
engineering. As such, the services of the motion
picture unit are available to every department of
the company as needed.
When, for example, the engineers of an STL la¬
boratory wish a particular experiment filmed for
Continued

on

Page 306
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Today—people everywhere “go to the movies”—
to laugh and cry together... to “get out of the
house,” away from it all, into a world of illusion
and make-believe, a world in which they’re loved
and beloved—conquerors, swashbucklers—anything,
everything their hearts desire.
No wonder so much time, money, and materials is
spent in making motion pictures more effective.
Nor is it any wonder that this investment is so
rewarding, or that the Eastman Technical Service is
constantly engaged in helping the industry solve its
questions of production, processing and projection.
Branches at strategic centers. Inquiries invited.
Motion Picture Film Department

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Rochester 4, N.Y.
East Coast Division
342 Madison Avenue
New York 17, N.Y.
West Coast Division
6706 Santa Monica Blvd.

Midwest Division
1 30 East Randolph Drive
Chicago 1, III.
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f/0.9—Typical available-light scene possible with the new, faster Kodachrome

f 1.5—Outdoor night scenes such as this filmed with Kodachrome II and

Type II color film, using extremely fast lens.

a fast lens have remarkable detail.

The New Kodachrome Type 2 Film
Improved color reversal film is faster, sharper, less contrasty,
and has softer gradation than regular Kodachrome. It offers new
color film possibilities for professional and amateur alike.
By

ERNEST

^/hile the new Kodachrome Type II film can¬
not be considered a truly high-speed color
film, its extra sensitivity compared to standard
Kodachrome offers film makers an important new
medium for low-level-light photography. The new
color reversal film, available in both 8mm and
16mm, is rated ASA 25 for daylight and ASA 40
for use with photoflood illumination. Being two
and one-half times as fast as regular Kodachrome,
it offers the film maker many advantages. Indus¬
trial and in-plant cinematographers especially will
find it useful for some color film assignments.
The film’s increased speed makes it possible to
reduce lens apertures by 1 (4 stops, thereby increas¬
ing depth of field. On interiors, photofloods or other
studio lamps can be placed farther back from sub¬
ject and camera where light glare is a problem for
subjects—especially small children.
For 8mm and 16mm amateur film makers, Type
II Kodachrome now makes possible shooting under
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conditions which formerly were out of the question.
Now these same camera owners can film stage and
ice shows, circuses, indoor sports events, night street
scenes, fireworks displays, etc. Heretofore, many
amateurs and not a few 16mm professionals were
unable to shoot such subject matter because of the
limitations imposed by the speed of their lenses.
Few 8mm cameras, for example, are equipped with
lenses faster than f/2 or f/1.8. The sensitivity of
the new Kodachrome Type II film is increased suffi¬
ciently to now permit shooting most all of the lowlevel-light subjects mentioned above.
Although a film rated ASA 40 (tungsten) gen¬
erally is not considered ‘‘available light” emulsion,
the new Kodachrome II is sensitive enough to per¬
mit shooting indoors with illumination provided by
a table lamp or an overhead lighting fixture—and
without augmenting this illumination with photo
lamps of any kind. Of course, this is not possible
with every camera. To make acceptable exposures

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

film and a fast f/0.9 lens. The range is almost
limitless: night scenes of people in an amusement
park; at a county fair; groups under a lighted
theatre marquee, in a used car lot, or anywhere
that there is substantial illumination for available
light photography.
For the professional 16mm cameraman, the use
of an ultra-fast f/0.9 lens with Kodachrome II
film can produce pictures having better definition
than is usually obtained with color films having
a higher ASA rating and used with slower lenses.

f/1.9—With your lens set at this aperture and with the new Kodachrome II
film in your camera, you can make excellent circus shots.

in the illumination described above, a lens with a
maximum aperture of f/0.9 would be required.
Such lenses are available today for both 8mm and
16mm cameras. Two lenses that have found wide
acceptance are the Switar 13mm f/0.9 for 8mm
cameras and the Cinor 25mm f/0.95 for 16mm
cameras. The mounts of both lenses are standard
and therefore are adaptable to many 8mm and
16mm cameras.
It is difficult to design a lens which will produce
sharp, contrasty pictures at these extreme apertures;
thus, such lenses are not inexpensive. The advan¬
tages and wonderful pictorial possibilities they offer
are, however, so exciting that they are a worth¬
while investment. When used with the faster Koda¬
chrome II film, they make unnecessary the use of
indoor lighting equipment except when shooting in
extreme low light levels. The cost saved in not hav¬
ing to purchase such equipment helps to balance
the cost of high speed (maximum aperture) lenses.
This fast-lens, fast-color-film combination offers
other advantages, too. No longer is it necessary
to string extension cords and set up light stands
in a living room or hall to film, say, a wedding
reception. Subjects are more at ease before your
camera when glaring lights are not beating down
upon them. And finally, shooting indoor scenes in
available light, which the new Kodachrome II now
makes so very easy, insures films with more pro¬
fessional polish.
The three photos reproduced here show typical
scenes now possible with this new, faster color
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Eastman Kodak Company, in its initial public
announcement on the newr Kodachrome film in its
Handbook News, stated: “Kodachrome II is sharper
than regular Kodachrome. The emulsion is thinner
and scatters the light less. It lets you project big,
sharp images of excellent quality, even when viewed
close to the screen. The improvement in sharp¬
ness is most evident in 8mm movies because of
the tremendous magnification required for screensize images. The sharpness of 16mm Kodachrome
II is similarly improved, but this may not be as
noticeable because the images are magnified less
during projection.
Obviously, the comparative
sharpness will depend on the optics involved—
the higher the resolution of both the camera lens
and the projector lens, the more pronounced the
Continued on

Page
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KODACHROME II
Exposure

Index and

Correction

Filters

Data

LIGHT SOURCE
Film

3400°K

Daylight
ASA

25

ASA

25

with

85 filter

Daylight Type
Type A

EXPOSURE

DATA

3200°K

ASA 40

FOR

ASA 32 with
82A filter

KODACHROME

II

(at

16fps)

Typical

Recommended

Subjects or Scenes:

f/ Settings

Well-lighted stage and ice shows

f/1.9

Individual performers in bright spotlights

f/2.8

Indoor sports in well-lighted areas

f/1.9

Streets with neon signs at night

f/1.9

Closeups of individual neon signs of
average brightness

f/1.9

Closeups of very bright neon signs

f/4

People under bright movie marquee

f/1.9

People under average movie marquee

f/1.5

Fireworks

f/1.5 or f/1.9

Regular room lights (overhead or table-lamps)

f/0.9

to

f/2.8

Child with birthday cakelight

from

candles

plus

room

lights

Subject close to a single candle

f/1.5
f/0.9

People illuminated by lights in a used car lot or
from a stand in an amusement park

f/0.9
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British Society of Cinematograph¬
ers, who photographed “Sons and
Lovers.”
Of the two winners, only Metty
was present to accept his award.
Freddie Francis, who was in Eng¬
land, had his Oscar accepted for
him by a business representative
of the film’s producer. Neither
Francis nor Metty have ever be¬
fore been contenders in the annual
Oscar derby.
In addition to the award for
cinematography, “Spartacus” was
also voted awards for Best Sup¬
porting Actor (Peter Ustinov),
Best Costume Design (color pro¬
duction); Best Art Direction in
Color; and Best Set Direction in
Color. The cinematography award
was the only Oscar earned by
“Sons and Lovers.”
For Russell Metty, the Oscar
awarded him for best achieve¬
ment in color photography is well
deserved.
“Spartacus,” a wide¬
screen color spectacle which has
been highly successful at the boxoffice, was photographed in SuperTechnirama. With the big, bulky
cameras of this process mounted
on cranes and dollies, Metty kept
them moving so skillfully through¬

i
RUSSELL METTY, ASC, makes brief "thank you" speech following presentation of Oscar by actress
Cyd Charisse and husband Tony Martin for his photography of "Spartacus."

1960 OSCAR WINNERS
Russell

Metty

and

Freddie

Francis

Win

Awards For Best Cinematography of 1960.

HPhe

photography

of “Sparta¬

cus” and “Sons and Lovers”
was voted best of 1960 by mem¬
bers of the Hollywood Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sci¬
ences, and a golden Oscar was
awarded the director of photog¬
raphy of each production at the
Academy’s 33rd annual presenta¬
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tion ceremonies April 17th.
The awards added two new
names to the roster of Oscar win
ners for cinematography.
Foi
Russell Metty, ASC, who photo¬
graphed “Spartacus,” the award
is his first from the Academy, ll
is a first Oscar award also for
Freddie Francis, member of the

out most of the picture that the
audience unconsciously is drawn
into the midst of what is happen¬
ing on the screen without realiz¬
ing that the camera is on wheels
much of the time. Thus it is that
Metty’s fluid mobile camera con¬
tributed as much as the excellent
performances to the excitement
and realism of “Spartacus.”
Metty’s lighting in scenes for
“Spartacus” subtley adapts to the
shifting moods of the story. On
Kirk Douglas and his fellow gladi¬
ators he employed strong cross¬
lighting to emphasize their viril¬
ity. His artful lighting techniques
also lent special character to the
sets. Those of the Roman Senate,
for example, are limned in clear,
sharply-defined planes of light
suggesting the aura of efficiency
pervading that legislative body.
The dungeon-like cells of the
gladiators, by contrast, are sufContinued on Page 318
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Note: Print quality
begins in the Camera.
(If there’s Anscochrome
Type 242 inside,
that is)...

J
When accurate, unbiased color is needed in the final print, the best start is with 16mm
Professional Anscochrome® Type 242. This low-contrast camera film is designed
specifically for that purpose. Just test it once. Note the clean highlight detail and
excellent D-max in release prints from Type 242 originals. Check the
richness of the critical reds, greens and blues. And note the way Type 242
produces consistent characteristics reel after reel. Color uniformity,
color accuracy and total dependability . . . three reasons to choose
16mm Anscochrome Professional Type 242 film. Ansco,

Ansco
Type 21+2

Binghamton, N. Y., A Division of General Aniline & Film Corp.
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CAR MOUNT
FOR CAMERAS
Shooting from a moving automobile
simplified with this rugged, jigglefree camera mount.
UNIQUE THREE-CAMERA set-up for making moving-camera shots at three
different angles or levels. The special camera mount described by author

By

ROY

ZEPER

is shown on automobile hood, at left. All three cameras are motor-driven.
One mounted on bumper has a motor-driven zoom lens which, like the
cameras, is remote-controlled.

TY/then the script calls for moving-camera shots,
the in-plant cinematographer invariably uses a
company car or his own automobile to make them,
and this often poses the problem of how to mount
the camera (or cameras) so that the resulting shots
will be jiggle-free, and access to the camera be

BASE

OF

CAMERA

mount

is

secured

to

car

by anchoring

it to

radio

antenna (1) and to car frame by means of long, slender bolt (2) which
extends down between hood and fender opening. Sponge rubber pads
(4) plus steel spring (3) provide shock absorption for camera when car
is in motion.

CONTROL PANEL which enables driver to switch any one or all cameras
on or off when making moving-camera shots.
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simple.
There is nothing professional about shots made
from a moving vehicle with the camera hand-held,
where the motion of the vehicle plus the jolts and
vibrations induced by uneven road surfaces makes
jiggle-free shots impossible.
_
If all the different gadgets and devices conceived
to date for mounting 16mm cameras in an auto¬
mobile were laid end to end, they’d stretch pretty
far. But this wouldn’t solve the problem of the inplant cinematographer faced with making such shots
with no gadget of this sort at hand.
Faced with an assignment of this kind some time
ago, I designed and built a simple mount I con¬
sider more versatile than many others because it can
be used in a number of locations in or on an auto¬
mobile or other moving vehicle. Pictured in the
photos at left, it consists of a spring-and-spongerubber-mounted base to which is attached a conven¬
tional tripod tilt-and-pan head for the camera. The
base proper is a piece of
plywood 6-inches wide
and 4 feet in length. When it is to be mounted on
the hood of an automobile as pictured at left, the
rear section is slipped over the radio antenna (1).
A slender bolt (2), extends down to the car frame
between the hood and fender opening and insures
lateral rigidity.
Extensive tests revealed that a spring-tensioned
mount was essential—one that would absorb minor
tremors yet maintain the camera . semi-rigid in re¬
spect to the vehicle on which it was mounted. The
motion and vibration absorption therefore was pro¬
vided by a combination of spring metal and sponge
rubber. The curved spring is shown at (3), and
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the sponge rubber pads may be
seen mounted at either end of this
member. Two bolts with double
wing nuts extending through an ad¬
justable arm above the spring per¬
mit adjusting the camera mount to
conform with the contour of the
automobile hood and fender on
which it is mounted, so that the
mount and therefore the camera
will be exactly upright.
The weight of the camera plus
the fastening of the mount to the
car places a tension on the curved
spring-metal strip and creates a
cushion—with the additional aid
of the sponge rubber pads (4) —
that effectively damps nominal car
vibration and lateral motion. The
weight of the car also determines
the amount of spring tension —
achieved by adjusting the wing
nuts. In addition to providing vi¬
bration absorption, the sponge rub¬
ber pads also serve to protect the
car finish — or the car interior
when the mount is used inside.
The versatility of this camera
mount is such that it may be used
successfully within the automobile,
on the hood, roof, or on the low¬
ered tailgate of a station wagon.
The top photo on opposite page
shows three different 16mm cam¬
eras mounted on a Chevrolet sedan
fo r making a sequence of traveling
shots at three different camera lev¬
els. One of the cameras—a Cine
Continued on Page 310

AUTHOR

filming

from

rear

of

station

wagon,

using shock-absorbing camera mount described
in

accompanying

article.
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STEADY PROGRESS IN FILM IMPROVEMENT
E-K Executive reveals that while B&W film quality has steadily
improved, basic cost remains relatively unchanged.
By

DON

Director, Motion Picture Film Dept.,
Eastman Kodak Company

Tn 1887,

an

employee

at Thomas

Edison’s research laboratory in New
Jersey, conducted an experiment with
an instrument that would reproduce
motion just as the famous inventor’s
phonograph reproduced sound. Small
images were photographed on a con¬
tinuous spiral of film which was then
wound on a cylinder. This was the
first motion picture.
Two years later, the employee,
W. K. L. Dickson, reached the point
where it became necessary for him to
obtain improved film in order to con¬
tinue his experiments. He wrote to
George Eastman, then a pioneer in
the film industry, and ordered a con¬
tinuous strip of 35mm film.
Eastman
filled
the
order
and
charged Dickson $2.50. The result was
a strip of continuous film, standard¬
ized at 1 3/8 inches in width, with
four perforations at each edge of
every frame, basically the same con¬
figuration that is used today.
With the introduction of black-andwhite motion picture film and endur¬
ing physical dimensions that set a
standard that prevails today, Eastman’s
business took a turn of its own around
tbe turn of the century. A new indus¬
try was born and the indications were
that it would have an illustrious fu¬
ture.

hood-

mounted setup pictured on opposite page, the
camera may also be operated by remote control
in this position.

Old Films Improved
The first motion picture used the
same type film for making both nega¬
tives and prints. Later, Eastman Ko¬
dak Company produced separate films
specially designed for camera use and
for making prints. These new films
provided better overall tone reproduc¬
tion, and greater facility in the proc¬
essing and printing operations.
In the meantime, scientists and
technicians went to work on improving
the old films while searching for leads
on ways to develop new and better
ones, as motion picture film became
the basis of a new and burgeoning
industry. In essence, black-and-white
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HYNDMAN

motion picture film has been the
heart of the entertainment business.
As its technology improved, so did
the end product of the entire motion
picture industry.
By 1916, the pioneer motion picture
studios had settled in Hollywood in
order to take advantage of the abund¬
ant sunlight. At that time, there was
only one negative film and one posi¬
tive film. The former was sensitive
to blue, violet and ultraviolet light and
had to be exposed either outdoors by
daylight or under heavy arc lights in
the studios.

Improved Films Aid The Industry
Changes were made in the composi¬
tion of both negative and positive
films so often in that period of time
that the Eastman Kodak Company
adopted the practice of giving a film
a new name and (or) identification
number only when a major break¬
through occurred. A constant string
of minor improvements was accepted
as a matter of course.
As motion picture films improved
in sensitivity, producers were able to
include new and more dramatic scenes
in their productions. Figuratively, as
the film manufacturing industry devel¬
oped. so did the motion picture enter¬
tainment industry. The one-man cam¬
era "crew," who prayed for sunshine
so he could get adequate exposure of
his film during the early 1920’s has
grown up. In his place is a versatile
team that can produce motion pictures
any place, anytime.
Certain major trends in black-andwhite film improvement have led to
resultant trends in the motion picture
film industry. Less than 40 years after
flickering one-reelers like the "Head¬
less Horseman dominated the screen,
Hollywood now produces such techni¬
cal and dramatic triumphs as “Anat¬
omy of a Murder.' where stark realism
is a trademark. Light and speed prob¬
lems are no longer a serious detriment
Continued on Page 316
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AN INTERVIEW . . .
with Arthur Miller, A.S.C.

MOTION PICTURE
SET LIGHTING
IN CONCLUDING this interview with Arthur Miller on
the subject of set lighting, we are aware of course that
we have but scratched the surface of this comprehensive
subject. It is hoped that the series of questions arid answers
below and those in last month's issue will provide readers
with

helpful information

principles,

techniques

about professional set-lighting

and

equipment.

Interviews

with
TYPICAL

other Hollywood directors of photography are scheduled

these

for future issues of American Cinematographer.—Editor.

for

focusing

permit

Q

—You explained earlier (In the first part of this
interview, published last month.—Ed.) the first
thing that the director of photography does in pre¬
paring to light sets for a new production. Now
just what is the procedure followed in actually
lighting a set that is to he photographed in hlackand-white?

A—One of the major objectives in lighting a set is to
achieve modeling and separation in the players and the
set itself. This cannot be accomplished
by simple, Hat lighting. In contrast with
the general flood-lighting techniques of
an earlier day, the actors and the set
today are lit with controlled illumina¬
tion from individual spotlights, each ad¬
justed to an intensity determined by the
director of photography. The key set
lamps are so placed that the actors on
the set will be uniformly lighted at all
Arthur Miller, A.S.C.
times, unless the story action dictates
otherwise.
Therefore, the first thing the director of photography
must determine is the positions the various players will
take on the set, and if one or more is to move about during
progress of the scene, he must know where and how far
the player will move. To obtain this information the scene
is first rehearsed.
Usually the director will walk all the actors involved
through the entire action to give the director of photogra¬
phy a chance to study it and plan the placement of the
lights. If it is an action scene in which one or more
players will move about the set, the assistant cameraman
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will make chalk marks on the floor at every spot where
an actor stops and talks or plays a part of the scene. This
is usually a quick run through and then the regular actors
are released. The stand-ins then come on the set and
they are used in place of the actors to aid the director
of photography place the lights. The key light or lights
are set first.

Q—What

is meant by “key light” and “key-light¬

ing” ?

A—The key light is the main source of light. “Key-light¬
ing’' means lighting a set directionally, or keying the
lighting to the natural source of illumination established
by the set or the story—a large window admitting strong
sunshine, a large chandelier overhead, etc. This does not
mean that all the light should come from the same direc¬
tion, but that the dominant highlight should appear to
come from the source visually established within the scene.
The normal concept of light is that it comes from above.
Outdoors, even on a cloudy day, the light comes from
the sky. Indoors, most illumination normally comes from
overhead. For this reason, most key lights illuminating
a set are placed high—usually on rails above the set,
suspended from catwalks, or mounted high on parallels.
For shooting closeups, however, the key light is on the
floor—mounted on a stand close to the player, with the
lamp positioned just above the level of the player’s head.

Q

—What set lamp is generally used for the key
light ?

A—It depends upon the distance from lamp to actor.
Usually a Junior suffices for a distance of 20 to 30 feet
for black-and-white photography. The Junior’s intensity
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. . '"basses of portraiture lighting play importantly in cinematography."
can be varied—it can be “pulled down"' and concentrated
or set at full flood.
Q—Is there often more than one key light placed
on a set?
A—Yes. Take a scene in which two players walk and are
facing parallel with the hack wall of the set. One key
light would he placed high at the side and played on one
actor, and a similar light would be placed high on the
opposite side and played on the second actor, with an¬
other light, if possible, just leading across and onto the
sides of the faces toward the camera.
If one of the player’s is a girl—and particularly if she
is blonde or is wearing a light veil over her hair—back¬
lights are often placed to produce a highlight on her. As
much of the lighting is done from overhead as possible.
This procedure is generally followed in lighting every
player involved in the scene.
After this basic lighting is completed, you hack off
and study the results of the entire set lighting up to this
point. The next step is to add the fill lighs—usually broads.
Q—Are these placed on the floor?
A—Yes. The number of broads used will depend on the
intensity of the fill light desired.
Q—Getting hack to the key lights again, how do
you determine how strong these lights should he,
and how is the intensity adjusted ?
A—When these lights are set for the long and medium
shots, the electricians on the catwalks overhead place and
adjust the lamps. You ask for a lamp on a player at one
spot. It’s turned on, adjusted; you read the intensity with
your meter and order it dimmed or brightened until you
get the intensity you want. Now, after this lamp is set,
you see that some of the light is spilling over on another
player or a part of the set where it is not wanted; you
have the "rip mount a cutter before the lamp to narrow
down the beam or otherwise cut off the beam so it won't

a panel where cue marks may be placed to
dimmer board operator.
The intensity of a lamp can also be altered
on diffusers or, where the incandescent lamp is
by concentrating or flooding the light beam.

guide the
by putting
adjustable,
The usual

practice is to flood it, while holding a meter on it, until
it reaches the desired level. If the beam spreads out too
much, the beam is controlled by barn doors, cutters or
gobos—depending on the situation at hand.
(J—Setting the key lights, then, is the initial step
in lighting a set?
A—That’s right. Now sometimes you will have a set with
a large window with sunlight pouring through. This be¬
comes not only the source light but when players come
within range of the window, the light coming through
from the outside also becomes the key light. If the players
walk away from the window light then other key lights
must be established to light them and maintain the key.
In a situation such as this the fill lights play an important
role; they maintain a balance of illumination on the
player as he moves from one key-light area to another—
unless, of course, the scene is such that he is to walk
from light to darkness and into light again. In short,
the fill lights fuse together and smooth out the whole
set lighting pattern.
Q—Earlier you stated that the fill lights were on
the floor. Just where are they placed in relation to
the camera?
A—Roughly—although one cannot be entirely specific,
because every set is different—fill lights are placed at
the front of the set, facing the players. They are always
out of camera range, of course—usually set up on either
side of the camera, depending on the effect desired.
Q—How do you determine the fill light placement
—by the positions of the stand-ins?
Continued on
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spill over into the unwanted area.
Q—You have referred to adjusting or dimming the
key lights. How is this done?
A—For incandescent lamps, by use of a dimmer board or
panel. Sound stage dimmers are something like giant-size
rheostats which raise or lower the voltage feeding the set
lamps, and simplify the matter of balancing and re-bal¬
ancing the various light units.
A dimmer “board” is usually a mobile affair having a
number of individual dimmer plates mounted side by side,
with the control handles extending upward and through
SOME OF THE LIGHTING equipment and accessories described
above are shown in use in photo at right, with the various units
numbered for reference. Position of the camera is shown at 1.
“Gobos” are shown at 2 and 3. These are 2-in. batten frames,
about 2-ft. by 6-ft. in size, covered with black muslin, and are
extremely light in weight. Suspended from the catwalks over¬
head, they serve to cut off some of the overhead

light so

it

will not fall on certain players or areas of the set. The "cut¬
ters,” 4 and 5, are another form of gobo—much smaller, and
consist of
They are

a

wire

frame

with

usually mounted on

black

muslin

stretched

Century-stands, as

Three "Juniors" (1000-watt lighting

over

shown

it.

here.

units) are shown at 6, 7,

and 8. Each is fitted with barn doors to control the light beam
size or its direction. Lamp 6 provides front cross light; 7, key
light; and 8—high up on the tree trunk—back cross light for
the

three

players

immediately

below

it.

Lamp

and is used as one of the key lights. Lamp
Broad,”

a

typical

incidentally, would

fill

light

look

unit.

entirely

The

lighting

different

9

is

a

"5-K"

10 is a "Doubleof

when

this

viewed

scene,
from

position of the camera, 1.
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quently always retain their musical continuity.

The purpose of the film score is
not only to supplement the action on
the screen, but to tell the same story
in its own language.

THE
SIGNIFICANCE
OF
FILM MUSIC
By

JEFFREY

M.

DANE

J^ver since original music scores were first used
in motion pictures, the art of composing for
the screen has broadened in scope almost as much
as the movies themselves. Motion pictures are in
every way continually changing; accordingly, so
must all things connected with them.
Composition is in itself a highly specialized field
of music, and composing for films falls into a dif¬
ferent branch of that field. The composers who
write for the screen are confronted by several ideals,
each of which they try to fulfill in their music.
One of their main objectives is to compose a music
score that will reinforce the action in the film, while
at the same time retain its musical continuity.
Music By Miklos Rozso
Miklos Rozsa is one of the few composers who
keep their movie scores confined to a set pattern;
his are invariably symphonic in style and conse¬
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In his music for Ben Hur, Dr. Rozsa, created a
classic in movie scores. Rarely has so much musi¬
cally descriptive material been poured into a mere
introduction to a movie. The opening motiff actu¬
ally creates the mood for the entire feature, and
it makes the theatre audience aware that something
of great importance is about to occur on the screen.
As a shepherd’s horn is heard, a sudden, gradual,
but strong buildup is sounded by the brass section
and then sustained on a chord as the title “A MetroGoldwyn-Mayer Production” appears on the screen
in gold Roman lettering. As the crescendo continues
its way up the scale, a cymbal crash and final chord
of the opening motif is heard, and the main title
‘‘Ben Hur" appears on the screen against a magnifi¬
cent backdrop of the painting, “The Creation of
Man,” by Michelangelo. It is extremely difficult to
stimulate so many emotions in such a relatively short
passage, but Rozsa achieves this in Ben Hur and the
results earned him his third Academy Award.
One of the factors that contributed to his being
assigned to execute the score for Ben Hur was his
thorough knowledge of ancient Roman music, of
which almost nothing has survived. Rozsa acquired
this knowledge while doing intensive research on
the subject for his second Academy Award-winning
movie, Quo Vadis.
_
Because the motion picture is the biggest enter¬
tainment medium today, Miklos Rozsa is more
widely known for his movie scores than for his neo¬
classical works This is looked upon as unfortunate
by those who are aware that his eminence as a
serious composer is undisputed, especially in
Europe, where he is perhaps even more revered
than in the United States. He writes his music in
bold, powerful strokes, which reflects his Budapest
origin. The unique style he has created for him¬
self is invariably prevalent in his music, and can,
in many cases, be detected in his film scores.
Late in 1940 Rozsa was assigned to compose the
score for The Thief Of Bagdad. Since the movie
itself had an oriental setting, the score that was
produced naturally had a characteristically orien¬
tal sound; but the music’s verve was definitely
rooted in the Hungarian idiom, but without the
traditional folk melodies. The reason for this is
simple: The Thief of Bagdad was Rozsa’s first movie
score assignment, after having come to America for
the first time directly from Europe.
Methods of Composition
Music cannot be used in a motion picture without
becoming an integral part of it; it becomes the pre¬
dominant factor in the theater that sets the mood
for the ensuing feature.
Continued on Page 304
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PRECISION FILM EDITING EQUIPMENT

FILM MUSIC
Continued from Page 302

Precision Unitized Film Synchronizer
Appd.

Different composers are known to
employ or favor different methods of
composing for the screen, even though
the producer may at times decide as
to the method the composer will use
to execute his score. Looking at the
situation from the standpoint of a
great number of screen composers,
being on location with the company

For
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and then makes notes of his ideas in
music as they occur to him. Com¬
posers naturally wish to express a
great deal of feeling in their music,
and the results of having been on
location have helped earn many a
composer nation-wide praise.
The music score is usually the last
item that is applied to the comple¬
tion of a movie, and this is why com¬
posers are given such relatively short
time in which to produce their scores;
five or six weeks is the usual period,
with four weeks to make necessary
changes in the music, rehearse, and
finally to translate the score to the
screen.

reader

$195.00

during the production of a movie is
the best way to get maximum inspi¬
ration. When the composer is afforded
such an opportunity, it is there that
he gets his first-hand impressions of
what type of score he will compose,

N

Y.

At times, the composer is aided in
his work by the Moviola, a device
which is usually used at the discre¬
tion of the composer in the produc¬
tion of his score. When used during
rehearsals, it projects on a small screen
the various scenes already filmed. The
composer may wish to use it during a
recording session to project the entire
feature

from

beginning

to

end.

By

viewing the picture as he conducts the
orchestra, the composer can achieve
maximum effectiveness in his music,
strongly accenting or delicately sup¬
porting each scene in the movie. As
did Alex North in Spartacus, compos¬
er Elmer Bernstein (no known relation
to conductor Leonard Bernstein) used
the Moviola while working on the mu¬
sic score for the Cecil B. DeMille pro¬
duction, The Ten Commandments.
When Rozsa is assigned to compose
a score for a movie, he invariably
goes on location with the film com¬
pany, where he composes on the spot.
He does the actual scoring, however,
in a soundproofed room at home,
using a stopwatch, and a cue-sheet
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from the script. These are the best
conditions, he has found, under which
he can create. It might also be noted
that he seldom uses a Moviola, but in
no way has its absence been a handi¬
cap to him in his work, nor has it
detracted from the quality of his
music.
The scenes in a motion picture are
not necessarily filmed in chronological
sequence. The last scenes of a movie
that the theatre audience will see are
sometimes the first that were filmed.
Movie scores are often written in much
the same way. Taking into considera¬
tion the fact that Rozsa was working
on Ben Hur for more than two years,
it is not surprising that various por¬
tions of the score were written long
before the actual filming of the pic¬
ture was begun; and yet only months
before Ben Hur was to have its New
York premier, the score was still be¬
ing completed.
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AC power:
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(Cu/iq/ife
POWER-PAC
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PORTABLE MOVIE LIGHT
i

Smooth, even 3400° K light
in wide-angle beam. No
glaring hot spots. Fits any
camera. No tools needed,
no holes to drill. Long-life
nickel-cadmium battery with
built-in charger. Weighs
only 5 lbs. Guaranteed one
year.
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BATTERY

Telephone 2-1 168

The man who sharpens his
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Special Musical Effects—
Unusual Instruments
In most cases, the primary reason
for the use of special sound effects in
a motion picture is to enhance the
effect of authenticity. The first time
this was done was in Spellbound, in
1946. In this case, however, the spe¬
cial effect that was used was purposely
done so to supplement the action on
the screen. Director Hitchcock asked
Rozsa to compose a score that would
make the theatre audience aware that
the music stopped, when the music did
stop. This idea resulted in the use
of the theremin, a small, electronic
instrument which produces a whin¬
ing, high-pitched humming sound.
The use of this unusual instrument
was highly effective in Spellbound,
and his music score for this picture
won him his first Academy Award.
In The Ten Commandments, com¬
poser Elmer Bernstein used unusual
instruments for the sake of authen¬
ticity, rather than to deliberately create
any special effect. During the Exodus
scene, a shofar (or ram's horn) was
heard, symbolizing the slaves’ free¬
dom. Such a horn was actually used
in the Exodus from Egypt thirty cen¬
turies ago.
Authentic replicas of
ancient Egyptian percussion instru¬
ments were used during the Egyptian
dance scene, such as the tiple, Andian
drum, finger cymbals and sistrum.
The combination of these instru¬
ments suggested the lavishness of the
Pharaoh’s palace.
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In Spartacus, composer Alex North
strove for a somewhat barbaric qual¬
ity in his music. In this case the
ondioline, an electronic instrument
developed in
Paris,
enhanced
an
archaic atmosphere by producing at
the same time the sounds of a man¬
dolin, piano and celesta. It was used
during many of the battle scenes in
the picture.

OPTICAL FX UNIT
AND PRISMS

'fyou <ac yot

Aee it

to Relieve ctf
FOR 16mm-35mm-TV CAMERA

New phases of composing for the
screen are continually being estab¬
lished, even though original film scores
were being composed as early as the
middle-1930’s.
Original music was
written for King Kong and Gunga Din,
both of which were made in 1935.
Since then film music has broadened
in scope and importance. A great
many composers of the classical and
romantic periods were represented in
the films made by Universal-Interna¬
tion during the 1930’s. These films
used, as background music behind the
action of the screen, excerpts from
many well-known classics. However,
the significance of modern film music
has been not only to supplement the
action on the screen, but to tell the
same story in its own language.
B

LIVE TV, ANIMATION,
MOTION PICTURES

Complete unit consists of a four sur¬
face prism, mount, revolving housing,
and camera base assembly.

the
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me.

IMS BROADWAY
*0»h ST.
Phone: Ploic*7-6977
NEW YORK 23. N. Y.
Coble Address CAMERAMART

Literature on request.

SPACE TECHNOLOGY LABS.

The PHOTOGRAPHER'S CAR-PAC

Continued from Page 391

a necessity for the commercialindustrial or motion picture photographer
record or study, they simply call the
unit, explain what they want, and the
camera technicians figure out a pro¬
cedure for filming it. The motion pic¬
ture crew often works in confined la¬
boratories where it is impossible to
bring in many lights or the big
cameras. Very often the subject to be
photographed is very small. And it is
a constant challenge to make the
best films possible without interfering
with the critically important work in
progress.
A typical example of the vital role
STL’s motion picture unit plays in
the company’s engineering and produc¬
tion system is exemplified in the fre¬
quent assignments where the motion
picture camera becomes a “third eye’
for the observing engineers. Because it
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is possible, when several engineers are
studying an experiment in progress,
for them to differ in their opinions as
to what actually happened, an STL
camera crew is usually on hand to
record the experiment on motion pic¬
ture film. The resulting film is sub¬
sequently studied by the engineers—

AMERICAN

CINEMATOGRAPHER

A
STUDIO MIXING CONSOLES

especially designed for motion picture re-recording
This attractive package is designed in modu¬
lar sections ranging from the compact center
section consolette to a complete studio mixing
console. Sections may be added as required,
according to the growing needs of your
facility.
A wide range of standard Magnasync rackpanel components are available, including;
precision potentiometers in various multiples,
program equalizers, microphone preampli¬
fiers, patch bays, reference level oscillators
and a variety of mixing controls.
Our Customer Services department will help
you plan the ideal assembly for your specific
needs.

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS:
Frequency Response:. .. .20 to 20,000 cps, ±1.5 db.
Signal-to-Noise Ratio:. .70 db below program level.
Distortion:.Less
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Output Level:.Maximum

20 dbm.

Power Consumption:.80 watts.
Enclosures available for do-it-yourself custom
installation

Send for
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Acceptance of the MOVIOLA CRAB DOLLY for motion picture
and television cameras is world wide as evidenced by unso¬
licited testimonials.
Users have learned through experience that the Moviola Crab
Dolly provides a mobile platform for their camera that can
be precisely positioned with more facility and speed, and
with greater accuracy than any other type of camera support.
Regardless of the shot — moving or static — all people en¬
gaged in the creative phases of the industry recognize that
production values are enhanced by the use of the Moviola
Crab Dolly.
PRODUCERS see additional set-ups and more fluid camera
work resulting in a quality product even on a tight budget.
DIRECTORS can add the dimension of camera movement to
their sequences and, through continuous composition, give
dramatic force to their story.
CAMERAMEN are able to "roll-in” on tight shots, exploit light¬
ing setups to greater advantage, match "takes” to rehearsals
through faithful dolly tracking and re-position quickly by
smooth precision adjustment.
EDITORS welcome "dailies” that have an infinite variety of
shots and added coverage. These values provided by the
Moviola Crab Dolly eliminate "choppy” continuity caused by
limited set-ups on ordinary camera supports.

HIGH production value ...

for

on a LOW budget

WRITERS see that the Moviola Crab Dolly broadens their
scope in its use for dramatic effects.
You can break the stalemate of production values versus cost
with the help of the Moviola Crab Dolly. Call or write now for
a free brochure —HOIlywood 7-3178.

TV/Toviola
MANUFACTURING

NEW!

CO

1451 N. Gordon St., Dept. AC-1, Hollywood 28. Calif. • Cable address: Moviola, Hollywood, Calif.

sometimes in repeated screenings—
with the invariable result that all agree
on the facts of what actually occurred
during the experiment. Whereas the
human eye can often err. a motion
picture record is both accurate and
capable of re-creating a performance
or experiment.

Combination 16mm Contact Printer
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Such filming assignments always in¬
duce an undercurrent of excitement be¬
cause the experiments the cameras
record represent probes into the un¬
known—a step across the threshold in¬
to the still-mysterious depths of space.
Recently, for example, it was necessary
to photograph a certain operation at an
altitude higher than any plane has ever
flown. A high-speed camera and lights
were placed inside a vacuum chamber
along with the apparatus to he filmed.
The STL film unit had specially adapt¬

operation; and
reversal,
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ed the camera by removing all the lu¬
both

Speed:

bricant and installing remotely con¬
trolled tripping and timing devices.

picture

2000

ft.

The starting of the camera had to be
precisely timed because the film ran
through it so fast that it might other¬

Same model available for 35mm film.
Write for descriptive data sheets on
this

and

other

model
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film

printers.
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wise run out before the peak of the
operation was reached—or, on the oth¬

Detroit, Mich.
Ave.,

Detroit

er hand, the operation might be over
33,

Mich.

before the camera even started. Since
it was impossible to modify the engi-
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neer’s device under study, the camera

tionists

had

wherever needed in the complex, and

to

be

modified

synchronized
that

it

with

would

and

the

start

electrically

operation

precisely

at

so
the

Further suspense was created by the
that

also

nobody

had

ever

operated

lights in such a high vacuum before

available

provide

for

showings
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service

and equipment for STL scientists and
engineers

right instant.
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all paperwork.
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not

hen
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air

whether

was
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16mm

and

motorized.

Other

camera

from the chamber to simulate the ex¬

equipment, such as Auricon, Mitchell,

tremely

re¬

high-speed cameras and special lenses

mained intact, but the evacuated air

are rented as needed. The minimum

took with it most of the moisture in

amount of lip-sync shooting done

the 16mm Ektachrome film, causing it

the complex is filmed with an Auricon

to

and

high

become

altitude,

as

brittle

the lamps

as

parchment.

recorded
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unit’s

in
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camera without breaking or becoming
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operation
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static
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electricity

recorded

and

with
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great

recording

sound

effects.

Additional

sound and recording services are some¬

success.
In addition to instrumentation films
and progress reports, STL’s film unit

times supplied by Telefilm Studios in
Hollywood.

films for

STL’s film unit has abundant lighting

various purposes. These may he short

equipment including Senior and Junior

films for television, briefing films for

Solarspots,

also shoots public

relations

sky-pans

and

small

spot¬

personnel working on a project or for

light units. There is no sound stage at

official visitors, or films to be shown

STL at present; therefore, lip-sync in¬

to various organizations abroad. Two

terviews

with

such films already have been made for

scientists

are

showing to the German Rocket Society.

corded in one of the conference rooms.

The
STL

eight

film

key

unit

technicians
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a combined

military
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filmed
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The company has already outgrown its
seemingly

spacious

quarters,

and
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in

larger complex is now under construc¬

motion picture production. Supervisor

tion nearby. It is likely that this will

of the Motion Picture Section Harry

include a sizable sound stage.
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The present motion picture unit has

Studios before World War II. He spent

two cutting rooms fully equipped with

the

Corps

Moviolas, sound readers, synchronizers,

Photographic Center at Astoria, Long

hot splicers, etc. The A & B roll method

Island,

private

is followed in cutting most of the films.

film contracts for the Air Corps. He
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Poppe,

Jr.,

war

was

years

and

a
at

writer
the

at

Signal

later worked

on

has written scripts for many popular

has a console in the seating area from

television shows including “The Lone

which the entire projection operation,

Ranger,” “Sky King,” “Jungle Jim,”

including focusing, can be handled by

“Private Secretary,” “Hawaiian Eye,”

remote control.
Thus with modern equipment, ably

and “Challenge of the Yukon.”
The unit has two full-time writers
who develop shooting scripts from re¬
quests submitted by other departments.
Bernard Ederer, with wide experience
in commercial television, is a specialist
in the public relations type of script.
Melvin Shaw, having had an extensive
background
does the

in

scripts

documentary
calling

for

writing,
this

We're armed with . . .

ap¬

used

by

experienced

cinema

techni¬

cians, and with subject matter to work
on that is virtually “out of this world,”
the motion picture production activities
of Space Technology Laboratories’ film
unit

point

up

once

more

the

ever¬

growing importance of cinematography
in a

rapidly changing technical

and
■

industrial world.

proach. These writers also double as
producer-directors,

co-ordinating

the

overall production of their scripts.
There are two full-time film editors

When

a

film

is

to

be

set

up

for

scene-to-scene color correction, the in¬
dividual

scenes

must be

judged,

not

and two cameramen. A librarian cata¬

only for density

logues all footage shot and maintains

quantity of light to be used in print¬

the film library. Two full-time projec¬

ing) , but also for color balance.
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CAR MOUNT FOR CAMERAS
Continued from Page 299

Special — is shown mounted on the
spring base described above. A special¬
ly-converted Bolex H-16 with a mo¬
tor-driven
zoom
lens
attached
is
mounted low on the front of the car on
a platform bolted to the car bumper.
Adequate shock absorption is provided
by inserting double-compression
springs between the vertical member of
the mount and the bumper, and over
the bolts. The latter are tightened just
enough to maintain a flexible, yet semi¬
rigid platform for the camera. Forward
and backward oscillation is prevented
by means of a chain yolk extending
from the flat camera base upward to¬
ward the hood ornament, from which
extends a heavy rubber hand that sup¬
ports the chain.
A third camera is mounted on the
car roof. Like the others, it has been
provided with a cushioning device that
effectively damps any vibrations caused
by the car while in motion.

the right techniques

All three cameras are electric motor
driven by current supplied from bat¬
teries carried in the car. A switching
panel mounted on the dashboard per¬
mits the driver-cameraman to stop or
start any individual camera or all three
simultaneously.

Now—royalty-free RCA Sound
• Sound

• Editorial

• Laboratory Services

Capital
CAPITAL FILM LABORATORIES, INC.
1905 FAIRVIEW AVENUE, N. E.
WASHINGTON 2, D. C.
PHONE LAWRENCE 6-4634

For the cinematographer who would
use this or similar equipment for film¬
ing from a moving automobile, some
suggestions are in order: Shooting at
32 fps, using a wide-angle lens, will
give best results. The slightly increased
film speed will tend to minimize any
effect of unwanted car motion in the
shots, and the wide angle lens further
contributes in a similar way. Also, the
driver of the car should avoid rapid
acceleration or braking of the car to
prevent camera sway or pitch—possible
in extreme cases despite the safeguards
incorporated into the equipment de¬
scribed.
■
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THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CINEMATOGRAPHERS
ratulates

the

1960 ACADEMY AWARD WINNERS
for

ACHIEVEMENT IN CINEMATOGRAPHY

RUSSELL METTY,

a.s.c.

Who Photographed “Spartacus”

FREDDIE FRANCIS,

b.s.c.

Who Photographed “Sons and Lovers”

*
*

★
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

THE SOCIETY ALSO CONGRATULATES
THE DIRECTORS OF PHOTOGRAPHY
Who Also Were

NOMINATED
for

*

CINEMATOGRAPHY AWARDS

*
*
*
*

JOSEPH LaSHELLE, ASC

JOHN L. RUSSELL, ASC

SAM LEAVITT, ASC

“The Apartment”

“Psycho”

“Exodus'’

CHARLES B. LANG, JR., ASC

WILLIAM H. CLOTHIER

JOSEPH MacDONALD, ASC

“The Facts of Life”

“The Alamc”

“Pepe”

ERNEST LASZLO, ASC

JOSEPH RUTTENBERG, ASC

Inherit The Wind”

“Butterfield 8"

*

*
*
*

*
THIRTY-THIRD ANNUAL AWARDS
ACADEMY
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NEW KODACHROME FILM

cording to the Calvin report.

Continued from Page 295

chrome II is fantastically improved
over the older Kodachrome films. The

at your service!
inexpensive equipment will make bet¬
ter pictures because of these film im¬
provements.’’

biggest improvement is in sharpness.
There is also improvement in grain
characteristics, color and latitude—
especially in shadow definition.
“How does Kodachrome II com¬

The grain size of Kodachrome II,
Eastman Kodak points out, is smaller
than that of regular Kodachrome,
and the grain pattern itself is less
conspicuous. Also, Kodachrome II is
somewhat less contrasty than regular
Kodachrome. You get softer grada¬
tion without sacrifice of color satura¬
tion. Shadow areas are softer and

pare with Ektachrome Commercial
where prints are needed? Any im¬
provement in 16mm sharpness is al¬
ways interesting. The higher contrast
of Kodachrome II, however, might
be a disadvantage in prints. Frankly,
our conclusions are based on pre¬
liminary tests only of a number of
rolls. We would like to run a more

more “open,” and dark areas don’t
go dark so fast with underexposure.
Generally, bright colors are more
saturated and pastel colors are greatly
improved.
Reds in particular are
more brilliant. Greens are more satu¬
rated, and yellows appear less orange

sophisticated series of tests before
going out on a limb with any blanket

visual improvement will be.

ireversal printing i
i and processing
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and
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Chart Shows Exposures
The accompanying chart shows rec¬
ommended lens settings for a number
of typical scenes or subjects under
tungsten illumination. Those who own
electric eye cameras will find the in¬
formation of value to them also.
Most of the cameras having built-in
exposure meters will give quite satis¬
factory results under normal daylight
conditions outdoors.
But when the
scene is predominantly low-level or
consists of large light or dark areas,
an exposure meter or an electric-eye
camera will give a satisfactory expo¬
sure reading where a reading of the
principal subject can be made closeup. In most cases this is impossible,
especially when shooting an ice show,
a stage performance, a colorful neon
sign display, etc. The exposure data
contained in the chart covers most
of the subject material of this type
which 8mm and 16mm camera owners
may now shoot.
Calvin

Productions,

Inc.,

of Kan¬

sas City, Missouri, always among the
first to explore new materials and

Write for A Copy of Our
Catalog Hoi Your Letterhead

937 NORTH SYCAMORE AVENUE
HOLLYWOOD

312

38,

CALIF.

“Koda¬

techniques applicable to professional
16mm film production, have tested
and evaluated Kodachrome II and
rendered some opinions in the March
issue of The Aperture, the company’s
workshop publication for 16mm film
producers.
“Comparing Kodachrome II with
Outdoor or Type A Kodachrome is
strictly a ‘no contest’ endeavor,” ac¬

recommendations.
“However, this is what the tests we
have made to date show: Prints from
Kodachrome II are very sharp—
probably sharper than those obtained
from Ektachrome Commercial.
The
colors reproduce well; there is wide
latitude. The contrast ratio in prints
is slightly higher than from ECO
originals. We like the Outdoor Type
II prints at least as well as the Ekta¬
chrome Commercial prints. We like
the ECO prints a little better than the
prints from Kodachrome II Type A.
There hasn’t been much difference in
the prints from Kodachrome II or
the Ektachrome Commercial originals
in our tests under controlled conditions
of photography.
“We have noticed one disturbing
item—at least it’s disturbing to film
duplicating laboratories—and

that is

the new film duplicates under quite
different printing filter conditions than
ECO originals.
This condition will
require rather drastic scene-to-scene
color correction where Kodachrome II
and Ecktachrome Commercial scenes
are intercut.
Because of this, we
strongly recommend that Kodachrome
II originals not be intermixed with
other films stocks.
“For outdoor or nature photograph¬
ers,’’ the Calvin report concludes, “this
new film does look very promising
right now. For average commercial
work, we want to see more tests be¬
fore we get too optimistic.”
The foregoing report by Calvin is
extremely interesting, hut it should be
emphasized here that Kodachrome
Type II color film was designed espe¬
cially for the amateur movie maker
and is considered by Eastman Kodak
an amateur film, not intended for com-

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

mercial use where duplicate prints are
required. For general needs in the
commercial field, Eastman Kodak
points out, it supplies 16mm Kodachrome Commercial film which was
designed especially for commercial
film production.

THE ANSWER TO THE PRODUCER'S PRAYER

In the meantime, others beside Cal¬
vin have explored the possibilities of
Kodachrome II for commercial pur¬
poses and have come up with some
interesting results. So interesting, in
fact, that Kodak reportedly now is
conducting new and broader labora¬
tory tests on the duplicating qualities
of the film.
It will be remembered that initially
Kodachrome was introduced as strictly
an amateur film. Then, as today, in¬
quisitive minds experimented with the
film and very soon it was being widely
used for many commercial motion pic¬
ture needs. This led Kodak to develop
still newer and better 8mm and 16mm
color films — of which Kodachrome
Type II is the latest.
■
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COLOR PROCESS¬
ING:
precision
color processing for
16mm Ektachrome
Commercial and
new “ER."
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FILMING “PARRISH”
Co itinued from Page 289

A similar low-level light situation
prevailed during the filming of a se¬
quence at Majestic Seaport, Conn., a
reconstructed 19th Century whaling
village which attracts some 300,000
visitors each year and which has never
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4

COLOR RELEASE
PRINTS: scene-toscene color correc¬
tion on all color
release prints.

3

been impossible to shoot the long
shots under the conditions that pre¬
vailed.
A rather lengthy scene in the same
sequence, involving considerable dia¬
log between two of the characters,
takes place in the wheelhouse of the
ferry. Ordinarily such a scene would
be filmed in the studio in a matching
set constructed against a process screen
or painted background. But in this
case the scene was actually filmed in
the five-foot square wheelhouse on
location. Because of the close quarters
(barely large enough for the two
actors) the camera and crew had to
stay outside in the rain and the
camera’s extreme wide-angle lens was
poked through the doorway. The
wheelhouse was mostly glass and the
actors had to play against a backdrop
of bright daylight. The problem here
was to boost the level of the keylight
on the players to match that of the
daylight. This was done by using two
Seniors for keylight, each fitted with a
Macbeth CT filter.

COLOR WORKPRINTS: immediate
work prints on
Ektachrome dupli¬
cating film Type
7386.

SOUND RECORD¬
ING: RCA optical
recording assures
sound tracks of the
highest profession¬
al standards.

O
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2
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ANIMATION: com¬
plete services for
technical and car¬
toon animation.

EDITORIAL: com¬
plete editorial serv¬
ices from creative
editing to final con¬
forming.

6
4
O
&
o
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•

ADDITIONAL SERVICES: UltraSonic film cleaning; print-thru
edge numbers; yellow ink edge
numbering; music and effects
scoring; stage and production
facilities.

7

All these advantages are automatic for the

OMPLET
PRI NTI
SHOOTING
SOUND
FACILITIES

producer

who works with

Jamieson,

where

every modern film service is professionally per¬
formed “under-one-roof," guaranteeing complete control and faster service.

JAMIESON
FILM
3825 Bryan •

COMPANY
Dallas,Texas • TA3-8158
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before been made available to a motion
picture company. It was necessary to
shoot before the tourists swarmed in,
however, which meant that the cameras
had to be ready to turn as soon as
there was sufficient light—about 5
o'clock in the morning. The resultant
scenes of fog-draped sailing vessels
lying at ghostly anchor in the harbor
have the poetic beauty of a moodhaunted oil painting. Stradling, how¬
ever, disclaims any credit for the
artistic result. “This was God's photog¬
raphy," he says, and seems quite con¬
tent to let it go at that.
“Parrish" is the story of a boy in
his late teens who, untouched of life,
comes to Tobacco Valley and stays to
be caught up in a maelstrom of pas¬
sionate rivalries and conflicts peculiar
to the area and its industry. He learns
about life and love from three different
girls, each of whom desires him in her
own special way. Out of this crucible
he emerges as a man—tempered,
strong and resolute.
The camera concentrates on several
attractive young people in the cast
whom Stradling has photographed with
such artistry that they seem to have a

from the players, screens of corre¬
spondingly less diffusion were used.
For dolly shots to or away from a
closeup, a sliding diffusion screeen was
employed. This is a filter 12-inches
long and three-inches wide with the
diffusion graduated from zero to heavy.
As the camera pushed in or pulled
back, the filter was manipulated, either
by hand or mechanically, to vary the
diffusion in synchronization with the
movement of the camera.
Several scenes were photographed
showing field hands at work beneath
the white fabric which covered the
fields. The faces of the actors ap¬

from that established for the diffused
light area to the lower exposure re¬
quired as the camera emerged into
bright sunlight. This was accomplished
by gradually reducing the variable
shutter opening of the Mitchell as it
soared upward on the boom into full
sunlight.
When shooting in bright sunlight,
Stradling invariably used a 25% or
50% Neutral Density filter in front of
the lens so that he could work at a
wider aperture. He believes that when
shooting in color, stopping the lens
down too far tends to produce a harsh
quality because it increases contrast.

pearing in these scenes were softly
modeled by the diffused sunlight filter¬
ing through the gauze, and they were
purposly photographed without aid of
booster arcs in order to preserve the
delicate aura created by this kind of
diffused lighting.
In one sequence the camera, mount¬
ed on a Chapman boom, begins the
scene underneath the canopy and then
soars over and above it, making it
necessary to cut down the exposure

One sequence filmed on location
called for an actor to enter a huge
tobacco shed and then go clambering
up into the tobacco drying racks high
above the floor. The shed was open at
the bottom, admitting natural light, but

dewy, just-out-of-the-chrysalis quality
that is exactly in key with the dramatic
undercurrents of the story. His mag¬
nificent closeups, especially of photo¬
genic newcomer Diane McBain, are
individual works of art. Of this young
actress, Stradling (a man not given to
random compliments) says: “She is a
cameraman’s delight—the most perfect
face I've photographed since Hedy
Lamarr and Vivian Leigh first ap¬
peared in pictures."
The film’s striking closeups are the
result of artful lighting combined with
the adroit use of diffusion filters. In a
period when many cameramen concen¬
trate on sharpnesss to the point of
crisply delineating every pore in a
star’s face, Stradling is a firm believer
in diffusion to make the actors look
their best as well as to enhance subtle
story values.
In big closeups he uses heavy diffu¬
sion created by the M.P.A. filter, which
has a clear .center and concentric rings
fanning out toward the edges. This
filter, when correctly centered, permits
the eyes to remain sharp while effec¬
tively softening the rest of the face. It
requires the attention of an efficient
assistant cameraman, however, because
if the focus is just a few inches off, the
effect will be ruined.
As the camera worked farther back
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CINEMATOGRAPHER MANUAL
Never before a helpful book like this!
Gives
you detailed answers to hundreds of problems
and questions related to theatrical, TV, industrial,
military, educational and documentary film pro¬
duction.
Most
comprehensive
compilation
of
cinema¬
tographic
data
ever
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between
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covers of a single book. Contains more than 400
pages of concise, practical and informative data
and charts invaluable to every cinematographer.
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of this valuable fact-packed book!
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copy today!
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the upper part of the shed with its
maze of drying racks was black as the
pit. So arc lights were brought in to
pour light into the high reaches of the
“set.” The problem here was to find
adequate space for the lights between
the closely arranged racks without
creating a criss-cross pattern of sha¬
dows on the actor. To soften the few
shadows that were unavoidable, heavy
silk diffusion scrims were mounted in
front of the arcs.
Power for the lights and other
equipment used on location was pro¬
vided by two 1500-amp. generators
shipped from New York. The genera¬
tors were necessarily located a con¬
siderable distance from the shooting
area, usually behind a building, so that
the noise of their operation would not
be picked up on the sound track.
Exterior scenes involving actor Troy
Donohue and portraying him during
his tour of duty as a sailor were shot
by
second-unit
Rescher, ASC,

cameraman
Gayne
at the U.S. Navy

Atlantic Fleet Submarine Base at
Groton, Conn. Stradling filmed the sub¬
marine interior scenes inside the sub¬
marine USS Sea Robin—and, again,
close quarters provided a number of
problems. The available space was so
small that 500-watt Baby spots and
photofloods had to be concealed behind
the machinery to provide effective
photographic illumination. After each
scene was lighted and the focus set, the
crew vacated the submarine, since
there was scarcely enough room below
for the actors, director and camera
operator during actual filming.
Perhaps

the

most

spectacular

se-
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eversal film at 1200 ft. per hr.
ositive film at 1200 ft. per hr.
MODEL R
REVERSAL FILM
• EXCLUSIVE OVERDRIVE eliminates film breakage, automa¬
tically compensates for elongation; tank footage stays
constant.
• EASY TO OPERATE, needs no attention.
• VARIABLE SPEED DRIVE, development times from IV2 to
12 minutes.
• COMPLETE DAYLIGHT OPERATION on all emulsions, no dark¬
room needed.
• FEED-IN ELEVATOR & 1200-FT. MAGAZINE permits uninter¬
rupted processing cycles.
• STAINLESS STEEL tanks, air squeegee, recirculation fittings,
air agitation tube, lower roller guards.

Machines of Filmline manufacture installed at: Pentagon
Bldg., Microfilm division, Washington, D.C.; U.S. Naval Re¬
search Laboratory; U.S. Public Health Service; U.S. Treasury
Department (15 machines); Atomic Energy Commission;
I.B.M.; G.E.; Pratt & Whitney Aircraft; McDonnell Aircraft;
Universities of: Texas, Notre Dame, Indiana, California,
Alabama, Miami, M.I.T.; TV Stations: WHAS, WMUR, WISH,
WBRE, WNCT, WJAR, WTRI, WFMY, WJHP, WCSC, WTVS, WTVJ,
KARK, KDUB, WTVR.
WRITE FOR DETAILS AND LITERATURE

• FORCED WARM AIR DRYBOX, uses no heating lamps.
•
•
•
•

Filmline corp.
quence in the picture is the holocaust
which results when the worthless son of
a tobacco typcoon sets fire to the gauze
canopy covering the fields of a rival
farmer. The flaming gauze and burn¬
ing tobacco sheds form a veritable sea
of fire.
This entire sequence, including closeups of the players, was photographd
in the actual location. The fire depart¬
ment of Windsor, Conn., was called
in to help contain the fire and keep
it from getting out of hand. State
troopers were stationed over a wide
area to keep the roads clear and hold
back the crowds of curious spectators
who swarmed in from miles around,
attracted by the fire.
Since this was clearly a “one-take”
situation that allowed for no rehearsals,
four cameras were set up to photo¬
graph the action simultaneously—one
mounted up high, two in stationery
positions on the ground, and one on
the Chapman boom for moving-camera
shots. Actors in the long shots which
showed the fire in the background were
allowed to go almost into silhouette
with just a hit of rim-lighting pro¬
vided by the lamps to simulate glow.
Reverse angles and eloseups of the
actors were filmed on the spot. Colored
gelatin filters were mounted on the
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Double Capacity Spray Wash
Uniform Tank Sizes
Cantilever Construction
Size: 76" x 50" x 24"

•
•
•
•

Filtered Air Supply
Self-Contained Plumbing
Ball Bearing Gearbox
Weight: Approx. 475 lbs.

Milford, Conn.

AM-6'

Used World-Wide By Discriminating Cameramen

CINEKAD SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR
DRIVE—For 16mm Projectors
timing
BEIT

Especially designed to drive all
Bell & Howell, Jan, Ampro,
Kodak, RCA, and Victor 16mm
projectors at synchronous speed.
Projector

can

be

instantly

attached

to

Synchronous Motor Drive and quickly de¬
tached at any time in a matter of seconds.
An

outstanding

feature

is

the

flexible

shaft which connects motor with projector
and

permits

operation.
One-year Guarantee!

Immediate Delivery!

and

steady

technical

knowl¬

Write for more details and prices.

763 10th Ave., N.Y., N.Y., PLaza 7-3511

BELL & HOWELL GAUGES

BOLEX ACCESSORIES
BY STEVENS
Variable Shutter • Split-Frame Mask •

quiet

special

edge required for installation and mount¬
ing.

CINEKAD ENGINEERING COMPANY,

smooth,

No

FOR FILMO REPAIR
Syn¬

chronous and Battery Camera Drives • Time
Lapse Timer • Lens Extension Tubes • Rackover • Turret Lever • Third Turret Stop • Turret
Filter Slides • Camera Base • Lens control
Handle • 400-Ft. Magazine • Sound Sprockets
Write for our Bolex Accessory Catalog.

STEVENS ENGINEERING CO.

S-4163-N2
Aperture Adjusting Gauge

S-3972-N1
Shuttle Teeth Gauge

This pair of precision tools cuts hours off Filmo
repair time. Regular price for this set is $341.62.
We offer these—in brand new condition—while they last—both gauges
| jU

Dept. “A”, 340 N. Newport Blvd.
Newport Beach, Calif.

FL0RMAN & BABB, Inc. 6N8
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QUALITY GUARANTEED
USED EQUIPMENT
CAMERAS
Arriflex-l6mm w/maft box 16, 25, 50mm
Xenon lenses...$1,400.00
Arriflex-16mm head only. 1,000.00
Auricon
Cine-Voice
Model
2
Camera,
Single lens. Noise reduction amplifier
750.00
Arriflex-35 w/120® shutter, motor, matt
box, 35, 50, 75mm Zeiss lenses, battery
and charger. 1,000.00
Cineflex 35mm camera w/200 ft. mag.,
12 volt DC motor, and power cord.
300.00
Filmo camera w/spider turret, new type
finder, and freezolite bracket. No lens..
150.00
Bell & Howell 35mm standard model D.D.
High Speed camera w/cable and extra
belts, case.
2,600.00
Bell & Howell
35mm Standard
camera
#616 w/170° shutter, unit I shuttle,
overhauled
&
refinished. 2,500.00
Berndt-Maurer
16mm
Single
System
camera w/sound equipment, galvo, am¬
plifier, 3 lenses, 2-400 ft. mogs., and
6 cases...
1,850.00
Cine-Special 2 Camera, 100 ft. magazine,
25mm 1.4 Ektar lens.
750.00
Cine-Special
I
camera w/100 ft. mag.
and 1 inch lens.
350.00
Maurer-05 Camera head only w/bilt-in
features and 1-400 ft. mag. 2,000.00
DeVry 35mm camera w/50mm lens.
175.00
Auricon Pro 200 16m camera w/VA galvo
complete w/amplifier, mike, and cable.. 1,200.00
EDITING
Craig 16mm Viewer .
22.50
Neumade Double 16mm footage counter
65.00
Moviola 35/35 w/bulls eye, no mag., com¬
posite sound.
900.00
Moviola 35/35 Preview large screen w/
mag, footage counters. 1,800.00
Neumade large film barret and racks.
17.50
Neumade
firm
roller
trucks,
half
rack
w/casters .
32.50
Moviola editing machine (UCS) 35/53 old
model cutters machine only, no take up
up arms, optical ocmposite sound.
375.00
Moviola
35mm Model
“D"
Bulls Eye,
cutter head only, no take-up arms.
150.00
Neumade
Splicer R-2
(35mm)
or R-13
(16mm) .
22.00
Moviola Model “D" Picture Head w/take
up arms, variable speed, foot pedal....
200.00
Precision
Reader,
Sound,
optical
only.
Model 600.
100.00
Moviola 4/35 synchronizer.
100.00
Cine Special sync motors..
75.00
Mitchell 400x35 magazines.
100.00
Bell & Howell 400x35 Bi-Pack magazine....
350.00
Houston Crab Dolly w/electric pump. 2,000.00
2/35 Neumade Sync.
70.00
Neumade Heavy Duty Power rewinds w/
foot pedal—16 or 35mm.
76.00
Neumade Dynamics rewind—16 or 35mm..
13.50
Mitchell
12 volt 35mm variable speed
motor .
250.00
Filmo motor—115 volts, 24 frame sync
w/cable .
110.00
Moviola
16/16 w/Bulls Eye, no mag.,
composite sound.
900.00
Trickle Charger for Arri. wet cell battery..
10.00
Zoomer lens, 1 to 3 inch, in "5" mount. ..
100.00
Pan Cinor, 20 to 60 mm in "C" mount. ..
100.00
Cinegon 20mm in Arri mount.
375.00
Mikro Kilar 40mm lens.
150.00
Eyemo motor, variable speed, 24 volt.
65.00
Mitchell Viewfinder.
350.00
Wall Sync, motors, 220 volt, 50 cycle, 3
phase .
250.00
Bell & Howell magazines 400x35, metal ...
75.00
Bell & Howell Stop-Motion Motor (can be
adapted and used on Mitchell).
250.00
Bell & Howell magazines 1000x35.
125.00
Spectra 2-Color meter.
200.00
Holmes 35mm double system studio type
Projector, 1000 watt, with sound. Com¬
plete .
1,800.00
Spectra 3-color Meter.
260.00
Bell & Howell geared head tripod, com¬
plete w/base.
350.00
Akeley Tripods, gyro head.$550.00 & UP
Cine Spec. Stop Motion Meter.
300.00
SOUND-PROJECTION-LIGHTING-PRINTERS
G-924 Mixer (3-position).
250.00
Magnasync recorder, 16mm X-400.
600.00
Reeves 16mm PV100 Recorder.
1,200^00
Tapak Recorder.
300.00
Magnemite Recorder.
200.00
DeVry 35mm
projectors
(available with
sound equipment).
500.00
GPL—Jan
Projector
w/speakers—Genova
Movement .
1,000.00
Colortran Jr. Kit.
137.00
Bell & Howell 16mm Model J Printer, com¬
pletely reconditioned . 2,500.00

CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
315 West 43rd Street, New York 36, N.Y.
JUdson 6-1420
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FILMING “PARRISH”
Continued from Preceding Page

lamps so the light would precisely
match the color and intensity of the
actual fire. To simulate the flickering
of flames on the players’ faces a flam¬
ing kerosene-soaked torch was held in
front of the key light; the flame and
the smoke created the desired effect of
flicker. The moving boom-mounted
camera followed the actors (or their
doubles) into the flames, giving the
audience a subjectively close view of
the inferno.
For Harry Stradling, Sr., “Parrish”
is the latest in a long line of dis¬
tinguished productions which he has
photographed during his 43 years be¬
hind the camera. Starting in the film
industry at the age of 16, he has had
a colorful career, which includes ten
years as Director of Photography in
London. Rome and Paris. The Euro¬
pean film for which he has won the
most acclaim is the French classic
farce, “Carnival in Flanders,’’ which
he photographed in Paris.
Recipient of nine Academy nomina¬
tions to date, he won the coveted Oscar
in 1945 for black-and-white photog¬
raphy of M-G-M’s “Picture of Dorian
Grey.” Currently at work at Warner
Bros, shooting “A Majority of One,”
starring Rosalind Russell (whom he
last photographed in “Auntie Marne”)
and Sir Alec Guiness, he is still the
most energetic and professionally curi¬
ous technician on the set.
“I’m still learning,” he says, “and I
always will be. I learn something new
on every picture I photograph—be¬
cause to me each picture is a new
experience and a new challenge.”
°

FILM IMPROVEMENT
Confirmed from Page 299

in photographing a motion picture.
These film improvement trends and
their results can be traced in the fol¬
lowing manner:
Around 1925 a new and faster nega¬
tive film was introduced, (Eastman
Par Speed Cine Negative Film) which,
along with the new panchromatic films,
increased speeds tremendously. Around
this same time, new fine-grain devel¬
opers were marketed, resulting in the
creation of better quality motion pic¬
tures. The new, faster films which re¬
sulted in higher quality prints gave
directors an opportunity to do their

first serious on-location shooting and
thereby broadened the base of what
Hollywood film makers could do.
By the early 1930’s the “wrinkles”
were ironed out of old films and new,
faster ones, were marketed. Improved
quality and added realism made pos¬
sible by more on-location scenes stimu¬
lated the desire for motion picture en¬
tertainment.
In the late 1930’s three major blackand-white film developments by the
Eastman Kodak Company provided
further improvements. These films were
Eastman Background-X, Plus-X and
Super-XX Panchromatic 35mm Nega¬
tive Films.
With the introduction of Tri-X
Panchromatic Negative Film in 1954,
the film industry had in hand a ma¬
terial representing a still further im¬
provement in sensitivity that made it
possible to shoot motion pictures un¬
der extremely low-light levels. This
gave the industry a tremendous boost
toward ultimate realism, as scenes
staged outdoors at night and in closed
darkened areas could be effectively re¬
produced on film without extensive ar¬
tificial light. It is therefore not difficult
to see how advanced film technology
has actually increased the scope of the
motion picture entertainment industry.
Even with the marketing of Tri-X
Negative film, research and develop¬
ment in the black-and-white motion
picture field continued at a rapid pace.
This program saw the marketing of
Eastman Double-X Panchromatic
Negative Film, Type 5222 in 1960 as
the latest example.
In

analyzing

the

black-and-white

motion picture film field, one finds
that there is one item that has re¬
mained comparatively unchanged dur¬
ing the many years of development,
and that is the price of these films.
Today producers are paying approxi¬
mately the same price for film they
did when safety negative film was first
marketed more than 35 years ago,
despite significant devaluation of the
dollar. The price ©f safety positive film
has actually been considerably re¬
duced.
When introduced in 1925, a 1,000foot roll of Eastman 35mm safety neg¬
ative film cost the producer $50, ap¬
proximately the same price that he is
paying today. Carrying the comparison
even further, today’s price is also equal
to the first recorded price of Eastman
black-and-white negative (nitrate-type
Continued on Page 318
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BUY, SELL, SWAI
Largest, Mosf Productive Classified Ad Section Of Any Publication Serving Makers Of Motion Pictures
STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.
FOR

SALE:

1—Bell & Howell Eyemo Model 71-Q with
25mm f/2.3, 50mm f/2.3 and 150mm
f/3.5 lens, both sound and silent aper¬
tures. Like new.
1— Rack-over for above camera.
2— 2000 watt solar-spots with stands and
extra lamps. Also 25mm f/1.9 Kodak
Cine-Special lens . . . new.$29.95
New Bell & Howell ratchet winding handcranks for 1 6 and 35 cameras....$7.95 each
10" Bell & Howell Eyemo viewfinder objec¬
tives .$2.75 each
Bell & Howell 202—Magnetic recording 16mm
projector, excellent condition .$395.00
MILLER’S VISUAL AIDS, INC.
519 Pennsylvania Avenue, Fort Worth, Texas
35MM MITCHELL Standard, with hi-speed
gears. Recently completely rebuilt and refinished by Mitchell. Like new. 7—Cooke Tscale lenses, 2—1,000 and 2—400 ft. maga¬
zines, 1 10V. and 12V. wild motors, full
aperture with academy mattes, wide screen
and TV ground glasses, finder, matte box,
Akeley gyro tripod, baby, hi-hat, all cases.
Whole works $5,500.00 or, less tripods,
$4,900.00. Private. Will ship prepaid air¬
freight. Box 1404, AMERICAN CINEMATOG¬
RAPHER.

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.

EXCEPTIONAL OPPORTUNITY to purchase 750
amp DC generator completely equipped with
starting motors and switches at fraction of
cost. For photo and details write Box 1411,
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

35mm B&H Model 2709 camera, $1975.00.
35mm A.E.C. camera, $1425.00. Box 1418,
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

CINE-VOICE 400' conversion, 3 lens turret,
M-H professional erect image viewfinder, am¬
plifier, mike and cables, $725.00. GILMAN,
1210 Howell, Missoula, Montana.
35mm BLIMPED background process projector,
with B&H type Unit 1 shuttle, distributor, ca¬
bles, etc., and high intensity lamphouse,
$9450.00. Box 1423, AMERICAN CINEMATOG¬
RAPHER.
B&H sound projector with Bodine sync motor,
$325.00. DON DUNN, 26246 Fairview Ave.,
Lomita, California. DA6-4925.
CINE Special
Series
I
Perfect.
1"
lens.
$400.00. Write Box 1250, AMERICAN CINE¬
MATOGRAPHER.
NEAR NEW 16mm late model Arriflex. Big
discount. Write NORMAN BEAN, 1 229 Carmel
Drive, Simi, Calif, or phone Fireside 6-2742.

See S.O.S. Specials on Pages 282 and 283
TRADES TAKEN
Phone PL 7-0440
•
Cable SOSOUND
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19
Western Branch—6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, California
Phone: HO 7-2124
UPRIGHT title stand, 10 ft. bi-post with 35mm
B&H Model 2709 camera. Can be converted
to animation stand. BOX 1415, AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER.
GOVT SURPLUS in new condition! FILM DRY¬
ERS. 35mmx200 ft. capacity Stineman de¬
veloping outfits. Eyemo camera lenses. K-1A
Houston developers, reversal or positive film.
AIR PHOTO SUPPLY, DEPT. C-l, 555 East
Tremont Ave., New York 57, N.Y.
KINEVOX Recorder 17 '/j mm in excellent con¬
dition, plus 20,000 ft. of 17% mm recording
film and RCA microphone. $700.00 takes it all.
JOE DEPHOURE, Dephoure Studios, Inc., 782
Commonwealth Avenue, Boston
15, Mass.
BEacon 2-5722.
B&H 35mm Model D printer completely over¬
hauled condition. B&H 35/16mm optical re¬
duction printer. Like new. Box 1416, AMER¬
ICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
PONY EXPRESS FILM 1200 feet 16mm Ektachrome commercial laboratory condition. His¬
toric Trail Landmarks, buildings, etc. Sell at
Fifty cents per foot. JAMES R. PIERSON, Box
863, St. Joseph, Missouri.

AURICON Cine-Voice. Wanted: 35mm Arriflex.
WAYNE BAKER, 4614 Rodeo Lane, Los Angeles
1 6, Calif.
35mm WALL camera double pulldown, also
double registration pins, $2375.00. 35mm
N.C. Mitchell camera, $4750.00. Box 1422,
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
ANIMATION STAND complete with 16mm cam¬
era. WILLIAM WYPER, 7145 West 93rd PI., Los
Angeles 45, Calif. OR 0-2360.

•
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Two 35mm portable DEVRY projectors with
sound equipment, $450.00. MACES TRADING
POST, 1001 McAllister, San Francisco, Calif.
RABY Panoram camera dolly, $1295.00.
1419, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

Box

WANTED
It is idle, is it old?
Maybe it’s worth its weight in gold.
We have waiting buyers many
Ready to pay a pretty penny.
WE GLADLY TAKE CONSIGNMENTS
SET YOUR OWN PRICE — SHIP IT IN —
WIRE US — PHONE: PL 7-0440
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION
Dept, fc
602 W.

Cable: SOSOUND
52nd Street

New York

Western Branch — 6331

19, N.Y.

Hollywood Blvd.

Hollywood, Calif., HO 7-2124
WANTED TO BUY FOR CASH

16MM AND 35MM CAMERAS
AND ACCESSORIES
MITCHELL—BELL & HOWELL STANDARD
AND EYEMO—ARRIFLEX—MAURER
ALSO
LABORATORY, EDITING AND
LIGHTHING EQUIPMENT
CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
315 WEST 43RD STREET • NEW YORK 36, N. Y.

35mm EASTMAN waxing
condition, $495.00. Box
CINEMATOGRAPHER.
• T v ▼ ▼ w •* v » w

machine. Excellent
1417, AMERICAN

CABLE—CINEQUIP
TRY F&B LAST

V w w w ~w V

Here •. •
in the Classified
Columns
you'll find
BARGAINS
GALORE
in
New and Used Equipment
of all kinds.

•
A good place for YOU
to sell, too!

Rates Are Low!

RATES: Ads set in lightface type, I5(? per word. Minimum ad, $2.00. Text set in
lightface capital letters (except 1st word and advertiser’s name) 20c per word.
Modified display format (text set in boldface type, capitals or upper-and-lower case)

MAY

2—35mm PROJECTORS with magazine pre¬
view
attachments,
$2200.00.
Box
1420,
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

OUR PERCENTAGE IS SMALL

35mm
STANCIL
HOFFMAN
recorder
S5,
$800.00.
35mm
RCA
optical
recorder,
$2450.00. Box 1421, AMERICAN CINEMATOG¬
RAPHER.

PROCESS PROJECTION EQUIPMENT

PRECISION REGISTRATION — USED MITCHELL
OR CUSTOM BLIMPED TYPE ON PORTABLE
CASTER BASES. COMPLETE WITH SCREENS, IN¬
TERLOCKED
DISTRIBUTORS,
CABLES,
INTER¬
COMS, LENSES,
ETC.
FULL
INFORMATION.
PHOTOS AND PRICES ON REQUEST. BOX 1340,
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

AURICON Pro-600. Complete. Perfect. Guaran¬
teed. 40% reduction. MILT BOZANIC, KSHOTV, Las Vegas, Nevada.

FOR THE HIGHEST QUOTE ON
USED MOVIE EQUIPMENT
FLORMAN & BABB
68 W. 45th ST., N. Y. 36, N. Y.

Mitchell—Akeley—B & H—Wall—Eyemo
Cameras—Lenses—Equipment
NATIONAL CINE EQUIPMENT, INC.
209 West 48th St.
New York, N.Y.
WHY SACRIFICE

your production and struggle with old or used
equipment when we can trade for cash or
new equipment? Let us know what you have
and what you need.
THE CAMERA

MART,

INC.

1845 Broadway PL 7-6977 New York 23, N.Y.
EXPERT
FREELANCE
35MM
CAMERAMEN—
Register for money-making local assignments
in U.S., Central and So. America, Caribbean,
Orient, and other foreign locales. Good cam¬
era equipment, creativity, and ability to pro¬
duce professional results essential. Payment by
assignment and footage basis. Give particulars
and phone number in first letter. WORLD WIDE
FILMS, 108 So. LaJolla Ave., Hollywood 48,
Calif. Phones: WE 0-8308 and OL 3-5072.
Continued on Next Page

$1.50 per line. Send copy with remittance to cover payment to Editorial Office,
American Cinematographer, 1782 No. Orange Drive, Hollywood 28, Calif. Forms
close 1st of month preceding date of issue.
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Classified Ads
Continued From Preceding

CENTURY 21, SEATTLE-TACOMA, Cinematog¬
rapher with 96 tv-news and public relations
credits in 1960 available for contract or foot¬
age assignment. AURICON EQUIPPED. RAY
ALRED, 437 East 60th, Tacoma 4, Washington.
GReenfield 2-2553.
CAMERAMAN — editor — sound recordist. 1 2
years experience newsreel, documentary, in¬
dustrial film production. Arriflex 16 equipped.
Free lance or staff assignment. Resume on
request.
Box
1406,
AMERICAN
CINEMA¬
TOGRAPHER.
ANIMATION ART DIRECTOR desires position.
26 years experience in cartoon and technical
animation, effects and filmstrips. Hollywood
credits. Box 1413, AMERICAN CINEMATOG¬
RAPHER.
FILM ASSIGNMENTS—Southwest U.S. and Cen¬
tral America. All types of filming—Arriflex
equipment. JOHN EVANS FILM PRODUCTIONS,
221 E. Camelback, Phoenix 12, Arizona.
16mm FILM assignments—Chicago, Zoographic,
Scenic, Industrial. ARLETTE STUDIO FILM PRO¬
DUCTIONS, 2754 N. Ashland Ave., Chicago
14, Illinois. Bl 8-8612.
CAMERAMAN
available
for
assignments
Florida-Caribbean area. Documentary, scenic,
UNDERWATER, sound. ROY CHEVERTON, 2625
N. Ocean Blvd., Ft. Lauderdale, Florida.
FILM ASSIGNMENTS, New York, Boston area,
scenic, stock shots, industrial. ACORN FILMS,
168 W. 46th St., N. Y. C. Judson 6-2272.

LABORATORY & SOUND
ROCKY MOUNTAIN 16MM HEADQUARTERS

16mm Black & White and Anscochrome
Processing—Printing—Recording—Editing
Rental • Sales • All types of film in stock
Write for Price List
WESTERN CINE SERVICE, INC.

Pearl St., Denver 9, Colo.
Sherman 4-1017.

SOUND RECORDING at a reasonable cost.
High Fidelity 16 or 35. Quality guaranteed.
Complete studio and laboratory services. Color
printing and lacquer coating. ESCAR MOTION
PICTURE SERVICE, INC., 7315 Carnegie Ave¬
nue,
Cleveland
3,
Ohio.
Phone ENdicott
1 -2707.

►
[
►
►
►
!
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Continued from Page 316

Page

SERVICES AVAILABLE

312 S.

FILM IMPROVEMENT

If you have something
new or used to sell producers or photographers of motion pictures, here is your best
market place. Get your
message before readers that are potential
buyers, in the U.S. and
over 80 foreign countries! See preceding
page for rates.

base) when the product was introduced
in 1906.
Comparing the price of positive
films, the producer today finds that
he has a financial advantage over his
predecessors. The 1,000-ft. roll of
35mm safety-positive film selling for
$16 today can he favorably compared
pricewise to the first safety positive
film marketed in 1917 at $50 for 1,000
feet; or to the $35 cost for that amount
of positive nitrate base film when it
was first introduced in 1908.
Of course, there have been numer¬
ous other developments that have in¬
creased the value of black-and-white
motion picture film. These develop¬
ments along with the introduction of
safety positive film in 1917 and safety
negative in 1925, were marked by the
perfection of sound during the early
1930’s and. later, the discontinuing of
all nitrate base films in 1951.
It is interesting to note that, at a
time when color motion picture film
seems to be growing into maturity, its
black-and-white older brother is mov¬
ing forward at a faster pace than
ever. Black-and-white 35mm film—a
cornerstone in the building of the
Hollywood entertainment industry—is
still providing producers with a mod¬
ern quality tool at an old-fashioned
price. If we can say that its history has
been illustrious, by qualitative compar¬
ison to the past it would seem that an
even brighter future is just over the
horizon.
■

He has been at that studio ever since
and has photographed some of its big¬
gest hits.
Freddie Francis’ black - and - white
photography of “Sons and Lovers’’ has
unusual visual beauty and is marked
by photographic ingenuity throughout
that easily makes it one of the fin¬
est monochrome photographic achieve¬
ments to come along in a long time.
Not much is known in America about
Francis’ cinematographic work, but it’s
a good bet that, on the basis of his
“Sons and Lovers’’ achievement, his
name will henceforth grace the credits
of more and more British productions.
As is customary annually, ten major
motion picture feature productions of
1960 were nominated for cinematog¬
raphy awards by the Academy mem¬
bership. The eight directors of pho¬
tography who also were in the running
with Metty and Francis each have
been presented with Nomination Cer¬
tificates by the Academy, and these
are considered no small award in
themselves —- something like being
named one of the ten best.
The eight cinematographers who
had pictures nominated for cinematog¬
raphy awards this year, but who were
out of the running, are:
Joseph LaShelle, ASC, “The Apart¬
ment” (B&W).
Charles B. Lang, Jr.?
Facts of Life’’ (B&W).
Ernest Laszlo,
Wind (B&W).
John L.
(B&W).

ASC,

Russell,

ASC,

“The

“Inherit

ASC,

The

(Psycho”

William H. Clothier, “The Alamo”
(Color).

OSCAR WINNERS
Continued from Page 296

fused with
warm hue,
source but
spill light

murky light of a slightly
suggesting no direct light
rather a densely diffused
filtering in through the

grates in the ceilings of the cells.
Metty is said to be one of the first
Hollywood cinematographers to risk a
high-contrast ratio in lighting for a
color production, although this tech¬
nique has by now become fairly stand¬
ard practice.
For Metty, “Spartacus” was the cul¬
mination of a 15-year tenure as direc¬
tor of photography at Universal-Inter¬
national Studios where, originally, he
started to work on a temporary basis.

Joseph Ruttenberg,
field 8” (Color).
Sam Leavitt,
(Color).
Joseph
(Color).

ASC,

ASC,

MacDonald,

“Butter¬

“Exodus”
ASC,

“Pepe”

Other major awards presented by
the Academy this year were:
Best Motion Picture: “The Apart¬
ment,” United Artists.
Best Actor: Burt Lancaster
“Elmer Gantry,” United Artists.

in

Best Actress: Elizabeth Taylor in
“Butterfield 8,” MGM.
Best Supporting Actor: Peter Usti¬
nov in “Spartacus,” U-I.
Best Supporting Actress:
Jones in “Elmer Gantry.”
Best

Direction:

Billy

Shirley

Wilder

for

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

“The Apartment.”
Best Screenplay: “Elmer Gantry.”
Best Original Story and Screenplay:
“The Apartment.”

(INEKAD Microphone Booms

Best Art Direction of a Black-andWhite Production: “The Apartment.”

CINEKAD Mike Booms are light in
weight, rigidly constructed, precision
engineered and ideal for location or
studio work.

Best Art Direction of a Color Pro¬
duction: “Spartacus.’’
Best
ment.”

Film

Editing:

“The

1
2

Apart¬
ALL MODELS FIT

Best Sound: “The Alamo,” Samuel
Goldwyn Studio Sound Dept.
Best Special Effects (Visual): “The
Time Machine.” MGM.
There were four Technical and
Scientific Awards presented this year.
A Class II Award was given to Ampex
Professional Products Co. for the pro¬
duction of a well-engineered multi¬
purpose sound system combining high
standards of quality with convenience
of control, dependable operation and
simplified emergency provisions.
Class II Awards were presented to
Columbia Studio’s camera department
for a camera flicker indicating device;
to 20th Century-Fox’s mechanical ef¬
fects department for design and con¬
struction of a miniature flak gun and
ammunition; and to Consolidated Film
Industries for developing an automatic
developer replenisher system.
H

IN YOUR CAR!

3

4

Model BR-12 extends from 7 to 14 feet.
Model C-12 extends from 7 to 14 feet; has
external directional mike control.
Model "Miracle” extends from 7 to 18
feet; has internal fitted noiseless directional
mike control.
Model C-18 extends from 7 to 20 feet;
has external directional mike control.

Each CINEKAD Mike Boom has a sturdy
5-foot stand, ivhich can be elevated to a
height of 10 feet.
Write for Free

Catalogue

CINEKAD ENGINEERING CO.

763 1OTH AVE., NEW YORK 19, N.Y.

,

Special Low Low Price!
HOUSTON FEARLESS

Panoram Dollies

Thoroughly Overhauled & Refinished • Fully Guaranteed • Immediate Delivery

4 Wheel - *1,400°° • 5 Wheel - *1,800°°
In Hialeah, Florida: -

(£flm€Rfl €ouipiri€nT (o..mc.

1335 E. 10th Ave.,
TUxedo 8-4604

In Hollywood, California:
Dept. A

6510 Santa Monica Blvd.,
Hollywood 9-5119

19, 315 W. 43rd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y., JUdson 6-1420

SET LIGHTING
Continued from Page 301

A—Yes, we work continually with the
stand-ins until the set lighting is com¬
pleted. As they move about the set—
just as the actors will when it comes
time to shoot—we refine the lighting
further by putting up a cutter here, a
gobo there—noting the requirements
for these lighting adjustments as the
stand-ins walk from position to posi¬
tion. Sometimes it is necessary to add
another lamp to provide a continua¬
tion of illumination at some point.
Where a set is given general light¬
ing, the object is to maintain a con¬
sistency of illumination throughout
the actors’ scope of movement on the
set.
Q—How

do you establish
the source light shall be?

wliat

A—-Essentially, this is determined by
the story and particularly by the ac¬
tion or the scene itself. Where the
light source is obvious, then our light¬
ing must conform with it. In other
words,

MAY

if

•

there
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is

a

large

window

through

which

sunlight

comes

and

lights the players, the set is lit to sim¬
ulate the sunlight illumination. If the
set is obviously lit by an overhead
chandelier or other lighting fixtures,

FILM ROLLERS
Special plastic — Proven design — Inert to
strong chemicals.
Other sizes available.
Also
rollers with stainless steel bah

bearings.
Write for
catalog.

the set is lit from overhead to provide
a similar pattern of illumination.
Q—We have not touched on the
cross light yet. What is the func¬
tion of this light and where is it
usually placed?

A—A cross-light is actually a key light
striking the player from the side in¬
stead of straight on. Fike any other
key light, it is usually mounted high
but at one side of the set. Cross light
is used for a number of reasons—one
of them already explained above where
two players face each other on the set.
Sometimes the source light is supposed
to come from the side instead of from
the front or directly overhead; or
where a player is to move from one
side of the set to the other so that
the main key light will he ineffective
at the conclusion of his movement.

METAL MASTERS
5599 University Ave.
San Diego 5, Calif.

LIQUID GATE
PRINTING FOR
16-35 BLOW-UPS
An amazing new 16mm and 35mm process
which eliminates scratches, smooths out grain
and enhances overall quality. It is particularly
valuable for use in reclaiming of old and
worn films.
Complete Laboratory and Effectt Servicee

NEW PRICE LIST AVAILABLE - INQUIRIES INVITED

FILM EFFECTS of Hollywood, Inc.
1153 N. Highland Av»., Hollywood 38, Calif.

LINWOOD DUNN, ASC, President
'Over

30

Yeart

of

Major

Studio

Experience''
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Automatic Daylight Processing
DEVELOPING TANK
•
•
•
•
•
•

Processes up to 200 Ft.
8mm-l 6mm-35mm-70mm
Movie—X-Ray—Microfilm
Motor driven portable
Uniform Density Assured
400 Ft. Tank Available

FILM DRYER
• Motor driven—Heated
• Speedy drying
• Automatic shrinkage allow¬
ance
• Stainless steel and
aluminum construction
• Easily assembled without
tools
• Compact, Portable

Then a cross-light can be set to pro¬

Fades, dissolves,
wipes,
hold frame,
reverse
action or direction, enlarge or reduce image,
lengthen or shorten scene, speed up or slow
down action, zoom forward or back, push-offs,
distortion or ripple effect, out-of-focus dissolve,
flip-overs, page-turn effect, split screens, superimposures, matting, dodging, filtering, tinting,
bas relief effect, liquid gate printing, and many
other
scene
modifications
and
manipulations
available in color, B&W, 16mm, 35mm. For
further details see “Cinemagic of the Optical
Printer”
in the A.S.C. Manual,
Page 361.

OVER 30 YEARS OF MAJOR STUDIO
EXPERIENCE AND THE FINEST
SPECIALIZED EQUIPMENT ARE NOW
AVAILABLE TO THE INDEPENDENT PRODUCER.
Inquiries

invited.

New

price

list

illumination.

A

three - quarter - cross

back - light

1153

N.

Highland Ave.,

Hollywood 38,

Calif.

LINWOOD DUNN, ASC, President
Phone: Hollywood 9-5808. Cable. FILMEFX

PORTABLE CINE FLOOD
“MITE - LITE”

is

to

be

fore him—not directly in front of him,1
but ahead and a little to one side.

already

Q—Thus far we have been dis¬
cussing? key, fill and cross lights
as used for a long or medium shot
that takes in a full set. Now what
about lighting a player for a closeup—how is the key light set for
a eloseup or a two-shot?

suffices as a key light where the lamp

lighting must first of all enhance her
And

if you

to

take

time

to

her

and

also

what effect light coming from various
angles has on her. Normally, I would
place the key light directly above the
camera on a stand, then move it slow¬
ly

around

the

left

girl.

to

and

No

fill

the

right

study

and

then

the effect

light

would

on

be

to
the

used—

the

pointed

watt

globe,

or

Bldg.,

Hong

Single and double broads on floor
stands

are

light.

The

most
single

SPECIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC
EFFECTS
IN MOTION PICTURES

25c
Per Copy

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER
1782

No.

Orange

Dr.,

Hollywood

28,

Calif.

broad

for

takes

fill

bulbs

ranging from 500- to 1500-watts, thus
providing a

wide

range of intensity.

The double broad doubles the intensity
of

the

single,

taking as

it

does two

lamps instead of one—hence its name.
for an eye light, a cinematographer
can

use

almost

anything

luminous.

corner of the mouth, so the tip of the
nose

commodates

falls

above

the

corner

of

the

mouth.

This is portraiture technique.

is

a

small

spot

light,

bulbs

ranging

Baby

Solarspot

such
from

as
50-

to 200-watts.
The

M-R

(500

to

Q—To what extent do the basics
of portraiture lighting play a part
in cinematography.

the Junior (1000 or 2000 watts), the

A—I think they apply all through it.

Senior

750 watts)

not heretofore mentioned,

(5000-watts)

and

the

Tener

^ hen you move in close to photograph

(10,000-watts) all provide for focusing

a

and

person—a

man or a woman—por¬

flooding

the

light

units

is

beam.
fitted

Also,

with

a

the

the introduction of faster
film emulsions changed set light¬
ing procedures in any way?
A—No, faster films have not resulted

same. The work of such cinematogra¬

in using fewer lights on the set. On

advantages. Just because he’s
a

movie

difference.

camera
The

doesn’t

objective

make
is

Arthur

the

has

al¬

lighting units are used, and directors

ways been marked by outstanding and

of photography are applying the ad-

artistic

\ antages of faster film speeds in an¬

as

Edeson,

fore

Joseph
and

Ruttenberg,

Charles

photography

were

portrait

they

became

Rosher
in

the

closeups.

photographers

be¬

cinematographers.

contrary,

the

usual

number

of

other way—to work at a smaller lens
aperture

to

gain

increased

depth

of

Incidentally, I think it would be well

field, or to work with lamps of lower

to point out here that the lighting of

wattage which lower the illumination

various motion picture stars is an in¬

level and make for cooler working con¬

tensely individualized matter varying

ditions on the set.

not only with the technique of the in¬
dividual

director of photography but

In Hollywood film production, most
directors of photography work

for a

with the requirements of each indivi¬

pre-determined light level or foot-can¬

dual

dle

star.

rating

in

lighting

sets.

Interiors

Q—Would you describe the set
lamps that are used today for the
following purposes: key light,
cross light, hack light, fill light,
and eye light?

are lighted at an incident light level

A—Well, let’s take the Mole-Richard-

NOTE: Coming, in a subsequent issue, a
comprehensive article on the techniques of
lighting sets for color photography.—Editor.

son line of equipment, which is most
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used

Mole-Richardson’s “Midget,” which ac¬

All

of the 6-page, illustrated article

often

light

phers

NOW AVAILABLE

larger lamp.

nose shadow down and just above the

using

REPRINTS

even

Probably the most commonly used eye

certain

Kong.

an

just the key. I usually try to put the

any

Chun

Junior

spot to a Senior, which takes a 5000-

Q—Has

Po

single

have

at hand, and may vary from a baby

tographer with portrait experience has

Li

a

ade¬

I

The lamps used for cross light and

cess of the shot. This is why a cinema¬

424

out,

are

As

hack light depend upon the situation

Less weight • Spotless light

FARKAS FILM COMPANY

light.

and 30 feet.

•

Established American organization experienced
throughout Asia, offers complete film production
services, 16mm or 35mm. Whether your needs
are a single shot or a complete production,
cable “Farfilms," Hong Kong, or write

globes,

key

to subject distance ranges between 20

are lighting her

study

2000-watt

for

each of these
Fresnel lens.

FAR EAST ASSIGNMENTS

lighting,

10C0—or

traiture techniques determine the suc¬

custom built by JACK D. LEPPERT
2801 Oak Point Dr.
Hollywood 28, Calif.

norma]

quate

Burns brighter and longer

• Model "C” $130 inc. charger

given

one or more Juniors, which take either

•

• New design and features

major stu¬

should throw the player’s shadow lie-

available.

FILM EFFECTS of Hollywood, Inc.

the

light

for the first time, it becomes necessary

CAN GREATLY ENHANCE ANY PRODUCTION

all

dios. For a black-and-white production

beauty.

SPECIAL EFFECTS

in

that

A—If the player is a girl, then the
South Ave.

used

vide a continuation of the basic key

Guaranteed. Write for Free Literature

Micro Record (orp.

generally

that provides the desired f/ stop for
the particular
used.

film

that

is

to

be
a
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ACHIEVEMENT

OUTSTANDING PHO
COLOR

RUSSELL HETTY,

a s.c

recto£jS$ Plotor«rluj

SPARTACUS
A BRYNA PRODUCTION
Released by Universal Pictures
LEDGER HADDOW
GEORGE DYE
Color Technicians

EDWIN L. PYLE
Operative Cameraman

in\M
BLACK AND WHITE

FREDDIE FRANCIS,

b.s.c

r-j£)i rector oi Vfnotograp/iij

SONS AND LOVERS
Company of Artists

DENYS COOPER

Released by 20th Century-Fox

Operative Cameraman

EASTMAN PROFESSIONAL MOTION PICTURE FILMS

ACADEMY

OF

MOTION

PICTURE

ARTS

AND

SCIENCES

complete

services for film producers!

studio services:

laboratory services:

Editorial

Developing Processes

Creative Editing
Dialogue Cutting
Music Cutting
Conforming
Preparation of A&B Rolls
Hot Splicing
Syncing
Cutting Room Rental

Art and Animation
Storyboards
Graphic Art
Cartoons
Hand-lettered Titles
Hot Press Titles
Title and Animation
Photography

Music
Optical Film, 35mm
Magnetic Film, 35, 17% &
16mm, ^4-inch Tape
Disc, 33% & 78
Sound Effects

Sound Recording
Location Recording
Narration
Music Recording
Post-dubbing
Re-recording
Mixing
Transfer
Interlocks
Facilities Include Optical and
Magnetic 35, 17% & 16mm,
%-inch Sync Tape

UNDER ONE ROOF...
in one convenient location. Write,

Screening

phone or wire for information and

16mm Projection
35mm Projection
Intexdocks

quotations on any and all producer
services.

COLOR:
Negative EK 16nnn
Positive EK 16mm
Ektachrome 16mm*
Kodachrome 16mm*
Ansco 16mm*
*

Processed by film manufacturers'
local plant

BLACK AND WHITE:
Spray Picture Negative,
16 & 35mm
Spray Sound Negative,
16 & 35mm
Newsreel Negative, 16mm
Spray Picture Positive,
16 & 35mm
Immersion Positive, 16mm
Reversal, 16mm

Printing
COLOR:
Kodachrome, 16mm
Ansco, 16mm
EK Internegative, 16mm
EK Positive, 16mm
Reduction, 16mm
Blow-ups, 35mm
Optical, 16mm
Workprint, 16mm
Masters, 16mm
Answer Prints, 16mm
Release Prints, 16mm
BLACK AND WHITE:
Dupe Negative, 16 & 35nnn
Master Positive, 16 & 35mm
Reversal, 16mm
Reduction, 16mm
Blow-ups, 35mm
Optical, 16mm
Track Prints, 16 & 35mm
Work Prints, 16 & 35mm
Answer Prints, 16 & 35mm
Release Prints, 16 & 35mm
TV Spots, 16 & 35mm

Miscellaneous
Edgenumbering
Print Cleaning
Peerless Treatment
Magnetic Striping
Reels
Cans
Shipping Cases

w

I

Amotion pictures

1226 Wisconsin Ave., N.W., Washington 7, D.C., FEderal 3-4000
Affiliated with MECCA FILM LABORATORIES CORP., 630 Ninth Avenue, New York 36, N.Y.
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—Page 348
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—Page 361

A NATIONAL INSTITUTION

W. J. GERMAN, Inc.
BIGGEST AND OLDEST AGENCY FOR
Sales And Distribution

EASTMAN PROFESSIONAL
MOTION PICTURE FILMS
Negatives
Color

Positives

Black - And - White

Prompt Service — Everywhere

Fort Lee,

Chicago,

Hollywood,

New Jersey

Illinois

California

ALL THIS EQUIPMENT...AND MUCH,
MUCH MORE IS AVAILABLE FROM

...LIGHTS, GRIPS, PROPS
INKIES, ARCS, DIMMERS, CABLES, BOXES,
REFLECTORS, DOLLIES, MIKE BOOMS, NETS,

fH *

I

LOCATION UMBRELLAS, WATER COOLERS, FLAGS,
CENTURIES, SCRIMS, HYDRAULIC STANDS, PARALLELS,
DIRECTORS CHAIRS, MANY OTHER ITEMS-YOU NAME IT..
For 40 years, leading producers have depended on
Charles Ross for all their production needs. At a
11

>

moment’s notice, you can get the lights, props, grip

1

ill

equipment and generator trucks from the largest sup¬
pliers of motion picture, TV and industrial photo-

f /# II

graphic equipment in the East. At Charles Ross, you’ll
. jf

find everything your production schedule requires —

wji

„

GENERATOR TRUCKS
AND TRAILERS
1800, 1600, 1000, 750, 300, 200 Amp. D.C.,
100, 50, 30, 20 Amp. A.C.

except the actors of course.

III »
I

Jol

o

Jefore you shoot your next picture, dial Charles Ross
... let us know your requirements . . . we’ll be happy
to fill them at a moment’s notice!

Lighting the Motion Picture Industry
INC.

Since 1921

333 West 52nd Street, New York City, Circle 6-5470

JUNE

•

1961
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... if you shoot motion pictures
for:

TV or Theatres
Industry
Education
Government
Research, Etc.
There's something
every
book!

page

of

Departments

to

help you on

this

fact-packed

Never before a helpful book like this! Gives
detailed answers to hundreds of problems and
questions related
to theatrical,
TV,
industrial,
military, educational and documentary film production.
Informational
text covers data
never before
published
on
panning
speeds,
optical
effects,
ultra high-speed photography, underwater cinema¬
tography, background plates, process shots, trav¬
eling
mattes,
day-for-night
photography,
color
temperature, etc.
Charts, tables and diagrams give instant an¬
swers to problems relating to lens angles, filter
factors,
shutter
openings,
camera
speeds,
ex¬
posure, lighting, aspect rotios, etc., etc. Order
your copy today!

$7.50
.

.
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MITCHELL R-35
...only truly professional
portable reflex motion picture camera
Designed to cover the widest range of professional motion picture applications, the all new Mitchell R-35
reflex camera offers remarkable versatility to exceed the requirements of most discriminating cinematogra¬
phers. Streamlined design is combined for the first time with the full range of professional features by
Mitchell —world's leading source of truly professional motion picture cameras and equipment.

COMPACT
Incomparable
R-35
Film
Movement

Designed to produce rock-steady films completely
compatible with those of the well-known Mitchell
BNC, NC and Standard cameras, the new R-35
dual register pin movement features: Twin regis¬
tration pins ... twin pull-down claws; stop-motion
to 120 EP.S.; removable aperture plate with builtin filter holder slot . . . holds two thicknesses of
gelatin filters. Full size: 0.980" x 0.735", remov¬
able pressure plate, entire movement removable
for cleaning . . . special construction insures fool¬
proof insertion with no loss of timing.
Hand Held or Tripod Mounted, the new Mitchell R-35 reflex camera uses a new series of Super
Baltar matched lenses designed specifically for the R-35 by Bausch & Lomb. For Complete details
of the outstanding features of this remarkable 35mm camera, write for the new R-35 Bulletin.

MITCHELL R-35
JUNE

•

1961

MITCHELL CAMERA CORPORATION
666 W. HARVARD ST., GLENDALE 4, CALIF.
TECHNICAL REPRESENTATIVE:
521 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 17, N. Y.
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INDUSTRY
News briefs of industry activities, products and progress
ARRI-NOMAD
Maqnasync “No¬
mad” recorder op¬
erates from motor
drive
or
spring
drive cameras.
Lip-sync sound for
low cost productions.

Animation Production
At All-time High
There is more production of ani¬
mated cartoons, TV spots, etc., going
on now than ever before in the indus¬
try’s history, according to Lawrence
Kilty, business representative for screen
cartoonists union. He estimates that
close to $14,000,000 will be spent for
animated film production this year.

• Complete Nomod basic recorder-reproducer with
remote control,
built-in record-play amplifier,
with nickel cadmium battery, 100' roll-film take
up reel and detailed operation book. Mark I,
$675.00.

M-H

Pro-16mm

VIEWFINDER

• A professional finder—you shoot with both eyes
open.
• Special mounting brackets for Cine Special 1,
11, Bolex H-16, Bolex Octometer, B&H 70 Series,
B&H Specialist, Arriflex.
• Includes inside angle
lens and
adapter and
mattes for two lens fields. $145.00.

LOWELITE KIT

Format Films, Hanna-Barbera,
Larry Harmon, Snowball, UPA, Walt
Disney, Walter Lantz, and Warner
Brothers are the top animated cartoon
producers in Hollywood.
*

*

CinemaScope Newsreel Debuts

-X-

The film, which will be made gen¬
erally available soon, will be supplied
in 16mm, 35mm, and 70mm widths.
The 16mm film will be supplied in
high-speed perforation (2R-3000) ; the
35mm in negative perforation (B&H
1870) and high speed (KS 1870) ;
and the 70mm in Type I and Type II.
■X-

Spyros Skouras, head of 20th Cen¬
tury-Fox, who long has mulled the
idea of a widescreen newsreel in the
CinemaScope format, had the dream
come true recently when initial CScope newsreel was launched in a
number of theatres in Sydney, Aus¬
tralia. Reportedly, its a test run of
the widescreen format for newsreels
prior to its introduction in the U.S.
The Australian newsweeklies com¬
prised local or Australian events filmed
by an experienced staff of three cam¬
eramen using Bausch & Lomb C-Scope
lenses on cameras.
*

cellent color reproduction qualities and
its wide latitude permits variations of
plus or minus 1/2 lens st°P for full
color quality, and up to 1 full lens stop
for applications where data acquisition
is the requirement. Grain is of moder¬
ate size and gradation is similar to
that in Super Anscochrome. Resolution
is between 45 and 55 lines per mm.

*

Ansco’s Fast Color Film

• Professional lighting—yet simple and inexpen¬
sive.
• Uses R40 reflector bulbs—150 to 500 watts.
• Mounts on anything to become rear spot or
front flood.
• Uses ordinary bulbs attached to Colortron con¬
verter and boost from current to powerful light¬
ing.
• Includes 5 lights, case,
large roll of Gaffer
Tape. $29.95. Barndoors. $5 75 additional

Anscochrome FPC-132, which was
developed especially for the govern¬
ment’s space program, is essentially a
daylight type film (6000° K), but
may be used under tungsten illumina¬
tion in special cases (with the appro¬
priate filters).
The
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film

reportedly

has

ex¬

*

Birns & Sawyer Acquires
Rental Studio
The former studios and sound stages
of KCOP-TV located at 100 Cahuenga,
Hollywood, have been acquired by
Birns & Sawyer Cine Equipment Co. of
Hollywood.
According to Jack Birns, President
of company, $50,000 will be spent in
modernizing and re-furbishing the
property for a rental facility for inde¬
pendent, in-plant and industrial motion
picture producers. In addition to stage
space, company will also make avail¬
able on rental basis all necessary equip¬
ment for motion picture production.
•X*

The special Ansco 16mm color film
used in documenting Lt. Commander
Alan B. Shepard’s historic space flight
May 5 in the dimly-lighted Mercury
capsule, is said to be the fastest color
film yet produced. Although the film
is presently rated at ASA 200, Ansco’s
experiments have indicated that a
much higher rating—up to ASA 500
—is feasible because of the film’s good
latitude, which permits use of smaller
lens openings without the necessity
of forced processing.

-K-

-X-

*

SOS Changes Name
S.O.S. Cinema Supply Corp., New
York, N. Y., last month officially
changed its corporate name to S.O.S.
Photo-Cine-Optics, Inc.
Beginning as a theatre equipment
supply house, so many lines of equip¬
ment have been added over the years
that S.O.S. has been described as “the
motion picture department store.”
Just as the company branched out
into motion picture production equip¬
ment, in recent years the firm’s busi¬
ness has expanded rapidly in the fields
of airborne photo instrumentation,
medical photography, X-ray and cinecardiology. The company also has be¬
come an important supplier of motion
picture equipment in aeronautics, space
and rocketry programs.
■
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'Turn Him over to

JACK A.F ROST
PRODUCTION
RENTAL NEED

Pioneer in Complete
Production Rental
Service /

• LIGHTING —
ARCS ,
INCANDESCENT

• MOBILE
GENERATORS
• TRANSFORMERS
• CAMERAS
CRANES
DOLLIES
• CAMERA CARS
• TECHNICAL
CONSULTANTS

Choose from one ofthe nat ons larqest Inventories.. .
Denefif from faster deli very
via Frosts company Fleet of
trucks... and count on the de¬
pendability of frorfi foptech¬
nicians who give you complete
coordinated Service from start
to finish.

JACK A.FROST
I
Detroit

COBO HALL OFFICE: 401 Washington Blvd.
Rm. 3143, WO 2-1255, Detroit 26, Michigan

JUNE

•

1961

Piquette
Michigan

CANADIAN OFFICE: 6 Shawbridge,
BEImont 2-1145, Toronto, Canada

THREE WELL-EQUIPPED offices
insure fast, dependable service!
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WHAT’S NEW
IN

EQUIPMENT,

ACCESSORIES,

SERVICES

maintenance for from four to eight
years, is announced by Wheels, Inc.,
6200 No. Western Ave., Chicago 45,
Ill., leading lessor of automobile and
truck fleets to industry.

CAMART
TIGHTWIND
ADAPTER

The company engineers bodies and
chassis to fit user’s specifications, and
supervises construction. Lease terms
range from 4 to 8 years, and charges
are based on special fleet discount
prices. The equipment may be pur¬
chased by user at end of lease term.
#

#

*

70mm Moviola
|
Only Tightwind with BallBearing

roller.

• Scratchproof.
• Chrome-plated,
• Winds
•

Fits

film

any

prevents

quickly

&

cinching

or

abrasions.

ColorTran’s 40 ampere Mark II
Cinemaster Converter, newly designed
to control eight 500-watt PAR 64
Lamps at 3400 degrees Kelvin, equal
to 40,000 watts of usable photographic
light at full duty cycle, is now avail¬
able.

rewind.

$34.95 F.O.B., N Y.

CAMART
CORE
DISPENSER
• Keeps film cores handy
at all times.
•

Easy to remove-easy to
fill.

• All aluminum construc¬
tion.
Adjustable
to
16mm & 35mm cores.

Sizes
Lengths

16”.. $ 9.50

”

24".

’’

36".... 14.50

11.50

ECCO MODEL
SPEEDROLL
APPLICATOR
Cleans,
lubricates

Conditions
your

one easy operation.
inflammable,
waxing,

and

film

in

Non-

eliminates

absolutely

safe.

Ecco Model D Applicator.$33.00
Ecco

$ 1500

New ColorTran Converter

evenly.

Cleaning Fluid, per gal.

9.00

Ecco $2000 Negative Cleaning Fluid,
per gal.
All prices F.O.B. New York

6.50

A supplement to the more powerful
“Chief,” the Mark II Cinemaster is
engineered to fill requirements in the
median power range. Its Lamp Capac¬
ity, with 200/240-volts Input, is 4,075
nominal watts at 3400 degrees Kelvin;
with 100/120-volts Input, 2,200 nomi¬
nal watts at 3400 degrees Kelvin.
Other features are: Two banks of
color-coded pushbutton switches, each
bank individually monitored on Kelvin
meter; safety interlock switch permits
starting operation at normal lamp vol¬
tage only; lineload ammeter; 6 outlets
plus two 115-volt accessory outlets;
heavy gauge steel case and cover;
recessed control panel to protect in¬
struments in rugged location environ¬
ments ; 3-wire grounded system; and
wide range input voltage control.
Measures 9"x91/z"xl2", weighs 50
pounds.
Price, $258.00.
Available
with remote control on special order.
Also available in explosion-proof hous¬
ing. For further information, write
Natural Lighting Corporation, 630
South Flower Street, Burbank, Cali¬
fornia.

Moviola Manufacturing Co., 1451
No. Gordon St., Hollywood 28, Calif.,
is supplying a new viewer for 70mm
film which has been engineered espe¬
cially for photo-instrumentation use.
The machine projects a 10"xl2" image
of the entire 21/4/,x21/4‘" format with
film edges visible for observation of
time pips. Film transport provides for
both cine and single-frame operation.
During single-frame use, glass platens
automatically flatten the film to pro¬
duce optimum projection quality.
A Geneva type intermittent move¬
ment provides operating speeds of
140' per minute in cine mode either
forward oi* reverse.
The shutter
mechanism operates at speeds over
16 f.p.s. and drops out of action when
machine is operating more slowly, thus
avoiding flicker. Reel capacity is
1000'; standard model accommodates
ASA Type I film with a 10-perfora¬
tion advance.
(4- or 5-perforation
advance or ASA Type II pitch is
available on special order.)
•Si

AA

.\J.

Kodachrome Film Processor
Leasing of Special Body Trucks
A new, low-cost plan, under which
special-body trucks used in the motion
picture industry can be leased without
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The Houston Model 515-K2 is a
professional-quality, double-duty proc¬
essor for the new Kodachrome K2
Continued On Page 332
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take a tip from

HOLLYWOOD
More and more, professional
motion picture producers, the world over,
depend on HOLLYCAM as their one-stop source for
everything they need from “take” to "final print". HOLLYCAM has
become recognized as the leading single source for practically every equipment
and accessory need in motion picture production, processing, editing and projection.

16mm MAGAZINES

NEW NEUMADE FLANGES
10" diameter— 1000 ft. capacity
Incorporates
special
all-purpose
hub
designed
to
accept 16mm or 35mm positive and negative cores.
Film can also be mounted directly on the hub.

35mm WENZEL REWINDS
Heavy duty professional model. C-clamp mounting with
extra

BRAND NEW—for

large

foot

for

secure operation. Can

List price is $13.50

MITCHELL, BELL & HOWELL

be

Get all you need at only

For

cation. Both ends are

Mitchell

16

$075

List

Price

SPECIAL

$9250

Used,

excellent
List

price

16mm
modifi¬
but

in

condition.
is

$20.00

per set.

For Bell & Howell
16

" flange with plain
hub, lists for $10.00

with

without

geared.

each

10

$110.50

used

reels

SPECIAL

List Price $190.00

only
SPECIAL

$CJ55

$1275°

each

per set

SPECIAL!
SCENE
SLATES

BELL &
HOWELL

DePUE
AUTOMATIC
LIGHT CONTROL
BOARD
Model 112

MODEL D 35mm
PRINTERS

Brand new! Scene, camera
and take numbers on flip
cards. Heavy duty . . .
metal
bound.
A
$12.00
value!

Features latest 300-watt super hi-intensity
lamp house. 5-way printing gate. Now
available at substantial savings. List value
is $4600.00!
IN STOCK ... FOR IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY!

Fully
automatic
light
changer
provides 112 standardized degree
of
printing
light intensity in
any predetermined order or se¬
quence!
Changes
made
auto¬
matically as interrupter responds
to timing notches on the nega¬
tive.

VALUE #1..

s3450°°
$2995®°
*2750°°
New and unused

List price is $1390.00
VALUE #2.
NOW ONLY

Fully reconditioned

$695®°

VALUE #3...
Used,

Also available: Model 152 $795.00

Write

today

for

complete

catalog listing hundreds of
items . . . cameras, proc¬
essing

equipment,

etc.

lenses,

each

excellent

16mm COLOR FILM SPECIAL
Color Intermediate

EASTMAN KODAK
TYPE 7253

For use as interpositive and internegative when making 16mm color prints from 35mm Type 5250 master
negatives. Slightly outdated but sold on a fully guaranteed basis. 190,000 feet in 1200 ft. rolls in stock.
List price per 1200-ft. roll is $90.00..
Our Price, $55.00

All equipment is guaran¬
teed to be as adver¬
tised. Check with order
please, or 25% deoosit, balance on
delivery. Purchase
orders welcomed from
D&B rated firms.
Minimum order $5 00

Some materials are
from former U.S.
Gov’t stocks.
Equipment not listed
as new or
reconditioned is used
All prices f.o.b. our
warehouse.

10611
JUNE

•

CHANDLER
1961

BLVD.

•

NORTH

HOLLYWOOD

•

CALIFORNIA
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WHAT’S NEW
Continued From Page 380

The scenes you shoti are not"3* the
can” until they have been screened and
okayed. Since fewiphotograp^rs will
risk their camera originals in ajarojector,
screening of a wprkprint permits check¬
ing action, composition, exposure, quality
and color rendition. For lilpTim color
specify.

:

.

film. The new machine, automatically
processes both 8/16mm and 35mm
film, either simultaneously or sepa¬
rately. Or it can develop two reels of
8/16 at once.
Independent drive systems for the
two film sizes are on opposite sides,
but utilize the same tanks for solution,
rinse and wash, plus a common dry
box. A single all-purpose drive shaft
on bottom eliminates film tension.
Speeds are 12^3 fpm for 8/16 mm and
5 fpm for 35mm.
The machine is completely equipped
with automatic on-off switch, loading
elevators, pumps, replenisher tanks,
compressor, air filters, dry box and
control panel. Automatically controlled
heating and refrigerating equipment
is also standard. The entire processor,
which is 5-ft. high and 16-ft. long, can
be installed quickly and requires no
platform. It was engineered to meet
Eastman Kodak specifications by Hous¬
ton Photo Products Division of Hous¬
ton Fearless Corporation, Burbank,
California.

' JF
W:
made on Ektachrome Reversal Print Film
186.

after the original shooting
Jamieson processes your original Ekta¬
chrome (Commercial or ER*) and workprints on Ektachrome duplicating stock.
With all printing and processing under one
roof, you are assured of the quickest serv¬
ice combined with the highest quality.
Whenever you use 16mm color, use
processing and printing by Jamieson.
Send for our complete Laboratory Price
List.

SHOOTING
SOUND
FACILITIES

♦UNDER

LICENSE

L

FROM

EASTMAN

KODAK

M

COMPANY

P A

3825 Bryan

N

Y

Dallas, Texas

7»+.—-V

Advertising Is NEWS, Too!
And

advertising

news

in

American

Cinematographer

is

knowledge

invaluable

to

those

who

make films. More than 62% of readers queried in a recent survey indicated "the ads" were
among the first things they turn to when each new issue of A.C. arrives.
If

you

have

pages of

a

product or

American

service

to

sell

Cinematographer each

makers of films in any field, tell

about it in the

month. Write our Advertising Department for rate

card today.

AMERICAN
1782 North Orange Drive
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Easy-leveling Tripod Heads
The problem of leveling a tripod
mounted camera on uneven ground
has been ingeniously simplified with
two Linhof tripod heads now avail¬
able from Kling Photo Corporation,
257 Park Ave. South, New York, New
York.
In addition to full panorama and
tilting adjustments, the new Linhof
heads have a special leveling device
which works in conjunction with a
built-in spirit level for quick camera
placement on uneven ground.
The
adjustment is made in seconds, and
eliminates the need for changing tripod
leg extensions.
Two models of the new heads are
available: the Leveling Professional
Panhead, priced at $59.50 is designed
for 2y4x3y4 and 4x5 professional
cameras and 16mm movie cameras,
and the Leveling Reporter Panhead,
at $24.50, which is suitable for 35mm
and twin lens cameras as well as 8mm
movie cameras. Cable releases which
operate through the panning handle
are available as accessories.

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

OF 16MM PROFESSIONAL
CAMERAS

CINE-VOICE II
lOO

FT.

RUNS

$ 967.00

AURICON
400

ft

RUNS

AURICON
FT.

SPECIAL

11

ft

MIN.

UP

PRO-600
FT.

$1295.00

600

2-3/4

MIN.

UP

‘ * PRO-600’ ’

RUNS

$1456.25

I6-1/2
ft

MIN.

UP

AURICON

"SUPER-1200

1200

RUNS

FT.

$4149.00

ft

33

MIN.

UP

GUARANTEE
All Auricon Equipment is sold
with a 30-day money back
Guarantee and a

1 year

Service Warranty. You must be
satisfied!

■

.4

WRITE FOR
YOUR FREE

I

",

k i o v*'vjj

■■ ”
V.'

• V5 ^

COPY OF THIS
74 PAGE
AURICON
CATALOG

GET BEHIND AN
AURICON “SUPER-1200”.
...and

know the

real

satisfaction of filming with
'

a truly Professional Camera!

II

...FOR JEWEL-LIKE PRECISION IN FILMING ROCK STEADY MOTION PICTURES!

The Auricon “Super-1200”, like all Auricon 16mm Professional Cameras, is a superb picture-taking instrument.
Every precision-engineered part of this finest of all 16mm Cameras is carefully built and assembled with the
rare watch-maker skill of old-world craftsmanship, combined with modern, space-age know-how in optics and
electronics. The Auricon “Super-1200” actually contains jewels in the Camera-Gate! This polished Sapphire
Film-Gate is guaranteed frictionless and wear-proof for in-focus and scratch-free pictures, regardless of how
much film you run through the Camera! Among the many professional features of the “Super-1200” is Reflex
Ground-Glass Focusing through the Camera lens. All this, and high-fidelity, optical or magnetic, single-system or
double-system sound-recording capabilities which are unmatched by any other camera in the world! Write
for free, illustrated Auricon Catalog fully describing this rare jewel of fine craftsmanship.

BACH AURICON, Inc.
€3 902 Romalne St., Hollywood 38, California
nOi_,i_1Y'WOOD

2-0931

AURICON . . .THE PROFESSIONAL CAMERA • STANDARD OF THE 16MM SOUND INDUSTRY SINCE 1931

Technical
Questions and
Answers
CAMART DUAL SOUND
EDITOR MODEL SB 111

Q.-/

have just viewed some of the film that was shot for us with

a rented Mitchell BlXC and find just about half of it is fogged. Our
camera operator was an experienced one and says he is at loss to
know what caused the trouble.—/. K. McC., Detroit.

A.—• There

are two probable causes: 1) the film magazine covers

were not securely or fully screwed in, or 2) the camera door was
not completely closed after threading the film. Either condition would
permit light to leak through to the film. Remind your operator to
• Edit single & double system 16mm or 35mm
optical or magnetic sound.
• Use
with
any
16mm
film viewer to
obtain
perfect lip-sync matching of picture to track.
• Works from right to left or left to right.
Dual Editor (without viewer)
$195.00
Zeiss Moviscop viewer.
89.50
Special
Editor-Viewer Comb.
269.50

FILM BIN WITH RACK
* Rectangular

c o n-

struction.
* Fits

into

corners.
• Vulcanized
metal

the door latch after threading film. Another possibility is that the
camera door may be sprung, in which case it first should be repaired
or replaced before camera is used again.

Q.-After purchasing a used Eyemo camera, I recently had it
overhauled with the object of putting it in first-class condition. After¬
ward, the first roll of film shot with it appeared consistently under¬

easily

with

check and tighten magazine covers carefully, and also to double-check

fiber

reinforced
frame.

exposed from start to finish. Would this be due to the age of the
camera (5 years)? It occurs to me the motor spring may have be¬
come weakened through lengthy use. Is this possible?—0. H. H.,
Schenectady, N. Y.

Bin/rack-linen
bag

w/skids

$45.25

A.— Most

likely the camera was not carefully checked for running

Bin/rack-linen

speed before it was delivered to you following the overhaul. Check

bag w/wheels

this first. It is possible that the governor requires adjustment or re¬
placement. Sometimes when the camera speed is slow or fast, it is
necessary to re-calibrate the speed dial after making a series of

$51.75
COLORTRAN CINEMASTER
CONVERTERS

checks to determine the correct fps speed marks.
One of the most accurate methods for checking camera running
speed is to use a Strobotac, for which a timing chart follows:
Speed (fps)
Shutter (rpm)
Plus or minus
allowance:

8

12

16

24

32

48

480

720

960

1440

1920

2880

10%

10%

5%

5%

5%

5%

An alternative is to make a speed check by counting off the film
footage run during a given time interval. Such a check should be
made with the camera loaded with a full spool of film (as opposed
to a short, unspooled strip) to insure camera will be operating under
• 50,000 Watts of photographic light from half
the normal amperes of power consumption.
• 3200-3400° Kelvin dependability for color re¬
productions.
• Push-button switches control a studio of lighting
power.
Cinemaster 11—50,000 watts—$309.00
Cinemaster 11—40,000 watts— 258.00
Cinemaster 11—25,000 watts— 168.00

normal conditions of film drag. The footage dial should register a
30-ft. film run in the following times at the indicated operating
speeds:
60 seconds:

8 fps.

40

”

12 fps

30

”

16 fps

20

24 fps

15

32 fps

10

48 fps

7%

”

64 fps
Continued On Page 336
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BY BIRNS & SAWYER OF HOLLYWOOD

for “Auriconscious” Cameramen
MEANING "MONEY-WISE”

^

A-D-J-U-S-T-A-B-L-E BODINE TORQUE MOTOR ^
FOR RELIABLE TAKE-UP!

*

RUNS ONLY WHEN CAMERA IS OPERATING!

■

PRECISE WORM-GEAR FOOTAGE COUNTER
FOR ANY FILM LOAD!
AURICONVERSION* (left) with
400-ft. magazine on Auricon
Cine-Voice Camera.

AURICONVERSION* (left)
with 1200-ft. magazine
on Auricon Pro-200.
400-ft. AURICONVERSION*
on Auricon Pro-200
Camera (left).

MITCHICON ADAPTER for extend¬
ing use of Pro-600 to 1200' capacity
(not needed on C-V, Pro-200 units).
Cat. 1105 .$95

EXTEND CAMERAS
TO 400' AND 1200' FILM CAPACITY
without destroying original design!

SOUND BARNEY, specially designed by Birns & Sawyer for Mitchell
magazines on Auricon Cameras in
closeup film work. Button flap allows
quick film loading. Cat. 1438 $39.50

There’s no loss of original function or design with
an AURICONVERSION* by Birns & Sawyer of Hollywood!
It fits the camera contours. Available for Cine-Voice
and Pro-200. Adjustable Bodine Torque Motor relieves
load on camera motor and drive mechanism — a B & S
exclusive! Furnished with worm-gear footage counter
— precise for any film load. All surfaces anodized or
plated. Only $395 for Pro-200 conversion; $450 for
Cine-Voice (includes footage counter; Mitchell magazine extra).

iBIRNS & SAWYER

CINE EQUIPMENT

6424 SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD • HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA •TELEPHONE: HOIlywood 4-5166 ‘CABLE: BIRNSAW
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QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
Continued From Page 334

CAMERAS • LIGHTS
ACCESSORIES
We don’t claim to be cheaper,
faster, smarter, nicer, fancier,
prettier, bigger or any other “er”.
We’re just

MORE
RELIABLE!

RENTAL
EQUIPMENT

Our rental equipment is immacu¬
late, checked and rechecked, per¬
fectly adjusted and ready on time.
You’ll find our prices competitive,
our service unexcelled. We sug¬
gest you call early and reserve
the equipment you need, because
there’s always a heavy demand
for our kind of equipment and
service . . . but we’ll always make
every effort to supply you in shortnotice emergencies, too.

YOU
CAN BANK
ONI

CALL
MU 2-2928
CAMERAS:

FLORMAN & BABB, INC.
68 West 45th Street, New York 36, N.Y.

LIGHTS:
Arcs, Inkies, Spots, Cones. Gen¬
erators, cables & grip equipt.
Accessories.

Zoom Lenses, Crab Dollies, Mike
Booms, Motors, etc.

EDITING:
Moviolas, Hot Splicers, Synchro¬
nizers, Sound Readers, etc.

Film

N. P. A., Seattle, Wash.

A.-No.

nothing published recently.
However, where wind and blowing
dust or sand is encountered, it is
advisable

not

to

open

the

camera

door in unprotected areas more than
is absolutely necessary. Under the con¬
ditions you describe, we advise using
a camel’s-hair brush to clean off any
sand or foreign matter accumulated
on surface of the camera and tripod
head. Use the same type brush also
to clean the pressure plate, aperture
plate, sprockets, and lenses.
We strongly advise against use of
lens tissue to clean lens surfaces un¬
less surface is first cleaned with
camel’s-hair

brush.

By

brushing

lens first, the danger of rubbing coarse
dirt or sand particles against sur¬
face with the tissue will be avoided.
A final suggestion: following the
cleaning
procedure
recommended
above, slip a large plastic bag over
the camera and securely tie the open
end to prevent dust filtering through.
A plastic bag may also be slipped over
camera when it is not actually in use
between takes on location, as a dust

ACCESSORIES:

for

west desert for about a month, / am
apprehensive about using my new cam¬
era equipment there, considering the
fact it will be windy and with blow¬
ing sand an almost daily condition.
Have you previously published any¬
thing extensive on the subject of pro¬
tecting camera equipment under such
working conditions? Any suggestions?

a

Mitchell — BNC, NC, Hi Speed,
16mm.
Arriflex — 35mm & 16mm, with
blimps.
Auricons, etc.

Anything

Q.-Having just received an assign¬
ment that will take me into the south¬

Production

inhibitor.

GOT A PROBLEM?

"THE CINEMATOGRAPHER"
Informational and instructive motion picture produced
by the Hollywood Motion Picture Industry. Depicts role
of the Director of Photography in lighting and photo¬
graphing motion pictures in Hollywood studios. Shows
various camera and lighting equipment used on Holly¬
wood sound stages and the results achieved from
their use.
One-reel 16mm black-and-white prints available on
Free Loan to cine clubs, college cinema groups,
schools, and accredited clubs and civic groups within
the continental U.S. Reservations necessary and pay¬
ment of return shipment required.

AMERICAN

SOCIETY

1782 North Orange Drive
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OF

CINEMATOGRAPHERS
•

Hollywood 28, Calif.

Need professional advice on a
picture-making problem, about
equipment, film or cinematog¬
raphy? Reader's questions are in¬
vited and will be answered by
mail when accompanied by a
stamped, addressed envelope for
reply. Questions and answers con¬
sidered of general interest to other
readers will be published here
each month.
Address your questions to the
“Question & Answer Editor,'' Amer¬
ican Cinematographer, P.O. Box
2230, Hollywood 28, Calif.

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

ARRIFLEX 16mm and 35mm
Motion Picture Cameras
and Accessories

COLORTRAN Lights, Lighting
Kits and Accessories

MOVIOLA 16mm and 35mm
Film Editing Equipment

®TM #707529

on these world-famous products:
COLORTRAN Converters for
every power requirement

MOVIOLA • COLORTRAN • MAGNASYNC
ARRIFLEX • AURICON and many others
CECO does it again! CECO sets new
frontiers of value in the professional
film world with this unheard-of offer.
Everyone knows that anything me¬
chanical, no matter how carefully en¬
gineered, will require adjustment and
repairs. CECO now guarantees that
for the first 6 months you will not pay

a red cent for this service. The only
exception is damage not incurred in
normal use.
Everything else is our
responsibility.
The professional film world knows
that CECO always gives PLUS values
in quality, service and low, low cost.
Come in— telephone or write today.

(JfimcRfi €ouipm€iiT (ojnc.
Dept.A18, 315 W. 43rd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y., JUdson 6-1420

In Hialeah, Florida:

1335 E. 10th Ave.
TUxedo 8-4604

In Hollywood, California:

6510 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 9-5119

•George Clemens wins best TV photography “Emmy”
•Edgar Bergen entertains at ASC’s May dinner

BULLETIN BOARD

•Leon Shamroy re-pacted by 20th

Century-Fox.

WALTER STRENGE, ASC,
received

Emmy

nomi¬

nation for photography
of “Sam Elder Story,”
segment

in

the

1960

“Wagon Train” series.

WILLIAM
ASC,

MARGULIES,

received

nomination

Emmy
for

photography of

the

“Out¬

rage at Pawr.ee Bend,”
in

NBC's

“Outlaws”

TV series.

GEORGE
award
ences
series,

CLEMENS,

of
for
viz:

Academy
best
CBS’

ASC,

won

1960

Emmy

of Television Arts

cinematography
“Twilight

of

a

EDGAR BERGEN, sans Charlie McCarthy, en¬
tertained members of the ASC at the Society’s
monthly dinner May 22. Bergen, an ASC As¬
sociate, is a non-professional cinematographer
of note, owns several cameras.

&

Sci¬

TV

film

Zone.”

HAL

MOHR,

was

re-elected

ASC,
to

last

month

the

Board

of Directors of the Academy of
Motion

Picture Arts &

He

is also

the

ASC.

Clark,
dustry’s
the

a

Mohr

ASC,

Sciences.

Board member of
and

represent

Charles
the

in¬

cinematographers

in

Academy.

ASC PRESIDENT William Daniels officiated as one of the judges for “out-offhis-world” headdress contest which featured the Los Floristas’ Ball at the
Beverly Hilton Hotel, in Beverly Hills. Receiving Daniels’ congratulations is
Sweepstakes Winner Mrs. Mary McAlister, who won with her creation, “Car¬
nival de Nice.” (Thelner Hoover photo).

LEON SHAMROY, ASC, three-time “Oscar” win¬
ner and one of 20th Century-Fox’s veteran direc¬
tors of photography, last month celebrated his
22nd year with the studio by signing a new
12-month contract. He’s presently in Europe shoot¬
ing “Tender Is The Night” for TCF.

CHARLES LANG, JR., ASC, has been chosen by
MGM to direct the photography of the studio’s
initial Cinerama production, “How The West Was
Won," directed by Henry Hathaway. Company is
presently locationing in Paducah, Kentucky.
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Serving the World’s Finest Film Makers
NOW AVAILABLE AT F & B

Another Fine Product From ACMADE

ENGLAND'S FAMOUS

AUTOMATIC
BUTT SPLICER

ACMADE MARK I
EDITING

i

TABLES

• 35mm and 16mm
• For Studios & TV
• Cutting and Viewing

Cuts, Splices, Applies Magic Mylar Automatically!

The first practical,
speedy and efficient
automatic splicer and
perforated adhesive
tape (Magic Mylar)
applicator on the
market. Now, with no
fuss, mess or waste,
it is possible to
splice, repair, buttsplice, or strengthen
splices on all types
of film —positive, neg¬
ative, magnetic—even
duPont Cronar or
other bases.

The cutting arm,
shown in operating
position, is used by
pressing the chrome
button for cutting
both sides of the film
simultaneously. The
film, of course, has
been registered on
pins in the horizontal
channel. The cutting
blade is easily re¬
placed when neces¬
sary.

Price complete and
duty paid.

$2975

Continuous movement (non-intermittent) safer
for negative or positive viewing.
Synchronous and variable speed, instant stop,
forward and reverse foot pedals and press
button.
Film paths instantly declutchable by switch
selection.
Projected picture 8"x6" or larger by removing
screen.
Separate magnetic and combined optical and
magnetic heads.
Built-in synchronizer footage counter and run¬
ning time counter.
Removable flange plate with tite wind roller.
Instant sound track selector.
Manual inching control.
Fast rewind controls.

RECENT PURCHASERS:
J. Walter Thompson, New York; Safety Enterprises, Ohio;
Sound and Scene Productions, Texas; Bay State Films,
Mass.; Stamford University, California; Army Ordinance
Corps, Maryland.

The splicing tape is
registered on preci¬
sion pins and held in
place until automat¬
ically applied to the
film by swinging the
arm over and press¬
ing the chromed but¬
ton. This action si¬
multaneously cuts
the adhesive and ap¬
plies it — in perfect
register to the film.

Model 35 for 35mm
Model 16 for 16mm

Write For Brochure

F&B

MAGIC
MYLAR

A new splicing and
repairing tech¬
nique.

o
FLORMAN
, INC.

&
68 West 45th Street

New York 36, New York

MUrray Hill 2-2928
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•

1961

$295

NOW IN NEW
20 FT. ROLLS!
Only $2.20 for 16 mm;

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Please send me:
20 ft. rolls — transparent 16mm —
single perforation (T16S) at $2.20
66 ft. rolls — transparent 16mm —
single perforation (T16S) at $6.00
20 ft. rolls — transparent 16mm —
double perforation (T16D) at $2.20
66 ft. rolls — transparent 16mm —
double perforation (T16D) at $6.00
20 ft. rolls—transparent 35mm
(T-35) at $4.04
66 ft. rolls — transparent 35mm
(T-35) at $11.00
66 ft. rolls—white opaque—16mm—
magnetic film only (0-16) at $6.00
66 ft. rolls — white opaque — 35mm
(0-35) at $11.00

W splicing tape for magnetic tape
(S4) at $.57

$4.04 for 35 mm
Name

.

Address .
City

.
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F&B

CASCADE

STUDIO

GENERAL SERVICE STUDIOS

Roy Seawrigiit, Commercials*
Henry Sharp, ASC Commercials*.

Robert Moreno, “Adventures of Ozzie and
Harriet”*

George Folsey. ASC, Commercials*

Robert Hager. “Perry Mason”*
INDEPENDENT

Tyler Byars, Commercials*

ROLLS!

Ei wood Bredell. ASC, Commercials*

only $2.20 for 16mm
$4.04 for 35mm

COLUMBIA

Gert

Andersen,

STUDIOS

ASC,

“Donna

Charles Welborn, “Dennis the Menace”*

Alex Phillips, “Geronimo” (Panavision &
Technicolor; Levy-Gardner-Laven Prod, for
UA) with Chuck Connors and Kamala Devi.
Arnold Laven, director.

Guisseppe Rotunno, “Two Enemies” (Dino
de Laurentiis Prods.; shooting in Israel)
with David Niven and Albert Sordi. Guy
Hamilton, director.

Elwood J. Nicholson, “The Phantom
Planet” (Four Crown Prods.; shooting at
Producers Studio) with Dean Fredricks and
Coleen Gray. Bill Marshall, director.

Aldo Tonti, “Barabas” (Technirama 70 &
Technicolor; Dino De Laurentis Prods.;
shooting in Italy) with Anthony Quinn and
Silvano Mangano. Richard Fleischer, direc¬
tor.

Ernest Laszlo, ASC, “Judgment at Nurem¬
berg” (Stanley Kramer Prods, for UA re¬
lease) with Spencer Tracy and Burt Lan¬
caster. Stanley Kramer, director.

Show”*

REPAIR Torn, damaged

Jack Marta, “Route 66”*

films & film strips, patch cuts, tears,
gouges, necks, burns, etc.

REPLACE

Torn perfor¬
ations — on sound or silent films &
film strips — missing pieces of film
— restore torn-out bits of film —

BUTT SPLICE

With¬
out losing a single frame of your film
strip or 16mm movie film—butt splice
leaders and tails — no cement or
splicers needed —

ERNEST HAUER, ASC
Currently

STRENGTHEN
OVERLAP SPLICES

Florman & Babb, Inc.
"

Please send me:

□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□
□

20 ft. rolls — transparent 16mm — single
perforation (T16S) at $2.20
66 ft. rolls — transparent 16mm — single
perforation (T16S) at $6.00
20 ft. rolls — transparent 16mm — double
perforation (T16D) at $2.20
66 ft. rolls — transparent 16mm — double
perforation (T16D) at $6.00
20 ft. rolls — transparent 35mm (T-35)
at $4.04
66 ft. rolls — transparent 35mm (T-35)
at $11.00
66 ft. rolls — white opaque — 16mm —
magnetic film only (0-16) at $6.00
66 ft. rolls — white opaque — 35mm
(0-35) at $11.00

W

splicing tape for magnetic tape (S4)
at $.57

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY KIT:
1 20' roll T16

($2.20)

1 20' roll T35
F&B Film
Repair & Butt
Splice Block

( 4.04)

□ Special Introductory Kits at only

Address

City .

Young”

Haller shot “Gone With
The Wind” in 1939, won
an “Oscar” for it.

Joe MacDonald. ASC, “Walk on the Wild
Side” (Famous Artists Prods.) with Laur¬
ence Harvey and Capucine. Edward Dmytryk,
director.
Charles Lawton, Jr., ASC, “The Tiger
Among Us” (Ladd Enterprises, Inc.) with
Alan Ladd and Rod Steiger. Philip Leacock,
director.

Arthur Ornitz, “Pity Me Not” (Color by
Movielab; Gayle-Swimmer-Anthony Films;
AP.MN Prods.) with Tony Anthony and Ann
Hegira. Saul Swimmer, director.
Wilkie Cooper. “The Valiant” (C’Scope;
B.H.P. Inc. for UA; shooting in Italy & Lon¬
don I with John Mills and Ettore Manni. Roy
Baker, director.

Arthur Arling, ASC, “Notorious Landlady”
(Kohlmar-Quine Prod.) with Kim Novak and
Jack Lemmon. Richard Quine, director.
Thomas Tutwiler, ASC, “Golf Show”*
DESILU—Cahuenga

Lothrop Worth, ASC, “The Real Mc¬
Coy’s”*
Henry Cronjager, “Jack Benny Show”*

DESILU—Gower

Gordon Aval. ASC, “Teenage Millionaire”
(Ludlow Prods. Inc., for UA) with Jimmy
Clanton and Rocky Graziano. Laurence F.
Doheny, director.
FOX WESTERN AVENUE

James Van Tres, ASC, “Dobbie Gillis”*

340

Mario Montuori, “Last Days of Sodom and
Gomorrah” (Embassy Pictures-Titanus; East¬
man color; shooting in Morocco) with
Stewart Granger and Pier Angeli. Robert
Aldrich, director.

Anthony Heller, “On the Brink” (Ham¬
mer Film Prods.; shooting in London) with
Macdonald Carey and Shirley Ann Field. Joe
Losey, director.

Lucien Andriot, ASC, “Guestward Ho”*

*14.50

Robert Krasker, “El Cid” (Super Technirama-70; Samuel Bronston Prods, with
D.E.A.R.; Films for Allied Artists & J.
Arthur Rank; shooting in Spain) with
Charlton Heston and Sophia Loren. Anthony
Mann, director.

Joe Biroc, ASC, “Sail a Crooked Ship”
(Philip Barry Prods.) with Robert Wagner
and Dolores Hart. Irving Brecher, director.

DESILU—Culver City
(19.95)
($26.16)

Name

Too

at Republic Studio for
Headliner Productions.

Use Magic Mylar white opaque tape
for splicing magnetic film—or for vis¬
ible splices in darkroom processing.

68 W. 45th St., N.Y. 36, N.Y.

photographing

“Married

Placing a frame of Magic Mylar over
your regular over-lap splice absolutely
prevents it from ever opening —

—

Reed

Ricardo Torre, “The Magic Fountain” (CScope & Eastman color; shooting in Madrid)
with Fernando Lamas and Esther Williams.
Fernando Lamas, director.

FRANK PLANER, ASC
Starts shooting William Wyler’s “Infamous” at
Goldwyn Studios June 5th.

Robert Bronner. ASC, “Pocketful of Mir¬
acles” (P’Vision & Consolidated color; Franton Prods, for UA) with Glenn Ford, Bette
Davis and Hope Lange. Frank Capra, direc¬
tor.
Howard Schwartz, “A Public Affair” (Girard-Lewis Prod.; shooting in Sacramento)
with Myron McCormick and Edw. Binns.
Bernard Girard, director.
Continued On Page 342
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MOVIELAB

MOVIELAB FILM LABORATORIES
MOVIELAB BUILDING, 619 W. 54th ST.
NEW YORK 19, N. Y. JUDSON 6-0360

^developing color negatives • additive color printing * reduction printing including A & B * color
slide film processing • blowups • internegatives • Kodachrome scene-to-scene color balanced
printing • Ektachrome developing and printing • registration printing • plus complete black and
white facilities including cutting rooms, storage rooms and the finest screening facilities in the east.

BEHIND THE CAMERAS

John Warren, ASC, Robert Gough, “Holi¬

Continued From Page 340

John Warren, ASC, “The Investigators”*

day Lodge”*

TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX
INDEPENDENT

Ellis Carter, ASC, “A Star in the West”

Jack Bohrer. “Flight of the Last Balloon”
(Woolner-Marquette-Juran Prods.; shooting
in Puerto Rico) with Mala Powers and Mar¬
shall Thompson. Jerry Juran, director.
KTTV STUDIOS

Gilbert Warrenton, ASC, “The Flight That
Disappeared” (Harvard Film Corp. for UA
release) with Craig TJill and Paula Raymond,
Reginald LeBorg, director.

(C’Scope & DeLuxe color) with Debbie Rey¬
nolds and Ken Scott. Vincent Sherman, di¬
rector.

Daniel

Fapp,
ASC,
“Bachelor
Flat’
(C’Scope & DeLuxe color) with Richard
Beymer and Tuesday Weld. Frank Tashlin,
director.
Lloyd Ahern, ASC, “Adventures in Para¬
dise”*

METRO-GOIDWYN-MAYER

John Nicholaus, “Rawhide”*
George Clemens, ASC, “Twilight Zone”*
Surtees, ASC, “Mutiny on the
Bounty” (Ultra Panavision & Color; shooting
in Tahiti; Areola Prods.) with Marlon Bran¬
do and Trevor Howard. Lewis Milestone, di¬
rector.

N. Shifton, “Sin of Angels” (C’Scope;
Rossen Ent.; shooting in N.Y.) with Paul
Newman and Jackie Gleason. Robert Ros¬
sen, producer-director.

Robert

Joseph Ruttenberg. ASC, “Bachelor in Par¬
adise” (C’Scope & Color; Ted Richmond
Prods.) with Bob Hope and Lana Turner.
Jack Arnold, director.
PARAMOUNT STUDIOS

Russell Harlan, ASC, “Hatari!” (Howard
Hawks Prod.;
Technicolor;
shooting in
Africa)
with John
Wayne and Gerard
Blain. Howard Hawks, producer-director.

JUDE 2©
m

m

Seiunichiro Nakao, “My Geisha” (Saschiko
Prod.; Technicolor; shooting in Japan) with
Shirley MacLaine and Yves Montand. Jack
Cardiff, director.

Charles Lang,

Jr., ASC, “Blue Hawaii”
(Panavision & Technicolor) with Elvis Pres¬
ley and Joan Blackman. Norman Taurog,
director.

Lionel Lindon, ASC, “Too Late Blues” with
Bobby Darin and Stella Stevens. John Cassa¬
vetes, director.

ATI

Mel

SEATTLE (D
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS:

1S Time-lapse demonstration
Question-&-Answer clinic
11 Screening of award-winning
industrial films
Exhibit & demonstration
of ARRIFLEX equipment
Equipment showing: 12-9 p.m.
Film showing: 9-10 p.m.
BE OUR GUEST. .. BRING YOUR
COLLEAGUES, FRIENDS, AND
INTERESTED ASSOCIATES!

REPUBLIC STUDIOS

Ernest Haller, ASC, “Married Too Young”
(Headliner Prod.) with Harold Lloyd Jr.
and Jana Lund. George Moskov, director.
REVUE STUDIOS

Sam Leavitt, ASC, “Cape Fear” (Melville

Lucien Ballard, ASC, “Marines, Let’s Go!”
(C’Scope & Color; shooting in Japan)

Leon Shamroy, ASC, “Tender is the Night”
(C’Scope & DeLuxe color;
shooting in
France) with Jennifer Jones and Jason Robards, Jr. Henry King, director.

Floyd Crosby, ASC, “Vanishing Frontier”
(C’Scope & Color; API; shooting in Apache
Junction, Ariz.) with Kent Taylor and Jody
McCrea. John Bushelman, director.
WALT DISNEY STUDIOS

Edward Colman, ASC, “Babes in Toyland”
with Ray Bolger and Tommy Sands. Jack
Donohue, director.
William Snyder. ASC, “Moon Pilot” with
Tom Tryon and Brian Keith. James Neilson,
director.
WARNER BROS.

Robert

Burks, ASC, “The Music Man”
(Technirama & Technicolor) with Robert
Preston and Shirley Jones. Morton DaCosta,
producer-director.
Bert Glen non, “Lad: A Dog” with Peggy
McCay and
director.

Peter

Breck.

Aram

“Lawman”*

Ellis Thackery, ASC, Emil Harris, “West-

Robert Hoffman, “Cheyenne”*

inghouse Playhouse”*

Mack Stengler, ASC, “Leave it to Beaver”*
Russell Metty, ASC, “Flower Drum Song”
(Panavision; Ross Hunter Prod.) with Nan¬
cy Kwan and James Shigeta. Henry Koster,
director.

Walter Strenge, ASC, “Wagon Train”*
Ray Rennahan, ASC, “Laramie”*
Philip

Lathrop, ASC, “The Last Hero”
(Panavision; Joel Prod.; shooting in N. M.)
with Kirk Douglas and Gena Rowlands.
David Miller, director.

Ralph

Woolsey,

Burt

ASC,

Glen MacWilliams, ASC,
man, “77 Sunset Strip”*

Avakian,

Glennon,

Robert Hoff¬

Harry

Stradling, ASC, “A Majority of
One” (Mervyn LeRoy Prod.) with Rosalind
Russell and Alec Guinness. Mervyn LeRoy,
producer-director.
Harold Stine, ASC, “Ladies of the Mob”
with Shirley Knight and Andrew Duggan.
Walter Doniger, director.
Harold Stine, ASC, Ralph Woolsey, ASC,
Robert Hoffman, “Surfside 6”*

John Warren, ASC, Benj. Kline, ASC,
Lionel Lindon, ASC, “Thriller”*

Ray Fernstrom, ASC,
"Roaring Twenties”*

Benj. Kline, ASC, Jack Mackenzie, ASC,
“Wells Fargo”*

Edwin DuPar, ASC, Jack Marquette,
Lewis Jennings, “Hawaiian Eye”*

Ray

Lewis Jennings, “Bronco”*

Rennahan, ASC,
ASC, “Frontier Circus”*

Ellis

Mackenzie, ASC,
“Bringing Up Buddy”*
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England Achilles Film Prod.) with Deborrah Kerr and Megs Jenkins. Jack Clayton,
director.

Prods.) with Gregory Peck and Robert Mitchum. J. Lee Thompson, director.

Jack

MISS

Freddie Francis, “The Innocents” (C’Scope;

Ray

Cory.

ASC, Ellis
“Bachelor Father”*

Thackery,

Jack

Marquette,

Thomas Tutwiler, ASC, “Commercials”*
Emil

Harris,

ZIV-UNITED ARTISTS

Monroe Askins, Richard Rawlings, “Sea
Thackery,

ASC,

Neal Becknf.r, “Alfred Hitchcock Presents”

Hunt”*

Curt

Fetters,

“Case

of

the

Dangerous

Robin”*
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UNSURPASSED OPTICS for the

Arriflex 16 offers the widest selection of
the finest lenses. The selection keeps growing
—because the world’s most successful portable
professional motion picture camera inspires the

greatest efforts of the world’s foremost optical firms.
Every lens in the Arriflex 16 system adds to

ARRIFLEX

CORPORATION

257-M PARK AVE. SOUTH

this remarkable camera’s rare versatility... from the
5.7mm extreme-wide-angle to the longest telephotos,

•

OF AMERICA

NEW YORK 10, N.Y.

Without obligation, I would like:
□ DEMONSTRATION □ LITERATURE
□ on ARRIFLEX 16
□ on ARRIFLEX 35

the zooms, and the macros.
name
company

ARRIFLEX CORPORATION OF AMERICA

address

257 PARK'AVENUE SOUTH, N.Y. 10, N.Y.

city

JUNE

©
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zone

state
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PROFESSIONAL CAMERA FILM

lontmPNI

Hi■

■■

our man in Hong Kong chooses Ansco
Cameraman: Tom Priestly. Reporter: NBC’s David Brinkley. Assignment: Hong Kong. Objective: TV
color documentary “Our Man in Hong Kong.” There’s color in Hong Kong—vibrant, dynamic,
pulsing shifting color of crowded humanity in a far-off place. Priestly wanted to bring back all of
it. That’s why he chose 16mm Anscochrome® Professional Type 242 film. Super Anscochrome®,
E.l. 100, was the film for tough lighting situations and night shots. The result—the faithful translation
of color, right from Hong Kong to your TV screen. "Our
Man in Hong Kong” chose Anscochrome Professional film —
and so should you. Whether you're shooting in Hong Kong

Ansco

or Hoboken, you’ll get better, brighter color footage if you
do. For full technical information write Ansco, A Division of

Anscochrome Type 2j\2

General Aniline & Film Corporation, Binghamton, N. Y.
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® TM #707529

CECO lighting makes sense to top motion picture and
TV (tape and live) producers, directors and directors of
photography and lighting—to Hollywood crews on loca¬
tion—to free lancers and beginners who just hung out
their shingles.
CECO is the largest single source of lighting equipment in
the world. Our storehouses bulge with all makes—Mole
Richardson, ColorTran, J. G. McAlister, BardwellMcAlister, Century, Kliegl, Lowell and Strong.
Equipment includes brutes, broads, spots, floods, dimmers,
transformers, generators on trailers and truck-mounted,
reflectors, scrims, boosters, cranes, dollies, grips, portable
dressing rooms and miles and miles of cable.
CECO is in a class by itself when it comes to quality, to
rigid service and promptness—and low, low rental prices.
On your next job—call CECO and be safe.

JUNE

•

1961

(JflmsRfl CouipmeiiT (o.jnc.
Dept.

A-17,315

W. 43rd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y., JUdson 6-1420

In Hialeah, Florida:

In Hollywood, California:

1335 E. 10th Ave.
TUxedo 8-4604

6510 Santa Monica Blvd.
HOllywood 9-5119
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j.O.S. SPECIALS
OF THE MONTH
NEWa..USED...REBUILT...SURPLUS.
Price Reductions!!

,

Write

★ CAMERAS, 35MM
ARRIFLEX II likenu, 4 lenses; 1-200' and 2-400' mags.;
syncmotor,blimp; accessories; cases.
Used once.
Cost $5000 plus .
$3750.00
ARRIFLEX 1, 3 Goerz Apogar lenses; 200' mag.,
motor .
$495.00
EYEMO 71P, 2-400' mags, 110V AC/DC motor, 3 Cooke
Speed Panchro lenses. 2 cases .
$595.00
WALL, 4 Baltar lenses, double claw movement, pilot
pins, 1000' mag, 12V motor, RCA Galvo, amplifier,
mike, headphones, cases .
$1995.00
DEVRY Magic Eyes: 0-10° variable shutter: 2"
lens .
$149.50
MITCHELL STD., 5 Baltar lenses; 2-1000' magazines;
110V
wild
motor;
mattebox;
viewfinder;
cases .
$2995.00

★ CAMERAS, 16MM

AURICON,
PRO-200,
parallax finder,
sunshade,
NR
amplifier, cases. Excellent .
$895.00
B&H FILMO Turret Automaster Autoload, fl .9 lens,
case. $350 originally.
$99.50
AURICON CINEVOICE I, Amplifier, case, headphones,
mike, etc.
$595.00
AURICON SUPER 1200' parallax finder, variable shutter,
2-4007 mags., case. Less galvo. $5300 list.$2495.00
AURICON CONVERTED CT70, VA galvo, syncmotor,
single lens mount, B&H turret finder, 400' Maurer
geared magazine. Will make good double system
recorder .
$695.00
CINEPHONIC, Magnetic recording, 400' Mitchell mag,
3 Elgeet lenses, turret, transistor amplifier, power
supply, mike. Pro Jr. tripod and triangle. Originally
$3000, likenu
.
$1995.00
originally, likenu .-.
$1995.00
BOLEX,
Converted
400'
mag.;
rackover;
telescopic
finder; 110V wild motor. $900 original cost....$449.50
AURICON CINE VOICE II, 3 lens turret, syncmotor,
Modulite S galvo, NR25 amplifier .$995.00
CINE Special I, 3 lenses; case ...$329.50
CINE SPECIAL II, 1" fl .4 lens, 200' mag ..$695.00

★ CAMERA ACCESSORIES

PAN CINOR 70 lens, Arri mount, list $260.$149.50
KINEVOX
MITCHELL
BNC
Automatic
Slater,
cost $695 originally .....$249.50
SAMSON ELEVATOR TRIPOD with dolly and freehead,
New .........$129.50
CINE VOICE Portable Power Supply, nickel cad.
battery, charger, $195 value ...$125.00
ARRIFLEX Volfabloc Powerpacs, used. With built-in
charger $110. Less chaiger .
$99.50
B&H 400' bipack magazine ...$149.50
PHOTO RESEARCH Spectra Meters with filters,
sphere, case. 2 Color .
$129.50
NATIONAL CINE Crab Dolly, very good condi¬
tion. $4750 original cost ...$3750.00
RABY heavy studio dolly ...$895.00
MOTORIZED DOLLY w/revolving head 7' boom height;
2
seats;
hihat;
brackets
for
6
lites.
Orig.
$4000 —.
$695.00
AKELEY Gyro Tripod, $1100 originally .$595.00
EYEMO 6V Motors, 8/48 fps; New .„.$74.50
CECO CINE Special Blimp, syncmotor ..$395.00

★ LABORATORY EQUIPMENT
EASTMAN EDGE NUMBERING machine with new number¬
ing block .
$1445.00
DUPONT
35mm
EDGE
NUMBERING
Machine,
com¬
plete .
$1295.00
NEUMADE 16mm FILM CLEANING machine 1600' ca¬
pacity. Reconditioned .
$149.50
DUPLEX 35mm FILM CLEANING & Polishing Machine
with buffing wheels. Origially $3000.$195.00
PHOTOVOLT Densitometer 16/35mm with soundtrack
accessory. Cost $750 when new .
$395.00
PAKO Heat Exchangers, controls solution temperatures
accurately. $300 value. New (Surplus) .$98.50
FRIED Light Scene Tester, 1
to 11
exposures. As
is .-........$99.50
EASTMAN Electric
35mm Film Waxing Machine with
heating
element
and
motor.
Originally
$1500.
Rebuilt
.$695.00
DEBRIE 35mm PERFORATING MACHINE, $5000 value.
.
$1995.00

..

Take Advantage of These Tremendous

Wire or Phone Before it is Too Late!!

★ ANIMATION & SPECIAL EFFECTS
CINE SPECIAL ANIMATION Motor, New.$299.50
ACME
7'
Animation
stand,
E/W/N/S movements,
sliding pegs, B&H 35mm camera. Acme stopmotion
motor. $12,500 value .$3795.00
TEL-ANIMASTAND, art table N/S/E/W, rotary move¬
ment. New demonstrator. $3000 value _$1795.00
B&H 35mm Animation Cameras; 400' magazine; dis¬
solve $3500 original cost .
$1250.00
SAME with thru-lens focusing .$1750.00

★ MOTION PICTURE PRINTERS
RCA REDUCTION PRINTER, 35/16mm soundtrack. 180'
per minute. $9000 value, excellent.$3500.00
CUSTOM BUILT 35mm Step Printer, pilot pin registra¬
tion ....$395.00
DOUBLE 8mm Hispeed Custom Built Printer, 400' per
minute from two negatives. $3000 orig.$495.00
DUPLEX REDUCTION PRINTER 35/16 picture with auto¬
matic light changers. Good, as is...$1995.00
DEPUE REDUCTION Printer 35/16 picture with auto¬
matic light changers. Good as is.$2995.00
DEPUE
PRINTER 35mm
DUAL SOUND &
PICTURE.
Prints from two negatives.......$1295.00
TEL-AMATIC 16mm SOUND & Picture Printer. Semi¬
automatic light change......„.$995.00
DEPUE 16mm doublehead separate sound & picture,
112 scene automatic liteboard, 3 ph drive....$2250.00
B&H Printer, step contact, pilot pin spreaders, semi¬
automatic light change, $4000 orig. cost.$995.00
DUPLEX 35mm Step Printer, pilot pin registration $795.00
CINECOLOR Double Head 35mm Step Printer with
automatic life change and timing device. Originally
$12,000. (Bank foreclosure) .„.$2495.00

★ LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
10.000W Fresnel Spot heads, cost over $500.$249.50
BARDWELL-McALISTER 750W Baby Keglite heads..$39.95
BARDWELL-McALISTER 2000W Spots, likenu.$89.95
MOLE RICHARDSON 2000W Spots, black #412....$79.95
MOLE RICHARDSON 5000W Spots, black #415,...$149.95
MOLARC 150 amp. head, grid and pedestal.
List
price $2410 when new .....$795.00
SILVER REFLECTORS, 48", on rolling stands .$49.50

★ RECORDING EQUIPMENT
KINEVOX SYNC RECORDER 17.5mm, 1000' capacity,
built-in playback amplifier and speaker, 3 inputs,
single case. Cost $1595.
$595.00
KINEVOX 4-position mixer, AC operated, VU meter.
Cost $495..._............$225.00
STANCIL HOFFMAN Model S-6 Sync 17.5mm Mag.
Recorder & Reproducer, P24C Power Supply, play¬
back amplifier, cases. Originally $2800.$895.00
AURICON RT80 16mm Optical Recorder, VA Amplifier
NR22, cases. Originally $1100.$395.00
MAURER D 16mm OPTICAL RECORDING System, 4 pos.
mixer, AGN noise reduction amplifier, 400' mag.,
power supply negative .
$1995.00
positive/negative .
$2495.00
MAGNAGRAM (now Magnasync) 16mm center track re¬
corder. Counter; 3 motors; 1200'capacity. Orig. $2350.
As is .
$525.00
RCA PHOTOPHONE 35mm Fantasound film phonograph
with Selsyrv motors. Orig. $6,500 .
$695.00

★ PROJECTORS, BACKGROUND,
PREVIEW
BACKGROUND Arc Projector, 35mm movies or slides;
120 amp. arclamp; rheostat; lenses. Cost $15,000 to
build, unassembled, as is, plus crating .$395.00
FILMCRAFT 35mm Movie Background Process Outfit. Write
for details. $15,000 value (Bank foreclosure)..$l995.00

TRANSLUCENT Background projection screen, 9'xl2'.
$200 when new ._.$99.50
SIMPLEX Acme 35mm Arc Sound Projector with
pedestal ...$235.00
PREVIEW Interlock Projector, DeVry, 1000W lamp, runs
picture and sound simultaneously.$995.00

★ MOVIOLAS, EDITING MACHINES

MOVIOLA PREVIEW 35mm UDPVS, separate picture ana
soundhead,
on
rolling
stand.
4"x6"
screen,
rebuilt.....$1095.0C
Same with 8"xl0" screen...._..$1495.00
MOVIOLA 35mm UDS, separate picture and soundheadon rolling stand...
$795.00
MOVIOLA 35mm UDCS .separate sound and composite
picture/magnetic optical, footage counter. On rolling
stand.
Excellent.$895.00
WESTERN CINE Automatic 16mm Hot Splicers,
demonstrators ...„...$189.50
MOVIOLA 16mm ULC bullseye composite picture and
sound, rolling stand._.$995.00
ACMIOLA 35mm Viewers w/stands, 6"x8'/2" picture,
motorized. $1500 original cost.
$295.00
AKELEY 35mm Viewer, sound and composite 5"x7"
aerial image. Original cost $3000; closeout....$395.00

★ FILM PROCESSING EQUIPMENT

FILMLINE 16mm RACETRACK REVERSAL Processor, 200'
film dry to dry in 3'/2 minutes. Originally $5450.
.
$2495.00
HOUSTON FEARLESS 19AS 16mm COLOR Processor un¬
assembled. Has 17 S.S. tanks 70" high, extra rollers,
drive assembly, complete drybox. Less motors, pumps
and
refrigeration.
Worth
$12,000.
FOB
Flor¬
ida ........._...$! 295.00
HOUSTON FEARLESS 22B neg./pos. processor; tempera¬
ture control; recirculation; 1800' per hr.$1995.00
MAMMOTH HOUSTON Color Processor, 16/35mm, Ansco/
Ektachrome, neg./pos., up to 1200' per hr., 16 stain¬
less steel tanks, one fiberglass lined. Full % ° tem¬
perature control. Recirculation, air supply, 7 squee¬
gees. Cost Cuban government $35,000. Rebuilt like
new .
$11,995.00

★ CUTTING ROOM SUPPLIES

B&H FOOT SPLICERS, excellent condition. 35mm....$595.00
70mm.. ..$895.00
FOSTER AUTOMATIC REWIND on table w/inspection
life, 110V AC 60 cy. hvy. duty motor, foot pedal
control, speeds zero to 875 RPM .
$495.00
CRAIG 16mm Editor Viewers, excellent..$19.95

★ CAMERA MOTORS &
ELECTRICAL

200 Amp. GENERATOR, 110DC, water cooled engine
on 4 wheel trailer. $2500 value.. $795.0(
720 Amp. GENERATOR, 120DC, 100HP 220/440V 3 pf
motor, panel, 7'/2HP starting motor, selencing chokf
coil. Good for 25% overload. $10,000 orig.$2950.0(
INTERLOCK DISTRIBUTOR, primary 220V 3ph, secondary
220V 3ph for recording studios..$495.0(
INTERLOCK DISTRIBUTOR, primary 1 10V lph, secondary
220V 3ph for recording studios.
$495.0(
Control
cabinet with
absolute
24 frame gover
nor .
$495.01
INTERLOCK MOTORS 220V 3ph
for Mitchell,
B&f
Cameras .....$95.0(

$.01 LEASING PLAN
Get acquainted with the many advantages of this
Plan—specially designed for the Motion Picture
Industry, making if possible to obtain latest
film production and exhibiting equipment on very
liberal terms. Write for FREE booklet.

A Perfect Pair
The TEL-AMATIC

PRINTER
and

35mm Action Viewer

ALLEN Model 200

Professional Precision
at a Price!
The

S.O.S.

Ediola

Pro-35

is

designed

for

easy

editing. A precision optical system assures bright
pictures in sharp focus whether film is moving or
stopped.
burning.
Velvet

Film

is

No

protected

intermittent

smooth

nylon

from
or

rollers

overheating

oscillating
and

free

or

parts.
turning

sprocket guard against film damage.
•

TEL-AMATIC PRINTER:
Professional

continuous

contact

sound and picture printer for 16mm
or double 8mm

films.

black

reversal, negative,

& white,

Prints color,

Has

Image

many

outstanding

found only in

• 75 watt lamp; fan cooled

much

features

higher priced

is

provided

to

expose

fine

film. Semi-automatic

• Simplified Framing and Focusing

change assures perfect exposures.

• 4-sided Prismatic Shutter

• Capacity: 1200 ft.—Speed: 43 ft.

Lightweight, compact design

• 40-tooth

S.O.S. Ediola Pro-35 .

$395.00

S.O.S. Optical Sound Reader __

printing

sprocket

for

• Separate feed and take-up

49.50

•

Four-way

aperture,

ST-sound

. $595.00

Picture

and

FA

—

Full

©

Lamp

Holder accommodates CC

®

Footage

Filters for color printing.
counter

change card

or Combination Sound Reader

and

ALLEN 16mm NEG. & POS. FILM PROCESSOR:

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER!
.$295.00

Pro-35, Optical Sound Reader and Base 495.00

•

indicator included.

Entirely self contained with every accessory—e a s y

maintenance,

automatic operation. No need to add expensive accessories.
•

light

• Constant speed motor with gear

Pro-35

tory by paying only $345 down and monthly payments of $122.

Aperture.

Available with Optical/Magnetic

Ediola

Now TV Stations, Producers, Educational

track only, RR-Reversal, NP-Negative

PRICE:

S.O.S. Pro-35 Optical Sound Reader

S.O.S.

YOU CAN LEASE IT

Institutions and In-Plant Film Units can set up their own low cost labora¬

sprockets.

185.00

S.O.S. Synchronizing Base .

Base

Tel-Amatic Printer . $1795
DC Printing Lamp Power Supply. ..
375
Allen Model 200 Film Processor ... 1995

precise registration.

INDIVIDUAL UNITS:

S.O.S. and

INDIVIDUAL UNIT PRICES:

• Six-volt lamp, 4 amps., S.C.B.

• Power: 115V-100 Watt AC

*

13-scene light

per minute.

• Gray Hammertone Finish

3450°°

0,4

grain

• Film travels Left to Right

COMBINATION

COMBINATION PACKAGE PRICE

professional printers. Sufficient light

• Velvet action Nylon Rollers

•

-S P E C I A L-

positive, sound or silent films with
rock-steady professional precision.

Large Screen: 4%" x 6 1/16"

• Brilliant Picture

PROCESSOR

Fully Automatic with variable speed drive—Requires no attendance

other

than

changing

reels.

Continuous variable

speed

accurate speed adjustments for various emulsions.
• Complete plumbing system with tank drains—A

unique

and

V. 60 Cy. single phase 260 watts.

Hushing

(B) 6 V. direct current 25W. Wt.

©

116 lbs., size approx. 28" x 28"

provides filtered air to render film evenly damp dry before entering
dry box. Wash tank overflow allows adjustment of spray bar wash.

20".

fresh

provides individual tank draining and back.

water.

Reduces

maintenance to a

minimum.

Compressed air squeegee and wash spray bar— Built-in compressor

formerly

S.O.S. PHOTO-CINE-OPTICS, Inc. S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY COUP.
602

WEST

WESTERN

52nd

STREET,

BRANCH:

6331

NEW

ex¬

clusive

with

system

permits

reduction. Power source: (A) 115

x

plumbing

drive

YORK

Hollywood

19,

N.Y.

Boulevard,

—

Phone:

Hollywood,

PLaza

7-0440

California —

—

Phone.-

Cable:

SOSOUND

HOIlywood

7-2124

The Importance Of Makeup Tests
In Pre-Production Planning
How special makeup color charts plus screen tests
solved the problem of how to achieve photographic¬
ally the delicate quality in flesh tone required for the
star of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer’s “Lady L.”
WILLIAM

DANIELS,

gave

solution

lems

for

to

MGM’s

ASC,

whose

color

makeup and wardrobe
‘‘Lady

charts
prob¬

L.”

POURING pre-production confer¬
ences for “Lady L,” soon to
go into production at MGM stu¬
dios, an unusual makeup problem
was resolved and decisions firmed
in the matter of costuming with
the aid of two color charts pre¬
pared under the guidance of
William Daniels, ASC, who will
direct the photography of the pic¬
ture.
Because the story of “Lady L”
is laid in the period between 1890
and 1915, when ladies generally
kept out of the sun, used parasols,
and to be pale complexioned was
the vogue, it was decided that this
same quality should prevail in the
photography of Gina Lollobrigida,
the star of the picture.
A simple answer to the problem
would be to put white makeup on
Gina, but the solution was not that
simple, according to Daniels.
White Makeup Avoided
“To achieve the photographic
result we want,” he said, “it is
necessary to establish and main¬
tain the correct color relationship
between the white of the eyes and
the skin. Our concern is to make
our star look entirely natural and,
of course, at all times beautiful.”
The charts graphically demon¬

348

By

ARTHUR

strated to Director George Cukor
and wardrobe designer Orry Kelly
how the desired “peaches-and cream” complexion for Gina could
be achieved without resorting to
use of white makeup. The charts,
Daniels explains, show the effect
surrounding colors have on face
and skin tones, as represented by
the makeup colors, and indicated
where it was necessary to start:
with real skin and white-of-theeye colors.
Charts of Makeup Materials
The charts, which are pictured
on the opposite page, are 11" by
25" in size and comprise a series
of 10 panels each—each panel
about 5" by 5^" in size. These
are colored—in the case of chart
No. 1—with regular makeup ma¬
terials, as are the small squares
in the center of the panels in
chart No. 2.
“In chart No. 1,” Daniels ex¬
plains, “ all the small disks are
identical and are the true color
of the so-called white of the eye.
The color is not true white, but
a color nearly white which was
compounded following a study of
the whites of Gina Lollobrigida’s
eyes. Bill Tuttle, head of MGM’s
makeup department and who is

E.

GAVIN

also a fine portrait artist, copied
from life the real color of the
whites of Gina’s eyes,
using
painter’s colors. Gina had to sit
for this, the same as she would
for a portrait.
“The colors surrounding the
disks are standard motion picture
color makeup base. The panels
numbered 1 to 5 are in brown
tones and numbers 6 to 10 are
in pink tones. Examination of
chart No 1 will show that in order
to obtain the proper color rela¬
tion between the skin and the
‘white’ of the eye, we must select
makeup No. 3 or darker in the
brown tones, or at least No 7 in
the pink tones.
“Further examination of this
chart will show that if we use
either makeup No. 1 or No. 2 in
the brown tones, or No. 6 in the
pink tones the result will be a very
undesirable ‘geisha girl’ effect.
Geisha girls’ eyes always look
dull or bloodshot because the rice
powder makeup they use is actu¬
ally whiter than the white of their
eyes. Thus, we must accept the
basic relationship of No. 3 in the
brown makeup or No. 7 in the
pink — or darker in either — to
keep our actresses and actors look¬
ing real.

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

Chart Squares Identical
“Now suppose it is desirable,
because of the character played,
or the period of the story, to have
the woman star look pale and not
suntanned — as is precisely the
case in ‘Lady L.’ This can be
achieved by the use of proper
makeup colors plus use of the
right color or colors in the cos¬
tumes she wears—especially in
those areas which will be close to
her face.
“The small squares in the cen¬
ter of the panels in Chart No. 2
are all identical and are the same
color as the makeup panel No. 3
in chart No. 1. Examination will
show that when the surrounding
color is white, as in panel A, the
skin tone appears darkest—but
when the small square is sur¬
rounded by darker tones, espe¬
cially black, as in panel J, the
skin tone appears pale by com¬
parison,” Daniels explained.

CHART NO. 1 shows contrasts between the different makeup colors and the so-called “white”
of the human eye, represented by light-colored disks in center of each of the square panels.
All of the disks are identical in color. Panels 1 to 5 were painted with brown-toned makeup
base; panels 6 to 10, in pink toned base. Although there is necessarily some loss of fidelity
in above half-tone illustration as contrasted with original chart, it nevertheless shows that in
order to obtain the proper color relation between the skin and the “white” of the eye, makeup
No. 3 or No. 7 would have to be used.

Tests Photographed
In the absence of full color re¬
production of the charts here, the
half-tone reproductions, we be¬
lieve, amply demonstrate the pur¬
pose of Daniel’s charts and what
they achieved.
Daniels shot a demonstration
reel of these charts, then on the
basis of what the charts demon¬
strated,
extensive
photographic
tests were made with Miss Lollobrigida wearing an all-white cos¬
tume, and also costumes of various
shades of pink. Following these,
additional tests were photo¬
graphed with her wearing cos¬
tumes having dark colors around
the throat, still others with black

NOTICE
Should reader interest justify
it, American

Cinematographer

contemplates supplying full color
photographs of the charts illus¬

CHART NO. 2—The small squares in center of each of the large squares are all the same
color—that of the makeup in panel No. 3 in chart No. 1 above—and the surrounding colors,
all different, represent costume and wardrobe colors. The chart shows that when the sur¬
rounding color is white, as in panel A, the skin tone (makeup) appears darkest, and that
when the surrounding color is dark or black, as in panel J. the same skin tone appears
much lighter.

dresses. The results of these tests
supported what had been demon¬
strated earlier by the charts. “It
was only through use of the charts,
however, that those involved with
the problem could understand
it,” says Daniels “When demon¬
strated visually, both the problem
and the solution were easy to
comprehend.” Daniels is grateful
for the assistance given him in
the preparation and photograph¬
ing of the tests by makeup man
Bill Tuttle and Ray Johnson, head
Continued
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MUCH

OF the

poetic quality of the photog¬

raphy of “Sumi-San” is due to skillful lighting
and color harmony in set design and decora¬
tion.

T¥7hen

the

Japanese

feature

n film, “Gate of Hell,” burst
upon the cinema scene several
years ago its jewel-like, shimmer¬
ing pastel color photography cre¬
ated a sensation within technical
circles of the motion picture in¬
dustry throughout the world. To
prove that this cinematographic
triumph was no mere accident the
Japanese followed it with other
color masterpieces such as “Sa¬
murai” and “Rickshaw Man.”
Now, in the same tradition of
breath-taking color photography,
comes “Sumi-san,” an indepen¬

Filming "Sumi-San" In Japan
The color photography is reminiscent of
“Gate of Hell” and “Rickshaw Man.”

By

HERB

A.

LIGHTMAN

dent feature produced and di¬
rected from his own original story
by William E. Brusseau of West¬
minster Films, Pasadena, Calif.
“Sumi-san” is a true co-production in that it was not only jointly
financed by American and Japa¬
nese interests, but utilized key
technicians of both countries
working together for theJirst time
on an equal basis and in the clos¬
est artistic harmony.
The Story
Filmed in various locales of
Japan and Hong Kong, as well
as aboard a streamlined freighter
on the high seas, the picture traces
the bitter-sweet story of a Nisei
seaman caught between two worlds
—America, which is the only
home he has ever known, and
Japan, the country where his
ancestral roots lie but in which
he feels like an outsider. He falls

WHILE THREE members of cast look on, Producer-direcfor

William

Brusseau

directs

a

scene on deck of Chinese junk. Keeping close
watch on action through finder of the Mitchell
camera is cinematographer Junichi Segawa.

in love with Sumi-san, a high¬
born but emancipated young Japa¬
nese beauty, who has fled the
stringent restrictions of her sternly
traditional parents to work as a
hostess in a smart Tokyo night
club. They fill a desperate void
in each other’s lives, but they can¬
not bridge the gap between their
two worlds — and so, inevitably,
the film ends on a tragic, though
hopeful note.
The Production Staff
Brusseau took with him to
Japan a production manager, a
business manager, make-up artist,
sound engineer and several Ameri¬
can actors. The Japanese co-pro¬
ducer provided the complete
camera crew, art direction staff,
assistants for the key American
technicians, a technical crew aver¬
aging between forty and sixty
men, as well as laboratory
processing facilities
for the
90,000 feet of Eastman color
negative and 60,000 feet of
“daily” print stock, which was
brought from the United States.
The film’s imaginatively beau¬
tiful photography results mainly
from the artistry of Director of
Photography Junichi Segawa, one
of Japan’s ace cinematographers
who has filmed more than twenty
color productions in that country,
but who was executing his first
color assignment for an American
producer. Working closely with
him as Supervising Art Director

The Japanese achieve their
magnificent color photography de¬
spite the fact that they have had
to make do with some of the most
archaic lighting equipment.
In
Japan, use of arcs for set light¬
ing is virtually unknown, and it
is only recently that a few units
have become available there. No
arc lighting at all was used on
“Sumi-san.” The largest set light¬
ing unit that was used was a
5,000-watt Senior Spot, and there
were only a half dozen of these.
The balance of the lights were
2,000-watt Junior Spots.
With
typical ingenuity the Japanese
gaffer has turned this handicap
to an advantage.
Because he
works with many small incandes¬
cent units he is able to exercise
excellent control over the light¬
ing, and can, in effect, paint the
set with light, achieving a soft
quality and producing the overall
pastel effect that is characteris¬
tic of Japanese color cinematog¬
raphy.

sources, maintaining uniform
color temperature was a constant
problem. One electrical assistant
had the full-time job of testing
each lamp individually for color
temperature and making the
necessary corrections with colored
gels. This, of course, was very
time-consuming, but it is also
typical of the painstaking atten¬
tion to detail characteristics of
the Japanese film technician. As
is true in other foreign countries,
the American

producer working

in Japan must accustom himself
to the fact that the filming opera¬
tion will move much more slowly
on

every

level

than

it

does

in

Hollywood. However, this is more
than compensated for by the infi¬
nite care taken by the prideful
film craftsmen.
Equipment Handicap
Judged
ards

by

Japanese

“medieval.”

Hollywood

stand¬

equipment

seems

For

parallels

they

use any platforms or structural
Lamps Tested Constantly
Because power for the lights
came from several
different

members that might be at hand.
While the larger studios have their
Continued On Page 366

CAMERA SETUP in a Tokyo nightclub where a lengthy sequence of scenes was filmed for "Sumi-San.”
To modify overhead lights for desired color temperature, sheets of tinted cellophane were mounted
loosely in front of each lamp. (All photos by Westminster Films).

was Mitsuharu Hirata, famous in
the Japanese industry as a light¬
ing engineer. It is his skill with
light and color harmony that lends
the photography much of its poetic
quality.
Brusseau is greatly indebted to
Yoshige Uchiyama, a producer
with Nan-Oh Productions of Tok¬
yo, whose smooth-operating pro¬
duction staff worked out budget es¬
timates in greatest detail. Further
credit is due prize-winning Japa¬
nese director Heinosuki Gosho,
who functioned as Chief Produc¬
tion Adviser as well as placing at
Brusseau’s disposal his first-rate
production team.
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You feel it in the air.

Everybody is alert to the challenge of

’61. Producers and directors know that their next opus must
exceed all their past performances. Restless young men with
fire in their souls are aprowl for a vehicle that will launch them
in orbit. Some of them will make it.

dented rate—equipment of the type you see here, plus literally
thousands of items not shown!
More, they are asking for and getting answers from CECO
engineers and technicians—vital answers that mean the differ¬
ence between success and mediocrity. Our mission in life is

CECO is the hub around which most of this activity flows.
Professionals are buying CECO equipment at an unprece¬

to help them and you. We’re no further away than your tele¬
phone. How about today?

CECO BALANCED FLUID PAN HEAD

®TM 707529

A spring balanced tripod
head with silicone fluid
panning action. Balances
for camera weights up
to 135 lbs.

CECO VARIABLE SPEED
MOTOR FOR MITCHELL
CAMERA

CAMERA
16mm camera with super-silent
synchronous sound drive motor.
Features 30% reduction in
weight over previous Pro 600
models.

AMPEX PRO-10 SOUND RECORDER
CECO CONE LIGHTS
Floods large area with
soft, shadowless light.
750-1000, 2000 and
5000 watt lights in
stock.

Accurately controls I
speed from 8 to 40 ||
fps. Easy to mount, it
Other variable speed j|
motors for the Cine- III
Special, Maurer, B&H
2709 and Eclair Camerette cameras in j
stock.

A compact recorder with studio con¬
sole quality and performance. Uses
magnetic tape.

(7mh€rh

Couipmem (o.,inc

315 W. 43rd Street, New York 36, N. Y. • JUdson 6-1420

|

I

M.

CECO is on top
of the revolution
in film-making techniques

CECO HI SPEED EDITING TABLES
0 to 250 feet per minute in forward and
reverse. Stops instantaneously without
film damage. Rugged construction. In
16 and 35mm models.

There’s a revolution going on! Yesterday’s equipment becomes
as out-of-date as a Box Brownie.

To achieve the best film

quality, the truest recording, the finest film editing, the lowest

CECO is also setting new frontiers with a 6-month’s FREE
SERVICE Guarantee on Arriflex, Auricon, Moviola, ColorTran,
Magnasync and many other products.

production costs—consult with CECO—the first with the most
in the industry’s newest professional equipment.

Come in, telephone or write today!

CECO 35MM PROFESSIONAL FILM
VIEWER-ANALYZER WITH COUNTER
Easy threading. Portable. Avail¬
able with single or double
system sound or as viewer only
without counter. 16mm or
35mm models.

MAGNASYNC TYPE 15 RECORDER
A complete, top-quality sound
system in a single, portable
case. Designed for "on the
go” producers.

COLORTRAN “CINEMASTER
CHIEF”—MARK II CONVERTER

Modern, push-button design
speeds up operation. Other
■ ColorTran converters with
push-button operation avail¬
able.

(7flni6Rfl €ouipm€iiT (o.,mc
315 West 43rd Street, New York 36, N. Y. • JUdson 6-1420

MOVIOLA 16MM & 35MM
FILM EDITORS
The film editor specified
by the professionals. Many
accessories for Moviola ed¬
itors available.

In Hialeah, Florida
1335 E. 10th Ave. /
TUxedo 8-4604
.*

In Hollywood, California
6510 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 9-5119

Gentlemen:
Please send me more information on the products I have listed below.

very photographic

image em¬

braced within a film frame is
created by light in three forms:
light falling on the subject, light
reflected by the subject itself, and
light originating within the scene.
Within the film frame itself there
are many objects — some forming
the foreground, some the back¬
ground, and some comprising the
main subject or subject interest.
The aim of the photographer is to
arrange these subjects the way he
feels it best suits the composition
and mood he wants, or to arrange
them in the manner imposed by
the situation. There are usually a
number of ways in which the de¬
sired effect can be obtained; how¬
ever, the one in which we are most
interested here is the result
achieved through controlling the
lighting.
Light Combinations Used

AUTHOR

STAN

LIPINSKI,

behind

Mitchell-16

camera,

photographs

a

scene

produced by Moreland-Latchford Productions for Canadian Broadcasting
supplied by photoflood in clamp-on reflector in hands of an assistant at right.

for
Corp.

a

television
Note

fill

film
light

Lighting Sets

For a basic exposure it would
be sufficient to place one powerful
light source somewhere near the
camera, which would result in a
correctly exposed picture. How¬
ever, the result would be flat and
—at least for our purpose—un¬
suitable. In order to improve the
pictorial quality so it would have
a complete photographic range, it
would be necessary to expose the
object or scene to a combination
of lights compatibly arranged.
Lights which would comprise this
combination are as follows:

For TV Films

(a) Key light—which controls
exposure,
By

STAN

LIPINSKI

(b) Fill light—which controls
the lighting contrast,
(c)

In Photographing the “Heritage” series of TV films, produced in

Toronto for the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation by Allan Wargon.
Director of Photography Stan Lipinshi sought to meet the technical
requirements

of

television

broadcasting

without

introducing

major

changes in established film-making technique, and at the same time
achieve a photographic result compatible with both television and the¬
atrical film requirements. How practical methods were developed to
meet these quality requirements were outlined by Stan Lipinski in his
initial article in our March issue. In this follow-up article, he elaborates
on his method for lighting arid photographing films for TV.—Editor.
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Back light and rim light—
which adds sparkle to the
picture,
(d) Special effect light—as for
example small eye lights
which heighten facial ex¬
pression.
Factors to Be Considered

The combined use of all these
lights by a skilled cinematogra¬
pher will produce a picture which
is both pictorially and dramatic¬
ally effective; but in order to satis¬
fy the technical requirements of

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

photography,

the

following

fac¬

tors must also be taken in to ac¬
count :
(a) Exposure index of the film

WHAT'S

used,
(b)

Lighting contrast,

(c) Range of brightness.
In addition, such important factors
as texture, color of set walls, faces
with or without makeup, etc., must

THE
ANGLE?

be considered.
To simplify this discussion of
the different types of lighting for
motion picture photography, we
shall consider the subject in its
three principle phases: (1) shoot¬
ing on the sound stage, (2) indoor
shooting with combined lighting
conditions, and (3) exterior shoot¬
ing.

Your conception of camera angles and the
way you employ them play an important
part in the quality of your photography.

Shooting on Sound Stage—(a) Sets

In the pre-production planning
of television films, particularly
with regard to the designing and
construction of sets, the camera¬
man’s opinion is essential. Most
set designers know that the effec¬
tiveness of a set must be judged
through the camera viewfinder.
Still, many of them fail to realize
that the effect of even the hand¬
somest set, even when built propContinued On Page 372

the uninitiated,

‘’camera angle" usually means a camera

tilted down sharply or up from a low vantage point. Actually,
the term, as used in professional film production, refers to the
position of the camera with relation to what is being photographed.
Closeup, two-shot, medium shot, and long shot, therefore, are
camera angles in the vernacular of the film maker.
In scripts for TV and feature films as well as for other profes¬
sional motion pictures, the camera angle for each scene usually
is thought out in advance and specified in the script—although it
may be altered when it comes time to shoot the scene.
But where the industrial cinematographer, following a sketchy
script, is left to his own to shoot a picture as he sees fit, his con¬
ception of camera angles and the way he employs them play an
important part in the quality of his photography.
The Elementary Distinction

The most elementary distinction in camera-angles is between the
long-shot, the medium-shot and the closeup. Of course, if you want
to split technical hairs, you might name a flock of sub-varieties of
each of these; but essentially, you'll still be dealing with closeup,
medium-shot and long-shot. The long-shot is made with the camera
far enough away from the subject so that the whole thing—subject
and background—is fully shown in the picture. The medium-shot
brings the camera closer—say close enough so that if you’re film¬
ing people, you show about half the figure. The closeup takes both
the camera and the audience close to the subject, so that if you're
photographing a person, you fill the screen with his head and
shoulders, or perhaps merely the head alone.
But that’s kindergarten stuff; nearly every cinematographer
knows what these shots are. Not so many, though, seem to know

STAN LIPINSKI
the

uses an incident light meter to check

light volume

in

foot candles for the

each player on the set.

JUNE
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position

how to use them.
Well, in a long-shot, we show everything. If we’re photograph¬
ing people we show the people, and where they are in relation to
their surroundings. In a medium-shot, we’ve moved up closer to

of
Continued On Page 374
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Superimposing
Sound
On Tape
Re-recording and mixing is
eliminated in this novel method for
superimposing one recording over another
for a composite sound track of
commentary and background music.

afterwards. To correct these changes in volume, a
simple variable control can be inserted in the lead
to the record head to enable the first recording to
be faded down at the beginning of the superimposed
commentary, and then gradually increased again
when the commentator finishes speaking. Fig. 1
shows the connections for the control: a potential
divider (Rl) inserted in the lead to the record head.
This control on the record head is, of course,
used with the erase head switched out of circuit, or
the link removed (Fig. 2). This recording bias
control, plus the switching or un-linking the erase
out of circuit, is all that is required for superim¬
position of, for example, a commentary on a pre¬
viously recorded music track. As the recording bias
control is brought up to maximum, the bias effects
slight erasure of the music and gives the necessary
drop in its level during passages of speech.
Some recorders have a 100% safety link—which
can be removed when precious pre-recorded tapes
are being played back. This link, when removed,
ensures that no bias at all is fed to the record head,
and no erase signal to the erase head—thereby
completely preventing accidental erasure. On re¬
corders fitted with this type of safety link, but no
built-in superimposed control, it is necessary to
leave the link in and then to add superimposition
components as if the recorder had no link at all.
Recorders without a link in the lead to the erase
Continued On Page 364

NOTE:

In-plant film producers and others who record

sound for their films on tape will find a practical and time¬

FIG. I.

RECORD HEAD CONTROL

saving suggestion in the following article by J. Cattermole
which

appeared

originally

in

the

British

publication,

Amateur Cine World, for January, 1961. Although the idea
was developed to simplify the production of composite
sound for amateur films, it is nonetheless adaptable to pro¬
fessional 16mm film production.—Editor.

J^/Tany tape recorders

nowadays are fitted with

some form of superimposing device—in most
cases a removable link or switch in the lead to the
erase head. Such a recorder, when switched to
Record, is able to pass the tape past the erase and
record with only slight erasure taking place. Slight
erasure of the first recording is unavoidable since
a small proportion of the high frequency erase
signal has to be fed with the recording signal to the
record head in order to give a satisfactory result.
This is known as the bias.

FIG. 2.
SUPERIMPOSING
LINK OR SWITCH

FIG. 3.

ERASE HEAD CONTROL

In cine work, one often wants to record a musical
background to a film first and then superimpose a
commentary on it. A recorder already fitted with
a removable link or switch will, of course, enable
this to be done, but it is difficult to avoid a sudden
drop in the level of the music before the com¬
mentator speaks, and a no less sudden increase
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Forgive us
for blowing
our horn

but we would like to remind you —
Jhat Hunt photographic grade chemicals
have been rigidly controlled to comply with
ASA specifications since their introduction.

such features as color-coded bags for easier
chemical identification.

hat this is Hunts’ long standing policy and
not a “Johnny-come-lately” idea.

“|"hat Hunt has been the principal chemical
supplier to the motion picture industry
since 1909.

"|“hat Hunt packaging is time tested and un¬
surpassed in the industry, incorporating

■yhat this is the best possible testimony to
Hunt quality and service.

For service that is unsurpassed—Contact your nearest Hunt office
—

FOR

SUPERIOR

RESULTS

AROUND

THE

CLOCK

USE

HUNT

PHOTOGRAPHIC

CHEMICALS

PHILIP A. HUNT COMPANY
PALISADES PARK, NEW JERSEY
BRANCHES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES
In Canada: Philip A. Hunt Company (Canada) Ltd., 207 Queen’s Quay West, Toronto

Production Advantages
In Limited Animation
New technique reduces number of operations all down
the line, resulting in faster production at less cost.
By

PHOTOGRAPHING an animated TV commercial
with

Oxberry equipment and

T^he current boom

bi-pack

LOWELL

BODGER

camera.

in animated TV

commercial production and the
increasing number of television pro¬
grams which are either wholely or part¬
ly animated, is to a great extent the
result of an improved, simplified ani¬
mation technique that enables studios
to produce animation in quantity at

animation, for example, appears as a
simple line drawing, with its legs un¬
dergoing a repetitive motion while its
body remains still. Should the subject
speak, the actions of the mouth, and
possibly the eyes, are animated on an¬
other cel level, while the same body re¬
mains.

Another practice common

in

IDEALLY SUITED to limited animation is this scene from a Walt Disney production. Only the flags and
horses' legs were given motion, while the background moved behind the subjects. (Photo © by Walt
Disney Prodns.)

higher speed and at lower cost. The
technique is known as limited anima¬
tion—not really new, but which at¬

limited animation is photographing two

tained its present importance compara¬
tively recently.

does occur. This reduces the number

Basically, limited animation differs
from full animation in that the latter
requires a separate drawing or set of
drawings for each frame of film, where¬
as limited animation may use the same
drawing in a different position for suc¬
ceeding frames of film. Where actual
movement is required in limited anima¬
tion, only that segment of the body or
object which will move is animated on
a separate cel level, while the static
portion of the body remains unchanged
on the original cel.
The merits of this system are ob¬
vious. Since movement is reduced to
the essentials, less time is spent calcu¬
lating, drawing and animating body
movements. A walking figure in limited
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successive frames of film to each setup
in instances where character animation
of animation drawings by half, while
only slightly affecting the smoothness
of action.
With

the~e

simplifications

iti

mation procedure, the task of mak¬
ing the actual animation drawings
becomes more or less mechanical, leav¬
ing the artist’s mind free to invent
more meaningful characterizations.
The saving inherent in limited anima¬
tion, therefore, is in the time saved
by the animator on the original draw¬
ing, not necessarily in the number of
cels inked and painted, nor in photo¬
graphing the cels in the final phase
of production. Realism is put aside,
and a new freedom of design and ex¬
pression is achieved. More creative
animation usually results from the use
of limited techniques, since stylized
drawings and backgrounds of a par¬
ticular period may be used in con¬
junction with characters who are
designed in, and even move in, a
particular exaggerated manner.
The usefulness of limited anima¬
tion in theatrical, educational, and
television films is unlimited. Almost
half of all the “spot" commercials
seen on television are animated, or
contain animation of some kind. The
use of limited animation enables the
client’s message to he put across with¬
out distraction, and in a minimum of
time and words. Humor and person-

ani¬

EXAMPLE OF COMPLEX animation using a single cel. Four groups of papers are animating down¬
ward from their source to the four piles below. All papers are animated fully, although the effect
is accomplished by panning the cel horizontally. (See ‘ One-cel Complex Animation," by Leon S.
Rhodes, Sept. 1960 American Cinematographer.)

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

ality can be injected in these commer¬
cials in large quantities at the discre¬
tion of the advertiser.
The exact budget savings resulting
from the use of limited animation
depends, of course, on the degree of
limitation. The term “limited” refers
to a wide range of technique, rang¬
ing from just one step short of full
animation to one step above no move¬
ment at all. In the case of a oneminute commercial, the cost for full
animation will be approximately
Si4,000, while a saving of as much
as Si0,000 will be had if limited ani¬
mation is employed. A twenty-second
spot will cost from Si,800 to S4,000,
depending upon the technique used
and the degree of animation. Ani¬
mation of a large number of subjects,
where necessary, or use of single-cel
complex animation, where applicable,
will tend to raise or lower prices re¬
spectively. (Costs quoted are for blackand-white, 35mm, and include sound
track.)
The Cost Factor
It costs approximately twenty timesas much to produce the average fiveto six-minute animated short subject
today as in the 1930’s. The result:
much fewer cartoons are being made
for theatrical release (many that are
shown in theatres today are revivals
of films made up to six years ago),
and those animated short subjects
made today must utilize limited ani¬
mation either partly or fully. A
short subject with limited animation
throughout may cost $20,000 less than
one featuring full animation. It is the
function of cartoons to evoke laughter,
and it is most interesting to note that
the actions of limited animation char¬
acters, combined with simple back¬
grounds, are often more effective in
conveying humor than characters
whose actions and settings are sup¬
posed to be an imitation of reality.
A well-done job of limited animation
represents a detachment from reality,
and in the field of cartoon entertain¬
ment is superior to full animation in
both practicality and economy of pro¬
duction.
The Forerunner
Among the first studios to put lim¬
ited animation into use on a full-scale
basis was U.P.A. Pictures. The intro¬
duction of a new style of design for
theatrical animated short subjects met

THE ANIMATION FIELD
■ A saving of one-third in the num¬
ber of cells used in animated film
production has been developed by
Technamation Films, Port Washing¬
ton, N. Y., according to report in
Telefilm (Vol. 5, No. 1). Motion at
any speed and in any direction can
be obtained using still transparen¬
cies through the new process, which
was engineered and patented by
Technical Animations, Inc., and as¬
signed exclusively to Gold Medal
Studios.
Motion effects, according to Telfilm, are achieved by affixing to the
back of the transparency or anima¬
tion cel segments of transparent
colored acrylic plastic arranged in
pre-determined patterns, according
to the motion required in the illus¬
tration. In the same manner, the
colored plastic bits can be arranged
to add “unnatural” motion effects to
attract attention, sustain interest or
enhance impact.
After the appropriate segments of
colored plastic have been affixed to
the back of the cel, a rotating Pola¬
roid filter is interposed between the
light sources and the cel in such a
way that all light reaching the treat¬
ed areas of the cel is polarized. The
light thus transmitted through the
cel produces the illusion of motion.
The Polaroid filter is continuous and
free from any flicker or stroboscopic
effect.
The new process, said to be ideally
suited to production of low-cost TV
spots, makes liquids appear to flow,
gears rotate, propellers turn and can
produce special optical offects such
as combustion, explosion, smoke and
clouds.

■ New, iimproved animation equip¬
ment that features electronic control
of many of the key operations in
photographing animation cels, was
installed recently in the studios of
Reid H. Ray Film Industries, St.
Paul. Minn.
The electronically-controlled ani¬
mation stand, which is pictured
above, has eight computers which
enable operator to achieve accura¬
cies of one one-thousandth of an
inch when movements of the camera
and table range from a 36-inch lay¬
out of art down to fractional seg¬
ments as small as 3-inches. Using the

JOHN 0XBERRY (left) describes improved anima¬
tion equipment he designed for producer Reid
H. Ray (2nd from I). Looking on are animation
technicians Gordon Ray and Andy Chandler.

equipment’s electronic “joy-stick”,
movements of the table carrying the
animation cels and art backgrounds
may be controlled throughout a 360
degree arc.
The new installation will be util¬
ized by the Ray studio to produce
cartoon animation, technical anima¬
tion, photo-montages, creative title
designs, and optical effects. A fea¬
ture is a dual-purpose Oxberry ani¬
mation camera which can be used
for 35mm and 16mm film inter¬
changeably. Only a few minutes
time is required to replace the com¬
plete film transport system within
the camera. A set of three lenses,
which are interchangeable, serve
both sizes of film.

•
■ Basic Titling And Animation is
title of new booklet written to help
makers of industrial, educational,
TV and other applied motion pic¬
tures to produce more effective titles
and achieve competent animation.
Slide makers will also find the titling
tips useful.
Published by Eastman Kodak Co.,
Rochester, N. Y., the booklet's titling
section illustrates and describes how
to prepare art work; contrasts
“good” and “bad” title composition;
and discusses lighting, centering,
and focusing.
The section on animation de¬
scribes some special equipment
(much of it simple) and animation
procedures, including ways to ani¬
mate three-dimensional objects,
lines, graphs, puppets, and paper
cutouts. This Kodak booklet, iden¬
tified as No. S-21. contains many
illustrations and sells for only 5(V
at most Kodak dealers.

Continued On Page 371
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Keep in Synch...
Just as it was important for a gunfighter to keep perfect
control of his gun, the film editor must have perfect control
of his film. Film editors throughout the world have long
relied on HFC Professional Synchronizers to give them the
control they need. Any combination of 16, 35, 65 or 70MM
can be made to your requirements and they all have these
professional features...

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG:
360

ALL CAST ALUMINUM BODY • “NICE” SHIELDED BALL BEAR¬
INGS • INDIVIDUALLY CUT ALUMINUM SPROCKETS • VEEDER
ROOT COUNTERS • SIDE LATCH ARM RELEASE • POSITIVE
BRAKE • RUBBER BUMPERS TO KEEP THE MACHINE IN PLACE
• BAKED ENAMEL FINISH • FRAME POINTERS ABOVE EACH
WHEEL • ECCENTRICS ON EACH ROLLER.

HOLLYWOOD FILM COMPANY
designers & manufacturers of film & video tape editing equipment
956 SEWARD ST, HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIF. HO 2-3284
524 W. 43rd ST, N.Y., N.Y., LO 3-1546
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KODAK'S NEW
RAPID PROCESSOR
Processes 16mm B&W film at the rate of
36 feet per minute, using viscous
solutions applied at high temperatures.

By

VAUGHN

SHANER
THE

Motion
Eastman

Picture

Film

Kodak

is

Department,

Company,

Hollywood,

EASTMAN
about

the

Viscomat
size

of

16mm
a

film

processor

four-drawer

filing

cabinet.

Calif.

^he day may not be very far off when a cine¬
matographer will be able to stop by his studio’s
projection room on his way home in the evening and
watch screenings of the footage he_ shot that same
day.

If he wants to, the cameraman of the future will
be able to look over the scene he shot a minute or
two before, to decide whether retakes will be neces¬
sary.
This is no wild pipedream. The first generation
of the “’hardware” which will make this possible
has been introduced and demonstrated. Deliveries
will start early in 1962.
Touching off these ideas of new dimensions in
motion picture production was a product demon¬
stration at the May 8-11 meeting of the Society of
Motion Picture and Television Engineers in Toronto.
The machine is the Eastman Viscomat Processor,
Model 10P. It handles 16mm black-and-white posi¬
tive film at 36 feet per minute (the standard pro¬
jector speed).

VIEW

OF

Viscomat
through

an

operating

processor.
chamber

at

cross-section

Film
left;

enters
processing

chamber is in the center; and drying

of

the

machine
washing
is done

in the chamber at the right.

The big potential breakthrough promised by the
new processor lies in two equally-important capa¬
bilities of the machine:
1) Motion picture film is completely processed,
dried and wound on a takeup reel in approximately
one minute after it enters the machine.
2) Quality of film handled by these rapid tech¬
niques compares favorably with results achieved
under the usual trade conditions. There is no comContinued On Next Page

THE
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chemicals,
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through

puncture-type
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inserted into the Cubitaner packages, are fed continuously into
the

system.
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shutting

down the machine.
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KODAK PROCESSOR

FULTON
AUTO MATIC

Continued From Preceding Page

promise of quality in either grain 01
resolution because of the rapidity in¬
volved.

FILM PROCESSORS
FINEST LABORATORY QUALITY
- UNDER $2000
■ Daylight Operation
■ Black-and-White, or any Color
Process
■ Units for Any Film Size, 8mm to
105mm
■ Continuous — Any Length Film

MOTION PICTURES
MICROFILM
ROLL FILM

Adding still further to the potential
benefits which the machine offers the
industry is the compactness of the Vis¬
comat. It is about the same size as a
regular four-drawer file cabinet. It re¬
quires no liquid solutions or replenish¬
ment procedures. Water consumption
is low, approximately 0.8 gal/min.
I he Viscomat is hooked up to a single
source of water and to any regular
drain through simple hose connections.
The rapid, high-quality performance
of the unit results from the successful
application of a new technique for
applying processing chemicals. As the
name of the Viscomat implies, the
machine uses viscous type chemicals.
The technique employed by the ma¬
chine eliminates the
of chemical control.

usual

problems

In most situations, the Viscomat
Processor can be operated in a nor¬
mally-lighted room. Film is fed into
the machine from a 1200-foot maga¬
zine. Future plans may call for the
development of adapters which could
make it possible to run film through
the processor directly from a kine¬
scope recording camera
or from
printers.
The developer is brought to process¬
ing temperature before it is applied.
Processing takes place in a saturated
atmosphere at 125° F, ±y2°. These

The FULTON Automatic Continuous Film Processor now makes it possible
for every industrial or commercial user of motion pictures, microfilm or
roll film, to process their own films ... to the finest laboratory quality
. . . at lower cost than ever before possible ... as little as 25* per 100 feet!
FULTON Processors are completely daylight operated, portable, operate
from any 115 volt a.c. outlet, and use 3A" garden hose for water and
drain connections. There are no installation costs! As little as 16 ounces
of working solution are required and replenishment is completely automatic.
Water requirement is 2 gallons per minute, or less.
Prices start as low as $1875 for the standard 16mm, 8 fpm, black-and-white
reversal model. Higher speeds are available.
Write today for the full story of the FULTON Automatic Continuous
Processor that you can own and operate for less money than you ever
thought possible.

Direct Inquiries to

Mr. Mervin Fulton
Phone: Murdock 6-2549
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conditions are accomplished by pres¬
surized water sprays which saturate
the processing chamber with water
vapor at the processing temperature
of 125° F, eliminating the cooling
effect of evaporation.
The chemicals themselves have a
consistency similar to honey.
De¬
veloper and fix are drawn from sealed
Cubitainer packages stored within the
machine by means of a puncture-type
probe which is inserted into corru¬
gated, plastic-lined chemical contain¬
ers. The chemicals are then drawn
into the machine from the Cubitainer
cartons by a pump. The system con¬
tains a reservoir which permits chang¬
ing from empty to full Cubitainers
without interrupting the process and
also serves to eliminate air from en¬
tering the chemical feed lines.
The viscous chemicals are applied
to the film through special extrusion

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER
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THE MOST SENSITIVE...
WIDEST RANGE
EXPOSURE METER
EVER MIRE!

The Gossen-LUNASIX Electronic is a precision exposure
meter. With its unheard-of sensitivity, its extreme range
(two complete scales for low and bright light), and its
unmatched accuracy, the LUNASIX is destined to be¬
come the standard exposure meter for the critical still
and movie photographer. 1§ The LUNASIX measures
light too dim for the human eye to read
by—hence the instrument has an auto¬
matic needle lock. On the other hand,
even in the most brilliant snow scenes—
when other meters simply hit the end
of the scale—the LUNASIX measures ac¬
curately with scale distance to spare! H
Its incomparable performance is at¬
tained through a sophisticated electronic
circuit which incorporates a specially designed photoconductive
cell powered by a tiny long-life mercury battery. B The LUNASIX
is the crowning pioneering achievement of West Germany's
Gossen Company, the world's largest manufacturer of exposure
meters with over 40 years experience and skill in the field of
electrical precision measuring instruments.

SPECIFICATIONS: ■ Measures reflected and incident light (with built-in hemispheric diffuser) ■
For still and movie cameras ■ 30° light acceptance angle ■ Two-button brightness range system
■ Automatic needle lock ■ Built-in battery tester ■ External zero adjustment ■ Smooth one-hand
operation ■ Computer range: ASA 6/1° to 12,000/12°; f/1 to f/90; 1/4,000th sec. to 8 hours; Cine:
8 to 128 frames per sec.; EV-9 to EV+22; .014 to 14,000 foot-candles ■ Weight: 7 ounces.

irK
Other famous
Gossen instruments ...

SlXtlCOlOC

V/2-0Z.

temperature meter

. ..color
ZLr

—...tiny

photoelectric precision exposure meter

and filter

for reflected and incident light.

indicator.

$63.00
including
eveready case
and neck strap
at

better
camera
stores

SOLE U.S. DISTRIBUTOR
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10,
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hoppers developed specifically for the
Viscomat Processor. Chemical appli¬
cation am1 processing uniformity are
aided
system in which the viscor
1 are applied while the
fid
.on an upward leg
thi
:
_,cessor.
Coating is
apple.^rs approximately .008"
thick.
Key to the consistent quality of this
processing technique is that fresh
chemicals are applied at all times.
This method sidesteps any problems
which might arise with the mixing
or replenishment of chemicals. Until
the chemical touches the film, it is
contained completely in a closed sys¬
tem.

The ONLY
meter that
measures all
light sources,
including DAYLIGHT,
accurately!

SPECTRA 3-color meter measures the pro¬
portionate amounts of all three primary
colors present in the light source and in¬
dicates the filters necessary for positive
color correction in Spectra Index Units.
(°Kelvin Scale optional).
Write for descriptive literature
and complete specifications.

PHOTO RESEARCH CORP.
ls_I

» C O
Karl r_s
Freund, A.S.C.,
President

837 No. Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood 38, Calif.

Following the wash after both de¬
veloping and fixing, separate air
squeegee operations are performed.
Final drying is done in a separate
chamber of the Viscomat. After the
film has been dried—approximately
60 seconds after it
entered
the
processor—it is automatically coated
with lubricant and wound onto either
of two alternate 1200-foot take-up reels
which are provided so that the ma¬
chine can be operated continuously.
A cutting device is built into this sec¬
tion to aid quick transfer from one
reel to the next.
The Viscomat may be shut down or
started up in a matter of minutes.
When a batch of film has been run
and the operator wants to shut the
machine down, he presses a single
switch on the control panel which stops
the machine and causes a complete
wash-down of the interior of the
processing chamber. Start-up time is
only five to ten minutes—the time
required to bring the processing cham¬
ber from inactivity to operating tem¬
perature.

MICROFILM PRINTER
Continuous Contact Printer For
35mm Unperforated Film
Friction-free rubber-roller film drive. Printing drum
turns with film. Raw stock feed stops automat¬
ically at end of negative.
Note These Features: 1200-ft. enclosed raw stock
magazine . . . Prints up to 1600 ft. per hr.
. . . 150-W lamp . . . Rheostat for variable
density control . . . Gelatin-filter holders . . .
Motor: V4-hp, 115-V, 60-cyc. . . . Grey wrinkleenamel finish.

$920.00
FOB Detroit, Mich.
Write For Complete Details

UHLER CINE MACHINE CO.
15762 Wyoming Avenue, Detroit 38, Mich.
Phone: UNiversity 1-4663
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Initial applications for the Visco¬
mat are expected to be in the process¬
ing of kinescope recordings and in
situations where producers have inter¬
mittent volumes of 16mm black-andwhite prints to make. In television
recording, it is expected that the ma¬
chine will be used in the entertain¬
ment field and in closed-circuit situa¬
tions such as television surveillance in
defense and industrial installations.
Films such as Eastman Fine Grain
Sound Recording Film, Type 7373,
and Eastman Television Recording
Film, Type 7374, can be run through
a kinescope recording camera and
processed by the Viscomat. These two
films, along with Eastman Fine Grain

Release Positive Film, Type 7302. have
been tested extensively through the
Viscomat system. These tests have
been compared carefully with identi¬
cal materials run through high quality
conventional processing facilities. Re¬
sults were comparable for uniform
density, contrast, sharpness and grain.
While the Viscomat has been designed
initially to handle 16mm black-andwhite positive-type films, work con¬
tinues on the processing method for
negative films.
Production models of the Viscomat,
which will sell for about $12,500 in
the U.S., will be available for delivery
approximately January 1, 1962.
■

SUPERIMPOSED SOUND
Continued From Page 356

head (only) can have a level of erase
control fitted, as shown in Fig. 3.
This can be used to effect a gradual
and complete fade-out or fade-in of
an original recording — sometimes a
very useful facility. It can also be
used in conjunction with the record
head control described above, to ob¬
tain more reduction in level of the
background music than is given by
the recording bias alone.
The switch depicted in Fig. 3 should
be combined with the control so that,
when the movable arm of the control
is at the Maximum Erase position,
further rotation of the knob to the
left opens the switch, thus restoring
the erase circuit to its original state
before the control was inserted.
The first recording is made in the
normal way with the record head con¬
trol set at Maximum, the erase head
control set at Maximum Erase and
the switch open. The tape is then
rewound and the recorder switched to
Superimpose. If it is not fitted with
the superimposing switch, the erase
head control should 'be set to Mini¬
mum Erase. The tape is now played
back, and where it is desired ot super¬
impose the commentary, the record
head control is turned to Minimum,
the recorder switched to RecoM. and
the record head control gradually
turned to Maximum before the com¬
mentary is spoken.
After the required, section of com¬
mentary has been spoken, the record
head control is gradually returned to
Minimum, the recorder switched back
to Playback, and the record head con¬
trol turned to Maximum once again.
(It will be noticed that since the
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TAKING THE REWIND BREAK
(or the Pause that Refurbishes)
Once a month there's silence on the set, when General Film's
newsy rewind arrives in the mail...
rewind is rich in expert, up-to-date articles about equip¬
ment, new techniques, processing methods, jobs, confer¬
ences, conventions and other information vital to film
production.
To subscribe to rewind simply send in your request and

state your type of work. It’s distributed free of charge by
General Film Laboratories, where unique service to the
industry has made General the undisputed leader in the
film processing field.

oo

GENERAL
FILM LABORATORIES
1546 Argyle, Hollywood 28, Calif. / Hollywood 2-6171 • central division / 106 W. 14th St., Kansas City 5, Mo. / GRand 1-0044
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It takes two to make a suc¬
cessful motion picture.
It takes a producer to
make a fine film.
It takes a laboratory to
make finest quality prints.
To make top quality prints
requires the same talents and
professional skills you use to
make top quality films—in¬
telligence, creative imagina¬
tion,

know-how,

personal

attention to every detail, in¬
tegrity, loving care.
You can’t blame us for
feeling proud that some of
America’s leading producers
of fine films depend on MPL
to give them prints of match¬
less

excellence.

And

most

satisfying of all, that our
clients have remained stead¬
fastly with us through the
years.
We shall be glad to do for
you the same highest quality
work we do for them.
We assure you 24 hour
delivery service anywhere in
the United States.
Send your film by AIR—today.
SOUND-EDITORIAL
COMPLETE LABORATORY SERVICES

MOTION PICTURE LABORATORIES,Inc.
781 S

Main Street
•
Memphis, Tennessee
Phone—Memphis WH 8 0456

The Master Craftsmanship
Your Film Deserves

main record/playback control is only
switched when the record head con¬
trol is at Minimum, i.e., when the
record head is short circuited, no
switch clicks are picked up on the
tape. (This procedure can, of course,
be followed to avoid switch clicks in
first recordings also.)
The recorder on which these modi¬
fications were carried out has a Mill¬
iard tape amplifier and a Truvox deck
which uses high impedance heads;
the values of R1 and R2 shown in
the diagrams were found the most
suitable.
R1 should preferably be a potenti¬
ometer. with an antilog characteristic;
the Maximum position will then be
in tbe extreme clockwise position of
the control. If, as in our case, a po¬
tentiometer with a log characteristic
is used, it should be wired so that
the Maximum will be in the extreme
anti-clockwise position.
A potentio¬
meter with a log, rather than a linear
characteristic is desirable, since it
enables the fade-out and fade-in of
the first recording to be more gradual.
R2 should also, if possible, be an
antilog potentiometer with a single
pole switch attached; but it may be
difficult to obtain, and we should per¬
haps add that one with a linear char¬
acteristic worked just as well on our
recorder.
With a tape deck using lower im¬
pedance heads, R1 could be in the
order of 100K ohms, and R2 about
5K ohms. One cannot, however, lay
down hard and fast rules about these
values for much depends on the re¬
corder. Too low a value of R2 could
prevent the high frequency oscillator
from working, and an unsatisfactory
recording would result. To ascertain
the impedance of the heads, consult
the manufacturers; one should not
attempt to measure their resistance
with a D.C. ohm-meter, or the heads
will be left magnetized, and this will
damage subsequently-played record¬
ings.
With regard to the wiring, the
coaxial leads to the heads were simply
broken, and the controls inserted in
the side of the wooden cabinet. If the
leads have to be extended, be sure
to use screened cable to minimize any
hum pick-up—and prevent instability
in the recorder. In the case of Rl,
it was found necessary to fit a 4-in. x
4-in. piece of aluminum screening
around the control to prevent hum
being picked up while it was being
used.
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When the device was working, we
found that it was not necessary to
wait until the record head control was
at the Maximum position, i.e., full
bias on the head, before inserting the
second recording, so it was possible
for continuous sound effects to be
faded in and out at will, with the first
recording reducing in level in sym¬
pathy with the increase of level of
the second. But the record head con¬
trol should be left in the Maximum
position when a recording is played
back, otherwise hum will be heard. ■

FILMING “SUMI-SAN”
Continued From Page 351

versions of the Hollywood crab dolly
and camera boom, the independents
use makeshift perambulators pushed
on wooden dolly tracks made of planks
joined together. Before a dolly shot is
made, an assistant with a carpenter’s
plane patiently smooths down the
joints in the track so that dolly move¬
ment will be smooth. The important
point is that none of this is apparent
in the final result. What reaches the
screen is a product having superb
technical and artistic finish.
“Sumi-san” owes much of its visual
beauty to the striking sets designed
by Totesu Hirakawa and his associate,
Masao Yamazaki (who designed the
sets for the Hong Kong sequence of
the film).
The handsome interiors
include modern apartments in Tokyo
and Hong Kong, a country inn, and
a private residence belonging to the
parents of the heroine.
But the most outstanding achieve¬
ment of the art direction staff was
the creation on the studio stage of
“exteriors” so real in design and de¬
tail that they intercut perfectly with
actual establishing exteriors and defy
detection by even the most sharp-eyed
technician. One such setting depicts
a shrine set in a forest glade near
Kyoto. This set was used for several
sequences supposedly taking place in
spring and autumn. Since all of the
filming was done in summer, consid¬
erable alteration was necessary in
shooting the actual exterior establish¬
ing scenes. To denote spring, several
truckloads of live, out-of-season spring
plants were skillfully transplanted to
the area. When filming of this se¬
quence was completed, a crew of
twenty men took over and swiftly
changed spring to autumn. Armed
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professional ir.
Tripod with
grooved
Tripod Legs
Now Standard Equipment for all
Famous CECO Pro Jr. Tripod Heads

Pro Jr Tripod is better than ever with new Heavy
Duty Grooved tripod leg design. Assures greater
rigidity, no matter how far legs are extended.
Heavy Duty Groove design guarantees herculean
gripping power, because there’s almost twice the
gripping surface. Modern, rounded leg shape adds
strength and durability to the wood. Comes
equipped with indispensible double knob leg locks
which assure equal pressure on each leg. Avail¬
able with new ball joint swivel or standard base
plate.
When you are looking for the best in a tripod,
buy Professional Junior—the tripod designed with
the professional in mind!
CECO Pro Jr. Fluid Head
CECO Pro Jr. Friction Head
with Ball Joint Swivel
Allows really

fast,

adjusting tripod legs.

easy

leveling

without

Fits any Pro Jr

Tripod with adapter base plate. Has same
exclusive features as standard Pro Jr
Friction head . . . Pan & Tilt tension

The tripod head with smooth-as-silk maneuverability.
Silicone fluid unaffected by extreme temperature
range. Won’t dive in locked position. Guaranteed
leakproof. The undisputed performance champ!

In Hialeah, Florida:
1335 E. 10th Avenue
TUxedo 8-4604

controls; accessible camera mounting

,

In Hollywood California:

knob; adjustable interchangeable
telescoping pan handle. Skilfully designed
and engineered for long dependable
service. Unconditionally

6510 Santa Monica Boulevard
Hollywood 9-5119
*CECO — trademark of Camera Equipment CO.

guaranteed—the World’s Standard
of Tripod Quality!

FRANK

C.

7UCKER

(JflmeRn Eouipmem (o.,me.
CECO Ball Socket Swivel Joint

Dept. A-71 315 W. 43rd. St., New York 36, N. Y. • JUdson 6-1420

Adapter For Pro Jr. Tripod Heads

Please send me FREE descriptive literature on CECO
Professional Jr. Tripods and Tripod Heads.

A one piece adapter which fits quickly,
easily on to any Pro Jr Head. For use on
new swivel base tripod or standard Pro Jr
tripod with ball socket adapter base plate.

Name.
Firm.
Address.
City-

.Zone.

.State.

400 and
1200 foot
Conversions
FINEST
conversion
on the market to¬
day.
Convert your
Auricon
Cine-Voice
or
Pro to
a
fine
camera
that
will
handle full 400 feet
of film with perfect
jam-free, wow-free
operation.
Includes
Veeder-Root footage
counter,
filter
slot
and holders, phone
lack in camera and
complete refinishing.

Quick Service . . . Finest Workmanship . . .
Mitchell or Bell & Howell Magazines.
Write

for

Pictures

and

Complete

Details

GORDON YODER

PROFESSIONAL CINE PRODUCTS
2222

N.

Prairie Ave., Dallas 4, Texas

Phone LAkeside

1-2672

REPRINTS

NOW AVAILABLE
of the 6-page, illustrated article

SPECIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC
EFFECTS
IN MOTION PICTURES

25c
Per Copy
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with spray guns mounted on long
poles, they sprayed the foliage with
true fall colors—subtle oranges, yel¬
lows and reds, using easily-removable
water colors. Truckloads of autumn
leaves were brought in and scattered
realistically on the ground.
Then, in order to more efficiently
shoot dialogue sequences in this set¬
ting, an exact duplicate of a large area
of the forest, complete with shrine,
was built on the sound stage. The
terrain was reproduced down to the
last detail, the leaves were painted to
match, and one man was assigned to
plant living moss on the shadow side
of the shrine, rocks and lanterns
appearing in the scene. The cultiva¬
tion of moss is a high art in Japan—
one temple in Kyoto has thirty-two
different species cultivated on its
grounds—and the moss expert on the
set scurried about before each take
watering the moss so that it would
look live and photogenic for the cam¬
eras. During shooting of the autumn
sequence, a corps of special effects
assistants on the catwalks overhead
dropped leaves on cue—being careful
not to detract from the action. This
added effect lent an authentic and
lovely mood to the sequence.
Similar artistry was brought into

play in a sequence taking place in a
Japanese garden at night. A beauti¬
ful exterior set complete with exotic
plants, a waterfall and a shimmering
pool was constructed on the stage—
the entire vista softly suffused with
moonlight, an illusion difficult to
create without the use of arcs. The
final haunting touch was to be pro¬
vided by fireflies, their tiny bluish
tail-lights glowing on and off as they
glided about the foliage. It would
have been impossible, of course, for
the color cameras to pick up the dim
glow of actual fireflies—to say noth¬
ing of the difficulties that would have
been encountered in attempting to
ride herd on these peripetetic crea¬
tures. However, a perfect illusion was
created by using high-intensity elec¬
tric bulbs, the size of match heads,
suspended on fine black wires which
also conducted the current. A crew
of technicians, expert at manipulating
such effects, created an authentic imi¬
tation of the flight pattern of fireflies
fluttering from bush to bush around
the pool and waterfall. This exqui¬
site touch adds immeasurably to the
magic of the evening scene.
Several important sequences take
place in a cabaret where the heronie
works and where, inevitably, the boy

developsxreversal film at 1200 ft. per hr.
negative-positive film at 1200 ft. per hr.
MODEL R-15
REVERSAL FILM
EXCLUSIVE OVERDRIVE eliminates film breakage, automa¬
tically compensates for elongation; tank footage stays
constant.
EASY TO OPERATE, needs no attention.
VARIABLE SPEED DRIVE, development times from IV2 to
12 minutes.
COMPLETE DAYLIGHT OPERATION on all emulsions, no dark¬
room needed.
FEED-IN ELEVATOR & 1200-FT. MAGAZINE permits uninter¬
rupted processing cycles.
Machines of Filmline manufacture installed at: Pentagon
Bldg., Microfilm division, Washington, D.C.; U.S. Naval Re¬
search Laboratory; U.S. Public Health Service; U.S. Treasury
Department (15 machines); Atomic Energy Commission;
I.B.M.; G.E.; Pratt & Whitney Aircraft; McDonnell Aircraft;
Universities of: Texas, Notre Dame, Indiana, California,
Alabama, Miami, M.I.T.; TV Stations: WHAS, WMUR, WISH,
WBRE, WNCT, WJAR, WTRI, WFMY, WJHP, WCSC, WTVS, WTVJ,
KARK, KDUB, WTVR.
WRITE FOR DETAILS AND LITERATURE

Filmline
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STAINLESS STEEL tanks, air squeegee, recirculation fittings,
air agitation tube, lower roller guards.
F.O.B.
Milford, Conn

FORCED WARM AIR DRYBOX, uses no heating lamps.
Double Capacity Spray Wash
Uniform Tank Sizes
Cantilever Construction
Size: 76" x 50" x 24"

•
•
•
•

Filtered Air Supply
Self-Contained Plumbfng
Ball Bearing Gearbox
Weight: Approx. 475 lbs.

Milford, Conn.
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in the story meets the girl. It was
decided to shoot this action on loca¬
tion in an actual Tokyo night club,
the famous Benibasha (which means
“Red Mill” in English or “Moulin
Rouge” in French). The main diffi¬
culty encountered here was that the
ceiling of this sprawling room was
only eight feet high, and the walls
were covered with black velvet. There
was almost no place to mount lamps
needed to artistically light the three
hundred people in the scene. Standard
Mole-Richardson lighting units were
set up behind the camera, but the far
reaches of the set could only be
lighted by concealing small, trans¬
former-operated Japanese lighting
units (similar to Colortran equipment)
in strategic spots. Electrical power for
the operation was provided by a for¬
mer U.S. Army generator modified to
put out a stepped-up load of current.
Besides plot action, several spectacular
choreographic routines were also shot
in the cabaret.
Sequences at sea were actually shot
aboard the freighter Vander Hagen of
the Royal Interocean Lines as it made
its run from Hong Kong to Manila
and Manila to Kobe. Since the cast
and crew of the picture comprised
almost the entire passenger list (there
was only one other passenger), the
captain was most obliging in making
concessions for the filming. He ar¬
ranged to have power needed to run
the equipment available at any place
on the ship. When the director se¬
lected a shooting area, the captain
obligingly turned the ship at an angle
to provide the best light. He used the
ship’s radar to locate a rainstorm so
that a photogenic rainbow could ap¬
pear in the background of one scene.
And he once turned the ship 180 de¬
grees off course to enable the camera
to capture a sunset over the starboard
bridge. An observer flying overhead
would undoubtedly have been startled
to see the ship describing figure eights
all over the South China Seas in order
to accommodate the demands of the
camera.
“Sumi-san” was photographed in
Scanoscope, an anamorphic lens sys¬
tem having a 2-to-l aspect ratio and
was developed by Scanoptic, Inc. of
New York. The system (which provides
a wide-screen image of outstanding
sharpness, clarity and fidelity of re¬
production)

was designed as a light¬

weight auxiliary unit which could be
used

JUNE
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with

standard

If you’re going around in circles . . .

motion picture lenses of 40mm, 50mm,
75mm and 100mm focal lengths. A
special gearing system allows the unit
to be tied in directly with the followfocus mechanism of the Mitchell cam¬
era merely by engaging coupling pins
and tightening two thumb screws. It
is probably the simplest and lightest
weight anamorphic system yet de¬
veloped.
The Scanoptic corporation is doing
extensive work in the development of
anamorphic systems for gun camera
mounts, as well as for wide-screen
television. Its president, Dr. Franz
Ehrenhaft, felt that the work of Japa¬
nese cameramen on “Sumi-san” would
provide an excellent showcase for the
new anamorphic system and so he
extended fullest co-operation to the
producer and made the unit available
at a most nominal cost.
Processing

of

the

Eastman

color

negative and daily prints was done
by the Far East Laboratories of Osaka.
Th is lab functions as the Eastman
representative in Japan and has an
excellent reputation for careful process¬
ing of color negative. Its liaison tech¬

. . . come see us.

nician, Tadao Ueda, has worked with
Eastman color experts in the United
States and is highly regarded by them.
Working closely with the American
production company, he supervised
processing of the film and facilitated
delivery of it through customs.
Titles and optical effects (including
complicated oil dissolves) were exe¬
cuted by a relatively new organiza¬
tion, Modern Film Effects. The Gen¬
eral Film Laboratories of Hollywood
worked with special effort to realize
in release prints the quality insinuated
into the negative and to produce a
final result compatible with the nega¬
tive processing of the Japanese labora¬
tories.
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For producer-director Brusseau,
“Sumi-san” is a doubly rewarding
achievement, for not only is it a visu¬
ally beautiful film, but also a highly
successful experiment in combining
Japanese cinematic artistry and Ameri¬
can production know-how.
“In addition to technical excellence,
we believe this combination lent the
film a higher degree of authority as
to accuracy in all phases of Japanese
life,” Brusseau maintains.
“In the
past, many American films have been
notoriously inaccurate in reflecting the
Japanese character, culture and way
of life. We avoided this pitfall by
giving the Japanese technicians com¬

plete expression on elements which
they knew best. As a result, customs,
settings and costumes are completely
authentic. In the Japanese film in¬
dustry there are even rigid conven¬
tions as to the types of camera angles
used to express certain emotions and
actions.
We found these traditions
quite compatible with good dramatic
technique and used them extensively.
By and large, the Japanese film in¬
dustry is greatly indebted to its
American counterpart and has a high
regard for American technicians, par¬
ticularly cameramen, because of their
advanced technique. In seven months
of working side-by-side with Japanese
film craftsmen, mutual respect and
co-operation resulted in a completely
harmonious relationship and, I feel,
a significant step forward in better
understanding between peoples of dif¬
ferent countries and cultures.”
■

MAKEUP TESTS
Continued From Page 349

of the camera department at MGM.
Pink Tone In Prints
When screen tests made earlier of
Gina Lollobrigida were shown to
Director Cukor in the studio projec¬
tion room, he had insisted that she
looked suntanned.
And she did, on the screen, Daniels
agreed. Color film, he points out, is
not perfect due to certain limitations
in the dye system. Often women’s skin
tones appear on the screen a little
pinker than they really are, or appear
on the set. Its something that is sort
of built into present-day color film
processes. Most color film laboratories
slightly intensify the pink tones in the
printing procedure. This is because
most release prints are made for ex¬
hibition in theatres having high-intensity arc projectors. The light from
these arcs is substantially bluish, so
the laboratories intensify the pink in
the release prints on the theory that
the blue light of the high-intensity arcs
will wash it out, resulting in more
natural flesh tones.
Charts As Useful Tools
The object of making the color
charts, Daniels said, was not to teach
directors of photography what they
have known for years, but rather to
make available a tool that might be
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useful in their relationships with art
directors, costume designers, producers
and directors.
“I am concerned,” he says, “that
so few people know how complex is
the job of the director of photography.
Very few have any idea that so much
thought goes into a simple thing like
the color of makeup a star should use.
Of course the makeup people of the
studios know, as do most of the cos¬

COLORTRAN LIGHTS THE WORLD...from sunny California to the remote
corners of the globe you’ll find Colortran for sale or rental, lighting the way
for motion picture and still photographers. Because of its compactness
Colortran travels with you to the wide-open spaces and to otherwise
inaccessible areas on sets and on location. Whether you work with color
or black-and-white film Colortran offers you more trouble-free illumination
for less money. Continually refined, improved, and perfected, Colortran is
indispensable to those who demand flexibility and high standards.

tume designers, because the makeup
problem is basic. Like any fundamen¬
tal law. Once you know the funda¬
mentals of any art, you must start
there; you cannot be ignorant of these
fundmentals and be successful.”
■

LIMITED ANIMATION
Confirmed From Page 359

with favorable public reaction when
U.P.A. released its first “Mister
Magoo" film about a decade ago. In
addition to numerous short subjects,
U.P.A. has produced several animated
featurettes
and
one
feature-length
animated film, each endowed with the
same flat, free-style artistic treatment.
The marked individuality of U.P.A.
productions is combined with a favor¬
able economy of operation, as the aver¬
age cost of a U.P.A. short subject runs
only $30,000.
Walt Disney productions, on the
other hand, represent the direct oppo¬
site approach to cartoon design. For
thirty years the Disney organization
has been working toward achieving
near-reality in its films, by putting
cartoon characters in three-dimen¬
sional, scaled settings and by using
full animation almost exclusively. In
feature-length films this style has its
place, but its application to the aver¬
age short subject has drawbacks, both
financial and story-wise.
However,
superb use has been made of limited
animation in Disney science features
such as Man In Space, Mars And Be¬
yond, where highly detailed illustra¬
tions of space operations were depicted
using sliding cels and complex multi¬
plane animation, with a limit on sub¬
ject action.
As a comparison, let us take two
fairly recent feature-length animated
films: LI.P.A.’s 1001 Arabian Nights,
and Walt Disney Productions’ Sleep¬
ing Beauty. Both had approximately
the same running time, both were in
color. The Disney film was photo¬
graphed in widescreen Technirama,
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while the U.P.A. production was in
standard format 35mm. U.P.A. em¬
ployed its simple, well-known anima¬
tion style involving flat, abstract,
vividly colored backgrounds and lim¬
ited animation, while the Disney studio
aimed for life-like perfection of ani¬
mation, utilizing in some scenes as
many as a half-dozen planes of move¬
ment with several cel levels of full
animation on each. There is no ques¬
tion as to the artistic superiority of
the Disney film, but Sleeping Beauty
took more than seven years and
$5,000,000 to make, while 1001 Ara¬

bian Nights was only two years in
production at a cost of $2,000,000.
Innovations such as super-widescreen and six-channel stereophonic
sound tend to make little difference
to juvenile audiences who, for the most
part, accounted for much of the box
office earnings on each of the above.
Nor, unfortunately, does it matter
how far the technical aspects of ani¬
mation have been advanced, as is a
characteristic of almost all Disney
films. So we see the use of limited
animation as a factor leading to higher
profits in the field of feature-length
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The economic advantages should
not lead the film producer to disre¬
gard the factors which determine what
grade, or degree, of limited anima¬
tion should he employed in a com¬
mercial, a short subject, or a feature.
While there are certain types of sub¬
ject matter which are ideally suited
to treatment in limited animation,
there are also subjects which, when
handled with such techniques, lose
value and take on an undesirable,
crude appearance. Indeed there are
many commercials which should not
be animated at all. But no matter how
limited the animation, a well-executed
job is still expensive and requires
good artistic taste in large measure.
Since the motion picture industry is
a highly-competitive business, time¬
saving and cost-reducing measures will
continue to be a deciding factor in
determining various practices. Limited
animation has proven its efficiency in
these respects, and is therefore destined
to come into ever-increasing use in the
future.
■
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erly for camera angles, can be wasted
if there is no way provided to prop¬
erly light it in a cinematographic way.
Indeed, much money and effort is
often wasted in this way. But what
is most important in set design and
construction is the color scheme of
the set and the way it is painted.
The prevailing attitude among many
producers and directors is that mo¬
tion picture sets should he built to
enhance the atmosphere for acting,
and while this certainly has a hear¬
ing on the final result it should also
he possible to reach a balance be¬
tween the set’s eye appeal in color,
design and photographic values.
I
know of only a few colors that can
be used without risk on sets for blackand-white photography for television.
From the photographic point of view,
the simplest and safest color is neu¬
tral gray, but as this color often finds
objection among actors its eye-appeal
can be enhanced by the addition of
dark shades of blue and brown for
shadow effects. Still other colors which
can be recommended are brown, pink
and orange. As these colors are har¬
monious with the artists’ faces, their
use in set decoration makes it possible

to obtain correct exposure readings
with conventional exposure meters and
also permit fairly correct evaluation
of the set and lighting when a con¬
trast viewing glass is used.
Besides considering the colors to be
used on walls, etc., care should be
exercised in the design and construc¬
tion of sets to insure that there will
be no unnecessary details projecting
from wall surfaces. Thus window and
door frames should be kept as shal¬
low as possible; if these extend very
far they will cause deep shadows and
thus complicate the lighting, possibly
increase the range of background illu¬
mination beyond the required squeeze
range. This also applies to the furni¬
ture used on the set. Dark furniture
placed against the background, and
wood panel wainscoting (painted or
real) require extra set illumination.
Use of extremely bright objects in
a set, such as shiny metal props, etc.,
should be avoided because they can
cause unlooked-for glare and adversely
affect meter readings and consequently
the effective lighting range.
Let me emphasize here that the
precautions cited above do not imply
that the aim should be for flat light¬
ing. Indeed, shadows can and should
be employed naturally and effectively,
but they must never exceed the range.
After the proper range of set light¬
ing has been established, there is
the all-important matter of “reference
white” to be established in every scene.
This, too, requires careful considera¬
tion in the pre-production planning
of television films. If the director re¬
quires a closeup, with part of the set
as background, and there is no bright
object within the frame, then some¬
thing must be done to bring the back¬
ground up to full photographic scale
-—either by painting in highlights or
by calling on the prop man to intro¬
duce a suitable bright object into the
frame.

(b) Setting Lights:
Once sets have been looked to, the
cinematographer can move closer to
the essential part of his work—setting
the lights. Here, planning in advance
is likely to yield a consistent quality,
and it will certainly save the produc¬
tion money. I divide iny work into
three stages: planning, building lights,
and measuring and adjusting lights.
For the first stage, which usually takes
only a few minutes on the average
set, I always try to be by myself. The
planning 1 usually try to do the day
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before I place the lights, if the set is
ready, or before the rest of the crew
comes to work.
Before coming on the set, the cine¬
matographer presumably knows all the
movements and details of the action,
having read the script and discussed
matters with the director. Thus in¬
formed, he then decides the charac¬
ter and mood of the lighting he is
to employ, and the kind and the direc¬
tion of the light to be provided by
the main sources—keeping in mind
the squeezed range of illumination
established for television film photog¬
raphy.
As explained in my earlier article,
we had previously established that the
final range on the TV screen should
not exceed 40-to-l, and that because
of the several factors which influence
this, the range of brightness in the
scene should be approximately 16-to-l.
In the studio, where everything is
controlled, this presents no problem.
But we must keep in mind that the
studio scenes may have to be matched
with scenes shot on location, either
exterior or interior, where the exist¬
ing conditions may not readily lend
themselves to the ideal short range of
illumination. When this happens and
nothing can be done to improve the
conditions, I tend to compromise and
increase the range by half a stop on
the Weston meter—which then gives
a range of 44/2 stops or 24-to-l.
In terms of standard photographic
technique a range of 24-to-l, let alone
16-to-l, is quite low for black-andwhite photography. This range ordi¬
narily is suitable for most color pho¬
tography, but there is little to be
gained by making comparisons with
color because the problem is alto¬
gether different. Color forms a pic¬
ture by itself even when the light is
quite flat.
To achieve an approximate effect
in black-and-white photography the
light must be varied.
Every cine¬
matographer has his own method of
doing this, therefore I will make only
a few general suggestions: Avoid large,
evenly-lit surfaces or areas; try to
break up large areas into smaller
patches of light, especially when the
area is the background in medium or
close-up shots; for all shots close
enough to employ them, use back lights
and rim lights—the so-called “kickers”
-—which add sparkle to a scene.
Ordinarily, daylight scenes do not
present much of a problem as regards
illumination range, but an effect of
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light on walls can make the photog¬
raphy richer in tone, and can also be
used to provide the vital “reference
white.”
There is a strong attitude among
some film makers that night scenes
should be avoided because they are
unsuitable for television. This think¬
ing stems, I believe, from the old
movie tradition that a night scene
should be an under-exposed scene, a
tradition which owes its origin to the
fact that in the early days of film
making under-exposure was the only
way—and it is still the cheapest way—
to get a night effect on film. This
method is still used to some extent in
shooting theatrical films, and it is per¬
fectly applicable to the medium be¬
cause of the size and reflective quali¬
ties of the screens on which such films
are projected.
Effective night scenes can be pro¬
duced in television films by other
means. First, let us consider what any
scene is in strictly photographic terms.
It is a composition of light and dark
areas. A predominance of the lighter
or whiter areas gives the effect of
high-key photography, and where
large dark areas predominate in a
scene, the photographic result is low
key. But the range in between the
lightest and darkest areas should he
the same in both cases. To create the
effect of night or low-key photography,
it is only necessary to increase the
number of dark areas in the scene
compared with the light areas. This
can be achieved in a number of ways,
a few of which will be cited here:
Place in the background an effec¬
tive source of light which will give a
literary explanation of the mood of
the scene, and heighten its effect with
shadows. Use side light rather than
front light; the latter throws too much
general illumination on the set. See
that the deepest shadow is within the
range in relation to the highlights.
Faces should be lit more from one
side than the other, but they should
have the same brightness as faces in
an ordinary scene when a light-read¬
ing is taken from the brighter-lit side.
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In general, I favor the practice of
selective lighting because it affords
complete control of every lighting unit
and therefore of all the different
phases of the set illumination. This
applies particularly to TV film pho¬
tography, where we require a re¬
stricted lighting range and an altered
balance of the gray scale. In fact, the

desired result can only be achieved
when the illumination on every part
of the scene can be controlled.
In following closely the principles
of selective lighting, I always try to
establish the basic lighting mood of
entire sequences through the direction,
intensity and contrast of the light, by
setting all the lights for the largest
scene in the script. This has nothing
to do with the schedule of shooting,
although it may he advantageous to
the producer in saving time later on,
but not necessarily. I find it makes
it much easier to begin with the whole
and then work down into the parts.
Thus I always start by setting up the
lighting units for effects such as sun¬
light or light from windows, practical
lamps, etc. Next I light the walls and
the various pieces of furniture. Only
after all this is completed do I set up
the lights for the artists. I have no set
pattern as to which lights I use for
walls or furniture or for artists’ faces;
this depends on the action. But in
general I try to work as much as pos¬
sible with the set lamps suspended
from overhead or mounted at top of
the walls, thus avoiding a complex of
lighting equipment and cables on the
floor.
(To be concluded next month.)

WHAT’S THE ANGLE?
Continued From Page 355

where we can get a better view of
what’s going on. In a closeup, we bring
the subject within arm’s length.
It is almost invariably best to open
a sequence with a long-shot. This plants
the geography of the scene in the minds
of the audience: and you’ve got to re¬
member in any kind of film that al¬
though you, who made the picture, may
have a clear idea of the general layout
of the locale, your audience wasn’t
there and it probably won’t be familiar
with the arrangement of the place or
the room. A good long-shot, held for a
fair amount of footage at the beginning
of the sequence, will tell them where it
is. and what it’s like.
But in a long-shot you can’t very well
see the details of the scene, or follow
the details of the action. When you
want these details in real life, you move
up closer. A medium-shot camera angle
does this for the motion picture.
There are times when ordinary close
approach is not enough to show the im¬
portant detail of any thing or action.
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Then, in actuality, you try to get within
arm’s length of whatever you’re looking
at, and get a closeup of it. That’s the
closeup’s primary function in motion
pictures.
Now, to bring this discussion to a
more practical plane, suppose we are
shooting a documentary in Zion Na¬
tional Park. Say we open with a pic¬
torial long-shot of the Great White
Throne. It shows the scene perfectly,
including, in the middle distance, a car
with some people standing around it.
We don’t know who they are, or what
they’re doing, but there they are. A
medium-shot could follow, and show
that they are a typical tourist group—
a man, his wife and a child, and that
the man was doing something to the
car. Moving nearer with the camera for
a closeup, we show the man changing a
tire. And if we want to come to an
extreme, big-head closeup, we can show
that the man is perspiring copiously!
The same thing applies to scenes in
which we are more interested in what
is being done, than in who is doing it.
Suppose instead of the man changing
the tire we are photographing an ex¬
pert service-man at work: the long-shot
shows where he is; the medium-shot
shows who he is and what he’s doing;
and the closeup shows how expertly he’s
doing it.
Just which of these angles is best for
any given scene can usually be deter¬
mined by the idea we re trying to get
across to the folks who see the film.
If that idea is “where” or “what,” the
longer shots are best; if it is “who” or
“how,” closer shots are vital. In filming
a big league ball game, a long-shot will
show it’s the Yankee Stadium — but
only a closeup will prove it’s the Yan¬
kee’s star hitter batting, or show how
he bats.
This business of picking cameraangles can do a lot more than this, how¬
ever. How often have we seen pictures
of people in dark clothes carefully
posed in front of dark green shrubberv
—or folks in light garments merged
into light-colored backgrounds? Here,
a little thought about camera-angles—
selecting an angle that offered a prop¬
erly contrasting background — would
have obviated the need for projectionroom apologies.
And there are other embarrassments
that can be avoided by similar thought
of the camera’s viewpoint. Recently a
friend pridefully showed me a shot he
had made of his wife. It was a nice
shot, but it was just too bad that a
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perfectly “normal” size instrument for
hand-held use in the field and in the
studio.

1,900.00

Moviola 35/35 w/bulls eye, no mag., com¬
posite sound ...-.
900.00
Moviola 35/35 Preview large screen w/
mag., footage counters . 1,800.00
Moviola editing machine (UCS) 35/53 old
model cutters machine only, no take up
arms, optical composite sound .
375.00
Neumode Splicer R-2 (35mm).
22.00
Moviola Model “D” Picture Head w/take
up arms, variable speed, foot pedal....
200.00
Precision
Reader,
Sound,
optical
only.
Model 600 .
100.00
Bell & Howell 16-35mm Splicers.
225.00
Bell & Howell Splicer, foot models, com¬
bination 16-35mm, overhauled.
900.00
Bell & Howell Splicer, foot model 35mm,
overhauled
.
850.00
Neumade 16mm Clamp Down rewinds, per
pair ..-.
16.00
Cine Special sync, motors .
75.00
Mitchell 400x35 magazines .
100.00
Bell & Howell 400x35 Bi-Pack magazine....
350.00
Neumade Heavy Duty Power rewinds w/
foot pedal—16 or 35mm ...
76.00
Neumade Dynamics rewind—35mm.
13.50
Mitchell
12
volt
35mm
variable
speed
motor
.
250.00
Filmo motor—115 volts, 24 frame sync, w/
cable
.
1 10.00
Moviola
16/16
w/Bulls
Eye,
no
mag.,
composite sound .
900.00
Trickle Charger far Arri. wet cell battery..
10.00
Pan Cinor, 20 to 60mm in “C” mount. ..
100.00
Cinegon 20mm in Arri. mount.
375.00
Mikro Kilar 40mm lens.
150.00
Eyemo motor, variable speed, 24 volt.
65.00
Mitchell Viewfinder .
350.00
Wall Sync, motors, 220 volt, 50 cycle, 3
phase
.
250.00
Spectra 2-Color meter...;.
200.00
Spectra 3-color Meter .
260.00
Bell & Howell geared head tripod, com¬
plete w/base .
350.00
Akeley Tripods, gyro head.$550.00 & UP
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2 Single lens
Galvanometer,

Arriflex 16, new style 16-25-50mm Xenon
lenses. Matte Box, Camera Case, 400 ft.
Mags.
Arriflex 35mm, 120° shutter, 28-50-75mm
Xenon lenses .
Arriflex
35mm
w/variable speed
motor,
120°
shutter,
30-50-75mm
Primoplan
lenses, 3—200 ft. magazines.
Arriflex
35mm
w/180°
shutter,
28-5075mm Xenon lenses, motor cable, sun¬
shade,
matte
box,
case,
1—400
ft.
magazine
.
Cine-flex 35mm camera w/200 ft. mag.,
12 volt DC motor, and power cord.
Eyemo 35 Single lens “A” mount w/2"
Eyemax lens .
Eyemo 35 w/47mm Cooke F 2.7, case.
Filmo 16mm 70 S High-Speed Camera....
Bell & Howell 35mm standard model D.D.
High Speed camera w/cable and extra
belts, case .
Bell
&
Howell
35mm
Standard
camera
#616 w/170° shutter, unit 1
shuttle,
overhauled and refinished.
Berndt-Maurer 16mm Single System camera
w/sound equipment, galvo, amplifier, 3
lenses, 2—400 ft mags., and 6 cases ...
Cine Special
II w/100 ft. and 200 ft.
mags., 15mm Ektar 2.5, 152mm Kodak,
Telephoto F 4.5 Lenses, Case.
Cine Special I w/100 ft. magazine, 25mm
K.A. F 1.9 Lens.
Cine Special II w/100 ft. magazine.
Maurer-05 Camera
head
only w/built-in
features and 1—400 ft. mag.
DeVry 35mm camera w/50mm lens.
Arriflex 35mm Blimp .
Arriflex 35mm 110 Volt Synch motor and
case
.
Arriflex 35mm 200 ft. magazines.
Arriflex 35mm 400 ft. magazines.
Cine Special 100 ft. Film Chambers.
Cine Special 200 ft. Film Chambers..
Bell & Howell 400 ft. 35mm magazines. ..
Bell & Howell 1000 ft. 35mm magazines..

JUdson

i

The new Gossen Lunasix exposure meter.

METER WITH A MEMORY
West Germany’s Gossen Electrical
Instrument Company has developed a
new photoelectric exposure meter so
sensitive that it can indicate the ex¬
posure even for moonlit landscapes.
Imported and distributed in the U.S.
by Kling Photo Corporation, New
York, the Gossen Lunasix meter is
reportedly 256 times, or 8 full lens
stops, more responsive than ordinary
photoelectric exposure meters. It is
thus able to yield accurate readings
at extremly low light levels that could
not be measured even with the most
sensitive conventional meters. Instead
of taking a series of time-consuming
and costly test exposures under poor
light conditions, professional cine¬
matographers can, with the GossenLunasix, obtain exact measurements
in such cases.
Paul
Klingenstein,
President of
Kling Photo Corp., at the May meet¬
ing of the American Society of Cine¬
matographers, personally exhibited the
meter to members of the ASC and
explained how the extraordinary sensi¬
tivity of the Lunasix has been achieved
by means of a specially developed
photo-conductive element incorporated
into a sophisticated circuit and pow¬
ered by a tiny
long-life
mercury cell. In its spectral response,
the Lunasix approximates the human
eye. With all its features, the Luna¬
six weighs only 7 ounces, measures

With a light acceptance of only 30°
for reflected light, the Lunasix per¬
mits very critical readings of small
areas for utmost exposure control. Of
special importance to cinematograph¬
ers is a built-in, adjustable diffuser
which readily converts the meter from
reflected to incident light readings
for every type of subject or illumina¬
tion. In addition, a built-in conver¬
sion table shows the foot candle equiva¬
lents from .014 to 14,000 fc. for any
incident light measurement—an im¬
portant extra feature useful particu¬
larly in cinematography.
Easy To Read Scales
All calibrations and scales of the
Gossen-Lunasix are in bold, legible
numerals. Readings are transferred to
a large computer dial on the face of
the instrument which can be pre-set
for film exposure indexes from ASA 6
to ASA 12,000 or 1° to 12° ASA
under the new system. Exposure times
from 1/4000 second to 8 hours can
be read directly from the dial for lens
openings from f/1 to f/90. Direct
readings are also shown for motion
picture cameras at speeds of 8, 16, 24,
48, 64 and 128 frames per second.
In addition, for shutters calibrated in
Exposure Values, the Lunasix gives
readings from EV —9 to EV +22.
All meter readings. ASA indexes and
f-stop scales are calibrated in I/3 steps
for utmost accuracy in measuring and
camera settings.
The tiny mercury cell power source
is contained in a small round chamber
Continued On Page 378
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SELL, SWA

Largest, Most Productive Classified Ad Section Of Any Publication Serving Makers Of Motion Pictures
STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.

WANTED

35MM MITCHELL Standard, with hi-speed
gears. Recently completely rebuilt and refinished by Mitchell. Like new. 7—Cooke Tscale lenses, 2—1,000 and 2—400 ft. maga¬
zines, 1 10V. and 12V. wild motors, full
aperture with academy mattes, wide screen
and TV ground glasses, finder, matte box,
Akeley gyro tripod, baby, hi-hat, all cases.
Whole works $5,500.00 or, less tripods,
$4,900.00. Private. Will ship prepaid air¬
freight. Box 1404, AMERICAN CINEMATOG¬
RAPHER.

FOR SALE: Model D 16mm Moviola, $125.00.
METAL MASTERS, 5599 University Ave., San
Diego, Calif.

WHY SACRIFICE
your production and struggle with old or used
equipment when we can trade for cash or
new equipment? Let us know what you have
and what you need.
THE CAMERA MART, INC.
1 845 Broadway PL 7-6977 New York 23, N.Y.

FOR SALE, to settle estate: Movie Equipment.
Cine Kodak Special 1 1 and carrying case,
optical
viewfinder,
variable speed
motor,
assorted lenses, adaptors and filters, Auricon:
sound on film recorder, recording amplifier,
dual turntable, tripod Model S-12, micro¬
phone Model E6; Bell and Howell Filmosound
# 185 projector: Professional Jr. collapsible
dolly, Precision Laboratory optical-magnetic
sound reader.
150 items, plus $10,000.00
in photographic and darkroom equipment.
For inventory and prices write: FLORENCE
BROWN, 88 North Main St., Portville, N.Y.
Bell & Howell unit "I" Shuttle with
Prism and cut out for projection....$550.00
Bell & Howell 35mm 400 ft.
magazine .
40.00
Wall 35mm camera moviements. 275.00
Mitchell Double Arm Matte Box. 175.00
Kinevox Automatic Slater . 450.00
Mitchell Variable Diffuser . 1 25.00
J. BURGI CONTNER, A.S.C.
P.O. Box 472
New Canaan, Conn.
Special conversion KINEVOX synchronous mag¬
netic recorder for producer working in both
16mm and 35mm. Two sets sprocket drives
and rollers engineered to use either 36 or 90
f.p.m. with 16mm or split 35mm magnetic
film. Excellent condition, sturdy, portable and
dependable, $985.00. COMPASS FILMS, 910
Keystone St., Anaheim, Calif.
PROCESS PROJECTION EQUIPMENT
PRECISION REGISTRATION — USED MITCHELL
OR CUSTOM BLIMPED TYPE ON PORTABLE
CASTER BASES. COMPLETE WITH SCREENS, IN¬
TERLOCKED
DISTRIBUTORS,
CABLES,
INTER¬
COMS, LENSES, ETC.
FULL
INFORMATION.
PHOTOS AND PRICES ON REQUEST. BOX 1340,
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
See S.O.S. Specials on Pages 346 and 347
TRADES TAKEN
Phone PL 7-0440
•
Cable SOSOUND
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19
Western Branch—6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, California
Phone: HO 7-2124
GOV'T SURPLUS in new condition! FILM DRY¬
ERS. 35mmx200 ft. capacity Stineman de¬
veloping outfits. Eyemo camera lenses. K-1A
Houston developers, reversal or positive film.
AIR PHOTO SUPPLY, DEPT. C-l, 555 East
Tremont Ave., New York 57, N.Y.
LATEST Mitchell 35mm background projec¬
tor. Complete with distributor, interlock cam¬
era motor, cables, lenses and rheostat. Like
New.
Box 1425, AMERICAN CINEMATOG¬
RAPHER.

CINE SPECIAL 1, perfect, 4 lenses, extra maga¬
zine,
cases,
filters,
accessories.
Sacrifice,
$500.00. ROBERT F. GOWEN LABORATORIES,
Ossining, N.Y.
B&H sound projector with Bodine sync motor,
$325.00. DON DUNN, 26246 Fairview Ave.,
Lomita, California. DA6-4925.
CINE Special
Series
I
Perfect.
1"
lens.
$400.00. Write Box 1250, AMERICAN CINE¬
MATOGRAPHER.
AURICON Pro-600. Complete. Perfect. Guaran¬
teed. 40% reduction. MILT BOZANIC, KSHOTV, Las Vegas, Nevada.
Two 35mm portable DEVRY projectors with
sound equipment, $450.00. MACES TRADING
POST, 1001 McAllister, San Francisco, Calif.

WANTED
FOR THIRTY-FIVE YEARS WE’VE TRADED
AND SOLD
Equipment new and equipment old.
To serve our customers is our desire.
Let us help you find a buyer.
CONSIGNMENTS TAKEN — SHIP IT IN —
OUR PERCENTAGE IS SMALL
WIRE US — PHONE: PL 7-0440
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION
Dept, fc
Cable: SOSOUND
602 W. 52nd Street
New York 19, N.Y.
Western Branch — 6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif., HO 7-2124
WANTED TO BUY FOR CASH
16MM AND 35MM CAMERAS
AND ACCESSORIES
MITCHELL—BELL & HOWELL STANDARD
AND EYEMO—ARRIFLEX—MAURER
ALSO
LABORATORY, EDITING AND
LIGHTHING EQUIPMENT
CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
315 WEST 43RD STREET • NEW YORK 36, N. Y
CABLE—CINEQUIP
EXPERT
FREELANCE
35MM
CAMERAMEN—
Register for money-making local assignments
in U.S., Central and So. America, Caribbean,
Orient, and other foreign locales. Good cam¬
era equipment, creativity, and ability to pro¬
duce professional results essential. Payment by
assignment and footage basis. Give particulars
and phone number in first letter. WORLD WIDE
FILMS, 108 So. LaJolla Ave., Hollywood 48,
Calif. Phones: WE 0-8308 and OL 3-5072.
FOOTAGE ... 16 mm color. In producing
films for schools we frequently need stock
shots or persons to shoot a few scenes in
different locations. If you have footage sam¬
ples and are interested in occasional small
assignments . . . contact: GROVER-JENNINGS
PRODUCTIONS, INC., P.O. Box 303, Monterey,
Calif.
WANTED, old silent short subject negatives
35mm, all rights included. Send full infor¬
mation. STARLITE FILMS, 2968 W. Henrietta
Rd., Rochester 23, New York.

RATES: Ads set in lightface type, I5f per word. Minimum ad, $2.00. Text set in
lightface capital letters (except 1st word and advertiser’s name) 20<? per word.
Modified display format (text set in boldface type, capitals or upper-and-lower case)
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TRY F&B LAST
FOR THE HIGHEST QUOTE ON
USED MOVIE EQUIPMENT
FLORMAN & BABB
68 W. 45th ST., N. Y. 36, N. Y.
Mitchell—Akeley—B & H—Wall—Eyemo
Cameras—Lenses—Equipment
NATIONAL CINE EQUIPMENT, INC.
209 West 48th St.
New York, N.Y.
Moviola, 16mm Model LP.
Must be clean,
good working condition.
STANLEY VRBA,
2421 S. Spaulding Ave., Chicago 29, III.

SERVICES AVAILABLE
CENTURY 21, SEATTLE-TACOMA, Cinematog¬
rapher with 96 tv-news and public relations
credits in 1960 available for contract or foot¬
age assignment. AURICON EQUIPPED. RAY
ALRED, 437 East 60th, Tacoma 4, Washington.
GReenfield 2-2553.
16mm FILM assignments—Chicago, Zoographic,
Scenic, Industrial. ARLETTE STUDIO FILM PRO¬
DUCTIONS, 2754 N. Ashland Ave., Chicago
14, Illinois. Bl 8-8612.
16mm FREE-LANCE producer is going to Europe
this summer. If you like to have stock shots
made or the whole works—whatever you
have? I will do it!
Box 1424, AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER.
CAMERAMAN — editor — sound recordist. 12
years experience newsreel, documentary, in¬
dustrial film production. Arriflex 16 equipped.
Free lance or staff assignment. Resume on
request. Box 1406, AMERICAN CINEMATOG¬
RAPHER.
CAMERAMAN available for assignments
Florida-Caribbean area. Documentary, scenic,
UNDERWATER, sound. ROY CHEVERTON, 2625
N. Ocean Blvd., Ft. Lauderdale, Florida.
FILM ASSIGNMENTS, New York, Boston area,
scenic, stock shots, industrial. ACORN FILMS,
168 W. 46th St., N. Y. C. Judson 6-2272,

LABORATORY & SOUND
ROCKY MOUNTAIN 16MM HEADQUARTERS
16mm Black & White and Anscochrome
Processing—Printing—Recording—Editing
Rental • Sales • All types of film in stock
Write for Price List
WESTERN CINE SERVICE, INC.
312 S. Pearl St., Denver 9, Colo.
Sherman 4-1017.
SOUND RECORDING at a reasonable cost.
High Fidelity 16 or 35. Quality guaranteed.
Complete studio and laboratory services. Color
printing and lacquer coating. ESCAR MOTION
PICTURE SERVICE, INC., 7315 Carnegie Ave¬
nue,
Cleveland
3, Ohio.
Phone ENdicott
1 -2707.

$1.50 per line. Send copy with remittance to cover payment to Editorial Otfice,
American Cinematographer, 1782 No. Orange Drive, Hollywood 28, Calif. Forms
close 1st of month preceding date of issue.
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This is Ihe latest IMPROVED

(INEKAD JUNIOR DOLLY
Used Nationally by
Discriminating Cameramen
This 3-Wheel Collapsible Dolly Is
especially designed to meet the demand for con¬
venient mobility of cameras on location or in
the studio.

The new model instead of the
4" wheels is constructed with 5"
heavy duty rubber-tired swivel
wheels.

CINEKAD ENGINEERING CO.
763 10th Ave., N.Y., N.Y., PLaza 7-3511

THE ANSWER TO THE PRODUCER'S PRAYER

RAV MERCER & CO.

✓

TITLES..-SPECIAL EFFECTS -.FADES
WIPES— MATTES—SUPERIMPOSE) RES
DISSOLVES- - INSERTS. - ANIMATION
MINIATURES--TRICK PHOTOGRAPHY
CINEMASCOPE -- BLK & WHT. - COLOR

SEN D

OR FREE SPECIAL EFFECTS CHART
42-11 NORMAL AVE. HOLLYWOOD 29, CALIF.

(INEKAD Microphone Booms
CINEKAD Mike Booms are light in
weight, rigidly constructed, precision
engineered and ideal for location or
studio work.

ALL

1
2

MODELS FIT

IN YOUR CAR!

3

4

Model BR-12 extends from 7 to 14 feet.
Model C-12 extends from 7 to 14 feet; has
external directional mike control.
Model “Miracle" extends from 7 to 18
feet; has internal fitted noiseless directional
mike control.
Model C-18 extends from 7 to 20 feet;
has external directional mike control.

Each CINEKAD Mike Boom has a sturdy
5-foot stand, which can be elevated to a
height of 10 feet.
Write for Free

Catalogue

CINEKAD ENGINEERING CO.

BELL & HOWELL GAUGES
FOR FILMO REPAIR

S-3972-N1
Shuttle Teeth Gauge
This pair of-precision tools cuts hours off Filmo
repair time. Regular price for this set is $341.62.
We offer these—in brand new condi& <■ CA
tion—while they last—both gauges
| jll

763 1OTH AVE., NEW YORK 19, N Y.

BOLEX ACCESSORIES
BY STEVENS
Variable Shutter * Split-Frame Mask * Syn¬
chronous and Battery Camera Drives * Time
Lapse Timer * Lens Extension Tubes * Rackover • Turret Lever • Third Turret Stop • Turret
Filter Slides * Camera Base * Lens control
Handle * 400-Ft. Magazine * Sound Sprockets
Write for our Bolex Accessory Catalog.

STEVENS ENGINEERING CO.
Dept. “A”, 340 N. Newport Blvd.

FLORMAN & BABB, Inc. n8t34g5ny
378

at the back of the Lunasix, where it
is readily replaceable without opening
the meter body. The proper power
output of the cell can he checked at
any time by means of an external
power control switch and then observ¬
ing the control indicator on the meter
dial.
The Gossen-Lunasix is priced at
about $60 and will be available in the
U.S. at better camera stores after May
31st.
:ji

Write tor more details and prices.

.

Continued From Page 376

Newport Beach, Calif.

*

Evaluating Lens Distortion
The two methods generally used to¬
day to measure lens performance give
better results than previously believed
possible, according to a National
Bureau of Standards study partially
supported by the U. S. Air Force.
In a series of tests on the same lens,
the values for distortion derived either
visually or photographically were pre¬
cise to within ±4 microns. These
limits of error are substantially better
than earlier permissible limits of ±20
microns. The experimental results are
expected to lead to increased accuracy
in calibrating both the cameras and
lenses used in photogrammetry.
Since the advent of aerial mapping
from photographs, the radial distor¬
tion in the focal plane of photographic
objectives (cameras and lenses) has
been intensively studied. The magni¬
tude of this distortion is a measure of
the degree of accurate reproduction
on an enlarged scale of the photo¬
graphed scene.
Lenses are conse¬
quently being developed to give everdecreasing values for distortion in
order to increase the reliability of the
data derived from aerial photographs.
To evaluate lens performance several
methods have been followed by test¬
ing laboratories, but the two most
frequently employed are the visual
method using a nodal slide bench, and
the photographic method using a pre¬
cision lens-testing camera. However,
somewhat inconsistent values have been
observed occasionally on the same lens
measured at different laboratories by
either one of the two methods. Since
both kinds of equipment are main¬
tained at the Bureau for special types
of calibrations, the present study was
undertaken by F. E. Washer, W. P.
Tayman, and W. R. Darling to deter¬
mine the accuracy of the two methods.
The nodal slide bench used for the

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

tests, although constructed 30 years
ago, is still regarded as a precision
instrument. It consists of a collimator,
a nodal-slide lens holder, and a mi¬
crometer microscope. When the lens
is carefully aligned in the holder, the
axial image formed of the target’s il¬
luminated reticle coincides with the
object plane of the viewing micro¬
scopes. The distortion present in a lens
may then be evaluated by shifting the
microscope laterally from one position
to another, and comparing the results
thus obtained.
The precision lens-testing camera is
one of the earliest successful devices
developed to measure lens performance
photographically. The testing equip¬
ment includes the camera mounted on
a rotating carriage between a viewing
microscope and a lens holder. The lens
holder is at the center of convergence
of an array of 10 collimators arranged
in a fan shape to cover an angle of 45°.
Resolution charts are used as reticles
for the collimators.

Automatic Daylight Processing
I

DEVELOPING TANK

!

•
•
•
•
•
•

\

j

• Motor driven—Heated
• Speedy drying
• Automatic shrinkage allow¬
ance
• Stainless steel and
aluminum construction
• Easily assembled without
tools
• Compact, Portable

In the present experiment, the lens
tested had an equivalent focal length
of 150mm, with values of distortion
referred to the equivalent focal length
ranging from +110 to —110 microns.
In comparing the values of distortion
found by both methods, all values were
referred to a calibrated focal length.
Thus the positive maximum distortion
value in each case was equal in mag¬
nitude to the negative minimum dis¬
tortion value.
Nearly identical results were ob¬
tained with the two methods. These
findings indicate that when proper
care is exercised, the values obtained
by either method need not depart from
the common average by more than
±5 microns. In the course of the
investigation it was noted that the
values derived by the photographic
method could be adversely affected by
plate curvature; waqjage of the plates
or differential plate tipping; improper
alignement of the collimators; and
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OVER 30 YEARS OF MAJOR STUDIO
EXPERIENCE AND THE FINEST
SPECIALIZED EQUIPMENT ARE NOW
AVAILABLE TO THE INDEPENDENT PRODUCER.
Inquiries

Micro Record (orp.

invited.

New

price

list

available.

FILM EFFECTS of Hollywood, Inc.

Write for Free Literature
South Ave.

I

1153

N. Highland Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif.
LINWOOD DUNN, ASC, President
Phone:
HOIlywood
9-5808.
Cable:
FILMEFX

The man who sharpens his
pencil to figure costs...

The lens under test is mounted in
the holder and aligned with the colli¬
mator in the 0° position. The carriage
is rotated until the camera is aimed
at one of the extreme collimators and
a negative is made. The carriage is
then rotated until the camera is aimed
at the collimator at the opposite ex¬
treme and a second negative is made.
Measurements on the photographs ob¬
tained from these two positions are
used to evaluate the magnitude of
radial distortion present.

Fades,
dissolves,
wipes,
hold frame,
reverse
action or direction, enlarge or reduce image,
lengthen or shorten scene, speed up or slow
down action, zoom forward or back, push-offs,
distortion or ripple effect, out-of-focus dissolve,
flip-overs, page-turn effect, split screens, superimposures, matting, dodging, filtering, tinting,
bas relief effect, liquid gate printing, and many
other
scene
modifications
and
manipulations
available in color, B&W, 16mm, 35mm. For
further details see “Cinemagic of the Optical
Printer"
in the A.S.C. Manual, Page 361.

Processes op to 200 Ft.
8mm-l 6mm-35mm-70mm
Movie—X-Ray—Microfilm
Motor driven portable
Uniform Density Assured
400 Ft. Tank Available

FILM DRYER

Guaianteed.

SPECIAL EFFECTS
CAN GREATLY ENHANCE ANY PRODUCTION

FROM

CECO

CAMERAS • LIGHTS • ACCESSORIES
Cameras: 16mm & 35mm—Sound
(Single or Double System)—Silent
—Hi-Speed—Instrumentation
Lighting: Arcs—Incandescents
—Spot s—FI o o d s—D i m m e r s—
Reflectors—All Lighting Accessories

Portable—Truck

Generators:

It makes sense, it saves dollars to rent
from CECO. What’s your problem? —
a 6-second ID or a giant spectacular?
CECO’s store rooms are bulging with
the world’s finest and newest photographic equipment.

Mounted
Magnetic—
Optical—Mikes—Booms
Sound Equipment:

Grip Equipment: Parallel S—

Goboes—Other Grip accessories
Cranes, Dollies:

Crab—Westem-

Everything is checked out to perform
"better than new”.
vicing is

provided

All normal ser¬
FREE.

Ask your

accountant why you save money when

Portable Panoram

you rent instead of buy.

Wide angle—Zoom—'Tele¬
photo— Anamorphic

action, call JUdson 6-1420 — today!

Lenses:

Editing Equipment: Moviolas
—Viewers—Splicers—Rewinders

16mm &
35mm—Sound & Silent—SlideContinuous

Projection Equipment:

Television:

Closed Circuit TV

For quick

(7nm€Rfl €quipmenT(o.,inc.
315 W. 43rd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y.

JUdson 6-1420

Camera Equipment Co., Inc.
Dept.
A-15, 315 W. 43rd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y.
Gentlemen: Please rush me your FREE complete
catalogue of Rental Equipment.

Camera Cars:

Name.

® TM #707529

Firm.

In Hialeah, Florida :

Street.

Camera Equipment Co., Inc. of Florida
1335 East 10th Ave • TUxedo 8-4604

City.Zone.State.
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26 YEARS OF
QUALITY

REVERSAL
PROCESSING

• Specialists

in

high

speed

or

standard reversal processing
• Security clearance

errors in the angles separating colli¬
mators; and errors in plate measure¬
ments. A number of calibrations on
the same lens with the nodal slide
method showed no systematic error
present when special precaution was
taken in alignment adjustments.
*

❖

*

Night Effects In Color
Color motion picture films are not
yet senstive enough for actual night
time photography, according to George
T. Keene of Eastman Kodak Co., who
discussed the subject at the recent
SMPTE convention in Toronto. He
demonstrated with still pictures that
photography at night does not actually
simulate what the eye sees.
Previous methods for shooting night
scenes in color have relied upon under
exposure. But improved films have
made this method impractical, Keene
explained, because underexposing them

• Free Vacuumating
• Films returned same day

gives a bright blue sky and unrealistic
colors in the photographed scene. Ex¬
periments conducted with exposure
values, filters, and printing of reversal
films indicate that the most successful
method for achieving acceptable “na¬
tural” night time effects in color pho¬
tography is to overexpose the color film
and then print it on a film master to
get the required density. A compro¬
mise of between normal and three stops
overexposure renders artificial lights
correctly while maintaining the color
and tone scale that most observers
associate with night vision.
*

*

*

Calculators Aid Lens Makers
The so-called electronic brain has
made it possible for today’s lens de¬
signers to recalculate old formulas and
to devise new ones, speedily and pre¬
cisely, whereas it used to take months
and sometimes years.
■

• Customer extra service: Special
prices on

Eastman

& du

Pont

Reversal Film

WHAT’S THE ANGLE?
Continued From Page 375

NATIONAL CINE LABORATORIES
WASHINGTON 17, D. C.

■
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LIQUID GATE
PRINTING FOR
16-35 BLOW-UPS
An amazing new 16mm and 35mm process
which eliminates scratches, smooths out grain
and enhances overall quality. It is particularly
valuable for use in reclaiming of old and
worn films.
Complete Laboratory and Effects

Services

NEW PRICE LIST AVAILABLE - INQUIRIES INVITED

FILM EFFECTS of Hollywood, Inc.
1153

N.

Highland

Av«.,

Hollywood 38,

LINWOOD DUNN, ASC,
'Over

30

Years

of

Major

Calif.

President

Studio

Experience"

PORTABLE CINE FLOOD
“MITE ■ LITE”
•

Burns brighter and longer

•

Less weight

•

New design and features

•

Spotless light

•

Model “C" $130 inc. charger

|

custom built by JACK D. LEPPERT
2801 Oak Point Dr.
Hollywood 28, Calif.
i

FAR EAST ASSIGNMENTS
Established American organization experienced
throughout Asia, offers complete film production
services, 16mm or 35mm. Whether your needs
are a single shot or a complete production,
cable ''Forfilms," Hong Kong, or write

FARKAS FILM COMPANY
424

380

Li

Po

Chun

Bldg.,

Hong

Kong.

bushy palm tree in the background
seemed to be growing straight out of
her head! Twto steps to the right or
left would have eliminated the Zulu
head-ornament. Another photographer
showed me a film in which his girl¬
friend walked from her front door
across the lawn and got into a car. She
was really quite pretty—but I don’t
think she was nearly strong enough to
do what the scene made her appear to
do: The photographer had shot straight
across the lawn, and just as the girl
entered the picture, another car went
by on the cross-street at the corner. In
the scene, the girl seemed to be push¬
ing the automobile before her like a
baby carriage! If the shot had been
carefully planned before the camera
was started, a camera angle could have
been selected that eliminated the cross¬
street in the background.
Mention was made earlier of the
term “camera angle” as denoting (to
some) a tilting or angling of the cam¬
era with respect to the subject. This, of
course, is often done and with complete
logic—not to produce some weird ef¬
fect or distorted view, as we sometimes
see in tricky still photography. One
very logical reason for angling the cam¬
era is where a rapidly moving object is
to be filmed and the camera shutter
opening cannot be reduced to “stop”
the action. Take some 16mm cameras

which have a fixed shutter and give an
exposure somewhere between 1/24 and
1/40 of a second. This is hardly “fast”
enough to “stop” really fast action,
which is so often encountered in film¬
ing assignments today.
In order to photograph such action
sharply and without blur with “onespeed” cameras, the photographer must
choose the right camera angle with re¬
spect to the direction of travel of the
subject to be photographed. What actu¬
ally causes blur is not so much the
speed of the object as the distance its
image moves across the film frame dur¬
ing the exposure interval. So to reduce
blur, reduce the movement factor by
shooting the moving car coming toward
the camera at an angle instead of mov¬
ing straight in front of it.
In most cases, a %-angle is best, but
for very fast-moving objects, it is often
necessary to shoot “head-on” to mini¬
mize the blur. But if it is not possible
to place the camera at such an angle—
if you must shoot full broadside-on—
you can still minimize blur by getting
farther away from your subject. True,
you will have a smaller picture of the
subject, with a lot of background you
may not particularly want; but since
the image of the subject will be smaller,
its movement across the frame will also
be smaller, and the picture will be less
blurred.
—Phil Tannura, ASC.
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7-lb.
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transistorized
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PLUG-IN HEADS

SLIDE-WIRE POTS

SYNKINETIC MOTION

A

REMOTE CONTROL

FILM MONITOR

| PUSH BUTTON CONTROL |
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X

PLUG-IN AUDIO

X

TORQUE MOTORS

X

MONITOR SPEAKER
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REWIND
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Sound lEquipment Checklist
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’How to select a recorder to start your
MAGNASYNC-MAGNAPHONIC SOUND SYSTEM

recorder/reproducer

sprocket-hole

interlocked

with your 16mm camera or projector . . . CANNOT GET OUT
OF SYNC! Can be hand held or tripod mounted. Wide selec¬

MARK 1

A

tion of accessories available.
Basic System $675.

The

12-lb.

system

featherweight Mark

recorder/reproducer

11, a

is

professional

completely

double¬

transistorized,

self-contained, and highly reliable with maximum recording
qualities

and

operating

economy.

Power consumption

is

only 20 watts.

MARK 11

a

must the

27

lb.

X-400

choose this machine is that

it

is genuinely professional,

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

and yet, surprisingly economical!

*

«

<
o
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X

Type 1 is the answer! Another reason so many producers

OPTIONAL

is

OPTIONAL

portability

OPTIONAL

lightweight

OPTIONAL

When

r

'*

From $985.

The Type 1 is a miniaturized version of the Type 5. Low
power consumption and extreme portability has made this
39 lb. unit a popular selection for remote location produc¬

X

X

tion by leading professional motion picture studios.

X

X

x

OPTIONAL

1|

j
||||

l|

From $985.

in

15

is designed

one case

.

.

.

for the

man

who wants

playback amplifier,

monitor

speaker, footage counter and torque motors. You can
TYPE 15

be

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

proud to have this machine represent you on any sound

g

OPTIONAL

everything

OPTIONAL

The X-400 Type

||

i

From $1430.

stage!

l?

From $1385.

The most popular magnetic film recorder in the world

is

the Type 5! With this unit and all its operational conven¬
5 owner always starts his pictures with a special feeling of

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

OPTIONAL

iences, you are definitely in the ‘‘major league." The Type
confidence in the realization that he has allowed no com¬
From $1650
j

promise in the selection of equipment.

is

nothing on the market that compares with the

remarkable Mark IX. This unit is in a class by itself . . .

:

audio elements and all the "extras” that make for flawless
recording under the most adverse conditions.

X

X

From $2145.
■

M,RK,X qflil

with push-button remote controlled relay functions, plug-in

OPTIONAL

There

Regardless of the model you select, you can al¬
ways depend upon equipment with the “Magnasync-Magnaphonic” label . . . equipment made
by the international leaders in the design and
manufacture of quality magnetic film recording
systems.

Write, wire or phone

fPlPM.nci
.r.o.oi.

MAGNASYNC

I

CORPORATION

S- '1 :

y/fy/ttfb/mic
SOUND SYSTEM

5546 Satsuma Avenue, North Hollywood, California
TRiangle 7-0965
•
Cable “MAGNASYNC"

Magnasync Studio Equipment Division Dealers:
CHICAGO: Zenith Cinema Service, Inc.; Behrend Cine Corp.; LOS ANGELES: Birns & Sawyer Cine Equipment; NEW YORK: Camera Equipment Co.;
Pictronics Corp.; SAN FRANCISCO: Brooks Camera; SOUTH AFRICA: Johannesburg, Photo Agencies Pty. Ltd.; AUSTRALIA: Sydney, New South
Wales, Sixteen Millimetre Australia Pty. Ltd.; BOLIVIA: La Paz, Casa Kavlin; BRAZIL: Rio De Janeiro, Mesbla, S.A.; BURMA: Rangoon, G. K. Thea¬
tre Supply Co., Ltd.; CANADA: Toronto, Ontario, Alex L. Clark, Ltd.; DENMARK: Copenhagen, Kinovox Electric Corp.; ENGLAND: London, W-l,
Delane Lea Processes, Ltd.; FRANCE: Paris, Brockliss-Simplex S.A.; GERMANY: Hilden, Dussetdorf, Gerhard Johansen; GREECE: Athens, Christos
Axarlis; HONGKONG: Supreme Trading Co.; INDIA: Bombay, Kine Engineers; ITALY: Rome, Reportfilm, di J. M. Schuller; JAPAN: Tokyo, J. Osawa
& Co., Ltd.; NEW ZEALAND: Auckland, Kerridge Odeon Industries; PAKISTAN: Karachi 3, Film Factors Ltd.; SOUTH RHODESIA: Salisbury, William
Over & Co. Pvt. Ltd.; THAILAND: Bangkok, G. Simon Radio Co., Ltd.

wondering which way to turnf
_

developing

j

Film producers from coast to coast turn
to BYRON Motion Pictures for com¬
plete studio and laboratory services, all
under one roof. Why do they turn to

Byron? Byron guarantees “better qual¬
ity ... at lower cost ... in less time”
on all producer services. This includes
Byron’s famed WESTREX sound facili¬
ties. THERE IS NO BETTER SOUND.

WRITE, PHONE or WIRE
for information and quotations
on any and all producer services.

byrOiTI /motion pictures
1226 Wisconsin Ave., N.W. Washington 7, D.C., FEderal 3-4000
Affiliated with MECCA FILM LABORATORIES CORP., 630 Ninth Avenue, New York 36, N.Y.
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Filming The Fastest Flyer

li

• Assignment In An Asphalt Jungle

ISSUE

• Shooting A Film On Soldering Techniques
'■

•?w

Jr

^1

“ ‘Superior’

2 film has enormous potential under so-called

‘impossible’ conditions”

says William K. McClure, a cameraman for “CBS Reports,” currently on
assignment in Britain.
“The one impressive result from using ‘Superior’ 2 is its ability to capture
detail and highlights despite overcast skies and mucky weather. This latitude
helps in shooting documentaries where elaborate lighting setups are impossible,
but where high quality and low grain reproduction are desired.
“I’ve used DuPont Photo Products for 15 years,” Bill says, “and have never had
cause for regret!” These films —and technical information on them —
are available from any of the DuPont Photo Products sales offices shown here.

<EJP0N^>

BETTER

THINGS

FOR

BETTER

LIVING

..THROUGH CHEMISTRY

ATLANTA 18, GA., 1737 Ellsworth Ind. Dr., N. W.; CHICAGO 46, ILL., 4560 Touhy Ave., Edgebrook Station; CLEVELAND 16,
OHIO, 20575 Center Ridge Road; DALLAS 7, TEXAS, 1628 Oak Lawn Ave.; LOS ANGELES 38, CALIF., 7051 Santa Monica
Blvd.; NEW YORK 11, N. Y., 248 West 18th St.; WALTHAM 54, MASS., 45-4th Ave. (Boston); WYNNEW00D, PA., 308 East
Lancaster Ave. (Phila.); EXPORT, Nemours Bldg., Wilmington 98, Del.

IN CANADA; Du Pont of Canada, Ltd., Toronto

6M

PRODUCTION
RENTAL NEED
• LIGHTING —
ARCS ,
INCANDESCENT

• MOBILE
GENERATORS
• TRANSFORMERS
•CAMERAS
CRANES
DOLLIES
• CAMERA CARS
• TECHNICAL
CONSULTANTS
•COLORTRAN
EQUIPMENT

'Turn them over to
JACK A.F ROST
Pioneer in Complete
Production Rental

Service /
Choose from one of the nat ons larqest Inventories.. .
oenefit from Faster delivery
via Frosts company Fleet of
trucks... and count on the de¬
pendability of Fronts top tech¬
nicians who give you complete
coordinated Service from start
to finish.

JACK A.FROST
■ 8030, Detroit

Piquette
Michigan

CANADIAN OFFICE: 6 Shawbridge,
BEImont 2-1145, Toronto, Canada

JULY

©

1961

THREE WELL-EQUIPPED offices
insure fast, dependable service!
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Articles

HAZARDOUS ASSIGNMENT IN AN ASPHALT JUNGLE.

When you’re ready to print your
film, you want the finest prints
money can buy. But have you
paused long enough to consider
exactly what is needed to get
prints of matchless excellence?
Some producers are still under
the impression that any labora¬
tory with the proper equipment
can produce the best prints it is
possible to make. This is an er¬
roneous assumption. Granted
that almost every laboratory has
the necessary equipment, there
are other factors of far greater
importance.
The secret of obtaining top
quality prints lies entirely in the
character of the people who make
them. They must be master
craftsmen — men with keen
minds, imagination, skilled hands
trained by years of experience,
and hearts filled with loving care
for all the work they do.
It is because MPL has such
craftsmen—craftsmen who take
a personal pride in making prints
of the finest quality—that our
clients have remained steadfastly
with us through the years.
We give you 24 hour delivery
service anywhere in the United
States.

SPIN IT ON A TURNTABLE

Herb A. Lightman

408

.Roy Zeper

410

A FILM ON SOLDERING TECHNIQUES.Joseph V.

Mascelli

412

SHOOTING A DOCUMENTARY IN THE WILDS OF VENEZUELA.Leo Ozols

416

LIGHTING SETS FOR TV FILMS (Conclusion). .Stan Lipinski

418

FILMING THE FASTEST FLYER....

420

.Darrin Scot
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WHEN YOU SHOOT IN THE TROPICS
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BEHIND THE CAMERAS..
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS .
NEW

BOOK
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Send your film by AIR—today.

ON THE COVER

SOUND-EDITORIAL
COMPLETE LABORATORY SERVICES

SHOOTING CLOSEUP of an area %" in width for “On Solder,” commer¬
cial film on industrial soldering techniques. From left are: Director Ron
Hagerthy, soldoring technician Chuck Meier, and cameraman Joseph V.
Mascelli checking scene through viewfinder of the Arriflex 16. Meier’s hands
are wrapped in wet towels to prevent burning by intense heat from lights.

MOTION PICTURE LABORATORIES,Inc.
781 S. Main Street
•
Memphis, Tennessee
Phone—Memphis WH 8 0456

The Master Craftsmanship
Your Film Deserves

422
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MITCHELL R... only truly professional
portable reflex motion picture camera
Designed to cover the widest range of professional motion picture applications, the all new Mitchell R-35
reflex camera offers remarkable versatility to exceed the requirements of most discriminating cinematogra¬
phers. Streamlined design is combined for the first time with the full range of professional features by
Mitchell —world's leading source of truly professional motion picture cameras and equipment.

COMPACT
Incomparable
R-35
Film
Movement

Designed to produce rock-steady films completely
compatible with those of the well-known Mitchell
BNC, NC and Standard cameras, the new R-35
dual register pin movement features: Twin regis¬
tration pins ... twin pull-down claws; stop-motion
to 120 EP.S.; removable aperture plate with builtin filter holder slot. . . holds two thicknesses of
gelatin filters. Full size: 0.980" x 0.735", remov¬
able pressure plate, entire movement removable
for cleaning . . . special construction insures fool¬
proof insertion with no loss of timing.
Hand Held or Tripod Mounted, the new Mitchell R-35 reflex camera uses a new series of Super
Baltar matched lenses designed specifically for the R-35 by Bausch & Lomb. For Complete details
of the outstanding features of this remarkable 35mm camera, write for the new R-35 Bulletin.

MITCHELL R-35
JULY

«

1961

MITCHELL CAMERA CORPORATION
666 W. HARVARD ST., GLENDALE 4, CALIF.
TECHNICAL REPRESENTATIVE:
521 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 17, N. Y.
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News briefs of industry activities

Florman & Babb To
Repeat Animation Seminar

FREE 64th
• CAMERAS,

En¬
larging, Copying,
Reducing, Profes¬
sional, Special .

• BACKS,

World's
Greatest Selection.

• DEVELOPING
Equipment.

• DRYERS
• ENLARGERS,
Solar.

• GRAPHIC ARTS
Equipment.

• LENSES,

World's
Largest Variety.
In Slock/

• LIGHTING,
Strobe, Hi-Pro.

• PRINTERS
•
•
•
•

PROCESSING
SLIDE Equip.
TANKS
CINE- MICROFILM

J 45 i
pages of the new¬
est and finest
"Photo Tools and
Techniques" ever
assembled in one
book! Write for
yours . . .

• INSTRUMENTATION

nut

photo

EQUIPMENT
SINCE

BURKE

18 9 7

& JAMES, INC

321 S. Wabash

Chicago 4, Illinois

Florman & Babb, Inc., New York,
N. Y., will again conduct a four-day
seminar on animation techniques at its
headquarters on West 45th Street.
Dates for seminar sessions, undisclosed
up to press time, will be held within the
next few weeks. About 250 persons can
be accommodated and those interested
are requested to make application to
Mr. Charles Lipow, Workshop-Seminar
Coordinator, Florman & Babb, Inc., 68
W est 45th St., New York 36.
The program, according to Lipow,
will include talks and dicussions by
prominent animation experts on dif¬
ferent aspects of animated film produc¬
tion. There will be practical workshop
demonstrations and practice sessions
utilizing latest types of representative
animation equipment.
-V.

-V.

.V.

ASC Activates Research
and Education Committee

Specialized

LIGHTING
EQUIPMENT
for

MOTION PICTURE, STILL
and

TELEVISION STUDIOS

Write for A Copy of Our
Catalog H on Your Letterhead

937

NORTH SYCAMORE AVENUE
HOLLYWOOD 38,

388

CALIF.

A significant step taken last month
by the American Society of Cinematog¬
raphers brought Walter Beyer into the
organization to chairman the Society’s
newly-established Research and Educa¬
tion Committee. Beyer, who is head of
the Engineering Research Department
at Universal-International studios in
Hollywood was formerly a staff engi¬
neer with the recently disbanded Mo¬
tion Picture Research Council. In re¬
cent months, he has worked with U-I
engineers in setting up correct projec¬
tion facilities in major theatres through¬
out the nation for screening U-I's
70mm wide-screen spectacle “Spartacus.”
According to William Daniels, Presi¬
dent of the ASC. the Research and
Education Committee will widen the
scope of the Society’s activities through
inter-studio research and development
similar to that which was carried on by
the Research Council. The files and
technical data of the defunct Research
Council, until now available only to
those studios which were sustaining
members of the Council, will now be
made available also to the ASC’s Re¬
search Committee. The new Research
setup will not involve the ASC in add¬
ing any paid personnel and no large

products and progress

research expenditures are contemplated
at present.
The Committee reportedly will work
closely with all Hollywood studios, re¬
lated industries and technical special¬
ists active in the industry, and dissemi¬
nate information on newest technical
trends, equipment, etc. It will also han¬
dle the exchange of technical informa¬
tion between different departments of
the major studios with the object of
aiding in the solution of production
problems and improving procedures
pertinent to day-to-day studio opera¬
tions.
Hal Mohr, a member of the ASC’s
Board of Directors, has been appointed
Co-chairman of the ASC Research and
Education Committee. Other Committee
members are cinematographers Gordon
Avil. Mark Davis, Robert Hoag, Winton Hoch, Wallace Kelley, Harold Lipstein, and George Folsey; also Douglas
Shearer, technical engineer at MGM,
and Ray Johnson, head of MGM’s cam¬
era department.
#

*

*

Data Released On Ansco’s
New High-speed Color Film
Ansco, last month, received govern¬
ment clearance to release basic infor¬
mation on the special Ansco color film
used in documenting Lt. Commander
Alan B. Shepard’s historic space flight
May 5th in the dimly-lighted Mercury
capsule.
This 16mm film, which recorded As¬
tronaut Shepard’s reactions during the
Hight, is the fastest color film yet pro¬
duced. Anscochrome PFC-132 was de¬
veloped specially for the space pro¬
gram. More than nine months’ research
and test preceded the film’s use during
the flight. Plans call for offering it
for the benefit of all industry in the
near future.
In addition to its already-proven use¬
fulness in missile and space research
and operations, the new film, according
to Ansco, has a wide range of potential
application in industrial research such
as flame study, instrumentation, and
other specialized applications where
high speed and reliable color fidelity
are a necessity. Although the film is
presently rated at a minimum of ASA
, Ansco’s experiments have indicat¬
ed that a much higher rating, up to

200

Continued on Page 390
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THROUGHOUT THE WOOUt
creates specialized motion picture systems to meet the most specialized needs!
From Seattle to Pakistan, on the ground or in the air, wherever the problem, whatever the need, Reevesound invariably comes up with the perfect answer. No job’s too tough, no project inconceivable. And
Reevesound does it all! Design, layout, manufacture, building, installation, operation—Reevesound spe¬
cialists take every phase in tow to create a system tailored for your needs. Here are some Reevesound
installations now making news throughout the world!

Motion Pictures while you fly!
Jet airliners will show full length features
while in flight... thanks to Reevesound.
This advanced system incorporates special
screens and equipment with crucial safety
devices that meet highest airline and
Government standards. An aeronautic first...
another Reevesound success, engineered
for Inflight Motion Pictures, Inc.

Pakistan gets a studio!
A motion picture production center for
the government of Pakistan! Reevesound
planned and provided the complete
design, equipment, technical facilities—and
installed them. In addition, Reevesound
supplied personnel and training to
get the studio on its feet!

Breaking the presentation barrier!
The Federal Science Pavilion at the Century 21
Exposition in Seattle will feature a
revolutionary multiple image projection system
(seven projectors are employed). Designed
especially by Reevesound for the U.S.
Department of Commerce. The system will
show a highly imaginative film presentation
created by famed designers Charles
and Ray Eames who worked closely with
Reevesound engineers.
Other recent Reevesound systems included the U.S. Exposition, Moscow 1959; Latin American Atomic Energy
Exhibition, 1960. If you need a special motion picture system, but think it can’t be done—call Reevesound.

REEVESOUND
JULY

•

1961

Company, Inc. ■ 35-54 36th Street, Long Island City 6, N.Y. ■ A subsidiary of Reeves Soundcraft Corp.
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NEW F & B MARK III FLUID DRIVE TRIPOD

lT
The first announcement of this
new F & B product was followed
by an immediate sell-out. We
rushed in a NEW SHIPMENT,
however, so they are now in stock
and available at F & B.

Complete outfit for 16mm cameras,
35mm Eyemos & Arris, at an amazingly
low price.

$139

Tripod legs only.$49.50
Baby tripod legs only.. 47.50

50

Fluid Head only..... 97.50

Includes Tripod, Adapter and Visco-matic
Fluid Head. With F & B's usual iron-clad
guarantee.

Leather & Vinyl case. 12.50
Leather & Vinyl case for Baby. 11.50

The perfect compan¬
ion for your Arriflex,
mounted in rugged
aluminum case, with
shoulder strap. In¬
destructible, high
capacity Nickel Cad¬
mium ^2lls provide
perfect power, abso¬
lutely guaranteed
for 1 year.

50% MORE EFFICIENT!

Model I—for 35mm, range
25mm-135mm .$49.50
Model IA—for 16mm, range
11.5mm-75mm . 49.50
Model IB—for 16 mm, range
8mm-75mm . 69.50
Model III—for 35mm Wide-Screen &
TV Camera range 3-4 to 2.55-1, with
sliding, adjustable marks . 89.50

rnrr

—Neckchain and Leather

a IlLL Case with Order

40% LESS EXPENSIVE!
7v. Battery (6 cells).$85.00
lOv. Battery (8 cells).100.00
15v. Battery (12 cells).135.00
Voltmeter attach, (opt) . 20.00
Ammeter attach, (opt) . 10.00
Miniaturized Charger . 29.50
NEW—15v-7V2V Battery—can be switched
for 7V2V or 15v for both 16mm and 35mm
Arris .$155.00
With Built-In Charger . 184.50

I
•

Continned from Page 388

ASA 500, is acceptable because of the
film’s consistently good latitude, which
permits wider use of smaller lens open¬
ings without the necessity of forced
processing. With forced processing (es¬
sentially overdevelopment to compen¬
sate for underexposure) the film’s speed
range may be extended even further.
Anscochrome FPC-132 is essentially
a daylight type film (6000°K), but
may be used under tungsten illumina¬
tion in special cases. Like other color
films, the speed of FPC-132 is consid¬
erably reduced by the filters required
when it is used under artificial light.
For this reason, Ansco recommends
the use of Super Anscochrome Tung¬
sten type under these conditions.
The new film has excellent color re¬
production qualities from highlights to
the deepest shadows. Its wide latitude
permits variations of plus or minus ^2
lens stop for full color quality and up
to 1 full lens stop for applications where
data acquisition is the requirement.
Grain of the FPC-132 is of moder¬
ate size and gradation is similar to
that in Super Anscochrome. Resolution
is between 45 and 55 lines per mm.
The film will be supplied in 16mm,
35mm. and 70mm widths. The 16mm
film will be supplied in high speed per¬
foration (2R-3000) ; the 35nnn in neg¬
ative perforation (B&H 1870) and
high speed (KS1870) ; and the 70mm
in Type I and Type II. Base of the
film is safety type with the anti-hala¬
tion layer between the base and emul¬
sion removed during processing. Avail¬
ability of Super Anscochrome for gen¬
eral industry use will he announced
shortly, according to Ansco.
*

*

#

Write for new specification sheet

New, High-sensitivity Meter
SERVING THE WORLD’S FINEST FILM MAKERS

FLORMAN & BABB, INC.
68 West 45th Street, New York 36, New York • MUrray Hill 2-2928

Special Low, Low Price!
HOUSTON FEARLESS

Panoram Dollies

Thoroughly Overhauled & Refinished • Fully Guaranteed • Immediate Delivery

4 Wheel — $1,20000

•

5 Wheel— * 1,60000
In Hialeah, Florida: -

390

(Jfim€Rfl CouipmeiiT (o.jnc.

1335 E. 10th Ave.,
TUxedo 8-4604
In Hollywood, California:

Dept. A

6510 Santa Monica Blvd.,
HOIlywood 9-5119

19, 315 W. 43rd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y., JUdson 6-1420

A new exposure meter designed to
keep abreast of today’s new high-speed
films that permit shooting under ex¬
treme low-level light conditions, is an¬
nounced by Photo Research Corp., Hol¬
lywood.
Trade-named
the
Spectra
“Combi-500”, the new, ultra-sensitive
meter possesses a sensitivity 500 times
greater than that of conventional selen¬
ium cell meters and 100 times more
than the company’s highly-sensitive
Spectra Professional meter. The highsensitive factor is the result of a com¬
bination of a selenium photocell plus a
newly-developed photo-conductive cell
augmented by a tiny, easily-accessible
mercury battery which functions only
when exposure readings are to be
taken in the ultra-sensitive range.
Photo Researcch also announces it is
prepared to convert any earlier-model
Spectra Professional meters to the new
ultra-sensitive type at nominal cost. ■

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

CINEFLEX 35mm
CAMERA OUTFIT
A complete American-made 35mm outfit. Almost
identical to the Arriflex in appearance, features
and operation. Camera comes complete with 3lens turret, 50mm f/2.3 Goerz Apogar and 150mm
f/4.5 Goerz Dogmar, motor, thru-the-lens finder,
cables, six 200 ft. magazines, and carrying case.
Film speeds from 8 to 56 fps. Built-in tach.
Many other features. Original list for this outfit
is $2775.00. Our price used, in excellent condi¬
tion saves you over $2100.OOj

Our new retail location in the heart of Hollywood brings our tremendous inventory
of professional motion picture equipment closer to our local customers, and will
enable us to serve our friends all over the world even faster and more efficiently.
If you are in or near Hollywood, be sure to visit HOLLYCAM’s new location, the
largest of its kind . . . anywhere!
Our huge building in North Hollywood will be maintained for our offices and to ware¬
house the world’s largest inventory of professional motion picture equipment.

15" (385mm) TELE-ATHENAR f/4.5
THE ONLY LENS OF THIS POWER DESIGNED
ESPECIALLY FOR 16mm CAMERAS
Fully corrected for color, with unmatched critical sharpness. The finest coated
optics in an extremely lightweight mount. Focuses down to 30 feet. Diaphragm
stops down to f/22.

NOW ONLY

$

NOW ONLY

$595°°

229 50

ALSO AVAILABLE: 9" (230mm) f/3.8 Tele-Athenar only ...

BELL & HOWELL
PRINTERS
Model D Printers
Brand New .$3100.00
Rebuilt, like new
2800.00
Rebuilt, very good.... 2550.00
Used, good .2100.00
Model
5 — Rebuilt,
like
new
.$3250.00
(Above
with
original
style
lamphouse.)
For
HI-INTENSITY
LAMPHOUSE add
... $450.00
Rectifiers .$335.00

Fried 16mm Cine Printer $1250.00
Superior 16mm printer....
99.50
Hernfeld 35mm Printer
1250.00
Arri 35mm Printer
w/light changer .
1475.00

KODACHROME
Daylight type. 16mm x 100 feet. Slightly out¬
dated but fully guaranteed. Each batch has
been spot-tested in our labs to insure quality.
Current list $8.60.

HOUSTON

$5.25

PROCESSORS

SPECIAL

IN STOCK FOR

FILM

per roll

GLASS FILTERS
Made by Harrison & Harrison and Eastman.
Available in Haze, Red, Yellow, Green, Blue,
Amber, Pink, Purple, and Neutral Density.
2" Square
List
6.50
Special 3.25 ea.
3" Square
List
9.00
Special 4.50 ea.
4" Square
List 12.50
Special 6.25 ea.

Model K-2—16mm Negative and Positive $695.
Pump and Compressor for Model K-2. 150.
Model K-1A—16mm Neg., Pos., Reversal 1595.
Model K-3—16mm Neg., Pos., Reversal 1995.
Model K-3A—16mm Neg., Pos., Reversal 2750.
Model A-ll—
16/35mm Neg., Pos., Reversal.2950.
Labmaster—16/35mm Neg., Pos., NEW 3250.

NATIONAL CINE
ANIMATION STAND
Supports entire camera assembly rigidly in
all positions. Camera and elevator carriage
mounted on two 10 ft. steel columns. Eleva¬
tor carriage is the platform to which the
camera and motor are attached. Fully counter¬
balanced, and equipped with override safety
switches. Main table is 46" wide, 36" deep.
Animation table fitted with Acme pegs is
9%" x 13V4", and moves sideways 12" back
and forth. Fully reconditioned.
Original list price
r\f\
is over $12,000.00! COMPLETE .poOUU.UJ

35MM SYNCHRONIZERS

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

NEUMADE—Single hub List $90.00, Now $47.50
MOVIOLA—
Two hub SYB
List 120.00 NEW,
59.50
MOVIOLA—
Four hub SYD.List 175.00 NEW,
89.50

16mm x 400 ft.
MAGAZINES
BRAND
NEW
—for

MITCHELL — BELL

6838 SUNSET BLVD. • HOLLYWOOD 28,
•

1961

&

HOWELL

For Mitchell 16
List Price $110.50

SPECIAL _ .....

9250

For Bell & Howell 16
List Price $190.00

1275°

SPECIAL

All equipment is guaran¬
teed to be as adver¬
tised. Check with order
please, or 25% deposit, balance on
delivery. Purchase
orders welcomed from
D&B rated firms.
Minimum order $5 00

Some materials are
from former U.S.
Gov't stocks.
Equipment not listed
as new or
reconditioned is used
All prices f.o.b. our
warehouse.

JULY

$169.50

CALIFORNIA

•

HOLLYWOOD

6-1318
391

WHAT'S NEW
IN

EQUIPMENT,

ACCESSORIES,

SERVICES

a model for Arriflex cameras that sup¬
plies either 8.5 volts or 17 volts. All
models are housed in sturdy leather
case with shoulder strap. A companion
unit is a charger which operates from
115-volt current.

Super-telephoto Lens

ROLLS!

only $2.20 for 16mm
$4.04 for 35mm

REPAIR

Torn, damaged
films & film strips, patch cuts, tears,
gouges, necks, burns, etc.

REPLACE

Torn perfor¬
ations — on sound or silent films 8c
film strips — missing pieces of film
— restore torn-out bits of film —

BUTT SPLICE

With¬
out losing a single frame of your film
strip or 16mm movie film—butt splice
leaders and tails — no cement or
splicers needed —

STRENGTHEN
OVERLAP SPLICES
Placing a frame of Magic Mylar over
your regular over-lap splice absolutely
prevents it from ever opening —
Use Magic Mylar white opaque tape
for splicing magnetic film—or for vis¬
ible splices in darkroom processing.

Florman & Babb, Inc.
“

68 W. 45th St., N.Y. 36, N.Y.

Please send me:

□
□
□

□

□

□

□
□
□

20 ft. rolls — transparent 16mm — single
perforation (T16S) at $2.20
66 ft. rolls — transparent 16mm — single
perforation (T16S) at $6.00
20 ft. rolls — transparent 16mm — double
perforation (T16D) at $2.20
66 ft. rolls — transparent 16mm — double
perforation (T16D) at $6.00
20 ft. rolls — transparent 35mm (T-35)
at $4.04
66 ft. rolls — transparent 35mm (T-35)
at $11.00
66 ft. rolls — white opaque — 16mm —
magnetic film only (0-16) at $6.00
66 ft. rolls — white opaque — 35mm
(0-35) at $11.00

Special Groundglass Marking
Among the specialized services of¬
fered by Bryhn Camera Service, 6304
Melrose Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif.,
is the scribing of center cross-hairs and
TV aperture markings on the viewer
groundglass of Arriflex 16 cameras.
Companv is prepared to meet require¬
ments of professional cameramen who
desire precise reference marks for tele¬
vision cut-off and frame center lines
for title, trick and special effect pho¬
tography. It points out that the Arriflex
camera’s unique 45-degree mirrorshutter and angled optical system is
substantially improved when the cam¬
era’s
groundglass
is
individually
marked and positioned.

at $.57

Battery Power Pack

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY KIT:

Gordon Enterprises, 5362 Cahuenga
Blvd., No. Hollywood, Calif., offer a
nickel-cadmium battery pack having
a capacity of six to ten hours. Tradenamed the Dynafax Power Pack, the
lightweight DC source was designed
especially for powering a wide range
of motion picture cameras, tape re¬
corders, and data recording instru¬
ments. Unit is available with either
12- or 24-volt outputs and there is also

1 20' roll T16

($2.20)
( 4.04)

(19.95)
($26.16)

□ Special Introductory Kits at only
Name
Address

392

Developed originally for use in the
government’s Missile Program is an
integrated, explosion-proof ColorTran
lighting system for photography hy
Natural Lighting Corporation, 630 So.
Flower St., Burbank, Calif. The “pack¬
age” (pictured above) consists of 9
explosion-proof lighting units which
take rugged PAR-64 lamps; two Col¬
orTran CineMaster converters in ex¬
plosion-proof housings; plus a sturdy
“Xmas-tree” stand. Equipment is also
ideally suited for use in military, in¬
strumentation and industrial motion
picture production.

W splicing tape for magnetic tape (S4)

1 20' roll T35
F & B Film
Repair & Butt
Splice Block

City

Explosion-proof Lighting

$14.50

Birns & Sawyer Cine Equipment,
6424 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood
38, Calif., announces a 1000mm Om¬
nitar telephoto lens adaptable to most
16mm. 35mm and 70mm motion pic¬
ture cameras. Lens has an angle of
view of 3°, focuses from 67' to infinity,
and has maximum aperture of f/6.3.
Lens may be used with Cine Special,
Fastax, Mitchell, and Nikon Reflex
cameras with special adapters. Also
available is a specially designed sup¬
porting base. Weight of lens is 14
lbs., 4 ozs. List price is $795.00.

Film Splicer
Florman & Babb, Inc., 68 West 45th
St., New York 36, N.Y., is U.S. dis¬
tributor for the British-made Acmade
automatic film splicer which employs
Mylar perforated tape to make buttsplices in 16mm and 35mm film. The
splicing tape is registered on precision
sprocket pins and held in place until
automatically applied to the film—an
operation accomplished by swinging
the splicer arm over and pressing it
in place. Literature is available.

Magnetic Striper
SOS Photo-Cine-Optics, Inc., 602
West 52nd St., New York 19, N.Y.,
announces the new Sonocolor magnetic
sound striping equipment which ap¬
plies striping to motion picture film
of all sizes. Changeover time from one
film size to another is short. Equip¬
ment will apply full coating, single or
multiple tracks in one operation. Track
Continued on Page 394
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ARRIFLEX!
... always in the best company
What do these leading firms have in
common? They all have "in-plant" film
departments... they all own
Arriflex cameras!

co
jr 4

w?>'
mmm

;VA M X X»

What makes the Arriflex so popular?
Primarily, its incredible adaptability to industry's
ever-varying requirements. No matter where
Arriflex goes—in the plant, in the laboratory, in
Will

the office, or out on location—it always does the
job better and more easily, faster and more
economically than any other motion picture camera.
No wonder the Arriflex keeps winning the warmest
praise from cinematographers in hundreds of
leading corporations! And industrial films shot
with Arriflex keep winning more
awards than any others.*
Try one of these
world-famous cameras
soon. You'll be in
the best company
when you use

HI

i

an Arriflex.

H_ rfil

-

.

|

. ■

■'>,

■ - m

: %
mZ

*Of the fifteen 1960
Industrial Photography
Film Awards, ten went to films
shot with Arriflex 16mm
and 35mm cameras

For literature and/or demonstration of Arriflex 16mm and 35mm cameras, with no obligation, write to:

CORPORATION

OF

AMERICA

257 PARK AVENUE SOUTH, NEW YORK 10, N. Y.

JULY

•
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PRECISION FILM EDITING EQUIPMENT
Precision Unitized Film Synchronizer
Appd.

Continued

from

Page

392

uniformity is assured through microm¬
eter adjustment. One man can operate
the Sonocolor which is capable of strip¬
ing 1800 to 3000 ft. of film per hour.
Completely self-contained, it requires
less than 11 square feet of floor space.
List price is $8,995.00, FOB New
York.

For

Model S635-1
Single Sprocket 35mm
Synchronizer $95.00
Single Sprocket 16mm
Synchronizer $95.00
(not shown)

Model S616-3
Three sprocket
16mm Synchroniz e r with
Spacer and Mag¬
netic head
$215.75

Sprocket Assemblies
16 or 35mm

WHAT’S NEW

$32.50 ea.

optical-

W/A Prism Camera Lens

magnetic

Triad Corporation, 17136 Ventura
Blvd., Encino, Calif., announces a
wide-angle lens for use with prism
cameras. Designated the Traid 120
lens, it has a 165° angle of view and
is especially adaptable for use with
the Photo-Sonics 16mm-IB high-speed
motion picture camera. Color-corrected
for daylight Kodachrome and prop¬
erly coated, the lens is provided with
both clear and haze filters, has a focal
length of 3.53mm, a speed of f/1.9
with stops ranging up to f/16, and
weighs just over 2 lbs. Diameter is
3.20" and length. 5.86". Complete data
sheet is available from Traid Corp.

sound
readers

Model 800

Model 800 RL

$259.50

$269.50

optical

magnetic film

sound

and tape

readers

sound

Model 600 RL

reader

$195.00

Model 700

$198.00
F.O.B. Fac

Send For Free Literature

LABORATORIES
'Hiim PRECISION CINE
EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
®

:

DIVISION OF PRECISION
1 037

BROOKLYN

UTICA AVENUE

from Birns & Sawyer

—

FOR
CAMERA¬
MAN

Hollyivood

Optical Zoom Finder shows exact lens field instantly!

N. Y.

A MUST

(^DIRECTOR’S FINDER
Xs»—S

3,

AND
DIRECTOR
ALIKEI

No guesswork

for proper focal length, camera position or dolly shot!
2606: Model K, 16mm format range 8mm
to 75mm . $ 79.50
35mm Model II, Range 25mm to
150mm
.
79.50
2611: 35mm—TV/Image Orthicon TV
scribed. Range 35 to
150mm
84.50
2615: 35mm Cinemascope Model III
adjustable
mattes,
format
1:1.85, 2.33, 2.55
129.50

Carter Mfg. Co., 1229 S.E. Division
St., Portland, Oregon, is leading manu¬
facturer of car-top platforms for pho¬
tographers. Company’s popular line of
Car-Pac platforms are constructed of
polished aluminum and spar-varnished
hardwood. Total deck area is over 22
sq. ft. Prices, $165 to $225.
■

Prices include case and chain. Insist
on Original TEWE for quality.
SEE YOUR DEALER, or write:

BIRNS & SAWYER
'
.

Camera Car Platforms

cine
equipment company
•
■

i.

■

.

6424 Santa Monica Boulevard * Los Angeles, Calif. * HOIlywood 4-5166
394
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Serving the World’s Finest Film Makers

NOW AVAILABLE AT F & B

Another Fine Product From ACMADE

ENGLAND'S FAMOUS

AUTOMATIC
BUTT SPLICER

ACMADE MARK I
EDITING
TABLES

y>

W

Cuts, Splices, Applies Magic Mylar Automatically!
The first practical,
speedy and efficient
automatic splicer and
perforated adhesive
tape (Magic Mylar)
applicator on the
market. Now, with no
fuss, mess or waste,
it is possible to
splice, repair, buttsplice, or strengthen
splices on all types
of film—positive, neg¬
ative, magnetic—even
duPont Cronar or
other bases.

g 829
**—tf;

The cutting arm,
shown in operating
position, is used by
pressing the chrome
button for cutting
both sides of the film
simultaneously. The
film, of course, has
been registered on
pins in the horizontal
channel. The cutting
blade is easily re¬
placed when neces¬
sary.

Price complete and

• 35mm and 16mm
• For Studios & TV
• Cutting and Viewing

duty paid.

$2975

Continuous movement (non-intermittent) safer
for negative or positive viewing.
Synchronous and variable speed, instant stop,
forward and reverse foot pedals and press
button.
Film paths instantly declutchable by switch
selection.
Projected picture 8"x6" or larger by removing
screen.
Separate magnetic and combined optical and
magnetic heads.
Built-in synchronizer footage counter and run¬
ning time counter.
Removable flange plate with tite wind roller.
Instant sound track selector.
Manual inching control.
Fast rewind controls.
RECENT PURCHASERS:
J. Walter Thompson, New York; Safety Enterprises, Ohio;
Sound and Scene Productions, Texas; Bay State Films,
Mass.; Stamford University, California; Army Ordinance
Corps, Maryland.

FLORMAN
Sc

INC,

68 West 45th Street

New York 36. New York

MUrray Hill 2-2928

The splicing tape is
registered on preci¬
sion pins and held in
place until automat¬
ically applied to the
film by swinging the
arm over and press¬
ing the chromed but¬
ton. This action si¬
multaneously cuts
the adhesive and ap¬
plies it — in perfect
register to the film.

Model 35 for 35mm
Model 16 for 16mm

*295

Write For Brochure

F&B
MAGIC
MYLAR
A new splicing and
repairing tech¬
nique.

NOW IN NEW
20 FT. ROLLS!
Only $2.20 for 16 mm;

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Please send me:

20 ft. rolls — transparent 16mm —
single perforation (T16S) at $2.20
66 ft. rolls — transparent 16mm —
single perforation (T16S) at $6.00
20 ft. rolls — transparent 16mm —
double perforation (T16D) at $2.20
66 ft. rolls — transparent 16mm—double perforation (T16D) at $6.00
20 ft. rolls — transparent 35mm
(T-35) at $4.04
66 ft. rolls—transparent 35mm
(T-35) at $11.00
66 ft. rolls—white opaque—16mm—
magnetic film only (0-16) at $6.00
66 ft. rolls — white opaque — 35mm
(0-35) at $11.00
W splicing tape for magnetic tape
(S4) at $.57

$4.04 for 35 mm
Name
Address .

I

City

1

I
.

1

■ ■■■■■■ ■■■■»■ HE1BHHBBHI
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500X
MORE SENSITIVE!
The NEW Spectra "Combi-500" Professional
Exposure Meter retains every advantage of
the famous Spectra Professional! The “Combi500” combines a SELENIUM CELL and NEW J
ULTRA SENSITIVE PHOTO-CONDUCTIVE CELL. ,‘
Sensitivity is 500 times that of the average
selenium cell meter, 100 times more than the 1
highly sensitive Spectra Professional Meter.
Exposures are indicated for extremely low
light levels. UNDER NORMAL LIGHTING CON¬
DITIONS, THE STANDARD SELENIUM CELL
OPERATES WITHOUT THE AID OF THE BATTERY.

ERAS

BEHIND
WHAT

THE

INDUSTRY’S

OTING

B

CASCADE

H

Henky Sharp, ASC Commercials*.
Tyler Byars, Commercials*
Norbert Brodine, ASC, Commercials*

Professional
Exposure
Meter
PATENT

APPLIED

FOR

NOTE: Convert your
Spectra Professional to
£gpg|SS^JCombi-500'' at
IRhESI nominal cost.

PHOTO RESEARCH CORP.
837 N. Gahuenga Bl.. Hlywd. 38, Calif.

photometry is our business ... not a sideline

QUALITY AND SERVICE
MM

BLACK&WMU

REVERSAL NEGATIVE
POSITIVE PRINTING
AND PROCESSING
COLOR ProcessingSuper Anscochrome

STUDIOS

Fred Young. “Lawrence of Arabia” (Super
Panavision 70 & Technicolor; HorizonAmerican Prods.; shooting in Jordan) with
Peter O'Toole. David Lean, director.
Charles Welborn, “The Three Stooges
Meet Hercules” with the Three Stooges and
Vicki Trickett. Edwards Bernd, director.
Fred Gately, ASC, “The Hathaways”*.
Gert
Andersen,
Show”*

ASC,

“Donna

Reed

Jack Marta, “Route 66”*
Guisseppe Rotunno, “Two Enemies” (Dino
de Laurentiis Prods.; shooting in Israel)
with David Niven and Albert Sordi. Guy
Hamilton, director.
Aldo Tonti, “Barabas” (Technirama 70 &
Technicolor; Dino De Laurentis Prods.;
shooting in Italy) with Anthony Quinn and
Silvano Mangano. Richard Fleischer, direc¬
tor.
Joe MacDonald. ASC, “Walk on the Wild
Side” (Famous Artists Prods.) with Laur¬
ence Harvey and Capucine. Edward Dmytryk,
director.
Charles Lawton, Jr., ASC, “The Tiger
Among Us” (I^add Enterprises, Inc.) with
Alan Ladd and Rod Steiger. Philip Leacock,
director.
Joe Biroc, ASC, “Sail a Crooked Ship”
(Philip Barry Prods.) with Robert Wagner
and Dolores Hart. Irving Brecher, director.
Anthony Heller, “On the Brink” (Ham¬
mer Film Prods.; shooting in London) with
Macdonald Carey and Shirley Ann Field. Joe
Losey, director.
Arthur Arling, ASC, “Notorious Landlady”
(Kohlmar-Quine Prod.) with Kim Novak and
Jack Lemmon. Richard Quine, director.
DESiLU—Gower

Robert Planck, ASC, “My Three Sons.”*

COLOR PRINTING
Work prints—Timed Prints
Color to Color prints—A & B roll prints
Color to B & W prints—Fades-Dissolves
Dupe Negative—Multiple prints
Raw stock—Fastex service
Loop printing
Write for complete information

FOX WESTERN AVENUE

James Van Tres, ASC, “Dobbie Gillis”*
FILMWAYS

STUDIOS—New

York

Morris
Hartzband,
“The
Defenders”*
(CBS) Boris Sagal and Buzz Kulich, direc¬
tors.
GENERAL SERVICE STUDIOS

Thomas Tutwiler, ASC,
“International Golf Show”*

Commercials*;

INDEPENDENT

FILM
LABORATORIES
350 W. 50th ST.

•

NEW YORK 19, N. Y.

JUdson
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6-7196

N

MONTH

s

Frank Planer, ASC, “Infamous” (Wm. Wy¬
ler Prod.—Mirisch Co.; UA release) with
Audrey Hepburn, Shirley MacLaine and
James Garner. William Wyler, producerdirector.

STUDIO

Roy Seawright, Commercials*

COLUMBIA

i

LAST

Carl Guthrie, ASC, “X-15”
(P-Vision
Technicolor; Essex Prod, for UA) with
Charles Bronson and Brad Dexter, director.
Jack Bohrer, “Flight of the Last Balloon”
(Woolner-Marquette-Juran Prods.; shooting
in Puerto Rico) with Mala Powers and Mar¬
shall Thompson. Jerry Juran, director.

Gilbert Warrenton, ASC (Harvard Film
Corp.) “Secret of the Deep Harbor” with
Ron Foster and Merry Anders; “Vendetta
of a Gunfighter” with James Brown and
Jean Willes. Edw. L. Cahn, directot.
Winton Hoch, ASC, “Badlands” (Essex
prods, for UA; shooting in Kanab, Utah)
with Frank Sinatra and Dean Martin. John
Sturges, director.
Ted McCord, ASC, “The Land We Love”
(Daystar Prod.; UA release; P'Vision &
Color; shooting at Catalina) with James
Mason and Kate Manx. Leslie Stevens,
producer-director.
Ricardo Torre, “The Magic Fountain” (CScope & Eastman color; shooting in Madrid)
with Fernando Lamas and Esther Williams.
Fernando Lamas, director.
Alex Phillips, “Geronimo” (Panavision &
Technicolor; Levy-Gardner-Laven Prod, for
UA) with Chuck Connors and Kamala Devi.
Arnold Laven, director.
Elwood J. Nicholson, “The Phantom
Planet” (Four Crown Prods.; shooting at
Producers Studio) with Dean Fredricks and
Coleen Gray. Bill Marshall, director.
Ernest Laszlo, ASC, “Judgment at Nurem¬
berg” (Stanley Kramer Prods, for UA re¬
lease) with Spencer Tracy and Burt Lan¬
caster. Stanley Kramer, director.
Robert Krasker, “El Cid” (Super Technirama-70; Samuel Bronston Prods, with
D.E.A.R.; Films for Allied Artists & J.
Arthur Rank; shooting in Spain) with
Charlton Heston and Sophia Loren. Anthony
Mann, director.
Mario Montuori, “Last Days of Sodom and
Gomorrah” (Embassy Pictures-Titanus; East¬
man color; shooting in Morocco) with
Stewart Granger and Pier Angeli. Robert
Aldrich, director.
Wilkie Cooper, “The Valiant” (C’Scope;
B.H.P. Inc. for UA: shooting in Italy & Lon¬
don) with John Mills and Ettore Manni. Roy
Baker, director.
Robert Bronner. ASC, “Pocketful of Mir¬
acles” (P’Vision & Consolidated color; Franton Prods, for UA) with Glenn Ford, Bette
Davis and Hope Lange. Frank Capra, direc¬
tor.
Howard Schwartz, “A Public Affair” (Girard-Lewis Prod.; shooting in Sacramento)
with Myron McCormick and Edw. Binns.
Bernard Girard, director.
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

John Nickolaus, “Rawhide”*
George Clemens, ASC, “Twilight Zone”*
Hal Mohr, ASC, “Father of the Bride”*
Joseph La Shelle, ASC, “How the West
was Won” (Episode 3; Cinerama) with
John Wayne and Carroll Baker.
Continued

on

Page
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BEHIND THE CAMERAS
Continued from Page 396

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Lang, ASC, "How the West was
Won' (Episode 1; Cinerama; color; shoot¬
ing in Paducah, Ky.) with James Stewart
and Debbie Reynolds.
Henry Hathaway,
director.

Chari.es

______---

Robert
Surtees,
ASC, “Mutiny on the
Bounty” (Ultra Panavision & Color; shooting
in Tahiti; Areola Prods.) with Marlon Bran¬
do and Trevor Howard. Lewis Milestone, di¬
rector.
Joseph Ruttenberg, ASC, “Bachelor in Par¬
adise” (C’Scope & Color; Ted Richmond
Prods.) with Bob Hope and Lana Turner.
Jack Arnold, director.

PARAMOUNT STUDIOS
Walter

ASC,

Castle,

on.

January ^1 >

Mr. Robert ^*d50mpany
Jamieson ”
A825 Bryan
Dallas, Tews
Dear Mr. *•«'

Haskell

Boggs,

"Bonanza"*

Jamle3on pUm Company/ef3lng

the^ excellent” s® rv 10 *0o6^ee^ ° ^

ibuted*** *
that tt%ould*d

Harold Lipstein, ASC, “Hell is for Heroes”
with Steve McQueen and Bobby Darin.

1961

Don

pleasure'doTng

Siegel, director.

C’e in‘thelast.

It’s been

business with you.

Russell Harlan, ASC, “Hatari!” (Howard
Hawks
Prod.;
Technicolor;
shooting in
Africa)
with John
Wayne and
Gerard
Blain. Howard Hawks, producer-director.

Sincerely Yours,

Lang, Jr., ASC, “Blue Hawaii”
(Panavision & Technicolor) with Elvis Pres¬
ley and Joan Blackman. Norman Taurog,
director.
Charles

rotod6-p"rl8borator7

PARAMOUNT SUNSET STUDIOS
DS:vh
Fleet Southcott, “Gunsmoke”*

3000 Ft. + 3000 Mi. =

TIME

REPUBLIC STUDIOS
Ernest Haller, ASC, “Married Too Young”

Cutting the time in half is a routine service

(Headliner Prod.) with Harold Lloyd Jr.
and Jana Lund. George Moskov, director.

with color processing by Jamieson. Whether

Wilfiri)

Cline,

ASC,

“Robert

Taylor

you shoot Ektachrome Commercial or Ekta-

De¬

chrome ER your originals are processed, work-

tectives”*

printed, and returned in a matter of hours.

George
Diskant, ASC, Charles
Burke,
‘ Dick Powell’s Zane Grey Theatre”*

The reason is simple — complete processing

“The Nun and the Sergeant”
(Eastern Film Prod.; UA release) with
Robert Webber and Anna Sten. Franklin
Adreon, director.

Paul

Ivano,

Howard Schwartz, “The Case of Patty
Smith” (Impact Prod.) with J. Edward
McKinley and Joe Conley. Leo H. Handel,
producer-director.

“San Angelo" (Pen-Gem
Prod.;)
with Marty Ribbins and Joyce
Redd. Bill Ward, director.
Byrdon

Baker,

and printing facilities under one roof (editing,
scoring, and recording, too).
At a distance of 15 miles or 1500 miles, if

OT I NG
U N D
LITIES

REVUE STUDIOS
John

Kline, ASC,
“Tbe Investigators”*

John

Russell.

color processing by Jamieson.

F

Russell, ASC, “Tall Man”*

Bf.nj.

time and quality are important to you, specify

I

L

3825 Bryan
ASC,

Ellis Thackery, ASC, “Wells Fargo”*
Benj. Kline, ASC, “Frontier Circus”*

FOR BARGAINS IN USED EQUIPMENT . . .
. . . see Classified Advertising on Pages 439-440, this issue

Lionel Lindon, ASC, Commercials*
Leavitt, ASC, “Cape Fear” (Melville
Prods.) with Gregory Peck and Robert Mitchum. J. Lee Thompson, director.

Sam

Mack Stengler, ASC, “Leave it to Beaver”*

THE ANSWER TO TRICK PHOTOGRAPHY
Bllli/j,,.

RAY MERCER & CO
^

NOTE:

^

TITLES--SPECIAL EFFECTS--FADES
WIPES—MATTES--SUPERIMPOSURES
DISSOLVES- - INSERTS-- ANIMATION

The commercial and television productions

MINIATURES--TRICK PHOTOGRAPHY

in the listings in these columns are indi¬

CINEMASCOPE_BLK &. WHT - - COLOR

cated by asterisks.

JULY

•

1961

SEND FOR FREE SPECIAL EFFECTS CHART

',/,'/»IIIIIIIII»""V"

42^1 NORMAL AVE. HOLLYWOOD

29. CALIF

399

Make Movies

Shoot SOUND ANYWHERE
with portable 115 volt
AC power:

With the

PORTABLE MOVIE LIGHT

camera. No tools needed,
no holes to drill. Long-life
nickel-cadmium battery with
built-in charger. Weighs
only 5 lbs. Guaranteed one
year.

COMPLETE

WITH

REVUE STUDIOS

POWER-PAC

Russell Metty, ASC, “Flower Drum Song”

FOR AURICON CAMERAS

(Panavision; Ross Hunter Prod.) with Nan¬
cy Kwan and James Shigeta. Henry Koster,
director.

*/39.50
Write for Complete Information

PHOTOMART

$ /99.50

Continued from Page 399

(CuZuflbtk.
Power-Pac Jr., weight 6 lbs.
With life-time nickel-cadmium
batteries and charger.

Smooth, even 3400° K light
in wide-angle beam. No
glaring hot spots. Fits any

BEHIND THE CAMERAS

Walter
Ray

Strenge,

Rennahan,

Telephone 2-1168

“Wagon

Train”*

ASC, “Laramie”*

Lathrop, ASC, “The Last Hero”
(Panavision; Joel Prod.; shooting in N. M.)
with Kirk Douglas and Gena Rowlands.
David Miller, director.
Philip

TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX

228 So. Franklin St. - Tampa 2, Florida

BATTERY

ASC,

Crosby, ASC, “The Five Fingers of
Death” (C’Scope; API) with John Agar
and Paula Raymond. Gene Nelson, director.

Floyd

Ellis Carter, ASC, “A Star in the West”

CAMERAS • LIGHTS
ACCESSORIES

(C’Scope & DeLuxe color) with Debbie Rey¬
nolds and Ken Scott. Vincent Sherman, di¬
rector.
Fapp,
ASC,
“Bachelor
Flat”
(C’Scope & DeLuxe color) with Richard
Beymer and Tuesday Weld. Frank Tashlin,
director.
Daniel

Ahern, ASC, “Adventures in Para¬

Lloyd

RENTAL
EQUIPMENT

We don’t claim to be cheaper,
faster, smarter, nicer, fancier,

dise”*

prettier, bigger or any other “er”.
We’re just

(C’Scope & DeLuxe color;
shooting in
France) with Jennifer Jones and Jason Robards, Jr. Henry King, director.

MORE
RELIABLE!

WALT DISNEY STUDIOS
Edward Colman, ASC, “Babes in Toyland”
with Ray Bolger and Tommy Sands. Jack
Donohue, director.
Snyder. ASC, “Moon Pilot” with
Tom Tryon and Brian Keith. James Neilson,
director.
William

Our rental equipment is immacu¬
late, checked and rechecked, per¬

YOU
CAN BANK
ON f

Leon Shamroy. ASC, “Tender is the Night”

WARNER BROS.

fectly adjusted and ready on time.
You’ll find our prices competitive,

Glen MacWileiams, ASC, “Cheyenne”*

our service unexcelled. We sug¬

Ray

gest you call early and reserve

“Bronco”*

the equipment you need, because
there’s always a heavy demand
for our kind of equipment and
service . . . but we’ll always make
every effort to supply you in shortnotice emergencies, too.

Fernstrom,

ASC,

Lewis

Jennings,

Robert Tobey, ASC, Ray Fernstrom, ASC,
Carl Guthrie, ASC, Jack Marquette, “77

Sunset Strip”*
Robert

Hoffman,

Burt

ASC, Glen
“Hawaiian Eye”*
Tobey,

Ralph

Woolsey,

Glennon, Robert

MacWilliams,

ASC,

“Roaring

ASC,
Twen¬

ties”*

CALL
MU 2-2928

Carl

Berger,

ASC, Lewis Jennings, Rob¬

ert Hoffman, “Surfside 6”*
Arthur Feindel, ASC, Commercials*
Burks, ASC, “The Music Man”
(Technirama & Technicolor) with Robert
Preston and Shirley Jones. Morton DaCosta,
producer-director.
Robert

CAMERAS:
Mitchell - BNC, NC, Hi-Speed,
16mm.
Arriflex — 35mm & 16mm, with
blimps.
Auricons, etc.

FLORMAN & BABB, INC.

McCay and
director.

Gentlemen: Please

“Lawman”*

LIGHTS:
Arcs, Inkies, Spots, Cones. Gen¬
erators, cables & grip equipt.
Accessories.

Ralph
send

me

your

complete

Catalog of Rental Equipment.

ACCESSORIES:
Zoom Lenses, Crab Dollies, Mike
Booms, Motors, etc.

Name

EDITING:

Firm

Moviolas, Hot Splicers, Synchro¬
nizers, Sound Readers, etc.

Bert Glennon, “J^ad:

68 West 45th Street, New York 36, N.Y.

.
.

Address .

Peter

Woolsey,

A Dog” with Peggy
Breck. Aram Avakian,

ASC,

Burt

Glennon,

Stradling, ASC, “A Majority of
One” (Mervyn LeRoy Prod.) with Rosalind
Russell and Alec Guinness. Mervyn LeRoy,
producer-director.
Harry

Harold Stine, ASC, “House of Women”
with Shirley Knight and Andrew Duggan.
Walter Doniger, director.

ZIV-UNITED ARTISTS
Brick Marquard, “Sea Hunt”*
Monroe Askins, “Rip Cord”*
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OF 16 MM PROFESSIONAL
CAMERAS

•‘CINE-VOICE
lOO

FT.

RUNS

S 9 67.00

AURICON

a

MIN.

UP

•' PRO- 600 SPECIAL'1

400 FT.

RUNS

$1295.00

AURICON
600 FT.

IT*

2-3/4

11

a

MIN.

UP

'1 PRO-600' '

RUNS

*1456.25

I6-1/2
a

MIN.

UP

P

THIS SUPERB
PICTURE -TAKING
INSTRUMENT
IS THE PROFESSIONAL

NEWSREEL CAMERAMAN’S
AURICON

"SUPER-1 200''

1200 FT.

RUNS 33

$4149.00

a

MIN.

BEST FRIEND!

UP

GUARANTEE
All Auricon Equipment is sold
with a 30-day money back
Guarantee and a 1 year
Service Warranty. You must be
satisfied!

WRITE FOR
YOUR FREE
COPY OF THIS
74 PAGE
AURICON
CATALOG

ALL OVER THE WORLD. PROFESSIONAL NEWSREEL CAMERAMEN

GET BEHIND AN
AURICON
"PRO-600 SPECIAL”...
...and

know the

real

satisfaction of filming with
a truly Professional Camera!

HAVE ACCLAIMED THE AURICON "PRO-600 SPECIAL” FOR ITS PRECISION
AND DEPENDABILITY UNDER RUGGED FILMING CONDITIONS!

The great majority of Newsreel Cameramen prefer the Auricon “Pro-600 Special” for the production of 16mm Newsreels and
Documentary films. This superb picture-taking instrument, with all of its many built-in professional features, weighs only
24 pounds “ready to travel,” yet gives you a choice of 400 or 600 feet of film, with ultimate portability!
The slim-lined “Pro-600 Special” is Self-Blimped for completely quiet operation, so there is no noise for the microphone
to pick up, and no need for the heavy, bulky, sound-proof enclosure “blimp” required by all other 16mm cameras when
recording sound. The “Pro-600 Special” records Optical or “Filmagnetic” Single-System sound. Because it is driven by a
true, synchronous motor, it is also ideal for Double-System sound recording, as well. All of the many Auricon
Professional accessories can be added when needed, for field or studio filming, without the use of tools... giving
complete flexibility! The Auricon “Pro-600 Special” is the perfect answer for large film-capacity
Newsreel and Documentary filming . . . with light-weight portability!
More than any other camera ever built, the “Pro-600 Special” has become firmly established as the Newsreel
Cameraman’s “best friend,” because of its jewel-like Quality and proven high Reliability.
Write for free, illustrated Auricon Catalog fully describing this “jewel among jewels.”

€3 902 Romaine St., Hollywood 38, California
HOLLYWOOD

2-0931

AURICON . . .THE PROFESSIONAL CAMERA • STANDARD OF THE 16MM SOUND INDUSTRY SINCE 1931

Technical
Questions and
Answers

Q.-/ will be tackling a major underwater shooting assignment
next month in Florida waters. Would appreciate advice on best lens
to use for such work with respect to focal length. Also advice if
results can be improved by use of filters and. if so, which ones.—
A. H. H., Newark, N. ].

A.-Because of the problem of refraction that you will encounter,
and also because you should always work as close to your under¬
water subject as possible in order to keep the volume of water be¬
tween camera and subject at a minimum, a wide-angle lens (18.5mm
for 35mm cameras and 10mm to 13mm for 16mm cameras) will
provide greater depth of field and at the same time a wider picture
area. With lens set at the hyperfocal distance, focusing problems

•

Chrome

plated—prevents cinching

or abrasions.

O Winds film quickly and evenly.
•
•

Single unit for 16mm and 35mm.
Fits any rewind.

$34.95 F.O.B., N Y.

CAMART
DUAL SOUND EDITOR

are eliminated and sharpness assured.
As for use of filters, a K-2 or a G may be used to advantage un¬
derwater with panchromatic film. Either one will produce the same
relative effect as when it is used in normal above-water cinematog¬
raphy. However, underwater, the factor for these filters increases
since they absorb a higher percentage of the available light, which
you will find to he predominantly blue-green.
Some cinematographers, when preparing to shoot under water
with a filter over the lens, first determine the working exposure by
taking a reading of the light with the-filter placed over the meter’s
photocell window. The light reading thus obtained is the norm for
the existing light minus the amount of light absorbed by the filter.

Q.-In a recent article, reference ivas made to “A & B' rolls in
•

Edit single & double system 16mm or 35mm
optical sound.
• Edit single-system Magnastripe or double-system
magnetic sound.
• Works from left to right or right to left.

Dual Editor (without viewer).$195.00
Zeiss Moviscop viewer.
89.50
Special Editor-Viewer comb. 269.50

TRAID HOT SPLICER

•
•

Low Visibility splices made at frame line.
Patented life-time scraper blades and holder
are built in.
• Precision, full-fitting pilot pins.
• Thermostatically heated blades make
perfect
welds.
• Hardened, ground chrome steel cutter blades.
® Professional heavy-duty quality, yet portable.
Send for New 1961

Cataloq

connection with editing a film. Elsewhere. I have seen the reference
“A-B rolls,' and “A, B. C, rolls.'' Will you please explain these terms
and what they mean?—O. A. N., Philadelphia. Pa.

A.-The terms refer to the procedure of film cutting which elim¬
inates splice images in the final print. In A-B roll cutting, rolls of
original film, or other film which is to be edited, are prepared for
printing in synchronized form with the aid of a “synchronizer”
having two or more film channels. Both rolls begin with appropriate
leaders; thereafter the A roll is assembled, composed of a selected
scene followed by opaque leader, followed by another scene, and so
on. The B roll begins with opaque leader opposite first A roll scene,
and alternates scenes are cut in opposite opaque leaders in A roll.
When the lab makes the final print, the A and B roll scenes are
printed alternately—the printer operating via a cue system to effect
this alternate printing so that there is no splicing of scenes required
in the original and thus none shows in the print. The A-B method
also is used where lap-dissolves, wipes and other effects are to be
produced in the printing. Sometimes A-B roll editing also involves
a C roll and a D roll, depending on the cutting requirements; this
explains why you have seen the method referred to variously as
“A&B roll,” “A-B roll,” “A-B-C roll,” etc.
I he method is thoroughly but concisely explained in a chapter in
a new book, “Motion Picture Production For Industry,” reported
elsewhere in this issue. Additional information and descriptive charts
are also available from the Association of Cinema Laboratories, 1226
Wisconsin Ave., N.W., Washington 7, D.C.
■
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ARRIFLEX 16mm and 35mm
Motion Picture Cameras
and Accessories

COLORTRAN Lights, Lighting
Kits and Accessories

MOVIOLA 16mm and 35mm
Film Editing Equipment

on these world-famous products:
< ■***'***.,

COLORTRAN Converters for
every power requirement

MOVIOLA - COLORTRAN • MAGNASYNC
ARRIFLEX • AURICON and many others
CECO does it again! CECO sets new
frontiers of value in the professional
film world with this unheard-of offer.

MAGNASYNC Magnetic
Film Recorders, Reproducers,
Dubbers and Mixers

Everyone knows that anything me¬
chanical, no matter how carefully en¬
gineered, will require adjustment and
repairs. CECO now guarantees that
for the first 6 months you will not pay

a red cent for this service. The only
exception is damage not incurred in
normal use.
Everything else is our
responsibility.
The professional film world knows
that CECO always gives PLUS values
in quality, service and low, low cost.
Come in—telephone or write today.

(£flm€RH CouipmenT (o.jnc.
Dept.A18, 315 W. 43rd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y., JUdson 6-1420

In Hialeah, Florida:

tuxedo 8°4604Ve"

In Hollywood, California:

6510 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 9-5119

S.O.S. SPECIALS
OF THE MONTH
NEW...USED...REBUILT...SURPLUS.
Price Reductions!!

. . Take Advantage of These Tremendous

Write, Wire or Phone Before it is Too Late!!

★ CAMERAS, 35MM

★ ANIMATION & SPECIAL EFFECTS

ARRIFLEX II likenu, 4 lenses; 1-200' and 2-400' mags.;
syncmotor; blimp; accessories; cases.
Used once.
Cost $5000 plus .....$3750.00
MITCHELL SINGLE SYSTEM, 4 Baltar lenses, 3-1000'
magazines; viewfinder; mattebox; 12V motor; Modulite galvanometer. $9000 originally.....$3950.00
EYEMO 71P, 2-400' mags, 110V AC/DC motor, 3 Cooke
Speed Panchro lenses. 2 cases ..$595.00
WALL, 4 Baltar lenses, double claw movement, pilot
pins, 1000' mag, 12V motor, RCA Galvo, amplifier,
mike, headphones, cases .....$1995.00
DEVRY Magic Eyes: 0-10° variable shutter: 2"
lens .....$149.50
MITCHELL STD., 5 Baltar lenses,- 2-1000' magazines;
110V
wild
motor;
mattebox;
viewfinder;
cases ....$2995.00

CINE SPECIAL ANIMATION Motor, New.$299.50
ACME
7'
Animation
stand,
E/W/N/S movements,
sliding pegs, B&H 35mm camera, Acme stopmotion
motor. $12,500 value .„.$3795.00
TEL-ANIMASTAND, art table N/S/E/W, rotary move¬
ment. New demonstrator. $3000 value .$1795.00
B&H 35mm Animation Cameras; 400' magazine; dis¬
solve $3500 original cost .$1250.00
SAME with thru-lens focusing .$1750.00

★ CAMERAS, 16MM

RCA REDUCTION PRINTER, 35/16mm soundtrack, 180'
per minute. $9000 value, excellent.$3500.00
CUSTOM BUILT 35mm Step Printer, pilot pin registra¬
tion .$395.00
DEPUE
PRINTER 35mm
DUAL SOUND &
PICTURE.
Prints from two negatives.
$1295.00
TEL-AMATIC 16mm SOUND & Picture Printer. Semi¬
automatic light change..
$995.00
DEPUE 16mm doublehead separate sound & picture,
112 scene automatic liteboard, 3 ph drive....$2250.00
B&H Printer, step contact, pilot pin spreaders, semi¬
automatic light change, $4000 orig. cost.$995.00
DUPLEX 35mm Step Printer, pilot pin registration $795.00
CINECOLOR Double Head 35mm Step Printer with
automatic life change and timing device. Originally
$12,000. (Bank foreclosure) __—$2495.00

BOLEX H-l 6 SUPREME; 17mm f2.7 lens; filter slot;
filter holders ._...$149.50
MAURER 05; Syncmotor,- 400' magazine,- viewfinder; 3
lens turret; $5500 originally........$1495.00
AURICON,
PRO-200,
parallax finder, sunshade, NR
amplifier, cases. Excellent ...
$895.00
B&H FILMO Turret Automaster Autoload, fl .9 lens,
case. $350 originally.
$99.50
AURICON CINEVOICE I, Amplifier, case, headphones,
mike, etc.....$595.00
AURICON SUPER 1200' parallax finder, variable shutter,
2-400' mags., case. Less galvo. $5300 list..$2495.00
CINEPHONIC, Magnetic recording, 400' Mitchell mag,
3 Elgeet lenses, turret, transistor amplifier, power
supply, mike. Pro Jr. tripod and triangle. Originally
$3000, likenu .....$1495.00
BOLEX,
Converted
400'
mag.;
rackover;
telescopic
finder; 1 10V wild motor. $900 original cost....$449.50
CINE Special I, 3 lenses,- case .$329.50
CINE SPECIAL II, 1" fl .4 lens, 200' mag .$695.00

★ CAMERA ACCESSORIES
PAN CINOR 70 lens, A rri mount, list $260.$149.50
SAMSON ELEVATOR TRIPOD with dolly and freehead,
New .........$129.50
CINE VOICE Portable Power Supply, nickel cad.
battery, charger, $195 value ...$125.00
ARRIFLEX Voltabloc Powerpacs, used. With built-in
charger $110. Less charger ..$99.50
B&H 400' bipack magazine .....$149.50
PHOTO RESEARCH Spectra Meters with filters,
sphere, case. 2 Color ...$129.50
NATIONAL CINE Crab Dolly, very good condi¬
tion. $4750 original cost ....$3750.00
RABY heavy studio dolly ...$895.00
MOTORIZED DOLLY w/revolving head 7' boom height;
2
seats,hihat;
brackets
for
6
lites.
Orig
$4000 ....$695.00
AKELEY Gyro Tripod, $1100 originally .—$595.00
EYEMO 6V Motors, 8/48 fps; New .$74.50
CECO CINE Special Blimp, syncmotor ..$395.00

★ LABORATORY EQUIPMENT
EASTMAN EDGE NUMBERING machine with new number¬
ing block ........$1445.00
DUPONT
35mm
EDGE
NUMBERING
Machine,
com¬
plete .-..$1295.00
NEUMADE 16mm FILM CLEANING machine 1600' ca¬
pacity. Reconditioned .„.....$149.50
DUPLEX 35mm FILM CLEANING & Polishing .'ochine
with buffing wheels. Origially $3000. 195.00
PHOTOVOLT Densitometer 16/35mm with sou dtrack
accessory. Cost $750 when new . 195.00
PAKO Heat Exchangers, controls solution temp atures
accurately. $300 value. New (Surplus) . 98.50
FRIED Light Scene Tester, 1
to 11
exposu
As
is .
99.50
EASTMAN Electric
35mm Film Waxing Machi
with
heating
element
and
motor.
Originally
T1500.
Rebuilt ...„... J95.00

★ MOTION PICTURE PRINTERS
B&H OPTICAL PRINTER daylite operating,- 35/16mm;
double pedestal. Clutch for skip frame or continuous,
either side. $12,500 originally..$5995.00

★ LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
DOUBLE BROADS with stands, 1000W lamps.$59.50
10.000W Fresnel Spot heads, cost over $500.$249.50
BARDWELL-McALISTER 750W Baby Keglite heads..$39.95
BARDWELL-McALISTER 2000W Spots, likenu.$89.95
MOLE RICHARDSON 2000W Spots, black #412....$79.95
MOLE RICHARDSON 5000W Spots, black #415....$149.95
MOLARC 150 amp. head, grid and pedestal.
List
price $2410 when new .....$795.00
SILVER REFLECTORS, 48", on rolling stands .$49.50

★ RECORDING EQUIPMENT
KINEVOX SYNC RECORDER 17.5mm, 1000' capacity,
built-in playback amplifier and speaker, 3 inputs,
single case. Cost $1595.$595.00
KINEVOX 4-position mixer, AC operated, VU meter.
Cost $495...$225.00
STANCIL HOFFMAN Model S-6 Sync 17.5mm Mag.
Recorder & Reproducer, P24C Power Supply, play¬
back amplifier, cases. Originally $2800.$895.00
AURICON RT80 16mm Optical Recorder, VA Amplifier
NR22. rases, Orininally $1100.$395.00
MAURER D 16mm OPTICAL RECORDING System, 4 pos.
mixer, AGN noise reduction amplifier, 400' mag.,
power supply negative .$1995.00
positive/negative .$2495.00
MAGNAGRAM (now Magnasync) 16mm center track re¬
corder. Counter,- 3 motors; 1200'capacity. Orig. $2350.
As is .
$525.00
RCA PHOTOPHONE 35mm Fantasound film phonograph
with Selsyrv motors. Orig. $6,500 .
$695.00

SIMPLEX Acme 35mm Arc Sound Projector with
pedestal .
$235.00
PREVIEW Interlock Projector, DeVry, 1000W lamp, runs
picture and sound simultaneously...—$995.00

★ MOVIOLAS, EDITING MACHINES
CECO 35mm VIEWER, $500 orig. Good condition..$1 95.00
Likenu .
$395.00
MOVIOLA PREVIEW 35mm UDPVS, separate picture and
soundhead,
on
rolling
stand.
4"x6"
screen,
rebuilt.......$1095.00
Same with 8"xl0" screen..
$1495.00
MOVIOLA 35mm UDS, separate picture and soundheadon rolling stand.
$795.00
MOVIOLA 35mm UDCS .separate sound and composite
picture/magnetic optical, footage counter. On rolling
stand.
Excellent. .
$895.00
WESTERN CINE Automatic 16mm Hot Splicers,
demonstrators .
$189.50
MOVIOLA 16mm ULC bullseye composite picture and
sound, rolling stand.
$995.00
ACMIOLA 35mm Viewers w/stands, 6"x8’/2" picture,
motorized. $1500 original cost...
$295.00
AKELEY 35mm Viewer, sound and composite 5"x7"
aerial image. Original cost $3000; closeout....$395.00

★ FILM PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
FILMLINE 16mm RACETRACK REVERSAL Processor, han¬
dles 200' of film dry-to-dry in 3'/z minutes. Original
cost, $5450. Our special price.$2495.00
HOUSTON FEARLESS 19AS 16mm COLOR Processor un¬
assembled. Has 17 S.S. tanks 70" high, extra rollers,
drive assembly, complete drybox. Less motors, pumps
and
refrigeration.
Worth
$12,000.
FOB
Flor¬
ida
......_.-..$1295.00
HOUSTON FEARLESS 22B neg./pos. processor,- tempera¬
ture control; recirculation,- 1800' per hr.$1995.00
MAMMOTH HOUSTON Color Processor, 16/35mm, Ansco/
Ektachrome, neg./pos., up to 1200' per hr., 16 stain¬
less steel tanks, one fiberglass lined. Full '/j0 tem¬
perature control. Recirculation, air supply, 7 squee¬
gees. Cost Cuban government $35,000. Rebuilt like
new .
$11,995.00

★ CUTTING ROOM SUPPLIES
B&H FOOT SPLICERS, excellent condition. 35mm....$595.00
70mm....$895.00
FOSTER AUTOMATIC REWIND on table w/inspectior
life, 110V AC 60 cy. hvy. duty motor, foot pedal
control, speeds zero to 875 RPM ...$495.00
CRAIG 16mm Editor Viewers, excellent...$19.95

★ CAMERA MOTORS &
ELECTRICAL
SPENCER INDUSTRIAL VACUUM cleaner, rollabout with
new hose, recond. $700 originally.$195.00
200 Amp. GENERATOR, I10DC, water cooled engine,
on 4 wheel trailer. $2500 value.$795.0C
720 Amp. GENERATOR, 120DC, 100HP 220/440V 3 ph
motor, panel, 7'/jHP starting motor, selencing choke
coil. Good for 25% overload. $10,000 orig.$2950.0C
INTERLOCK DISTRIBUTOR, primary 220V 3ph, secondary
220V 3ph for recording studios..$495.0C
INTERLOCK DISTRIBUTOR, primary 1 10V Iph, secondary
220V 3ph for recording studios.„.$495.0C
Control
cabinet with
absolute 24
frame gover
nor .$495.Of
INTERLOCK MOTORS 220V
3ph
for Mitchell,
B&h
Cameras ......$95.0(

i

★ PROJECTORS, BACKGROUND,
PREVIEW
BACKGROUND Arc Projector, 35mm movies or slides;
120 amp. arclamp; rheostat; lenses. Cost $15,000 to
build, unassembled, as is, plus crating __$395.00
FILMCRAFT 35mm Movie Background Process Outfit. Write
for details. $15,000 value (Bank foreclosure)..$1995.00
HOLMES 16mm ARC PROJECTOR; Strong babyarc; 15A
rectifier,- pedestal; less amplifier.$295.00

SIS. LEASING PLAN
Get acquainted with the many advantages of this
Plan—specially designed for the Motion Picture
Industry, making it possible to obtain latest
film production and exhibiting equipment on very
liberal terms. Write for FREE booklet.

URCE OF SUPPLY!
S0N0C010R SCF2

S.O.S. E
-35

MAGNETICALLY STRIPES
ALL SIZES OF MOVIE FILMS
Most Advanced Heavy-Duty
Production Machine
Designed

fo

apply

mag¬

netic striping to all stand¬
ard sizes of motion picture
film.

One

the

man, operating

SCF

2,

can

process

from 1800 to 3000 feet of
film hourly. Changing over
from one size film

Professional Precision
at a Price!
A 35mm ACTION VIEWER designed for
easy editing. Precision optics assure
bright pictures in sharp focus whether
film is moving or stopped. Film protected
from overheating or burning. No inter¬
mittent or oscillating parts. Free turning
sprocket guards against film damage.

other

merely

to an¬

requires

the

interchange of rollers and
the

calibrating

the

coating

blade

of

head — takes

less than five minutes.
The SCF 2 will apply full
coating,

single

or

multi¬

tracks in one operation on
any film width
to

70mm.

formity of
ing

from

8mm

Complete

uni¬

magnetic coat¬

thickness

is

ensured

through micrometric adjust¬
t//
Large Screen.- 4%" x 6 1/16'

ment.

Operator

absolute

Brilliant Picture Image

maintains

control* of

ma¬

chine at all times and can

Velvet action Nylon Rollers

stop operation at any stage

Film travels Left to Right

in

Simplified Framing and Focusing

or other interruption with¬

4-sided Prismatic Shutter

out

case

loss of

nish

Lightweight, compact design

or

speed

Available with Optical/Magnetic
or Combination Sound Reader

of

film

breakage

DIMENSIONS: Length

magnetic var¬

sound

control

maintained

from

can
0

Width

2'2";

Height

4'8";

DRIVE: D-C motor fed from A-C supply through

continuity;

Weight

incorporated

830

VENTILATION: 0.2 hp A-C motor

be

to 50

DRYING: Electrical resistance of 1500 watts

ft. per minute.

POWER REQUIRED: Single phase, 110/220 v, 50/60 cy A-C
SONOCOLOR is especially

SPECIAL
INTRODUCTORY
OFFER!!

where

space

is

COMPLETE with choice of 6 striping applicators

a

limitation. Completely selfcontained;
than

11

requires
square

feet

$

less
of

8995 00
FOB New York

floor space.

Only $295

S.O.S. Ediola Pro-35
S.O.S. Pro-35,

adaptable for use by proc¬
essors

Optical Sound Reader & Base $495

Distributed

in

the

United States and Canada

Exclusively by S.O.S.

formerly

S.O.S. PHOTO-CINE-OPTICS, Inc. S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY COUP,
602

WEST

WESTERN

52nd

STREET,

BRANCH: 6331

NEW

YORK

Hollywood

19,

N.Y.

Boulevard,

—

Phone:

PLaza

7-0440

—

Cable:

SOSOUND

Hollywood, California — Phone: HOIlywood

7-2124

lbs.

selenium

rectifier.

is smooth and con¬

tinuous

6 2";

NEW BOOK REPORTS
ARRIFLEX 16

Motion-picture Production for Indus¬
try, by Jay E. Gordon. The Macmillan
Company, 60 Fifth Ave., New York 11,
N.Y. $8.00.

1 6mm one,' 35mm
cameras
for

in

stock

immediate

delivery.

Arriflex

16mm and 35mm

This book is intended as a source of
guidance for the man or woman re¬
sponsible for performing one or more
of the many assignments in the often
complicated task of producing an ef¬
fective film. As the author points out
in the preface, “although it is aimed

sound p roof
blimps available.
400'

magazines.

Synchron

ous motors. New and used

primarily at in-plant film-production
operations, the hook’s application does
not end there. Much in these pages
will be of assistance to the commer¬

MACO VIEWFINDER
A Professional viewfinder—you shoot with both
eyes open.
• Same design and operation as used on feature
work.
• Special mounting brackets for Cine Special 1,
11, Bolex H-16, Bolex Octameter, B & H 70
Series, B & H Specialist, Arriflex.
® Includes inside angle
lens &
adapter, plus
mattes for two lens’ fields.
O

$145.00

COLORTRAN CINEMASTER
CONVERTER
•

50,000 watts of photographic light on half
the normal amperes of consumption.
• 3200 -3400J
Kelvin
dependability
for
color
reproduction.
® professional
style
operation
—
push-button
switches control a studio of lighting power
Cinemaster

11 — 50,000 watts $309.CO
” —40 C00 waits $258 00
” — 25,000 walls $168 00

Send for New
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cial film producer who is engaged to
make a film in an industrial plant and
to the student who elects to follow' a
course leading to industrial film pro¬
duction."
The book is not a treatise on art;
nor is it a specialized book on camera
technique. It is a complete guide to
the successful operation of a film de¬
partment. The author offers specific
suggestions for coping with the large
and small problems encountered every
day. He brings many years experience
as an industrial film maker to the
writing of this book. The procedures
he outlines for preparing, producing,
and distributing motion pictures have
been proven in practice.
For the management person con¬
cerned with a new program of film,
Motion-Picture Production for Indus¬
try answers many practical questions:
How large a film staff do you need?
How should you budget your film
money? Should you buy or rent equip¬
ment? How can work forms be de¬
signed for maximum effectiveness?
For the film maker, author Gordon
delves into such matters as choice and
use of equipment, recruiting of ac¬
tors, when to use animation, techniques
of aerial photography, missile photog¬
raphy, promotion of your films and
the role of the film library.
Helpful chapters detail film coding,
editing, direction, camerawork, and
acting for the documentary film. A
20-page glossary of vital film terms
is included.
The author, prior to his untimely

406

death in an automobile accident, was
Supervisor of Motion Pictures and
Audio-Visual Aids for North Ameri¬
can Aviation, Inc., Autonetics Divi¬
sion, and wms a past-president of the
Industry Film Producers Association.

Television In The Public Interest, by
A. William Bluem, John F. Cox, and
Cene McPherson. Hasting House Pub¬
lishers, 151 East 50th St., New York.
N.Y. $6.95.
To serious photographers and pro¬
ducers of motion pictures, television
is both ally and competitor. The prog¬
ress, innovations and technical devel¬
opments of the medium are therefore
of continuing interest to those whose
business or avocation is making mo¬
tion pictures.
This book provides practical in¬
formation and advice on an area al¬
most totally neglected heretofore in
the literature of television—how the
layman may make better use of the TV
medium for public service causes and
projects.
Aiming to bridge the gap between
the television professional and the non¬
professional with something vital to
say and how, this volume supplies
needed background to those given re¬
sponsibility for an organization’s ef¬
forts in this medium. It suggests what
television can help to accomplish; it
gives a behind-the-screen acauaintance with a station and its facilities;
it affords guidance in initial planning,
approaching a station, detailed plan¬
ning and scripting, performance and
audience promotion.
Because motion picture films are
today a vital component of TV pro¬
gramming and provide most of the TV
commercials we see, makers of films
should find much of value to them in
every one of the book’s ten chapters.
The chapter, “Using Film and Vid¬
eotape” dwells on the importance of
using 16mm black-and-white film for
economy production of program ma¬
terial; explains the place of both
single- and double-system sound, and
explores the potentials of the
teur film as program material

ama¬
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MOVIELAB

MOVIELAB FILM LABORATORIES
MOVIELAB BUILDING, 619 W. 54th ST.
NEW YORK 19, N.Y. JUDSON 6-0360

^developing color negatives • additive coior printing • reduction printing including A&B »color
slide film processing • blowups • internegatives • Kodachrome scene-to-scene color balanced
printing • Ektachrome developing and printing • registration printing • plus complete black and
white facilities including cutting rooms, storage rooms and the finest screening facilities in the east.
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ocation

discomforts

and dangers are occupa¬

tional hazards expected and taken in stride by
cameramen working far from the comforts of the
Hollywood sound stage. But seldom has a camera¬
man worked under such precarious conditions as did
Director of Photography Lionel Lindon, A.S.C.,
while photographing the smashing drama of juvenile
gang warfare, “The Young Savages”.
Much of this film was shot in the actual locale of
Evan Hunter’s hard-hitting novel from which the
picture was adapted—a teeming cauldron of mixed
“minorities” crammed within the confines of New
York’s Spanish Harlem. This is an area seething
with unrest, where deadly teenage gang wars are
common, where any stranger caught on this switchblade-protected “turf” is subject to robbery, may¬
hem or even murder—simply because he is a
stranger. It is a district where street gangs often
battle to the death, armed with knives, “zip” guns
and Molotov cocktails. It is a domain ruled by
fuzzy-faced overlords, each of whom “runs” a
block or two of territory, exacting tribute from
frightened shop-keepers in return for “protection”
—an area where even the police tread
nervously patrolling their beats in pairs.

lightly,

Cadillacs Abandoned

DIRECTOR
on

parallel

OF

PHOTOGRAPHY

rail

while

his

Lionel

operator

Lindon,
lines

ASC,

up

(far

left)

low-mounted

perches
Mitchell

camera on players in foreground for a scene for “The Young Savages,"
directed

by John

Frankenheimer (2nd

from

left) and

photographed on

location in New York.

Hazardous Assignment
In An Asphalt Jungle
Filmed in the story’s actual juvenile gang¬
land locale, some of the most factual scenes
in “The Young Savages” had to be photo¬
graphed under cover with a hand-held
camera and a newsreel light.

By

408

HERB

A.

LIGHTMAN

Into this jungle loaded with ominously restless
“natives” moved Burt Lancaster (star of the film),
director John Frankenheimer, and the technical
crew headed by Lindon. When scouting locations,
this Hollywood group wisely abandoned their Cadil¬
lacs far downtown, took a cab to within four blocks
of “no man’s land,” and walked from there, dressed
in old clothes to look as nondescript as possible.
They had decided to go into the area minus the
protection of a police escort, reasoning that such
a bodyguard would have made them too conspicu¬
ous.
Ever aware that hostile eyes watched their every
action, no overt move was made until the company
had set up the camera in an alleyway to shoot the
initial scene of the picture. Suddenly a fusillade of
missiles rained down upon them—tin cans, milk
cartons filled with rocks, garbage, etc. After this
onslaught, the crew members considered wearing
steel helmets of the type used by construction
workers, but the idea was abandoned when it was
realized that the tin hats would provide perfect
targets for their unseen assailants on the rooftops.
Conferences with harassed police officers brought
the suggestion that “If you can’t fight them it’s
better to join them.” Several of the young actors
playing hoodlums in the picture had actually been
raised in this squalid neighborhood and, with them
acting as intermediaries, secret contacts were made
and conferences arranged with two youthful gang
leaders who controlled sections in which the corn-
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LIONEL
rected
Young

LINDON,
the

ASC,

who

photography of

Savages,"

is

a

di¬

"The

veteran

cinematographer with such distin¬
guished pictures to his credit as
"Going My Way,” "A Medal For
Benny,” "The Blue Dahlia,” "Des¬
tination

Moon,"

and

"Around

The World in 80 Days,” for which
he received an Academy Award.

belligerently
curious
crowds.
Battery-operated
cameras were mounted on small luggage trucks
pushed along the sidewalk by grips. One camera
would start following the boys and the crowd would
gang up on it. A second camera concealed around
the corner would then pick up the action and follow
the boys until the crowd discovered it and shifted
their attention. Thus, with one camera serving as
decoy, the other one filmed as much of the scene
as possible. Meanwhile, the grips were hard pressed
to find smooth stretches of sidewalk along which to
roll the improvised luggage-truck dollies.
Camera

Concealed

In Bus

At one point the filming operation was camou¬
flaged by mounting the camera inside a bus which
pany wished to shoot. The leaders were placed on
retainer for an undisclosed sum and the word went
around via jungle telegraph to ”lay off” the movie¬
makers while they were shooting in the prescribed
areas. To further cement relations and add a touch
of stark realism to the picture, the actual gangs
themselves were hired to portray enemy tribes in

followed the boys down the street. This worked
fine except that whenever the bus stopped, com¬
muters, believing that the bus was in service, would
bang on the door for admittance. Other cameras
were concealed in the doorway of a delicatessen,
and also in one or two other shops to get unobtrus¬
ive shots of the teenagers in action.

the film.

At the scene of the crime, a camera was set up at
a low angle on the sidewalk. Dress racks were
placed near the steps of the building both for
atmosphere and to partially conceal the camera

“The Young Savages” tells the story of the mur¬
der of a blind Puerto Rican boy, a member of the
Horsemen gang, by three young hoodlum members
of the opposition Thunderbird gang. The Assistant
District Attorney (portrayed by Burt Lancaster) is
assigned to prosecute the case, a job made doubly
difficult by the fact that one of the apprehended
juveniles is the son of a woman with whom the
attorney was once in love and almost married.

Continued

on

Page

435

Surmounting almost inconceivable odds in what
appears to be a straight cold-blooded murder situa¬
tion, the attorney is able to determine that the socalled innocent victim was actually the leader of
the Horsemen, and that the son of his former fiancee,
although misguided and delinquent in a sense, had
not inflicted the fatal stab wound.
Action Filmed Unobtrusively

The film opens on a high note of drama with a
strikingly photographed sequence showing the three
young assassins relentlessly marching into enemy
territory, knocking bystanders out of their path and
viciously stabbing the blind boy as he stands playing
his harmonica on the front “stoop” of a tenement.
They dash down the steps, knock over the dress
racks of a sidewalk peddler and, pursued by police,
take off over fences and down back alleys. After a
wild chase through a rubble-strewn area where
buildings are being razed by a demolition crew, the
assassins are finally cornered in an ambush of
converging cars and taken into custody.
Photographing this melee on the jam-packed
streets of the tenement area was a challenge of the
first order. There was no way of controlling the
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of
of

three
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title

implies,
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Much
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accused
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areas that are actually under domination by young hoods.
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rJ^HERE are often

opportunities in industrial and

TV commercial film production to use a rotating
turntable to heighten interest in an otherwise static
scene, or to provide attention-arresting motion to a
title.
A commercial product or industrial component,
when rotated on a turntable before the camera, shows
what it looks like when viewed from several angles
without the need of presenting it in a series of sepa¬
rate cuts. In a similar manner, a series of related
products can. be shown—one following the other as
they come into the field of view of the camera. The
resulting improved visualization and subject move¬
ment provides a more interesting presentation.
As Titling Aid

In photographing titles, many unusual effects can
be achieved using a turntable, including some effec¬
tive transitions between titles. A spinning title can
be superimposed over a static background, or both
the title and the background can be rotated together.
Another variation is to photograph the title card as
it rotates, and then superimpose it over a live or
photo background, either during the photography or
by double-printing at the laboratory.
Where it is desired to produce a title that starts
with a fast spin, then ends with the title in proper
upright position, the title (or photograph) is aligned
on the turntable in the vertical “end-of-the-spin”
position, but upside down. Photography begins by
exposing a specified number of frames of the title
in the static position, then the turntable is started and
the photography is continued for the desired amount
of footage or frames. After this film is processed,
it is turned end-for-end (the head is reversed with
the tail) so that when projected, the title will be
upright and read correctly from left to right. The
title will flash on the screen while spinning, then
come to a stop with the title text properly upright.

SPIN IT
ON A
TURNTABLE
By

ROY

ZEPER

Variable-speed Motor Best

In constructing a turntable for this kind of work,
a number of factors should be considered: it should
be of the size and strength to support the subject to
be filmed; the torque of the turntable motor should
be ample to rotate it evenly regardless of the weight
of the subject; and the speed (rpm) should suit the
effect desired. The most desirable setup employs a
motor that can be varied in speed, and a suitable
rheostat for altering the voltage input to provide a
range of speeds.
Continued on Page 428

SPINNING TITLES (top photo) can

be made in two ways—by

animation or by use of a turntable, as pictured. Whereas single¬
frame animation would require hours, spinning the title card on
a turntable set up before the camera achieves the same effect
in

less

lower

time
photo,

bearing

and
a

with

large

marked
turntable

saving

in

supported

production
by

cost.

legs and

In

ball¬

casters, provided an effective display of Philco's new

line of portable TV sets for a TV spot photographed by author.
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PROFESSIONAL JUNIOR*-product of experience
and friend to

Simplified
geared camera
attaching method
knob easily accessible

thousands of cameramen

Adjustable
pan handle

Tilt lock

All tripods have one thing in common—
they rest on three legs. But there the
the comparison ends.

Interchangeable
and adjustable angle
pan handle location,
left or right hand
and reverse

Because Pro Junior towers like the
Empire State Building over ordinary tripods.
Pan lock

Because Pro Junior is the world’s most
convenient tripod with the world’s
finest features, including:
Pan tension brake
Simplified camera attaching method.
Adjusting telescoping pan handle with adjustable
angle.
Sockets for left, right or reverse tilt.
Special pan tension adjusting knob, independent of
pan lock.
Cast in tie-down eyelets.
Self-adjusting double leg locking knobs.
IDEAL FOR MOTION PICTURE AND TV VIDIC0N
CAMERAS.

Detachable head
interchangeable
on baby tripod
and Hi Hat
Telescoping
pan handle

And still the price is unchanged, which makes
PRO JUNIOR the world’s best tripod value.
Pros go for PRO JUNIOR. See it today.
$150.00

Cast in
tie down
eyelets

Self aligning
double leg
lock knobs

CECO Professional Jr. Hi-Hat

An adapter for extremely lowmount setups; also used for title
stands and permanent mount¬
ings. Handles either friction or
geared-drive tripod heads. $22.00

CECO Professional Jr.
Adjustable Wooden Baby Tripod

PROFESSIONAL JR.

(?flm€RR €<^uipm€iiT(o.,inc.

Accepts all Pro Jr. Tripod
Heads. Has substantial shoe and
spur. Measures 26" extended
from floor to flange, 18" col¬
lapsed. Weight 7 lbs. $75.00

Used on Professional Jr.standard
tripod. Crank handles control
pan and tilt action.
$175.00 Head only.
$225.00 Complete with tripod.

pt. A

Geared Head

315 West 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y. JUdson 6-1420
Reg. U.S. Pat. Off. 2318910

A Film On
Soldering
Techniques
The prize-winning “On Solder” reveals
advantages of using a reflex
camera to shoot high-magnification
closeups in straightforward photography

By JOSEPH V. MASCELLI

,

Editor

“Qn Solder"

American Cinematographer Manual

— an industrial film produced for

the purpose of training and encouraging sol¬
dering technicians toward greater reliability in their
work—lias been acclaimed for both its inspirational
handling of a prosaic subject and its extreme closeup color cinematography. The film was awarded the
Blue Ribbon for best training film in the recent
American Film Festival in New York, and also won
the coveted “Cindy” award in the Instructional
Training Film category of the Industry Film Pro¬
ducers Association’s
June 3rd.

annual

awards

presentation

The picture, sponsored by Claude Michael, Inc.,
of Glendale, California, industrial distributors of
soldering materials, was produced as a public serv¬
ice. It carries no advertising or promotional mes¬
sage of any kind. It was produced and directed by
Ron Hagerthy, president of Scope Film Associates
of Hollywood, and written by Hagerthy and Robert
E. Michael. The latter also served as technical ad-
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(2) is high-magnification shot of start of a soldering operation.
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visor on the soldering sequences.
The author photographed the pic¬
ture in Eastman Ektachrome Com¬
mercial, using an Arriflex 16 cam¬
era
equipped
with
Schneider
Lenses and a 17mm-to-70mm Pan
Cinor zoom lens.
The need for a film depicting
proper soldering techniques had
been apparent for some time, and
although several solder pictures
were available, they were either
obsolete or fell far short of their
goal. The Department of Defense,
and the many aircraft, missile and
allied electronic industries em¬
ploying solder have been severely
handicapped by unreliable solder¬
ing techniques. Multi-million dol¬
lar missiles have failed because of
a poor solder connection. While
such cases are rare, they are a mat¬
ter of record. Many intricate elec¬
tronic components are rejected, or
fail to operate properly, because
of faulty soldering.
Film A Vital Need

The Michael organization rec¬
ognized the importance of this
vital industry-wide problem and
set about to correct it. The need
existed for a film that would de¬
pict correct soldering techniques
and inspire soldering technicians
to take a greater interest in their
work by being made aware of its
importance and thus be stimulated
to greater effort. A “by-the-numbers,
one-two-three,
this-is-howyou-do-it” training film was n’ot
the answer. The subject required
dramatic handling in an inspiring
manner that would awaken new
interest in efficient soldering meth¬
ods. The picture had to demon¬
strate the proper soldering tech¬
niques in a way never before
depicted—by moving in with the
camera as close as possible to
show what actually happens to a
drop of solder when it is used as
a bonding agent. For, as experi¬
ence has shown, the success or
failure of a missile, a radar
system, a television network or a
complex electronic circuit often
depends on a single drop of
solder!
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My introduction to the film
project was via a ’phone call from
Ron Hagerthy asking: “How close
can you zoom?” I answered: “Oh,
to about the size of a match book
cover.” A pause. Then: “We gotta
go closer than that!” After a few
minutes of such questions and an¬
swers I dismissed the problem and
told Ron not to worry, but to go
ahead and write the script and
plan the camera set-ups as close
as he liked. Later, when actual
filming began, I was to rue my
oversimplification of the problem
because there were several factors
that I had overlooked, such as the
fact that the scenes were live action
rather than static setups, and sev¬
eral physical problems were en¬
countered that were not antici¬
pated.
“On Solder” opens with a lit¬
eral bang!: a missile launching
which turns out to be a failure and
shows the giant rocket returning to
earth. It then dwells briefly on the
history of soldering from earliest
Biblical times. Soldering tools and
materials are then shown with the
aid of drawings and cutaway mod¬
els. Here excellent use was made

THE ZOOM

LENS

of “A-and-B” printing by dissolv¬
ing from a full shot of a stock
soldering iron to a precisely dupli¬
cated cutaway model in exactly
the same position. The zoom lens
provided additional movement to
the match dissolve. The stock iron
was first shown and then dissolved
to the cutaway model. The lens
then zooms in to show in closer
detail the heating element and oth¬
er parts, and the camera is panned
in a tight close-up for the length
of the tool.
Ultra-closeups Utilized

The major portion of the picture
is devoted to actual soldering tech¬
niques employed in bonding vari¬
ous types of components, printed
circuits, etc. It is here that extreme
closeups are utilized so that the tip
of the smallest soldering iron and
a single drop of solder are shown
full screen. The importance of cor¬
rect heat, proper application of
the soldering iron to the object be¬
ing bonded (not to the solder it¬
self) is clearly shown in a series
of extreme closeups. How the rosin
flows from the cored solder, and
Continued on Page 441

PEERS over shoulder of technician

to record detail of recommended procedure

for industrial soldering as revealed in motion picture, “On Solder." When closer shots were made,
with

both

camera and

lights

moved

nearer to

subject, technician's

hands were

wrapped

in

wet

towels for protection.
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Everywhere in the world
...because it’s on film
QUES. What do they do when it’s carnival time in Trinidad?
ANS. They have the time of their lives. They walk and talk;
they prance and dance; they munch and lunch; they go to the
movies—see the same shows you see—laugh and cry just as
you did.
For people are people everywhere—act like people, wherever
they are.
That’s why the picture m ade on film goes on and on until a
world of people has been moved, stirred, cheered by it!
Yes, films tell and sell, are—when you come right down to it
—just about our best good-will ambassadors. That’s why the
investment of time, talent and fine materials is so important;
why the Eastman Technical Service for Motion Picture Film is
constantly on the alert to help the industry in solving questions
of production, processing and projection.
Branches at strategic centers. Inquiries invited.
Motion Picture Film Department

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Rochester 4, N. Y.
East Coast Division
342 Madison Avenue
New York 17, N. Y.

Midwest Division
1 30 East Randolph Drive
Chicago 1, III.

West Coast Division
6706 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 38, Calif.

For the purchase of film, W. J. GERMAN, INC.
Agents for the sale and distribution of Eastman Professional Motion Picture Films,
Fort Lee, N. J., Chicago, III., Hollywood, Calif.

Shooting A Documentary

^UYANTEPUY - THE ‘"DEVIL’S MOUNTAIN” - Was

like Mt. Everest. Untouched and virgin, it had
thus far defeated all who had attempted to scale it
in an effort to find the lost plane of Jimmy Angel
who earlier had crashed on this lofty mountain top
of Venezuela.
Angel had mislanded on the mountain in 1937
and subsequently discovered there the highest un¬
interrupted waterfall on earth—a 3700-foot vertical
waterdrop, since named for him. As far as is known,
no human being had ever before set foot on the lofty
peak of Auyantepuy; no one had seen Angel’s plane
nor the headwaters of the falls. Many had been
tempted, some had even tried, because of the fasci¬
nating legends about the powerful Indian god Canaima (who, it is said, dwells atop the mountain
A
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n The Wilds Of Venezuela
Hired to photograph an expedition searching for
the headwaters of famed Angel Falls, author
Leo Ozols inherited the project and the film he
shot became the prize-winning documentary,
“Where Angel Falls Are Born.”

and washes his feet in the waters of Jimmy’s falls)
and of the fabulous gold and diamonds there—and
also the ghosts, and the danger, and death ever¬
present.
Making a motion picture about the devil’s moun¬
tain had been a burning ambition of mine for many
years. Until recently, I was unable to put my plans
into practical operation because of the cost of such
an undertaking. I had endeavored to locate a spon¬
sor or to interest film producers who could market
such a film, but they were skeptical of a film crew’s
chances of ever reaching the mountain top, much
less producing marketable footage. After all, it was
argued, the mountain already had defeated several
serious and well-equipped expeditions. How could
an untried motion picture unit succeed where veteran
professional expeditioners hacf failed?
Opportunity Knocks

After months of fruitless effort to interest a
sponsor, there came an inquiry from Caracas Films,
Inc. The Central University in Caracas was prepar¬
ing to send a well-equipped expedition to ascend
HAVING
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and conquer Auyantepuy, and the University desired
a thorough motion picture coverage of the under¬
taking. I accepted the assignment and was given
three days to get film and equipment together and
be on my way. I was instructed to precede the ex¬
pedition and to stay ahead of it in order to photo¬
graph all phases of its progress. The understanding
was that if the expedition at any time found it
impossible to continue with its mission, I would then
be at lberty to continue the ascent in any manner I
saw fit and to proceed with my crazy plan to locate
Jimmy Angel’s plane and reach the falls’ head¬
waters.
The th ree-day preparatory period allowed us
hardly enough time to gather together the necessary
motion picture cameras, equipment and film. My
assistant was Paco Ortega, a Spanish cameraman
who had previously accompanied me on several
jungle filming expeditions. While I was trying to
borrow or rent cameras, Ortega was rounding up
film. I succeeded in locating a Mitchell, an Arriflex,
a Cineflex and two Bell & Howell Eyemo cameras,
plus two Bolex H-16’s. Ortega had not fared so well;
he learned there was no 35mm Eastman Color film
in Caracas and that it would take several weeks for
a shipment to arrive from the U.S. He had, how¬
ever, obtained all the 16mm Kodachrome that we
would need. Our big problem was “Where to get a
supply of 35mm color film, and get it fast.”
We began by telephoning all motion picture pro¬
ducers in this area and asking for the loan of film
until our supply arrived from the U.S. With diffi¬
culty, we rounded up 3,000 feet of 35mm color
film, then cabled an order for the rest of our re¬
quirements with instructions to rush it to us by air.
Getting cameras and fdm together had consumed
all our precious time and we now were faced with
departing for Ciudad Bolivar without food supplies
or camping equipment. Optimistically we looked
forward to purchasing these when we reached
Continued on Page 432
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ast month’s article dealt primarily with plac¬

ing the lamps on the set. In this, the concluding
article of the series, I shall deal with measuring and
evaluating the set lamp illumination, determining
exposure, and shall recommend some techniques for
both indoor and outdoor cinematography for TV
films.
Before discussing the measuring of the set lights,
I would like to go back to basics and remind the
reader again that in photography we have to deal
with three factors: Exposure Index, Range of Bright¬
ness, and Lighting Contrast, and we have to comply
with them irrespective of whether we are shooting
in the studio, exterior, or indoor location. The ex¬
posure index means in effect the stopping down of
the lens and the selection of the shutter speed to
give a correct exposure under certain lighting con¬
ditions, and it can also mean the number of footcandles of illumination which must be directed at
the photographed object in order to obtain a correct
pre-set exposure. In most cases the final lighting is
a combination of various lights directed at the photo¬
graphed object. Some of these lights affect the ex¬
posure, some don’t. Generally speaking, the main
source of light, the so-called key light, plus all the
other lights situated behind or beside the camera,
make the exposure. The others, such as back-lights
and rim-lights, have little or no effect on the ex¬
posure.
It has been the commonly accepted technique in
movie making to measure the illumination of the
scene in foot-candles with the help of an incident
light meter. And there is, of course, very good reason
to use that kind of meter. By knowing the number
of foot-candles of light falling on a certain object
we can separately adjust each source of light to our
requirements, balance the ratio between key and
fill lights, and keep the same balance for the whole
sequence or even the whole production. This method
of measuring light also offers other advantages; one
is that it provides a dependable check on individual
lamps. If a lamp is slightly off its center in the op¬
tical axis, or if the bulb is old, or gives yellow light
instead of white, we can detect those faults and
correct them. I think no other system of setting lights
in a professional and practical way can replace the
setting by incident light measurement.
(d) Measuring Exposure.

The second stage of this lighting procedure consists
of measuring the exposure based on the brightness
of the scene; any of the means of measuring bright¬
ness can be applied at this stage. Before the exposure
can be determined exactly, we must know, of course,
the speed of the emulsion being used, on which the
lab will base its processing. It is worth emphasizing
again how important it is in TV production to have
the cooperation of the laboratory technicians in
maintaining constant gamma in negative and positive
Continued on Page 437
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PHOTO RECORD of X-15 in flight, made with
camera

mounted

inside

the

craft

and

16mm

pointed

aft.

CAMERA
action

of

MOUNTED
the

X-15

inside
as

B-52

it drops

mothership
from wing

records
of

B-52.

THE X-15 dropping from B-52 as recorded by came
in

F-100-F photo chase plane.

Exemplifying

the

technical

excellence and cinematograph¬
ic know-how which characterizes
films produced by the in-plant mo¬

FILMING THE

tion picture unit of North Amer¬
ican Aviation’s Los Angeles Di¬
vision is “X-15” — a spectacular

FASTEST FLYER

261/o-minute
16mm
sound-andcolor documentary of the now
famous craft which has been aptly
described as “half airplane, half
spaceship.”

Employing a number of 16mm cameras strategically placed,
North American Aircraft’s film unit produced a remarkable
documentary about a remarkable aircraft—the X-15, which
has flown faster and higher than any craft to date.

“X-15” details in a factually
dramatic way the development of
the
revolutionary
experimental
aircraft bearing the same name,
and delineates the various phases
of the exhaustive tests given it by
the
company’s
Ace
test-pilot,
Scott Crossfield. The countless de¬
lays,

disappointments

and near¬

disasters encountered during the
By

DARRIN

SCOT

testing period and the craft’s ulti¬
mate triumph in flying higher and
faster than any experimental plane
had ever flown before furnish the
film’s dramatic highlights.
The drama arises out of precise
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feature production based on ex¬
ploits of the X-15.
To obtain the aerial shots seen
in “X-15’', three cameras were
mounted at strategic points within
the “‘mother ship” — the B-52
bomber which carried the X-15
aloft, tucked under its wing, and
released it when the proper alti¬
tude and speed was reached, thus
to fly on its own power. Two of the
cameras were Arriflex 16’s; one
was mounted in a camera pod aft
and the other, just opposite the
nose of the craft. A third cam¬
era,
of
the
remote-controlled
GSAP type, was mounted direct¬
ly above the pylon of the X-15
and pointed straight down to cap¬
ture extremely effective dropaway
shots of the X-15 as it was
launched. (See photos.)

■
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photo
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chase

plane

dry lake bed

at

follows

the
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Edwards Air Base.

cinematic emphasis on elements
which, per se, are highly dra¬
matic but which might have been
made to seem almost routine with less skillful handling.

of the film (having to do with the

Preliminary check-out testing,
showing the pilot being whirled
about in a centrifuge capsule
mounted on the end of a long
rotating boom, was filmed at the
Naval Air Development Center at
Johnsville, Pa. Scenes showing the
outside of the capsule were filmed
in 35mm Eastman Color and later
reduced to 16mm. A remotely con¬
trolled camera inside the capsule
itself filmed closeups of the pilot
as he was thrust back into the
cockpit by the centrifugal force.

pleted shooting backgrounds for a

flight-testing phases)
graphed

at

Edwards

was photo¬
Air

Base,

where a crew of Frank Sinatra’s
Essex Productions recently com¬

A problem of operating cur¬
rent for the Arriflex cameras arose
when it was discovered that the
24-28-volt system on the plane
was not compatible with the stand¬
ard 8-volt motors on the cameras.
The problem was solved by re¬
winding both the armatures and
fields of the Arriflex motors to
operate on 24-volts. To protect the
cameras from possible malfunc¬
tions due to the extreme cold at
high altitudes, ordinary General
Electric heating pads plugged into
Continued

on

Page
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Manufacturing sequences were
photographed at North American’s
Los Angeles plant, but the bulk

CAMERAMEN of North American Aviation's
motion
a

picture

test event.

unit
A

preparing

to “track”

similar set-up was

used

to shoot landings of the craft during the
initial flights of the X-15.
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When You Shoot
In The Tropics • • •
. . . . you’ll encounter a number of problems which
careful advance preparation will enable you to over¬
come. A number of them are discussed here with
advice on how to cope with them.

cive to the profuse growth of fun¬
gus and bacteria, and encourage
the activities of insects. Many pho¬
tographic products are food on
which these organisms flourish—
gelatin in films and filters, and
papers, leather, adhesives, and so
on. Even if they cannot attack these
materials directly, they can de¬
velop an environment which can.
Also fungus can either directly or
indirectly induce corrosion in met¬
als, attack textiles and leather,
change the color of dyes, damage
lens glass, and cause a great va¬
riety of other forms of deteoration.

^he two basic sources of trou¬

Sources of Trouble

ble when photographing in
tropical regions are heat and hu¬
midity. Heat alone is not the worst
factor, although it may necessitate
special film processing techniques,
and may shorten the life of sensi¬
tive materials. High humidity,
however, can cause serious trouble
even at temperatures but little
above normal, and the effects of
high humidity are increased by
high temperature.
Thus, in wet tropical regions,
the principal causes of damage to
photographic supplies and equip¬
ment are continuous high tempera¬
ture and, particularly, of high hu¬
midity which prevail there. Asso¬
ciated with these conditions are
biological factors. The natural
warmth and moisture are condu¬

The probability of damage to
films, cameras, lenses, etc., in¬
creases with frequent handling and
transportation, especially under
the difficulties met in hunting and
scientific expeditions and in mili¬
tary operations. Exposure to harm
is greater when equipment is used
out of doors, on the ground, or
with makeshift facilities. In any
locality the temperature is much
lower at high altitudes, so that dew
is likely to form on some equip¬
ment following arrival by air
transport.
Relative Humidity: The condi¬
tion of the atmosphere with respect
to moisture content is usually de¬
scribed in terms of “relative hu¬
midity.” This is the ratio, ex¬
pressed as a percentage, between
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the quantity of water vapor actu¬
ally present in the air and the max¬
imum quantity which the air could
hold at that temperature. Thus, if
a given sample of air contains only
half as much water as it would at
saturation, the relative humidity is
50 percent.
When the temperature rises, a
given space is capable of accomo¬
dating more water vapor, so that if
air is heated, the relative humidity
decreases, and vice versa. When air
is cooled sufficiently, a saturation
point (100 percent relative humid¬
ity) is reached, and below this
temperature drops of water or
“dew” are deposited. In tropical
climates, this “dew point” is often
only a few degrees below the ac¬
tual temperature during the day
and is reached when the tempera¬
ture drops at night. This informa¬
tion, therefore, is important to
those who would understand how
and to what extent moisture induc¬
ed by extremes of humidity can
deteriorate motion picture him.
Combatting Moisture

The amount of moisture absorb¬
ed by films and by non-metallic
parts of equipment is determined
by the relative humidity of the
atmosphere. Therefore, the moist¬
ure absorbtion can be reduced by
lowering the relative humidity,
either by removing some of the
Continued

on

Page 424
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the color you’ll never see
One of the brightest things about Ansco 16mm Anscochrome" Professional Camera Film Type 242
is the color you’ll never see . . . color bias. Ansco Type 242 film is completely free from color bias.
Its color rendition is true, accurate, and perfectly balanced.
Other features: high resolution up to 90 lines/mm for crisp detail that holds through processing
and printing. Velvety, fully detailed blacks and cleaner unveiled whites . . . low contrast precisely
calculated to yield proper contrast in projection prints.
High lighting ratios are no problem with 16mm Ansco¬

Ansco

chrome Professional Film Type 242. The overall result is
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projection prints with remarkably lifelike color and full de¬

i

!

tail. For full technical information write ANSCO, A Division

i

of General Aniline & Film Corporation, Binghamton, N. Y.

i_i

Anscochrome Type 21+2
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WHEN IN THE TROPICS
Continued

from

Page 422

moisture with a desiccating agent or by
raising the temperature.
Preparation and
Protection of Equipment
To

save

time

and

avoid

damage,

cameras and other equipment should
he made ready in advance. It is well
worth while to have the equipment
thoroughly overhauled and cleaned,
preferably by the original manufac¬
turer who should be advised as to the
type of climate in which it will be
used.

Cases,

packing

material,

and

moisture-absorbing material should be
obtained for all equipment and sup¬
plies.
Ample protection during transporta¬
tion and storage is readily obtained by
the use of hermetically sealed cans or
metal-foil bags, or other water-vaporproof containers, and a suitable desic¬
cating agent. If the containers have
been properly sealed and contain air
adequate quantity of the desiccant,
they will protect the contents practic¬
ally indefinitely. There is, however,
one reservation and caution. If preci¬
sion instruments which require lubriation with certain types of light oils
are subjected to high temperatures
while in such packing, the oils may
evaporate, leaving a gummy residue
on the bearings. This may prevent
proper functioning until the equip¬
ment can be cleaned and relubricated.
The protection of equipment which
is in active use requires a somewhat
different approach. The relative hu¬
midity can be lowered in an equip¬
ment storage cabinet by burning elec¬
tric light bulbs or an electric resist¬
ance heating unit continuously in the
lower part of the cabinet. The number
of lamps should be adjusted to keep
the temperature about 10° F above
the average prevailing temperature.
Air spaces and small holes should be
provided at top and bottom of the
cabinet and through the shelves to al¬
low a slow change of air to carry off
moisture introdued by the cameras
and equipment. The positions of the
holes should be staggered on the dif¬
ferent shelves in order to produce a
more thorough change of air. Since
high relative humidity favors the
growth of fungus on lenses, filters, and
other surfaces, storage in such a cab¬
inet will help reduce the growth and
may prevent it entirely.
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Electric dehumidifiers are now avail¬

Cameras should always be protected

able in many of the larger cities in
tropical regions. They range in price
from $75 to $250 with $150 being a
fair average. With these, a whole room

from excessive heat because the lenses
are composed of several elements of
glass cemented together, and since
some cements melt at 140° F and be¬

and its contents can be dried, pro¬
vided the room can be closed to out¬
side air. In dehumidified rooms, the

gin to soften at 120° F, it is obvious
that the lens elements might become
separated or air bubbles form if the

humidity will not increase rapidly
during short power failures, as it
would in heated closets. In a small,
tightly sealed room an average unit
in operation for 12 hours out of 24
can keep the relative humidity below
60%. This should be checked about
once a month with an RH meter or
sling psychrometer.
When it is not practical to use a

lens becomes heated to such tempera¬
tures. Cameras should not be handled
roughly or subjected to sudden jarring
when used at high temperatures be¬
cause any slight jar might change the
position of the lens parts.

hot cabinet or electric dehumidifier,
equipment should be stored in an air¬
tight case containing an ample supply
of desiccant. Two cans of silica gel
(the size of shoe paste cans) will do a
very good job of drying equipment in
a sealed ten gallon paint can (one
with a gasket and a “pound shut”
lid). A half-pound bag of silica gel
works well in a gasketed 55 gallon
"open top " drum. However, where
shipment and

handling are involved

or where the containers are to be open¬
ed briefly a few times, double or even
three times the quantity of gel will
provide a reserve of protection. Prop¬
erly dehydrated containers will mo¬
mentarily feel cool to an inserted hand
due to rapid evaporation of the norm¬
al skin moisture. Its absence means
the silica gel needs replacement or re¬
generation.
If none of these methods is practi¬
cal, and the equipment must of neces¬
sity be left in an atmosphere of high
relative
humidity,
the
equipment
should be opened and exposed to the
sun at frequent intervals in order to
dispel moisture. Such exposures should
be kept short to avoid over-heating.
Cameras loaded with film should not
be exposed to the sun more than nec¬
essary.

This
ican

article,

excerpted from
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Care of Equipment
One of the best protective measures
that can be supplied in the tropics is
to clean thoroughly every piece of
photographic equipment at frequent
intervals and to air and sun it when¬
ever practical. This is particularly im¬
portant for retarding the corrosion of
metal surfaces and the growth of fun¬
gus, or mold, on lens surfaces and on
leather coverings. Fungus on a lens
will clearly impair its definition and
light transmission.
Lens cleaning fluids and papers now
on the market are recommended for
cleaning lenses. During the tropical
dry season, or in any desert areas, any
dust should be removed from the lens
surfaces with a sable or camel’s hair
brush before the lens tissue is used, in
order to avoid scratches. Lens clean¬
ing
tissues
that contain
silicones
should not be used on coated lenses
because they leave an oily film on the
lens surface which changes the color
characteristics of the coating, reduces
its antireflection properties, and is al¬
most impossible to remove. Leather
coverings and cases can best be kept
clean by wiping them often and
thoroughly with a clean, dry cloth.
Frequent cleaning and polishing will
minimize corrosion on exposed metal
parts.
When pictures are to be made in
desert areas, the general recommenda¬
tions for tropical countries will apply.
However, there is one additional diffi¬
culty
which
causes
considerable
trouble, and that is wind-blown sand
and fine dust. Wind-blown sand can
etch the surface of the lens so that it
becomes unusable. This can be pre¬
vented by protecting the lens with a
Skylight Filter or a piece of clear opti¬
cal glass. Both the filter and the glass
are inexpensive and can be replaced
easily if they become damaged.
Continued

on
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Every part precision built...
Precision in manufacture and precision in operation, is the
HFC Professional Hand Rewind. Three separate models are
available; RE (for normal winding), REF (with a top friction
control to retard the pull on the film) and REL (with the
elbow brake used for film inspection). The gears are pre¬
cision cut w/4:1 ratio, also w/2V2:l ratio on special order.

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG:
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A method of interchanging the film shafts in the rewind
can be accomplished in a few seconds, thus making the
HFC rewind one that can handle any number of reels by
inserting a stock shaft without the necessity of removing
the rewind from the editing table.

HOLLYWOOD FILM COMPANY
designers & manufacturers of film & video tape editing equipment
956 SEWARD ST, HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIF. HO 2-3284
524 W. 43rd ST, N.Y., N.Y., LO 3-1546
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L. M. Combs
.1. L. Courcier
George Crane
Wm. A. Cushman
Dr. C. R. Daily
1. T. Dougherty
John W. DuVall
William Eglinton
Ferdinand Eich
Walter L. Farley, Jr.
Ted Fogelman
Fred W. Gage
Wm. E. Gephart
George H. Gibson
Dennis F. Godfrey
Jack Goetz
Henry Goldfarb
Allan Haines
Charles Handley
Robert Hansard
Ted Hirsch
Wilton R. Holm
G. Carleton Hunt
Donald Hyndman
Ray Johnson
John J. Kowalak
Wilson Leahy
Sidney Lund
Lewis Mansfield
John H. Maynard
O W. Murray
Capt. Don Norwood
Stacey O’Brien
Val. E. Osborne
John Pistor
Harry E. Pratt
Wm. J. Reddick
Robert Riley
Loren Ryder
Vaughn C. Shaner
Norwood L. Simmons
Sidney P. Solow
Earl Sponable
John J. Swain
Lou Vincent
Wm. J. Wade
Jack Webb

Gilbert Warrenton
Harold E. Wellman
Fred West

HONORARY MEMBERS

Albert Wetzel

E. 0. Blackburn
Edward P. Curtis
Wm. J. German
David MacDonald
G. A. Mitchell
Richard F. Walsh

Wm. F. Whitley
Wm. N. Williams
Rex Wimpy
Ralph Woolsey
Lothrop Worth
Frank C. Zucker
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How to select a recorder to start your
MAGNASYNC-MAGNAPHONIC SOUND SYSTEM

.

interlocked

CANNOT GET OUT

.

OF SYNC! Can be hand held or tripod mounted. Wide selec¬
tion of accessories available.

MARK 1

’ASHr''54

Basic System $675.

I

The

12-lb.

system

jj^.

featherweight

Mark

recorder/reproducer

11, a

is

professional

completely

double¬

transistorized,

self-contained, and highly reliable with maximum recording
qualities

and

operating

economy.

Power

consumption

is

only 20 watts.

MARK 11

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

choose this machine is that it is genuinely professional,

X

and yet, surprisingly economical!

OPTIONAL

X-400
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OPTIONAL
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portability
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lightweight

OPTIONAL
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The Type 1 is a miniaturized version of the Type 5. Low
power consumption and extreme portability has made this
39 lb. unit a popular selection for remote location produc¬

X

X

tion by leading professional motion picture studios.

TYPE 1

X

OPTIONAL

/ j! \

C 5 4-

|jj

From $985.

everything

\
TYPE
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one case

.

.

.

for the

man

who

playback amplifier,

wants

monitor

speaker, footage counter and torque motors. You can

| al£a

be

X

proud to have this machine represent you on any sound
stage!

OPTIONAL

The X-400 Type

S\

||

|

From $1430.

|jj

From $1385.

The most popular magnetic film recorder in the world

is

the Type 5! With this unit and all its operational conven¬
iences, you are definitely in the “major league.” The Type
5 owner always starts his pictures with a special feeling of

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

confidence in the realization that he has allowed no com¬
From $1650

|
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promise in the selection of equipment.

MARK IX

nothing on the market

that compares

with

the

with push-button remote controlled relay functions, plug-in
audio elements and all the “extras” that make for flawless

ipP

X

From $2145.

"

N

V

recording under the most adverse conditions.

X

OPTIONAL

mag*
I

is

remarkable Mark IX. This unit is in a class by itself . . .

OPTIONAL

There

■ Regardless of the model you select, you can al¬
ways depend upon equipment with the “Magnasync-Magnaphonic” label . . . equipment made
by the international leaders in the design and
manufacture of quality magnetic film recording
systems.

1

Write, wire or phone

rpmsYnc]
.r.-.

r

MAGNASYNC
CORPORATION
SOUND SYSTEM

5546 Satsuma Avenue, North Hollywood,
TRiangle 7-0965
•
Cable "MAGNASYNC”

California

Magnasync Studio Equipment Division Dealers:
CHICAGO: Zenith Cinema Service, Inc.; Behrend Cine Corp.; LOS ANGELES: Birns & Sawyer Cine Equipment; NEW YORK: Camera Equipment Co.;
Pictronics Corp.; SAN FRANCISCO: Brooks Camera; SOUTH AFRICA: Johannesburg, Photo Agencies Pty. Ltd.; AUSTRALIA: Sydney, New South
Wales, Sixteen Millimetre Australia Pty. Ltd.; BOLIVIA: La Paz, Casa Kavlin; BRAZIL: Rio De Janeiro, Mesbla, S.A.; BURMA: Rangoon, G. K. Thea¬
tre Supply Co., Ltd.; CANADA: Toronto, Ontario, Alex L. Clark, Ltd.; DENMARK: Copenhagen, Kinovox Electric Corp.; ENGLAND: London. W-l,
Delane Lea Processes, Ltd.; FRANCE: Paris, Brockliss-Simplex S.A.; GERMANY: Hilden. Dusseldorf, Gerhard Johansen; GREECE: Athens, Christos
Axarlis; HONGKONG: Supreme Trading Co.; INDIA: Bombay, Kine Engineers; ITALY: Rome, Reportfilm, di J. M. Schuller; JAPAN: Tokyo, J. Osawa
& Co., Ltd.; NEW ZEALAND: Auckland, Kerridge Odeon Industries; PAKISTAN: Karachi 3, Film Factors Ltd.; SOUTH RHODESIA: Salisbury, William
Over & Co. Pvt. Ltd.; THAILAND: Bangkok, G. Simon Radio Co., Ltd.
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WHEN IN THE TROPICS
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introduces the

need

for

any

increase in exposure, and they can be
left on the camera for the entire time
it

is being used. The use of such a

filter is also valuable when shooting at
sea or along the seacoast, where salt
spray may be blown on the lens.

Exposure: Black-&-White Film
The

exposure

of

as painted buildings and light-colored

the onset of the wet season haze.

black-and-white

When extensive photographic work

fabrics, and the leaves of many plants

in the tropics is planned, the develop¬

and trees, have a high reflectance for

ment of a few test exposures in

direct

ad¬

influenced

the shadow
dust

by

the

areas.

contents

of

illumination

The
the

in
are

important because shadows are illumi¬
nated only by light scattered by parti¬
cles suspended in the air, except where
supplementary

lighting

or

reflectors

are used. Thus where the atmosphere
is very dry and clear, objects which
do not receive the direct light of the
sun appear, both to the eye and to the
camera

lens,

to

normal

shadow.

be
In

in

deeper

regions

may prevent major failures. It is us¬

as

ually

sufficient

exposure

to

which

determine

can

be

a

basic

modified

to

ance

should

types

of

be

made

subjects.

for

Beach

different

scenes,

for

the

southwestern United States or central
Mexico,

for

example,

the

brightness

range of average outdoor subjects is
much greater than it is in less clear
atmospheres.

and the high altitude of the sun com¬

the

side

gets

much

of

an

average

subject.

shade
from

Exposure: Color Film
In general, the exposures for color

to lighten the shadows.

used

with

a

reasonable

the

illumination

sunlit wall,

which

that can be

done to correct for this

as a possible cause of poor results in

erate zones, with due regard to light¬

color pictures.

ing

and

scene

classification.

There

are, however, some differences in the
lighting

conditions

and

scene

char¬

acteristics in the tropics which justify
special

consideration.

The

more

Condensed, with permission, from Notes
Tropical Photography, a copyrighted
Kodak publication, and the American Cin¬
ematographer Manual.
■
on

im¬

portant of these are as follows:
1. During the rainy season a light

SPIN IT ON TURNTABLE

haze is generally present in the atmos¬
phere. When this haze is present the

Continued

disk of the sun is clearly discernible
and

fairly

Under

distinct shadows are cast.

these

conditions

exposure

ed for bright sunlight by about onehalf stop.
2.

the

brightness

of

and marine scenes is appieci-

It

should

used for titles and products or com¬
is

usually

remembered that the

term “average subject” as used in ex¬

judgment and experience, and this is

posure tables applies to a subject or

especially true in locations with such

scene

unusual atmospheric and lighting con¬

dark areas are roughly equal in pro¬

ditions.

portion.

which
It

connected

rotating table.
the

one

directly

to

the

Farger turntables, such

pictured

here

displaying

several Philco portable TV receivers,
require a heavier motor which usually
drives the table through a gear-box or
belt.
In cases where the turntable availa¬
ble is not variable in speed, its speed
can be made to appear increased or

be

of

in

Page 410

ponents of small size, the motor shaft

lens aperture should be decreased one
full stop from that required for aver¬

from

For small turntables, such as those

as

Frequently

temperate zones. With such scenes the

always be
amount

in

ommendations as are given for temp¬

age subjects.

Exposure meters should

its

is

situation, but it should be recognized

ably greater than that encountered in

else to use reflectors or booster lights

opposite

that

films should follow the same basic rec¬

beach

people, when the sun is overhead, or

the

in courtyards or nar¬

may be strongly colored. There is little

ing. Therefore, it is best to avoid tak¬
closeups of

flected from nearby bright green foli¬
streets,

than

or

will be affected by the green light re¬

row

exposure

top,

5. Very often the colors of objects

stop

less

side,

back lighting they should be consider¬

Similarly,

or even to give the effect of backlight¬
particularly

With

age.

bine to put the eyes in deep shadow,

ing pictures,

subjects.

example, generally require about one

should be increased over that requir¬

In photographing people, this effect

light

ed average subjects.

suit other films or conditions. Allow¬

than

like

with

front lighting they should be treated

moisture and

atmosphere

Consequently,

vance of regular production shooting

film in tropical photography is strong¬
ly

lighting.

light,

should

medium,

not

be

taken

and
to

decreased on the screen by altering the
speed of the camera that photographs
the action, (compensating exposures ac¬
cordingly, of course!).
The speed of a turntable, if its motor
is

series-wound,

can

be

changed —

and

mean “usual” for a particular location

speeded up or slowed down—by means

Central America, agricultural methods

or area. For instance, the usual desert

of a rheostat or use of fixed resistors

result

of

scene is a “light subject,” rather than

in the power line. Motors which are

burning of trees and brush in the dry

“average subject,” and should be ex¬

compound-wound or shunt-wound, and

season. The smoke, composed of solid

posed as such.

those known as “induction motors” can¬

In

the
in

particles,

jungle
a

areas of

considerable

hangs

not be materially slowed in speed by

phere and is not easily penetrated by

heavy shadows are cast across vertical

reducing the power input without dan¬

filters. Also, at the height of the wet

surfaces, very much like those occur¬

ger of having them stop altogether dur¬

season

ring

ing the middle of a take.

many

the

amount

When the sun is high overhead,

in

in

South

lower

localities,

the

atmos¬

water

3.

in

side-lighted

subjects.

There¬

haze becomes almost as impenetrable

fore, the exposure should be increased

as a heavy cloud. Distant photography

one-half stop more than normal, just

factory turntable speeds for either prod¬

is

as

side-lighted

uct or title photography range between
1/2 rpm and 10 rpm. The slower speeds

best

close

of

done
the

a

few

wet

weeks

season

after

and

the

is

recommended

for

I

have

found

that

the

most

satis¬

before

scenes. For closeups having important

burning begins or a few weeks after

shadow areas, a full stop increase in

are usually preferable for an industrial

the first rains of the wet season have

exposure is recommended.

or

settled the smoke particles and before

428

4.

Many objects in the tropics, such

business film

subject,

where it is

important to permit the viewer a corn-

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

plete visual appraisal of the subject.
Faster turntable speeds are better suit¬
ed to TV commercials and short, quick
scenes in industrial and advertising
films.
While phonograph record turntables
have often been employed for rotating
titles or products before the camera,
their fixed speed or limited range of
speeds usually are too fast for satis¬
factory results.
Obviously it is important also to
know how to calculate the amount of
footage or frames that can (or should)
be exposed for a given number of revo¬
lutions of the turntable, so that the
photography can be correctly related to
the prescribed screen time for the
scene or TV commercial. To determine
the number of revolutions of a turn¬
table for a given period of time, figure
as'follows: a motor rated at 1 rpm will
make one complete revolution in one
minute, or an arc of 6° every second.
Therefore, if we wish to make a tensecond camera run using a turntable
operating directly off the shaft of a 6
. rpm motor, we find that the turntable
will travel the distance 6 X 6° or 36°
per second, or 360° or one complete
revolution in 10 seconds. Relative
speed, of course, can always he deter¬
mined by viewing the operation
through the camera finder.
The motor, rheostat, and/or resistors
required for an effective turntable con¬
struction are generally available from
major electrical supply houses in every
large city.
■

FILMING FASTEST FLYER
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the
B-52’s
110-volt
circuit
wrapped around the equipment.

were

We pay special attention . . .

Two Vought VDR-4 cameras equip¬
ped with extreme wide-angle lenses
were mounted inside the X-15 and
pointed aft to show the rear section of
the plane and the plume-like vapor
trails streaming out behind as it soared.
into space. Shots of test-pilot Scott
Crossfield in the cockjrit, supposedly
during the flight, were actually filmed
after the plane had landed, with light¬
ing so skillfully matched that the foot¬
age cut in perfectly.
On the ground, cameramen using
400mm
extreme
telephoto
lenses
mounted on Arriflex cameras tracked
the streaking X-15 in its flight. Try¬
ing to keep it centered in the camera
finders was a delicate operation, since
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any slight error in camera movement
would lose the plane completely. A
Mitchell tripod equipped with a Model100 O’Connor fluid head helped pre¬
serve the smoothness of the follow7
shots.
The actual recorded talk-back be¬
tween the test pilot and technicians in
the B-52 and also those on the ground
was used as sound background for
many scenes, giving the test sequences
a touch of authenticity. A whimsical
human interest note was added when
Crossfield, going up for another try
after the plane had split apart in
landing after one of its earlier test!,
was heard on the intercom lustily
singing “Back in the Saddle Again.”
Effective Shot
An extremely effective shot inside
the B-52 launching ship shows techni¬
cians viewing the X-15’s flight on a
television scope. The scene, which
would have been impossible to photo¬
graph under actual flight conditions,
called for some trick optical work. The
original scene was shot with the tele¬
vision screen covered with black, nonreflective material. Then an aerial shot
of the X-15 in flight at the proper
angle and correct size was filmed. A
black-and-white print of the scene was
turned over to Hal Scheib of Cinema
Research Corp., where (by means of
a matte process) the shot of the X-15
was printed in to appear on the tele¬
vision scope.

... to every frame

Now—royalty-free RCA Sound
•

Sound

• Editorial

• Laboratory Services

Capital
CAPITAL FILM LABORATORIES, INC.
1905 FAIRVIEW AVENUE, N. E.
WASHINGTON 2, D. C.
PHONE LAWRENCE 6-4634

Ektachrome, Standard Kodachrome
and Commercial Anscochrome. films
were used in the various cameras shoot¬
ing the X-15 documentary. Choice of
film depended upon a number of fac¬
tors. For example, because the Air
Force has its own facilities for proc¬
essing Anscochrome and because the
AF wished a separate film record of
certain phases of the flight which offic¬
ers could process and examine as
quickly as possible, some of the cam¬
eras were loaded with Commercial
Anscochrome. Standard Kodachrome
film was used in the GSAP camera
mounted in the belly of the mothership and which shot straight down to
record the drop-away of the X-15.
Exposure settings for the various
cameras was pre-determined on the
basis of normal daylight readings made
on the ground on the day of the flight.
Where time permitted, short pre-flight
test shots were made and processed
to verify calculations.
The cameras that were loaded with
Ektachrome or Commercial An3ca-

chrome employed No. 85 filters. In
place of the conventional mounted fil¬
ters, a small disc of No. 85 gelatin
filter material was cemented to the
rear element of each lens. This obvi¬
ated the need for filter mounts and
was an innovation that proved highly
efficient with the Arriflex cameras.
The impact of the X-15 film is the
result, not only of technical excellence,
but a peculiar “X” quantity that is
best explained by Supervisor of Motion
Picture Services Donald E. Dunn.
“After the production crew began
working on the X-15 picture, they be¬
came so personally identified with the
program that they were pulling for it
to be a success—and the film reflects
their intense interest,” Dunn points
out. “This is typical of our operation.
Our staff thinks ‘picture’ all the time
—even when away from the job. Each
of our cameramen is also a film edi¬
tor—although some do more camera
work than editing, and vice versa.
We’ve found that when the same people
who have shot the film also edit their
footage they are happier and more
conscientious because they are able to
follow the project through all the way.
That way they have a close identifica¬
tion with the end product.”
The unit currently has a staff of
nine

cameraman-editors

working

in

production, although there have been
as many as sixteen working during
peak production periods since World
War II. This does not include eleven
highly
who

specialized

film

work exclusively on

technicians
high-speed

instrumentation filming.
Writer-Director Combo
Five full-time writer-directors work
directly under Robert J. Gunther,
Manager of Motion Picture Produc¬
tion. The company’s writer-director
combination has evolved from the spe¬
cial needs of its in-plant film produc¬
tion. The job requires good research
ability—a man able to sit down with
engineers and understand what they
are talking about. Then, to make sure
that the original concept does not get
lost in filming, he must go out with
the camera crew and indicate the im¬
portant
elements
which
must
be
stressed, functioning actually as a di¬
rector. He must know motion picture
technique thoroughly in order to make
sure the film editor is provided with
everything he will need to work with.
“If a man is a good film writer and
a good reporter,” Gunther explains,
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eversal film at 1200 ft. per hr.
ositive film at 1200 ft. per hr.
MODEL R
REVERSAL FILM
EXCLUSIVE OVERDRIVE eliminates film breakage, automa¬
tically compensates for elongation; tank footage stays
constant.
EASY TO OPERATE, needs no attention.
VARIABLE SPEED DRIVE, development times from IV2 to
12 minutes.
COMPLETE DAYLIGHT OPERATION on all emulsions, no dark¬
room needed.
FEED-IN ELEVATOR & 1200-FT. MAGAZINE permits uninter¬
rupted processing cycles.
STAINLESS STEEL tanks, air squeegee, recirculation fittings,
air agitation tube, lower roller guards.

Machines of Filmline manufacture installed at: Pentagon
Bldg., Microfilm division, Washington, D.C.; U.S. Naval Re¬
search Laboratory; U.S. Public Health Service; U.S. Treasury
Department (15 machines); Atomic Energy Commission;
I.B.M.; G.E.; Pratt & Whitney Aircraft; McDonnell Aircraft;
Universities of: Texas, Notre Dame, Indiana, California,
Alabama, Miami, M.I.T.; TV Stations: WHAS, WMUR, WISH,
WBRE, WNCT, WJAR, WTRI, WFMY, WJHP, WCSC, WTVS, WTVJ,
KARK, KDUB, WTVR.
WRITE FOR DETAILS AND LITERATURE

FORCED WARM AIR DRYBOX, uses no heating lamps.
Double Capacity Spray Wash
Uniform Tank Sizes
Cantilever Construction
Size: 76" x 50" x 24"

Filmline
“he can handle some very cofnplex
technical subjects. Assuming he knows
how to ask the right questions, he can
write a good film on just about any
subject without actually being an ex¬
pert on it. We have, in the past, en¬
gaged so-called ‘Hollywood’ writers,
hut they have an unfortunate tendency
to over-dramatise material which is
basically factual. The subjects we are
filming here are innately interesting
and do not require any clever plot de¬
vices or gimmicks to make them more
so. We try for an honest depiction of
what goes on in the plant so that there
will be a living record of what ac¬
tually took place on specific projects.”
The product of the unit covers a
wide range: progress reports to ful¬
fill requirements on military contracts,
public relations films, TV clips, etc.
Much of the footage is also sent to
Wright-Patterson Field where it is in¬
corporated into staff reports of the
Air Force Systems Command. Other
film reports (annual, semi-annual or
quarterly) on the progress of specific
weapons systems made for showing to
Congressional committees, are rather
austere documentaries, rigidly factual
in treatment, with no music on the
sound track. The public relations films,
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Filtered Air Supply
Self-Contained Plumbing
Ball Bearing Gearbox
Weight- Approx. 475 lbs.

Milford, Conn.
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OPTICAL FX UNIT
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AND PRISMS

'tyou W pot to dee ct
to Relieve itf
FOR 16mm —35mm—TV CAMERAS,
LIVE TV, ANIMATION,
MOTION PICTURES

k.

F ro m fwo t
,dl&. ■
seven images c
■ftp-combinations, mor
Ik>
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distortions without expensiv
opticals.
'

Complete unit consists of a four sur¬
face prism, mount, revolving housing,
and camera base assembly.

THE
Literature on request.

CniDERR • ID R R T

INC.

Phone: PLazo 7-6977
1845 BROADWAY at 60th SY.
Cable Address CAMERAMARtI
NEW YORK 23, N. Y.
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by contrast, utilize many feature film

with a sound head connected to an

techniques. Often a certain engineer¬
ing group will request footage on a
particular research project. This foot¬
age is also catalogued in the stock
library and many generate a more
elaborate full-scale production.

amplifier and speaker. This compact
arrangement permits a great deal of
sound editing to be done right on the
table without having to use a Moviola.

North American’s motion picture
unit is excellently equipped. It has
three Mitchell cameras, one of which
is adapted to photograph at speeds up
to 200 frames per second; seven Arriflexes, and five Cine-Kodak Specials,
plus an extensive array of high-speed
cameras such as Milliken, Fairchild,
Fastax, Fastair, Eastman, Vought and
Photosonic. One of the Mitchell cam¬
eras has a full complement of Ektar
lenses which were custom-mounted in
Mitchell lens mounts at the factory.
The unit’s lighting equipment in¬
cludes 4 Mole-Richardson lOkw spots,
12 Seniors, 10 5kw Sky Pans, 12 Jun¬
iors and three Mole-Richardson trans¬
former carts which deliver 110-volt
current when plugged in to the plant’s
440-volt circuit.
Sound

Facilities

Because of the sound-proofing prob¬
lem there is no shooting stage. Lipsync sound and narration are record¬
ed in Hollywood using sound stage
facilities of rental studios. However,
the unit is fully equipped for finished
sound services and dubbing. It has
three Magnasync dubbers, a rack¬
mounted Magnasync recorder, and a
Bell & Howell Model 302 Projector—
all of which are interlocked by means
of Selsyn motors, as is the footage
counter. There is a Magnasync port¬
able recorder and four l/4-inch tape
recorders, including a transistorized,
battery-operated S tancil-Hoffman.
There is an 8-channel RCA mixing
console, various equalizers, filters and
a patch bay. Three turntables provide
ample facilities for mixing or pre-mix¬
ing music. There are also several of
the top standard music libraries record¬
ed on tape and disc—the unit having
made its arrangements for the pay¬
ment of royalties on themes used.
Editing facilities are likewise ex¬
tensive, and include several fullyequipped cutting rooms as well as edit¬
ing desks. Equipment includes two
Moviolas—one with two picture heads
and two sound heads—the other with
one picture head and two sound heads.
A great boon to editing is an adapta¬
tion worked out by North American
engineers to combine a Craig viewer
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The unit’s latest production achieve¬
ment is a film titled “Operation Hardsite.” which has to do with the Zero
Launch technique by means of which
an aircraft or missile can be catapulted
into full flight without the necessity for
a runway takeoff. The film, shot at
Holloman Air Force Base, New Mex¬
ico, shows the shelters that were erect¬
ed to simulate underground chutes out
of which were launched a Martin Mace
Missile and a North American F-100
airplane. The film shows graphically
how fighter planes and missiles con¬
cealed at strategic spots could be made
virtually to pop out of the ground and
into the air without the use of run¬
ways.
The motion picture unit at North
American feels very good about this
picture; feels, in fact, that it may be
a prize winner. And why? Because a
cameraman was assigned to cover the
Zero Launch operation purely for rec¬
ord. He could have sloughed off, but
instead he became interested in the
project and set about really covering
it. He produced some magnificent foot¬
age which generated further enthusi¬
asm at headquarters. This resulted in
an appropriation to expand the foot¬
age into a full-scale production. It is
enthusiasm and integrity of this sort
that sparkplugs every film production
effort at North American.
■
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Ciudad Bolivar, but here, again, we
met with disappointment. While we
were able to buy supplies of food,
there was no camping equipment to be
had. Finally we obtained a tent from
a Capt. Borges, a bush pilot who had
been engaged to make daily observa¬
tion flights over Auyantepuy and re¬
port on our progress. He was also to
watch for previously-established signals
that would indicate requests for sup¬
plies, medicine, or other assistance.
When, on the eve of our departure,
we checked our supplies and equip¬
ment, we realised for the first time
that we were setting out on a perilous
journey “practically naked!” We had
less than a quarter of all the things we
needed. We did not even have a gun,

because we were unable to wait the
one-week’s time required to obtain a
permit to carry it.
The Expedition Begins
The next day found Ortega and I
and our equipment aloft in Capt. Bor¬
ges’ little Cessna plane. He landed us
in a bush clearing at the foot of
Auyantepuy. To our surprise, we found
that the University’s expedition had
preceded us and already had set up
an elaborate base camp, complete with
a bar, library, and movie theatre.
We found that the eager group had
already started on its quest to reach
the mountain top. A trail had been
opened part way up the southern wall
of the mountain, and a statue of the
great Liberator, Simon Bolivar, had
been carried up the steep trail and
set up on a rocky ledge overlooking
the trail to mark the starting point of
the University’s expedition. But al¬
ready, the expeditioners were faltering.
They refused to go further or to ex¬
plore the plateau, and seemed no
longer interested in locating the lost
plane or the headwaters of the falls.
In short, they found the going too
tough. Thus they had returned to the
base camp and many were seen collect¬
ing fauna and flora and otherwise hav¬
ing a good time.
As for me, my disappointment was
that we had failed to arrive earlier and
to have photographed the opening of
the trail and the placement of the
statue. After some effort, the expedi¬
tioners were persuaded to re-enact the
whole thing for our cameras. Follow¬
ing this, they turned for home and
their Indian guides and helpers gladly
followed.
Even my crew, after it had surveyed
the jungle and mountain vastness that
lay ahead, decided to go no farther.
This left only Ortega and myself to
continue the journey. It also meant
abandoning the Mitchell camera. The
retreating University expeditioners left
us their food and much of their camp¬
ing equipment, then bid us goodbye.
And for a moment, Paco Ortega and
I fully realized how really alone we
were and the enormity of the under¬
taking that lay ahead of us. With some
difficulty, we recruited ten reluctant
Indians to accompany us and carry our
supplies and equipment. While all were
good and willing workers, it was the
legendary god Canaima and the pos¬
sible consequences of our invading his
territory on the mountain top which
filled them with fear. Our friendly
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persuasion finally overcame their fears,
for a time at least, and we finally got
our show on the road.

This is the latest IMPROVED
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CINEKAD JUNIOR DOLLY

It became uncomfortably cold that
first night on the mountain, and the
next day we signaled Capt. Borges to
bring us several blankets—which he
did."

Used Nationally by
Discriminating Cameramen
This 3-Wheel Collapsible Dolly Is

A few days later it started to rain.
We now suspected that the University
explorers had played it smart—saw
signs that a rainy spell was about to
begin and decided to leave in a hurry.
So now we were having it—constant
rain (it fell almost steadily for 36
days!). Whenever the downpour ceased
temporarily, we got out the cameras
and shot what we could. But we had
to pass up a lot of things we wanted
to shoot, because of the rain and the
poor light.
More important, though, was the
fact that although Capt. Borges con¬
tinued his daily flights, we were unable
to signal to him because of the over¬
cast. We suddenly realised for the first
time that we were totally cut off from
the rest of the world—cold, hungry
guys desperately trying to move up¬
ward and onward to achieve a dubious
goal.
On the tenth day we began to run
short of food and film. Considerable
progress had been made in our ascent
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of the mountain and it was during a
rest period that enabled us to more
leisurely survey our surroundings that
we sighted one object of our quest—
the long-lost plane of Jimmy Angel.
Overjoyed at our luck, we decided to
camp at this point until a break in the
weather occurred which would enable
us to signal Capt. Borges for food and
more film.
And then the real nightmare began.
Borges, who had been unable to spot us
for days, grew concerned but was un¬
able to Hy at a lower altitude which
would increase the hazard of crashing
into some cloud-shrouded peak. Our
food supplies were now exhausted and
our Indian helpers were getting
“jumpy”. That night, six of them de¬
serted us, taking everything they could
carry and leaving us only with the
cameras and film. They also carried
away our dry-ice box in which we
stored our film; earlier they had shown
a fascination for its brilliant aluminum
outer casing. Luckily they had emptied
it of the cans of film, which had been
carelessly thrown about, but happily
none had been opened.
Borges Sends Supplies
W e now had left but four Indian
helpers to carry our supplies and equip¬
ment. Luckily the weather cleared and
the sun came out, thus minimizing the
possibility that these apparently loyal
helpers might revolt and desert 11s, too.
On the first day of clear weather we
sighted Capt. Borges and signaled him,
and very soon we had badly needed
supplies of food and film parachuted to
us.
Hit hard by the desertion of the six
Indians, we now trusted none of those
who remained. Ortega and 1 took turns
nightly maintaining a rigid vigil of our
camp and supplies, and to prevent fur¬
ther desertions.
Capt. Borges brought us additional
food supplies and 10,000 feet of East¬
man Color negative. It was a joyous
event for us. However, we did not know
that this would be the last we would see
of Capt. Borges and his plane for some
time. Other misfortunes began to pile
up, too. Bad weather set in again, and
then we lost the Cineflex camera while
crossing a rapids. The Arriflex battery
was in need of recharging, so since the
Indian helpers were now badly overcargoed, we decided to leave this cam¬
era behind. We now moved on with
only two spring-motor driven cameras
to work with—an Eyemo and a Bolex.
It now was raining day and night.
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Everyone was soaked to the skin, and
shooting film became a major problem
with a capital “P.”
As we labored up the trail leading to
the summit of the mountain, two In¬
dians stopped to rest. Too late we dis¬
covered that they awaited only the op¬
portunity to desert us—which they did,
taking with them a substantial part of
our food supplies, one Eyemo camera,
and our only set of filters. Things
looked pretty bad for us again: we still
had two Indian helpers; shooting con¬
ditions were extremely bad; we no
longer had filters for color correction
—and worst of all, we had very little
food left. Nevertheless we kept on going
—climbing, opening jungle paths, and
sometimes shooting with one camera or
the other.
The 26th day of our expedition
found us entirely without food. But we
had reached our goal. We now stood
at the headwaters of the mighty Angel
Falls! Despite all our hard luck, it was
a great day for us and we proceeded to
shoot away with the cameras despite the
prevailing bad light.
Now our two remaining Indian help¬
ers wanted to start back down the trail.
They were hungry, they said, and now
that they had seen the falls, which did
not excite them too much, they saw no
reason to linger there. We, too, were
tempted to start back—remembering all
the food which we had left at the base
camp. But we couldn't leave without
photographing the object of our quest
—Angel Falls. To return without photo¬
graphing the falls from various vantage
points, would be tantamount to com¬
plete failure for our expedition. So we
decided to stay, pray for clearing
weather, and take our chances without
our Indian helpers.
Ate Grass Salads
Luckily, they decided to remain with
us. For food, they prepared for us an
assortment of salads from various
grasses and palm leaves. These concoc¬
tions tasted like hell, but we had no
alternative. Besides, we still had about
a gallon of cooking oil and pound of
salt. We made the best of the situation.
When finally the sun came out again,
we almost cried for our stolen filters;
but there was nothing to do but shoot
and hope that the lab would do every¬
thing possible to get the best results
from our footage of the falls. (And it
did. The whole film was processed by
Tri-Art color laboratory in New York.)
Weakened from lack of food, we
eagerly started our return trip down

the mountain. We had left enough food
at the base camp to feed a regiment,
and the thought of eating good food
again gave us courage and buoyed our
spirits. Before departing, we left every¬
thing behind in the jungle except cam¬
eras and film.
As we trudged along the trail, we
could hear planes flying back and forth
above the clouds. At first we thought it
was Capt. Borges continuing his search
for us. What we did not know was that
the whole of Venezuela was concerned
about us. Both private and government
planes were conducting an intense
aerial search. It was now more than 20
days since Capt. Borges had last con¬
tacted us, and he believed that we could
not have survived for more than a week
on the food he last brought to us.
On the 36th day after leaving the
base camp and the University expedi¬
tion, we returned—weak and hungry—
only to find that our deserting Indian
helpers had stolen everything we had
left at the base. If only we could signal
those planes flying overhead, we
thought. But the heavy overcast made
this impossible. There was nothing left
for us to do but settle down and wait
out the weather. Several days later the
clouds opened up and the sun came
out. With the aid of our lenses, we built
a small fire and used the smoke to sig¬
nal the planes. Capt. Borges was the
first to spot our signals and quickly
came to our rescue, setting his plane
down on a small clearing nearby. It
was indeed a lucky day for, for this
was to be the last day the aerial search¬
ers would hunt for us. The following
day we were to be officially declared
dead.
We ate Capt. Borges’ sandwiches,
and two hours later he set us down on
the airfield at Ciudad Bolivar. Our
expedition—our great nightmare—had
finally come to an end. But we were
victorious. We had returned with what
we had set out for. We had almost died
of starvation. But we had brought back
with us a unique documentary film of
our conquest of the devil’s mountain—
Auyantepuy.
■
In the first instance where an 8mm
sound movie has ever been accepted as
evidence by a civil court of law, the
Seven Up Company revealed recently
they had earlier used Fairchild Cam¬
era’s new sound-8 movie camera con¬
cealed behind a wall of groceries to
successfully
demonstrate
that
soft
drink customers were confused be¬
tween 7-UP and a competing soft
drink.
■
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crew. After stabbing the blind boy the
assailants

charged

down

the

steps

knocking the dress racks over onto the
camera

operator.

Spectators

on

the

sidewalk, attracted by the confusion
and not realizing that this was all movie
make-believe, took off in pursuit of the
hoys, stumbling across the equipment
and the camera crew. Lindon grasped
the camera just in time to save it from
total destruction. The desparate actors,
aware that they were now being pur¬
sued

in

earnest

by
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blood-thirsty

crowd, ran for their lives. It was a wild
scene, both on and off the film.
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As the action moved into the build¬
ing demolition area, the photography
became even more catch-as-catch-can.
The demolition crew refused to halt
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cinema,

so

the

ing policemen and the slightly winded
camera crew. Here the entire sequence
was filmed with hand-held cameras on
the run, newsreel style, in a frantic
attempt to record the erratic action
before darkness set in and the area
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RENT
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Grip Equipment:

Cranes, Dollies:

Portable Panoram
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would be hoarded up permanently.
A tense moment developed during
shooting of the sequence depicting
the elaborate funeral of the murdered
boy. The location selected was the
street fronting a church situated in
alien territory outside the jurisdiction
of the two hired gang leaders. More¬
over, one of the gangs, the Horsemen,
was on hand with a full quorum of
members to act as mourners and pall¬
bearers in the cortege. They were at¬
tired in their “dress” uniforms (fe¬
doras, jackets with wild designs on the
back, and dark glasses). The film
company had hired 250 local people
to act as extras, but some 2,000 un¬
invited spectators showed up, and
milled and shoved while nervous po¬
licemen tried to contain them. On the
fringes of the crowd members of the
gang which controlled this particular
turf glared at the outsiders. For a
while it appeared that a king-size
“rumble” was in the making—but,
fortunately, curiosity about the filming
overcame belligerence and shooting
proceeded without further incident.
The camera crew had to dodge fly-
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ing brickbats again, however, during
filming of a sequence in which a gang
of ) mung hoodlums (paid actors),
armed with heavy chains and cluhs,
ambushes Lancaster on a subway train
and heats him severely. Scenes of the
action getting on and off the train were
to be shot at midnight in a subway
station which was also on alien turf.
In order to attract as little attention
as possible, Linden had decided to
shoot the scene with a hand-held Arriflex, using only available light. With
his camera concealed, he leaned against
a pillar trying to look inconspicuous
while the hired gang marched down
the subway stairs toward the train,
swinging their chains. At that moment
the rival gang which controlled that
area unexpectedly appeared in force.
The gist of their complaint was: “'Why
should them guys get paid for what
we do for nothin’?” Then things
started to fly—beer cans, pop bottles,
over-ripe produce. Linden busied him¬
self trying to protect his camera. As
the situation got out of hand, and with
the threat of full-scale mayhem mount¬
ing rapidly, the police suggested that
the sequence be staged and photo¬
graphed elsewhere.
Linden pretended he was wrapping
up his equipment and started walking
with the director and crew to the next
subway station. There, he quickly chose
a

position

for

shooting

strusively photographed

and

unob-

Lancaster as

he boarded the train, with the gang
piling into the car after him. It was a

$1,777.00
FOB

Detroit, Mich.

MICROFILM 1RMM OR 35MM PRINTER

one-take

situation,

because

the

boys

kept right on going once they were on
the

train.

The

scene

of

the

brutal

fight on the subway car was later shot
in the studio with precise matching of
photographic mood and lighting.
One of the interior sequences shot
in New York showed Lancaster enter¬
ing a tenement of unbelievable squalor,
mounting the stairway and visiting one
of the gang leaders in his “railroad
flat”—so-called because it consisted of
a series of rooms (each bulging with
a

separate

family)

opening

into

a

common hallway which ran the length
of the building terminating at a wash¬
room—the layout somewhat resembling
that of a railway car.
Frezzo Lights Used
$920.00
FOB Detroit, Mich.

UHLER CINE MACHINE CO.
15762 Wyoming Avenue, Detroit 38, Mich.
Phone: UNiversity 1-4663
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With a hand-held Arriflex, Linden
photographed the stairway scene in a
passageway only 26 inches wide while
lying on a baggage cart. He was tilted
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back on the cart by a grip so he could
follow Lancaster racing up six flights
of stairs (shooting straight up the
stairwell). At the conclusion of the
shot he was flat on his hack on the
floor. Lighting for this shot was pro¬
vided by Frezzo lights—compact, selfcontained reflector lamps operated
from battery packs. Electricians sta¬
tioned on the upper floors played the
light from these lamps on Lancaster as
he mounted the stairs.
The interior of the flat was an ob¬
stacle course of tables, chairs, beds and
baby cribs -—- to say nothing of the
tenants. There was barely room to
squeeze by all of this clutter, let alone
find a place for the lights and camera.
Finally, through the use of a number
of hand-held lamps and baby spots the
sequence was filmed. In the action
Lancaster walks into the cluttered
room, through a set of drapes and into
an adjoining bedroom. The part of the
set shown up to the drapes in the pic¬
ture was the actual location. The bed¬
room, however, was later reproduced
as a set at the studio.
Set Plans Revised
For reasons of budget, it had origi¬
nally been planned to shoot all studio
scenes before going on location. For¬
tunately, however, this decision was
reversed. As a result, the company was
able to soak up the authentic atmos¬
phere of the locale with all of its
grime, misery and confusion. This
carried over when they returned to the
studio, and sets which had heretofore
been considered sufficiently squalid
were found to be vastly understated
when compared to the real thing. On
the basis of photographs made on loca¬
tion, the company’s art director revised
his sets to conform with the real thing.
A sequence shot in the Fulton Street
fish market bordered on sheer bedlam.
The company had to wait until tons of
fish had been unloaded and transferred
from wholesalers to retailers. Then the
studio technicians moved into one of
the fish stalls and set up to shoot out
toward the street in an optimistic at¬
tempt to photograph five dialogue
scenes. Since this was no studio set-up
in front of a convenient process screen,
the problem for Lindon was to balance
the interior light with that of the ex¬
terior background. Luckily the walls
of the market were painted white,
which allowed light to be bounced off
of them for fill illumination. The entire
sequence was shot with just a few
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Junior and baby spots for illumination.
After returning to the studio, great
care was taken to match sets and light¬
ing to the footage shot on location. A
pool-room sequence, for example, was
shot on the stage, and, with the ex¬
ception of two small incidental lights
used

as

kickers,

a

practical

lamp

hanging over the table provided the
sole source of illumination. All work
lights on the stage were turned off so
that

even

though

no

ceiling pieces

were used, everything above the table
lamp went black. This permitted com¬
plete freedom of movement for actors
and camera. High and low angles were
used. When the actors moved into the
light they could be seen clearly. When
they moved away they were still visible,
outlined by the faint fill lamps. The
result was a sequence of striking photo¬
graphic mood.
For Lionel Lindon, the photography
of “The Young Savages’’ marks a com¬
plete departure in style from the slick
photography of “Around The World

in 80 Days,” which won him an
Academy Award; but it is a compar¬
able achievement and could bring him

UHLER Film Printers
For Professional Results!

another “Oscar."
“We started out in our pre-produc¬
tion planning thinking that perhaps a
straight documentary type of photog¬
raphy might be appropriate to the
subject,” Lindon explains. “This would
have been comparatively easy to do,
but then we decided that this style of
photography had been overworked in
recent films. We had backgrounds
which in themselves were shabby
enough, so we decided to accentuate
the shabbiness by making the people
look good in front of the backgrounds.
Straight
documentary
photography
would have made everything look bad.

16MM
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PRINTER
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pictures in color or black-and-white. All A.C. oper¬
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$195.00

Because we felt that the film should
have a certain polish to it, we com¬
promised by lighting the sets so that
you could see the shoddiness but with¬
out making the people look too ‘hard.
The residt, you might say, is half doc¬
umentary and half just plain profes¬
sional photography.”
■
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processing. And to be sure of the re¬
sults, there is no better way than to
shoot tests of the emulsion batch. Even
with the best instruments for measur¬
ing light, incorrectness of readings by
a half-stop will often occur, and the

than TV films, I would at this point
then let the camera roll. But for a TV
film, one additional check is required
—otherwise there would be no point
in all this theoretical discussion, the
object of which is to make clear what
I believe to be the manner in which
television film photography must dif¬
fer from that for films produced for
other mediums.

new system of calibrating lenses in T
stops doesn’t help in this regard be¬
cause it doesn’t have any correspond¬
ing adjustment in the scale of stops, or
foot-candle numbers. In test-shooting
I always make note of the number of
foot-candles of each light; but for es¬
tablishing exposure the total, or global,
amount of foot-candles must be con¬
sidered.

Referring to the previous discussion
of meters, we would expect that an ex¬
posure which is based on the number
of foot-candles of illumination would
give not only a correct exposure but,
if the processing is properly controlled,

Knowing all the movements the art¬
ists will make in a particular scene,

give a correct reproduction of all
the grey tones between black and

and with all the lights set up accord¬
ing to the mood and effect desired,
and with the lights controlled for in¬
tensity and balance of contrast, I take
the incident light meter again and
check the light volume in foot candles
for the position of each player—the
aim here being to achieve the uni¬
formity established earlier in the test
shooting. This procedure is usually
repeated: once with only the key light
on, and the second time with all the

white. But we are not interested in
true-to-original reproduction for the
TV screen. We do not intend to keep
the human face in its original 1 elationship to the overall brightness of the

lights on. If any correction is neces¬
sary, it is made. For productions other

JULY

•
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UHLER
Continuous

COMBINATION

printer

for

sound

16MM
and

picture,

$1,295.00

35-16MM

OPTICAL REDUCTION

&

scene, a relationship which might be
about 30 per cent. We intend to shift
it up to 65 per cent. To do this we must

Combination 35MM Continuous..-.$1,945.00

measure the illumination brightness,
using a brightness-reading meter.

Cineradiographic Printer for 35-16MM.... $2,275.00

In the absence
measures light in
tion units, we can
vert the “candles

of a meter that
terms of illumina¬
quite simply con¬
per square foot”

ENLARGING

PRINTER

Reduction & Enlarging 16-8MM.$1,775.00

Reduction & Enlarging 35-16MM...-...$2,475.00
All

Prices

F.O.B.

Detroit

Write for further information

UHLER CINE MACHINE CO.
Ph.:

15762 Wyoming Ave., Detroit 38, Mich.
UNiversity 1-4663
Cable: “UHLCIMA”
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QUALITY GUARANTEED
USED EQUIPMENT
CAMERAS
Auricon Cine Voice Model
mount, variable density

2 Single lens
Galvanometer,

Arriflex 16, new style 16-25-50mm Xenon
lenses.
Matte
Box,
Camera
Case for
camera and 400 ft. Mags.
Arriflex 35mm, 120° shutter, 28-50-75mm
Xenon lenses .-.
Arriflex
35mm
w/variable
speed
motor,
120°
shutter,
30-50-75mm
Primoplan
lenses, 3—200 ft. magazines.
Arriflex
35mm
w/180°
shutter,
28-5075mm Xenon lenses, motor cable, sun¬
shade,
matte
box,
case,
1—400
ft.
magazine
.
Cineflex 35mm camera w/200 ft. mag.,
12 volt DC motor, and power cord..
Eyemo 35 Single lens "A” mount w/2"
Eyemax lens .
Eyemo 35 w/47mm Cooke F 2.7, case.
Filmo 16mm 70 S High-Speed Camera....
Bell & Howell 35mm standard model D.D.
High Speed camera w/cable and extra
belts, case .
Bell
&
Howell
35mm
Standard
camera
#616 w/170° shutter, unit 1
shuttle,
overhauled and refinished.
Cine Special
II w/100 ft. and 200 ft.
mags., 15mm Ektar 2.5, 152mm Kodak,
Telephoto F 4.5 Lenses, Case.
Cine Special I w/100 ft. magazine, 25mm
K.A. F 1.9 Lens.
Cine Special II w/100 ft. magazine.
Maurer-05 Camera
head only w/built-in
features and 1—400 ft. mag.
DeVry 35mm camera w/50mm lens..
Arriflex 35mm Blimp .
Arriflex 35mm 110 Volt Synch motor and
case
.
Cine Special sync, motors .
Mitchell
12
volt
35mm
variable
speed
motor
.
Filmo motor—115 volts, 24 frame sync, w/
cable
.
Eyemo motor, variable speed, 24 volt.
Wall Sync, motors, 220 volt, 50 cycle, 3
phase
.
Arriflex 35mm 200 ft. magazines.
Arriflex 35mm 400 ft. magazines.
Cine Special 100 ft. Film Chambers.
Cine Special 200 ft. Film Chambers.
Bell & Howell 400 ft. 35mm magazines....
Bell & Howell 1000 ft. 35mm magazines..
Mitchell 400x35 magazines .-.
Bell & Howell 400x35 Bi-Pack magazine....

1,900.00
1,200.00

1,000.00

1,700.00
300.00
225.00
175.00
200.00

2,600.00

2,500.00

925.00
350.00
450.00
2,000.00
175.00
1,350.00
400.00
75.00
250.00
1 10.00
65.00
250.00
70.00
100.00
150.00
350.00
75.00
125.00
100.00
350.00

EDITING
Moviola 35/35 w/bulls eye, no mag., com¬
posite sound .
900.00
Moviola 35/35 Preview large screen w/
mag., footage counters . 1,800.00
Moviola editing machine (UCS) 35/53 old
model cutters machine only, no take up
arms, optical composite sound .
375.00
Neumode Splicer R-2 (35mm)....
22.00
Moviola Model "D" Picture Head w/take
up arms, variable speed, foot pedal....
200.00
Bell & Howell 16-35mm Splicers...
225.00
Bell & Howell Splicer, foot models, com¬
bination 16-35mm, overhauled.
900.00
Bell & Howell Splicer, foot model 35mm,
overhauled
...-.
850.00
Neumade Heavy Duty Power rewinds w/
foot pedal—16 or 35mm .-.
76.00
Moviola
16/16
w/Bulls
Eye,
no
mag.,
composite sound .
900.00
Trickle Charger for Arri. wet cell battery..
10.00
Pan Cinor, 20 to 60mm in “C” mount....
100.00
Cinegon 20mm in Arri. mount.
375.00
Mikro Kilar 40mm lens.
150.00
Mitchell Viewfinder .
350.00
Spectra 2-Color meter..
200.00
Spectra 3-color Meter .
260.00
Bell & Howell geared head tripod, com¬
plete w/base ._.
350.00
Akeley Tripods, gyro head.$550.00 & UP
SOUND-PROJECTION-LIGHTING-PRINTERS
G-924 Mixer (3-position).
250.00
Reeves 16mm PV100 Recorder.. 1,200.00
Tapak Recorder .
300.00
Magenemite Recorder .-.
200.00
GPL—Jan
Projector
w/speakers—Genova
Movement . 1,000.00
Colortran Jr. Kit .
137.00
1000 Watt T 12 P (Code DFD) Projection
lamps.$3.00 each.per dozen
30.00
16mm
UHLER
combination
continuous
printer, A-1 condition .
500.00
35mm Bell & Howell Model
D printer,
completely ove-hnuled, A-1 condition. 3,000.00
Model
K FILMLINE Processor for 16mm
negative or positive work. Complete with
rotary air compressor. Excellent shape ..
900.00

CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
315 West 43rd Street, New York 36, N.Y.
JUdson
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meter and rely exclusively on bright¬

which we read on the Weston reflectedlight meter. According to the manu¬
facturer’s instructions, a reading should
be taken of a sheet of white blotting
paper and multiplied by 4. This renders
a reading in so many foot-candles
and will be approximately correct, as

be correct for I was dealing now only
with the change of tones within the
grey scale. If I had to deal with an
exceptional face which was outside
the usual range and required a change

it is based on the fact that the bright¬
ness of an object is the result of the
number of foot-candles by percentage
of reflectance. And as no white surface

in exposure, I wouldn’t change either
the stop or the shutter, but would
only adjust the intensity of some lamps
in terms of brightness units.

would reflect a full 100
light, the white blotting
ably represents about 90
reflectance, which results
gested multiplication by 4.

Here is a method I used and found
very practical: If, for example, the
foot-candles reading on the incidentlight meter is 350 P.C, a 30 percent
face reading taken from the Lilly

per cent of
paper prob¬
per cent of
in the sug¬

Two Meters Used
Because we are now using two com¬
pletely different meters and different
units of measurement, our calculation
of foot-candles into brightness units
will only be approximate; but an exact
calculation would require precise labo¬
ratory instruments and much more de¬
tailed work, something a comparatively
low-budget production isn't likely to be
able to afford. However, I think that
calculating between the two meters can
be accurate enough in most instances.
The meters can be checked by taking
readings with them from the 18 percent
Kodak neutral grey card, which rep¬
resents on the dial on the meter the
central position for latitude of exposure
between black and white. (Not 50 per¬
cent of reflectance.) If the incidentlight meter at a certain number of
foot-candles gives an exposure of F/5,
under the same conditions the reflectedlight meter should show the same ex¬
posure.
But our main concern in determin¬
ing the correct exposure is the artist’s
face. Because human faces vary, the
use of make-up is helpful to bring all
the faces to something like the same
reflectance. I don’t mean heavy make¬
up which would change the character
of the face; most of the time just a
brownish powder in different shades is
sufficient. As it is usually difficult to
continually check the light on artists’
faces while they are rehearsing, I used
to check it once at the beginning of
shooting, or even in test shooting, and
then rely on the Lilly, as described
earlier. On the Lilly I had two greys:
one approximately 40 percent and the
other approximately 20 percent, and I
found that all average faces would fit
somewhere in between. Once my two
meters were set up for correct expos¬
ure based on the 18 percent grey card,
1 would put aside the incident-light

ness. I knew that my exposure would

showed 32 candles per
which is one unnumbered
meter above 25. We are
Kodak Plus X negative,

square foot,
block on the
shooting on
ASA 64-80;

shutter 175; F.T. 5. We know that we
are working to a range of 16 to 1, or
at most, 24 to 1, which represents a
maximum of 4stops. If there wasn’t
the TV requirement, we would con¬
sider this a central point of the range
and have two blocks either side for
whites and blacks, but because of the
relationships required for television,
32 candles per square foot should cor¬
respond to 65 percent of the bright¬
ness of the high lights, which would
be 50 c.p.s.f. However, we make up for
this loss by gaining a greater range
in the blacks, down to 2 c.p.s.f. In
other words, with 4 blocks on the
meter at our disposal, the face should
register a little past the third block
and the high-lights should not go over
the fourth
There are occasions though, as in
eloseups, where the highlights are
areas as small as a collar or a button,
and the deepest shadow may only be
part of a tie, or a shadowed part of
the hair. Reading such small areas
with a Weston meter is impossible.
Here, only a meter with a very nar¬
row angle, such as the spot-brightness
Spectra, can be of help. By knowing
the relationship between the reading
in
foot-lamberts and
candles per
square foot, which is approximately
3.2 to 1, we can easily find the limits
of our range.
Indoor shooting.
In indoor shooting on location I use
essentially the same technique as for
setting lights in the studio. But very
often in these locations there is day¬
light coming in through windows, or
built-in lighting effects, which cause
Continued

on
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BUY, SELL, SWAf
Largest, Mosf Productive Classified Ad Section Of Any Publication Serving Makers Of Motion Pictures
STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.
16MM Cine Kodak Special 1 complete with
C-type mounts and 15mm F/2.7 Kodak Anastigmat, 25mm F/1.9 Kodak Anastigmat lenses,
only $375.00, Net Cash. 16mm Cine Kodak
Special II complete with S-mounts and 15mm
F/2.7 Kodak Anastigmat, 25mm F/1.9 Kodak
Anastigmat, and 63mm F/2.7 Kodak Anastigmar, only $475.00 Net Cash. Bell &
Howell 35mm Eyemo, used but in perfect
condition, complete with tripod, 400-ft. maga¬
zine, 1" Baltar, 2" Eymax and 4" Ilex lenses;
also 6" Eymax view finder, carrying case, 2
cranks, etc. Only $495.00 Net. Address Cine
Manager, BURKE & JAMES, INC., 321 S.
Wabash Ave., Chicago.
35MM MITCHELL Standard, with hi-speed
gear's. Recently completely rebuilt and refinished by Mitchell. Like new. 7—Cooke Tscale lenses, 2—1,000 and 2—400 ft. maga¬
zines, 1 10V. and 12 V. wild motors, full
aperture with academy mattes, wide screen
and TV ground glasses, finder, matte box,
Akeley gyro tripod, baby, hi-hat, all cases.
Whole works $5,500.00 or, less tripods,
$4,900.00. Private. Will ship prepaid air¬
freight. Box 1404, AMERICAN CINEMATOG¬
RAPHER.
Bell & Howell unit ‘T’ Shuttle with
Prism and cut out for projection....$550.00
Bell & Howell 35mm 400 ft.
magazine .
40.00
Wall 35mm camera moviements. 275.00
Mitchell Double Arm Matte Box. 175.00
Kinevox Automatic Slater . 450.00
Mitchell Variable Diffuser . 125.00
J.

BURGI

P.O. Box 472

CONTNER,

A.S.C.

New Canaan, Conn.

BELL & HOWELL 35mm standard camera #'42,
120 degree shutter footage frame counter,
focusing alignment gauge, B&H geared head
tripod, five lenses, two 400 ft. magazines in
case.
Complete
outfit
excellent
condition,
$1,500.00 FOB Hollywood. Photos and de¬
scription available. LARSEN COMPANY, 451
S. Highland Ave., Los Angeles 36, California.
BELL & HOWELL 35mm Eyemo Q-71, three
lenses, two three six-inch zoom finder, two
400-ft. magazines in case, focusing alignment
gauge.
Excellent condition, $600.00, FOB
Hollywood. 12 volt motor thrown in. Photos
and description available. LARSEN COMPANY,
451 S. Highland Ave., Los Angeles 36, Cali¬
fornia.
SAVE $800.00
Kinetal lenses
genieux Zoom
row St., New
4-8128.

on new 16mm Arriflex Cooke,
(9mm thru 100mm) and Anlens. Write: MAYSLES, 16 BarYork City. Telephone: WAtkins

EXCEPTIONAL OFFER! Year old Cine Special 1 1,
100' chamber, 25mm lens, case. New con¬
dition. Photograph available. $850.00. Box
1426, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
B&H sound projector with Bodine sync motor,
$325.00. DON DUNN, 26246 Fairview Ave.,
Lomita, California. DA6-4925.
AURICON Cine Voice Synchronous motor new
—Auricon RT 80. Recorder and amplifier, etc.
to be used single or double, $750.00 ALL.
RUDY B. PEREZ, 2425 21st Ave., San Fran¬
cisco, Calif.

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.

PROCESS PROJECTION EQUIPMENT

35MM ANAMORPHIC lens system. "Scanascope" for Arriflex, 50mm and 75mm unifocus,
complete. ANAMORPHIC ZOOM LENS Berthiot
Pan Cinor F/3.8 75 to 300mm for Arriflex 35.
WINIK FILMS CORP., 1501 Broadway, New
York 36, N.Y.

PRECISION REGISTRATION — USED MITCHELL
OR CUSTOM BLIMPED TYPE ON PORTABLE
CASTER BASES. COMPLETE WITH SCREENS, IN¬
TERLOCKED
DISTRIBUTORS,
CABLES,
INTER¬
COMS, LENSES,
ETC.
FULL
INFORMATION.
PHOTOS AND PRICES ON REQUEST. BOX 1340,
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
See S.O.S. Specials on Pages 404 and 405
TRADES TAKEN
Phone PL 7-0440
•
Cable SOSOUND
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19
Western Branch—6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, California
Phone: HO 7-2124
FOR

SALE—LIKE

PROFESSIONAL

•

1961

NEW
SPECIAL

OUTFIT—COMPLETE:

24

EXCEPTIONAL VALUES! Bolex movie titler, com¬
plete only $120.00; Nikor 16mm processing
equipment, $140.00; Micro-Record 16mm re¬
wind processor, $25.00. ROMAN AVERBECK,
1238 North 12th St., Quincy, Illinois.
CINE Special
Series
I
Perfect.
1"
lens.
$400.00. Write Box 1250, AMERICAN CINE¬
MATOGRAPHER.

11

Items

fitted in three custom-made cases.
Original cost over $3,000.00.

WANTED

Sacrifice at $1,500.00. Write for details.
ROCKET PICTURES,

INC.

URGENTLY WANTED

6108 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38, Calif.

MAGNASYNC X-400 recorder with mechanical
interlock for B&H projector, like new, $595.00.
Magnasync X-400 dubbers. Pair in open rack,
like new, $1175.00. Magnasync bulk tape
eraser, Model G-936, $60.00. Custom mixer
with Cinema Engr. attenuators. Handles all
inputs. $150.00. JOSEPH MEAGHER, 8200
Owensmouth, Canoga Park, Calif.
CUSTOM-MADE 16mm variable density galvonemeter. Rugged, compact unit, ready to
mount. Exceptional frequency response. Will
connect to any 8-ohm output. Exciter lamps
to 6-8 volt 2 amp supply, $165.00. GROSS
TELELLOID, P.O. Box 671, Wisconsin Rapids,
Wise.

FOR CASH!
35mm

ONE MAGNETIC film recorder, reproducer,
Stancil-Hoffman S7 35mm cables and mikes.
Complete system. Also camera, editing and
projection equipment. All used for one picture.
Low price for cash sale. Write EDGEMONT
CO., Room 802, 210 Post St., San Francisco,
or phone Douglas 2-3182.
GOV’T SURPLUS in new condition! FILM DRY¬
ERS. 35mmx200 ft. capacity Stineman de¬
veloping outfits. Eyemo camera lenses. K-1A
Houston developers, reversal or positive film.
AIR PHOTO SUPPLY, DEPT. C-l, 555 East
Tremont Ave., New York 57, N.Y.

i
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'
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16mm

Cameras

Mitchell — Arriflex — Auricon — Filmo —
Cine Special
Moviolas — Synchronizers — Dollies
Recorders — Accessories :— Projectors
Complete Studios

Box

Send detail lists and asking price to
1428, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER
WHO

SELLS,

SWAPS

AND

Whatever in your backroom

BUYS

lies?

Frozen assets can give you a chill
Say the word and defrost them we will.
CONSIGNMENTS

RATES: Ads set in lightface type, 15c per word. Minimum ad, $2.00. Text set in
lightface capital letters (except 1st word and advertiser’s name) 20c per word.
Modified display format (text set in boldface type, capitals or upper-and-lower case)

JULY

CINE

WILL TRADE B&H 35mm Model D printer for
B&H 1 6mm model J printer. Will trade Mitch¬
ell Hi-Speeds for Mitchell NC or BNC. Will pay
equitable difference. Write to: Don Sahlein,
3345 Canton Way, Studio City, Calif.

SHIP

it

TAKEN — SET

IN — OUR

YOUR

PERCENTAGE

IS

PRICE
SMALL

WIRE US — PHONE: PL 7-0440
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION
Dept, fc

Cable: SOSOUND

602 W. 52nd Street

New York 19, N.Y.

Western Branch — 6331

Hollywood Blvd.

Hollywood, Calif., HO 7-2124
WANTED TO BUY FOR CASH

16MM AND 35MM CAMERAS
AND ACCESSORIES
MITCHELL—BELL & HOWELL STANDARD
AND EYEMO—ARRIFLEX—MAURER
ALSO
LABORATORY, EDITING AND
LIGHTHING EQUIPMENT
CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
315 WEST 43RD STREET • NEW YORK 36, N. Y.
CABLE—CINEQUIP

EXPERT
FREELANCE
35MM
CAMERAMEN—
Register' for money-making local assignments
in U.S., Central and So. America, Caribbean,
Orient, and other foreign locales. Good cam¬
era equipment, creativity, and ability to pro¬
duce professional results essential. Payment by
assignment and footage basis. Give particulars
and phone number in first letter. WORLD WIDE
FILMS, 108 So. LaJolla Ave.,' Hollywood 48,
Calif. Phones: WE 0-8308 and OL 3-5072.

<
Continued on Next Page
$1.50 per line. Send copy with remittance to cover
American Cinematographer, 1782 No. Orange Drive,
close 1st of month preceding date of issue.

payment to Editorial
Hollywood 28, Calif.

Office,
Forms
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Classified Ads

LIGHTING SETS

LABORATORY & SOUND

Continued
Continued From

Preceding

Page

ROCKY MOUNTAIN

WANTED
16 &

35MM

CAMERAS—ANY

CONDITION.

16mm Black & White and Anscochrome
Processing—Printing—Recording—Editing
Rental • Sales • All types of film in stock
Write for Price List
WESTERN CINE SERVICE, INC.

MITCHELL — ARRIFLEX — BELL 8. HOWELL —

312 S.

AURICON.
ALSO ACCESSORIES & LENSES
FOR THESE CAMERAS.
H. C. ROSS
161

Roosevelt Avenue

Cresskill, New Jersey

WHY SACRIFICE

your production and struggle with old or used
equipment when we can trade for cash or
new equipment? Let us know what you have
and what you need.
THE CAMERA

MART,

Pearl St., Denver 9, Colo.
Sherman 4-1017.

SOUND RECORDING at a reasonable cost.
High Fidelity 16 or 35. Quality guaranteed.
Complete studio and laboratory services. Color
printing and lacquer coating. ESCAR MOTION
PICTURE SERVICE, INC., 7315 Carnegie Ave¬
nue,
Cleveland
3,
Ohio.
Phone ENdicott
1-2707.

INC.

Laboratory Equipment

TRY F&B LAST

TROUBLES?

FOR THE HIGHEST QUOTE ON
USED MOVIE EQUIPMENT

Wan a sure cure?

Nylon Squeegee with¬
out mounting bracket

FLORMAN & BABB
68 W. 45th ST., N. Y. 36, N. Y.

$48.00

With mounting bracket
and rollers .$58.00

Mitchell—Akeley—B & H—Wall—Eyemo
Cameras—Lenses—Equipment
CINE EQUIPMENT,

INC.
CHEMICAL

PUMPS

All sizes
y4 h.p. pump

SERVICES AVAILABLE

with

AMERICAN PRODUCERS SHOOTING ANY¬
WHERE IN INDIA, PAKISTAN, including 35/
16mm photography, research, dubbing & nar¬
rating in all local languages, background mu¬
sic, sound effects, stock shots, etc. Write: AMIN
CHAUDHRI, 45 W. 45, Room 605, New York
City. JU 6-6300.

$63.00

PROFESSIONAL FILM PROCESSORS
with the famous Micro-Tension Drive

METAL MASTERS
Ave.,

San

Diego

5,

Colif.

FOR THE ANSWERS...
... to your photographic problems,
refer with confidence to the new

CAMERAMAN-DIRECTOR, will shoot DESERT
and COAST footage to specifications, silent or
sound, performers or without. Scenics, plant
and animal life or innumerable sporting events
occuring in our fabulous winter playground.
RAY PERRY PRODUCTIONS, 1000 Sunny Dunes
Rd.( Palm Springs, Calif.
CAMERAMAN—fifteen years experience, all
35mm and 16mm camera equipment, good
studio background. Also experienced as writer
and editor. Excellent references. Resume on
request. Box 1427, AMERICAN CINEMATOG¬
RAPHER.
SAN BERNARDINO-POMONA VALLEY. Complete
16mm movie production services. Writing, cine¬
matography, editing.
Free price list.
ETIWANDA PRODUCTIONS, Box 86, Etiwanda,
California. Telephone: Etiwanda 6-201.

AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER
MANUAL
Never before a helpful book like thisl
Gives
you detailed answers to hundreds of problems
and questions related to theatrical, TV, industrial,
military, educational and documentary film pro¬
duction.
Most
comprehensive
compilation
of
cinema¬
tographic
data
ever
assembled
between
the
covers of a single book. Contains more than 400
pages of concise, practical and informative data
and charts invaluable to every cinematographer.
There's something to help you on every page
of this valuable fact-packed bookl
Order your
copy today!

$7.50

16mm FILM assignments—Chicago, Zoographic,
Scenic, Industrial. ARLETTE STUDIO FILM PRO¬
DUCTIONS, 1657 Grace St., Chicago 13, Illi¬
nois. Bl 8-8612.
FILM ASSIGNMENTS, New York, Boston area,
scenic, stock shots, industrial. ACORN FILMS,
168 W. 46th St., N. Y. C. Judson 6-2272.
NOTICE! Expert cameraman now accepting as¬
signments throughout the Midwest. DAVID M.
HART, Pynette, Wisconsin. Phone: 635-2137.
CAMERAMAN
available for assignments
Florida-Caribbean
area.
ROY
CHEVERTON,
2625 N. Ocean Blvd., Ft. Lauderdale, Florida.
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brightness meter again proves its
value. Very often a small area of
window or other opening will let in a
strong beam of daylight which can
expand the range to as much as 100
Inside, the best method is to work
the high-lights caused by the intrud¬
ing daylight. If the shot is not very
large, the 24-to-l range can be set up
from the other end, that is, beginning
with the window or other daylight
effect. However, if this can t he done,
and the daylight effect can t be cut
down to more than 100 c.p.s.f., then
the 65 percent required for the face
will fall at 65 c.p.s.f., instead of the
23 c.p.s.f. used in the studio. This

motor

University

MICROPHOTOGRAPHY, TIMELAPSE, and SPE¬
CIAL INSERT PHOTOGRAPHY produced to your
most exacting requirements with the South's
most complete special cinematography facili¬
ties. LAWRENCE SMITH PRODUCTIONS, 1951
Delaroche Drive East, Jacksonville 10, Florida.
EVergreen 9-343 1 .

serious problems in controlling the
range. Windows must be controlled,
and devices like neutral-density grey
plastic or even simple colored tissue
are employed to cut the daylight to the
required range. And here a spot¬

with light powerful enough to match

SQUEEGEE

NATIONAL
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to 1.

1845 Broadway PL 7-6977 New York 23, N.Y.

209 West 48th St.New York. N Y,

from

16MM HEADQUARTERS

.

will, of course, require much more
light and cut down the exposure to
F/7 or so, and the limit of the black
range will rise to 5 c.p.s.f. This
shouldn't bother us too much as long
as we don’t use real blacks, such as
dark costumes. Dark uniforms, offices
with half-walls of dark wood panelling,
dark-brown furniture, are particularly
difficult to handle, and when the place
is small and already filled with hun¬
dreds of other items the situation can
become nightmarish for the camera¬
man. However, everything possible
must be done to bring the scene with¬
in the range, even to the extent of
blocking off daylight behind windows
or doors with even larger shadowed
objects, such as trucks, etc. This re¬
quires cooperation from the director.

Exterior shooting.
I

In

exterior

shooting

we

meet

all

kinds of other problems, but essential¬
ly they are of the same nature as those

. . Post Paid

already discussed. Personally I think
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER MANUAL
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any kind of weather condition can be
made favorable for shooting with the
help of booster lights,
flectors,

metal-foil

shadow-throwing

objects,

re¬
or

Name.

with specially made nets or diffusers

Street & No.

hung over the action. Only occasional¬

City....

Zone.

ly are natural conditions suitable with¬

State.
•for orders mailed within California, please
add 4% sales tax.

L.

out some sort of rearrangement.
For long shots I like having the sun

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

light coming from one side, but closer
to the camera, and having in the back¬
ground a portion of the sky which can
he filtered down with a graduated
N.D. filter or a straight orange or
yellow filter. For closer shots I avoid
using orange or other dark filters
which may alter the balance of light¬
ing for the face—especially when
make-up is used.
While placing artists against the sun
can create a brilliant effect as a result
of the back or rim light the sun pro¬
vides, it makes necessary boosting the
front light by using either strong arti¬
ficial light units, such as 5-K’s, or
silver reflectors. With artists positioned
thus, the sky area in the scene will
also require special attention.
Whatever the location, the light con¬
ditions and the dramatic factors pres¬
ent in the script, the photographic
problem invariably is the same. The
range must be kept to a maximum of
24-to-l and the face or principal ob¬
ject of interest must be 35 per cent
less bright than the brightest area or
highlight in the scene.
As for the choice of exposure meter,
I believe that only a meter that regis¬
ters the light in terms of brightness
units should be used. For this I rec¬
ommend the Weston, which I used on
the “Fleritage” series, because the
meter’s scale is clearly divided into
blocks, both numbered and unnum¬
bered, which makes it possible to de¬
termine the required range without
having to make complicated calcula¬
tions.
■
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the melting and color change in the
solder as it cools and hardens, are dra¬
matically portrayed. Wrong procedures
and their consequences are also de¬
lineated so that the viewer can see what
happens to a badly soldered joint and
understand why the component will
fail.
The extreme closeup photography,
contrary to the belief of many camera¬
men who have viewed the film and in¬
quired about it, is straightforward pho¬
tography done without the aid of a
microsope, or optical printing, etc. All
of the ultra-closeups were made in the

with the lens in telephoto position.
The standard Arri extension tube was
used with the 50mm lens to photo¬
graph an area about one-half inch
wide. Since the 50mm lens employed
with the tube resulted in approxi¬
mately a four inch focal length, an
area about the size of one 16mm frame

one-half inches wide could be filmed

JULY

•

1961

FOR FILMO REPAIR

was covered. This required an addi¬
tional two stops exposure, so the area
was illuminated with an f/16 light to

This pair of precision tools cuts hours off Filmo
repair time. Regular price for this set is $341.62.
We offer these—in brand new condi- £ ■»
tion—while they last—both gauges * | jD

allow filming at f/8. No increase in
exposure was required when the zoom
lens was used with diopter lenses since
the zoom itself was not extended.

FLORMAN & BABB, Inc.

That’s the word for Miller Fluid Action Tripod
Heads. It's because Miller Heads are true fluid
Heads— the load rides on the fluid and all ten¬
sion adjustments take
place within the flu¬
id
chambers
giving
a
velvety
smooth¬
ness unmatched by
any
other
tripod
head — there is
no
slack,
no
bounce, no back¬
lash, no judder.
Miller Fluid Ac¬
tion
Tripods,
Heads
are
available
in
two sizes —
The
Profes¬
sional
for
cameras of
25-35 lbs.
The Mod¬
el D for
Miller
Model
cameras
“D” Fluid Head
of
12with Ball Level¬
U
ing
Top
Miller
Grooved Leg Tripod.
“D” Head $150.00
B/L Tripod
Head
139.50
Total
$289.50

larger areas were to be covered. The
Arri (lex’s through-the-lens, parallaxfree framing and focusing feature
greatly simplified the work. A Miller
fluid head also aided in “sneaking’" a
slight pan or tilt whenever required
on zoom shots, so that the soldering
area was always precisely framed.
In some cases, at director Hagerthy’s
command to “move in closer!” the
extension tube was unlocked and
pulled out of the camera socket, i.e.,
extended further, to permit working
still closer for greater magnification.
This is a rather unorthodox technique
and is not recommended unless em¬
ployed with great care. The least vi¬
bration encountered when using the
lens in an unlocked mount may result
in out-of-focus pictures; also, there is
always the possibility that the unse¬
cured lens may fall out of the camera!
For this reason it is advisable to tape
the extension tube to the camera lens
socket and hold it firmly while shoot¬
ing is in progress. For us, this imContinued on

68 W. 45th St.
N. Y. 36, N. Y.

SMOOOOOOOTH

Three- and four-inch lenses were also
used with an extension tube when

Miller
Professional
Model
Fluid
Head
with Ball Level¬
ing
Top
Miller
Grooved Leg Tri¬
pod.
Pro Head $299.50
B/L Top
Tripod
154.50
Total $454.00
For the finest possible combination, get the new
Miller Grooved
Leg Tripod with
Ball
Leveling
Top. These are the easiest and fastest leveling
tops available coupled with the finest and most
rigid tripods in the Junior class.

At your dealer or order directly from
MILLER PROFESSIONAL EQUIPMENT
1619 No.
Hollywood
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28, Calif.
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CINEKAD Microphone Booms
CINEKAD Mike

Booms are light in
weight, rigidly constructed, precision
engineered and ideal for location or
studio work.
1
2
ALL

MODELS

FIT

Model

BR-12

3

extends
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7

to

14

feet.

Model C-12 extends from 7 to 14 feet; has
external

IN YOUR CAR!

Model

directional
“Miracle”

mike

control.

extends

from

7

to

18

feet; has internal fitted noiseless directional
mike
4

camera—no tricks of any kind were
employed. Plus-Vo and plus-1 diopter
lenses were positioned in front of the
Pan Cinor zoom lens so that zooms
covering an area of about one and

BELL & HOWELL GAUGES

control.

Model
has

C-18

external

extends

from

directional

7

mike

to

20

feet;

control.

Each CINEKAD Mike Boom has a sturdy
5-foot stand, icliich can be elevated to a
height of 10 feet.
Write for Free

Catalogue

CINEKAD ENGINEERING CO.

763

ioth ave., new york 19, n.y.
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provised technique saved the day and
delivered the extreme closeups which
tell the solder story so dramatically.
While the extremely close position¬
ing of the camera and lighting intro¬
duced little difficulty, a number of
physical problems arose because the
actual soldering had to he accomplished
with the technician’s arms wrapped
around the tripod legs. Placing the

ireversal printing i
i and processing 1

COLOR PRINTING
Z •
— •
— •
—«

Work Prints
•
Color-to-Color Prints •
Color-to-B &W Prints*
Raw Stock
•

Fastax Service
IZZZ
A&B Roll Prints ■
Fades-Dissolvesi^^
Timed Prints
■

• Edge Numbering

Write for complete information ...

723 Seventh Ave.
N. Y. 19, JU 6-2293

DUAL
POWER
VIEWER
for
BOLEX
REFLEX
From an original 6X to an 8X full field and
16X
critical
focus
LARGER
IMAGES—BETTER
SHARPNESS
CONTROL
WITH
ANY
LENS
Easy to Operate—Guaranteed for
Life—More
Information
Available—When Viewer only
is
sent $54.00—When sent with Camera $60.00.

PELLEGRINI-PIEK
634

Hears!

Makers

of

Ave.,

San

Francisco

12,

Variable Shutter Units
Bo lex H Cameras.

far

Calif.
all

PORTABLE CINE FLOOD
“MITE - LITE”
•

Burns brighter and longer

• Less weight • Spotless light
• New design and features
• Model “C" $130 inc. charger
custom built by JACK D. LEPPERT
2801 Oak Point Dr.
Hollywood 28, Calif.

lens at his eye-level, for a subjective
point-of-view camera angle, often par¬
tially obscured the work from the

FARKAS FILM COMPANY
424

442

Li

Po

Chun

Bldg.,

Hong

Kong.

graphed at all is due to the patience
of all concerned, rather than any
tricky techniques. Often a camera set¬
up that took ten minutes to line up
and light would be accidentally jarred
by one of us and go completely out
of focus. We literally held our collec¬
tive breath
progress.
Neither

while

Ron

filming

Hagerthy

was

nor

I

in
re¬

garded this assignment as particularly
difficult, and the picture was shot with¬
out a single camera test having been

the soldering is technically perfect is
a tribute to Chuck Meier, Electronic
Production Engineer of Temec, Inc.,

made. We were more concerned with
recording technically perfect scenes
from a soldering, rather than a cam¬

who did all of the soldering shown in
the film under conditions that were
almost impossible. Obviously it was
vitally important that every shot of
the soldering procedure be absolutely
perfet because of the fantastically large
screen magnification. A number of re¬
takes were necessary for purely techni¬
cal reasons since a slight jar or
inadvertent movement of the techni¬
cian's hands or the erratic behavior
of the solder itself detracted from the
high quality rendition we set out to
achieve.

era, viewpoint. I feel rather apologetic
in describing our so-called “trick

A tilting vise was employed to hold
the object being soldered so that it
could be slanted in a “square-on"’ po¬
sition with respect to the lens and thus
take every advantage of the shallow
depth of field available in such close
filming. Illumination was furnished by
PAR 38 flood bulbs mounted in Gatorgrips and operated through ColorTran
converters. The f/16 light level con¬
centrated on so small an area resulted
in such intense heat on technician
Chuck Meier’s hands that they had to
be kept wrapped in wet towels to pre¬
vent burning them. At one point he
complained that his hair was on fire!
(The heat from the lights actually
singed it.)

because heat plays an important part
in soldering, which is a metallurgical
FAR EAST ASSIGNMENTS

the greatest handicaps, all added up
to a series of rather hectic shooting
sessions. That the picture was photo¬

technician’s view. What we needed was
a soldering expert with a cavity in his
chest and an extended eyeball! That

The heat from the lights (often over
300°), also caused soldering problems

Established American organization experienced
throughout Asia, offers complete film production
services, 16mm or 35mm. Whether your needs
are a single shot or a complete production,
cable “Farfilms," Hong Kong, or write

high magnification and the physical
limitations imposed upon Chuck Meier,
who had to do perfect soldering under

solvent action. Sometimes the rosin
would flow out of the solder core, or
the solder itself would melt before it
was applied. The extremely limited
field of view, intense lighting, cramped
camera set-ups, shallow depth of field,

photography since no tricks were em¬
ployed and no secrets were involved
in shooting the extreme closeups. (The
techniques employed are all described
in my article titled “Extreme Closeup
Cinematography”
Cinematographer
on page 187.)

in the
Manual,

American
beginning

Due credit should be given to Claude
Michael, Inc., sponsor of the film, for
recognizing the need, and providing
the funds for the project without in¬
jecting advertising of any kind, except
for an occasional glimpse of their
product during the natural course of
the soldering procedures depicted in
the film. Both Ron Hagerthy and I
would like to thank Mr. Michael for
not helping us! He did what we think
all film sponsors should do: okay the
script and the budget and pay for the
work. That he had enough confidence
in our combined ability to do the job
as we saw fit is a tribute to his courage
and understanding.
Production

heads,

electronic

engi¬

neers and visual training personnel
throughout the United States and Can¬
ada have reported that use of “On
Solder” to train new technicians and
to enthuse experienced workers has
contributed toward a definite up-grad¬
ing in soldering techniques and re¬
sulted in more reliable production.
Thanks to these accolades and to the
awards tendered the film thus far, an
enlarged film program is planned, in¬
volving a series of similar subjects to
be produced in the near future by
Claude Michael, Inc.
■
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FLUID HEAD
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performance champ
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engineered, guaranteed leak-proof
attaching knob
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handle with infinite
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lock
Our engineers were not concerned with building
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design a Fluid Head that cameramen dream about.
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climates and in the frozen North.
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under any conditions with complete versatility.
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there any doubt which you’d buy—in this case,
CECO’S PRO JUNIOR FLUID HEAD!
Your professional status entitles you to the best.
Come in. See it, try it and judge for
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you make it today?
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ON THE COVER
UNSCHEDULED ENCOUNTER with rampaging rhinoceros occurs during film¬
ing of scene for “Hatari!” in African wilds. The herding Jeep, veering
too close to animal, was badly battered, but without injuring actors Hardy
Kruger and Bruce Cabot. Scene was shot from camera car with a 35mm
Arriflex and 35mm Mitchell camera under direction of Russell Harlan, ASC.
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MITCHELL R-35
...only truly professional
portable reflex motion picture camera
Designed to cover the widest range of professional motion picture applications, the all new Mitchell R-35
reflex camera offers remarkable versatility to exceed the requirements of most discriminating cinematogra¬
phers. Streamlined design is combined for the first time with the full range of professional features by
Mitchell — world’s leading source of truly professional motion picture cameras and equipment.

¥

COMPACT
Incomparable
R-35
Film
Movement

Designed to produce rock-steady films completely
compatible with those of the well-known Mitchell
BNC, NC and Standard cameras, the new R-35
dual register pin movement features: Twin regis¬
tration pins ... twin pull-down claws; stop-motion
to 120 EP.S.; removable aperture plate with builtin filter holder slot. . . holds two thicknesses of
gelatin filters. Full size: 0.980" x 0.735", remov¬
able pressure plate, entire movement removable
for cleaning . . . special construction insures fool¬
proof insertion with no loss of timing.
Hand Held or Tripod Mounted, the new Mitchell R-35 reflex camera uses a new series of Super
Baltar matched lenses designed specifically for the R-35 by Bausch & Lomb. For Complete details
of the outstanding features of this remarkable 35mm camera, write for the new R-35 Bulletin.

MITCHELL R-35
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MITCHELL CAMERA CORPORATION
666 W. HARVARD ST., GLENDALE 4, CALIF.
TECHNICAL REPRESENTATIVE:
521 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 17, N. Y.
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yet portable.
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Special Editor-Viewer combination. 269.50
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corners.
• Vulcanized fiber with
reinforced metal
frame.
Complete Bin/rack-linen
Bag w/skids

$5.25
w/wheels

$51.75
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DECRYING THE paucity of public
recognition that has been given Holly¬
wood cinematographers, as constrasted
with European
top
cinematogra¬
phers are consid¬
ered
and
given
substantial recog¬
nition for their ar¬
tistic photographic
contributions to a
motion picture,
Ted McCord last
month took a sig¬
nificant step aimed
Ted McCord, ASC
to inform the pub¬
lic and particularly film reviewers and
critics, of the part played by Holly¬
wood Directors of Photography in the
production of motion pictures.
In an exclusive interview for Daily
Variety,
Hollywood industry trade
paper, McCord indicated the industry
itself should be the first to acclaim its
cameramen and to consider 'heir con¬
tribution to a picture equally impor¬
tant as that of others involved in the
creative phase of a production.
Discussing the subject further at the
ASC clubhouse in Hollywood, McCord
pointed out that in the demanding
world of international art, still pho¬
tography long ago achieved status as
a major art form. “The great photo¬
graphic pioneers, Daguerre, Mathew
Brady and George Eastman set stand¬
ards of excellence that subsequently
have been equalled or surpassed by
such modern-day masters as Steichen,
Man Ray and Cartier-Bresson.’’
Today, both the critics and the pub¬
lic are recognizing more and more the
newer and perhaps even greater art
form —- the motion picture — McCord
continued.
“In the past eighteen months, the
man-behind-the-camera in Europe has
emerged the industry’s newest star.
There is not a recognized critic in
France, Germany or Sweden, for ex¬
ample, who does not single out for
deserved praise the cinematographic
contribution of cameraman Gunnar
Fischer in the productions of Ingmar
Bergman. In Italy, the national press
at all levels extolls the accomplishments
of Otello Martelli who photographed

so imaginatively the sensational “La
Dolce Vita.” In Japan, that govern¬
ment has given special recognition to
cinematographer Kazuo Mivagawa for
the unforgettable imagery of “Rashomon.
“Here in America we tend to take
for granted our artistic ‘greats.’ In the
Academy Awards the virtuosity of the
cinematographer is invariably eclipsed
by the stars of the picture. We have
come to accept as a matter of course
the photographic artistry of such cine¬
matographers as the late Gregg Toland
—although the photographic triumph
of “Citizen Kane” has immortalized
him in spite of our neglect.
“It is a sad commentary that we in
Amercia have scarcely noted in pass¬
ing the luminous genius of cameraman
and film-maker Robert Flaherty al¬
though. now, at long last, it may be
said that we are awakening to the
brilliance of the camera work of
Charles Lang, Jr.
“It is to our industry’s credit, how¬
ever, that we have begun to appreciate
the new excitement of Jack Cardiff’s
work and that we are gradually recog¬
nizing the accomplishments of Robert
Surtees, Harry Stradling, Leon Shamroy and others,” McCord concluded.
With almost everybody today a cam¬
era user and appreciative of photo¬
graphic quality, there is a growing
public awareness of the man who
photographs a motion picture which
eventually will create a “following”
for those whose pictures demonstrate
true artistry, McCord believes. As
David 0. Selzniek summed it up in
his Golden Laurel Award speech, “The
international public may well have
awakened a genuine Rennaisance by
bestowing its recognition upon this
gifted group of cinema artists.”
&

-V-

-v-

SPIE Technical Symposium
Some 2,000 specialists in photo¬
graphic and photo-optical instrumenta¬
tion will take part in the technical
meetings, seminars and conferences
scheduled to be held under the aus¬
pices of the Society of Photographic
Instrumentation Engineers’ Sixth An¬
nual Symposium at the Los Angeles
Ambassador Hotel. August 7 to 11.
Continued on Page 498
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Turn Mem over to

GW
PRODUCTION
RENTAL NEED
• LIGHTING —
ARCS ,
INCANDESCENT

• MOBILE
GENERATORS
• TRANSFORMERS
•CAMERAS
CRANES
DOLLIES
• CAMERA CARS
• TECHNICAL
CONSULTANTS
• COLORTRAN
EQUIPMENT

JACK A.FROST
Pioneer in Complete
Production Rental
Service /
Choose from one ofthe net ions larqest Inventories.. .
benefit from Faster del iverq
via Frosts company Fleet of
trucks... and count on the de¬
pendability of Fronts top tech¬
nicians who qive you complete
coordinated Service from start
to finish.

JACK A.FROST
■ 8030. Detroit

AUGUST

Piquette
Michigan

: ? Ji

COBO HALL OFFICE: 401 Washington Blvd.

CANADIAN OFFICE: 6 Shawbridge,

THREE WELL-EQUIPPED offices

Rm. 3143, WO 2-1255, Detroit 26, Michigan

BEImont 2-1145, Toronto, Canada

insure fast, dependable service!

•
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WHAT’S NEW
IN

EQUIPMENT,

CAMART
CORE
DISPENSER

SERVICES

1

Keeps film cores handy at
all times. Attach to work
table or wall. Easy to re¬
move—easy to fill.
All
aluminum
construction.
Adjustable to 16mm and
35mm cores.
Sizes
Lengths 16".

„

ACCESSORIES,

$ 9.50

24".

11.50

36".

14.50

CAMART TIGHTWIND
ADAPTER WITH
BALLBEARING ROLLERS
• Completely
scratchproof
• Chrome-plated
—Prevents
cinching or
abrasions.
• Winds film
quickly and
evenly.

Arri Intervalometers

Groverlite Senior

Available for immediate delivery in
four standard models is new Master
Intervalometer for use with either
16mm or 35mm Arri Ilex cameras.
This programming and control instru¬
ment operates camera’s single-frame
drive, lights, and related equipment in
making time-lapse motion pictures.
Framing rates range from 1 sec. to 25
min. Automatic exposure times of
1/10, 3/10, or 9/10 sec., or 1% or )/>
sec. are obtainable when the standard
single-frame drive is used. Special
drives permit other exposure times.
Equipment will control light volumes
up to 1500 watts. Arriflex Corp. of
America, 257 Park Ave., South, New
York 10, N. Y.

A new, improved model of the GroverLite Senior is announced by Natural
Lighting Corp., 630 So. Llower, Burhank, Calif. Unit accommodates five
lamps, such as PAR, etc. Switches pro¬
vide for burning 2, 3 or all five lamps
at one time. Another new feature is
that unit accommodates the company’s
new M-6 Colorflector (shown in use in
photo), permitting use of any type
standard light bulbs. Size is 14"xl4"x
8", weight is 12 lbs. Price, without
lamps or Miroflectors but including
barndoors, diffusion slot, and 15-ft.
cord is $48.75.

• Single unit for
16mm and
35mm
• Fits any
wind.

re¬

$34.95
FOB New York

ECCO MODEL D SPEEDROLL
ADAPTER
Cleans, conditions and lubricates
your film in one easy operation.
Non-inflammable, eliminates wax¬
ing, absolutely safe.
Ecco Model

Lowel-lite Improved

D

Applicator .$33.00
Ecco #1500 cleaning
fluid. Per Gal.$9.00
Ecco #2000 Negative
cleaning fluid. Per
Gal.$6.50
All prices FOB New York.

452

New Filmosound
Lighter and brighter is Bell & How¬
ell’s new model 535 Filmsound Spe¬
cialist 16mm sound projector. It’s 25%
lighter in weight and a Super Proval
2-in. f/1.6 lens intensifies brightness
substantially over that of previous
models. There’s a control for both
sound volume and tone, and a fiveposition knob simplifies control of all
operations. Featuring permanent lubri¬
cation, gear-driven tilt, list price is
under $600.00.

The popular tape-on, clamp-on Lowel-Light now has a wider base plate
for greater stability when Gaffer-tace
mounted, a larger notch for clamping
unit on pipes, new 1%-in. holes for
mounting with nails or screws, and a
more convenient handle for directional
control. Single units, as pictured (mi¬
nus lamp) are $6.95. A five unit pack¬
age with case sells for $34.50. LowelLight Photo Engineering, 429 West
54th St., New York 19, N. Y.
Continued on Page 454
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HOLLYCAM

Super Values On View at

Exceptional values in productive motion picture equipment that professional cinemato¬
graphers all over the world acclaim! The world's largest inventory, personalized service, at
the lowest possible prices . . . that's HollyCam!

MITCHELL

BELL & HOWELL

Standard Camera

8/16/35mm HOT SPLICER

Complete, with built-in features. Rack-over, dissolving shutter,
4-lens turret, pilot pin movement, and more. This camera has
been completely rebuilt and is in like new condition. Complete out¬
fit includes: Michell Standard Camera, Set of 6 Lenses, Matte
Box and Sunshade, Mitchell Viewfinder with Adjustable Mattes,
Reducing Finder Adapter, Four 1000 ft. Magazines, Motor and
Cables, Carrying Cases.

Model 198-A
Compact and portable, yet ideal for all heavy-duty work. Thermo¬
statically controlled heating element. 110 volts A.C. Pilot pins
instantly adjustable for 8, 16 or 35mm film. Built for years of
constant service. List price is $329.50.

A TOTAL VALUE OF
OVER $9000.00!

224 50

NOW
ONLY

*2950'|00
Camera Head Only

c“.£"4950°°

ALSO AVAILABLE
NEW 70mm HOT SPLICERS .229.00

K-100 CAMERA and

NEW DORMITZER

NEW 8-16-35MM

ANIMATION STAND

Cine-Light

Film Dryer

A truly unusual value! A complete produc¬
tion unit with these outstanding features:
K-100 camera with motorized zoom, dis¬
solving shutter, animation motor with
frame counter, forward, reverse, single
frame and continuous run. No E-W, N-S
movement. Background light. Wall or ceil¬
ing brace. Two flood-lites with color tem¬
perature control. 1-inch Kodak lens com¬
plete with Cineflex viewer.

NOW
ONLY

NEW

1295

SOUND
PROJECTORS
Separate speaker in its own
case.
Projector fetaures
re¬
verse, still and sound or silent
speeds,
foolproof
threading,
pilot iight and fast rewind.
Powerful 15 watt amplier. Orig¬
inal cost was over $500.00!
SPECIAL

50

All prices f.o.b our plant. Equip¬
ment not listed as new or recon¬
ditioned is used. Check with or¬
der.
please,
or
25%
deposit,
balance
on
delivery.
Purchase
orders welcomed from D&B rat¬
ed firms.

00

16mm x 400 FT.

MAGAZINES
BRAND NEW FOR
MITCHELL-BELL & HOWELL
Brilliant, sharp-cutting 2" lens.
For Mitchell 16 List Price $110.50.
SPECIAL

For Bell & Howell 16
List
Price
$190.00.
SPECIAL

127 50

99“

Self-contained automatic unit for 8, 16
and 35mm films. 200 ft. capacity. Dries
from 0 to 16 feet-per-minute. Thermostatic
heat control. Squeegee, Aerosol bath and
heated air for rapid, safe
drying. Uses 115 volts
a.c. Measures 20" square
by 48" high. A $2400.00
Value!

NOW ONLY

|00

BELL & HOWELL

199

Powered by long-life nickel-cadmium batteries
250 watt light output. Adjustable 9" reflector
for flood or spot. Ideal for black-and-white
or color . . . color temperature 3400 degrees
Kelvin. Compact and light. Weighs only 14
lbs. complete, with powerpack, reflector &
lamp, bracket, battery charger and cables.

745 00

ACME
ANIMATION
MOTOR
Runs forward, re¬
verse, stop-motion or
continuous. Remote
switch. Motor deliv¬
ers full power at all
speeds. Adapts to
Mitchell, Bell & How¬
ell or Acme cameras.
List Value $650.00.

SPECIAL

KODACHROME
Oaylight type. 16mm x 100
feet. Slightly outdated, but
fully guaranteed. Each
batch has been spot-tested
in our labs to insure qual¬
ity. Current list is $8.60.

SPECIAL

25

325 00
6838 Sunset Blvd.
Hollywood 28, California
Hollywood 6-1318
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WHAT’S NEW
Continued

2
COLOR PROCESS¬
ING:
precision
color processing for
16mm Ektachrome
Commercial and
new “ER."

Page 452

SOUND RECORD¬
ING: RCA optical
recording assures
sound tracks of the
highest profession¬
al standards.

4

COLOR RELEASE
PRINTS: scene-toscene color correc¬
tion on all color
release prints.

3

from

COLOR WORKPRINTS: immediate
work prints on
Ektachrome dupli¬
cating film Type
7386.

4
O
O
*
tu

Two-way Radio
Ideally suited for film production
communication problems is new, pow¬
erful portable two-way shortwave ra¬
dio announced by General Electric Co.
Tradenamed the Voice Commander, it
has one-watt transmitter and receiver
in a single case 9^-in. high, 5-in.
wide, and U/^-in. deep. Weight is just
over four pounds. Unit also has builtin telescoping antenna, and an ade¬
quate well-baffled speaker. General
Electric Communication Products
Dept., P.O. Box 4197, Lynchburg, Va.

ANIMATION: com¬
plete services for
technical and car¬
toon animation.

*

O
EDITORIAL: com¬
plete editorial serv¬
ices from creative
editing to final con¬
forming.

6

ADDITIONAL SERVICES: UltraSonic film cleaning; print-thru
edge numbers; yellow ink edge
numbering; music and effects
scoring; stage and production
facilities.

*
o
t
o

7

;

All these advantages are automatic for the
producer who works with Jamieson, where

PRI NTI NG

every modern film service is professionally per-

(

Super Wide-angle Lens

PLANNING
FILM PRODUCTION
IN THE SOUTH?

BOLEX ACCESSORIES
BY STEVENS
Variable Shutter • Split-Frame Mask • Syn¬
chronous and Battery Camera Drives • Time

Finest

Lapse Timer • Lens Extension Tubes • Rack-

plete Westrex Recording

Mitchell

over • Turret Lever • Third Turret Stop • Turret

lock

Filter

Scoring Facilities.

Slides

•

Camera

Base

•

Lens

control

Handle * 400-Ft. Magazine * Sound Sprockets
Write for our Bolex Accessory Catalog.

STEVENS ENGINEERING CO.

454

Screening

Cameras,
&

Lighting,

Com¬

Facilities,

Inter¬

Complete

Mixing

“All Under One Roof”
“Serving

National

Clients”

Call or Write: Howard Warren

THUNDERBIRD FILM SOUND CENTER

Dept. "A”, 340 N. Newport Blvd.

1833 Bay Road, Miami Beach, Fla.

Newport Beach, Calif.

Phone: JE 1-0355

and

An angle view of 197° is outstand¬
ing feature of the new Kinoptik 1.9mm
wide-angle f/1.9 lens. It is a customground 9-element Apochromat that
that produces a round image 8.7mm
in diameter and will actually photo¬
graph an area behind the cameraman.
It is ideally suited for extreme inte¬
rior shots, panoramic views, under¬
water pictures, and missile photog¬
raphy. Other features are complete
color correction, brilliant overall il¬
lumination, authentic tonal values, and
critical sharpness, and is marked in
T-stops. Karl Heitz, Inc., 480 Lexing¬
ton Ave., New York 17, N. Y.
■
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SELECTS

ARRI FLEX'
for Filming His Most
Action-Packed Footage!
Shot during
the filming
of the DisneyBuena Vista
production.

As always, Arriflex comes through
with perfect performance!
Weaving in and out—not as a passive eye but

/nm\
WALT DISNEY’S

as a fierce antagonist—a dynamic participant
in the conflict—the 6V2 pound hand-held Arriflex 16

WILD DOG of the NORTH

records action with an impact that no other

TECHNICOLOR*

professional camera could equal.
As in many Disney pictures, Arriflex 16mm
footage is blown up to 35mm for theatrical
release. Only the Arriflex 16.. .with its registration
pin mechanism of incredible accuracy... could
produce the image quality necessary for such
a blow-up.
In the studio, in the plant, or out on
location—Arriflex always does the job
better, faster, and more economically!

Write today
for complete literature on

the Arriflex

or the Arriflex 35.

a\

m

CORPORATION OF AM

257

PARK AVENUE SOUTH, NEW YORK 10, N.Y

WEST COAST: 826 NORTH COLE AVENUE, HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIF

16

UHLER Film Printers
For Professional Results!

ERAS

BEHIND
WHAT

THE

OTING

INDUSTRY’S

16MM

CINE

Robert Krasker. “Bill Budd”
(C'Scope;
Anglo-Allied Prod.; shooting in Spain &
England) with Robert Ryan and Peter Usti¬
nov. Peter Ustinov, producer-director.

PRINTER

Carl Guthrie, ASC, “The George
Raft
Story” with Ray Danton and Jayne Mans¬
field. Joe Newman, director.
CASCADE

Henry Sharp,

STUDIO

Commercials*

Roy Seawright,

Biroc, ASC, “Sail a Crooked Ship”
(Philip Barry Prods.) with Robert Wagner
and Dolores Hart. Irving Brecher, director.

Heller, “On the Brink” (Ham¬
mer Film Prods.; shooting in London) with
Macdonald Carey and Shirley Ann Field. Joe
Losey, director.
Anthony

ASC, “Notorious Landlady”
(Kohlmar-Quine Prod.) with Kim Novak and
Jack Lemmon. Richard Quine, director.
Arthur Arling,

DESILU—Cahuenga

ASC Commercials*.

George Folsey,

MONTH

Joe

ALLIED ARTISTS

Makes copies of 8mm and 16mm, sound and silent
pictures in color or black-and-white. All A.C. oper¬
ated, no batteries required. Capacity: 400 ft. feed
and take-up arms. Sturdy cast aluminum construc¬
tion.
$195.00

LAST

Robert

ASC, Commercials*.

de

Studios

ASC, “Dick VanDyke

Grasse,

Show”*.

COLUMBIA STUDIOS

Sid

ASC, “Five Finger Exer¬
cise” (Sonnis Corp.) with Rosalind Russell
and Jack Hawkins. Daniel Mann, director.
Harry Stradling.

ASC,

Hickox,

“The

Andy

Griffith

Show”*.
DESILU—Gower Studios
William

Skall,

ASC,

“Robert

Young

Show”*.
ASC, “Lassie”*.

Charles van Enger,
JOSEPH

LaSHELLE,

ASC

MGM elected him last
month to direct the pho¬
tography of a segment
of “How the West Was
Won,”
studio’s
initial
Cinerama production.

Ted Voightlander.
Robert Planck,

ASC, “My Three Sons”*.

FAIRBANKS STUDIOS
Ray Foster,

ASC, Commercials*.

FOX WESTERN AVENUE
James Van Trees,
FILMWAYS

UHLER
Continuous

COMBINATION

printer

for

sound

16MM
and

“Ben Casey”*.

ASC, “Dobbie Gillis”*.

STUDIOS—New

York

Hartzband,
“The
Defenders”*
(CBS) Boris Sagal and Buzz Kulich, direc¬
tors.
Morris

picture,

$1,295.00

Bob Huke, “Reach for Glory” (John KohnJud Kinberg Prod.; shooting in England)
with Harry Andrews and Kay Walsh.

“The Pirates of Blood
River” (Megascope & Eastman Color; Ham¬
mer Film Prods.; shooting in England) with
Kerwin Mathews and Glenn Corbett. John
Gilling, director.

Arthur

Grant,

Philip Tannura,
Fred

Gately,

ASC, “Shannon”*.

ASC,

Irving Lippman,

“The

Hathaways”*.
Fred Gately,

ASC, “Hazel”*.

Irving Lippman, Charles Welborn,

“Dennis

the Menace”*.

GENERAL SERVICE STUDIOS
Tutwiler,
ASC,
“International Golf Show”*

Thomas

Commercials*;

INDEPENDENT

ASC, “The Clown and
the Kid” (Harvard-UA) with John Lupton
and Mike McGreedy. Edw. L. Cahn, director.
Gilbert Warrenton,

ASC, “Deadly Duo” (Harvard
UA) with Craig Hill and Marcia Henderson.
Robert Kent, director. “Wild Harvest”
(shooting in Homestead, Fla.) with Dean
Fredericks and Kathleen Freeman. Jerry
Baerwitz, director.
Gordon Avil,

“Lawrence of Arabia” (Super
Panavision 70 & Technicolor; HorizonAmerican Prods.; shooting in Jordan) with
Peter O’Toole. David Lean, director.
Fred Young,

RUSSELL

“The Three Stooges
Meet Hercules” with the Three Stooges and
Vicki Trickett. Edwards Bernd, director.
Charles

Gert

Welborn,

Andersen,

ASC,

“Donna

Reed

Show”*

METTY,

ASC

I960 Oscar winner for
color
photography,
is
currently
shooting
“Touch of Mink,” star¬
ring
Doris
Day
and
Cary Grant, at RevueUniversal Studios.

“The Best of Enemies”
(Dino de Laurentiis Prods.; shoooting in
Israel) with David Niven and Albert Sordi.
Guy Hamilton, director.
Guisseppe Rotunno,

35-16MM

OPTICAL REDUCTION &

ENLARGING

PRINTER

Reduction & Enlarging 16-8MM.$1,775.00
Combination 35MM Continuous.$1,945.00
Reduction & Enlarging 35-16MM.$2,475 00
Cineradiographic Printer for 35-16MM.... $2 275.00
All

Prices

F.O.B.

Detroit

Write for further information

UHLER CINE MACHINE CO.
Ph.:

45 5

15762 Wyoming Ave., Detroit 38, Mich.
UNiversity 1-4663
Coble: “UHLCIMA”

Tonti, “Barabas” (Technirama 70 &
Technicolor; Dino De Laurentis Prods.;
shooting in Italy) with Anthony Quinn and
Silvano Mangano. Richard Fleischer, direc¬
tor.
Aldo

Joe MacDonald, ASC, “Walk on the Wild
Side” (Famous Artists Prods.) with Laur¬
ence Harvey and Capucine. Edward Dmytryk,
director.

Caparros, “The Miracle Worker”
(Playfilms, Inc. for UA) with Anne Bancroft
and Patti Duke. Arthur Penn, director.

Ernest

Fapp,
ASC, “One, Two, Three”
(P’Vision; Pyramid Prod.; A. G. Mirisch
Co. for UA; shooting in Berlin) with James
Cagney and Horst Bucholz. Billy Wilder,
producer-director.

Daniel

Continued on Page 458
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when film
is processed at

From original photography to release prints, skilled
CFI technicians accurately interpret the creative
objectives of the cinematographer. Exacting CFI
laboratory control and advanced processing methods
insure maximum definition and correct tone reproduc¬
tion ... consistently.

CONSOLIDATED FILM INDUSTRIES
959 SEWARD ST., HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA
Hollywood 2-0881

COMPLETE 35MM AND

AUGUST

•

1961

Hollywood 9-1441

16MM

FILM

SERVICES
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BEHIND THE CAMERAS

NEW F&B MARK III FLUID DRIVE TRIPOD

Continued from Page 456

INDEPENDENT

soVS

“Out of the Tiger’s
Mouth” (Shooting in Hong Kong; RugglesWhelan Enterprises for Sutton Prods.) with
Han-Yi. Tim Whelan, Jr., director.
Emmanuel

lT

Rojas,

Leo Tover, ASC, “What a Wonderful Life”

(Mirisch-UA; shooting in Florida) with El¬
vis Presley and Arthur O’Connell. Gordon
Douglas, director.

The first announcement of this
new F&B product was followed
by an immediate sell-out. We
rushed in a NEW SHIPMENT,
however, so they are now in stock
and available at F & B.

Lathrop, ASC, “The Last Hero”
(Joel Prod.; P’vision) with Kirk Douglas
and Gena Rowlands. David Miller, director.
Philip

West, ASC, (Shooting in
Tenn.) Methodist Church Lilms.

Lred

Complete outfit for 16mm cameras,
35mm Eyemos & Arris, at an amazingly
low price.

*139

Tripod legs only..

$49.50

Baby tripod legs only..47.50

50

Fluid Head only.. 97.50

Nashville,

Lrank Planer, ASC, “Infamous” (Wm. Wy¬
ler Prod.—Mirisch Co.; UA release) with
Audrey Hepburn, Shirley MacLaine and
James Garner. William Wyler, producerdirector.
Hoch, ASC, “Soldiers 3” (Essex
prods, for UA; shooting in Kanab, Utah)
with Lrank Sinatra and Dean Martin. John
Sturges, director.
Winton

Includes Tripod, Adapter and Visco-matic
Fluid Head. With F & B’s usual iron-clad
guarantee.

Leather & Vinyl case. 12.50
Leather & Vinyl case for Baby. 11.50

Ted McCord, ASC, “The Land We Love”

F & B NICKEL CADMIUM
BATTERIES

DIRECTORS’
VIEWFINDERS

Ricardo Torre, “The Magic Fountain” (CScope & Eastman color; shooting in Madrid)
with Fernando Lamas and Esther Williams.
Fernando Lamas, director.

The perfect compan¬
ion for your Arriflex,
mounted in rugged
aluminum case, with
shoulder strap. In¬
destructible, high
capacity Nickel Cad¬
mium *:!lls provide
perfect power, abso¬
lutely guaranteed
for 1 year.

New, imported director’s
viewfinder with large,
clear optics in 4 new
models at very reason¬
able prices.

Model I—for 35mm, range
25mm-135mm .$49.50
Model IA—for 16mm, range
11.5mm-75mm . 49.50
Model IB—for 16 mm, range
8mm-75mm . 69.50
Model III—for 35mm Wide-Screen &
TV Camera range 3-4 to 2.55-1, with
sliding, adjustable marks . 89.50

FREE

(Daystar Prod.; UA release; P’Vision &
Color; shooting at Catalina) with James
Mason and Kate Manx.
Leslie Stevens,
producer-director.

Bronner, ASC, “Pocketful of Mir¬
acles” (P’Vision & Consolidated color; Franton Prods, for UA) with Glenn Ford, Bette
Davis and Hope Lange. Frank Capra, direc¬
tor.
Robert

50% MORE EFFICIENT!

KTTV STUDIOS

40% LESS EXPENSIVE!

Gilbert Warrenton, ASC, “Saintly Sinners”

7v. Battery (6 cells).$85.00
lOv. Battery (8 cells).100.00
15v. Battery (12 cells).135.00
Voltmeter attach, (opt) . 20.00
Ammeter attach, (opt) . 10.00
Miniaturized Charger . 29.50
NEW—15v-7V2V Battery—can be switched
for 7V2V or 15v for both 16mm and 35mm
Arris .$155.00
With Built-In Charger . 184.50

—Neckchain and Leather |
Case with Order

Write for new specification sheet

(Harvard Films; UA release) with Stanley
Clements and Don Beddoe. Jean Yarbrough,
director.
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Milton
Krasner, ASC, “Sweet Bird of
Youth” (Pandro S. Berman Prod.) with
Paul Newman and Geraldine Page. Richard
Brooks, director.
Lucien Andriot, ASC, “National Velvet”*.
Harkness Smith, “Dr. Kildare”*.

SERVING THE WORLD’S FINEST FILM MAKERS

William Spencer, “Cain’s Hundred”*.

FLORMAN & BABB, INC.

John

Nickolaus, “Rawhide”*
Clemens, ASC,

George

68 West 45th Street, New York 36, New York • MUrray Hill 2-2928

“Twilight Zone”*

Hal Mohr, ASC, “Father of the Bride”*
Joseph La Shelle, ASC & Charles Lang,

REPRINTS

ASC, “How the West was Won” (Cinerama;
color; shooting in Paducah, Ky.) with James
Stewart and Debbie Reynolds. Henry Hath¬
away, director.

AVAILABLE

Surtees, ASC, “Mutiny on the
Bounty” (Ultra Panavision & Color; shooting
in Tahiti; Areola Prods.) with Marlon Bran¬
Robert

of the 6-page, illustrated article

SPECIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC EFFECTS
IN MOTION PICTURES

do and Trevor Howard. Lewis Milestone, di¬

rector.
Joseph Ruttenberg, ASC, “Bachelor in Par¬
adise” (C’Scope & Color; Ted Richmond
Prods.) with Bob Hope and Lana Turner.
Jack Arnold, director.

By RAY KELLOGG and L. B. ABBOTT
20th Century-Fox Studio

25c

PARAMOUNT STUDIOS

Per Copy

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

1783

No.

Orange

Dr.,

Hollywood

28,

Calif.

Ellsworth Fredericks, ASC, “Escape From
Zahrain” (P’Vision & Technicolor) with Yul
Brynner and Sal Mineo. Ronald Neame, di¬
rector.
Continued on Page 460
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Serving the World's Finest Film Makers

NOW AVAILABLE AT F & B

ENGLAND'S FAMOUS

ACMADE MARK II
EDITING
f

TABLES

Another Fine Product From ACMADE

AUTOMATIC
BUTT SPLICER
Cuts, Splices, Applies Magic Mylar Automatically!

The first practical,
speedy and efficient
automatic splicer and
perforated adhesive
tape (Magic Mylar)
applicator on the
market. Now, with no
fuss, mess or waste,
it is possible to
splice, repair, buttsplice, or strengthen
splices on all types
of film—positive, neg¬
ative, magnetic—even
duPont Cronar or
other bases.

<«

*-r

The cutting arm,
shown in operating
position, is used by
pressing the chrome
button for cutti ng
both sides of the film
simultaneously. The
film, of course, has
been registered on
pins in the horizontal
channel. The cutting
blade is easily re¬
placed when neces¬
sary.

a

Price complete and

• 35mm and 16mm
• For Studios & TV
• Cutting and Viewing

duty paid.

*2975
fob New York

Continuous movement (non-intermittent) safer
for negative or positive viewing.
Synchronous and variable speed, instant stop,
forward and reverse foot pedals and press
button.
Film paths instantly declutchable by switch
selection.
Projected picture 8"x6" or larger by removing
screen.
Separate magnetic and combined optical and
magnetic heads.
Built-in synchronizer footage counter and run¬
ning time counter.
Removable flange plate with tite wind roller.
Instant sound track selector.
Manual inching control.
Fast rewind controls.

RECENT PURCHASERS:
J. Walter Thompson, New York; Safety Enterprises Ohio;
Sound and Scene Productions, Texas; Bay State Films,
Mass.; Stamford University, California; Army Ordinance
Corps, Maryland.

The splicing tape is
registered on preci¬
sion pins and held in
place until automat¬
ically applied to the
film by swinging the
arm over and press¬
ing the chromed but¬
ton. This action si¬
multaneously cuts
the adhesive and ap¬
plies it — in perfect
register to the film.

Model 35 for 35mm
Model 16 for 16mm

Write For Brochure

IM

F&B

MAGIC
MYLAR
A new splicing and
repairing tech¬
nique.

V Sl

FLORMAN
&

, INC.

68 West 45th Street

New York 36, New York

MUrray Hill 2-2928

AUGUST

•

1961
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o

NOW IN NEW
20 FT. ROLLS!
Only $2.20 for 16 mm;
$4.04 for 35 mm

Please send me:
i—| 20 ft. rolls — transparent 16mm —
1_1 single perforation (T16S) at $2.20

□
□
□
□
□
□
□

□

66 ft. rolls — transparent 16mm —
single perforation (T16S) at $6.00
20 ft. rolls — transparent 16mm —
double perforation (T16D) at $2.20
66 ft. rolls — transparent 16mm —
double perforation (T16D) at $6.00
20 ft. rolls — transparent 35mm
(T-35) at $4.04
66 ft. rolls — transparent 35mm
(T-35) at $11.00
66 ft. rolls—white opaque—16mm—
magnetic film only (0-16) at $6.00
66 ft. rolls — white opaque — 35mm
(0-35) at $11.00
1/4" splicing tape for magnetic tape
(S4) at $.57

BEHIND THE CAMERAS
Continued from Page 458

Robert Hauser. “Bus Stop”*

William Snyder. ASC, “Moon Pilot” with

Kenneth Peach, ASC, “Follow the Sun”*

Tom Tryon and Brian Keith. James Neilson,
director.

Richard Rawlings, “Margie”*

WARNER BROS.

TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX

Jean

Floyd Crosby, ASC, “7 Women from Hell "

Bourgoin, “Gigot” (Eastman color;
Seven Arts Prod.; shooting in Paris) with
Jackie Gleason and Katherine Kath. Gene
Kelly, director.

(API: C’Scope; shooting in Hawaii) with
Patricia Owens and Margie Dean. Robert
Webb, director.

Arthur

Lloyd Ahern, ASC, “Adventures in Para¬

Ibbetson,

“The Inspector” (Red
Lion Films; shooting in London) with Step¬
hen Boyd and Dolores Hart. Philip Dunne,
director.

William Clothier, “The Comancheros” with
John Wayne and Stuart Whitman. Michael
Curtiz, director.

dise”*

Leon Shamroy. ASC, “Tender is the Night”
(C’Scope & DeLuxe color;
shooting in
France) with Jennifer Jones and Jason Robards, Jr. Henry King, director.
WALT DISNEY STUDIOS

Ozzie Morris, “Satan Never Sleeps” (Leo
McCarey Prod.; shooting in England) with
William Holden and Clifton Webb. Leo
McCarey, producer-director.

Edward

Coleman, ASC, “Big Red” with
Walter Pidgeon and Gilles Payant. Norman
Tokar, director.

Frank Carson, “Room for one More”*
Burt Glennon, “Lawman”*
Jack Marquette, Glen MacWilliams, ASC,
Ralph Woolsey, ASC, “77 Sunset Strip”*
Harold Stine, ASC, Ray Fernstrom, ASC,
“Roaring Twenties”*
Robert

Hoffman,

Glen

MacWilliams

ASC, Lewis Jennings, “Surfside 6”*

Robert Tobey, ASC, Ralph Woolsey, ASC,
“Maverick”*
Lewis

Jennings,

Burt

Glennon,

“Chey¬

enne”*

Peverell Marley, ASC, Jack Marquette,
“Bronco”*

Robert Tobey, ASC, Carl Guthrie, ASC,
Harold Stine, ASC, “Hawaiian Eye”*
James Drought, Commercials*
Robert

Burks, ASC, “The Music Man”
(Technirama & Technicolor) with Robert
Preston and Shirley Jones. Morton DaCosta,
producer-director.
ZIV-UNITED ARTISTS

Brick Marquard, “Sea Hunt”*
Monroe Askins, “Rip Cord”*

CAMERAS - LIGHTS
ACCESSORIES

RENTAL
EQUIPMENT

Our rental equipment is im¬
maculate, checked and re¬
checked, perfectly adjusted
and ready on time. You'll find
our prices competitive, our
service unexcelled. We sug¬
gest you call early and reserve
the equipment you need, be¬

IS MORE

cause there’s always a heavy
demand for our kind of equip¬

RELIABLE!

ment and service . . . but we’ll
always make every effort to
supply you in short-notice
emergencies, too.

CAMERAS:
Mitchell - BNC, NC, Hi-Speed,
16mm.
Arriflex — 35mm & 16mm, with
blimps.
Auricons, etc.

LIGHTS:

1 CALL MU 2-2928
FLORMAN & BABB, INC.
68 West 45th Street, New York 36, N.Y.

Arcs, Inkies, Spots, Cones. Gen¬
erators, cables & grip equipt.
Accessories.
Gentlemen:

ACCESSORIES:
Zoom Lenses, Crab Dollies, Mike
Booms, Motors, etc.

Please

send

me

your

.

EDITING:
Moviolas, Hot Splicers, Synchro¬
nizers, Sound Readers, etc.

Everything for Film Production

Firm

William Margulies, ASC, “Outlaws”*.
Walter Castle,
“Bonanza”*

.

Address .

ASC,

Haskell

Boggs,

Harold Lipstein, ASC, “Hell is for Heroes”
with Steve McQueen and Bobby Darin. Don
Siegel, director.
PARAMOUNT SUNSET STUDIOS

Fleet Southcott, “Gunsmoke”*
REPUBLIC STUDIOS

Charles Burke, “The Corruptors”*.
Howard Schwartz, “The Rifleman”*.
Edward

Fitzgerald,
ASC,
“Brushfire!”
(Obelisk Prod.) with John Ireland and
Everett Sloane. Jack Warner, Jr., producerdirector.
Ernest Haller, ASC, “Married Too Young”
(Headliner Prod.) with Harold Lloyd Jr.
and Jana Lund. George Moskov, director.

Wilfird Cline, ASC, “Robert Taylor De¬
tectives”*
George Diskant, ASC, “Dick Powell’s Zane
Grey Theatre”*.

Paul Ivano, “The Nun and the Sergeant”
(Eastern Film Prod.; UA release) with
Robert Webber and Anna Sten. Franklin
Adreon, director.

Howard

Schwartz, “The Case of Patty
Smith” (Impact Prod.) with J. Edward
McKinley and Joe Conley. Leo H. Handel,
producer-director.
REVUE STUDIOS

complete

Catalog of Rental Equipment.
Name

Curt Fetters, “King of Diamonds”*

Russell Harlan, ASC, “The Spiral Road”
(Shooting in Dutch Guiana) with Rock
Hudson and Genea Rowlands. Robert Mulli¬
gan, director.

Russell

Metty, ASC, “Touch of Mink”
(P’Vision & Color; Granley Prods.) with
Cary Grant and Doris Day. Delbert Mann,
director.
John Russell, ASC, Ellis Thackery, ASC,
“87th Precinct”*.
Continued on Page 502
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AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

rfUR/COlf!6m Sot/ntf-On-fi/m tkfkhCmiRwfts!
ALL AURICON EQUIPMENT IS SOLD WITH
A 30 DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE.

“CINE-VOICE II" 16 mm Optical
it 100 ft. film capacity

Sound-On-Film Camera.

“AURICON

for 2% minutes of
recording; 6-Volt DC Convertor or 115-Volt AC
operation. •¥. $967.00 (and up).

PRO 600’’16mm Optical Sound-On-Film Camera.

400 ft. iilm capacity for 11 minutes of
recording.
$1,295.00 (and up).

Optical Sound-On-Film

Camera.

■K 600 ft. film capacity for 161/2 minutes of
recording. ■* $1871.00 (and up) with 30 day
money-back guarantee.

1200 ft. film capacity for 33 minutes of
recording. * $5667.00 (and up) complete for
“High-Fidelity” Talking Pictures.

PORTABLE POWER SUPPLY UNIT—Model

FILMAGNETIC —Finger points to Magnetic pre-stripe
on unexposed film for recording lip-synchronized
magnetic sound with your picture. Can be used
with all Auricon Cameras, if $960.00 (and up).

PS-21... Si lent
in operation, furnishes 115-Volt AC power to drive
“Single System” or “Double System” Auricon
Equipment from 12 Volt Storage Battery, for
remote “location" filming. if $269.50

“PR0-600 SPECIAL” 16mm Light-Weight Camera.

“SUPER 1200” 16 mm

Strictly for Profit
CHOOSE AURICON
If it's profit you’re after in the production of
16 mm Sound-On Film Talking Pictures, Auricon
Cameras provide ideal working tools for shooting
profitable Television Newsreels, film commercials,
inserts, and local candid-camera programming.
Now you can get Lip-Synchronized Optical or
Magnetic Sound WITH your picture using Auricon
16 mm Sound-On-Film Cameras. Precision designed
and built to “take it.”
Strictly for Profit—Choose Auricon!

TRIPOD — Models FT-10 and FT-10S12...
Pan-Tilt Head Professional Tripod for
velvet-smooth action. Perfectly counter-balanced
to prevent Camera "dumping.’** $406.25 (and up).
*

SSOS Romame St., Hollywood 3S, Calif.
I-IOllywoon

2-0831

Auricon Equipment is sold with a 30-day Money-Back Guarantee. You must be satisfied

MANUFACTURERS OF PROFESSIONAL

AUGUST

•

1961

lGMM

Write for yourf
free copy of
this 74-page
Auricon Catalog

CAMERAS SINCE

1931

461

S.O.S. SPECIALS
OF THE MONTH
NEW...USED...REBUILT...SURPLUS.
Price Reductions!!

. . Take Advantage of These Tremendous

Write, Wire or Phone Before it is Too Late!!

★ CAMERAS, 35MM

★ ANIMATION & SPECIAL EFFECTS

ARRIFLEX I, 3 Goerz Apogar Lenses, 200' magazine,
motor .$495.00
MITCHELL SINGLE SYSTEM, 4 Baltar lenses, 3-1000'
magazines; viewfinder; mattebox; 12V motor; Modulite galvanometer. $9000 originally.$3950.00
EYEMO 71P, 2-400' mags, 110V AC/DC motor, 3 Cooke
Speed Panchro lenses. 2 cases .
$595.00
WALL, 4 Baltar lenses, double claw movement, pilot
pins, 1000' mag, 12V motor, RCA Galvo, amplifier,
mike, headphones, cases .
$1995.00
DEVRY Magic Eyes: 0-10° variable shutter: 2"
lens .
$149.50
MITCHELL STD., 5 Baltar lenses; 2-1000' magazines;
110V
wild
motor;
mattebox;
viewfinder;
cases .
$2995.00

CINE SPECIAL ANIMATION Motor, New.$299.50
ACME 7'
Animation
stand,
E/W/N/S
movements,
sliding pegs, B&H 35mm camera, Acme stopmotion
motor. $12,500 value .
$3795.00
TEL-ANIMASTAND, art table N/S/E/W, rotary move¬
ment. New demonstrator. $3000 value .$1795.00
B&H 35mm Animation Cameras; 400' magazine; dis¬
solve $3500 original cost ...$1250.00
SAME with thru-lens focusing
.—$1750.00

★ CAMERAS, 16MM
B

& H 70 DA Filmo w/single frame; iris vignetter,
fader; 1 10V AC/DC motor; 7 fine lenses; positive
finder; 5 objectives, filters, $700 value, likenu ..$395.00
AURICON PRO-600 Special, 3 lens turret; critical focuser;
telefinder system, VA galvo; TV-T shutter; RA-31 ampli¬
fier,- 2-400' mag; zoom door; door w/B&H positive
finder; trunk. $3575 value, likenu .$2850.00
MAURER 05; Syncmotor; 400' magazine; viewfinder; 3
lens turret; $5500 originally.....$1495.00
B&H FILMO Turiet Automaster Autoload, fl .9 lens,
case. $350 originally.$99.50
AURICON SUPER 1200' parallax finder, variable shutter,
2-400' mags., case. Less galvo. $5300 list.$2495.00
CINEPHONIC, Magnetic recording, 400' Mitchell mag,
3 Elgeet lenses, turret, transistor amplifier, power
supply, mike Pro Jr. tripod and triangle. Originally
$3000, likenu .
$1495.00
BOLEX,
Converted
400'
mag.;
rackover;
telescopic
finder; 110V wild motor. $900 original cost....$449.50

★ CAMERA ACCESSORIES
SCANOPTIC ANAMORPHIC System; includes basic CinemaScope type lens,- 4 f2.3 Baltar camera lenses—40/50/
75/100mm for Mitchell N.C. $9000 value.$3300.00
PAN CINOR 70 lens. Arri mount, list $260.$149.50
SAMSON ELEVATOR TRIPOD with dolly and freehead.
New .
$129.50
CINE VOICE Portable Power Supply, nickel cad.
battery, charger, $195 value ..$125.00
ARRIFLEX Voltabloc Powerpacs, used. With built-in
charger $110. Less chaiger .
$99.50
B&H 400' bipack magazine ...$149.50
PHOTO RESEARCH Spectra Meters with filters,
sphere, case. 2 Color ...$129.50
NATIONAL CINE Crab Dolly, very good condi¬
tion. $4750 original cost .
$3750.00
RABY heavy studio dolly .....$895.00
MOTORIZED DOLLY w/revolving head 7' boom height;
2
seats;
hihaf;
brackets
for
6
lites.
Orig.
$4000 ..$695.00
AKELEY Gyro Tripod, $1100 originally .$595.00
EYEMO 6V Motors, 8/48 fps; New .$74.50
CECO CINE Special Blimp, syncmotor ...$395.00

★ LABORATORY EQUIPMENT
ART REEVES SENSITESTER, 16/35 combined sensi/densitometer, likenu .$795.00
EASTMAN EDGE NUMBERING machine with new number¬
ing block .
$1445.00
DUPONT
35mm
EDGE
NUMBERING
Machine,
com¬
plete .
$1295.00
NEUMADE 16mm FILM CLEANING machine 1600' ca¬
pacity. Reconditioned .
$149.50
DUPLEX 35mm FILM CLEANING & Polishing Machine
with buffing wheels. Origially $3000.$195.00
PHOTOVOLT Densitometer 16/35mm with soundtrack
accessory. Cost $750 when new .$395.00
PAKO Heat Exchangers, controls solution temperatures
accurately. $300 value. New (Surplus) .$98.50
FRIED Light Scene Tester, 1
to 11
exposures. As
is .
$99.50
EASTMAN Electric
35mm Film Waxing Machine with
heating element and motor.
Originally $1500; Rebuilt .
$495.00

★ MOTION PICTURE PRINTERS
B&H 16mm Model JC Printer, reconditioned ....$3995.00
CARLSON DEPUE 16mm sound/picture printer,
$5000 value .
$2250.00
B&H OPTICAL PRINTER daylite operating; 35/16mm;
double pedestal. Clutch for skip frame or continuous,
either side. $12,500 originally.$5995.00
RCA REDUCTION PRINTER, 35/16mm soundtrack, 180'
per minute. $9000 value, excellent.$3500.00
CUSTOM BUILT 35mm Step Printer, pilot pin registra¬
tion .$395.00
DEPUE
PRINTER 35mm
DUAL SOUND &
PICTURE.
Prints from two negatives.
$1295.00
TEL-AMATIC 16mm SOUND & Picture Printer. Semi¬
automatic light change..
$995.00
B&H Printer, step contact, pilot pin spreaders, semi¬
automatic light change, $4000 orig. cost.$995.00
DUPLEX 35mm Step Printer, pilot pin registration $795.00
CINECOLOR Double Head 35mm Step Printer with
automatic lite change and timing device. Originally
$12,000. (Bank foreclosure) .$2495.00

★ LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
KLIEGL FLUORESCENT Fixtures w/separate ballast, panto¬
graph hanger. Take 6 slimline 64" lamps. $397 list,
excellent .
$99.50
LARGE SILVER REFLECTORS, hardwood hinged frames
with pronged support.
4 ft. x 4 ft., double surface .$37.50
4 ft. x 6 ft., single surface .$42.50
DOUBLE BROADS with stands, 1000W lamps.$59.50
10.000W Fresnel Spot heads, cost over $500.$249.50
BARDWELL-McALISTER 750W Baby Keglite heads..$39.95
BARDWELL-McALISTER 2000W Spots, likenu.$89.95
MOLE RICHARDSON 2000W Spots, black #412....$79.95
MOLE RICHARDSON 5000W Spots, black #415....$1 49.95
MOLARC 150 amp. head, grid and pedestal.
List
price $2410 when new .
$795.00

★ RECORDING EQUIPMENT
RCA 35mm OPTICAL RECORDERS, 220V 3 ph syncmotors,
bilateral galvo, 1000' mag. used, as is .$1995.00
KINEVOX 4-position mixer, AC operated, VU meter.
Cost $495.$225.00
STANCIL HOFFMAN Model S-6 Sync 17.5mm Mag.
Recorder & Reproducer, P24C Power Supply, play¬
back amplifier, cases. Originally $2800.$895.00
AURICON RT80 16mm Optical Recorder, VA Amplifier
NR22, cases. Originally $1100.$395.00
MAGNAGRAM (now Magnasync) 16mm center track re¬
corder. Counter; 3 motors; 1200' capacity.
Originally $2350; as is....$525.00
RCA PHOTOPHONE 35mm Fantasound film phonograph
with Selsyn motors. Orig. $6,500 ._.$495.00

★ PROJECTORS, BACKGROUND,
PREVIEW
BACKGROUND Arc Projector, 35mm movies or slides;
120 amp. arclamp; rheostat; lenses. Cost $15,000 to
build, unassembled, as is, plus crating .$395.00
FILMCRAFT 35mm Movie Background Process Outfit. Write
for details. $15,000 value (Bank foreclosure)..$1995.00
HOLMES 16mm ARC PROJECTOR; Strong babyarc; 15A
rectifier; pedestal; less amplifier..$295.00

SIMPLEX Acme 35mm Arc Sound Projector with
pedestal .-._.$235.00
PREVIEW Interlock Projector, DeVry, 1000W lamp, runs
picture and sound simultaneously..
$995.00

★ MOVIOLAS, EDITING MACHINES
CECO 35mm VIEWER, $500 orig. Good condition..$195.00
MOVIOLA PREVIEW 35mm UDPVS, separate picture and
soundhead,
on
rolling
stand.
4"x6"
screen,
rebuilt...$1095.00
Same with 8"xl0" screen.$1495.00
MOVIOLA 35mm UDS, separate picture and soundheadon rolling stand.
$795.00
MOVIOLA 35mm UDCS ,separate sound and composite
picture/magnetic optical, footage counter. On rolling
stand.
Excellent.$895.00
WESTERN CINE Automatic 16mm Hot Splicers,
demonstrators ...-.-.$189.50
MOVIOLA 16mm ULC bullseye composite picture and
sound, rolling stand.$995.00
ACMIOLA 35mm Viewers w/stands, 6"x8'/j" picture,
motorized. $1500 original cost.
$295.00
AKELEY 35mm Viewer, sound and composite 5"x7"
aerial image. Original cost $3000; closeout....$395.00

ji
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★ FILM PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
HOUSTON 16mm PROCESSOR A -1 1 will handle 35mm by
changing rollers. Dalite loading, neg/pos/reversal temp
control incomplete, otherwise appears good ....$2995.00
FILMLINE 16mm RACETRACK REVERSAL Processor, han¬
dles 200' of film dry-to-dry in 3’A minutes. Original j
cost, $5450. Our special price.$2495.00 j
HOUSTON FEARLESS 19AS 16mm COLOR Processor un¬
assembled. Has 17 S.S. tanks 70" high, extra rollers,
drive assembly, complete drybox. Less motors, pumps
and
refrigeration.
Worth
$12,000.
FOB
Flor¬
ida ..$1295.00
HOUSTON FEARLESS 22B neg./pos. processor; tempera¬
ture control; recirculation; 1800' per hr. As is $1995.00
MAMMOTH HOUSTON Color Processor, 16/35mm, Ansco/
Ektachrome, neg./pos., up to 1200' per hr., 16 stain¬
less steel tanks, one fiberglass lined. Full '/2 0 tem¬
perature control. Recirculation, air supply, 7 squee¬
gees. Cost Cuban government $35,000. Rebuilt like
new ...$11,995.00

★ CUTTING ROOM SUPPLIES
B&H FOOT SPLICERS, excellent condition. 35mm....$595.00
70mm....$895.00
FOSTER AUTOMATIC REWIND on table w/inspectior
lite, 110V AC 60 cy. hvy. duty motor, foot pedal
control, speeds zero to 875 RPM .$495.00
CRAIG 16mm Editor Viewers, excellent.$19.95

★ CAMERA MOTORS &
ELECTRICAL
SPENCER INDUSTRIAL VACUUM cleaner, rollabout with
new hose, recond. $700 originally..$195.00
200 Amp. GENERATOR, I10DC, water cooled engine,
on 4 wheel trailer. $2500 value.$795.00
720 Amp GENERATOR, 120DC, 100HP 220/440V 3 ph
motor, panel, 7y2HP starting motor, selencing choke
coil. Good for 25% overload. $10,000 orig.$2950.00
INTERLOCK DISTRIBUTOR, primary 220V 3ph, secondary
220V 3ph for recording studios.
$495.00
INTERLOCK DISTRIBUTOR, primary 110V 1 ph, secondary
220V 3ph for recording studios.$495.00
Control
cabinet with
absolute
24 frame gover¬
nor .
$495.00
INTERLOCK MOTORS 220V 3ph
for Mitchell,
B&H
Cameras .
$95.00

S.O.S. LEW PLAN
Get acquainted with the many advantages of this
Plan—specially designed for the Motion Picture
Industry, making it possible to obtain latest
film production and exhibiting equipment on very
liberal terms. Write for FREE booklet.

SIS. Hllllll

SONOCOLOR §CF2
MAGNETICALLY STRIPES
ALL SIZES OF MOVIE FILMS
Most Advanced Heavy-Duty
Production Machine
Designed

to

apply

mag¬

netic striping to all stand¬
ard sizes of motion picture
film.

One

the

man, operating

SCF

2,

can

process

from 1800 to 3000 feet of
film hourly. Changing over
from one size film

Professional Precision
at a Price!

other

merely

to an¬

requires

the

interchange of rollers and
the

calibrating

the

coating

blade

of

head — takes |

^

less than five minutes.

A 35mm ACTION VIEWER designed for
easy editing. Precision optics assure
bright pictures in sharp focus whether
film is moving or stopped. Film protected
from overheating or burning. No inter¬
mittent or oscillating parts. Free turning
sprocket guards against film damage.

The SCF

2 will apply full

coating,

single

or

multi¬

tracks in one operation on
any film width
to

70mm.

formity of
ing

from

8mm

Complete

uni¬

magnetic coat¬

thickness

is

ensured

through micrometric adjust¬

® Large Screen: 43/s" x 6
•

1/16"

ment.

Brilliant Picture Image

Operator

absolute

maintains

control

of

ma¬

• Velvet action Nylon Rollers

chine at all times and can

• Film travels Left to Right

stop operation at any stage

•

in

Simplified Framing and Focusing

• 4-sided Prismatic Shutter

• Lightweight, compact design

case

breakage

out

DRIVE:

loss of
or

speed

magnetic var¬

sound

continuity;

D-C

motor

6'2"; Width

fed

from

A-C

2'2";
supply

Height
through

4'8";

Weight

incorporated

830

lbs.

selenium,

rectifier.

is smooth and con¬

tinuous

control

maintained

or Combination Sound Reader

film

DIMENSIONS: Length

nish

Available with Optical/Magnetic

of

or other interruption with¬

from

can
0

be

to 50

VENTILATION: 0.2 hp A-C motor
DRYING: Electrical resistance of 1500 watts

feet per minute.
POWER REQUIRED: Single

SPECIAL
INTRODUCTORY
OFFER!!
.O.S. Ediola Pro-35
| .O.S. Pro-35,

phase,

110/220 v, 50/60 cy A-C

SONOCOLOR is especially
adaptable for use by proc¬
essors

where

space

is

a

COMPLETE with choice of 6 striping applicators

limitation. Completely selfcontained;
than

1 1

requires
square

feet

less
of

s899500
FOB New York

floor space.

Only $295

Optical Sound Reader & Base $495

Distributed in the

United States and Canada

Exclusively by S O S.

[
H DTI PC I
S.O.S. PHOTO-d ■ Ur I llo, Inc. S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
formerly

602 WEST 52nd

STREET, NEW YORK

WESTERN BRANCH: 6331

Hollywood

19, N. Y. — Phone: PLaza 7-0440 — Cable: SOSOUND, N. Y.
Boulevard, Hollywood 28, California — Phone: HOIlywood 7-2124

F&B

HOLLYWOOD
BULLETIN BOARD

ROLLS!

News briefs about the A.S.C.,
its members, and important
industry personalities

only $2.20 for 16mm
$4.04 for 35mm

REPAIR

Torn, damaged
films & film strips, patch cuts, tears,
gouges, necks, burns, etc.

REPLACE

Torn perfor¬
ations — on sound or silent films &
film strips — missing pieces of film
— restore tom-out bits of film —

CHARLES WICK,
executive
producer for Chamford
Productions,
Hollywood,
was
guest
speaker at the
American Society of Cinematographer’s monthly dinner in June. Attentive listeners are, from left: Charles G.
Clarke, Douglas Shearer, Sol Halprin, ASC Prexy William Daniels, and Morris Weiner of Univeral Studios.

BUTT SPLICE

With¬
out losing a single frame of your film
strip or 16mm movie film—butt splice
leaders and tails — no cement or
splicers needed —

EMERY
HUSE
retired
Eastman Kodak executive
and former technical ad¬
visor
to
the
American
Cinematographer
maga¬
zine, died July 7 in Los
Angeles following a long
illness.
He
had
been
manager
of
the
west
coast offices of E-K’s mo¬
tion picture film division,
and
was
an
associate
member of the ASC.

STRENGTHEN
OVERLAP SPLICES
Placing a frame of Magic Mylar over
your regular over-lap splice absolutely
prevents it from ever opening —
Use Magic Mylar white opaque tape
for splicing magnetic film—or for vis¬
ible splices in darkroom processing.

ARTHUR
ARLING,
ASC,
has been signed by pro¬
ducer
Martin
Ransohoff
to direct the photography
of
“Boy’s
night
Out,”
joint venture of Ransohoff’s
Filmways
Produc¬
tion
and
Kim
Novak's
Kimco Productions. Arling
recently completed shoot¬
ing
“Notorious
Land¬
lady,” with Kim Kovak.

★

☆

Florman & Babb, Inc.
"

68 W. 45th St., N.Y. 36, N.Y.

MANUAL BERENGUER, Spanish cinematographer who
has done collaborative protography on such pro¬
ductions
as
“King
of Kings,”
“Pride
and
the
Passion,” “El Cid,” and “Around the World in
80 Days,” has been elected to membership in the
American
Society
of
Cinematographers.
Berenguer
began his cinematography career as a correspondent
cameraman for Fox Movietone News in 1939. He
graduated from assistant cameraman to a full-fledged
Director of Photography in short space of three
months. Since then he has photographed 81 feature
films, mostly in Spain, and has received numerous
European awards for his cinematography.

"

Please send me:

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

20 ft. rolls — transparent 16mm — single
perforation (T16S) at $2.20
66 ft. rolls — transparent 16mm — single
perforation (T16S) at $6.00
20 ft. rolls — transparent 16mm — double
perforation (T16D) at $2.20
66 ft. rolls — transparent 16mm — double
perforation (T16D) at $6.00
20 ft. rolls — transparent 35mm (T-35)
at $4.04
66 ft. rolls — transparent 35mm (T-35)
at $11.00

JOSEPH
BIROC, ASC,
will
direct the
photog¬
raphy of Allied Artist’s
“Hitler,”
and
will
be
assisted by Andy McIn¬
tyre,
Bob
Rhea,
and
Terry
Meade.
Biroc
re¬
cently completed “Sail A
Crooked Ship,” for Col¬
umbia, which stars Bob
Wagner and Dolores Hart

★

66 ft. rolls — white opaque — 16mm —
magnetic film only (0-16) at $6.00
66 ft. rolls — white opaque — 35mm
(0-35) at $11.00

W splicing tape for magnetic tape (S4)

★

at $.57

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY KIT:
1 20' roll T16
1 20' roll T35
F & B Film
Repair & Butt
Splice Block

($2.20)
( 4.04)

(19.95)
($26.16)

□ Special Introductory Kits at only
Name
Address
City
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$14.50

PIERO
PORTALUPI,
who
distinguished himself di¬
recting
the
photography
of the remarkable chariot
race
in
MGM’s
“Ben
Hur,” was a recent visi¬
tor in Hollywood and at
the
clubhouse
of
the
American Society of
Cinematographers.
Portalupe
is
a
member
of
the IAC,
Italy’s society
of cinematographers
similar
to
Hollywood’s
ASC.

EDWARD
DUPAR,
ASC,
(right)
whose name
has
graced the credits as Director of Photography of
more “Hawaiian
Eye” TV films than any other
cinematographer at Warner Brothers, died suddenly
from a heart attack June 3. DuPar is credited with
being the cameraman who shot the industry’s first
talking picture. It was for Warner Brothers.
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NAIDICH

Film is out front in scientific research ... bringing back
the story of outer space... studying the combustion
efficiency of a new fuel... reporting on progress of
Research and Development. H And General Film
Laboratories is out front in processing and printing this
important film footage.

0.0
general
film

LABORATORIES

A DIVISION OF PACIFIC INDUSTRIES

1546 Argyle, Hollywood 28, Calif. / Hollywood 2-617! / centra, division /106 Wes, 14th Street, Kansas City 5, Mo. / GRand 1-0044
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CINE-TECHNICAL TRENDS

AT THE ASC’s June meeting, Walter Beyer demon¬
strated revolutionary new projector that uses cartridge
film loads.

Projector of Future?
It takes something even more
complex than a mechanical
monster to give you the finest
quality prints. It takes the
subtle thought and creative
imagination of the human
brain!
The master craftsmen at
Motion Picture Laboratories
have the keen minds, the im¬
agination, the know-how, and
the personal integrity to give
you prints of matchless excel¬
lence.
That’s why fastidious pro¬
ducers—who respect their work
—send their films to MPL.
They know from experience
that, like themselves, we re¬
spect their work by giving it
our closest personal attention.
The final proof of the quality
of our work is the fact that
our clients have remained
steadfastly with us through the
years.
In addition to these advan¬
tages, MPL gives you 24 hour
delivery service anywhere in
the United States.
Try us. You’ll be glad you
did.
Send us your new film—
by AIR—today.
SOUND-EDITORIAL
COMPLETE LABORATORY SERVICES

MOTION PICTURE LABORATORIES,Inc.
781 S. Main Street
•
Memphis, Tennessee
Phone—Memphis WH 8 0456

The Master Craftsmanship
Your Film Deserves
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A completely new idea in film
projection promises to revolution¬
ize and greatly expand the use of
motion pictures in many fields
now receiving only a small per¬
centage of the potential benefits.
Very soon it will be possible to
project 35mm, 16mm or 8mm mo¬
tion pictures with projectors of
simplified design and with the film
in sealed cartridges that rewind
the film as it is projected.
The projector, developed by
Cordova, Inc, Hollywood, was
demonstrated to members of the
American Society of Cinematog¬
raphers recently by Walter Beyer,
recently-appointed Chairman of
the ASC’s Research and Educa¬
tional Committee.
The custom-built prototype ap¬
paratus was derived from an orig¬
inal experimental one constructed
three years ago during Beyer’s as¬
sociation with the now disbanded
Motion Picture Research Council.
It consists primarily of a home
movie type projection mechanism
modified to accommodate a maga¬
zine-type cartridge containing
enough film for a two-hour show.
Films of lesser lengths may also
be accommodated The cartridge is
completely sealed except for aper¬
tures for the picture and sound¬
track contact with the projector.
According to Beyer, use of the
magazine eliminates need for
threading film in the projector,

also eliminates entirely the possi¬
bility of film damage that invari¬
ably results from rewinding and
other handling where film is pro¬
jected from conventional reels.
The film used in the Cordova
cartridge demonstrated is different
from the conventional 35mm in
that the images (in two parallel
rows) are printed down to 16mm
size then, by means of a second
print-down, to a size about mid¬
way between that for 8mm and
16mm. The sprocket holes are in
the center of the film.
★

Role of Photo
Instrumentation

Supersensitive films have
opened the door to almost uni¬
versal use of photographic instru¬
mentation for intricate research
under difficult conditions. Fast
films, although not a prerequisite
for high-speed photography, do in
many instances enable the photo
technician to speed up the taking
rate of his camera.
With new needs and uses for
high speed films constantly being
uncovered, it is possible to find
current examples in almost every
area of importance to the free
world, according to a recent bul¬
letin of the Society of Photograph¬
ic Instrumentation Engineers.
High speed techniques are play¬
ing an important role in science’s
efforts to probe outer space. Every
important space satellite launched
by the United States has carried at
least one camera, sometimes util¬
izing infra red film, to record at¬
mospheric conditions in outer
space. Scientists use these film rec¬
ords to plan future flights that will
best be adaptable to the atmos¬
pheric conditions of outer space.
High speed motion pictures have
also been used to “slow down” on
film, for example, the separation
of a nose cone. No less important
is ability of instrumentation to
provide surveillance over possible
aggressors.
■
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You’re on schedule ...
WITH THE LEADER IN LIGHTING, GRIP EQUIPMENT,
PROPS. GENERATOR TRUCKS AND TRAILERS

RENTALS
Send for a schedule of rental rates.

1800. 1600. 1000. 750.

GRIP EQUIPMENT

LIGHTS

GENERATOR TRUCKS 300 200Ame D c
AND TRAILERS loa 5a 30 20 Amp A c

LARGEST SUPPLIERS OF

MOTION PICTURE, TV AND

INDUSTRIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT IN THE EAST

LIGHTING THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY SINCE 1921
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Technical
Questions and
Answers

Q.-/ have a Norwood Super Director exposure meter which
doesn’t always give correct readings when used in sub-Arctic regions.
However, when / use the same meter 650 miles to the south, I get
true readings. Could the incorrect readings be due to the magnetic
influence of the Arctic region?—K.W., Manitoba, Canada.

A.—Although you do not state whether the meter was used as an
incident light meter or for measuring reflected light in the Arctic
region, Don Norwood, designer of the meter, states that if it was
used as a reflected light meter, the difficulty could have been due to
over-readings caused by white snow backgrounds. Here, the meter
should be used to measure the incident instead of reflected light.
Now if the meter was used for incident light measurement at the

YOU NEED
THIS BOOK
... if you shoot motion pictures
for:

TV or Theatres
Industry
Education
Government
Research, Etc.

time of the difficulty described, Mr. Norwood advises that other
causes of the trouble should be sought, adding that when any photo¬
electric exposure meter is used in an unusually cold and dry atmos¬
phere, a possible cause of erroneous readings is static electricity.
This, he adds, may form in spots on the plastic face of the meter
(due to friction) and thus exert a direct attraction or repulsion on
the meter’s sensitive pointer.
Here the remedy is to use a liquid anti-static preparation on the
face of the meter which will neutralize any static charge. Two com¬
mercial preparations for this purpose are Weston Statnul, manu¬
factured by Daystrom, Inc., Weston Instrument Div., Newark 12,
New Jesey; and Donna Lite, obtainable from Atkinson Enterprises,
6020 E. Gage Avenue, Bell, Calif.

Q.-We have 2,600 feet of Ferrania Type-54 color negative that

There’s something to help you on
every page of this fact-packed
book!
Never before a helpful book like this! Gives
detailed answers to hundreds of problems and
questions related
to theatrical,
TV,
industrial,
military, educational and documentary film pro¬
duction.
Informational
text covers data
never before
published
on
panning
speeds,
optical
effects,
ultra high-speed photography, underwater cinema¬
tography, background plates, process shots, trav¬
eling
mattes,
day-for-night
photography,
color
temperature, etc.
Charts, tables and diagrams give instant an¬
swers to problems relating to lens angles, filter
factors,
shutter
openings,
camera
speeds,
ex¬
posure, lighting, aspect ratios, etc., etc. Order
your copy today!

$7.50
. . . Post Paid

we purchased on a recent trip to Italy. W' e had the film processed
there before returning to the U.S. but had no prints made. Now we
are told it is impossible to get color prints made of the Ferrania
negative in this county. We sent the film back to Italy to have it
printed but found that government regulations were so difficult to
meet, that we have requested the negative be returned to us.—
H.L.S., Tacona, W'ash.

A.-We

have discussed your problem with Technicolor Corpora¬
tion in Hollywood and they advise that if your Ferrania negative is
35mm they can undoubtedly make prints for you. If it is 16mm,
there is some question as to whether Technicolor can handle it. It
is suggested that you write to Technicolor Corporation, 6311 Romaine, Hollywood 38, directing your letter to Mr. Fred Detmers.
Be sure to send along a sample of the processed color negative (a
six- or eight-inch length will do).

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER MANUAL
P.O. Box 2230. Hollywood 28, Calif.
Please send me.copies of
CINEMATOGRAPHER MANUAL.
.Paymt.

enclosed.

the

Ship

AMERICAN

C.O.D.

Name.
Street

&

No.

City.

Zone

State.
*For orders mailed within California, please
add 4°/0 sales tax.

L.
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Need professional advice on a picture-making problem? Reader’s
questions will be answered by mail when accompanied by stamped
envelope for reply. Questions and answers considered of general
interest to other readers will be published here. Write “Question &
Answer Editor,” American Cinematographer, P.O. Box 2230, Holly¬
wood 28, Calif.
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&developing color negatives • additive color printing c reduction printing including A & B • color
slide film processing • blowups • internegatives • Kodachrome scene-to-scene color balanced
printing • Ektachrome developing and printing • registration printing • plus complete black and
white facilities including cutting rooms, storage rooms and the finest screening facilities in the east.
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captors.

ON SAFARI
WITH "HATAR!
SUPPING

FREE

of
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rope,

the

rhino

decides

to

charge

the

Jeeps

JQ COptU^ OCtion SCeneS of John Wdyiie

carrying Wayne and others.

lassoing African Wild game for Howard
Hawks’

“Hatari!”

a

specially armored

camera car, 42 four-wheel-drive Jeeps, and
more than 20 cameras were involved.
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to overturn

hunter's

RUSSELL

HARLAN,

ASC

car.

animal.
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^FTER SIX MONTHS

in East Africa on location with

Howard Hawks
’“Hatari!’’, starring John
Wayne, we returned to Hollywood and held special
showings of the animal catching sequences filmed in
Tanganyika.
Cinematographer Hal Rosson, no stranger to these
pages, saw our footage and at the subsequent side¬
walk conference professed complete disbelief. He
told Hawks emphatically he did not believe what he
had seen, that Hawks must have invented some new
process.
And that if what he had seen on the
screen was true, then Hawks, Wayne and the rest
of us must have been completely mad to have at¬
tempted it.
Thank you for those kind words, Mr. Rosson.
It makes all the effort worth while.
Biiefly, Hatari! a Paramount release, covers the
pursuit and capture of wild game for sale to zoos.
Game is caught professionally by chasing them in
cars and trucks over unbelieveably rough terrain,
dried lake beds, rocks, waist-high grass and bush,
wheie hidden obstacles can at any moment overturn
truck or car. Photographing such chases called for
special equipment, for these were nothing like the
Western chases that are shot daily on the smooth
insert roads at Iverson’s Ranch, near Hollywood.
Our catching truck had a metal seat mounted over
a fiont fender. The catcher, John Wayne, was strap¬
ped in with a safety belt. From this exposed and
precarious position he roped the game by noose or
lariat. (Among other achievements above and be¬
yond the actor s call of duty, Wayne roped and
caught a giraffe, zebra and wildebeeste.)
To overtake the speedy and elusive game, it was
often necessary to travel up to 65 miles per hour in
order to cut out the desired animal. Photographing
this action from the camera car, at the long end, as
it were, of a whiplash, called for speeds up to* 75
mph.
Howaid Hawks, a rabid auto enthusiast who once
drove racing cars as a hobby and a man with no ap¬
parent interest in longevity, designed our camera
car. A standard passenger car chassis was stripped
to the wheels, given new springing and special loadlevelers, and fitted with an all-aluminum body.
Roughly, it was little more than a traveling plat¬
form. The most powerful Detroit engine was in¬
stalled, plus a steering gear which could be switched
in a matter of minutes from left to right. Five cam¬
eras could be mounted on it—two operated conven¬
tionally, the other three by remote control, as weight
was a vital factor. I vividly recall one occasion
while pursuing giraffe, when we swerved violently.
The right lear tire disappeared, or so it seemed,
turned in and under by the pressure and weight. It
was completely out of sight, as though we were
running on the rim. Game dart, twist, swerve, some
of them reversing their field on the proverbial dime
Continued on Next Page
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EARLY MORNING start for location shooting on the salt flats of
Lake Manyara. The heavily armored camera car bearing the Mitchell
camera is followed by vehicles that will fake
also supply vehicles for the filming safari.

JOHN

WAYNE

with

ing a giraffe chase,
car in background.

TEAM WORK between

pole

and

while

lasso

action

is

rides

front

filmed

by

part

of

in

action

catcher

Harlan

from

scenes,

car

dur-

camera

herding Jeep and catching car is shown in this

doseup of action made
ready to capture animal.

from

camera

car.

Wayne, with

lasso, makes
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RUSSELL HARLAN, ASC
The author, who spent six
in

Tanganyika,

animal
Howard

PLANNING THE ACTION—Strategy for upcoming action sequence is discussed by (from
Wayne, camera
Harlan.

assistant

Camera car is

Danny McCauley,

director

Howard

Hawks, and

modified Chevrolet chassis equipped with

motor and

catching

months
shooting

sequences

for

Hawks' “Hatari.”

left) John

cinematographer

powerful

Africa,

Russell

fitted

with

heavy aluminum guard plates.

—or sixpence, as they say in British East Africa.
On occasion we mounted cameras (we had with us
a total of 22, including seven Arriflex) on the sides,
rear and front bumper. A similar practice was fol¬
lowed in the case of the catch car, resulting in
startling shots of game charging head-on. The catch
car cameras were remote-controlled by the driver,
whom I cued by radio from the camera car. Addi¬
tionally, we had 42 four-wheel-drive Jeeps, all
equipped with two-way radio.

Charging headlong after the game, bouncing over
bumps, holes, logs, and ant hills that were every¬
where with the consistency of pill-boxes, we found
that the film magazines tended to snap off, despite
the use of shock cords.
After numerous experiments in which we mounted
them on rubber, or on air tripods patterned after
the air cushions used by cross-country truck drivers,
we devised metal hangers. Holes were bored in the
Continued on

Page 488

When the script called for chasing and photo¬
graphing larger game (rhino and buffalo), we in¬
stalled two-inch bars around the camera car. This,
I’m convinced, was purely a “mental” protection,
as any rampaging rhino or buffalo could readily
have crashed through.
We shot most of the scenes while traveling be¬
tween 35 and 45 miles per hour, but when pursuing
the wildebeeste, cheetah and giraffe, we traveled
considerably faster. Wildebeeste (that’s our old
friend the ”gnu” of crossword puzzle fame) make
a Western quarter horse seem muscle-bound. At
40 mph they can suddenly stop, reverse, or cut away
at a 90 degree angle. Moreover, they can run all
day. Regular game catchers let them run until tired,
but for motion picture purposes we wanted fast
action—and we had no wired off areas. Our Lake
Manyara “set,” for example, stretched 52 miles
one way, 19 across, and how do you wire off that?
It’s the only set I ever saw where you could drive
100 miles before lunch and still be on the same set.
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WHEN RAINS and the Laos situation sud¬
denly

put an

end

to

shooting

“Marines,

Let's Go!" in Japan, the company moved
to Okinawa to shoot the battle sequences.
Here, cinematographer Lucien Ballard (2nd
from

right,

behind

camera)

and

director

Raoul Walsh (far right) look on while the
20th

Century-Fox CinemaScope camera

readied

for an

upcoming

is

take.

“Marines, Let’s Go!” proved
1 to be a test of professional
skill for Lucien Ballard, ASC. A
hurried plane ride across the Pa¬
cific Ocean and the civil war in
Laos were two incidents which
served to make the 20th CenturyFox assignment an unusual one.
Ballard was called to the pro¬
duction at virtually the last minute
to take over the photographic
chores from Charles G. Clarke,
ASC, who had been taken sudden¬
ly ill in Japan two days before the
cameras were scheduled to turn
on the first shot.
Like other top professionals,
Ballard has learned to take the
unexpected in his stride. As a re¬
sult, he managed to find some time
to scan the script on the plane to
Tokyo. He had expected to give it
further study on his first day or
two in Japan. Instead, he began
shooting scant hours after his ar¬
rival.
At midnight when his plane
landed at Tokyo International Air¬
port, studio representatives hustled
him to another plane heading
south. At the Osaka airport he was
met by a sedan and rushed to
Kyoto. Here, after a brief script
conference with Raoul Walsh, the
film’s director and producer, he
started work at 7 A.M.
From that moment the company
moved in high gear, until bad
weather halted all outdoor loca¬
tion filming.
Di rector Walsh has a reputation
for bringing pictures in ahead of
schedule. In a recent interview
with Tokyo writer Dave Jampel,
Walsh was asked if he had ever
made an arty film. “No,” he re¬
plied, “I had to keep working.”
He further commented on his
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ASSIGNMENT IN JAPAN
The problems were little different than those we
would have encountered had we shot “Marines,
Let’s Go!” in Hollywood, says Lucien Ballard, ASC.

By

CLIFFORD

V.

HARRINGTON

theories of film making by saying,
"Fundamentally the thing is a
motion picture, so let’s keep it
moving.” It is understandable,
then, that Walsh maintains a fast
pace when shooting.
“Marines, Let’s Go!” is a fastmoving story of the escapades of
members of a combat unit on
leave in Japan during the Korean
War. The picture is best described
in Walsh' s own words as “a com¬
edy with a few deaths.” Except
for some battle scenes shot on
Okinawa, it was filmed entirely in
Japan.
In filming this production Walsh
had to rely heavily on the years
of experience of cinematographer
Ballard and the other members of

BALLARD,
Japan.

Continued on Page 489
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You feel it in the air.

Everybody is alert to the challenge of

’61. Producers and directors know that their next opus must
exceed all their past performances. Restless young men with
fire in their souls are aprowl for a vehicle that will launch them
in orbit. Some of them will make it.

dented rate—equipment of the type you see here, plus literally
thousands of items not shown!
More, they are asking for and getting answers from CECO
engineers and technicians—vital answers that mean the differ¬
ence between success and mediocrity. Our mission in life is

CECO is the hub around which most of this activity flows.
Professionals are buying CECO equipment at an unprece¬

to help them and you. We’re no further away than your tele¬
phone. How about today?

CECO BALANCED FLUID PAN HEAD

®TM 707529

A spring balanced tripod
head with silicone fluid
panning action. Balances
for camera weights up
to 135 lbs.

CECO VARIABLE SPEED
MOTOR FOR MITCHELL
CAMERA

CAMERA
l6mm camera with super-silent
synchronous sound drive motor.
Features 30% reduction in
weight over previous Pro 600
models.

AMPEX PRO-10 SOUND RECORDER
CECO CONE LIGHTS
Floods large area with
soft, shadowless light.
750-1000, 2000 and
5000 watt lights in
stock.

Accurately controls
speed from 8 to 40
fps. Easy to mount.
Other variable speed
motors for the CineSpecial, Maurer, B&H
2709 and Eclair Camerette cameras in
stock.

A compact recorder with studio con¬
sole quality and performance. Uses
magnetic tape.

Cojipmem (o.jnc.
315 W. 43rd Street, New York 36, N. Y. • JUdson 6-1421

tzzx
CSX3SZ

s*

CECO" is on top
of the revolution
in film-making techniques

CECO HI-SPEED EDITING TABLES
0 to 250 feet per minute in forward and
reverse. Stops instantaneously without
film damage. Rugged construction. In
16 and 35mm models.

There’sa revolution going on! Yesterday’s equipment becomes
as out-of-date as a Box Brownie.

To achieve the best film

quality, the truest recording, the finest film editing, the lowest

CECO is also setting new frontiers with a 6-month’s FREE
SERVICE Guarantee on Arriflex, Auricon, Moviola, ColorTran,
Magnasync and many other products.

production costs—consult with CECO-the first with the most
in the industry’s newest professional equipment.

Come in, telephone or write today!

<g)TM 707529

CECO 35MM PROFESSIONAL FILM
VIEWER-ANALYZER WITH COUNTER
Easy threading. Portable. Avail¬
able with single or double
system sound or as viewer only
without counter. 16mm or
35mm models.

MAGNASYNC TYPE 15 RECORDER
A complete, top-quality sound
system in a single, portable
case. Designed for "on the
go” producers.

COLORTRAN “CINEMASTER
CHIEF”—MARK II CONVERTER
Modern, push-button design
speeds up operation. Other
ColorTran converters with
push-button operation avail¬
able.

315 West 43rd Street, New York 36, N. Y. • JUdson 6-1420

MOVIOLA 16MM & 35MM
FILM EDITORS
The film editor specified
by the professionals. Many
accessories for Moviola ed¬
itors available.

Gentlemen:
Please send me more information on the products I have listed below.

Name
Title

Firm

In Hialeah, Florida

In Hollywood, California

1335 E. 10th Ave.

6510 Santa Monica Blvd.

TUxedo 8-4604

Hollywood 9-5119

Address —
City_

Zone

State

LOOKING FORWARD in cockpit of o Boe¬
ing 707 as Boeing cameramen photograph
film
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Films To Train Space Ship Pilots
To train men for the nation’s first pilot-controlled space craft, Boeing’s
Aero-Space Division conceived and produced a three-strip Cinerama-type
motion picture simulating a spaceship’s approach and landing.

By

GLENN

H.

JONES

Supervisor, Motion Picture Group, The Boeing Company, Seattle, Wash.

JJow much

will

a

pilot have to see to land a space

A ship which has successfully re-entered the
Earth’s atmosphere?
This is one of the vital questions that The Boeing
Company is trying to answer by having “test” pilots
make simulated Project Dyna-Soar approaches and
landings through the use of motion pictures, before

476

the actual space vehicle is built.
Flight tests of Project Dyna-Soar, the nation’s
first pilot-controlled spacecraft, are scheduled to
take place within the next few years. Boeing’s AeroSpace Division in Seattle, Washington, was awarded
a contract in 1959 to design and manufacture the
Dyna-Soar system for the Air Force. Just how soon

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

the actual tests will take place de¬
pends upon what timetable the
Air Force sets for the program.
Project Dyna-Soar was con¬
ceived as a delta-winged space
glider that can be hurled into
orbit by a powerful rocket booster.
The theory is much the same as
the one behind Project Mercury.
A booster will hurl the space ve¬
hicle beyond the Earth’s atmos¬
phere—reaching speeds of Mach
25—where it will go into orbit.
However, at this stage of the
operation, significant advantages
are realized by giving a pilot
capability for controlling re-entry
and choosing a landing site. The
Mercury capsule, with only a
parachute slowing its descent,
lands in primarily chance areas.
The Dyna-Soar has a gliding
range that covers many thousands
of miles. The pilot will pick his
own destination and pinpoint it
with virtually the same accuracy
as other manned aircraft.

SCENE FROM "Shadows," experimental film
which has since been released to theatres.

A three-phase operational test
is planned by the Air Force and
the National Aeronautical and
Space Administration:

by

film

star

John

Cassavetes

and

Experimental Film Venture
By

Air Force’s Top Project
This difference was significant
enough to cause Lt. Gen. Roscoe
C. Wilson, Deputy Chief of Staff
of the U. S. Air Force, to recently
call Project Dyna-Soar, “the most
important research and develop¬
ment project it (the Air Force)
has.”

directed

HERB

Jn a recent issue of

A.

LIGHTMAN

American Cinematographer an article titled

“The Experimental Film” made the point that, while such cine¬
matic sorties are rarely commercial successes, they nevertheless
are valuable contributions in film making in that many are pos¬
sible trail-blazers to fresher, more vital motion picture techniques.
“Shadows”, the initial directorial effort of actor John Cassa¬
vetes, is a phenomenon among experimental films in that, despite
the fact it was never intended for theatrical release, it never¬
theless is currently enjoying a successful run on the art film cir¬
cuit — a circumstance which should considerably increase the
material worth of its surprised producers.
Continued on

Page
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First, an unmanned DynaSoar will be shot into sub-orbit
and recovered.
Second, a manned Dyna-Soar
will be shot into sub-orbit and
landed by the pilot.
Third, the manned vehicle
will be shot into orbit, returned
and landed by a pilot.
Boeing was asked to develop a
design that would satisfy the re¬
quirements of both a high-speed
ballistic missile and a manned
aircraft. Among the many prob¬
lems posed were two conflicting
requirments:

JOHN

CASSAVETES

conceived

and

di¬

rected the award-winning “Shadows” as
a dramatic workshop project. Originally
shot in 16mm, the picture was blown up
to 35mm
release.

and
As

a

given
result

national
of

the

theatrical
picture’s

success, Cassavetes was made a director
at

Paramount

studios

in

Hollywood.

Continued on Page 491
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TVhe month of may is an ex¬
citing one in Indianapolis.
During May each year, over one
million automobile race fans flock
to the nation’s auto racing capital
to watch what has often been term¬
ed “the Olympics and Mardi Gras
of the racing fraternity.”
Because the annual 500-miler
and all the associated activities
that precede it is a natural attrac¬
tion for television, May also is an
exciting, if not hectic, month for
local television producers.

TV-NEWS CAMERAMAN

Bill

Landrum (right), using

his Transist-O-Sound

modified

Auricon

captures a detail shot for a sequence in WLW-I's "Today At The Track" video-film

camera,

series.

Filming The "500" For TV
Film choice of station WLW-I for TV coverage of
the annual 500-miler at Indianapolis.

For the past four years, putting
the Indianapolis race on television
has been my assignment at station
WLW-I. This year, the job—and
the event itself—was the biggest
ever. Things start humming May
1st and gradually crescendo to the
big event Decoration Day. WLW-I
kept TV fans auto racing con¬
scious through its daily “Today
At The Track” feature— a 15
minute news report produced with
16mm film—that went on the air
nightly at 11:20. The aim of this
special events show was to present
all the important activities related
to the big race right up to race
day, the 30th of May. The night
before the big race, we put on a
special 30-minute preview show,
which was edited from the daily
film coverage and showed the
highlights leading up to the actual

By

LOOKING
sound
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OVER

recording

Bill

Landrum's

camera while

ALLEN

shoulder

as

photographing

he

E.

adjusts

interview.

race start.
The big show of the month, of

HALL

sound

level

of

AUTHOR ALLEN HALL (L), producer of “Today At The Track,” times inter¬
view

between

Chas.

Brockman

and

veteran

driver

Harry

Hartz (R).
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QUALIFICATION SPINS . . .

When Jack Turner loses control of his No. 45 Bardahl Special in the South chute at Indianapolis,
alert

WLW-I

cameramen

front of camera.

FIVE-CAR PILEUP

.

.

.

get the

In third

result on

film.

photo, Don Greeland

Oil tank ruptured, Don Davis loses traction in

Center

photo

is spinning

on

shows
the

Turner

spinning

track's No.

1

directly

in

turn.

spilled oil, abandons car as A. J. Shepard streaks

by. Latter goes out of control, crashes wall, caroms into Bill Cheesbourg's car. Following is Roger
McClusky who adds to pileup, and is followed by Jack Turner, seen
photo at far right. All

START AND FINISH OF “500”

.

.

.

photos are film-dip blowups from

coverage

being

helped

from track

The 33 qualifying cars get the green flag from starter Bill Vandewater, then the cars charge
the first turn. Both

scenes were

shot by WLW-I

cameramen

in

by WLW-I.

stationed

in

towers

high

above

into
the

track. In third photo, winner A. J. Foyt sits smiling in the track’s Victory Lane.

course, was the “500 Wrap-Up”
after the race. The total scheduled
coverage comprised six and onehalf hours of programming which,
with over-runs on the week-ends of
the qualifying runs and of the
finals in the race-participants’ golf
tourney, actually ran close to eight
hours.
Besides the usual newscasts, our
daily 15-minute “Today At The
Track” telecast also included a
feature story. Each story was con¬
ceived

AUGUST
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videoviewers

with a better understanding of
some aspect of speedway activity
that directly affects the outcome of
the race. This year, for example,
we devoted one feature to showing
how a racing car chassis is ad¬
justed to pick up that extra mileper-hour; another, a feature about
which we received the most com¬
ment, was demonstration of how
the driver and his pit crew signal
each other during the course of the
race.

ning “Today At The Track'’ was
which medium to use: live televi¬
sion or film. We chose film cover¬
age again for the fourth year for
several reasons, chief among them
being mobility, selectivity and sal¬
ability. It was obvious that live
TV would limit our coverage to
one location on the track for a 15minute period, whereas with film
we could go anywhere, anytime
with our cameras to get silent or
SOF coverage of a news story or

Our first consideration in plan¬

Continued on Page 494
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WORLD’S BIGGEST

^he conservative
M.I.S.

CAMERAMAN,

Moon

walking

and

using

Arriflex

reacting

camera,

normally

photographs

while

wearing

Dr.

Irwin

A.

image-inverting

spectacles for the Moody science film, "Windows of the Soul."

M.I.S.
the

TECHNICIANS prepare a

human

Illumination

heart,

using

is provided

their

set-up for filming

the valve action

invention, the Cardiac

by tiny strobe

light

Pulse

placed within

of

Duplicator.
the

heart.

facade of a former Masonic

Temple building in West Los Angeles gives little
hint of the exciting activities which transpire within
its walls. A neat bronze plate identifies the structure
as the headquarters of the Moody Institute of
Science, but there is no exterior clue to the fact
that this is a full-scale, completely self-contained
motion picture studio and film processing labora¬
tory in miniature, which performs within its own
walls every operation of motion picture production
except the manufacture of the film it uses.
What is remarkable about the Institute is not
merely the parade of superlative scientific films
which it has produced in the last sixteen years, but
the fact that it has constructed in its own machine
shop (mostly out of scrap and war surplus ma¬
terials) scientific instruments and special purpose
motion picture equipment far more advanced than
are generally available on the market. The resource¬
fulness of the Institute’s relatively small but in¬
tensely dedicated staff more than compensates for
the limited budget with which it works.
MIS, as the organization is familiarly known,
is the dream-come-true of Dr. Irwin A. Moon who,
as a boy, aspired to become a physicist, but instead
responded to a call to enter the ministry. As pastor
of the Montecito Park Church near Los Angeles he
was very much impressed with the interest shown
by his youth group in the marvels of science. An
ardent amateur movie-maker, he began to film sim¬
ple scientific demonstrations to point up his sermons
—the recurrent theme being that the wonders of
science are but the visible evidence of a Divine
Plan of Creation.
The Film Studio’s Beginning

SHOOTING A SCENE on one of the permanent sets on the sound stage
of

the

Moody

Institute

of

Science.

Here

scientific theory while camera crew, using
photographs the action.

480

Film

production

Dr,

Moon

demonstrates

a

blimped Mitchell-16 camera,
equipment

is the

very latest.

The response to this revolutionary wedding of
science and religion was overwhelming. Dr. Moon
was beseiged with invitations to show his films, not
only to other congregations but to secular clubs and
civic groups as well. Thus encouraged, he went to
work in earnest, converting the parsonage into a
veritable movie studio with the bathroom serving
as laboratory. In his bedroom he set up a camera

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

LITTLE STUDIO
How science and cinematography work hand in hand at the Moody Institute of
Science in exploring the marvels of nature and the Universe.

and a bank of floodlights coupled to an electrical
timing device of his own invention. With the timer
turning the lights and camera on and off at pre¬
arranged intervals, he photographed a spectacular
time-lapse sequence of

a

camellia

growing

and

bursting into bloom. The demand for his pictures,
now called “Sermons From Science,” soon became
so great that he resigned his pastorate to devote
full time to his “laboratory of faith.”
Off-Beat Evangelism
During World War II he was assigned by the
USO to travel from base to base throughout the
U.S. and show his films and to lecture. His G.I. au¬
diences responded with the same enthusiasm they
accorded Bob Hope and other celebrities sent to
entertain them.

Soldiers at the various ports of

FOR LIP-SYNC filming
source.

Moody

in the field without need for an electric power

Institute

and

Stancil-Hoff man

embarkation, preparing to shove off into the black

set-up. A tiny AC generator, mounted

unknown, were especially receptive to his down-to-

Eastman

earth messages of faith. While wandering around

tape

these bases between showings, Dr. Moon became

facilitates

Continued on
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TWO SCENES ABOVE, from M.I.S. science film, "Windows of the Soul,”

appears a giant and the other a dwarf due

show an

liberately created in construction of the set. Distortion was neutralized

illusion (left) and

demonstrate

how

experiences.

In
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WORLD’S BIGGEST LITTLE STUDIO
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greatly impressed by the formidable
training job the military was doing
through the use of film. By the time
the war was over he was convinced
that filming on a large, well-organized
scale was a much better way to reach
the millions than the efforts of one
man shouting in the wilderness.
Dr. Will H. Houghton, president of
Moody Bible Institute, had seen Dr.
Moon s spectacular live show when he
presented it at San Francisco’s Golden
Gate Exposition. He was excited over
the possibilities of Moon’s off-beat
evangelism and his dream of a com¬
plete motion picture studio equipped
to create in a professional manner new
and more striking “Sermons From
Science” that would reach a world¬
wide audience. He set out on the
dubious task of selling the idea to his
rock-ribbed fundamentalist board of
directors in Chicago. The “impossible”
happened, and in 1944 the Moody In¬
stitute of Science was set up as a
non-profit California corporation with
Dr. Moon as Director.

pulse duplicator, developed by Keith
Hargett of the Institute. A human
heart taken from a cadaver was sus¬
pended in a glass jar filled with water,
while a piston transmitted positive
pressure indirectly to the heart through
the water, forcing the heart to con¬
tract. As the piston returned to its
starting position, the heart dilated.
This rhythmic contracting and dilating
cause the heart to pump as it does in
life. Plexiglass viewing ports were
mounted over the heart’s valves so
their

action

could

be

observed

and

photographed in screen-filling closeups.
The

Institute’s

latest

production,

“Windows of the Soul,” is an imagin¬
atively photographed document in two
parts, which illustrates how our five
senses, marvelous as they are, allow
us to experience only a fraction of
what is going on around us. Thus we
are allowed to “see” odors, to perceive
chips of cork suspended in air by
means of sound waves of a frequency
too high for the human ear to hear.
To demonstrate how the mind turns
right side up the inverted optical image
projected by the cornea onto the retina
of the eye, Dr. Moon repeats Stratton’s
classic psychological experiment by
wearing inverting spectacles continu¬
ously for many days until he perceives
things right side up again. After re¬
moving the spectacles the perceived
Continued on Page 484

CAMERA IN THE COURTROOM

The Institute’s first full-length color
feature, “God of Creation,” was an
immediate success and set the pattern
for the films that were to follow—true science presented in an unbiased,
undistorted fashion—followed by a
two-minute talk in which Dr. Moon
explains that the miracles of science
shown in the film must be part of a
Divine Master Plan.
Since then there has been a con¬
sistent parade of spectacular science
films produced by the Institute. “God
of the Atom’’ traces atomic science
from the textbook through the wartime
blasts and ends on a note of hope
that atomic energy will be used for
the good of mankind. For “Voice of
the
Deep,” special
“hydrophones”
were used to pick up and record the
multitude of sounds made by under¬
sea creatures which are inaudible to
man.
“Dust or Destiny” features a grunion
run—the spectacle of millions of tiny
fishes dancing out of the sea to lay
their eggs in the sand. “Red River
of Life” actually peers into a human
heart to show how the important
valves of this vital organ open and
close, allowing the blood to pass
through the four cardiac chambers.
T his feat was accomplished by means
of an apparatus known as a cardiac
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Exemplifying the growing trend of
approval for qualified cinematogra¬
phers to shoot courtroom proceedings
for TV newscasts, is the recent decision
of a Houston, Texas, judge favoring a
local station’s coverage of a criminal
court murder trial with sound cameras.
With the permission of Judge Myron
Love and the approval of both the de¬
fense attorney and the district attorney
in the case, staff cameraman Jerry
Adams of station KHOU-TV photo¬
graphed with sound the daily trial pro¬
ceedings of the nationally headlined
Tones murder case.

The court made space for the camera
available on one side of the room. No
photo lamps were brought in. Adams
used film rated at 100 ASA indoors,
and arranged for slightly stepped-up il¬
lumination in existing courtroom fix¬
tures. Complete sound coverage from
all speaking positions was obtained by
tieing in the camera’s sound system
with that of the courtroom PA system.
KHOU-TV, which programs substan¬
tial local news specials and public af¬
fairs programs, also maintains on-thestreet mobile film units in addition to
its three-camera live pickup unit to cov¬
er daily events in the Houston territory.
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The model that won the West...
Actually, the HFC Professional 16MM Hot Splicer didn’t win
the West in the sense that the Colt won the West, but it
did win the praises of film editors not only in the West but
around the world. Professional editors who demand profes¬
sional equipment. Model shown: FS-816 (for 8 and 16mm).
Other models available . . . FS-70-1 (for type #1 Military
perforations) • FS-70-2 (for type #2 Military perforations) •
FS-70-3 (for 65MM) • FSC-357 (combination splicer, 35 or
70MM) • FSC-657 (combination splicer, 16-35/32-65 or 70MM).
All models ready for immediate delivery.
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The HFC Hot Splicers offer these features...
DOUBLE SCRAPING . LOSE ONLY HALF A FRAME . SEPARATE
PROFESSIONAL SCRAPING BLOCK . LEFT TO RIGHT OR RIGHT
TO LEFT SPLICING . MACHINE BLADES GROUND TO CLOSE
TOLERANCES . NO DOWN TIME WHEN SCRAPING BLADES
BECOME DULL . CHANGE BLADES IN SECONDS . CUSTOM
BUILT CARRYING CASE . SPLICERS CAN BE SET FOR
NEGATIVE, A & B OR RELEASE PRINTS . CUTTER BLADES
CAN BE GROUND AND SHARPENED WITHOUT CHANGING
SPLICE WIDTH • CUSTOM BUILT CASE

HOLLYWOOD FILM COMPANY
designers & manufacturers of film & video tape editing equipment
956 SEWARD ST, HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIF. HO 2-3284
524 W. 43rd ST, N.Y., N.Y., LO 3-1546
483

image which had become upright is
now suddenly inverted, hut returns to
normal after a time. In the film, in
order to illustrate this phenomenon,
Dr. Moon drives a motorcycle and Hies
an airplane while wearing the invert¬
ing spectacles.
SAVES TIME & SPACE*

LOWEL
nn tp
ill U

•World’s most compact lighting system; saves so
much set-up time it pays for itself in one day!
illustrated without
socket swivel assembly.)

Mounts instantly to stands, pipes . . . walls

rxilal

X'-'-’x

. . doors . . . shelves . . . furniture . . . etc.

O

Tape-up, clamp-on unit: universal swivel, high
temp. U.L. cord & socket, roll of Gaffer-Tape $6.95

© Any R 40 reflector flood or spot 150 to 500 watts
© R 40 Barndoor: 4Vi oz., attaches instantly without
tools, folds flat, assures professional control $5.75
© Kit: 5 lighting units, Gaffer-Tape, space for
5 Barndoors in a fibre carry-case 9"xl2"x4" $34.50

To provide much of the technical
research needed to formulate the motifs
of its films, the Institute relies on a
number of outstanding scientists from
leading California universities, such as
U.C.L.A., Cal Tech and U.S.C. As
“friends” of the organization, the
scientists contribute their vast knowl¬
edge in order to insure technical ac¬
curacy. Unlike the usual production
procedure, scripting of a motion pic¬
ture is rarely done until after the
photography is completed. A brief
synopsis is used as a guide and then a
temporary narration is written for
interlock screening with the roughedited picture. When the final cut is
completed a writer is assigned to tailor
a full-length narration. Much of the
writing on the MIS science films is
done by Dr. Moon himself, because
when he appears on camera it is im¬
portant that ideas be expressed in a
way that seems natural to him.

AVAILABLE AT LEADING PHOTO DEALERS

LOWEL-LIGHT PHOTO ENGNR,, 429 W. 54th ST.. N. Y.

QUALITY AND SERVICE
MM

uACK&mnt
REVERSAL NEGATIVE
POSITIVE PRINTING

Over the years the Institute has
collected or built camera and sound
equipment for a variety of purposes.
On location, 16mm Arriflex cameras
are most always used, while the Cine
Special is a favored instrument for
animation, time-lapse and microscope
photography. On the Institute’s wellequipped sound stage a Mitchell 16mm
camera is used for all lip-sync shooting.
Dubbing is done in the auditorium of
the building which features a console
having seven available channels—al¬
though four are considered sufficient to
create the average composite track.
Many of the Institute’s films include

COLOR ProcessingSuper Anscochrome

COLOR PRINTING
Work prints—Timed Prints
Color to Color prints—A & B roll prints
Color to B & W prints—Fades-Dissolves
Dupe Negative—Multiple prints
Raw stock—Fastex service
Loop printing
Write for complete information

FILM
LABORATORIES
350 W. 50th ST. • NEW YORK 19, N. Y.
JUdson
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photomicrographic sequences. Here a
separate department photographs such
footage. The microscope used is a
rather ancient Leitz instrument, a bit
wobbly in the pinions, but otherwise
sound. Several types of light sources
make possible a variety of effects. One
is a 1.000-watt projector lamp mounted
in a special housing. Useful for certain
types of work is a zirconium arc
“crater” lamp, which produces a spot
arc only .001 of an inch in width.
In the sub-stage there are water¬
cooling cells for filtering out infra-red
rays and a 45-degree angle front-sur¬
face mirror which takes the light
through the sub-stage optics, permit¬

ting light field, dark field and phase
microscopy.
For microscopic photography, the
microscope and the lens of the camera
are removed; a tube of black paper is
set in place to screen out extraneous
light, and the image is projected di¬
rectly onto the film through the sub¬
optics. The operator can view the scene
while it is being photographed by
means of a prismatic eyepiece on the
side, and the microscope has a movable
stage so that a swimming protozoan,
for example, can be kept centered dur¬
ing the take.
In the Institute’s machine shop ad¬
aptations of equipment are often made
to meet the needs of a particular proj¬
ect. For example, there is currently in
production a film pertaining to the
“language” of bees. In order to film
these insects in color in life-size closeups, light of high intensity is required.
The problem is how to avoid roasting
the tiny subjects in the process. To re¬
duce the heat a stroboscopic light
source is utilized. Mounted on the rear
of an Arriflex camera is a tiny syn¬
chronizing unit which develops two
pulses per frame. These pulses are
amplified and shaped properly for in¬
itiating the stroboscopic light pulse.
There are two separate pulses: one for
taking a picture when the shutter is
open and the other for viewing when
the shutter is closed. The synchronizing
device includes a soft iron vane in¬
serted through a plastic cylinder
which, as it rotates, goes past the pick¬
up head twice per frame. Thus the
light is on only a fraction of the time
and the heat is reduced appreciably.
Another noteworthy adaptation is a
system of synchronization for camera
and recorder which eliminates the need
for clap-sticks. When the camera-andsound system is up to speed a button
is pressed and a tiny solenoid-operated
“hag” (a metallic vane mounted on
the matte box supports) hips up and
down in front of the lens. Simultaneous¬
ly, an AC signal is recorded on the
sound track. This system has also been
adapted to multiple camera set-ups so
that four or more standard blimped
cameras may, by remote control, be
started and stopped at will during
sound takes which have head and tail
sync marks automatically applied. In
this way the flexibility of live television
technique is applied to film production
with a resultant economy in film stock;
also the system of automatic cueing
makes short-cut editing possible.
One of the most interesting recent
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Richard Lyford Productions
produces a winner...
on Anscochrome Type 242!

Richard Lyford’s now famous “Boy
With a Blindfold” produced for the
Eye Bank is a superb achievement in
color and in motion picture technique.
Mr. Lyford depended exclusively on
16mm Anscochrome® Professional Type
242 Film to achieve his outstanding
results.

242 my standard motion picture color
film.”
Many other producers have turned to
this superior low contrast professional
color him for the picture quality that
helps win awards . . . and new cus¬
tomers.

Says Mr. Lyford, “Anscochrome Type
242 gives me a natural color rendition
and is unequaled for recording detail
in shadows. That is why I make Type

representative today for further infor¬
mation? Ansco, Binghamton, N.Y. A
Division of General Aniline & Film
Corporation.
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developments resulted from a 125,000
mile world-wide trip which Dr. Moon
(piloting the Institute’s twin-egine
Beechcraft Bonanza) made for the pur¬
pose of shooting some 45.000 feet of
color film that later was incorporated
in several of the Institute’s productions.
A major objective of this trip was to
bring back filmed lip-sync interviews
with interesting people in obscure cor¬
ners of the world. This would involve
shooting and recording “right out in
the bush"—in the jungles of Kenya, the
headwaters of the Amazon, the backwoods of Nigeria, etc., where power
facilities for camera and recorded
would be unavailable.
Because the limited capacity of the
plane precluded hauling a generator,
and because battery power-packs often
run down just when you need them
most, some other solution to the power
problem was sought.
Ultimately, Moody Institute and
Stancil-HofTman engineers solved the
problem with the development of a
tiny AC generator designed to he
mounted on the hand-crank shaft of
the Institute’s Eastman K-100 camera.
In this manner, the camera’s spring
motor drives both the camera and the
generator, with the latter generating
sufficient power during a take to oper¬
ate a Stancil-Hoffman miniature tape
recorder. By mounting a stereo head on
the recorder, it was possible to simul¬
taneously record both the sync-control
signal and the audio signal from the

in commercially available equipment.
The developing tank section, for ex¬
ample, has a bank of torque motors
mounted along one side which individ¬
ually drive each shaft of the mechan¬
ism.
The Institute’s first film printer used
an old Houston stand as its base. It
was a slow (20 feet per minute) step
printer used mostly for making inter¬
negatives. One of its salient features
was the ability to stop on cue exactly
on the last frame of each scene.
Gadget Doubles Capacity
Institute engineers have adapted a
variable speed device for the printer
which uses an aircraft-type RPM indi¬
cator that makes possible operating at
accurate speeds, and permits release
prints to be turned out at the rate of
120 feet per minute. This innovation
has doubled the laboratory’s capacity
and has reduced he error factor signifi¬
cantly. Print requirements run between

500 and 700 prints per picture.
The sound stage at the Institute is
approximately 40 by 50 feet in size
and has an 18-foot ceiling. Permanent
are two standing sets: Dr. Moon’s
study, and the laboratory for scientific
demonstrations. Other sets are con¬
structed as needed. Above the stage is
a pipe grid for mounting lights, for
which 800 amps of 60-cycle AC cur¬
rent is available. Most switching is
done by remote control.
The Institute has its own Art, Titling
and Animation departments. The ani¬
mation crane is built from one of sev¬
eral castoff lathe beds which the War
Assets Administration donated to the
Institute. All of the functions of the
animation stand have been brought
down to a control box with a console
handy to the operator. Selsyn motors
and magnetic clutches facilitate the
automation, while a foot switch acts as
actuator for the platen cylinder and
micrometer dials.

SPEEDY CAMERA SHOOTS SPEEDY CARS

microphone and thus insure accurate
synchronization of picture and sound
at time of editing the film, following
transfer of the minitape recordings to
sprocketed 16mm magnetic tape.
Does All Film Processing
Unique is the fact the Moody In¬
stitute of Science does its own process¬
ing of color negative and makes its
own release prints, which sets it apart
from other production companies not
on the major studio level. Although the
total output is not astronomical (about
2,000,000 feet of film per year) the
facility enables the Institute to main¬
tain rigid control over all its negatives
and release prints as a means of ob¬
taining maximum quality. Eastman
7270 Inter-negative and Eastman Color
positive are consistently used in the
production of release prints.

For the second year in a row, superslow motion picture equipment devel¬
oped by Bell & Howell Company was
used to record the finish of the 500mile Memorial Day race at Indianapo¬
lis Motor Speedway. Employed was a
specially modified camera capable of
shooting at l/250th of a second.

Like most of the Institute’s produc¬
tion equipment, its film processing
equipment is of its own manufacture,
and boasts many features not found

The camera, a 16mm Bell & Howell
Model 70SR, had been modified with a
10-degree shutter, replacing the 110degree shutter that is standard for most
16mm cameras. This fast shutter en¬
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out specially adapted 70SR camera which was subsequently used
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abled it to expose slow-motion movies
at 128 frames per second, compared
to the normal sound speed of 24 fps
and 64 fps for normal slow-motion.
When the race films shot at 128 fps
are projected at 16 fps, everything ap¬
pears to be traveling at only one-eighth
its actual speed. A car hitting 160
mph appears to be doing only 20.
The camera, which was fitted with a
1-inch f/1.9 Bell & Howell Super Comat
lens, covered a 50-foot area—30 feet
before and 20 feet after the finish line.
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Another discarded lathe bed was
utilized in constructing a horizontal
titling crane with motor driven car¬
riage. Art work is held in a vertical
position and push-buttons operating
micro-switches start the carriage mov¬
ing in or out to a pre-determined dis¬
tance where another micro-switch auto¬
matically cuts it off. The front end of
the title board is movable in the hori¬
zontal plane and the back end is mov¬
able in the vertical plane, which means
that a truck-in can be made from a full
shot to any portion of the art work.
The advantage of this method over
single-frame animation, as far as speed
is concerned, was demonstrated when
the Institute recently filmed a series of
26 Bible stories for children’ These
films consisted entirely of static paint¬
ings enlivened by a great deal of cam¬
era movement. The moving camera
shots which would have taken three
weeks to do by means of single-frame
animation, was accomplished in three
days on the automatic horizontal crane.
Despite all of these mechanical de¬
velopments, it is the loyalty and re¬
sourcefulness of the Institute’s person¬
nel which is its greatest asset, accord¬
ing to Dr. I. Alton Everest, the organi¬
zation’s Director of Science and Pro¬
duction. Dr. Everest a former professor
of electrical engineering, met Dr. Moon
while working on a University of Cali¬
fornia research project at the Navy
Electronics Laboratory in San Diego.
He shared the dream in the beginning
and helped make it a reality, but he
tends to minimize his own part in the
success of the venture.
“Dr. Moon is the guiding light and
the motivating character of the Insti¬
tute," he explains. “He sets the stand¬
ards and the pace and is the creative
genius in all that we do. I don’t know
of anyone who has the breadth of abil¬
ity that he has. He is an amateur radio
operator, a good electronics man (both
in design and construction), and a top
precision man on the lathe. He flies his
own plane, is very good with a camera
and is an expert in time-lapse cinema¬
tography. He is the producer on all
our pictures, follows production very
closely and maintains constant liaison
with those in responsibility.”
h
Most 16mm producers use a reversal¬
positive film in the camera from which
a
first trial” reversal print can be
contact-printed and release prints made
either by contact from the edited orig¬
inals (reversals) or from a dupe nega¬
tive (positive).
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ON SAFARI WITH “HATARI!”
Continued from

Page 472

camera case, permitting angle iron
straps to be screwed in, then bent over
the top of the magazine, making the
magazine an integral part of the cam¬
era.
Here let me digress a moment.
Headed by John Wayne, our cast in¬
cluded the young German star Hardy
Kruger. Red Buttons, Italian Elsa Martinelli. Gerard Blain and Michele Girardon of France, Bruce Cabot from Holly¬
wood via Rome, and Val de Vargas
from New Mexico.

No Stuntmen Used
Wayne, Kruger and the others per¬
formed all their own stunts, drove truck
and Jeep as though there were no to¬
morrow,
and actually roped and
wrestled the game. In the picture there
are no “process’' shots, no tricks, no
gimmicks -—- which intrigued me. It
might be the reason behind Mr. Rosson’s disbelief. However and anyway—

• Sound

• Editorial

• Laboratory Services

Capital
CAPITAL FILM LABORATORIES, INC.
1905 FAIRVIEW AVENUE, N. E.
WASHINGTON 2, D. C.
PHONE LAWRENCE 6-4634

Having worked previously in Africa,
in the jungle for “Something of Value,”
I was amazed at the fantastic lighting
we found on the Tanganyika plains. We
were there during the dry season, when
all vegetation was parched and light in
color. Light came, it seemed, from a
thousand sources, from directly over¬
head (we were two degrees below the
Equator), from all sides, and even re¬
flected up from the glaring dust and
sand. The skies were an unbelieveable
blue, with cloud formations right out of
a painter’s dream. The clouds, con¬
stantly drifting, were like a hundred
moving reflectors. We were shooting
Eastman Color, stopped down usually
to the equivalent of 22, and had it
printed at 17.
Light was always deceptive, creating
more unique exposure problems, per¬
haps, than anywhere else in the world,
including New Mexico, Arizona, Death
Valley and Australia. These conditions
were further compounded by the clear
(smogless!) air. At times it seemed as
though the eye ran out of landscape,
which went on and on and on, finally
disappearing with the curvature of the
earth. Mirages were routine, presenting
“lakes” as wide as oceans, with the
peculiar illusion of zebra standing on
top of upside-down zebras.
A major problem was dust — finer
than the finest talcum powder, as pene¬
trating as rumor. Despite the constant
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use of plastic bags and covers, after
every run we had to clean all equip¬
ment with compressed air. Here let me
pay my belated thanks to the crew.
Operator Jack Whitman’s handling
of one trick shot merits the spot¬
light. For a comedy scene we had a
rocket (actual solid fuel propellant,
nose cone guidance system) which ac¬
tually worked, towing behind it a net
measuring 82x120 feet.
Actual flight would be less than two
seconds after blast-off. In addition to
four regularly operated (and heavily
protected) cameras, Whitman operated
a high speed camera, with six-inch lens,
at six times normal speed. When you
consider that the rocket blasted off and
reached a height of 100 feet, all in less
the two seconds you'll appreciate
Whitman’s uncanny eye and skill in
tracking it perfectly. A vote of thanks,
too, to Harlow Stengle, our other
operator, and to Bert Eason and Frank
Stanley, our assistants.
In the comfort and safety of a Para¬
mount projection room it all looks easy
—now. But it isn’t easy to forget, say,
the buffalo who didn’t read the script
and thought he was supposed to chase
us! He battered the jeep, battered the
truck, even tried to climb inside!

Unfriendly Rhino
And there was the socially mal¬
adjusted rhino, whom we chased, roped
and photographed. After the scene, we
moved in with a three camera set-up on
the ground for closeups of Wayne and
the others tying up the rhino. The ani¬
mal snorted, lunged and charged with
such force that he actually pulled truck
and jeep sideways through the dirt.
(Wayne, Red Buttons, Elsa Martinelli
and Val de Vargas were in the truck.
Hardy Kruger was driving the jeep.)
With each lunge the powerful beast
moved both vehicles a good 18 inches,
finally getting sufficient slack in the
ropes to slip them! The entire com¬
pany rushed for safety in, on and under
trucks, while the rhino, with singleness
of purpose, spent his furor on the vehi¬
cles. In the midst of this ad-libbing, Val
de Vargas, unaware that the rhino was
loose, leaped from the truck to rope the
animal’s legs. Frantic screams from the
trucks alerted Val in time to enable
him to scramble back to safety. Having
had his fun, the rhino ambled back
into the forest. (It took us three days
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to find another rhino similar in shape,
size and coloring to finish the sequence.
It took us a week to regain our com¬
posure.)
All told, we worked with more than
twenty different kinds of game, includ¬
ing elephant, lion, leopard, cheetah,
giraffe, wildebeeste, zebra and the
smaller antelope types. The most frus¬
trating was the hippo. We had gotten
group shots of them at a river, and
were trying to get a mass shot of them
all yawning. They insisted on solo per¬
formances. Knowing that yawning is
contagious, the crew and cast sat for
two days yawning their heads off at the
hippo, but to no avail. I ve often won¬
dered since what someone might have
thought say, Stanley or Livingston—
had they come across us unexpectedly,
all yawning in silence.
Our exposed negative was flown by
single-engine plane to Nairobi, thence
by jet to Technicolor’s London lab. We
usually got the film hack in seven to
eight days and we screened our “rush¬
es outdoors in a grove of thorn trees
with a portable projector on a portable
screen roughly four feet by six. After

PRECISION* FILM EDITING EQUIPMENT
Precision Unitized Film Synchronizer
Pat. Appd

Model S635-1
Single Sprocket 35mm
Synchronizer $95.00

Single Sprocket 16mm
Synchronizer $95.00
(not shown)

Sprocket Assemblies
16 or 35mm

$32.50 ea.

Model S616-3
Three sprocket
16mm Synchroniz e r with
Spacer and Mag¬
netic head

$215.75

opticalmagnetic
sound
readers

months of viewing the miniature ver¬
sion, it was a visible shock to the com¬
pany after returning to Hollywood to
see the film for the first time on a
regular theater screen.
Gad, but those animals look bis!
o

For

Model 800

$259.50

Model 800 RL

$269.50

■

optical
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sound
readers
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Model 600 RL

$195.00
his crew, because his cast was made
up of relatively unknown performers.
Walsh has had his fill of actors who

magnetic film
and tape
sound
reader

Model 700

$198.00

demand retakes and who want changes
in their dialogue while the production
lags.
I m trying to break in some new
faces to get youth and virility,” Walsh
said.
Tom Tryon, David Hedison, Tom
Reese, Linda Hutchings and Peter
Miller head the cast. With the excep¬
tion of Tryon, none of the actors have
had major Hollywood billing before.
Most of the film’s interiors were
shot at Kyoto Eiga Studio. One notable
location interior was an unused hall
in the Gion Geisha district. It was
this interior which Ballard had to deal
with on his first day of shooting.
Because the hall was not designed
for movie making, it posed a major
lighting problem. With the aid of Cclamps, adequate light units were
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mounted on the building’s ceiling
beams to produce the illumination level
of 400 foot candles Ballard required.
In the Kyoto Eiga studio replicas
of the interior of a Japanese house,
the entrance to a garden, the rooms
and lobby of a hotel, a Military Police
office, a dressing room and even a
complete bath house were constructed
on the soundstages.
Ballard had adequate lighting equip¬
ment for this color picture, because
much of it had been flown over from
Hollywood. The number of lighting
units available locally was inadequate
only because Japanese cinematogra¬
phers nominally employ a lower level
of illumination and. thus, do not re¬
quire as many units. Thank's to the
foresight of his home studio, Ballard
had a complete range of Brutes,
Seniors, Juniors and other standard
set lights at his disposal.

Few Lighting Problems
Some minor difficulties arose, as one
invariably expects when away from
the home studio. One was the disparity
of heights between the Japanese and
American actors. The faces and heads
of the taller men would have been
“burned up,” i.e., over-lit, if Ballard
had lit solely for the Japanese actors.
Conversely the Japanese would have
been underexposed, if he had estab¬
lished his lighting only for the taller
men. One fellow, a giant Sumo wres¬
tler, proved even more difficult to
light than the Americans. He was
seven feet tall!
It is when encountering such un¬
expected situations, Ballard commented,
that a cinematographer must place his
lights carefully, use double gauzes and
“do the best he can.”
Hollywood crewmen were impressed
with the eagerness and ability of the
Japanese technicians who worked with
them. In fact a bit of this enthusiasm
had to be dampened. Occasionally, a
light was moved before it should have
been. Most Japanese cameramen, it
seems, are used to moving lights and
making lighting adjustments continu¬
ously.
Interesting is the fact this produc¬
tion involved a strange mixture of
locations, often one representing an¬
other. For example, a certain area of
Kyoto was so photographed
resent the American naval
of Yokosuka. Still other
proved to be photographic
because they did not have
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as to rep¬
base city
locations
problems
a typical

Japanese appearance from the average
camera angle. In such instances, Bal¬
lard often had the camera moved to
include in the scene a Japanese torii
(arch) or other distinguishing feature
of a building or landscape.
Despite starting the production shoot¬
ing one day late, the film was onethird completed at the end of the first
nine days of shooting. Walsh, Ballard
and the crew kept up the speedy pace
and held nightly shooting conferences
whenever possible to smooth out any
problems which could be forseen.
For the dramatic combat scenes, the
company moved to the base of Mt.
Fuji. The shooting schedule had pur¬
posely been arranged to coincide with
the full-scale maneuvers there of the
U.S. Marine Corps. The Marines had
agreed to vary their schedule whenever
feasible to accommodate the shooting
requirements of the film makers.
For the combat scenes, there were
available 2,500 men, 21 tanks, 40 artil¬
lery pieces and 40 trucks. In addition,
air support facilities were available
from nearby Atsugi Naval Air Station.
Twentieth Century-Fox, of course—as is required of all motion picture
companies—had to pay for all fuel and
ammunition consumed, and also for
food and other expenses incurred by
the Marine Corps during the time it
participated in the filming of the pic¬
ture.
Among the many sequences photo¬
graphed on this location, one deserves
special comment; it was a unique ac¬
complishment made necessary because
no process equipment was immediately
available. The scene called for a group
of Marines to ride in a truck from the
fighting at the front to a quiet rear
area, while in the background hun¬
dreds of Marines would be seen march¬
ing toward the front lines.

Mechanics Solve Problem
Because of the angle of view selected
for this scene, it could only be photo¬
graphed with the camera mounted on
the same truck transporting the ma¬
rines. The truck normally used for
transporting personnel in a situation
such at this was too small to accommo¬
date both the Marines and the camera
and sound crews and equipment. The
problem was solved when Marine me¬
chanics from the motor pool were pre¬
vailed upon to construct a false body
on the bed of a much larger truck. But
while this vehicle now provided room
for the camera and sound crews and

equipment, it could not accommodate
the portable power generator necessary
to drive the camera and sound re¬
corder. Another truck was pressed
into service, on which was mounted
the generator. It preceded the truck
carrying the Marines, and a slack
cable linked the two to carry power
to the camera and recorder. With this
setup, Ballard and his crew shot three
and a half pages of dialog in one con¬
tinuous run.
Although the company was working
near one of the most impressive natural
landmarks in Japan, the cameras could
not include Mt. Fuji in any of the
shots because the battle action osten¬
sibly was taking place in Korea.
In another scene there was a smaller
mountain similar to Mt. Fuji that ap¬
peared in the background. At the end
of the take Ballard had the camera
turned 90° to include the real Mt. Fuji.
Then he and Walsh walked into the
shot, just to prove to viewers back at
the studio that the film crew was not
sneaking the famous mountain into the
film.
Unexpected rain plus a worsening
of the situation in Faos combined to
alter the company’s shooting plans, just
as it was prepared to shoot the main
battle sequences. Then when President
Kennedy ordered out all the troops by
ship to stand by for possible action in
Faos, plans were made to complete the
battle sequences on the island of
Okinawa.
Reflecting on his experiences in
shooting
in
Japan,
Ballard
said,
“Things were not much different than
we normally encounter in the United
States. The people were wonderful, the
sound stages on which we worked were
adequate, and we always had ample
lighting equipment. If we had been
forced to improvise much, the story
might have been different.”
An interesting footnote to this story
concerns the friendly gesture of Bal¬
lard in aiding Takoho Yamaguchi, a
17-year-old orphan boy who worked
as an apprentice cameraman with Bal¬
lard’s crew. Ballard and his wife, who
have two boys of their own, made
plans to bring the youth to the U.S.
so he could study motion picture pho¬
tography and production.
■
Photographing miniatures and min¬
iature action requires shooting at in¬
creased camera speeds so that the ac¬
tion of moving elements in scenes will
appear as realistic as possible on the
screen.
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FILMS TRAIN SPACE PILOTS
Continued from Page 477

THE ANSWER TO TRICK PHOTOGRAPHY

RAV MERCER & CO
1.

2.

The Dyna-Soar vehicle needed
streamlining to cut down
drag in flight.
The pilot needed enough wind¬
shield area to allow him vi¬
sion for maximum perfor¬
mance at the controls.

The larger the windshield area, of
course, the more it affects the stream¬
lining. The solution ultimately sought
by Boeing was to give the pilot as much
vision as he needs for maximum capa¬
bility but no more than necessary.
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Space engineers at Boeing turned
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conditions.
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of landing could be evaluated.
In order to do this successfully, we
had to draw upon all the experience
we had gained in exposing several
million feet of flight test and aerial
cinematography for Boeing during the
past ten years.
Our
instructions
were
explicit:
“Create a color film to fill a wrap¬
around 170-degree screen.” The final
projected picture had to follow several
precisely calculated Dyna-Soar landing
approaches from over 40.000 feet alti¬
tude to and including the landing
flareout.
Three Arri-16’s Used
The assignment was given to us in
November, 1960. After two prelimi¬
nary flights—during which we made
several checkout runs—we were ready
to do the job in February, 1961.
Actual shooting was done from the
cabin of a Boeing 707. We decided
to use three Arriflex 16 cameras with
10mm lenses rather than one wide
screen camera. Each camera covered
a 57 degree arc, which, when inter¬
locked, gave us the 170 degree cover¬
age that we required.

HANSARD

Approximate projector weight:.. 1500
sync generator: ... 300
rheostat: . 90
accessories. 150

pilot seated inside the mockup cockpit
to get the “feel” and check visibility
on the landing approach. With the
mockup nose raised, the visibility
problem during the nose-high altitude

Camera “one” was aimed directly
forward through the co-pilot’s window,
camera “two” out of the left side
(port) window and camera “three”
out of the right side (starboard) win¬
dow of the control cabin. This al¬
lowed us to record the total field of a
pilot's vision and still not take in any
part of the 707, which was our camera
“platform.”
Each camera mount was bolted to
the window frame of the cabin to as¬
sure complete rigidity during turning,
banking, diving, etc. The cameras
were equipped with 400 foot maga¬
zines, which permitted three approach
configurations per load. By doing this,
we avoided changing film in mid-air.
Even in company-owned aircraft, flight
time is expensive and we had to make
every minute count.
Because of the size of the magazines,
the side cameras didn’t fit into the
space between the window and ceiling.
This problem was easily solved by
bolting the camera mount to the ceil¬
ing with the camera and magazine
up-side-down, then operating them in
reverse.

It was extremely important that
perfect synchronization be maintained
on all three cameras. We were operat¬
ing from an Engineering Flight Plan
or “shooting script” that required cer¬
tain turns and maneuvers and finally
a changing of camera speeds from
24 to 16 frames per second in order
to simulate the Dyna-Soar speed dur¬
ing landing flareout. As the DynaSoar final approach speed will be in
excess of that which could be safely
flown in our photo aircraft we changed
camera speeds to get the exact effect.
This was accomplished by removing
the standard Arriflex motor and sub¬
stituting a variable speed Maurer
motor and an adapted drive on camera
number one. The “master” drive unit
was then connected to the other two
cameras by flexible speedometer cables
to give a mechanical interlock to the
side cameras.
At this point we had about every
variable you can think of—three cam¬
eras, two of which were up-side-down,
running backwards—maintaining per¬
fect sync—slowly changing from 24
frames per second to 16—change in
shutter speed—increase in exposure!
With the cameras in place and the
frame rate synchronized, everything
else became a matter of routine. Be¬
cause of the short focal length of the
lenses used, we had no focus prob¬
lems. Our earlier flights indicated that
we did not have to reset lens apertures
during the 24-frame to 16-frame speed
change. The brilliance of the overall
scene with blue sky and some ground
haze pretty well balanced out the
darker terrain of the approach and
landing area when camera speed was
reduced to 16 frames per second. We
had previously determined that if
exposure was a problem we would have
the printing lab compensate for the
difference when making the prints.
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To get the desired color results we
shot with Ektachrome Commercial
Film, Type 7255. This gave us the
combination of speed, color rendition
and definition which we required.
Don Egerstrom, operating camera
“one,'’ was the shooting director dur¬
ing the flight. Both he and the pilot
of the aircraft operated on cue from
the
Engineering
Coordinator
who
timed the descent pattern and maneu¬
vers with a stop watch. Operators of
Arris “two’ and “three” made sure
these cameras were working properly.
During the test shooting the 707
made three plus minute descents—coming within ten feet of the runway
—at Edwards Air Force Base, Cali¬
fornia. The first pass followed DynaSoar landing procedures and the next
two were alternate approaches.
In all, three hundred and fifty feet
of film was used by each camera. Per¬
fect synchronization was achieved
while shooting, so all that remained
for us to do was adapt a projection
technique that could be utilized to
“surround’ the cabin of the DynaSoar mockup.
Our original projecting plan was
similar to the Cinerama system. Three
selsyn-interlocked projectors with 1200watt bulbs were to cross-project the
films on an “open U” shaped screen.
Because of space limitations in the
mockup display area we had to resort
to background projection. The final
results were much the same although
we paid a penalty at the points where
the images overlapped.
In the initial screening, the “test”
pilot was seated facing the front of
the cockpit. In front of him were all
the flight instruments and controls.
The curved projection screen was
placed approximately six feet out from
cabin area to give the “surround”
effect.
During projection of the film, the
“pilot” operated the flight controls,
followed through on the various ma¬
neuvers, checked angles of visibility
and reacted to the simulated landing.
Thus, through the use of motion
pictures Boeing and the Air Force
have been able to simulate approach
and landing visibility problems and
design a cockpit environment best
suited to meet all requirements.
The final result is that space craft
designers and the men who will fly
Dyna-Soar will have advance knowl¬
edge of the visibility problems, and
windshields can be designed to better
meet space flying requirements.
■
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lenses enables professional photog¬
raphers to achieve the finest results
whether in the studio or on location.

Lenses are matched and balanced
. .. give uniform exposure . . . deliver
full coverage without drop-off from
the center to the edge of the picture.
«rnmmzsmmi

MIRROTEL LENSES
Long Focus, Short in
Length and Lightweight
Mirror optics permit the light path
to be folded three times within the
lens system, thereby cutting the
length and weight to less than one
third that of a comparable tele¬

photo objective. In addition Mirrotel
Lenses are free from chromatic aber¬
ration, coma, astigmatism and dis¬
tortion. Focal lengths from 20" to
200". Special accessories available.

20-60 mm VARI-FOCUS RAPTAR
ZOOM LENS for Vidicon TV and
16 mm Motion Picture Cameras
Increases the effectiveness of the
camera by permitting various de¬
grees of wide angle and telephoto
coverage with one lens. Crisp, clear
images anywhere in the focal range
from wide field (covering l1/) times
area of normal lens) to telephoto of

21/2 times magnification. Aperture of
f/1.8 throughout the entire focusing
range of 5 feet to infinity. Calibrated
focal lengths, distance and aperture
markings. Resolution is better than
50 lines per millimeter on Plus X
film and 600 lines on TV.

Write for descriptive literature and prices.
Finest American made products
for those who want the best

WOLLEN SAK
Optical Company • Rochester 21, N. Y.
K'oli.e'1

Special Loiv, Low Price!
HOUSTON FEARLESS

Panoram Dollies

Thoroughly Overhauled & Refinished • Fully Guaranteed • Immediate Delivery

4 Wheel — $ 1,20000

•

5 Wheel — $ 1,600°°
In Hialeah, Florida: -

(£fim€RR €ouipm€nT(o..inc.

1335 E. 10th Ave.,
TUxedo 8-4604

Dept. A

6510 Santa Monica Blvd.,
HOIlywood 9-5119

In Hollywood, California:
19, 315 W. 43rd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y., JUdson 6-1420
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of shooting top-quality footage any¬
where—even in the Pace Car traveling
100 miles per hour around the track.

photograph

the

daily

practice

sessions at the Speedway and shoot
the feature stories, WLW-I assigned a
crew of three: reporter Charlie Brock¬
man, cameraman Bill Landrum, and
myself as producer. The mobility af¬
forded by our set-up gave us a terrific
advantage over the competition, as evi¬
denced by the handling of the two top
stories during this year’s sessions.
The first concerned the
Novi race car which long
favorite with the piddic.
following the bad showing

at your service!

well-known
has been a
This year,
last year, it

was back in the front of the news with
lead-footed test driver Dick Rathinan
pushing it around the track at 148
MPH, the third fastest lap in Speedway
history. Later, when the car blew up
and slid 2,000 feet—almost the entire
length of the backstretch—the event
became a top story. Fifteen minutes
after the accident we located the driver,
Ralph Lagouri, in the garage and

f reversal printing i
f and processing j

COLOR PRINTING
~ * Work Prints
•
— • Color-to-Color Prints •
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-• Raw Stock
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Fastax Service
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The coverage of the year’s most im¬
portant auto race story was our best.
1961 became the year of the 150 MPH
lap (the four minute mile, the 27 foot
broad jump). The question wasn’t
whether it would be done, but who
would do it. And it looked as if Tony
Bettenhausen would be the one. Tony
had ran a lap in his Autolite Special
at 149.2 MPH, just a tick of the watch
from 150. Anytime he was out in his
No. 5 all cameras were on him. But
the day he went out to test Paul
Russo’s car, few people even knew he
was on the track, except our camera¬
man Bill Landrum. Landrum shot a
complete sequence of Bettenhausen
getting into the car and driving it onto
the track. Two laps later, when Betten¬
hausen crashed into the wall directly in
front of the pits, Landrum was there,
too, and got the disaster on film.
Landrum shot the crash and the first
of

the

rescue

operations

with

his

Bolex. As he ran to get closeups, he
called for the Auricon. I set it up and
Bill switched to it to cover the drama¬
tic battle with the fire and the attempts
to get Bettenhausen out of the car.
Landrum was right in with the rescue
crews, and of course it was difficidt to
keep the camera steady; but with the
SOF the footage he got was some of

DAILY MONTH-OF-MAY EVENTS
INDIANAPOLIS — 1961
Opening Ceremonies
Opening Track for practice

Downtown
Indianapolis Motor Spi

13 - 14

Qualifying Trials

55

99

15- 19

Practice

55

55

20-21

Qualifying Trials

95

99

24

Pro-Celebrity Golf Match

Speedway Golf Course

25-28

$50,000 - 500 Open Golf
Tournament

Speedway Golf Course

27

Drag Races
Carburization Tests
Parade

Raceway Park
Speedway
Downtown

———

723 Seventh Avc.
N. Y. 19, JU 6-229:

and ended the interview by saying,
“When she started to climb the wall.
I thought, ‘Here we go, out of the
ballpark!’ ”

strap and with the camera mounted on
a shoulder-pod, Landrum was capable

To

Catalog H on Your Letterhead

still-to-be-treated flash burns on his
face, Lagouri described the accident

known as Transist-O-Sound. With this
compact equipment powered by a
nickle-cadmium battery on a shoulder

Practice Coverage

Write for A Copy of Our

interviewed him on the spot. With the

some important incident, or to pro¬
duce a feature. In this, we had a parti¬
cular advantage with our SOF set-up.
WLW-I’s chief cameraman, Bill Lan¬
drum, had developed a highly successfull conversion for Auricon cameras

28

Sprint Car Races

Raceway Park

29

Driver’s Meeting
Stock Car Races

Speedway
Raceway Park

30

Annual 500 Mile Race

Speedway
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the most gripping ever shot at the
Speedway. The complete story of Tony

"THE CINEMATOGRAPHER"

Bettenhausen’s last ride was featured
on CBS’s nationwide newscast that
night, and ABC used it two weeks
later on its sports special devoted to
the race’s qualification trials.

Informational and instructive motion picture produced
by the Hollywood Motion Picture Industry. Depicts role
of the Director of Photography in lighting and photo¬
graphing motion pictures in Hollywood studios. Shows
various camera and lighting equipment used on Holly¬
wood sound stages and the results achieved from
their use.

Qualifications Coverage
Unlike with live TV camera cover¬
age, use of film cameras affords the
producer many advantages when cov¬
ering the 500 Qualifying events and
the race itself. He can station as many
cameramen and cameras around the
Indianapolis track as his budget will
permit. (One year a company had

One-reel 16mm black-and-white prints available on
Free loan to cine clubs, college cinema groups,
schools, and accredited clubs and civic groups within
the continental U.S. Reservations necessary and pay¬
ment of return shipment required.

AMERICAN
1782

SOCIETY

North Orange Drive

thirty!) This insures covering every¬
thing and, most important, affords the
producer time to review all film shot
and to edit it into an interesting show.
The producer using live TV is con¬
stantly under deadline pressure.

and in positions to achieve maximum
coverage of various sections of the
track. The second step was to reduce
the camera-to-projector time by ex¬
pediting the editing procedure.
On Qualification week-ends, WLW-I
employed five cameramen; one, using

rode the pace car to accidents with
Chief Steward Harlan Fengler.
Ideally, there should be a man with
a zoom-lensed camera on each turn,
a man in the tower to cover the start¬
ing line, the Auricon operator should
double up with the silent camera opera¬
tor to cover the pit activities, and a
seventh cameraman should ride the
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Hollywood

28,
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RENTS
CECO

lines, my first step was to reduce the
amount of film exposed by using
fewer cameramen, but with facilities

was stationed in the stands at the end
of the No. 3 turn. He covered that
turn, the north chute, and the start of
No. 4 turn. A third man was placed at
the end of the No. 4 turn. This man,
incidentally, didn’t shoot a single frame
of film until the last day of the Quali¬
fying runs, when driver Bill Randall
spun and hit the wall right in front
of him. Bill Landrum worked with the
portable Auricon in the pits, recording
interviews with the drivers after com¬
pletion of their qualifying attempts.
The author took up an H-16 Bolex to
cover the starting line, pit activity, and

CINEMATOGRAPHERS

The man who sharpens his
pencil to figure costs...

In order to meet our program dea-

a 3-inch zoom lens, was stationed atop
the stands in the south chute (straight¬
away) and covered the No. 1 turn,
the chute and the No. 2 turn. A second
man, also using a 3-inch zoom lens,

OF

CAMERAS • LIGHTS • ACCESSORIES
Cameras: 16mm & 35mm—Sound
(Single or Double System)—Silent
—Hi-Speed—Instrumentation
Lighting: Arcs—Incandescents
—Spot s—FI o o d s—D i m m e r s—
Reflectors—All Lighting Accessories
Generators: Portable—Truck

Mounted
Sound Equipment: Magnetic—
Optical—Mikes—Booms
Grip Equipment: Parallel S—

Goboes—Other Grip accessories
Cranes, Dollies: Crab—Western-

Portable Panoram
Lenses: Wide angle—Zoom—Tele-

It makes sense, it saves dollars to rent
from CECO. What’s your problem? —
a 6-second ID or a giant spectacular?
CECO’s store rooms are bulging with
the world’s finest and newest photo¬
graphic equipment.
Everything is checked out to perform
"better than new”. All normal ser¬
vicing is provided FREE. Ask your
accountant why you save money when
you rent instead of buy. For quick
action, call JUdson 6-1420 — today!

photo—Anamorphic
Editing Equipment: M 0 V i 01 a S

—Viewers—Splicers—Rewinders
Projection Equipment: 16mm &

35mm—Sound & Silent—SlideContinuous
Television: Closed Circuit

TV

(Triucrr equipment (o.jnc.
315 W. 43rd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y.

JUdson 6-1420

Camera Equipment Co., Inc.
Dept.
315 W. 43rd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y.
Gentlemen: Please rush me your FREE complete
catalogue of Rental Equipment.

Camera Cars:

Name.

® TM #707529

Firm...

In Hialeah, Florida :

Street.

Camera Equipment Co., Inc. of Florida
1335 East 10th Ave • TUxedo 8-4604
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crash wagon when it is called out.
To insure getting all the important
qualifying runs, we shot the first driver
out each day, then interviewed him

26 YEARS OF
QUALITY

after completion of his run. Then we
shot each driver as he left the pits in

REVERSAL
PROCESSING

his mount. After the first or second
lap, it was always possible to deter¬
mine if a driver was going to travel
faster than any man who preceded him
and thus be worth covering. In this
manner we were always sure of get¬
ting the fastest run of the day plus
interviews with the most newsworthy
drivers.

Covering the 500 Race

Specialists in high speed or
standard reversal processing
Security clearance
Free Vacuumating
Films returned same day
Customer extra service: Special
prices on Eastman & du Pont
Reversal Film
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not be shortened, our only alternative
was to reduce the time required to
transport the exposed film from the
track to the laboratory. We employed
the motorcycle pickup system, as in
previous years, but arranged for three
pickups instead of two. The first was

In previous years, there has been
far too much editing to do in too little
time—about 5,000 feet of film that
had to be cut to a half-hour show in

mediately after the end of the race,
which would be around 2:45 PM. Ac¬

about six and a half hours. For this
year’s race coverage, the author re¬
solved to reduce the amount of film
exposed and to expedite the editing
process as much as possible.

cording to this plan, the processed
film should be ready for editing

The planning of our operations for
this year’s show began early in Feb¬
ruary when we reviewed all past
WLW-I race shows. We screened and
studied every film produced on the 500
race since 1946. Gradually, the pattern

arranged for greater efficiency and
three separate editing tables provided.
At the first table, the processed film
was broken down according to camera

were

to

follow

became

obvious:

there wasn’t much that we could do
to reduce the amount of film that must
be shot during the actual 500-mile
race; but as the pre-race activities
were pretty much the same year after
year, we saw that a shooting script
could be prepared and shot sheets
given the various cameramen to follow
as a means of reducing the shooting
of excess footage. It was obvious that
with this kind of preparation, shooting
of pre-race events could be reduced
from the usual 1,500 feet to about
500 feet, of which 300 feet would
likely be used in the show.
Even with the amount of film to be

e CAMERAS, En-

and distributed the shot sheets.
The next project was cutting down
the camera-to-editor time—a phase of
the operation which has required as
much as seven hours in previous years.
Since the film processing time could

scheduled to be made following the
tenth lap of the race; the second at
I :00 PM, and the final pickup im¬

we

PHOTO
Equipment

qualifying runs and found that with
care exercised by the cameramen, it
would work. Accordingly, we prepared

edited reduced, there remained the
problem of the time required to splice
the shots together. For this reason, our
shooting script was designed to facil¬
itate editing in the camera. Several
action sequences were outlined that
could be shot as units, requiring little
if any cutting and splicing—sequences
such as the crowds pouring into the
track, the racing cars rolling out of
the pits, the celebrity parade, and the
cars being rolled into starting position
on the track.
We experimented with this editingin-the-camera technique during the

around 4:30—about two and a half
hours earlier than last year.
Our film editing room was re¬

locations, then checked for exposure
quality and special interest of its con¬
tent. At the second, where the author
worked, incidentally, the film was
rough-cut into tentative program se¬
quence. The final cutting and actual
splicing was done at the third table
by Bill Landrum.
Racks were installed at each table
on which reels of film were arranged
according to camera location on the
track. This expedited the locating of
various shots in the editing process.
On Race Day, May 30th, fourteen
cameramen were assigned to positions
in and around the track: one on the
outside of each turn; one on the inside
of the north and south chutes; one
inside the No. 4 turn; one on the
backstretch; three in the pits; one
roving for “color’’ shots; one in the
tower (Landrum with the Auricon) ;
and the author with a 16mm Bell &
Howell
tower.

at the control

center in the

Planning Paid OFF
Earlier we had attempted to estab¬
lish coordination between the tower
and the various cameramen by means
of two-way shortwave radio; but the
interference induced by the ignition
system of the cars plus the transmis¬
sion distances involved reduced the ef-

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

fectiveness of the radios as much as
50%, so their use was abandoned.
Otherwise, our system this year paid
off with good results. On the five-car
pileup which occured on the main
straightway, for example, we had
three cameras covering the entire ac¬
tion. The tower cameraman got Davis’
spin; the No. 1 Pit cameraman got
Shepard’s slide and collision with
Cheesbourg, followed by McCluskey
slamming into those two; the camera¬
man on the No. 1 turn got that bit
of action (which was repeated on the
show) plus Jack Turner’s spectacular
flip. The pit cameras covered the
cleanup and got dramatic shots of
Turner being helped as he limped
away from his wrecked machine. (See

synchronizers

sound readers

IN EDITING
EQUIPMENT
From the time motion pictures “learned
to talk” Moviola has earned acceptance
as the word for professional film
editing equipment. Moviola is keeping
pace with the changing needs of the
Motion Picture Industry with new
devices such as:
• Crab Dolly for improved Motion
Picture and TV Camera mobility
• 70 mm Viewer for the Photo
Instrumentation field

reproductions of film clips).
After a short delay at the lab, the
first film reached the editing room by
5:00 PM. The pre-race action and
first ten laps of the race were edited
by 6:30—90 minutes earlier than in
any year thus far. The one difficulty
we found with editing in the camera
was the tendency to over-shoot. W hat
should have been filmed in 20 seconds
invariably ran 30 to 35 seconds. And
because of the pressure of time, no
attempt was made to shorten the overlong shots, so that the pre-race portion
of the show ran two minutes longer
than the eight minutes alloted.

1451 GORDON STREET • HOLLYWOOD • CALIFORNIA • HO. 7-3178

£W|^|uinLoiun’S FINDER
from Birns & Sawyer

Traffic Jam Delays Film
A hitch not expected occured in
transporting the exposed film from the
track to the laboratory. Because of
the record crowd (325,000) and the
resultant heavy traffic, the cyclist was
unable to get back to the track, follow¬
ing his first delivery, until 1:00 PM.
Because of the unprecedented traffic
conditions, we decided not to risk the
previously-planned second trip, and the
film that was scheduled for it was held
and included in the final pickup after
end of the race.
This delay caused an interruption
in the flow of film to the cutting room.
The first part of the second lab run
reached the editing room at 7:00 PM
(an hour later than planned), and the
remainder of the film got there about
9:00. Editing of the film was com¬
pleted by 10:15, and the Race High¬
lights show went on the air at 10:30
PM.
Despite success of this film cover¬
age of the Memorial Day 500-miler, we
feel there is still room for improve¬
ment. WLW-Ps program s"aff is pre¬
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Optical Zoom Finder shows exact lens field instantly! No guesswork
for proper focal length, camera position or dolly shot!
2606: Model K, 16mm format range 8mm
to 75mm . $ 79.50
2610: 35mm Model II, Range 25mm to
150mm .
79.50
2611: 35mm—TV/Image Orthicon TV
scribed, Range 35 to
150mm
84.50
2615: 35mm Cinemascope Model III
adjustable
mattes,
format
1:1.85, 2.33, 2.55 . 129.50
Prices
on

include case and chain.
Insist
Original TEWE for quality.

SEE YOUR DEALER, or write:

BIRNS & SAWYER cine equipment company
6424 Santa Monica Boulevard • Los Angeles, Calif. • HOIlywood 4-5166

LIQUID GATE
PRINTING FOR
16-35 BLOW-UPS
An amazing new 16mm and 35mm process
which eliminates scratches, smooths out grain
and enhances overall quality. It is particularly
valuable for use in reclaiming of old and
worn films.
Complete Laboratory and Effectt Services

NEW PRICE LIST AVAILABLE - INQUIRIES INVITED

FILM EFFECTS of Hollywood, Inc.
1153

N.

Highland

Ave.,

Hollywood 38,

Calif.

LINWOOD DUNN, ASC, President
'Over 30 Yean of Major Studio Experience"

BELL & HOWELL GAUGES
FOR FILMO REPAIR

r

S-4163-N2
Aperture Adjusting Gauge

\b
S-3972-N1
Shuttle Teeth Gauge
—:—'—7

This pair of precision tools cuts hours off Filmo
repair time. Regular price for this set is $341.62.
We offer these—in brand new condi* CA
tion—while they last—both gauges ^ | JL/
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QUALITY GUARANTEED
USED EQUIPMENT
CAMERAS
Auricon Cine Voice Model
mount, variable density

2 Single lens
Galvanometer,

Arriflex 16, new style 16-25-50mm Xenon
lenses.
Matte Box,
Camera
Case for
camera and 400 ft. Mags...
Arriflex 35mm, 120° shutter, 28-50-75mm
Xenon lenses .
Arriflex
35mm
w/variable speed
motor,
120°
shutter,
30-50-75mm
Primoplan
lenses, 3—200 ft. magazines.
Arriflex
35mm
w/180°
shutter,
28-5075mm Xenon lenses, motor cable, sun¬
shade,
matte
box,
case,
1—400
ft.
magazine
.._.
Cineflex 35mm camera w/200 ft. mag.,
12 volt DC motor, and power cord_
Eyemo 35 Single lens “A" mount w/2"
Eyemax lens .
Eyemo 35 w/47mm Cooke F 2.7, case.
Filmo 16mm 70 S High-Speed Camera....
Bell & Howell 35mm standard model D.D.
High Speed camera w/cable and extra
belts, case .
Bell
&
Howell
35mm
Standard
camera
#616 w/170° shutter, unit 1
shuttle,
overhauled and refinished.
Cine Special
II w/100 ft. and 200 ft.
mags., 15mm Ektar 2.5, 152mm Kodak,
Telephoto F 4.5 Lenses, Case...
Cine Special I w/100 ft. magazine, 25mm
K.A. F 1.9 Lens.
Cine Special II w/100 ft. magazine .
Maurer-05 Camera head only w/built-in
features and 1—400 ft. mag.
DeVry 35mm camera w/50mm lens.
Arriflex 35mm Blimp .
Arriflex 35mm 110 Volt Synch motor and
case
.
Cine Special sync, motors ..
Mitchell
12
volt
35mm
variable speed
motor
.
Filmo motor—115 volts, 24 frame sync, w/
cable
.
Eyemo motor, variable speed, 24 volt_
Wall Sync, motors, 220 volt, 50 cycle, 3
phase
..........
Arriflex 35mm 200 ft. magazines...
Arriflex 35mm 400 ft. magazines..
Cine Special 100 ft. Film Chambers.
Cine Special 200 ft. Film Chambers..
Bell & Howell 400 ft. 35mm magazines....
Bell & Howell 1000 ft. 35mm magazines..
Mitchell 400x35 magazines .
Bell & Howell 400x35 Bi-Pack magazine ...

1,900.00
1,200.00

1,000.00

1,700.00
300.00
225.00
175.00
200.00

2,600.00

2,500.00

350.00
450.00
2,000.00
175.00
1,350.00
400.00
75.00

does j)ose a number of problems. With
black-and-white him, processing can

that the use of 50-foot spools of him
in the cameras instead of the hundredfooters presently used, would further
facilitate him pickup and processing.

he done by the station’s lab, and on
race day all him can be processed by
6:00 PM. For filming of the pre-race

This year, for the hrst time, there

events during the earlier part of the
month, the daily deadline could be
moved back to 4:00 PM and the pro¬

was opportunity to compare the merits
of motion picture and videotape cover¬
age of the race for television. In my

gram aired at an earlier hour, thus

opinion, the local live coverage of the
event this year was commendable. But
the hlming method, because of its mo¬
bility factor and the ability it provides

reaching a potentially larger audience.
The opinion is growing that here¬
after the transporting of all exposed
him to the processing lab on race day
must he done by helicopter; it is the
only way to beat the unbelievable race
day automobile traffic. With him thus

to condense action, has proved to
the most effective one for covering
many activities during the month
May in Indianapolis culminating

delivered to the lab more frequently,

the big 500-mile Memorial Day race.

INDUSTRY NEWS

Francisco and New York will service
the projection machines, inspect the
hlms, change reels, etc.
Sound is conveyed to individual
passengers by means of lightweight
earphones.

Continued from Page 450

MGM Acquires Share
Of Panacolor, Inc,

250.00
110.00
65.00
250.00
70.00
100.00
150.00
350.00
75.00
125.00
100.00
350.00

EDITING

SOUND-PROJECTION-LIGHTING-PRINTERS
G-924 Mixer (3-position)..
250.00
Reeves 16mm PV100 Recorder.. 1,200.00
Tapak Recorder .
300.00
Magenemite Recorder .-.
200.00
GPL—Jan
Projector
w/speakers—Genova
Movement . 1,000.00
Colortran Jr. Kit .
137.00
1000 Watt T 12 p (Code DFD) Projection
lamps.$3.00 each.per dozen
30.00
16mm
UHLER
combination
continuous
printer, A-1 condition ....
500.00
35mm Bell & Howell Model
D printer,
completely overhauled, A-1 cordition_ 3,000.00
Model
K FILMLINE Processor for 16mm
negative or positive work. Complete with
rotary air compressor. Excellent shape ..
900.00

CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
A

315 West 43rd Street, New York 36, N. Y.
JUdson 6-1420
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the usual last-minute jam will be
avoided. Finally, we have concluded

be
the
of
in

925.00

Moviola 35/35 w/bulls eye, no mag., com¬
posite sound .
900.00
Moviola 35/35 Preview large screen w/
mag., footage counters . 1,800.00
Moviola editing machine (UCS) 35/53 old
model cutters machine only, no take up
arms, optical composite sound _
375.00
Neumode Splicer R-2 (35mm)....
22.00
Moviola Model “D” Picture Head w/take
up arms, variable speed, foot pedal....
200.00
Bell & Howell 16-35mm Splicers._.
225.00
Bell & Howell Splicer, foot models, com¬
bination 16-35mm, overhauled.
900.00
Bell & Howell Splicer, foot model 35mm,
overhauled
.
850.00
Neumade Heavy Duty Power rewinds w/
foot pedal—16 or 35mm ...
76.00
Moviola
16/16
w/Bulls
Eye,
no
mag.,
composite sound .
900.00
Trickle Charger for Arri. wet cell battery..
10.00
Pan Cinor, 20 to 60mm in "C" mount....
100.00
Cinegon 20mm in Arri. mount.-.
375.00
Mikro Kilar 40mm lens.
150.00
Mitchell Viewfinder .
...
350.00
Spectra 2-Color meter.
200.00
Spectra 3-color Meter .
260.00
Bell & Howell geared head tripod, com¬
plete w/base .
350.00
Akeley Tripods, gyro head._.$550.00 & UP

Dept.

sently re-evaluating the use of color
film for this annual event, although it

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, last month
purchased a substantial interest in
Panacolor, Inc., which company has
developed a new patented process to
produce color prints for the motion
picture and TV industry, as well as
for educational and commercial him
producers.
Earlier Panacolor purchased the
building in Hollywood formerly occu¬
pied by the Motion Picture Research
Council, and is constructing a labora¬
tory there to use its process aimed at
producing low-cost color prints.
The process is said to be same as
MGM experimented with several years
ago, but failed to pursue when the
studio effected certain economies of
operation.
*

-X-

-X-

Jet Flight Film Shows
Substantial new market for theat¬
rical hlms is promised by the major
airlines. Last month, TWA inaugurated
screening of feature hlms during jet
flights, showing UA’s “By Love Pos¬
sessed” to passengers in first-class
section on initial flight under new
program. Projection is by means of
16mm equipment onto a 48"x24" lentnculated screen.
Four major studios are reportedly
signed with Inflight Motion Pictures,
Inc., which services the airline, to
supply major productions for the new
exhibition program.
IATSE crews in Los Angeles, San

*

*

Columbia Busy Lot
With six major features now be¬
fore the cameras, Columbia Pictures
is presently the busiest studio in Hol¬
lywood. Production office has scheduled
an additional six hlms to roll by midSeptember. Presently shooting are
“Barabbas,” “Lawrence of Arabia,”
“Notorious Landlady,” “Reach For
Glory,” “Five Finger Exercise,” and
“The Pirates of Blood River.”
*

*

Lee Garmes, ASC, to
Produce Films
Lee Garmes, ASC, who directed the
photography of “The Big Fisherman,”
last month joined Ben Hecht, William
Meiklejohn, Eugene Trope and Donald
Liederman in the formation of 38,
Inc., to produce unusual screenplays
departing from the usual Hollywood
formula. Unusual title of the new com¬
pany is said to derive from one of
its major story properties. Company
offices will be in the Alan Ladd Build¬
ing in Beverly Hills, Calif.
*

*

*

“Instant Sync” Demonstration
Magno Studios in New York last
month demonstrated a new short-cut
system of “instant sync” aimed at
eliminating present high-cost proced¬
ures used in him and TV industries
in
post - synchronizing
sound
for
hlms.
■
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UV, SELL, SWA
Largest, Most Productive Classified Ad Section Of Any Publication Serving Makers Of Motion Pictures
STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.

GUARANTEED USED EQUIPMENT

16MM Cine Kodak Special 1 complete with
C-type mounts and 15mm F/2.7 Kodak Anastigmat, 25mm F/1.9 Kodak Anastigmat lenses,
only $375.00, Net Cash. 16mm Cine Kodak
Special II complete with S-mounts and 15mm
F/2.7 Kodak Anastigmat, 25mm F/1.9 Kodak
Anastigmat, and 63mm F/2.7 Kodak Ana¬
stigmat, only $475.00 Net Cash. Bell &
Howell 35mm Eyemo, used but in perfect
condition, complete with tripod, 400-ft. maga¬
zine, 1" Baltar, 2" Eymax and 4" Ilex lenses,also 6" Eymax view finder, carrying case, 2
cranks, etc. Only $495.00 Net. Address Cine
Manager, BURKE & JAMES, INC., 321 S.
Wabash Ave., Chicago.

GOV'T SURPLUS in new condition! FILM DRY¬
ERS. 35mmx200 ft. capacity Stineman de¬
veloping outfits. Eyemo camera lenses. K-1A
Houston developers, reversal or positive film.
AIR PHOTO SUPPLY, DEPT. C-l, 555 East
Tremont Ave., New York 57, N.Y.

MAURER 16MM MODEL 05 CAMERA with: new
type finder w/floating mattes and parallex,
1 10v synchronous motor, sunshade filterholder matte box, 400- ft. magazine, deluxe
carrying case for camera, mags., motor and
accessories. Outstanding cond.$1,250.00
AURICON CINE VOICE CAMERA, 3 lens turret,
variable area galvo; complete with ampli¬
fier, mike & cables. Like new.$895.00
RABY 35MM BLIMP FOR MITCHELL CAMERA
complete with finder harness, cams and
blimp shade. Exec, condition.$650.00
OXBERRY STOP-MOTION-ANIMATION MOTOR,
5 speed, fixed mounting type, like new con¬
dition. Lists at $850.00 .$450.00
STOP-MOTION MOTOR; fixed mounting type,
single speed .$200.00
3-WHEEL
PLATFORM
TRIANGULAR
DOLLY,
3'x3'x2'/2', 4 inch wheels w/lock-offs, tri¬
pod tie-downs, supports 500 lbs. New!
.$175.00
85MM ZEISS SONNAR F/2 LENS in Arriflex
mount; exec, condition. Lists at $340.00.
Special! .$135.00
35MM BIOTAR LENS in Arriflex mount. Exec.
condition .$75.00
18MM F/1.7-T2
COOKE SPEED PANCHRO
SERIES II LENS in Arriflex mount. Like new
condition. Lists at $517.00 .$345.00
ARRIFLEX
DELUXE
COMPARTMENT
CASES,
MODEL 200 (35MM). Holds camera, 4-200
ft. magazines, filters and small accessories.
These list for $125.00. Good cond. $60.00
ea. Exc. cond.$70.00 ea.
ARRIFLEX PORTABLE WET CELL LEAD BATTERY,
1 6v, carrying case and shoulder strap, like
new condition. Lists $80.00 .$59.50
AURICON AMPLIFIER, OPT., complete w/mike
6 cables .$ 1 1 5.00
AMPRO 16MM SOUND PROJECTORS w/synchronous motor and separate speaker. Exc.
$170.00. W/O synchronous motor ..$1 15.00
400x35mm Bell & Howell magazines, metal,
exc. cond.$20.00 ea.
TRIPOD TRIANGLES, excellent condition $11.00
MOVIOLA 4/35MM (4-Channel) SYNCHRO¬
NIZER. List $170.00 .$99.00
35MM MAGNETIC BUTT SPLICER, STRAIGHT
CUT, Hollywood Film Co., like new condi¬
tion. List $140.00 .$95.00
FILM CUTTING BARREL w/wheels, rectangular
with RACK & LINER. Like new cond. $30.00
CAMERA SERVICE CENTER
333 West 52nd Street • New York, 19, N. Y.
CAMERA-SOUND TRUCK. This unusual vehicle
was custom designed to provide complete loca¬
tion and studio sound recording facilities plus
portable 1 1 0 volt 60 cycle power, and doubles
as a versatile camera car. It contains radio¬
telephone equipment, synchronous playback
turntable, public address system, camera slate,
"bells'' for announcing quiet on sound takes,
battery charger, electronic megaphone in addi¬
tion to microphones, cables and complete
16mm magnetic recording channel. The cam¬
era facilities include front removeable camera
platform, top elevated
platform,
mounted
Mitchell high hat, vertical stabilizers and
numerous other unique features. The unit has
been used by major Hollywood studios and
New York and foreign film producers. This
extremely compact production vehicle includes
basic spares for sound equipment and truck.
Two units available at $7,250.00 each. Box
1430, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

35MM MITCHELL Standard, with hi-speed
gears. Recently completely rebuilt and re¬
finished by Mitchell. Like new. 7—Cooke Tscale lenses, 2-—-1,000 and 2—400 ft. maga¬
zines, 1 10V. and 12 V. wild motors, full
aperture with academy mattes, wide screen
and TV ground glasses, finder, matte box,
Akeley gyro tripod, baby, hi-hat, all cases.
Whole works $5,500.00 or, less tripods,
$4,900.00. Private. Will ship prepaid air¬
freight. Box 1404, AMERICAN CINEMATOG¬
RAPHER.
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CINE Special
Series
I
Perfect.
1"
lens.
$400.00. Write Box 1250, AMERICAN CINE¬
MATOGRAPHER.
COLLECTORS: 35mm 400' NYI camera, $70.00,
16mm silent features—Roaring Rails (The Gen¬
eral) Keaton, Eyes Right! Bushman Jr. (tinted),
200 copies SMPTE Journals, $70.00. 2022
Condor, Colorado Springs, Colo.
CINE-SPECIAL
11,
Reflex
focusing
finder,
25mm, 63mm, 102mm Ektars, 152mm Ektanon. Excellent. Lenses like new. Originally
$2,164.00. Best offer. All or part. SCHEELS
HARDWARE, Fargo, N. Dakota.

Bell & Howell unit "I" Shuttle with
Prism and cut out for projection....$550.00
Bell & Howell 35mm 400 ft.
magazine .
40.00
Wall 35mm camera moviements. 275.00
Mitchell Double Arm Matte Box. 175.00
Kinevox Automatic Slater . 450.00
Mitchell Variable Diffuser . 1 25.00
J. BURGI CONTNER, A.S.C.
P.O. Box 472
New Canaan, Conn.

AURICON PRO 600 with 1 200' magazine,
blimp head, and Modulite VA sound NR-25S7. No turret, less lens, $1,995.00. C. F.
TURFEY, 1603 West Ninth, Spokane 43, Wash¬
ington. Rl 7-2950.

B&H sound projector with Bodine sync motor,
$325.00. DON DUNN, 26246 Fairview Ave.,
Lomita, California. DA6-4925.

LATEST Mitchell 35mm Background Projector.
Complete with distributor, interlock camera
motor, cables, lenses and rheostat. Like new.
Box 1425, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

PROCESS PROJECTION EQUIPMENT
PRECISION REGISTRATION — USED MITCHELL
OR CUSTOM BLIMPED TYPE ON PORTABLE
CASTER BASES. COMPLETE WITH SCREENS, IN¬
TERLOCKED
DISTRIBUTORS,
CABLES,
INTER¬
COMS, LENSES, ETC. FULL INFORMATION.
PHOTOS AND PRICES ON REQUEST. BOX 1340,
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
See S.O.S. Specials on Pages 462 and 463
TRADES TAKEN
Phone PL 7-0440
•
Cable SOSOUND
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19
Western Branch—6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, California
Phone: HO 7-2124
BRAND NEW—never used. Bolex H-16 Rex
with Rexofader and Lytar 25mm f/1 .8 lens.
Pan Cinor 85 zoom lens with No. Ill close-up
attachment. Instructions and charts included.
Sold together or separately. Quote price. Used
SEI photometer with instruction book and extra
bulb, $75.00. EDDIE SALICHS, 30 North Luna
St., Mayaguez, Puerto Rico.
CINE-SPECIAL,
factory
reconditioned,
two
lenses, etc., $425.00. Bell & Howell 7CDR,
wide angle lens, $210.00. Watson 16/35mm
developing outfit, $35.00. 16mm printer, com¬
plete, $65.00.
DuKane
"Fliptop"
(sound),
$40.00. Must sell. Box 1429, AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER.

RATES: Ads set in lightface type. 15c per word. Minimum ad, $2.00. Text set in
lightface capital letters (except 1st word and advertiser’s name) 20c per word.
Modified display format (text set in boldface type, capitals or upper-and-lower case)
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1 6MM COLOR STOCK FILM LIBRARY
26,000 FEET of original color. Excellent con¬
dition. Shot by professionals. All subjects—
catalogued, $1995.00. DOUGLASS PRODUC¬
TIONS, 527 N. La Cienega Blvd., Los Angeles
48, California. Phone: OLympia 7-0840.

STANCIL-HO'FFMAN 16mm magnetic portable
recorder Model S6B system. Other equipment.
F. RUNYAN, 5315 a Michigan, St. Louis 11,
Mo.

TRADE for 16mm viewer, editor—4", 1", 1 ’/2"
f/2.3 Baltar lenses in Eyemo mounts. CLEAR¬
FIELD, 310 So. Jersey, Denver 22, Colo.
HOUSTON developer K-1A, reversal, positive
or negative in good condition, $795.00.
ROBERTS STUDIO', 1138 N. 2nd, Abilene, Tex.

WANTED
Is it idle, is it old?
Maybe it’s worth its weight in gold.
We have waiting buyers many
Ready to pay a pretty penny.
WE GLADLY TAKE CONSIGNMENTS—
SET YOUR PRICE—SHIP IT IN
OUR PERCENTAGE IS SMALL
WIRE US — PHONE: PL 7-0440
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION
Dept, fc
Cable: SOSOUND
602 W. 52nd Street
New York 19, N.Y.
Western Branch — 6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif., HO 7-2124
TRY F&B LAST
FOR THE HIGHEST QUOTE ON
USED MOVIE EQUIPMENT
FLORMAN & BABB
68 W. 45th ST., N. Y. 36, N. Y.
Continued on Next Page

$1.50 per line. Send copy with remittance to cover payment to Editorial Office,
American Cinematographer, 1782 No. Orange Drive, Hollywood 28, Calif. Forms
close 1st of month preceding date of issue.
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Classified Ads
Continued From Preceding Page

WANTED
WANTED TO BUY FOR CASH
16MM AND 35MM CAMERAS
AND ACCESSORIES
MITCHELL—BELL & HOWELL STANDARD
AND EYEMO—ARRIFLEX—MAURER
ALSO
LABORATORY, EDITING AND
LIGHTHING EQUIPMENT
CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
315 WEST 43RD STREET • NEW YORK 36, N. Y.
CABLE—CINEQUIP

EXPERT
FREELANCE
35MM
CAMERAMEN—
Register for money-making local assignments
in U.S., Central and So. America, Caribbean,
Orient, and other foreign locales. Good cam¬
era equipment, creativity, and ability to pro¬
duce professional results essential. Payment by
assignment and footage basis. Give particulars
and phone number in first letter. WORLD WIDE
FILMS, 108 So. LaJolla Ave., Hollywood 48,
Calif. Phones: WE 0-8308 and OL 3-5072.
16 & 35MM CAMERAS—ANY CONDITION.
MITCHELL — ARRIFLEX — BELL & HOWELL —
AURICON.
ALSO ACCESSORIES & LENSES
FOR THESE CAMERAS.
H. C. ROSS
161 Roosevelt Avenue
Cresskill, New Jersey

EXPERIMENTAL FILM
Continued from Page 477

Morever, it has garnered several in¬
ternational awards, including the Ve¬
nice Film Critics Award for 1960 plus
the plaudits of such authorities as New
York Times film critic Bosley Crowther,
who described it as: “’Dynamic . . .
Endowed with raw, vibrant strength
. . . Incontestably sincere!”
Other critics have managed to con¬
tain their enthusiasm, pointing out that
the film’s narrative frequently rambles
in confused and tedious circles, and
that the technical quality of sound and
photography “leaves much to be de¬
sired.” The controversy reaches a peak
in regard to the basic premise of the
film’s approach—that of improvisation.
Detractors point out that the device of
improvisation is anything but new, hav¬
ing long been the mainstay of homemovies, as well as of Roberto Rossellini
who used it with stunning impact in
“Open City’ and with considerably less
success in “Paisan” and several subse¬
quent efforts. Such critics are not at all
certain that the art of the cinema is
exalted by allowing actors to make up
the plot and dialogue as they go along.
All of these criticisms have un-
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EQUIPMENT WANTED

SERVICES AVAILABLE

HIGHEST prices paid for your used 16mm and
35mm professional equipment of any kind.
Urgently need clean Arris, Auricons, Mitch¬
ells, Zoom Lenses, etc. for our Rental Pro¬
gram. HOLLYWOOD CAMERA COMPANY, 6838
Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.

16mm FILM assignments—Chicago, Zoographic,
Scenic, Industrial. ARLETTE STUDIO FILM PRO¬
DUCTIONS, 1657 Grace St., Chicago 13, Illi¬
nois. Bl 8-8612.

WHY SACRIFICE
your production and struggle with old or used
equipment when we can trade for cash or
new equipment? Let us know what you have
and what you need.
THE CAMERA MART, INC.
1845 Broadway PL 7-6977 New York 23, N.Y.
Mitchell—Akeley—B & H—Wall—Eyemo
Cameras—Lenses—Equipment
NATIONAL CINE EQUIPMENT, INC.
209 West 48th St.
New York, N.Y.

FILM ASSIGNMENTS, New York, Boston area,
scenic, stock shots, industrial. ACORN FILMS,
168 W. 46th St., N. Y. C. Judson 6-2272.

LABORATORY & SOUND
ROCKY MOUNTAIN 16MM HEADQUARTERS
16mm Black & White and Anscochrome
Processing—Printing—Recording—Editing
Rental • Sales • All types of film in stock
Write for Price List

SERVICES AVAILABLE

WESTERN CINE SERVICE, INC.
312 S. Pearl St., Denver 9, Colo.
Sherman 4-1017.

MICROPHOTOGRAPHY, TIMELAPSE, and SPE¬
CIAL INSERT PHOTOGRAPHY produced to your
most exacting requirements with the South’s
most complete special cinematography facili¬
ties. LAWRENCE SMITH PRODUCTIONS, 1951
Delaroche Drive East, Jacksonville 10, Florida.
EVergreen 9-3431.

SOUND RECORDING at a reasonable cost.
High Fidelity 16 or 35. Quality guaranteed.
Complete studio and laboratory services. Color
printing and lacquer coating. ESCAR MOTION
PICTURE SERVICE, INC., 7315 Carnegie Ave¬
nue,
Cleveland
3,
Ohio.
Phone ENdicott
1-2707.

CAMERAMAN-DIRECTOR, will shoot DESERT
and COAST footage to specifications, silent or
sound, performers or without. Scenics, plant
and animal life or innumerable sporting events
occuring in our fabulous winter playground.
RAY PERRY PRODUCTIONS, 1000 Sunny Dunes
Rd., Palm Springs, Calif.

NEGATIVE CUTTING—16mm: A&B—color, BW,
negative, reversal. 35mm neg. Quick, de¬
pendable service by JOAN LONGDON, HO
9-1612. The Longdon Company, 6316 Santa
Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38, Calif.

AURICON amplifiers models NR-25-D7 and
NR 25-S7 in excellent condition. RALPH STOTTS,
LAUREL, MISS.

doubted validity—and yet, “Shadows”
emerges as an experience which con¬
tinues to haunt the viewer long after he
has left the theater. While it is, indeed,
frequently confused and self-conscious
in pattern, its champions maintain that
so, also, is life itself, and that the aim
of this film is to mirror life with its
manifold irrelavencies, erratic tangents
and frequent stretches of boredom, as
well as its flashes of sharply focused
drama. Whatever can be said on the
negative side, the film has several stun¬
ning moments of truth — moments
which seek neither to preach nor prove,
but simply to call attention to the criti¬
cal mass of emotion which frequently
touches off an explosion in the lives of
so-called “ordinary” people.
The picture begins, aptly enough, in
confusion. The camera wanders about
Manhattan nibbling at slices of life,
pausing to look at one undefined cha¬
racter and then another. Finally, at a
party, it lights on a young girl some¬
what the worse for champagne. A brash
young man engages her in won’t-takeno-for-an-answer conversation, lures her
to his apartment and seduces her. Al¬
though disillusioned by this less than
idyllic experience, she nevertheless de¬
cides that she loves him, and vice versa,

CO-PRODUCTION IN TURKEY
American trained producer - director, Turgut
Demirag of AND Films Company wishes to co¬
produce a color film with a serious established
company. Address.- BEYOGLU, ISTANBUL.

until he takes her home, meets her
family and discovers that she is colored.
His acutely painful embarrassment and
withdrawal reaches a peak of dramatic
intensity. And when, finally, he at¬
tempts to apologize for his shocked re¬
action it is already too late. The camera
returns whence it came, into the bore¬
dom and loneliness of the world’s most
exciting city. There are no messages,
no moral preachments nor anything
that might be termed socially signifi¬
cant.
What is perhaps more interesting
than pro and con arguments as to the
film’s technical quality are the details
of how it came into being in the first
place. It began as a vague idea back
in 1957 when John Cassavetes was
conducting a dramatic workshop in
New York in a West 46th St. loft. Stu¬
dents attended sessions there with the
object of learning as much as possi¬
ble about the acting craft. They studied
stage technique, but there was no place
they could go to get experience in act¬
ing for the camera. Cassavetes had ap¬
peared in many films as an actor, but
he was anxious to find out what things
were like behind the camera. Other
students wanted to try their hands as
cameramen, sound technicians, etc., in
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order to get an idea of what the tech¬
nical crew was going through behind
the lens while they were being tem¬
peramental in front of it.
It was decided that the actors would
benefit most by improvising scenes, so
there was no script nor written dia¬
logue. The group spent three weeks
discussing general theme and trying to
establish characters. They would also
take off to make life studies in actual
locales, observing bartenders, B-girls
and other potential types in their nat¬
ural habitats.
Finally, filming got under way with
a borrowed 16mm Arriflex camera
synchronized with an RCA-Victor 14inch tape recorder. The nominal cam¬
eraman was Erich Kollmar, whose sole
previous experience was gained in
shooting a documentary him in Africa.
However, when he could not be pre¬
sent, whoever happened to be handy
took over the camera work. The same
democratic procedure applied to sound
and other technical skills.
Since no dolly was available, a 6inch telescope lens was used to
make shots to take the place of
what
would ordinarily have
been
trucking shots. The results are some¬
what odd on the screen. Two ac¬
tors, for example, walk the length of
a city block toward the camera against
an unchanging background and with¬
out seeming to get any closer—almost,
in fact, as if they were walking on a
treadmill. The same alternative was re¬
sorted to when it was necessary to fol¬
low actors through crowds and across
streets.
Most of the interiors were shot in
sets constructed on the stage of the
group’s headquarters. Some of these
sets (notably the girl’s apartment) ap¬
pear to have been hammered together
out of old orange crates, and it could
be argued that a more realistic effect
might have been achieved by shooting
in actual locations. Lighting on the
stage was no problem at all; the movie
makers simply papered the ceiling with
aluminum foil and screwed ordinary
150-watt household type bulbs into the
sockets. The result was an overall f/4
light that softly suffused the entire set.
Several interior sequences were shot in
bars along Eighth Avenue, and these
areas were lighted with photoflood
lamps. Along the way the exposure
meter became lost, and so the intrepid
cameramen carried on without it,
blithely estimating exposure as he went
along!
A crisis was reached when the group
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ran out of money. Cassavetes discussed
the project in an air interview with
Gene Shephard on the “Night People”
program. Shepard appealed directly to
his air audience. “There must be thou¬
sands of men and women who would
like to know they could help to have a
movie made,” he mused wistfully, and
a total of $2,500 poured in from the
audience. Later a fresh appeal was
made and cash arrived from people
like Joshua Logan, Hedda Hopper, Jose
Quintero, William Wyler, Reginald
Rose, Charles Leldman, Robert Rossen
and Sol Siegel. The rest of the budget
of $40,000 was borrowed.
For forty-two days and nights the
avid thespians trailed around New
Tork, shooting from the neon-brighl
marquees of Broadway theatres and
from disguised dustbins. Because they
had no license to shoot in public places,
they concealed the camera in subway
entrances, restaurant windows and the
back of trucks. They were constantly
on the run to elude police because they
did not have the required permit. The
permit would not have been a problem
had they been able to scrape up enough
money to buy the required insurance.
One night they were preparing to
film the brutal fight sequence which
climaxes the film. They wanted to shoot
in a certain alley, so they carefully went
around and secured permission from all
of the people in the neighborhood.
They were all set up in the alley, just
starting to shoot the sequence by avail¬
able light. The fight no sooner started
when a police car suddenly drove up,
sirens blasting. Cassevetes talked his
way out of that one by saying that the
people in the neighborhood had given
them permission to shoot. When ques¬
tioned by the police, the neighbors ad¬
mitted they had given such permission
but had, in the meantime, changed
their minds and did not want any fur¬
ther disturbance. The actors now had
to sneak away and find another loca¬
tion—this time an areaway behind a
bar just off Broadway. The fight as it
reaches the screen is a triumph of real¬
ism, and it is amazing that actors who
were not professional stunt men could
have worked it out in such authentic
detail without actually killing off sev¬
eral of the participants.
In improvisation without rehearsal or
definite action pattern it would seem
probable that the cameraman would go
out of his mind trying to follow the
actors but, surprisingly, he had no such
trouble. It was discovered that the nat¬
ural movement of human beings is easy

ROLL FILM
DRYER
BUILT TO MILITARY SPECIFI¬
CATIONS for use with 70mm or
35mm roll film—adapcble to
16mm.

• Stainless Steel
Construction
• Completely Auto¬
matic
• Capacity 1000 ft.
per hr. (neg.)
• Portable, Compact
• Write for free
Literature

^/1/lsAol/lflaMeAA
5599 UNIVERSITY AVENUE
SAN DIEGO,

CALIFORNIA

Automatic Dissolve attachments for Cine/
Special and BOLEX REX or H-8 and H-16
equipped with PELLEGRINI SHUTTER.

JOSEPH YOLO, 1037 N. La Brea
Hollywood, Calif.

Phone OLdfield 4-3004

Automatic Daylight Processing
DEVELOPING TANK
•
•
•
•
•
•

Processes up to 200 Ft.
8mm-l 6mm-35mm-70mm
Movie—X-Ray—Microfilm
Motor driven portable
Uniform Density Assured
400 Ft. Tank Available

FILM DRYER
• Motor driven—Heated
• Speedy drying
• Automatic shrinkage allow¬
ance
• Stainless steel and
aluminum construction
• Easily assembled without
tools
• Compact, Portable
Guaranteed. Write for Free Literature

Micro Record (orp. *•£*»;
■

Beacon,

N.Y.

FAR EAST ASSIGNMENTS
Established American organization experienced
throughout Asia, offers complete film production
services, 16mm or 35mm. Whether your needs
are a single shot or a complete production,
cable “Farfilms,” Hong Kong, or write

FARKAS FILM COMPANY
424

Li

Po

Chun

Bldg.,

Hong

Kong.

VARIABLE SHUTTERS AND YOLO
AUTOMATIC DISSOLVE ATTACH¬
MENTS
FOR
ALL
BOLEX
H
CAMERAS. ALSO DUAL POWER
MAGNIFIERS
FOR THE
BOLEX
REFLEX.

PELLEGRINI-PIEK
634 HEARST AVE.
SAN

FRANCISCO 12, CAL.
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to anticipate and to follow, whereas
planned and rehearsed movement is
often very difficult. Even though there
were some very difficult pan shots to
follow figures racing up and down
streets and through Central Park, not
one shot had to be re-taken.
A most unorthodox procedure of
shooting was used in photographing the
improvised action. Instead of shooting
a master shot of a scene first and then
getting closeups to match, a reverse
technique was used. The actors were
briefed on the general sense of the
scene and the relationships were re¬
view’d. Then the camera would move
in for a closeup of one of the actors,
while the others fed him lines off¬
screen. The cameraman would run off
the entire 4-00 feet of film, so that
the actor had an opportunity to get off
his chest everything he wanted to say
on the subject. Then another actor

400 and
1200 foot
Conversions
FINEST
conversion
on the market to¬
day.
Convert your
Auricon
Cine-Voice
or
Pro to
a
fine
camera
that
will
handle full 400 feet
of film with perfect
jam-free, wow-free
operation.
Includes
Veeder-Root footage
counter,
filter
slot
and holders, phone
jack in camera and
complete refinishing.

Quick Service . . . Finest Workmanship . . .
Mitchell or Bell & Howell Magazines.
Write

for

Pictures

and

Complete

Details

GORDON YODER

PROFESSIONAL CINE PRODUCTS
2222 N. Prairie Ave., Dallas 4, Texas
Phone LAkeside 1-2672

PORTABLE CINE FLOOD
“MITE - LITE”
• Burns brighter and longer
•

would be filmed in closeup. By the time
it was necessary to shoot the master
scene, the actors had the action and
dialogue pretty well crystallized in their
minds, had discarded much of the ex¬
traneous business and could go through
the entire scene with some semblance
of coherence.

Less weight • Spotless light

• New design and features
• Model “C" $130 inc. charger
custom built by JACK 0. LEPPERT
2801 Oak Point Dr.
Hollywood 28, Calif.

SPECIAL EFFECTS
CAN GREATLY ENHANCE ANY PRODUCTION

Cutting all of this together with any
sort of flow was something else again.
The surgery took a year and a half
with the editor tearing his hair out
when he discovered that a character
might he wearing a shirt, a coat and a
sweater, each in separate scenes that
had to be intercut within a sequence.

Fades, dissolves,
wipes,
hold frame,
reverse
action or direction, enlarge or reduce image,
lengthen or shorten scene, speed up or slow
down action, zoom forward or back, push-offs,
distortion or ripple effect, out-of-focus dissolve,
flip-overs, page-turn effect, split screens, superimposures, matting, dodging, filtering, tinting,
bas relief effect, liquid gate printing, and many
other
scene
modifications
and
manipulations
available in color, B&W, 16mm, 35mm. For
further details see “Cinemagic of the Optical
Printer”
in the A.S.C. Manual, Page 361.

OVER 30 YEARS OF MAJOR STUDIO
EXPERIENCE AND THE FINEST
SPECIALIZED EQUIPMENT ARE NOW
AVAILABLE TO THE INDEPENDENT PRODUCER.
Inquiries

invited.

New

price

list

Much of the improvisation that could
not he made to fit into any sort of con¬
tinuity was simply discarded. The finished film was shown for the group and
their friends and then put on the shelf,
where it remained for a year.

available.

FILM EFFECTS of Hollywood, Inc.
1153 N.

Highland Ave.,

Hollywood

38,

Calif.

LINWOOD DUNN, ASC, President
Phone: HOIlywood 9-5808. Cable: FILMEFX

C1NEKAD Microphone Booms
CINEKAD Mike Booms are light in
weight, rigidly constructed, precision
engineered and ideal for location or
studio work.
1
2
ALL

MODELS

FIT

IN YOUR CAR!

3

4

Write for Free

Catalogue

CINEKAD ENGINEERING CO.

Model BR-12 extends from 7 to 14 feet.
Model C-12 extends from 7 to 14 feet; has
external directional mike control.
Model “Miracle” extends from 7 to 18
feet; has internal fitted noiseless directional
mike control.
Model C-18 extends from 7 to 20 feet;
has external directional mike control.

Each CINEKAD Mike Boom has a sturdy
5-foot stand, tvhicli can be elevated to a
height of 10 feet.

Later, Cassavetes happened to be in
London working on a film. A repre¬
sentative of the National Film Theatre
who had heard about “Shadows'” ap¬
proached him for permission to show
the picture at a seminar on experi¬
mental film. The rest, as they say, is
history. Britain’s top critics attended
the showing, liked the film and praised
it highly in the press. The result was
that British Lion Films offered a sizable
advance for rights to distribute the pic¬
ture on a world-wide basis. After six
months of legal red-tape during which
all of the actors had to be contacted to
sign releases and peace had to be made
with the unions, the film was blown up
to 35mm, an appropriately improvised
jazz score by Charlie Mingus was add¬
ed to the sound track, and the film was
put into general release.
Meanwhile, those associated with the
project have fared well. Several of the
actors have landed roles and contracts
as the result of being seen in the film.
John Cassavetes was signed to a direc¬
torial contract at Paramount Studios
where he had just completed his first
assignment, “Too Late Blues,” starring
Bobby Darin and Stella Stevens and
photographed by Lionel Lindon, A.S.C.,
whom Cassavetes describes as “an ex¬
tremely artistic cameraman, with a tre¬
mendous amount of guts.” Cassavetes
leaves soon for Rome to direct Para¬
mount’s three million dollar production,
“The Iron Man”. Not a bad ending for
a 16mm filming venture.
■

BEHIND THE CAMERAS
Continued from Page 460

Lionp .

Lindon,

ASC,

Ray

Fun,

“Check¬

mate”*.
Ray Rennahan, ASC, John Russell, ASC,
“Frontier Circus”*.
Benj. Kline, ASC, “Thriller”*.
John Warren, ASC, Benj. Kline, ASC,
William Whitley. ASC, “Holiday Lodge”*.
Jack MacKenzie, ASC, “Ichabod and Me”*.
Benj. Kline, ASC, Ellis Thackery, ASC,
Jack Mackenzie, ASC, “Bachelor Father”*.
Ellis Thackery, ASC, Robert Gough, “The
Investigators”*.
Neal Beckner, “Bob Cummings Show”*.
John Warren, ASC, John Russell, ASC,
“Alcoa Premier”*.
Paul Ivano, “General Electric Theatre”*.
Ray Flin, “Tall Man”*.
Ellis Thackery, ASC, “Wells Fargo”*
Sam Leavitt, ASC, “Cape Fear” (Melville
Prods.) with Gregory Peck and Robert Mitchum. J. Lee Thompson, director.
Walter Strenge, ASC, “Wagon Train”*
Ray Rennahan, ASC, “Laramie”*

SKELTON STUDIOS
763 10TH AVE., NEW YORK 19, N Y.

Ray Foster,

ASC, “It’s Best to Know” (Edu¬

cational).
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Fpllowing his recent tour that led him into the
towering Himalayas with Sir Edmund Hillary’s
‘Abominable Snowman” search party, Fred Niles had
this to say about the Magnasync
Nomad recorder/reproducer
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You may never make pictures in the Himalayas,
but you probably will, however, frequently encounter
environmental conditions almost as extreme . ..
and for recording reliability under the most
adverse conditions the Magnasync Nomad is your
answer! This small, 7-lb recorder/reproducer
is versatile, rugged, completely transistorized and
self-contained, mounts to your 16mm camera
and is sprocket-hole interlocked in perfect
lip-sync. The Nomad is available from stock,
priced from $675.
m
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iV-EW... the 12-lb Nomad Mark 11
recorder/reproducer—all transistorized ...
self-contained ... low power requirements!
Delivery from stock, from $985.
Send for literature.

Sf

Write, wire or phone

cnnsvnc

MAGNASYNC
CORPORATION

1

SOUND SYSTEM

5546 Satsuma Avenue, North Hollywood.. California
TRiangle 7-0965
•
Cable "MAGNASYNC’

Magnasync Studio Equipment Division Dealers:
P,rJmAn?r^:
'pC "
Cin|
: .L°S ANGELES: Birns & Sawyer Cine Equipment; NEW YORK: Camera Equipment Co.;
Pictromcs Corp
SAN1 FRANCISCO: Brooks Camera; SOUTH AFRICA: Johannesburg, Photo Agencies Pty. Ltd.; AUSTRALIA: Sydney, New South
Ur
! tern
P*ty- ktdC BOL'ylA: La Pa2- Casa Kavlin; BRAZIL: Rio De Janeiro. Mesbla, S.A.; BURMA: Rangoon G K. Thea
nfi?Ld” Ud' ’ CA,^DArr:r,^^t0’r,0ntarJ,°'
L.Clark' Ltd.; DENMARK: Copenhagen, Kinovox Electric Corp.; ENGLAND: London. W-l,
Axarli^-LHnNTKffNreS’<? Lnd'’ FR^N^.E: Paf's’ Br°^lls*'SlTlplex S A-; GERMANY: Hilden, Dusseldorf, Gerhard Johansen; GREECE: Athens, Christos
A r« ’| t!4ONw?i2^c».S»E« *e T.r.ad'^e^Co ; JND A: BombaY’ Klne Engineers; ITALY: Rome, Reportfilm, di J. M. Schuller; JAPAN: Tokyo. J. Osawa
5 C° V;A AH^:,«nkl2nd- Kerr,dge OdeonJnctustries; PAKISTAN: Karachi 3, Film Factors Ltd.; SOUTH RHODESIA: Salisbury, William
Over & Co. Pvt. Ltd.; THAILAND: Bangkok, G. Simon Radio Co., Ltd.

complete

services for film producers!

studio services:

laboratory services:

Editorial

Developing Processes

Creative Editing
Dialogue Cutting
Music Cutting
Conforming
Preparation of A&B Rolls
Hot Splicing
Syncing
Cutting Room Rental

Art and Animation
Storyboards
Graphic Art
Cartoons
Hand-lettered Titles
Hot Press Titles
Title and Animation
Photography

Music
Optical Film, 35mm
Magnetic Film, 35, 17% &
16mm, %-inch Tape
Disc, 33% & 78
Sound Effects

Sound Recording

UNDER ONE ROOF...

Location Recording
Narration
Music Recording
Post-dubbing
Re-recording
Mixing
Transfer
Interlocks
Facilities Include Optical and
Magnetic 35,17% & 16mm,
14-inch Sync Tape

in one convenient location. Write,

Screening

phone or wire for information and

16mm Projection
35mm Projection
Interlocks

quotations on any and all producer
services.

COLOR:
Negative EK 16mm
Positive EK 16mm
Ektachrome 16mm*
Kodachrome 16mm*
Ansco 16mm*
'Processed by film manufacturers’
local plant

BLACK AND WHITE:
Spray Picture Negative,
16 & 35 mm
Spray Sound Negative,
16 & 35mm
Newsreel Negative, 16mm
Spray Picture Positive,
16 & 35mm
Immersion Positive, 16mm
Reversal, 16mm

Printing
COLOR:
Kodachrome, 16mm
Ansco, 16mm
EK Internegative, 16mm
EK Positive, 16mm
Reduction, 16mm
Blow-ups, 35mm
Optical, 16mm
Workprint, 16mm
Masters, 16mm
Answer Prints, 16mm
Release Prints, 16mm
BLACK AND WHITE:
Dupe Negative, 16 & 35mm
Master Positive, 16 & 35mm
Reversal, 16mm
Reduction, 16mm
Blow-ups, 35mm
Optical, 16mm
Track Prints, 16 & 35mm
Work Prints, 16 & 35mm
Answer Prints, 16 & 35mm
Release Prints, 16 & 35mm
TV Spots, 16 & 35mm

M iscellaneous
Edgenumbering
Print Cleaning
Peerless Treatment
Magnetic Striping
Reels
Cans
Shipping Cases

w

byVOn /motion pictures
1226 Wisconsin Ave., N.W., Washington 7, D.C., FEderal 3-4000
Affiliated with MECCA FILM LABORATORIES CORP., 630 Ninth Avenue, New York 36, N.Y.

LEONARD CLAIRMONT

Cinematographer
The Magazine of Motion Picture Photography
■

Filming Miniatures and Special Effects
Page 532

Sharp Eyes For Space-Age Engineers
Page 542

+

CBS-TV’s Man In Asia

Kodak’s New Reflex Special Camera

Page 538

Page 534

Shooting A “Problem” Picture
^ High-speed Cinematography in 3-D
★ Importance of Camera Point-of-View

Also:

•
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•
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&
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“Du Pont ‘Superior’^ 2 & 4 maintain the delicate balance...”

“‘Bachelor at Large’ calls for a crisp, fresh approach,”
says Director of Photography William Margulies.*
This California National Productions show, produced and directed by
Norman Tokar, brings comedy with the accent on youth to a
nation-wide audience. In the photograph above, the star—Tab Hunterlooks at light tests with Norman Tokar and William Margulies.

ATLANTA 18, GA., 1737 Ellsworth Ind. Dr., N. W.
CHICAGO 46, ILL., 4560 Touhy Ave.,
Edgebrook Station
CLEVELAND 16, OHIO, 20575 Center Ridge Road
DALLAS 7, TEXAS, 1628 Oak Lawn Ave.
LOS ANGELES 38, CALIF., 7051 Santa Monica Blvd
NEW YORK 11, N. Y., 248 West 18th St.
WALTHAM 54, MASS, 45-4th Ave. (Boston)

“Loaded with DuPont ‘Superior’ 2 & 4,” says Margulies, “our cameras
have maintained the delicate balance so necessary to portray
situation comedy successfully.” These films-and technical data
on them-are available from any of the DuPont Photo Products
sales offices listed here.
*Mr. Margulies was a 1959 nominee for the National Academy
of Television Arts and Science Emmy Award for “Lawless Years”
which was photographed on DuPont motion picture film.

WYNNEWOOD, PA, 308 E. Lancaster Ave. (Phila.)
EXPORT, Nemours Bldg, Wilmington 98, Del.
IN CANADA: Du Pont of Canada, Ltd, Toronto

<J1JP0NT>
*U. U. S. PAT. Off-

Better Things for Better Living

...

through Chemistry

® TM #707529

CECO lighting makes sense to top motion picture and
TV (tape and live) producers, directors and directors of
photography and lighting—to Hollywood crews on loca¬
tion—to free lancers and beginners who just hung out
their shingles.
CECO is the largest single source of lighting equipment in
the world. Our storehouses bulge with all makes—Mole
Richardson, ColorTran, J. G. McAlister, BardwellMcAlister, Century, Kliegl, Lowell and Strong.
Equipment includes brutes, broads, spots, floods, dimmers,
transformers, generators on trailers and truck-mounted,
reflectors, scrims, boosters, cranes, dollies, grips, portable
dressing rooms and miles and miles of cable.
CECO is in a class by itself when it comes to quality, to
rigid service and promptness—and low, low rental prices.
On your next job—call CECO and be safe.

SEPTEMBER

•
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(£hih€rh CouipmeiiT (o.jnc.
Dept.

A-17,315

W. 43rd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y„ JUdson 6-1420

In Hialeah, Florida:

In Hollywood, California:

1335 E. 10th Ave.
TUxedo 8-4604

6510 Santa Monica Blvd.
HOllywood 9-5119
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HERE'S AN
ACCESSORY

AMERICAN

Cinematographer
ARTHUR E. GAVIN,

Editor

MARION HUTCHINS, Editorial Assistant

YOU WON'T USE
VERY OFTEN

CONTRIBUTORS: Herb A.

Lightman, Joseph V. Mascelli, Clifford V. Harrington, Joseph

Henry, Frederick Foster, Libero Grandi (Rome), Jean Belanger (Paris), Derek Hill (London).
Technical Adviser: Dr. Norwood L. Simmons.

It’s the special charging unit
for the

Editorial and Business Offices: 1782 North Orange Drive, Hollywood 28, Calif.
Telephone: HOIlywood 7-2135

DYNAMAX
POWER
PACK

Vol. 42, No. 9

September, 1961
Feature Articles

HIGH-SPEED.Alvin

Roe

510

Lightman

532

.

534

BINGHAM’S BEAT.Clifford V. Harrington

538

SHOOTING A “PROBLEM” PICTURE.Fred Woodress

539

IMPORTANCE OF CAMERA POINT-OF-VIEW.Joseph Henry

541

SHARP “EYES” FOR AIRCRAFT DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERS.Leigh Allen

542

HIGH-SPEED PHOTOGRAPHY IN 3-D.Guy Hearon

544

PRODUCING THE SPECIAL EFFECTS FOR “VOYAGE TO THE
BOTTOM OF THE SEA”.Herb
KODAK’S NEW REFLEX SPECIAL 16MM CAMERA

The many professionals now using the
DYNAMAX POWER PACK for Arriflex,
Hulcher, tape recorder and other appli¬
cations, do not seem to think the charg¬
ing unit is very necessary. They say they
often forget recharging is required . . .
if only at infrequent intervals. While the
DYNAMAX essentially doubles the foot¬
age available with standard lead-acid
type batteries, it does have to be re¬
charged from time to time.

A.

D.

Departments

Heart of the DYNAMAX POWER PACK is
a sintered-plate nickel cadmium storage
battery with a capacity of 6 to 10 am¬
pere hours. More than 5000 recharges
have been performed without loss of
capacity. A flat voltage curve is main¬
tained during discharge, and high dis¬
charge rate up to 50 amps, are possible.
DYNAMAX eliminates torque-motor prob¬
lems on the Arriflex.

WHAT’S NEW IN EQUIPMENT, ACCESSORIES SERVICES.

518

BEHIND THE CAMERAS. . .Marion

Hutchins

522

TECHNICAL QUESTIONS & ANSWERS.

526

BOOKLETS,

528

A Dual-Power Pack for the Arriflex pro¬
duces either 9.6 or 16 volts, switch
controlled. 12 and 24 volt units are
also available for the Hulcher, and other
cameras with similar power requirements.

CATALOGS,

BROCHURES. .

ON THE COVER
TWO D. B. MILLIKEN cameras (top, left) mounted for dual-tracking of a test
vehicle—just one of many camera set-ups used today to provide records
for space-age engineers. Story on page 542. How miniature sea scenes are
filmed in studio “tank” is shown in photo at top, right, and described by
Herb Lightman on page 532. Wade Bingham, CBS-TV news cameraman
(back to camera, bottom-left photo) photographs news commentator against
backdrop of Hong Kong harbor. Story begins on page 538. Kodak's slick
new 16mm camera, the Reflex Special, is pictured at bottom, right,
and described on page 543.

Power Packs for use with all cameras,
recorders, strobe units, etc., are available

Write for data sheet
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MOVIELAB

MOVIELAB

FILM

LABORATORIES

MOVIELAB BUILDING, 619 W. 54th ST.
NEW YORK 19, N. Y. JUDSON 6-0360

^developing color negatives • additive color printing * reduction printing including A & B • color
slide film processing • blowups • internegatives • Kodachrome scene-to-scene color balanced
printing • Ektachrome developing and printing • registration printing • plus complete black and
white facilities including cutting rooms, storage rooms and the finest screening facilities in the east.

Yes! We have the most
modern equipment to print
your film. But all the equip¬
ment in the world won’t
guarantee you highest qual¬
ity prints. This requires the
personal attention of skilled

THE FASTAX high-speed

craftsmen.

of a

motion

mechanical operation.

In

picture camera
the shutterless

in a typical

Fastax

set-up for a time-magnification

camera, the film

moves

continuously

study

instead

of intermittently.

The master craftsmen at
Motion Picture Laboratories

HIGH-SPEED

have the keen minds, the
imagination, the know-how
gained from years of experi¬
ence, and the personal in¬

Some

pertinent

facts

on

the

burgeoning

new

tegrity to give you prints of

science that slows fast motion to a snail’s pace.

photographic

matchless excellence.
We don’t “mass-produce”
prints here. We print your
film on a strictly personal
basis, giving it “everything
we have” to give you the
finest prints money can buy.
That’s one more reason why
our clients have remained
steadfastly with us through
the years.
As for speed, MPL gives
you 24 hour delivery service
anywhere in the United
States.
Send your film by AIR—today.
SOUND-EDITORIAL
COMPLETE LABORATORY SERVICES

MOTION PICTURE LABORATORIES,Inc.
781 S

Main Street
•
Memphis, Tennessee
Phone—Memphis WH 8-0456

The Master Craftsmanship
Your Film Deserves
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By

ALVIN

A phenomenon of motion picture pho¬
tography is the rapidity with which its
scope has been enlarged in recent years
to make important contributions in
many fields far removed from that of
entertainment for which it was orig¬
inally conceived. Chief among these has
been high-speed photography in which
images are photographed on motion
picture him travelling at fantastic rates
—1,000 fps and more on sprocketed
16mm him. (Beckman & Whitley, Inc.,
claim rates up to 4,300,000 pictures
per second with Dynafax and Magnifax cameras.—ED.).
It is not surprising, therefore, that
professional motion picture cameramen
in increasing numbers are seeking ex¬
perience and knowledge in the use of
high-speed cameras. Applications of
high-speed photography range from re¬
cording complex mechanical operations
so they may be studied on the screen at
greatly reduced speed, to recording
phenomena in the complex helds of
satellite and rocket engineering.
John H. Waddell, pioneer designer
of rotating prism high-speed motion
picture cameras, and author of numer¬

D.

ROE

ous articles and a book on high-speed
photography, has also written a com¬
prehensive article on the subject, which
appears in the American Cinematog¬
rapher Manual. High-speed motion pic¬
ture photography, Mr. Waddell ex¬
plains, is the recording on film of a
action or operation at frame rates
greater than those obtainable with a
conventional motion picture camera
having an intermittent shutter.
The term “slow motion” photog¬
raphy has been applied to the results of
high-speed cinematography because the
screened action is appreciably reduced
in speed when the film is projected at
the normal speeds of 16 or 24 frames
per second.
“The high-speed motion picture cam¬
era,” Mr. Waddell explains in his arti¬
cle in the Manual, “literally magnifies
time. If a subject in motion is photo¬
graphed at 1,000 frames per second,
the time magnification factor becomes
62.5 when the film is projected at the
silent film speed of 16 fps; or 41.67
times when it is projected at 24 fps
sound speed. Such magnification rates
Continued on Page 512
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MITCHELL R-35
...only truly professional
portable reflex motion picture camera

Designed to cover the widest range of professional motion picture applications, the all new Mitchell R-35
reflex camera offers remarkable versatility to exceed the requirements of most discriminating cinematogra¬
phers. Streamlined design is combined for the first time with the full range of professional features by
Mitchell-world’s leading source of truly professional motion picture cameras and equipment.

COMPACT
Incomparable
R-35
Film
Movement

Designed to produce rock-steady films completely
compatible with those of the well-known Mitchell
BNC, NC and Standard cameras, the new R-35
dual register pin movement features: Twin regis¬
tration pins ... twin pull-down claws; stop-motion
to 120 EP.S.; removable aperture plate with builtin filter holder slot. . . holds two thicknesses of
gelatin filters. Full size: 0.980" x 0.735", remov¬
able pressure plate, entire movement removable
for cleaning . . . special construction insures fool¬
proof insertion with no loss of timing.
Hand Held or Tripod Mounted, the new Mitchell R-35 reflex camera uses a new series of Super
Baltar matched lenses designed specifically for the R-35 by Bausch & Lomb. For Complete details
of the outstanding features of this remarkable 35mm camera, write for the new R-35 Bulletin.

MITCHELL R-35
SEPTEMBER

•

1961

MITCHELL CAMERA CORPORATION
666 W. HARVARD ST., GLENDALE 4, CALIF.
TECHNICAL REPRESENTATIVE:
521 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 17, N. Y.

511

travel. As yet such cameras have not
been produced on a commercial scale

HIGH-SPEED

SPECIAL EQUIPMENT SALE

Continued from Page 510

MOVIOLA 35mm model D Editor,
with take-us, footage counter,
variable seed, foot control
pedal, completely recond. $119.50
ACE 35mm rotary viewer with
footage and frame counter.$109.50
NEUMADE Baby rewinds 35mm x
1000' cap. bolt or clamp to
table. NEW. Pair.
$8.50
NEUMADE 16 or 35mm measur¬
ing machine. $19.50
2/35mm synchronizer.
29.50
1/16-1/35 comb synchronizer
29.50
ILEX 4" f2.9 Eyemo lens, new.... $11.50
MITCHELL erect image 35mm
viewfinder built in adjustable
mattes . $ 1 59.50
AKELEY Gyro tripod legs only.... $49.50
BELL & HOWELL model 1 79 sound
projector separate 1 2" speaker,
lens, cables.$169.50
B&H Filmotion 16mm viewer....
$49.50
Ampro 1 6mm sound projector
wi th
1 2"
speaker,
lens,
cables .$109.50
Ampro
sound
projector,
no
speaker .
79.50

are determined by the following for¬
mula :
Time
Taking Hate
Magnification — Projection Rate
“The cameras employed for high¬
speed photography fall into two gen¬
eral classes:
1) Continuously
cameras

2)

film

Cameras in which the film re¬
mains stationary and having a
continuously moving optical
compensating component.

Rotating Prism.
Rotating Mirror,
Rotating Lens,
Synchronized-flash.’’

Money back guarantee

The ensuing paragraphs explain briefly
the attributes, functions and applica¬
tions of each type camera:

iCS
me.
Box 454, Wall Street Station,
New York 5, N.Y.

i

Exposure
Meter

PATENT

FOR

NOTE: Convert your
Spectra Professional to
"Combi’500" at
nominal cost.

PHOTO RESEARCH CORP.
837 N. Cahuenga Bt., Hlywd, 38, Calif.

photometry is our business ... not a sideline
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moving

“The continuously moving film cam¬
eras are suh-divided into the following
groups:

All prices are fob, New York

APPLIED

in the United States.

The rotating prism camera employs
the principle of refracting the image
through a continuously rotating parallel
plate prism moving at the same velocity
as the film. The prism design depends
on the size of picture desired, the index
of the glass used in the prism and the
angle of rotation through which the
pictures are exposed. The shutters may
he either of two kinds: the barrel or
the slotted disc. The barrel type can
reach much higher speeds than the
disc type and hence has greater flexi¬
bility. In the most recently designed
high-speed cameras, picture quality
and steadiness, apparent on projection,
are being obtained that closely approxi¬
mate that of the intermittent movement
camera. The rotating prism cameras
are comparatively light in weight. One
camera capable of taking 10,000 16mm
pictures per second, weighs slightly
more than ten pounds. Some are light
enough to be hand-held and may be
operated from portable battery packs.
Cameras of this type are: (1) Fairchild, (2) Fastax, (3) Fastair, (4)
Magnifax (Kodak Type 3), (5) Photosonic, and (6) Waddell.
Rotating Lens and Rotating Mirror
cameras utilize lenses or mirrors to
achieve the optical compensation neces¬
sary to synchronize the moving image
(subject) and the velocity of film

Synchronized Flash Cameras employ
a commutator-type component to fire
a spark or electronic flash lamp at se¬
lected intervals to expose motion pic¬
tures on continuously moving film.
Originally no shutter was used in cam¬
eras of this type. Later, internal trig¬
gering devices were installed in some
of these cameras which ignited the
spark or electronic flash unit. Cameras
of this type offer the added advantage
of optical compensation which elimi¬
nates vertical smear of the picture
image.
Stationary Film Cameras are de¬
signed for ultra-high-speed photog¬
raphy. As their name implies, the film,
usually a short strip, remains station¬
ary within the camera and the subject
image is exposed on it by projection
from a rotating mirror, rotating lens,
or lens-prism combination. When re¬
quired, the photographic product of
these cameras can be converted to con¬
ventional motion pictures on sprocketed
film b y means of optical printing pro¬
cess.
Rotating mirror re-imaging cameras
provide fantastic picture taking rates
up to 33,000,000 pictures per second
for a limited interval. The lenticular or
“lenslet” type camera will record pic¬
tures at rates up to 250,000 per second
on 47'x5" sensitized plates. Such cam¬
eras have limited application. Synchro¬
nized electronic-optic and magneto¬
optic shutter camera pictures have been
printed as progressive-step motion pic¬
tures by a process of printing each in¬
dividual exposure several times before
advancing to the next.
With these ultra-high-speed cameras,
the percentage of picture taking speed
spectrum is (approximately) :
Pictures Per Second
Percentage
Up to 1,000 .
50
1,000 to
5,000 .
30
5,000 to 20,000 .
15
20,000 to 100,000 . + 1
Above 100,000 . - 1
Films used in high-speed motion pic¬
ture cameras are the commercially
available orthochromatic, panchro¬
matic, infrared and color emulsions. In
some cases (notably on cameras of ear¬
lier design) film had to be ordered spe¬
cially for high-speed cameras. Cameras
of more recent design use any of the
available packaged films.
Continued on Page 514
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TO NONE
THE FINEST MAINTAINED
RENTAL EQUIPMENT
including
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• SERVICE
• EXPERIENCE
• ON-TIME DELIVERY
(World-Wide)

16mm and 35mm

CAMERAS
MITCHELLS:

RA
ICE
ER
ACCESSORIES
BLIMPS

333 West 52nd Street
New York 19, N. Y.

PLaza 7-0906

DOLLIES

STANDARD

FRONT ATTACHMENTS

BNC
HI-SPEED

FILTER HOLDERS

R-35
LENS ACCESSORIES
MAGAZINES

ARRIFLEXS

MISCELLANEOUS CAMERA

AURICONS
BELL & HOWELLS
CINE SPECIALS
. . . You Name It!

MOTORS, TRIPODS
POWER SUPPLIES & BATTERIES
TRIPOD ACCESSORIES
EDITING EQUIPMENT
LIGHTING EQUIPMENT

LENSES

PROJECTION EQUIPMENT

ZOOM
WIDE ANGLE

SOUND EQUIPMENT

ANAMORPHIC

Rental Plans for all Budgets
Send for our Rental Catalog

We Rent, Buy and Sell Motion Picture Equipment & Accessories
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HIGH-SPEED
Continued from Page 512

tative analysis.
At exposure rates above 1,000 pic¬
tures per second, the reciprocity loss in
exposure may adversely affect the re¬

In most cases, reversal film is used
in high-speed cameras employed by
industry and research laboratories,
which permits direct screening of the
results for qualitative analysis by the
engineer or scientist. Military installa¬
tions generally use the negative-positive
process or evaluate results directly from
the negative. In such cases, measure¬
ments are made from the negative on a
frame-by-frame projector for a quanti¬

sults on negative or reversal film.
Rotating prism cameras, such as
Fastax, Fairchild, Beckman & Whitley
and Waddell, have a slightly different
exposure cycle, which varies between
1/3 and 1/10 the reciprocal of the pic¬
ture taking rate. The effective shutter
speeds become a factor related directly
to the open time of the prism/aperture
combination as compared to the closed
time between frames. At 1.000 pictures

per second, for instance, the exposure
will vary from 1/3,000 to 1/10,000
second, depending upon the combina¬
tion of the cutoff area of the prism
corners and the height of the aperture
plate.
For example, a Fastax camera with
a normal aperture plate traces a ray
of light through the optical system and
exposes it to the film for a period of
time equal to Ys the total time neces¬
sary to advance to the next frame posi¬
tion. Therefore, for a frame rate of
1.000 pictures per second the effective
shutter speed would be:

“i“xiior =
The scenes you shoot are not
can” until they havq, Been screej
okayed. Since fewJphotograpK
risk their camera originals in a/p
screening of a work print p e rm a
ing action, composition, exposure
and color rendi$jon. For l|6.m
specify. . . .
ff

1/3’000

seco"d

With an aperture plate height of
.030 inches the factor is 10. Therefore,
for a picture rate of 1,000 pictures per
second the effective shutter speed
would be:

1
1,000

; 1/10,000 second

For an aperture plate height of .003
inches, for instance, the factor would
be 100.
To facilitate the calculation of ex¬
posure with most exposure meters, the
prism/aperture factor can be divided
into the ASA Exposure Index of the
film and the exposure read directly as
a reciprocal of the frame rate. For in¬
stance, on the basis of a speed of
1,000 pictures per second, and a nor¬
mal aperture and a film index of 160:
Divide 160 by 3 = approximately
ASA 50.
Then read the correct f/stop opposite
second.

1/1,000

on Ektachrome Reversal Print Film

Jamieson processes your original Ekta¬
chrome (Commercial or ER*) and workprints on Ektachrome duplicating stock.
With all printing and processing under one
roof, you are assured of the quickest serv¬
ice combined with the highest quality.
Whenever you use 16mm color, use
processing and printing by Jamieson.
Send for our complete Laboratory Price
List.
♦UNDER

LICENSE

FROM

EASTMAN

KODAK

COMPANY

Dallas, Texas

If an aperture of .030 inches is used,
the ASA Exposure Index of 160 is
divided by 10, and equal ASA 16. and
again the f/stop is read opposite
1/1,000 second.
Photo-Sonics high-speed cameras are
rotating prism cameras equipped with
disc shutters. Exposure times for these
cameras are computed in the same way
as for any standard motion picture
camera. The basic formula is:
ET

A
360°

X

1
S

ET — Exposure Time
A = Shutter Angle in Degrees
S = Camera Frame Speed
For example, for a camera equipped
with a 72° shutter and exposing 1.000
frames per second, exposure would be
calculated thus:
Continued on Page 562
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Announcing

PRO-600 SPECIAL

the new

... a lightweight companion to the popular "PRO-GOO

99

Auricon proudly presents the
new “PRO-600 Special,”
a lightweight companion to the
famous “Pro-600,” now in use by
Cameramen all over the world!
The “Pro-600 Special,” like other
precision Cameras in the Auricon
line, is a superb professional
picture-taking instrument,
Self-Blimped and silent in operation.
At a small extra cost for built-in
Sound Equipment, it can even
record Optical or-Filmagnetic
Single-System sound. The
“Pro-600 Special” being driven
by a true, synchronous motor
is ideal for exacting Double-System
sound recording as well.
While the “Pro-600” is popular
for Studio and occasional
Newsreel operation, the new
“Pro-600 Special” with its minimum
weight and easy portability, is the
perfect answer for heavy duty
Newsreel and Documentary filming.

Write for free
‘‘Pro-600 Special”
Literature and
prices.

36 POUNDS

24 POUNDS
' PRO-600 SPECIAL'' FOR NEWSREEL & DOCUMENTARY FILMING
MODEL CM 77

"PRO 600 STUDIO CAMERA
MODEL CM-75

NEW AURICON ALL-TRANSISTORIZED FILMAGNETIC

HEART OF THE NEW “PRO-600 SPECIAL”
The secret behind the light weight of the new "Pro-600 Special” is this newly
developed Auricon Super-Silent Synchronous Soundrive. This precision motor
has taken 6 years to perfect and is designed to meet the most exacting sound
recording requirements.

New “all-weather” Amplifier, Model MA-11, can operate at the freezing South Pole
or the broiling Sahara Desert, without affecting its temperature compensated
14 transistor circuitry or frequency response of 50 to 12,000 cycles. Permanent
internal rechargeable battery for complete portability, or A. C. operated when
plugged into a 110 V. outlet. Weighs only 5 pounds.

GUARANTEE
All Auricon Equipment is
sold with a 30-day money
back Guarantee and a
1 year Service Warranty.
You must be satisfied!

Jwko*
AURICON, FILMAGNETIC AND SOUNDRIVE ARE TRADEMARKS OF BACH AURICON. INC.

THE AURICON LINE OF 16MM SOUND-ON-FILM CAMERAS

©SOS
CINE-VOICE H
100 ft. Runs 2% min.

AURICON PR0-600
600 ft. Runs 16Vi min.

AURICON SUPER-1200
1200 ft. Runs 33 min.

Horn, seine Street, Hollywood 3 8, California
LLYWOOD

3 - O 931

mi
AURICON .. .THE PROFESSIONAL CAMERA • STANDARD OF THE 16MM SOUND INDUSTRY SINCE

.O.S. SPECIALS
OF THE MONTH
NEW...USED...REBUILT...SURPLUS.

,

Price Reductions!!

Write

. .

Take Advantage of These Tremendous

Wire or Phone Before it is Too Late!!

★ CAMERAS, 35MM

★ ANIMATION & SPECIAL EFFECTS

ARRIFLEX I, 3 Goerz Apogar Lenses, 200' magazine,
motor .
$495.00
MITCHELL SINGLE SYSTEM, 4 Baltar lenses, 3-1000'
magazines; viewfinder; mattebox; 12V motor; Modulite galvanometer. Originally $9000.$3950.00
EYEMO 71 P, 2-400' mags, 110V AC/DC motor, 3 Cooke
Speed Panchro lenses. 2 cases ...$595.00
WALL, 4 Baltar lenses, double claw movement, pilot
pins, 1000' mag, 12V motor, RCA Galvo, amplifier,
mike, headphones, cases ._._.$1995.00
DEVRY Magic Eyes: 0-10° variable shutter: 2"
lens .
$149.50
MITCHELL STD., 5 Baltar lenses,- 2-1000' magazines;
110V
wild
motor;
mattebox;
viewfinder;
cases .
$2995.00

PATHE 35mm FILMSTRIP Camera; B & L Lens,- 4-200'
magazines; single frame, forward and reverse syncmo¬
tor, frame counter; push button switch. Recondi¬
tioned
.
$695.00
TEL-ANIMAPRINT Hot Press, Electronic Control, new
demonstrator
_
$459.50
CINE SPECIAL ANIMATION Motor, New.$299.50
ACME
7'
Animation
stand,
E/W/N/S movements,
sliding pegs, B&H 35mm camera, Acme stopmotion
motor. $12,500 value .
$3795.00
TEL-ANIMASTAND, art table N/S/E/W, rotary move¬
ment. New demonstrator. $3000 value _$1795.00
B&H 35mm Animation Cameras; 400' magazine,- dis¬
solve $3500 original cost .
$1250.00
SAME with thru-lens focusing .
$1750.00

★ MOTION PICTURE PRINTERS

★ CAMERAS, 16MM
CINE SPECIAL II Camera, 3 Ektar Lenses; 100'
Chamber .
$695.00
B & H 70 DA Filmo w/single frame; iris vignetter,
fader,- I 10V AC/DC motor; 7 fine lenses; positive
finder,- 5 objectives, filters, $700 value, likenu ,.$395.00
AURICON PRO-600 Special, 3 lens turret; critical focuser,telefinder system, VA galvo; TV-T shutter,- RA-31 ampli¬
fier; 2-400' mag; zoom door,- door w/B&H positive
finder; trunk. $3575 value, likenu .
$2850.00
MAURER 05; Syncmotor; 400' magazine; viewfinder; 3
lens turret. Originally $5500.
$1495.00
B&r-i F|l'\0 Tin.et Automaster Autoload, fl .9 lens,
case. Originally 0350.
$79.50
AURICON SUPER 1200' parallax finder, variable shutter,
2-400' mags., case. Less galvo. $5300 list.$2495.00
CINEPHONIC, Magnetic recording, 400' Mitchell mag,
3 Elgeet lenses, turret, transistor amplifier, power
supply, mike. Pro Jr. tripod and triangle. Originally
$3000, likenu .
$1495.00
BOLEX,
Converted
400'
mag.;
rackover;
telescopic
finder,- 110V wild motor. $900 original cost....$449.50

★ CAMERA ACCESSORIES
HOUSTON FEARLESS TC-1
Television Camera Crane.
Factory price $5800, likenu...$3495.00
SCANOPTIC ANAMORPHIC System; includes basic CinemaScope type lens,- 4 f2.3 Baltar camera lenses—40/50/
75/190mm for Mitchell N.C. $9000 value.$3300.00
CINE VOICE Portable Power Supply, nickel cad.
battery, charger, $195 value
...$125.00
ARRIFLEX Voltabloc Powerpacs, used. With built-in
charger $110. Less charger ..$99.50
B&H 400' bipack magazine .....$149.50
PHOTO RESEARCH Spectra Meters with filters,
sphere, case. 2 Color .....$129.50
NATIONAL CINE Crab Dolly, very good condi¬
tion. $4750 original cost ......$3750.00
RABY heavy studio dolly ......$895.00
MOTORIZED DOLLY w/revolving head 7' boom height;
2
seats;
hi hat;
brackets
for
6
lites.
Orig
$4000 .....$695.00
AKELEY Gyro Tripod, $1100 originally .$595.00
EYEMO 6V Motors, 8/48 fps; New .$74.50
CECO CINE Special Blimp, syncmotor ..$395.00

★ LABORATORY EQUIPMENT
ART REEVES SENSITESTER, 16/35 combined sensi/densitometer, likenu .
$795.00
EASTMAN EDGE NUMBERING machine with new number¬
ing block _
$1445.00
DUPUNT
35mm
EDGE
NUMBERING
Machine,
com¬
plete ..._...$1295.00
PHOTOVOLT Densitometer 16/35mm with soundtrack
accessory. Cost $750 when new ....$395.00
PAKO Heat Exchangers, controls solution temperatures
accurately. $300 value. New (Surplus) _
$98.50
FRIED Light Scene Tester, 1
to 11
exposures. As
EASTMAN Electric
35mm Film Waxing
heating element and motor.
Originally $1500. Rebuilt..

Machine with
$495.00

B&H 16mm Model JC Printer, reconditioned ....$3995.00
RCA REDUCTION PRINTER, 35/16mm soundtrack, 180'
per minute. $9000 value, excellent...$3500.00
CUSTOM BUILT 35mm Step Printer, pilot pin registra¬
tion .
$395.00
DEPUE
PRINTER 35mm
DUAL SOUND &
PICTURE.
Prints from two negatives.....$1295.00
TEL-AMATIC 16mm SOUND & Picture Printer. Semi¬
automatic light change..
$995.00
B&H Printer, 35mm step contact, pilot pin spreaders,
semi-automatic light change.
Original cost $4000.$995.00
CINECOLOR Double Head 35mm Step Printer with
automatic life change and timing device. Originally
$12,000. (Bank foreclosure) .
$2495.00

★ LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
KLIEGL FLUORESCENT Fixtures w/separate ballast, panto¬
graph hanger. Take 6 slimline 64" lamps. $397 list,
excellent .
$99.50
LARGE SILVER REFLECTORS, hardwood hinged frames
with pronged support.
4 ft. x 4 ft., double surface .....$37.50
4 ft. x 6 ft., single surface .$42.50
DOUBLE BROADS with stands. 1000W lamps_$59.50
10.000W Fresnel Spot heads, cost over $500_$249.50
BARDWELL-McALISTER 750W Baby Keglite heads..$39.95
BARDWELL-McALISTER 2000W Spots, likenu.$89.95
MOLE RICHARDSON 2000W Spots, black #412....$79.95
MOLE RICHARDSON 5000W Spots, black #415....$149.95
MOLARC 150 amp. head, grid and pedestal.
List
price $2410 when new .....$795.00

★ RECORDING EQUIPMENT
MAURER D. 16mm Optical Recorder, twin track nega¬
tive/positive; 4 pos. mixer; noise reduction amplifier;
400' mag. Excellent.$3250.00
R&A 35mm OPTICAL RECORDERS, 220V 3 ph syncmotors,
bilateral galvo, 1000' mag. used, as is .$1995.00
KINEVOX 4-position mixer, AC operated, VU meter.
Cost $495.
$225.00
STANCIL HOFFMAN Model S-6 Sync 17.5mm Mag.
Recorder & Reproducer, P24C Power Supply, playfvi<-k amolifier, cases. Oriqinally $2800.$895.00
STANCIL HOFFMAN S-5 edge or center 16mm track.
Originally
$2000.
Complete..
$995.00
AURICON RT80 16mm Optical Recorder, VA Amplifier
NR22, cases. Originally $1100.
$395.00
MAGNAGRAM (now Magnasync) 16mm center track re¬
corder. Counter; 3 motors; 1200' capacity.
Originally $2350. As is.
$525.00
RCA PHOTOPHONE 35mm Fantasound film phonograph
with Selsyn motors. Orig. $6,500 .
$495.00

★ PROJECTORS, BACKGROUND,
PREVIEW
BACKGROUND Arc Projector, 35mm movies or slides,120 amp. arclamp,- rheostat; lenses. Cost $15,000 to
build, unassembled, as is, plus crating .S395.00
FILMCRAFT 35mm Movie Background Process Outfit. Write
for details. S15,000 value IBank foreclosure!..SI 995.00
HOLMES 16mm ARC PROJECTOR; Strong babyarc; 15A
rectifier,- pedestal; less amplifier..
$295.00

SIMPLEX Acme 35mm Arc Sound Projector with
pedestal .
_.$235.00
PREVIEW Interlock Projector, DeVry, 1000W lamp, runs
picture and sound simultaneously.$995.00

★ MOVIOLAS, EDITING MACHINES
CECO 35mm VIEWER, $500 orig. Good condition..$195.00
MOVIOLA PREVIEW 35mm UDPVS, separate picture and
soundhead,
on
rolling
stand.
4"x6"
screen,
rebuilt.....$1095.00
Same with 8"xl0" screen.$1495.00
MOVIOLA 35mm UDS, separate picture and soundheadon rolling stand.
$795.00
MOVIOLA 35mm UDCS .separate sound and composite
picture/magnetic optical, footage counter. On rolling
stand. Excellent.
$295.00
MOVIOLA 16mm ULC bullseye composite picture and
sound, rolling stand.
$995.00
ACMIOLA 35mm Viewers w/stands, 6"x8y2" picture,
motorized, $1500 original cost_
$295.00
AKELEY 35mm Viewer, sound and composite 5"x7"
aerial image. Original cost $3000; closeout....$295.00

★ FILM PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
GPL 401 HI-SPEED 16 mm Spray Processor, neg/pos.
Reconditioned. Originally $8000 .$3995.00
HOUSTON 16mm PROCESSOR A-1 1 will handle 35mm by
changing rollers. Dalite loading, neg/pos/reversal temp
control incomplete, otherwise appears good ....$2995.00
FILMLINE 16mm RACETRACK REVERSAL Processor, han¬
dles 200' of film dry-to-dry in 3'/2 minutes. Original
cost, $5450. Our special price.$2495.00
HOUSTON FEARLESS 19AS 16mm COLOR Processor un¬
assembled. Has 17 S.S. tanks 70" high, extra rollers,
drive assembly, complete drybox. Less motors, pumps
and
refrigeration.
Worth
$12,000.
FOB
Flor¬
ida .$1295.00
HOUSTON FEARLESS 22B neg./pos. processor; tempera¬
ture control; recirculation; 1800' per hr. As is $1495.00
MAMMOTH HOUSTON Color Processor, 16/35mm, Ansco/
Ektachrome, neg./pos., up to 1200' per hr., 16 stain¬
less steel tanks, one fiberglass lined. Full '/2 ° tem¬
perature control. Recirculation, air supply, 7 squee¬
gees. Cost Cuban government $35,000. Rebuilt like
new .
$11,995.00

★ CUTTING ROOM SUPPLIES
B&H FOOT SPLICERS, excellent condition. 35mm....$595.00
70mm....$895.00
FOSTER AUTOMATIC REWIND on table w/inspection
lite, 110V AC 60 cy. hvy. duty motor, foot pedal
control, speeds zero to 875 RPM ...$495.00
CRAIG 16mm Editor Viewers, excellent...$19.95

★ CAMERA MOTORS &
ELECTRICAL
SPENCER INDUSTRIAL VACUUM cleaner, rollabout with
new hose, recond. $700 originally..—..$195.00
200 Amp. GENERATOR, I10DC, water cooled engine,
on 4 wheel trailer. $2500 value.$795.00
720 Amp. GENERATOR, 120DC, 100HP 220/440V 3 ph
motor, panel, 7’/2HP starting motor, selencing choke
coil. Good for 25% overload. $10,000 orig.$2950.00
INTERLOCK DISTRIBUTOR, primary 220V 3ph, secondary
220V 3ph for recording studios....$495.00
INTERLOCK DISTRIBUTOR, primary 110V lph, secondary
220V 3ph for recording studios__$495.00
Control
cabinet with
absolute 24 frame gover¬
nor .
$495.00
INTERLOCK MOTORS 220V 3ph for Mitchell,
B&H
Cameras .
$95.00

$.01 LEASING PLAN
Get acquainted with the many advantages of this
Plan—specially designed for the Motion Picture
Industry, making it possible to obtain latest
film production and exhibiting equipment on very
liberal terms. Write for FREE booklet.

URCE OF SUPP
16-FRAlE
16mm Film Edge
Numbering Machine

EDM PRO-35
Professional Precision
at a Price!
A 35mm ACTION VIEWER designed
for easy editing. Precision optics
assure bright pictures in sharp fo¬
cus whether film
is
moving
or
stopped. Film protected from over¬
heating or burning. No intermit¬
tent or oscillating parts. Free turn¬
ing sprocket guards against film

or Combination Sound Reader

damage.
©

©

Available with Optical/Magnetic

Large Screen: 4 3/s" x 6 1/16"
Brilliant Picture Image
Velvet action Nylon Rollers
Film travels Left to Right
Simplified Framing and Focusing
4-sided Prismatic Shutter
Lightweight, compact design

SPECIAL
INTRODUCTORY OFFER!
S.O.S. Ediola Pro-35
S.O.S. Pro-35,

Only $295

Optical Sound Reader & Base $495

ms,

★
SPEEDS TO
20 FT. PER MIN.
★
DAYLIGHT
LOADING

(

ALLEN REVERSAL
Unnumbered films cause
confusion and
loss of valuable time!

PROCESSORS

★
This

COMPLETELY
AUTOMATIC

NEW

model

overcomes

the

problem

matching 16mm film to 35mm. Provides a direct

★

numerical reference between both sizes

VARIABLE
SPEED DRIVE
★
AUTOMATIC
REFRIGERATION
★
CHEMICAL
RECIRCULATION
★
COMPLETE
PLUMBING

$3750

STANDARD MODELS
Designed to edge number every foot of 16mm,
17 Vi mm, 35mm films and simplify the task of
checking titles and footage. The MOY VISIBLE EDGE
FILM NUMBERING MACHINE replaces cue marks,
perforations, messy crayons, punches and embossing
—does not mutilate film. Both negative a-d posi¬
tive films can be numbered. Non-magnetic parts
do not afFect magnetic film.
.
Very simple to operate.
IpiOVJ
CONVERSION KIT AVAILABLE
For changing operation from 16mm to 35mm or
35mm to 16mm. Kit Price. $875
Write for brochure

★
PRICES START AT

$2995

AMONG
PRESENT
___

Entirely self-contained with every accessory. Fully automatic with
many exclusive advantages—requires no attendance and reduces
maintenance and cleaning to a minimum.

A Complete Line of Allen Film Processors
are Available for Both 16mm and 35mm

OWNERS
_
AKfc:

/Walt Disney Productions, Calif. (6 machines)
Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N. Y.
Boeing Airplane Co., Seattle. Wash.
General Film Labs., Hollywood, Calif.
Reeves Soundcraft, Springfield, Calif.
Ramo-Woolridge Corp., Los Angeles, Calif.
| University of Southern Calif., Los Angeles
University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois
\ Telefilm. Inc., Hollywood, Calif.
i Consolidated Film Labs., New York City
I Cinerama Productions, New York
i Columbia Broadcasting System, N. Y.
National Aeronautics & Space Administra¬
tion, Langley Field
McDonnell Aircraft Corp., St. Louis, Mo.
Wright-Patterson Airforce Base
Movielab Film Laboratories. N.Y.

J

formerly

$.01 PHOTO-CINE-OPTICS, Inc. S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
602

of

WEST

WESTERN

52nd

STREET,

BRANCH:

6331

NEW YORK
Hollywood

19,

N. Y. — Phone-.

Boulevard,

Hollywood

PLaza 7-0440 — Cable:

SOSOUND,

N. Y.

28, California — Phone: HOIlywood 7-2124

WHAT'S NEW
IN

EQUIPMENT,

ACCESSORIES,

AURICON CAMERAS
pro-600 and SUPER-1200

Dynamax Power Pack

Single-system
16mm sound-on-film
cameras.
Latest
model
Cine-Voicc
II sound cameras.
TV Kinescope sh¬
utters,
new
and
used in stock.
Pro
600
Special
Lightweight
out¬
fit with Film Ma¬
gnetic Sound Sys¬
tem.

COLORTRAN CINEMASTER
CONVERTERS

SERVICES

Colortran Cine-Queen
A new high-intensity AC-DC wideflood lighting unit is announced hy
Natural Lighting Corp., 630 So. Flower
St., Burbank, Calif. Trade-named the
Cine-Queen, unit employs new 1500watt G-E lamp which produces a rec¬
tangular area of flood illumination at
3350° Kelvin, using 120-V AC or DC
power source. With this new Colortran
unit, no Colortran converter is needed
because of the pre-boosted type of fila¬
ment construction in the G-E lamp. The
illumination produced equals that of a
standard PAR 64 medium boosted
flood.

The Dynamax Power Pack is a sintered-plate nickel cadimum storage bat¬
tery having a capacity of 60 to 100
ampere hours. A flat voltage curve is
maintained during discharge (use)
and high discharge rates up to 50
amps, are possible. According to the
distributor, Gordon Enterprises, 5362
No. Cahuenga Blvd., North Hollywood,
Calif., use of the Dynamax eliminates
torque-motor problems with Arriflex
cameras. A dual power-pack for the
Arriflex produces either 9.6 or 16 volts,
switch-controlled; 12 to 24 volt units
are also available for cameras such as
Hulcher and others having similar
power requirements.

Provides up to 50,000-watts of Kelvin-controlled
illumination
for
photography.
Cinemaster
II,
with pushbutton controls, available in 3 models:
50,000

watts.$309.00

40,000

watts. 258.00

25,000

watts. 168.00

CAMART
BABY
DOLLY

Heat-reducing Filter

Spectra-Pritchard Photometer

The only portable four-wheel dolly that provides
balance and stability. Adjustable seat for camera¬
man. Platform accommodates assistant.$425.00
Dolly Tracks Available

518

A convenient and highly-sensitive
brightness measuring instrument is the
Spectra - Pritchard Photometer, now
manufactured and distributed by The
Photo Research Corp., 837 No. Cahuenga, Hollywood 38, Calif.
Instrument has a telescopic viewing
system and is equally sensitive to light
of any type of polarization. The ob¬
jective lens can be adjusted to extend
the focal range from three feet to in¬
finity. A closeup lens attachment per¬
mits focus at distances nearer than
three feet. The field of view (size of
spot measured) can be varied by in¬
serting various mirror-apertures. The
angular fields subtended by these aper¬
tures are 6. 15, 30, 60, and 120 arc
minutes. A technical data sheet is
available.

A new liquid heat-reducing filter de¬
signed especially for use on 35/70mm
motion picture projectors is announced
hy D & F Products, Inc., 1350 No.
Highland Ave., Hollywood 28, Calif.
Filter consists of two Vicor plates with
a liquid between them and has an
outer hollow rim for the circulation of
cooling water, either from a re-circula¬
tor or from a tap water source. Because
of its shallow construction and wide
opening, the filter has no effect on light
distribution and does not upset the il¬
lumination system of the lamphouse.
According to the manufacturer, tests
with the filter have effectively reduced
temperatures at center of projector
gates 30 to 40 percent.
European Equip. Rentals
Claude Chevereau, President of Chevereau, S.A., Paris, announces the exContinued on Page 521
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For How-To-Do-It
and What-To-Do-It with...

Q

h m%

HAS THE
ANSWER!

When the professionals in Motion Pictures, Television, Photo-Instrumentation, Audio-Visual Instruction and Training and Indus¬
trial Photography have a problem... they go to CECO •
or television photography.

CECO has a staff of trained specialists in every phase of motion picture

From hi-speed cinematography to single-frame projection, from gigantic lighting situations to time-

lapse instrumentation lighting ... these are just a few of the areas our specialists cover for you.
with an enigma ... call CECO.

The next time you are faced

Besides brainpower, we have the largest supply of equipment in the world.

No matter where

you're located, a telephone call will start the gears meshing at once.

'CECO — Trademark of Camera Equipment CO., Inc.

OMEGA D2V AND
AUTOMEGA D3V ENLARGERS
First with a built-in variable
condenser system. The ultimate
in 4" X 5" enlarging equipment.

SPECTRA PROFESSIONAL
EXPOSURE METER
3 meters in 1—
illumination, contrast

CECO CONVERSION OF AURICON

and brightness.

CINE-VOICE CAMERA
Converts for use with external magazines,

Built-in computer;
dual light scale.

400, 500 and 1200 ft. Veeder footage

MOVIOLA EXTENSION FOR MULTIPLE

counter included. Torque take-up motor.

SOUND TRACK EDITING
Add a sound head to your Moviola.
16mm or 35mm.

Don’t

(£nm€RH equipment (o..inc.

delay...

Gentlemen: I am interested in the items checked below.
Please rush me more free information on these products

for more
information
send
this
postage
RAPROMATIC FILM PROCESSOR
FOR 16, 35, AND 70MM
Revolutionary technique develops and fixes
film as you shoot. Superior image quality.
Projects in seconds, fits all cameras.

315 West 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y.
JUdson 6-1420

□
D
D
□
□
□
d

MOVIOLA Sound Track Extension
SPECTRA Exposure Meter
OMEGA and AUTOMEGA Enlargers
CECO AURICON Cine-Voice Conversion
RAPROMATIC Film Processor
MAGNASYNC Type 5 Sound Recorder
CECO Ditty Bag

free

Name_

card

Firm_

TODAY!

Address.
City_

□
□
D
□
d
□
□

FREZZO-LITE Model “500A"
CECO Synch Motor for Kodak K100
CECO 35mm Stop Motion Projector
CRAMER Continuous 16mm Processor
CECO Pro Jr. and Pro Sr. Dolly
PROTECT-A-PRINT
LOWEL-LIGHT with Barndoor
Title.

Zone_State.

B
MAGNASYNC TYPE 5 SOUND RECORDER
The most universally accepted sound system in America. Meets

P

LIGHTWEIGHT FREZZO-LITE MODEL “500A"

all SMPTE and Academy standards. A professional recorder for

Powered by latest development in batteries.

professionals. Available in split 16, 16, 17y2 and 35mm.

Delivers 32 min. of high intensity light.

j£

CECO DITTY BAG

Ip

The ideal carry-all. Keeps
necessary small equipment

(

and tools accessible.

F
CECO 110 VOLT AC SYNCH-MOTOR

S

FOR KODAK K100 CAMERA
Precision motor drives camera at exact
sound speed of 24 fps. Synch motors for
other cameras available-

CECO is ready to equip you completely with everything from
editing gloves to the world's finest Motion Picture and TV Equipment.

CECO PRO JR. AND
PRO SR. 3-WHEEL DOLLY
Collapsible; lightweight; ball
bearing rubber casters.
Jr. weighs 15y2 lbs.; Sr. 18 lbs.

CRAMER CONTINUOUS 16MM PROCESSOR
CECO RED LAKE 35MM STOP MOTION PROJECTOR
Variable speed remote control, forward and

Compact; economical; portable. Can be
operated in daylight.

Fully automatic.

reverse. 8 to 24 pps; 1000 ft. capacity; positive

PROTECT-A-PRINT
A 10 ft. leader on your film cleans

single frame.

film path, removes emulsion
build-up, eliminates film scratch,
increases print life.

FIRST CLASS
PERMIT No. 4236
New York, N. Y.
Sec. 34.9, P. L. & R.

In New York-.

Camera Equipment Co., Inc.
315 W. 43rd St.
JUdson 6-1420

BUSINESS

REPLY MAIL

NO POSTAGE STAMP NECESSARY IF MAILED IN THE UNITED STATES

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY

In Hialeah, Florida

Camera Equipment Co., Inc.
of Florida, 1335 E. 10th Ave.
TUxedo 8-4604

In Hollywood, California:

CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY, INC.
DEPT. 64, 315 WEST 43rd STREET

Camera Equipment Co., Inc.
6510 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 9-5119

LOWEL-LIGHT WITH POCKET
SIZE BARNDOOR
Attaches instantly to most any surface
with clamps or Gaffer Tape. Light¬
weight barndoors assure professional
light control.

NEW YORK 36, N. Y.

SALES

• SERVICE

•

RENTALS

TIRED OF BEING PUSHED AROUND?
BRINGUS YOUR IDEA OR PARTIALLY COMPLETED
PROJ ECT AN D WE'LL SEND YOU OUT WITH A TOP
QUALITYMOTION PICTURE, INCLUDINGRELEASE
PRINTS, ON TIME AND WITHOUT HEADACHES OR
CONFUSION. ALL WORK DONE IN OUR OWN

WHAT’S NEW
Continued from Page 518

pansion of company’s continental cam¬
era equipment rental service through
acquisition of additional equipment.
Company is leading rental source of
motion picture cameras, dollies, and
cranes for both American and Euro¬
pean film producers shooting on loca¬
tion in western Europe. Company’s
headquarters are at 20 Rue de la Chine,
Paris 20, France.

PLANT UNDER ONE SUPERVISION AND ONE RE¬
SPONSIBILITY BY THE SAME FOUNDER-MANAGE¬
MENT OPERATING AT THE SAME ADDRESS FOR
MORE THAN 23 YEARS. PROVE TO YOURSELF
WHAT AN EFFICIENT ONE-STOP SERVICE CAN DO
FOR YOU AT LESS COST IN TIME AND MONEY.

T€L€flLM
|

INCORPORATED

VF Lens With Finder

)

Member: Industry Film Producers Association
6039 HOLLYWOOD BLVD.

HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIF.
HO. 9-7205

This is the latest IMPROVED

CINEKAD JUNIOR DOLLY
Used Nationally by
Discriminating Cameramen
This 3-Wheel Collapsible Dolly Is

The Traid Twenty-Eighty Variable
Focal Lens features a built-in view¬
finder and fits any 16mm camera
equipped for C-mount lenses. Providing
a range of focal lengths from 20mm to
80mm. for wide-angle, normal, and
telephoto shots, the iris is constant at
f/2.5 and focusing scale is 48" to in¬
finity. Finder may be positioned for
any spot in the 360° range around the
camera and a framing mask can be
rotated for horizontal positioning. The
eyepiece closes to prevent feedback of
light. Write Traid Corporation, 17136
Ventura Blvd., Encino, Calif.

especially designed to meet the demand for con¬
venient mobility of cameras on location or in
the studio.

The new model instead of the
4" wheels is constructed with 5"
heavy

duty

rubber-tired

swivel

wheels.
Write tor more details and prices.

CINEKAD ENGINEERING CO.
763 10th Ave., N.Y., N.Y., Plaza 7-3511

Playback Synchronizer

RAY MERCER & CO.
In One Location for 37 Years

TITLES . . . SPECIAL EFFECTS . . . FADES . . . WIPES . . . MATTES . . .
SUPERIMPOSURES . . . DISSOLVES . . . INSERTS . . . ANIMATION MINIATURES
. . . TRICK PHOTOGRAPHY CINEMASCOPE . . . BLACK AND WHITE . . . COLOR
•
FREE SPECIAL EFFECTS CHART, FREE TITLE CHART
•
NO JOB TOO DIFFICULT FOR US
THE ORIGINATORS OF SPECIAL EFFECTS

4241

NORMAL

SEPTEMBER

•

AVE.,

1961

HOLLYWOOD

29,

CALIF.

Phone:

NO.

3-9331

A transistorized playback synchro¬
nizer for syncing
tape playbacks
with sprocket-driven film is announced
by Magna-Tech Electronic Co., Inc.,
630 Ninth Ave., New York 36, N. Y.
Unit employes 60-cyc. or 14-kc sync
track for control; can correct speed
deviation of ± 20% from sync speed.
List price is $1,290. F.O.B. N.Y.
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ERAS

BEHIND
WHAT

THE

OTING

INDUSTRY'S
B

LAST

MONTH

H I N S

NOTE: Asterisks following title indicates television film productions.

DESILU—Gower Studios

ALLIED ARTISTS

Robert Krasker. “Bill Budd” (C’Scope:
Anglo-Allied Prod.; shooting in Spain &
England) with Robert Ryan and Peter Usti¬
nov. Peter LIstinov, producer-director.
Joe Biroc, ASC, “Hitler” (Three Crown
Prod.) wtili Richard Basehart and Mario
Emo. Stuart Heisler, director.
Carl Guthrie, ASC, “The George Raft
Story” with Ray Danton and Jayne Mans¬
field. Joe Newman, director.
CASCADE STUDIO
Cleans, conditions and lubricates your film in one
easy operation. Non-inflammable, eliminates wax¬
ing, absolutely safe.
Ecco

Model

D

Applicator.$33.00

Ecco

Model

1500

Cleaning

Fluid

per gal.$ 9.00

Ecco No. 2000 negative cleaning fluid, gal. $ 7.00

CAMART ELECTRIC FILM TIMER

counter,

no

timer.$45.00

Donald Glouner, ASC, Commercials.”

•

Professional editing table model

•

With

safe—assures

a

carbide scraper blade.

Model

135—35mm

or

16mm.$329.50

Model

116—16mm

or

8mm.$229.50

All prices FOB New York.

Send For New 1961 Catalog

Arthur Grant, “The Pirates of Blood
River” (Megascope & Eastman Color; Ham¬
mer Film Prods.; shooting in England) with
Kerwin Mathews and Glenn Corbett. John
Gilling, director.
Philip Tannura, ASC, “Shannon”*.

ASC,

“Donna

Reed

Aldo Tonti, “Barabas” (Technirama 70 &
Technicolor; Dino De Laurentis Prods.;
shooting in Italy) with Anthony Quinn and
Silvano Mangano. Richard Fleischer, direc¬
tor.
Arthur Arling, ASC, “Notorious Landlady”
(Kohlmar-Quine Prod.) with Kim Novak and
Jack Lemmon. Richard Quine, director.
DESILU—Cahuenga Studios

Robert de Grasse, ASC, “Dick VanDyke
Show”*; “Danny Thomas Show”*.
Sid Hickox,
Show”*.

ASC,

“The

Andy

Griffith

Henry Cronjager, “Joey Bishop Show”*;
“Jack Benny Show”*.
DESILU—Culver City

Charles Straumer, “The Untouchables”*.
Lothrop
Coys”*.

522

Eugene Polito, “Straightaway”*.
FAIRBANKS STUDIOS

Ray Foster, ASC, Commercials*.
FOX WESTERN AVENUE

STUDIOS—New York

GENERAL SERVICE STUDIOS

Gert
Andersen,
Show”*

The
Hot
Splice
is
durable,
perfect weld all the time.

Robert Planck, ASC, “My Three Sons”*.

Joe MacDonald, ASC, Commercials*.

Fred Young, “Lawrence of Arabia” (Super
Panavision 70 & Technicolor; HorizonAmerican Prods.; shooting in Jordan) with
Peter O’Toole. David Lean, director.

•

Ted Voightlander, “Ben Casey”*.

Morris
Hartzband,
“The
Defenders”*
(CBS) Boris Sagal and Buzz Kulich, direc¬
tors.

Irving Lippman, “The Hathaways”*.

TRAID SPLICER

Young

Charles van Enger, ASC, “Lassie”*.

FILMWAYS

Jack Marta, “Route 66”*.

Bob Huke, “Reach for Glory” (John KohnJud Kinberg Prod.; shooting in England)
with Harry Andrews and Kay Walsh.

16mm

“Robert

Richard Rawlings, “Margie”*

Fred Gately, ASC, “Hazel”*.

Harry Stradling, ASC, “Five Finger Exer¬
cise” (Sonnis Corp.) with Rosalind Russell
and Jack Hawkins. Daniel Mann, director.

16mm or 35mm footage counter with timer $85.00

ASC,

Robert Hauser, “Bus Stop”*

COLUMBIA STUDIOS

Philip Lathrop, ASC, “Experiment in
Terror” (Geoffrey-Kate prod.; shooting in
San Francisco) with Glenn Ford and Lee
Remick. Blake Edwards, producer-director.

Single

Skall,

James Van Trees, ASC, “Dobbie Gillis”*.

Elwood Bredell, ASC, Commercials*.

Burnett Guffey, ASC, Commercials*.

For narration, post-recording, dubbing, timing or
any operation involving synchronous film timing.
Two synchronous timing motors and two precision
footage counters measure total footage and its
equivalent in minutes and tenths.

William
Show”*.

Worth,

ASC,

“The

Real

Mc¬

Thomas Tutwiler, ASC, “International Golf
Show”*.
Robert Hager, “Perry Mason”*.
Arch Dalzell, “Mister Ed”*
Harry Wolf, “Hennessey*.
INDEPENDENT

Ernest Caparros, “The Miracle Worker”
(Playfilms, Inc. for UA) with Anne Bancroft
and Patti Duke. Arthur Penn, director.
Daniel Fapp, ASC, “One, Two, Three”
(P’Vision; Pyramid Prod.; A. G. Mirisch
Co. for UA; shooting in Berlin) with James
Cagney and Horst Bucholz. Billy Wilder,
producer-director.
Emmanuel Rojas, "Out of the Tiger’s
Mouth” (Shooting in Hong Kong; RugglesWhelan Enterprises for Sutton Prods.) with
Han-Yi. Tim Whelan, Jr., director.
Leo Tover. ASC, “What a Wonderful Life”
(Mirisch-UA; shooting in Florida) with El¬
vis Presley and Arthur O’Connell. Gordon
Douglas, director.
Fred West, ASC, (Shooting in Nashville,
Tenn.) Methodist Church Films.
Frank Planer, ASC, “The Children’s
Hour” (Wm. Wyler Prod.—Mirisch Co.;
UA release) with Audrey Hepburn, Shirley
MacLaine and James Garner.
William
Wyler, producer-director.
Winton Hoch, ASC, “Soldiers 3” (Essex
prods, for UA; shooting in Kanab, Utah)
with Frank Sinatra and Dean Martin. John
Sturges, director.
Gilbert Warrenton, ASC, “Line of Duty”
(Harvard Films for UA) with Chris Warfield and Erin O’Donnell. Edw. L. Kahn,
director.
Jack Hildyard, “The Road to Hong Kong”
(Melnor Prod.; UA release; shooting in
London) with Bing Crosby, Bob Hope and
Joan Collins. Norman Panama, director.
Haskell Wexler, "The Intruder” (Roger
Corman Prod.; shooting in Mo.) with WilContinued on Page 524
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ARRIFLEX-totin cowboy
ARRIFLEX 35 on horseback! Larry Lansburgh combines
toD-notch horsemanship with cinematic originality, as he shoots

This camera-toting cowboy is shooting for another big prize. He’s Larry Lansburgh—twice winner of the
Academy Award and one of Walt Disney’s top producer-directors. The camera? Arriflex, of course! Because
only Arriflex packages the most desirable professional features in a compactly designed, lightweight, highly
system, and
mobile camera. Its precision film movement, advanced mirror-reflex shutter
extreme versatility make Arriflex the choice of pros around the world. Larry
Lansburgh shoots with the Arriflex 35. Remarkably portable, yet

^

used to hard knocks, it has seen him through some rugged

'T

assignments . . . providing exciting films, praised by his peers in

ARRIFLEX 35

1

the industry and cheered by audiences everywhere. Whether
“16” or “35”—on location, in the plant, the laboratory or studio
Arriflex can do the same for you!

ARRIFLEX 16

For literature and/or demonstration of
Arriflex 16mm and 35mm cameras, with no obligation, write to:

CORPORATION
Al\/irmr>A

Ar

OF AMERICA $8$
^

257 Park Avenue South, New York 1°, N.Y.
826 North Cole Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif.
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Ellis Thackery, ASC, Benj.

BEHIND THE CAMERAS

Kline, ASC,

“Thriller”*.

Continued from Page 522

William Whitley, ASC, “Holiday Lodge”*.
Jack MacKenzie, ASC, “Ichabod and Me”*.

liam Sliatner and Frank Maxwell.
Corman, producer-director.

Roger

CAMART
CORE
DISPENSER

Ornitz,

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Milton
Krasner, ASC, “Sweet Bird of
Youth” (Pandro S. Berman Prod.) with
Paul Newman and Geraldine Page. Richard
Brooks, director.
Lucien Andriot, ASC, “National Velvet”*.
Harkness Smith, “Dr. Kildare”*.
William Spencer, “Cain’s Hundred”*.
John

Pittack,

ASC,

“Father

of

the

Bride”*

Keeps film cores handy at
all times. Attach to work
table or wall. Easy to re¬
move—easy to fill.
All
aluminum
construction.
Adjustable to 16mm and
35mm cores.
Sizes
Lengths 16".
”
24".
”
36".

.$ 9.50
. 11.50
. 14.50

CAMART TIGHTWIND
ADAPTER
The

only

w i n d
with
ing

tight-

vents

Pre¬

scratches

cinching

or

Robert Surtees, ASC, “Mutiny on the
Bounty” (Ultra Panavision & Color; shooting
in Tahiti; Areola Prods.) with Marlon Bran¬
do and Trevor Howard. Lewis Milestone, di¬
rector.

Ray

Eva Marie Saint and Warren Beatty.
Frankenheimer, director.

ab¬

ASC,

Strenge,

Rennahan,

“Wagon

Train”*

ASC, “Laramie”*

Clifford Stine, ASC, “The Ugly American”

(Universal International; shooting in Thai¬
land) with Marlon Brando and Eiji Okada.
George England, producer-director.

Benj.

Kline, ASC,

John

Dale Deverman, “87th

Precinct”*.

ASC,

Russell,

Neal

Beckner,

“Bachelor Father”*
Ellis

ASC,

Thackery,

“General

Electric

Theatre”*.
Dale

Deverman,

Benj.

ASC,

Kline,

“Checkmate”*.
Mack

ASC,

Stengler,

“Leave

It

to

Beaver”*.
Gough, “Frontier Circus”*.

Robert

TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX

Lionel Lindon, ASC, “All Fall Down,” with

Vogel, ASC, “Wonderful World of
The Brothers Grimm” (MGM Cinerama;
Geo. Pal Prod.)
with Laurence Harvey
and Karl Boehm. Henry Levin and George
Pal, d irector.

ball-bear¬
roller.

ASC, “How the West was Won” (Cinerama;
color; shooting in Paducah, Ky.) with James
Stewart and Debbie Reynolds. Henry Hath¬
away, director.

Paul

adapter

Walter

John
La Shelle, ASC & Charles Lang,

Joseph

John Warren, ASC, Ellis Thackery, ASC,
“Wells Fargo”*.

Russell, ASC, John Warren, ASC,
“Alferd Hitchcock Presents”*.

Clemens, ASC, “Twilight Zone”*

Robert

Ray Flin, “Tall Man”*.

John

Nickolaus, “Rawhide”*

George

Warren, ASC, John Russell, ASC,
“Alcoa Theatre”*.
John

“Jack Town” (Pictorial
Int'l, Inc.; shooting in Detroit) with Richard
Meade. Wililam Martin, producer-director.
Arthur

Neal Beckner, “Bob Cummings Show”*.

“Gigot” (Eastman color;
Seven Arts Prod.; shooting in Paris) with
Jackie Gleason and Katherine Kath. Gene
Kelly, director.
Jean

Bourgoin,

Ibbetson, “The Inspector”
(Red
Lion Films; shooting in London) with Step¬
hen Boyd and Dolores Hart. Philip Dunne,
director.
Arthur

PARAMOUNT STUDIOS

William Clothier, “The Comancheros” with

film quickly and

Ellsworth Fredricks, ASC, “Escape From

evenly.

Single

John Wayne and Stuart Whitman. Michael
Curtiz, director. '

unit

16mm

Zahrain” (P'Vision & Technicolor) with Yul
Brynner and Sal Mineo. Ronald Neame, di¬
rector.

rasions.

and

Winds

for

35mm.

William Margulies, ASC, “Outlaws”*.

$34.95
FOB.

Walter

N.Y.

CAMART DUAL SOUND
EDITOR MODEL SB 111

Castle,

ASC,

Haskell

Morris, “Satan Never Sleeps” (Leo
McCarey Prod.; shooting in England) with
William Holden and Clifton Webb. Leo
McCarey, producer-director.
Ozzie

Boggs,

“Bonanza”*

Kenneth Peach, ASC, “Follow the Sun”*

Harold Lipstein, ASC, “Hell is for Heroes”
with Steve McQueen and Bobby Darin. Don
Siegel, director.

Lloyd

Ahern, ASC,

“Adventures in Para¬

dise”*
Leon Shamroy. ASC, “Tender is the Night”

Errand Boy”
(Jerry Lewis Prod.) with Jerry Lewis and
Brian Donlevy. Jerry Lewis, director.

(C’Scope & DeLuxe color;
shooting in
France) with Jennifer Jones and Jason Robards, Jr. Henry King, director.

Frank Phillips, “Have Gun Will Travel”*.

Kenneth Peach, ASC, “Follow the Sun”*.

Wallace

Kelley, ASC, “The

PARAMOUNT SUNSET STUDIOS

WALT DISNEY STUDIOS

Fleet Southcott, “Gunsmoke”*

ASC, “Big Red” with
Walter Pidgeon and Gilles Payant. Norman
Tokar, director.
Edward

Lester Shorr, ASC, “Pete and Gladys”*.

Coleman,

REPUBLIC STUDIOS
WARNER BROS.
Charles Burke, “The Corruptors”*.
Frank Carson, “Room for One More”*.
Edit single- and double-system optical sound. Edit
single-system Magnostripe or double system mag¬
netic sound. Use with any 16mm motion picture
viewer. (Works from left to right or right to left.)
Dual Editor (without viewer) . .$195 00
Zeiss Moviscop viewer.
96.00
Special Editor-viewer combination. 269.50

Send For New 1961

Howard Schwartz, “The Rifleman”*.
Burt Glennon, “Lawman”*.
Wilfrid

Cline,

ASC,

“Robert

Taylor

De¬
Ralph

tectives”*

Jack
George Diskant, ASC, “Dick Powell’s Zane

Robert

Lewis

Hoffman,

Jennings,

“77

Sunset Strip”*.

Grey Theatre”*.
Harold

Catalog

REVUE STUDIOS
Russell Harlan, ASC, “The Spiral

Road”
(Shooting in Dutch Guiana) with Rock
Hudson and Genea Rowlands. Robert Mulli¬
gan, director.
Metty, ASC, “Touch of Mink”
(P’Vision & Color; Granley Prods.) with
Cary Grant and Doris Day. Delbert Mann,
director.
Russell

524

ASC,

Woolsey,
Marquette,

Stine,

ASC,

Lewis

Jennings,

“Maverick”*.
J. Peverell Marley, ASC, Robert Tobey,
ASC, “Cheyenne”*.
Ralph Woolsey, ASC, Robert Hoffman,
J. Peverell Marley, ASC, Robert Tobey,
ASC, Lewis Jennings, Harold Stine, ASC,
“Surfside 6”*.

Continued on Page 568
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Serving the World’s Finest Film Makers

NOW AVAILABLE AT F & B

Another Fine Product From ACMADE

ENGLAND'S FAMOUS

AUTOMATIC
BUTT SPLICER

ACMADE MARK I
EDITING
TABLES

W‘-"

• 35mm and 16mm
• For Studios & TV
• Cutting and Viewing

Cuts, Splices, Applies Magic Mylar Automatically!
The first practical,
speedy and efficient
automatic splicer and
perforated adhesive
tape (Magic Mylar)
applicator on the
market. Now, with no
fuss, mess or waste,
it is possible to
splice, repair, buttsplice, or strengthen
splices on all types
of film —positive, neg¬
ative, magnetic—even
duPont Cronar or
other bases.

The cutting arm,
shown in operating
position, is used by
pressing the chrome
button for cutting
both sides of the film
simultaneously. The
film, of course, has
been registered on
pins in the horizontal
channel. The cutting
blade is easily re¬
placed when neces¬
sary.

Price complete and
duty paid.

$2975
fob New York

Continuous movement (non-intermittent) safer
for negative or positive viewing.
Synchronous and variable speed, instant stop,
forward and reverse foot pedals and press
button.
Film paths instantly declutchable by switch
selection.
Projected picture 8"x6" or larger by removing
screen.
Separate magnetic and combined optical and
magnetic heads.
Built-in synchronizer footage counter and run¬
ning time counter.
Removable flange plate with tite wind roller.
Instant sound track selector.
Manual inching control.
Fast rewind controls.
RECENT PURCHASERS:
J. Walter Thompson, New York; Safety Enterprises, Ohio;
Sound and Scene Productions, Texas; Bay State Films,
Mass.; Stamford University, California; Army Ordinance
Corps, Maryland.

The splicing tape is
registered on preci¬
sion pins and held in
place until automat¬
ically applied to the
film by swinging the
arm over and press¬
ing the chromed but¬
ton. This action si¬
multaneously cuts
the adhesive and ap¬
plies it — in perfect
register to the film.

Model 35 for 35mm
Model 16 for 16mm

Write For Brochure

F&B
MAGIC
MYLAR
A new splicing and
repairing tech¬
nique.
!)/

FLORMAN
INC,

Sc
68 West 45th Street

New York 36, New York

MUrray Hill 2-2928
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$295

o

NOW IN NEW
20 FT. ROLLS!

Only $2.20 for 16 mm;
$4.04 for 35 mm
Name

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Please send me:

20 ft. rolls — transparent 16mm —
single perforation (T16S) at $2.20
66 ft. rolls — transparent 16mm —
single perforation (T16S) at $6.00
20 ft. rolls — transparent 16mm —
double perforation (T16D) at $2.20
66 ft. rolls — transparent 16mm —
double perforation (T16D) at $6.00
20 ft. rolls — transparent 35mm
(T-35) at $4.04
66 ft. rolls — transparent 35mm
(T-35) at $11.00
66 ft. rolls—white opaque—16mm—
magnetic film only (0-16) at $6.00
66 ft. rolls — white opaque — 35mm
(0-35) at $11.00
W'splicing tape for magnetic tape
(S4) at $.57

.

Address .
City

.

525
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BOLEX GETS THE
IMPACT STORYS
ACF INDUSTRIES

“Precision cameras are simply not
built with this kind of usage in
mind,” they argued. But the engi¬
neers said it was necessary if the test
was to succeed and considered the
camera expendable. The 16mm Bolex
was bolted to the freight car and . . .
WHAM! The car was bumped
against another freight car . . .

Bolt a Bolex 16mm camera to a
freight car ready to bump?
Research engineers at ACF Indus¬
tries, Berwick, Pa., devised such a
test to measure impact and called
their Photo Department. ACF pho¬
tographers, who devote a majority of
their time to taking research shots,
thought the request outlandish.

The 16mm Bolex recorded every jar¬
ring frame of the collision and came
away good as new!
Another exacting assignment for
Bolex was to help measure impact
on ACF’s retractable hitches for
truck trailers riding piggyback on
flatcars. Through analysis of the
Bolex films, engineers could see in

detail how the springing arrangement
responded to loads.
As you can see, Bolex equipment
gets plenty of rough use at ACF.
Two Bolex 16mm cameras—with a
variety of Switar and Yvar lenses—
are mainstays. Neither Bolex, one of
them 12 years old, has ever given a
speck of trouble.
ACF photographers use Bolex be¬
cause it is rugged, dependable and
offers lightweight compactness and
sharp picture quality.

. . . Another example of Bolex get¬
ting the job done for the professional!
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Bolex Cameras and Accessories
For Every Professional Effect

Technical
Questions and
Answers

Q _In what way does the recently-announced Model M Arriflex

16 camera differ from the. model that preceded it? R. L., Portland,
Oregon.
Bolex Tripod: Lightweight aluminum con¬
struction. Smooth-action pan head tilts 135
degrees vertically. With cable release, $99.50.

Bolex Unimotor: Electric motor drives
camera through full roll of film at constant
speed. Batteries or AC current. $89.50.

A.—-The

new Model “M” has been designed to provide facilities

not available on the earlier model which, however, still continues in
production. New features exclusive to the Model “M" camera include
1) provision for using magazines of 200-ft., 400-ft., and 12’00-ft.
capacity, with corresponding interchangeable blimp tops; 2) a builtin pulse generator that produces a frequency signal that is recorded
on tape simultaneously with the picture sound track, when using a
suitably modified tape recorder; 3) provision for mounting optional
automatic slating and cueing device; 4) transfer of feed and takeup
sprockets from camera chamber to magazine for simpler film load¬
ing; and 5) hinged lids on the 200-ft. and 400-ft. magazines and the
main camera door.
Traditional Arriflex features—such as full-fitting register pin and
reflex shutter—are retained in the new Model ‘‘M Arriflex.

Q_/ wish to photograph in miniature the explosion and sinking
Precision-Ground Lenses: Switar 10mm

f/1.6 extreme wide angle, $lf9.50; Switar
25mm fjl.lt normal lens, $168.00; Switar
75mm fjl.9 extra-fast telephoto, $11+5.00.

of a scale model wooden ship. How can I produce the explosion—
with flame and smoke resulting? Nothing else will be in the scene
except the ship and the water.—//. A. E., New York, N. 1 .

A.-It is difficult to give you a specific answer without knowing
the size of the model ship. This information is important because it
determines the kind and amount of explosive to use as well as the
fps speed of the camera when photographing the effect.

Basic Kit —
optical bench, main frame, two reflectors, title
frame and sliding cradle—$180.50.
Bolex 16mm Super Titler

:

Bolex H-16 Rex: Reflex viewing, variable
shutter, 3 lens turret. With superb Lytar fjl.8
lens—$lt50.00.

Bolex cameras and accessories offer
the utility for professional work many
studios have paid thousands of dollars
for. Write for literature and the name
of your nearest Bolex dealer.
All prices include F.E.T. where applicable.

PAILLARD Incorporated, 100 Sixth Avenue, New York 13, N. Y.
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If the ship model is small, a small quantity of gun powder (from
a firecracker or shotgun shell) can be used to produce the effect of
explosion and flame. If any part or all of the ship is to disintegrate
as a result of the explosion, some type of explosive should be used—
usually in addition to the gunpowder that produces the visible flash.
Large size firecrackers have been used for this, which entails rigging
up a length of fuse to a point out of camera range where it may
he ignited. In such operations, extreme caution must he constantly
exercised!
Because miniaturized action must he presented in slow motion
to give it a semblance of reality, it is necessary to shoot such effects
scenes with the camera speed increased above the standard 16 or 24
frames per second. Just how much is something that Hollywood studio
experts have determined by trial and error and for which there are
no set rules because invariably each effects set-up is different.
As pointed out in the American Cinematographer Manual (page
418) “The number of frames per second exposure necessary for film¬
ing miniatures must he determined by trial and error . . . Camera
speed depends on subject matter, speed (rate of travel or movement),
and the direction of movement in relation to camera position and the
scale of the miniature or model. Generally speaking, in cases of
miniaturization, the camera speed is increased. In cases of magnifica¬
tion the camera speed is decreased."
ra
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BOOKS, CATALOGUES & BROCHURES
Available From Equipment Manufacturers

No. Maple Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
Photos, drawings, charts and a com¬
plete description of densitometer opera¬
tion are included in the six-page bul¬
letin.

Equipment Rentals

Densitometer Bulletin

Lighting Cable Brochure

A 12-page equipment rental catalog
and price list schedule listing all the
motion picture cameras and accessory
equipment available through Camera
Service Center is available by writing
the company at 333 West 52nd Street,
New York 19. N. Y.

Westrex densitometers for density
measurements of color and black-andwhite positive and negative motion pic¬
ture film and optical sound tracks are
described in a new brochure available
from the Westrex Recording Equip¬
ment division of Litton Systems, 335

A four-page brochure illustrating
and describing the company’s line of
custom power cables for use with

NEW F&B MARK III FLUID DRIVE TRIPOD

covS

lT

The first announcement of this
new F&B product was followed
by an immediate sell-out. We
rushed in a NEW SHIPMENT,
however, so they are now in stock
and available at F & B.

Complete outfit for 16mm cameras,
35mm Eyemos & Arris, at an amazingly
low price.

*139

50

Includes Tripod, Adapter and Visco-matic
Fluid Head. With F & B’s usual iron-clad
guarantee.

Colortran converters and lights is an¬
nounced by Natural Lighting Corp.,
630 So. Llower St., Burbank, Calif. In¬
cluded also in the brochure is technical
data on main feeder cables, converter
supply cables, light distribution cables,
and light extension cords. Lull specifi¬
cations are given as to material used,
receptacle terminations, capacity in
amps., etc. All the cables and connec¬
tors catalogued are standard 3-wire
type and thus can be used with equip¬
ment other than Colortran.

Gevaert Film Data

Tripod legs only.$49.50
Baby tripod legs only.. 47.50
Fluid Head only.

97.50

A technical folder describing the
complete characteristics of Gevaert
16mm and 35mm professional motion
picture films is available free from The
Gevaert Company of America, Inc.,
321 West 54th Street, New York 19,
N. Y. Included is exposure informa¬
tion, applicability of each film, footage
numbering and other details.

Leather & Vinyl case. 12.50
Leather & Vinyl case for Baby. 11.50
Video Tape Editing Data

DIRECTORS’
VIEWFINDERS

F & B NICKEL CADMIUM
BATTERIES
The perfect compan¬
ion for your Arriflex,
mounted in rugged
aluminum case, with
shoulder strap. In¬
destructible, high
capacity Nickel Cad¬
mium *»:lls provide
perfect power, abso¬
lutely guaranteed
for 1 year.

New, imported director's
viewfinder with large,
clear optics in 4 new
models at very reason¬
able prices.

Model I—for 35mm, range
25mm-135mm .$49.50
Model IA—for 16mm, range
11.5mm-75mm . 49.50
Model IB—for 16 mm, range
8mm-75mm . 69.50
Model III—for 35mm Wide-Screen &
TV Camera range 3-4 to 2.55-1, with
sliding, adjustable marks . 89.50

and Leather |
FREE —Neckchain
Case with Order
.

50% MORE EFFICIENT!

Techniques Of Editing Video Tape
is title of 28-page, 81/4"xll" booklet
which illustrates and describes how to
build shows from tapes, locate splicing
points, and create special effects. Pub¬
lished by Minnesota Mining and Manu¬
facturing Company as a service to the
television industry, booklet holds much
of interest for technicians and pro¬
ducers of video tape commercials.
Copies are free. Write 3M Company,
Dept. El-18, St. Paul, Minn.

40% LESS EXPENSIVE!
7v. Battery (6 cells).$85.00
lOv. Battery (8 cells).100.00
15v. Battery (12 cells).135.00
Voltmeter attach, (opt) . 20.00
Ammeter attach, (opt) . 10.00
Miniaturized Charger . 29.50
NEW—15v-7V2v Battery—can be switched
for 71/2V or 15v for both 16mm and 35mm
Arris .$155.00
With Built-In Charger . 184.50
Write for new specification sheet

Lab Price List
A complete price list of its services
plus an illustrated brochure describing
same is available from Hollywood Lilm
Enterprises, Inc., 6060 Sunset Blvd.,
Hollywood 28, Calif.

SERVING THE WORLD'S FINEST FILM MAKERS

FLORMAN & BABB, INC.
68 West 45th Street, New York 36, New York • MUrray Hill 2-2928
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Note: All of the literature described
above is free. Write direct to the com¬
panies mentioned — not to American
Cinematographer magazine.—Editor.
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Since 1921...

You’re on schedule ...
WITH THE LEADER IN LIGHTING. GRIP EQUIPMENT
PROPS. GENERATOR TRUCKS AND TRAILERS

TAL
Send for a schedule of rental rates.

■UjJr

- v>ni

I

,

GRIP EQUIPMENT

LIGHTS

LARGEST SUPPLIERS OF

GENERATOR TRUCKS
AND TRAILERS

1800.1600.1000,750.
3°°

200 Amp

° c

loa 50’ 30’ 20 Amp A C

MOTION PICTURE; TV AND

INDUSTRIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT IN jTHE EAST

LIGHTING THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY SINCE 1921

INC.

333 West 52nd Street, New York City, Circle 6-5470
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BELL & HOWELL PRINTERS
Unusual values from HollyCam on the most widely used optical cine printers available!
Features include adjustable printing
aperture to eliminate picture bleed¬
ing, and printing speed of 20 feetper-minute. HollyCam brings these
printers to you at substantial savings
from the factory price of more than
$4600.00.

35mm Model D
New .....

3100.00

Rebuilt, like new _2800.00
Rebuilt, very good _2550.00
Used, good _

2100.00

16mm Model J
Rebuilt, like new ..

....3250.00

Used, excellent.

2950.00

(All above with original style lamphouse)
Super Hi-lntensity Lamp House _450.00
Rectifiers _

335.00

IN STOCK
FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

OUR PRICE
COMPLETE with
film flanges

1250

HERRNFELD 35mm PRINTER
35mm Continuous Motion Picture Printer, Model 1509A. Makes contact prints on 35mm
positive film. Sprocket driven operation up to 60 feet-per-minute. Includes light source,
optical system, light-change mechanism, five-way aperture, light-card indicator, sprocket
drive, motor, clutch, and footage indicator. 750-watt med. pre-focus lamp. Also included
is automatic color-correction filter changer enabling opeartor to make scene-to-scene
color corrections. Slide magazine holds up to 75 filters and is solenoid operated.
List price is $42,500.00
750.00
1250.00
Superior 16mm Printer.
99.50
Arri 35mm Printer with punch tape light changer.1475.00
Shustek
Fried

16/35mm

16mm

Cine

Reduction

Printer.

Printer.

PERSONAL SERVICE, HIGH QUALITY, LOW PRICES AND PROMPT HANDLING OF YOUR
ORDERS AND INQUIRIES ARE HOLLYCAM’S PRIDE, POLICY AND REPUTATION.

6838 Sunset Blvd.
Hollywood 28, Calif.
HOIlywood 6-1318
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Fastest and Finest
of all High-Speed Films

ANSCO SUPER HYPAN* 16mm NEGATIVE FILM
When you want tops in high film speed (ASA 500) . . . plus the grain of a medium
speed film . . . plus high resolving power and acutance . . . there’s only one film to
choose.
Ansco Super Hypan 16mm Negative Film
You’ll like it, too for its wide tonal scale that gives clean separation of middle tones
without blocking up in highlights or mushing in shadows. Super Hypan also may
be processed to a range of film speeds and contrast values for maximum exposure
flexibility.
When the light level is low and maximum film speed is needed use 16mm Ansco
Super Hypan film (also available in 35mm). See the superiority of print quality
from this fine, high speed negative film. Ansco, Binghamton, N. Y. A Division of
General Aniline & Film Corporation.
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Ansco
!
I

Super Hypan
.
16mm Negative
TL T
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FIG.

1—THE "TANK” ON THE back lot at 20th Century-Fox studio, Hollywood,

where

much of the underwater action

for "Voyage to the Bottom of the Sea"

was shot. To provide illumination that would

penetrate depths of water, huge

FIG.

2—CAMERA TECHNICIANS

prepare

Fox CinemaScope camera for

a surface shot of submarine miniature, which other technicians are pre¬
paring

for

voyage

among

the

artificial

and

miniaturized

icebergs

background.

Brutes were mounted on parallel in background.

Producing The Special Photographic Effects For
''Voyage To The Bottom Of The Sea"
By

HERB

A.

YAne of the least publicized but a most im¬
portant department of any major motion pic¬
ture studio is that responsible for special phototographic effects in a production. This department
functions 52 weeks a year, yet much of its effort
is seldom noticeable to theatre audiences viewing
the studio’s pictures. For almost every feature
production today includes some important contri¬
bution by the special photographic effects depart¬
ment.
Now and then a picture is made which is pre¬
dominantly an effects picture in which the depart¬
ment’s contribution is extensive. An example is the
recent 20th Century-Fox production, “’Voyage To
The Bottom Of The Sea.” A brief outline of the
story will indicate how importantly special effects
contributed to this picture—indeed, made the pic¬
ture possible.
The story concerns a Navy Admiral who is tak¬
ing a gigantic nuclear-powered submarine-of-the
future (which he designed and built for the Bureau
of Marine Exploration, U S. Department of Science)
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on its maiden voyage beneath the Polar ice cap. The
sub is cruising easily beneath the ice when suddenly
huge ice boulders come crashing down upon the
vessel from above. The craft immediately surfaces
where it is discovered that the entire sky is on fire.
The temperature has zoomed to 135 degrees and
everywhere ice is melting at a tremendous rate.
Contacting Washington by radio, the Admiral is
informed that the Van Allen Belt of Radiation,
which is said to surround the earth, is on fire. The
Admiral is urged to proceed immediately to New
York to attend a United Nations’ conference to de¬
vise ways and means of saving the world from the
holocaust.
As the sub proceeds under forced draft toward
the east coast, the Admiral works around the clock
in search of an answer to the problem. Ultimately
he reaches the conclusion that the world-wide fire
can be extinguished by launching into a certain
orbit and at a pre-determined time, one of his craft’s
Polaris-type missiles from the Marianas Trench
beneath the sea.
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in

FIG 3—BILL ABBOTT, ASC (left), 20th’s special photographic effects expert,
and

director

Irwin

Allen

watch

through

porthole of

underwater scene is prepared for action, which will
the tarp-covered

steel
be

bell

as

photographed

diving

by

camera at Abbot’s right.

At the United Nations conference the Admiral
outlines his plan, which is voted down. He stalks
from the conference room, re-boards his submarine
.and heads for the Marianas. Enroute, he vainly at¬
tempts to contact the President for permission to
proceed with his plan. But the burning radiation
belt has now blacked out all means of radio com¬
munication. An attempt to tap the Rio-to-London

The special photographic effects for this picture
begin to appear immediately after the credit titles
unfold. The first scene is that of a Polar lagoon
surrounded by icebergs. (You can see the minia¬
turized ’bergs and the whole scene in reduced scale
in Fig. 2.) Suddenly the polar sea is seen to boil
up and a futuristic submarine resembling in con¬
tour a shovel-nosed shark virtually leaps out of the
water diagonally and comes to a halt on the surface.
To produce this action, 20th Century-Fox s Spe¬
cial Effects Department, headed by veteran eflects
expert L. B. “Bill” Abbott, ASC, constructed a
scale model submarine and launched it in the studio
tank on the back lot. For the scene of the sub
emerging dramatically from the depths of the sea,
the craft was properly positioned below water at
the right trajectory for the action. By means of a
trip-release and a winch with a line on the tail of
the sub, the craft’s natural bouyancy was accelerated
for the “jump-up” effect. Within the sub model it¬
self high-pressure water hoses were connected to bal¬
last portholes to produce, at the proper time, the
effect of water ballast issuing forth as the craft
surfaces. The addition of a detergent to the water
created the desired effect of foaming turbulence.
The highly spectacular shot of the leaping sub¬
marine, which was thus produced—improbable
though it may seem—duplicates an actual occur¬
rence which producer-director Irwin Allen had
previously witnessed in a motion picture of a series
of tests of an actual nuclear submarine.
An effective scene early in the picture shows the
submerged submarine moving in the dark waters
Continued on Page 558

undersea cable also fails.
The Admiral than decides to proceed on his own
responsibility, and from this point on the voyage
of the sub becomes a sea-chase during which the
craft seemingly is assailed by every conceivable
obstacle to frustrate its mission. In addition, there
is sabotage and a lot of human skullduggery that
takes place aboard the sleek and handsome vessel,
climaxed by a hair-raising episode when the sub¬
marine runs directly into a mine field presumably
set during World War II. To cut loose a threaten¬
ing mine, two men are sent out in a miniature sub
released from the larger craft, but this is blown to
bits when it accidentally contacts one of the mines.
Then, as if one undersea hazard weren’t enough,
the sub is attacked by a giant octopus which wraps
its enormous tentacles around the craft in an effort
to crush it. Despite all the obstacles, however, the
submarine arrives at the Marianas Trench just in
time to launch the fire-extinguishing missile at the
proper moment to be effective The missile explodes,
the flames in the sky subside, and the submarine
begins its journey back to badly scorched civili¬
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Jf you work with 16mm cameras, you’ll be in¬

terested in the slick new Kodak Reflex Special
introduced last month by Eastman Kodak Company.
It is Kodak’s first venture in producing a truly
professional motion picture camera, and the Reflex
Special s handsome appearance and functional de¬
sign plus the enthusiasm with which it has been
accepted wherever it has been shown, promises a
great future for it.
The camera was in the planning stage for ten
years before construction work on the prototype
began. Essentially, the camera was planned to meet
the requirements of cinematographers in television
stations, TV newsreel cameramen, in-plant industrial
film units, on-campus university cinema classes;
also for non-theatrical film producers, producers of
TV commercials, animated film production, docu¬
mentary and speculative cinematographers working
in the field, missile test center film units, race track
film patrol, etc.
Cinematographers Queried for Ideas
FIG.

1—HIGHLY

sessing

many

PROFESSIONAL

innovations

is

in

appearance

Kodak's

slick,

and

new

pos¬

In the beginning Kodak engineers queried camera¬
men in the above film production fields to deter¬
mine what features and qualities they most desired
in a 16mm camera. Maintenance and repair men
also contributed important ideas. In short, the con¬
sensus indicated the new camera must be a ver¬
satile instrument which would perform superbly as
a matter of routine and without need for tempera¬
mental adjustments—a truly professional camera
which can be kept in top condition by the camera
operator himself. Two other suggestions which im¬
pressed Kodak engineers were: “Make the camera
completely flexible in the matter of film capacity
so that the one camera can accommodate film loads
from 100 up to 1200 feet simply by interchanging
magazines,” and “The camera should be readily
adaptable to single-system magnetic sound record¬
ing, using pre-striped film.” These features have
been incorporated in the Kodak Reflex Special.

16mm

Reflex Special.

KODAKS NEW
REFLEX SPECIAL
16MM CAMERA

FIG.

2—The

port

movement, which

Reflex

Special

dismantled,

also is

except

removable.

The

for

the

film

trans¬

various components

are identified and described in the text.

FIG.

3—Exploded

system
to

view

of

the

scene

diagram

of

mirror-shutter and

Reflex

Special, which

as

is

it

being

permits

recorded

on

reflex finder

cinematographer
the

film.

FIG.

4—Dr.

Norwood

Simmons, Manager

of

West Coast Division of Eastman Kodak Motion

is

demonstrated;

the

instant

release

lock

the 3-lens turret is shown in the center photo;

features of the Kodak Reflex Special.

while

the

ease with which

The Reflex Special takes its name from the reflex
finder which enables the operator to view the image
photographed through the taking lens while the
camera is in operation. The camera’s viewing sys¬
tem, Kodak points out, is the first in its field to
feature reflex viewing while retaining a full-scale
variable shutter. A mirrored surface on the shutter
reflects the image to a ground glass within the aper¬
ture, shown at X in Fig. 6. When the camera door
is closed, the finder tube (F in Fig. 2) is in position
to pick up and transmit the image to the eye of the
operator. The schematic drawing (Fig. 3) illustrates
the entire mechanical and optical system of the

took

5—Rear

remote

view

stop-start

light that

place

nical

the 400-foot film

FIG.

may be mounted or demounted

demonstrated in third

of

Picture Film Dept., demonstrates three salient
In the

magazine

first photo, easy removal of the 24 fps motor

of

indicates when

opening

Symposium

camera.

switch,

on

Arrow

which

photo.

day of

a

SPIE’s

Tech¬

month.

points

features

power is being

last

is

Demonstrations

to

neon

delivered

to camera motor.

reflex viewer.
An outstanding feature of this viewfinder, and
one which every professional cameraman will ap¬
preciate, is its ability to present the focus point
on the ground glass so that it corresponds exactly
with that in the film plane. Thus, by adjusting the
optical viewfinder to bring an image into focus,
the image on the film itself will be sharp.
Finder Eyepiece Is Adjustable

The reflex viewfinder eyepiece lens is also ad¬
justable at the discretion of the operator to accom¬
modate the focusing ability of different eyes. A
magnification of the image of 10-to-l is provided,
and this can be increased to 2(Fto-l for critical
focusing—ideal for certain industrial film produc¬
tion where very small objects demand critically
sharp focus.
For those cameramen who like to work with a
Mitchell-type finder, there is provision for mounting
one adjacent to the reflex finder tube. Also, to
prevent light leaking through the reflex finder system
to the film, when the operator is not using the eye¬
piece, there is a lever-operated shutter in the finder
tube that blocks light entering at the eyepiece.
The Reflex Special weighs about 24 pounds. It is
Continued on Page 564

FIG.

6—Closeup

mechanism
camera.

of

Arrow

of
the
X

gate

assembly

Kodak
points

Reflex
to

and

pulldown

Special

recessed

16mm

groundglass

of the reflex through-the-lens viewing system.

What do they do
in RIO on a
rainy afternoon ?
ANS: They go to the movies—
American

movies — by the

thousands.
That’s one reason why tech¬
nical excellence is so vital. . .
why the cooperation of the
Eastman Technical Service for
Motion

Picture

Film is so

highly regarded. Branches are
located at strategic centers—
inquiries invited.

Motion Picture Film Department

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester 4, N.Y.
East Coast Division
342 Madison Ave., New York 17, N.Y.
Midwest Division
130 East Randolph Drive, Chicago 1, III.
West Coast Division
6706 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 38, Calif.

Everywhere in the world—because it’s on film!
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rolling
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for
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junk
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is CBS Newsman

Hong

Kong

harbor

for

a
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documentary.

Subject

Peter Kalischer.

Bingham's Beat
Twice honored for his TV newsreel photography, Wade Bingham
covers the Asiatic-Pacific newsbeat with his cameras for CBS-TV.

By

ade

Bingham

is

cbs - tv’s

“Man in Asia.” Bingham’s
beat, probably the world’s largest
for a news cameraman, stretches
from India to Australia and north
to Korea and Japan. Home base
is the Foreign Correspondents’
Club in Tokyo.
Working in close liaison with
the home office, he’s kept active
with assignments that range from
a one-minute clip on some perti¬
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CLIFFORD

V.

HARRINGTON

nent event or subject to produc¬
ing a complete 60-minute docu¬
mentary with sound. Because of
the peculiar demands of televi¬
sion, the product of Bingham’s
efforts is considerably more than
the straightforward cinematog¬
raphy that characterized the work
of the newsreel cameraman of
yesteryear. TV newsreel footage
invariably
requires
sound
re¬
corded on the spot, and this, plus

TV’s demand for good lighting,
adds to Bingham’s working bur¬
den in that he must travel and
work with more than simply a
camera and film.
It is not unusual to find Bing¬
ham setting out on an assignment
accompanied by a half-ton of
photographic, sound recording and
lighting equipment, and riding
herd on a crew of six or eight
technicians. This occurred re-
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cently when he embarked on his
biggest production of the year—a
documentary chronicling the re¬
nowned achievements of Dr. Gor¬
don Seagrave, famous Burma
Surgeon.
The footage he shot on this sub¬
ject was originally intended for a
half-hour segment of CBS’ “The
Twentieth Century” TV program;
but exceptional quality of the
coverage plus the importance of
the subject matter resulted in CBS
releasing it, following its original
presentation, as a full-hour pre¬
sentation on the Armstrong Circle
Theatre program late last June.
Bingham left Tokyo on this film
junket with fifty pieces of movie
equipment and a staff of six men;
later his staff was augmented
with several Burmese technicians.
David Scott from New York was
along to handle the sound. The
size of this production staff and
its equipment posed its first prob¬
lem at the Rangoon airport.
“We had so much equipment
and so many people,” Bingham
said, “that each man had to be
weighed and corresponding gas
siphoned from the plane’s supply
to cut down the excess weight. I
stood by to make sure that every
drop of gasoline possible was left
in the tanks for our flight over the

LINING
up
the

UP

AN

a scene with
camera.

INTERIOR
narrator

Production

is

SHOT — Cinematographer Ted
Doug

Saizis

(right)

prepares

to

line

Edwards while brother Vincent, behind the Mitchell, sets

"Temperatures

Made

To

Order,"

for

the

Harrison

Radiator

Company.

Shooting A

Problem" Picture

"

There are few problems in cinematography
that imagination, experience and skill cannot
overcome.

jungle.”
Continued on Page 566

By

FRED

WOODRESS

HPhe words “problem” and “challenge” frequently are used when
the photography of a motion picture is described—not be¬
cause cinematography is necessarily fraught with difficulties, but
because each new assignment invariably is different in topic,
locale, or mood, or, if it is a commercial subject, in the pictorial
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Unusual locations can pose one or more problems in lighting;
and presenting a product pictorially so it will appear on the screen
most advantageously often becomes a problem until careful study
and trial-and-error shooting renders a solution. On almost every
assignment the cinematographer invariably comes up against some
new or unusual situation, but ultimately he solves it. And the way
he does it usually is of interest to other cameramen.
“Temperatures Made To Order,” produced in 16mm color for
the Harrison Radiator Division of General Motors, presented
many problems for cameramen 1 ed and Vincent Saizis. One was
a scene which called for a closeup showing how an automobile
radiator thermostat opens when a certain temperature level is
reached. Here, the company’s engineers came to the aid of the

work—

Continued on Page 548
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/~\ne of the important things a professional
^ motion picture photographer learns is the wide
range of viewpoint he can give a scene, depending
on the lens he uses and the location and elevation
which he gives his camera. When we normally look
at any scene or vista, the scope of our vision is wide,
but when a motion picture camera lens is focused
on it, the aspect and dimension of the scene is af¬
fected by the focal length of the lens and the angle
of the camera. Depending upon its relation to a
scene and its action, the camera is capable of con¬
veying many different impressions; here the cine¬
matographer’s feel for composition and art plus
the script’s action requirements will determine the
ultimate pictorial result.
The result thus achieved is what distinguishes
one cameraman from another, for knowing the im¬
portance of point of view and how to apply it to
a given situation greatly influences audience re¬
action to the scene if not to the entire picture.
Proper application of point of view, or more cor¬

FOR

A

DRAMATIC

took

to

the

SHOT,

rafters.

this

Knowing

WPIX

when

to

news
use

cameraman
other than

(unidentified)

normal

camera

angles is important to cinematographers in all fields of motion picture
making.

rectly, choice of camera angle, enables the cinema¬
tographer to influence audience reaction. It is what
is termed “style” or “approach” in cinematography
and is applicable to the photography of almost any
subject. While the cinematographer sees the entire
scene or situation before him, ultimately the pic¬
ture’s audience will see only as much of it as he
frames in the camera finder—see it in terms of the
perspective which the camera angle used has cre¬
ated.
Since point-of-view is so important, then, it is
to the cameraman’s advantage to sit down and do
a bit of planning before he starts to shoot. He should
decide just what mood he wishes to establish, what
camera angles it will require, and how the camera
can be used to best complement the action. This
planning will pay its way many times over, for it
does away with the costly hit-and-miss shooting
which we see so often. It will give the screen pre¬
sentation a more professional finish, and—most

IMPORTANCE
OF CAMERA
POINT-OF-VIEW

important of all—it will tend to draw a more appre¬
ciative reaction from the audience.
Let us therefore review some of the basic prin¬
ciples of camera viewpoint and discuss some of
the ways in which they influence an audience’s im¬
pression of a particular scene.
The High Angle Shot: When we look down at
anything, we automatically become (in a psycho¬
logical sense) superior to whatever we are viewing.
If we look down from a height at a scene even as
vast as the Grand Canyon, we will still experience
a sense of power that comes from having the whole
thing spread out before us. Subconsciously we feel
that it belongs to us and that we are able to com¬
mand it from our exalted position. This probably
explains why political dictators invariably build
their

retreats

on

mountain-tops,

and

feel

How the camera angle and the
lens used can influence the impact
of your photography.

By

JOSEPH

HENRY

most

Continued on Page 550
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Sharp "Eyes" Foi
By

LEIGH

ALLEN

UTILIZING THE thrust of its own engine plus the kick of a 130,000 pound-thrust
rocket, a combat-loaded Super Sabre roars off a mobile launcher without ever
touching

a

runway.

instrumentation

In

cameras

developing
to

record

the

technique,

test

performances

engineers
and

utilized

supply

scores

critical

of

data.

Pictures at right show some of this activity performed by the Motion Picture Unit
of North American Aviation, Inr.

THESE PHOTOS depict North American Aviation's film unit personnel readying
cameras for recording an F-100 Dummy Zero launch test in which a dummy
plane subs for the real thing. Ed Spurgeon, in foreground, is checking a Fastax
high-speed camera with 400-foot film load.

jy/foTiON picture cameras of various types and
design have become important tools of engin¬
eers, designers and others associated with the de¬
velopment of aircraft, missiles and rockets. Some of
these are known as “instrumentation” cameras, and
they also produce photographic records of events
in a sequence of exposures on a single strip of film.
When a test flight or other experiment is to be
made, there’s nothing like a motion camera for re¬
cording the performance on film, so that it may be
studied repeatedly and more leisurely than is pos¬
sible in observing the actual test. Indeed, it is
humanly impossible for even the most experienced
observer to see every detail of a fast-moving event
that takes place in the space of very few seconds.
During its development stages, the most compre¬
hensive visual study of one of the most important jet
aircraft launching achievements of the Air Force
was made possible through a photographic set-up
in which a number of motion picture cameras of
different types were strategically placed at the site to
record the test for engineers.
The aircraft launching system then under study is
the now established ZEL system of the U.S. Air
Force in which a combat-loaded Super Saber jet
fighter is launched into flight without ever touching
Continued on Page 564
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A VARIETY OF CAMERAS are used in recording the tests and each has its
special purpose. Some operate at 24 fps while others are specifically designed
for

ultra-high-speed

recording.

Here

North

American

Aviation

technicians

prepare cameras for action.

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

Aircraft Development Engineers
Exceeding the ability of the human eye, motion picture and instrumentation
cameras record split-second variables in jet test performances.

A MAGNIFAX
a

head-on

HIGH-SPEED camera is mounted on a steel

shot

of

the

dummy (on

launching

rig

in

parallel for

background)

by

IN ADDITION TO the high-speed camera, standard 16mm cameras operating at
standard SOF speed were also set up in the area and focused on the dummy craft.

technicians Eugene Beagin and Ed Spurgeon. Cameras are remote-con¬

Here John deLong lines up an Arriflex 16, which is mounted with telephoto lenses,

trolled. Wiring is carefully checked to avoid failures.

as are the others seen in background at left.

AWAITING THE ZERO HOUR, three motion picture cameras—all different

CAMERA CAR WITH shooting platform on top provides vantage point for camera¬

Zero

man Oliver Porter, shown here lining up an Arirflex 16 to track the ZEL launched

Launch test in a Southwest desert area. All cameras are electric motor

F-100 dummy craft. This camera set-up has advantages in that it may be quickly
shifted from one location to another. (All photos by North American Aviation, Inc.)

■—and
driven

their
from

respective

cameramen

power packs and
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•
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cover
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stopped by remote control.
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shape and depth of explosive cycles in
a series of single motion picture se¬
quences.
Making this possible has required
creation of and adherence to some im¬
portant new performance standards in
high speed photography. For example:
The Stereoflex exposes 35mm film at
15,000 frames per second.
Film Travels 127 mph.
The film is accelerated from a sta¬
tionary position to 15,000 frames per
second speed in from 0.5 and 0.6 sec¬
onds. Thus, the film goes from a stand¬
ing start to a speed of 127 miles per
hour in a fraction of a second.

BENSON-LEHNER'S Stereoflex

high-speed rotary prism

camera, which

photographs

subjects

in

full

scale stereo pairs on a single strip of specially-perforated 35mm film. Camera, in center, has lenses
mounted at right angles to pick up images reflected by angled
adjustable for a wide range of

interaxial

mirrors at either side, which are

distances.

High-speed Photography In 3-D
Stereo photo-instrumentation camera developed to pro¬
vide high-speed motion picture records of explosive de¬
tonations in 3-D, may have other applications.

By

GUY

Vice-president,

P

hoto Instrumentation is a field
in which things happen in all di¬

rections.
Yet all of the tools offered to photo
instrumentation engineers until now
have lacked the ability to make high
speed studies of our problems in their
full dimension. Specifically, if you are
looking at an operation with a twodimensional camera, you have no depth
perspective. Yet, in some cases, it is
just as important to know what re¬
actions take place immediately in front
of and behind the point of observation
as it is to be able to observe what goes
on at the sides of your field of view.
Photo Instrumentation engineers at
the United States Naval Weapons
Laboratory, Dahlgren, Virginia, are
the first in the country to acquire a
3-D camera of this type for research
photography. This group wrote the
specifications for which Benson-Lehner
developed the Stereoflex Model A cam¬
era. This unit is the first high-speed
rotary prism motion picture camera
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HEARON
Benson-Lehner

Corp.

Once the Stereollex reaches its top
running speed, the camera’s synchro¬
nous motor drive maintains a uniform
velocity. Most high-speed cameras use
the bulk of their power to get up to top
running speed. With its high accelera¬
tion capability, the Stereollex now de¬
livers an end product in which 80 per
cent of the footage is exposed at opti¬
mum speed. In the past, this figure has
been as low as 10 to 20 per cent.
With this longer, constant-speed run¬
ning time, it becomes an easier and
more natural process for observers to
relate motion picture presentations to
the actual timing sequence of the high
speed studies.
The basic technique of the Stereoflex
is to photograph two 16mm sequences
on a single strip of 35mm film. The
film used contains four rows of perfora¬

which photographs its subjects in fullscale stereo pairs.
The real significance of the Stereoflex lies in the increased observation

tions with two rows running down the
middle of the film, between the two
16mm images. The longitudinal per¬
forations are on 8mm spacing i1/?

capability which is gained by adding
a third photographic dimension. High¬
speed photography basically is a meth¬
od of reducing data for slow-speed
visual correlation. Therefore, the closer
we can dovetail our photo instrumenta¬
tion end product with human optics,
the more understanding we will gene¬
rate and the more useful the pictures
will be.

frame 16mm). The net effect is to
provide maximum traction at the
sprocket drive which pulls the film
through the camera.

Aids Studies of Explosives
The specific problem which led to
the development of the Stereoflex offers
a good illustration of the usefulness of
three-dimensional techniques in our
field. At Dahlgren, a series of studies
were being made on explosive detona¬
tions. It was felt that these phenomena
could be better observed and evaluated
with three-dimensional presentations
which would enable scientists to study

In operation, a 400-foot supply reel
of this film is mounted in the upper
portion of the camera housing. From
there, it is threaded over a viscousdamped tension roller. As tension is
applied, the roller travels downward
and inward along a track toward the
feed sprocket. The 400 feet of film and
supply spool represents mass weighing
approximately four pounds. In rapid
acceleration, considerable tension is
created. This tension must be kept
under 65 or 70 pounds or the film will
snap.
The driving capstan is directly be¬
hind the camera’s rotary prism shut¬
ter. Sprockets on this capstan are set up
Continued on Page 546
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professional jr
Tripod with
grooved
Tripod Legs
Now Standard Equipment for all
Famous CECO Pro Jr. Tripod Hea

Pro Jr Tripod is better than ever with new He;
Duty Grooved tripod leg design. Assures grea
rigidity, no matter how far legs are extend
Heavy Duty Groove design guarantees hercuk
gripping power, because there s almost twice
gripping surface. Modern, rounded leg shape ac
strength and durability to the wood. Con
equipped with indispensible double knob leg lo<
which assure equal pressure on each leg. Av;
able with new ball joint swivel or standard b
plate.
When you are looking for the best in a trip
buy Professional Junior—the tripod designed n
the professional in mind!
CECO Pro Jr. Fluid Head

CECO Pro Jr. Friction Head
with Ball Joint Swivel

Allows really fast, easy leveling without
adjusting tripod legs. Fits any Pro Jr
Tripod with adapter base plate. Has same
exclusive features as standard Pro Jr
Friction head . . . Pan & Tilt tension
controls; accessible camera mounting
knob; adjustable interchangeable
telescoping pan handle. Skilfully designed
and engineered for long dependable
service. Unconditionally
guaranteed—the World’s Standard
of Tripod Quality!

The tripod head with smooth-as-silk maneuverabil
Silicone fluid unaffected by extreme tempera!
range. Won’t dive in locked position. Guarant
leakproof. The undisputed performance champ!

In Hialeah, Florida:
1335 E. 10th Avenue
TUxedo 8-4604

In Hollywood, California:
6510 Santa Monica Boulevard
HOllywood 9-5119
*CECO — trademark of Camera Equipment CO.
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ZUCKER

(JflmeRfl €ouipmenT (o.,mc
CECO Ball Socket Swivel Joint
Adapter For Pro Jr. Tripod Heads

A one piece adapter which fits quickly,
easily on to any Pro Jr Head. For use on
new swivel base tripod or standard Pro Jr
tripod with ball socket adapter base plate.

Dept. A-71 315 W. 43rd. St., New York 36, N. Y. • JUdson 6-14

Please send me FREE descriptive literature on CEC
Professional Jr. Tripods and Tripod Heads.
Name_._____

Firm.-_— -------^

Address------
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this motor is stepped up to 280 volts
to obtain a power output of 7.5 horse¬

The system uses front surface mir¬
rors of %-inch glass. The heavy-weight
glass provides stability in the mirrors,

timing light. This can be adjusted ex¬
ternally for operating speeds up to
1,000 frames per second. In operation,

power.
The capstan and the supply and
takeup film spools are driven through
an interchangeable belt-and-pulley ar¬
rangement. By changing belt and pul¬
ley sizes, the rate of film travel may be
altered between 700 and 15,000 frames

the timer records real time reference
points on the film simultaneously with

per second.
The film capstan is powered by a di¬

the picture. For takeup, the film is
passed over a second tension roller and

rect belt drive. Each film spool is con¬
trolled by a magnetic hysteresis clutch,

threaded onto a takeup reel.
With this arrangement, the Stereo¬
flex is able to deliver more than 300
feet of film (out of each 400 foot roll)
exposed at a constant speed of 187 feet
per second. Proportionately, this rep¬
resents a higher percentage of usable
film footage than we have ever been
able to develop with high-speed, rotary
prism cameras.
At top speed, the sprocket drive
rotates at 12,167 revolutions per min¬
ute. The sprocket is gear-connected to

which couples the spools to the cam¬
era's drive system. With the clutch

the 24-facet prism which rotates at
37,500 revolutions per minute at full
speed.

the film passes, controls the amount of
current feeding the magnetic clutches.
In this way, when film tension in¬
creases, the clutch action is decreased,
permitting the spools to overrun. As

HIGH-SPEED IN 3-D
Continued

from

Page 544

in four rows for maximum traction.
Directly above the capstan is a neon

The prism itself holds one of the
important keys to the camera's feasi¬
bility. With its 24-facets, it resolves a
half-frame 16mm image. The resulting
image has an aspect ratio of 3-1. This
image size is adequate in most situa¬
tions in which the camera might be
used.
Actually, use of the 24-facet prism
was the most practical approach to
achieving the 15,000 frame-per-seeond
rate of film travel. Had a conventional,
eight-facet prism been used, a 112,500
revolutions-per-minute speed would
have been necessary. This would have
required not only a larger surface area
per facet but would have greatly in¬
creased the danger of the prism break¬
ing during the initial shock of accelera¬
tion.
Prism Most Costly Element
The prism itself is one of the most
critical and most expensive elements
in the camera. Each pair of matched
surfaces was ground parallel to
±.0003". Concentricity of each flat
surface is also within ±.0003" from
the center line. Flatness of each surface
is within one fringe.
The entire film transport mechanism,
including the prism, operates from a
single drive source. This is a 208-volt
AC synchronous motor with a DC
excited

546

field.

In operation,

input to

fully engaged, the supply spool is
driven at a speed of 7,000 revolutions
per minute. Beyond that, the clutch
overruns to a maximum spool speed of
14,300 revolutions per minute.
Clutching and Driving Action
This clutching and driving action of
the spools is regulated by the film
tension. A potentiometer, linked into
each of the tension arms over which

momentum assumes a constant value,
the film tension decreases and the
clutching action is increased to prevent
the possibility of slack in the film.
When all of the film has run out. the
entire drive system is halted automati¬
cally by a microswitch.
The optical system of this camera
employs mirrors and objective lenses
which are mounted perpendicular to
the optical axis. This provides two im¬
portant benefits in creating tbe stereo
images:
1. First, the optical convergence ol
both lenses is controlled by means of
a single set screw. With the lenses
housed in one mount on a perpendicu¬
lar plane, adjustment of the screw at
the front of the mount moves the lenses
in or out. This has the same effect as
moving both lenses horizontally in a
conventional stereo system.
2. The interaxial relationship of the
stereo images can be controlled by
positioning the mirrors along a perpen¬
dicular dovetail way. (See photo.) De¬
pending on subject distance, the mir¬
rors can be positioned up to six feet
apart. They are adjusted with the aid
of an engraved steel scale along the
base of the camera mount. Scales are
also provided to control the angle of
incidence of each mirror.

necessary because of the simplified,
clamp-type holding bracket used.
Specifically, the mirrors were de¬
signed for expendability. When the
camera is used to study the effects of
explosives, the mirrors are positioned
before holes cut into the walls of an
experimental chamber. When a se¬
quence is filmed, the resultant shock
waves invariably “blow out” the mir¬
rors. The mirror clamps are so designed
that the shock is not transmitted to
either the mount or the camera.
Within the lens mount of the StereoIlex, parrallel-monnted 1:1 optical re¬
lays set in a ruggedized assembly carry
the image to the film. The assembly
mount contains a port into which a
boresighting tool can be inserted so the
lenses may be individually focused.
W ith the boresight locked into one of
two positions set up for each lens sys¬
tem, both lenses are focused from the
same side of the camera.
In operation, the camera bolts solidly
to the mount, which also contains the
dovetail way for the mirrors. The
mount can be maneuvered into posi¬
tion on casters or carried by means
of handles mounted on each side of the
frame. Weight of the mount is approxi¬
mated 170 pounds. The camera itself
weighs 130 pounds. When the unit is
set up for use it is positioned and
leveled by means of screw-type jacks.
The control box through which the
Stereoflex camera is operated provides
a power switch, an operating switch
and an indicator light which signals
that power to the unit is turned on.
Provision has also been made so that
the camera can be activated by an
electrical impulse from the system con¬
trolling the operation which is being
studied.
Special Projector Required
Stereoflex films are shown by a
specially-built projector which is sup¬
plied with the system. The projector
uses an intermittent drive which en¬
gages all four rows of sprocket holes
in the film. Projector operating speed
is variable, up to a maximum of 20
frames per second. The film advance
mechanism also provides forward, re¬
verse or stop-motion operation.
The projector has a dual lamp and
dual lens system, and the lenses can be
adjusted to converge or superimpose
images on the screen. Lamps up to 500
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creates specialized motion picture systems to meet the most specialized needs!
From Seattle to Pakistan, on the ground or in the air, wherever the problem, whatever the need Reevesound invariably comes up with the perfect answer. No job's too tough, no project inconceivable. And
Reevesound does it all! Design, layout, manufacture, building, installation, operation—Reevesound1 spe
cialists take every phase in tow to create a system tailored for your needs. Here are some Reevesound
installations now making news throughout the world!

Motion Pictures while you fly!
Jet airliners will show full length features
while in flight... thanks to Reevesound.
This advanced system incorporates special
screens and equipment with crucial safety
devices that meet highest airline and
Government standards. An aeronautic first...
another Reevesound success, engineered
for Inflight Motion Pictures, Inc.

Pakistan gets a studio!
A motion picture production center for
the government of Pakistan! Reevesound
planned and provided the complete
design, equipment, technical facilities—and
installed them. In addition, Reevesound
supplied personnel and training to
get the studio on its feet!

U U*»HT4iiT

Breaking the presentation barrier!
The Federal Science Pavilion at the Century 21
Exposition in Seattle will feature a
revolutionary multiple image projection system
(seven projectors are employed). Designed
especially by Reevesound for the U.S.
Department of Commerce. The system will
show a highly imaginative film presentation
created by famed designers Charles
and Ray Eames who worked closely with
Reevesound engineers.
Other recent Reevesound systems included the U.S. Exposition, Moscow 1959; Latin American Atomic Energy
Exhibition, 1960. If you need a special motion picture system, but think it can’t be done—call Reevesound.

REEVESOUND
SEPTEMBER

•

1961

Company, Inc. ■ 35-54 36th Street, Long Island City 6, N. Y. ■ A subsidiary of Reeves Soundcraft Corp.
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Custom Built
HANSARD
Rear Screen

Saizis and built a special plastic mount
for the thermostat. Then, by inserting
extremely small electric light bulbs
inside the radiator and submerging
them in the flow of water, it was pos¬
sible to photograph what first appeared

This ability to correlate observations
to three dimensions while optimizing

DEPT. A, 315 WEST 43rd STREET
NEW YORK 36, N.Y. • JUdson 6-1420

★-*

“Although this closeup required two
screen only three seconds!”

Since this industrial film was to be
in color, color tests were made in ad¬
vance. One interesting revelation was
that painting the factory machinery
orange and blue rendered the best

Obviously, it is too early yet to list

CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.

to be an impossible shot.

The foregoing is modified text of a pa¬
per prepared for delivery at the 1961 Tech¬
nical Symposium of the Society of Photo¬
graphic Instrumentation Engineers, August
7-11, 1961, Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
—Editor.

neers.

Guaranteed
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a hard-and-fast field of applications for
the Stereoflex. Rather, it appears that
the capability for high-speed stereo
studies has opened a new area in which
photo instrumentation engineers can
apply their talents and imaginations.

sion for photo instrumentation engi¬

t;j$10,00000

Page

Another difficult scene to photo¬
graph for this picture was that which
shows how water flows inside the tubes
of an automobile radiator. To enable
the cameramen to accomplish this,
Harrison engineers sawed a radiator
in half to provide a cross-section view,
then built special pumps to circulate
the water in the radiator “on the half¬
shell.” To provide the necessary illu¬
mination for this shot, a special elec¬
tric bulb was made and inserted inside
the radiator.

high speed camera performance is, in
itself, a potential new working dimen¬

lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.

Continued from

days to shoot,” said Ted, “it is on the

vantage point.

• 50 ft. capacity
• 200 Amp. Arc Lamphouse
• Bell & Howell—movement with
registration pins
• Rheostat with light intensity
stop switches
• Two camera interlock motors—
for Mitchell NC & BNC
• Complete set various focal length
projection lenses
• Forward and Reverse controls
• All connecting cables
• All components—completely blimped
for very low noise level
• Projector mounted on dollied pedestal
with horizontal and vertical
adjustments

•

lenses and the fields of these filters are
set at right angles. Viewers use eye¬
glasses correspondingly polarized.

of the project. That is, the factor of
optical convergence is tailored so that
observers can achieve the best possible

Specifications:

Complete

SHOOTING PROBLEM PICTURE

Stereo image correlation throughout
the system is adapted to the objective

Process
35mm Projector

Approximate projector weight:.. 1500
sync generator: .... 300
rheostat: . 90
accessories. 150

watts may be used. Image brightness
is specified at 17 foot-candles on a
high-gain portable screen. Polaroid fil¬
ters are mounted on the projection

Acceptance of the MOVIOLA CRAB DOLLY for motion picture
and television cameras is world wide as evidenced by unso¬
licited testimonials.
Users have learned through experience that the Moviola Crab
Dolly provides a mobile platform for their camera that can
be precisely positioned with more facility and speed, and
with greater accuracy than any other type of camera support.
Regardless of the shot — moving or static — all people en¬
gaged in the creative phases of the industry recognize that
production values are enhanced by the use of the Moviola
Crab Dolly.
PRODUCERS see additional set-ups and more fluid camera
work resulting in a quality product even on a tight budget.
DIRECTORS can add the dimension of camera movement to
their sequences and, through continuous composition, give
dramatic force to their story.
CAMERAMEN are able to “roll-in” on tight shots, exploit light¬
ing setups to greater advantage, match “takes” to rehearsals
through faithful dolly tracking and re-position quickly by
smooth precision adjustment.
EDITORS welcome “dailies” that have an infinite variety of
shots and added coverage. These values provided by the
Moviola Crab Dolly eliminate “choppy” continuity caused by
limited set-ups on ordinary camera supports.

for HIGH production value ...

on a LOW budget

WRITERS see that the Moviola Crab Dolly broadens their
scope in its use for dramatic effects.
You can break the stalemate of production values versus cost
with the help of the Moviola Crab Dolly. Call or write now for
a free brochure —Hollywood 7-3178.

TV/Toviola
JLv JL
MANUFACTURING CO.
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1451 N. Gordon St., Dept. AC-1, Hollywood 28, Calif. • Cable address: Moviola, Hollywood, Calif.
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How to select a recorder
MAGNASYNC-MAGNAPHONIC
Sound Equipment Checklist
A versatile
all

7-lb.

transistorized

professional
and

quality

positively

recorder/repro

sprocket-hole

inter!

with your 16mm camera or projector . . . CANNOT GE1
OF SYNC! Can be hand held or tripod mounted. Wide
tion of accessories available.

MARK 1

Basic System

The

12-lb.

system

featherweight Mark

recorder/reproducer

11, a

is

professional

completely

d<

transisto

self-contained, and highly reliable with maximum recc
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photographic result on Ektachrome
film. The visual effect so impressed
company officials they subsequently
ordered all machinery that would come
within the scope of the camera to be
oainted in these colors.
When shooting scenes in the Harri¬
son factory, lighting problems were
encountered because large windows
and huge skylights permitted a vast
amount of daylight to come through
and conflict with the artificial lightng that was necessary for the tung¬
sten type film being used.
“We solved this problem," said
Vincent Saizis, “by covering the skyights and windows with tarpaulins.
Tn other instances, Macbeth filters
vere used with the set lamps to com¬
pensate.”
An important

factor

in

shooting

‘Temperatures Made To Order” was
he cooperation received from officials
>f the Harrison Radiator Company.
)ne example is the way they provided
leutral hackings in many of the facary areas so that distracting backrounds could be eliminated in cerain shots.
Lighting, and especially the power
or same, is invariably a problem on
ny location interior. This is especially
true when shooting in color where it
becomes vitally important to maintain
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constant voltage and amperage levels.
The Saizis brothers had at their dis¬
posal a total of 2,000 amps. In addi¬
tion to the factory power lines, they
obtained additional power from a
transformer mounted on a portable
dolly which could he moved around
the plant at will. Special care was ex¬
ercised at all times to insure uniform
color temperature in the illumination.
Some exciting visual effects were
introduced into the picture by truck¬
ing or dollying the camera whenever
possible, using a four-wheel dolly and
tracks.
Danger was encountered, too, when
it came time to shoot several vital
scenes in the factory’s paint spray
booth. It was a highly inflammable
situation, and every precaution was
taken to insure that no sparking of
electrical equipment would occur to
touch off a fire.
The most uncomfortable scene to
photograph, Ted recalls, was inside
a sub-zero room where radiators are
tested in automobiles under zero tem¬
peratures and below.

A.
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Photographing “Temperatures” con¬
sumed 10,000 feet of 16mm Ekta¬

chrome film, was three months in
preparation, and required five weeks
to shoot. The Saizis brothers admit
the subject matter sounded pretty dull
when first they were approached to
shoot the picture, but the more they
became involved, the more exciting
and challenging the job became.
“We used a Mitchell 16mm cam¬
era,” said Ted, “and we photographed
‘Temperatures’ as meticulously as if
it were a feature picture. Instead of
typical documentary treatment using
simple front lighting, we gave each
set-up and each plant employee in¬
volved as careful lighting as if the
picture were to he released for theat¬
rical distribution.”
“Temperatures Made To Order”
was subsequently chosen by the Na¬
tional Association of Manufacturers
as one of fifteen American films to
compete in the Second International
Film Festival in Turin, Italy, this year.
Later, prints will be added to General
Motor Company’s motion picture li¬
brary and made available to school,
church, college and business audiences.
Thus what first appeared to be a
dull and uninteresting photographic
undertaking, ultimately became, for
the Saizis brothers, something to chal¬
lenge their imaginations and abilities.
’V e enjoyed the problems the pro¬
duction posed and the rewards that
came to us in successfully working
them out,” said Vincent Saizis.
*
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powerful when haranguing the masses
from a balcony.
In terms of the camera, a high angle
creates a very similar impression. It
places the audience in an exalted posi¬
tion in reference to the players in the
scene. Depending upon how the trend
of the action develops, it can cause
the audience to look at the players
either with contempt or compassion—but in any case, the characters in that
scene will appear humble to the au¬
dience.
Putting it into concrete terms, let us
take for example a sequence in which
a man is being pursued by blood¬
hounds. If the action were filmed from
the conventional eye-level angle we
might not feel especially sorry for the
man, because he is bigger than the
dogs. In our mind we tend to assume
that because he is the dominant figure
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in the scene, he will probably win out
against the odds.
On the other hand, let’s view the
same scene from a high angle. Now
the difference in size between the man
and the dogs is less obvious. He be¬
comes a hunted thing, nakedly exposed
to the camera’s commanding eye —
and the audience is made to feel super¬
ior to him, in a compassionate sort of
way.
The high angle, therefore, is used
to best advantage to make the audience
feel superior to (or feel sorry for)
the players in the screen situation
Aside from this psychological aspect,
the high-angle shot gives a more com¬
prehensive view of the situation, and
creates a lofty perspective that is
especially valuable in introducing a
new locale.

A low-angle forces the perspective of
the scene, so that a character thus
shown appears to be taller than he
really is, and he can be made to ac¬
tually loom large in the composition.
Thus he will more or less dominate
the audience psychologically and place
it on the defensive. The low-angle shot
is especially effective in sequences
where a menace is to be portrayed, or
where the influence of the character is
to be built up for a particular reason
of plot. Films with a sinister or mys¬
tery theme benefit especially from
camera angles of this type.
In a sense, it can be said that a lowangle is an intimate sort of angle,
because it often serves to bring the au¬

The Low-Angle Shot: Departing
from the conventional eye-level shot in

dience more completely into the atmos¬
phere of the scene. Let us suppose, for
example, that a character is shown
fleeing from the police by crawling
through some undergrowth. An eye-

the

that

level shot of the scene would show the

shooting from a low angle produces
some of the most dramatic points-ofview available to the cameraman. The
basic effect of the low camera angle
is completely different from that of the

opposite

direction,

we

find

details of the scene quite clearly, but
would hardly inspire the desired emo¬
tional reaction from the audience. On
the other hand, if the same action were
shot from a low angle, with the fugi¬

high-angle, since it tends to exaggerate

tive crawling right up to the lens so
the audience could see the terror in

the importance of the subject which it
portrays.

Continued on Page 557
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his eyes, it would be almost as if
the spectators were in the actual locale
with him, experiencing the same emo¬
tions.
Another function of the low-angle
shot—and one which is quite effective
—is that of pointing up the composi¬
tional importance of a commonplace
static subject. A radio tower, for ex¬
ample, is just a radio tower when
viewed from a straightforward angle—
but shot from a low angle, it becomes
an imposing monument of steel tower¬
ing into the sky.
Utilizing a low camera angle, the
photographer can often eliminate a dis¬
tracting background and show his sub¬
ject to best advantage against the sky.
Or, as a variation of this technique,
he can create effective composition or
symbolism by shooting the subject
from a low vantage point against a
dramatic background. In short—the
low-angle is a very striking point-ofview if used correctly, and not too
often.
Framing Scenes: When a subject in
a scene is framed by another object,
a direct relationship is established be¬
tween that subject and its locale. A
house framed by trees, for example,
is no longer just a house, but part of
the landscape.
One of the most effective composi¬
tional treatments is the shot in which
background subjects are framed by an
object in the foreground. This treat¬
ment gives added depth and perspec¬
tive to the scene and tends to draw the
audience into the action.
Photographically, such compositions
are a bit more tricky to shoot since
they require a great depth-of-field

If voa’re going around in circles . . .

in order that both planes of composi¬
tion be rendered in acceptable forcus.
This means that for shots of this type
a wide-angle lens is generally used,
wth sufficient illumination to allow the
lens to be stopped down as far as pos¬
sible.
The framing of a scenic shot having
a person in the foreground provides
a fine measuring stick for size and dis¬
tance. If the focus must favor one of
the two subjects, it should be the one
that is the most important in the scene.
Point-of-view in cinematography de¬
pends

greatly

upon

the

perspective

created by the lens used—which, in
turn, depends directly upon the focal-
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length of the lens.

perspective, and the corridor will ap¬

The standard lens (1-inch for 16
mm cameras, 2-inch for 35mm) pro¬

pear on the screen as nothing more
than
unobstrusive
background
for
whatever action develops. But if we

duces a so-called normal perspective.
That is, it covers practically the same
|

angle of view as the human eye. It
shows the subject clearly and without
any exaggeration of line or proportion.
The wide-angle lens, on the other
hand,

forces

the

perspective

of

the

scene, tends to make settings look larger
than they actually are, exaggerates ap¬
parent distances, and allows for dra¬
matic composition because of its in¬
herently great depth-of-fleld.
Telephoto lenses tend to flatten out
the separate planes of the scene, while
magnifying the subject. Because of its
short depth-of-fleld, the telephoto is a
fine lens to use for shooting closeups
of people, since it throws distracting
backgrounds out of focus.
These characteristics should be kept
in mind when the selection of a lens
is being made for a particular scene,
because the choice of lens will have
much to do wffh the effectiveness of
the point-of-view.

photograph the same scene from a
low vantage point, using a wide-angle
lens,

the

whole

point-of-view of

the

scene will be changed. The perspective
of the corridor will be forced so that
it will appear to be twice as long as
it really is. The lines of perspective
will taper off to a distant point. The
tilt created by the low angle will cause
straight lines to lean just enough to
give the setting a dramatic appearance.
Figures in the scene will loom more
forcefully in the composition. What
was once an ordinary scene will be¬
come a dramatic, suspenseful situation.
This sort of set-up, of course, should
only be used when the mood of the
story demands such an atmosphere—
never just for the sake of photographic
novelty.
Camera point-of-view, in the final
analysis, depends primarily upon the
cameraman's choice of angle in a spe¬
cific scene or sequence. In any event,
he should match the viewpoint of his

Let us suppose we are filming a
sequence in a long corridor and wre
wish to point up the setting itself. If

camera to the mood and pace of the
story and select angles that clearly show
the action, but at the same time show

we use a standard lens at eye-level,
the scene will photograph with normal

what there is to he shown in a fresh
and original way.

■

. . . come see us.
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beneath the Polar ice cap, with huge
icebergs floating on the surface form¬
ing a ceiling. Suddenly the huge bergs
begin to disintegrate and tremendous
ice “boulders" crash down upon the
submarine, theatening to crush it.
The icebergs, Abbott explained, were
simply constructed;
metal frame
“shapes" were first constructed and
then covered with ordinary lathing
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wire or “mesh." Over this were placed
several thicknesses of cheese cloth, and
the whole assembly then coated with
wax.
A major problem was making these
hollow “icebergs” descend below sur¬
face of the water at the right speed in
order to look realistic. The 'bergs
ranged in size from four inches to 24
inches in width. Each had to have its
relative bouyancy built in so that the
smaller ’bergs would not fall at a faster
rate than the larger ones.
The scene was shot with the camera
mounted in the studio's diving bell

(underwater camera tank), which has
two large ports with large con¬
vex glass covers. The icebergs were
arranged on planks overhead above
the water surface, and dropped into
the water by technicians as the camera
recorded the action. Several takes were
made, which required divers to retrieve
the various iceberg miniatures and re¬
align them for the shots to follow.
A major challenge to Bill Abbott
and his special effects crew was the
creation of the Van Allen Belt aflame
—a raging inferno that would roar
across the entire CinemaScope picture
frame and beyond to infinity. For this,
flame throwers were used that shot a
roaring jet of fire twenty feet in length.
Since it was impractical to overcrank
the special effects camera more than
4^2 times normal speed, the scene was
shot using three flame throwers and
with the camera operating at approxi¬
mately 108 frames a second.
In preparing this footage for effects
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printing, a double-frame printing meth¬
od was used. To effectively eliminate
‘’chattering,” the printing was stag¬
gered so that each sequence contained
one additional frame of the frame be¬
fore or after the principal frame being
photographed. This staggering proce¬
dure had the effect of slowing the ac¬
tion down to nine times below normal.
The action was staggered a second
time, slowing the motion to eighteen
times below normal.
In order to fill out the wide propor¬
tions of the CinemaScope frame format
so that the entire sky across the top of
the frame would appear to be in flames,
it was necessary to make an optical
composite composed of three standard
frames of the flame thrower action
printed side by side. Several takes
were used to mix up the action. They
were also staggered in size—that is,
some were enlarged and others reduced
in order to produce the effect of three
planes for an illusion of depth. In order
to get the final effect strip to be used
in double printing with the foreground
action, one strip of film was run
through the optical printer a total of
fifty-seven times. The final result was
an awesome illusion of weight, size and
depth created from what started off as
a twenty-foot jet of flame.
Much of the action in ’‘Voyage”
takes place aboard a submarine, both
surfaced and underwater. For these
sequences it was necessary to build
submarine models in three different
sizes in order to accommodate all of the
action scheduled in the script. On the
surface a twenty-foot model was used.
There also was an eight-foot model for
use in the tank, and a four-foot model
which also was built to scale for the
sequence depicting the octopus attack¬
ing the sub.
A problem of scale also developed in
the scene in which the tiny two-man
sub is sent out to cut a mine loose
from the nose of the large submarine.
Whereas the eight-foot model repre¬
sented the full-size craft 350 feet long,
a two-man submarine supposed to be
twenty feet long in actual size would
have looked as small as a used pencil.
To solve that particular problem, the
twenty-foot model of the large submar¬
ine was submerged in the tank in a
stationary position. It was equipped
with an electrically controlled hatch
from which a small, eleven-inch model
of the sub could be released. Still an¬
other and slightly larger model of the
sub was built to a scale carefully cal¬
culated with respect to the explosion
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SPECIAL EFFECTS
CAN GREATLY ENHANCE ANY PRODUCTION

Automatic Daylight Processing
r

.

Fades,
dissolves,
wipes,
hold frame,
reverse
action or direction, enlarge or reduce image,
lengthen or shorten scene, speed up or slow
down action, zoom forward or back, push-offs,
distortion or ripple effect, out-of-focus dissolve,
flip-overs, page-turn effect, split screens, superimposures, matting, dodging, filtering, tinting,
bas relief effect, liquid gate printing, and many
other
scene
modifications
and
manipulations
available in color, B&W, 16mm, 35mm. For
further details see “Cinemagic of the Optical
Printer”
in the A.S.C. Manual, Page 361.

DEVELOPING TANK
F*

i

a

r.

invited.

New

price

list

• Motor driven—Heated
• Speedy drying
• Automatic shrinkage allow¬
ance
• Stainless steel and
aluminum construction
• Easily assembled without
tools
• Compact, Portable

available.

FILM EFFECTS of Hollywood, Inc.
1153

N.

Phone:

Highland

Ave.,

Hollywood 38,

Calif.

LINWOOD DUNN, ASC, President
Hollywood 9-5808. Cable: FILMEFX

Processes up to 200 Ft.
8mm-16mm-35mm-70mm
Movie—X-Ray—Microfilm
Motor driven portable
Uniform Density Assured
400 Ft. Tank Available

FILM DRYER

OVER 30 YEARS OF MAJOR STUDIO
EXPERIENCE AND THE FINEST
SPECIALIZED EQUIPMENT ARE NOW
AVAILABLE TO THE INDEPENDENT PRODUCER.
Inquiries

•
•
•
*
•
•

Guaranteed. Write for Free Literature

Micro Record Corp.
■

South Ave.
Beacon, N.Y.

NAIL DOWN YOUR PROFITS!
Cameras: 16mm & 35mm—Sound
(Single or Double System)—Silent
—Hi-Speed
Lighting: Arcs—Incandescents
—Spot s—FI o o d s—D i m m e r s—
Reflectors—All Lighting Accessories
Generators:

Portable—Truck

Mounted
Magnetic—
Optical—Mikes—Booms

Sound Equipment:

Parallels—
Goboes—Other Grip accessories
Grip Equipment:

Cranes, Dollies:

RENT
FROM

Crab—Western-

Portable Panoram
Wide angle—Zoom—Tele¬
photo— Anamorphic
Lenses:

Editing Equipment: Moviolas
—Viewers—Splicers—Rewinders

16mm &
35mm—Sound & Silent—SlideContinuous
Projection Equipment:

Television:

Closed Circuit TV

Camera Cars:
*CECO—Trademark of Camera
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Equipment CO.

ACCESSORIES
Why be equipment-rich, but profits
poor? If
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ing money,

accessories

puts

the

problem

of

maintenance where it belongs—in

investigate full-service

the hands of factory-trained experts.

leasing from CECO. Some of Amer¬
ica’s largest corporations have such

Your accountant will explain the
savings of renting versus buying.

arrangements with us. Renting your

Want to talk about it? Call JUdson

cameras, lights, sound recorders and

6-1420.
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€quipni€nT (o.jnc.
315 W. 43rd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y.
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Today!
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Dept.A-14
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Gentlemen: Please rush me your FREE complete
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I

Firm.

1

In Hialeah, Florida:

Camera Equipment Co., Inc. of Florida
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that was to demolish it, so that the ex¬
plosion would appear as real as pos¬
sible.
In a special effects project such as
this, Abbott explains, the studio’s mini¬
ature prop shop contributes substan¬
tially. Herb Cheek, head of the shop
and considered one of the top experts
in the business, supervised the con¬
struction of the various models re¬
quired for “Voyage to the Bottom of

at vour service!

reversal printing i
I and processing j
i

Z.

• Work Prints
•
— • Color-to-Color Prints •
— • Color-to-B & W Prints*
Raw Stock
•

Fastax Service
A&B Roll Prints FaHes-Dissnlues
Timed Prints

the Sea.”
Underwater explosions, as a rule, are
difficult to stage, particularly from the
point of safety, since they are invar¬
iably photographed with the camera
shooting from a submerged tank and
through a glass-covered port. The con¬
cussion of an explosion is greater in
water than in air, therefore the prob¬
lem here is how close can the camera
work to an explosion without danger
of the port collapsing from the concus¬
sion.
Filming Underwater Scenes

• Edge Numbering

■■

Write for complete information ...

—

723 Seventh Ave.
N. Y. 19, JU 6-2293

Specialized

LIGHTING
EQUIPMENT
for

MOTION PICTURE, STILL
and

TELEVISION STUDIOS

Write for A Copy of Our
Catalog H on Your Letterhead

937

NORTH SYCAMORE AVENUE
HOLLYWOOD
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38,
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All of the underwater scenes for this
picture were staged and photographed
in the studio tank, pictured in the
photos, which is about sixty feet square
and eleven feet deep. The special effects
photography was done with the camera
mounted in an open-top diving bell
(Fig. 3) set down in the tank. Pon¬
toons attached to the sides kept it erect
and prevented it capsizing. Two circu¬
lar ports covered with convex glass, as
previously mentioned, afforded viewing
access for the camera. The curvature
of the convex glass served to nullify
the refraction of the water which, were
photography done through a flat glass,
would magnify objects underwater
about one-third, thus making it neces¬
sary to work in a much larger under¬
water set to achieve the required pic¬
torial depth.
The curved glass, Abbott explains,
cuts down refraction and at the same
time permits normal perspective. An
added advantage is that the camera
actually records an aerial image,
achieving almost universal focus. It is
possible, when shooting through the
curved glass and using a 75mm lens at
a carefully calculated focus, to achieve
a depth of field ranging from 41/o to 12
feet. In miniature work, the depth of
field factor is especially critical, partic¬
ularly when filming with CinemaScope
lenses, which are characteristically
lacking in depth.
A major problem in underwater
photography is getting enough light to
permit stopping down for the required

depth of field. When this is coupled
with the necessity of over-cranking, as
it generally is when photographing
miniatures in motion, then the lighting
situation becomes vastly complicated.
In this case, about 90% of the photo¬
graphic illumination was daylight, sup¬
plemented by arc lights above the sur¬
face and a few sealed-beam lamps
underwater. It was necessary to break
up the direct rays of the sun filtering
through the ruffled surface of the water
because these created an annoying pat¬
tern that is unrealistic when you are
supposed to be filming at considerable
depth. In order to diffuse the direct
sunlight, a white muslin scrim was
stretched over the entire tank (See Fig.
1), and the lamps used for some of the
shots had scrims mounted in front of
them.
An interesting challenge presented
itself in the underwater shots showing
the submarine cruising just below the
surface, where the water appeared to
reflect the red glow from the fiery sky.
At first, Abbott mounted red-filtered
lamps on a parallel over the pool and
directed their light on the surface of
the water. But he discovered that the
color would register only when the
camera was shooting directly toward
a lamp. After a certain amount of
stewing
over
formulas
involving
physics and mathematics, the dilemma
was resolved by placing the filtered
lamps under the water, on the bottom
of the tank, and beaming them up so
that the surface of the water, as seen
from below, acted as a mirror and re¬
flected the red glow evenly and in a
most convincing manner.
Wave Scale Important
For surface scenes the scale of the
waves in relation to the models was a
matter of prime importance. Over a
period of years rules of thumb have
been developed to determine this. The
scale of the waves is always relative,
not only as to the size of the model, but
also to the type of sea to be depicted.
Wide-angle CinemaScope lenses take in
a tremendous spread of background,
making it necessary for the camera¬
man to work as close as possible to the
subject. When filming water miniatures
he thus loses a considerable area of
water from the camera to the back
edge of the tank. This means that a
great deal of time and effort must be
expended in order to create a diminish¬
ing wave perspective. The size of the
waves in the foreground have to be
built up to match the scale of the model
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and the waves which appear beyond
and in the background must be gradu¬
ally diminished in size to impart the
illusion of great distance—forced per¬
spective, in a sense.
Mechanically this tricky maneuver
was achieved by setting the front wave
scale with wind machines, accompanied
by the use of plank agitators manipu¬
lated in cadence by experienced effects
technicians who varied the beat to pro¬
duce an irregular wave pattern. The
entire effect was further enhanced by
large mechanical agitators which added
a ground swell to the illusion. The
trick, Bill Abbott explained, lies in
placing and coordinating all the ele¬
ments to give the effect of an infinite
horizon of realistic wave motion in re¬
lation to the model. Moreover, the scene
must be filmed before the foreground
waves reach the rear of the tank and
begin to “echo” back. When this hap¬
pens, the waves stack up vertically and
the illusion is ruined.

CINE QUEEN KEY LIGHT

SUPER-EIGHTY FLOOD OR FILL

The ColorTran CINE QUEEN houses the
new medium flood PAR 64— 1500 watt
G.E. lamp... to be used direct from
120V ONLY AC or DC. It produces the
equivalent of 5000 watts (5K) of studio
light at 3350°K and consumes 12%
amperes —(no ColorTran converter is

The equivalent of 10,000 watts (10K) of
studio Flood light. Weighs 7% lbs. using
a R-80 — 1500 watt lamp. The SuperEighty consumes only 13.7 amps from
220V when used with a ColorTran Con¬
verter. Produces 940 ft. candles of even
light — 7 ft. in diameter, 10 ft. from sub¬
ject Color temperature is 3400 K...
most powerful flood light available. Ideal
when used with ColorTran CINE KING
“KEY” lights.

necessary). The CINE QUEEN also
accommodates the regular 500 watt
PAR 64 lamp, producing the same
amount of light using a ColorTran Con¬
verter. Consumes 9.1 amperes from
120V. Sturdy, vent-cooled steel construc¬
tion. Weighs only 6% lbs.

Order
Code:
LSE

$56.00
w/o lamp

P.O. Box 188
Burbank, Calif.

Camera Speed Formula
Through much trial and error,
special effects cameramen have worked
out a mathematical formula to provide
a ratio between the size of the model
and the rate of overcranking needed to
maintain a realistic illusion of motion.
This ratio is based on the formula that
the camera speed is equal to the square
root of the scale model. Ideally, this
means that when using a model with a
scale of %-inch to 1-foot (or 1/16 nor¬
mal size), the camera is operated at
four times normal speed.

HIGH ABSORPTION HEAT FILTER

ColorTran Engineered Lighting

Eliminates up to 90% of all radiated
heat from all light sources, tungsten,
arc, pulsed neon, etc. Light transmis¬
sion exceeds 85%. Maintains proper

Systems and Equipment with high
power, color control, light weight, low
current consumption and economy...
designed for motion pictures, television,
closed circuit TV, studios, high speed
photography, commercial, industrial and
military applications. Standard and cus¬
tom lighting systems, built for explosive
atmospheres, underwater photography,
remote control, animation, location
shooting and entire studios. Full line of
accessories and cable available.

color temperature. Raises Kelvin only
100°. Ideal for the protection of heat
sensitive materials and objects (plants,
film, etc.). Provides cool comfort in
motion picture and television shooting.
Available in complete range of sizes up
to 10K —20" in diameter. Write for

prices and other information.

One of the most spectacular scenes
in “Voyage to the Bottom of the Sea”
shows the submarine moving into New
York Harbor against a background of
the United Nations headquarters. To
produce it a number of special effects
procedures were employed. First, the
massive backing behind the tank was
painted a brilliant red, so that the color
would be reflected on the water as the
submarine went through its maneuvers.
Then from a large three-by-six-foot
mural type photo enlargement of the
New York waterfront, the studio’s art
department made a silhouette painting
of black buildings against a white
background, then another rendering
with the values exactly reversed. From
these a dupe negative was made by the
travelling matte process to combine the
miniature with the silhouette render¬
ing of the city skyline. Finally, the
composite shot of the fires was printed
into the sky area, using the matte of
the buildings to make it appear that
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Special Low Low Price!
HOUSTON FEARLESS

Panoram Dollies

Thoroughly Overhauled & Refinished • Fully Guaranteed • Immediate Delivery

4 Wheel —- $ 1,20000

•

5 Wheel — * 1,60000
In Hialeah, Florida:

(Jflm€Rfl Cc^uipmenT (ojnc.

1335 E. 10th Ave.,
TUxedo 8-4604
In Hollywood, California:

Dept. A

19, 315 W. 43rd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y., JUdson 6-1420

6510 Santa Monica Blvd.,
Hollywood 9-5119
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the fire was behind them.
In filming the sequence in which a
giant octupus attacks the submarine,
one scene had to show the octopus
clinging to the glass ports in the nose
of the ship as though it were photo¬
graphed from within the ship and thus
show the underside of the octopus with
its tentacles and their suction cups.
This shot could have been made easily
by means of process photography, but

Abbott felt he could get sharper and
more realistic images by using the trav¬
eling matte process. The full-scale
scenes, therefore, were shot with a blue
backing behind the port openings. Then
a small live octopus, having a tentacle
spread of about 20 inches, was induced
to cling to a pane of glass mounted
before the camera, thus providing a
view of its suction-cup studded under¬
side. Shooting this from a distance of

five feet with a six-inch lens resulted
in a closeup of about 6 inches of the
creature’s mid-section. When this was
matte printed into the ports in the live
action scenes, the octopus appeared to
be gigantic in size.
“In order to establish scale in shooting
miniatures,” Abbott points out, “a good
practice is to show a person in con¬
junction with the blow-up of the model
the first time it appears in the film.
From that point on the audience will
subconsciously remember the scale and
apply it whether the model is shown
alone or with other elements.”
Thus it may be seen that psycho¬
logical effects often must be combined
with essentially visual effects to achieve
the desired illusion of reality, especi¬
ally for a phantasy story of this kind. ■

HIGH-SPEED
Continued from

ET

Page

72°
360°

514

X/
X

1
1,000

5 X 1,000 = 1/5.000 second
Because high-speed photography re¬
quires high intensity illumination, var¬
ious types of artificial light sources are
used. These include:
(1) Tungsten lamps.
(2) Mercury arcs.
(3) Zirconium arcs.
(4) Electronic flash.
(5) Spark.
(6) Photoflash lamps.
(7) Xenon lamps.
Determination of
Picture Taking Rate
Determination of the picture taking
rate depends on whether qualitative or
qualitative analysis of the subject is
to be made.
For qualitative analysis, i.e., by pro¬
jection, a .10 second sequence is very
useful. If an event takes place in an
estimated 1/10 of a second, the time
magnification will be 100 times.

Projection time
-—^-:Lvent time

_
...
— magnification

Magnification X Projection rate =
Picture taking rate.
For silent speed:
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KX) X 16 = 1600 pictures per second.
For sound speed:
100 X 25 — 2400 pictures per second.

PRECISION'FILM EDITING EQUIPMENT
Precision Unitized Film Synchronizer

The quantitative estimate for picture
taking rate is based on:

Pat

Model S635-1
Single Sprocket 35mm
Synchronizer $95.00

Number pictures desired

Appd.

For

Single Sprocket 16mm
Synchronizer $95.00
(not shown)

Event time
— Picture taking rate.
If an event to be analysed takes place
in about 1/100 of a second and 50 pic¬
tures are required, the exposure rate
will be 5,000 fps, calculated thus:

Model S616-3
Three sprocket
16mm Synchron i z e r with
Spacer and Mag¬
netic head.
$215.75

—^—= 5.000 pictu res per second.
Sprocket Assemblies
16 or 35mm $32.50 ea.

Lens Coverage
For field width coverage and work¬
ing distance with a particular lens, di¬
vide the field width by the film width
to secure the number of times the
image will be reduced in size.

opticalmagnetic

Field width

- -

-.

-

r dm width

.

— Keduction

sound
readers

Estimated working distance is reduc¬
tion divided by the focal length of the
lens. This is applicable for all reduc¬
tions greater than 10. For those less
than 10 the reader may refer to for¬
mulas in the “Kodak Fens Handbook ".

Model 800

Model 800 RL

$259.50

$269.50

Lenses are available for high-speed
cameras with focal lengths of 3.2mm
(168° coverage) to 360 inches. Lenses
of less than 35mm focal length should
be of inverse telephoto type in order to
produce the necessary back focus.
Either plus diopter supplementary
lenses or extension tubes may be used
for closeups below the minimum lens
focusing scale distance or for macro¬
cinematography.
Today, any subject—mechanical or
otherwise—that moves too fast to he
studied normally by eye, is a potential
high-speed camera study. Cinematog¬
raphers who never before have em¬
ployed a high-speed camera in their
work, may henceforth find occasions
when a sequence of high-speed photog¬
raphy will enhance a production if not
actually supply the climax. Here, the
availability of high-speed cameras on
a rental basis will prove convenient.
Companies who rent such cameras are
now found coast to coast. Among them
are Camera Equipment Company,
Birns & Sawyer, Traid Corporation,
Gordon Enterprises, and Hollywood
Camera Company.
■
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BARGAINS IN USED EQUIPMENT — See Page 565

BOLEX ACCESSORIES
BY STEVENS
Closed

from

Oct.

2

to

Nov.

15.

Your orders will be filled prompt¬
ly after Nov. 15.
Write for our Bolex Accessory Catalog.

II. C. M.
for

MOTION PICTURE PRINTERS
at

STEVENS ENGINEERING CO.

UHLER CINE MACHINE CO.

Dept. “A”, 340 N. Newport Blvd.

15762 Wyoming Avenue, Detroit 38, Mich.

Newport Beach, Calif.

Phone: UNiversity 1-4663

•

Cable: UHLCIMA
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QUALITY GUARANTEED
USED EQUIPMENT

SHARP “EYES”
Continued

from

Page 542

CAMERAS
Auricon Cine Voice Model
mount, variable density

2 Single lens
Galvanometer,

Arriflex 16, new style 16 25-50mm Xenon
lenses,
Matte Box,
Camera
Case for
camera and 400 ft. Mags.
Arriflex 35mm, 120° shutter, 28-50-75mm
Xenon lenses .
Arriflex
35mm
w/variable
speed
motor,
120°
shutter,
30-50-75mm
Primoplan
lenses, 3—200 ft. magazines.
Arriflex
35mm
w/180°
shutter,
28-5075mm Xenon lenses, motor cable, sun¬
shade,
matte
box,
case,
1—400
ft.
magazine
.
Cineflex 35mm camera w/200 ft. mag.,
12 volt DC motor, and power cord.
Eyemo 35 Single lens “A" mount w/2"
Eyemax lens .
Eyemo 35 w/47mm Cooke F 2.7, case.
Filmo 16mm 70 S High-Speed Camera....
Bell & Howell 35mm standard model D.D.
High Speed camera w/cable and extra
belts, case .
Bell
&
Howell
35mm
Standard
camera
#616 w/170°
shutter,
unit 1
shuttle,
overhauled and refinished.
Cine Special
II w/100 ft. and 200 ft.
mags., 15mm Ektar 2.5, 152mm Kodak,
Telephoto F 4.5 Lenses, Case.-.
Cine Special I w/100 ft. magazine, 25mm
K.A. F 1.9 Lens.
Cine Special II w/100 ft. magazine.
Maurer-05 Camera
head
only w/built-in
features and 1—400 ft. mag.
DeVry 35mm camera w/50mm lens.
Arriflex 35mm Blimp .
Arriflex 35mm 110 Volt Synch motor and
case
.
Cine Special sync, motors .
Mitchell
12
volt
35mm
variable
speed
motor
.
Filmo motor—115 volts, 24 frame sync, w/
cable
.
Eyemo motor, variable speed, 24 volt.
Wall Sync, motors, 220 volt, 50 cycle, 3
phase
..-.
Arriflex 35mm 200 ft. magazines.
Arriflex 35mm 400 ft. magazines.
Cine Special 100 ft. Film Chambers.
Cine Special 200 ft. Film Chambers.
Bell & Howell 400 ft. 35mm magazines....
Bell & Howell 1000 ft. 35mm magazines..
Mitchell 400x35 magazines .
Bell & Howell 400x35 Bi-Pack magazine....

1,900.00
1,200.00

1,000.00

1,700.00
300.00
225.00
175.00
200.00

2,600.00

2,500.00

925.00
350.00
450.00
2,000.00
175.00
1,350.00
400.00
75.00
250.00
1 10.00
65.00
250.00
70.00
100.00
150.00
350.00
75.00
125.00
100.00
350.00

EDITING
Moviola 35/35 w/bulls eye, no mag., com¬
posite sound .
900.00
Moviola 35/35 Preview large screen w/
mag., footage counters . 1,800.00
Moviola editing machine (UCS) 35/53 old
model cutters machine only, no take up
arms, optical composite sound .
375.00
Neumode Splicer R*2 (35mm).
22.00
Moviola Model “D” Picture Head w/take
up arms, variable speed, foot pedal....
200.00
Bell & Howell 16-35mm Splicers.-.
225.00
Bell & Howell Splicer, foot models, com¬
bination 16-35mm, overhauled.
900.00
Bell & Howell Splicer, foot model 35mm,
overhauled
.
850.00
Neumade Heavy Duty Power rewinds w/
foot pedal—16 or 35mm .-.
76.00
Moviola
16/16
w/Bulls
Eye,
no
mag.,
composite sound .-.
900.00
Trickle Charger for Arri. wet cell battery..
10.00
Pan Cinor, 20 to 60mm in “C” mount....
100.00
Cinegon 20mm in Arri. mount.
375.00
Mikro Kilar 40mm lens.-.
150.00
Mitchell Viewfinder .-.
350.00
Spectra 2-Color meter.
200.00
Spectra 3-color Meter .
260.00
Bell & Howell geared head tripod, com¬
plete w/base .
350.00
Akeley Tripod;, gyro head.$550.00 & UP
SOUND-PROJECTION-LIGHTING-PRINTERS
G-924 Mixer (3-position).-.
250.00
Reeves 16mm PV100 Recorder.. 1,200.00
Tapak Recorder .
300.00
Magenemite Recorder .
200.00
GPL—Jan
Projector
w/speakers—Genova
Movement . 1,000.00
Colortran Jr. Kit .
137.00
1000 Watt T 12 P (Code DFD) Projection
lamps.$3.00 each.per dozen
30.00
16mm
UHLER
combination
continuous
printer, A-l condition .
500.00
35mm Bell & Howell Model
D printer,
completely overhauled, A-l condition. 3,000.00
Model K FILMLINE Processor for 16mm
negative or positive work. Complete with
rotary air compressor. Excellent shape ..
900.00

CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
Dept.

A

315 West 43rd Street, New York 36, N. Y.
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a runway. Utilizing the thrust of its
own engine, plus the kick of a 130,000 pound thrust Astrodyne rocket, the
craft roars off its mobile launcher or
from a concrete-and-steel hunker into
the blue.
During the system’s development
stage, a dummy aircraft was repeat¬
edly launched from a mobile carrier
operating in desert areas near Albu¬
querque, New Mexico. It is said that
few aircraft development projects ever
demanded the coverage by motion pic¬
ture and instrumentation cameras that
the ZEL system received. Some idea
of the scope of this phase of the ac¬
tivity may be had from the accom¬
panying photographs which show per¬
sonnel of North American Aviation,
Inc., preparing and using these cameras
at the test site. Motion picture records
were made of each test with cameras
operating at high speeds ranging from
24 to several thousand frames a sec¬
ond. Among the cameras used were
Arriflex, Cine Kodak Special, Fastax,
and the Eastman High-Speed camera,
which is now being manufactured un¬
der the trade name of Magnifax by
Beckman & Whitley.
Purpose of the ZEL system is to pro¬
vide the Air Force with a means of
dispersing jet fighters close to the front
lines in the event of war and launching
them without the use of conventional
airfields. Planes such as the F-100 can
be towed over rough terrain to a deso¬
late area and made ready for launch¬
ing in the event of an attack.
Capable of carrying a greater bomb
load than many World War II bomb¬
ers, the F-100 is pulled into firing
position on its mobile trailer by a selfcontained winch, carefully placed on
the launcher, and the booster attached.
The pilot starts the engine. When
ready for takeoff, he squeezes the
trigger, igniting the powerful rocket

negotiating such a jet-assisted takeoff.
The initial successful test was con¬
ducted on the sun-baked desert near
Albuquerque by North American Avia¬
tion, Inc. The jet, piloted by A1 Black¬
burn of Los Angeles, was blasted into
the air from a concrete and steel, cave¬
like structure. Actual takeoff distance
for the plane was less than one inch.
Within four seconds, the craft had
accelerated to 275 miles an hour and
moments later was traveling faster than
the speed of sound.
■
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built on a modular basis to facilitate
easy maintenance as well as inter¬
changeability of optional equipment.
For example, the standard drive for
the camera is a 110-V synchronous
motor which operates it at 24 frames
per second. It is readily removed by
depressing two single release clutches
(B in Fig. 2) and can then be replaced
with a variable-speed motor with a
speed range of 8 to 64 fps, a drive
unit designed for time and motion
studies, or a motor for single-frame
and animation work.
An innovation is what Kodak terms
a “space gate”, designed specifically
to keep the film moving in the gate on
an even plane as it is exposed. Pro¬
viding a clearance of 0.007" between
the aperture plate and the pressure pad,
the possibility of the film binding
or scratching is virtually eliminated.
This feature should be especially help¬
ful when the thicker-emulsioned color
films are used in the camera.
A feature of the camera which has
developed much favorable comment is
the buckle trip device, shown at E in
Fig. 2. This operates automatically re¬
gardless of the size of the film load
in the camera. It serves to promptly
stop the camera should the film not
feed properly or if there is interference

booster. Before the booster burns out
the pilot and plane are subject to ac¬
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UY, SELL, SWA
Largest, Most Productive Classified Ad Section Of Any Publication Serving Makers Of Motion Pictures
STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.

GUARANTEED USED EQUIPMENT

BARGAIN — BARGAIN — BARGAIN
TEWE DIRECTOR'S VIEWFINDERS
Model 1, for 16mm.$49.50
Model 2, for 35mm.
49.50
TEWE TELEPHOTO LENSES—50% OFF
125mm f2.5 .(list $180). 90.00
150mm f3 .(list $180). 90.00
300mm f3.5 .(list $355).177.50
300mm f5 .(list $290).145.00
All items BRAND NEW & GUARANTEED
Lenses in 16mm "C" mounts.
Quantity limited . . . send check with order.
FLORMAN & BABB, INC.
68 West 45th St.
New York 36, New York

MAURER 16MM MODEL 05 CAMERA with: new
type finder w/floating mattes and parallex,
1 1 Ov synchronous motor, sunshade filterholder matte box, 400' ft. magazine, deluxe
carrying case for camera, mags., motor and
accessories. Outstanding cond.$1,250.00
AURICON CINE VOICE CAMERA, 3 lens turret,
variable area galvo; complete with ampli¬
fier, mike & cables. Like new.$895.00
RABY 35MM BLIMP FOR MITCHELL CAMERA
complete with finder harness, cams and
blimp shade. Exec, condition.$650.00
OXBERRY STOP-MOTION-ANIMATION MOTOR,
5 speed, fixed mounting type, like new con¬
dition. Lists at $850.00 .$450.00
STOP-MOTION MOTOR; fixed mounting type,
single speed .$200.00
3-WHEEL
PLATFORM
TRIANGULAR
DOLLY,
3'x3'x2y2', 4 inch wheels w/lock-ofFs, tri¬
pod tie-downs, supports 500 lbs. New!
.$175.00
85MM ZEISS SONNAR F/2 LENS in Arriflex
mount; exec, condition. Lists at $340.00.
Special! .$135.00
35MM BIOTAR LENS in Arriflex mount. Exec.
condition .$75.00
18MM F/1.7-T2
COOKE SPEED PANCHRO
SERIES II LENS in Arriflex mount. Like new
condition. Lists at $517.00 .$345.00
ARRIFLEX
DELUXE
COMPARTMENT
CASES,
MODEL 200 (35MM). Holds camera, 4-200
ft. magazines, filters and small accessories.
These list for $125.00. Good cond. $60.00
ea. Exc. cond.$70.00 ea.
ARRIFLEX PORTABLE WET CELL LEAD BATTERY,
1 6v, carrying case and shoulder strap, like
new condition. Lists $80.00 .$59.50
AURICON AMPLIFIER, OPT., complete w/mike
& cables .$ i i 5.00
AMPRO 16MM SOUND PROJECTORS w/synchronous motor and separate speaker. Exc.
$ 1 70.00. W/O synchronous motor ..$ 1 1 5.00
400x35mm Bell & Howell magazines, metal,
exc. cond.$20.00 ea'
TRIPOD TRIANGLES, excellent condition $1 1.00
MOVIOLA 4/35MM (4-Channel) SYNCHRO¬
NIZER. List $170.00 .$99.00
35MM MAGNETIC BUTT SPLICER, STRAIGHT
CUT, Hollywood Film Co., like new condi¬
tion. List $140.00 .$95.00
FILM CUTTING BARREL w/wheels, rectangular
with RACK & LINER. Like new cond. $30.00
CAMERA SERVICE CENTER
333 West 52nd Street » New York, 1 9, N. Y.
See S.O.S. Specials on Pages 516 and 517
TRADES TAKEN
Phone PL 7-0440
•
Cable SOSOUND
S.O.S. PHOTO-CINE-OPTICS, INC.
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 1 9
Western Branch—6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, California
_Phone: HO 7-2124
GOV'T SURPLUS in new condition! FILM DRY¬
ERS. 35mmx200 ft. capacity Stineman de¬
veloping outfits. Eyemo camera lenses. K-1A
Houston developers, reversal or positive film.
AIR PHOTO SUPPLY, DEPT. C-l, 555 East
Tremont Ave., New York 57, N.Y.
CONVERTED 16mm Bell & Howell printer,
sound and picture, automatic light board,
$1400. Printer can be put into operation im¬
mediately. Price f.o.b. our premises. VIDEO
FILM LABORATORIES, 350 West 50th Street,
New York 1 9, N.Y.

ARRIFLEX 16mm with SOUND BLIMP and SYNC
MOTOR. 16, 25, 50mm new style Roedestock
Heligan lens. 400' mags, 8-volt wild motor
with battery pack and A.C. power supply.
Many other accessories. Over $5,000 new—
first $3,100 takes all. UNIVERSITY SUPPLIERS,
225 West Ohio, Chicago 10, III.
AURICON SUPER 1200, all extras and accesso¬
ries, zoom lens, power supply, etc. Will take
best offer over $4,000. Box 1434, AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER.
CINE SPECIAL I, perfect, 4 lenses, extra maga¬
zine, cases, filters, accessories. Sacrifice, $500.
ROBERT F. GOWEN LABORATORIES, Ossining,
New York.
CINE Special
Series
I
Perfect.
1"
lens
$400.00. Write Box 1250, AMERICAN CINE¬
MATOGRAPHER.
B&H sound projector with Bodine sync motor,
$325.00. DON DUNN, 26246 Fairview Ave.,
Lomita, California. DA6-4925.
400-FT. MAGAZINES for Arri-35 or Cineflex,
$65. 200-ft. $20. SAMUEL KRAVITT, 763
Chapel St., New Haven, Conn.
MAGNASYNC,
motorized
takeups,
16mm,
$750. Wanted 16mm SOF recorder. BIOFILMS,
Easton, Md.
TWO 400' 16mm Arriflex magazines and
torque motor in good condition. Only $325.
Box 1435, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

WANTED
Is it idle, is it old?
Maybe it’s worth its weight in gold.
We have waiting buyers many
Ready to pay a pretty penny.
WE GLADLY TAKE CONSIGNMENTS—
SET YOUR PRICE—SHIP IT IN
OUR PERCENTAGE IS SMALL
WIRE US — PHONE: PL 7-0440
S.O.S. PHOTO-CiNE-OPTICS, INC.
Dept, fc
Cable: SOSOUND
602 W. 52nd Street
New York 19, N.Y.
Western Branch — 6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif., HO 7-2124
WHY SACRIFICE
your production and struggle with old or used
equipment when we can trade for cash or
new equipment? Let us know what you have
and what you need.
THE CAMERA MART, INC.
1845 Broadway PL 7-6977 New York 23, N.Y.

RATES: Ads set in lightfnce type, 15c per word. Minimum ad, $2.00. Text set in
lightface capital letters (except 1st word and advertiser's name) 20c per word.
Modified display format (text set in boldface type, capitals or upper-and-lower case)
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WANTED

WANTED TO BUY FOR CASH
16MM AND 35MM CAMERAS
AND ACCESSORIES
MITCHELL—BELL & HOWELL STANDARD
AND EYEMO—ARRIFLEX—MAURER
ALSO
LABORATORY, EDITING AND
LIGHTHING EQUIPMENT
CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
315 WEST 43RD STREET • NEW YORK 36, N. Y.
CABLE—CINEQUIP
EXPERT
FREELANCE
35MM
CAMERAMEN—
Register for money-making local assignments
in U.S., Central and So. America, Caribbean,
Orient, and other foreign locales. Good cam¬
era equipment, creativity, and ability to pro¬
duce professional results essential. Payment by
assignment and footage basis. Give particulars
and phone number in first letter. WORLD WIDE
FILMS, 108 So. LaJolla Ave., Hollywood 48,
Calif. Phones: WE 0-8308 and OL 3-5072.
16 & 35MM CAMERAS—ANY CONDITION.
MITCHELL — ARRIFLEX — BELL & HOWELL _
AURICON.
ALSO ACCESSORIES & LENSES
FOR THESE CAMERAS.
H. C. ROSS
161 Roosevelt Avenue
Cresskill, New Jersey
WANTED USED 16/8/35mm ”
OPTICAL PRINTER UNDER $5,000.
EDITOR-TABLE, SOUND, UNDER $1,500.
(Horizontal Arri type)
PROCESSOR, ANSCOCOLOR, UNDER $7,500.
STAMEY SELECTED SPECIALTIES
Tacoma 1
Washington
HIGHEST prices paid for your used 16mm and
35mm professional equipment of any kind.
Urgently need clean Arris, Auricons, Mitch¬
ells, Zoom Lenses, etc. for our Rental Pro¬
gram. HOLLYWOOD CAMERA COMPANY, 6838
Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.
TRY F&B LAST
FOR THE HIGHEST QUOTE ON
USED MOVIE EQUIPMENT
FLORMAN & BABB
68 W. 45th ST., N. Y. 36, N. Y.
Mitchell—Akeley—B & H—Wall—Eyemo
Cameras—Lenses—Equipment
NATIONAL CINE EQUIPMENT, INC.
209 West 48th St.
New York, N.Y.

SERVICES AVAILABLE
FREE—$45,000 worth of 1 6mm cameras, Lab
& Sound Equipment, when under the super¬
vision of a competent Audio-Visual Director.
Over 20 years independent supplier of Visuals
& Lab. Services to Industry, Govt., Education
& TV. Writer desires to head and operate
Audio-Visual Serice for one large responsible
organization.
Box
1433, AMERICAN
CIN¬
EMATOGRAPHER.
SCRIPTS and professional consultation avail¬
able and experienced film maker. Box 1432,
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
CAMERAMAN available for assignments in¬
cluding UNDERWATER. ROY CHEVERTON, 2625
N. Ocean Blvd., Fort Lauderdale, Fla.

SI.50 per line. Send copy with remittance to cover payment to Editorial Office,
American Cinematographer. 1782 No. Orange Drive, Hollywood 28, Calif. Forms
close 1st of month preceding date of issue.
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SERVICES AVAILABLE
UNDERWATER photographer available for ex¬
pedition or traveling assignment; completely
equipped for documentary and promotional
filming. For equipment and reference list,
write or phone Woodland 2-4484. DIVERS
DEN, Breakwater Marine Center, Attn.: Under¬
water Photography Section, Santa Barbara,
California.
CAMERAMAN-DIRECTOR, will shoot DESERT
and COAST footage to specifications, silent or
sound, performers or without. Scenics, plant
and animal life or innumerable sporting events
occuring in our fabulous winter playground.
RAY PERRY PRODUCTIONS, 1000 Sunny Dunes
Rd., Palm Springs, Calif.
MICROPHOTOGRAPHY, TIMELAPSE, and SPE¬
CIAL INSERT PHOTOGRAPHY produced to your
most exacting requirements with the South s
most complete special cinematography facili¬
ties. LAWRENCE SMITH PRODUCTIONS, 1951
Delaroche Drive East, Jacksonville 10, Florida.
EVergreen 9-3431.
CAMERAMAN-DIRECTOR (British)—Many Euro¬
pean public relations films 35mm and 16mm.
Also writes and edits. Conversant French. Ex¬
cellent local references. Box 1431, AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER.
16mm FILM assignments—Chicago, Zoographic,
Scenic, Industrial. ARLETTE STUDIO FILM PRO¬
DUCTIONS, 1657 Grace St., Chicago 13, Illi¬
nois. Bl 8-8612.
16MM FILM ASSIGNMENTS, scenic, industrial,
etc. Georgia and surrounding states. METCO
FILMS, c/o M. E. Tapp, 2685 Buena Vista
Ave., Doraville, Ga.
NOTICE! Expert cameraman now accepting as¬
signments throughout the Midwest. DAVID M.
MART, Poynette, Wisconsin. Phone: 635-2137.
FILM ASSIGNMENTS, New York, Boston area,
scenic, stock shots, industrial. ACORN FILMS,
168 W. 46th St., N. Y. C. Judson 6-2272.

LABORATORY & SOUND
ROCKY MOUNTAIN 16MM HEADQUARTERS
16mm Black & White and Anscochrome
Processing—Printing—Recording—Editing
Rental • Sales • All types of film in stock
Write for Price List
WESTERN CINE SERVICE, INC.
312 S. Pearl St., Denver 9, Colo.
Sherman 4-1017.
SOUND RECORDING at a reasonable cost.
High Fidelity 16 or 35. Quality guaranteed.
Complete studio and laboratory services. Color
printing and lacquer coating. ESCAR MOTION
PICTURE SERVICE, INC., 7315 Carnegie Ave¬
nue,
Cleveland
3, Ohio.
Phone ENdicott
1-2707.
NEGATIVE CUTTING—16mm: A&B—color, BW,
negative, reversal. 35mm neg. Quick, de¬
pendable service by JOAN LONGDON, HO
9-1612. The Longdon Company, 6316 Santa
Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38, Calif.
EFFECTS? TITLES? See Ray Mercer
4241 Normal, Holly'd. 29, Calif.
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Co.,

of any kind with film travel. As a
further safeguard, the camera door
cannot be closed if the film is improp¬
erly loaded or if any of the internal
elements of the film transport mechan¬
ism, such as the film retaining spindles,
etc., are not in correct position for
camera operation.
The entire film-handling mechanism
of the camera can be removed for
cleaning and maintenance.
The rotary three-lens turret is a
standard feature and is equipped with
one lens—a 25mm f/1.4 Ekton in a
new type bayonet mount which pro¬
vides push-button ease in the function
of interchanging lenses. Among the
accessories provided for the Reflex
Special are adapters to accommodate
lenses in the standard S-type mounts.
In addition to the standard 25mm
lens, Kodak has available for the cam¬
era a full range of lenses from 10mm
to 150mm focal length. Also available
is a zoom lens with an operating range
from 17.5mm to 75mm.
The Reflex Special comes with one
400-foot film magazine, which will also
accommodate 100-foot and 200-foot
rolls of single- or double-perforated
film on camera spools. The camera,
used without a magazine, will accom¬
modate 100-foot rolls of film. Finally,
there is a rugged 1200-foot magazine
available on special order. When it is
desirable to use the camera without
the external film magazine, there is a
cover piece (G in Fig. 2) that may be
attached to top of camera, making it
light-tight. An additional feature of
the cover piece is a fold-down strap
handle for carrying the camera.
An important protective feature built
into the camera’s electrical system is a
neon monitor light, which is situated
in the remote operating switch, illu¬
strated in Fig. 5, and which indicates
when power is being delivered to the
camera motor—ideal especially when
the camera is being used with a blimp.
Essentially, the monitor light protects
against inoperative camera due to a
loosened electrical cord, etc.
Mention was made earlier of a mag¬
netic sound recording facility. At a
later date, the Reflex Special can be
factory-equipped with a recording sys¬
tem that will enable the camera to re¬
cord sync-sound on pre-striped film
simultaneously with the picture—with

positions of sound and picture sepa¬
rated according to established stand¬
ards. The recording package, accord¬
ing to Dr. Norwood Simmons of
Eastman Kodak Company, who exhib¬
ited the camera at a press conference
preceding the opening of the recent
Technical Symposium of the Society
of Photographic Instrumentation Engi¬
neers in Los Angeles, will fit neatly
into the space normally occupied by
hundred-foot film spools within the
camera body. The amplifier and pow¬
er pack to operate the recorder will
he contained in a compact six-pound
shoulder-strapped case.
Other optional accessories include a
variable speed drive, a time-and-motion study drive, and a soundproof
blimp. (The camera, incidentally, oper¬
ates very quietly.).
Unique in merchandising policy is
the fact the Reflex Special will be
sold directly and exclusively by the
staff of the Eastman Kodak Company
Motion
Picture
film
Department,
which has offices in New York City,
( hicago, Hollywood and Rochester.
Base price for the camera, equipped
with one 400-foot magazine, 110-volt
A.C. 24-fps. sync motor, 25mm f/1.4
lens, adapter for a director-type (Mit¬
chell-type) viewfinder, and a sun¬
shade and filter box, is $1,895.00.
■

BINGHAM’S BEAT
Continued from Page 539

From the tiny airport at Lashio in
the interior the crew traveled to Seagrave’s hospital in a caravan of trucks
and jeeps. The hospital is located in
a village less than a mile from the
Chinese border, and natives often come
from the other side for treatment.
Although Bingham uses 35mm cam¬
eras whenever possible, on this assign¬
ment the lighter and more portable
16mm Aurieon “Super 1200’’ was used
for the major part of the coverage.
For cut-in and cutaway shots he used
a hand-held Bell & Howell Filmo.
Sound was recorded by means of
the Auricon’s single-system magnetic
recording unit (which is installed
within the camera and augments the
optical recording system) and simul¬
taneously on an Ampex l/^-inc-Fi tape
recorder.
Improvisation was one of the keys
to success in this filming assignment.
Bingham used the doctor’s own an¬
cient generator to power his lighting

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

equipment. This was a gas-driven,
one-piston machine which put out 220
volts. A series-and-parallel box was
rigged up to handle the 110-volt lights,
which are the only type readily avail¬
able in Japan.
“We had to he careful to balance
the number of lights on lines before
we threw the switch or the whole batch
would have blown,
Bingham said.
“I had brought along extra lamps in
the event this happened, but our Bur¬
mese gaffer was so careful, it never
did.”

PLANNING
FILM PRODUCTION
IN THE SOUTH?

LIQUID GATE
PRINTING FOR
16-35 BLOW-UPS

Finest Mitchell Cameras, Lighting, Com¬
plete Westrex Recording Facilities, Inter¬
lock Screening & Complete Mixing and
Scoring Facilities.

An amazing new 16mm and 35mm process
which eliminates scratches, smooths out grain
and enhances overall quality. It is particularly
valuable for use in reclaiming of old and
worn films.

“All Under One Roof”

Complete

“Serving National Clients”

Laboratory

and

Effect!

Services

NEW PRICE LIST AVAILABLE - INQUIRIES INVITED

Call or Write: Howard Warren

FILM EFFECTS of Hollywood, Inc.

THUNDERBIRD FILM SOUND CENTER

1153

1833 Bay Road, Miami Beach, Fla.
Phone: JE 1-0355

N.

Highland

Ave.,

Hollywood 38,

Calif.

LINWOOD DUNN, ASC, President
Over

30

Years

of

Major

Studio

Experience"

Dr. Seagrave personally narrated
most of the film. Each night Bing¬
ham set up the Auricon camera in
the doctor’s office. When all was in
readiness, the doctor commented on
the sequences which had been shot that
day or reminisced upon events which
had occurred in previous years.
Considerable pains were taken to
match the lighting from night to night.
Each light unit and bulb was num¬
bered and its distance and height from
the subject in the initial shot meas¬
ured so that each subsequent set-up
would be the same.
The doctor’s office was a room 7 by
12 feet in size, and in order to photo¬
graph action within it Bingham had
to set up his camera outside and shoot
through the door. For reverse angles
a dolly track was constructed ten feet
above the ground outside one of the
windows. This permitted making some
effective dolly shots and also afforded
a range of camera set-ups using the
tripod.
To the doctor’s tiny office a native
mother brought her child—almost dead
from malnutrition. As the doctor made
his examination and talked to the
woman, Bingham’s camera captured
the heartrending scene on film and in
sound. To shoot interior action such
as this, Bingham found Eastman
Double-X film rendered excellent re¬
sults. All too-often the locales in which
he had to shoot posed the photographic
problems of too bright walls and white
bed sheets in high contrast with the
dark-skinned natives.
Whenever it was possible lighting
equipment was arranged in the pat¬
tern commonly used on Hollywood
sound^ stages, i.e., key light, fill light,
etc. “American television audiences
have come to expect the same picture
quality in TV news and documentary
films that marks Hollywood theatrical
films,” said Bingham.

CAMERAS • LIGHTS
ACCESSORIES

RENTAL
EQUIPMENT
IS MORE
RELIABLE!
CAMERAS:
Mitchell - BNC, NC, Hi-Speed,
16mm.
Arriflex — 35mm & 16mm, with
blimps.
Auricons, etc.
LIGHTS:

Our rental equipment is im¬
maculate, checked and re¬
checked, perfectly adjusted
and ready on time. You’ll find
our prices competitive, our
service unexcelled. We sug¬
gest you call early and reserve
the equipment you need, be¬
cause there’s always a heavy
demand for our kind of equip¬
ment and service . . . but we’ll
always make every effort to
supply you in short-notice
emergencies, too.

1 CALL MU 2-2928
FLORMAN & BABB, INC.
68 West 45th Street, New York 36, N.Y.

Arcs, Inkies, Spots, Cones. Gen¬
erators, cables & grip equipt.
Accessories.
Gentlemen:
ACCESSORIES:
Zoom Lenses. Crab Dollies, Mike
Booms, Motors, etc.

Please

send

me

your

complete

Catalog of Rental Equipment.
Name

.

EDITING:
Moviolas, Hot Splicers, Synchro¬

Firm

.

nizers, Sound Readers, etc.
Everything for Film Production

Address .

...

To augment the footage shot in the
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DUAL
POWER
VIEWER
for
BOLEX
REFLEX
From an original 6X to an 8X full field and
16X
critical
focus
LARGER
IMAGES—BETTER
SHARPNESS
CONTROL
WITH
ANY
LENS
Easy to Operate—Guaranteed for
Life—More
Information
Available—When
Viewer only
is
sent $54.00—When sent with Camera $60.00.

PELLEGRINI-PIEK
634

Hearst

Makers

Ave.,

of

San

Variable

Francisco

Shutter

Bo/ex H

12,

Units

for

Calif.
all

Cameras.

doctor s office, Bingham took to the
more portable Filmo camera to get a
number of human-interest shots that
otherwise would be difficult to photo¬
graph with the larger and less-maneuverable Auricon. In Burmese hospi¬
tals, for example, relatives of a patient
move in with him to care for his needs.
“They cook his food and do everything
they can to make him comfortable,”
Bingham explained further.
“You
don't just move in, light up—make a
production of it—to shoot something
like that. You have to gain the friend¬
ship of the people, then work as unob¬
trusively as possible.”
Shortly

PORTABLE MOVIE LIGHT
Fits any camera. No tools
needed, no holes to drill.
Long life nickel-cadmium
battery with built-in charg¬
er veighs only 7 lbs.
Guaranteed one year.

* /PP.

50

COMPLETE WITH BATTERY
Write for Full Information

PHOTOMART
I 228 So. Franklin St.-Tampa 2, Florida
hRBEKVSSB

Telephone 229-1 168

BWtftim

BELL & HOWELL GAUGES
FOR FILMO REPAIR

This pair of precision tools cuts hours off Filmo
repair time. Regular price for this set is $341.62.
We offer these—in brand new condi- 4^ pa
tion—while they last—both gauges
| jU
68 W. 45th St.
Y. 36, N. Y.

FL0RMAN& BABB, Inc. N.
FOR BARGAINS IN

USED EQUIPMENT
See Classified Advertising on

Pages 565-566, This Issue.

FAR EAST ASSIGNMENTS
Established American organization experienced
throughout Asia, offers complete film production
services, 16mm or 35mm. Whether your needs
are a single shot or a complete production,
cable ‘'Farfilms,'' Hong Kong, or write

FARKAS FILM COMPANY
424

Li

Po

Chun

Bldg.,

Hong

PORTABLE CINE FLOOD
“MITE - LITE"
•

Burns brighter and longer

•

Less weight

•

New design and features

•

•

Model “C” $130 inc. charger

Spotless light

custom built by JACK D. LEPPERT
2801 Oak Point Dr.
Hollywood 28, Calif.

5 JOn
/

afterward,

Bingham

got

word that there were three native
women scheduled to enter the local
hospital for Caesarian operations, and
that it might be possible to photograph
one of the operations. All crew mem¬
bers were alerted and plans carefully
drawn. The key lights were set up and
left in readiness for the event.
“Soon the ‘panic button" was pushed
and we went to work.” Bingham said.

Kong.

Cameras and sound equipment were
rushed into place. The elderly doctor
himself was “wired” for sound: a tiny
lavaliere microphone concealed under
his clothing.
The crew filmed the dramatic prepa¬
rations for the surgery plus a number
of terrific reaction shots that reflected
the mounting tension as the baby was
delivered. The doctor described the
operation in four languages and sup¬
plementary microphones picked up the
natural sounds within the operating
room for an effective backdrop for his
words.
Suddenly, the new-born babe’s life
began to ebb as the doctor completed
the operation. The cameras and mikes
picked up his repeated question,
“How’s the baby?”
The nurses,
meanwhile, were making frantic efforts
to revive the child and did not answer.
“Then the baby began to cry and
finally its cries turned to lusty wails,”
Bingham said. “As the cameras con¬
tinued to roll, we could actually see its
color change from blue to pink.”
At the end of the operation the
doctor sank wearily into an old wicker
chair and held the now lively infant in
his arms. The moments of stark lifeand death drama were over, but they
lived on in picture and sound on
Bingham’s film.
To wind up the shooting of this
assignment Bingham and his crew set
up the Auricon at a number of pre¬

selected spots to get special shots that
would point up the remoteness of the
area in which the doctor works. With
these shots completed, Bingham totaled
up the film exposed on this assignment
and found that it amounted 30,000
feet—all of it shot in a period of
fourteen days. Most of this was “offthe-cuff” shooting, for Bingham had
no script—only a bare outline given
him earlier by Burton Benjamin, pro¬
ducer of “Twentieth Century.”
Bingham rarely gets emotional about
his work. He has seen many a sorrow¬
ful sight in covering the Korean War,
the French Indochina fighting and the
more recent troubles in Laos. But
concerning the Dr. Seagrave assign¬
ment, he said, “My eyes got misty
when I had to say goodbye to the old
fellow.”
During the 11 years Bingham has
spent in the Far East, he has had more
than his share of excitement. In the
Indochinese fracas a camera jam
saved his life. While running back to
his jeep to get his second camera, a
landmine blew up the spot he had
just left, killing the man who had
been standing by his side.
In filming the Korean truce talks
he managed to sneak into Red terri¬
tory for exclusive shots. An angry
North Korean officer pulled out his
pistol and brandished it in Bingham’s
direction, but the newsman kept his
finger on the camera lever and got
some highly interesting footage of the
irate Red.
In Indonesia, several years ago,
Bingham was the only cameraman on
hand when paratroopers captured the
rebel stronghold of Pakanbaru. It took
him eight days to get his precious
combat footage out of the jungle to
civilization and on an airplane to New
York.
For his exceptional photographic
achievements the 36-year-old newsman
has been honored twice. The first was
the National Headliners Award for his
Korean War footage and the second,
an Encyclopaedia Britannica citation
for his camera coverage of the 1954
Tachen Islands evacuation.
■
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Harold Stine, ASC, Ray Fernstrom, ASC,
Ralph Woolsey, ASC, “Hawaiian Eye”*.
Ray Fernstrom, ASC, “Roaring Twenties”*.
ZIV-UNITED ARTISTS
Brick Marquard, Curt Fetters, “King of
Diamonds”*
Monroe Askins, “Rip Cord”*
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Byron? Byron guarantees “better qual¬
ity .. . at lower cost ... in less time”
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PROFESSIONAL JUNIOR

product of experience

and friend to

Simplified
geared camera
attaching method
knob easily accessible

thousands of cameramen

Adjustable
pan handle

Tilt lock

All tripods have one thing in common—
they rest on three legs. But there the
the comparison ends.

Interchangeable
‘and adjustable angle
pan handle location,
left or right hand
and reverse

Because Pro Junior towers like the
Empire State Building over ordinary tripods.

\
Pan lock

Because Pro Junior is the world’s most
convenient tripod with the world’s
finest features, including:
Pan tension brake

• Simplified camera attaching method.
• Adjusting telescoping pan handle with adjustable
angle.
• Sockets for left, right or reverse tilt.
• Special pan tension adjusting knob, independent of
pan lock.
• Cast in tie-down eyelets.
• Self-adjusting double leg locking knobs.
. IDEAL FOR MOTION PICTURE AND TV VIDICON
CAMERAS.

Detachable head
interchangeable
on baby tripod
and Hi Hat
Telescoping
pan handle

And still the price is unchanged, which makes
PRO JUNIOR the world’s best tripod value.
Pros go for PRO JUNIOR. See it today.
$150.00

.Cast in
tie down
eyelets

Self aligning
'double leg
lock knobs

CECO Professional Jr. Hi-Hat

An adapter for extremely lowmount setups; also used for title
stands and permanent mount¬
ings. Handles either friction or
geared-drive tripod heads. $22.00

FRANK

C.

ZUCKER

(7nni€Rfl €<^uipm€nT (o.jnc.
Dept. A

CECO Professional Jr.
Adjustable Wooden Baby Tripod

PROFESSIONAL. JR.

Accepts all Pro Jr. Tripod
Heads. Has substantial shoe and
spur. Measures 26" extended
from floor to flange, 18" col¬
lapsed. Weight 7 lbs.
$75.00

Used on Professional Jr. standard
tripod. Crank handles control
pan and tilt action.
$175.00 Head only.
$225.00 Complete with tripod.

Geared Head

315 West 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y. JUdson 6-1420
Reg. U.S. Pot. Off
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make top quality films—in¬
telligence, creative imagina¬
tion,

know-how,

personal

attention to every detail, in¬
tegrity, loving care.
You can’t blame us for
feeling proud that some of
America’s leading producers
of fine films depend on MPL
to give them prints of match¬
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And
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clients have remained stead¬
fastly with us through the
years.
We shall be glad to do for
you the same highest quality
work we do for them.
We assure you 24 hour
delivery service anywhere in
the United States.
Send your film by AIR—today.

ON THE

COVER

ACTOR JAMES MASON attacks the “violence camera” with his sword for
a doseup shot for “The Land We Love.” Operator Dick Batcheller, using
hand-held Arriflex 35 camera, is protected from the violent sword slashes
by shield. Story of the picture’s complete photography appears in
this issue.
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MITCHELL R-35
...only truly professional
portable reflex motion picture camera
Designed to cover the widest range of professional motion picture applications, the all new Mitchell R-35
reflex camera offers remarkable versatility to exceed the requirements of most discriminating cinematogra¬
phers. Streamlined design is combined for the first time with the full range of professional features by
Mitchell —world s leading source of truly professional motion picture cameras and equipment.

COMPACT
Incomparable
R-35
Film
Movement

Designed to produce rock-steady films completely
compatible with those of the well-known Mitchell
BNC, NC and Standard cameras, the new R-35
dual register pin movement features: Twin regis¬
tration pins ... twin pull-down claws; stop-motion
to 120 EP.S.; removable aperture plate with builtin filter holder slot . . . holds two thicknesses of
gelatin filters. Full size: 0.980" x 0.735", remov¬
able pressure plate, entire movement removable
for cleaning . . . special construction insures fool¬
proof insertion with no loss of timing.
Hand Held or Tripod Mounted, the new Mitchell R-35 reflex camera uses a new series of Super
Baltar matched lenses designed specifically for the R-35 by Bausch & Lomb. For Complete details
of the outstanding features of this remarkable 35mm camera, write for the new R-35 Bulletin.

MITCHELL R-35
OCTOBER

•

1961

MITCHELL CAMERA CORPORATION
666 W. HARVARD ST., GLENDALE 4, CALIF.
TECHNICAL REPRESENTATIVE:
521 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 17, N. Y.
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UHLER Film Printers

WHAT’S NEW

For Professional Results!

IN

EQUIPMENT,

ACCESSORIES,

SERVICES

\

Sonocolor Sound

ColorTran Gaffer Grip

35-16MM OPTICAL REDUCTION &
ENLARGING PRINTER—$2,475.00
Reduction & Enlarging 16-8MM.$1,775.00
Combination 35MM Continuous.$1,945.00
Cineradiographic Printer for 35-1$2,275.00
All Prices F O B.

Detroit

Write for further information

j

Constructed of cast aluminum and
featuring powerful clamping jaws, the
Gaffer Grip is designed to support
lighting equipment in locations where
it is impractical to use stands. The
clamp jaws are studded with perman¬
ent rubber tips which will not mark
griped surface. Model GAG has a
stud, will suport largest ColorTran
lights, baby kegs, or flags. Price is
$6.90. Model GBG features a springloaded hall-joint swivel mount (pic¬
tured ) and is priced at $8.90. Other
models are available with either medium or mogul porcelain sockets. Natural
Lighting Corp., 680 So. Flower St..
Burbank, Calif.

Striper

The Sonocolor Model SCF2 mag¬
netic sound striping machines are de¬
signed to apply magnetic striping to
moving picture films of all sizes at
rates of 1800 to 3000 feet per hour.
Changeover time from one width film
to another is simply done and requires
about 5 minutes time. Machine will
apply full coating, single or double
multiple in one operation. Uniform
thickness and quality of track is as¬
sured through micrometer adjustment
devices. Unit requires less than 11
square feet of floor space and but a
single operator. List price is $8,995,
F.O.B. New York. Distributor is S.O.S.
Photo-Cine Optics, Inc., 602 West
52nd St., New York 19, N. Y. and
6331 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28,
California.

MICRO-FILM 35MM CONTACT
PRINTER—$920.00

16mm

Reversal

Film

Processor

A new 16mm reversal film proces¬
sor that develops 16mm film at 2,160
ft. per hour is announced by Filmline
Corp., Milford, Conn. Among salient
features of the model R-36 are: over¬
drive film transport, controlled pro¬

16MM CINE PRINTER—$195.00
Makes copies of 8mm and 16mm, sound and silent
pictures in color or black-and-white. All A.C. oper¬
ated, no batteries required. Capacity: 400 ft. feed
and take-up arms. Sturdy cast aluminum construc¬
tion.

UHLER CINE MACHINE CO.
15762 Wyoming Ave., Detroit 38, Mich.
Ph.: 313-UN 1-4663
Cable: “UHLCIMA”

576

cessing, daylight operation, temperature
control system, variable speed drive,
two developer pumps, built-in air
compressor, bottom drain valves and
drain trough, and stainless steel con¬
struction. The equipment can also be
operated at 83°F at better than 60
feet per minuate. Detailed literature
is available from Filmline Corporation.

Mobile Power Unit
The CARon generator, which can be
readily installed on any motor vehicle
engine and driven therefrom, supplies
high-amperage 110-volt, 60-cycle pow¬
er for camera motors, recorders and
lighting equipment. About the size of
an automobile generator, the CARon is
driven by a belt from the car’s water
pump, crankshaft, or generator pulleys.
A dash-mounted panel supplied with
the unit contains on-off switch, volt¬
meter, and throttle regulator. When
switch is in “off” position, the CARon
produces no drag on the car engine.
Continued on Page 578
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HEADACHES ?
“Turn them over to

6fay

PRODUCTION
RENTAL NEED
• LIGHTING —
ARCS,
INCANDESCENT

• MOBILE
GENERATORS
• TRANSFORMERS
• CAMERAS
CRANES
DOLLIES
• CAMERA CARS
• TECHNICAL
CONSULTANTS
•COLORTRAN
EQUIPMENT

JACK A.FROST
Pioneer in Complete
Production Rental
Service /
Choose from one of'the nat ions larqesf Inventories.. .
benefit from faster del iverq
via Frosts company Fleet or
trucks... and count on the dependabilitq of Frorfs top tech¬
nicians who qive you complete
coordinated Service from start
to finish.

JACK A.FROST
MAIN OFFICE: 234 Piquette
TR 3-8030,Detroit 2,Michigan
CANADIAN OFFICE: 6 Showbridge,
BEImont 2-1145, Toronto, Canada
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Automatic Daylight Processing

SPECIAL EFFECTS

DEVELOPING TANK

CAN GREATLY ENHANCE ANY PRODUCTION

•
•
•
•
•
•

Fades, dissolves,
wipes.
Hold frame,
reverse
action or direction, enlarge or reduce image,
lengthen or shorten scene, speed up or slow
down action, zoom forward or back, push-offs,
distortion or ripple effect, out-of-focus dissolve,
flip-overs, page-turn effect, split screens, superimposures, matting, dodging, filtering, tinting,
bas relief effect, liquid gate printing, and many
other
scene
modifications
and
manipulations
available in color. B&W, 16mm, 35mm. For
further details see "Cinemagic of the Optical
Printer”
in the A.S.C. Manual, Page 361.

Processes up to 200 Ft.
8mm-l 6mm-35mm-70mm
Movie—X-Ray—Microfilm
Motor driven portable
Uniform Density Assured
400 Ft. Tank Available

FILM DRYER
• Motor driven—Heated
• Speedy drying
• Automatic shrinkage allow¬
ance
• Stainless steel and
aluminum construction
• Easily assembled without
tools
• Compact, Portable
Guaranteed. Write for Free Literature

Micro Record Corp.

487-14
South Ave.
Beacon, N.Y.

OVER 30 YEARS OF MAJOR STUDIO
EXPERIENCE AND THE FINEST
SPECIALIZED EQUIPMENT ARE NOW
AVAILABLE TO THE INDEPENDENT PRODUCER.
Inquiries

invited.

New

price

list

WHAT’S NEW
Continued from Page 576

Generator is available in two models:
A for 12 or 24 volt systems and pro¬
viding 30 amps, and Model B for 6 or
12 volt systems and having a capacity
of 22 amps. Distributor is Gordon
Enterprises, 5362 No. Cahuenga Blvd.,
North Hollywood, Calif.

available.

FILM EFFECTS of Hollywood, Inc.
1153

N.

Highland Ave.,

Hollywood

38,

Calif.

LINWOOD DUNN, ASC, President
Phone: Hollywood 9-5808. Cable: FILMEF'X

New Spotlight
The Molenser is a new spotlight
by Mole-Richardson Co. that features
a 3-lens system: 2 stationary and 1
focusing. It uses standard 1000-w or
2000-w motion picture globes and util¬
izes an iris and/or matt to controll
spot size. Net weight is 43 lbs; length
39 inches. List price of basic unit
is $325.00. Accessories are extra. Data
sheet is available by writing the com¬
pany at 937 No. Sycamore, Hollywood
38, Calif.
Animation Rentals
Florman & Babb, Inc., 68 West 45th
St., New York 36, N. Y., offers com¬
pletely-equipped air-conditioned anima¬
tion studios in New York on a daily,
weekly, or monthly rental basis. Stands
include a l-to-40 field Portman with
double rotary compound floating unit,
multiplane table, automatic electric
zoom focusing, etc.
Distributor Appointed
Movie Supply of Hawaii, Ltd., in
Honolulu, has been appointed distri¬
butor for Hunt photographic and
graphic arts chemicals in the state
of Hawaii.
Correction:
The price of the Magna-Tech transsistorized playback synchronizer an¬
nounced in this column last month
was incorrect. The correct price is
$1,920, not $1,290 as printed here. ■
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AURICON PRO-TBOO SPECIAL
400 FT., RUNS 11 MIN.
$1295 UP

EVEN THE ON-OFF BUTTON IS MUTED
--one of many reasons an Auricon 16mm Pro-600 Special gives you
perfect sound without a heavy, expensive blimp
Silent operation is built into

the Pro-600 Special. As a result, you can

GET THE FULL STORY

get high-quality sound even under difficult acoustic conditions without

WRITE
FOR YOUR
FREE
COPY OF
THIS
74-PAGE
AURICON
CATALOG.

a blimp. You save as much as 75 pounds and $1800!

A superb photographic instrument,

the Pro-600 Special gives you a

rock-steady picture with perfect frame-line registration. Takes a
400- or 600-foot magazine; records either optical or “Filmagnetic”
single system sound, as well as double-system sound.

You can carry twice the weight

and pay three times the price, but you

GUARANTEE
All Auricon Equipment is sold
with a 30-day money-back
Guarantee and a one-year Service
Warranty. You must be satisfied!

AURICON, Inc

can’t get better 16mm sound-on-film pictures than you get with

€3 902

an Auricon. Investigate the Auricon Pro-600 Special now.

Hollywood 3 S, California
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resulting screen has an almost uniform
gain of 1.8 to 2.0, out to a viewing
angle of 30° to each side. The verticle
angle is similar to that of the metallic
screen described earlier.

Technical
Questions and
Answers

Q.-Walt Disney's success with 16Q.—/ am interested in the potenti¬
alities of 8mm sound films to replace
16mm in our employee and sales train¬
ing programs. Because much of the
picture material will consist of closeups of intricate mechanisms, it is es¬
sential that ice get maximum picture
quality and definition in the projec¬
tion. Using an 8mm projector with a
light output of approximately 100 lu¬
mens, what type screen would give us
best results? M. J. McB, Akron, Ohio.

A.—— Eastman

Kodak Company has

recently issued a comprehensive bulle¬
tin on this subject titled “What Can
You Do With 100 Lumens?” to answer
the questions of those contemplating
using E-K's 8mm sound him projector,
which has a rated light output of 100
lumens. Copies are free for the asking
and we recommend you send for one.
In the meantime, the following in-

formation quoted from the bulletin, re¬
garding three types of screens, may be
helpful:
Beaded screens: Have a high-re¬
flectance pigmented finish in which a
large number of small glass beads are
imbedded. These tend to reflect light
hack in the direction from which it
came. When audience can he confined
within a viewing angle of 20° to each
side of projection axis, the reflection
characteristics of this screen may pro¬
vide advantages.
Metallic Lenticular Screen: These
are smooth, metallic-coated, and have
a very high gain for observers seated
near the projection axis, hut this falls
off very rapidly beyond the view-angle
of 10°.
IS on-metallic Lenticular Screen: The
basic material is a fabric sprayed with
a pearly enamel or lacquer. When this
is embossed to a lenticular surface, the

rnm color footage blown up to 35mm
has encouraged me to try this tech¬
nique on a short subject on the Mayan
man, which / plan to shoot in Central
America with the expectation of mar¬
keting the picture for theatre release.
However, in the past, articles ap¬
pearing in American Cinematographer
have not been kind to this 16mm-to35mm process. H. E., Jr., East Aurora,

A.——We

are not aware that we have
not been kind to the 16mm-to-35mm
process. We have frequently stated that
blowups from 16mm to 35mm are not
always successful; but this depends
first on the quality of the photography
and second, on the laboratory making
the blowups.
Walt Disney has had marked success
with 16-to-35 color blowups, which are
produced by Technicolor laboratories
Continued on Page 582

eversal film at 1200 ft. per hr.
ositive film at 1200 ft. per hr.
MODEL R
REVERSAL FILM
• EXCLUSIVE OVERDRIVE eliminates film breakage, automa¬
tically compensates for elongation; tank footage stays
constant.
• EASY TO OPERATE, needs no attention.
• VARIABLE SPEED DRIVE, development times from \Vz to
12 minutes.
• COMPLETE DAYLIGHT OPERATION on all emulsions, no dark¬
room needed.
• FEED-IN ELEVATOR & 1200-FT. MAGAZINE permits uninter¬
rupted processing cycles.
Machines of Filmline manufacture installed at: Pentagon
Bldg., Microfilm division, Washington, D.C.; U.S. Naval Re
search Laboratory; U.S. Public Health Service; U.S. Treasury
Department (15 machines); Atomic Energy Commission;
I.B.M.; G.E.; Pratt & Whitney Aircraft; McDonnell Aircraft;
Universities of: Texas, Notre Dame, Indiana, California,
Alabama, Miami, M.I.T.; TV Stations: WHAS, WMUR, WISH,
WBRE, WNCT, WJAR, WTRI, WFMY, WJHP, WCSC, WTVS, WTVJ,
KARK, KDUB, WTVR.
WRITE FOR DETAILS AND LITERATURE

Filmline
580

• STAINLESS STEEL tanks, air squeegee, recirculation fittings,
air agitation tube, lower roller guards.
• FORCED WARM AIR DRYBOX, uses no heating lamps.
•
•
•
•

Double Capacity Spray Wash
Uniform Tank Sizes
Cantilever Construction
Size: 76" x 50" x 24"

•
•
•
•

Filtered Air Supply
Self-Contained Plumbing
Ball Bearing Gearbox
Weight: Approx. 475 lbs.

Milford, Conn.
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New concepts unfold before inquiring eyes
nee history ... the many ways of Man himself

salute you, the educational film-maker
We’re very proud to be your first choice

lo

GENERAL
FILM

LABORATORIES

A DIVISION OF PACIFIC INDUSTRIES, INC.

illywood 2 617j|[central division / 106 W. 14th Street, Kansas City 5, Mo. / GRand 1 0044
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Water and Solution

BELL & HOWELL GAUGES

FILTERS

FOR FILMO REPAIR

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
Continued from Page 580

New low prices
Stainless Steel
or
Plastic
5 to 50 g.p.m.
Single or Multiple

in Hollywood. The same Technicolor
service is available to others, also—
individuals as well as studios.

P'ocessing Machines
New and Used
Write for information

This pair of precision tools cuts hours off Filmo
repair time. Regular price for this set is $341.62.
We offer these—in brand new condi<t «
tion—while they last—both gauges
* |

METAL MASTERS
5599

University Ave., San

Diego 5,

68 W. 45th St.

FL0RMAN& BABB, Inc. N. Y. 36, N. Y.

Calif.

Q.— When

shooting automobiles in
a day-for-night sequence, should the
headlamps be replaced with a brighter
unit?—L. McM, New York, N. Y.

A.—-Assuming

The man who sharpens his
pencil to figure costs...

that you will under¬

expose the scene slightly as a means
of obtaining the “night” effect, replac¬
ing the bulbs in the headlamps with
more powerful ones will enable the
light to punch through the under ex¬
posure. Where the automobile or auto¬
mobiles are to be photographed at
close range, however, the light com¬
ing from the regular headlamps will
register quite satisfactorily.

Q.

FROM
CAMERAS • LIGHTS ♦ ACCESSORIES
Cameras: 16mm & 35mm—Sound
(Single or Double System)—Silent
—Hi-Speed—Instrumentation
Lighting: Arcs—Incandescents
—Spot s—FI o o d s—D i m m e r s—
Reflectors—All Lighting Accessories
Generators:

Portable—Truck

Mounted
Magnetic—
Optical—Mikes—Booms
Sound Equipment:

Parallels—
Goboes—Other Grip accessories
Grip Equipment:

Cranes, Dollies:

Crab—Western-

Portable Panoram
Wide angle—Zoom—'Tele¬
photo— Anamorphic
Lenses:

Editing Equipment: M 0 V i 01 a S
—Viewers—Splicers—Rewinders

16mm &
35mm—Sound & Silent—SlideContinuous
Projection Equipment:

Television:

Closed Circuit TV

Camera Cars:

It makes sense, it saves dollars to rent
from CECO. What’s your problem? —
a 6-second ID or a giant spectacular?
CECO’s store rooms are bulging with
the world’s finest and newest photo¬
graphic equipment.
Everything is checked out to perform
"better than new”. All normal ser¬
vicing is provided FREE. Ask your
accountant why you save money when
you rent instead of buy. For quick
action, call JUdson 6-1420 — today!

(TfuiKRH CquipmcnT (o.,mc.
315 W. 43rd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y.

JUdson 6-1420

Camera Equipment Co., Inc.
Dept.

315 W. 43rd St.. N. Y. 36, N. Y.

-How are rows of dancing bis¬
cuits, flying boxes, walking dolls, etc.,
as seen in many TV commercials, ani¬
mated? Judging by the arrangement
of the backgrounds in these commer¬
cials, the shots were taken from the
horizontal position of the camera and
no support for the moving objects is
seen. I have a 16mm Bolex and would
like to achieve similar results, using
the single-frame, exposure system.—E.
K. , Toronto, Canada.

A.——Animated

students and professionals and is
priced at $6.95. The E-K book is 75^
a copy.

Gentlemen: Please rush me your FREE complete
catalogue of Rental Equipment.
Name.

Need
making

In
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professional

advice

problem?

Readers'

® TM #707529

Firm.

be

Hialeah, Florida :

Street.

by stamped

Camera Equipment Co., Inc. of Florida
1335 East 10th Ave • TUxedo 8-4604

TV commercials are

usually produced with versatile and
costly equipment. To describe here
how all the effects you mention are
accomplished would take more space
than is available. There are two excel¬
lent books available on the subject:
“Basic Titling and Animation,” for ad¬
vanced amateurs and semi - profes¬
sionals, published by Eastman Kodak
Co., Rochester, N.Y., and “Animation
Art in The Commercial Film,” by Eli
L. Levitan and published by Reinhold
Publishing Corp., 430 Park Avenue,
New York 22, N. Y. The latter is for

and
City.Zone.State.
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questions

will
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AMERICAN CINEAAATOGRAPHER

PUZZLED ABOUT EDITING
MULTIPLE SOUND TRACKS?
IF SO THEN TRY THE NEW

UK

From this

CAMART ADD-A-UNIT
EXTENSION PLATE
HERE’S HOW IT WORKS!
Attaches easily in a few min¬
utes, without drilling or tapping
holes. No tools required to in¬
stall.
NOT A PERMANENT
INSTALLATION
It can be removed simply and
quickly and mounted on another
Moviola. With the Add-A-Unit
you can edit and cut three or
more

sound

tracks simultane¬

ously—no need to re-run thru
the entire picture.

HERE’S WHAT YOU GET:
1.

2.
3.

the
Add-A-Unit
extension
plate ribbed construction of
durable aluminum alloy, pre¬
cision machined to fit any
series 20 Moviola film editing
machine in perfect alignment.
Extra belt guards and screws.
Complete
flexible
coupling
assembly to interlock sound
heads.

Camart Add-A-Unit
Extension Plate

$

4.

Extra flange.

5.

Amplifier connections with all
ready made fittings for easy
installation.

6.

Separate volume controls per¬
mit individual control over
each sound head, including
the composite.

259 50

COMPLETE

Additional Separate Sound heads with take-ups—Prices on Request.

ike

cnman mm

1845 BROADWAY (at 60th St.)

OCTOBER

•

1961

we.

NEW YORK 23 • PLoza 7-6977 • (able: Comernmort

at Columbus Circle next to
New York’s new Coliseum
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INDUSTRY
NEWS

i I a b I e NOW!

ZOOM
LENS

NEWS

.

.

EXTREMELY LIGHT WEIGHT

SUPER SMOOTH ROTARY ZOOM MOVEMENT

$995.00
Supplies Limited.
Orders Will Be Filled
From Stock As Received.

FLORMAIM & BABB, Inc.

*

68 West 45th St.

•

HOLLYWOOD

FILM

INDUSTRY

Joseph Ruttenberg, ASC, a Director
of Photograpliy at Metro-GoldwynMayer Studios, has been elevated to
Fellow Member¬
ship status in the
Society of Motion
Picture and Tele¬
vision Engineers.
Seventeen other
SMPTE members
were similarly
honored
Mr. Rutten¬
berg started his
photographic ca¬
JOS. RUTTENBERG
reer in 1908 and
since that time he has received four
Oscars from the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences for outstand¬
ing photographic achievements.

Angenieux LA/2 Zoom Lens, focal range 35mm to 140mm,
f/3.5, with R/35 mount, in case.
.

OF THE

Joseph Ruttenberg Honored

Mounted for New
Mitchell R-35
Reflex Camera

SUPERB DEFINITION

BRIEFS

*

*

New York 36, N.Y.
CECO Acquired by Dynex

TELEPHONE: Murray Hill 2-2928

Used World-Wide By Discriminating Cameramen

(INEKAD SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR
DRIVE—For 16mm Projectors
Especially designed to drive all
Bell & Howell, Jan, Ampro,
Kodak, RCA, and Victor 16mm
projectors at synchronous speed.

timing

Projector

can

be

instantly

attached

to

Synchronous Motor Drive and quickly de¬
tached at any time in a matter of seconds.
An

outstanding

feature

is

the

permits

operation.
One-year Guarantee!

Immediate Delivery!

smooth,

No

special

quiet

and

steady

technical

knowl-

edge required for installation and mount¬
ing.

CINEKAD ENGINEERING COMPANY,

Write for more details and prices.

763 10th Ave., N.Y., N.Y., PLaza 7-3511

RAY MERCER & CO.
In One Location for 37 Years

SPECIALIZED TITLES . . . OPTICAL EFFECTS . . . MATTES . . . SUPERIMPOSURES . . .
MONTAGES . . . ANIMATION . . . TRICK PHOTOGRAPHY . . . INSERTS . . . WATER AND
BACKGROUND SHOTS . . . MINIATURES . . . CINEMASCOPE . . . BLACK & WHITE . . . COLOR
e
FREE SPECIAL EFFECTS CHART, FREE TITLE CHART

•
NO JOB TOO DIFFICULT
THE ORIGINATORS OF SPECIAL EFFECTS

4241

NORMAL

AVE.,

HOLLYWOOD

29,

CALIF.

*

*

*

Dynatoon
A new process named Dynatoon that
converts photographed live action to
animation has been developed and pat¬
ented by Norman Maurer, former car¬
toonist of comic books who recently
produced “The Three Stooges Meets
Hercules” for Columbia pictures.

flexible

shaft which connects motor with projector
and

Dynex Industries, Inc., makers of
photographic equipment, have an¬
nounced the acquisition of Camera
Equipment Co., New York City. Board
chairman of the combined company is
Robert B. Bregman of M. L. Bregman
& Co., Wall Street financial house.

Phone: NO. 3-9331

•X*

*

#

Bolex Film Competition
The deadline for entries in the Bolex
Movie Contest has been extended to
December 31. Unlike other 16mm film
contests, the Bolex competition is for
amateur and professionally produced
one-minute TV commercials in blackand-White or color. According to Paillard, Inc., U. S. distributor of Bolex
cameras, the commercials must tell the
Bolex story by using Bolex 8mm or
16mm equipment, or some of their
features, as subject matter in the film.
Prizes include a Bolex H-16 Rex
camera fully-equipped, Pan Cinor 85
zoom lens, 16mm Bolex titler, and
three Bolex 8mm two-speed projectors.
Continued

584

on

Page
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AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

Exceptional values in productive motion picture equipment that professional
cine
graphers all over the world acclaim! The world’s largest inventory,
Famous

erjjice, at the lowest possible prices . . . that’s HollyCam

MOVIOLA
Model D 35mm
SAVE MORE THAN $200.00
Features a large 3-inch diameter viewing lens.
Reversible, foot-controlled variable speed mo¬
tor. Can also be hand braked at winding
flange. Film can remain stopped as long as de¬
sired. Includes take-uo and supply spindles.
Comes with case and foot-switch. Takes 10
inch (1000 ft.) reels. 100-120 volt 25-60 cycle.
SPECIAL

189

PRICE

*

Model UDS-35mm picture head
and optical sound. 3" viewing
lens. Stand, motor and reel
spindles . .$595.00

Model UDS-Mag—Same as UDS,
with magnetic sound pick-up

FILM PROCESSORS

$695.00
Model UD2S—Same as UDS but
with 2 sound heads.$750.00

Model K-2— 16mm Negative and Positive
* 033 1
mT, ln1 »C0TJ?ressor for Model K-2....r”**150.00
Mode K-1A—--16mm Neg/Pos Reversal
1995.00
y0,e ^'3—16mm Neg/Pos Reversal.
2450'00
m°h6
Neg/Pos Reversal
2850 00
Labmasfer ~Tfi5mm’ Neg/Pos Reversal
2995.00
LaDma.ter 16 35mm, Negative, Positive.
3250.00

Model UD4S—Same as UDS but
with 4 sound heads
$995.00
■-35mm Projector. Has prohead with composite 35mm
optical sound. Separate head for
| 35mm optical, mag. or 1/4" tape.
An unusual buy at
$795.00
Mod

16MM AMPRO ARC SOUND PROJECTOR
!0 amp. In-intensity aft, auto

BELL & HOWELL PRINTERS

a!ialitleS-m^,fIier, and 12" speaker. Too
onH
hi2
P,rof- lens. Heavy duty stand
and cables. HollyCam Special

$

■■I DeVry

Model 0 Printers—35mm:
Brand New .$3100.00
Rebuilt, like new. 2800.00
Rebuilt, very good.. 2550.00
Used, good . 2100.00

BELL & HOWELL 35MM EYEMO “Q”
Complete

outfit.

8

to

48

fps.

Outfit

includes

camera

Model J Printers—16mm:

W/fHters InHet & h°P,fn b3Ck' 1"’ 2" and 6" B&H lenses
w! /m<v and sunshades, new Eyemo motor, power cable,
two 400 mags., drive belt and drum finder.

Rebuilt, like new. $3250.00
Rebuilt, very good. 3100.00

LIST VALUE OVER $2000!

(All above printers with
inal style lamphouse.)
For HI-INTENSITY
add ...
Rectifiers
ALSO

orig¬

LAMPHOUSE,
$450.00
$335.00

AVAILABLE:

495

ALL THIS FOR

GRISWOLD 35MM FILM SPLICER
A Neumade product. For fast, accurate
frame line with accurate hole spacing
ments required.

Fried 16mm Cine Printer.$ 995.00
Superior 16mm Printer.
99.50

Model R-2, List $32.00.

USED

Herrnfeld 35mm Printer.. 1250.00
Arri 35mm Printer w/light
changer . 1475.00

Model T, w/light, List $45.00

NEW

16MM COLOR FILM SPECIAL

splicing on
No adjust¬

$12.95
$21.50

EASTMAN KODAK TYPE 7253
SCENE SLATES

Color Intermediate for use as interpositive and inte
negative when making 16mm color prints from 35m
Type 5250 master negatives. Slightly outdated but so,
on a fully guaranteed basis. 190,000 feet in 1200 f
rolls in stock.
List price per 1200-ft. roll

is $90.00. Our Price, $39.5

KODACHROME
16mm x 100 ft., daylight or
Type A .$ 4.95
16mm x 200 ft., Type A, in¬
cluding processing
13.95
16mm x 400 ft., Type A, in¬
cluding processing
24.95

Brand New. Made by Radiant Mfg. Co.
Scene. Camera and take numbers are
on
sturdy flip
cards.
Heavy duty,
metal bound.
ONLY.
A $12.00 value

All

prices

f.o.b.

our

SJJ95
plant.

Equipment

not listed as new or reconditioned is
used. Check with order please, or 25%
deposit,

balance

on

delivery.

Purchase

orders welcomed from D&B rated firms.

6838 SUNSET BLVD., HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIF. HO 6-1318

OCTOBER

•

1961
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ONE-STOP SO

£

S.O.S. SPECIALS
OF THE MONTH
||jjjk

NEW...USED...REBUILT...SURPLUS.

. . Take Advantage of These Tremendous

W Price Reductions!! Write9 Wire or Phone Before it is Too Late!!
★ CAMERAS, 35MM

★ ANIMATION & SPECIAL EFFECTS

ARRIFLEX I, 3 Goerz Apogar Lenses, 200' magazine,
motor ._......$495.00
MITCHELL SINGLE SYSTEM, 4 Baltar lenses, 3-1000'
magazines; viewfinder; mattebox; 12V motor; Modulite galvanometer. Originally $9000.$3950.00
EYEMO 71P, 2-400' mags, 110V AC/DC motor, 3 Cooke
Speed Panchro lenses. 2 cases .
$595.00
DEVRY Magic Eyes: 0-10° variable shutter: 2"
lens _
$149.50

PATHE 35mm FILMSTRIP Camera; B & L Lens; 4-200'
magazines; single frame, forward and reverse syncmo¬
tor, frame counter,- push button switch. Recondi¬
tioned
.
4695.00
TEL-ANIMAPRINT Hot Press, Electronic Control, new
demonstrator
_
4459.50
CINE SPECIAL ANIMATION Motor, New.$299.50
ACME
7'
Animation
stand,
E/W/N/S movements,
sliding pegs, B&H 35mm camera. Acme stopmotion
motor. $12,500 value ....„.$3795.00
TEL-ANIMASTAND, art table N/S/E/W, rotary move¬
ment. New demonstrator. $3000 value .$1495.00
B&H 35mm Animation Cameras,- 400' magazine,- dis¬
solve $3500 original cost .
$1250.00
SAME with thru-lens focusing .
$1750.00

★ CAMERAS, 16MM
AURICON SUPER 1200, Zoomdoor, VD galvo, NR25D7
Amplifier, 2-1200' mags, TVT shutter, Cases,
$6100 when new .$3995.00
CINE SPECIAL, 4 lens turret, PAR 400' mag, filter slots,
fade attachment, 3 lenses—Angenieux 10mm fl .8,
Ektar 25mm fl .4, Century 6" Athenar, all accessories,
$2800 value .$1795.00
BOLEX converted 400' mag., rackover, telescopic finder,
110/24v motor. Close out, good as is .$295.00
CINE SPECIAL II Camera, 3 Ektar Lenses; 100'
Chamber ....._.$695.00
B & H 70 DA Filmo w/single frame; iris vignetter,
fader; 110V AC/DC motor,- 7 fine lenses; positive
finder,- 5 objectives, filters, $700 value, likenu ..$395.00
MAURER 05; Syncmotor; 400' magazine; viewfinder; 3
lens turret. Originally $5500....$1495.00
B&H FILMO Tunet Automaster Autoload, fl .9 lens,
case. Originally $350.
$79.50
AURICON SUPER 1200' parallax finder, variable shutter,
2-400' mags., case. Less galvo. $5300 list.$2495.00
CINEPHONIC, Magnetic recording, 400' Mitchell mag,
3 Elgeet lenses, turret, transistor amplifier, power
supply, mike. Pro Jr. tripod and triangle. Originally
$3000, likenu .
$1495.00

★ CAMERA ACCESSORIES
RABY BLIMP for Mitchell NC, follow focus gears,
$1500 value ._.$995.00
HOUSTON FEARLESS TC-1
Television Camera Crane.
Factory price $5800, likenu_
$3495.00
SCANOPTIC ANAMORPHIC System; includes basic CinemaScope type lens; 4 f2.3 Baltar camera lenses—40/50/
75/100mm for Mitchell N.C. $9000 value.$3300.00
CINE VOICE Portable Power Supply, nickel cad.
battery, charger, $195 value ..
$125.00
ARRIFLEX Voltabloc Powerpacs, used. With built-in
charger $110. Less charger .
$99.50
B&H 400' bipack magazine .....$149.50
PHOTO RESEARCH Spectra Meters with filters,
sphere, case. 2 Color .......$129.50
NATIONAL CINE Crab Dolly, very good condi¬
tion. $4750 original cost .$3500.00
RABY heavy studio dolly ......$895.00
MOTORIZED DOLLY w/revolving head 7' boom height,2
seats,hihat;
brackets
for
6
lites.
$4000 originally .$695.00
AKELEY Gyro Tripod, $1100 originally ..$595.00
EYEMO 6V Motors, 8/48 fps; New .$74.50
CECO CINE Special Blimp, syncmotor ..$395.00

★ LABORATORY EQUIPMENT
NEW B&H 35mm Main Sprockets for D printers,
$500 value ..-.$295.00
ART REEVES SENSITESTER, 16/35 combined sensi/densitometer, likenu .$795.00
EASTMAN EDGE NUMBERING machine with new number¬
ing block _—$1445.00
DUPONT
35mm
EDGE
NUMBERING
Machine,
com¬
plete ...$1295.00
PHOTOVOLT Densitometer 16/35mm with soundtrack
accessory. Cost $750 when new ...$395.00
PAKO Heat Exchangers, control? solution temperatures
accurately. $300 value. New (Surplus) .
$98.50
FRIED Light Scene Tester, 1
to 11
exposures. As
is .-...-....$99.50
EASTMAN Electric
35mm Film Waxing
heating element and motor.
Originally $1500. Rebuilt..

Machine with
$495.00

★ MOTION PICTURE PRINTERS
B&H 16mm Model JC Printer, reconditioned ....$3995.00
RCA REDUCTION PRINTER, 35/16mm soundtrack, 180'
per minute. $9000 value, excellent.$3500.00
CUSTOM BUILT 35mm Step Printer, pilot pin registra¬
tion .
$395.00
DEPUE
PRINTER 35mm
DUAL SOUND &
PICTURE.
Prints from two negatives.
$1295.00
TEL-AMATIC 16mm SOUND & Picture Printer. Semi¬
automatic light change..
$995.00
B&H Printer, 35mm step contact, pilot pin spreaders,
semi-automatic light change.
Original cost $4000.$995.00
CINECOLOR Double Head 35mm Step Printer with
automatic lite change and timing device. Originally
$12,000. (Bank foreclosure) .
$2495.00

★ LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
KLIEGL FLUORESCENT Fixtures w/separate ballast, panto¬
graph hanger. Take 6 slimline 64" lamps. $397 list,
excellent .
$99.50
LARGE SILVER REFLECTORS, hardwood hinged frames
with pronged support.
4 ft. x 4 ft., double surface .$37.50
4 ft. x 6 ft., single surface
.$42.50
DOUBLE BROADS with stands, 1000W lamps_$59.50
10,000W Fresnel Spot heads, cost over $500.$249.50
BARDWELL-McALISTER 750W Baby Keglite heads..$39.95
BARDWELL-McALISTER 2000W Spots, likenu.$89.95
MOLE RICHARDSON 2000W Spots, black #412...479.95
MOLE RICHARDSON 5000W Spots, black #415....$149.95
MOLARC 150 amp. head, grid and pedestal.
List
price $2410 when new .....$795.00

★ RECORDING EQUIPMENT
MAURER D. 16mm Optical Recorder, twin track negative/positive,- 4 pos. mixer; noise reduction amplifier;
400' mag. Excellent.....$3250.00
RCA 35mm OPTICAL RECORDERS, 220V 3 ph syncmotors,
bilateral galvo, 1000' mag. used, as is .$1995.00
KINEVOX 4-position mixer, AC operated, VU meter.
Cost $495......$225.00
STANCIL HOFFMAN Model S-6 Sync 17.5mm Mag.
Recorder & Reproducer, P24C Power Supply, play¬
back amplifier, cases. Originally $2800.$895.00
STANCIL HOFFMAN S-5 edge or center 16mm track.
Originally
$2000.
Complete____$995.00
AURICON RT80 16mm Optical Recorder, VA Amplifier
NR22, cases Originally $1100...$395.00
RCA PHOTOPHONE 35mm Fantasound film phonograph
with Selsyn motors. Orig. $6,500 .....$495.00

★ PROJECTORS, BACKGROUND,
PREVIEW
TSC BACKGROUND slide Projector, 4000W,
$1000 orig. .$395.00
FILMCRAFT 35mm Movie Background Process Outfit. Write
for details. $15,000 value IBank foreclosure)..$1995.00
HOLMES 16mm ARC PROJECTOR; Strong babyarc,- 15A
rectifier; pedestal; less amplifier..$295.00

SIMPLEX Acme 35mm Arc Sound Projector with
pedestal .........$235.00
PREVIEW Interlock Projector, DeVry, 1000W lamp, runs
picture and sound simultaneously...$995.00

★ MOVIOLAS, EDITING MACHINES
CECO 35mm VIEWER, $500 orig. Good condition..$195.00
MOVIOLA PREVIEW 35mm UDPVS, separate picture and
soundhead,
on
rolling
stand.
4"x6"
screen,
rebuilt. ..._.......$1095.00
Same with 8"xl0" screen......$1495.00
MOVIOLA 35mm UDS, separate picture and soundheadon rolling stand.....$795.00
MOVIOLA 35mm UDCS .separate sound and composite
picture/magnetic optical, footage counter. On rolling
stand. Excellent_
$295.00
MOVIOLA 16mm ULC bullseye composite picture and
sound, rolling stand.....$995.00
ACMIOLA 35mm Viewers w/stands, 6"x8’/2" picture,
motorized. $1500 original cost_
$295.00
AKELEY 35mm Viewer, sound and composite 5"x7"
aerial image. Original cost $3000; closeout.$195.00

★ FILM PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
GPL 401 HI-SPEED 16 mm Spray Processor, neg/pos.
Reconditioned. Originally $8000_
$3995.00
HOUSTON 16mm PROCESSOR A-l 1 will handle 35mm by
changing rollers. Dalite loading, neg/pos/reversal temp
control incomplete, otherwise appears good ....$2995.00
FILMLINE 16mm RACETRACK REVERSAL Processor, han¬
dles 200' of film dry-to-dry in 3Vz minutes. Original
cost, $5450, Our special price.
$2495.00
HOUSTON FEARLESS 22B neg./pos. processor; tempera¬
ture control; recirculation; 1800' per hr. As is $1495.00
MAMMOTH HOUSTON Color Processor, 16/35mm, Ansco/
Ektachrome, neg./pos., up to 1200' per hr., 16 stain¬
less steel tanks, one fiberglass lined. Full ’/2 0 tem¬
perature control. Recirculation, air supply, 7 squee¬
gees. Cost Cuban government $35,000. Rebuilt like
new .
$11,995.00

★ CUTTING ROOM SUPPLIES
B&H FOOT SPLICERS, excellent condition. 35mm....$595.00
70mm....$895.00
FOSTER AUTOMATIC REWIND on table w/inspection
lite, 110V AC 60 cy. hvy. duty motor, foot pedal
control, speeds zero to 875 RPM ...$495.00
CRAIG 16mm Editor Viewers, excellent...$19.95

★ CAMERA MOTORS &
ELECTRICAL
SPENCER INDUSTRIAL VACUUM cleaner, rollabout with
new hose, recond. $700 originally..—.$195.00
200 Amp. GENERATOR, I10DC, water cooled engine,
on 4 wheel trailer. $2500 value..$795.00
720 Amp. GENERATOR, 120DC, 100HP 220/440V 3 ph

INTERLOCK DISTRIBUTOR, primary 220V 3ph, secondary
220V 3ph for recording studios..$495.00
INTERLOCK DISTRIBUTOR, primary 110V Iph, secondary
220V 3ph for recording studios..$495.00
Control
cabinet with
absolute 24 frame gover¬
nor ........$495.00
INTERLOCK MOTORS 220V 3ph
for Mitchell,
B&H
Cameras .........$95.00

S.O.S. LEASING PLAN
Get acquainted with the many advantages of this
Plan—specialty designed for the Motion Picture
Industry, making it possible to obtain latest
film production and exhibiting equipment on very
liberal terms. Write for FREE booklet.

TEL-Animastand EDIOLA PRO-35
with ELECTRONIC ZOOM

A 35mm ACTION VIEWER designed
for easy editing. Precision optics
assure bright pictures in sharp fo¬
cus whether film is moving or
stopped. Film protected from over¬
heating or burning. No intermit¬
tent or oscillating parts. Free turn¬
ing sprocket guards against film
damage.

Animation & Special
Effects Camera Stand
Greatest Value in
the Low Cost Field
Installations thruout the
world!
Embodies fea¬
tures of photo enlarger,
movie camera, microm¬
eter and railroad round¬
house. All basic move¬
ments associated with
high-priced stands are
incorporated. Optical ef¬
fects
such
as
pans,
angles, montages, spins,
zooms, quick closeups,
cartoons, titles and every
variation for trick pho¬
tography are easily pro¬
duced with S.O.S. TelAnimastand. A camera
fitted
to a
movable,
counter balanced ver¬
tical
carriage
photo¬
graphs the art work.
(Acme camera and mo¬
tor illustrated).

•
•
•
•
•
•

Large Screen: 4 %" x 6 1/16"
Velvet action Nylon Rollers
Film travels Left to Right
Simplified Framing and Focusing
4-sided Prismatic Shutter
Lightweight, compact design

Available with Optical/Magnetic
or Combination Sound Reader

SPECIAL
INTRODUCTORY OFFER!!
S.O.S. Ediola Pro-35
S.O.S. Pro-35,

Only $295

Optical Sound Reader & Base $495

The Sensational TR1SIST-0-S0UND
high fidelity LIGHTWEIGHT AMPLIFIER
I\ow at S.O.S.
board

rotated at

45°

This unit is now in some 25 TV stations coast

Compare the many
Outstanding Features:

1

Professional Precision
at a Price!

to

coast

file

• Operates with any 16mm or 35mm camera.
• Precision alignment from 2 through 24 fields.
• Massive main column (133/«" dia.) and rugged guide column
(2" dia.) ground for accurate performance.
• Ball bearings for extra-smooth zoom action.
• Precision machining throughout with .001 acccracy.
• 60"^zoom, 24" east/west, 18" north/south travel.
• 360° Rotational table with precise locking action.
• 4 counters calibrate compound; zoom movements.
® Twin heavy-duty steel rods support rigid, counterbalanced cam¬
era faceplate, assure rock-steady operation.
• Roller chain drive with ultimate strength 2,000 pounds.
• Acme registration "Standard of the Industry."
• Easy to install and operate. Passes thru 30" doorway.
• Heavy welded steel base: Weight: 850 pounds, Height 9 ft.

daily

of

newsfilm

the cdded

work.

Letters

portability,

on

permitting

sound-on-film newsfilm where previously only
silent coverage was possible.
Frequency response is flat within
20 to

1

db

from

15,000 cps, equalized for the Auricon

galvanometer.
vided

A

which

speech-music switch

permits

more

or

less

is

pro¬

bass

re¬

sponse as desired. Mike input receptacles are
Cannon

XLR

type,

standard

on

present

day

cables,

everything

other

than

including

AC

and

track

mikes . . .

supply

in

one

right in front as you look through the view¬
finder either zoom or standard finder. Quieter
than tube amplifiers . . . Broadcast type con¬

Adjustable Dynamic Braking.
Constant Motor Torque at any speed.
Instant Response at any position.
Infinite Variable speeds.

struction . . . One tiny battery for amplifier.

Basic Title Stand .$1495

AND

Basic Stand with Compound $2995

the

One

mike control switches on
track
track

used in
Basic Stand, Compound,
Zoom

meter

.$3740

Electronic Zoom .$
Write for brochure

unit.
Illuminated
3V2 lbs. $335

case, mounted on your camera . . . VU meter

FEATURES

Electronic

TWO-CHANNEL
self-contained
VU meter for night work. Wt.

audio equipment.
No

ELECTRONIC
ZOOM CONTROL

in

tell

750

is

current
as

an

you
RCA

used

permitting
go.

Seven

both amplifier
“blooping” of
transistors

are

licensed circuit. A separate

for

track

amplifier battery check.

lamp
VU

current

meter

AND

is always

connected to output of amplifier.
Wide Range Audio RCA Licensed

ONE-CHANNEL
in-camera unit.
Illuminated VU
meter. External power supply provides all power,
including 110-V A.C. Added weight to camera,
6 ozs. Powe: supply weight, 6 lbs.$550

[
nOTlPO I
S.O.S. PHOTO-d - Ur I Ibo, Inc. S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
formerly

602 WEST 52nd STREET, NEW YORK 19, N. Y. — Phone: PLaza 7-0440 — Telegram.- “GHP, N. Y.”
WESTERN BRANCH: 6331 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood 28, California — Phone: HOIlywood 7-2124

PRECISION FILM EDITING EQUIPMENT

INDUSTRY NEWS
Continued from Page 584

Precision Unitized Film Synchronizer
Pat

Appd.

Clarke Teaching Cinematography
at U.C.L.A.

For

Model S635-1
Single Sprocket 35mm
Synchronizer $95.00
Single Sprocket 16mm
Synchronizer $95.00
(not shown)

Sprocket Assemblies
16 or 35mm $32.50 ea.

Model S616-3
Three sprocket
16mm Synchron i z e r with
Spacer and Mag¬
netic head.
$215.75

opticalmagnetic

*

sound

*

The closest closeup and the longest

Model 800

Model 800 RL

$259.50

$269.50

long-shot ever made in one continuous
take is said to have been filmed last
month by cinematographer Freddy
Young for “Lawrence of Arabia.” on
location in Jordan. The unique shot

optical

magnetic film

sound

and tape

readers

sound

Model 600 RL

was made with the camera mounted
on an air-borne helicopter and using
latest Panavision lens equipment.
Starting with a tight closeup of the
star, Peter O’Toole, the copter then
zoomed syward for 2500 feet, thus
enabling the lens to embrace the full
scope of the desert terrain of the
location.

reader

$195.00

*

Model 700

$198.00
Send For Free Literature

11 PRECISION LABORATORIES
DIVISION OF PRECISION CINE EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
928-930 EAST 51st ST.
BROOKLYN 3, N. Y.

,

Special Low Low Price!
HOUSTON FEARLESS

Panoram Dollies

Thoroughly Overhauled & Refinished • Fully Guaranteed • Immediate Delivery

4 Wheel — $1,20000

•

5 Wheel — $ 1,60000

(?flm€RH CouiPuiEnT (o.jnc.
Dept. A

*

One-take Close-long Shot

readers

:

Charles G. Clarke, ASC, one of 20th
Century-Fox’s veteran Directors of
Photography, is teaching advanced
cinematography at the University of
California at Los Angeles two evenings
a week. Clarke lectures on Wednes¬
day evenings and
teaches techniques
through practical
demonstrations
on
Thursdays. The Oct¬
ober 5th session w ill
be conducted at 20th
Century-Fox studios,
where students will
visit and witness
practical operations
of the studio’s cam¬
CHAS. G. CLARKE
era and special ef¬
fects departments. Clarke’s sessions are
scheduled to embrace two semesters.

19, 315 W. 43rd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y., JUdson 6-1420

In Hialeah, Florida:-

If

1335 E. 10th Ave.,
TUxedo 8-4604
Hollywood, California:
6510 Santa Monica Blvd.,
Hollywood 9-5119

*

*

Closeups:The new motion picture pro¬
cessing plant begun last month by
Capital Film Laboratories, Washington,
D.C., will embrace 27,000 square feet
of floor space, be ready January 1st,
according to Capital’s Prexy James A.
Barker . . . Florman & Babb, Inc., New
York City, has added 5,000 feet addi¬
tional floor space to their establishment
through acquisition of a one-story
building at 304 West 54th St. New
unit will house company’s Rental and
Service departments . . . D. J. White,
president of Magnasync Corp., No.
Hollywood, announces company has
been awarded contract for 300 of its
Model T-1510 tape recording systems
and 141 reproducers . . . Houston Fear¬
less Corporation s Westwood Division,
Los Angeles, has received an Air Force
contract for the design and manu¬
facture of an electronically controlled
random access photographic storage
and retrieval system.
■
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MOVIELAB

MOVIELAB

FILM

LABORATORIES

MOVIELAB BUILDING, 619 W. 54th ST.
NEW YORK 19, N. Y. JUDSON 6-0360

* developing color negatives • additive color printing • reduction printing including A & B • color
slide film processing • blowups • internegatives • Kodachrome scene-to-scene color balanced
printing* Ektachrome developing and printing • registration printing • plus complete black and
white facilities including cutting rooms, storage rooms and the finest screening facilities in the east.

HE CHOSE BOLEX A MILLION MILES AGO
(and enjoyed handling ease, versatility and precision every step of the way)
When photographer George Perkins
II accepted a south-of-the-border
travelogue filming assignment 11
years ago, he marked down two
camera requirements: High quality,
light weight. He then selected the
16mm Bolex.
The result of that trip was a fea¬
ture length color film of Mexico, the
Yucatan Peninsula and Guatemala
of such quality that it is still in de¬
mand in lecture halls.
Now at the million-mile mark in
his camera travels, Perkins, an as¬
sociate of the Burton Holmes Trave¬

logues Company of Hollywood, has
looked through the lens of his Bolex
at memorable scenes in 22 countries
around the world. “The feeling of
real pleasure I had when I first took
my 16mm Bolex from its case that
day in Mexico has only been multi¬
plied in the years since,” Perkins says.
“The way it handles, the ease with
which it can be hand-held, the ver¬
satility of its three-lens turret . . .
Superb through-the-lens viewing and
focusing and the new variable shut¬
ter and viewer that match so perfect¬
ly with so many lenses . . . All these

qualities make Bolex an exceptional
camera for my work in travel pho¬
tography and in the industrial-com¬
mercial field.” That’s how a profes¬
sional enthuses about his Bolex.
The pleasure Bolex has brought
Mr. Perkins has been shared by
travel film audiences in more than
200 cities in the United States and
Canada. You can get in on the Bolex
fun for a surprisingly low investment.
•

. . . Another example of Bolex get¬
ting the job done for the professional.

Bolex Cameras and Accessories
For Every Professional Effect

BEHIND
WHAT

THE

ERAS

INDUSTRY'S

OTING

LAST

MONTH

NOTE: Asterisks following titles indicate television film productions.

ALLIED ARTISTS

Robert

Pan Cinor 85: Zooms from 17 mm for wideangle effects to 85mm telephoto with splitimage finder. Lens opens to f 12.0. C and EK
mount for 16mm cameras. $1+20.00.

DESILU—Culver City

Krasker,

“Bill Budd” (C’Scope;
Anglo-Allied Prod.; shooting in Spain &
England) with Robert Ryan and Peter Usti¬
nov. Peter Ustinov, producer-director.

Worth,

William

Skall,

“Robert

Young

Ted Voichtlander, “Ben Casey”*.

Edward Fitzgerald, ASC, “Straightaway”*.
FOX WESTERN AVENUE
James Van Trees, ASC, “Dobbie Gillis”*.

Burnett Guffey, ASC, Commercials*.
Lathrop,

ASC, “Experiment
in
Terror” (Geoffrey-Kate prod.; shooting in
San Francisco) with Glenn Ford and Lee
Remick. Blake Edwards, producer-director.

Robert Hauser, “Bus Stop”*
Richard Rawlings, “Margie”*
FILMWAYS

Morris
I CBS)
tors.

STUDIOS—New York

Hartzband,
“The
Defenders”*
Boris Sagal and Buzz Kulich, direc¬
GENERAL SERVICE STUDIOS

Bob Huke, “Reach for Glory” (John Kohn-

Thomas Tutwiler, ASC, “International Golf

Jud Kinberg Prod.; shooting in England)
with Harry Andrews and Kay Walsh.

Show”*.

Arthur

Harriet”*.

Grant,

“The Pirates of Blood
River” (Megascope & Eastman Color; Ham¬
mer Film Prods.; shooting in England) with
Kerwin Mathews and Glenn Corbett. John
Gilling, director.

Robert Moreno, “Adventures of Ozzie &
Robert Hager, “Perry Mason”*.
Arch Dalzell, “Mister Ed”*
Harry Wolf, “Hennessey*.

Philip Tannura, ASC, “Shannon”*.

INDEPENDENT

Irving Lippman, Commercials*.

Daniel

Fapp,

Panavision
70
&
Technicolor;
HorizonAmerican Prods.; shooting in Jordan) with
Peter O’Toole. David Lean, director.

ASC, “One, Two, Three”
(P’Vision; Pyramid Prod.; A. G. Mirisch
Co. for UA; shooting in Berlin) with James
Cagney and Horst Bucholz. Billy Wilder,
producer-director.

Gert

Emmanuel

Fred Young, “Lawrence of Arabia” (Super

Andersen,

ASC,

“Donna

Reed

Show”*.

Aldo Tonti, “Barabas” (Technirama 70 &
Technicolor;
Dino De Laurentis Prods.;
shooting in Italy) with Anthony Quinn and
Silvano Mangano. Richard Fleischer, direc¬
tor.

Arthur Arling, ASC, “Notorious Landlady”
(Kohlmar-Quine Prod.) with Kim Novak and
Jack Lemmon. Richard Quine, director.

Chris Challis, “The Mutineers” (C’Scope
& Color; G. W. Films, Ltd.; shooting in
Spain) with Alec Guinness and Dirk Bo¬
garde. Lewis Gilbert, director.

Giuseppe Aquari, “Conga Vivo (Dino de
Laurentiis Prods., shooting in the Congo)
with Jean Seberg and Gabriele Ferzetti.
Giuseppe Benatti, director.
DESILU—Cahuenga Studios

Robert de Grasse, ASC, “Dick VanDyke
Show”*;

Sid

PAILLARD Incorporated, 100 Sixth Avenue, New York 13, N.Y.

ASC,

Robert Planck, ASC, “My Three Sons”*.

Jack Marta, “Route 66”*.

Philip

Mc¬

DESILU—Gower Studios

Charles van Encer, ASC, “Lassie”*.

Guthrie,

cise” (Sonnis Corp.) with Rosalind Russell
and Jack Hawkins. Daniel Mann, director.

All prices include F.E.T. where applicable.

Real

Carl

Harry Stradling, ASC, “Five Finger Exer¬

The Bolex H-16 Rex with reflex view¬
ing, variable shutter, 3 lens turret and
Lytar f/1.8 lens costs only $450.00.
Workmanship for all Bolex equipment
is to the most precise tolerances on the
16mm market. Bolex lenses are
matched for uniform sharpness, ex¬
posure and color rendition. Bolex cam¬
eras and accessories offer the profes¬
sional utility many studios have paid
thousands of dollars for. Write for
literature and the name of your near¬
est Bolex dealer.

“The

Show”*.

Fred Gately, ASC, “Hazel”*.

Bolex Projector: Special 16mm optical I
magnetic sound projector, full range of audio¬
visual controls for all professional screening
possibilities. Choice of three lenses. With
Standard f/1.3 50mm lens, $1250.

ASC,

Biroc, ASC, “Hitler” (Three Crown
Prod.) wtih Richard Basehart and Mario
Emo. Stuart Heisler, director.

COLUMBIA STUDIOS

Bolex 16mm Extension Tubes: For
macrocinematography. Sharper close-ups of
very small objects. Set of four, $15.00.

Lothrop
Coys”*.

Joe

ASC, “The George Raft
Story’ with Ray Danton and Jayne Mans¬
field. Joe Newman, director.

Precision-Ground Lenses: Switar
10mm f/1.6 wide-angle, $11+9.50; Switar
25mm f/l.l+ normal lens, $168.00; Switar
75mm fjl.9 fast telephotos, $11+5.00.

Charles Straumer, “The Untouchables”*.

“Danny Thomas Show”*.

Hickox,

ASC,

“The

Andy

Griffith

Rojas, “Out of the Tiger’s
Mouth
(Shooting in Hong Kong; RugglesWhelan Enterprises for Sutton Prods.) with
HanAi. Tim Whelan, Jr., director.
Leo Tover, ASC, “What a Wonderful Life”
(Mirisch-UA; shooting in Florida) with El¬
vis Presley and Arthur O’Connell. Gordon
Douglas, director.

Fred West, ASC,

(Shooting in
Tenn.) Methodist Church Films.

Nashville,

Frank

Planer, ASC, “The Children’s
Hour
(Wm. Wyler Prod.—Mirisch Co.;
UA release) with Audrey Hepburn, Shirley
MacLaine
and
James
Garner.
William
Wyler, producer-director.
Jack Hildyard, “The Road to Hong Kong”
(Melnor Prod.; UA release; shooting in
London) with Bing Crosby, Bob Hope and
Joan Collins. Norman Panama, director.

Haskell Wexler, “The Intruder” (Roger
Corman Prod.; shooting in Mo.) with Wil¬
liam Shatner and Frank Maxwell.
Roger
Corman, producer-director.

Show”*.

Gordon Avil, ASC, “Wild Harvest” (Shoot¬

Henry Cronjager, “Joey Bishop Show”*.

ing in Homestead, Fla.) with
ericks and Kathleen Freeman.
witz, director.

Nick Musuraca, ASC, “The Jack
Show”*.

Benny

Dean Fred¬
Jerry Baer-

Continued on Page 594
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for those HOT tests in cold weather
the BIRNS & SAWYER

BARNEY PROTECTS CAMERA AND FILM
FROM WIND. RAIN, SNOW AND COLD
Newest in a Growing Line of Functional Accessory Products
for Documentary and Instrumentation Filming is the Birns
& Sawyer Heater Barney, a Warm-As-Toast Camera Parlca
which operates to — 60° F.
Multiple Layers of Insulation, including Aluminum Foil,
Sheet Lead, Kapok and Wool, Fibreglass and Flannel
Keep Heat Loss to a Minimum. Tough Outer Coating of
DuPont Fabrilite, in White Cordova, Provides Weather
and Abrasion Protection.
Models Available for Every Instrumentation Camera, in
both Sound and Heater Designs. Shown at left: Birns &
Sawyer Barney for 16mm Mitchell with 1200' Magazine.

Catalog No. 1443
... Price

$256

p

Heater Elements Operate from 110/720 VAC Current 55 to 225 Watts
V

«

«

CINE SPECIAL

BELL & HOWELL

HULCHER

FASTAX WF4

FASTAX WF3

Twin-Lens Turret with 200'
Magazine and Motor.
Catalog No. 1470

Camera with Coupled Tur¬
ret, 400' Magazine and
Motor.
Catalog No. 1430

Catalog No. 1475

Fastax
16mm with 400'
Capacity.
Catalog No. 1453

Also fits WF3T,
16mm x 100' Load.
Catalog No. 1451

Price: $184.00

Price: $168.00

Price: $126.00

Price: $140.00

Price: $160.00

Other Models Available for Arri 16 and Arri 35, Mitchell 35, Fairchild, Auricon, Photo-Sonics, etc.

BIRNS & SAWYER
^
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It keeps happening! ■ ARRIFLEX®consistently shows up on the winner's

REPEAT
PERFORMANCE!

list with unmistakable dominance. In 1961, for the third successive year

__ _ _ _

... more industrial Film Awards* went to films
shot with Arriflexes than with any other motion-

picture camera! Unique and advanced features, combined only in the Arriflex... PRECISION REGIS¬
TRATION-PIN MOVEMENT, MIRROR-SHUTTER REFLEX FINDER SYSTEM, ULTRA-COMPACT LIGHT¬

WEIGHT CONSTRUCTION... these and many other features provide the capability and versatility
to meet the demands of modern industry's toughest and most sophisticated assignments. Depend
on the world-famous Arriflex to do the job better and more easily, faster and more economically!
You ought /Try the Arriflex 16mm or 35mm soon.

Congratulations to our prizewinning
Arriflex customers, their films and directors—
George Emmerson/Jack Aiken
Jet Propulsion Laboratory

Aeronutronic—Division of

Pasadena, California

Ford Motor Co.

J. Pepper/T. Gorsline

Newport Beach, California
Les Kares
The Boeing Company
Seattle 24, Washington

H. F. Claus
International Harvester Co.
Chicago 1, III.

Charles O. Probst
Cinefonics-Cooh Electric Co,
Morton Grove, III.

for complete literature, write

Sponsored by the publishers of

CORPORATION
OF AMERICA
OCTOBER

,•

1961

Industrial Photograph<

257 PARK AVENUE SOUTH, NEW YORK 10, N. Y.
826 NORTH COLE AVENUE, HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIF.
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BEHIND THE CAMERAS

George Diskant, ASC, “Dick Powell’s Zane
Grey Theatre”*.

Continued from Page 591

REVUE STUDIOS

Russell Harlan, ASC, “The Spiral Road”

MORE SENSITIVE!
The NEW Spectra ‘‘Combi-500’’ Professional
Exposure Meter retains every advantage of
the famous Spectra Professional! The “Combi500” combines a SELENIUM CELL and NEW
ULTRASENSITIVE PHOTO-CONDUCTIVE CELL.
Sensitivity is 500 times that of the average
selenium cell meter, 100 times more than the
highly sensitive Spectra Professional Meter.
Exposures are indicated for extremely low
light levels. UNDER NORMAL LIGHTING CON¬
DITIONS, THE STANDARD SELENIUM CELL
OPERATES WITHOUT THE AID OF THE BATTERY.

Ted

McCord,

ASC, “Smog” with
Maria Salerno and Annie Giradot.
Rossi, director.

Enrico
Franco

Sam Leavitt, ASC, “Advise and Consent”
(Otto Preminger Prod.; Columbia release;
Panavision; shooting in Washington, D.C.)
with Henry Fonda and Charles Laughton.
Otto Preminger, producer-director.

Krasner,

ASC, “Sweet Bird of
Youth” (Pandro S. Berman Prod.) with
Paul Newman and Geraldine Page. Richard
Brooks, director.

Lucien Andriot, ASC, “National Velvet”*.

George Clemens, ASC, “Twilight Zone”*

Professional
Exposure
Meter
PATENT

APPLIED

FOR

NOTE: Convert your
Spectra Professional to
"Combi-500” at
nominal cost.

ASC,

“Father

of

the

Bride”*
Robert
Surtees,
ASC, “Mutiny on the
Bounty” (Ultra Panavision & Color; shooting
in Tahiti; Areola Prods.) with Marlon Bran¬
do and Trevor Howard. Lewis Milestone, di¬
rector.

Lionel Lindon, ASC, “All Fall Down,” with
Eva Marie Saint and Warren Beatty.
Frankenheimer, director.

John

Vogel, ASC, “Wonderful World of
The Brothers Grimm” (MGM Cinerama;
Geo. Pal Prod.)
with Laurence Harvey
and Karl Boehm. Henry Levin and George
Pal, director.
Paul

PHOTO RESEARCH CORP.
837 N. Cahuenga Bl., Hlywd. 38, Calif.

photometry is our business... not a sideline

Joseph

Lashelle,

ASC, “How the West
Was Won” (MGM-Cinerama Prod.; MetroColor; 4th Episode) with Richard Widmark
and Henry Fonda. George Marshall, director.

Robert

Specialized

Bronner, ASC, “The Horizontal
Lieutenant”
(Euterpe Prod.;
C’Scope &
Color) with Jim Hutton and Paula Prentiss.
Richard Thorpe, director.
Jack Swain, “Rawhide”*.

LIGHTING
EQUIPMENT
for

and

Ellsworth Fredricks, ASC, “Escape From
Zahrain” (P’Vision & Technicolor) with Yul
Brynner and Sal Mineo. Ronald Neame, di¬
rector.

Clothier, “The Man Who Shot
Liberty Valance” (John Ford Prods.) with
James Stewart and John Wayne. John Ford,
director.

Walter

Castle,

ASC,

Haskell

Boggs,

“Bonanza”*

Harold Lipstein, ASC, “Hell is for Heroes”
with Steve McQueen and Bobby Darin. Don
Siegel, director.
Wallace Kelley, ASC, “The Errand Boy”
(Jerry Lewis Prod.) with Jerry Lewis and
Brian Donlevy. Jerrv Lewis, director.

Frank Phillips, “Have Gun Will Travel”*.
Write for A Copy of Our
Catalog on Your Letterhead

PARAMOUNT SUNSET STUDIOS

Fleet Southcott, “Gunsmoke”*

REPUBLIC STUDIOS

Charles Burke, “The Corruptors”*.
HOLLYWOOD 38,

CALIF.

Howard Schwartz, “The Rifleman”*.
Wilfrid Cline, ASC, “Robert Taylor De¬
tectives”*

594

Warren,

Jack Mackenzie, ASC,
Me”*; “Bachelor Father”*.

“Ichabod

and

Neal Beckner, “Bob Cummings Show”*.
Ray Flin, “Tall Man”*.

Strence,

ASC,

“Wagon

Train”*

Clifford Stine, ASC, “The Ugly American”
(Universal International; shooting in Thai¬
land) with Marlon Brando and Eiji Okada.
George Englund, producer-director.

John Russell, ASC, “Alfred Hitchock Pre¬
sents”*.

Benj. Kline, ASC, Ellis Thackery, ASC,
“87th Precinct”*.
Mack

Stengler,

ASC,

“Leave

It

to

Beaver”*.

Robert Gough, “Frontier Circus”*.
Maury Gertsman, ASC, “Six Black Horses”
(Color;
Murphy
director.

shooting in Utah)
with Audie
and Dan Duryea.
Harry Keller,

Douglas Slocome, “Freud” (shooting in
Munich) with Montgomery Clift and Susan¬
nah York. John Huston, producer-director.
John Warren, ASC, “The Investigators”*;
“Alcoa Theatre”*.
Dale Deverman, William Whitley, ASC,
“Tall Man”*.

Benj. Kline, ASC, John Russell,
“General Electric Theatre”*.

ASC,

Ibbetson, “The Inspector” (Red
Lion Films; shooting in London) with Step¬
hen Boyd and Dolores Hart. Philip Dunne,
director.
Ozzie Morris, “Satan Never Sleeps”

(Leo
McCarey Prod.; shooting in England) with
William Holden and Clifton Webb. Leo
McCarey, producer-director.

Kenneth Peach, ASC, “Follow the Sun”*
Lloyd Ahern, ASC, “Adventures in Para¬
dise”*

William

Mellor,
ASC,
“State
Fair”
(C’Scope & DeLuxe color;
shooting in
Dallas) with Pat Boone and Pamela Tiffin.
Jose Ferrer, director.
Leon Shamroy, ASC, “Cleopatra” (J. Mankiewicz Prod.; Todd-AO; shooting in Rome)
with Elizabeth Taylor and Richard Burton.
Joseph Mankiewicz, director.
WALT DISNEY STUDIOS

Edward

Coleman, ASC, “Big

Red” with
Walter Pidgeon and Gilles Payant. Norman
Tokar, director.

Gordon Avil, ASC, “Wonderful World of
Color”*.

Lester Shorr, ASC, “Pete and Gladys”*.

937 NORTH SYCAMORE AVENUE

John

ASC,

Arthur

PARAMOUNT STUDIOS

William Margulies, ASC, “Outlaws”*.

TELEVISION STUDIOS

Thackery,

TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX

Dale Deverman, Commercials*.

William

MOTION PICTURE, STILL

Ellis

Walter

William Spencer, “Cain’s Hundred”*.

Pittack,

Metty, ASC, “Touch of Mink”
(P’Vision & Color; Granley Prods.) with
Cary Grant and Doris Day. Delbert Mann,
director.

Ellis Thackrey, ASC, “Wells Fargo”*.

Harkness Smith, “Dr. Kildare”*.

Robert

Russell

ASC, “Thriller”*.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

Milton

(Shooting in Dutch Guiana) with Rock
Hudson and Genea Rowlands. Robert Mulli¬
gan, director.

William

Snyder, ASC, “Bon Voyage”
(shooting in Europe) with Fred MacMurray
and Jane Wyman. James Neilson, director.
Paul Beeson, “The Castaways” (shooting
in London) with Maurice Chevalier and
Hayley Mills. Robert Stevenson, director.
Continued on

Page 628
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Another Fine Product From ACMADE

PRODUCT PARADE

AUTOMATIC BUTT
SPLICER
Cuts, Splices, Applies
Magic Mylar Automatically!

The first prac¬
tical, speedy
and efficient
automatic
splicer and
__
perforated ad1ISSirN, hesive tape
(Magic Mylar)
applicator on
the market. Now, with no fuss, mess or
waste, it is possible to splice, repair,
butt-splice, or strengthen splices on all
types of film — positive, negative, mag¬
netic—even duPont Cronar or other bases.

The cutting
arm, shown in
operating po¬
sition, is used
by pressing
the chrome
button for cut¬
ting both sides
of the film si- ;
multaneously. The film, of course, has
been registered on pins in the horizontal
channel. The cutting blade is easily re¬
placed when necessary.

The splicing
tape is regis¬
tered on pre¬
cision pins
and held in
• place until au¬
tomatically applied to the
film by swinging the arm over and pressing the chromed
button. This action simultaneously cuts the
adhesive and applied it—in perfect regis¬
ter to the film.

Model 35 for 35mm, Model 16 for 16mm—*295

F & B NICKEL
CADMIUM BATTERIES

JjsF

These are only a few of the hundreds of items in F & B’s huge stock.

NEW F & B MARK III
FLUID DRIVE TRIPOD

jr
The day of the
friction head is
fast coming to
an end. More
cameramen now
use fluid drive
heads because
they meet the
demand for
smooth, contin¬
uous, easilycontrolled ac¬
tion.

Complete outfit for 16mm cameras,
35mm Eyemos & Arris,
at an amazingly
$1 OQi>0
low price.
IO /
Includes Tripod, Adapter and Visco-matic
Fluid Head. With F & B’s usual iron-clad
guarantee.
Tripod legs only..
$49.50
Baby tripod legs only.. 47.50
Fluid Head only.... 97.50
Leather & Vinyl case. 12.50
Leather & Vinyl case for Baby. 11.50

ACMADE MARK II
EDITING TABLE
Makes
Editing
Easy!

The perfect compan¬
ion for your Arriflex,
mounted in rugged
aluminum case, with
shoulder strap. In¬
destructible, high
capacity Nickel Cad¬
mium cells provide
perfect power, abso¬
lutely guaranteed
for 1 year.

675
Model C for
camera up to
20 lbs. $275.
Model 200-A
for cameras
up to 200 lbs.
$1750

MODEL 100

• Designed for use with 16 and 35mm.
cameras with a total weight up to
100 lbs.
• Heavy duty professional model.
• Weighs 20 pounds. Dimensions: T
high, 7" deep, 11" wide.
• Tilt from minus 75° to plus 75°
• Camera mounting screw 3/s"-16.
• Equipped with precision bull's eye
level.
• Available with Mitchell Standard,
Mitchell 16, Pro Jr., Auricon and
O’Connor “Level-head” bases.
WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED BROCHURE

F & B MAGIC
MYLAR
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

A New Splicing and
Repairing Technique

Please send me:

20 ft. rolls — transparent 16mm —
single perforation (T16S) at $2.20
66 ft. rolls — transparent 16mm—•
single perforation (T16S) at $6.00
20 ft. rolls — transparent 16mm —
double perforation (T16D) at $2.20

2975

f.o.b. New York
7v. Battery (6 cells).$85.00
lOv. Battery (8 cells).100.00
15v. Battery (12 cells).135.00
Voltmeter attach, (opt) . 20.00
Ammeter attach, (opt) . 10.00
Miniaturized Charger . 29.50
NEW—15v-7V2V Battery—can be switched
for 7!/2V or 15v for both 16mm and 35mm
Arris .$155.00
With Built-In Charger . 184.50

O'CONNOR
CAMERA HEADS

66 ft. rolls — transparent 16mm —•
double perforation (T16D) at $6.00
20 ft. rolls—transparent 35mm
(T-35) at $4.04
66 ft. rolls — transparent 35mm
(T-35) at $11.00

Operation of this simple, efficient editing
machine can be mastered in minutes. Con¬
tinuous movement provides absolute safety
for your film. Instant controls and de¬
clutching allows up to 50% increase speed
and efficiency in editing. Any combination of
2 or 3, 16mm or 35mm channels, plus mag¬
netic and optical sound available.

WRITE FOR DETAILED BROCHURE

MESSED

Q

EHSo

68 W. 45th St., New York 36, New York

66 ft. rolls—white opaque—16mm—magnetic film only (0-16) at $6.00

66 ft. rolls — white opaque —• 35mm
(0-35) at $11.00
1/4" splicing tape for magnetic tape
(S4) at $.57

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY KIT:
1 20' roll T16

($2.20)

1 20' roll T35
F & B Film
Repair & Butt
Splice Block

( 4.04)
(19.95)
($26.16)

Special Introductory Kits at only

O

$14.50

Name_
Address.

MUrray Hill 2-2928
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Literature

lyfOViola SOUND READERS

BOOKLETS, CATALOGUES AND BROCHURES
AVAILABLE FROM EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURERS

feature separate components, economy and flexibility
Moviola’s unique Sound Reader

SOUND READERS

system

is designed for versatility

in fitting the budget as well

as

Movie Equipment Catalog

the job.
Unlike single unit

systems,

Movi¬

ola’s separable components permit
the
OPTICAL READERS

MAGNETIC READERS

SRO — 35mm

SRM — 35mm

SRO — 16mm

SRM — 16mm

SRB —35mm,16mm,

tracks.
be

the

pick-up

Additional

equipment

can

added —to accommodate new

requirements.

^ SRM — 35mm, 16mm,

35-32mm

purchase of only

unit required to suit specific sound

Any

17 ‘/2 m m, Vi "

Moviola

pick-up

unit can

be

plugged into either of two AmplifierSpeakers which can be conveniently
placed to give desired sound recep¬
tion and to allow maximum space
in the working area.

AMPLIFIER-SPEAKERS
( OPTICAL
SRC

Gordon Enterprises, 5362 No. Cahuenga Blvd., North Hollywood, Calif.,
announces a new 100-page illustrated
catalog of motion picture equipment
for commercial and industrial motion
pictures, television and photo instru¬
mentation . Catolog also contains much
reference material including charts,
graphs and curves, plus a section show¬
ing all stock lenses and mounts avail¬
able for every popular make of motion
picture camera.

— 35mm, 16mm, 35-32mm

) MAGNETIC — 35mm, 16mm, 17y2mm, %"

0
URS for normal
use.

MOVIOLA SYNCHRONIZER -

Lighting Kit Catalog

Sound Reader Adaptations

UROM for superior
sound quality.
Z ' C"

MS - 16
for 16mm track
MS - 35
for 35mm track

TV/Toviola
JLVJL.
MANUFACTURING CO.

1451 GORDON STREET • HOLLYWOOD • CALIFORNIA • HO. 7-3178

OPTICAL FX UNIT

Natural Lighting Corp., 630 So.
Flower St., Burbank, Calif., has just
issued a new 8-page brochure on the
company’s ColorTran motion picture
lighting kits. Brochure illustrates and
gives technical data and prices on 16
complete kits for lighting scenes or
sets from 15-ft. by 20-ft. through 20-ft.
by 40-ft. in size. Full specs are given
for kit components such as converters,
lights, stands, grips, cases, scrims,
barn doors, etc.

AND PRISMS
Sensitometry Booklet

FOR 16mm —35mm—TV CAMERAS^
LIVE TV, ANIMATION,
MOTION PICTURES

k,

-i4 1 '

From two to
seven images or
JKptiJF"
combinations, more
Bi,,... *
than 27 variations in op¬
tical effects, montages, and
distortions without expensive
opticals.

The Gevaert Co. of America, Inc.,
321 West 54th St., New York 19, N.Y.,
offers a new 20-page illustrated book¬
let on the elementary principles and
terminology of sensitometry. The book¬
let provides a vocabulary of definitions
of the terms used in this study, gives
complete technical cross-section infor¬
mation on the technique, and charts
showing the general
characteristic
curves of the emulsions—concluding
with a chart of common logarithms.
Copies are free.

•
Images may be photogrop
ward and reverse rotation

Kodak’s Reflex Special

Complete unit consists of a four sur
face prism, mount, revolving housing
and camera base assembly.

the
Literature on request.
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CRIDERR • II)RRT

inc.

1845 BROADWAY at 60th ST.
Phone: PLaza 7-6977
NEW YORK 21, N. Y.
Cable Address CAMERAMART

Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N.Y.,
offers a comprehensive 10-page bro¬
chure illustrating and describing its
recently
introduced
Kodak
Reflex
Special 16mm camera. Copies are free
and are available from the company’s
Motion Picture Film Department offices
in New York, Chicago, Hollywood and
Rochester.
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SA VE MONEY
WHEN FILMING IN EUROPE

By Renting Your Camera
Equipment From

CHEVEREAU
PARIS

•

FRANCE -

We Service The Entire Continent!
CAMERAS

©

C R A N E S

DOLLIES

RECENT AMERICAN PRODUCTIONS USING
OUR EQUIPMENT IN EUROPE . . .
• Bridge To The Sun
• Fanny
• Goodbye Again
• Paris Blues
• The Big Gamble

PRODUCTIONS NOW SHOOTING IN EUROPE
USING OUR EQUIPMENT . . .
• Gigot
• The Longest Day

• SS Phedre 61
• Vie Privee
•

Eclisse

• One, Two, Three
.

.

.

plus 15 French productions.

S.A. CHEVEREAU of France, Inc.
AU

SERVICE

DU

20 RUE DE LA CHINE
Telephones: MENILMONTANT 9472, PYRENEES 5104
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CINEMA

PARIS 20, FRANCE
#

Cable: CAMERALOC, PARIS
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To photograph battle scenes for
“The Land We Love,” Ted McCord used

THE
VIOLENCE
CAMERA

THE

“VIOLENCE

CAMERA"

is

a

combination

shield and Arriflex-35 camera, shown

protective

here being strapped

on camera operator Dick Batcheller.

By

LESLIE

STEVENS

“The Land We Love is the sec¬
ond film produced and directed
by Leslie Stevens, playwright
turned motion picture producerdirector-writer. His first Holly¬
wood directorial effort was
“Private Propertywhich sub¬
sequently established him in the
front ranks of America’s “New
Wave
screen directors. He re¬
cently produced for 20th CenturyFox the sophisticated comedy
“Marriage - Go - Round,” adapted
from his own Broadway stage
hit. EDITOR.
”

AS TOLD TO DARRIN SCOT

”

—

BECAUSE THERE was to be a great deal of fight¬
ing

with

Stevens

swords

in

believed

picture.
action

the

screen

greater

impact

in

closeups of the

bold

on

this

this

men

Director

could
if

Leslie

be

given

it were

filmed

cutting and

slash¬

ing with their sharp-edged weapons. To achieve
this, the

598

“violence

camera" was conceived.

■

TO GIVE REQUIRED STABILITY to the outfit, padded
shoulder hooks were added.

THE RIG IN ACTION—As actor James Mason flails away at imaginary adver¬
sary with

his

sword, operator

| speak from first-hand knowledge when I main¬

Batcheller photographs the action.

off the coast of Carolina, locale of the story. The
film tells a story of simple people of simple faith,
standing steadfast against forces of evil and vio¬
lence to cling to the land they love.

tain that a really free, strong economist (lowbudget) film unit at work provides an experience
that goes far beyond what the stage or television has
to offer.

To effectively translate this story into filmic terms,
a number of unusual camera techniques were used
and a unique piece of equipment which we called
the “’violence camera" was created to photograph
close-ups of sword play with unusual dramatic em¬
phasis.

Film is a unity of the Seven Arts and about
thirteen highly-specialized crafts—a vast fund of
creative ability and energy concentrated on the re¬
alization of a particular image originating in the
mind of an artist, but brought to dimensional reality
through the efforts and talents of many capable and
creative people. “The Land We Love” is the result
of the combined efforts of such technicians and
craftemen. These included Director of Photography
Ted McCord, A.S.C., with whom I had worked so
rewardingly earlier in the production of “Private
Property.” (American Cinematographer, August,
1960, pp. 486.—ED.)

There is a great deal of fighting with swords in
this picture and we felt that this action could be
given greater impact on the screen if it were filmed
Continued

on

Page 624

“The Land We Love” takes place in the year
1718—a surging, dynamic time in our nation’s
history when people from many lands who had
dared the dangers and hardships of the new world
began to loose the shackles of bondage and realize
America’s promise of freedom and of soil they
could call their own. This era was the well-spring
from which flowed what was to become the national
character of the United States.
Most of the picture was photographed on loca¬
tion in remote areas of Catalina Island, California,
in terrain closely resembling that of Bull Island,

REST

PERIOD—Camera

operator

Batcheller

rests

on

stool

be¬

tween takes, as Director of Photography Ted McCord discusses
an upcoming take.
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You feel it in the air.

Everybody is alert to the challenge of

’61. Producers and directors know that their next opus must
exceed all their past performances. Restless young men with
fire in their souls are aprowl for a vehicle that will launch them
in orbit. Some of them will make it.

dented rate—equipment of the type you see here, plus literally
thousands of items not shown!
More, they are asking for and getting answers from CECO
engineers and technicians—vital answers that mean the differ¬
ence between success and mediocrity. Our mission in life is

CECO is the hub around which most of this activity flows.
Professionals are buying CECO equipment at an unprece¬

to help them and you. We’re no further away than your tele¬
phone. How about today?

CECO BALANCED FLUID PAN HEAD

®TM 707529

A spring balanced tripod
head with silicone fluid
panning action. Balances
for camera weights up
to 135 lbs.

CECO VARIABLE SPEED
MOTOR FOR MITCHELL
CAMERA

CAMERA
16mm camera with super-silent
synchronous sound drive motor.
Features 30% reduction in
weight over previous Pro 600
models.

AMPEX PRO-10 SOUND RECORDER
CECO CONE LIGHTS
Floods large area with
soft, shadowless light.
750-1000, 2000 and
5000 watt lights in
stock.

Accurately controls
speed from 8 to 40
fps. Easy to mount.
Other variable speed
motors for the CineSpecial, Maurer, B&FI
2709 and Eclair Camerette cameras in
stock.

A compact recorder with studio con¬
sole quality and performance. Uses
magnetic tape.

(£flm€Rfl CouipnrenT (o..inc.
315 W. 43rd Street, New York 36, N. Y. • JUdson 6-1420

CECO is on top
of the revolution
in film-making techniques
CECO HI-SPEED EDITING TABLES
0 to 250 feet per minute in forward and
reverse. Stops instantaneously without
film damage. Rugged construction. In
16 and 35mm models.
There’s a revolution going on! Yesterday’s equipment becomes
as out-of-date as a Box Brownie.

To achieve the best film

quality, the truest recording, the finest film editing, the lowest

CECO is also setting new frontiers with a 6-month’s FREE
SERVICE Guarantee on Arriflex, Auricon, Moviola, ColorTran,
Magnasync and many other products.

production costs—consult with CECO—the first with the most
in the industry’s newest professional equipment.

Come in, telephone or write today!

CECO 35MM PROFESSIONAL FILM
VIEWER-ANALYZER WITH COUNTER
Easy threading. Portable. Avail¬
able with single or double
system sound or as viewer only
without counter. 16mm or
35mm models.

MAGNASYNC TYPE 15 RECORDER
A complete, top-quality sound
system in a single, portable
case. Designed for "on the
go” producers.

COLORTRAN “CINEMASTER
CHIEF”—MARK II CONVERTER
Modern, push-button design
speeds up operation. Other
ColorTran converters with
push-button operation avail¬
able.

MOVIOLA 16MM & 35MM
FILM EDITORS
The film editor specified
by the professionals. Many
accessories for Moviola ed¬
itors available.

In Hialeah, Florida
1335 E. 10th Ave.
TUxedo 8-4604
.*

/
•

In Hollywood, California
6510 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 9-5119

Gentlemen:
Please send me more information on the products I have listed below*

SUNLIGHT
for

outdoors.
flectors
to

REFLECTORS

illumination

Pictured

having

reflect light

scene.

control
are

into

a

for

scenes

necessity

professional

silver-leaf

(Northrop

are

on

the

shot
re¬

surface

shadow areas of the

Aircraft

Co.

photo.)

the cinematographer learns them,
his photographic results should
be consistently good. The most
important single factor influencing
photographic results is correct ex¬
posure. Even with present-day
wide-latitude motion picture films
and improvements in film process¬
ing techniques, which provide a
measure of compensation for er¬

i <Vri

rors in exposure, the fact remains

yf-jj

||plm

that a perfectly photographed
scene results when exposure has
been accurately calculated.
To achieve optimum exposure
quality, the cinematographer must

Some important things to remember when

SHOOTING
EXTERIORS

.

.

.

also consider the mechanical re¬
quirements of the scene, and the
particular kind of processing
which will be given his film after
exposure. Where the production
is a large one, it is sometimes ad¬
visable to shoot short test lengths
of film on the most important
exterior scenes and have your
laboratory process the tests for
critical examination. In this wav
you will learn what is the stand¬
ard of development for your par¬
ticular film laboratory and also
Continued on

Page

627

^he problems encountered
when shooting exterior scenes
out of doors (some ‘‘exteriors”
are shot indoors on the sound
stage) arise, paradoxically, from
the rather over-abundant gener¬
osity of Nature. That is to say,
the chief concern in shooting ex¬
teriors is not so much to record
on film the basically necessary
photographic elements — lights,
subject, etc.—but to control those
elements, which have been so
lavishly placed at our disposal,
in order to obtain the best possible
pictorial result.

THE

SCRIM

diffuse
falling

is

direct
on

used

to

sunlight

players.

One

shown at right is tripodmounted and being ad¬
justed by grip to soften
light on
in car.

players

seated

Ways and means of controlling
these elements are basic, and once
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You’re on schedule . .
WITH THE LEADER IN LIGHTING, GRIP EQUIPMENT,
PROPS, GENERATOR TRUCKS AND TRAILERS

RENTALS
Send for a schedule of rental rates.

'

yiril

1800. 1600, 1000. 750.

GRIP EQUIPMENT

LIGHTS

GENERATOR TRUCKS 300 200 Amp D c
AND TRAILERS 10a 5°.

LARGEST SUPPLIERS OF

30. 20 Amp a c.

MOTION PICTURE, TV AND

INDUSTRIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT IN THE EAST

LIGHTING THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY SINCE 1921

INC.

333 West 52nd Street, New York City, Circle 6-5470
OCTOBER

•
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MAKING THE MOST OF
LABORATORY SERVICES
Commercial laboratories from coast to coast offer many helpful
services that enable you to produce films of high professional calibre.

^ommercial film

laboratories are not only

lished industrial film producers, many government
film production centers, and the majority of big
manufacturing and industrial firms who maintain
movie making departments long have been steady
patrons of these labs; indeed, without the extensive
services which the commercial laboratories offer,
these film producers probably could not have at¬
tained the important positions they now hold.
Every day, of course, hundreds of new 16mm and
35mm motion picture projects are started outside of
the theatrical film field, and in some cases by film

essential to the fast-growing non-theatrical film
production field, but without them few motion pic¬
tures produced outside Hollywood would have the
professional embellishments that have come to be
associated with professionally-made pictures.
The growth of independent film production in
recent years in both 16mm and 35mm has seen
comparable growth in laboratories equipped to ren¬
der the finest professional services to industrial, inplant and other independent producers. Old estab¬

Center of Dissolve
"A" Roll

1
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PREPARING

variable-length
Film

as

dissolves

16mm
from

recommended

films
12

by

to

for
90

Hollywood

Enterprises, Hollywood. Add two ad¬

ditional

frames

method

is

to

desired

advantageous

effect.

where

This

original

scene is short and a dissolve is desired to

denier of Dissolve

produce smooth continuity. Dissolve should
be indicated by a double “XX" scribed on
edge of the original at the
dissolve, and

center of the

length of dissolve

noted on

cue sheet furnished with film.

Dissolve Lengths Should He Indicated on Cue Sheet

"A" Roll
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METHOD

OF

PREPARING

variable-length

fades from 12 to 90 frames: Add two ad¬
ditional frames to the desired effect. Fades
are

indicated

by

arrows

scribed

on

edge

of the original, as illustrated, and indicate

□

□

□

the original cut to A and B rolls. A fadein

a

and fadeout may follow each other on the
same roll, providing they are of the same

□

□

length.

o

a

/

Length of fade desired

should

be

specified on cue sheet.

Fades Are Indicated by Arrows at Beginning of EJJect
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A ' Roll — Picture must extend at least 1 frame after zero cut.

ZERO
the

CUTTING—This

minimum

lap when
"B" Roll — Picture must start at least 1 frame ahead of zero cut

setting

ommended

diagram

requirements

illustrates

for

the

over¬

up this method, as

by Hollywood

Film

rec¬

Enterprises.

When possible, after indicating the cut (by
scribing

an

originals)
long

as

cut.

This

on

possible

will
use

assist

protect

in

occur in

the

be

and

as

behind
re-editing,

the

originals
frames
in

if
for

productions.
set

B

run

in

your

other

to

and

less than 24

preceding cut must
with black leader.

A

overlap

ahead

also

and

both

the

possible

necessary,
which

“X”

permit

Cuts
from

A-B

rolls

I
BLACK

LEADER

normally

used

checkerboard
when

cut to length. An
for this method.

the

offset

cutting

original
splice

is

is

can

be

needed

I

makers not entirely familiar with the scope of the
services offered by the nation’s film, special effects,
title and sound recording laboratories. To famil¬
iarize these producers with the laboratory services
available to them to the end that such knowledge
will make it possible for them to greatly enhance
the professional quality of their films, is the pur¬
pose of this article.

The two basic laboratory processes for commer¬
cial motion pictures, of course, are the negative and
reversal methods. Negative-positive, the standard in
35mm, is directly comparable to still photography,
where the negatives from a camera are used to make
positive prints.

The first time you read a film lab’s price list you’ll
probably wonder why such a wide array of services
are catalogued. All you really want, you say, is to
have your film developed and printed. But profes¬
sional film production requires more than just this.
Invariably there are special photographic effects,
fades and lap-dissolves required to give films the
necessary smooth, professional “look” on the screen.
And then there are titles to be made, sound to be
recorded, and editing and cutting to be done. Shoot¬
ing the picture is just the beginning.

In the negative-positive process, the exposed but
undeveloped negative is sent to the lab which makes
a positive print of the developed negative. The film
producer or his editor uses these positive prints, or
“dailies,” in putting together his work print of the
picture. When the work print has been approved,
either the studio or laboratory edits the original
negative in conformance with it. Prints for showings
are then made directly from this edited negative.
With the reversal process, there is no original

Tall

;
ft I

Continued on Next Page

Head

Black Leader

U

/

From “Dailies” To Work Print

U,MU1 u

u
E N E

'/
Ckm

Straight Cut In

To be at least as long as fade or dissolve length.
Preferably two frames longer.

f

Fade-out or Dissolve-out
(X Amount of Frames,)
Preferably 2 frames longer.

THE RULE TO

FOLLOW when

fade or dissolve

is

required, before or

length

as the

fade or

dissolve action,

preferably two

frames

longer.

after a straight cut: When a scene fades or dissolves out in a given

This applies

length, and the following scene on the same roll (A or B) is a straight

straight-cuts out and is followed on the same roll (A or B) by a fadein
or dissolve-in.

cut-in, a black leader pad
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must be inserted that is at least the same

also when

the

situation

is

reversed—i.e., when

a

scene
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A—B roll method, the film to be printed is put
through the printer two or more times. To make a
dissolve, which calls for an overlap of two scenes,
certain prescribed areas of the raw print stock re¬
ceive exposure in printing runs with both the A and
B rolls.
How Lab Makes Lap-dissolves

COLOR RELEASE prints and B&W dupe negatives are made with travel¬
ing matte effects and transitions in this step printer. Matte reel at left
controls

light

reaching

courtesy Calvin

color original

and

raw

stock

at

right.

(Photo

Productions, Inc.)

negative but rather a “master positive.” A work
print of this film, when required, is made on re¬
versal stock. Some producers project the original
film when selecting the best takes before ordering
work prints; and a few do part of their editing
with the original. Release prints are made either by
the reversal process or by a duplicate negative for
printing in the negative-positive fashion.
Most color release footage is made directly from
the color reversal original. Black-and-white prints,
in orders of 3 or more, are generally more economi¬
cal in the dupe negative method. Dupe negatives
give a better quality, too. B&W prints from color
originals offer the same two optional methods.
The lab situation gets a bit more complicated
when you need fades and dissolves. The standard
method for producing these effects in 35mm is to
print special low-contrast negatives, known as “fine
grains,” for each scene affected. The lab effects-man
rephotographs the positives in an optical printer,
incorporating the desired fades, dissolves, and wipes.
Importance of A-B Rolls

In the following paragraphs, some of the specific
services laboratories offer film makers and what
these services contribute to a film in terms of pro¬
fessional finish will be described.
A—B roll effects, once the special luxury of a
few producers having their own film printing equip¬
ment, now are available to all. The A—B roll meth¬
od makes it possible to put dissolves in 16mm color
release prints without resorting to the use of dupes
or the need to make dissolves in the camera. In the

606

When making release prints or dupe negatives
from 16mm color or B&W reversal originals, fades
may be added by merely dimming the printer
light. Lap-dissolves require double-printing, and
therefore the picture is set up in A—B rolls. (See
diagrams on page 604.) The outgoing scene is on
one reel and the incoming one on another. The lab¬
oratory prints the A roll first, which includes all
footage up to the first dissolve. At this first dissolve,
the printer light fades out and only leader stock
runs through until the light fades on for the incom¬
ing scene of the second dissolve. Then the B roll is
printed onto the same raw stock. This time, the
printer light remains out while the previouslyexposed footage runs in contact with first part of
the B roll. The light fades on while the incoming
scene of the dissolve moves across the printing gate.
Because the fadeout of one scene is printed over
the fadein of another, the final effect is a smooth
lap-dissolve.
Producers using the A—B system can deliver
Kodachrome or Ektachrome originals to the lab
Continued on

Page

621

CHART BELOW shows at a glance cost of printing and other
laboratory

services

for

36-ft.,

100-ft.,

and

film on the basis of costs ranging from
per foot.

For example, cost of an

400-ft.

'/2-cent to

Ektachrome

rolls

of

18 cents

master print,

400-feet in length, at 18^ per ft. would be $72.00; 35 feet of
16mm
$5.04.

B&W

dupe

negative

LABORATORY

at

COST

14^

per

foot

would

cost

CALCULATOR

Price
per

per

per

per

foot

36'

100'

400

$0.50

$2.

$0,005

$0.18

.02

0.72

2.

8.

.03

1.08

3.

12.

.04

1.44

4.

16.

.05

1.80

5.

20.

.06

2.16

6.

24.

.07

2.52

7.

28.

.08

2.88

8.

32.

.09

3.24

9.

36.

.10

3.60

10.

40.

.11

3.96

11.

44.

.12

4.32

12.

48.

.13

4.68

13.

52.

.14

5.04

14.

56.

.15

5.40

15.

60.

.16

5.76

16.

64.

.17

6.12

17.

68.

.18

6.48

18.

72.
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TO NONE
THE FINEST MAINTAINED
RENTAL EQUIPMENT
including

...

• SERVICE
• EXPERIENCE
• ON-TIME DELIVERY
(World-Wide)

BA
ICE
ER
CENT

SB
16mm and 35mm

ACCESSORIES

CAMERAS

BLIMPS

MITCHELLS:

333 West 52nd Street
New York 19, N. Y.

PLaza 7-0906

DOLLIES

STANDARD
FRONT ATTACHMENTS

BNC
HI-SPEED

FILTER HOLDERS

R-35

LENS ACCESSORIES

ARRIFLEXS

MAGAZINES

AURICONS

MISCELLANEOUS CAMERA

BELL & HOWELLS
CINE SPECIALS

...

You Name It!

MOTORS, TRIPODS
POWER SUPPLIES &

BATTERIES

TRIPOD ACCESSORIES

EDITING EQUIPMENT

LENSES

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT

ZOOM

PROJECTION EQUIPMENT

WIDE ANGLE
ANAMORPHIC

SOUND EQUIPMENT

Rental Plans for all Budgets
Send for our Rental Catalog

We Rent, Buy and Sell Motion Picture Equipment & Accessories
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FIG.

1—Arriflex

16

camera

with

Kelvin

&

Hughes

automatic

exposure

control

system.

Arrow

A

indicates gearbox and motor drive to the iris; arrow B the transistor amplifier.

FIG.

2—Film

clip

from

typical

16mm

film

recordin

which illustrates picture quality obtained from earner
equipment at left.

A BRITISH FILM PATROL SYSTEM*
The access time for photography to inspection of the
processed film is only a few seconds.
By

^he

Kelvin-Hughes

range of

step-by-step rapid processing
photographic projectors is now
well known; these are automatic
equipments which photograph on
to 35mm film, process this rapidly
and then project it in the form of
a theatre type display. The access
time from photography to inspec¬
tion of the permanent record is
only a few seconds.
These equipments utilize a jet
spray processing system where a
number of jets are arranged in a
* Condensed from “Rapid Reversal Process
And Special Projection System For Film
Patrol,” British Kinematography. Yol. 38,
No. 4, and reprinted by permission.
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common processing pot, each jet
spraying a separate solution at the
appropriate time. The jets are of
the Venturi type operated by com¬
pressed air, and a fine atomized
spray is applied at once to the
whole of the processed format.
This system of processing, being
of the total loss type, gives a
constant high standard of per¬
formance,
but
is
nevertheless
economical when compared with
conventional tank type machines.
An inherent advantage of the
Kelvin-Hughes jet system is the
fact that liquids may be switched
by controlling compressed air by
means of solenoid valves and thus

there is no active switching of
liquid lines nor consequent prob¬
lems of sticking and corrosion.
There appeared to be a demand,
particularly by the specialized in¬
dustries, for a continuous film
processor which was automatic in
nature, constant in performance
and capable of providing rapid
access to records which may vary
from a few feet to thousands of
feet. The main needs of the cine
industries are met by a wide range
of tank and spray type processors
whose prime purpose is to achieve
high quality processing at a high
film output speed. Rapid access
is not their aim and it may be a

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

considerable time before the first
portion
of
processed
record
emerges from such equipment.
Kelvin-Hughes decided to de¬
sign a range of compact continu¬
ous processors to meet the rapid
access conditions stated above, and
thus to fill a gap for equipment
of this type. Because of consider¬
able experience with atomized jet
spray processing techniques, it
was decided to design the equip¬
ment utilizing these, since their
effective nature in terms of con¬
tinuously applying fresh solutions
to the emulsion is desirable to
achieve rapid access. Further, the
total loss nature of this type of
applicator is desirable to main¬
tain constant quality.

WtDE

(N

LIQUID

CM€M*CAL

SUPPLIED

UNDER

PRESSURE

THROUGH

TM<$

heated

fxom

compresses

m

TUBES.

3—Cross-section

very short period for subsequent
analysis. The record is primarily
required

A number of prototype equip¬
ments based on these techniques
were developed for particular
customers and it was following
this that The Race Finish Record¬
ing Co. (of London) invited Kel¬
vin-Hughes to supply equipment
to meet the specific needs of Film
Patrol. Film Patrol is the system
introduced to England by the
Jockey Club, whereby a cine film
is taken of most of a horse race
from a number of selected posi¬
tions on the course. The films are
edited, processed and must be
available for projection within a

ments but is also of great value
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for

assessing

infringe¬

for training and tactical purposes.
An

existing

American

photo¬

graphic system produces a com¬
pleted

film

positive

in

about

4

minutes, but The Race Finish Re¬
cording Co.

required this to be

much shorter.

techniques,

designed

diagram

of

jet

spray

unit

of

film

processor.

the film and processing applicator
system have been tailored for each
other in conjunction with optical
techniques. Kelvin - Hughes de¬
signed and supplied automatic
photo-electric control gear for the
cine cameras and specially modi¬
fied an Ampro projector for sub¬
sequent projection on to the screen.
The various parts of the system
are dealt with in sequence.

By an interesting

combination of chemical and op¬
tical

HERE

PLANE.

THROUGH

TWO

F|G.

PRODUCED

OPPOSITE

TUBE.

Prototype Equipment Developed

FIG. 4—Front view of RP-1 processor.

ANGLE SPRAY

Camera and Automatic
Photo-Electric Control System

Kelvin - Hughes

equipment

capable

of

producing a stable, dry positive in
60 seconds. This is an excellent
example of the system’s approach
to rapid access processing, where

FIG. 5—Interior view of RP-1

processor.

The camera used for Film Pa¬
trol by The Race Finish Recording
Co. is the Arriflex 16, and this
may utilize a wide range of lenses
from 1 in. to 22 in. focal length.
Continued on Next Page

FIG. 6—Processor with front cover removed.
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a quadrantal shutter with two mir¬
rors and two blanks, the output
from the mirrors being viewed
through the telescope. A small
selenium photo-cell is fitted into
this telescopic viewer to receive
the light input. Thus, the electric
signal is chopped DC and the
problems of amplification are
somewhat simpler than they would

SIMPLIFIED DIAGRAM OF OPTICAL
PROJECTION
SYSTEM TO UTILISE
HIGH
CALLIER COEFFICIENT
OF FINE GRAIN SILVER HALIDE EMULSION.

FIG. 7—Diagram illustrating principles of optical system.

Since the finished film is re¬
quired to be a positive transpar¬
ency, reversal processing is neces¬
sary. It is well known that unless
a considerable loss in speed can
be tolerated, the latitude will be
much smaller than that to be ob¬
tained from negative materials.
This feature, coupled in particu¬
lar with English weather, even for
the short duration of a horse race,
implied the necessity for auto¬
matic camera exposure control.
Even in countries which are na¬
turally blessed with better weather
than that indigenous to us, this
must be a great advantage.
It is evident that the unit has
to be exceedingly flexible to meet
such a wide range of lenses from
1 in. to 22 in. focal length, and,
an accurate and elegant system
was adopted which is independent
of lens focal length, angle of view
and the relation between stop
number and diaphragm rotation.
Automatic Exposure Control

The control system is based on
the closed loop principle, in
which a photo-cell samples the
light falling on to the film, pro¬
ducing a signal which is amplified
and compared with a reference
voltage. Should a differential be
detected, a motor drives the lens
iris to restore the balance condi¬
tion. The selenium photo-cell is
mounted into the focusing tube

610

of the Arri 16 camera and may
be very easily withdrawn for fo¬
cusing or sighting. The amplifier
is completely transistorized and
has facilities for accommodating
variations in film speed and cam¬
era speed. The lens iris ring is
driven by a simple DC motor via
a gear box and special drive belt.
The amplifier is operated from a
24-volt DC battery and consumes
about 50 milliamps.
It will be seen that, since the
light which falls on the film is
being metered, the system is ac¬
curate and independent of view
problems. Further, since the con¬
trol system is a closed loop servo,
it does not matter if the drive belt
to the iris slips, as it will continue
driving until null conditions are
achieved.
Since the light falling on the
photo-cell
is
similar
to
that
needed to expose the film, it will
be appreciated that there is a sen¬
sitivity problem concerned with
the signal-to-noise ratio of the
amplification required. The pres¬
ent system copes with speeds up to
240 ASA or BS. The response
time is such that a lens stop can
be changed in 0.25 of a second
with a starting lag of less than 0.1
of a second.
Theoretically, the system can be
applied to any camera, but the ar¬
rangement is particularly conveni¬
ent with the Arri 16, since it has

be for a DC output.
Since a selenium photo-cell has
been chosen, it is normally con¬
sidered unnecessary to compensate
this further with filters for use
with panchromatic film.
Fig. 1 shows the Arriflex 16
with the complete Kelvin-Hughes
automatic photo-electric exposure
control. Arrow A shows the gear¬
box and motor drive to the iris
and arrow B the transistor ampli¬
fier.
Processor

Since a fully processed positive
transparency was required in a
very short period of time Ilford
RX was chosen, which is a thin,
hardened, panchromatic recording
film, having fine grain and a speed
of about 80 ASA. This film had
already been specially designed
by Ilford Ltd. for Kelvin-Hughes
jet spray processing systems, and
it is a versatile film in the sense
that it processes effectively and
rapidly, both for negatives, and
positives by reversal.
A 16mm projector operating at
24 frames per second consumes
film at a linear rate of 36 ft. per
minute, and it was decided that
the processor should feed out film
at 40 ft. per minute, thus build¬
ing up an increasing loop between
the projector and processor. It
will be seen that the size of a ma¬
chine in terms of built-in film
capacity will be proportional to
the processing access time. If this
be 5 minutes, then 200 ft. of film
must be accommodated, whereas,
if this could be done in one min¬
ute, then only 40 ft. of film need
be incorporated.
Kelvin-Hughes have for a num¬
ber of years effected reversal
Continued

on

Page 618
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LIGHT SOURCES, FILTERS, EXPOSURE INDEXES

LIGHT SOURCE

FILTER
FOR LIGHT
SOURCE

FILTER
FOR
CAMERA

EXPOSURE
INDEX

3200 Tungsten Lamps

None

None

25

Photoflood Lamps

None

81

20

“CP” Lamps
(Approx. 3350K)

None

81

20

Straw colored
such as
Brigham Y-l

85

16

Carbon Arc MR type 40
40 Amp Duarc

Florentine
Glass

85

16

Daylight

None

85

16

Carbon Arc M R. Type
170, 150 Amp H.l. Arc

For release prints of high fidelity color...
shoot it on Anscochrome® Professional Film

TYPE 242
All the power of communication depends on
the color quality of the release prints. And,
16mm Anscochrome Professional Type 242
is the low contrast reversal color original
camera film expressly designed to assure ex¬
ceptional color fidelity in release prints. Type
242 may be processed either through inde¬
pendent laboratories or at Ansco.
For your next production that requires a
low contrast color original film, specify
16mm Anscochrome Professional Type 242
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film for outstanding print color quality. Con¬
tact your local Ansco representative today.
Ansco, Binghamton, New York. A Division of
General Aniline & Film Corporation.

Ansco
|

Type 21^2

!
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REHEARSING—The

blimped

Mitchell

camera,

mounted

on

a

dolly,

is

being maneuvered by grip (center) as actor Vincent Price (background)

descends stairs for a scene for “The Pit And The Pendulum." The light¬
ing is typical for suspense scenes.

6irJ^HE

Pit and the Pendulum,” produced by

Roger

"The Pit And The Pendulum" . . .

A STUDY IN
HORROR FILM
PHOTOGRAPHY

Corman

for

American-International

Pictures, proves that a big picture can be made on
a modest budget—especially when it is carefully
planned and the creative talents involved are given
unlimited opportunity to create.
Based on the famous Edgar Allen Poe horror
classic, the film is lavishly mounted and imagina¬
tively photographed by Floyd Crosby, A.S.C. Except
for a prologue consisting of exteriors, the story’s
action takes place entirely within the forbidding
confines of a medieval Spanish castle replete with
massive main hall, ornate bedrooms, secret pas¬
sages, dungeons, tombs, torture rooms and, of
course, the formidable “pit” with its massive stone
altar over which is suspended the swinging pendu¬
lum blade used to torture and sometimes slice up
hapless victims placed beneath it.
Except for the absence of big name stars in the
cast, the film boasts production values comparable
to pictures costing five times as much.

By

612

HERB

A.

LIGHTMAN

“We achieved what we did on a low budget
because we carefully planned the whole production
in advance of starting the cameras,” DirectorProducer Corman explains. “Thus, when we moved

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

into the studio for fifteen days of scheduled shoot¬
ing, we didn’t have to start making decisions.
Because of our pre-production conferences with
Director of Photography Floyd Crosby and Art
Di rector Dan Heller, everyone knew exactly what
to do, barring any last-minute inspirations on the
set.
How Rehearsals Paid Off

“Previously, I had painstakingly rehearsed the
actors so there was complete understanding as to
what each was to accomplish in each scene. This is
most important; there is nothing worse than to be on
the set and ready to roll, only to find that director
and actor have different views as to how the scene
is to be done. Thanks to pre-production planning
and rehearsals, there was no time wasted on the
set in haggling and making decisions.
“In our set design, choice of costumes, and in
matters related to the atmosphere of the period of
the story, we aimed to be as authentic as possible,
without becoming slaves to authenticity. Flexibility
keynoted the whole operation so that whenever we
believed it expedient, we would heighten certain
dramatic and shocker effects. Here, Floyd Crosby
contributed some outstanding lighting and camera
work to enhance the illusion of realism—which,
perhaps, was not so much realism but a suspension
of disbelief.”
Much of the film’s effectiveness as a thriller is
due to its pictorial scope borne of the production
design of Art Director Dan Heller. Having worked
previously with Corman and Crosby on several picPREPARING TO SHOOT the

pendulum

Floyd

camera

Crosby

player

stands

enacting

beside

role

of

hapless

scene.

which

victim

of

Director of

is
the

focused

Photography

downwards

swinging

blade.

on

Note

use of barn doors and flag to prevent light reaching camera lens, also
use

of

target

and

scrim

before

lamp

at

left

to

soften

illumination

falling on actor’s face.

tures, he was very much a part of the production
team that created “Pit And The Pendulum.”
"We wanted a set having many levels and ample
space to afford the utmost freedom to the camera,”
Heller explains. “Four or five rooms were erected
on the stage so they were interconnecting, and we
used wide archways and stairways without bal¬
ustrades. Thus the camera could move freely
through the entire series of rooms for sustained
takes, if necessary. Massiveness keynoted the de¬
sign and construction of all sets so that the players
would be dwarfed against the vast walls, and in the
massive archways, etc.”
Heller’s forbidding split-level castle, with its
many rooms, passageways and catacombs occupied
four sound stages at the California Studios in Hol¬
lywood. Had it been necessary to build the sets from
scratch, cost of construction alone would have
greatly exceeded the picture’s budget.
After Heller drew up the floor plans and made
key sketches that visualized how the sets were to
look, he next scouted the back lots and prop lofts
of the major studios in search of available set units
that could be rented and put together to form the
sets he had conceived for “Pit And The Pendulum.”
Like a Giant Jigsaw Puzzle

At Universal-International Studio, massive arch¬
ways, fireplaces, windows and doorways, and several
torture machine props-—all from dismantled sets
of long-forgotten Universal productions — were
available. At other studios, soaring stairways and
huge stone wall units were located. From this fund
of second-hand set pieces, Heller selected what he
needed and had them delivered to California Stu¬
dios. Here the various bits and pieces were fitted
together like a giant jigsaw puzzle, following his
floor plans. Though the period of the story was
Spanish 15th Century, often a French or German
Gothic window was used instead of one of Spanish
Continued

THE

SWINGING

beneath

PENDULUM

slowly

descends

toward

on
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victim

chained

it, as Floyd Crosby's camera, in background, films the scene.

Here a cookie has been added at left to give a subtle shadow pattern
to light falling on player; also, flag on century-stand, visible in

photo

at left, has been moved closer to the lighting unit in right foreground
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ASC’S RESEARCH
PROJECTS

set forth below, will better satisfy the day-to-day
operational needs of both studios and laboratories.
It should be pointed out that our recommendation
is entirely within the over-all scope of the proposal
of the American Standards Association. Special
attention is called to Point No. 5 of our recom¬
mendation. In the course of our survey, it was
found that certain types of projection lenses, and
especially anamorphic attachments, caused notice¬
able reduction of color temperature, thus requiring
that different color temperature readings be estab¬
lished for non-anamorphic (flat) and anamorphic
projector setups.
ASC RECOMMENDATION No.
SCREEN

Hollywood film industry studying first

TEMPERATURE

three technical recommendations

1.1

issued by the Research and Educational
Committee of the ASC.
2.1
By

WALTER

BEYER

Chairman, ASC Research and Educational Committee

3.1

Cince the inception of the Research and Edu¬
cational Committee of the American Society
of Cinematographers, in June, the Committee has
developed and issued bulletins on three ASC re¬
commendations of importance to the motion picture
industry. These consist of “Screen Brightness Level
For Film Review Rooms,” “65mm Camera Aperture
Dimensions,” and “Focusing Chart For Daily
Rushes.”
The initial project of the Committee—to propose
a standard of uniformity of screen brightness and
color temperature levels for studio film review
rooms—was aimed at establishing proper mainten¬
ance of recommended brightness and color temp¬
erature to eliminate uncertainties in print densities
and color balance, which will result in substantial
savings through reduction or total elimination of
the reprinting of countless scenes.
Our most recent survey has shown that the re¬
view rooms in Hollywood studios and film labora¬
tories operate with a screen brightness between
16 and 18 foot Lamberts, excepting two—one of
which operated at 15 and the other at 20 foot Lam¬
berts plus. The Society of Motion Picture and
Television Engineers has a proposal for a screen
brightness standard in preparation which is under¬
stood to recommend a brightness range from 14 to
18 foot Lamberts.
Extensive tests by the ASC’s Committee have
indicated that such latitude is unacceptable for
studio-laboratory cooperation, and that the recom¬
mended range of color temperature was too great.
It is felt that the ASC’s recommendation, which is
j
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BRIGHTNESS —AND

4.1

LEVELS

FOR

1

COLOR

REVIEW ROOMS

/. Scope
This recommendation specifies the brightness
of projection screens for Review Rooms in
Studios and Laboratories.
2. Definition
The screen brightness shall be measured from
the viewing or seating area with the projector
running and no film in the gate, using a meter
calibrated directly in foot Lamberts.
3. Brightness Level
The brightness at the center of the screen shall
be 16 foot Lamberts plus 2, minus 0.
i.e. 16 ft.-L to 18 ft.-L maximum.
4. Light Distribution
The horizontal light distribution shall be 80%
plus 10, minus 10, i.e. 70% to 90% of the
Continued

on

Page
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A = 2.072"

(52.63mm)

B = 0.906"

(23.01mm)

65MM FILM AND APERTURE dimensions recommended by the Research
and

Educational

Committee

of

the

American

Society

of

Cinematog¬

raphers. These are described in detail in the text on page 617.
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This well describes the 20,000 square feet of warehouse
space required by HOLLYWOOD FILM COMPANY to stock (for
immediate delivery) their entire line of professional editing
supplies and equipment. Supplies and equipment such as...
FILM STRIP CANS • CLOTH TAPES • EDGE NUMBERING
MACHINES • CORRUGATED CARTONS • DIFFERENTIAL RE¬
WINDS • EDITING TABLES • ELECTRIC REWINDS • FILM BINS
• PLASTIC CORES • PUNCHES • 16, 35 & 70MM REELS

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG:
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• EDITING GLOVES • 35MM MAGNETIC FILM • FILM RACKS •
STOCK FILM • LEADER • FLANGES • MEASURING MACHINES •
NON-MAGNETIC REELS • REWINDS • SCOTCH TAPES • SOUND
READERS • SOUND RECORDING TAPES • SPLICERS • SPLIT
REELS • STORAGE CABINETS • SYNCHRONIZERS • VAULT
CANS • VIDEO TAPE REELS • VIDEO TAPE CARTONS • VIDEO
TAPE CASES • VIDEO TAPE POWER AND HAND REWINDS •
HOT SPLICERS (35-16 / 16MM / 70MM)

HOLLYWOOD FILM COMPANY
designers & manufacturers of film & video tape editing equipment
956 SEWARD ST, HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIF. HO 2-3284
524 W. 43rd ST, N.Y., N.Y., LO 3-1546
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ASC’S RESEARCH PROJECTS
Continued from Page 614

THE MOST COMPLETE LINE OF LENSES MADE
for Instrumentation and Documentary

center reading should he obtained
at a distance of about 5% of the
screen width along the center line
and inside the left and right edge
of the screen.

MOTION PICTURE PHOTOGRAPHY
PRO 35 and 70 mm LENSES for
"C” Mount, Vidicon TV, 35 mm, Data
Recording and Aerial Cameras
This series of 4 or more element
lenses enables professional photog¬
raphers to achieve the finest results
whether in the studio or on location.

5. Color Temperature
5.1

Lenses are matched and balanced
. .. give uniform exposure .. . deliver
full coverage without drop-off from
the center to the edge of the picture.

5.2

MIRROTEL LENSES
Long Focus, Short in
Length and Lightweight
Mirror optics permit the light path
to be folded three times within the
lens system, thereby cutting the
length and weight to less than one
third that of a comparable tele¬

photo objective. In addition Mirrotel
Lenses are free from chromatic aber¬
ration, coma, astigmatism and dis¬
tortion. Focal lengths from 20" to
200". Special accessories available.

20-60 mm VARI-FOCUS RAPTAR
ZOOM LENS for Vidicon TV and
16 mm Motion Picture Cameras
Increases the effectiveness of the
camera by permitting various de¬
grees of wide angle and telephoto
coverage with one lens. Crisp, clear
images anywhere in the focal range
from wide field (covering IV2 times
area of normal lens) to telephoto of

5.3

times magnification. Aperture of
f/1.8 throughout the entire focusing
range of 5 feet to infinity. Calibrated
focal lengths, distance and aperture
markings. Resolution is better than
50 lines per millimeter on Plus X
film and 600 lines on TV.

5.4

Write for descriptive literature and prices.
^OTOGJ?^

Finest American made products
for those who want the best

5.5

WOLLE N SAK
Optical Company • Rochester 21, N. Y.
'VOLUE'*

BOLEX ACCESSORIES
BY STEVENS
Closed

from

Oct.

2

to

Nov.

15.

Your orders will be filled prompt¬
ly after Nov. 15.
Write for our Bolex Accessory Catalog.
Automatic

Dissolve attachments for Cine/

Special and BOLEX REX or H-8 and H-16
equipped with PELLEGRINI SHUTTER.

JOSEPH YOLO, 1037 N. La Brea
Hollywood, Calif.

616

Phone OLdfield 4-3004

STEVENS ENGINEERING CO.
Dept. “A”, 340 N. Newport Blvd.
Newport Beach, Calif.

Non-anamorphic (flat)projection:
The color temperature of the light
returning from the screen shall be
5400° Kelvin
It is desirable to achieve this read¬
ing with no greater variation than
plus or minus 200 K.
Anamorphic projection:
It will be found that color tem¬
perature readings of the projec¬
tion light going through ana¬
morphic attachments and return¬
ing from the screen are 800 K
and more below the readings as
stated in paragraph 5.1.
This condition later will also pre¬
vail in theatres using anamorphic
attachments since these cause an
alteration or shifting of the color
temperature toward yellow.
It is important to establish for
each review room the difference
between non-anamorphic
(flat)
and anamorphic color temperature
values and to check them by way
of frequent meter readings.
Full cooperation and exchange of
information on their respective
readings between laboratory and
studio when working on the same
production material is essential to
avoid serious differences of opin¬
ion on color balance.
With the aid of color temperature
conversion filters the readings be¬
tween laboratory and studio should
be equalized as closely as possible.

One of the important projects of the
ASC's Research and Educational Com¬
mittee is to establish recommendations
for the standardization of apertures,
ground glass and camera finder mark¬
ings for both theatrical and television
film productions, and also to provide
recommendations for all wide-screen
processes utilizing other than standard
35mm cameras. The project, therefore,
will include the entire scope of wide¬
screen systems as described and illus¬
trated with flow charts in the opening
chapters of the American Cinemato¬
grapher Manual, pages 44 to 52.
The first recommendation prepared
by the Committee defines the 65mm

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

camera aperture dimension proposed
for use on all such cameras presently
in operation in Hollywood studios:
ASC RECOMMENDATION No. 2
65MM CAMERA APERTURE DIMENSIONS

1.1

1 Scope
This recommendation specifies the
aperture dimensions for a motion
picture camera using 65mm nega¬
tive raw stock with a perforation
pitch of 0.187" and having a pull¬
down stroke of 5 perforations per
frame.

2.1

2.2

3.1

2 Dimensions
The dimensions shall be as given
in the diagram and table. (On
Page 614).
The dimensions of the 65mm negao
tive raw stock to be used in these
cameras shall he in accord with
ASA PH 22.118-1961.
3. Usage
This camera aperture is identical
for all motion picture cameras for
theatrical production methods in
both non-anamorphic and anamorphic photography.

to emphasize the economic angle in¬
volved in this suggestion:
The fact that daily rushes are es¬
sentially “green film” frequently creates
projection problems due to the loss of
focus control. Invariably this results
in time-consuming re-runs of the film
to determine if the film is o.k. or if
retakes will be necessary. If the pro¬
posed focus chart can eliminate this
problem, which it did when practi¬
cally used, we believe it worthy of con¬
sideration.
ASC RECOMMENDATION No. 3
FOCUSING CHART FOR DAILY RUSHES

Contrary to the practice followed in
theatres in the screening of feature
films, where the projectionist has ample
title and credits footage on which to
set the focus of his projector, daily
rushes screened in studio review rooms
are invariably focused when the most
critical picture material is already on
the screen.
“Re-focusing” and/or“ going through
focus” is done repeatedly throughout
the daily showings since the quality of
such material presented on the screen
is of the highest concern to production.
Some material that hits the screen
first may consist of night scenes or
other material that might be hard to
focus under normal circumstances.
The following proposal is being sub¬
mitted for consideration:

3.2

The anamorphic ratio presently
used in conjunction with this
aperture is 1.25:1.

3.3

Negatives obtained in shooting
with the above aperture are origi¬
nal negatives and can be used for
making release prints in 70mm,
65mm, and 35mm, and all nonanamorphic and anamorphic as
well as extraction prints for multi¬
ple film release.

A focusing chart should be prepared
consisting of the ASC emblem, some
lettering to the left and right of it,

3.4 All aspect ratio and composition

including index lines for both 2.35/1

considerations for prints under
3.3 are expressed in specific finder
and/or ground glass etchings in
accord with projector printer aper¬
tures for contact and reduction
print procedures.

and 1.85/1 ratio to aid proper framing.

Focusing Chart Recommendation

It is contemplated shooting a thous¬
and-foot reel of negative of this chart
and such negative would be submitted
to the lab. The lab would then cut off
ten to fifteen feet of this negative and
splice it in so it will be printed at the
head of every reel of dailies to be

The purpose of the ASC’s Research
and Educational Committee is not only
to disseminate information and stand¬
ardization recommendations on engi¬
neering procedures, but also to submit
to the industry proposals and sugges¬
tions that the Committee believes will
he beneficial to producers, since they
may result in money savings or at least
facilitate certain operational proced¬
ures.
One of the important proposals de¬
veloped by the Committee and which
has been submitted to engineers and
others in the industry defines a Focus¬
ing Chart for use in screening Daily
Rushes. It is worthwhile at this point
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delivered

to

the studio,

thus

giving

Most of our customers . . .

->

a seven to ten second appearance of
the focus chart on the screen at the
beginning of each reel and also, na¬
turally, at every change-over.
Should

any studio

re-assemble

its

dailies, the editorial department would
specify that the focus leader should
always be placed at the head of each
reel of dailies.
A most important feature of this pro¬
posal is that the focus chart would al¬
ways be printed on the same film ma¬
terial as the daily rushes, and thus
being on green film identical to the
picture footage, image sharpness would
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be consistent with that of the picture
footage.
Special emphasis is made of this
point because other proposals have
been made for attaching pre-photographed and pre-printed footage of a
focusing chart to daily film footage
without taking into consideration that
such film may be worn or dried out
and therefore, in its plane of best focus,
would not be identical to that of the
green film of the daily rushes.
There is an economical footnote to
this proposal, too. Most of the studios
have ample short-end footage which
could be used in making the required
negatives for the proposed focusing
chart for dailies, and the adoption of
the idea would not entail added ex¬
penditures for negative stock.
In a future article I hope to report
on one of the most vital projects yet
undertaken by the ASC’s Research and
Education Committee. Purpose of this
endeavor is to induce manufacturers
to include DC restoration in all future
black-and-white TV receivers, thereby
greatly improving the reception quality
of television films. The professional
skill and workmanship of the directors
of photography will undoubtedly bene¬
fit from this new effort and project
of the Committee.
■

FILM PATROL SYSTEM
Continued from Page 610

.. . keep coming back.

• Sound

• Editorial

• Laboratory Services

Capital
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processing for very rapid access in a
matter of about 10 seconds on their
Rapid Processing Photographic Projec¬
tors, which are step by step instru¬
ments. In order to achieve these fast
access times, the positive image is pro¬
duced by development, bleaching, wash¬
ing and drying; no re-exposure nor
re-development being carried out. This
saves the time and complexity of these
two operations and also increases the
brightness of the highlights because of
lower fog. The resultant image consists
of grains of silver halide rather than
crystals of developed silver, and it is
the peculiar properties of the fine-grain
silver halide crystals, which are uti¬
lized optically in order to achieve the
desired film characteristics.
Thus, the processor which is known
as RPI Type 10, was designed to be
capable of handling 16mm or 35mm
film and to cope with normal negative
processing or the special halide re¬
versal processing to achieve rapid ac-
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cess. Using Ilford RX film, the reversal
process requires one minute dry-to-drv
and thus 40 ft. of film is accommo¬
dated in the machine. A vigorous
caustic soda/phenidone/hydroquinine
developer is used, followed by a
chromic acid bleach. Initial washing is
done with dilute hypo which is verv
effective in removing undeveloped sil¬
ver halide grains together with di¬
chromate staining. A final water wash
is then followed by drying, which is a

paratus has been initially designed for
utilizing pre-hardened films but a large
number of hardened commercial vari¬
eties of film are presently being evalu¬
ated. The Ilford recording films, RE,
RX, BU and BV are eminently suit¬
able for use, together with Microneg
pan, Kodak Microfile and Kodak R-40.
A particularly good film is Kodak Tri-

point is important because the closer
the proximity of jet units, the more
emulsion that is vigorously treated
with fresh solution for any period of

X reversal, which behaves very well
both as a negative and for reversal
purposes. However, whereas negative
processing can be successfully carried
out at 40 ft. per minute with one
minute access time, it is necessary to
reduce the through-put speed of the
machine for such films as Tri-X if
reversal is required.
The halide reversal process hitherto
described enables rapid access to be
achieved. But where it is necessary to
have the conventional silver reversed
image, then this can often be simply

time. However, economic considera¬
tions necessitate a compromise, and it
was decided that three development
and three bleach jets were suitable for
a film speed of 40 ft. per minute, and
an access time of 60 seconds.

achieved in the RPI equipment by
running the film through the ap¬
paratus again, but this time with the
bleach switched off. since re-exposure
will have been achieved when the film
emerged into the light.

The droplet size of the atomized
spray has been determined empiri¬
cally. If this be too large, then pro¬
cessing is not uniform unless the
consumption of liquids is very high
whereas if the droplets are too small,
they do not condense rapidly enough

Figs. 4, 5. and 6 show various views
of the RPI processor, and the arrange¬
ments of units, interlocks and controls.
It should be observed that the process¬
ing unit is divided into three basic
compartments which are sealed from
each other where the film emerges.

on the film, and are, therefore, inef¬
fective. The jet spray profile is rec¬
tangular, and this is achieved by using
two air lines and one liquid line as
will be seen from Fig. 3, which shows

The whole processor has been de¬
signed with long life and low main¬
tenance as its aim, together with sim¬
plicity of use. A novel and valuable

mixture of impingement and radiant
techniques.
It will be appreciated that the speed
of processing depends on the strength
of solutions, the temperature of solu¬
tions and the number of jet units
spraying on to the film. This latter

a section through a jet unit. This shape
of spray permits of particular econ¬
omy. The jets are constructed in
Inconel or Hastelloy “C”.
In order to cope with a range of
processing requirements and to utilize
a wi de range of films and processing
conditions, together with varying film
widths, the Venturi jets just described
are further assisted. A small air pres¬
sure is applied to the top of the pro¬
cessing Huid reservoirs, and this may
he varied to boost the jet spray ac¬
cording to requirements. For 16mm
film, a thousand feet of material re¬
quires 3 litres each of developer,
bleach and wash.
The apparatus is temperature con¬
trolled by means of pre-heating the
compressed air feed to the Venturi
jets, in addition to internal heaters
which are thermostatically controlled.
Overall control is at 100°F. The ap¬
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feature is the provision of a built-in
simple plumbing system so that after
use the bearings and jets may be
(lushed with water easily and rapidly.

'World’s most compact lighting system; saves so
much set-up time it pays for itseif in one day!

. . . doors . . . shelves . . . furniture . . . etc.
O Tape-up. clamp-on unit: universal swivel, high
temp. U.L. cord & socket, roll of Gaffer-Tape $6.95
© Any R 40 reflector flood or spot 150 to 500 watts
© R 40 Barndoor: 4Vi oz., attaches instantly without
tools, folds flat, assures professional control $5.75
O Kir 5 lighting units, Gaffer-Tape, space for
5 Barndoors in a fibre carry-case 9"xl2"x4" $34.50
AVAILABLE AT LEADING PHOTO DEALERS
L0WEL-LIGHT PHOTO ENGNR,, 429 W. 54th ST.. N. Y.
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Custom Built
HANSARD
Rear Screen
Process
35mm Projector
Specifications:

Projection System
Before proceeding with a descrip¬
tion of the optical projection system
and the principles involved, it is desir¬
able to review the fundamental con¬
cepts and definitions concerned with
optical density.
The opacity of a material may be
defined as the ratio of the incident
light to the transmitted light and is
expressed as /0// where I0 is the inci¬
dent light (lux and / the transmitted
light influx. Then density is defined as
the log of opacity and is expressed as
Z)=log10/o//.
In fact, this definition of density is
meaningless when applied to photo¬
graphic materials unless the conditions
of measurement are defined. This is

• 500-ft. capacity
• 200 Amp, Arc Lamphouse
• Bell & Howell—movement with
registration pins
• Rheostat with light intensity
stop switches
• Two camera interlock motors—
for Mitchell NC & BNC
• Complete set various focal length
projection lenses
• Forward and Reverse controls
• All connecting cables
° All components—completely blimped
for very low noise level
• Proiector mounted on dollied pedestal
with horizontal and vertical adjustments

Approximate projector weight:.. .1500
sync generator: .... 300
rheostat: . 90
accessories. 150
SPECIALLY
PRICED!

$

lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.

10,000°°

Complete

•

Guaranteed

CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
DEPT. A, 315 WEST 43rd STREET
NEW YORK 36, N.Y. • JUdson 6-1420
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because the silver image scatters some
of the transmitted light. When parallel
light falls on to a normal silver image
some of the light is scattered (i.e. re¬
flected, refracted and diffracted) but
the majority proceeds normally after
the appropriate amount has been ab¬
sorbed.
If only the transmitted parallel light
be collected and compared with the
incident light then the specular density
will be obtained. If all the light dif¬
fused or scattered into a hemisphere
by the image be collected then the
diffuse density will be obtained.
Since in the latter case much more
transmitted light is collected
(/), it
is evident that the measured density
will be lower, and thus the diffuse
density will always be less than the
specular density. In normal photo¬
graphic procedure the diffuse density
is significant where contact printing
is concerned, while for printing via a
condenser-enlarger the operative densi¬
ty is somewhere between specular and
diffuse.
It will be seen that the ratio of
specular to diffuse density is impor¬
tant. This ratio is known as the Callier
coefficient (C).
Thus, C—Ds/Dd where Ds = specu¬
lar density and Dd = diffuse density.
It should be appreciated that nearly
all materials scatter and absorb light
to varying degrees. In the case of the
developed silver image, incident light
is mainly absorbed and thus the Callier
coefficient is not much greater than 1.
When a fine-grain undeveloped sil¬
ver halide image is considered in
place of the normal silver image, some
interesting properties are apparent in
the light of the above discussion. The
fine particulate nature of the emulsion
is responsible for a large amount of
scatter in all directions, and thus de¬
pending on the optical projection
system used, a high Callier factor may
be achieved.
Callier factors for silver halide
emulsions vary widely depending on
grain size, distribution and coating
weight, and in practice, fall between
about 1.2 and 3.2. It will be seen,
therefore, that if an optical projection
system be devised to exploit the light
scattering characteristics of such films,
then it is possible to obtain a high
projected density at the screen without
the necessity for the chemical stage
of converting the silver halide to silver.
I he Kelvin-Hughes halide reversal pro¬
cess achieves this, although visual ob¬
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servation of the film suggests that the
contrast is low.
Fig. 7 shows diagrammatically how
the high Callier factor is utilized:—
When light falls on the film it is
scattered in all directions by the silver
halide crystals. It is evident that if
the density at this point is to appear
high, then the minimum of scattered
light must be collected by the projec¬
tion lens. This is achieved by using a
low relative aperture illuminating cone
represented by angle a which forms
an image of the light source AB at
the projection lens. A tungsten fila¬
ment projection lamp is normally im¬
aged at CD, to fill the projector lens
and it is evident that the illuminating
cone represented by the angle b will

Contrast at the screen is defined as
the ratio of highlight illumination to
“maximum black " illumination in the
projected image.

Because of the low

fog the highlight illumination is al¬
most as high as with no film in the
gate, and this figure will be more or
less independent of relative aperture
since the almost grainless gelatin
transmits specularly. However, the
“black” density will be dependent on
the relative aperture and so the con¬
trast at the screen will depend on this.
Thus, the silver halide scattering film
has the interesting property that the
gamma of the projected transparency
may be varied by changing the con¬
ditions of illumination.
It is now expedient to consider how

permit more scattered light to enter the
projection lens and thus the density
at the screen will be reduced. It will

to achieve a low relative aperture il¬
luminating cone giving sufficient screen
illumination. (See Fig. 7.)

be seen that using the lower aperture
cone «, scattered light from the emul¬
sion may still enter the projection lens
at AC and BD and thus limit the

A standard optical system as used in

available contrast. This is prevented
by placing a fixed stop behind the
lens whose aperture is AB.

normal cine projectors with a filament
lamp, would not utilize the Callier fac¬
tor of the emulsion very effectively
even if the projector lens were stopped
down to the same relative aperture
AB corresponding to angle a. Further,

As an example of these effects a
standard Aldis 2-in. by 2-in. slide pro¬

the illumination at the screen would
be unacceptably low, and thus other

jector was used to measure the con¬
trast at the screen available from Il¬

alternatives must be considered.

ford RX film. A standard 300-watt
filament lamp was compared with a
German Osram 75-watt mercury arc
lamp type HBO 74, having an arc
size 35mm by 1.5mm. The contrast
with and without a fixed stop of % in.
diameter was measured at the screen
using a photocell corrected approxi¬
mately to eye sensitivity. The effective
relative aperture of the 4 in. projec¬
tion lens was about f/11 when used
with the % in. stop:
Lamp

Contrast
Ratio

The requirement is for a compact
source of high brightness, and fortu¬
nately a range of xenon and mercury
compact source arc lamps are avail¬
able which have these properties. A
250-watt mercury lamp having a 4mm
arc was chosen, and this arc was im¬
aged via a standard Ampro condenser
system on to the lens at AB. The
amount of light on the screen is about
the same as that from a 750-watt fila¬
ment lamp, and the 4mm arc provides
the required low relative aperture. As
a direct result of this low aperture,
the projection lens performance is im¬
proved. In addition a cheaper lens of

46:1

lower aperture could be used if de¬

300-W. filament lamp—% in. stop 66:1

sired. It should be noted that a lamp
having a smaller arc would provide an

300-W. filament lamp—no stop
75-W. mercury lamp—no stop

80:1

75-W. mercury lamp-% in. stop 480:1
It is interesting to note that with a
thin hardened recording film like Il¬
ford RX, the maximum projection
density of unexposed emulsion is 2.8,
whereas that of the developed silver
image is 1.8. Thus, the film is amen¬
able to rapid access processing and
may have higher final contrast than if
the film had been conventionally re¬
exposed and redeveloped by a longer
process.

even greater screen contrast if the
fixed lens stop were correspondingly
reduced in size. However, for the pur¬
poses of Film Patrol, the Ampro 16mm
projector modified with a 250-watt
mercury lamp with 4mm arc provides
adequate contrast.
The

mercury

lamp

described

is

available from Siemens and BTH and
has an interchangeable cap, so that
the 750-watt filament lamp may be
directly replaced. Since the screen
illumination is the same, there is a
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saving in the cost of power. When op¬
erated on DC the lamp has a life of
about 1.000 hours compared to about
25 hours for the filament lamp. Thus,
although there is increased capital cost
of the lamp, starter, and control bal¬
last, together with the projector modi¬
fications, it may be economically
advantageous to use the arc lamp. In
addition, the arc is not sensitive to
vibration and thus is particularly suit¬
able for mobile applications such as
Film Patrol.

been provided with analyzing facilities.
The film can run forward or backward
at variable speed and a hand-control
unit is supplied for remote operation
of these facilities.

MM

The silver halide image has proved
to be particularly suitable for tele-cine
purposes. A small amount of light
from the projector is imaged via a
beam-splitting mirror into the TV

uACK&wmn
REVERSAL NEGATIVE

camera tube from which it is routed

The Ampro projector used for Film
Patrol is a standard type which has

via a closed circuit TV system pro¬
vided by Pye to various monitors on
the racecourse.
Fig. 2 shows a typical “still” of an

been modified
mercury lamp

actual 16mm cine record provided by
Film Patrol.
■

to utilize a 250-watt
and in addition has

QUALITY AND SERVICE

COLOR ProcessingSuper Anscochrome

COLOR PRINTING

MAKING THE MOST OF LABORATORY SERVICES

Work prints—Timed Prints
Color to Color prints—A & B roll prints
Color to B & W prints—Fades-Dissolves
Dupe Negative—Multiple prints
Raw stock—Fastex service
Loop printing

Continued from Page 606

properly prepared for A—B handling;
or, if the lab offers an editing service,
they may bring an edited workprint
and original footage to be conformed
to it. However, the charge for this
work is often rather high, and it gen¬
erally pays the semi-professional or
small industrial producer to do it him¬
self. Because good splices are impor¬
tant in a well-prepared film, some pro¬
ducers cut the scenes and place them
in proper order on reels, unspliced,
along with the required leader stock,
and leave the final splicing to the lab.
Although A—B printing is most
commonly applied to straight dissolves,
it offers other possibilities, too. Titles
superimposed over live-action back¬
grounds follow as the second most
popular use. Once a picture is as¬
sembled in A—B rolls, it is not a diffi¬
cult matter to provide titles having
white letters over a live action scene
from the picture. This requires: (a)
color footage suitable in length and
subject matter to be used with the
titles, and (b) a high-contrast title
film (white letters against black back¬
ground) with the main titles linked in
a series of dissolves. Title cameras are
usually equipped with dissolving shut¬
ters, so it is no problem to make dis¬
solves as the titles are photographed.
The background scene is placed at
the beginning of one printing reel and
the title footage at the start of the
other. When both reels have been ex¬
posed onto the raw stock, the result is
a superimposed title-scene. You have
a choice of processes in shooting the
title letters. Reversal film may be em¬
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ployed to photograph white letters on
black title cards, or positive printing
stock may be used to film black letter¬
ing on white cards. Black-and-white
film is called for in either case.
Other optional title arrangements
are: (a) background scene and open¬
ing title fade in at the same time; (b)
background scenes fades in first, then
followed by title; and (c) producer’s
regular color trademark title fades in.
dissolves to background scene, and
opening title fades in over it. An es¬
pecially dramatic effect results from
fading from one set of titles to another
instead of dissolving, with the back¬
ground scene remaining on screen in
the meanwhile.

Write for complete information

FILM
LABORATORIES
350 W. 50th ST. • NEW YORK T9, N. Y.
JUdson 6-7196

CAMERA LENSES

It is also possible to dissolve to a
new scene at each title dissolve, if A,
B, and C rolls are furnished the lab.

Now! If you are working on a
tight budget, but want to make
a tremendous showing at a small
outlay . . . your T.V. station can
RENT the World's finest Lenses
from B & J. Extensive selection!
Off-the-Shelf Delivery! Pioneers
in T.V. Optics—since 1936!

Still another application of A—B
roll cutting, though not so well known,
is in superimposing words or diagrams
over scenes in the picture. An example
is a film tracing a company’s history
which includes scenes of past events.
Each scene begins with the date super¬
imposed for a few seconds at the bot¬
tom of the frame—accomplished by
the A—B roll method.
An entertaining way to present sta¬
tistical information is to print it over
normal shots. Data on steel production,
for example, may be appropriately ex¬
posed over a scene of pouring the
molten metal. Or a rising sales graph
may be animated over a view of the
client’s products moving along the as¬
sembly line.
“Zero cuts” are a specialized use of

TV and CINE OPTICS
UNLIMITED ! !
For Color

I

I

—

Black and White

. . . Choice of Focal-lengrhs, Apertures, and
Speeds direct FROM B & J STOCK, or Special
Custom Fittings from B & J’s Modern Lens lab.
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selection
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Cine
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Filmo,
Bolex, etc.)
and 35mm (Eyemo - Mitchell)
—Normal, Wide-Angle, Tele¬
photo, Zooml
IT'rite for Special 8 page
Optics & Acessories Listing.
FREE— 132 pg.
catalog of
Photo Equipment, Lenses and
Accessories,
for
the
Profes¬
sional!
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Some labs have printers

work, music clearances, etc. The more

A—B rolls; and Temp Dupe is a cheap

with instantaneous shutters to cut off

complete service laboratory offers such

negative printed from a work print to

the light, and thus can offer A—B cuts

handy “one-stop” service.

get duplicate copies of the work print

A—B

as

rolls.

well

“Why

as

dissolves.

make

cuts

You

this

may

way?

ask.

Isn't

it

On the other hand, the average lab
which confines its service to processing

enough just to splice one shot to an¬

and printing only, often

other? ' Well, suppose you have only

rooms,

one take of an important scene which

their rates, especially in B&W, a little

you

lower

want to include in two separate

Moviolas,
than

etc.

some

the

may

other

com¬

the scene are needed for each picture.

tion’s most helpful service is probably

Zero cutting is the answer. The scene

its flat-rate sound recording, in which

is spliced into the A roll, full length.

a producer may obtain sound record¬

The

are

ing, studio use, a narrator to read his

spliced into the B roll. Both cuts are

script, background music, sound film,

formed

by

and

closing

after

and

it

opening

the

In addition, zero cuts are favored
by meticulous producers who object to
any evidence of splices on the screen.
now

we

come

to

organiza¬

Release Printing begins with the
First Trial Composite, or Answer Print.
This shows you what a print from your
edited negative and sound track looks
like. Following approval of the answer
print. Subsequent Prints are ordered,
and their price often depends upon the
size

montages.

Complex montages occasionally appear

of

the

Replacements are

order.

sections of print less
length
film.

made

for

than a reel in

replacing

damaged

and processing. He may also receive

Color Printing may refer to both

supervisory help.

printer shutter at the right times.

And

general

find

panies

before

A

You

color pictures. And different lengths of

shots

charge.

of

rent cutting

for the sound department and others.

A

good

way

to

acquaint

yourself

work prints and release printing. The

to carefully study its price list. First

Sound or Silent and
straight or A—B effects. This gives

is usually Negative Developing.

four different prices for color release

with the services a laboratory offers is
item

Note here whether they develop nega¬

work in each quantity classification.
The various labs have slightly differ¬
ent working methods. Some will notch

highest degree. A sequence in a rail¬

though. The next item is Daily Work

your film to control the printer light

road film comes to mind. Here, views

Prints. This is the price you pay for

and fading device, while others apply

of the scenery along the right of way

prints to use in editing the picture. If

a magnetic cueing mark on the film

quickly dissolved from one shot to an¬

both negative and reversal are handled,

edge or notch a separate control film

other.

the latter dailies might be included in

instead.

with

the

railroad’s

trademark

continuously superimposed over it all.
This

was

accomplished

by

cutting

the picture into A, B, and C rolls to
produce three separate pictures on the
screen at one time. Usually, there were
two shots visible, trademark and scen¬
ery;

but

during

the

dissolve,

three

scenes filled the screen.

customarily

develop

Reversal

done

labs

flect A—B printing developed to the

reversal, or both.

is

negative,

in color industrial films, and they re¬

tive,

latter

sound

a separate reversal section.

Fine Grain Prints, sometimes also
called Masters, are low contrast posi¬
tive prints on special stock. They are
used

to

print

dupe

negatives.

Fine

grains may be considered equivalent to
reversal

originals,

emulsion

position

except
is

that

different

their

due

to

their being prints.
A four-way run, or A. B, C. D, print¬
ing,

is used

effects.

for even more involved

Naturally,

the cost is greater

for this work. Labs may charge about
2<t a foot per print for each extra run.
To

avoid

having

an

entire

picture

charged for at this higher rate, the spe¬
cial sequence is usually set up on a dif¬
ferent

group

of

reels

and

ordered

roughly into two classes:

1)

straight labs and 2) service companies.
The first specializes in film developing
and printing, with perhaps titling and
splicing services included. Those in the
second class are usually complete or¬
ganizations offering just about any film
service a

producer

may need.

Many

are film producers themselves with an

for
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do

processing,

not

sound

wish

to

invest

recording,

art

that

controls

printing light.

the

brightness

Thus,

of

the

the light inten¬

sity may be adjusted manually or auto¬
matically to conform with each scene
in

the

reel

as it passes through the

printer. Printing light control is very
means of modulating both

the scene

brightness and color saturation.
The maximum length of each print¬
ing reel is usually 400 feet, 800 feet,

to a negative with sound and picture
together

for

convenience

in

release

1200

feet,

including

leaders,

de¬

pending on the individual lab. A few

printing; A—R refers to prints made

laboratories print from dupe negatives

from

only and do not accept original camera

fine

grains or

reversal

film

in

negatives for printing purposes.
The

WHEN CHANGING YOUR ADDRESS
Please notify us at least four
weeks in advance. BE SURE to
give your Former address as
well as your New Address. Our
Circulation Department needs
both addresses in order to
properly identify your address
stencil.

—American Cinematographer

who

profes¬

or

have to go to more than one company

makers

by

sound track positive; Composite refers

heavily in production equipment or to

can be especially helpful for those film

used

sional labs are equipped with a device

reversals; Sound refers to prints from

Your cooperation will insure
that American Cinematogra¬
pher will continue coming to
you regularly without delay or
omission of issues. Thank you.

imposing roster of clients. Service labs

printers

to straight prints from fine grains or

these sequences into the regular prints.

divided

film

important in color film printing as a

Dupe Negatives can be classified un¬
der a few subheadings: Picture refers

printed separately. Later, the lab cuts

Motion picture laboratories may be

The

length

of fades

and

dissolves

varies with some companies. It’s neces¬
sary that you know how many frames
in length your lab has established for
this procedure when editing the work
print

for

effects.

Some

labs

offer

a

choice.
For more comprehensive details of
the services you require, phone or write
the laboratory you contemplate dealing
with and request a copy of the com¬
pany’s catalogue and

price list.

The

addresses of most of these companies
are to be found in their advertisements
which appear

regularly in American

Cinematographer.
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A STUDY IN HORROR FILM PHOTOGRAPHY
Continued from Page 613

at your service!
design because it lent the desired dra¬
matic or pictorial effect. After the rent¬
ed set pieces had been erected, studio
technicians filled in the spaces with
appropriate construction to unify the
whole. The only set in the picture built
in the conventional manner was the
dungeon set.
The spectacular pendulum set occu¬
pied a whole sound stage and stretched
from the floor to the rafters. To heigh¬
ten the massive aspect of this set, the
camera was mounted on a parallel at
the opposite end of the stage and a
40mm Panavision wide-angle lens used.
This enabled Crosby to frame the
scene in his camera with extra space
allowed at the bottom and at either
side. These areas were then filled in
later by printing-in process extensions
of the set, effectively doubling its size
on the screen.
Other matte shots, following Heller’s
original paintings, were used to estab¬
lish exteriors of the castle. Scenes of
waves dashing against cliffs were film¬
ed on the Palos Verdes coast southwest
of Hollywood. The camera was locked
down tightly for steadiness and the
cameraman who was to shoot the matte
paintings went along to make sure the
perspectives would match.
Photographically, “The Pit and the
Pendulum” is a singular achievement
in color mood lighting and the use of
the moving camera. To Floyd Crosby,
who won an Oscar for his photography
of “Tabu” back in 1931, the challenge
was one of reaching for top quality un¬
der difficult conditions and on a short
shooting schedule. Moreover, the entire
picture, with the exception of the short
exterior opening sequence, required
low-key photography, since everything
that took place within the castle was in
a somber mood. The first half of the
action called for medium low-key, while
the final half went to extreme low-key
with nothing in between for relief.
The climactic action of the story is
concerned mostly with one actor wand¬
ering through secret passages and cata¬
combs, lured by the voice of his wife
who is supposedly dead. Most of the
low-key effect was achieved in the
lighting of the set. A reasonable
amount of front light had to he used
on the actor’s face, although occasion¬
ally it was possible to use just a line
light and very little fill. In mediumkey sequences, Crosby said, faces were
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underexposed two-thirds of a stop and
the background about a stop-and-ahalf. For most extreme low-key shots
faces were underexposed a stop-and-ahalf. Illumination on the background
was lowered to a point somewhere be¬
tween 15 and 20 foot-candles where
it would just hardly record on the film.
An important decision made prior
to shooting was whether or not to use
a flicker effect in the many scenes sup¬
posedly illuminated by torch light.
Such effects are usually created by
placing a fire pan in front of the
source light. Crosby knew that if he
once introduced the flicker effect he
would have to retain it throughout the
film. With so very much camera move¬
ment and so little time to shoot, he
decided to dispense with the effect
rather than run the risk of it being
inconsistent. In the intricate follow
shots his aim was to keep the source
light coming from the direction of the
torches. There was a great deal of cam¬
era movement, most of it done with the
aid of a large Chapman boom, with the
action often continuing through four
or five rooms without a cut. This meant
that huge areas of the set had to be
precisely lighted at one time.
“The sets were exceptionally well
designed,” Crosby observes, “and lent
themselves very well to low-key photog¬
raphy. It still amazes me how much
set we were able to get on so low a
budget. We had some huge sets and, of
course, the bigger the set the more
lights that have to be rigged, all of
which takes time. Sometimes we would
get all set to shoot and then get a bet¬
ter idea. In the ‘pendulum’ sequence,
for example, we originally rigged the
lights high up on the stage, hut when
we were ready to shoot we realized that
making the shadow of the pendulum
cut across the figures in the back¬
ground would be most effective. We
had to stop and re-set the lights at a
lower angle so the dramatic shadow
would not he lost in the depths of the
set.
Crosby displayed a bit of camera
magic, born of long years of experience^
in shooting the opening exterior pro¬
logue—a sequence set at the seashore
supposedly against a glowing sky. The
day which the company chose for the
location, however, had anything but
the right mood — bright and sunny
with a beautiful blue sky. By using a

i reversal

printing i
i and processing !

II • Work Prints
•
— • Color-to-Color Prints •
ZZ. • Color-to-B & W Prints •
-* Raw Stock
•

Fastax Service
~~~
A&B Roll Prints Fades-DissnluesTimed Prints
—■ ,

■■

* Edge Numbering
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723 Seventh Ave.
N. Y. 19, JU 6-2293

SMOOOOOOOTH
That's the word for Mille r Fluid Action Tripod
Heads. It's because Miller Heads are true fluid
Heads— the load rides on the fluid and all ten¬
sion adjustments take
place within the flu¬
id
chambers
giving
a
velvety
smooth¬
ness unmatched by
any
other
tripod
head — there is
no
slack,
no
bounce, no back¬
lash, no judder.
Miller Fluid Ac¬
tion
Tripods,
Heads
are
available
in
two size* ~—
The
Profes¬
sional
for
cameras of
25-35 lbs.
The Mod¬
el D for
Miller
Model
cameras
“D” Fluid Head
of
12with Ball Level¬
14 lbs.
ing
Top
Miller
Grooved Leg Tripod.
“D” Head $150.00
B/L Tripod
139.50
Total
$289.50
Miller
Professional
Model
Fluid
Head
with Ball Level¬
ing Top, Miller
Grooved Leg Tri¬
pod.
Ball
Leveling
Pro Head $299.50
Tripod
154.50
Total $454.00

For the Finest possible combination, get the nev.
Miller Grooved
Leg Tripod with Ball
Leveling
Top. These are the easiest and fastest leveling
tops available coupled wifh the finest and mosl
rigid tripods in the Junior class.

At your dealer or order directly from
MILLER PROFESSIONAL EQUIPMENT
1619 No.
Hollywood

Cherokee
28. Calif.

Phone
HO 7-8185
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QUALITY GUARANTEED
USED EQUIPMENT
CAMERAS
Auricon Cine Voice Model
mount, variable density

2 Single lens
Galvanometer,

Arriflex 16, new style 16-25-50mm Xenon
lenses,
Matte
Box,
Camera
Case for
camera and 400 ft. Mags.~. 1,900.00
Arriflex 35mm, 120° shutter, 28-50-75mm
Xenon lenses . 1,200.00
Arriflex
35mm
w/variable
speed
motor,
120°
shutter,
30-50-75mm
Primoplan
lenses, 3—200 ft. magazines. 1,000.00
Arriflex
35mm
w/180°
shutter,
28-5075mm Xenon lenses, motor cable, sun¬
shade,
matte
box,
case,
1—400
ft.
magazine
..-... 1,700.00
Cineflex 35mm camera w/200 ft. mag.,
12 volt DC motor, and power cord.
300.00
Eyemo 35 Single lens “A” mount w/2"
Eyemax lens .
225.00
Eyemo 35 w/47mm Cooke F 2.7, case.
175.00
Filmo 16mm 70 S High-Speed Camera. ..
200.00
Bell & Howell 35mm standard model D.D.
High Speed camera w/cable and extra
belts, case .
2,600.00
Bell
&
Howell
35mm
Standard
camera
#616 w/170° shutter, unit 1
shuttle,
overhauled and refinished. 2,500.00
Cine Special
II w/100 ft. and 200 ft.
mags., 15mm Ektar 2.5, 152mm Kodak,
Telephoto F 4.5 Lenses, Case...
925.00
Cine Special I w/100 ft. magazine, 25mm
K.A. F 1.9 Lens.
350.00
Cine Special II w/100 ft. magazine.
450.00
Maurer-05 Camera
head only w/built-in
features and 1—400 ft. mag. 2,000.00
DeVry 35mm camera w/50mm lens—.
175.00
Arriflex 35mm Blimp .-. 1,350.00
Arriflex 35mm 110 Volt Synch motor and
case
.
400.00
Cine Special sync, motors .—
75.00
Mitchell
12
volt
35mm
variable
speed
motor
.-.
250.00
Filmo motor—115 volts, 24 frame sync, w/
cable
.
1 10 -00
Eyemo motor, variable speed, 24 volt65.00
Wall Sync, motors, 220 volt, 50 cycle, 3
phase
.
250.00
Arriflex 35mm 200 ft. magazines.
70.00
Arriflex 35mm 400 ft. magazines.
100.00
Cine Special 100 ft. Film Chambers.
150.00
Cine Special 200 ft. Film Chambers.
350.00
Bell & Howell 400 ft. 35mm magazines....
75.00
Bell & Howell 1000 ft. 35mm magazines..
125.00
Mitchell 400x35 magazines .-.
100.00
Bell & Howell 400x35 Bi-Pack magazine....
350.00
EDITING
Moviola 35/35 w/bulls eye, no mag., com¬
posite sound .
900.00
Moviola 35/35 Preview large screen w/
mag., footage counters .— 1,800.00
Moviola editing machine (UCS) 35/53 old
model cutters machine only, no take up
arms, optical composite sound .
375.00
Neumode Splicer R-2 (35mm).
22.00
Moviola Model “D” Picture Head w/take
up arms, variable speed, foot pedal....
200.00
Bell & Howell 16-35mm Splicers.-.
225.00
Bell & Howell Splicer, foot models, com¬
bination 16-35mm, overhauled.
900.00
Bell & Howell Splicer, foot model 35mm,
overhauled
.
850.00
Neumade Heavy Duty Power rewinds w/
foot pedal—16 or 35mm .-.
76.00
Moviola
16/16
w/Bulls
Eye,
no
mag.,
composite sound .-.
900.00
Trickle Charger for Arri. wet cell battery..
10.00
Pan Cinor, 20 to 60mm in "C" mount....
100.00
Cinegon 20mm in Arri. mount.
375.00
Mikro Kilar 40mm lens.-.
150.00
Mitchell Viewfinder .-.
350.00
Spectra 2-Color meter.—-.
200.00
Spectra 3-color Meter .
260.00
Bell & Howell geared head tripod, com¬
plete w/base .
350.00
Akeley Tripod:, gyro head.$550.00 & UP
SOUND-PROJECTION-LIGHTING-PRINTERS
G-924 Mixer (3-position).-.
250.00
Reeves 16mm PV100 Recorder—. 1,200.00
Tapak Recorder .
300.00
Magenemite Recorder .-.
200.00
GPL—Jan
Projector
w/speakers—Genova
Movement .-. 1,000.00
Colortran Jr. Kit .
137.00
1000 Watt T 12 P (Code DFD) Projection
lamps.$3.00 each.per dozen
30.00
16mm
UHLER
combination
continuous
printer, A-l condition .
500.00
35mm Bell & Howell Model
D printer,
completely overhauled, A-l condition. 3,000.00
Model K FILMLINE Processor for 16mm
negative or positive work. Complete with
rotary air compressor. Excellent shape ..
900.00

CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
Dept. A
315 West 43rd Street, New York 36, N. Y.
JUdson
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pola-screen on the lens to darken the
sky plus underexposure. Crosby pro¬
duced the ominous mood called for in
the script.
Extremely effective in the film is a
series of flashbacks in which the main
character, teetering on the edge of in¬
sanity, relives traumatic experiences
from his tortured past. Realizing that
flashbacks can be deadly if they are
not well-executed, Corman, Heller and
Crosby put their heads together to de¬
vise a unique effect that would sub¬
jectively convey the character’s horror
in dredging up the nightmares lurking
in his sub-conscious. They wanted these
flashbacks

to

have

a

strangeness,

a

semi-dream quality—twisted and dis¬
torted

because

they were

being ex¬

perienced by someone on the rim of
madness who did not know the full
facts or was too shocked to recall them
accurately. In order to provide a defi¬
nite visual demarcation

between the

story of the moment (reality) and what
had happened in the past, it was de¬
cided to shoot the main story in full
color

and

the

flashbacks

in

mono-

chrome since, as many psychiatrists
maintain, most people dream in “blackand-white.”
The flashbacks were accordingly
filmed in monochrome and Crosby uti¬
lized wide-angle lenses, violent camera
movement and tilted camera angles to
point up the character's feeling of hys¬
teria. The finished sequences were
printed on blue-tinted stock which was
then toned red during development —
producing the effect of a two-tone
image. The highlights went blue —
while the shadows (represented by
areas where more emulsion was pre¬
sent) held the dye and were rendered
as red, producing a realistic bloody
quality. To further enhance the at¬
mosphere of horror, the image was
then run through an optical printer
where the edges were vignetted and a
twisted linear distortion was intro¬
duced. The result on the screen is one
of genuine shock, an almost too-real-to
bear nightmare quality starkly suggest¬
ing madness and bloody violence. Like
the rest of the picture, the flashback
sequences reflect thought, careful plan¬
ning and imagination.
■

THE VIOLENCE CAMERA
Continued from Page 599

in bold closeups of men cutting and
slashing with their sharp-edged weap¬
ons. Thus it was that we conceived a
light-weight shield for camera and op¬
erator that would permit the latter to
move right up to a swordsman and film
his actions in a most natural manner—
bringing the audience virtually into
the midst of the fray.
Photos at the top of page 599 show
this piece of equipment being strapped
on the camera operator and its use in
filming a closeup of actor James Mason
using a sword ostensibly in combat.
The curved shield was made of a
combination of fiberglass and steel
matting laid over a framework of light
steel, and having a plexiglass-covered
porthole in the front for the camera
lens. Because we were shooting with
Panavision lenses, it was necessary
also to use these heavy lenses on the
Arriflex-35 camera to which the shield
was attached. Where normally (with
the camera mounted with conventional
lenses) the shield and camera would be
used by the operator hand-held, we
now had to add rubber-padded shoul¬
der braces to the shield which enabled
the operator to carry much of the load

on his shoulders and also make it
easier for him to steady the camera
and maneuver it when filming fast ac¬
tion. For the closeups described, the
actor usually flailed away at the pro¬
tective shield with his sword as the
camera recorded his action on film.
The impact of the sword thrusts of
the actor added to the weight of this
“violence camera" rig was such that
during the first half hour it was used,
the camera operator was literally beat¬
en to his knees. He fell forward, and
for a moment it was feared he had
been seriously injured and that the
Panavision lens-—insured, incidentally
for $18,000—had been smashed. Luck¬
ily, neither man or camera had been
injured.
The use of this camera-shield com¬
bination made it possible to shoot closeups of a swordsman attacking and re¬
sponding to attack in a manner that
could not be filmed in any other way;
the sensation of lurching, the violence
of spinning backwards, the effect of in¬
stability and participation could be
vividly recorded only with the camera
right in the midst of the action.
Continued on
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Largest, Mosf Productive Classified Ad Section Of Any Publication Serving Makers Of Motion Pictures
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STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.

GUARANTEED USED EQUIPMENT

Wall 35mm Camera Movements.$250.00
B&H 35mm 400ft. Magazines.
35.00
B&H 35mm 1000ft. Magazines. 100.00
Mitchell Double Arm Matte Box. 175.00
Mitchell Variable Diffuser. 125.00
Mitchell 1000ft. Standard Magazines
95.0C
Kinevox Automatic Slater. 450.00
24mm Cooke Speed Pancro F/2,
Eyemo Mount. 125.00
25mm Baltar F/2.3, Eyemo Mount. 11 5.CO
50mm Baltar F/2.3, Eyemo Mount. 110.00
75mm Baltar F/2.3, Eyemo Mount. 120.00
100mm Baltar F/2.3, Eyemo Mount.... 160.00
25mm Baltar F/2.3, Mitchell Mount.... 135.00
50mm Baltar F/2.3, Mitchell Mount.... 140.00
1 OCmm Cooke Pancro F/2.5,
Mitchell Mount. 160.00
152mm Baltar F/2.7, Mitchell Mount.. 175.00
Magnasync Model 5, 16mm Magnetic
Recorder . 975.00
Blue Seal 35mm Optical Recorders,
less Galvo.1995.00
Blue Seal 35mm Recorder, Modulite
VD Galvo.2595.00
Blue Seal 35mm Recorder, RCA VA,
Galvo.2995.00
Blue Seal 35mm Recorder, Blue Seal
VA Galvo.3150.00
220-Volt 3-phase 1/3 HP Synchronous
Motors .
65.00
220-Volt 3-phase Interlock Motor,
Mitchell Std. 195.00
220-Volt, 3-phase Interlock Motor, NC
or
BNC. 375.00
220-Volt 3-phase Sync Motor
door-mounted Std. 275.00
MR-170 Hi-Arc & stand. 750.00
MR-90 Hi-Arc & stand. 550.00
MR DURAC & stand. 225.00
J. BURGI CONTNER, ASC
BLUE SEAL SOUND DEVICES
P.O. Box 472, New Canaan, Conn.

MAURER 16MM MODEL 05 CAMERA with: new
type finder w/floating mattes and parallex,
1 1 Ov synchronous motor, sunshade filterholder matte box, 400 ft. magazine, deluxe
carrying case for camera, mags., motor and
accessories. Outstanding cond.$1,250.00
AURICON CINE VOICE CAMERA, 3 lens turret,
variable area galvo; complete with ampli¬
fier, mike & cables. Like new.$895.00
RABY 35MM BLIMP FOR MITCHELL CAMERA
complete with finder harness, cams and
blimp shade. Exec, condition.$650.00
OXBERRY STOP-MOTION-ANIMATION MOTOR,
5 speed, fixed mounting type, like new con¬
dition. Lists at $850.00 .$450.00
STOP-MOTION MOTOR; fixed mounting type,
single speed .$200.00
3-WHEEL
PLATFORM
TRIANGULAR
DOLLY,
3'x3'x2'/2', 4 inch wheels w/lock-offs, tri¬
pod tie-downs, supports 500 lbs. New!
.$175.00
85MM ZEISS SONNAR F/2 LENS in Arriflex
mount; exec, condition. Lists at $340.00.
Special! .$135.00
35MM BIOTAR LENS in Arriflex mount. Exec.
condition .$75.00
18MM F/1.7-T2 COOKE SPEED PANCHRO
SERIES II LENS in Arriflex mount. Like new
condition. Lists at $517.00 .$345.00
ARRIFLEX
DELUXE
COMPARTMENT
CASES,
MODEL 200 (35MM). Holds camera, 4-200
ft. magazines, filters and small accessories.
These list for $125.00. Good cond. $60.00
ea. Exc. cond.$70.00 ea.
ARRIFLEX PORTABLE WET CELL LEAD BATTERY,
16v, carrying case and shoulder strap, like
new condition. Lists $80.00 .$59.50
AURICON AMPLIFIER, OPT., complete w/mike
6 cables ...$1 1 5.00
AMPRO 16MM SOUND PROJECTORS w/synchronous motor and separate speaker. Exc.
$ 1 70.00. W/O synchronous motor ..$ 1 15.00
400x35mm Bell & Howell magazines, metal,
exc. cond.$20.00 ea.
TRIPOD TRIANGLES, excellent condition $1 1.00
MOVIOLA 4/35MM (4-Channel) SYNCHRO¬
NIZER. List $170.00 .$99.00
35MM MAGNETIC BUTT SPLICER, STRAIGHT
CUT, Hollywood Film Co., like new condi¬
tion. List $140.00 .$95.00
FILM CUTTING BARREL w/wheels, rectangular
with RACK & LINER. Like new cond. $30.00
CAMERA SERVICE CENTER
333 West 52nd Street » New York, 19, N. Y.
CINE SPECIAL II, reflex focusing finder, 25mm,
15mm Ektars, 63mm, 102mm Anastigmat,
filters, carrying case. Original cost, $2,000.
Like new, asking $650. 2424 South 2nd
Street, Philadelphia, Penna. FU 9-8229.
100-FT. AURICON camera, modified to take
600 and 1200' Auricon magazine, including
deluxe amplifier with noise reduction circuit
and Camera Equipment Company tripod. BEST
OFFER! FRONTIER TOWN INC., North Hudson,
New York.
HYDRAULIC DOLLY, $125. Debrie, Universal,
Akeley and tripods. Gearheads. Also still
equipment. 1619 Glendale Blvd., Los Angeles
26, Calif.
KODAK EKTAR, B&H, Bolex lenses, 70 DR
camera, Leica M 3, etc. Send for list. GRAY¬
SON, Box 4, New York 53, N.Y.

BARGAIN — BARGAIN — BARGAIN
TEWE DIRECTOR'S VIEWFINDERS
Model 1, for 16mm.$49.50
Model 2, for 35mm. 49.50
TEWE TELEPHOTO LENSES—50% OFF
125mm f2.5 .(list $180). 90.00
150mm f3 .(list $180). 9C.00
300mm f3.5 .(list $355).177.50
300mm f5 .(list $290).145.00
All items BRAND NEW & GUARANTEED
Lenses in 16mm "C" mounts.
Quantity limited . . . send check with order.
FLORMAN & BABB, INC.
68 West 45th St.
New York 36, New York
See S.O.S. Specials on Pages 586 and 587
TRADES TAKEN
Phone PL 7-0440
•
Cable SOSOUND
S.O.S. PHOTO-CINE-OPTICS, INC.
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19
Western Branch—6331 Hollywood Blvd
Hollywood, California
Phone: HO 7-2124
GOV’T SURPLUS in new condition! FILM DRY¬
ERS. 35mmx200 ft. capacity Stineman de¬
veloping outfits. Eyemo camera lenses. K-1A
Houston developers, reversal or positive film.
AIR PHOTO SUPPLY, DEPT. C-l, 555 East
Tremont Ave., New York 57, N.Y.
CINE Special
Series
I
Perfect.
1"
lens.
$400.00. Write Box 1250, AMERICAN CINE¬
MATOGRAPHER.

RATES: Ads set in liohtface type, I5< per word. Minimum ad. $2.00. Text set in
lightface capital letters (except 1st word and advertiser’s name) 20c per word.
Modified display format (text set in boldface type, capitals or upper-and-lower case)
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RENT
Bell & Howell

16mm & Md. J or 35mm MD
Printers.
Call or Write
GORDON ENTERPRISES
5362 N. Cahuenga
North Hollywood, Calif.
CINE-SPECIAL II, Reflex focusing finder, 25mm,
63mm, 102mm Ektars, 152mm Ektanon. Excel¬
lent. Lenses like new. Originally $2,164.00.
Half price. All or part. SCHEELS HARDWARE,
Fargo, N. Dakota.
FOR SALE Stancil-Hoffman,— S6B, two-piece,
16mm film recorder. Make offer at GUGGEN¬
HEIM & ASSOCS., 3330 Olive St., St. Louis 3,
Mo., JEfferson 5-9188.

WANTED
LET YE S.O.S. TRADING POST
For your old equipment be the host,
We’ll BUY, SELL or SWAP
And pay you the VERY TOP.
WE GLADLY TAKE CONSIGNMENTS—
SET YOUR PRICE—SHIP IT IN
OUR PERCENTAGE IS SMALL
WIRE US — PHONE: PL 7-0440
S.O.S. PHOTO-CINE-OPTICS, INC.
Formerly S.O.S. Cinema Supply Corp.
Dept, fc
Cable: SOSOUND
602 W. 52nd Street
New York 19, N.Y.
Western Branch — 6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif., HO 7-2124
WHY SACRIFICE
your production and struggle with old or used
equipment when we can trade for cash or
new equipment? Let us know what you have
and what you need.
THE CAMERA MART, INC.
1845 Broadway PL 7-6977 New York 23, N.Y.
WANTED TO BUY FOR CASH
16MM AND 35MM CAMERAS
AND ACCESSORIES
MITCHELL—BELL & HOWELL STANDARD
AND EYEMO—ARRIFLEX—MAURER
ALSO
LABORATORY, EDITING AND
LIGHTHING EQUIPMENT
CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
315 WEST 43RD STREET • NEW YORK 36, N. Y.
CABLE—CINEQUIP
EXPERT
FREELANCE
35MM
CAMERAMEN—
Register for money-making local assignments
in U.S., Central and So. America, Caribbean,
Orient, and other foreign locales. Good cam¬
era equipment, creativity, and ability to pro¬
duce professional results essential. Payment by
assignment and footage basis. Give particulars
and phone number in first letter. WORLD WIDE
FILMS, 108 So. LaJolla Ave., Hollywood 48,
Calif. Phones: WE 0-8308 and OL 3-5072.
16 & 35MM CAMERAS—ANY CONDITION.
MITCHELL — ARRIFLEX — BELL & HOWELL —
AURICON.
ALSO ACCESSORIES & LENSES
FOR THESE CAMERAS.
H. C. ROSS
161 Roosevelt Avenue
Cresskill, New Jersey

$1.50 per line. Send copy with remittance to cover
American Cinematographer, 1782 No. Orange Drive,
close 1st of month preceding date of issue.

Continued on Next Page
payment to Editorial
Hollywood 28, Calif.

Otfice,
Forms
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Classified Ads

THE VIOLENCE CAMERA
Continued from Page 624

Continued From Preceding Page

WANTED
TRY F&B LAST
FOR THE HIGHEST QUOTE ON
USED MOVIE EQUIPMENT
FLORMAN & BABB
68 W. 45th ST., N. Y. 36, N. Y.
AURICON amplifiers, models NR-25-D7 and
NR-25-S7,
in
excellent
condition.
RALPH
STOTTS, Laurel, Mississippi.

SERVICES AVAILABLE
CAMERAMAN available for assignments in¬
cluding UNDERWATER. ROY CHEVERTON, 2625
N. Ocean Blvd., Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
UNDERWATER photographer available for ex¬
pedition or traveling assignment; completely
equipped for documentary and promotional
filming. For equipment and reference list,
write or phone Woodland 2-4484. DIVERS
DEN, Breakwater Marine Center, Attn.: Under¬
water Photography Section, Santa Barbara,
California.
16mm FILM assignments—Chicago, Zoographic,
Scenic, Industrial. ARLETTE STUDIO FILM PRO¬
DUCTIONS, 1657 Grace St., Chicago 13, Illi¬
nois. Bl 8-8612.
FILM ASSIGNMENTS, New York, Boston area,
scenic, stock shots, industrial. ACORN FILMS,
168 W. 46th St., N. Y. C. Judson 6-2272.
TITLES & OPTICALS for low budget produc¬
tions. 8/16/35mm service. Samples and price
list from ASSOCIATED CINETITLE SERVICES,
P.O. Box 1206, Bell, California.
PAKISTANI / INDIAN:
Director - Cameraman
wants assignment anywhere in Asia. Like to
co-produce documentary films in India/Pakis¬
tan. Write: AMIN CHAUDHRI, 123 E. 38, New
York 16, N.Y. PLaza 9-4558.
SCRIPTS and professional consultation avail¬
able from experienced film maker. Box 1432,
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

LABORATORY & SOUND
ROCKY MOUNTAIN 16MM HEADQUARTERS
1 6mm Black & White and Anscochrome
Processing—Printing—Recording—Editing
Rental • Sales • All types of film in stock
Write for Price List
WESTERN CINE SERVICE, INC.
312 S. Pearl St., Denver 9, Colo.
Sherman 4-1017.
SOUND RECORDING at a reasonable cost.
High Fidelity 16 or 35. Quality guaranteed.
Complete studio and laboratory services. Color
printing and lacquer coating. ESCAR MOTION
PICTURE SERVICE, INC., 7315 Carnegie Ave¬
nue,
Cleveland
3,
Ohio.
Phone ENdicott
1-2707.

To Classified Advertisers
Copy deadline for classified advertising is
the 1st of month preceding publication date.
Mail copy and remittance to cover cost to

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER
1782 No. Orange Dr., Hollywood 28, Calif.
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Another aspect of this innovation is
that it made possible some tricky cut¬
ting that gave tremendous impact to
the battle sequence. We shot the two
“halves” of the fight facing in opposite
directions, and also moved the action
around on the locale in order to cover
it with greater scope. In this way we
were able to complete this phase of
shooting in about two hours time,
whereas it would have taken us two
days, using conventional methods.
Here we made an interesting dis¬
covery. By reversing the fight footage
shot in this way—that is, with the
negative reversed—we obtained a
whole new series of action scenes.
This unusual approach to shooting
the fight sequence tied in directly with
a motif of photography which we had
elected to use throughout the picture.
In photographing action supposedly
taking place in the year 1718, we
speculated on what we could do to
make it visually unique and enhance
its dimension. Most historical motion
pictures look like the face on a dollar
bill—as if everyone wrote with a feath¬
er quill. It has a stilted, dull “schoolhook” look.
We decided that in order to make
our photography visually exciting, we
would impose over its Early American
aspect something of an alien quality.
So it was that in order to impart a
sort of feudal atmosphere to scenes, a
Japanese style of silhouette and color
was adopted. Audiences, generally, will
not he aware of this influence—only of
something different and unusual.
This same thought was carried
through to the costuming. On James
Mason’s jacket, for example, we added
little shoulder peaks that would not
normally be there, and there are simi¬
lar little touches in the costumes of
other actors that suggest an oriental
influence. Even the men’s use of
swords was given something of the
Samurai look, by having them directed
always toward the camera lens. In the
matter of colors, backgrounds often
had the aspect of being “smeared” and
the foregrounds were held in sharp fo¬
cus which further emphasized the
Japanese print look.
In photographing “The Land We
Love,” Ted McCord demonstrated
marked resourcefulness in the pictorial
composition of scenes. Close by our
Catalina location, scrubby little gorselike pine, with the windswept look so

familiar in Japanese prints, grew at the
edge of the cliffs. McCord incorporated
one of these in the composition of a
scene to lend an alien undertone to our
early American story. Another time,
he employed an effective trick of color
separation to enhance visually the ap¬
parent depth of a long shot. He had the
greens man locate, cut and bring to
the set location some twenty different
shrub trees, each carefully selected and
having a different tone of green. These
were “planted” within the scene begin¬
ning in the foreground and stretching
toward the background, and graduated
according to their respective colors
which ranged from dark bluish-green
to light yellow-green. The effect thus
achieved was that of looking down a
corridor of greenery into deep woods.
By throwing booster light into the
scene at intervals to accentuate separa¬
tion. a luminous, three-dimensional
quality was created.
McCord disdained admonitions of
the film laboratory against shooting
certain scenes under conditions sup¬
posedly beyond the latitude of the film.
As a result, a striking day-for-night
effect was achieved in several late
afternoon and early evening scenes
which were printed in an amber over¬
tone instead of blue which marks so
many color shots of this kind seen
today.
In his daring and imaginative ap¬
proach to the photography of many
scenes, McCord achieved results only
the unshackled cinematographer could.
He is one to be trusted with a free
reign, for he knows from experience
that the limitations so often imposed on
cameramen fail to stand up under test.
He shot the closing scene of the pic¬
ture with the camera facing directly
into the sun and its glaring “sun
stream” reflection on the water. This
was printed as far as possible in the
amber scale with seven points of ma¬
genta added, producing a scene of un¬
earthly beauty.
McCord is a mood photographer and
all of his techniques are slanted toward
the service of the artist. It has been
said that “he is such a gifted tech¬
nician that he does not seem to be
technical at all.” Thus, it always comes
as a surprise to see him using an ex¬
posure meter or doing anything di¬
rectly related to technique. All of this
has long since become second nature to
him, McCord will tell you.
He will rarely photograph a scene
which does not have something unique
in its composition. An example is one
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scene he shot with the lens pointing
directly at the sun, so that it became a
splintered, sharred thing in the Panavision lens, then arranged to have
Janies Mason s head emerge into the
frame momentarily, shutting out the
sun as he spoke a single line of dialog,
then move on, allowing the sunlight to
blast into the lens again. The effect is
arresting, not as a trick, but as a real¬
istic impression of the way a person
would actually appear who momen¬
tarily eclipsed the sun.
Camera operator Dick Batcheller
really received a workout on this pic¬
ture. With McCord’s endless innova¬
tions and improvisations, it seemed
that Batcheller was constantly working
on his stomach, flat on his back, up to
his neck in water or in the middle of
a fight scene.
The easiest part of shooting “The
Land We Love” was done in Catalina
Canyon, just five minutes from the Is¬
land s port of Avalon. The hardest
work encountered by crew and cast
was on a location site on the opposite
side of the island, a wilderness area an
hour’s journey overland from Avalon.
To get down to the beach where our
shooting was scheduled, it was neces¬
sary to lower all camera and lighting
equipment down sheer cliffs, using
cables and heavy ropes. Here the grips
did a heroic job, especially in moving
the heavy dollies and tracks down to
the beach and setting them up for use.

The power cabling problem proved
enormous, because it was necessary to
run lines from the generators high up
on the cliffs to the shooting area on
the beach. We anticipated sound prob¬
lems in shooting right next to the
pounding surf, but use of a new type
directional microphone gave us most
effective results, and as a consequence
we were able to use all of the original
sound recorded there and not have to
resort to dubbing.
^ hen working with Ted McCord I
turn over to him all authority and
responsibility for the pictorial results
of the production. I discuss with him
the important details of the picture,
tell h im what my best hopes are, and
endeavor to create for him a clear pic¬
ture of what I have in mind as to the
visual approach. To get the production
on him, McCord runs the show, frames
as he sees ht, and sometimes arranges
to modify the action in a scene when
it will enhance it dramatically or pictorially. I have watched him spend
three hours working on a scene to
achieve some pictorial effect, then
move to the next set-up and boldly rip
through an intricate shot in no time at
all. He averaged twenty set-ups a day
on this picture, even under the most
trying conditions.
And that is how we were able to
shoot a fully-covered, fully-integrated
color Panavision feature in just sixteen
days.
■
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CONTROL
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PRINTING FOR
16-35 BLOW-UPS
An amazing new 16mm and 35mm process
which eliminates scratches, smooths out grain
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worn films.
Complete Laboratory and Effects
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PLANNING
FILM PRODUCTION
IN THE SOUTH?
Finest Mitchell Cameras, Lighting, Com¬
plete Westrex Recording Facilities, Inter¬
lock Screening & Complete Mixing and
Scoring Facilities.
“All Under One Roof’’
“Serving National Clients”

THINGS TO REMEMBER WHEN SHOOTING EXTERIORS
Continued from Page 602

1833 Bay Road, Miami Beach, Fla.
Phone: JE 1-0355

what compensations you should con¬
sider for the type of him you will be
using. As a rule, each commercial
laboratory
has
established
certain
standards for developing and printing
him which in turn require certain
considerations on the part of the
cinematographer, particularly in the
matter of lighting and contrast ratios.
This is especially true in the produc¬
tion of program films for television.
In the matter of arriving at the
correct exposure to use on an ex¬
terior scene, the basic problem (with¬
in the latitude of the him used) is
to expose it in such a way that light
areas are never overexposed and ex¬
treme dark areas are not underexposed.
This sometimes depends as much upon
the type of him used as it does on the
amount of light that reaches the him,
i.e., the exposure.
Quite

often,

OCTOBER

•

when

1961

Call or Write: Howard Warren

THUNDERBIRD FILM SOUND CENTER

a

high-speed

emulsion is used, the cameraman is
faced with a prevailing light situation
in which he will get overexposure with
the lens set at its smallest stop. For
this there are two remedies: 1) use
a neutral density hlter over the lens
to cut down the amount of light reach¬
ing the him, or 2)—where the camera
has a variable shutter—reduce the
shutter opening, thus effectively re¬
ducing the amount of light reaching
the him during the exposure interval.
The latter alternative poses a ques¬
tion of exposure or f/stop compensa¬
tion for the change in shutter opening.
In other words, if a meter reading of
the prevailing light indicates you
should shoot at f/1.9 at 24 fps, and
your shutter opening is 170° what
will the lens setting be if you reduce
the shutter opening to, say, 90° ?
Obviously it’s impractical if not un¬
desirable to have to figure this out on

“MITE-LITE”
NEWSREEL - TV - DOCUMENTARY
MOVIE PORTABLE FLOOD
check on the brightest, longer
burning,
lightest unit custom
built at lower prices. Send for
illustrated booklet.

Vi

MR,

Sold only by JACK D. LEPPERT
2801 Oak Point Drive
Hollywood 28, Calif.

FAR EAST ASSIGNMENTS
Established American organization experienced
throughout Asia, offers complete film production
services, 16mm or 35mm. Whether your needs
are a single shot or a complete production,
coble '‘Forfilms,” Hong Kong, or write

FARKAS FILM COMPANY
424

Li

P0

Chun

Bldg.,

Hong

Kong.

VARIABLE SHUTTERS AND YOLO
AUTOMATIC DISSOLVE ATTACH¬
MENTS
FOR
ALL
BOLEX
H
CAMERAS. ALSO DUAL POWER
MAGNIFIERS FOR THE BOLEX
REFLEX.

PELLEGRINI-PIEK
634 HEARST AVE.
SAN

FRANCISCO 12, CAL.
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26 YEARS OF
QUALITY

REVERSAL
PROCESSING

[taper. A glance at the exposure/shut¬

the person s face at close range.

ter compensating tables in the Ameri¬
can Cinematographer Manual ( Pages
214 to 217 incl.) will give a quick
and accurate answer in terms of

Such exposure problems can be
minimized considerably by using an

shutter speed. With this figure, you
check your prevailing light with your
exposure meter accordingly to arrive
at the correct f/ stop to use.
If your camera has a variable
shutter with the various openings in¬
dicated in terms of “Open—% open
-1/4 open—closed", etc., as is the
case with some 16mm cameras, it will

• Specialists

in

high

speed

or

standard reversal processing
• Security clearance
• Free Vacuumating

in the instruction booklet provided for
the camera.
The following condensed exposureshutter

• Customer extra service: Special
Eastman & du

compensating

Pont

Reversal Film

Shutter
Opening

170°
140°

may

NATIONAL CINE LABORATORIES

60°

WASHINGTON 17, D. C.

40°
20°

1/200 sec.
1/500 sec.

■

■■■■■
400 and
1200 foot
Conversions
FINEST
conversion
on the market to¬
day.
Convert your
Auricon
Cine-Voice
or
Pro
to
a
fine
camera
that
will
handle full 400 feet
of film with perfect
jam-free, wow - free
operation.
Includes
Veeder-Root footage
counter,
filter
slot
and holders, phone
lack in camera and
complete refinishing.

Quick Service . . . Finest Workmanship . . .
Mitchell or Bell & Howell Magazines.
Write for Pictures and Complete Details
GORDON YODER

PROFESSIONAL CINE PRODUCTS
2222 N. Prairie Awe., Dallas 4, Texas
Phone LAkeside 1-2672

/t^/sAy///r
PORTABLE MOVIE LIGHT
Fits any camera. No tools
needed, no holes to drill.
Long life nickel-cadmium
battery with built-in charg¬
er weighs only 7 lbs.
Guaranteed one year.

9199.50
COMPLETE WITH BATTERY
Write for Full Information

PHOTOMART
I 228 So. Franklin St.-Tampa 2, Florit
ftwi—lt Telephone 229-1168 wm

he

Exposure
Interval
at 24 fps*

1/50
1/60
1/100
1/150

90°

628

table

■ful:

• Films returned same day

prices on

he necessary for you to know the ex¬
posure interval for each shutter open¬
ing—information usually to he found

sec.
sec.
sec.
sec.

incident light meter, which measures
the light falling on the scene or sub¬
ject instead of light reflected from it.
Incident light meters such as the
Norwood.
Spectra,
and
BrockwaySekonic have a hemisphere light col¬
lector which enables the meter's photo¬
cell to properly evaluate light falling
on the camera side of the scene or
subject.
Over-readings
induced by
bright sky or background areas, which
must he considered when using a re¬
flected light meter, are rarely if ever
a problem with incident light meters.
Probably there is nothing so exas¬
perating to a cinematographer as dis¬
covering light flares in the film he
shot—especially if retakes are im¬
possible or at least will add consider¬
able extra cost to the production. The
preventive, of course, is to use a sun¬
shade on the lens or camera; hut even
when some types of sunshades are used
—those that are too small or too
shallow—flare sometimes occurs where
the photographer has tilted the camera
upward and forgotten to check for
sunlight striking the lens

directly.

(Continued Next Month)

*Using precise mathematics, these exposure
intervals work out to a small fraction above
or below the figures shown. However, for all
praetical purposes and ease of calculation,
the figures shown will render normal expo¬
sure results.

BEHIND THE CAMERAS
Continued from Page 594

Experienced cinematographers know,
of course that there is more to using
an exposure meter than simply point¬
ing it at the scene to be filmed and
reading the scale indicator. Reflected
light meters usually “see" and measure
a wider angle of the scene than that
taken in by the camera lens. For this
reason, more accurate readings will
be obtained by using the meter closer
to the subject than at camera position.
More than once in these pages
readers have been cautioned against
following reflected light meter read¬
ings of scenes in which a preponder¬
ance of bright sky or water prevails.
In such instances, the meter will be
influenced by the excessive bright area
in the scene with the result that normal
and dark areas will be underexposed.
A common example is where a person
is photographed from a low angle
against clear, bright sky. The alterna¬
tive that produces the correct exposure
result, of course, is to determine the
correct exposure for your subject. This
you do by taking a meter reading of

WARNER BROS.

Burt Glennon, “Lawman”*.
Bout. Tcbey, ASC, Lewis Jennincs, “Mav¬
erick"*.
Ralph Woolsey, ASC, Lewis Jennings,
Harold Stine, ASC, “Surfside 6”*.
Charles
Lawton, ASC, “Lovers Must
Learn (shooting in Italy) with Troy Dona¬
hue and Suzanne Pieshette. Delmer Daves,
producer-director.
Robert Hoffman, “Black Gold.”
tinson, director.

Les Mar¬

Glen MacWilliams, ASC, “Cheyenne”*.
Frank Carson, Ralph Woolsey, ASC,
J. Peverell Marley, ASC, “77 Sunset
Strip”*.
Ray Fernstrom, ASC, Harold Stine, ASC,
“Roaring Twenties”*.
J. Peverell Marley, ASC, Robert Hoff¬
man, "Hawaiian Eye”*.
Frank Carson, Jack Marquette, “Room
for One More”*.
ZIV-UNITED ARTISTS

Monroe Askins, “Rip Cord”*
Brick Marquard, “Everglades”*.
Robert Wycoff, Monroe Askins, “King of
Diamonds”*.
Robert Wycoff, Commercial*.
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Slash that “excess baggage” cost!
This new member of the Magnasync family ... we’ve
named it the “Nomad Mark II” ... weighs in at only 12
pounds! It not only travels for less than half fare, it doesn’t
even complain about rough treatment — or whether
it s too hot, or too cold, or too wet. No feeding problems,
either; 20 watts of juice is all it ewer needs.
We have quite a litter of these Nomads ... adoption
can be arranged immediately, for as little as $985.
Interested? Write, wire or simply give us a call
— there is no obligation.
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art & animation
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sound recording
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screening
color developing
black-and-white
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color printing
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printing
edge-numbering
print cleaning
magnetic striping
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surprised ?
to find everything you need

I

to complete your film
in one convenient location,
under one roof?
That includes Byron’s famed
WESTREX SOUND FACILITIES
... there is no better sound!

see for
yourself...
or write, phone or wire
for information and

'
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quotations on any and
all producer services.

byrom /motion pictures
1226 Wisconsin Ave., N.W., Washington 7, D.C., FEderal 34000
Affiliated with MECCA FILM LABORATORIES CORP.. 630 Ninth Avenue, New York 36, N.Y.
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“Our job in the Loretta Young Show,’’
says cinematographer Norbert Brodine, “is to capture on film the wide
range of moods and subtle dramatic
shadings Miss Young creates before
the camera. I selected and continue
to use Du Pont ‘Superior’ 2 for this
challenging assignment.”

that Du Pont films are a regular part
of this accomplishment. These films
—and technical information about
them—are available from any of the
Du Pont Photo Products sales offices
shown here.
ATLANTA 18, GA., 1737 Ellsworth Ind. Dr., N. W.
CHICAGO 46, ILL., 4560 Touhy Ave., Edgebrook Station
CLEVELAND 16, OHIO, 20575 Center Ridge Road

For his work on this show Brodine
won the National Academy of Tele¬
vision Arts & Sciences Cinematog¬
rapher’s Award for 1956. This Toreto
Films Production, produced by John
London, enjoys consistent network
success. The artistic finesse of its
star and cast and the professional
know-how of its technicians accom¬
plish this. We are proud of the fact

DALLAS 7, TEXAS, 1628 Oak Lawn Ave.
LOS ANGELES 38, CALIF., 7051 Santa Monica Blvd.
NEW YORK 11, N. Y„ 248 West 18th St.
WALTHAM 54, MASS., 45-4th Ave. (Boston)
WYNNEWOOD, PA., 308 E. Lancaster Ave. (Phila.)
EXPORT, Nemours Bldg., Wilmington 98, Del.
IN CANADA: Du Pont of Canada, Ltd., Toronto

Better Things for Better Living
. . . through Chemistry

^developing color negatives • additive coior printing * reduction printing including A & B • color
slide film processing • blowups • internegatives • Kodachrome scene-to-scene color balanced
printing • Ektachrome developing and printing • registration printing • plus complete black and
white facilities including cutting rooms, storage rooms and the finest screening facilities in the east.
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MITCHELL R-35
...only truly professional
portable reflex motion picture camera
Designed, to cover the widest range of professional motion picture applications, the all new Mitchell R-35
reflex camera offers remarkable versatility to exceed the requirements of most discriminating cinematogra¬
phers. Streamlined design is combined for the first time with the full range of professional features by
Mitchell — world’s leading source of truly professional motion picture cameras and equipment.

COMPACT
Incomparable
R-35
Film
Movement

Designed to produce rock-steady films completely
compatible with those of the well-known Mitchell
BNC, NC and Standard cameras, the new R-35
dual register pin movement features: Twin regis¬
tration pins ... twin pull-down claws; stop-motion
to 120 FP.S.; removable aperture plate with builtin filter holder slot... holds two thicknesses of
gelatin filters. Full size: 0.980" x 0.735", remov¬
able pressure plate, entire movement removable
for cleaning . . . special construction insures fool¬
proof insertion with no loss of timing.
Hand Held or Tripod Mounted, the new Mitchell R-35 reflex camera uses a new series of Super
Baltar matched lenses designed specifically for the R-35 by Bausch & Lomb. For Complete details
of the outstanding features of this remarkable 35mm camera, write for the new R-35 Bulletin.
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MITCHELL CAMERA CORPORATION
666 W. HARVARD ST., GLENDALE 4, CALIF.
TECHNICAL REPRESENTATIVE:
521 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 17, N. Y.
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NEW 30-V
BATTERY- POWERED

SUN GUN...
Most versatile movie light ever made!
It goes anywhere. Lights anywhere. Makes it easier for you to shoot
effectively under any conditions.
New 30-volt. Battery-Powered SUN GUN Movie Light is completely
portable. Gives plenty of light for any job. Allows complete flexibility
for every kind of news and location situation.
It’s a battery-powered version of the remarkable SUN GUN that
Hollywood studios have proved in use for over a year. So small it fits
in the palm of your hand. Complete unit weighs only I6V2 lbs. includ¬
ing battery. Yet pound for pound it outperforms any other batterypowered movie light made!
The SUN GUN battery pack is the finest portable power supply in
the world today. It’s specially designed for SUN GUN Movie Light
by Frezzolini . . . world’s foremost power pack designer.
It measures only 10" square by 3" wide. Recharges automatically in
a short time on ordinary house current. Built-in recharger with auto¬
matic cutoff prevents overcharging . . . assures extra-long life. Entire
unit can be transported and operated in any position. Nickel-Cadmium
battery is sealed in leakproof
metal case. SUN GUN attaches
to battery case for compact
carrying.
Battery-Powered SUN GUN is
easy to handle ... fits any cam¬
era. Head tilts for bounce and
indirect lighting. Bulb has rated
life of 12 hours with SUN GUN
battery pack.
For more details, see your sup¬
plier or write SUN GUN Dept.,
Sylvania Lighting Products,
Division of Sylvania Electric
Products Inc., 1740 Broadway,
New York 19, N. Y.

SYLVANIA
SUBSIDIARY OP

(GIMfAl)

GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS W
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Ultra-widescreen Films
Adapted For Television
To date, more than two dozen fea¬
ture films produced in Panavision or
CinemaScope have been reprinted for
showing on television. One example is
“There’s No Business Like Show Busi¬
ness” televised nationally recently,
which was produced not so many years
ago by MGM and photographed in
color and CinemaScope.

Professional Type Precision Editor
Models for 16mm or 8mm film
Designed for convenience of operation. Features bright¬
ness of image, quick and easy insertion of film, film image
protection and fast, accurate film notching.
Brilliant viewing image because of advanced optical
and lighting design. The absence of pressure rollers or
channels permits loading ease and provides complete pro¬
tection of film image.
The Moviscop comes with baseboard and rewinds, which
take up to 800 ft. reels, or can be obtained separately.
Write for literature.

CARL ZEISS, INC., 485 Fifth Avenue, New York 17, N.Y.

The picture reportedly was processed
for television by MGM’s laboratory,
and Technicolor laboratories are said
to be processing other C-Scope pic¬
tures for telecasting, using an extrac¬
tion system developed by Panavision,
Inc. The special optics of the system
is said to produce better TV images
because it compensates for some of the
distortions inherent in the curved tubes
of TV receivers. Also, that the 63%
greater negative area of the Panavision
photographic process over the l-to-1.85
photography results in a finer blackand-white TV picture.

A Plug For Lindon,
A Veto For Color
John Frankenheimer, who will di¬
rect the upcoming “The Manchurian
Candidate,” starring Frank Sinatra,
will photograph it in black-and-white
with Lionel Lindon, ASC, behind the
camera. Frankenheimer is strong for
B&W, thinks color ruins good drama,
according to a recent article in the New
York Times.
“Mr. Frankenheimer,” the article re¬

Special Low, Low Price!
HOUSTON FEARLESS

Pan Dollies

Thoroughly Overhauled & Refinished • Fully Guaranteed • Immediate Delivery

4 Wheel — $1,00000

•

5 Wheel — $ 1,40000
In Hialeah, Florida:

(Jflmenn CouipmenT (ojnc.

In Hollywood, California:

Dept.

6510 Santa Monica Blvd.,
HOIIlywood 9-8321

A

19, 315 W. 43rd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y., JUdson 6-1420

51 E. 10th Ave.,
TUxedo 8-4604

ports, “prefers to work with the same
cinematographer—Lionel Lindon who
won an Oscar for his camera work on
“Around The World In 80 Days.”
“ ‘The director,’ Mr. Frankenheimer
insists, ‘must be in complete empathy
with the cameraman. The relationship
between the director and the camera¬
man is at least as important as the re¬
lationship between the director and the
actors. Lionel Lindon’s contribution to
my pictures is immense. He thinks as
I do about the use of black-and-white
film to express realism and other draContinued on Page 642
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incorporates a new concept in fluid technology
Thomas 16 will outmaneuver and outperform
anything on the market today. Exclusive
balanced, free-floating action assures you
smoother, vibrationless 360° pans and
tilts even when cumbersome telephoto
lens and heavy professional cameras are
required. Extreme temperatures —60°
to more than +212°F, altitudes and other
extremes pose no problem to the easy,
efficient operation of Thomas 16.

TEAR & MAIL NOW!
NO OBLIGATION!
TA MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
Cinema Products Division, Dept. 2
4607 Alger St., Los Angeles 39, California
Gentlemen: Please rush me complete information about this revo¬
lutionary new THOMAS 16y
My name
Address_

City & State —----The name of my camera equipment dealer is:

fits any camera, any tripod!

THOMAS IE

Simple, easy adjustment makes it possible to compensate and counter¬
balance any weight camera or accessory. In fact, Thomas 16 functions
beautifully with heavy professional cameras that were formerly rele¬
gated to expensive geared heads. Note adapter plates for professional
tripods are available for only $14.95 list price. Heavy duty pan arm
available as accessory.

positive braking action!
Features exclusive Viscodyne System, a new concept in a feature of posi¬
tive braking action. This independent tilt brake allows one to adjust tilt
tension to the camera and LOCK it at ANY angle without disturbing
the tension control. No more creeping! It allows you to always go back
to the exact position and sequence without wasting film and time.

FHOIVIAS

lifetime guarantee!
Thomas 16 is unconditionally guaranteed to give a lifetime of troublefree service. Sealed fluid head will never require any attention or care,
its rugged light weight all aluminum construction will withstand all
kinds of hard use. It will never jam-up or corrode in any clime or place.
We further guarantee that Thomas 16 must outperform anything on the
market today or you can return it for a full refund within 10 days.

moms

DESIGNED
AND MANUFACTURED
IN U S. TO U.S.
STANDARDS OF

j

QUALITY!

Super-smooth 360° fluid floating action.
Variable drag counter-balances any camera or accessory weight.
Controlled fluid drag pre-set at 10 inch lb. on tilt, 7 V2 inch lb.
on panning
Breakaway feature automatic at 18 RPM.
Absolutely no back-lash.
Adjust tilt tension or lock it at ANY angle without disturbing
tension control.
All aluminum construction, weighs only

lbs. including pan arm.

Adjustable telescoping pan arm to suit individual needs
--

?>v:-

\ •

.

Thomas 16 is the official fluid pan head selected by Sir Edmund
Hillary’s expedition to Mt. Makalu.

For complete information, send this postage-free card now!

FIRST CLASS
Permit No. 37178
Los Angeles, Calif.

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL

assures top quality professional
results

[I

With Thomas 16 the most difficult cine subjects
can be recorded in smooth, continuous action
without jerking or jumping. Some of Hollywood’s
leading professional cameramen rely on Thomas
16 both at the studio and on location.

No Postage Stamp Necessary If Mailed In The United States

Thomas 16 is nationally
POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY

TA MANUFACTURING CORP.
Cinema Products Division, Dept. 2

distributed in the U. S.
by a select group of leading
camera equipment dealers.

4607 Alger St.
Los Angeles 39, California
Printed in U.S.A.

Copyright 1961 TA Mfg. Corp.
BULLETIN NO. 222G
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16mm laboratory

V roduct>on

Superintendent

16mm Negative
Assembly Foreman

REEL LIFE ADVENTURES AT CFI
CFI is an adventure into matchless film processing-energized by men deep in talent and rich in
experience. CFI attracts and holds the best men in the industry with standards that satisfy their
craving for perfection. Result? They make a CFI career of it. They stay put. The 50 working execu¬
tives pictured here average an incredible 25 years in the film industry! They keep their minds on
film processing so you can keep yours on film making!
CONSOLIDATED FILM INDUSTRIES
959 Seward Street, Hollywood 38, California • HOIlywood 2 0881 • HOIlywood 9-1441

job Sanderson

H. Reichard
Lad Powolny
pat Powers
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Paul Morrill
35mm Timer
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35mm Positive
Assembly Foreman

35mm Negative

Chiet Engineer

r Richardson
or Department

r. S. Rodgers
Resident Counsel and

Bob Ross
Kodachrome Neg
Assembly Forer

Equipment
Maintenance Supe'%

Sales Manager

Supervise
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NAIL DOWN YOUR PROFITS!

INDUSTRY NEWS
Contniued from Page 638

Cameras: 16mm & 35mm—Sound
(Single or Double System)—Silent
—Hi-Speed

Arcs—Incandescents
—Spots—Floods—Dimmers—
Reflectors—All Lighting Accessories
Lighting:

Generators:

Portable—Truck

Mounted
MagneticOptical— Mikes—Booms
Sound Equipment:

Parallel S—
Goboes—Other Grip accessories
Grip Equipment:

Cranes, Dollies:

Crab—Westem-

Portable Panoram
Wide angle—Zoom—Tele¬
photo—Anamorphic
Lenses:

Editing Equipment: Moviolas
—Viewers—Splicers—Rewinders

16mm &
35mm—Sound & Silent—SlideContinuous
Projection Equipment:

Television:

Closed Circuit TV

Camera Cars:

KPhT
Cbci
FROM

CAMERAS • LIGHTS

*CECO—Trademark of Camera
Equipment CO.

ACCESSORIES
Why be equipment-rich, but profits

accessories

poor? If your main concern is mak¬

maintenance where it belongs—in

ing money, investigate full-service

the hands of factory-trained experts.

leasing from CECO. Some of Amer¬

Your accountant will

ica’s largest corporations have such
arrangements with us. Renting your

savings of renting versus buying.

cameras, lights, sound recorders and

6-1420.

(JflmeRfl

the

problem

of

explain the

Want to talk about it? Call JUdson
Today!

Dept. ^14

315 W. 43rd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y.
JUdson 6-1420
In Hialeah, Florida:

315 W. 43rd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y.

Gentlemen: Please

rush

me your

catalogue of Rental

FREE complete

Name .

Zone

State

Your orders will be filled prompt¬

634

Hearst

Makers

of

Ave.,

San

Variable

Francisco

Shutter

Units

Bolex H Cameras.
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ly after Nov. 15.
Write for our Bolex Accessory Catalog.

STEVENS ENGINEERING CO.
12,
for

Calif.
all

Year” in recognition of his outstand¬
ing 16mm movie photography during
1961.
The award, a Bolex Rex 16mm
movie camera with Pan-Cinor o5mm
zoom lens, was presented to Vadala by
Hans Stauder, president of Paillard
Inc., U. S. distributor of Bolex 8mm
and 16mm movie equipment. The cam¬
era bears a silver plate engraved with
the recipient’s name.
Vadala, who joined the NBC News
staff as a cameraman in 1948, has
shot news films in many parts of the
world. He photographed the “Rome
Eternal” series in 1957 and the follow¬
ing year made several films for NBCTV in the Holy Land.
Cited as “Newsfilm Cameraman of
the Year” by the National Press Pho¬
tographers Association in 1960, he
also won a Christopher Award for his
camera work on “Way of the Cross.
“Way of the Cross,” which is tele¬

dala in Jerusalem and Jordan with a
16mm Bolex, four Switar lenses and
a Pan-Cinor zoom lens.

Florman & Babb Opens
New Rental-Service Dept.

Firm...

Closed from Oct. 2 to Nov. 15.

PELLEGRINI-PIEK

Joe Vadala of NBC News has been
named “Bolex Cameraman of the

•

BOLEX ACCESSORIES
BY STEVENS

DUAL
POWER
VIEWER
for
BOLEX
REFLEX
From on original 6X to an 8X full field ond
16X
critical
focus
LARGER
IMAGES—BETTER
SHARPNESS
CONTROL
WITH
ANY
LENS
Easy to Operate—Guaranteed for Life—More
Information Available—When
Viewer only is
sent $54.00—When sent with Camera $60.00.

Joe Vidala of NBC News
“Cameraman Of The Year”

Equipment.

Street..

Inc. of Floriaa
TUxedo 8-4fin/

Down.’’

cast in color each year at Easter by
NBC-TV, was photographed by Va¬

Camera Equipment Co., Inc.

€Quipm€nT(o.,inc.
camera Equipment Co.,
51 Fast 10th Ave.
•

puts

matic values in movies.’ ’ Lindon pho¬
tographed Frankenheimer’s ‘’All Fall

Dept. “A”, 340 N. Newport Blvd.
Newport Beach, Calif.

Florman & Babb, Inc., a leading
New York manufacturer and distribu¬
tor of motion picture production equip¬
ment, last month opened its newlyexpanded Rental & Service Department
in recently-acquired quarters at 304
West 54th St., New York City. Per¬
sonnel of the new department includes
John Babb, V-p of the company; Dom
Notto, chief engineer; Hy Roth, rent¬
als; George Berrios and Herman Paikoff, camera dept.; John Murray, light¬
ing and grip equip.; Bill Egri, ma¬
chine shop; Bob Montalvo, Moviola
dept.; and Bernie Zuch, audio dept.
The company’s sales offices and show¬
rooms remain at 68 West 45th St.,
and are presently undergoing re-deco¬
ration.
■
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What leads veteran film producers to “retool” with ARRIFLEX, as
their assignments become more and more challenging?

ARRIFLEX

CORPORATION OF AMERICA
257-H Park Avenue South • New York 10, N.Y. . 1

The answer has been spelled out with persuasive certainty over Arri’s
young, dynamic history —in terms of rugged precision, versatility, and

Without obligation, I would like:
□ LITERATURE
□ DEMONSTRATION
□ on ARRIFLEX 16
□ on ARRIFLEX 35

money-saving advantages.

Hundreds of industrial and theatrical film producers use ARRIFLEX
16mm and 35mm cameras exclusively. In many cases, Arri equipment
was first tried experimentally... then swiftly took over the lion’s share
of production filming.

name
title

Have you ever handled an Arriflex? You can get to know its exceptional
features by writing to us for detailed literature... or to arrange a dem¬
onstration through one of our franchised dealers.

company
i

address

city

zone

State

j: ;

CORPORATION
257 PARK AVENUE SOUTH,
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NEW YORK 10, N. Y.
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WHAT’S NEW
IN

EQUIPMENT,

ACCESSORIES,

ARRIFLEX 16
...a*

16mm
and
35mm
comeras in stock for
immediate
delivery.
Arriflex
16mm
and
35mm
soundproof
blimps available.
400' magazines. Syn¬
chronous motors. New
and used.

Sound-proof Barney

The only portable four-wheel dolly that provides
balance and stability. Adjustable seat for cam¬
eraman. Platform accommodates assistant. $425.00
Dolly Tracks Available

COLORTRAN CINEMASTER
CONVERTERS

Birns & Sawyer Cine Equip. Co.,
6424 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood
38, Calif., announces a sound-proof
barney for the new Eastman Kodak
Reflex 16 camera. Accessory is also
available with built-in heater. Exter¬
nally, the barney is white in color to
minimize heat absorption from sun
when used out of doors. A velcroclosure on right-hand side affords easy
access to camera controls. List price is
Si24.50; with heater, $184.00.

footage counter, audible signal at end
of film, single-frame exposure, cable
release socket, and variable viewfinder.

30-Volt Sun Gun
Provides up to 50,000 watts of Kelvin-controlled
illumination for photography. Cinemaster II, with
pushbutton controls. Available in 3 models:
50,000 watts .$309.00
40,000 watts .
258.00
25,000 watts . 168.00

Send for new 1961 Catalog

cntuicM mm
Cable: Cameraman

644

A new processing machine which
permits simultaneous processing of
both 35mm and 16mm, and double
8mm new type Kodachrome II film in
a common tank system is announced
by Arriflex Corp. of America, 257
Park Ave., South, New York 10, N. Y.
Separate drive and rack systems per¬
mit any of the above film sizes to be
developed simultaneously or separately.
Optional output capacity provides for
speeds of 90 ft. per min. for 16mm
and double 8mm. and 12 ft. per min.
for 35mm; or 70 f.p.m. for 16mm8/8mm and 171/9 ft. per min. for
35mm. Complete specification sheet on
the equipment is available from the
company.

Backwind On Bolex “8”
The Bolex D8L 8mm roll-film-load¬
ing cine camera now features a film
hackwind device that permits making
lap-dissolves and double-exposures. In
addition, the camera features speeds
ranging from 12 to 64 fps, automatic

NEW YORK 23, N. Y.

balanced for 3400° K,
with Type A color film
Power pack is plugged
current for recharging.

Duplex Film Processor

CAMART BABY DOLLY

1845 BROADWAY

The light is
permitting use
without filters.
into 110-V AC

SERVICES

J

Sylvania Electric Products, Inc., an¬
nounces a new 30-volt Sun Gun which
operates from a lightweight nickel cad¬
mium battery pack. This portable pho¬
tographic floodlight for movie and still
photography, utilizes a halogen lamp
in a 2%" reflector and may be oper¬
ated continuously for a 32 minute
period with an output of 20,000 centerbeam candlepower before recharging
of battery pack is required.

Lightweight Recorder
Weighing but 12 lbs. and providing
400-ft. tape capacity, is the Nomad
Mark II magnetic tape recorder-repro¬
ducer for professional use, manufac¬
tured by Magnasync Corporation, 5546
Satsuma Ave., No. Hollywood, Calif.
Completely self-contained, its solid
state circuitry combines ruggedness
with operating economy. Features in¬
clude instantaneous “film-direct” moni¬
toring, forward and reverse operation,
rewind, and rechargeable battery with
built-in charger. The Nomad records
a 200-mil track on split 16mm Nomad
magnetic film. About $985.00.
Continued on Page 647
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Auricon; Zoomiscope; Super-1200;
Pro-600 Special; and Cine-Voice; are
Trade-Marks of Bach Auricon, Inc.
Pan-Cinor "85” and, "85 S-EK" are
trade-marks of Societe D'Optique et
De MeCanique De Haute Precision,
Paris-20, France.

Regular Pan-Cinor “85”
Eye-Piece is unscrewed,
and Auricon Zoomiscope
Model 85 used instead.

Auricon Zoomiscope Model
85, screws onto Pan-Cinor
“85" or "85 S-EK” Zoom
Lens (only) without the use
of tools; you see same-size
image and range-finder
as regular
.
“straight-back”
r\ a
Pan-Cinor
1/
Eye-Piece.
'
™

Pan-Cinor “85”, custom-modified
by Bach Auricon, Inc. for use with
Auricon Pro-600 Special. Zoomiscope
provides Camera Operator with a
comfortable working distance
between exit-pupil of the Zoomiscope
Eye-Piece, and the Camera Door.

Pan-Cinor “85 S-EK", custom modified at
extra charge by Bach Auricon, Inc. to
fit the Auricon Super-1200 Camera, with
Zoomiscope Model 85 in use.

Ij

GUARANTEE
All Auricon Equipment is sold
with a 30-day money-back
Guarantee and a one-year Service
Warranty. You must be satisfied!

|1
M

Announcing
the new

ZOOMISCOPE
Extension View-finder Eye-Piece
for Model "85” and "85 S-EK”
PAN-CINOR Zoom Lenses
The Auricon Zoomiscope Model 85 for the Pan-Cinor “85” Zoom Lens
provides eye-relief by moving the Camera Operator's eye-position almost
two inches away from the side-door of the Auricon camera, while using
the Pan-Cinor “85” Zoom Lens. Mounts (without the use of tools) on
any Pan-Cinor “85” or “85 S-EK” Zoom Lens View-finder, in place of the
regular Pan-Cinor “straight-back” Eye-Piece. Auricon Zoomiscope list
price $97.40 for Model 85.
Write for free illustrated information on the Auricon Zoomiscope and
details covering custom-modification of Pan-Cinor Model “85” and
“85 S-EK” to fit your Auricon camera. Write to...

Pan-Cinor "85”, custom modified at extra
charge by Bach Auricon, Inc., to fit the
Auricon Cine-Voice Camera, with Zoomiscope
Model 85 in use.

q SOS Romaine Street, Hollywood SS, California

iSHlP *

Joe Vadala, named Newsfilm Cameraman of the Year by NPPA, sets up
his Bolex in a Jerusalem street to get “establishing shots” for the docu¬
mentary, “Way of the Cross.” After seven weeks on location, Vadala
said of Bolex, “A beautifully made piece of equipment.”

Vadala moves in close as he shoots Franciscan fathers carrying the
cross in the award-winning epic for NBC News. Viewing and focusing
through the Bolex taking lens while shooting, he obtained the most
complicated effects with precision.

How NBC News used Bolex to shoot prize winning film

Mountain climbing is all work. And when the climb is to film cloud
effects and waterfalls, the cameraman wants a camera that is light¬
weight, compact and rugged. He wants a Bolex. “You don’t need five
men,” Vadala said, “and you can set it as you climb.”

Casting nets on the Sea of Galilee was a vital part of the film story and
the scene was shot at various speeds to get the desired result. With a
Bolex, speeds can be adjusted from 12 to 64 fps and can be reset
while the camera is running.

Temperature extremes may mean discomfort for the cameraman but
can't be allowed to interrupt the job at hand. Bolex is unaffected by
heat and cold and for that reason it has become a favorite among
newsmen, explorers and scientists.

Film narratives of this scope call for hundreds of detail shots, dissolves
and zooms that can be cut into the story in the final editing. This is
why Prize Winner Vadala chose the versatile Bolex.
... Another example of Bolex getting the job done for the professional.
.
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Bolex Cameras and Accessories
For Every Professional Effect

camera position from 18" to 96".
Trade-named Versa Crane, unit offers
360° boom rotation, and will sup¬
port heavy 35mm cameras. Complete
unit, $995.00. S.O.S. Photo-Cine-Op¬
tics, Inc., 602 West 52nd St., New

WHAT’S NEW
Continued from Page 644

York 19, N. Y.
Mood and Bridge Music
A special selection of marches suit¬
able for theatrical and TV film produc¬
tions, is newest supplement to the li¬
brary of mood and bridge music by
H-R Productions, Inc., 17 East 45th
St., New York 17, N. Y. Recorded
with a concert orchestra, each march
is approximately three minutes in du¬
ration, and reflects a variety of moods

Bolex Tripod: Lightweight aluminum construction.
Smooth action pan head with spirit level tilts 135 degrees
vertically. Nonskid legs. $99.50.

in motion.
Moviscop Viewer
Conelites

Bolex Unimotor: Motor drives camera through full roll
of film at constant speed. Batteries or AC current. $89.50

Mole-Richardson Co., 937 No. Syca¬
more Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif., has
added three new Conelites to its line
of professional motion picture lighting
equipment. The lamps are all of the
same general appearance as the 1000/
2000-watt Junior size pictured above.
Other sizes accommodate 500- or 750watt globes, and 5000-watt globes.

ting.

35mm Action Viewer
Precision-Ground Bolex Lenses: Switar 10mm f/1.6
wide-angle, $149.50; Switar 25mm f/1.4 normal lens,
$168.00; Switar 75mm f/1.9 fast telephoto, $145.00.

Carl Zeiss, Inc., New York, an¬
nounces it has stepped up deliveries
from West Germany of Zeiss Ikon
Moviscop editors for 8 mm and 16mm
films. Equipment boasts ease of opera¬
tion, does not wear or damage film,
and a bright screen image that makes
possible using the Moviscop in brightly
lit rooms. Unit includes baseboard and
rewinds for reels up to 800-ft. capacity,
plus facility for marking film for cut¬

The S.O.S. Ediola Pro-35 action
viewer is a precision optical instru¬
ment designed for easy editing of
35mm film. Features include bright
picture image on 4%"x6-l/16" screen,
75-W air-cooled lamp, simplified fram¬
ing and focusing, velvet-smooth Nylon
rollers and free-turning sprocket guard.
About $395.00 from S.O.S. PhotoCine-Optics, Inc., 602 West 52nd St.,
New York 19, N. Y.

Bolex 16mm Titler: Basic kit—optical bench, main frame
reflectors, title frame and cradle, $180.50.

The Bolex H-16 Rex with reflex viewing,
variable shutter, 3 lens turret and Lytar f/1.8
lens costs only $450.00. Workmanship for
all Bolex equipment is to the most precise
tolerances on the 16mm market. Bolex
lenses are matched for uniform sharpness,
exposure and color rendition. Bolex cameras
and accessories offer the professional utility
many studios have paid thousands of dollars
for. Write Dept. BAC-11 for literature and the
name of your nearest Bolex dealer.

Zoom-finder Eye-piece
The

Auricon

Zoomiscope

provides

eye relief for operators filming with
Pan-Cinor “85” for “85 S-EK” zoom
lenses, by moving the camera opera¬
tor’s eye-position almost two inches
away from the side-door of the Auricon
camera. Accessory mounts without use
of tools on any Pan-Cinor “85” or
“85 S-EK” zoom lens viewfinder, in
place of the usual straight-hack eye¬
piece. About $87.40 for the model 85.
Bach-Auricon, Inc., 6902 Romaine St.,
Hollywood 38, Calif.

All prices include F.E.T. where applicable.

ColorTran Remote Control
The ColorTran Remote Control Mod¬
ule is designed for use with Color-Tran
Cinemaster Mark II or Cinemaster
Chief Mark II converters to provide
full remote control of individual light¬
ing circuits. Unit affords fingertip
Continued on Page 694

FOR MORE INFORMATION
on products or services de¬
scribed in these columns, use

Versa Crane

PAILLARD Incorporated, 100 Sixth Avenue, New York 13, N. Y.

An aluminum camera crane, ideally
suited to needs of industrial and inplant film units, features adjustable

the Postage-Free coupon on

“The Last Page.”
_
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One BIG PICTURE
CAMERA

News briefs about the A.S.C.,

HOLLYWOOD

its members, and important

BULLETIN BOARD

industry personalities

* for
ALL YOUR STILLS!
Salon Quality Results!
“On-the-Spot”
adaptability and economy! Combined in
the New Orbit and Grover Field Cameras
—world’s most versatile! Plus the price¬
less "Extra” of Ex¬
perience!
Wide
choice
of
camera
backs for every as¬
signment!

write B & J-for com¬
plete view camera
specs. FREE—148 pg.
.Catalog.

Burke & James, Inc.
321 S. WABASH. CHICAGO 4, ILL.

LIN DUNN,

PARLEY—Rodger J.
Ross (R), guest speaker at the ASC’s October dinner-meeting, answers questions of
Walter Beyer (L), while ASC President Bill Daniels listens. Ross, who is Supervisor of technical film operations
for Canadian Broadcasting Co., addressed ASC members on subject of "Linking the Motion Picture Camera
With the Television Transmission System.” Ross stressed importance of white and black references in scenes
for TV films, recommended cameramen use a brightness spot meter for measuring such references.

asc

Formerly head of RKO Effects Dept.

CREATIVE
SPECIAL EFFECTS
16mm • 35mm • 65mm
Just completed 1 8 months of color
experiments, photographic effects
and Saul Bass main title for

“WEST SIDE STORY”
OPTICALS • TITLES •
BLOW-UPS

•

INSERTS

CONVERSIONS

MATTE PAINTINGS • NEW PROCESSES
EQUIPMENT DESIGN
■

FINEST QUALITY COLOR DUPLICATION

NEW CAMERA—On display at the ASC's clubhouse during the Society’s October dinner-meeting was Eastman
Kodak's new Reflex 16 motion picture camera—shown here being demonstrated by E-K’s Ray Grant (far right)
to (L to R) George Mitchell, Ernest Haller, and Stanley Cortez.

Inquiries Invited
Brochure Available
"Over 30 Years of
Major Studio Experience”

FILM EFFECTS of Hollywood
INC.
1153 N. Highland Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif.
Cable:

FILMEFX

PAUL EAGLER, ASC
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PAUL
EAGLER,
veteran
member of the American
Society
of
Cinematogra¬
phers,
died
September
30th,
following
a
brief
illness. He was a special¬
ist in background projec¬
tion
and special
effects
and for several years had
been associated with Bob
Hansard,
ASC,
servicing
independent
Hollywood
film
producers.
He won
an
Academy
Award
in
1948 for the special ef¬
fects
for
“The
Portrait
of Jenny.”

LEN ROOS, ASC, died of
a
heart
attack
at
his
home in Burbank, Cali¬
fornia
October
31.
A
veteran
cinematographer
who
had
traveled
and
photographed
in
many
lands, Roos was active in
the development of the
first motion picture sound
recording equipment. He
later
founded
Kinevox,
Inc., which company mar¬
keted
one
of
the
first
magnetic
recorders
for
sound motion picture pro¬
duction.
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THE LUCKY NUMBER

that gets the show on the road!
T■he first thing to do when you get your

budget okayed, is to call JUdson 6-1420.
Technicians at CECO® go into action on the double. Cameras, lights, sound recorders and
accessories are assembled for quick delivery across town or across the continent.
Producers, directors, cameramen and sound engineers come to CECO—for the smallest
job to the biggest spectacular ...
1) BECAUSE CECO is the world’s largest and most knowledgeable distributor and
manufacturer of professional photographic equipment. The best brains in the industry
beat a path to our door.
2) BECAUSE "success teaches success”. Our engineers are a repository of the tech¬
niques and trade secrets of America’s best known cameramen. They pass along to you—
free of charge—the shortcuts and special methods for solving your picture problems.
Call today ... JUdson 6-1420.
New WADDELL HIGH SPEED 16MM
CAMERA. A flexible high speed camera
with speed range from 3 to 30,000
pps. Ideal for data recording.
WADDELL Ultra High Speed Streak
Camera also available.

CECO BLIMP FOR 16MM MAURER CAMERA
The first compact, contour blimp for
MAURER 16mm. Permits easy accessability.

CECO MODIFICATION PLATE
FOR ARRI 35MM
A flat bottom modification
for the 35mm ARRI,
utilizing existing motor drive.

CECO 35MM PROFESSIONAL FILM
VIEWER-ANALYZER WITH DOUBLE
SYSTEM SOUND READER
Easy threading, portable. Available
with single system sound or as
viewer only. 16mm models also.
® TM #707529

(7flm€Rfl €QUIPm€llT (Ojnc.
A

CECO STOP MOTION MOTORS FOR CINE-SPECIAL,
ARRIFLEX, MITCHELL AND MAURER CAMERAS
110 Volt AC operation, forward and reverse.
(Illustrated with Cine-Special)

v—

*!? West 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y.
JUdson 6-1420

Gentlemen: I am interested in the items checked below.
Please rush me more free information on these products

CD

PROSKAR 16mm Cinemascope Lens

I

I CECO Hi-Speed Editing Tables

I

I CECO 35mm Film Viewer-Analyzer

I

I

WADDELL High Speed 16mm Camera

0
Q

MAGNASYNC 602 Type 13 Dubber
NOMAD Transistorized Sound RecorderReproducer

r—<

□ COLORTRAN Cine-King Light

OXBERRY Unistand Model TE

□

NEGEMA Projection Stand

CECO Triangles, Model C

CD

CECO Blimp for Maurer 16mm

I~1 CECO Stop Motion motors

CH

ARRIFLEX 16mm Camera
CECO modification plate for Arri 35mm

Name_Title_
Firm __
Address_._
City-Zone_State

wgma/gn

‘~~0

PROSKAR 16MM CINEMASCOPE LENS
A combination camera and projec¬
tion lens which projects sharp
images 2y2 times wider in scope.

Lightweight, collapsible, adjust¬
able. Comes with tripod locking
device. All aluminum construction.

OXBERRY UNISTAND MODEL TE
A professional animation stand
designed for low budget ap¬
plication without sacrificing
quality.

NOMAD SYNCHRONOUS TRANSISTORIZED
SOUND RECORDER/REPRODUCER
Lightweight, completely portable.

CECO HI-SPEED EDITING TABLES
Designed to cut down editing
time. Rigid construction. Avail¬
able in 16 and 35mm models.

NO POSTAGE STAMP NECESSARY IF MAILED IN THE UNITED STATES

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY
CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY, INC.
DEPT. 65, 315 WEST 43rd STREET
NEW YORK 36, N. Y.

Hit ^lli8flP

to assure
northeastern states producers
of maximum service
on Magnasync products . . .

PENN.

CAMERA

FLORMAN

EQUIPMENT CO.,

& BABB,

PICTRONICS
CORPORATION

s.o.s.
PHOTO-CINE-OPTICS,
INC.

INC.

INC.

•

•

315 WEST 43rd ST.

68 WEST 45th ST.

236 EAST 46th ST.

602 WEST 52nd ST.

NEW YORK 36, N.Y.

NEW YORK 36, N.Y.

NEW YORK 17, N.Y.

NEW YORK 19, N.Y.

JUdson 6-1420

MUrray Hill 2-2928

YUkon 6-3713

PLaza 7-0440

•

. . . four top flight organizations
represent the Magnasync
magnetic film recording systems line.

SOUND SYSTEM

MAGNASYNC CORPORATION, North Hollywood, California

^ rSsi ^

f

MARK X

MARK H

X-400

International leaders in the design and manufacture of quality magnetic recording systems
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11E ONE-STOP SO
S.O.S. SPECIALS
OF THE MONTH
NEW...USED...REBUILT...SURPLUS.

. . Take Advantage of These Tremendous

W Price Reductions!! Write, Wire or Phone Before it is Too Late!!
★ CAMERAS, 35MM

★ ANIMATION & SPECIAL EFFECTS

WALL SINGLE SYSTEM, 4 Baltar lenses, 1000' moqs;
RCA Galvo; RCA Amplifier; 12v Motor .$3995.00
ARRIFLEX I, 3 Goerz Apogar Lenses, 200' magazine,
motor .
$495.00
MITCHELL SINGLE SYSTEM, 4 Baltar lenses, 3-1000'
magazines; viewfinder; mattebox; 12V motor; Modulite galvanometer. Originally $9000.$3950.00
EYEMO 71 P, 2-400' mags, 110V AC/DC motor, 3 Cooke
Speed Panchro lenses. 2 cases .
$595.00
DEVRY Magic Eyes; 0-10° variable shutter: 2"
lens .
$149.50

PATHE 35mm FILMSTRIP Camera; Lens; 4-200' mags,single frame, forward and reverse syncmotor, frame
counter,- switch. Reconditioned ...$695.00
CINE SPECIAL ANIMATION Motor, New.$299.50
ACME
7'
Animation
stand,
E/W/N/S
movements,
sliding pegs, B&H 35mm camera, Acme stopmotion
motor. $12,500 value .
$3795.00
TEL-ANIMASTAND, art table N/S/E/W, rotary move¬
ment. New demonstrator. $3000 value .$1795.00
B&H 35mm Animation Cameras; 400' magazine,- dis¬
solve $3500 original cost ...$1250.00
SAME with thru-lens focusing .
$1750.00

★ CAMERAS, 16MM

★ MOTION PICTURE PRINTERS

AURICON SUPER 1200, Zoomdoor, VD galvo, NR25D7
Amplifier, 2-1200' mags, TVT shutter, Cases,
$6100 when new ..$3995.00
CINE SPECIAL, 4 lens turret, PAR 400' adaption, less
mag, filter slots, fade attachment, 3 lenses—Angenieux
10mm fl.8,
Ektar 25mm fl.4, Century 6" Athenar, all
accessories, $2800 value ....$1350.00
BOLEX converted 400' mag., rackover, telescopic finder,
110/24v motor. Close out, good as is .$295.00
CINE SPECIAL II Camera, 3 Ektar Lenses; 100'
Chamber _
_.$695.00
B & H 70 DA Filmo w/single frame; iris vignetter,
fader; 110V AC/DC motor; 7 fine lenses; positive
finder,- 5 objectives, filters. $700 value, likenu ..$395.00
MAURER 05; Syncmotor,- 400' magazine,- viewfinder; 3
lens turret. Originally $5500...
$1495.00
B&H FIIMO Turret Automaster Autoload, fl .9 lens,
case. Originally $350 ..
$69.50
CINEPHONIC, Magnetic recording, 400' Mitchell mag,
3 Elgeet lenses, turret, transistor amplifier, power
supply, mike. Pro Jr. tripod and triangle. Originally
$3000, likenu .
$1495.00

B&H OPTICAL REDUCTION 35/16mm picture printer,- old
model 56; w/semi-automatic litechange; as is $495.00
RCA REDUCTION PRINTER, 35/16mm soundtrack, 180'
per minute. $9000 value, excellent.$3500.00
CUSTOM BUILT 35mm Step Printer, pilot pin registra¬
tion .
$395.00
DEPUE
PRINTER 35mm
DUAL SOUND &
PICTURE.
Prints from two negatives.
$1295.00
B&H Printer, 35mm step contact, pilot pin spreaders,
semi-automatic light change.
Original cost $4000.$995.00
CINECOLOR Double Head 35mm Step Printer with
automatic lite change and timing device. Originally
$12,000. (Bank foreclosure) _
$2495.00

★ CAMERA ACCESSORIES
SPEED PANCHRO 18mm fl. 7 lens for 35mm Arriflex.
Likenu .
$395.00
CECO
TRICYLE
DOLLY
with
seat
and
steering
„ P°st ...$139.50
RABY BLIMP for Mitchell NC, follow focus gears,
$1500 value .
$995.00
HOUSTON FEARLESS TC-1
Television Camera Crane.
Factory price $5800, likenu.
$3495.00
SCANOPTIC ANAMORPHIC System; includes basic CinemaScope type lens; 4 f2.3 Baltar camera lenses—40/50/
75/1 OOmm for Mitchell N.C. $9000 value.$3300.00
B&H 400' bipack magazine .
$149.50
PHOTO RESEARCH Spectra Meters with filters,
sphere, case. 2 Color .....$129.50
NATIONAL CINE Crab Dolly, very good condi¬
tion. $4750 original cost .$3500.00
RABY heavy studio dolly ....$895.00
MOTORIZED DOLLY w/revolving head 7' boom height;
2 seats; hihat; brackets for lites.
$4000 originally .
$695.00
EYEMO 6V Motors, 8/48 fps; New .$74.50
CECO CINE Special Blimp, syncmotor .
$395.00

★ LABORATORY EQUIPMENT
HERRNFELD
1538
ADDITIVE
COLOR SCENE
TESTER
with voltage regulator. $6500 value.$2950.00
HERRNFELD 1531 C SENSITOMETER, constant time, vari¬
able intensity. 1000VA power supply. $1095.00
WESTREX RAU00 DENSITOMETER. $1150 00
EASTMAN MB SENSITOMETER .
$1450.00
NEW B&H 35mm Main Sprockets for D printers,
$500 value .$295.00
EASTMAN EDGE NUMBERING machine with new number¬
ing block $1445.00
DUPONT
35mm
EDGE
NUMBERING
Machine
comPlet® --.---.
$1295.00
EASTMAN 35mm Film Waxing Machine.
Originally $1500; Rebuilt.
$495.00

★ LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
CENTURY 8" LEKOLITE with iris and framing shutters.
Likenu ......$119.50
KLIEGL FLUORESCENT Fixtures w/separate ballast, panto¬
graph hanger. Take 6 slimline 64" lamps. $397 list,
excellent .......$99.50
LARGE SILVER REFLECTORS, hardwood hinged frames
with pronged support.
4 ft. x 4 ft., double surface .$37.50
4 ft. x 6 ft., single surface
..$42.50
10,000W Fresnel Spot heads, cost over $500_$249.50
BARDWELL-McALISTER 750W Baby Keglite heads..$39.95
BARDWELL-McALISTER 2000W Spots, likenu.$89.95
MOLE RICHARDSON 2000W Spots, black #412....$79.95
MOLE RICHARDSON 5000W Spots, black #415....$149.95
MOLARC 150 amp. head, grid and pedestal. List
price $2410 when new .
$795.00

★ RECORDING EQUIPMENT
HALLEN
16mm
TRANSISTOR
RECORDER,
Amplifier;
separate playback power amplifier; speaker.
Likenu .
$1095.00
MAURER D. 16mm Optical Recorder, negative; 4 pos.
mixer,- noise reduction amplifier; 400' mag. Excel¬
lent .
$2995.00
RCA 35mm OPTICAL RECORDERS, 220V 3 ph syncmotors,
bilateral galvo, 1000' mag. used, as is _$1995.00
KINEVOX 4-position mixer, AC operated, VU meter.
Cost $495.....$225.00
STANCIL HOFFMAN Model S-6 Sync 17.5mm Mag.
Recorder & Reproducer, P24C Power Supply, playhr-ir|< amntfior rases Originally $2800.$895.00
STANCIL HOFFMAN S-5 edge or center 16mm track.
Originally
$2000.
Complete...
$995.00

★ PROJECTORS, BACKGROUND,
PREVIEW
VARIABLE MOTION PROJECTOR, 35mm sound, 3000'
capacity. Footswitch; forward; reverse; bispeed; nor¬
mal; slospeed. Includes amplifier and rolling stand.
New ..........$1195.00
MOVIOLA STOP MOTION 35mm Projector; footswitch;
forward; reverse; blower cooled aperture for single
frame operation $2500 value .$1495.00
TSC BACKGROUND slide Projector, 4000W,
$1000 orig.$395.00
FILMCRAFT 35mm Movie Background Process Outfit. Write
for details. $15,000 value (Bank foreclosure)..$1995.00

SIMPLEX Acme 35mm Arc Sound Projector with
pedestal ....._.$235.00
PREVIEW Interlock Projector, DeVry, 1000W lamp, runs
picture and sound simultaneously_$995.00

★ MOVIOLAS, EDITING MACHINES
MOVIOLA PREVIEW 35mm UDPVS, separate picture and
soundhead,
on
rolling
stand.
4"x6"
screen,
rebuilt. ..._.......$1095.00
Same with 8"xl0" screen....$1495.00
MOVIOLA 35mm UDS, separate picture and soundheadon rolling stand.......$795.00
MOVIOLA 35mm UDCS ,separate sound and composite
picture/magnetic optical, footage counter. On rolling
stand. Excellent .$1295
MOVIOLA 16mm ULC bullseye composite picture and
sound, rolling stand...
$995.00
ACMIOLA 35mm Viewers w/stands, 6"x8'/j" picture,
motorized. $1500 original cost_
$295.00
AKELEY 35mm Viewer, sound and composite 5 "x7"
aerial image. Original cost $3000; closeout_$195.00
CECO 35mm VIEWERS, $600 orig. Likenu ..$199.50

★ FILM PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
GPL 401 HI-SPEED 16 mm Spray Processor, neg/pos.
Reconditioned. Originally $8000_
$3995.00
HOUSTON 16mm PROCESSOR A-l 1 will handle 35mm by
changing rollers. Dalite loading, neg/pos/reversal temp
control incomplete, otherwise appears good ....$2995.00
FILMLINE 16mm RACETRACK REVERSAL Processor, han¬
dles 200' of film dry-fo-dry in 3’A minutes. Original
cost, $5450. Our special price.$2495.00
HOUSTON FEARLESS 22B neg./pos. processor; tempera¬
ture control; recirculation; 1800' per hr. As is $1495.00
MAMMOTH HOUSTON Color Processor, 16/35mm, Ansco/
Ektachrome, neg./pos., up to 1200' per hr., 16 stain¬
less steel tanks, one fiberglass lined. Full V2 0 tem¬
perature control. Recirculation, air supply, 7 squee¬
gees. Cost Cuban government $35,000. Rebuilt like
new .....$11,995.00

★ CUTTING ROOM SUPPLIES
B&H FOOT SPLICERS, excellent condition. 35mm....$595.00
70mm....$895.00
FOSTER AUTOMATIC REWIND on table w/inspection
lite, 110V AC 60 cy. hvy. duty motor, foot pedal
control, speeds zero to 875 RPM ...$495.00
CRAIG 16mm Editor Viewers, excellent...$19.95

★ CAMERA MOTORS and
ELECTRICAL
SPENCER INDUSTRIAL VACUUM cleaner, rollabout with
new hose, recond. $700 originally...$195.00
200 Amp. GENtKAlOR, I10DC, water cooled engine,
on 4 wheel trailer. $2500 value...$795.00
INTERLOCK DISTRIBUTOR, primary 220V 3ph, secondary
220V 3ph for recording studios..$495.00
INTERLOCK DISTRIBUTOR, primary 1 10V 1 ph, secondary
220V 3ph for recording studios....$495.00
Control
cabinet with
absolute 24 frame gover¬
nor ...........$495.00
INTERLOCK MOTORS 220V
3ph
for Mitchell,
B&H
Cameras ........$95.00

S.O.S- LEASING PLAN
Get acquainted with the many advantages of this
Plan—specially designed for the Motion Picture
Industry, making it possible to obtain latest
film production and exhibiting equipment on very
liberol terms. Write for FREE booklet.

with TEL-Animaprint *
Greatest dollar
for dollar value
in the industry!

Professional Precision
at a Price!
Most Advanced Professional
1 6mm Action Viewer
The

first
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HOT
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TEL-Animaprint
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Hot

more
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Picture
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constant

rate
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BIG, CLEAR IMAGE 3"x4"—remains sharp whether
film is moving or stopped. Can be viewed in
lighted room.

•

No excess heat on film even when still.

•

Coated Multi-faced

•

Open Gate Threading.

Control

or Combination Sound Reader

Readers.

•

Individual

Special

•

Hi-power projection lamp—easily replaced.

Agencies,

•

Flip-up design
frame loss.

•

Shows up normally undetected flaws in film.

despite

Framing and Focusing Controls.

allows

cueing

right

on

film—no

S.O S. Ediola Sr. M Viewer and Sound Reader
Combination with Base...$362.45
S.O.S. Ediola Sr. Action Viewer Model M
(left to right).-.$135.00

Unit

Large Screen: 4 % " x 6 1/1 6"
Brilliant Picture Image
Velvet action Nylon Rollers
Film travels Left to Right
Simplified Framing and Focusing
4-sided Prismatic Shutter
Lightweight, compact design

Available with Optical/Magnetic

Producers,

automatically'1'

when

Prism prevents flicker.

Comfortable viewing distance at 10" to 14".

$575

Patented

times—even

Can be synchronized with Sound

F by Thermistor . .

*Fenwal's

all

•

changes in room temperatures. Accuracy within
+

•

Photographers, Art Studios, Etc.

at

at

•

ELECTRONIC TEL-Animaprint
Type

Picture in perfect focus
film tension slackens.

time

less

Artwork,

Advertising

•

applied

live action

ground, including photographs.

to

Edit right on your film. Models from left
to right or right to left operation. Elimi¬
nates film scratching and damage to
sprocket holes — tension device keeps
image in constant focus — hum free
amplification — sychronized with Preci¬
sion Sound Reader.

A 35mm ACTION VIEWER designed for
easy editing. Precision optics assure
bright pictures in sharp focus. Film pro¬
tected from overheating or burning. No
intermittent or oscillating parts. Free
turning sprocket guards against film
damage.

S.O.S. Ediola Sr. Action Viewer Model MRL
(right to left)..-.$195.00
Model MA Professional 8mm Viewer .$99.50

SPECIAL
INTRODUCTORY
OFFER!
S.O.S. Ediola Pro-35

Only $295

Standard TEL-Animaprint with manual control ..$450
Write for brochure

® Reg.

Trademark

Write for brochure

S.O.S. Pro-35, Optical Sound Reader & Base $495

formerly

S.O.S. PHOTO-CINE-OPTICS, Inc. S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
602 WEST 52nd STREET, NEW YORK 19, N. Y. — Phone: PLaza 7-0440 — Telegram: “BCC, N. Y.”
WESTERN BRANCH: 6331 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood 28, California — Phone: HOIlywood 7-2124

Technical
Questions and
Answers
ECCO
MODEL D
SPEEDROLL
APPLICATOR

Q.-I

am considering using PAR-

reflected from foreground objects in

type photo-lamps with stepped up volt¬

the scene.
Where an incident light meter is
used to determine exposure for sim¬
ilar scenes, this problem is avoided
because the meter is held close to the
subject, with the hemisphere light col¬
lector of the meter aimed to read the
light falling on the camera-side of the
subject, which includes the backlight.
Such readings will be more depend¬
able because the hemisphere light col¬
lector is sensitive to all light falling on
the side of the subject which is ob¬
servable from the camera position—
and this includes the backlight, which
will register on the hemisphere in the
correct proportion.

age on the order of the Color!ran sys¬
tem. Can you give me an approximate
formula for relating the applied volt¬
age and the resultant color temperature
of such lamps?—A.H.C., Denver, Colo.

A.-Karl

Freund. ASC, answered a
similar question some time ago for an¬

Cleans,
conditions,
lubricates your film in one
easy operation. Non-inflammable, eliminates wax¬
ing, absolutely safe.
Ecco

Model

D

Aplpicator

Ecco #1500 cleaning fluid,

.$33.00
.

9.00

Ecco #2000 Negative cleaning fluid, per gal

per gal.

7.00

All Prices F.O.B. New York

other reader. Therefore we shall give
you his somewhat technical explana¬
tion, as printed in an earlier issue:
Color temperature is a function of
the square root of the applied voltage.
Over a two-to-one change in voltage,
it can be represented by the equation:
Color temperature:

CAMART
CORE
DISPENSER
Keeps film cores handy
at all times. Attach to
work table or wall. Easy
to remove, easy to fill.
All-aluminum
construc¬
tion. Adjustable to 35mm
or 16mm cores.

CAMART TIGHTWIND
ADAPTER

Q.-Is

Tc — Ci

\

V — C2 +

C3

where Ci, C2, C3 are constants. Since
Cl is small (in order of 2 X 105—) and
C3 is large (around 103), the effect on
the color temperature is much less
than being directly as the square root
of the voltage. C2 may be around 8,
producing only a slight offset in the
position of the curve. The particular
values of these constants will be dif¬
ferent for different lamps. However, if
they are determined for a particular
lamp from three readings, the formula
can be used to determine the color
temperature at intervening voltages to
an accuracy around 15° K.

Q.— Isn’t backlight an important fac¬
The
only
tightwind
adapter with ballbear¬
ing
roller.
Prevents
scratches,
cinching
or
abrasions.
Winds
film
quickly
and
evenly.
Single unit for 16mm
or 35mm.

Send for new 1961 Catalog

1845 BROADWAY
NEW YORK 23, N. Y.
Coble: Cameraman

654

tor to be considered when taking a
meter reading of a scene on a sound
stage? If so, must this particular
light source be read separately? —
H.A.R., San Francisco.

there some method by which
one may judge color balance, brilliance
and contrast in scenes being photo¬
graphed with color film, much the
same as we do with a monochromatic
filter in black-and-white photography?
—G. N., Bangalore, India.

A.— In

color photography, the cam¬
eraman usually judges the color bal¬
ance and contrast in a scene with the
eye, without the aid of a filter or
viewing glass. This is because colors
have their own density and contrasts
—entirely visible to the eye without
the need for any kind of viewing
glass.
A monochrome viewing glass is
used to determine tonal contrasts in
scenes photographed in black-andwhite because it becomes necessary
to translate the colors in the scene
into monochrome values.

Q.-To

A.— There is some backlight in al¬
most every scene—indoors or out. On
the sound stage, backlight from set
lamps is invariably used for separa¬
tion.
Where a reflected light meter is
used to determine the exposure in such
instances, difficulties can be encoun¬
tered because the backlight strikes the
cell of the meter directly, overriding
the comparatively weaker illumination

obtain the maximum depth
of field in midtiplane animation pho¬
tography, what is the best lens to use?
—J. A. McW., Cincinnati, Ohio.

A.-Any

good quality lens can be

used. The desired depth of field is
achieved by using illumination of suf¬
ficient volume and an exposure in¬
terval of proper duration that will per¬
mit stopping down the lens to provide
the maximum depth of field.
■
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BIRNS & SAWYER PRODUCTS FOR ARRI
Increase Range and Use of Arriflex Cameras In Sports, Aerials, Underwater, and Sound
Underwater Blimp for Arri 16

HEATER BARNEY FOR ARRI

Underwater Blimp for Arri 35

..
<"
T"*

Efficient B & S heater parka keeps camera warm,
film pliable in temperatures to — 68 : F. Highest
quality materials and workmanship. $168. Other
barneys for all cameras- Request brochure.

L-O-N-G, L-O-N-G

W-l-D-E, W-l-D-E LENSES

Widest wide angle for Arri 35 from B & S optical
shop. Sharp, crisp 14.5m
F 3.5 Angenieux re¬
places larger, bulkier lenses. Arri mount $375,
Mitchell NC mount $395-

B & S Multi-Layer Sound Barney for Arri 16 Cuts
80% of Camera Noise on Location Shooting. Light¬
weight, Effective. Sold Only Through Franchised
Arriflex Dealers. $99.50.

TRACKING FINDER, CAT. 2600

Great for Sports, Aerials, Moving Targets, etc. Fits
Arri 16 for 25 & 50mm Lenses. Easily Attached and
Removed. Folds Flat. $49.50.

B & S Presents the First Hi-Hat Made Expressly for
16mm Arri Ball-Socket Tripod Head. Camera Levels
Quickly, Easily. Eliminates Wedging. $34,00.

LONGER LASTING VOLTABLOC

BATTERIES

Birns & Sawyer-designed voltabloc batteries guaranteed for
lonqer, trouble-free life. All units encased in first grade cow¬
hide have belt loop and shoulder strap. Compare!
8.4-Volt $115. 15-Volt $180

End battery woes with B & S
guaranteed, self-fused
charger for all 8-V and/or
16-V Voltablocs. $49 50.

LENSES

B & S Omnitar Lenses fit 16 and 35mm Arris in focal lengths from 125mm through 1000mm, shown
above with Mark III Omnipod cradle. Lens shown is F6.3, Catalog No. 1364, $895. See your dealer
or write for brochure. Omnitars consistently best for Resolution, Color, and Brilliance.

BALL-SOCKET HI-HAT, CAT. 1123

SOUND BARNEY, CAT. 1420

T816 BATTERY
CHARGER

New Underwater Housing Designed For Arri 16 &
35mm Cameras. Tops Change, as Base is Common.
Welded Marine Aluminum Plate 2/q " thick. With¬
stands 60-minute Test at 300' Depth. Request Bro¬
chure. $2,495.

Super-strong welded marine aluminum housing
available for camera, 400 magazine and voltabloc battery. Top interchangeable for Arri 35.
Special nose cone available for 5.7mm lens.
$2,495. Catalog 5000.

CIN-AR ADAPTER

Hi-Hat for Arri 35

Sturdy Hi-hat for mounting
Arri 35 to standard tripod.
Engineered
struts.
Base
tapped for 3/s" and
Tri¬
pods- $34.00.

Adapt your Arri lenses to
"C" mount cameras. On-Off
in seconds. See your camera
dealer. $16.50.

Birns <S Sawyer Specializes in Arri Equipment: Rentals, Sales,
Repairs, Trades, Purchases, Maintenance, and Special Design

BIRNS & SAWYER Cine Equipment
6424 SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD
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•

HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA

•

TELEPHONE: HO. 4-5166

•

CABLE: BIRNSAW

M j;
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there's an Anseoehrome® Film perfect
in color quality for every application!
Opening up the new worlds of underwater photography and high speed
motion photography amplifies the problems of low light, color balance
and reciprocity failure.
What does the Anseoehrome family offer?
Simply, this—better color under all types of exposure conditions.
For low light levels 16mm Super Anseoehrome film has wide latitude
and high speed (100), (or 200 ASA by extended processing if needed).
For top quality in release prints 16mm Anseoehrome Professional Type
242 camera film has ultra fine grain and low contrast. For direct projec¬
tion regular Anseoehrome film has all the sparkle needed for screen
quality.

Ansco

And all Anseoehrome films intercut and print beautifully on Anscochrome Duplicating Film. Ask your Ansco representative or supplier
today. Ansco, Binghamton, N. Y. A Division of General Aniline & Film
Corporation.

656

16mm
Anseoehrome
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INC.

You’re on schedule . ..
WITH THE LEADER IN LIGHTING, GRIP EQUIPMENT,
PROPS, GENERATOR TRUCKS AND TRAILERS

Send for a schedule of rental rates.

1800. 1600. 1000. 750.

GRIP EQUIPMENT

LIGHTS

GENERATOR TRUCKS 300 200AmeD C

AND TRAILERS

100. 50. 30. 20 Amp. A C
-

LARGEST SUPPLIERS OF

MOTION PICTURE, TV AND

t/.

r

INDUSTRIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT IN THE EAST

LIGHTING THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY SINCE 1921
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ERAS

BEHIND
WHAT

THE

INDUSTRY'S

OTING

LAST

MONTH

H I N S

B

NOTE: Asterisks following titles indicate television film productions.

ALLIED ARTISTS

JERRY FAIRBANKS STUDIOS

Joseph Biroc, ASC, “Confessions of an
Opium Eater” with Vincent Price and Linda
Ho. Albert Zugsmith, director.

Ray Foster, ASC, Commercials*.
FOX WESTERN AVENUE

James Van Trees, ASC, “Dobbie Gillis”*.
CASCADE PICTURES

Robert Hauser, “Bus Stop”*

Henry Sharp, ASC, Commercials*.

Richard Rawlings, “Margie”*

Elwood Bredell, ASC, Commercials*.

FILMWAYS

Roy Seawright, Commercials*.
COLUMBIA STUDIOS

When you’re ready to print your
film, you want the finest prints
money can buy. But have you
paused long enough to consider
exactly what is needed to get
prints of matchless excellence?
Some producers are still under
the impression that any labora¬
tory with the proper equipment
can produce the best prints it is
possible to make. This is an er¬
roneous assumption. Granted
that almost every laboratory has
the necessary equipment, there
are other factors of far greater
importance.
The secret of obtaining top
quality prints lies entirely in the
character of the people who make
them. They must be master
craftsmen — men with keen
minds, imagination, skilled hands
trained by years of experience,
and hearts filled with loving care
for all the work they do.
It is because MPL has such
craftsmen—craftsmen who take
a personal pride in making prints
of the finest quality—that our
clients have remained steadfastly
with us through the years.
We give you 24 hour delivery
service anywhere in the United
States.

Send your film by AIR

today.

—

SOUND-EDITORIAL

Thomas Tutwiler, ASC, “International Golf
Show”*.

Bob Huke, “The War Lover” (Arthur Hornblow Prod.; shooting in England) with
Steve McQueen and Robert Wagner. Philip
Leacock, director.

Robert Hager, “Perry Mason”*.

Charles Welborn, “Dennis the Menace”*.

Philip Lathrop, ASC, “Experiment in
Terror” (Geoffrey-Kate prod.; shooting in
San Francisco) with Glenn Ford and Lee
Remick. Blake Edwards, producer-director.
Philip Tannura, ASC, “Shannon”*.
Gert Andersen,
Show”*.

ASC,

“Donna

Reed

Aldo Tonti, “Barabas” (Technirama 70 &
Technicolor; Dino De Laurentis Prods.;
shooting in Italy) with Anthony Quinn and
Silvano Mangano. Richard Fleischer, direc¬
tor.
Chris Challis, “The Mutineers” (C’Scope
& Color; G. W. Films, Ltd.; shooting in
Spain) with Alec Guinness and Dirk Bo¬
garde. Lewis Gilbert, director.
Giuseppe Aquart, “Conga Vivo” (Dino de
Laurentiis Prods., shooting in the Congo)
with Jean Seberg and Gabriele Ferzetti.
Giuseppe Benatti, director.

Arch Dalzell, “Mister Ed”*
Harry Wolf, “Hennessey*.

Meredith Nicholson, “The New Breed”*.
INDEPENDENT

Joe MacDonald, ASC, “Taras Bulba”
(Harold Hecht Prod, for UA release; shoot¬
ing in Salta, Argentina) with Tony Curtis
and Yul Brynner. J. Lee Thompson, direc¬
tor.
William Storz, ASC,
Show”*; Commercials*.

“Candid

Camera

Jack Hildyard, “The Road to Hong Kong”
(Melnor Prod.; UA release; shooting in
London) with Bing Crosby, Bob Hope and
Joan Collins. Norman Panama, director.
Ted McCord, ASC, “Smog” with Enrico
Maria Salerno and Annie Giradot. Franco
Rossi, director.
Sam Leavitt, ASC, “Advise and Consent”
(Otto Preminger Prod.; Columbia release;
Panavision; shooting in Washington, D.C.)
with Henry Fonda and Charles Laughton.
Otto Preminger, producer-director.
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

DESILU—Cahuengct Studios

Robert de Grasse, ASC, “Dick VanDyke
Show”*; “Danny Thomas Show”*.
Sid Hicicox,
Show”*.

ASC,

“The

Andy

Griffith

Henry Cronjager, “Joey Bishop Show”*.
DESILU—Culver City

Worth,

ASC,

“The

Real

Mc¬

DESILU—Gower Studios

William Skall, ASC, “Window on Main
Street”*.
Charles van Enger, ASC, “Lassie”*.
Ted Voightlander, “Ben Casey”*.
Robert Planck, ASC, “My Three Sons”*.
Edward Fitzgerald, ASC, “Straightaway”*.
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Robert Moreno, “Adventures of Ozzie &
Harriet”*.

GOLDWYN STUDIOS

Jack Marta, Irving Lipppman, “Route 66”*.

Lothrop
Coys”*.

The Master Craftsmanship
Your Film Deserves

GENERAL SERVICE STUDIOS

Fred Gately, ASC, “Hazel”*.

Charles Straumer, “The Untouchables”*.

781 S. Main Street
•
Memphis, Tennessee
Phone—Memphis WH 8-0456

York

Wilkie Cooper. “Jason and the Golden
Fleece” (Super Dynamation & Color; Morningside World Wide Prods.; shooting in
Italy) with Todd Armstrong and Nancy
Kovack. Don Chaffey, director.

COMPLETE LABORATORY SERVICES

MOTION PICTURE LABORATORIES,Inc.

STUDIOS—New

Morris
Hartzband,
“The
Defenders”*
(CBS) Boris Sagal and Buzz Kulich, direc¬
tors.

Aldo Tonti, “Damon and Phythias” (Color
& Wide Screen; shooting in Rome) with
Guy Williams and Don Burnette. Curtis
Bernhardt, director.
William Daniels, ASC, “How the West
Was Won” (MGM-Cinerama Prod.; Epi¬
sode 2; shooting in Colorado) with Gregory
Peck and Debbie Reynolds. Henry Hath¬
away, director.
Milton Krasner, ASC, “Two Weeks in
Another Town” (C’Scope & Color; shooting
in Rome) with Kirk Douglas and Edw. G.
Robinson. Vincente Minnelli, director.
Lucien Andriot, ASC, “National Velvet”*.
Harkness Smith, “Dr. Kildare”*.
William Spencer, “Cain’s Hundred”*.
Georce Clemens, ASC, “Twilight Zone”*
Robert
Bride”*

AMERICAN
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Another Fine Product From ACMADE

AUTOMATIC BUTT
SPLICER

These are only a few of the hundreds of items in F & B’s huge stock.

Cuts, Splices, Applies
Magic Mylar Automatically!

The first prac¬
tical, speedy
and efficient

automatic

■

the market. Now, with no
waste, it is possible to
butt-splice, or strengthen
types of film — positive,
netic—even duPont Cronar

splicer and
perforated ad¬
hesive tape
(Magic Mylar)
applicator on
fuss, mess or
splice, repair,
splices on all
negative, mag¬
or other bases.

The cutting
arm, shown in
operating po¬
sition, is used
by pressing
the chrome
button for cut¬
ting both sides
of the film si¬
multaneously. The film, of course, has
been registered on pins in the horizontal
channel. The cutting blade is easily re¬
placed when necessary.

NEW F & B MARK III
FLUID DRIVE TRIPOD
The day of the
friction head is
fast coming to
an end. More
cameramen now
use fluid drive
heads because
they meet the
demand for
smooth, contin¬
uous, easilycontrolled ac¬
tion.

\

Complete outfit for 16mm cameras,
35mm Eyemos & Arris,

The splicing
tape is regis¬
tered on pre¬
cision pins
and held in
place until au¬
tomatically applied to the
film by swing¬
ing the arm over and pressing the chromed
button. This action simultaneously cuts the
adhesive and applied it—in perfect regis¬
ter to the film.
Model 35 for 35mm, Model 16 for 16mm—*295

F & B NICKEL
CADMIUM BATTERIES

r

PRODUCT PARADE

at an amazingly
low price.

$10Q50

Iw7

• Heavy duty professional model.
• Weighs 20 pounds. Dimensions: 7"
high, 7" deep, 11" wide.

Tripod legs only...$49.50
Baby tripod legs only... 47.50
Fluid Head only....... 97.50
Leather & Vinyl case.. 12.50
Leather & Vinyl case for Baby... 11.50

• Available with Mitchell Standard,
Mitchell 16, Pro Jr., Auricon and
O’Connor “Level-head” bases.

EDITING TABLE
x. Makes
Editing
Easy!

’2975
f.o.b. New York

Operation of this simple, efficient editing
machine can be . mastered in minutes. Con¬
tinuous movement provides absolute safety
for your film. Instant controls and de¬
clutching allows up to 50% increase speed
and efficiency in editing. Any combination of
2 or 3, 16mm or 35mm channels, plus mag¬
netic and optical sound available.
WRITE FOR DETAILED BROCHURE

MUrray Hill 2-2928

1961

• Designed for use with 16 and 35mm.
cameras with a total weight up to
100 lbs.

• Camera mounting screw 3/8"-16.
• Equipped with precision bull’s eye
level.

■■■■■■I

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED BROCHURE

F & B MAGIC

AAYl AD

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

0

A New Splicing and
Repairing Technique

Please send me:
20 ft. rolls — transparent 16mm—•
single perforation (T16S) at $2.20
66 ft. rolls — transparent 16mm —
single perforation (T16S) at $6.00
20 ft. rolls — transparent 16mm —
double perforation (T16D) at $2.20
66 ft. rolls — transparent 16mm—•
double perforation (T16D) at $6.00
20 ft. rolls—transparent 35mm
(T-35) at $4.04
66 ft. rolls — transparent 35mm
(T-35) at $11.00
66 ft. rolls—white opaque—16mm—
magnetic film only (0-16) at $6.00
66 ft. rolls — white opaque — 35mm
(0-35) at $11.00
/ " splicing tape for magnetic tape
(S4) at $.57

1 4

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY KIT:
1 20' roll T16

($2.20)

1 20' roll T35

( 4.04)

F & B Film
Repair & Butt
Splice Block

EH©.

68 W. 45th St., New York 36, New York

NOVEMBER.

MODEL 100

Fluid Head. With F & B’s usual iron-clad
guarantee.

The perfect compan¬
ion for your Arriflex,
mounted in rugged
aluminum case, with
shoulder strap. In¬
destructible, high
capacity Nickel Cad¬
mium cells provide
perfect power, abso¬
lutely guaranteed
for 1 year.

CINEMATOGRAPHER.

Model C for
camera up to
20 lbs. $275.
Model 200-A
for cameras
up to 200 lbs.
$1750

• Tilt from minus 75° to plus 75°

Irmwmk
AMERICAN
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Includes Tripod, Adapter and Visco-matic

ACMADE MARK II

7v. Battery (6 cells).$85.00
lOv. Battery (8 cells).100.00
15v. Battery (12 cells).135.00
Voltmeter attach, (opt) . 20.00
Ammeter attach, (opt) . 10.00
Miniaturized Charger . 29.50
NEW—15v-7V2V Battery—can be switched
for 7V2V or 15v for both 16mm and 35mm
Arris .$155.00
With Built-In Charger . 184.50

O'CONNOR "piuid
CAMERA HEADS

Name
Address
City

(19.95)
($26.16)

LIGHTING
emplified
Street,”
by

TECHNIQUES

that

are

both

effective

and

artistic

are

ex¬

in the four scenes above from Universal-International's “Back

starring

Stanley

Susan

Cortez, ASC.

Hayward
Here

and
may

John
be

Gavin

seen

how

and

photographed

light

and

skillfully

integrated

impact.

Backgrounds,

become

effective

in

but

each
on

scene,

which

enhance

illumination

non-diverting

backdrops

its

visual

is

and

purposely

for

the

dramatic
subdued,

players.

shadow,

THE PHOTOGRAPHY OF "BACK STREET
Some imaginative techniques effectively enhance the storytelling.

By

HERB

JpiLM productions that include spectacles such as
chariot races, giant sea battles, towering sets or
casts of thousands undeniably present special chal¬
lenges to the cinematographer as well as afford him
opportunities for striking camera work.
It is rarely, however, that a film not of the ex¬
travaganza type offers this combination of challenge
and opportunity. An exception is the latest filmnization of Fannie Hurst’s durable romantic drama,

660

A.

LIGHTMAN

“Back Street,” photographed in color by Stanley
Cortez, ASC.
The story, having been filmed twice before, is a
familiar one. Updated to begin with World War II,
it is the bittersweet tale of illicit romance between
a struggling fashion designer (Susan Hayward)
and a dashing young Air Force officer (John Gavin)
who, as it turns out, is married to a drunken virago
of a wife who obstinately refuses to give him a
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divorce. The ill-starred lovers part temporarily.
Then, after the designer has climbed to the top in
the fashion field, they meet again—first in New
York and then in Rome. Unable to dignify their
love legally, they plunge into a “back street” type
of liaison which continues over a period of years
until, finally, death parts them.
On the surface it would appear that this story
would involve few technical problems and few, if
any, opportunities for creative camera work. But
producer Ross Hunter mounted this production most
lavishly, and moved his handsomely groomed play¬
ers against glamorous backgrounds and exotic
foreign locales. Therein lay the challenge as well
as the opportunity for effective photography.
“ ‘Back Street’ is not a period epic with spectacu¬
lar action or a swarm of extras,” Cortez points out.
“It is, instead, a tender love story concentrating
mainly on two people. In the photography, there¬
fore, I endeavored to create visual emotional im¬
pact. I wanted the photography to show not only
the physical facades of the characters, but what was
going on in their minds, hearts and souls. This had
to be done without obvious photographic tricks,
extreme camera angles or weird lighting.”
Cortez’s photography accomplishes this objec¬
tive with extraordinary effect, drawing the audi¬
ence intimately into the emotion of the story while
at no time making it conscious of the camera. Never¬
theless, the plot presented many photographic prob¬
lems. Much of the story action, for example, takes
place in a number of far-flung locales: Lincoln,
Nebraska; New York, Rome, Paris, the Italian
Riviera and the French countryside. The trick was
to get full value out of these picturesque locations
without sending the entire company halfway around

glaring differences in photographic quality.
In one sequence Miss Hayward is shown stroll¬
ing down Fifth Avenue in New York. John Gavin
spies her in the crowd and rushes to her side as
she pauses to look in a shop window. The camera
shooting into the window cuts to a medium shot
showing the two players reflected in it—as well as
the sidewalk crowds, traffic and buildings on the
other side of the street.
Problem of Reflection

To photograph the medium shot in the studio to
match the establishing shot filmed in New York, a
duplicate of the store front complete with plate glass
windows was erected on the studio lot. Opposite
the window was placed a huge rear-projection
process screen on which was projected a process
plate of a scene photographed on Fifth Avenue,
New York. One of the technical problems here was
to get this scene to reflect strongly enough in the
shop window to suggest realistically the reflection
of a brightly sunlit exterior. Because the image
from a single process projector was not strong
enough, the problem was solved by making three
identical prints of the same scene and projecting
them, one over the other, in exact register on the
process screen by means of a triple-head projector.
The problem was further complicated by the
necessity of getting a sharp split-focus between the
players and the process image. Since it is a law
Continued on Next Page

the world.
Location Shots Matched

To achieve this aim, second unit camera crews
photographed establishing shots in distant New
York’s Fifth Avenue, the Champs Elysees in Paris,
and in various pictorial areas of Rome. When the
principals players were to appear in these scenes,
they were played by doubles skillfully photo¬
graphed from the back or side in long shots so that
their faces would not be recognized. Segments of
these areas were later reproduced in exact detail
on the Universal-International back lot, so that
closer shots involving the actual principals could
be photographed to match. So skillfully was the
lighting and general photographic style of the sec¬
ond unit scenes duplicated here that they could be
directly intercut with the location footage without
the slightest apparent difference in photographic
mood. This technique, of course, is not new—but
any discrepancy (especially in color photography)
is usually quite evident to the practiced eye, forc¬
ing the editor to use dissolves and cutaways to hide
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LINING UP CAMERA for an over-the-shoulder shot for closing sequence
of

picture.

behind Susan

Director

of

Photography

Stanley

Cortez

stands

directly

Hayward and next to camera as it is being moved into

place for the shot.
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several hundred feet above a boulder-strewn beach
pounded by giant breakers. The locale was sup¬
posedly that of a weekend love nest somewhere on
the Italian Riviera.
The opening shot of this sequence was fraught
with technical difficulties. It begins with an inte¬
rior scene (actually filmed inside the house) and
the camera then follows a player out of the house
and onto the terrace—after which the camera con¬
tinues to pan and tilt down to a powerfully scenic
shot of the breakers crashing against the rocks
below.

SUSAN
plane

HAYWARD arrives
(out of

picture)

too late, finds airport gate closed, watches

bearing

sweetheart take off without

her.

Note

how large scrim is used here to diffuse sunlight falling on the actress.

of optics that a reflected image, in order to be sharp,
must be focused at a point twice the distance from
the subject to the reflective surface, the difficulty
involving depth-of-field was magnified in geometric
ratio. Added to this was the struggle for a deli¬
cate balance of light intensity and color tempera¬
ture between the various elements and planes of
the scene. The fact that the final scene appears ef¬
fortlessly simple, clear and completely realistic on
the screen, is evidence of the tremendous amount
of effort and skill often required to photograph a
seemingly simple scene.

The primary problem here was one of lighting.
It was necessary to balance the light of the inte¬
rior of the house in intensity and color tempera¬
ture with that of the exterior—no small feat, con¬
sidering that both areas were shown in a continuous
shot and that filming was done on a bright, sunlit
day. The daylight coming through the windows had
to be controlled and carefully goboed. At the same
time, artificial light, precisely balanced for color
temperature, had to be used to build up the general
light level and fill the shadows.
With the lighting problem solved, there remained
the challenge of executing a complicated follow
shot on the edge of a cliff with no place to lay dolly
tracks or place equipment. The grip crew built a
wooden platform, cantilevered in space, off the side
of the cliff. From this perilous vantage point the
scene was photographed.
Other locations involved trips to Monterey and
Salinas, California where local airports were dis¬
guised and photographed to duplicate those of Rome
and Paris. In the latter location, filming was held
Continued on Page 685

The Locations

Exteriors of a French farmhouse, supposedly
buried away in the countryside outside Paris, were
filmed at the Rowland V. Lee Ranch several miles
north of Hollywood. A small house already erected
on the property and fronting a picturesque lake
was expanded, re-faced with field stone and com¬
pletely revamped to suggest a typical French coun¬
try house. In order to indicate a change of seasons,
the natural fall foliage was first “dressed” with
artificial frost and snow. Then the area was re¬
planted with blooming spring foliage. Matching
interiors of this farmhouse were constructed on a
stage at the studio.
Another important location trip was made to
Carmel, a picturesque artists’ colony located on a
spectacular stretch of rugged coastline several hun¬
dred miles north of Hollywood. Here a breath¬
taking location had been selected which featured a
lovely, rock-hewn cottage perched on a rugged cliff
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HIGHLY
dolly
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els of plywood cover
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smooth
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surface
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¥ ^HEADACHES ?
Turn Mem over to

JACK A.F ROST

G0H
PRODUCTION
RENTAL NEED

Pioneer in Complete
Production Rental

• LIGHTING —

Service /

ARCS ,
INCANDESCENT

• MOBILE
GENERATORS
• TRANSFORMERS
•CAMERAS
CRANES
DOLLIES
• CAMERA CARS
• TECHNICAL
CONSULTANTS
•COLORTRAN
EQUIPMENT
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Choose from one of the nat ons larqest Inventories.. .
3enefit from Fasterdeliverq
via Frosts company Fleet or
trucks... and count on the de¬
pendability of Fronts top tech¬
nicians who qive you complete
coordinated Service from start
to finish.
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Helivision—A System
By

THIS

IS

mounted.

HELIVISION—minus
Seat

for camera

the

helicopter

operator

swivels

in

which

in

the

it

is

sturdy

JOE

HENRY

customarily
metal

base.

The gantry supports the gyro stabilizer and the mount for the camera.
Designed

to

cameras, one

accommodate
shown

here

a

wide

range

of

is a Cameflex with

Quring the course

both

16mm

and

motor-driven zoom

35mm
lens.

of photographing his memor¬

able, prize-winning color film, ‘"The Red Bal¬
loon,” Albert Lamorisse encountered a problem
which at the time appeared insoluble. The shooting
script specified that the child starring in the film be
carried away by the massed balloons, seen in the
closing scenes of the picture, soar over France and
land in Africa. Obviously, this called for a means
of following the slowly soaring balloons in flight
with the camera. Despite the technical resources
available, Lamorisse was obliged to dispense with
this sequence in the film.
Following the completion of “The Red Balloon,”
he spent the next two years in research and fruitless
trials and experiments in an effort to perfect a
means of vibrationless aerial photography that
would enable the camera to travel—or appear to
have traveled—at a leisurely pace comparable to
that of a balloon instead of the rapid linear rate of
conventional aircraft. For Lamorisse now had an¬
other him story about a balloon he wished to pro¬
duce.
He took his problem to Mr. Vivie, General Secre¬
tary of the Supreme Technical Committee for the
Cinema, in Paris, who put him in touch with a
French engineer, Mr. Fieux, a leading specialist in
marine gyroscopes. Within a very short time, Fieux
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THE

HELIVISION

The

camera

itself

system
is

mounted

cushioned

in

from

unique gyro stabilizer incorporated

a

French

the

Alouette

craft's

natural

in the camera

II

helicopter.

vibration

by

mount.

solved the problem, and at the same time had devel¬
oped and patented an anti-vibratory system called
Helivision.
Equipped now with a unique “flying camera,”
Lamorisse completed the photography of “Le Voy¬
age En Balloon” (The Trip In A Balloon) and, for
probably the first time anywhere, photographed
aerial scenes from angles that never before had been
seen on the screen: the flight of storks, the hunt, sail¬
ing ships, the flight of pink flamingoes—which are
highlights of his film. Even scenes and subjects
which most people consider familiar if not common¬
place are presented in new and interesting aspects,
thanks to the Helivision photographic system—
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Of Aerial Photography With Zoom Effects
French cinema engineers have developed unique method for
photographing spectacular action shots from the air with a gyrostabilized camera mounted in a helicopter.

Ultimately, engineers working on the problem
succeeded in perfecting the system that is used at
present, which enables a cameraman to make aerial
shots from a helicopter with a camera fitted with a
vari-focal lens. Helivision thus became not only an
ideal method for filming aerial shots, but also pro¬
vides a sort of aerial camera crane for making trav¬
eling shots free of all constraints, and a scope of
picture format ranging from closeups to immense

scenes such as the Chateau de Chenonceaux, the
Alps, Eiffel Tower, etc.
Despite the enthusiasm which greeted his aerial
sequences for “The Trip In A Balloon” in the early
stages of the film’s production, Lamorisse wished to
extend the scope of Helivision so that he could film
his characters in closeups during flights of the heli¬
copter, in which the camera and Helivision equip¬
ment were mounted. But the downdraft from the
helicopter, when operating close to the ground or
a water surface, made the filming of satisfactory
closeups impossible. Lamorisse tried using telephoto
lenses for shooting closeups from the air, but the
craft’s vibration became an unsurmountable prob¬
lem. This led to further research and experiments.

background views.
Basis of the Helivision system is the equipment
pictured at the top of opposite page. It consists of a
solid steel base on which is mounted a swiveling seat
for the camera operator, complete with quick-release
parachute type harness, and an upright or gantry
that supports the camera mounting and the gyro
stabilizer, which may be considered the key com¬
ponent of the system. This complete unit is set up
in a helicopter, as shown in the photo, and the craft
becomes an integral unit of the system, providing
as it does both the transport for the camera and a
means of augmenting the zoom effects of the vari¬
focal lens.
Continued
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Everywhere
in the world...
because
it’s on film!
“You can’t beat a good movie !” That’s
what people say the world over. And
they ought to know—because millions
have, and want, no other entertainment.
King, slave, pirate, cowboy, dance-hall
girl—whatever the role—we live it, love
it, or hate it, along with millions of
others who see the film.
Sheer illusion, of course. But how
broad it is and how deeply it penetrates
—that’s the secret of audience response
. . . the reason why good production is
such a vital responsibility . . . the reason
why the Eastman Technical Service for
Motion Picture Film is constantly on
the alert helping the industry solve
questions of production, processing, and
projection.
Branches at strategic centers. Inquir-j
ies invited.

Motion Picture Film Department

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester 4, N.Y.
East Coast Division
342 Madison Avenue
New York 1 7, N.Y.

Midwest Division
130 East Randolph Drive
Chicago 1, III.
West Coast Division
6706 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 38, Calif.

For the purchase of film,

W. J. German, Inc.
Agents for the sale and distribution of
Eastman Professional Motion Picture Films,
Fort Lee, N.J., Chicago, III., Hollywood, Calif.
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IT PAYS
TO MODIFY
A battery pack with power reserve,
plus modification of the Bolex motor
FIG.
tains

1—Small instrument panel, attached to rear of camera motor con¬
dual-control

switch 3

for motor and recorder plus voltage regu¬

mount, fader, and cable release

lator 2 for battery power. Jack receptacle for recorder power cable is

terminal, gave us a more servicable

at 1; the voltmeter at 4.

camera for field use.

By

L.

W.

GREENBLATT

Cor/on Films, St. Louis, Mo.

^hen

I(r^
FIG.

2—U-Shaped

shaft. Screw

head

component 5
6 is drilled

enables

fader

and tapped

control

to accept

to clear

motor

motor mounting

screw. Length of drive shaft 7 is increased %"■ Original zoom lens lever
8

is replaced by shorter lever 9 when camera is used with zoom lens

on stand.

10 is modified cable release terminal.

FIG. 3—Three-quarter front view of author’s Bolex 16mm camera, show¬
ing zoom lens with shortened lever, and motor mounted simultaneously
with the Rex-O-Fader. Also shown is partial rear view of control panel

photographing

documen¬

taries, or educational films, it frequently is
necessary to make shots of greater length than is
permitted by the spring-motor-driven Bolex 16mm
camera, which we use. To remedy this situation, we
recently added a DC motor to drive the camera in
areas where 110-volt 60-cycle current is unavailable.
When photographing in foreign lands, we trim
our production costs by shooting as much salable
footage as possible on which we can amortize travel¬
ing expenses. At first this posed a problem because
the batteries required to drive the camera motor
were often unavailable in foreign countries, making
it necessary to carry with us ample replacements.
Normally, in the course of shooting with a battery
pack, the voltage gradually drops, slowing the cam¬
era below the required 24 fps speed. This, of course,
we found intolerable because much of our footage is
shot with sound recorded simultaneously on tape,
and it is essential that both camera and recorder
speeds be maintained at the normal level to facili¬
tate later synchronization of film and tape.
Today, whenever we travel to some remote region
to shoot a large quantity of film, it is not practical
to carry along a great number of replacement bat¬
teries. Our alternative is to use five or six batteries in
series which provides a maximum of 30 to 36 volts
output. This is reduced by means of a voltage regu¬
lating rheostat to 24 volts (which drives the camera
at 24 fps) and permits us to shoot 8,000 to 10,000
feet of film and still have full 24 volts of power for
Continued on Page 682

attached directly to rear of motor.
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travelogues,
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You’d know it blindfolded — that

JUNIOR
FLUID HEAD

tC

OV' «% 9 s ^ f

$ f y/' j , y gSgy

*

s-s

■»* _

JjJ"

'

is the undisputed
performance champ
It’s smoother, more rugged, better
Simplified
geared camera
attaching knob

engineered, guaranteed leak-proof
and locks without “diving”

two piece pan
handle with infinite
adjustment

Positive tilt
lock
£)ur engineers were not concerned with building
a “popular” model at a price. Their objective — to
design a Fluid Head that cameramen dream about.

Adjustable
tension on tilt

Ceco’s new Pro Junior Fluid Head is the
Pan tension
and lock
lever

acknowledged master. Its worth is being proved every
day — in studios and on location, in tropical
climates and in the frozen North.
You'll find yourself getting smoother pan and
tilt shots, with smooth-as-silk maneuverability when
you use the incomparable Ceco Fluid Head. Works
under any conditions with complete versatility.

If a Model T and a Caddy cost the same—is
there any doubt which you’d buy—in this case,
CECO’S PRO JUNIOR FLUID HEAD!
Your professional status entitles you to the best.
Come in. See it, try it and judge for
yourself if we’ve overstated the facts. Can
you make it today?
*CECO—Trademark of
Camera Equipment CO

ONLY CECO’S FLUID HEAD HAS THESE EXCLUSIVE FEATURES
Silicone Molecular fluid is in one
horizontal chamber.
disc

keeps

the

A rotating

fluid

equally

distributed on the internal bear¬

3. Fits
pods

all

without

The

Professional Junior Tri¬

(Baby,

Hi-Hat or

the

use

of

regular)

Powerful,

positive

con¬

trol keeps the camera in a fixed

&

simplifies

camera

tie-down

C.

is

35mm, Bell & Howell

Eyemo

attaching

to the head.

of

16mm, Auricon

camera

No tools required.

5. Two-place pan

azine and motor drives), Maurer

knob

handle with

7.

Conversion, Cine-Kodak Special

ers

and the Bolex Cameras.

are

itty-bitty

substantial — not
screw

gimmicks

the
that

fail when you breathe on them.

finite angle adjustment.

ZUCKCR

20° below zero to 120° F.

Forward tilt: 90°. Backward tilt: 50°. Total weight: 8 % lbs.

(Jflm€RR Couipmsirr (o.jnc.

Additional mechanical drag can be imposed on both
pan & tilt by convenient lever locks.
All shafts run on bronze bearings, and shoulder on hardened
steel washers, eliminating freeze-ups.

Dept. A 315 West 43rd St„ New York 36, N.Y.

Cine-Voice and

Pan and tilt tension control lev¬

Operating temperature range:
FRANK

which

and Filmo (with or without mag¬

position indefinitely, eliminating
the hazard of the camera "div¬
ing'’ when unattended.

head

adapters.

4. Geared
locking

fluid

ideal for use with Arriflex 16mm

special

ing surface during both panning
and tilt operations.

oply

•

JUdson 6-1420

BRUTES,

powerful

arc

lamps

picture set lighting, are
Rocketdyne's

Propulsion

such

as

employed

in

Hollywood

motion

used to light up rocket engine test stand
Field

Laboratory

for

motion

picture

at

coverage

Making Films With A Purpose At . . .

ROCKETDYIME
By

670

DARRIN

SCOT

of

night installation

operations of company’s top-rated

rocket engine.

Other lighting units are mounted on the stand to concentrate illumina¬
tion on

specific areas.

i4THE INDUSTRIAL cinematographer, particularly in
the missiles industry, is a very special ‘breed’.
Even though he uses the same mechanical tools—
lights, cameras, and film—used in theatrical film
production, he is nevertheless as different from the
major studio cinematographer as a heart specialist is
from a bone surgeon. Moreover, since the respective
backgrounds of these cinematographers and their
training and professional aims are so different, the
two are not necessarily interchangeable.
“The industrial cinematographer makes films to
impress or inform a highly specialized group of
‘target’ audiences—each with its own exacting re¬
quirements. Thus he may pour unstinting time and
effort into a film designed to be seen by only four or
five key people.
“Whereas, on the Hollywood sound stage the
camera is ‘king’ and everything else is slanted to¬
ward it, on the industrial scene the particular engi¬
neering operation under study is king and the cam¬
era must somehow find its way into the scene with-
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out interfering with progress of the operation. Be¬
cause of this, the industrial cinematographer must
develop a quick, sure eye; the ability to think
accurately on his feet, to evaluate a situation instant¬
ly and at the same time have his camera ready to
shoot. His mechanical techniques must have long
since become second nature, so that he will get the
shot the first time— because, in most cases, a second
‘take’ will not be possible.”
These are the views of Gerard Schaefer, Super¬
visor of the Documentary Motion Picture Unit of
the Rocketdyne division of North American Avia¬
tion, Inc. This same philosophy is reflected in the
streamlined efficiency of the unit and the impres¬
sive record of its achievements during the six years
of its existence.
Its primary function is to furnish contractual
motion picture reports under the company’s rocket
engine development programs. Its secondary func¬
tion involves the production of motion pictures for
personnel recruiting, public relations, proposal,
briefing and promotional purposes. It has supported
with technical and documentary film every major
Rocketdyne contract, including those for the Navaho,
Atlas, Thor, Nomad, Jupiter, Redstone, S-l, E-l,
F-l, H-l, J-l, Aircraft Superperformance and other
special research programs.

and eventually fitted together. The motion picture is
unique in its ability to communicate the reports of
such progress quickly, clearly and on many levels.
Versatile Personnel

In the Rocketdyne film unit, all elements of pro¬
duction (human and otherwise) are utilized to
fullest capacity by doubling or tripling in brass.
For example, since it was found that it is impractical
to divorce the procedures of writing, directing and
producing, one from another, Rocketdyne’s pro¬
ducer-writer-director has emerged a multi-faceted
technician who is actually the hub of the wheel on
specific film projects. The co-ordination of the proj¬
ect is his responsibility and he performs a staff
function to that specific Program office. Thoroughly
familiarized with the program from its inception,
he monitors each phase of development with the eye
of a technically oriented news reporter. Tests, events,
milestones, and special developments must be photo¬
graphed as they occur—and he will often have
several camera crews shooting on several projects at
Continued on Page 687

Progress Reports on Film

Underlying the activities of the unit is the realiza¬
tion that in an urgent program such as missile de¬
velopment, rapid, concise and accurate communica¬
tion between far-flung operating personnel is ab¬
solutely essential. The industry operates on the
principle of “concurrency”—that is, instead of one
component being completed before the next is
started, all components are developed simutaneously

SCOPE OF ROCKETDYNE’S film unit operations is exemplified in photos
on

this page. At left, cameraman

series

of

shots

house—nerve

from

helicopter.

center of

rocket

Jim

Berry prepares to take off for

Above:

engine

Filming

testing

scene

activities.

inside
Below:

block¬
Some

Rocketdyne productions require use of stage space in Hollywood rental
studios with
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their

unlimited

professional

equipment.
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PRODUCTION
London,

on

CREW

location

of

Stewart

filming

a

Films,

miniature

shot for “Vixen Attack," a technical train¬
ing

film.

span
will

Model

is
be

aircraft

with

3-ft.

suspended

from

blown

electrically.

up

crane

wing¬

where

it

Prepared

to shoot this brief action is a Vinten high¬
speed camera which will film the explosion
at 250 fps, using a

12-inch lens.

How a simple, two-dimensional model solved the
problem of producing realistic scenes of aircraft
exploding in mid-air for a British
PREPARING

Technical Training Film

sists

of

and

metal

JOHN

R.

F.

STEWART,

FRPS,

MBKS

All photos reproduced by permission of the British Admiralty.

an

attached
a

By

the

aircraft

miniature

for the

ex¬

plosion scene. The two-dimensional model con¬
and

at

single

accurate
the

wire

silhouette

having
rear.
from

an

made of wood

explosive

Although
the

crane,

charge

suspended
two

by

smaller,

nearly-invisible wires extending downward from
either wingtip keep the model steady and also
serve

to

carry

the

electric

current

to

fire

the

explosive.

r|^HE twin-seater Sea Vixen is
one of the British Navy’s most
important carrier-borne aircraft.
Its radar and armament can locate
and destroy the enemy in all
weathers and at great distances.
Stewart Films, recently commis¬
sioned by the British Admiralty
to produce a technical training
film on the Sea Vixen weapon
system, met all the usual difficul¬
ties. Shot on 35mm, there was
scarcely room in the aircraft
cockpit for the camera, let alone
an operator. One shot was only

672

possible by filming with the cam¬
era upside down.
One problem, however, seemed
greater than all the others. The
main armament of the Sea Vixen
is the Firestreak, a missile which
homes on to its target with deadly
accuracy. Dramatically it was es¬
sential that our film should show
the successful result of a Firestreak attack. But to destroy a real
aircraft was not really possible
on a training film budget. And the
only library material available
showed planes which were obso¬

lete long before Firestreak was
invented.
Obviously

a

miniature

model

was the answer, yet even in high
budget feature films, model shots
are often only too obvious.
Two factors helped us. First the
model need only be seen for a
fraction of a second before it
blew up. Second, only a two-di¬
mensional model would be re¬
quired. If such a silhouette were
attached to an explosive charge,
suspended in the open against a
genuine sky background/and then
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filmed at high speed, using a tele¬
photo lens, the result should be
convincing.
Six models were made in the
airfield workshops, three of wood
and three of metal, and tests car¬
ried out at camera speeds ranging
from 100 to 250 frames per sec¬
ond, using a Vinten high-speed
camera.
To get the smoke from the ex¬
plosion to blow towards the cam¬
era, a piston engine aircraft was
stationed on the ground on the op¬
posite side of the model from the
camera to create a breeze. When
we actually did the shot, however,
there was a strong wind blowing
Continued on Page 690

CAMERAS • LIGHTS
ACCESSORIES

RENTAL
EQUIPMENT
IS MORE
RELIABLE!

ANNOUNCING
THE OPENING OF
F & B’s NEWLY EXPANDED

RENTAL & SERVICE DEPT.
IN OUR NEW BUILDING AT

304 WEST 54TH STREET
John Babb
Vice President
Dom Notto ..Chief Engineer
Hy Roth .Rental Dept.
George Berrios, Herman Paikoff ..Camera Dept.
John Murray .
Lighting & Grip Dept.
Bill Egri .
Machine Shop
Bob Montalvo
Moviola Dept.
Bernie Zuch.
Audio Dept.
... FOR BETTER SERVICE

CALL MU 2-2928

CAMERAS:
Mitchell — BNC, NC, Hi-Speed,
16mm.
Arriflex — 35mm & 16mm, with
blimps.
Auricons, etc.
LIGHTS:
Arcs, Inkies, Spots, Cones. Gen¬
erators, cables & grip equipt.
Accessories.
ACCESSORIES:
Zoom Lenses, Crab Dollies, Mike
Booms, Motors, etc.
EDITING:
Moviolas, Hot Splicers, Synchro¬
nizers, Sound Readers, etc.
Everyth ng for

PICTORIAL
graphed

RESULT

at 250 fps

of

the

explosion

is shown

in above

Product on

photo¬
series

of frame enlargements.
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STUDIO

SET

which

accurately

duplicates

actual mine location. Here the better qual¬
ity lighting afforded by studio equipment
is

evident,

as

Director

Bob

O'Donnell

gives instructions to cast, and Cinematog¬
rapher Tom Spalding (far left) prepares
camera for filming scene for Gospel Films'
"Dark Valley.”

Jt was with genuine satisfaction

that we viewed the excellent re¬
sults obtained in photographing
the coal mining scenes for “Dark
Valley.” We were apprehensive at
first, not knowing how much the
dark walls of the mine would ab¬
sorb the lighting.
Shoot a color film in a coal
mine?!! This was my initial reac¬
tion when the project was pre¬
sented to me by Gospel Films’
writer-director Bob O’Donnell. It
certainly was an off-beat assign¬
ment. It was the lighting that

LIGHTING FOR
PHOTOGRAPHY
IN A COAL MINE
Working at 150 foot-candles, with the lens set at
T4 and the camera shutter at 235 degrees, excellent
negative quality was obtained in the deep under¬
ground location where important action scenes were shot
for Gospel Films’ “Dark Valley.”

By

TOM

SPALDING

Director of Photography, Gospel Films, Inc.
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loomed as the chief bugaboo.
Thus it was that we began one
of the most interesting and at the
same time difficult assignments I
had ever undertaken. After the
script was completed, O’Donnell
and I travelled to the Ingle Coal
Company mine, in Evansville, In¬
diana, where we were scheduled
to shoot all location scenes. We
looked over the premises and sized
up the problems it presented.
Our first trip into the mine con¬
firmed our expectations that pho¬
tographing here would present
many challenges. The average ceil¬
ing height, for example, was ap¬
proximately 5 feet 8 inches, and
this indicated that all lighting
would have to be from the floor.
We noted that the shaft where the
mine car rails were laid was
lighted with bare mazda lamps
placed at fifty-foot intervals and
fed from DC power lines. A for¬
tunate discovery was the series of
side shafts extending from the
main shaft in which we could con¬
ceal lighting units to project illu¬
mination into the main shaft.
There was an additional advantage
to this, also. By lighting the shaft
at intervals along its depth, the
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various planes of illumination
would improve the composition
pictorially and increase the illu¬
sion of depth.
Our mode of travel for this tour
of inspection was a Jeep-type mine
car, which zoomed along the rails
at incredible speed. Inspecting the
side shafts, we found no power
lines there, and that miners work¬
ed there solely by the light of their
head lamps. As most of the dialog
scenes in our script were sched¬
uled to be shot in one of these side
shafts, it became apparent that the
most realistic illumination for our
photography would be low key, in
keeping with the natural darkness,
with only small blobs of light here
and there from the miners’ head¬
lamps.
A quick size-up of the situation
presented these facts: The low
ceiling not only posed lighting
problems but would interfere in
the handling of our camera and
lighting equipment. Although there
was constantly circulating air in
the mine, it was loaded with fine
coal dust which could damage our
cameras. Because our filming
could not interfere with mining
operations, we were obliged to
find a means of living with the
noise and dust conditions. Then
there was the danger that the blast¬
ing, which occurred several limes

a day, might damage our micro¬
phone unless properly protected.
The danger from rock falls was
constant, and while we could put
hard hats on our crew, it would be
difficult to provide similar protec¬
tion for our cameras and equip¬
ment. And finally there was the
psychological factor of claustro¬
phobia—the confined area of the
mine could be a very depressing
spot for those not used to it, and
there would be necessity for some
psychological adjustment for those
of us working on this assignment.
It was decided that to facilitate
the easiest method of production,
we would shoot all background
scenes and silent montage shots on
this location and do our large dia¬
logue scenes in the studio. For
sequences in the studio, we would
require a set reproducing in de¬
tail and size a section of the mine
shaft. We made the necessary stills
in the mine and recorded the di¬
mensions of the area, and from
these our studio crew later con¬
structed the replica set.
We next checked the available
power source in the mine and
found that most of it was direct
current—necessary for operating

the mine machinery. However,
there was also a 4,400-volt line of
AC current available. With the aid
of transformers, we could obtain
220-volt, 60-cycle current for
lighting requirements, enabling us
to utilize our normal studio light¬
ing equipment, including ColorTrans.
To provide a clean, dust-free
facility for our sound recording
and mixing equipment and for in¬
specting and re-loading our cam¬
eras, a booth with one window and
a door was constructed of ply¬
wood and moved to the mine in¬
terior. Inside were removable cabi¬
nets and shelves to hold the sound
gear and miscellaneous photo¬
graphic equipment. Although we
cleaned and re-loaded the film
magazines in our nearby motel
each night, it frequently was neces¬
sary to do additional loading in
the mine, for which the booth
served admirably.
We arrived at the mine location
on a Wednesday evening, set up
the equipment on Thursday and
Friday, and began shooting the
following Monday morning. Our
crew was small by Hollywood stuContinued on Page 690

THE VERY PROFESSIONAL lighting which characterizes “Dark Valley" is exemplified
in these photos. At left, emotion of a dramatic underground

struggle is empha¬

sized by use of strong "kickers" in low key. To point up the depth of the mineshaft in
coming

scene above, the ighting was arranged
from

strong

lamp

units

placed

in

in

small

planes, with the illumination
side

shafts

branching

off

at

either side.
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The Case For The Inventor Of Motion Pictures
Despite the claims of disputants, incontrovertible records show that Thomas
Alva Edison, aided by a large staff of technical assistants, developed the
#

first practical motion pictures.
By

CHARLES

G.

CLARKE,

ASC

their man did it, too! I do not pro¬
pose to go into that discussion

HThe perrenial claims to the in¬

vention of motion pictures go

at his laboratory in West Orange,
New Jersey, had many experi¬
ments constantly in progress of

on unabated year after year. As
many experimenters in various na¬
tions, around the
turn of the cen¬
tury, had worked
to develop toys
and machines to
demonstrate
the
persistence - of vision principle,
it is natural for
reasons of pride
CHAS. a. CLARKE, ASC
that nationals in
each country have claimed their
countryman was the true inventor
of movies. Thus many Britons
credit their Friese-Greene with the
invention; the French, their Mar-

here, for the various claims are
presented in several books and
journals; so it is a case of weigh¬
ing the evidence and making a
choice according to the scales you
However, a new angle is cur¬
rently going the rounds. Some
writings have recently been pub¬
lished which purport to show that
Thomas A. Edison had nothing to
do with the motion picture, but
rather that one of his employees
did all the work and Edison stole
all the credit! Fortunately, sworn
testimony is extant that furnishes
ample evidence that all this is
nothing more than a bald-faced at¬

never tried to hide this fact, and
published a picture of his staff
in 1894, herewith reproduced

ey; and the Germans have put
forth evidence that Oscar Messter

tempt to be controversial and to
discredit and confuse.

is

As has been generally known
for the past seventy years, Edison,

ists to try to find out what was
going on inside his laboratory by
approaching his employees. The
rewards they offered were so
tempting that it is surprising there
were not more defections than
there were.

to

be

considered.

And,

choose to use.

of

course, the Russians are claiming

development. He had built up a
staff of employees who were
skilled mechanics, electrical ex¬
perts and chemists who worked
singly or together on them. He

from Dickson’s “Life of Thomas
A. Edison.” These men carried out
Edison’s instructions toward the
perfection of the experiments cur¬
rently in work. Often several men
worked on a given project such as
the motion picture experiments.
Edison’s reputation as a creative
inventor caused outside opportun¬

When in 1887, as Edison stat¬
ed, “the idea occurred to me to de¬
vise an instrument to do for the
eye what the phonograph does for
the ear,” clearly photography was

THOMAS

A.

row,

from

in

5th

“Life

and

EDISON
left.

Inventions

London in 1894.
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and

his

Others are
of

Orange

Laboratory

identified

Thomas

Alva

in the

staff

(about

1894).

photo tracing at right.

Edison,"

by

W.K.L.

and

Edison

is

seated

in

front

Photo was first published

Antonia

Dickson,

published

in
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indicated. In 1881 he had hired
William Kennedy Lauri Dickson,
a bright, well-educated youth.
Dickson was first employed in the
electrical testing plant in New
York city, but in 1886 he was
called over to the Edison labora¬
tory in West Orange. Meantime,
Dickson acquired some experience
in photography, so in 1887 he was
assigned to follow through with
experiments on the kinetograph, as
the movie camera was then known.
After many trials with trans¬
parent cylinder sound-picture ma¬

3(i0

chines,
horizontal
transport-offilm machines, and 16mm film
machines, the laboratory finally
perfected a vertical pull-down film
mechanism which, for the first
time anywhere, made motion pic¬
tures a successful reality. For this
machine, rolls of 70mm Kodak
camera film were slit to provide
film 35mm in width, which to this
day is the world’s standard. Dur¬
ing four years of on-again/offagain experiments on the kineto¬
graph, several of the men in the
shop were delegated at various

Complainant's Exhibits.

times to build and construct spe¬
cial parts for the machines, under
the instructions of Edison.
When the machine was ready
for public demonstration at the
laboratory, the press was invited
to

see

the

newest wonder,

Dickson and his sister became the
authorized authors on the subject.
In June, 1894, Century Magazine
published their story of the inven¬
tion, which 1 republished in 1939
in book form. In early 1895, a
Contiiued on Next Page

Complainant’s Exhibits.
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Complainant's Exhibit Work on
scope

Experiment

from

Kinete-

February

1,

1889, to February 1, 1890.

1438

1439

1440

Put.Milker J. G. East week ending Feb. 7. 1 889 154 hrs. 80
4.65
Blk. Smith jR. Hepworth
“
"
Feb.14,
5
"
35
1.75
Blk. Smith Geo. Gilmore
•'
0
“
20
1.00
Helper
Machinist R. Grabicksky >“
Feb.21,
"
30
4.20
“ 14
jS. Wheelwright “
Feb. 28,
20
"
274 5.50
‘‘ 14
iJuliusHarburger"
"
264 3.73
|R. Grabicksky “
" ,43
"
40 12.90
S. Wheelwright “
Mar. 7,
30
"
274 8.25
Henry Riebe
“
38
"
30 11.40
44
R. Grabicksky “
2* "
30
.75
E. Neubert
“
" ]49
"
264113.06
44
Leon Morlet
“
5
"
30
1.50
44
Put. Maker A. Luilecke
“
2
“
164
.33
44
Machinist E. Neubert
“
Mar. 14,
49
“
264 13.07
44
E. Neubert
“
Mar.21,
264 13.74
5H “
E. Neubert
“
Mar.28, 4 4 57 J “
204 15.33
44
E. Neubert
“
Apr. 4,
60
“
26i| 16.00
44
E. Neubert
“
Apr.11,
264 13.33
50
"
44
E. Neubert
“
Apr.18,
38
“
264 10.14
4 4
E. Neubert
“
May 9,
154 “
264 4.13
E. Neubert
“
May 10, 4 4 60
"
964 16.00
E. Neubert
“
May 23,
60
"
264 16.00
44
Blk. Smith R. Hepworth
“
1
“
35
.35
44
Blk. Smith Geo. Gilmore
“
20
1
“
.20
Helper
44
Machinist |E. Neubert
“
May 30,
60
"
2«f 16.00
%t
44
:F. Ott
June 27,
45
"
414 18.75
Expermtr. I W.K.L. Dickson"
3 days 5.00 15 00
4 4
jC. A. Brown
3 "
2.50 7.50
4•
Machinist F. Ott,
“
July 4,
54 hrs. 414 22.50
44
Henry Riebe
"
15,1 “
30
4.55
44
Expermtr. W.K.L. Dickson"
Week
30.00
44
C. A. Brown
"
“
15.00
( i
4 4
Carpenter I. Fri9khorn
“
A hr. 274
.14
44
Machinist F. Ott
July 11,
5 hrs. 414 2.08
44
Henry Riebe
“
30 16.32
54 A "
t
44
Pat. Maker .1. S. Birney
"
54 "
35
1.93
(i
44
Carpenter I. Friskhorn
“
4
“
274 2 06
4*
Machinist F. Ott
July 18.
71
“
413 29.58
44
Expermtr. W.K.L. Dickson"
Week
30.00
44
4
4
C. A. Brown
"
15.00
(i
44
Pat.Maker A. Luilecke
“
4 hrs. 164
.67
44
Machinist F. Ott
"
J uly 25,
72
"
414 30.00
4 4
Expermtr. W.K.L.Dickson"
Week
30.00
i i
4 4
C. A. Brown
“
15.00
4
4
Pat.Maker A. Luilecke
“
1 hr.
17
.17
it
4
4
Carpenter I. Friskhorn
“
17 hrs. 274 4.07
Machinist F. Ott
Aug. 1, 4 4 72
“
414 30.00
44
E. Lauste
164 "
25
4.12
4 4
Expermtr. W.K.L. Dickson"
Week
30.00
(t
44
C. A. Brown
“
14
15.00
4 4
Machinist W. Westring
“
Aug. 8,
23 hrs. 30
7.13

ainst American Mutoze

of

his

laboratory

staff and the hourly rate of pay of each member. These records show,
as

author
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Machinist F. Ott
week ending Aug. 8,1889 17 hrs.
Expermtr. W.K.L.Dickson"
/"
“
" 4 Week
C. A. Biown
"
"
"
"
Week
“
"
"
*•
Carpenter S. Allen
74 hrs.
117
Machinist W. Westring
"
*•
Aug.15, " 1 1 1 2 it
F. Ott
.
9
“
Expermtr W.K.L.Dickson"
"
“
“
Week
"
C. A. Brown
"
44
Machinist F. Ott
“
"
Aug.22, "
5 hrs.
»4
44
Expermtr. W.K.L.Dickson"
"
Week
44
(4
C. A. Brown
"
“
44
4t
44
Carpenter S. Allen
“
“
14 hrs.
Expermtr. W.K.L.Dickson"
"
Aug.29, “ 4 Week
Pat.Maker II. Leonard
“
"
3 hrs.
Machinist S. Wheelwright “
"
Sept. 5, “ 42 "
"
R. Grabicksky "
"
15 “
Expermtr W.K.L.Dickson"
Week
••
W.K.L.Dickson"
“
Sept. 12,
4 Week
Machinist H. Niekan
“
"
Sept.19,
20 hrs.
Expermtr. W.K L.Dickson"
“
1? days
C. A. Brown
"
"
4 Week
Machinist H. Niekan
“
"
Sept.26,
14 hrs.
Expermtr. W.K.L.Dickson"
"
Week
44
••
C. A. Brown
“
"
Machinist W. Westring
“
“
Oct. 3,
33S hrs.
F. Ott
8* "
"
II. Kavser
“
“
311 “
4 «
Expermtr. W.K.L.Dickson"
"
Week
(l
"
C. A. Brown
“
"
Machinist W. Wcstriug
"
“
Oct. 10,
8 hrs.
F. Ott
3U “
••
H. Kavser
“
"
194 "
Expermtr. W.K L.Dickson"
"
Week
44
C. A. Brown
"
"
Blk. Smith R. Hepworth
“
“
2 hrs.
Blk. Smith Geo. Gilmore
"
“
2
“
I Ielper
Oct.24,
Machinist II. Wolke
“
"
24 “
II. Wolke
Oct.31,
24 "
7} “
Pat.Maker H. Leonard
"
"
"
R. Aruot
“
“
174 “
Nov. 7,
Machinist H. Niekan
104 "
H. Wolke
52
“
H. Wolke
Nov. 14,
60
“
"
H. Kavser
"
“
Nov.21,
304 "
"
H. Wolke
“
“
60
“
••
H. Kayser
“
“
Nov. 28,
1
“
44
H. Wolke
53S "
H. Wolke
Dec. 5,
60
“
H. Wolke
Dec.12,
60
"
60
"
H. Wolke
Dec. 19,
Dec.26,
491 "
H. Wolke
Jan. 2,1890 164 “
H. Wolke
4 Week
Expermtr. W.K.L.Dickson"
"
"
C. A. Brown
"
"
4
“
Jan. 9,
Machinist Henry Riehe
"
“
304 hrs.
64 "
"
Tlios. Thrige
"
"
194 "
"
R Spengler
“
“
8
“
Carpenter Sami. Allen
"
“
Jan. 16,
Machinist R. Spengler
“
"
64 “
4 Week
Expermtr. W.K.L.Dickson"
“

A. Edison "had many experime

41$
274
30
41$

41$

274
30
274
30
. ..
26$

264

30
41$
35

30
41$
35

35
20
35
35
30
30
264
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
&5

7.08
15.00
15.00
2.07
3.47
3.75
30.00
15.00
2.08
30.00
15.00
.41
15.00
.90
11.55
4.50
30.00
10.00
5.34
8.75
7.50
.40
30.00
15.00
10.15
3.40
10.91
30.00
15.00
2.40
13.12
6.77
30.00
15.00
.70
.40

.75
.88
2.18
5.15
2.75
18.20
21.00
10.67
21.00
.35
18.84
21.00
21.00
21.00
17.44
5.66
15.00
8.50
30
9.15
264 1.65
25
4.79
274 2.20
25
1.54
10.00

1442
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had built

up a staff of employees who v»
and chemists who worked singly or together on them."

article, that Thomas
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pany the kinetoscope viewing ma¬
chines, which hy now were on the mar¬
ket. Mr. Terry Ramsaye stated in his
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Synchronizer $95.00
(not shown)

review of my reprint (Motion Picture
Herald, January 16, 1943) in part:
“Mr. Dickson intended no false¬
hoods, hut his hopes and his vocabu¬
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magnetic

“As you will deduct from my re¬
view, Mr. Dickson was historically

sound
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He double-crossed Thomas A. Edison
abundantly. Dickson was fired from
the Edison organization at the in¬
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because Mr. Gilmore objected to the
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sound
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fact that Dickson had made what he
felt was an irregular arrangement for
the purchase of Blizzard batteries for
use in certain mechanisms at a time
when Edison was engaged in the man¬
ufacture of batteries. It is perhaps not
a coincidence that Edison’s drawings
for the kinetoscope disappeared at the
same time Mr. Dickson left the em¬
ploy of the Edison organization.

reader

$195.00
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$198.00
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recorded here, were most of a period
when he worked days for Edison, and
crossed the river in the night to work
for and with the Lathams, of Eidoloscope fame, secretly at a little shop at
35 Frankfort Street under Brooklyn
Bridge.”
In a letter to me, Mr. Ramsaye fur¬
ther stated:

optical-

-1

lary dragged him headforemost into
gross misstatements, by which many
are yet even misled. The cold fact is
that Mr. Dickson’s writings, such as

Fits any camera. No tools
needed, no holes to drill.
Long life nickel-cadmium
battery with built-in charg¬
er weighs only 7 lbs.
Guaranteed one year.

*

/9P. 50

COMPLETE WITH BATTERY
Write for Full Information

PHOTOMART
I 228 So. Franklin St.-Tampa 2, Florida
■■■■ Telephone 229-1168 HI

Beacon,

N.Y.

“Many years later an acquaintance
of mine, one Fertinand von Madellar,
of Vienna, informed me that he had
found the drawings in Dickson’s pos¬
session in London. Mr. Edison testified
to the disappearance of the drawings
in the case of Thomas A. Edison vs.
The American Mutoscope & Biograph
Company in an action instituted in
1897.
“It will be perhaps of interest to you
to know that many years later, despite
Mr. Dickson's defection, Mr. Edison
learned that he was very much in want
in Europe, and put him on the Edison
payroll for a pension, which he re¬
ceived until he died, only a few years
ago, then living on the Isle of Jersey.
Very truly yours, Terry Ramsaye, Jan¬
uary 21, 1943.”
To his dying day, Dickson kept up
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a correspondence with all who would
inquire of his past activities. In all his
writings Dickson was circumspect in
his words about Edison, yet Dickson
was always sure to leave the impres¬
sion that he was the forgotten man.
For example, I quote in part from a
letter in my possession dated, Decem¬
ber 26, 1932:

CHEVEREAD

“I have religiously kept out of the
limelight so long that it is quite inter¬
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We Service The Entire Continent

esting to read your articles. Anyway
my love of my Old Chief has been
ever to give him loyalty, as I should,
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of Ramsaye, Albert E. Smith and oth¬
ers, who were a part of, or were on
the scene when the early history of
motion pictures was being made. The
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latter class of writers uncover a jealous
rumor, and inflate it to undue pro¬
portions to get it published. As they
seem to be of the “discredit and con¬
fuse” school, a few facts are worth re¬
peating for the record. For example,
Dickson himself states in his History

Terry Ramsaye refers, in his letter
above, to the suit of Edison vs. Mutoscope, and I quote from the sworn
testimony as it refers to those who
assisted in the kinetograph inventions:

A.
29, 1900:

Deposition of Thomas
January

was there for this delay between
1899 and 1891?
A. Well, I had been very unfortunate
in my patents. I never could get
sustained,

and

I

thought

gaged in this experimental work
under your instructions?
A. Mr. Kennedy Laurie Dickson was
the man who did all the photo¬
graphing.
Q. Mr. W. K. L. Dickson?
A. Yes, sir. That is the man.
Q. Is Mr. Dickson still employed by
you ?
A. No, sir.
Q. Have you heard where he is work¬
ing?
A. Working, I believe,
graph Company.

for the Bio¬

Q. For the defendant, the American
Mutoscope Company?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Did Mr. Dickson have charge of
the note books relating to this sub¬
ject?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Have you had search made for
those note books since he left the
laboratory?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Have you been able to find them?
A. Not a scrap.

Deposition of C.

H.

Kayser, Chief

Experimenter at the edison
PHONOGRAPH WORKS:

Q. I call your attention to a machine
which is known as the 1889 strip
kinetograph. Did you ever see that
machine before?
A. Yes, sir. I saw part of the machine
in 1889, and later on it was in
pretty fair condition to take pic¬
tures; we took pictures with it in
fact, and then I made some differ¬
ent changes on it to improve the
taking of pictures.
Q. When did you start work on this
machine?
A. If I recollect right, in the fall of
1889.
Q. What was the general nature of the
work?
A. Stop motion to stop the film—in¬
termittent motion.

Edison,

Q. I observe that your patent for the
kinetograph was not applied for
until August, 1891. What reason

any

would try and keep it a kind of
trade secret; but afterwards I got
suspicious, and thought I had bet¬
ter patent it, which I did.
Q. Who was the man principally en¬

I

Deposition of Fred

P.

Ott,

instrument maker and original
subject of kinetoscope scenes:

Q. Did you do any work on Mr. Edi¬
son’s apparatus for taking motion
pictures?
A. Yes, sir.
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Q. Do you recall when you did this
first work?
A. Well, the first work was on that
cylinder machine that I did; that is
before Mr. Edison went to Paris.
(Edison left for Paris on Aug. 3,
1889).
Q. Do you see among the exhibits here
anything that looks like the ma¬
chine you worked on ?
A. I can point out quite a few of
them; that is one of them (point¬
ing to Edison Cylinder Exhibit
#3) I built that; that is, the screw
thread and part of the drum.
Q. Do you recollect anything that was
done about the exhibiting machine

before Mr. Edison left for Paris?
Did Mr. Edison have anything to
do with it before he left for Paris?
A. Oh, yes; he left all his orders and
instructions of what he wanted
done.
I could go on and quote from the
testimony to show that others besides
Dickson worked on the motion picture
experiments, but this is best summed
up in the actual time records kept by
the bookkeeper, herewith reproduced.
I believe it has been shown that Mr.
Dickson was not the only one who
worked on the Edison experiments
and that he was far more generously
treated than his actions merited.

■

IT PAYS TO MODIFY
Continued from Page 668

shooting the final scene. This is essen¬
tial where sound is recorded or where
the action must be reproduced without
any change in camera speed. As shoot¬
ing continues, with its subsequent bat¬
tery drain, the rheostat setting is ad¬
vanced as required to keep the current
input to the motor at 24 volts. All this
has involved some modifications and
additions to our camera equipment,
which are shown in the accompanying
photographs.
The modifications are comparatively
simple and inexpensive and consist of:
1— Addition of a small instrument
panel secured to the camera motor
with the same screws that nor¬
mally hold the etched “voltage
speed" information plate to the
motor.

When

removing

the

voltage

data

plate from the motor housing, we had
to be careful that the spring under this
plate did not fly out, and that it was
properly replaced later as it retains
proper end-thrust on the motor bear¬
ings.
When photographing and recording
sound single-handed, which is fre¬
quently the case, it is most incon¬
venient and time-consuming to have to
start and stop the recorder before and
after each shot, especially if the re¬
corder is located thirty or forty feet
away from the camera. Of course, the
recorder can be left running, but here
again tape cannot be wasted when
shooting in remote areas, not only
because of its cost but because of its
unavailability in many parts of the

2— On this panel are mounted the fol¬
lowing components:
a) Start/stop switch which con¬
trols both camera and tape recor¬
der;
b) 0-to-30 volt miniature DC volt¬
meter ;
b) Miniature
rheostat;

15-watt,

d) Sub-miniature
recorder input.

jack

30

ohm

for

tape

The
general
arrangement
and
mounting of the switch, rheostat, volt¬
meter and tape recorder jack is shown
in Fig. 1. These components are
mounted on a panel which is fabri¬
cated from an aluminum chassis simi¬
lar to what amateur radio bugs use,
and is obtainable at any radio parts
store. Of course, all the above named
items are of the sub-miniature variety
in order that the size and weight of our
equipment be kept to a minimum.
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FIG.

4—Schematic wiring

diagram

camera-recorder control panel.

of

author's

world, in remote locations far from
civilization. At 7J/2,r Per second, which
speed is necessary if good fidelity is to
be obtained, it does not take long to
run off a lot of blank tape; therefore
we decided that as long as we were
starting and stopping the camera by
means of a switch, we might as well
use the same switch to start and stop
the recorder. For this we incorporated
a jack into which the remote control
plug of the tape recorder is inserted.
Thus, a flick of the switch starts both
the camera and the recorder simul¬
taneously. As for wiring, this is al¬
most self-evident, but for those readers
who require it. Fig. 4 on this page
shows the schematic wiring diagram.
Wiring is not at all difficult since both
the switch and rheostat are in series
and the voltmeter goes across the line
between rheostat and the motor.
Several other changes were made in
our equipment to save time and make
it more convenient to set up. For one
thing, it will be noted from the illus¬
trations that our Bolex has installed on
it a Rex-O-Fader, permitting us to
make uniform fade-ins, fade-outs and
lap-dissolves. Where these effects can
be accomplished in the camera, a sav¬
ings can be made in editing time and
reproduction
costs.
Unfortunately,
however, with the basic Bolex camera,
it is not possible to mount the electric
motor on it when the Rex-O-Fader is
also on the camera. This necessitated
removing the electric motor to install
the fader when a fade or dissolve was
needed and then removing the fader
when the motor was re-installed. This
procedure was not only inconvenient
but was also time-consuming and some¬
times impossible where the action was
continuous and time was not available
for this transfer of accessories.
We partially solved the problem by
mounting the motor on the outside of
the Rex-O-Fader. This required that
the head of the lower mounting screw
in the fader be drilled and tapped to
accept the knurled mounting screw at
the bottom of the electric motor (Fig.
2). Since the motor was now positioned
away from the body of the camera a
distance equivalent to the thickness of
the Rex-O-Fader, the motor drive shaft
was consequently too short and had to
be lengthened. The drive shaft of the
Bolex has a universal joint in it which
made lengthening the shaft very sim¬
ple. By knocking out the little pin
securing the outer section of the drive
shaft, this section was then replaced
with one %th of an inch longer, but
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FINEST STUDIO SET LIGHTING PLUS FINEST THEATRE PROJECTION INSURES PATRON SATISFACTION.

YOUR NATIONAL CARBON ENGINEER...
Sells you the best product—gives you the best service!
The illustration shows a NATIONAL CARBON Sales Engineer using
the Motion Picture Research Council’s Projector alignment tool to
position the mirror on the optical axis of the projection lens.
These Sales Engineers—equipped with complete service kits con¬
taining the most modern test equipment—are trained to solve screen
lighting problems and help the industry achieve the ultimate in picture
quality. This is an important part of NATIONAL CARBON’S continuing
program of service to the industry.
A superior screen image must begin with superior studio set lighting
... using “National” studio carbons. National Carbon Company, Divi¬
sion of Union Carbide Corporation, 270 Park Avenue, New York 17,
N. Y. In Canada: Union Carbide Canada Limited, Toronto.

“National” and "Union Carbide” are
registered trade-marks for products of
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With the Motion Picture Research Council’s
projector alignment tool it is possible to
determine within a few minutes—while the
show is on — if the optical train is in align¬
ment, or what adjustments need be made.

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY
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eversal film at 1200 ft. per hr.
ositive film at 1200 ft. per hr.
MODEL R-15
REVERSAL FILM
PROCESSOR
• EXCLUSIVE OVERDRIVE eliminates film breakage, automa¬
tically compensates for elongation; tank footage stays
constant.
• EASY TO OPERATE, needs no attention.
• VARIABLE SPEED DRIVE, development times from IV2 to
12 minutes.
• COMPLETE DAYLIGHT OPERATION on all emulsions, no dark¬
room needed.
• FEED-IN ELEVATOR & 1200-FT. MAGAZINE permits uninter-,
rupted processing cycles.
• STAINLESS STEEL tanks, air squeegee, recirculation fittings,
air agitation tube, lower roller guards.

Machines of Filmline manufacture installed at: Pentagon
Bldg., Microfilm division, Washington, D.C.; U.S. Naval Re¬
search Laboratory; U.S. Public Health Service; U.S. Treasury
Department (15 machines); Atomic Energy Commission;
I.B.M.; G.E.; Pratt & Whitney Aircraft; McDonnell Aircraft;
Universities of: Texas, Notre Dame, Indiana, California,
Alabama, Miami, M.I.T.; TV Stations: WHAS, WMUR, WISH,
WBRE, WNCT, WJAR, WTRI, WFMY, WJHP, WCSC, WTVS, WTVJ,
KARK, KDUB, WTVR.
WRITE FOR DETAILS AND LITERATURE

Filmline

• FORCED WARM AIR DRYBOX, uses no heating lamps.
•
•
•
•

corp.

Double Capacity Spray Wash
Uniform Tank Sizes
Cantilever Construction
Size: 76" x 50" x 24"

be mounted on the camera by means of
the two knurled mounting screws of

Used Nationally by
Discriminating Cameramen
This 3-Wheel Collapsible Dolly Is
especially designed to meet the demand for con¬
venient mobility of cameras on location or in
the studio.

The new model instead of the
4" wheels is constructed with 5"
rubber-tired

swivel

wheels.
Write tor more details and prices.

CINEKAD ENGINEERING CO.
763 10th Ave., N.Y., N.Y., PLaza 7-3511

RAY MERCER & CO.
In One Location for 37 Years

SPECIALIZED TITLES . . . OPTICAL EFFECTS . . . MATTES . . . SUPERIMPOSURES ....
MONTAGES . . . ANIMATION . . . TRICK PHOTOGRAPHY . . . INSERTS . . . WATER AND
BACKGROUND SHOTS . . . MINIATURES . . . CINEMASCOPE . . . BLACK & WHITE . . . COLOR
e
FREE SPECIAL EFFECTS CHART, FREE TITLE CHART
e
NO JOB TOO DIFFICULT
THE ORIGINATORS OF SPECIAL EFFECTS

4241
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NORMAL

AVE.,

HOLLYWOOD

29,

CALIF.
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identical in all other dimensions. As
may be seen in Fig. 2, with the fader
hand crank removed, the fader may

CINEKAD JUNIOR DOLLY

duty

Filtered Air Supply
Self-Contained Plumbing
Ball Bearing Gearbox
Weight: Approx. 475 lbs.

Milford, Conn,

This is the latest IMPROVED

heavy

•
•
•
•

Phone: NO. 3-9331

the motor.
One more problem existed, however;
the arm connecting the Rex-O-Fader
and the variable shutter lever inter¬
fered with the motor drive shaft. The
solution to this problem is shown in
Fig. 2. A piece of 1/16" steel was filed
out in a U-shape, and by means of two
small screws at each end, attached to
the fader connecting arm. It is sug¬
gested that should readers attempt this
modification, they first fabricate this
U-shaped link and secure it in place by
drilling and tapping, as shown in Fig.
2. After the U-link is securely in place,
the original arm can then be cut away.
This will insure that no change will
take place in the positioning of the pin
on the Rex-O-Fader arm when it en¬
gages the variable-shutter operating
lever. It should also be noted that the
U-Iink is on the camera side of the
operation arm and is secured by two
#2-56 filister-head screws at each end.
This is not a perfect solution, inasmuch
as the Rex-O-Fader will not work when
the motor is driving the camera; but
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removal of the motor is very quickly
accomplished for making a fade or a
dissolve and the motor can then be
replaced in a matter of seconds to con¬
tinue normal photography. Previously
it was necessary to remove the motor,
install the Rex-O-Fader for a fade or
dissolve, then remove it and re-mount
the motor.
The solution outlined above saves
about 90% of the time previously re¬
quired when attaching and demount¬
ing the fader was involved. In order
that a perfect solution be achieved, i.e.,
that it be possible to use the fader
when the camera is being powered by
the electric motor, it would be neces¬
sary to re-design the inner mechanism
of the camera in such a way that the
hand crank shaft would rotate when
the spring motor of the camera was
disengaged, as required when using
the electric motor. This would mean a
complete re-design and re-work of the
camera spring drive mechanism. We
find that our 90% solution outlined
above has filled our requirements, and
we did not therefore carry the modifi¬
cations into the camera mechanism,
which would really he a factory job.
When using the Bolex camera with
a zoom lens but without the electric
motor, one hand must be used to oper¬
ate the zoom lens, another to control
the pan head—leaving no way for the
operator to press the button to start
and stop the camera. The solution, of
course, is obvious—a cable release that
extends down the handle of the pan
head so that both can be operated
simultaneously with one hand. The
problem is that the regular Bolex cable
release cannot be attached to the side
of the camera when the fader is in
place—which probably is why Paillard, Inc., has provided for mounting
it on the front of the camera.
I have found, however, that when
the cable release is attached to the stopstart button on front of the camera, the
camera will not stop at the end of a
fade but will continue running off film
with the shutter closed. The fader is
intended to he used with the button on
the side of the camera. When this but¬
ton is moved to its extreme rearward
position, it locks the camera in run¬
ning position; and at the end of the
scene, the lever of the fader is de¬
pressed, thus starting the 40-frame fadeout—at the end of which the side oper¬
ating button is automatically released
to neutral position, thus stopping the
camera on the last frame of the fadeout. Where the camera continues run-
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ning after the 40th frame of the fadeout, an undetermined amount of film
continues through the camera until it
is stopped manually. By this time it is
impossible to determine how far one
must backwind the film to superimpose
the fade-in for a normal dissolve ef¬
fect.
Solving this, then, was our final
problem. It involved working over the
cable release fitting, as shown in Figs.
2 and 3, so it could be used on the side
of the camera. In operation, the cable
release is depressed part way to oper¬
ate the camera for normal shots (with¬
out fades). When a fade-out is desired,
the release is depressed completely,
which automatically moves the start¬
ing button to the “M” or locked pos¬
ition, and enables the camera to con¬
tinue operating after the cameraman
removes his finger from the cable re¬
lease. When the last or 40th frame of
the fade-out is exposed, the camera
automatically stops.
As a convenience to the reader, a
description of the components neces¬
sary for the control panel, described
earlier and shown in the photos, fol¬
lows:
Stop-shirt sivitch:
Subminiature toggle switch, double¬
pole, double-throw, 10-amp. capacity.
Catalog No. SW-76, $1.49.
0-30 volt D.C. voltmeter:
1-9/16" x 1-9/16" face. $3.75.
Rheostat:
Ohmite type E, 25-ohm, 12%-watt
capacity. $4.03.
Ohmite knob, type 5151. 28^.
The stop-start switch and voltmeter
are obtainable from Lafayette Elec¬
tronics, 165-08 Liberty Ave., Jamaica,
New York. The rheostat and knob,
from Electronic Components for Indus¬
try, 2427 S. Brentwood Blvd., St.
Louis 17, Mo.

■

“BACK STREET”
Continued from Page 662

up for a week by a blanket of fog
which descended on the scene, mak¬
ing acceptable photography impos¬

Most of our customers . . .

->

sible.
In photographing “Back Street,’’
Cortez employed lighting in an ex¬
tremely subtle way to satisfy require¬
ments which might have been regarded
by a lesser technician as paradoxical,
if not impossible. The action of the
story takes place over a span of years.
In order to give this idea verisimili-
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tude, it was necessary that Susan Hay¬
ward appear to age gradually, but at
the same time retain her radiant
beauty. This was achieved without
altering her make-up except for the
closing scene in which Miss Hayward
appears pale and drawn, overwhelmed
by the shock of her lover’s death.
Through the use of subtly altered
lighting and studied camera angles,
the photography effectively projects
the desired mellowing effect.
Cortez, long a personal friend of
Miss Hayward, has photographed sev¬
eral of her pictures and through this
association there has developed a spe¬
cial professional rapport which en¬
ables him to sense her feelings and
emotions on the set. “I can usually
tell what she’s thinking,’' he said, “and
I know not only how best to photo¬
graph her face, hut what is going on
in her mind and emotions.”
Something of this same perception
greatly influenced Cortez’s photog¬
raphy of John Gavin in the hospital
room preceding his death. Thoughtful
lighting of this scene enabled the pho¬
tography to convey more than any
script writer could have expressed in
several pages of script. On the screen,
the sheer lonliness of a man at point
of death is poignantly conveyed, and

... keep

• Sound

coming back.

• Editorial

• Laboratory Services

Capital
CAPITAL FILM LABORATORIES, INC.
1905 FAIRVIEW AVENUE, N. E.
WASHINGTON 2, D. C.
PHONE LAWRENCE 6-4634
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at the same time there is the strong
suggestion of the promise of another
and presumably better life to follow.
The lighting is basically low-key—
cool, pale blue-green in tone—yet suf¬
fused with an unearthly glow strongly
suggesting that twilight zone between
two worlds where man pauses an in¬
stant as the last spark of life flickers
and dies.
The closing sequence of the picture
presented a unique lighting problem.
Miss Hayward is sitting alone in the
living room of the farmhouse, mourn¬
ing her lover. The camera pulls back,
then pans to a framed sketch of John
Gavin on a nearby wall, reflecting the
images of his three children in the
glass.
To achieve this seemingly simple
effect, it was necessary to gradually
build up the light level on the group
of players from 800 to almost 4,000
foot candles during the course of the
camera movement.
These are but a few of the subtle
but effective photographic touches
which are to be seen throughout “Back
Street.”
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ROCKETDYNE
Continued from Page 671

one time. Sometimes the script is com¬
pleted in advance. More often, it is
written while shooting is in progress.
And occasionally it is written after all
shooting has been completed. There
are, at present, five producer-writerdirectors in the unit.
A similar combining of talents has
been found valuable in the fields of
photography and editing, once re¬
garded here as separate skills. In actual
practice the cameraman-editor com¬
bination saves a great deal of time and
produces a clearer, more perceptive and
better unified result. The cameraman,
knowing that he is going to edit what
he shoots, will be especially careful
when filming to match angles, allow
for dissolves, and provide sufficient cut¬
away shots. He can, in effect, edit as
he shoots, getting exactly what he needs
and avoid later tussles in the cutting
room.
Besides the filmed quarterly progress
reports, the film unit supports the Na¬
tional Aeronautics and Space Adminis¬
tration by making special films to edu¬
cate and indoctrinate personnel rela¬
tive to a new project. For example,
Rocketdyne manufactures the H-l
rocket engine which, in clusters of
eight, formed the booster power for
the Saturn space vehicle recently
launched at Cape Canaveral. Several
films have been made to date showing
consecutive phases in the development
of this engine, and a crew of three
technicians were dispatched to the
Cape to film the recent firing. The re¬
sult will be a highly interpretive and
exploratory film report with a broad
field of usefulness in familiarizing per¬
sonnel with the project.
The unit also makes special films to
support corporate management in per¬
sonal appearances before learned so¬
cieties. Recently, in addressing the
American Rocket Society during its
Space Report to the Nation in New
York, S. K. Hoffman, President of
Rocketdyne, used motion pictures ex¬
tensively in tracing the history of
liquid-fuel rocket propulsion.
Filming the many highly technical
phases of rocket engine development
presents photographic problems of a
unique nature. In photographing en¬
gine firings, for example, the cameras
must be set up some distance away and
housed in special protective blimps to
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withstand the blast. Actual camera
operation is remotely controlled by
radio. “The main problem,” said Schae¬
fer, “is one of exposure. The flame
from the engine is so bright that if
we expose for it, everything else will
be underexposed. Ideally the lens aper¬
ture should be controlled automatically
by an electronic device which, at the
instant of firing, would stop down the
lens. This firing actually takes place in
a mattter of milli-seconds, and no de¬
vice has yet been developed that will
alter a lens setting so rapidly.” Rocket¬
dyne cameramen work around the
problem by cutting a neutral density
filter to cover the area of the flame
pattern in the film frame, this area
being reasonably definable as to size
and shape. The shaped filter is mounted
in the matte box in exact juxtaposition
to the flame area and effectively holds
back exposure of that portion while
allowing the remaining areas to expose
normally.
For a tricky night sequence filmed
recently, an engine was set-up under
special conditions and it was especially
important to show details of the stand.
The nearest camera was set up a hun¬
dred feet away. To solve the acute
lighting problem, giant searchlights (of
the kind used in Hollywood for film
premieres) were brought in and aug¬
mented with brute arcs. The camera¬
men were shooting “blind" and they
knew they would have only one crack
at the firing. Fortunately, their expo¬
sure calculations were correct and the
resultant scene was perfect.
In shooting color within various
areas of the plant, color temperature
balance is a constant problem. All the
plant interiors are lighted with mercury
vapor or flourescent lamps, and there
is often considerable daylight coming
from the skylights and open ports.
Wherever possible Rocketdyne cam¬
eramen try to match the available light
with incandescent illumination, but
where this is not possible, each lamp
is then painstakingly filtered to balance
the predominant color temperature.
When shooting in the plant, film pro¬
duction crews are frequently con¬
fronted with immense areas in back of
the subject which could not possibly be
lighted. It is then necessary to impro¬
vise backgrounds by moving in flats,
room dividers or stacks of supplies
covered with drop cloths. In one chal¬
lenging scene a 30 foot rocket engine
had to be shown against a totally black
background. Normally, this would have
necessitated use of a black cyclorama
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of immense proportions. In this case
the crew painted the floor a dull black
and placed the engine against a night
sky and a relatively small expanse of
black drapery.
Similar ingenuity is exhibited in the
adaptation of non-photographic equip¬

UHLER Film Printers
For Professional Results!

16MM CINE PRINTER—$195.00
IjMakes copies of 8mm and 16mm, sound and silentg
Hpictures in color or black-and-white. All A.C. oper-g
Bated, no batteries required. Capacity: 400 ft. feedg
gand take-up arms. Sturdy cast aluminum construc-g
Btion.

UHLER COMBINATION 16MM
BContinuous

printer

for sound

and

picture,j§

$1,295.00

ment to serve some needed purpose. A
fork-lift truck is sometimes pressed into
service as a camera crane, with the
camera mounted on a platform placed
on the forks. Horizontal gantry cranes
permanently installed to move heavy
equipment are often commandeered by
the crew for use as overhead camera
dollies.
This is not to imply that the Rocketdyne unit is in any way makeshift. On
the contrary, it is exceptionally well
equipped as far as the basics of equip¬
ment are concerned. It has two 16mm
Arriflex cameras, one Arriflex blimp
for sync-sound photography, two 70DH
16mm Bell & Howell cameras, one
16mm Bolex Supreme camera, and a
full complement of 16mm lenses rang¬
ing from 12mm wide-angle to 130mm
telephoto, and a Berthiot Pan Cinor
17-70mm zoom lens. Associated photo¬
graphic equipment and accessories in¬
clude: one Mitchell, two Arriflex, and
three Pro-Junior tripods; one Miller
and one O’Connor fluid tripod head,
two Arriflex heads and three ProJunior heads, plus two camera dollies
that provide mobility for moving and
trucking shots.
Power for lighting equipment is pro¬
vided by two 80 ampere transformer
carts and 2000 feet of 4/0 lighting
cable. The lamp units include ten 2-kw
Junior Spots, four 5-kw Senior Spots,
one 10-kw spot, eight 1000-watt Bell
lights, seven 5-kw Sky Pan lights and
a substantial inventory of lighting
equipment accessories such as barn
doors, diffusers, spider boxes, etc.
its

35-16MM OPTICAL REDUCTION &
ENLARGING PRINTER—$2,475.00

j|

Reduction & Enlarging 16-8MM...$l,775.00g

gCombination 35MM Continuous..„. $1,945.00g
BCineradiographic Printer for 35-1$2,275.0011
All

B

Prices F.O.B.

Detroit

Write far further information

| UHLER CINE MACHINE CO. 1
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15762 Wyoming Ave., Detroit 38, Mich.
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The film unit prefers to do most of
sound recording in commercial

studios in Hollywood where excellent
facilities and expert technicians are
always available. However, it does re¬
cord some sound tracks right in the
department by means of a Magnasync
602 Recorder. Accessory sound equip¬
ment includes an Altec 637 multi-di¬
rectional microphone, one ElectroVoice microphone and a microphone
boom.
Editing equipment for the unit’s four
busy cutting rooms includes three
Moviolas, six film synchronizers, four
Zeiss Moviscop viewers, five 35-16mm
Bell & Howell hot splicers, five sets of

film rewinds, one power rewind, two
Kinevox magnetic sound readers, one
Kinevox optical sound reader and one
35mm Ace Rotary film viewer.
There is a small studio at the Rocketdyne plant which serves as a recording
room, a stage for the shooting of in¬
serts and simple sync-sound interviews
and an interlocking approval screen¬
ing room. When more elaborate lipsync shooting facilities are required, a
commercial soundstage in Hollywood is
rented.
A unique Rocketdyne innovation is
a specially designed cart which is
used for storing, moving and ship¬
ping heavy lighting equipment, dollies,
cables, transformers and associated mo¬
tion picture gear. The carts are approx¬
imately 4 feet high, 3!/2 feet wide and
7 feet long, with tops that raise and
sides that open up so that equipment
can be moved in and out quickly. Each
cart is packed to accomodate a certain
size or type of job. Several carts can
be hitched together and pulled to any
location in the plant, or they can be
rolled onto trucks for longer hauls.
When they are to be used on distant
locations, they are sealed with steel
bands and shipped as is, eliminating
the necessity for crating and uncrating.
Rocketdyne’s Documentary Motion
Picture Unit can point with pride to
its many film accomplishments. Among
the more than 400 films which the unit
has produced to date are 32 formal
film reports, ranging in length from 12
to 20 minutes each; 60 Atlas news¬
reels, 48 Thor newsreels, and 24 ABMA
monthly film reports. Of all these, the
unit’s most prideful production, per¬
haps, is “Road To The Stars,” a public
relations film which won the First
Award in the Public Relations Films
category of the Industrial Film Pro¬
ducers Association 1961 competition. ■
... .....
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Acceptance of the MOVIOLA CRAB DOLLY for motion picture
and television cameras is world wide as evidenced by unso¬
licited testimonials.
Users have learned through experience that the Moviola Crab
Dolly provides a mobile platform for their camera that can
be precisely positioned with more facility and speed, and
with greater accuracy than any other type of camera support.
Regardless of the shot — moving or static — all people en¬
gaged in the creative phases of the industry recognize that
production values are enhanced by the use of the Moviola
Crab Dolly.
PRODUCERS see additional set-ups and more fluid camera
work resulting in a quality product even on a tight budget.
DIRECTORS can add the dimension of camera movement to
their sequences and, through continuous composition, give
dramatic force to their story.
CAMERAMEN are able to “roll-in” on tight shots, exploit light¬
ing setups to greater advantage, match “takes” to rehearsals
through faithful dolly tracking and re-position quickly by
smooth precision adjustment.
EDITORS welcome “dailies” that have an infinite variety of
shots and added coverage. These values provided by the
Moviola Crab Dolly eliminate “choppy” continuity caused by
limited set-ups on ordinary camera supports.

for HIGH production value ...

on a LOW budget

WRITERS see that the Moviola Crab Dolly broadens their
scope in its use for dramatic effects.
You can break the stalemate of production values versus cost
with the help of the Moviola Crab Dolly. Call or write now for
a free brochure —HOIlywood 7-3178.

1451 N. Gordon St., Dept. AC-1, Hollywood 28, Calif. • Cable address: Moviola, Hollywood, Calif.

HELIVISION—AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY SYSTEM
Continued from Page 665

As, at present, the Helivision equip¬
ment is rented or leased instead of sold
outright, the company usually provides
with it a 16mm or 35mm camera of
the type required by the lessee—even a
wide-screen camera such as Technirama.
In the photos on page 664, the Heli¬
vision equipment is shown with a spe¬
cially equipped Cameflex camera. The
special equipment normally includes a
motor driven zoom lens having a range
from 35mm to 140mm focal length.
This is controlled by an electric motor
that operates under pre-set operating
conditions, thus enabling speed of the
zoom to he regulated as required.
The camera is suspended from the
overhead gantry so that it is positioned
before the operator who, with the aid
of two convenient levers, may operate
the zoom lens, tilting and panning of
the camera, and the starting and stop¬
ping of the camera motor. There’s an
adjustable mirror at the front of the
camera which reflects the lens scales to
the operator, enabling him to make
any necessary lens adjustments from
his position behind the camera with¬
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out having to swing it around toward
him.
It is logical to question the wisdom
of using a zoom lens having the ex¬
treme focal length of 140mm with this
system. But shooting from a helicopter
is very different from shooting with
the camera on the ground or on the
sound stage. When working from a
helicopter and you wish to film a man
in closeup, it is essential for the sub¬
ject to remain outside the wind zone
or downdraft of the helicopter. Using
the 140mm zoom lens presents none of
the problems that would otherwise be
encountered, thanks to the stabilizing
effect of the vibrationless Helivision
system.
The Helivision system, which at pres¬
ent is available only in Europe, and al¬
ready has been used by some Holly¬
wood film production companies work¬
ing there, can be hired with or without
a helicopter to carry the equipment.
However, according to Films Montsouris, the Parisian company which
helped to develop Helivision, the
equipment can be mounted immedi¬
ately in any helicopter having the

QUALITY AND SERVICE
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mm

BiMK&mtn
REVERSAL HE
POSITIVE PRIMING
COLOR ProcessingSuper Anscochrome

COLOR PRINTING
Work prints—Timed Prints
Color to Color prints—A & B roll prints
Color to B & W prints—Fades-Dissolves
Dupe Negative—Multiple prints
Raw stock—Fastex service
Loop printing
Write for complete information
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QUALITY GUARANTEED
USED EQUIPMENT
CAMERAS
Auricon Cine Voice Model
mount, variable density

2 Single lens
Galvanometer,

Arriflex 16, new style 16-25-50mm Xenon
lenses.
Matte
Box,
Camera
Cose for
camera and 400 ft. Mags___ 1,900.00
Arriflex 35mm, 120° shutter, 28-50-75mm
Xenon lenses .
1,200.00
Arriflex
35mm
w/variable
speed
motor,
120°
shutter,
30-50-75mm
Primoplan
lenses, 3—200 ft. magazines. 1,000.00
Arriflex
35mm
w/180°
shutter,
28-5075mm Xenon lenses, motor cable, sun¬
shade,
matte
box,, case,
1—400
ft.
magazine
......_. 1,700.00
Cineflex 35mm camero w/200 ft. mag.,
12 volt DC motor, and power cord.
300.00
Eyemo 35 Single lens "A” mount w/2"
Eyemax lens .
225.00
Eyemo 35 w/47mm Cooke F 2.7, case.
175.00
Filmo 16mm 70 S High-Speed Camera....
200.00
Bell & Howell 35mm standard model D.D.
High Speed camera w/cable and extra
belts, case .
2,600.00
Bell
&
Howell
35mm
Standard
camera
#616 w/I70° shutter,
unit 1
shuttle,
overhauled and refinished. 2,500.00
Cine Special II w/100 ft. and 200 ft.
mags., 15mm Ektar 2.5, 152mm Kodak,
Telephoto F 4.5 Lenses, Case...
925.00
Cine Special I w/100 ft magazine, 25mm
K.A. F 1.9 Lens.
350.00
Cine Special II w/100 ft. magazine..
450.00
Maurer-05 Camera
head only w/built-in
features and 1—400 ft. mag. 2,000.00
DeVry 35mm camera w/50mm lens.
175.00
Arriflex 35mm Blimp .
1,350.00
Arriflex 35mm 110 Volt Synch motor and
case
.
400.00
Cine Special sync, motors ..
75.00
Mitchell
12
volt
35mm
variable speed
motor
.-.
250.00
Filmo motor—115 volts, 24 frame sync, w/
cable
...
110.00
Eyemo motor, variable speed, 24 volt_
65.00
Wall Sync, motors, 220 volt, 50 cycle, 3
phase
.
250.00
Arriflex 35mm 200 ft. magazines
.
70.00
Arriflex 35mm 400 ft. magazines.
100.00
Cine Special 100 ft. Film Chambers.
150.00
Cine Special 200 ft. Film Chambers..
350.00
Bell & Howell 400 ft. 35mm magazines....
75.00
Bell & Howell 1000 ft. 35mm magazines..
125.00
Mitchell 400x35 magazines .
100.00
Bell & Howell 400x35 Bi-Pack magazine....
350.00

EDITING
Moviola 35/35 w/bulls eye, no mag., com¬
posite sound .
900.00
Moviola 35/35 Preview large screen w/
mag., footage counters . 1,800.00
Moviola editing machine (UCS) 35/53 old
model cutters machine only, no take up
arms, optical composite sound __
375.00
Neumode Splicer R-2 (35mm)....
22.00
Moviola Model “D" Picture Head w/take
up arms, variable speed, foot pedal....
200.00
Bell & Howell 16-35mm Splicers...
225.00
Bell & Howell Splicer, foot models, com¬
bination 16-35mm, overhauled.
900.00
Bell & Howell Splicer, foot model 35mm,
overhauled
.
850.00
Neumade Heavy Duty Power rewinds w/
foot pedal—16 or 35mm ...
76.00
Moviola
16/16 w/Bulls
Eye,
no
mag.,
composite sound .
900.00
Trickle Charger for Arri. wet cell battery..
10.00
Pan Cinor, 20 to 60mm in “C” mount
100.00
Cinegon 20mm in Arri. mount..
375.00
Mikro Kilar 40mm lens.
150.00
Mitchell Viewfinder .
—
350.00
Spectra 2-Color meter__
200.00
Spectra 3-color Meter .
260.00
Bell & Howell geared head tripod, com¬
plete w/base .
—
350.00
Akeley Tripods, gyro head.$550.00 & UP

SOUND-PROJECTION-LIGHTING-PRINTERS
G-924 Mixer (3-position)...
250.00
Reeves 16mm PV100 Recorder.. 1,200.00
Tapak Recorder .
300.00
Magenemite Recorder .-...-.
200.00
GPL—Jan
Projector
w/speakers—Genova
Movement .-.— 1,000.00
Colortran Jr. Kit .
137.00
1000 Watt T 12 P (Code DFD) Projection
lamps.$3.00 each.per dozen
30.00
16mm
UHLER
combination
continuous
printer, A-l condition .—
500.00
35mm Bell & Howell Model D printer,
completely overhauled, A-l condition. 3,000.00
Model K FILMLINE Processor for 16mm
negative or positive work. Complete with
rotary air compressor. Excellent shape ..
900.00

CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
Dept. A
315 West 43rd Street, New York 36, N. Y.
JUdson

690

6-1420

equivalent or a greater load capacity
than that of the French Alouette II,
shown in the accompanying photo¬
graphs.
Films Montsouris, the sole holder of
the rights for the Helivision system,
points out that the system greatly ex¬
pands the range of moving camera
shots without any of the inconveni¬
ences that attend the use of camera
cranes and booms. In the production
of outdoor films, historical spectacles,
adventure films and those featuring
man hunts, the company points out,
invariably it is essential to shoot long¬
distance views with a dolly- or cranemounted camera and tracks. The set¬
ting up of the necessary equipment for
this requires much care and is time
consuming where production costs
must be closely figured. Also, such
shots usually require that they be made
on reasonably even terrain to facilitate
the use of dolly and tracks.
Since Helivision is not dependent
upon conditions of terrain, spectacular
travelling or follow shots can be made
with the system with a minimum of
pre-shooting preparation. A cavalry
charge can be filmed in an impressive
wide-screen view, and the camera can,
by means of the zoom lens, gradually
concentrate attention on a single ele¬
ment within the scene—a closeup of a
person’s face, for example.
Although Helivision equipment pres¬
ently is not available in the United
States, it is not at all unlikely that ulti¬
mately it will be made available here
by one or more of the camera equip¬
ment rental companies. Further infor¬
mation concerning it may be had by
communicating with Films Montsouris,
25 Avenue Reille, Paris 14, France. ■

genuine camera gun shot of a Firestreak attack on a radio controlled tar¬
get aircraft. I sat through the first part
of the film apprehensively. This would
he sure to show us up. Would we have
to think up a completely new idea?
Start all over again?
The film built up to its climax. Firestreak was fired and a full size target
aircraft blew up in mid-air.
It looked, for the first few seconds
at least, exactly like our model explo¬
sion.
With a sigh of relief I forgot about
aircraft and started to worry about the
next problem for the next film.
■

PHOTOGRAPHY IN COAL MINE
Continued from Page 675

dio standards. It consisted of the direc¬
tor, director of photography, assistant
cameraman, key grip, two assistant
grips, and sound man.
We brought along three 16mm cam¬
eras: a Mitchell, Auricon Pro-1200,
and a modified Cine Special. The No.
1 working camera was the Mitchell;
the Auricon served as a standby. All
cameras functioned perfectly, and there
were no failures at any time.
When we scouted the location earlier,
I decided to use an overall fill light
(since a mine is naturally dark, or in
semi-darkness) and to prop up this
with a kicker from the rear, with the
ratio averaging about 10-to-l. The key
was established at 150 foot-candles, the
exposure at T4—with the shutter open¬
ing at 235 degrees. This proved most
effective, and the lighting scheme lent
added impact to the emotional scenes.
Much of the film concerns a conflict

TECHNICAL TRAINING FILM
Continued from Page 673

naturally, which did an even better
job for us.
Our tests showed that the wooden
models broke up more realistically and
that the best camera speed was 250
f.p.s. The models were suspended by
one central wire, while two other wires,
one from each wing tip, steadied the
model in the wind and also carried the
electric current to fire the charge.
Cut down to a few feet, preceded by
shots of the missile leaving the Sea
Vixen and with a suitable effects track,
our explosion seemed convincing.
But some weeks afterwards I was
invited to see a film which included a

between two miners—a white man and
a negro—and by playing low key light¬
ing on their tense faces, particularly in
the closeups, this is implied visually to
give impact to their words. For most
of the shots in this sequence, the Mitch¬
ell camera was mounted on a gearhead,
which in turn was mounted on a box
placed on the ground to record this
action with the desired psychological
impact.
Perhaps our most interesting and
challenging scene was the rock fall or
cave-in, which cuts off three miners
from the exit. Here officials of the mine
cooperated to the fullest extent that the
accident should be staged with utmost
realism. It was accomplished by a sort
of break-away setup staged with comContinued on Page 692
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PHOTOGRAPHIC

GUARANTEED USED EQUIPMENT
CINE

VOICE,

30-amp,
case
WALL

400'

cables,

Conv.
mike,

3-lens
tripod,

turret
extra

RA

door,

.$1045.00
CAMERA,

tripod,

4

lenses,

motor,

2

1000'

finder,

mags,

matte

box,

cases .$2000.00
B&H STD.
3

170° unit I shuttle, 2

lenses,

1 0C0' mags,

motor, tripod, finder, matte box,

cases .$2300.00
35MM

DUPLEX

aperture
16MM

printer,

dbl.

head.

Academy

.$575.00

HOLLYWOOD

Senior

printer,

35'

per

min.$595.00
35MM REEVES Sensitester .$495.00
35MM REEVES optical recorder .$485.00
B E RN DT-M AU RE R
with

follow

blimp

focus

for

Cine

gears,

Special,

sync,

motor,

finder .$550.00
GRAPHIC

photo

$145.00
35MM

value

DE

BRIE

record

magazines,

.

$93.00

camera,

3

lenses,

tripod,

finder, cases. List $2500. Spec.$495.
PANCAKE
motor

AKELEY,

lens,

mags,

tripod,

.$450.00

B&M spotlights, priced low as .$75.00
35MM

DE

BRIE model

L-E camera,

3

lenses,

4 400' mags., finder, motor, M-box, gearhead tripod, stop motion motor ....$1250.00
35MM MOVIOLA, Model D, silent ....$285.00
FILMO

70-S

with

2

lenses,

24-V

hi-speed

motor. List $695. Special .$312.00
MOVIOLA SYNCHRONIZERS,
35mm

3-way

16mm

or

.$120.00

16/35MM

Wall 35mm Camera Movements.$250.00

FOR

B&H

35mm 400ft.

PROCESSOR.

B&H

35mm

Magazines.

35.00

1000ft. Magazines.

Mitchell

Double

Mitchell

Variable

Mitchell

1000ft.

wash, extra tank and insert unit, extra rollers

175.00

Diffuser.

125.00

and dry belts. List price $1,650.00. For quick
sale, $950.00. CROWN COLOR FILM LAB.,

Standard

Magazines

95.00

Eyemo

Mount.

1 25.00

1

lens, 4C0'

mag,

low as ....$150.00
low as ....$35.00

AURICON heavy duty tripod, L/N .$285.00
5-WAY comb, opaque strip, slides, copy pro¬
jector .$ 175.00
B&H Mod. 302 Mag/Opt 16mm proj. $575.00
3-wheel,

collapsible,

with

50mm Baltar F/2.3, Eyemo Mount.

120.00

100mm Baltar F/2.3, Eyemo Mount....

160.00

25mm Baltar F/2.3, Mitchell Mount....

135.00

50mm Baltar F/2.3, Mitchell Mount....

140.00

Mount.

160.00

152mm Baltar F/2.7, Mitchell Mount..

175.00

Magnasync Model 5,
Recorder
less
VD
Blue

35mm

Recorder,

Seal

35mm

RCA

VA

5X7

autofocus

35mm

enlarger,

lens,

stripfilm

and

record

pro¬

lenses,

2

400'

mags,

motor,

tripod, cases .$1100.00
JEROME 35mm D-frame microfile copying ma¬
lenses,

35mm

PIC¬

Prices

f.o.b.

LABORATORIES,

LIKE

NEW

CINE

our

350

premises.

West 50th

19, N.Y.

SPECIAL

1

MAGA¬

100 feet .$75.00

STEVENS

MOTOR

DRIVE

&

CASE

FOR

. 50.00

MOVIE MASTER PORTABLE DUAL TURN¬
&

CASE. 30.00

CINE-SCIENCE PRODUCTIONS,

P.O.

BOX 205,

BROWNSVILLE, TEXAS.

Recorder,

Blue Seal

MAURER

Motors

.

65.00

05

with

sync

magazine,

focuser, and
YOU

220-Volt 3-phase Interlock Motor,
Mitchell Std.

195.00

motor,

12

volt field

newest sunshade and filter

ARE

SIONAL

cusom-built animation
INTERESTED

EQUIPMENT,

IN

BNC. 375.00

motor.

REALLY

MAKE

US

PHOTOGRAPHS AVAILABLE.

220-Volt, 3-phase Interlock Motor, NC
or

motor,

holder, viewfinder, automatic dissolve, critical

220-Volt 3-phase 1/3 HP Synchronous

AN

Write

IF

PROFES¬
OFFER.

Box

1437,

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

220-Volt 3-phase Sync Motor
door-mounted

Std. 275.00

J. BURGI CONTNER, ASC
BLUE SEAL SOUND DEVICES
P.O. Box 472, New Canaan, Conn.

2— 35mm

DE

VRY

projectors,

semi-portable,

100' cap.

daylite

load.

BARGAIN — BARGAIN — BARGAIN
TEWE DIRECTOR'S VIEWFINDERS
Model

1, for 16mm.$49.50

Model 2, for 35mm. 49.50
TEWE TELEPHOTO LENSES—50%

170,

A6

camera,

150mm f3

.(list $180). 90.00

300mm f3.5 .(list $355).177.50
300mm f5
All

items

.(list $290).145.00
BRAND NEW & GUARANTEED

Lenses

in

16mm

"C"

mounts.

value.

Special

.$395.00

Cash For Used Equipment. Trades Taken, Also
Consignments. Contact Us For Your Production

one

metal

over

case containing

$3,000.00

$1,100.00

each.

Monterrey,

San

106

lbs.

each.

Our

NOLASCO
Antonio

FILM

7,

price
LAB.,

Texas.

only
3106

Tel.

GE

ARRIFLEX 35mm Model 1 IB with 180° shutter,
ARRIFLEX
motor,

and

foot
in

BLIMP,

and

75mm

magazine,

variable

speed

Schneider

lenses,

110

volt

good

condition.

synchronous

Used

very

$3,500.00

little

or

best

satisfactory offer. Box 1436, AMERICAN CINE¬
MATOGRAPHER.
REVERSAL 16mm processor Filmline R15 com¬

Quantity limited . . . send check with order.

work.

FLORMAN & BABB, INC.

N.Y.

68 West 45th St.

SOUND

28mm

motor and other accessories.

plete

with

magazine

CHET

LORD,

and

404

pump.

Fulton

Ready

Street,

for

Troy,

New York 36, New York
NEWLY RE-CONDITIONED Magnemite battery-

See S.O.S. on Pages — and --

powered

TRADES TAKEN
Phone PL 7-0440

•

Cable SOSOUND

S.O.S. PHOTO-CINE-OPTICS,

Hollywood Blvd.

York.

for

quick

sale,

_

WILL
RCA

TRADE

35mm

soundheads,

jectors,

Hollywood, California
Phone:

Priced

INC.

602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19
Western Branch—6331

recorder.

$125.00. A.P.S., Inc., 6 East 46th Street, New

cameras,

Simplex

Arc

lamps

editing

and

projectors
for

16mm

lighting

with
pro¬

equip¬

ment—what have you. JOHN O. EVANS, 219

HO 7-2124

Drake Ave., S.W., Huntsville, Ala.

1000'

motor, focuser, finder, complete with

cost

400

OFF

125mm f2.5 .(list $180). 90.00

1 6MM BLIMP for Maurer or Mitch.$500.00
Mod.

and

parts. Projectors are brand new, sealed in can,

3- 9294.

$3000 value. Special .$325.00

$8900

FILM

VA,

Galvo.3150.00

jector .$99.50

mag,

immediately.

TABLE

easel .$235.00

cases.

SOUND AND

Galvo.2995.00
Blue Seal

E-K 5X7 Autofocus enlarger, lens, easel, $225.

B&H

DEPUE

PICTURE....$ 1400.00

16mm

Street, New York

Modulite

Recorder,

BANTAM

BOLEX

Galvo.2595.00

WITH

PROJECTOR; USED VERY LITTLE 375.00

ZINE

Galvo.1995.00

Seal

16mm

The above equipment can be put into opera¬
tion

Blue Seal 35mm Optical Recorders,
Blue

DEVRY
TURE

16mm Magnetic

. 975.00

TO

PRINTER SOUND AND
1

VIDEO

100mm Cooke Pancro F/2.5,
Mitchell

CONVERTED

AUTOMATIC LIGHT BOARD BELL & HOWELL

11 0.00

75mm Baltar F/2.3, Eyemo Mount.

seat.

priced low as .$125.00

35MM

35mm

25mm Baltar F/2.3, Eyemo Mount. 115.00

100-ft.

35MM B&H or Mitch 1 000' mags .$95.00

chine w/2

Key¬

er,

DH, turret,

3

Washington.

MR-90 Hi-Arc & stand. 550.00

B&H 400-ft. mags.,

Q,

Spokane,

MR DURAC & stand. 225.00

AURICON portable power supply unit $175.00

EYEMO

890,

.$145.00

16MM SOUND projectors,

DUKANE

Box

MR-170 Hi-Arc & stand. 750.00

tripod, case .$750.00

ELWOOD

P.O.

stone 4-3456.

24mm Cooke Speed Pancro F/2,

magazine.$295.00

DOLLIES,

16MM

Circulating

100.00

Matte

16MM VICTOR Mod. L, turret, 3 lenses, $150

35MM

MINI-RAPID

condition.

4-way

Moviola

16MM CINE SPECIAL I with 2 lenses,

FILMO

FAIRCHILD
Excellent

Box.

Arm

Kinevox Automatic Slater. 450.00

35MM BLIMP for NC or Std. Mitch.$550.00

16MM

SALE —

2000 ft. capacity, each with amplifier, speak¬

COMBINATION

synchronizer

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.

FOR SALE 4

Crab Dollies that were used by

Universal

Studios.

$2500.00

each.

CENTER.

Contact

In

very

good

PROFESSIONAL
Irving

Yates

shape.

EQUIPMENT
HO

3-3391.

CINE

SPECIAL

1

—

15,

25,

50,

63,

102,

150mm Ektar lenses. Two 200 ft. magazines,
optical finder, CeCo Sun Shade, etc. $700.00.

6225 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

H.

R.

AKELEY TRIPODS — GYRO HEADS
Excellent Condition — $500 or Best Offer
JACK DOERR
22407 Bayview
St. Clair Shores, Mich.

CINE

WHEELER,

3883

Broadway, Gary,

Ind.

Needs.
HOLLYWOOD

CAMERA

EXCHANGE,

Ltd.,

1600 Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.
Phone: Hollywood 9-3651

RATES: Ads set in lightface type, 15c per word. Minimum ad, $2.00. Text set in
lightface capital letters (except 1st word and advertiser’s name) 20c per word.
Modified display format (text set in boldface type, capitals or upper-and-lower case)
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Special

$400.00.

Write

Series
Box

I.

Perfect.

1"

lens.

1250, AMERICAN CINE¬

MATOGRAPHER.

$1.50 per line. Send copy with remittance to cover
American Cinematographer, 1782 No. Orange Drive,
close 1st of month preceding date of issue.

Continued on Next Page
payment to Editorial
Hollywood 28, Calif.
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PHOTOGRAPHY IN COAL MINE

SERVICES AVAILABLE

Continued from Page 690

Continued From Preceding Page

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.

TECHNCAL ADIVISOR FOR TRAINING FILMS
Electronics — TV — Radio
Top Talent, Experienced Author and Instructor
2871 Bay Drive BERNARD GROB Merrick, N.Y.

RENT

16mm FILM assignments—Chicago, Zoographic,

Bell &

Howell

16mm & Md. J or 35mm Md.
Printers.
Call or Write

Scenic, Industrial. ARLETTE STUDIO FILM PRO¬
DUCTIONS,

1657 Grace St., Chicago

nois.

Bl

FILM

ASSIGNMENTS,

13,

Illi¬

8-8612.

GORDON ENTERPRISES
5362 N. Cahuenga

North Hollywood, Calif.

scenic,
AURICON

PRO

600

with

1200/

magazine,

stock

shots,

New York,
industrial.

Boston area,

ACORN

FILMS,

168 W. 46th St., N. Y. C. Judson 6-2272.

blimp head, and Modulite VA sound and am¬
plifier

NR-25-S7.

$1,795.00.

C.

F.

No

turret.

TURFEY,

1603

Less

lens,

West Ninth.

Spokane 43, Washington. Rl 7-2950.
KODAK

EKTAR,

B&H,

Bolex

TITLES
list

lenses,

70

DR

&

OPTICALS

for

low

budget

produc¬

tions. 8/16/35mm service. Samples and price
from

ASSOCIATED

CINETITLE

SERVICES,

P.O. Box 1206, Bell, California.

camera, Leica M 3, etc. Send for list. GRAY¬
CAMERAMAN

SON, Box 4, New York 53, N.Y.

available

for

assignments

in¬

cluding UNDERWATER. ROY CHEVERTON, 2625
N. Ocean Blvd., Fort Lauderdale, Fla.

WANTED

PAKISTANI / INDIAN:

WHO SELLS, SWAPS AND BUYS
Whatever in your backroom lies.
Frozen assets can give you a chill
Say the word and defrost them we will.

wants

Director - Cameraman

assignment anywhere

in

co-produce documentary films

Asia.

in

Like to

India/Pakis¬

tan. Write: AMIN CHAUDHRI, 123 E. 38, New
York 16, N.Y. PLaza 9-4558.

CONSIGNMENTS TAKEN—
SET YOUR PRICE—SHIP IT IN
OUR PERCENTAGE IS SMALL
WIRE US — PHONE: PL 7-0440

MICROPHOTOGRAPHY,

TIMELAPSE,

and

SPE¬

CIAL INSERT PHOTOGRAPHY produced to your

S.O.S. PHOTO-CINE-OPTICS, INC.
Formerly S.O.S. Cinema Supply Corp.
Dept, fc
Cable: SOSOUND
602 W. 52nd Street
New York 19, N.Y.
Western Branch — 6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif., HO 7-2124

most

exacting

requirements

most complete
ties.

special

LAWRENCE

with

the

South's

cinematography facili¬

SMITH

PRODUCTIONS,

1951

Delaroche Drive East, Jacksonville 10, Florida.
EVergeen 9-3431.

LABORATORY & SOUND

WHY SACRIFICE
your production and struggle with old or used
equipment

when

we

can

trade

for

cash

or

new equipment? Let us know what you have
and what you need.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN 16MM HEADQUARTERS
16mm Black & White and Anscochrome
Processing—Printing—Recording—Editing

THE CAMERA MART, INC.
1 845 Broadway PL 7-6977 New York 23, N.Y.

Rental

• Sales • All types of film in stock
Write for Price List

WESTERN CINE SERVICE, INC.

WANTED TO BUY FOR CASH

312

16MM AND 35MM CAMERAS

S.

SOUND
High

ALSO
LABORATORY,

in

35MM

money-making

Orient, and other foreign

locales. Good cam¬

duce professional results essential. Payment by
and phone number in first letter. WORLD WIDE
LaJolla

Ave.,

Hollywood 48,

Calif. Phones: WE 0-8308 and OL 3-5072.

TRY F&B LAST
FOR THE HIGHEST QUOTE ON
USED MOVIE EQUIPMENT

FLORMAN & BABB
68 W. 45th ST., N. Y. 36, N. Y.
AURICON

CINE-VOICE

CAMERA.

MAYSLES,

16 Barrow St., New York

AURICON

amplifiers,

NR-25-S7,

in

models

excellent

STOTTS, Laurel, Mississippi.
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at

or 35.

a

reasonable

Quality

cost.

guaranteed.

nue,

SERVICE,

Cleveland

INC.,
3,

7315

Ohio.

Carnegie Ave¬
Phone

ENdicott

1-2707.

assignments

assignment and footage basis. Give particulars
So.

16

CAMERAMEN—
local

era equipment, creativity, and ability to pro¬

108

RECORDING

Fidelity

PICTURE

U.S., Central and So. America, Caribbean,

FILMS,

Colo.

printing and lacquer coating. ESCAR MOTION

LIGHTHING EQUIPMENT

FREELANCE

9,

4-1017.

Complete studio and laboratory services. Color

EDITING AND

CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
315 WEST 43RD STREET • NEW YORK 36, N. Y.
CABLE—CINEQUIP

Register for

Denver

HOWELL STANDARD

AND EYEMO—ARRIFLEX—MAURER

EXPERT

St.,

Sherman

AND ACCESSORIES
MITCHELL—BELL &

Pearl

Write:
14, N.Y.

NR-25-D7

condition.

and

RALPH

plete security to our crew and cast.
For this we moved to a new location
within the mine—an abandoned shaft
—and here mine engineers lent the
wisdom of their long experience in se¬
lecting a position for the camera that
would insure complete safety for all
concerned. Extra supports were placed
around the camera, between the ceiling
and floor of the mine, to protect cam¬
era and operator from the rolling de¬
bris, once the “fall” was triggered.
The lighting for this scene was what
you’d term general, since no people
were to be shown in the scene, and the
location was such that we were able to
light it from three sides. At this loca¬
tion, no AC current was available, and
we were obliged to use DC from a bat¬
tery source supplied by the mine. We
ran the available 180 volts DC directly
into our ColorTran Master Lights,
which gave us illumination of 3400°
Kelvin.

If you have something
new or used to sell producers or photographers of motion pictures, here is your best
market place. Get your
message before readers that are potential
buyers, in the U.S. and
over 80 foreign countries! See preceding
page for rates.

<
]
<
<
<
<
<
<
]
<
]

We decided not to risk the Mitchell
camera for this scene and used, in¬
stead, the spring-driven Cine Special.
This camera had been modified to take
the Mitchell viewfinder, sun shade and
matte box. The camera was set up on a
a tripod about 25 feet from where the
rock was calculated to fall. This was
planned to be triggered by the removal
of timber uprights at a given signal.
Just before the last timbers were to be
pulled, we checked the camera once
more to make sure it was operating
properly. This hunch paid off, for on
this test run the camera jammed.
There was a quick shuffle as we
changed magazines. We made another
test, and it ran off smoothly. Now we
were ready for the big scene—the one
take shot—for there couldn’t be a sec¬
ond.
Nor were we ready and had the
camera rollings moment too soon. The
timbers were released, and the ceiling
came crashing down, sending rocks,
boulders and dust in every direction.
The mass of black coal and rock lit¬
erally rolled in a big wave toward the
camera and stopped within four feet of
the tripod legs!
Our original shooting schedule call¬
ed for 10 days on the mine location
and another 9 days in the studio; we
finished shooting two days under
schedule, including one whole day
spent cleaning coal dust from our
equipment. Credit for much of the
time saved is due the mine officials
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asters. This film, “Dark Valley,” af¬
fords opportunity to observe the re¬
actions of such men as they face death
by disaster.
■

who gave us wonderful help in solving
the many problems encountered.
You have often read newspaper
headlines of men trapped in mine dis¬

at your service!

BEHIND THE CAMERAS
Continued from Page 658
Surtees, ASC, “Mutiny on the
Bounty” (Ultra Panavision & Color; shooting
in Tahiti; Areola Prods.) with Marlon Bran¬
do and Trevor Howard. Lewis Milestone, di¬
rector.

REVUE STUDIOS

Robert

Vogel,

Robert Bronner, ASC, “The Horizontal
Lieutenant” (Euterpe Prod.; C’Scope &
Color) with Jim Hutton and Paula Prentiss.
Richard Thorpe, director.

i

Benj.
Kline,
“Checkmate”*.

i

reversal printing i
and processing ]

Z. •
—- •
— •
-•

Work Prints
•
Color-to-Color Prints •
Color-to-B & W Prints*
Raw Stock
•

ASC,

Dale

Deverman,
Kline, ASC,

Ellis Thackery, ASC, Jack
ASC, “Alcoa Theatre”*.

PARAMOUNT STUDIOS

William Margulies, ASC, John Russell,
ASC, “General Electric Theatre”*.
John Russell, ASC, “Tall Man”*.

Write for complete information ...

Russell Harlan, ASC, “The Spiral Road”
(Shooting in Dutch Guiana) with Rock
Hudson and Genea Rowlands. Robert Mulli¬
gan, director.

William Margulies, ASC, “Outlaws”*.

Fastax Service
A&B Roll Prints Fades-Dissnlves
Timed Prints
-

Numbering

Ray Flin, Commercials”*.

William Clothier, “The Man Who Shot
Liberty Valance” (John Ford Prods.) with
James Stewart and John Wayne. John Ford,
director.

Haskell

MacKenzie,

Ray Rennahan, ASC, “Laramie”*.

Daniel Fapp, ASC, “The Easter Dinner”
(Llenroc Prods.; shooting in Rome) with
Charlton Heston and Elsa Martinelli. Mel¬
ville Shavelson, producer-director.

ASC,

Lionel Lindon, ASC, Robert Gough, “The
Investigators”*.

John Warren, ASC, Benj.
Ray Flin, “Thriller”*.

Jack Swain, “Rawhide”*.

Walter Castle,
ASC, “Bonanza”*

ASC, Dale Deverman,
“Alfred Hitchcock Pre¬

John Warren, ASC, Benj. Kline, ASC,
Lionel Lindon, ASC, “87th Precinct”*.

ASC, “Wonderful World of
Brothers Grimm” (MGM Cinerama;
Pal Prod.) with Laurence Harvey
Karl Boehm. Henry Levin and George
director.

Paul

The
Geo.
and
Pal,

John Russell,
Neal Beckner,
sents”*.

LAB-TV

723 Seventh Ave.
N. Y. 19, JU 6-2293

Russell Metty, ASC, “Touch of Mink”
(P’Vision & Color; Granley Prods.) with
Cary Grant and Doris Day. Delbert Mann,
director.

Boggs,

Frank Phillips, “Have Gun Will Travel”*.

Jack MacKenzie, ASC, “Ichabod and
Me”*; “Bachelor Father”*.
Neal Beckner, “Bob Cummings Show”*.
Ellis Thackery, ASC, “Wells Fargo”*.
Walter Strenge, ASC, “Wagon Train”*
Clifford Stine, ASC, “The Ugly American”
(Universal International; shooting in Thai¬
land) with Marlon Brando and Eiji Okada.
George Englund, producer-director.
Mack
Stengler,
ASC,
“Leave
It
to
Beaver”*.

PARAMOUNT SUNSET STUDIOS

Fleet Southcott, “Gunsmoke”*
Lester Shorr, ASC, “Pete and Gladys”*.
REPUBLIC STUDIOS

Charles Burke, “Target, the Corruptors”*.
George Diskant, ASC, “The Rifleman”*.
Wilfrid Cline, ASC, “Robert Taylor De¬
tectives”*.
Howard Schwartz, “Mrs. G Goes to Col¬
lege”*.

Specialized

LIGHTING
EQUIPMENT

Contitnued on Page 694

for

MOTION

PICTURE,

STILL

and

CINEKAD Microphone Booms
CINEKAD Mike Booms are light in
weight, rigidly constructed, precision
engineered and ideal for location or
studio work.
Model

BR-12

extends from

7

to

14

feet.

Model C-12 extends from 7 to 14 feet; has
external directional mike control.

ALL MODELS FIT
IN YOUR CAR)

Model “Miracle” extends from 7 to 18
feet; has internal fitted noiseless directional
mike control.
Model C-18 extends from 7 to 20 feet;
has external directional mike control.

Write for Free

Catalogue

CINEMATOGRAPHER.

NOVEMBER.

Write for A Copy of Our
Catalog J on Your Letterhead

Each CINEKAD Mike Boom has a sturdy
5-foot stand, which can be elevated to a
height of 10 feet.

CINEKAD ENGINEERING CO.
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937 NORTH SYCAMORE AVENUE

763 10TH AVE., NEW YORK 19, N Y.

HOLLYWOOD 38,

CALIF.
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SMOOOOOOOTH
That's the word for Miller Fluid Action Tripod
Heads. It's because Miller Heads are true fluid
Heads— the load rides on the fluid and all ten¬
sion adjustments take
place within the flu¬
id
chambers
giving
a
velvety
smooth¬
ness unmatched by
any
other
tripod
head — there is
no
slack,
no
bounce, no back¬
lash, no judder.
Miller Fluid Ac¬
tion
Tripods,
Heads
are
available
in
two sizes —
The
Profes¬
sional
for
cameras of
25-35 lbs.
The Mod¬
el D for
Mil ler
Model
cameras
“D" Fluid Head
of
12with Ball Level¬
14 lbs.
ing
Top
Miller
Grooved Leg Tripod.
"D" Head $150.00
B/L Tripod
139.50
Total
$289.50
Miller
Professional
Model
Fluid
Head
with Ball Level¬
ing Top, Miller
Grooved Leg Tri¬
pod.

Continued from Preceding Page

Douclas

Slocome,

“Freud” (shooting in
Munich) with Montgomery Clift and Susan¬
nah York. John Huston, producer-director.
TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX

Lee Garmes, ASC, “Adventures of a Young
Man” (C'Scope & Color; Jerry Wald Prod.)
with Richard Beymer and Paul Newman.
Martin Ritt, director.

Arthur Ibbetson, “The Inspector” (Red
Lion Films; shooting in London) with Step¬
hen Boyd and Dolores Hart. Philip Dunne,
director.
Kenneth Peach. ASC, “Follow the Sun”*
Lloyd Ahern, ASC, “Adventures in Para¬
dise”*

William

Mellor,
ASC,
“State
Fair”
(C’Scope & DeLuxe color;
shooting in
Dallas) witli Pat Boone and Pamela Tiffin.
Jose Ferrer, director.
Leon Shamroy, ASC, “Cleopatra” (J. Mankiewicz Prod.; Todd-AO; shooting in Rome)
with Elizabeth Taylor and Richard Burton.
Joseph Mankiewicz. director.

Ball
Leveling
Pro Head $299.50
Tripod
154.50
Total $454.00

William

At your dealer or order directly from
Cherokee
28, Calif.

Snyder,

ASC,
“Bon
Voyage”
(shooting in Europe) with Fred MacMurray
and Jane Wyman. James Neilson, director.

Paul Beeson, “The Castaways”

(shooting
in London) with Maurice Chevalier and
Hayley Mills. Robert Stevenson, director.

MILLER PROFESSIONAL EQUIPMENT

WARNER BROS.

Phone
HO 7-8189

Harold Lipstein, ASC, “The Chapman Re¬
port” (Darryl F. Zanuck Prods) with Shelley
Winters and Ray Danton. George Cukor,
director.

Penny Richards, “Joseph Desa” (DmytrykWiler Prod, for Columbia release; shooting
in
Rome)
with Maximilian Schell and
Ricardo Montalhan
Edw. Dmytryk, pro¬
ducer-director.
Ralph Woolsey, ASC, Lewis Jennings,
Jack Marquette, “Hawaiian Eye”*.
Robert Hoffman, “Bronco”*.
Harold Stine, ASC, J. Peverell Marley,
Robert Tobey, ASC, “Surfside 6”*.

ASC,

Frank Carson, “Room for One More”*.

FOR THE ANSWERS . . .
.
.
with

. to your photographic
confidence to the new

problems,

Lewis Jennings, “Cheyenne”*.
refer

AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER MANUAL
Most
comprehensive
compilation
of
cinema¬
tographic
data
ever
assembled
between
the
covers of a single book. Contains more than 400
pages of concise, practical and informative data
and charts invaluable to every cinematographer.
There's something to help you on every page
of this valuable fact-packed book!
Order your
copy today!

Robert Tobey, ASC,
“77 Sunset Strip”*.

Robert

Hoffman,

Burt Glennon, “Lawman”*.
Charles

Lawton, ASC, “Lovers Must
Learn” (shooting in Italy) with Troy Dona¬
hue and Suzanne Pieshette. Delmer Daves,
producer-director.
Ray Fernstrom, ASC, “Roaring Twenties”*.
ZIV-UNITED ARTISTS

$7.50
.

Monroe Askins, “Rip Cord”*
Brick Marquard, “Everglades”*.

. . Post Paid

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER MANUAL
P.O. Box 2230, Hollywood 28, Calif.
Please send

Curt Fetters, “King of Diamonds”*.

me.copies of the AMERICAN

CINEMATOGRAPHER
.

MANUAL.

Please

ship

Payment enclosed

C.O.D.

Name.....

WHAT’S NEW
Continued from Page 647

Street & No.
City. Zone..
State..
*For orders mailed within California, please
add 4*/. sales tax.
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Made of heavy-gauge steel, 944"x
9!/2/,x6%" in size, unit weighs 16 lbs.,
lists for $189.00. Natural Lighting
Corp., 630 So. Flower St., Burbank,
Calif.

Power Pack Charger
A companion charging unit for its
Dynamax Power Pack is announced
by Gordon Enterprises, 5362 No. Cahuenga, No. Hollywood, Calif. The
charger fully energizes completely dis¬
charged battery overnight, amply con¬
trolled against overcharging. Input is
115-V AC, with a choice of 8, 12, 16,
or 24 volt outputs, depending on type
of Dynamax Power Pack to be re¬
charged.
■

WALT DISNEY STUDIOS

For the finest possible combination, get the new
Miller Grooved
Leg Tripod with Ball
Leveling
Top. These are the easiest and fastest leveling
tops available coupled with the finest and most
rigid tripods in the Junior class.

1619 No.
Hollywood

3,125 normal watts. No external power
supply is required, since power is util¬
ized directly from the converter wiring.

BEHIND THE CAMERAS

switching of lamps from low to high
intensity from camera position by
means of 25-foot cable extension. Each
of two control circuits has capacity of

STATEMENT REQUIRED BY THE ACT OF AUGUST
24, 1912, AS AMENDED BY THE ACTS OF MARCH
3, 1933, JULY 2, 1946, AND JUNE 11, 1960 (74
STAT. 208) SHOWING THE OWNERSHIP, MANAGE¬
MENT, AND CIRCULATION OF
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Literature
BOOKLETS, CATALOGUES AND BROCHURES
AVAILABLE FROM EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURERS

Auricon Zoomiscope
Literature illustrating and describ¬
ing company’s new Zoomiscope exten¬
sion viewfinder eyepiece for use with
model 85 and 85-S-EK Pan Cinor zoom
leses is offered by Bach-Auricon, Inc.,
6902 Romaine, Hollywood 38, Calif.

Rental Catalogue
The wide range of motion picture
film production equipment available on
rental from Camera Equipment Com¬
pany is described together with data,
rates, etc., in company’s latest Equip¬
ment Rental Catalogue.

Lowel-Light Data
A six-page illustrated folder illus¬
trates and describes popular new Lowel Lights and related accessories such
as barndoors, mounting bracket, gaffer
tape, and complete kits. Lowel-Light
Photo Engineering, 429 W. 54th St.,
New York 19, N. Y.
•

Sound Effects Catalogue
Sound Recordings, 14 Hathaway
Hamlet, Shottery, Warwickshire, Eng¬
land, has issued a 6-page mimeo¬
graphed brochure listing the tape-re¬
corded sound effects offered by the
company for motion picture film pro¬
duction.

Production Equip. Catalogue
Latest 1961 catalogue of motion
picture production equipment offered
by The Camera Mart, Inc., is off the
press. Copies are available free.
•

Super Anscochrome Data
Ansco, Binghamton, N. Y., offers lat¬
est data sheet on company’s Super
Anscochrome PNI 16mm, 35mm and
70mm films. Included is data for proc¬
essing the films at higher-than-rated
speeds, use of filters, and exposure
guide for photoflood illumination. In¬
cluded, also, is list of motion picture
laboratories in the U.S. offering proc¬
essing of 16mm Anscochrome PNI
films of all types.

USE THIS COUPON ...

^

instead of writing letters, to re¬
quest any or all of the literature
described above. On reverse side,
check literature you desire, then
mail coupon. No postage required.

Page
Ansco
announces
3
16mm
Anschrome
films for all color filming needs.656
Arriflex Corp. of Amer. offers literature
and demonstration of its cameras.643
Bach-Auricon, Inc., announces new Zoomiscope finder for zoom lenses.645
Birns & Sawyer Cine Equip. Co. offers
wide
selection
in
used
cine
equip¬
ment .655
Byron Motion Pictures, complete one-stop
service for all film producers.697
Camera Equip. Co., offers used Panorama
dollies, p. 638, Pro-Jr. fluid head, p. 669,
Hansard
rear-screen
process
projector,
p. 680; special prodn. equip.649-650
Camera Mart, Inc., offers specials in film
production equipment.643, 644, 654
Camera Service Center rents cameras,
lenses, accessories, lights, etc.679
Capitol Film Laboratories, Inc. provides
sound, editorial, film lab services.686
S. A. Chevereau rents cameras, cranes,
dollies
for
production
in
Europe
lo¬
cales .
680
Cinekad Engr. Co. offers 3-wheel collapsi¬
ble dolly, portable mike boom.684
Consolidated Film Industries offers com¬
plete lab services for 16mm and 35mm
producers .641
DuPont Photo Products cites advantages
of its Superior 2 film in TV film produc¬
tion .Inside Front Cover
Eastman Kodak Co. offers technical as¬
sistance to all film producers.666-667
Farkas Film Co. offers complete film pro¬
duction facilities in far east.673
Film Effects of Hollyd., Inc. specialized
effects services in 16, 35, and 65mm....648
Filmline Corp. offers line of reversal film
processors .684
Florman & Babb, Inc.: six important items
for modern film production.659
Equipment rental service.673
Jack A. Frost offers nationwide rental
service on lighting and camera equip.663
W. J. German, Inc., national distributors
of Eastman professional films....3rd Cover
Hollywood Film Co. tells of its Profes¬
sional 16mm Hot Film Splicer.681
LAB-TV offers 16mm B&W reversal print¬
ing and processing, edge numbering ...693
Jack I). Leppert has portable, batterypowered light for newsreel filming.673
Magnasync Corp. names four regional dis¬
tributors in New York City.651
Bay Mercer & Co. offers specialized titles,
effects, superimposures, etc.684
Miller Professional Equip, describes its
line of fluid heads, tripods.694
Mole-Richardson Co. source of specialized
lighting equipment for motion pics.693
Motion Picture Labs., Inc. offers 24-hr.
service anywhere in U.S.658
Movielab Film Laboratories complete lab
services
for
film
makers
coast-tocoast .633
Moviola Mfg. Co. lists features of its
Crab Dolly.689
National Carbon Co. offers services of its
technical staff to film producers and film
exhibitors .683
Paillard, Inc. cites role of Bolex 16mm
camera
in
recent
award
presentation
. 646-647
Pellegrini-Piek has dual-power viewer for
Bolex reflex cameras.642
Precision Laboratories produces film syn¬
chronizers, sound readers, etc.678
Charles Boss, Inc., rentals, sales, serv¬
ice of lighting, grip, prop equip.657
SOS Cine-Photo-Optics, Inc. offers full
page of equipment “specials”.652-653
Sylvania Electric Prods., Inc. tells about
new 30-V battery-powered Sun Gun.637
TA Mfg. Corp. introduces Thomas-16 fluid
pan head for 16mm photography....639-640
IJhIer Cine Machine Co. offers comb.
8/16mm contact printer, also other print¬
ers for 8, 16, and 35mm films.687-688
Video Film Labs, specializes in wide range
of B&W film processing services.....689
Carl Zeiss, Inc. features its Moviscop
viewer for 16mm or 8mm films.838
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A NATIONAL INSTITUTION

W. J. GERMAN, Inc.
BIGGEST AND OLDEST AGENCY FOR
Sales And Distribution

EASTMAN PROFESSIONAL
MOTION PICTURE FILMS
Negatives
Color

Positives

Black - And - White

Prompt Service — Everywhere

Fort Lee,

Chicago,

Hollywood,

New Jersey

Illinois

California

complete ONE STOP services (or film producers!

studio services:

laboratory services:

Editorial

Developing Processes

Ci-eative Editing
Dialogue Cutting
Music Cutting
Conforming
Preparation of A&B Rolls
Hot Splicing
Syncing
Cutting Room Rental

Art
Storyboards
Graphic Art
Cartoons
Hand-lettered Titles
Hot Press Titles
Title and Animation
Photography

Music
Optical Film, 35mm
Magnetic Film, 35, 17 V2 &
16mm, 14-inch Tape
Disc, 33 V3 & 78
Sound Effects

Sound Recording

UNDER ONE ROOF...

Location Recording
Narration
Music Recording
Post-dubbing
Re-recording
Mixing
Transfer
Interlocks
Facilities Include Optical and
Magnetic 35, 1714 & 16mm,
14-inch Sync Tape

in one convenient location. Write,

Screening

phone or wire for information and

16mm Projection
35mm Projection
Interlocks

quotations on any and all producer
services.

COLOR:
Negative EK 16mm
Positive EK 16mm
Ektachrome 16mm*
Kodachrome 16mm*
Ansco 16mm*
*Processed by film manufacturers’
local plant

BLACK AND WHITE:
Spray Picture Negative,
16 & 35mm
Spray Sound Negative,
16 & 35mm
Newsreel Negative, 16mm
Spray Picture Positive,
16 & 35mm
Immersion Positive, 16mm
Reversal, 16mm

Printing
COLOR:
Kodachrome, 16mm
Ansco, 16mm
EK Internegative, 16mm
EK Positive, 16mm
Reduction, 16mm
Blow-ups, 35mm
Optical, 16mm
Workprint, 16mm
Masters, 16nnn
Answer Prints, 16mm
Release Prints, 16mm
BLACK AND WHITE:
Dupe Negative, 16 & 35mm
Master Positive, 16 & 35mm
Reversal, 16mm
Reduction, 16mm
Blow-ups, 35mm
Optical, 16nnn
Track Prints, 16 & 35mm
Work Prints, 16 & 35mm
Answer Prints, 16 & 35mm
Release Prints, 16 & 35mm
TV Spots, 16 & 35mm

Miscellaneous
Edgenumbering
Print Cleaning
Peerless Treatment
Magnetic Striping
Reels
Cans
Shipping Cases

w

byron /motion pictures
1226 Wisconsin Ave., N.W., Washington 7, D.C., FEderal 3-4000
Affiliated with MECCA FILM LABORATORIES CORP., 630 Ninth Avenue, New York 36, N.Y.
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The Magazine of Motion Picture Photography

IN
THIS
ISSUE

•THE PHOTOGRAPHY OF “WEST SIDE STORY”
•EFFECTS AND TITLES FOR “WEST SIDE STORY”
•MAGIC WITHOUT MATTES

‘CHOOSING A 16MM FILM

A NATIONAL INSTITUTION

W. J. GERMAN, Inc.
BIGGEST AND OLDEST AGENCY FOR
Sales And Distribution

EASTMAN PROFESSIONAL
MOTION PICTURE FILMS
Negatives
Color

Positives

Black - And - White

Prompt Service — Everywhere

Fort Lee,

Chicago,

Hollywood,

New Jersey

Illinois

California

and grip equipment, too11

® TM £707529

CECO lighting makes sense to top motion picture and
TV (tape and live) producers, directors and directors of
photography and lighting—to Hollywood crews on loca¬
tion—to free lancers and beginners who just hung out
their shingles.
CECO is the largest sinSle source of lighting equipment in
the world. Our storehouses bulge with all makes—Mole
Richardson, ColorTran, J. G. McAlister, BardwellMcAlister, Century, Kliegl, Lowell and Strong.
Equipment includes brutes, broads, spots, floods, dimmers,
transformers, generators on trailers and truck-mounted,
reflectors, scrims, boosters, cranes, dollies, grips, portable
dressing rooms and miles and miles of cable.
CECO is in a class by itself when it comes to quality, to
rigid service and promptness—and low, low rental prices.
On your next job—call CECO and be safe.
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(£nm€RH G^uipmenT (o.jnc.
Dept.

A-17,315

W. 43rd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y., JUdson 6-1420

In Hialeah, Florida:
51 E. 10th Ave.
TUxedo 8-4604

In Hollywood, California:
6510 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 9-8321
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weight

outfit

with

Single
system
16mm sound on
film tomeras. Lat¬
est model Cinevoice
II
sound
cameras. TV kine¬
scope shutters,
new and used in
stock.
Pro-600
Special
light¬
Filmagnetic sound system.

CAMART
BABY
DOLLY
Dolly
Tracks
Available

December, 1961

Vol. 42, No. 12
Feature Articles

THE PHOTOGRAPHY OF “WEST SIDE STORY” ...Herb A. Lightman

726

WHAT SHALL WE PUT IN THE CAMERA?...

728

MAGIC WITHOUT MATTES. ....J oseph Henry

730

THE LANG TOUCH...Darrin Scot

732

EFFECTS AND TITLES FOR “WEST SIDE STORY”.Linwood G. Dunn, ASC

736

PHOTOGRAPHY FOR A TV “FASHION SPECTACULAR '.Sol Abrams

740

SHOOTING EXTERIORS ...

742

Departments
The only portable four-wheel dolly that provides
balance and stability. Adjustable seat for cam¬
eraman. Platform accommodates assistant. $425.00

COLORTRAN CINEMASTER
MARK II CONVERTERS

INDUSTRY NEWS .

704

WHAT’S NEW IN EQUIPMENT, ACCESSORIES, SERVICES.

710

BEHIND THE CAMERAS .Marion Hutchins

714

TECHNICAL QUESTIONS & ANSWERS.

720

ANNUAL INDEX .

761

LITERATURE .

763
ON THE COVER

LINWOOD DUNN, ASC, (left) and Cecil Love prepare to shoot main title for
Mirisch Pictures’ “West Side Story.” Dunn is checking remote focus-control
of the 65mm camera, while Love sets up apparatus for controlling camera
dolly movement during shot. Faders used in effecting light changes on
title background are at lower left. During shooting, light changes and
camera dolly movement were precisely timed by means of sweep-hand
clock in right background. Dunn’s story about filming titles and effects for
“West Side Story” begins on page 736 of this issue.

Cinemaster Chief—50,000 watts
Cinemaster—40,000 watts .
Cinemaster Jr.—25,000 watts
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MITCHELL R-35
Acclaimed by owner Cinematographers the World over

“the Most Versatile Professional Reflex camera!"

Dual Shutters: Variable
disc focal plane shutter
for exposure control,
fades, dissolves.
Mirror shutter for
parallax-free
reflex viewing.

Super Baltar Lenses: Advanced optical design
by Bausch & Lomb. 25mm — 50mm — 75mm
focal lengths are standard with R-35.

Mitchell Precision Movement: Time proven
registration pins assure optimum image
steadiness. Stop-motion — 120 F.P.S.

Magazines: 400 or
1000 foot capacity
magazines provide
hand holding and
studio camera
capability.

Motor Interchangeability: 115-220V
synchronous, high
speed, stopmotion, 12V-110V
variable speed
motors available.
Viewfinders: Parallax-free brilliant reflex
viewing of more than full aperture field.
Critical focus magnifier, contrast viewing
filters built-in. Studio finder fits R-35.

85% of all professional
motion pictures
shown throughout the world
are filmed with
Mitchell cameras

Write today for detailed
specifications and request the
Mitchell R-35 Bulletin.

M ITCH
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER, DECEMBER, 1961

MITCHELL CAMERA CORPORATION
666 West Harvard Street, Glendale 4, California
521 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York

Cable Address:
“Mitcamco”
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INDUSTRY
NEWS
News briefs of industry activities/ products and progress

Cortez To Lecture Collegians

Hot Subject

■

• Rectangular
Construction

• Fits easily into
corners
• Vulcanized fiber with reinforced metal frame.
* Complete Bin, Rack, linen bag, w/skids $45.25
w/wheels $51.75

CAMART
CORE
DISPENSER
Keeps film cores handy
at all times. Attaches eas¬
ily to work table or wall.
Easy to remove, easy to
fill.
All
aluminum con¬
struction.
Adjustable
ta
16mm and 35mm cores.
Sizes
.

9.50

24"

.

11.50

36"

.. 14.50

There is general agreement that the
best quality 8mm color print is the
one made by reduction, and that the
step printer provides the best reduction
prints, according to General Film Lab¬

Magnificent Ambersons,” “Night of
the Hunter,” and “Back Street,” was
selected because of his work on these
productions.

Since step-printing is inherently a
slow process, ways need to be found
to multiply the number of prints that
can be made at one time—such as
the 35/32mm method. The motion
picture laboratories today are only in
the beginning stages of engineering
and using 8mm printing and tracking
equipment, General concludes.
•

New Disney Cartoon Process
process

combining

automation

inating need for inkers to trace
drawings onto cels which are sub¬
sequently filled in by painters. Its use
reportedly has trimmed production
costs on studio’s current cartoon fea¬
ture, “The Sword and the Stone.”

704

month,

oratories’ engineers.

poses individual drawings of anima¬
tors photographically to the cels, elim¬

Send for Free 1962 Catalog

last

who directed the photography of “The

with animation has been developed by
Walt Disney Studios, which trans¬

Edit single and double system 16mm or 36mm op¬
tical sound.
Edit single system magnastripe 01
double
system magnetic
sound.
Use with
any
16mm motion picture viewer to obtain perfect
lip-sync matching of picture to track. Works from
left to right or right to left.
Dual Editor (without viewer) .$195.00
Zeiss Moviscop Viewer .
96.00
Special Editor-Viewer Comb. 269.50

ASC,

ested in at present.

A

CAMART DUAL SOUND
EDITOR MODEL SB! 11

Cortez,

was invited to lecture before Univer¬
sity of California’s cinema department
student assembly on subject of con¬
temporary
cinematography.
Cortez,

Prices

16"

Stanley

Interest in 8mm sound films con¬
tinues to increase. The principal at¬
traction is lower cost compared to
16mm. It is mass production of 8mm
SOF prints the industry's most inter¬

•

20th-Fox Renews Contracts
Two ASC members, both veterans of
20th Century Fox’s Beverly Hills stu¬
dios, have had their contracts renewed
for another year. They are Director
of Photography William Mellor and
L. B. Abbott, head of the studio’s pho¬
tographic effects department. Mellor
is currently shooting the Jerry Wald
production, “Mr. Hobbs Takes a Va¬
cation,” starring James Stewart and
Maureen O’Hara.

Hollywood Booming
Employment in the Hollywood mo¬
tion picture studios continues to in¬
crease despite so-called “runaway”
production and economy cuts by the
studios.
According to Daily Variety, Holly¬
wood tradepaper, which rendered a
lengthy report on this subject in its
November 28th issue, the production
of television films is largely respon¬
sible for the continued high-level of
employment in the studios. The report
indicated a recent analysis revealed
some studios have one feature picture
in production to eight TV films; others
two or three features to five-to-eight
video films.

New English 3-D Camera
National Research Development Cor¬
poration, of London, and W. Vinten,
Ltd., have introduced a new motion
picture camera for 3-D motion pic¬
ture photography. The specially con¬
structed stereo camera was used re¬
cently at Toronto International Studios
to photograph dream sequences for its
production, “The Mask.”
According

to

Film

&

Television

Technician, English film industry jour¬
nal, this shooting is probably the first
3-D photography on a feature film to
be carried out anywhere in the world
for six or seven years.
Continued on Page 706
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WEST SIDE STORY...PHOTOGRAPHIC EFFECTS BY
LINWOOD DUNN AND FILM EFFECTS OF HOLLYWOOD HAVE
REALIZED TRICKY AND IMPORTANT INNOVATIONS.”
Hollywood Reporter • Sept. 22-1961

This same service... in every aspect of Creative Special Effects ... backed
by thirty years of major studio experience and the finest specialized equip¬
ment ... available for your 16 mm, 35 mm and 65 mm production.
WRITE FOR BROCHURE • PHONE HO 9-5808 • CABLE: FILMEFX

N.Y. HERALD TRIBUNE

BOSTON RECORD

...“the wild dancers are faded out and the two
lovers individualized... exceptional movie work.”

...Tony gets his first glimpse of Maria, blocking
out all but these two.”

SATURDAY REVIEW

N.Y. TIMES

“The scene shimmers with pastel light, then blurs
as Tony catches his first glimpse of Maria..."

“Innocent first-sight lovers are isolated in golden
mist at a teenage dance."

L A. TIMES
“Director Robert Wise’s color camera, misting out all the other dancers,
made this an enchanted moment indeed.”

FILM EFFECTS OF HOLLYWOOD
Linwood Dunn
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ASC.,

President

1153 No. Highland Ave. Hollywood 38, Calif.
Phone HO 9-5808 • Cable: Filmefx
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Continued from Page 704

OPTICAL FX UNIT
AND PRISMS

ta Relieve ctf

The fundamental advance of the new
camera, according to F&TT, derives
from its being designed at the start
for
three-dimensional
photography,

FOR 16mm —35mm—TV CAMERA^

with the twin cameras (producing twin
negatives) integrally mounted in a

W pat ta 4ec It

single body. The intermittents are of
standard Vinten design—same as used
in the standard Vinten-Everest camera,

LIVE TV, ANIMATION,
MOTION PICTURES

k

_dJLS

From two to
seven images or
mSK JP
combinations, more
ft,.’1
than 27 variations in op¬
tical effects, montages, and
distortions without expensive
opticals.

Complete unit consists of a four surface prism, mount, revolving housing,
and camera base assembly.

Literature on request.

This gives effective lens separations
variable from 5-inches down to zero.
A semi-reflector, used as a beam¬
splitter, is mounted in front of the

Images may be photographed In
ward and reverse rotation.

the

but the twin mechanisms are mount¬
ed on a machined guide so they can be
moved freely from side to side, while
the camera is running if necessary.

CRR1ERR • R1RRT me.

1845 BROADWAY at 50th ST.
Phone: Plaza 7-6977
NEW YORK 23. N. Y.
Cable Address CAMERAMART

lenses, one of which shoots straight
through, and the other pointed directly
downward into the beam-splitter from
above.
Convergence of the two cameras is
effected by means of off-setting the film
center lines outwards in relation to the
lens axis. Mirror shutters provide
through-the-lens viewing, and either
finder may be used by the operator
during the course of filming a scene.

Top U.S. Non-theatrical
Films To Be Honored
rewinders

sound readers

picture and
sound editors

video tape

synchronizers

IN EDITING
EQUIPMENT
From the time motion pictures “learned
to talk” Moviola has earned acceptance
as the word for professional film
editing equipment. Moviola is keeping
pace with the changing needs of the
Motion Picture Industry with new
devices such as:
• Crab Dolly for improved Motion
Picture and TV Camera mobility
• 70 mm Viewer for the Photo
Instrumentation field

lVToviola
JLv JL
MANUFACTURING CO.

1451 GORDON STREET • HOLLYWOOD • CALIFORNIA • HO. 7-3178
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Fifty-three 1961 U.S. non-theatrical
films which gained special recognition
at three foreign film festivals held in
Edinburgh, Venice, and Padua, Italy,
will be honored by certificates from
Embassy officials of Italy and Britain
at a showing of “Films of Merit” at
7:45 p.m. in the National Educational
Assn, auditorium in Washington, D.C.,
December 12.

Academy Names Three ASC
Members to Awards Committee
ASC-members Farciot Edouart, Sol
Halprin, and Hal Mohr were among
those appointed on a committee last
month by the Academy of Motion Pic¬
ture Arts and Sciences, Hollywood, to
evaluate the past year’s scientific and
technical achievements. The committee
will make recommendations for ap¬
propriate awards to the Academy’s
Board of Governors.
■
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RECORDING AMPLIFIER MODEL MA-11
All-transistorized! Bulky batteries and heavy transformers eliminated,
-ft Rechargeable battery or continuous A.C. operation.
■+C 14 transistors for frequency response to 12,000 cycles.
Extreme portability and dependability. Weighs only 5 lbs
iHk

FILMAGNETIC DUPLEX
A.C. POWER-PACK &
CHARGER will fully
charge MA-11 Amplifier
Battery overnight. Plug
into wall-socket. . . plug
into Amplifier. It’s that
easy!

-+C Temperature-compensated for world-wide
use, winter and summer.

7

Equipped with transistor-matched
FILMAGNETIC heads.

¥:'?■

M
M
M

-+C Fitted carrying case can be conveniently,®
stored under pullman seat or carried
m
as hand-luggage on plane.
m
m
Fully charged Battery will operate
Filmagnetic Model MA-11 Amplifier
for more than

8

hours of

sound-on-film recording.

ALSO USED AS POWER-PACK for continuously
operating Amplifier direct from 115 Volt A.C. current.

Permanent lightweight
Battery can be
re-chargecf repeatedly.

* WRITE FOR FREE AURICON CATALOG
WITH INFORMATION ON THE NEW
ALL-TRANSISTORIZED FILMAGNETIC
RECORDING SYSTEM...

m

§§
THIS IS THE FILMAGNETIC CAMERA UNIT for
16mm magnetic sound-on-film . . .
FILMAGNETIC sound-on-film recording can be
factory installed on all existing, or earlier,
Auricon Cameras. Recording on pre-stripe film,
black-and-white or color, you get professional
quality lip-sync talking pictures and brilliant
music reproduction. After normal processing, the
film can be shown on any 16mm magnetic-sound
projector. In use since 1955, for exacting
professional requirements, FILMAGNETIC, with
the new MA-11 Amplifier, brings you the means
for producing the finest in professional 16mm
sound-on-film motion pictures. The optical
sound-on-film capability of your Auricon Camera
is not impaired. Change back and forth at will
. . . without tools!

1

GUARANTEE
All Auricon Equipment is sold with
a 30-day money back guarantee
and a 1 year Service Warranty. You
must be satisfied!

#1)

fl

i

LINE OF 16MM SOUND-ON-FILM CAMERAS

100 ft. Runs 23/« mm.

AURICON SUPER-1200
1200 ft. Runs 33 min.

AURICON “PR0-600 SPECIAL''
AURICON PR0-600
400 ft. Runs 11 min.
600 ft. Runs 16Vz min.

AURICON . . .THE PROFESSIONAL CAMERA
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“FILMAGNETIC” SOUND FOR COLOR OR BLACK & WHITE

STANDARD OF THE 16MM SOUND INDUSTRY SINCE 1931
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Increase Range and Use of Arriflex Cameras In Sports, Aerials, Underwater, and Sound
HEATER BARNEY FOR ARRI

Efficient B & S heater parka keeps camera warm,
film pliable in temperatures to — 68
F. Highest
quality materials and workmanship. $168. Other
barneys for all cameras- Request brochure

Underwater Blimp for Arri 16

SOUND BARNEY, CAT. 1420

New Underwater Housing Designed For Arri 16 &
35mm Cameras. Tops Change, as Base is Common.
Welded Marine Aluminum Plate 3/s" thick. With¬
stands 60-minute Test at 300' Depth. Request Bro¬
chure. $2,495.

Super-strong welded marine aluminum housing
available for camera, 400 magazine and voltabloc battery. Top interchangeable for Arri 35.
Special nose cone available for 5.7mm lens.
$2,495. Catalog 5000,

L-O-N-G, L-O-N-G LENSES

W-l-D-E, W-l-D-E LENSES

Widest wide angle for Arri 35 from B & S optical
shop. Sharp, crisp 14.5m
F 3.5 Angenieux re¬
places larger, bulkier lenses. Arri mount $375,
Mitchell NC mount $395-

Underwater Blimp for Arri 35

B&S Omnitar Lenses fit 16 and 35mm Arris in focal lengths from 125mm through 1000mm, shown
above with Mark III Omnipod cradle. Lens shown is F6.3, Catalog No. 1364, $895. See your dealer
or write for brochure. Omnitars consistently best for Resolution, Color, and Brilliance.

BALL-SOCKET HI-HAT, CAT. 1123

TRACKING FINDER, CAT. 2600

J flgfjp

.Hi;

B&S Multi-Layer Sound Barney for Arri 16 Cuts
80% of Camera Noise on Location Shooting, Light¬
weight, Effective. Sold Only Through Franchised
Arriflex Dealers. $99.50.

B&S Presents the First Hi-Hat Made Expressly for
16mm Arri Ball-Socket Tripod Head. Camera Levels
Quickly, Easily. Eliminates Wedging. $34.00.

Great for Sports, Aerials, Moving Targets, etc. Fits
Arri 16 for 25 & 50mm Lenses. Easily Attached and
Removed. Folds Flat. $49,50.

T816 BATTERY
CHARGER

LONGER LASTING VOLTABLOC BATTERIES

Hi-Hat for Arri 35

End battery woes with B & S
guaranteed, self-fused
charger for all 8-V and/or
16-V Voltablocs. $49.50.

Birns & Sawyer-designed voltabloc batteries guaranteed for
longer, trouble-free life. All units encased in first grade cow¬
hide, have belt loop and shoulder strap. Compare!
8.4-Volt $1 15. 15-Volt $180.

Sturdy Hi-hat for mountinq
Arri 35 to standard tripod.
Engineered
struts.
Base
tapped for 3/e" and Va" Tri¬
pods- $34.00.

CIN-AR ADAPTER

Adapt your Arri lenses to
"C" mount cameras On-Off
in seconds. See your camera
dealer. $16.50.

Birns <S Sawyer Specializes in Arri Equipment: Rentals, Sales,
Repairs, Trades, Purchases, Maintenance, and Special Design

RNS & SAWYER Cine Equipment
6424 SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD
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•

HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA

•

TELEPHONE: HO. 4-5166

•

CABLE: BIRNSAW
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“THE SHAKES"PERMANENTLY

LOCKED OUT

O'CONNOR
FLUID HEADS
“the secret to a steady hand”

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER, DECEMBER, 1961

9862 Highland Avenue, Alta Loma, California.

Brochure on request.
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WHAT’S NEW

LENSES from B & J

IN

EQUIPMENT,

ACCESSORIES,

Master All picture assignments! Select the
Right lens from famous B & J "LensBank" — service and inventory!
Wide
Angle, Telephoto, Special Infinity corrected
Lenses for Microphotography ... for
Copying. Lenses Properly mounted to fit
your camera!
\
Write for "Lens-Bank"® List of

shaped for the left hand and incorpo¬
rates a trigger mechanism through
which the camera’s electric switch may
he operated. A special counter-plate is
provided so pistol grip may be re¬
moved and used separately. List price
is $68.00.

Services

Burke & James, Inc.
321 So. Wabash, Chicago 4, Illinois
AC

12/61

EXCLUSIVE LAMNATRACK

Magnetic Film Striper

Laminated Magnetic Film Striping for 8,
16 and 35mm film
• permanently bonded lamination out¬
lives the film itself
• silicone lubricated to minimize wear
on sound head
• improves sound quality of magnetic
sound projector
• will not dissolve in cleaning agents
or splicing cements
Inquire about
our high speed sound
transferring to 8mm release prints in any
quantities
Write for literature and FREE sample.
Precision Lamnatrack for “Sound” Quality

156

FIFTH

AVENUE,

NEW

YORK

10,

A combination shoulder-pod and
pistol grip, designed for Arriflex 16
cameras is announced by Arriflex Cor¬

SOSound magnetic film striping ma¬
chine employs the wet application
principle to provide soundstriping un¬
affected by splices. Production capacity
is 2000 to 2200 feet per hour. Other
features are: micrometric control of
stripe thickness; accurate, variable
control of stripe width; drybox em¬

poration of America, 257 Park Ave.

ploying filtered, heated air; and high¬

South,

The

speed polishing of applied stripe. Mod¬

shoulder-pod portion is adjustable to

els are available for both 8mm and
16mm films. Source is S.O.S. Photo-

Shoulder Camera Mount

New

York

10,

N.

Y.

suit comfort of individual cameraman.
Contour grip of the camera itself pro¬

AMERICAN MAGNETIC
FILM STRIPING CORP.

vides the right hand grip; the pistol
N.Y.

SERVICES

grip

of the

mount

is

Cine-Optics, Inc., 602 West 52nd St.,
New York 19, N. Y.

anatomically-

Continued on Page 713

develops^reversal film at 1200 ft. per hr.
negative-positive film at 1200 ft. per hr.
MODEL R
REVERSAL FILM
EXCLUSIVE OVERDRIVE eliminates film breakage, automa¬
tically compensates for elongation; tank footage stays
constant.
EASY TO OPERATE, needs no attention.
VARIABLE SPEED DRIVE, development times from 1^2 to
12 minutes.
COMPLETE DAYLIGHT OPERATION on all emulsions, no dark¬
room needed.
FEED-IN ELEVATOR & 1200-FT. MAGAZINE permits uninter¬
rupted processing cycles.
Machines of Filmline manufacture installed at: Pentagon
Bldg., Microfilm division, Washington, D.C.; U.S. Naval Re¬
search Laboratory; U.S. Public Health Service; U.S. Treasury
Department (15 machines); Atomic Energy Commission;
I.B.M.; G.E.; Pratt & Whitney Aircraft; McDonnell Aircraft;
Universities of: Texas, Notre Dame, Indiana, California,
Alabama, Miami, M.I.T.; TV Stations: WHAS, WMUR, WISH,
WBRE, WNCI WJAR, WTRI, WFMY, WJHP, WCSC, WTVS, WTVJ,
KARK, KDUB, WTVR.
WRITE FOR DETAILS AND LITERATURE

Filmline
710

STAINLESS STEEL tanks, air squeegee, recirculation fittings,
air agitation tube, lower roller guards.
F.O.B.
Milford, Conn

FORCED WARM AIR DRYBOX, uses no heating lamps.
Double Capacity Spray Wash
Uniform Tank Sizes
Cantilever Construction
Size: 76" x 50" x 24"

•
•
•
•

Filtered Air Supply
Self-Contained Plumbing
Ball Bearing Gearbox
Weight: Approx. 475 lbs.

Milford, Conn.

D-6i
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ARRIFLEX

... always in the best company
What do these leading firms have in
common? They all have "in-plant" film
departments... they all own
Arriflex cameras!
What makes the Arriflex so popular?
Primarily, its incredible adaptability to industry's
ever-varying requirements. No matter where
Arriflex goes-in the plant, in the laboratory, in
the office, or out on location—it always does the
job better and more easily, faster and more
economically than any other motion picture camera.
No wonder the Arriflex keeps winning the warmest
praise from cinematographers in hundreds of
leading corporations! And industrial films shot
with Arriflex keep winning more
awards than any others.*
Try one of these
world-famous cameras
soon. You'll be in
the best company
when you use
an Arriflex.

For literature and/or demonstration of Arriflex 16mm and 35mm cameras, with no obligation, write to:

CORPORATION

OF

AMERICA

257 PARK AVENUE SOUTH, NEW YORK 10,
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BOLEX GETS THE
IMPACT STORY™
ACF INDUSTRIES

“Precision cameras are simply not
built with this kind of usage in
mind,” they argued. But the engi¬
neers said it was necessary if the test
was to succeed and considered the
camera expendable. The 16mm Bolex
was bolted to the freight car and . . .
WHAM! The car was bumped
against another freight car . . .

Bolt a Bolex 16mm camera to a
freight car ready to bump?
Research engineers at ACF Indus¬
tries, Berwick, Pa., devised such a
test to measure impact and called
their Photo Department. ACF pho¬
tographers, who devote a majority of
their time to taking research shots,
thought the request outlandish.

The 16mm Bolex recorded every jar¬
ring frame of the collision and came
away good as new!

Another exacting assignment for
Bolex was to help measure impact
on ACF’s retractable hitches for
truck trailers riding piggyback on
flatcars. Through analysis of the
Bolex films, engineers could see in

detail how the springing arrangement
responded to loads.
As you can see, Bolex equipment
gets plenty of rough use at ACF.
Two Bolex 16mm cameras—with a
variety of Switar and Yvar lenses—
are mainstays. Neither Bolex, one of
them 12 years old, has ever given a
speck of trouble.
ACF photographers use Bolex be¬
cause it is rugged, dependable and
offers lightweight compactness and
sharp picture quality.
•

. . . Another example of Bolex get¬
ting the job done for the professional!

Bolex Cameras and Accessories
For Every Professional Effect

1407 McCarter Highway, Newark 7,
N. J.

WHAT’S NEW
Continued from Page 710

Film Rollers, Side Bushings

Bolex Tripod: Lightweight aluminum con¬
struction. Smooth-action pan head tilts 135
degrees vertically. With cable release, $99.50.

Heavy-duty Motor Drive
A heavy-duty motor drive for model
70 Bel & Howell 16mm cameras pro¬
vides power sufficient to drive same

Film rollers and side bushings for
16mm film processing machines are
available from Calvin Productions,
Inc., 1105 Truman Road, Kansas City
6, Mo. Rollers are available with or
without key. Molded of Polyvinyl¬
chloride, Delrin, Polyethelene or Ny¬
lon, relieved centers cannot scratch
film.
Roller bushings are of Super-Poly¬
ethelene, are available in 14" or %"
shaft sizes, and can be assembled to
1/16", 1/32", or 0" clearance be¬
tween rollers.

for continuous operation in runs of 400
feet or more. Designed especially for
military and industrial instrumentation
applications, motor has series-type gov¬
ernor control, and provides speeds of
Bolex Unimotor: Electric motor drives

16, 24, 32 and 64 fps. Power require¬

camera through full roll of film at constant
speed. Batteries or AC current. $89.50.

ments are 115-V AC at 2 amps maxi¬
mum or 28-V DC at 6 amps maximum.
Combined weight of camera and motor
is 16 pounds. Source is Traid Corpora¬
tion,

17136

Ventura

Blvd.,

Encino,

Calif.

Precision-Ground Lenses: Switar 10mm
f/1.6 extreme wide angle, $lf9.50; Switar
25mm fjl.lt normal lens, $168.00; Switar
75mm f11.9 extra-fast telephoto, $llt5.00.

Film Core Dispensers
Tubular metal dispensers for film
Bolex 16mm Super Titler : Basic Kit—
optical bench, main frame, two reflectors, title
frame and sliding cradle—$180.50.

cores are available in 16", 24", and
36" lengths from Camera Mart, Inc.,
1845 Broadway, New York 23, N. Y.
Units are essential accessory for film
labs, editing tables, etc. Mount readily
Water Cooler

on wall or editing table. Also available

Designed to handle large quantities
of water required by automatic film
Bolex H-16 Rex: Reflex viewing, variable
shutter, 3 lens turret. With superb Lytar f/1.8
lens—$lt50.00.

is 24" dispenser for 50-ft. or 100-ft.
plastic reels.

processors, the Time-O-Lite Bar-Ray
Cooler No. B570 conditions water to
75° and automatically compensates for

HFC Repair Splicers

incoming water temperature as high

Splicers for repairing 35mm, 65mm

as 90° F at rate of 210 gallons per

and 70mm film employ Mylar trans¬

hour. Installation requires only four

parent

simple plumbing connections. Measur¬

which is applied to back of film. Sole¬

ing 45"

and

noid action of splicer perforates tape in

All prices include F.E.T. where applicable.

40" deep, power requirements are 3hp,

perfect alignment with film perfora¬

PAILLARD Incorporated, 100 Sixth Avenue, New York 13, N. Y.

230-V 60 Cyc. AC motor, single-phase,

tions. Source is Hollywood Film Co.,

22 amps (running). Source is Time-O-

956 No. Seward St., Hollywood 38,

Lite Division, Industrial Timer Corp.,

Calif.

Bolex cameras and accessories offer
the utility for professional work many
studios have paid thousands of dollars
for. Write for literature and the name
of your nearest Bolex dealer.
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"THE WORLD'S FINEST"

SOUND
PROJECTOR
ONLY 10% DOWN!
8mm

ERAS

BEHIND
WHAT

THE

OTING

INDUSTRY’S
h

B

i

n

LAST

MONTH

s

NOTE: Asterisks following titles indicate television film productions.
ALLIED ARTISTS

Joseph Biroc, ASC, “Reprieve” (KaufmanLubin Prod.) with Ben Gazzara and Stuart
Whitman. Millard Kaufman, director.
AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL

Claudio Racca. “Warriors Three” (AIPAnglo Amalgamated; shooting in England)
with Janet Blair and Peter Wyngarde. Sid¬
ney IJayers, director.

Henry Freulich, ASC, Commercials*.

COLUMBIA STUDIOS

Add sound to your 8mm movies. Reduce your 16mm
films to 8 mm, or enjoy the many 8mm films now
available in 8 mm magnetic sound and color.
Send only $35.00 deposit with name of employer and
2 credit references including your credit card number,
pay balance within one year—No red tape—No delay.

SOUND
MOVIES!

8mm

Russell Metty, ASC, “The Interns” (Robt.
Cohn-David Swift Prod.) with Cliff Robert¬
son and Michael Callen. David Swift, direc¬
tor.
Robert Wyckoff. “The Hathaways”*
Joseph Coffey, “Requiem for a Heavy¬
weight” (Paman Prod.; shooting in N.Y.)
with Anthony Quinn and Jackie Gleason.
Ralph Nelson, director.

1962

ROSE

200 Ft. Color
•

ROME

&

NICK MUSURACA, ASC
Currently directing the
photography of the
“Jack Benny Show” at
the Desilu Cahuenga
Studios.

Sound $20.00

200 Ft. Color & Sound $20.00
• gymnasium jim (Slapstick)
•

&

Sound $12.50

SADIE BY THE SEASIDE—•
FANNIE

HITCH-HIKER —

SEASIDE

BELLE

150 Ft. Color & Sound $15.00
SEASIDE FILMS

•

are as refreshing
as an ocean breeze

FREE!

ANTS

AT

THE

SEASIDE —

GOLDIE GOES GLAMOROUS

150 Ft. Color & Sound $15.00
MEMBERSHIP IN THE MOVIE OF THE
MONTH CLUB —WRITE FOR DETAILS.

MOVIE NEWSREELS, Dept.
1621 N. Cahuenga
Hollywood 28, California (HO 2-4303)

1
I
)
I
I

( ) Enclosed find $35.00 deposit on the
FUJICA 8mm sound projector at $350.00 plus
6% of the unpaid balance. I will pay the
balance in 11 monthly payments. Attached is
the name and address of my employer and 2
credit references, including my credit card
number.
( ) Enclosed find $_Send the
following 8mm Sound Films:

Wilkie Cooper, “Jason and the Golden
Fleece” (Super Dynamation & Color; Morningside World Wide Prods.; shooting in
Italy) with Todd Armstrong and Nancy
Kovack. Don Chaffey, director.
Bob Huke, “The War Lover” (Arthur Hornblow Prod.; shooting in England) with
Steve McQueen and Robert Wagner. Philip
Leacock, director.
Charles Welborn, “Dennis the Menace”*.
Fred Gately, ASC, “Hazel”*;
Higgins”; (pilot).

“Our Man

Irving Lippman, “Route 66’*.
Philip Lathrop, ASC, “Experiment in
Terror” (Geoffrey-Kate prod.; shooting in
San Francisco) with Glenn Ford and Lee
Remick. Blake Edwards, producer-director.

ADDRESS_
CITY, ZONE, STATE.
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AGE

DESILU—Culver City

Charles Straumer, “The Untouchables”*.
Lothrop
Coys”*.

Worth,

ASC,

“The

Real

Mc¬

DESILU—Gower Studios

William Skall, ASC, “Window on Main
Street”*.

Edward Fitzgerald, ASC, “Straightaway”*.
FOX WESTERN AVENUE

James Van Trees, ASC, “Dobbie Gillis”*.
Robert Hauser, “Bus Stop”*
Richard Rawlings, “Margie”*
STUDIOS—New York

Morris
Hartzband,
“The
Defenders”*
(CBS) Boris Sagal and Buzz Kulich, direc¬
tors.
GENERAL SERVICE STUDIOS

Thomas Tutwiler, ASC, “International Golf
Show”*.
Robert Moreno, “Adventures of Ozzie &
Harriet”*.
Robert Hager, “Perry Mason”*.
Arch Dalzell, “Mister Ed”*
Harry Wolf, “Hennessey*.
GOLDWYN STUDIOS

INDEPENDENT

Penny Richards, “Joseph Desa” (DmytrykWeiler Prod, for Columbia release; shooting
in Rome) with Maximilian Schell and Ri¬
cardo Montalban. Edw. Dmytryk, director.

Reed

Boris Kaufman, ASC, “Long Day’s Journey
Into Night” (Ely Landau Prod.; shooting in
N.Y.) with Katharine Hepburn and Sir
Ralph Richardson. Sidney Lumet, director.

Aldo Tonti, “Barabas” (Technirama 70 &
Technicolor; Dino De Laurentis Prods.;
shooting in Italy) with Anthony Quinn and
Silvano Mangano. Richard Fleischer, direc¬
tor.

Ted McCord, ASC, “Smog” with Enrico
Maria Salerno and Annie Giradot. Franco
Rossi, director.

Gert Andersen,
Show”*.
.

Griffith

Meredith Nicholson, “The New Breed”*.

Philip Tannura, ASC, “Shannon”*.

NAME

Andy

Henry Cronjager, “Joey Bishop Show”*.

FILMWAYS

GOES FISHING

150 Ft. Color & Sound $15.00
• THE

“The

Robert Planck, ASC, “My Three Sons”*.

POMPEII

300 Ft. B&W

ASC,

Ted Voightlander, “Ben Casey”*.

PARADE

&

Sid Hickox,
Show”*.

Charles van Enger, ASC, “Lassie”*.

CAN BE SHOWN ON ANY 8MM
SILENT OR SOUND PROJECTOR
•

DESILU—Cahuenga Studios

Robert de Grasse, ASC, “Dick VanDyke
Show”*; “Danny Thomas Show”*.

Roy Seawright, Commercials*.

FUIICA

Giuseppe Aquart, “Conga Vivo” (Dino de
Laurentiis Prods., shooting in the Congo)
with Jean Seberg and Gabriele Ferzetti.
Giuseppe Benatti, director.

Nick Musuraca, ASC, “The Jack Benny
Show”*

CASCADE PICTURES

ZOOM 8 MM
SOUND, $350.00

Chris Challis, “H.M.S. Defiant” (C’Scope
& Color; G. W. Films, Ltd.; shooting in
Spain) with Alec Guinness and Dirk Bo¬
garde. Lewis Gilbert, director.

ASC,

“Donna

Continued on Page 719
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Robert

BEHIND THE CAMERAS

ASC,

Pittack,

Continued from Page 714

of

the

Surtees, ASC, “Mutiny on
the
Bounty” (Ultra Panavision & Color; shooting
in Tahiti; Areola Prods.) with Marlon Bran¬
Robert

Crosby, ASC, “Premature Burial”
(Eastman Color & Wide Screen; Roger Corman Prod.) with Ray Milland and Hazel
Court. Roger Corman, producer-director.
Floyd

Burnett Guffey, ASC, “Kid Galahad” (Mirisch Co.: UA release; color) with Elvis
Presley and Gig Young. Phil Karlson, direc¬
tor.

do and Trevor Howard. Lewis Milestone, di¬

rector.
Vocel, ASC, “Wonderful World of
Brothers Grimm” (MGM Cinerama;
Geo. Pal Prod.) with Laurence Harvey
and Karl Boehm. Henry Levin and George
Pal, director.
Paul

The

Jack

Swain, “Rawhide”*.

ASC,
“Taras
Bulba”
(Harold Hecht Prod, for UA release; shoot¬
ing in Salta, Argentina) with Tony Curtis
and Yul Brynner. J. Lee Thompson, direc¬
tor.
Joe

“Father

Bride”*

MacDonald,

William

Show”*;

ASC,
Commercials*.
Storz,

“Candid

LEE GARMES, ASC
Directing the photog¬
raphy of “Hemingway’s
Young Man" in Cin¬
emascope and color at
20th Century-Fox stu¬
dios.

Camera

Jack Hildyard, “The Road to Hong Kong”

(Melnor Prod.: UA release; shooting in
London) with Bing Crosby, Bob Hope and
Joan Collins. Norman Panama, director.
Leavitt, ASC, “Advise and Consent”
(Otto Preminger Prod.; Columbia release;
Panavision; shooting in Washington, D.C.)
with Henry Fonda and Charles Laughton.
Otto Preminger, producer-director.
Sam

KEYWEST STUDIOS
Fred West, ASC,

(Family Films) Series of

Religious pictures.

PARAMOUNT STUDIOS
Daniel Fapp. ASC, “The Pigeon That Took

Rome” (Llenroc Prods.; shooting in Rome)
with Charlton Heston and Elsa Martinelli.
Melville Shavelson, producer-director.
Clothier, “The Man Who Shot
Liberty Valance” (John Ford Prods.) with
James Stewart and John Wayne. John Ford,
director.
William

KTTV STUDIOS
Ray Foster. ASC, Commercials*

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

William Margulies, ASC, “Outlaws”*.

Lucien Ballard, ASC, “Guns in the After¬

Walter

noon” (Color & C’Scope) with Randolph
Scott and Joel McCrea. Sam Pickinpah, di¬
rector.

ASC, “Bonanza”*

Arlinc, ASC, “Boys' Night Out"
(C’Scope & Color; Embassy-Kimco-Filmways
Prod.) with Kim Novak and James Garner.
Michael Gordon, director.

(pilot)

Aldo Tonti. “Damon and Phythias”

(Color
& Wide Screen; shooting in Rome) with
Guy Williams and Don Burnette. Curtis
Bernhardt, director.

Boggs,

PARAMOUNT SUNSET STUDIOS
Fleet Southcott, “Gunsmoke”*
Lester Shorr, ASC, “Pete and Gladys"*.

Claude

Dale Deverman, “Call to Danger”*

Haskell

Frank Phillips, “Have Gun Will Travel”*.

Arthur

Rozier. “Rififi in Tokyo” (Cipra
Prod.) with Karl Boehm and Charles Vanel.
Jacques Deray, director.

ASC,

Castle,

REPUBLIC STUDIOS
Charles Burke, “Target the Corruptors”*.
George

Diskant,

ASC,

“Dick

Powell

When your every
shot is vital...

Show”*.
Wilfrid

Cline,

ASC, “Robert

Taylor De¬

tectives”*.
Howard

Schwartz,

“Mrs.

G Goes to Col¬

lege”*.
REVUE STUDIOS
Ray

Rennahan,

John

PAUL VOGEL, ASC
Directing the photog¬
raphy of “Wonderful
World of the Brothers
Grimm” in Cinerama at
MGM studios.

Russell,

ASC, “Laramie”*.
ASC,

Benj.

Kline,

ASC,

Robert Gough, “Frontier Circus”*
Ellis Thackery, ASC, “Wells Fargo”*
Warren, ASC, William Margulies,
ASC, “The Investigators”*
John

Lionel Lindon. ASC, John Warren, ASC,
Henry Freulich. ASC, “Thriller”*
Robert Gough, “Tall Man”*; 87th Pre¬

cinct”*
Daniels, ASC, “How the West
Was Won” (MGM-Cinerama Prod.; Epi¬
sode 2: shooting in Colorado) with Gregory
Peck and Debbie Reynolds. Henry Hath¬
away, director.
William

Milton Krasner, ASC, “Two Weeks in
Another Town” (C’Scope & Color; shooting
in Rome) with Kirk Douglas and Edw. G.
Robinson. Vincente Minnelli, director.
Lucien Andriot, ASC, “National Velvet”*.
Harkness Smith, “Dr. Kildare”*.
William Spencer, “Cain’s Hundred”*.
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Dale Deverman, William Margulies, ASC,
John Warren, ASC, "Alfred Hitchcock Pre¬

sents’’*
Kline, ASC, William Margulies,
ASC, Fred Mandl, ASC, “Checkmate”*

Benj.

Freulich. ASC, Benj. Kline, ASC,
“General Electric Theatre”*
Henry

John Warren. ASC, Jack Mackenzie, ASC,
Fred Mandl, ASC, "Bachelor Father”*
Lindon. ASC, Benj. Kline, ASC,
“Alcoa Theatre”*.
Continued on Page 762
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Q&A

TECHNICAL

Q.— How

QUESTIONS

AND

ANSWERS

was the car in Walt Dis¬

ney’s “Absent Minded Professor” made
to appear flying in the air; also, how
were the basketball players in this
same picture catapulted into the air as
if actually bouncing high because of
the trick rubber compound on soles of
their shoes?—H. G. T., Woodstown,
N.J.

A.—-The

flying ear sequences were

achieved by a travelling matte process
that utilized cadmium illumination.
The process involved suspending the
car against a red background illumi¬
nated with red lights, and lighting the
people and car with green light. These
scenes were photographed on Eastman
Color negative with a standard Mitch¬
ell 35mm camera. Separation negatives
were then made from the E-C negative,
and with the combined use of the
optical printer and previously photo¬
graphed aerial backgrounds,
quences were completed.

...you can count on us.

the se¬

The players in the basketball game
were made to jump to enormous
heights by means of “invisible” wires
and compressed air catapults operated
out of camera range.

Q.-How

can / shoot a scene in a

drive-in theatre and be sure to register
the live action on the drive-in screen?
—L. R., Manhattan Beach, Calif.

A.— Chances

that you can success¬

fully photograph such a scene with
an ordinary motion picture camera

• Sound

• Editorial

• Laboratory Services

Capital
CAPITAL FILM LABORATORIES, INC.
1905 FAIRVIEW AVENUE, N. E.
WASHINGTON 2, D. C.
PHONE LAWRENCE 6-4634

720

are slim. First, the brilliance of the
average drive-in theatre screen is in¬
sufficient to enable you to photograph
a picture thereon with a conventional
camera. If you did get an image, it
would vary in intensity from frame to
frame and have other adverse visual
effects due to fact that your camera
shutter would not. open and close in
sync with shutter of projector.
When a scene such as you describe
is produced for a feature film, it is
usually done by background projection
Continued on Page 722
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for those HOT tests in cold weather...
the BIRNS & SAWYER

HEATER BARNEY
"Kills the Chills”
BARNEY PROTECTS CAMERA AND FILM
FROM WIND, RAIN, SNOW AND COLD
Newest in a Growing Line of Functional Accessory Products
for Documentary and Instrumentation Filming is the Birns
& Sawyer Heater Barney, a Warm-As-Toast Camera Parlca
which operates to — 60° F.
Multiple Layers of Insulation, including Aluminum Foil,
Sheet Lead, Kapok and Wool, Fibreglass and Flannel
Keep Heat Loss to a Minimum. Tough Outer Coating of
DuPont Fabrilite, in White Cordova, Provides Weather
and Abrasion Protection.
Models Available for Every Instrumentation Camera, in
both Sound and Heater Designs. Shown at left: Birns &
Sawyer Barney for 16mm Mitchell with 1200' Magazine.

Catalog No. 1443 ...

... Price

$256

Heater Elements Operate from 110/720 VAC Current 55 to 225 Watts

CINE SPECIAL

BELL & HOWELL

HULCHER

FASTAX WF4

FASTAX WF3

Twin-Lens Turret with 200'
Magaiine and Motor.
Catalog No. 1470

Camera with Coupled Tur¬
ret, 400' Magazine and
Motor.
Catalog No. 1430

Catalog No. 1475

Fastax 16mm with 400'
Capacity.
Catalog No. 1453

Also fits WF3T,
16mm x 100' Load.
Catalog No. 1451

Price: $184.00

Price: $168.00

Price: $126.00

Price: $140.00

Price: $160.00

Other Models Available for Arri 16 and Arri 35, Mitchell 35, Fairchild, Auricon, Photo-Sonics, etc.

BIRNS & SAWYER CINE EQUIPMENT
k

6424 SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD • HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA • TELEPHONE: HOIlywood 4-5166

^

_<
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FILM ROLLERS
Special plastic — Proven design — Inert to
strong chemicals.
Other sizes available.
Also
rollers with stainless steel bah

U. C. M.

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
Continued from Page 720

bearings.
Write for
catalog.

or travelling matte process, both of
which involve costly and intricate

for

equipment.

MOTION PICTURE PRINTERS
at

Q.—— 1

UHLER CINE MACHINE CO.

am interested in a filter slot

for my Bell & Howell 70-DR camera.
A local camera repair shop proposes

15762 Wyoming Avenue, Detroit 38, Mich.
Phone: UNiversity 1-4663 • Cable: UHLCIMA

METAL MASTERS
5599 University Ave.
San Diego 5, Calif.

a slot that will slant forward about
1/16 of an inch from top of camera. I
am told filters either in front or be¬
hind the lens should be parallel to the
film plane.—H. R., Seattle, Wash.

The man who sharpens his
pencil to figure costs...

'ENTS

A.-Where

the camera does not per¬
mit viewing the scene through the
taking lens and the filter, it is pos¬
sible (but of course not always) that
some distortion may occur if the filter
is slanted as little as 1/16 of an inch.
And a gelatin filter used behind the
lens at any angle is likely to prove a
source of trouble.
For these reasons, it is advisable to
mount the filter in front of the cam¬
era lens—either in a filter mount or
in a matte box.

Q.-/

FROM
CAMERAS • LIGHTS • ACCESSORIES
Cameras: 16mm & 35mm—Sound
(Single or Double System)—Silent
—Hi-Speed—Instrumentation
Lighting: Arcs— Incandescents
—Spot s—FI o o d s—D i m m e r s—
Reflectors—All Lighting Accessories
Generators:

P 0 r t a b I e—T r U C k

Mounted
Magnetic—
Optical—Mikes—Booms

Sound Equipment:

Parallel S—
Goboes—Other Grip accessories

Grip Equipment:

Cranes, Dollies:

Crab—Western-

Portable Panoram
Wide angle—Zoom—Tele¬
photo—Anamorphic
Lenses:

Editing Equipment: Moviolas
—Viewers—Splicers—Rewinders

16mm &
35mm—Sound & Silent—SlideContinuous
Projection Equipment:

Television:

Closed Circuit

TV

It makes sense, it saves dollars to rent
from CECO. What’s your problem? —
a 6-second ID or a giant spectacular?
CECO’s store rooms are bulging with
the world’s finest and newest photo¬
graphic equipment.
Everything is checked out to perform
"better than new’’. All normal ser¬
vicing is provided FREE. Ask your
accountant why you save money when
you rent instead of buy. For quick
action, call JUdson 6-1420 — today!

(7flm€RR equipment (o.,inc.
315 W. 43rd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y.

JUdson 6-1420

Camera Equipment Co., Inc.
Dept.
315 W. 43rd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y.
Gentlemen: Please rush me your FREE complete
catalogue of Rental Equipment.

Camera Cars:

®

TM #707529

In Hialeah, Florida:

Camera Equipment Co., Inc, of Florida
51 East 10th Ave. • TUxedo 8-4604
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recently

purchased

several

rolls of 16mm Ansco Color sound film
which / cannot run through my Key¬
stone 161 projector. It would cost me
over a hundred dollars to have a dupli¬

Zone..

State

cate made on double-perforated film.
Where can 1 have this film perforated
on the other edge so I can project it?
—E. H. K., Milwaukee, Wise.

A.—

Flora Color, 1728 No. Mariposa

St., Hollywood
perforate your
film.

Q.-To

27, Calif., can re¬
16mm Anseo Color

edit 16mm films soon to go

into production, we shall need a 16mm
sound projector that can be stopped,
started and single-framed by remote
control. Is such a projector available?
—R. L., Neenah, Wise.

A.—

L.

W.

Photo

Products

Co.,

P.O. Box 147, Northridge, Calif., are
marketing the L-W Photo-Optical Data
Analyzer, which is a converted Kodak
16mm Analyst projector that permits
variable speed viewing of silent 16mm
films from “still projection" to 24 fps
without flicker. Its operation is remote
controlled.
■
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in the east... it’s

MOVIELAB

MOVIELAB

FILM

LABORATORIES

MOVIELAB BUILDING, 619 W. 54th ST.
NEW YORK 19, N. Y. JUDSON 6-0360

* developing color negatives • additive color printing • reduction printing including A & B • color
slide film processing • blowups • internegatives • Kodachrome scene-to-scene color balanced
printing • Ektachrome developing and printing • registration printing • plus complete black and
white facilities including cutting rooms, storage rooms and the finest screening facilities in the east.

S.O.S. SPECIALS
OF THE MONTH
NEW—USED—REBUILT—SURPLUS. . .

Take Advantage of These Tremendous

W Price Reductions!! Write, Wire or Phone Before it is Too Late!!
★ CAMERAS, 35MM
WALL SINGLE SYSTEM; 4 Baltar lenses, 1000' mags;
RCA Galvo; RCA Amplifier; 12v Motor .$3995.00
ARRIFLEX I, 3 Goerz Apogar Lenses, 200' magazine,
motor ._.$495.00
MITCHELL SINGLE SYSTEM, 4 Baltar lenses, 3-1000'
magazines; viewfinder; mattebox; 12V motor; Modulite galvanometer. Originally $9000.$3950.00
EYEMO 71P, 2-400'' mags, 110V AC/DC motor, 3 Cooke
Speed Panchro lenses. 2 cases .
$595.00
DEVRY Magic Eyes: 0-10° variable shutter: 2"
lens .
$149.50

★ CAMERAS, 16MM
EK CINE SPECIAL II w/100' chamber, 3 Ektar lenses—
15mm f2.5, 25mm fl .4, 40 mm fl .6; PAR Adapter
and beam splitter .$795.00
B & H 70A with handgrip, single lense adapted for
S mount .$149.50
AURICON SUPER 1200, Zoomdoor, VD galvo, NR25D7
Amplifier, 2-1200' mags, TVT shutter, Cases,
$6100 when new .
$3995.00
CINE SPECIAL, 4 lens turret, PAR 400' adaption, less
mag, filter slots, fade attachment, 3 lenses—Angenieux
10mm fl.8,
Ektar 25mm fl.4, Century 6" Athenar, all
accessories, $2800 value .-.—$1350.00
BOLEX converted 400' mag., rackover, telescopic finder,
110/24v motor. Close out, good as is .$295.00
B & H 70 DA Filmo w/single frame; iris vignetter,
fader,- 110V AC/DC motor; 7 fine lenses; positive
finder; 5 objectives, filters, $700 value, likenu ..$395.00
MAURER 05; Syncmotor; 400' magazine,- viewfinder,- 3
lens turret. Originally $5500.
$1995.00
B&H FILMO Turret Automaster Autoload, fl .9 lens,
case. Originally $350 ......$69.50
CINEPHONIC, Magnetic recording, 400' Mitchell mag,
3 Elgeet lenses, turret, transistor amplifier, power
supply, mike Pro Jr. tripod and triangle. Originally
$3000, likenu ...-.$1495.00

★ CAMERA ACCESSORIES
Pan Cinor 70 lens f2.4 with S mount and series VIII
filter .-.-.-.-.$150.00
CECO Gyro Tripod, Jr. type legs & case .$395.00
SPEED PANCHRO 18mm fl.7 lens for 35mm Arriflex.
Likenu
......$395.00
CECO
TRICYLE
DOLLY
with
seat
and
steering
post .
$139.50
RABY BLIMP for Mitchell NC, follow focus gears,
$1500 value .-.$995.00
HOUSTON FEARLESS TC-1
Television Camera Crane.
Factory price $5800, likenu.
$3495.00
B&H 400' bipack magazine .....$149.50
PHOTO RESEARCH Spectra Meters with filters,
sphere, case. 2 Color ......$129.50
RABY heavy studio dolly ---$895.00
MOTORIZED DOLLY w/revolving head 7' boom height;
2 seats; hihat; brackets for lites.
$4000 originally .
$695.00
EYEMO 6V Motors, 8/48 fps; New ..$74.50
CECO CINE Special Blimp, syncmotor .
$395.00

★ LABORATORY EQUIPMENT
MACBETH QUANTALOG, Photometer, transmission at¬
tachment. $870 list, likenu .
$695.00
NEW B&H 35mm Main Sprockets for D printers,
$500 value .
$295.00
EASTMAN 16mm EDGE NUMBERING machine with new
numbering block .
$1445.00
DUPONT
35mm
EDGE
NUMBERING
Machine,
com¬
plete _
$1295.00
EASTMAN 35mm Film Waxing Machine.
nally $1500 .

Rebuilt. Origi¬
$495.00

★ ANIMATION & SPECIAL EFFECTS
GIANT ANIMATION STAND 11' high. 360° rotating art
table, 26" E/W, 16" N/S, 6' Zoom, handwheels,
counters, 3 motors. Custom built for $8000, never
used (plus crating, fob Southwest) .$1995.00
PATHE 35mm FILMSTRIP Camera; Lens; 4-200' mags;
single frame, forward and reverse syncmotor, frame
counter; switch. Reconditioned .$695.00
CINE SPECIAL ANIMATION Motor, New.$299.50
ACME
7'
Animation
stand,
E/W/N/S
movements,
sliding pegs, B&H 35mm camera, Acme stopmotion
motor. $12,500 value ..._.$3795.00
B&H 35mm Animation Cameras,- 400' magazine; dis¬
solve $3500 original cost .$1250.00
SAME with thru-lens focusing
...—$1750.00

★ MOTION PICTURE PRINTERS
B&H 35mm D Sound Printers less shutters. New Motor
flywheels installed .-.$1795.00
B&H OPTICAL REDUCTION 35/16mm picture printer,- old
model 56; w/semi-automatic litechange; as is $495.00
RCA REDUCTION PRIN1ER, 35/16mm soundtrack, 180'
per minute. $9000 value, excellent.$3500.00
CUSTOM BUILT 35mm Step Printer, pilot pin registra¬
tion .......—$395.00
DEPUE
PRINTER 35mm
DUAL SOUND &
PICTURE.
Prints from two negatives...
$1295.00
B&H Printer, 35mm step contact, pilot pin spreaders,
semi-automatic light change.
Original cost $4000.$995.00
CINECOLOR Double Head 35mm Step Printer with
automatic life change and timing device. Originally
$12,000. (Bank foreclosure) $2495.00

★ PROJECTORS, BACKGROUND,
PREVIEW

KODASCOPE PAGEANT 2 case 16mm Sound Projecto
Deluxe speaker .$249.0
VARIABLE MOTION PROJECTOR, 35mm sound, 300C
capacity. Footswitch; forward; reverse,- bispeed; no
mal; slospeed. Includes amplifier and rolling stanc
New......$1195.C
TSC BACKGROUND slide Projector, 4000W,
$1000 orig.
$395.0
FILMCRAFT 35mm Movie Background Process Outfit. Writ
for details. $15,000 value (Bank foreclosure)..$1 995.0
SIMPLEX Acme 35mm Arc Sound Projector with
pedestal .....-._.$235.C
PREVIEW Interlock Projector, DeVry, 1000W lamp, rur
picture and sound simultaneously..
$995.0

★ MOVIOLAS, EDITING MACHINE

MOVIOLA PREVIEW 35mm UDPVS, separate picture ar
soundhead,
on
rolling
stand.
4"x6"
scree
rebuilt.......$1095.1
Same with 8"xl0" screen.......$ 1495.<
MOVIOLA 35mm UDS, separate picture and soundhea
on rolling stand.......$795.1
MOVIOLA 35mm UDCS ,separate sound and composi
picture/magnetic optical, footage counter. On rollir
stand. Excellent ._.$ 1 295.C
MOVIOLA 16mm ULC bullseye composite picture ar
sound, rolling stand...$995.C
AKELEY 35mm Viewer, sound and composite 5"x7
aerial image. Original cost $3000; closeout_$195.(
CECO 35mm VIEWERS, $600 orig. Likenu .$199.1

★ LIGHTING EQUIPMENT

★ FILM PROCESSING EQUIPMEN’

NEW GARNELLITE GC 12 telescoping stands,
$25 value.$14.95
PORTABLE 220/110V POWER UNT; 3000W; voltmeter;
Variac; fused circuit breakers,- heavy cables; 6 double
plugboxes,- 4 standard outlets .
$195.00
CENTURY 8" LEKOLITE with iris and framing shutters.
Likenu ....-.$119.50
KLIEGL FLUORESCENT Fixtures w/separate ballast, panto¬
graph hanger. Take 6 slimline 64" lamps. $397 list,
excellent .....-.-..$99.50
LARGE SILVER REFLECTORS, hardwood hinged frames
with pronged support.
4 ft. x 4 ft., double surface .....$37.50
4 ft. x 6 ft., single surface —.$42.50
BARDWELL-McALISTER 750W Baby Keglite heads..$39.95
BARDWELL-McALISTER 2000W Spots, likenu.$89.95
MOLE RICHARDSON 2000W Spots, black #412....$79.95
MOLE RICHARDSON 5000W Spots, black #415....$149.95
MOLARC 150 amp. head, grid and pedestal.
List
price $2410 when new .
$795.00

HOUSTON CONVERTED 11B Reversal/Neg/Pos with r
frigeration, recirculation. Reconditioned .$2995.1
GPL 401 HI-SPEED 16 mm Spray Processor, neg/pc
Reconditioned. Originally $8000 .
$2995.1
HOUSTON 16mm PROCESSOR A-ll will handle 35mm I
changing rollers. Dalite loading, neg/pos/reversal ter
control incomplete, otherwise appears good ....$2995.1
FILMLINE 16mm RACETRACK REVERSAL Processor, ha
dies 200' of film dry-to-dry in 3/2 minutes. Origin
cost, $5450. Our special price._.$2495.
HOUSTON FEARLESS 22B neg./pos. processor; temper
ture control; recirculation,- 1800' per hr. As is $1495.1
MAMMOTH HOUSTON Color Processor, 16/35mm, Anso
Ektachrome, neg./pos., up to 1200' per hr., 16 stai
less steel tanks, one fiberglass lined. Full x/2 0 tei
perature control. Recirculation, air supply, 7 sque
gees. Cost Cuban government $35,000. Rebuilt li
new ...$11,995 J

★ RECORDING EQUIPMENT
MAGNASYNC X-400 16mm Recorder with extension arms,
separate speaker .
$795.00
FAIRCHILD CONTROL TRACK Generator 141A.$149.50
VELAZCO 17.5mm Recorder with 2 syncmotors and
torque motor. Close out .
$295.00
ATLAS 18' MIKEBOOM, Collapsible dolly,
list $650.$249.50
HALLEN
16mm
TRANSISTOR
RECORDER,
Amplifier,
separate playback power amplifier; speaker.
Likenu ......-.-.$1095.00
MAURER D. 16mm Optical Recorder, negative; 4 pos.
mixer; noise reduction amplifier; 400’ mag. Excel¬
lent ...-.-.$2995.00
RCA 35mm OPTICAL RECORDERS, 220V 3 ph syncmotors,
bilateral galvo, 1000' mag. used, as is _$1995.00
KINEVOX 4-position mixer, AC operated, VU meter.
Cost $495..-.$225.00
STANCIL HOFFMAN Model S-6 Sync 17.5mm Mag.
Recorder & Reproducer, P24C Power Supply, play¬
back amolifier, cases. Originally $2800.$895.00
STANCIL HOFFMAN S-5 edge or center 16mm track.
Originally
$2000.
Complete$995.00

★ CUTTING ROOM SUPPLIES

B&H FOOT SPLICERS, excellent condition. 35mm....$595.
70mm....$895
FOSTER AUTOMATIC REWIND on table w/inspecti
lite, 1 10V AC 60 cy. hvy. duty motor, foot pec
control, speeds zero to 875 RPM ...$495.

★ CAMERA MOTORS and
ELECTRICAL

SPENCER INDUSTRIAL VACUUM cleaner, rollabout w
new hose, recond. $700 originally___$195.
200 Amp. GENERATOR, I10DC, water cooled engii
on 4 wheel trailer. $2500 value..$795
INTERLOCK DISTRIBUTOR, primary 220V 3ph, second:
220V 3ph for recording studios....$495
INTERLOCK DISTRIBUTOR, primary 1 10V Iph, second:
220V 3ph for recording studios..$495
Control
cabinet with
absolute 24 frame gov
nor ...-.....$495
INTERLOCK MOTORS 220V 3ph
for Mitchell,
B
Cameras ._..._....$95

JRCE OF SUPPLY!
TEL - Amatic
16/HSmm l\leg/Pos

FILM CLEANER

MOY 16-FRAME 16mm Film Edge Numbering Machine
Unnumbered films cause confusion and loss of time!
This NEW model overcomes the problem of
matching 16mm film to 35mm. Provides a
direct numerical reference between both sizes.... $3750
MODELS: Designed to edge number every foot of
16mm, 17'/jmm, 35mm films and simplify the task of checking
titles and footage. The MOY VISIBLE EDGE FILM NUMBERING
MACHINE replaces cue marks, perforations, messy crayons,
punches and embossing—does not mutilate film. Both negative
and positive films can be numbered. Non-magnetic parts do
not affect magnetic film.$2395
STANDARD

KITS: For changing operation from 16mm to
35mm or 35mm to 16mm ...$875
CONVERSION

SPECIAL KIT: To convert 35mm Moy to 17 '/j mm .
Write

for

$475

brochure

The
UltraModern

SOIMOCOLOR SCF2

Way to

Magnetically Stripes ALL Sizes of Movie Films

Clean
Films
Safely!

Most advanced HEAVY-DUTY
production
signed

COMPLETE

to

striping

machine

apply

to

ALL

de¬

magnetic
standard

sizes of motion picture film.

Only

$3600

Processes from 1800 to 3300
feet of film hourly. Chang¬
ing over from one size film
to another takes less than
five minutes.
SCF 2 applies full coating,
single or multi-tracks in one
operation on any film width
from

TEL-Amatic 16/35mm Film Cleaning Machine does
more work and better than machines twice the
pricel It has been thoroughly tested under the
most exacting laboratory conditions. Films with
even the softest emulsions emerge scratch-free,
crystal clean and clear—safely removes all dirt,
grime and smudges. Foolproof safety factors
protect precious negatives.
TEL-Amatic requires no previous experience or
skills. The operator simply throws the switch and
TEL-Amatic does the rest. Over 1000 ft. of film is
cleaned every six minutes. One person can op¬
erate a battery of these machines—a tremendous
labor saver.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Jet-Spray Film Wash for 16mm and 35mm
Curved
Air-Blast
Squeegees
(pat.
applied
Special Non-Scratch Buffers
Requires Only 15 Ft. of Leader
Automatic Operation—Pushbutton Control
Designed for Originals and Release Prints
Continuous Air and Solution Filtering
Electric Solution Level Indicator
Complete operation VISIBLE at all times
Variable Speed DC Drive
Take-Up Torque Motor, Adjustable, Reversible
3000 Ft. Film Capacity, Reels or Cores
Speed over 10,000 Feet per Hour
Transmission, Silent Timing Belt
®Reg. Trademark

Write for brochure

Film
for)

8mm

to 70mm. Com¬

plete uniformity of magnetic
coating thickness is ensured
through
ment.

micrometric adjust¬
Machine

can

b

stopped at any stage witt
out loss of magnetic coating
or sound continuity; speed is
smooth and continuous con¬
trol is maintained from 0 to
50 ft. per minute. A new
radar type micrometric con¬
trol of stripe thickness avail¬
able

as

an

accessory

darkroom operation
striping raw stock.

for

when

Striping section only with
complete applicator assem¬
bly is available to labs for
integration into their own

SONOCOLOR Patented Striping Unit_$6000
Complete with choice striping applicators_

machine. Length 6'2"; Width
2'2";

Height 4'8"; Weight

830 bs.

FOB New York

$8995

LEASE TERMS: $350 Down—As Low as $184.50 Monthly
Distributed in the United States and Canada Exclusively by S.O.S.

formerly

$.01 PHOTO-CINE-OPTICS, Inc. S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY C0RP,
602 WEST 52nd STREET, NEW YORK 19, N.Y. — Phone: PLaza 7-0440 — Telegram: “FAX, N.Y.’
WESTERN BRANCH: 6331 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood 28, California — Phone: Hollywood 7-2124
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“West Side Story*’

begins to throb and slash

its way across the giant Panvision-70 screen,
even the most blase spectator becomes sharply
aware that he is watching something unique in a
motion picture. Long after the film’s final fadeout
he will still be enmeshed in its spell, jolted by its
impact. For “West Side Story’* packs a multi¬
megaton wallop.
Technically, the picture approaches the peak of
cinema artistry in that it is a perfect amalgam of
the many separate crafts and skills that comprise
this complex art. It employs the various cinematic
elements as they are ideally meant to be used—
imaginatively, excitingly and with the highest tech¬
nical skill. Although adapted from a Broadway
hit, the picture is far from a photographed stage
play. Greatly expanded in scope and because of
the expert application of the fluid, kinetic techniques
peculiar to the screen medium, it emerges as pure
cinema.

TW ICE an Academy Award
contender for best Cinemato¬
graphy (‘'Desire Under The
Elms” 1958; “The Five Pennies7 959A Daniel Fapp is
a certain contender again
this year with “West Side
Story A For 17 years he was
one of Paramount Studios’
top directors of photography.
He left Paramount in 1959
to freelance. His most recent
assignments: “One, Two,
Three" for Mirisch Brothers:
“The Pigeon That Took
Rome" Paramount.

DANIEL FAPP, ASC

The basic plot—with no apologies to Shakespeare
needed—is that of “Romeo and Juliet.” But this
time the place is upper West Side Manhattan; the

Imaginative Lighting

“Romeo” is Tony, an idealistic native-born Ameri¬

High up on the list of creative talents responsible
for the film’s excellence is Director of Photography
Daniel Fapp, A.S.C., whose imaginative lighting and
camerawork complement and enhance the dynamic
concept of the total production.

can boy; while the modern-day “Juliet” is Maria,

“West Side Story” is no ordinary musical filled
with pretty chorines and catchy tunes. Rather, it
is a serious drama—with music; somewhat ap¬
proaching opera in form. As a powerful indictment
of prejudice and the social conditions that breed
juvenile delinquency, it has something important to
say and says it with thunderbolt force. There are,
of course, moments of lightness—of tender romance
and even hilarious comedy—but it is essentially a
serious story about serious social problems inter¬

representing their respective ethnic groups)

woven with a tragic love story.
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a pure and beautiful recent arrival from IAierto
Rico.

They fall hopelessly in love at first sight

during a dance in the high school gymnasium, but
the local Montagues and Capulets (rival street gangs
in

violence,

keeping

them

apart.

The

clash

resultant

''rumble” ends in mass tragedy, with the implied
statement that mutual understanding must replace
such violence if man is to survive.
Photographic Approach

Because of the film’s serious theme, arriving at a
suitable photographic approach posed a problem.
On the one hand, a starkly realistic style seemed
Continued on Page 754
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WHAT SHALL
WE PUT IN
THE CAMERA?
If your release prints are to be 16mm
black-and-white, you may use any of five
different camera films.

youR

decision

as

to

what film to use in the

camera—16mm or 35mm, color or black-andwhite—should take into consideration 1) whether
35mm as well as 16mm prints will be required,
2) whether both color and black-and-white prints
may be required, 3) the difference in laboratory
costs your choice may involve, 4) protection of the
original film, 5) quality of the eventual 16mm re¬
lease print, and 6) any complications which may
be involved in using a particular type of film stock.
General Film Laboratories, Hollywood, in its
monthly publication Rewind for September, points
out that where the prints are to be in 16mm, there
are five different choices one can make as to the film
to use in the camera:
1. 35mm black-and-white negative.
2. 35mm color negative.
3. 16mm black-and-white reversal.
4. 16mm color reversal (Ektachrome).
5. 16mm black-and-white negative.
In the ensuing paragraphs from the Rewind ar¬
ticle, pros and cons are offered for each choice. If
both 35mm and 16mm black-and-white prints will
be required, 35mm. B&W negative is the obvious
choice for the camera. While it is possible to make
a blow-up B&W negative in 35mm size from 16mm
width B&W film, the result cannot compare in qual¬
ity with an original 35mm exposure, and part of
any economy realized in shooting 16mm for 35mm
would be offset by the blow-up costs.
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If both color and B&W prints are to be made,
color film is the only choice for exposure—either
16mm color reversal or 35mm color negative, with
the same qualifications as in the preceding para¬
graph. For instance, you wouldn’t shoot 35mm color
unless 35mm color prints were required. (A good
16mm color original will blow-up successfully to
35mm, but this is another subject).
Many final choices are dictated by budget—which
camera stock will cost the least and still do the job
acceptably. On this basis, 35mm is eliminated in
favor of one of the 16mm films. This is because the
producer would pay more for raw stock, processing,
and other related services in 35mm than he would
for comparable quantities of raw stock and lab serv¬
ices in 16mm.
The producer can provide for protection of his
original film with any of the various types of raw
stock available to him (but with varying effects on
quality, which we’ll go into later).
If he uses 35mm negative, he may 1) make a
35mm master positive (still referred to by lab men
as a “fine grain”) from the edited negative, to be
set aside for possible use should the original nega¬
tive be damaged or worn; or 2) he may immediately
have a dupe negative made from the master positive,
and have all release prints made from the dupe.
Should the dupe become damaged or worn in print¬
ing, another dupe is then made.
If he exposes on 16mm B&W reversal film, he
normally edits his scenes in A&B rolls, from which
is printed a 16mm dupe negative. Release printing
is from the dupe negative, which is easily replaced.
The same steps are followed if he shoots on 16mm
color reversal stock, such as Ektachrome. The orig¬
inal is edited in A&B rolls, from which the lab
makes a 16mm panochromatic dupe negative for
black-and-white release printing (or a 16mm color
internegative for color positive release printing).
Protection is also possible with 16mm B&W cam¬
era negative film, following the same steps as in
35mm—making a 16mm master positive and from
it a dupe negative. However, this method results in
some loss of quality.
Up to now, we can all pretty much agree. But,
when we get to the question of comparative quality
of the 16mm release printing by the various meth¬
ods, we may run into disagreement.
Setting aside the print differences that may result
from differences in the camera equipment used, the
skill of the lighting man and cameraman, and sub¬
ject matter, the following evaluations by General
offer a dependable guide:
Top quality in a 16mm print is achieved by ex¬
posing on 35mm negative, then reduction printing
of the print or release contact printing from a 35/
32mm dupe negative—reduced from a 35mm mas¬
ter positive.
Continued on Page 750
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Most versatile movie light ever made I
It goes anywhere. Lights anywhere. Makes
it easier for you to shoot effectively under
any conditions.
New 30-volt, Battery-Powered SUN GUN
Movie Light is completely portable. Gives
plenty of light for any job. Allows complete
flexibility for every kind of news and loca¬
tion situation.
It’s a battery-powered version of the remark¬
able SUN GUN that Hollywood studios
have proved in use for over a year. Com¬

plete unit weighs only I6V2 pounds includ¬
ing battery. Yet pound for pound it
outperforms any other battery-powered
movie light made!
The battery pack itself is specially designed
for SUN GUN Movie Light by Frezzolini
. . . world's leading power pack designer. It
measures only 10" wide by 3" deep. Re¬
charges automatically in a short time. Has
built-in recharger with automatic cutoff to
prevent overcharging, give extra-long life.
Battery-powered SUN GUN is easy to han¬

SYLVAN IA
SUBSIDIARY OS

GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS

(GENERAL)

dle, completely adjustable, fits any camera.
For more details, see your supplier or write
SUN GUN Dept., Sylvania Lighting Prod¬
ucts, Division of Sylvania Electric Products
Inc., 1740 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.

MAGIC
WITHOUT
MATTES
How Chevrolet’s “Magic Ride” TV com¬
mercial was produced without benefit of
conventional traveling matte techniques.

By

JOSEPH

HENRY

Jn Hollywood, where photographic or other pro¬

duction secrets are often jealously guarded, we
have come to expect evasion whenever details are
sought about the methods used to achieve some ex¬
traordinary visual effect in a picture. One hardly
expects this attitude to prevail in the business of
making TV film commercials. Still, when one thinks
of it, TV film makers have the same reason for
maintaining production secrets, too: to prevent
rivals from employing their hard-earned methods
for competitive purposes. Sometimes, the secrecy
maintained is only temporary, to give the developer
of the idea opportunity to protect his achievements
with a patent or copyright.
Today, more than a year after its production and
exhibition on television, the full story of how scenes
showing two people riding in an invisible car were
made has only partially been revealed. Ever since
the “Magic Ride” commercial for Chevrolet auto¬
mobiles first flashed on the nation’s TV screens, peo¬
ple both in and out of the film industry have asked
how the unusual visual magic was accomplished.
The commercial, readers may recall, pictured a
young couple blithely riding in an invisible car until
the final seconds, when a 1961 Chevrolet material¬
izes around them.
The commercial was made by Arco Film Produc¬
tions, Inc., of New York City under the direction of
Arco president and executive producer Rene Oulmann, working in association with Cinema et PubContinued

FRAME
film

REPRODUCTIONS

commercial.

Couple

from
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TV

French

countryside to demonstrate its smooth riding qualities and other
features.
them

The

car,

a

in the closing

new

1961

Impala,

materializes

around

scene. Trick effect was produced entirely

without use of mattes.
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NAIDiCH

TAKING THE REWIND BREAK
(or the Pause that Refurbishes)

Once a month there’s silence on the set, when General Film’s
newsy rewind arrives in the mail...
rewind is rich in expert, up-to-date articles about equip¬
ment, new techniques, processing methods, jobs, confer¬
ences, conventions and other information vital to film
production.
To subscribe to rewind simply send in your request and
state your type of work. It’s distributed free of charge by
General Film Laboratories, where unique service to the
industry has made General the undisputed leader in the
film processing field.

OQ
GENERAL
FILM LABORATORIES
1546 Argyle, Hollywood 28, Calif. / Hollywood 2-6171 • central division / 106 W. 14th St., Kansas City 5, Mo. / GRand 1-0044
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CAMERA ROLLING—Director of Photography Charles Lang, Jr., with hand raised (far left), signals
starting of camera on exterior scene with Laurence Harvey and Geraldine Page for “Summer and
Smoke,"

photographed

in

Eastman

Color with

Panavision

lenses for

Paramount Studios.

THE LANG TOUCH
Charles Lang, Jr., ASC, whose imaginative camera
and lighting style enhanced such films as “Gun
Fight at the O.K. Corral,” “Last Train From Gun Hill,”
and “The Magnificent Seven,” excels all these with
his color photography of “Summer and Smoke.”
By

DARRIN

SCOT

^he transformation of a Tennessee Williams play into a motion
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scene—in this case Geraldine Page.
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' picture is always a challenge, photographically, for there is inevitably
an undercurrent of neurotic fantasy—a psychological never-never land
of fears and phantoms existing solely in the minds of the characters,
exploding ultimately into violent drama. Yet, the audience must be
made to feel these unseen forces in order to bridge the gap of empathy
with the tormented personalities of the story. Capturing this nebulous
neurotic aura in visual terms is a delicate task, for one slightly wrong
note sounded in as intimate a medium as the film could quickly turn
drama into melodrama. The application of cinema techniques to Wil¬
liam’s plays, therefore, has usually been with extreme caution lest the
delicate balance of credibility be strained. It is probably for this
reason, too, that until now all of his dramas except “Cat On A Hot Tin
Roof” have been filmed in black-and-white.
Paramount Pictures’ “Summer and Smoke” is the second Williams
play to come to the screen in color. In photographing it, Director of
Photography Charles Lang, Jr., ASC, has imbued the production with
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all the dramatic impact of black-and-white pho¬
tography, but at the same time has made significant
all the subtleties that only color can convey. Note¬
worthy is the fact Lang has studiously avoided any
suggestion of “postcard” richness in his handling
of the tinted medium.
In meeting the challenge of interpreting an almost
dreamlike stylization of dramaturgy in cinematically realistic terms, Lang has managed to hit exactly
the right visual note. His photography captures an
almost tangible awareness of the fantasies existing
in the minds of the main characters (both of whom
refuse to face life as it really is) while at the same
time never losing contact with reality and the feel¬
ing of real things happening in real places.
Wide Departure for Lang

The result is a sensitively understated, incisively
keyed visualization of a mood vehicle, with the
moods running a wide gamut. It is, by turns, brood¬
ing, ironic, humorous, wistful, piteous, lusting with
sex, brutal and tragically compelling. In terms of
style it is for Lang a wide departure from the lusty,
leather-and-sweat photography which he applied so
expertly to outdoor epics like “Gun Fight at the
O.K. Corral,” “Last Train From Gun Hill,” “The
Magnificent Seven” and “One-Eyed Jacks.” Dra¬
matically he points up every facet of Williams’
sometimes poetic, sometimes brutal story.
In the film, Geraldine Page plays the repressed,
idealistic daughter of a Southern small-town min¬
ister. Laurence Harvey is the handsome, wildly
rebellious doctor who lives next door and whom
she has loved ever since they were children. The

LOOKING DOWN on camera crew shooting close range scene of Harvey
and Miss Page. Lang, standing right of camera, watches action closely
to make sure Miss Page does not step outside range of camera, which
is indicated by tape

marks on floor beside

her.

period is circa 1916. She is shy, sensitive, living
within herself, imbued with the importance of the
spiritual in her devotion to the carnal young medic.
Too late, she admits her need for his physical love.
Humbly, she begs him to take what she has denied
him—but, by then, she has been placed on a ped¬
estal by the doctor as his inspiration for the lesson
in values she has taught him in conquering his
lecherous nature. For them there can be no ex¬
change of violent passions. He has found another,
more earthly, love—and she settles for a shabby
substitute.
Visual Moods Dominate

CAMERA SET-UP for scene in
Page

medical

checkup.

Dr. Harvey's office where

Director

of

Photography

Lang

he gives Miss
(center)

keeps

close watch on proceedings to insure actors play scene to fit the light¬
ing.

Note

tape

marks

on

floor

indicating

when camera is pulled back.
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limits

of

player

movement

The film exudes visual mood from the opening
frame of the prologue. A stone statue of a woman
stands coldly brooding in a silent woodland glade.
Fog swirls about the trees which seem to stretch off
to infinity. In the distance, weird nether-worldish
characters appear skulking between the trees. It is
only when they get quite close that we realize they
are children in witches’ garb carrying jack-olanterns. The photographic mood, frosty and omi¬
nous, was created by a combination of artificial
fog (made from dry ice), a fog filter over the lens
and sketchy lighting. In producing such an effect,
Lang was careful not to overlight. In fact, he was
inclined to dispense with all but the most essential
Continued on Page 746
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You feel it in the air.

Everybody is alert to the challenge of

’61. Producers and directors know that their next opus must
exceed all their past performances. Restless young men with
fire in their souls are aprowl for a vehicle that will launch them
in orbit. Some of them will make it.

dented rate—equipment of the type you see here, plus literally
thousands of items not shown!
More, they are asking for and getting answers from CECO
engineers and technicians—vital answers that mean the differ¬
ence between success and mediocrity. Our mission in life is

CECO is the hub around which most of this activity flows.
Professionals are buying CECO equipment at an unprece¬

to help them and you. We’re no further away than your tele¬
phone. How about today?

CECO BALANCED FLUID PAN HEAD

<g)TM 707529

A spring balanced tripod
head with silicone fluid
panning action. Balances
for camera weights up
to 135 lbs.

CECO VARIABLE SPEED
MOTOR FOR MITCHELL
CAMERA

CAMERA
16mm camera with super-silent
synchronous sound drive motor.
Features 30% reduction in
weight over previous Pro 600
models.

AMPEX PRO-10 SOUND RECORDER
CECO CONE LIGHTS
Floods large area with
soft, shadowless light.
750-1000, 2000 and
5000 watt lights in
stock.

Accurately controls
speed from 8 to 40
fps. Easy to mount.
Other variable speed
motors for the CineSpecial, Maurer, B6rH
2709 and Eclair Camerette cameras in
stock.

A compact recorder with studio con¬
sole quality and performance. Uses
magnetic tape.

Cc^uipmem (o.,inc.
315 W. 43rd Street, New York 36, N. Y. • JUdson 6-1420

.

CECO is on top
of the revolution
in film making techniques

CECO HI SPEED EDITING TABLES
0 to 250 feet per minute in forward and
reverse. Stops instantaneously without
film damage. Rugged construction. In
16 and 35mm models.

There’s a revolution going on! Yesterday’s equipment becomes
as out-of-date as a Box Brownie.

To achieve the best film

quality, the truest recording, the finest film editing, the lowest

CECO is also setting new frontiers with a 6-month’s FREE
SERVICE Guarantee on Arriflex, Auricon, Moviola, ColorTran,,
Magnasync and many other products.

production costs—consult with CECO—the first with the most
in the industry’s newest professional equipment.

Come in, telephone or write today!

CECO 35MM PROFESSIONAL FILM
VIEWER-ANALYZER WITH COUNTER

®TM 707529

Easy threading. Portable. Avail¬
able with single or double
system sound or as viewer only
without counter. 16mm or
35mm models.

MAGNASYNC TYPE 15 RECORDER
A complete, top-quality sound
system in a single, portable
case. Designed for "on the
go” producers.

COLORTRAN “CINEMASTER
CHIEF”—MARK II CONVERTER
Modern, push-button design
speeds up operation. Other
ColorTran converters with
push button operation avail¬
able.

(JflmERfl €ouipm€nuo.,inc
315 West 43rd Street, New York 36, N. Y. • JUdson 6-1420

MOVIOLA 16MM & 35MM
FILM EDITORS
The film editor specified
by the professionals. Many
accessories for Moviola ed¬
itors available.

Gentlemen:
Please send me more information on the products I have listed below.

Name.
Title.
Firm.

In Hialeah, Florida
51 E. 10th Ave.
TUxedo 84604 -

In Hollywood, California
6510 Santa Monica Blvd.
HOIlywood 9-8321

Address.
City.

.Zone.

.State.

FIG.

1—Preparing

abstract

and

to

main

shoot

title

combination

for

“The

West

Side Story." The author (left), assisted by
Cecil

Love,

vance

an

camera

carefully

worked

extremely

precise

movement,

lighting

out

in

ad¬

pattern

of

cues, etc., to

achieve the desired screen effect.

EFFECTS AND TITLES

FIG.

2—Abstract

pattern

was

first

photo¬

graphed against background of subtley chang¬
ing colored light . . .

for

"WEST SIDE STORY"
FIG. 3—Then

the

camera

pulled

back, taking

in a larger area of the art work, including the

By

LINWOOD

G.

DUNN,

ASC

title. Simultaneously, the foreground lights were
raised
and

to

title

full

intensity

letters

were

so

that

rendered

both
while

abstract
against

the colored background.

IN HOLLYWOOD, the name Lin Dunn is synonymous with special ef¬
fects. Dunn was head of the Photographic Effects Department at RKO
Studios up to the time of its closing and subsequent sale to Desilu Pro¬
ductions. Beginning his motion picture career in New York City in 1923,
Dunn later joined Pathe and went to Hollywood in 1926 to photograph
serials. He started with RKO Studios in 1929 and during the ensuing
28 years he was an optical effects cameraman, a director of photography,
and finally head of the studio’s Photographic Effects Department. During
this time he received screen credit on many of the studio’s productions.
Later, in collaboration with Cecil Love, his associate for over twentyfive years, and The Acme Tool & Manufacturing Co., he designed the first
modern special effects optical printer for the U. S. armed forces’ photo¬
graphic units. These printers subsequently became the standard for all
Hollywood major studios and film laboratories, and have also been used
throughout the world. In 1944, the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences honored the Acme-Dunn Optical Printer with a Technical Award
for its excellence and importance to the industry.—ED.
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T^arly

in

the

pre-production

planning of Mirisch Pictures’
“West Side Story,” producer Rob¬
ert Wise asked me to explore
some new ideas in optical print¬
ing and color effects that might be
used to enhance this production,
adding
. . the sky’s the limit!”
With the aid of my very capa¬
ble assistants, Cecil Love and Don
Weed, an extensive program of
experimentation and development
was carried on during the next
several months. This included
color derivations created by ma¬
nipulation of certain combinations
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of contrast and chromatic distortion variations.
Through the use of special photographic printing
and processing techniques, we reproduced on motion
picture film some of the artfully fascinating color
effects previously found only in modern still photo
techniques.
Unfortunately, many of these experimental color
effects proved too extreme for use in “West Side
Story,” being better suited for use in sequences of
fantasy and unreality. Nevertheless, a wealth of
knowledge was gained through these experiments
and it is hoped that many of the effects will some
day be utilized. By modifying some of them, a
number of interesting ideas evolved which were
used in “West Side Story” and proved most effective
in enhancing certain key spots in the picture.
These are evident in (1) the unusual visual effects
and main title which precede the picture during the
overture; (2) a number of optical printing color
effects throughout the picture itself; and (3) the
sequence of credit titles which closes it.
The camera set-up and the artwork used in pro¬
ducing the abstract pattern and picture title, which
occupy the screen during playing of the overture,
are seen in the photo on the cover. My associate,
Cecil Love, and I are pictured checking the camera
and other equipment prior to making a take.
In my earlier discussion with Robert Wise, he
indicated he wished something visual for the Panavision-70 wide-screen that would not be pictorial
enough to detract from the overture music, and
suggested the possible use of subtle color changes
that would harmonize with the mood changes in
the musical score.
The abstract shown on the glass panel (above the
main title lettering) was generated from the open-

FIG. 5—Reproduction of three frames of 65mm color film representing
the unique sequence in which Maria and Tony suddenly discover each
other on dance floor. Almost everything else in the scenes except the
figures

of

subdued.
special

Maria
The

and

Tony

are

‘‘out-of-this-world"

distortion

glasses

distorted,
effect

was

properly positioned

diffused,

and

accomplished
in

the

the
by

colors
use

of

printer aperture.

ing scene of the picture. (Fig. 2.) This we photo¬
graphed as a silhouette against a background of
changing colors.
As the overture progresses, during screening of
the picture, through the musical numbers "Quintet,”
“Tonight,” “Maria,” and “Mambo” — blending
from one to the other through musical transitions—
the abstract remains a silhouette as the colors change,
until approach of the finale. Here the color
change compliments a sudden shift in musical tempo
and, through a slow camera pull-back, the title
“West Side Story” is revealed (Fig. 3). At this
point the foreground lights fade in, transposing the

FIG. 4—“An almost abstract whirl of color and

movement establishes

the

transposed

high-spirited

atmosphere” ... as

dress shop to the gymnasium
successive

printing

through

Maria

dance floor.

three

is

from

the

Effect was accomplished by

separation

filters.

Picture

above

is

enlargement from unsqueezed anamorphic frame of the motion picture
film.
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abstract itself into a magnificent aerial view of
Manhattan Island—achieved through a smooth lapdissolve with the actual live-action view of the
island by means of optical printing.
To execute this rather lengthy effect, it was necContinued on Next Page
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FIG.

6—In

keeping

with

theme

of

the

picture, the credit titles were “artistically
scribbled" on walls, doors, traffic signs,
etc.,

such

as

might

York's west side.
constructed

for

be

found

in

New

In all, nine sets were
these

titles.

The

one

at left—a weathered and defaced brick
wall—included

four of the

many credit

“cards." These are purposely outlined in
the

picture to

aid

the

reader

in

locat¬

ing them. Photography of the series was
a

continuous

era

operation,

dolly-mounted

and

with

the

moved

on

cam¬
cue

from title to title.

essary to devise a set-up that would be flexible
enough to facilitate quick and easy changes from
one colored light to another, permit accurate tim¬
ing of the changes, provide control of the camera
pull-back speed—which had to be varied during
the pull-back move—and to permit changes in the
quality of the abstract image by means of the light¬
ing itself.
The photographic set-up, as pictured on the cover
and also in Fig. 1, utilized a tubular dolly track,
twenty feet in length, over which the tripod-mounted
65mm camera was drawn by a sprocket-and-chain
FIG. 7—Shooting the first title "card," shown in detail in Fig 6, above.

FIG. 8—Lining up the camera on a title scribbled between the lettering
of sign mounted on fence.

FIG. 9—Making a run-through of a carefully planned dolly maneuver.
The various stops and starts were marked on stage floor, and the vari¬
ous camera elevations on an upright column next to the camera.

drive powered by a variable-speed thyratron motor.
On the camera was a 105mm lens, the focusing of
which was remote-controlled by selsyn follow-focus
units.
Color changes in the abstract background were
made through manipulation of three rheostats con¬
trolling three pairs of photo-lamps that were fitted
with narrow-band red, green and blue separation
filters. The changes were made according to a tim¬
ing pattern worked out to fit the music. Integration
of the three primary additive colors, as they varied
in relative intensity through adjustment of their
respective voltage controls, afforded a wide range
of color changes which could easily be adjusted to
any timing requirement. Precise timing of these
changes was facilitated by a large sweep-hand clock.
This clock also aided us in controlling the camera
dolly speed to the footages required.
Our initial photography of this combination
effect and title was continuous for a period of four
minutes—the duration of the overture—with all
lighting changes made as planned. Later, however,
we decided to take advantage of the flexibility af¬
forded by Technicolor’s 70mm A&B roll release
printing, and we shot the various colors as separate
film units. This had the further advantage of givContinued on Page 757
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professional jr.
Tripod with

Now Standard Equipment for all
Famous CECO Pro Jr. Tripod Heads

Pro Jr Tripod is better than ever with new Heavy
Duty Grooved tripod leg design.

Assures greater

rigidity, no matter how far legs are extended.
Heavy Duty Groove design guarantees herculean
gripping power, because there’s almost twice the
gripping surface. Modern, rounded leg shape adds
strength

and

durability

to

the

wood.

Comes

equipped with indispensible double knob leg locks
which assure equal pressure on each leg.

Avail¬

able with new ball joint swivel or standard base
plate.
When you are looking for the best in a tripod,
buy Professional Junior—the tripod designed with
the professional in mind!
CECO Pro Jr. Fluid Head
CECO Pro Jr. Friction Head
with Ball Joint Swivel
Allows really

fast,

adjusting tripod legs.

easy leveling

without

The tripod head with smooth-as-silk maneuverability.
Silicone fluid unaffected by extreme temperature
range. Won’t dive in locked position. Guaranteed
leakproof. The undisputed performance champ!

Fits any Pro Jr

Tripod with adapter base plate. Has same

In Hialeah, Florida:

exclusive features as standard Pro Jr

51 E. 10th Avenue

Friction head . . . Pan & Tilt tension

TUxedo 8-4604

controls; accessible camera mounting

In Hollywood, California:

knob; adjustable interchangeable
telescoping pan handle. Skilfully designed

6510 Santa Monica Boulevard
HOllywood 9-8321

and engineered for long dependable
service. Unconditionally

♦CECO — trademark of Camera Equipment CO.

guaranteed—the World’s Standard
of Tripod Quality!

FRANK

C.

ZUCKER

(JnnreRH €ouipm€nT (o.jnc.
CECO Ball Socket Swivel Joint

Dept. A-71 315 W. 43rd. St., New York 36, N. Y. • JUdson 6-1420

Adapter For Pro Jr. Tripod Heads

Please send me FREE descriptive literature on CECO
Professional Jr. Tripods and Tripod Heads.

A one piece adapter which fits quickly,
easily on to any Pro Jr Head. For use on
new swivel base tripod or standard Pro Jr
tripod with ball socket adapter base plate.

Name.
FirmAddress.
City-

.Zone.

.State.

CINEMATOGRAPHER-FILM

PRODUCER

Ralph

closeup

Lopatin

shoots

a

tight

of

actress Susan Strassberg (center) being in¬
terviewed

by

Cissie

Walker

(right)

and

Sue Evers. Scene is garden of Miss Strass¬
berg's apartment in Rome, Italy. This and
other scenes filmed in Italy and France by
Lopatin

made-up

Fashion
cally
town,

feature

segment

Spectacular recently televised

by

Hess's

Pa.

Department

Camera

is

an

of
lo¬

Store,

Allen¬

Auricon

Cine-

Voice.

Photography For A TV
“Fashion Spectacular"

THE

CINE-VOICE

Count

G.

B.

camera

Giorgini's

is

set

villa

up
in

in

music

Florence,

creators of its French and Italian fashion imports.
BY

SOL

^0 dramatize the strong influ¬
ence of European designers in
the new fashions it offered for fall,
Hess’s Department Store, of Allen¬
town, Pennsylvania, recently sent
a fdm crew to Europe to photo¬
graph the newest fashion creations
offered by French and Italian sa¬
lons, and to also film their respec¬
tive creators—the top couturiers
of Paris, Rome and Florence.
The resulting film was the high¬
light of a 30-minute “Fashion
Spectacular” sponsored by Hess’s
and televised September 9th over
Philadelphia’s WFIF-TV, an ABC

740

ABRAMS

affiliate. It brought to local TV
audiences a preview of French and
Italian high-fashion designer orig¬
inals brought to this country by
Hess’s for its fashion-minded cli¬
entele.
Earlier, Hess’s had conducted a
state-wide “Trip-of -a-Fifetime”
contest, which was won by Mrs.
Sue Evers, of Citronia, Pennsyl¬
vania. Mrs. Evers journeyed to the
fashion centers of France and
Italy in the company of a Hess
fashion expert and a staff of the
store’s fashion buyers. As winner
of the Hess contest, Mrs. Evers

of
RF

lamps in clamp-on fixtures and Tri-X film was used for
the interview shots

made here.

Hess’s Department Store sent cameraman to Euro¬
pean style centers to photograph the source and the

room
Italy.

also played a prominent role in
the film that was produced in Eu¬
rope for the store’s “Fashion Spec¬
tacular.”
Ralph Lopatin, President of Lo¬
patin Productions, of Philadel¬
phia, accompanied the group with
a corp of assistants and did the
photography. In all, Lopatin shot
2,400 feet of 16mm film—Tri-X
for interiors and Plus-X for ex¬
teriors—using an Auricon CineVoice for sound-on-film takes, and
a Bell & Howell 70-DL for the
wild or silent footage.
“Our ‘no-time-for-sleep’ itiner¬
ary,” Lopatin says, “included the
fashion centers as well as local
fashion shows in Rome, Florence
and Paris. Interviews were ar¬
ranged and photographed between
the Hess representatives and prom¬
inent fashion designers, ambassa¬
dors, movie stars, and models —
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with much of the filming done in
and around famous landmarks in
the respective cities.”
The character of this assign¬
ment, Lopatin said, dictated a
highly mobile operation and the
need to travel “light,” using ex¬
tremely portable camera and light¬
ing equipment. Using Tri-X film
for interiors enabled him to rely
on simple clamp-on lighting fix¬
tures and RF photolamps, plus a
few extension cords. The domestic
power source was used for the
lights, but for operating the Auricon Cine-Voice camera, a con¬
verter was used that transformed

PRECISION* FILM EDITING EQUIPMENT
Precision Unitized Film Synchronizer
Pat. Appd.

For

Model S635-1
Single Sprocket 35mm
Synchronizer $95.00
Single Sprocket 16mm
Synchronizer $95.00
(not shown)

Model

Sprocket Assemblies
16 or 35mm

Continued on Page 748

$32.50 ea.

S616-3

Three sprocket
16mm Synchro¬
ny z e r with
Spacer and Mag¬
netic head.
$215.75

opticalmagnetic
sound
readers

Model 800

$259.50

optical

magnetic film

sound

and tape

readers

sound

Model 600 RL
UNIQUE

NOTE

"sandwich
through
and

was

men"

streets

France.

of

These

series

carrying
towns

of

Hess

and

served

shots

as

ad

villages
subtle

made

of

placards
of

reader

$195.00

Italy

"commer¬

Model 700
$198.00

cials" for the Allentown, Pa., department store's
TV "Fashion Spectacular."

F.O.B. Fac

Send For Free literotu

DIVISION OF PRECISION CINE EQUIPMENT CORPORATION

Special Loiv9 Low Price!
HOUSTON FEARLESS

Paiioram Dollies

Thoroughly Overhauled & Refinished • Fully Guaranteed • Immediate Delivery

4 Wheel — $1,00000

•

5 Wheel — $1,40000

(Jnm€Rfl Couipmem (o..inc.
RALPH

LOPATIN,

photographs

behind

interview

camera

between

at

left

Cissie

Evers, and

U.S. Ambassador G. Frederick

garden

Rome

of

in

picture,

Walker,

Embassy, while assistants

Sue

Dept. A

19, 315 W. 43rd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y., JUdson 6-1420

In Hialeah, Florida:
51 E. 10th Ave.,
TUxedo 8-4604
In Hollywood, California:
6510 Santa Monica Blvd.,
HOIIlywood 9-8321

Reinhardt in
handle the

sound recording equipment.
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SIX REFLECTORS, set high on tripods at either side of camera, supply

Using

incident light

basic key light for scene about to be filmed on a

total

light

Southern

location.

Some important- things to remember when

.

from

.

.

SHOOTING
EXTERIORS
PART 2—Continued from October Issue

TTxcept

for

newsreel

and

docu-

mentary film photography, exterior
scenes usually require some control of
the natural daylight or sunlight pre¬
vailing in outdoor locations. There are
two accessories commonly used for this
—the sunlight reflector and the scrim,
both of which were shown in actual
production use in the photos illustrat¬
ing Part 1 of this article in the October
issue. When shooting in bright sun¬
light, invariably there is harsh contrast
between the light and shaded areas of
the scene or subject. Such contrast is
generally unflattering in the closeups
of persons. To minimize this, some
light must be directed into or onto the
shaded areas or shadow side of faces.
Where power source is not a problem,
major studio cameramen employ boost¬
er lights for this, whereas earlier they
relied entirely on the sunlight reflector
-—which the studios continue to use
today in certain situations. The non¬
theatrical film maker may use re¬
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meter, cameraman (far left)

both

flectors with complete success, pro¬
vided good judgment is used in their
selection
and placement.
Correctly
used, reflectors impart professional
finish to exterior cinematography;
used carelessly or incorrectly, they
may cancel out shadow areas almost
completely, creating a flat and undramatic result.
The cameraman’s use of reflected
light is enhanced where reflectors are
provided with surfaces of different
materials or materials applied in dif¬
ferent patterns. Generally speaking,
reflectors are hard or soft—the former
surfaced with bright aluminum foil
or silver leaf, the latter with aluminum
paint or other semi-matte reflective
material. Soft reflectors are generally
used for closeups of people; harsh
reflectors for throwing strong light at
lonq; distances and over a wider area.
Reflectors, which have been used
since the early days of silent picture
production, are essentially the same in

sky

and

reflectors

that

measures

intensity of

will

on

fall

subject.

design and function as when first used.
The method of using them, however,
has advanced. Today, they are invari¬
ably mounted on standards so that the
reflector is somewhat above ground
level, thus directing the light from a
higher and more natural angle. Sun¬
light, even when the sun is low, comes
from overhead; therefore, reflected sun¬
light should fall upon the scene from
above rather than from virtual ground
level. Today, reflectors are used on
the ground only when some special
lighting effect is desired.
Reflectors invariably are standard
equipment for camera crews shooting
exterior chase scenes in westerns and
TV action films. Mounted on sturdy
tripods aboard the camera car, re¬
flectors maintain uniform lighting on
mounted players as they gallop along¬
side or behind the moving camera car.
Reflectors can prove an important
tool for the industrial and in-plant
cinematographer, also. When carefully
used, they balance outdoor lighting
to effect high professional results in
cinematography. Where photography
is to be done at high altitudes with its
clear atmosphere and with the sun
overhead, faces of people in scenes
will be badly underexposed on the
shaded side unless there is booster or
reflected light used to lighten the
shaded area.
Where the cameraman is using re¬
flectors in this manner for the first
time, there is often the question as to
Continued on Page 744
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You’re on schedule ...
WITH THE LEADER IN LIGHTING, GRIP EQUIPMENT,
PROPS, GENERATOR TRUCKS AND TRAILERS

Send for a schedule of rental rates.

wt\L

I

-Yir"

1800, 1600. 1000. 750.
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SHOOTING EXTERIORS
Continued from Page 742

how to take an exposure meter reading
when reflectors are used. In all but a
few rare cases, meter readings are
taken in the normal manner. Light

HAVEN
It takes something even more
complex than a mechanical
monster to give you the finest
quality prints. It takes the
subtle thought and creative
imagination of the human
brain!
The master craftsmen at
Motion Picture Laboratories
have the keen minds, the im¬
agination, the know-how, and
the personal integrity to give
you prints of matchless excel¬
lence.
That’s why fastidious pro¬
ducers —who respect their work
—send their films to MPL.
They know from experience
that, like themselves, we re¬
spect their work by giving it
our closest personal attention.
The final proof of the quality
of our work is the fact that
our clients have remained
steadfastly with us through the
years.
In addition to these advan¬
tages, MPL gives you 24 hour
delivery service anywhere in
the United States.
Try us. You’ll be glad you
did.
Send us your new film—
by AIR—today.
SOUND-EDITORIAL
COMPLETE LABORATORY SERVICES

MOTION PICTURE LABORATORIES,Inc.
781 S. Main Street
•
Memphis, Tennessee
Phone—Memphis WH 8 0456

The Master Craftsmanship
Your Film Deserves
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coming from the reflectors and falling
on the subject or scene simply con¬
tributes to the overall illumination.
Therefore, whether exposure is being
determined by an incident or reflected
light mter, the normal method of using
the meter should prevail. In any case,
all reflectors should be in the same
position they will be used when the
shot is made. If, after a reading is
taken, and one or more reflectors are
moved,
another
exposure
reading
should be made.
When shooting with color film, it is
possible that a reflector having an alu¬
minum or silver foil surface will re¬
flect light upon the subject that is too
blue; that is, it will reflect the natural
blue color of the sky where the sky is
clear and free of clouds or haze. The
remedy, in such instances, is to cover
the reflector with a sheet of ambercolored cellophane. Properly, a re¬
flector having a gold-foil surface
should be used in a situation such as
described.
When the light coming from re¬
flectors is too harsh—which often hap¬
pens when bright reflectors are used
close to players — the light may be
softened by placing cheese cloth or
curtain scrim over the reflectors. Such
material is an essential accessory to
reflector use and should be carried as
such at all times with the reflector
equipment.
When shooting scenes of people in
action out of doors and at fairly close

range, it often happens that the direct
sunlight falling on them is too bright,
causing them to squint, wince or other¬
wise affect their natural expressions.
In such instances the scrim is the
accessory that remedies the situation.
This is usually a large piece of fine
dark netting stretched over a frame¬
work that may be anywhere from 4
by 4 feet to 8 by 8 feet in size, and
mounted on a pedestal or Century
stand just out of camera range and
in such manner that the scrim comes
between the sun and the players,
effectively softening the light falling
on them. A professional version of
this accessory, collapsible and por¬
table, is available from Mole-Richardson Company, Hollywood.
The subject of filters properly be¬
longs in this discussion. Filters of one
kind or another play an important
part today in the photography of al¬
most every motion picture. There are
light-balancing filters and color com¬
pensating filters for color photogra¬
phy; and neutral density (ND) filters
which are useful in both color and
B&W photography.
Because most non-theatrical

film

production today is in color, the filter
problem for the cameraman shooting
exteriors is negligible. If you’re shoot¬
ing Davlight Kodachrome film or Ektachrome EB daylight film, a Kodak
Skylight Filter or the equivalent Wratten No. 1A filter will warm up scenes
that are otherwise on the blue-white
side. Use of this filter does not require
any change in exposure setting. This
filter, incidentally, is designed pri¬
marily for use in open shade under
a clear blue sky to produce a notice¬
able improvement in color rendering
when pictures made without a filter
would be too bluish. (Contd. Pg. 746)

NEUTRAL DENSITY FILTER FACTORS
DENSITY

TRANSMISSION

FACTOR

.10

80%

1.3

.20

63%

1.6

.30

50%

2.0

APP.

STOPS
~

INCREASE
’/2

y2+
1

.40

40%

2.5

1 %

.50

32%

3.1

1%

.60

25%

4.0

2

.70

20%

5.0

2%

.80

15%

6.7

2% +

.90

13%

7.7

3

1.00

10%

10.0

3%

When employing neutral density filters as partial filters to hold back only the hot porfions of a scene, first read the normal part of the scene and then the part that will be
filtered. Then
the filter in

choose a

density that corresponds to

the

difference

in

exposure. With

position the entire scene can be recorded with the normal exposure.
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The model that won the West...
Actually, the HFC Professional 16MM Hot Splicer didn’t win
the West in the sense that the Colt won the West, but it
did win the praises of film editors not only in the West but
around the world. Professional editors who demand profes¬
sional equipment. Model shown: FS-816 (for 8 and 16mm).
Other models available . . . FS-70-1 (for type #1 Military
perforations) • FS-70-2 (for type #2 Military perforations) •
FS-70-3 (for 65MM) • FSC-357 (combination splicer, 35 or
70MM) • FSC-657 (combination splicer, 16-35/32-65 or 70MM).
All models ready for immediate delivery.

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG:

The HFC Hot Splicers offer these features...
DOUBLE SCRAPING . LOSE ONLY HALF A FRAME . SEPARATE
PROFESSIONAL SCRAPING BLOCK . LEFT TO RIGHT OR RIGHT
TO LEFT SPLICING • MACHINE BLADES GROUND TO CLOSE
TOLERANCES . NO DOWN TIME WHEN SCRAPING BLADES
BECOME DULL . CHANGE BLADES IN SECONDS . CUSTOM
BUILT CARRYING CASE . SPLICERS CAN BE SET FOR
NEGATIVE, A & B OR RELEASE PRINTS . CUTTER BLADES
CAN BE GROUND AND SHARPENED WITHOUT CHANGING
SPLICE WIDTH • CUSTOM BUILT CASE

HOLLYWOOD FILM COMPANY
designers & manufacturers of film & video tape editing equipment
956 SEWARD ST, HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIF. HO 2-3284
524 W. 43rd ST, N.Y., N.Y., LO 3-1546
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Neutral density filters are commonly
used as contrast neutralizers, since
they provide the means of reducing
light transmission through the lens,
allowing the cameraman to work at a
larger lens opening to produce a soft¬
er. less-contrasty image; or in light so
bright the lens cannot be stopped
down far enough for the proper ex¬
posure. Since ND filters reduce all
light equally, they can be used with
color film or very high speed B&W
films to permit shooting at moderate
lens apertures outdoors. ND filters also
provide a means for controlling depth
of field in exterior scenes, since their
use permits working at a larger lens
stop with the consequent advantages
of differential focusing. Use of a neu¬
tral density filter such as the Kodak
ND-3 or one of the series of Kodak
wratten Neutral Density Filters. No.
96, will allow photography with East-

man Ektachrome ER Film (daylight
types) at a larger lens aperture. With
a neutral density of .90, for example,
the lens can be opened three stops
wider than without a filter.
It is important to stress, in conclud¬
ing this
a clear
sources
light of

brief article, that outdoors on
day, there are actually two
of illumination: the direct
the sun and the blue light

from the sky. The two, which con¬
stitute daylight illumination, are sep¬
arate and distinct on a clear day but
are fused and combined into one
source on an overcast day. The color
quality of daylight, therefore, is by
no means constant. A change in the
color of either sunlight or skylight, or
a change in the relative amounts of
the two sources, changes the combina¬
tion falling on the scene or subject.1
’“Color Photography
Kodak Co.

Outdoors.”

Eastman

THE LANG TOUCH
Continued from Page 733

lights, because smoke, even in dark
areas, tends to pick up sufficient light
reflected from other objects in the
scene to give it a very definite iden¬
tity.
Smoke is used again to enhance
mood in a Fourth of July celebration
sequence taking place in the town
square. The smoke, supposedly coming
from fireworks exploding overhead,
was of the type produced by chemical
bombs—thick enough to permit ef¬
fective back-lighting. This sequence was
shot night-for-night on the Paramount
back-lot Western street which had been
skillfully revamped to look like a typi¬
cal small-town square, complete with
benches and bandstand.
In the film, the street on which the
two main characters live may seem
vaguely familiar to those in the audi¬
ence who remember seeing Judy Gar-

land in “Meet Me In St. Louis” quite
a few years ago. The producer of
“Summer and Smoke” arranged with
M-G-M Studios to shoot on this street
of stately homes which were originally
built for the Garland film and still
stand regally on the studio backlot. The
architecture of the houses, much
festooned with wooden curlycues and
gingerbread, is exactly right for the
period and mood of the story. Shoot¬
ing on this set was complicated by
extremely variable weather, a typical
exterior problem which continually
bedevils cameramen striving to main¬
tain consistency between the direct
cuts within a sequence. In color
photography, the problem is vastly
magnified because the entire rendi¬
tion of the colors is affected by the
type and quality of light. If shooting
is done on a day when the sky is very

FOLLOJVING a lengthy apprenticeship at old Lasky stu¬
dios, Charles B. Lang, Jr., shot his first, feature film in
1926. Studio was disappointed ivith results and he re¬
turned to working as assistant. Other opportunities fol¬
lowed—none with notable results. T hen Lang discovered
he'd been imitating other cameramen, decided to follow
his own artistic instincts. This was career turning point.
He won Academy Award for photography of “A Farewell
To Arms (1933), has been fairly consistent contender ever
since. Recent nominations include: “Sudden Fear” (1953),
“Sabrina” (1955), “Queen Bee” (1956), “Separate Ta¬
bles” (1959), and “Some Like It Hot” (1960).
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CHARLES LANG, JR.

blue,

the

shadows

will

tend

to

go

completely black. On the other hand, a
hazy sky tends to wash the shadows
out completely. Lang took advantage
of one of the duller days to film
one of the more dramatic scenes
scheduled for the street location. It was
a scene just preceding the shooting of
the doctor’s father, and the dullness
of the day did much to enhance the
air of dread expectation. To further
exaggerate the somber effect, the pave¬
ment was wetted down and the scene
shot through a fog filter. The dull light
on the scene worked with the filter to
create a suitably cold and dismal
mood.
The interior sets designed by Art
Director Walter Tyler are extremely
atmospheric and contribute a great
deal to the mood of the production.
Paradoxically, however, their very per¬
fection made the photography much
more difficult than it would have been
had the story been set in plainer back¬
grounds. The interiors of the houses,
cluttered with rococo decor and ornate
bric-a-brac, and making lavish use of
patterned drapes and furniture cover¬
ings, prevented Lang from throwing
interesting shadow patterns on the
walls, as might have been done effec¬
tively in another style of set. The
hangings were generally dark and
difficult to highlight, as was the fur¬
niture. Lang had to constantly modu¬
late his set lighting in order to suggest
detail in the dark areas, and at the
same time play down “busy” areas in
the background that could hqve proved
distracting.
Unlike many pictures made today,
which are shot completely or partially
on location to utilize authentic back¬
grounds, “Summer and Smoke” was
shot entirely on sound stage sets, and
it was Lang’s constant concern to keep
them from looking like sets.
“I always try not to let lighting
become contrived to the point where
a sense of realism is lost.” he points
out. “Like all cinematographers I have
to resist the impulse to add that one
extra light that may prove to be too
much. \ou must have taste, not only
in lighting, but in the use of effects,
too. Otherwise your actors will look
like they’re on a studio set instead of
in the real situation. It’s something
of a trick to keep your lighting in¬
teresting and. at the same time, make
the actors look well while actually
seeming to be in the place the setting
represents.”
(Contd. on Page 748)
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HEADACHES ?
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Custom Built
HANSARD
Rear Screen
Process
35mm Projector
S pecifieations:
• 500-ft. capacity
• 200 Amp. Arc Lamphouse
• Bell & Howell—movement with
registration pins
• Rheostat with light intensity
stop switches
• Two camera interlock motors—
for Mitchell NC & BNC
• Complete set various focal length
projection lenses
• Forward and Reverse controls
• All connecting cables
• All components—completely blimped
for very low noise level
• Projector mounted on dollied pedestal
with horizontal and vertical adjustments

Approximate projector weight:....1500
sync generator: .... 300
rheostat: . 90
accessories. 150
SPECIALLY^
PRICED!

lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.

10,000°°

Complete

•

Guaranteed

CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
DEPT. A, 315 WEST 43rd STREET
NEW YORK 36, N.Y. • JUdson 5-1420

¥CINEMASTER
MARK II CONVERTERS
Controls the intensity and color tem¬
perature of standard tungsten filament
lamps. Designed to give the professional
photographer in television, studio and
motion picture controlled color tempera¬
ture to 3450° K. Each converter has an
adjustable range to match input voltage
from 100V to 120V and from 200V to
240V. Built in interlock to prolong lamp
life. Each circuit may be monitored for
Kelvin meter reading, choose the one
converter that suits your special needs.

CCMC II, 6 output controls $309 —
CCM II, 2 output controls $258 —
CCMJ II, one output control $168.

He goes on to point out that one
of the surest ways to make a set look
like a set is to create a light source
that is obviously phoney. For ex¬
ample, in a clay interior supposedly
lighted by windows, heavy backlight¬
ing on the players coming from no
logical source will tend to call atten¬
tion to itself as something out of key
and will make a set look like just what
it is—a set.
Lang feels that in the early part of
a sequence it is important, if possible,
to show the obvious light source (a
window, a lamp, etc.) in order to
indicate to the audience where the
light is, or should be, coming from.
This can be done unobtrusively by
panning with action to take in a
window or a lamp that is the indicated
source. Adjustments must sometimes
be made to favor a particular actor
or actress who looks best in light
coming from the direction that is op¬
posite to the established source. In
such cases, it is often possible to restage the action or to bring the actor
forward to catch a highlight from a
window with the source remaining on
the proper side, he explained.
The photography of the players in
“Summer and Smoke” goes far beyond
the accepted professional requirement
that the stars must look attractive at
all times. Miss Page, lovely in a
fragile, off-beat way—is not pretty by
stereotyped Hollywood standards, but
Lang’s lighting makes her glow with
a luminous beauty that seems to shine
from within, reflecting the radiance
of her spirituality. The lighting on
her face is soft and delicately modeled,
emanating usually from a three-quarter
source and pointing up the expressive
emotion in her eyes. In sharp con¬
trast, Rita Moreno (the Other Woman)
is lighted to boldly accentuate her
animal sensuality. On Laurence Har¬
vey, sharp cross-lighting was used,
giving his face a chiseled masculine
ruggedness.
One of the most dramatic and
visually striking sequences in the pic¬
ture is the cockfight which takes place
in the crowded, smokefilled backroom
of the local lakeside casino. Here a
group of frenzied spectators, seated
in circular tiers surrounding the fight¬
ing pit, strain and yell as the game¬
cocks strive to slash each other to bits.
The carnage takes place in a pool of
light, with everything else in the room
subdued.
To achieve the effect of a single
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overhead source of illumination, the
scene was lighted with a number of
RL-2 photolamps mounted in a large
dome. Light in the surrounding areas
was allowed to fall off sharply to con¬
centrate attention on the central area.
Smoke pumped onto the set helped
create the atmosphere of a close, stuffy
room charged with excitement.
Despite the problems of jockeying
the camera about in this constricted set
and the necessity for moving wild wall
units to get desired camera vantage
points, Lang achieved some dynamic
closeups and dramatically high and
low angles which were boldly intercut
to suggest the sadistic frenzy of the
onlookers. Climaxing this sequence is'
a low-angle shot in which one fighting
cock suddenly flares up and out of the
pit, splattering blood on Miss Page—
who was an uncomfortable spectator
accompanying Harvey to the event.
The visual impact of this shot on the
audience is strong; it typifies how the
potentials of camera, lighting, and
staging, when skillfully integrated,
make the motion picture screen the
powerful medium that it is.
“Summer and Smoke” was photo¬
graphed in Eastman Color with Panavision 35mm anamorphic lenses.

FASHION SPECTACULAR
Continued from Page 741

6-volt current to 110-volts. In Italy,
search for a 6-volt motor-scooter stor¬
age battery set back his production
schedule a day-and-a-half — the only
delay encountered, incidentally.
Most of the anticipated problems re¬
lated to shooting in foreign lands were
obviated by Hess’s Department Store
in advance of Lopatin’s arrival. The
company had arranged clearances for
him with French and Italian govern¬
ments and also had set-up personality
and location interviews. Thus it be¬
came a matter of simply setting up the
camera and sound equipment and
shooting—weather and sunlight permit¬
ting, of course. Only once did he run
into a snag in this regard. He was set¬
ting up for a sound shot at the Coli¬
seum in Rome when local police sud¬
denly appeared and told him he could
not set up a tripod-mounted camera
without first obtaining police permis¬
sion. But Hess’s had already secured
the permit in advance, which Lopatin
promptly produced, and he was al¬
lowed to proceed.
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FINEST STUDIO SET LIGHTING PLUS FINEST THEATRE PROJECTION INSURES PATRON SATISFACTION.

YOUR NATIONAL CARBON ENGINEER...
Sells you the best product—gives you the best service!
The illustration shows a NATIONAL CARBON Sales Engineer using
the Motion Picture Research Council’s Projector alignment tool to
position the mirror on the optical axis of the projection lens.
These Sales Engineers—equipped with complete service kits con¬
taining the most modern test equipment—are trained to solve screen
lighting problems and help the industry achieve the ultimate in picture
quality. This is an important part of NATIONAL CARBON’S continuing
program of service to the industry.
A superior screen image must begin with superior studio set lighting
... using “National” studio carbons. National Carbon Company, Divi¬
sion of Union Carbide Corporation, 270 Park Avenue, New York 17,
N. Y. In Canada: Union Carbide Canada Limited, Toronto.

“National” and “Union Carbide” are
registered trade-marks for products of
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With the Motion Picture Research Council's
projector alignment tool it is possible to
determine within a few minutes—while the
show is on — if the optical train is in align¬
ment. or what adjustments need be made.

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY

UNION
CARBIDE
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An interesting innovation which
Hess’s conceived for the film segment
of their Fashion Spectacular was the
subtle injection of the store’s name into
some of the scenes photographed by
Lopatin. As a result, signboards extoll¬
ing the advantages of buying at Hess’s
in Allentown, Pennsylvania, appeared
naturally at intervals throughout the
picture on the wall of an ancient ruin,
or on a sandwich-board carried by a
native Italian strolling down a cobble
stone street. Hess’s art department had
made up the necessary props, signs,
etc., for this and had shipped them by
air.
W hen shooting interiors, as in the
luxurious villa of Count G. B. Giorgini,
in Florence, Lopatin had the assistance
of the most beautiful electricians any¬
where— pretty fashion models who
graciously doubled in brass and held
the lights while he shot a number of
scenes where clamp-on conveniences
were unavailable.
Lopatin’s cameras recorded Hess’s
fashion buyers along with their contestwinner guest, Mrs. Evers, in atten¬
dance at fashion shows, in Pitti Palace,
Florentine center of Italian fashions—
reportedly the very first time motion
pictures
of any kind were filmed
there. Other highlights were filmed in¬
terviews between Hess representative
Cissie Walker and Mrs. Evers and U.S.
Ambassador G. Frederick Reinhardt,
Count Giorgini, actress Susan Strassberg on the grounds of her Rome
apartment, and others.
Cameras
and
lights
were
also
moved into the 2.000-year old opera
house at the Baths of Caracalla, Italy,
to film a part of the opera Aida. Here
Loptain filmed Mrs. Evers and Hess’s
fashion envoy on stage before the im¬
pressive and colorful background of
the opera, including camels, horses and
a thousand persons comprising the
cast. Shooting could only be done at
the close of an act during the applause,
instead of during the performance be¬
cause of the noise from the camera,
which would distract both the audience
and the players.
The greatest problem encountered
by Lopatin when shooting in Paris,
was the unprecedented reaction from
sidewalk pedestrians whenever he tried
to photograph a “sandwich-man’’ par¬
ading a thoroughfare carrying a Hess
signboard. After several unsuccessful
attempts, Lopatin resorted to the ob¬
vious remedy—making “sneak” shots
of the “sandwich-man” while con¬
cealed in a closed automobile.

While shooting a scene with Mrs.
Evers and Hess’s fashion envoy near
the Eiffel Tower, he missed the chance
to get some interesting footage of an
Algerian terrorist chase. As he was
setting up his camera for the fashion
shot, a police car full of gendarmes
armed with sub-machine guns came
screeching into view, following a re¬
port of a threatened bombing of the
Tower by a terrorist.
Ralph Lopatin, who was a combat
cameraman in the European theatre of
operations during World War II is no
newcomer to either France or Italy.
From 1946 to 1957 he was newsreel
and documentary film cameraman for
WPTZ, Philadelphia (now WRCVTV). During these years he covered
such assignments as the Pan-American
Airlines inaugural flight from Phila¬
delphia to Europe, the Hungary Revo¬
lution,
the
Philadelphia
Magazine
tour to the World’s Fair in Brussels,
Psychopharmacological Convention in
Rome, etc. Since 1957, he has headed
his own motion picture production
company in Philadelphia, which in¬
cludes a staff of cameramen, film edi¬
tors, and animation and title artists,
and serves the needs of both local
and East Coast television sponsors, and
business and industrial firms for live
and animated motion pictures.
■

WHAT FILM FOR CAMERA?
Continued from Page 728

Quite close in quality will be the
16mm black-and-white print from
16mm Ektaehrome through a dupe
negative. The apparent lack of grain
and the flat color tone translate well
into black-and-white, assuming that the
proper dupe negative stocks and lab
methods are used.
Next we’d list the 16mm print
through a dupe negative from blackand-white 16mm reversal stock. (The
higher cost and greater contrast of
B&W reversal dupe stock results in
practically no quantity release print¬
ing by the reversal method).
Last we'd list the print from 16mm
B&W camera negative—and brace our¬
selves for an argument! But here are
our reasons:
First, the 16mm camera negative to
master positive to dupe negative to re¬
lease print adds up to too many gener¬
ations for 16mm, and some deteriora¬
tion in definition results. This series of
steps is used in 35mm, but 35mm holds
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there’s an Anseoehrome Film perfect
in color quality for every application!
®

Opening up the new worlds of underwater photography and high speed
motion photography amplifies the problems of low light, color balance
and reciprocity failure.
What does the Anseoehrome family offer?
Simply, this—better color under all types of exposure conditions.
For low light levels 16mm Super Anseoehrome film has wide latitude
and high speed (100), (or 200 ASA by extended processing if needed).
For top quality in release prints 16mm Anseoehrome Professional Type
242 camera film has ultra fine grain and low contrast. For direct projec¬
tion regular Anseoehrome film has all the sparkle needed for screen
quality.
And all Anseoehrome films intercut and print beautifully on Anscochrome Duplicating Film. Ask your Ansco representative or supplier
today. Ansco, Binghamton, N. Y. A Division of General Aniline & Film
Corporation.

16mm
Anseoehrome
L
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up better because the graiu-to-picture
area ratio is more favorable. This
series of steps in 16mm does serve one
purpose: provides protection for the
camera negative.

26 YEARS OF
QUALITY

REVERSAL
PROCESSING

What about the print made direct
from the 16mm camera negative?
Shouldn’t it provide the best 16-to-16
black-and-white print, because there
are no intervening stages?
Theoretically, yes. And actually yes
—in one respect. Assuming the 16mm
camera negative is properly exposed,
professionally processed, and carefully
handled, the contact print made from
it will be sharp and crisp. But, that’s
not the whole story.

• Specialists in high speed or
standard reversal processing

The advantages of 16mm B&W nega¬
tive printing are good definition, good
grey scale, high speed, and lower cost.
The disadvantages include 1) the near¬
impossibility of handling the film in
editing without picking up abrasions,
dirt and scratches, which will then

• Security clearance
• Free Vacuumating
• Films returned same day
• Customer extra service: Special
prices on Eastman & du Pont
Reversal Film

show up clearly as white marks on the
screen in projecting the print, 2) the
print being in the A-wind or non¬
standard emulsion position, with the
picture projected emulsion to the light,
3) the possibility of solarization in
A&Bing the straight-cuts, and 5) the
definite limitation on the number of
release prints which can be made be¬
fore the spliced camera negative shows
objectionable evidence of wear, a splice
separates, or the valuable negative
is otherwise lost for further printing.
16mm camera negative has many ex¬
cellent uses: filming sports events, re¬
cording experiments, time-and-motion
study, and certain types of production.
It is not to be recommended when
considerable editing is required, A&B
roll optical effects are wanted, or many
release prints are required. For profes¬
sional production leading to 16mm
B&W release, 16mm Ektachrome or
16mm B&W reversal, or 35mm B&W
negative is recommended.
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licite, French producer of TV commer¬
cials and business films. CampbellEwald Company, Chevrolet’s advertis¬
ing agency, supervised the production.
The commercial was photographed
in France and directed by Bernard LeMoine. LeMoine had a budget of six
month’s production time—about triple
that allotted most auto commercials—
in which to turn out the three-minute
film. Total production costs, however,
were only slightly higher than the cost
of a very good on-location commercial
shot in the U.S.
Even more startling than the com¬
mercial itself, to the industry at least,
is its method of production. The film
was shot in live action with no in¬
laboratory optical techniques employed,
such as traveling or infrared mattes.
Instead, the special visual effects were
accomplished during the photography
by the use of prisms, mirrors, and mat¬
tes in the camera.
Photographed with 35mm Eastman
Color negative Type 5250, the commer¬
cial opens with a man “driving up”
in an invisible car, and coming to a
stop alongside a lovely girl. The girl
gets into the car and a hotel doorman
places her baggage inside the trunk
of the invisible car. The scene is ob¬
viously Paris.

rolling smoothly over rough roads,
then zoom up a long hill with a view
that could only be found in the French
countryside.
Among the cars they pass is a
French taxi of ancient vintage with
an old man at the wheel who stares in
amazement at the young couple driv¬
ing by in the invisible car, apparently
sitting on nothing. In a subsequent
shot, the taxi drives up behind the
couple, now stopped for a passing
train at a railroad crossing. Inching
forward in wonderment, the taxi driver
“humps” the invisible rear of the in¬
visible car. Later, during a rainstorm,

|
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They drive off, passing cars quickly,
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seen.
Still later, the girl reclines on the
invisible front seat and her escort
lights her cigarette with a lighter
pulled from an invisible dashboard.
The film closes with the invisible car
coming to a halt, and with the sleek
lines of the Chevrolet Impala Sport
Sedan materializing.
Throughout the commercial, the
car’s presence is continually suggested
by the position of the passengers
seated in the normal positions they
would in an actual automobile, glid¬
ing along the road but suspended in
space; also by the accurate movement
of the car itself, and the accompany¬
ing natural sound effects.
The incidents in the car’s journey,
the smoothness of its glide over bumps,
the natural zip as it accelerated up the
steep hill, the steady braking as the car
approaches and passes through the
flock of sheep, all dramatically point
up the capabilities of the car, even
though it is invisible. In this way the
commercial focuses attention on ex¬
actly what is visually lacking—the car
itself.
When the Chevrolet appears in full
image at the end of the commercial,
its appearance is presented as the ob¬
vious conclusion of all the car’s per¬
formance. The implication is that it
was unnecessary to point out that the
invisible car is a Chevrolet since only
a Chevy could perform as pictured in
the preceding scenes.
As to how these startling invisible ef¬
fects were achieved, Arco Productions
is purposely (and understandably)
vague, except for details they believe
will not affect the secrecy of their basic
techniques.
The running-shot sequence, in which
the man and woman in the car are
seen in profile, was made with the aid
of a rather complicated rig which ex¬
tended a steel beam from the camera
car. The couple was seated on the far
end of the beam in the same position
as if they were seated in a car. Every¬
thing was carefully measured before¬
hand so the couple at all times would
be in exactly the same position. At
the opposite end of the steel beam,
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where it was mounted on the camera
car, the camera—on a panhead—was
securely bolted.

at your service!

Before the camera lens, a prism,
specially designed by Director LeMoine was mounted. This prism served
to effectively eliminate the image of
the steel beam from the scene being
photographed, resulting in the illusion
of the couple riding on air—suspended
in space. The prism also made it pos¬
sible to achieve something that travel¬
ing matte techniques could not—show¬
ing the shadow of the car’s passengers
on the ground as the car travelled on
the highway. To enhance the illusory
effects in other sequences, mirrors
were used. In others, a special mat was
built into the camera.

111111111

the outline of the car is seen with the
couple inside, warm and dry.
When the car comes over a small
hill and encounters a flock of sheep
blocking the road, the invisible car
slows down and inches along through
the flock. The sheep move naturally
out of the way of the oncoming car,
although the car itself still cannot be
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eliminated all vestiges of the “snow
plow” image from the scene.
One of the problems that had to be
solved early was the effect of the wind
on the couple sitting unprotected on
the far end of the steel beam. Ulti¬
mately the problem was solved by
mounting wind breakers ahead of the
couple and out of the camera field.
Ironically, this solution to one prob¬
lem complicated another scene in
which the young woman was to be
shown with her hair being blown—
ostensibly by the air rushing in
through an open window—and thus
provide the excuse to close an in¬
visible window on the invisible car.
Since the wind breakers devised
earlier had eliminated the natural
wind effect, a small electric fan was
introduced into the scene, properly
concealed, of course, to provide the
air currents that tousle the young
lady’s hair.
None of these problems proved too
difficult to surmount, according to the
producers, but were rather welcomed
because of the challenges they posed.
The final result, they conclude, was a
TV film commercial with unusual spe¬
cial visual effects that could not have
been duplicated by even the most
elaborate traveling matte process.
B

FILMING “WEST SIDE STORY”
Continued from Page 727

indicated. On the other hand, a ve¬
hicle in which the characters fre¬
quently move from straight drama to
intricate song and dance routines can
hardly be called realistic as compared
to actual life. Such an amalgam of
story-telling arts is readily accepted by
stage audiences, which are conditioned
to certain artificialities because of the
inherent physical limitations of that
medium and the buffer effect of audi¬
ence-distance. The searching eye of the
camera, however, is a vastly more
intimate and realistic instrument, so
that it is much more difficult to present
hybrid stylizations of dramatic form
on the screen with any degree of veri¬
similitude.
The final decision was made by
Producer-Director Robert Wise who
decided to strike out boldly for a fresh,
vitally original use of the cinematic
medium.
"Right from the beginning,” Fapp
relates, “Wise encouraged me to get
what he called ‘out-of-this-world’ pho¬

tography, to experiment with off-beat
ways of using the camera to tell the
story more effectively—and he backed
this up by his willingness to take the
time to try for something really spe¬
cial. Working with a director like that
is good for a cameraman.”
It was also very good for the film.
The resultant photographic treatment
is an extraordinary blend of gutsy
realism and stylization amounting al¬
most to fantasy, but so skillfully are
the two genres integrated that the me¬
chanics are never obtrusive or out of
key with the story. When fantasy pre¬
vails, it is motivated by the wishful
daydreams of the hostile adolescent
gang warriors themselves-—living, as
they do, in a sordid tenement jungle,
but escaping occasionally into a per¬
sonal imaginary world where grim
reality is softened by a kind of inde¬
terminate beauty. The m«st direct
motivation, of course, is the rosy glow
which inevitably suffuses the world of
young lovers newly discovering each
other. It is through their eyes that a
grimy high school gymnasium takes
on the romantic aura of a celestial
ballroom. It is also through their eyes
that a tenement fire-escape becomes as
magic a trysting place as any medieval
balcony in Verona may have been.
Following the film’s impressive mu¬
sical overture, which is accompanied
on the screen by an imaginative com¬
bination of color and abstract design
(described along with the picture’s
special effects and titles elsewhere in
this issue), the film begins with a
visual prologue in which the helicoptermounted camera, pointing straight
down, glides above Manhattan, moving
in closer and closer until it zooms right
into a schoolyard in the West Side
slums. Completely without dialogue,
but using a staccato integration of
camera and stark choreography, the
elements of conflict — the two rival
street gangs — are defined. The Jets
appear, stalking possessively along
their “turf,” flaunting their incipient
manhood with tight-jeaned arrogance.
Then the Puerto Rican contigent, the
Sharks, lunges in rugged leaps down
the street,
dignified
and
deadly,
shoulders full of chips. The Jets pursue
the outnumbered Sharks in cat-andmouse, vigorous ballet in and out of
the tenements and alleys until the in-'
truders flee the hostile turf.
This striking eight-minute prologue
was actually filmed in Manhattan on
a tenement-lined stretch of West 68th
St., and in a schoolyard on West 110th
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St. The tenement buildings along the
street had been ordered torn down
and their windows had already been
removed when the production company
made arrangements with the contractor
to delay razing the structures until
filming was completed. The windows
were replaced and dressed with cur¬
tains and window boxes to make the
buildings look inhabited. A Chapman
boom and a battery of booster lights
facilitated shooting of the complicated
choreography which ranged over an
entire city block. Some of the most
exciting angles show the dancers sil¬
houetted against the sunlit buildings.
In other shots the fagades are in deep
shadow, forming an almost black back¬
ground for the leaping figures bathed
in sunlight.
In the schoolyard, several cameras
(one of which was almost continually
mobile) were utilized to follow a com¬
plicated interplay between the rival
gangs as they vie for a basketball.
After thirty days in the New York
location, during which shooting was
frequently interrupted by rain, the
company finished the sequence and
returned to Hollywood. Filling every
stage at the Samuel Goldwyn studios
were thirty-seven massive sets designed
by Boris Leven—some of them with
walls weighing many tons and requir¬
ing special equipment to move them.
It was on these sets that the greatest
part of “West Side Story” was filmed.
To capture the claustrophobic feel¬
ing of New York tenement structures
and also to provide proper backings
for numerous low-angle shots, almost
all of the sets included full ceilings—
a circumstance which precluded the
use of overhead lighting units. Fapp
was constantly challenged, therefore, to
find places from which to beam his
lights in order to light the action and
insure high quality in the photography.
The set used in the famous “Cool”
number slowed him down to a stop—
but only momentarily. The locale rep¬
resented a garage 85 x 150 feet, cov¬
ered by a solid ceiling only eight feet
above the floor, and with three slender
pillars to break up the expanse.
In this scene, the Jet gang enters
what is established as an almost totally
dark garage. During course of the
musical routine, their girl friends pro¬
ceed to turn on the headlights of cars,
one-by-one—the lights supposedly pro¬
viding the sole source of illumination.
The 10 kilowatt lamps needed to simu¬
late these single high-intensity head¬
light sources were too big to conceal
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behind the passenger cars parked in
the garage, so the concept of the set
had to he slightly altered to represent
a grocery company garage filled with
vans big enough to hide the lights. In
order to gain sufficient depth-of-field
to sharply render the full scope of the
choreography, it was necessary to stop
the wide-angle lens down to f/5.6 and
build the light level up to 800 footcandles. Since all the light was coming
from the sides, special care was taken
to keep those dancers nearest the lights
from appearing too “hot'’ in relation
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watered down and the fences sprayed
with oil so they would produce high¬
lights and show separation instead of
going black.
Because a large area was needed
to stage the action, the sequence show¬
ing the dispersion of the gangs follow¬
ing the “rumble” was filmed under a
trestle in the skidrow area of down¬
town Los Angeles. The complexity and
scope of the sequence required four
nights of shooting under a widely de¬
ployed battery of arc lights. Its most
effective scene shows one of the gang
members crossing the street just as a
police car arrives. He runs all the way
up the street toward the camera, sil¬
houetted against the glare of the car’s
headlights. The headlights, the only
source of illumination in the scene,
were built up to a higher than normal
level of intensity.
For all the night sequences — those
shot on the stage as well as on location
—Fapp used a light fog filter over the’
lens to lend a realistic night feeling
to the scenes and at the same tims*
soften colors so they would not appear
too harsh.
The use of colored light in “West
Side Story” is sparing, but keyed for
definite effects. Aside from obvious
uses (the glow from a sunset, etc.) it
serves to inject important mood over¬
tones into several sequences. For ex¬
ample, in the “Tonight” number, just
after Tony has found Maria (and love)
at the gymnasium dance, he walks
through the streets of Manhattan as if
floating on Cloud Nine. Large panels
of frosted lucite were erected as part
of the set and illuminated from behind
by multiple shimmering colored lights
of all hues. As Tony moves in front’
of the panels, he seems to enter another
world of sparkling beauty, symbolizing
his starry-eyed exuberance.
Colored light is used to advantage in
another sequence enacted in a bed¬
room that is dark except for light
shining through the vari-colored glass
panels of French doors separating the
area from an adjacent lighted room.
Having worked out this detail of the
set in advance with the Art Director,
and having established the multi¬
colored doors as a logical light and
color source, Fapp was able to most
effectively use squares of variously
colored light as the sole illumination
for the bedroom and the players in it.
Another interesting lighting effect
appears in the sequence following the
“rumble” when police appear on the
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scene. New York police cars have
Hashing red lights revolving on top.
To simulate the effect of this inter¬
mittent red light falling on the players,
a whirligig device was constructed on
which were mounted two 10 kilowatt
lamps with red filters in front of them.
The police car was first established ap¬
proaching at a distance. As it drew
nearer, the lights on the whirling de¬
vice (its rate of movement closely
synchronized to that of the police car
lamp) were stepped up in intensity to
illuminate the scene, enhancing the
overall dramatic effect.
Unlike some directors who feel that
a wide-screen format calls for long
master scenes with few cuts and fewer
closeups (as exemplified by Otto Prem¬
inger’s approach to “Porgyand Bess”),
Director Robert Wise utilized many
striking extreme closeups and a variety
of camera angles to afford staccato in¬
tercutting in the film’s more dramatic’
sequences. In several sequences, such
as the “rumble” and the gymnasium
dance, several cameras were set up to
provide a selection of flash cuts care¬
fully matched for action.
Panavision-70 Process
“West Side Story” was photographed
in the Panavision-70 process, which
employs 65mm film for photography
and 70mm film for release prints to
accommodate the multiple sound tracks
of the system. It was the second pro¬
duction (“Exodus” was the first) to
employ the newly designed Panavision
cameras (both standard and hand-held
models) which are distinguished by a
200° shutter and a unique rock-steady
movement which stops the film com¬
pletely before the registration pins
enter the sprockets, insuring a picture
free from jiggle and blur even on the
largest screen.
Panavision personnel worked very
closely with Director of Photography
Fapp during filming of this picture
in order to adapt lenses and cameras'
to his requirements. For example, Fapp
suggested that some of the New York’
tenement location scenes would be more
dramatic if, in the photography, the
skyscrapers in the background could
be brought up closer and “packed”
together so they would seem to loom
dominantly in the background above
the dancers. To achieve this, Pana¬
vision engineers designed and con¬
structed an extreme (450mm) tele¬
photo lens. This lens has a unique and
extremely elaborate baffling system

which eliminates stray light bouncing
between the lens elements, thus doing
away with the characteristic flat, hazy
“telephoto” effect. Dramatic scenes
filmed with this lens have the same
high contrast as those shot with stan¬
dard lenses, permitting smooth inter¬
cutting.
Panavision also created for this pro¬
duction the first zoom lens ever
designed to cover a 65mm film frame.
Called the PanaZoom, the lens ranges
in focal length from 95mm to 250mm.
Its smooth movement is driven by an
electric motor, governed by both a
rheostat and a gear shift, thus insuring
perfect electrical as well as mechanical
control. The PanaZoom was used to
advantage in several sequences of the
film. In the prologue it provided a
smooth and effective fluid camera
bridge between the helicopter shots
and the scenes photographed on the
ground. It was also used dramatically
for “shock” closeups—as in the “rum¬
ble” sequence when a switchblade sud¬
denly appears in the hands of a
supposedly unarmed Shark.
Panavision engineers, one of whom
was always present on the set through¬
out the entire shooting of the picture,
provided other equipment innovations
—including a special type matte-box’
for the camera mounted beneath the
helicopter for shooting the prologue
scenes. The hand-held Panavision cam¬
era was also used with good effect to
get intimate flash shots during the
fights and choreographic numbers.
Not for a long time has Hollywood
produced a picture that depended so
much on the photography and the
photographer for its impact. In the'
very beginning of its conception, the
whole art of cinematography was care¬
fully investigated, reviewed and ana¬
lyzed for the contributions it could
make directly in enhancing the visual
aspects of “West Side Story.” Unlike
many screen stories, this one was “writ¬
ten for the camera,” and in it, the
imaginative Daniel Fapp
found un¬
bounded opportunity to create and
contribute a photographic achievement
long to be remembered.
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EFFECTS AND TITLES FOR “WEST SIDE STORY”

FAR EAST ASSIGNMENTS

Continued from Page 738

ing the producer greater flexibility in
timing the length and location of the
color changes in the overture period to
achieve exactly the effect desired—and
at less expense.
To effect the color changes by the
A&B roll release printing method,
dissolves of varied lengths were made
from one color film unit to the other.
With the excellent lap-dissolve mecha¬
nisms available at Technicolor, mul¬
tiple dissolves were made back and
forth and smooth enough to show as
gradual color changes on the back¬
ground of the abstract. In the theatre,
this pictorial effect accompanies the
overture on the screen with the house
lights dimmed about 50% until the
moment when the aerial scene of
Manhattan Island evolves from the
abstract at the finish.
Optical Printer Effects
I believe that “West Side Story
is the first 65mm picture to use the
optical printer extensively for visual
effects, thus approaching the freedom
that we have been accustomed to in
the field of 35mm. Robert Wise’s ex¬
tensive knowledge of the potentials of
the optical printer and of the results
obtained with its intelligent use as a
film-making tool, made our work in
this phase of “West Side Story” ex¬
tremely challenging.
The relatively
new 65mm film medium posed many
problems, chiefly because of the lack
of the facilities that are so readily
available for 35mm: a variety of raw
film stocks, special processing, and
adequate specialized equipment. The
limitations presently prevailing with
65mm made it most difficult to ac¬
complish some of the effects desired,
and several times it was necessary to
make compromises when unforseen
problems appeared that were not evi¬
dent when ideas were put into work.
The only 65mm optical printing ef¬
fects facilities available at the time
production started on “West Side
Sotry” were at MGM Studios, where
some excellent effects work had been
turned out for “Ben - Hur."
The
Mirisch Company, as an independent
production company, accordingly had
to rely on the 65mm optical printing
equipment which Technicolor then
had under construction. In the mean¬
time, effects for “West Side Story”
had to be planned and worked out
in 35mm in a manner that would
permit duplicating them later on the
65mm equipment then being rushed
to completion.
We made nearly all the special ef¬
fects for final approval through the
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Established American organization experienced
throughout Asia, offers complete film production
services, 16mm or 35mm. Whether your needs

use of anamorphic 35mm “printdown” masters, which are made by
direct optical reduction printing from
65mm original negatives. This same
procedure was followed in printing the
picture dailies for work print use, so
screen quality in the effects would
then be relatively the same when cut
into the work print. When the effects
scenes were finally approved by Rob¬
ert Wise, they were turned over to
Technicolor for duplication on their
65mm optical effects printer—now
completed.
Here Technicolor pro¬
ceeded according to information sup¬
plied from the technical data records
of our 35mm effects scenes.

are a single shot or a complete production,
cable "Farfilms," Hong Kong, or write

FARKAS FILM COMPANY
424

Li

Po

“The scene shimmers with pastel
light, then blurs as Tony catches his
first glimpse of Maria, and in the
entire hall only the two of them are
clearly visible.”-—Saturday Review.
. . the wild dancers are faded

Bldg.,

Hong

Kong.

Automatic Daylight Processing
DEVELOPING TANK
•
•
•
•
•
•

Processes up to 200 Ft.
8mm-l 6mm-35mm-70mm
Movie—X-Ray—Microfilm
Motor driven portable
Uniform Density Assured
400 Ft. Tank Available

FILM DRYER
• Motor driven—Heated
• Speedy drying
* Automatic shrinkage allow¬
ance
* Stainless steel and
aluminum construction
* Easily assembled without
tools
• Compact, Portable

Most “Talked-about” Effect
Among the noteworthy visual ef¬
fects in “West Side Story” is the scene
in which Tony and Maria discover
each other on the dance floor. It's a
sort of love-at-first-sight thing, and as
they stare in wonderment at each
other, they gradually become oblivi¬
ous of the blatant music and the
frenzied dancers which surround them.
To the audience, all else in the scene
becomes diffused and the light is sub¬
dued except on Tony and Marie, who
stand out clear and sharp and brightly
lit. The effect (see Fig. 5) brought
forth especial acclaim from many of
the nation’s motion picture reviewers,
some of which are quoted below:

Chun

Guaranteed. Write for Free Literature

Micro Record (orp.

Automatic

487-14
South Ave.
Beacon, N.Y.

Dissolve attachments for Cine,

Special and BOLEX REX or H-8 and H-16
equipped with PELLEGRINI SHUTTER.

JOSEPH YOLO, 1037 N. La Brea
Hollywood, Calif.

Phone OLdfield 4-3004

YOU WON'T MISS AN ISSUE .
of
American
Cinematographer
if you
renew
your subscription promptly when notice is re¬
ceived. The yearly subscription rate remains the
same—$4.00 IU.S. and Canada) Foreign, $5.00

Ibis is the latest IMPROVED

CINEKAD JUNIOR DOLLY
Used Nationally by
Discriminating Cameramen
This 3-Wheel Collapsible Dolly Is
especially designed to meet the demand for con¬
venient mobility of cameras on location or in
the studio.

The new model instead of the
4" wheels is constructed with 5"
heavy

duty

rubber-tired

swivel

wheels.
Write tor more details and prices.

CINEKAD ENGINEERING CO.
763

10th Ave., N.Y., N.Y., PLazct 7-3511
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QUALITY GUARANTEED
USED EQUIPMENT
CAMERAS
Auricon Cine Voice Model
mount, variable density

2 Single lens
Galvanometer,

Arriflex 16, new style 16-25-50mm Xenon
lenses.
Matte
Box,
Camera
Case for
camera and 400 ft. Mags___
Arriflex 35mm, 120° shutter, 28-50-75mm
Xenon lenses .
Arriflex
35mm
w/variable
speed
motor,
120°
shutter,
30-50-75mm
Primoplan
lenses, 3—200 ft. magazines.
Arriflex
35mm
w/180°
shutter,
28-5075mm Xenon lenses, motor cable, sun¬
shade,
matte
box,
case,
1—400
ft.
magazine
.....
Cineflex 35mm camera w/200 ft. mag.,
12 volt DC motor, and power cord.
Eyemo 35 Single lens "A” mount w/2"
Eyemax lens .
Eyemo 35 w/47mm Cooke F 2.7, case.
Filmo 16mm 70 S High-Speed Camera....
Bell & Howell 35mm standard model D.D.
High Speed camera w/cable and extra
belts, case ...
Bell
&
Howell
35mm
Standard
camera
ft 616 w/170° shutter, unit 1 shuttle,
overhauled and refinished.
Cine Special
II w/100 ft. and 200 ft.
mags., 15mm Ektar 2.5, 152mm Kodak,
Telephoto F 4.5 lenses, Case...
Cine Special I w/100 ft. magazine, 25mm
K.A. F 1.9 Lens.
Cine Special II w/100 ft. magazine....
Maurer-05 Camera
head only w/built-in
features and 1—400 ft. mag.
DeVry 35mm camera w/50mm lens.
Arriflex 35mm Blimp ....
Arriflex 35mm 110 Volt Synch motor and
case
.
Cine Special sync, motors .
Mitchell
12
volt
35mm
variable speed
motor
.-..
Filmo motor—115 volts, 24 frame sync, w/
cable
._..
Eyemo motor, variable speed, 24 volt_
Wall Sync, motors, 220 volt, 50 cycle, 3
phase
.
Arriflex 35mm 200 ft. magazines..
Arriflex 35mm 400 ft. magazines.
Cine Special 100 ft. Film Chambers.
Cine Special 200 ft. Film Chambers....
Bell & Howell 400 ft. 35mm magazines....
Bell & Howell 1000 ft. 35mm magazines..
Mitchell 400x35 magazines .
Bell & Howell 400x35 Bi-Pack magazine....

1,900.00
1,200.00

1,000.00

1,700.00

225.00
175.00
200.00

2,600.00

2,500.00

925.00
350.00
450.00
2,000.00
175.00
1,350.00
400.00
75.00
250.00
110.00
65.00
250.00
70.00
100.00
150.00
350.00
75.00
125.00
100.00
350.00

Moviola 35/35 w/bulls eye, no mag., com¬
posite sound .
900.00
Moviola 35/35 Preview large screen w/
mag., footage counters .
1,800.00
Moviola editing machine (UCS) 35/53 old
model cutters machine only, no take up
arms, optical composite sound _
375.00
Neumode Splicer R-2 (35mm)_
22.00
Moviola Model "D" Picture Head w/take
up arms, variable speed, foot pedal....
200.00
Bell & Howell 16-35mm Splicers...
225.00
Bell & Howell Splicer, foot models, com¬
bination 16-35mm, overhauled.
900.00
Bell & Howell Splicer, foot model 35mm,
overhauled
._.
850.00
Neumade Heavy Duty Power rewinds w/
foot pedal—16 or 35mm ...
76.00
Moviola
16/16
w/Bulls
Eye,
no
mag.,
composite sound .
900.00
Trickle Charger for Arri. wet cell battery..
10.00
Pan Cinor, 20 to 60mm in “C" mount....
100.00
Cinegon 20mm in Arri. mount.
375.00
Mikro Kilar 40mm lens._.
150.00
Mitchell Viewfinder .
350.00
Spectra 2-Color meter.
200.00
Spectra 3-color Meter .
260.00
Bell & Howell geared head tripod, com¬
plete w/base .-...
350.00
Akeley Tripod;, gyro head.$550.00 & UP

SOUND-PROJECTION-LIGHTING-PRINTERS
G-924 Mixer (3-position).._...
250.00
Reeves 16mm PV100 Recorder.. 1,200.00
Tapak Recorder .
300.00
Magenemite Recorder .
200.00
GPl—Jan
Projector
w/speakers—Genova
Movement .
1,000.00
Colortran Jr. Kit ._...
137.00
1000 Watt T 12 P (Code DFD) Projection
lamps.$3.00 each.per dozen
30.00
16mm
UHLER
combination
continuous
printer, A-l condition .-....
500.00
35mm Bell 8< Howell Model
D printer,
completely overhauled, A-l condition. 3,000.00
Model K FILMIINE Processor for 16mm
negative or positive work. Complete with
rotary air compressor. Excellent shape ..
900.00

CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
Dept. A
315 West 43rd Street, New York 36, N. Y.
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6-1420

“Director Robert Wise's color cam¬
era, misting out all the other danc¬
ers, made this an enchanted mo¬
ment, indeed.”—Los Angeles Times.
“It then moves to the high school
gym, where Tony gets his first
glimpse of Maria, blocking out all
hut these two.”—Boston Record.

300.00

EDITING

JUdson

out and the two lovers individual¬
ized while the music gentles down
into a kind of dreamy standstill.
This is exceptional movie work.”-—*
/V. Y. Herald-Tribune.

“Innocent first-sight lovers are iso¬
lated in golden mist at a teenage
dance.”—N. Y. Times.
Although this was not a particu¬
larly difficult optical effect to produce,
it has attracted this unusual attention
because it was so applicable to the
situation. Reverberation of the sound
also did a lot to enhance the value
of this effect. Visually, the “out-ofthis-world" effect was accomplished by
painting on a small piece of optical
glass, which was mounted at the prin¬
ter aperture, using transparent cement
properly applied in areas to align it
with the action in each individual cut.
Another effect that has attracted
much favorable comment is described
in the text printed on the album cover
for the Columbia record, “West Side
Story”:
“Wise advised his laboratory assis¬
tants to experiment with color ef¬
fects; if they worked, they might
be used. One that worked espe¬
cially well was a striking dissolve
from the dressmaker’s shop where
Maria begins to twirl happily in
anticipation of the dance she will
attend that night ... to the com¬
munity church dance hall where the
dance is in progress. An almost
abstract whirl of color and move¬
ment establishes the high-spirted
atmosphere.”
The effect described was accom¬
plished by successive printing through
three separation filters.
At certain
points, while the optical printer was
making the zoom-in, the separations
were dropped out of sync with each
other, resulting in attractive color
fringes. The zoom then continued on
and out of focus, producing a blaze
of whirling colors which dissolve on
the screen to gyrating red abstract
forms that gradually evolve into a
red mask film showing a group of
dancers, and these gradually material¬
ize to full and properly proportioned
conventional figures (Fig. 4).
Another effect occurs in the scene
in which one of the gangs files past
the camera. The scene zooms into a
red, blurry mass as abstract lines

appear and zoom back, turning into
the glistening steel fabric of a chainlink fence superimposed over the set¬
ting for the gang fight to follow.
There is another effect in the pic¬
ture worthy of mention here: During
the “Tonight” duet, sung by Maria
and Tony, the sordid tenement alley
background is transformed into a
soft-focus romantic one. This was ac¬
complished by superimposure of a
beautifying painting generated from
the actual background set.
FolloAving the two lovers’ first meet¬
ing at the gym dance, the set light¬
ing becomes dimmed, and colored,
diaphanous star-like forms are seen
falling slowly within the scene around
the boy and girl—an effect produced
by means of several exposures of fall¬
ing reflective objects, colored and
optically distorted in the optical prin¬
ter, and superimposed over each cut
in the sequence.
During the mock-wedding sequence,
a golden ray of light appears pro¬
jected into the scene from above and
reaching to the kneeling couple. This
was accomplished by superimposure
of a painting of the light ray—dif¬
fused, blended in, and properly posi¬
tioned.
A painting was used again in still
another scene for a desired effect: As
Tony leaves the dance at the gym, the
hallway process background turns into
a night street scene as he sings the
song “Maria.” This involved an eightfoot-wide painting of the upper por¬
tion of the street scene, which was
photographed in a slow camera dollyback. A print of this shot was then
projected as a process background,
with Tony walking on a treadmill in
front of the screen—the treadmill, of
course, being out of camera range.
There are other optical effects in
the picture that are less perceptible as
such, because they are more a modi¬
fication of existing scenes. These in¬
clude such optical work as super¬
imposure of highlights on a falling
knife,
dolly-shots, enlargements of
areas to alter composition, superimposures of flares over automobile head¬
lights, shock zooms, color patches
added to scenes for dramatic effect,
diffusion, filtered, dodged and matted
areas, blowups from 35mm, camera
whip to tie in a painting to a produc¬
tion scene, and other more routine
optical printer work.
As much of this work was in the
realm of pioneering in 65mm, our
success with it resulted to a great
extent from the patience and coopera¬
tion extended us by Mirisch Pic¬
tures, Producer-director Robert Wise,
Production Manager A1 Wood, and
Continued on Page 760
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Largest Most Productive Classified Ad Section Of Any Publication Serving Makers Of Motion Pictures
STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.

Wall 35mm Camera Movements.$250.00
B&H 35mm 400ft. Magazines.
35.00
B&H 35mm 1000ft. Magazines. 100.00
Mitchell Double Arm Matte Box. 175.00
Mitchell Variable Diffuser. 125.00
Mitchell 1000ft. Standard Magazines
95.00
Kinevox Automatic Slater. 450.00
24mm Cooke Speed Pancro F/2,
Eyemo Mount. 1 25.00
25mm Baltar F/2.3, Eyemo Mount. 115.00
50mm Baltar F/2.3, Eyemo Mount. 110.00
75mm Baltar F/2.3, Eyemo Mount. 120.00
100mm Baltar F/2.3, Eyemo Mount— 160.00
25mm Baltar F/2.3, Mitchell Mount— 1 35.00
50mm Baltar F/2.3, Mitchell Mount— 140.00
100mm Cooke Pancro F/2.5,
Mitchell Mount. 160.00
152mm Baltar F/2.7, Mitchell Mount.. 175.00
Magnasync Model 5, 16mm Magnetic
Recorder . 975.00
Blue Seal 35mm Optical Recorders,
less Galvo.1995.00
Blue Seal 35mm Recorder, Modulite
VD Galvo.2595.00
Blue Seal 35mm Recorder, RCA VA,
Galvo.2995.00
Blue Seal 35mm Recorder, Blue Seal
VA Galvo.3150.00
220-Volt 3-phase 1/3 HP Synchronous
Motors .
65.00
220-Volt 3-phase Interlock Motor,
Mitchell Std. 195.00
220-Volt, 3-phase Interlock Motor, NC
or BNC. 375.00
220-Volt 3-phase Sync Motor
door-mounted Std. 275.00
MR-170 Hi-Arc & stand. 750.00
MR-90 Hi-Arc & stand. 550.00
MR DURAC & stand..'. 225.00
J. BURGI CONTNER, ASC
BLUE SEAL SOUND DEVICES
P.O. Box 472, New Canaan, Conn.

AURICON Cine-Voice like new, complete with
1.5 Wollensak 1", 3" Elgeet. 3-lens turret
mount, amplifier, mike, cables, case, mattes,
Pro Jr. tripod legs and head, spider. Best
offer over $825.00. JAMES HARELSON, 421
E. 78 St., N.Y. RE 4-8781.

See S.O.S. on Pages 724 and 725
TRADES TAKEN
Phone PL 7-0440
•
Cable SOSOUND
S.O.S. PHOTO-CINE-OPTICS, INC.
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19
Western Branch—6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, California
Phone: HO 7-2124
RENT

Bell & Howell 16mm Md. J or 35mm Md. D
Printers.
Call or Write
GORDON

5362 N. Cahuenga

ENTERPRISES

North Hollywood, Calif.

2— 35mm DE VRY projectors, semi-portable,
2000 ft. capacity, each with amplifier, speak¬
er, and one metal case containing 106 lbs.
parts. Projectors are brand new, sealed in can,
cost over $3,000.00 each. Our price only
$1,100.00 each. NOLASCO FILM LAB., 3106
Monterrey, San Antonio 7, Texas. Tel. GE
3- 9294.

SAVE $800—Cooke Kinetal lenses from 9 to
100mm. Write Box 1441, AMERICAN CINE¬
MATOGRAPHER.
CINE Special
Series
I.
Perfect.
1"
lens.
$400.00. Write Box 1250, AMERICAN CINE¬
MATOGRAPHER.

35MM CAMERAS—ANY CONDITION.

&

HOWELL —

AURICON.
ALSO

ACCESSORIES

FOR

& LENSES

THESE

CAMERAS.

H.

ROSS

C.

Roosevelt Avenue

Cresskill, New Jersey

WHY SACRIFICE

your production and struggle with old or used
equipment when we can trade for cash or
new equipment? Let us know what you have
and what you need.
THE CAMERA MART,

INC.

1845 Broadway PL 7-6977 New York 23, N.Y.

WANTED
SERVICES AVAILABLE
FOR

THIRTY-FIVE

YEARS

WE’VE

TRADED

AND SOLD
Equipment
To

serve

new

our

and

equipment

customers

is

old.

our desire.

Let us help you find a buyer.
CONSIGNMENTS TAKEN—
SET YOUR PRICE—SHIP IT IN
OUR PERCENTAGE IS SMALL
WIRE US — PHONE: PL 7-0440
S.O.S. PHOTO-CINE-OPTICS, INC.

BRITISH CINEMATOGRAPHER, 35/16mm stu¬
dio background, seeks progressive position
with American film company. Experience also
of editing, sound recording, scriptwriting.
Young, single, English public school education.
Desires to re-locate permanently. All corre¬
spondence answered; photograph on request.
Fullest particulars from Box 1438, AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER.

Formerly S.O.S. Cinema Supply Corp.
Dept, fc

Cable: SOSOUND

602 W. 52nd Street

New York 19, N.Y.

Western Branch — 6331

Hollywood Blvd.

Hollywood, Calif., HO 7-2124
HIGHEST

PRICES

PAID

for your used 16mm and 35mm
professional equipment of any kind.
Urgently

need

clean Arris, Auricons, Mitchells, Zoom lenses,
etc., for our Rental Program.
HOLLYWOOD

CAMERA

COMPANY

6838 SUNSET BLVD., HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIF.
WANTED TO BUY FOR CASH

16MM AND 35MM CAMERAS
AND ACCESSORIES
MITCHELL—BELL & HOWELL STANDARD
AND EYEMO—ARRIFLEX—MAURER
ALSO
LABORATORY, EDITING AND
LIGHTHING EQUIPMENT
CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
315 WEST 43RD STREET • NEW YORK 36, N. Y.
CABLE—CINEQUIP

EXPERT
FREELANCE
35MM
CAMERAMEN—•
Register for money-making local assignments
in U.S., Central and So. America, Caribbean,
Orient, and other foreign locales. Good cam¬
era equipment, creativity, and ability to pro¬
duce professional results essential. Payment by
assignment and footage basis. Give particulars
and phone number in first letter. WORLD WIDE
FILMS, 108 So. LaJolla Ave., Hollywood 48,
Calif. Phones: WE 0-8308 and OL 3-5072.

FOR THE HIGHEST QUOTE ON
USED MOVIE EQUIPMENT
FLORMAN & BABB
68 W. 45th ST., N. Y. 36, N. Y.

USED Auricon Cine-Voice, preferably converted;
no sound, 3 lens turret. Write Box 1440,
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

RATES: Ads set in lightface type. 15c per word. Minimum ad, $2.00. Text set in
lightface capital letters (except 1st word and advertiser’s name) 20c per word.
Modified display format (text set in boldface type, capitals or upper-and-lower case)
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16 &

MITCHELL — ARRIFLEX — BELL

161

TRY F&B LAST

THREE surplus Houston processors, one Model
S-10-C
16/35mm
negative-positive.
Needs
cleaning and overhauling. Huge 32-C color
machine, parts missing and damaged. Both
for $1,600 as is, where is. Clean 22-B 16mm
neg.-pos. processor, $1,395 or all three,
$2,650. GEORGE PETROS, 1238 S. James¬
town, Tulsa, Oklahoma.

WANTED

DOCUMENTATION IN CHICAGO ... and sur¬
rounding areas. Industrial, human interest,
scenic, backgrounds, what-have-you? Expe¬
rienced personnel with professional equip¬
ment (ARRI). LAMAR BLOODWORTH, Selene
Studios, 8139 Milwaukee Ave., Niles 48, Illi¬
nois, USA.
PRODUCERS: When you need services — re¬
search, scripts, directors, photographers, edi¬
tors, soundmen or professional consultation,
write Box 1439, AMERICAN CINEMATOG¬
RAPHER.
16mm FILM assignments—Chicago, Zoographic,
Scenic, Industrial. ARLETTE STUDIO FILM PRO¬
DUCTIONS, 1657 Grace St., Chicago 13, Illi¬
nois. Bl 8-8612.
FILM ASSIGNMENTS, New York, Boston area,
scenic, stock shots, industrial. ACORN FILMS,
168 W. 46th St., N. Y. C. Judson 6-2272.
TITLES & OPTICALS for low budget produc¬
tions. 8/16/35mm service. Samples and price
list from ASSOCIATED CINETITLE SERVICES,
P.O. Box 1206, Bell, California.
CAMERAMAN available for assignments in¬
cluding UNDERWATER. ROY CHEVERTON, 2625
N. Ocean Blvd., Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
MICROPHOTOGRAPHY, TIMELAPSE, and SPE¬
CIAL INSERT PHOTOGRAPHY produced to your
most exacting requirements with the South's
most complete special cinematography facili¬
ties. LAWRENCE SMITH PRODUCTIONS, 1951
Delaroche Drive East, Jacksonville 10, Florida.
EVergeen 9-3431.
CAMERAMAN seeks assignments and repre¬
sentation in India. Bolex, Auricon, B&H 35mm
equipped.
Leaving January. BATRA, 2215
Barclay, Montreal, Canada. REgent 9-4675.
Continued on Next Page

$1.50 per line. Send copy with remittance to cover payment to Editorial Office.
American Cinematographer. 1782 No. Orange Drive, Hollywood 28, Calif. Forms
close 1st of month preceding date of issue.
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TITLES AND EFFECTS

Classified Ads
Continued From Preceding

Continued from Page 758

Page

SERVICES AVAILABLE
PAKISTANI / INDIAN:
Director - Cameraman
wants assignment anywhere in Asia. Like to
co-produce documentary films in India/Pakis¬
tan. Write: AMIN CHAUDHRI, 123 E. 38, New
York 16, N.Y. PLaza 9-4558.

LABORATORY & SOUND
ROCKY MOUNTAIN 16MM HEADQUARTERS

16mm Black & White and Anscochrome
Processing—Printing—Recording—Editing
Rental • Sales • All types of film in stock

Technicolor.
The latter company’s
65mm optical printing facilities were
put into use for the first time for
“West Side Story.” As most of our
effects were highly creative and ex¬
tremely involved, the job of printing
and integrating these into the picture
was not an easy assignment for them,
considering the problems inherent in
65mm and in working with new equip¬
ment for that medium. Regardless of
such problems, however, their results
were excellent.

The Credit Titles

Write for Price List
WESTERN CINE SERVICE, INC.

312 S.

Pearl St., Denver 9, Colo.
Sherman 4-1017.

SOUND RECORDING at a reasonable cost.
High Fidelity 16 or 35. Quality guaranteed.
Complete studio and laboratory services. Color
printing and lacquer coating. ESCAR MOTION
PICTURE SERVICE, INC., 7315 Carnegie Ave¬
nue,
Cleveland
3,
Ohio.
Phone ENdicott
1-2707.

FOR THE ANSWERS . . .
.
.
with

.
to your photographic
confidence to the new

problems,

refer

AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER MANUAL
Most
comprehensive
compilation
of
cinema¬
tographic
data
ever
assembled
between
the
covers of a single book. Contains more than 400
pages of concise, practical and informative data
and charts invaluable to every cinematographer.
There’s something to help you on every page
of this valuable fact-packed book!
Order your
copy today!

$7.50
. . . Post Paid

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER MANUAL
P.O. Box 2230, Hollywood 28, Calif.
Please send

me.copies of the AMERICAN

CINEMATOGRAPHER
..

MANUAL.

Please

ship

Payment enclosed

C.O.D.

Name...
Street & No.
City. Zone..
State..
*For orders mailed within California, please
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Imaginatively conceived and de¬
signed by Saul Bass, the credit titles
were placed at the end of the picture.
The sequence of titles is nearly 500
feet in length and consists of 32 title
“cards.”
Production of the titles in the studio
involved the construction of nine small
sets, consisting of old walls, fences,
time-scarred doors and windows from
razed buildings, and odd traffic signs
—all of the type that might be found
in New York’s west side. Most of
the credits were artistically scribbled
on these sets (Figs. 6 to 9) which
were photographed for the most part
in long sustained shots, with the cam¬
era dollying across the sets, stopping
momentarily to photograph a credit,
then moving on to the next—some¬
times dollying in or away from the
set, or with the camera elevating or
lowering enroute.
For this, of course, considerable pre¬
planning, cueing, and rehearsing was
necessary before the actual photog¬
raphy was undertaken. Each camera
move and stop had to be carefully laid
out for the accurate field size, timed
for the required reading interval, and
the speed of travel from point to point
calculated. Because of the variety of
moves required, no dolly tracks could
be used. Shooting was done with a
free dolly, with all moves and stops
indicated by marks made on the dolly
crane, the floor, and on an upright
column for the vertical camera moves
(Fig. 9). Location of the various
guide marks was determined follow¬
ing a tape play-back of pre-recorded
counting. In addition, the large-dial
sweep-hand clock, previously men¬
tioned, was synchronized with the
camera and used to work out and
check results on all timing directly
after photography.
In a complicated photographic oper¬
ation of this kind, the utmost skill
and precision on part of the camera
operator and also the dolly grip are

essential. In this respect, the work of
operator John Finger and grip Louis
Kusley in photographing the credit
titles represents the highest integrity
and craftsmanship. Every dolly move¬
ment in the complicted, pre-arranged
pattern had to be precise to bring the
camera exactly in line with each title
area; and the camera had to be accu¬
rately framed and focused and each
title card photographed for the length
of time prescribed for it.
Each of the nine sets was photo¬
graphed as a separate scene, then all
dissolved together by Technicolor dur¬
ing the 70mm A & B release printing
operation. As it was impossible to criti¬
cally time the camera moves on the
set during photography, it therefore
was necessary to do some modifica¬
tion of the footage length on the opti¬
cal printer in order to give the re¬
quired reading time to the various
title cards. This was done when mak¬
ing the 65mm optical interpositive
color master from the original nega¬
tive. This flexibility, together with
the convenience of having each title
set as a separate unit, provided the
necessary latitude for changes which
inevitably are required in the produc¬
tion of important main titles.
Thus, if a name in the credits was
subsequently changed, requiring new
photography and retracing of the sev¬
eral steps necessary to accomplish it,
only one unit or set was involved in
the remake, with consequent savings
in production costs. As it turned out,
there was only one change required
in the completed title. It involved the
addition of a new credit card, which
was then photographed and integrated
with the few superimposed titles that
are in the sequence.
In my opinion 65mm is a wonder¬
ful screen medium, offering as it does
such impressive, wide scope and the
finest of screen image quality. I have
found no really serious problems in
the 65mm special effects I have done
that are relatively any different than
one normally finds in 35mm, with the
exception of those caused by the limi¬
tation of 65mm facilities mentioned
earlier. And I feel it will not be long
before this condition is alleviated and
that we will see wider use of 65mm,
even in lower budget film production. ■
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REVUE STUDIOS

Russell Harlan, ASC, “The Spiral Road”
(Shooting in Dutch Guiana) with Rock
Hudson and Genea Rowlands. Robert Mulli¬
gan, director.

Jack

MacKenzie,

ASC,

“Ichabod

and

Me”*.

Neal Beckner, “Bob Cummings Show”*.
Ellis Thackery, ASC, “Wells Fargo”*.
Walter Strence, ASC, “Wagon Train”*
Clifford Stine, ASC, “The Ugly American”

in London) with Maurice Chevalier and
Hayley Mills. Robert Stevenson, director.

R

Roe, Alvin D.
—Do It Yourself Sales Promotion Films In
8mm Sound, Apr. 234.

port” (Darryl F. Zanuck Prods) with Shelley
Winters and Ray Danton. George Cukor,
director.

Ralph Woolsey, ASC, Lewis Jennings,
Jack Marquette, “Hawaiian Eye”*.
Robert Hoffman, “Bronco”*.

Mack

“Hawaiian Eye”*.

“Leave

It

to

Beaver”*.

Douglas

Slocome,

“Freud” (shooting in
Munich) with Montgomery Clift and Susan¬
nah York. John Huston, producer-director.
TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX

“Surfside 6”*.

Ralph Woolsey, ASC, Harold Stine, ASC,
Robert Hoffman, Ralph Woolsey, ASC,
Bronco .
Lewis Jennings, Robert Hoffman. “77 Sun¬
set Strip”*.

Frank Carson, “Cheyenne”*

Lee

Garmes, ASC, “Hemingway’s Young
Man” (C’Scope & Color; Jerry Wald Prod.)
with Richard Beymer and Paul Newman.
Martin Ritt, director.

Jack

Kenneth Peach, ASC, “Follow the Sun”*

J. Peverell Marley, ASC, Commercials*.

Lloyd Ahern, ASC, “Adventures in Para¬

Harold Stine, ASC, “Black Gold” with
Diane Mc.Bain and Claude Akins. Leslie
Martinson, director.

dise”*

William

Mellor,
ASC,
“State
Fair”
(C’Scope & DeLuxe color; shooting in
Dallas) with Pat Boone and Pamela Tiffin.
Jose Ferrer, director.
Leon Shamroy, ASC, “Cleopatra” (J. Mankiewicz Prod.; Todd-AO; shooting in Rome)
with Elizabeth Taylor and Richard Burton.
Joseph Mankiewicz, director.

Marquette,

ASC,
“Bon
Voyage”
(shooting in Europe) with Fred MacMurray
and Jane Wyman. James Neilson, director.
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a

Crowd”*

Arthur Feindel, ASC, Commercials*.

(shooting

S

See, Charlie
—Seeking A Market For Your Films? Apr.
236.
Scot, Darrin
—'"Answers Through Cinematography, Mar.
162
—Douglas Aircraft Co. (in plant film unit),
Apr. 220.
—Filming The Fastest Flyer, Jul. 420.
—World's Biggest Little Studio, Aug. 480.
—The Violence Camera, Oct. 598.
—Making Films With A Purpose At Rocketdyne, Nov. 670.
The Lang Touch, Dec. 732.
Shaner, Vaughn
—Kodak's New Rapid Processor, Jun. 361.
Spalding, Tom
—Lighting For Photography In A Coal Mine,
Nov. 674.
Stevens, Leslie
—The Violence Camera, Oct. 598.
Stewart, John R. F.
—Technical Training Film, Nov. 672.

Burt Glennon, “Lawman”*.
T

Charles

Lawton,

ASC,

“Lovers
Must
Learn” (shooting in Italy) with Troy Dona¬
hue and Suzanne Pieshette. Delmer Daves,
producer-director.

Townley, E. R.
—A British Film Patrol System, Oct. 608.

Ray Fernstrom, ASC, “Roaring Twenties”*.

Widmayer, William
—Cold Storage Protects Color Negatives,
Mar. 170.
Wildi, Ernst
—The New Kodachrome Type II Film, May
295.
Woodress, Fred
—Shooting A “Problem" Picture, Sept. 539.

ZIV-UNITED ARTISTS

Snyder,

Paul Beeson, “The Castaways”

“Three’s

(pilot).

WALT DISNEY STUDIOS

William

The Wilds

Harold Lipstein, ASC, “The Chapman Re¬

Harold Stine, ASC, Robert Tobey, ASC,

ASC,

In

WARNER BROS.

(Universal International; shooting in Thai¬
land) with Marlon Brando and Eiji Okada.
George Englund, producer-director.

Stengler,

Ozols, Leo
—Shooting A Documentary
Of Venezuela, Jul. 416.

(.lifford

Poland,

(shooting

in

Florida)

“Everglades”*

Monroe Askins, “Rip Cord”*
Curt Fetters, “King of Diamonds”*.
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Literature
BOOKLETS, CATALOGUES AND BROCHURES
AVAILABLE FROM EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURERS

Bolex Equipment Catalog
A new two-color illustrated catalog
describing Bolex 16mm cameras, pro¬
jectors and accessories is available
from Bolex dealers or directly from
Paillard, Inc., 100 Sixth Ave., New
York 13, N. Y. It provides details of
the H-16 Rex camera, Bolex S-211 and
S221 sound projectors, tripod, tinimotor, Rexofader, and underwater

feld, famous yacht photographer, for
Daystrom Inc., makers of Weston ex¬
posure meters. Subjects include: “The
meter and the human eye”; “What
to Expect From a Meter”; Various
Metering Methods and When To Use
Them”; and “Separating Sea, Sky and
Sail.” Copies are available at 10^ each
from camera stores and photo dealers.

Still Photography” is title of 24-page
catalog-brochure

offered

by

Natural

Lighting Corp., 630 So. Flower St.,
Burbank, Calif., manufacturers of ColorTran

lighting

equipment.

Booklet

gives details and prices on all ColorTran equipment and accessories, and
includes an informative chart that des¬
cribes all the various lamps recom¬
mended for use with the equipment.

Lighting Equipment Catalog
“Lighting For Motion Picture and

Copies are free.

■

Reader’s Service

camera housing.
A comprehensive chart shows com¬
plete line of lenses available for Bolex
H-16 cameras, including an anamorphic lens which permits photographing
and projecting wide-screen pictures.

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER
Please send me more information about the products, services
and/or literature checked on the reverse side of this coupon.

•
Name —.-..—

Screen Brightness Standards
“American Standard Screen Lumi¬
nance for Indoor Theatres, PH22.1241961” is title of new publication of
American Standards Association, which
sets forth specifications for luminance
of all screens for indoor motion pic¬
ture theatres. It provides for the
measuring of luminance with the pro¬
jector, either 16mm or 35mm, in op¬
eration, but with no film in the gate.
Copies are available at 5(V each from
the Association, whose address is Dept.
P263, 10 East 40th St., New York 16,
N. Y.
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Dear

Reader:

To help us make American Cinematographer more helpful to you and other
readers, we will appreciate your answers to the following questions:
How can we improve this Readers’ Service for you?

Filter Brochure
“When . . . Why . . . How,” inform¬
ative brochure on filters, issued by
Ednalite Optical Co., Peekskill, N. Y.,
has been revised to include data on
filters for use with new Kodachrome
II film, both daylight and Type A, in
addition to data on filters for use with
all color and black-and-white films un¬
der various lighting conditions, includ¬
ing scenes illuminated by the Sylvania

What feature article in this issue did you like best?

What department or column do you find the most interesting?

On what subject would you like to see an article in a future issue?

Sun Gun.
Fold along this line with AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER address out. Seal with staple or scotch tape, then mail

Exposure Booklet
“How To Shoot Better Photos On
The Water” is title of 16-page illus¬
trated booklet written by Stan Rosen-
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First Class Permit No. 24110, Sec. 34.9, P.l.&R., Los Angeles, Calif.
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THIS SIDE OUT

Page
Ansco describes features of its three new
16mm Anscochrome color films.751
Arriflex Corp. of Amer. offers literature
and demonstration of Arri cameras.711
Bach-Auricon, Inc., explains salient fea¬
tures of its Filmagnetic amplifiers.707
Birns & Sawyer Cine Equip. Co. offers
used cine equip., p. 708, also products for
Arriflex cameras.-.721
Burke & James, Inc., announce line of MicroTel lenses, p. 710, also a production
still camera .755
Camera Equip. Co., announces lighting
equipment, p. 701; rental catalog, p. 722;
Pro-Jr. tripods and heads, p. 739; Misc.
equip., p. 734-735; Panoram dollies, 741;
Process projector.748
Camera Mart, Inc., offers six production
items, p. 702, 704; Effects device.706
Capital Film Labs., Inc., provides sound,
editorial, film lab services.720
S. A. Chevereau rents cameras, cranes,
dollies for overseas production.752
Cinekad Engineering Co. offers mike boom,
p. 753; sync motor drive for 16mm projec¬
tors, p. 755, and junior dolly.757
Farkas Film Co. takes far east filming
assignments .757
Film Effects of Hollywood offers services
to all film producers .705
Filmline Corp. manufactures specialized
line of reversal film processors...710
Jack A. Frost rents cameras, lights....747
General Film Labs, invites readers to re¬
ceive its Rewind publication.731

JltiAt 'Paye . , .
Readers—This new service is for you! A postage-free coupon is included in
this page, making it possible to obtain quickly desired information and literature
on the products or services of more than one advertiser without having to write
letters to each one. Your requests, made on coupon below, take care of all. We
relay your requests promptly, and the information comes to you direct.
Summarized on this page are products and services advertised in this issue,
as well as the offerings of literature announced elsewhere. Use this quick refer¬
ence guide to indicate your requests. Simply place check mark after advertisers’
names in index, clip coupon, seal, and mail. No postage required.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
About Products, Services and Literature mentioned in this issue,

Clip and Mail This Postage-Free Coupon Now

\V. J. German, Inc. distributes Eastman
professional movie films.700

This is the quick, easy way to get information you want without
having to write a single letter! We forward your requests promptly
and you receive the requested information directly from the adver¬
tisers. Check the advertisements or the items on which you want more
information. Then fill in your name, address, etc., in the space pro¬
vided on reverse side, fold coupon as indicated, seal with stapler
or bit of scotch tape, and mail. No postage needed.

Hollywood Film Co. announces
16mm Hot Splicer.
LAB-TV offers
services .
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Page
Ansco
. 751
Arriflex Corp. of America . 711
Bach-Auricon, Inc. . 707
Birns & Sawyer Cine Equip. Co.708-721
Burke & James, Inc.710-755
Camera Equipment Co.722-734-735-739
741-748
Camera Mart, Inc. 702-704-706
Capital Film Laboratories . 719-720
S. A. Chevereau .
752
Cinekad Engineering Co.753-755-757
Farkas Film Company . 757
Film Effects of Hollywood
705
Filmline Corporation . 710
Jack A. Frost .
747
General Film Laboratories . 731
W. J. German, Inc. 700
Hollywood Film Company _
745
LAB-TV ... 753
Lowell-Light Photo Engineering . 754
Magnasync Corporation . 765
Ray Mercer & Company . 753
Micro Record Corporation
757

film

Pro745

laboratory
753

Lowell-Light Photo Engineering offers barn
door accessory for its Lowell-Light.754
Magnasync Corp. tells how to select a
tape recorder on page.765
Ray Mercer & Co. offers wide range of
special effects, titles, etc.753
Micro Record Corp. has interesting port¬
able 16mm film processing equipment..757

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS. December. 1961. issue
□
□
□
□
□

special

its

Mitchell Camera Corp. offers a descriptive
bulletin on the new R-35 camera.703

Page
Mitchell Camera Corporation . 703
Mole-Richardson Company . 750
Motion Picture Laboratories, Inc. 744
Movielab Film Laboratories
723
Movie Newsreels . 714
Moviola Manufacturing Co.
706
National Carbon Company .
749
National Cine Laboratories . 752
Natural Lighting Corporation . 748
O’Connor Fluid Heads. 709
Paillard, Inc.712-713
Pellegrini Piek .
755
Precision Laboratories . 741
Photomart . 754
Professional Cine Products . 754
Charles Ross, Inc. 743
SOS Photo-Cine-Optics, Inc.724-725
Stevens Engineering Co.
755
Sylvania Lighting Products
.715-716-717-718-729
□ Uhler Cine Machine Company .. 722
□ Joseph Yolo
.
757

Mole-Richardson Co. offers its new equip,
catalog “J” to producers.750

□
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□
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□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Motion Picture Labs., Inc. serves east
coast film producers.744
Movielab Film Laboratories offers eoastto-coast service.723
Movie Newsreels announces 8mm sound
films for home, entertainment.714
Moviola Mfg. Co. describes its line of film
editing equipment, crab dolly.706
National Carbon Co. supplies technical
services to producers, exhibitors.749
National Cine Labs, specializes
versal processing.

in

re¬
752

Natural Lighting Co. tells about its Cinemaster Mark II converter.748
O’Connor Fluid Heads offers something
new in tripod heads.709
Paillard, Inc. presents Bolex cameras and
accessories; literature on same.712-713
Pellegrini-Piek supplies variable shutter,
Yolo dissolves for Bolex cameras.755
Precision Labs is source of sound readers
and film synchronizers.741
Photomart announces a portable movie
light .759

IN THE “WHAT'
□
□
□
□

Heavy-duty Motor Drive for B&H 70’s
SOSound Magnetic Film Striper .
Arri Shoulder-pod-pistol-grip
Processing Water Cooler .

710
710
713
713

Professional Cine Prods, supplies Auricon
camera conversions.754

NEW” COLUMNS
□ Film Rollers, Side Bushings . 713
□ Film Core Dispensers . 713
□ HFC Repair Splicers . 713

Charles Ross, Inc., rents equipment.743
SOS Photo-Cine-Optics, Inc. offers its TelAmatic film cleaner, sound striper and
16mm edge numbering machine.724-725
Stevens Engineering Co. features Bolex
accessories .755
Sylvania Lighting Prods, introduces the
Sun Gun Professional, p. 715; also its
battery-powered Sun Gun.718

REQUEST FREE LITERATURE HERE
□ Bolex Equipment Catalog .. 763
□ Lighting Equipment Catalog
□ Filter Brochure . 763

763

Uhler Cine Machine Co. offers its line of
8mm and 16mm film printers.722
Joseph Yolo is originator of automatic
dissolver for Bolex and Cine-Speeials....757

764
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Authorized Dealers
CHICAGO, ILL.
Behrend Cine Corp.
161 E. Grand, Ml 2-2281
Zenith Cinema Service, Inc.

ty/mad

MARK i

3252 Foster, IR 8-2104
DAYTON, OHIO
Salem Camera Co.
335 Salem, BA 3-7206
DENVER, COL.
Western Cine Service, Inc.
312 S. Pearl, SH 4-1017

STEREOPHONIC

PLUG-IN HEADS

FILM MONITOR

SYNKINETIC MOTION

SLIDE-WIRE POTS

REMOTE CONTROL

PLUG-IN AUDIO

PUSH BUTTON CONTROL

TORQUE MOTORS

MONITOR SPEAKER

|

j
POWER AMPLIFIER

REWIND

FOOTAGE COUNTER

Sounc Equipment Checklist

35 MM FILM

SOUND SYSTEM

16 MM FILM

I

171/2 MM FILM

(■pfl.msvpc1

SPLIT 16 MM FILM

!
!
|

*HOW TO SELECT A RECORDER
to start your
Magnasync-Magnaphonic Sound System

producer all transistorized and positively sprocket-

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
Century Camera Shops, Inc.
26 S. 7th, FE 8-5857

hole interlocked with your 16mm camera or pro¬
jector . . . CANNOT GET OUT OF SYNC! Can be hand

X X

X

held or tripod mounted. Wide selection of acces¬
sories available.
Basic System $675.

MARK H
The

12-lb. featherweight Mark n, a professional

double-system

recorder/reproducer

transistorized,

self-contained,

with

maximum

recording

and

is

completely

highly

qualities

OPTIONAL

tyemad

and

reliable

X

HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.
Birns & Sawyer Cine Equipment
6424 Santa Monica, HO 4-5166
Camera Equipment Co., Inc.
6510 Santa Monica, HO 9-5119
S.O.S. Photo-Cine-Optics, Inc.
6331 Hollywood, HO 7-9202
KANSAS CITY, M0.
Barnard’s, 4724 Broadway,
Country Club Plaza, L0 1-7761
Crick's Camera Shop
6320 Brookside Plaza, HI 4-3390

A versatile 7-lb. professional quality recorder/re¬

J

HIALEAH, FLA.
Camera Equipment Co., Inc.
1335 E. 10th, TU 8-4064

X X

X

operating

economy. Power consumption is only 20 watts.
From $985.

NEW YORK CITY
Camera Equipment Co., Inc.
315 W. 43rd, JU 6-1420
Florman & Babb, Inc.
68 W. 45th, MU 2-2928
Pictronics Corporation
236 E. 46th, YU 6-3713
S.O.S. Photo-Cine-Optics, Inc.
602 W. 52nd, PL 7-0440
PHOENIX, ARIZ.
Wilson Camera Sales Co.
130 W. Adams, AL 4-0662
ST. LOUIS, M0.
Stanley Photo Service
106 N. Broadway, CE 1-7840

' fir

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.
Brooks Cameras, Inc.
45 Kearny, EX 2-1902

is

the

answer!

Another

reason

so
X

genuinely professional, and yet, surprisingly eco¬

.

o
o

X

-

many producers choose this machine is that it is

nomical!

X

X X

SAN MATEO, CALIF.
Foreman's
121 Fourth Ave., Dl 3-1869

OPTIONAL

1

OPTIONAL

X-400 Type

OPTIONAL

When lightweight portability is a must the 27 lb.

OPTIONAL

|K

SOUTH AFRICA
Photo Agencies Pty. Ltd.
9 Kerk St., Johannesburg

From $985.

Low

power

consumption

has made this 39-lb.

and

extreme

portability

unit a popular selection for

X X

X X X

remote location production by leading professional
motion picture studios.

X

X X

BOLIVIA, La Paz
Casa Kavlin
Casilla 500, Calle Potusi 261-263

OPTIONAL

The Type 1 is a miniaturized version of the Type 5.

OPTIONAL

AUSTRALIA, Sydney
Sixteen Millimetre
Australia Pty. Ltd.
49 Market, New South Wales

BRAZIL, Rio de Janeiro
Mesbla, S.A.
Rua do Passeio 42/56
BURMA, Rangoon
G.K. Theatre Supply Co., Ltd.
123 Sule Pagoda Road

From $1430.

ffMt

wants everything

in one case .

.

.

playback am¬

plifier, monitor speaker, footage counter and tor¬

X

X X X X X

X X

que motors. You can be proud to have this machine
represent you on any sound stage!

ENGLAND, London
Delane Lea Processes, Ltd.
12 Moor St., (W-l)
Gordon Cameras, Ltd.
45 Kensington High, (W-8)

From $1385.

The

UMi 1

most

world

is

popular
the Type

magnetic
5!

With

film
this

recorder
unit

and

FRANCE, Paris
Brockliss-Simplex S.A.
6, Rue Guillaume Tell

in the
all

its

operational conveniences, you are definitely in the
“major league.” The Type 5 owner always starts

X X

X X X X X X X X X

his pictures with a special feeling of confidence
in the realization that he has allowed no compro¬
TYPE

From $1650.

unit

is

in

a class

relay functions, plug-in audio elements and all the
“extras” that make for flawless recording under

X X X X X X

X X X X

OPTIONAL

Mark IX. This

by itself . . . with push-button remote controlled

OPTIONAL

remarkable

X X X

the most adverse conditions.
MARK IX

From $2145.

"Regardless of the model you select, you can always depend upon equipment with the
“Magnasync-Magnaphonic” label . . . equipment made hy the international leaders
in the design and manufacture of quality magnetic film recording systems.
Write, wire or phone

MAGNASYNC
CORPORATION

GREECE, Athens
Christos Axarlis
50 Stadium St.

INDIA, Bombay
Kine Engineers
26, New Queen's Road

There is nothing on the market that compares with
the

GERMANY, Hilden Dusseldorf
Gerhard Johansen
3 Lessingstrasse

HONG KONG
Supreme Trading Co.
60 Hennesy Road

mise in the selection of equipment.

5

OPTIONAL

15

OPTIONAL

TYPE

OPTIONAL

The X-400 Type 15 is designed for the man who

CANADA, Islington, Ontario
Alex L. Clark, Ltd.
3751 Bloor St., W.
DENMARK, Copenhagen CHL
Kinovox Electric Corp.
Jenslousvej 2

5546 Satsuma, Ave., North Hollywood, Calif.
TRiangle 7-0965 • Cable "MAGNASYNC”

ITALY, Rome
Reportfilm, di J.M. Schuller
Via Antonio Bertolini 31
JAPAN, Tokyo
J. Osawa & Co., Ltd.
5, Ginza, Nishi 2-Chrome, Chuo-ku
NEW ZEALAND, Auckland
Kerridge Odeon Industries
St. James Building, Queen St.
PAKISTAN, Karachi-3
Film Factors, Ltd.
27 Victoria Rd., Rex Annexe
SOUTH RODESIA, Salisbury
William Over & Co. Pvt. Ltd.
Kingsway & Manica Road
THAILAND, Suriwong, Bangkok
G. Simon Radio Co. Ltd.
30 Patpong Avenue

wondering which way to turn?
Film producers from coast to coast turn
to BYRON Motion Pictures for com¬
plete studio and laboratory services, all
under one roof.

Why do they turn to

Byron? Byron guarantees “better qual¬
ity ... at lower cost ... in less time”
on all producer services. This includes
Byron’s famed WESTREX sound facili¬
ties. THERE IS NO BETTER SOUND.

WRITE, PHONE or WIRE
for information and quotations
on any and all producer services.

T^r
/notion pictures
1226 Wisconsin Ave., N.W. Washington 7, D.C., FEderal 3-4000

Affiliated with MECCA FILM LABORATORIES CORP., 630 Ninth Avenue, New York 36, N.Y.
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